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INTRODUCTION.

Our researches in *Sphingidae*, which have been carried on conjointly for several years, and of which we now publish the results, were undertaken with the purpose of giving a sound basis to the classification of these insects by an extensive study of their morphology.

Classification is an interpretation of facts. The facts are to a great extent details of the anatomy and morphology of the beings classified. As it is, therefore, largely circumstantial evidence which guides the classifier, the first step towards a correct classification is to find out as many facts as possible. In interpreting these facts or characters presented by the individuals—the individual is the basis of all research—one starts with the assumption that what has been found to be true in the necessarily limited number of specimens investigated, holds good also in the vast multitude of individuals not compared. The possibility of an error in this respect can be lessened by the comparison of a large material of individuals. How large it should be, nobody can predict. To ascertain the extent of variation of the chief classificatory unit, the species, the material is never too extensive.

On the knowledge of the extent of variation of the species of a family depends the stability of the superstructure of genera, tribes, and subfamilies. An ideal classification could be drawn up, if all the species were known which are in existence and which have been. As this premiss cannot be fulfilled, we have to be content with the species that are known. And here, again, the foundation of the superstructure will be the safer the more species have been examined.

We have endeavoured to comply with these three primary demands on a classifier as far as it was possible for us: many facts, many individuals, many species. We have not restricted ourselves to a comparison of the pattern, general appearance of the body and wings, and of the neuration, but have taken into the scope of our research every part of the skeleton of the imagines, and hence have given a broader basis to our conclusions than has ever before been done in this family. Since the structure of the Hawk Moths has never been studied to any extent—the *Sphingidae* being in this respect one of the most
neglected families of large insects—we could scarcely avoid discovering organs hitherto overlooked, and throwing a new light on others which, though known to exist, had not been studied comparatively.

The organ of friction on the clasper and eighth tergite, found in many *males*; the structure of the inner surface of the palpi; the development of the pilifer and the antennal end-segment; the special structure of the merum of the meso- and metacephala; the diverse development of the abdominal spination; the reduction of the pulvilli and paragnathium of the claw-segments; certain differences in the end-segment of the antennae; the peculiar mid- and hindtarsal comb, etc., have never been taken into account in the classification of the *Sphingidae*.

However, we were very much hampered in one respect. We should have liked to extend our researches in the same degree to the early stages. The *Sphingidae* being for the greater part exotic species, the larvae and pupae are known only of a comparatively very small proportion. We were faced nearly everywhere by a lack of material. Though we have tried, during the years devoted to study of these insects, to obtain larvae and pupae from all countries where we have correspondents, we had very scant success, and scarcely any success in procuring the first larval stages. The larvae and pupae of many of the commonest Hawk Moths are still unknown quantities. Nevertheless, our studies of the early stages have not been quite fruitless, inasmuch as they showed us that it is as dangerous to generalise from a few specimens or species in the case of larvae and pupae as it is in the case of imagines. The studies proved to us on the one hand that the deductions commonly drawn from the characters of European *Sphingidae* are faulty in many respects, and on the other hand that one meets in the larvae and pupae with similarities in not nearly related species and conspicuous dissimilarities in close relatives, just as one finds such puzzles in the adults—puzzles which are stumbling-blocks for the classifier, and a source of pleasure for an inquisitive mind.

The figures of the larvae and pupae are, with few exceptions, of little use, if drawn by amateurs who do not recognise and emphasise the essential points. The illustrations of pupae especially leave much to be desired. We draw attention to the following particulars, which we venture to hope will not be so often neglected in future by the artists who are trying to give an

As the ordinary, non-resident, collector in the Tropics shuns inflating larvae on account of the time it occupies and the trouble it gives him, we think it advisable to call attention here to the following very simple method of preserving *small* larvae. Put the larva, after it is suffocated by benzine or chloroform, into a glass tube heated over a flame. The specimen will contract, then expand and burst, and dry in this expanded state. Let the tube cool and take the larva out. In absence of a glass tube, one may use a piece of tin or anything that will stand heating.
adequate picture of a chrysalis; position of the glazed portions of the eye; length of the tongue; anterior femur (externally visible or not); structure of stigmatical areas of the abdomen; shape and armature of the cremaster.

The number of individuals and species of *Sphingidae* contained in the Tring Museum is considerable, there being in the collection nearly 16,000 specimens, belonging to 600-odd species. Though this material is vastly larger than that contained in any other collection, it was nevertheless not sufficient to form the basis of a thorough revision of the family. Since many of the species of *Sphingidae* are very difficult to distinguish, and therefore the descriptions and often also the figures not exact enough, it was necessary for us to examine the specimens on which the names proposed by previous authors were founded, in order to find out how many species are known and which are the proper names for them.

It has been our good fortune to have our appeal for help addressed to private collectors and museums responded to with the greatest liberality." Without this kind assistance it would have been altogether impossible to disentangle the synonymy and to bring the species which were insufficiently described into their proper place in our classification. We gratefully acknowledge here the help received from the authorities of the British Museum, of the Museums at Oxford (Hope Department), Dublin, Paris, Bruxelles, Berlin, Dresden, München, Stettin, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Vienna, Madrid, New York, and Brisbane: and we are no less grateful for the kind assistance rendered by H. Druce, L. W. Distant, W. Schaus, Colonel Swinhoe, M. C. Piepers, P. C. T. Snellen, G. Weymer, G. Semper, Dr. A. Pagenstecher, A. Bang-Haas (coll. Staudinger), P. Dognin, P. Mabille, Dr. W. J. Holland, and Charles Oberthür; who all either sent us photographs, types, and other specimens, or allowed us to visit their collections and to study the material contained therein.—Maximus collegis gratias!

An important point for the satisfactory progress of our work was a comparison of the long series of types of Walker's and Boisduval's descriptions, contained respectively in the magnificent collection of Mons. Charles Oberthür and in the British Museum. A closer study of these specimens than had hitherto been attempted was absolutely necessary. For Boisduval, when visiting the British Museum in the forties of the last century, had named in manuscript and made notes upon the *Sphingidae* of that collection, which names were for the greater part adopted by Walker in 1856, but often applied to other species than those for which Boisduval had intended them to stand. This muddle became intensified by Boisduval, who, in his monograph published

---

* Only two letters of inquiry have been left unanswered. The names of the addressees may be passed over in silence.
in 1875, gave descriptions taken from his own specimens and applied the before-
mentioned manuscript names to species which he believed to be the insects he had so named in the British Museum, but which were often not the same. Moreover, Boisduval failed to recognise many of the Walkerian species, and described them again under new names. The confusion thus occasioned has, we hope, been successfully cleared up in the present Revision.

There are 750 species contained in this Revision. Of these we have not seen the following:—

Hyloicus frances, p. 135; known to us from the description.—Kansas.

Lapara pinacum, p. 151; known to us from the description and figures.—N. York.

Lapara katarnia, p. 153; known to us from the description and figure.—Florida.

Polyptychus goodi, p. 245; known to us from the description and figure.—W. Africa.

Smerinthetus (?) decoratus, p. 302; known to us from the description and a sketch.—Sikkim.

Sataspes ribbei, p. 474; known to us from the description and figure.—Celebes.

Euprocerinus celerpe, p. 615; known to us from the description.—California.

Arctonatus terloo, p. 606; known to us from the description and figure.—W. Mexico.

Hippotion butleri, p. 760; known to us from the description and figure.—Madagascar.

The names of which we have seen the types are marked with an asterisk (*) in the bibliography.

Since Linné and Fabricius the Sphingidae of the globe have been five times classified, revised, or catalogued. Hübner, in his *Ver. befr. Schmettlinge* (about 1822), was the first to propose a detailed classification of Lepidoptera. The work was, in spite of all its glaring mistakes, far in advance of the time, and was therefore almost entirely neglected by the contemporary entomologists, and subsequently forgotten or treated as not being worth consideration. We do not see any reason for rejecting the generic names published by Hübner in the *Verzeichniss*. The definitions are insufficient and often incorrect, and the species considered, generically the same belong often to widely different groups, while close allies stand widely separated. That is quite true: but the badness of the classification and of the definitions is—perhaps unfortunately—no valid argument against the adoption of the names. If it were, we should likewise have to reject a multitude of names proposed by more recent authors, whose definitions
do not apply to the species generically defined, containing erroneous and quite misleading statements, or whose genera contain very heterogeneous elements, as do, for instance, many of Walker's genera. Though, in the original definition of *Protoparce* (type: *vastica*), Burmeister stated that the pupa had no projecting tongue-case (which it has); though Standinger erroneously said of his new genus *Detina* that it had only one spur to the hindtibia, and Huwe made a similar mistake in the definition of *Stenopthalus*; and though the definition of Moore's *Hubia* is so vague as to apply to a host of other *Sphingidae* as well (as many of Moore's definitions do),—these names can and will not be rejected on that account. There is no line to draw between good and bad definitions, sufficient and insufficient descriptions; and every description is incomplete.

The first after Hübner to treat again upon all the *Sphingidae* was Walker, who, in the *List of Lepidoptera Heterocera of the British Museum* vol. viii. (1856), gave descriptions of all the known genera and species and numerous new ones. His bibliography is generally good, but his descriptions are often so bad that it is impossible to recognise the species without seeing his specimens. He has been much attacked on the Continent, and his names have been ignored to a certain extent by a few authors. Walker did not attempt a classification of the *Sphingidae*. He simply described the genera in the order he thought proper, without bringing them into groups. His genera are very often as unnatural as many of Hübner's.

Boisduval followed in February of 1875 with a monograph of the family, containing more exhaustive descriptions of the species and genera. The *Sphingidae* are divided in this work into a number of subfamilies, of which definitions are given, rather a rare occurrence in lepidopterological works of that time. In the nomenclature of the subfamilies he followed the old French custom of employing scientific terms in a gallinised form—a bad custom, which was formerly in vogue also in the nomenclature of species and genera. The monograph, though far above that of Walker, had two great drawbacks: it did not contain all the species described up to 1874, and names already employed by Walker were used again for other species (see above). We mention incidentally that Boisduval's names have priority over those of Butler which were published in the *Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond.* of 1875.

The Revision of *Sphingidae* by Butler—which came out early in 1877, not in 1876, as is quoted by some authors—is scarcely more than a synonymic list with occasional remarks. The genera are grouped into four subfamilies, but not defined, except the new ones. Though the definitions of the subfamilies are based almost entirely on the quite imperfectly known early stages, the grouping is, nevertheless, an advance on Boisduval's classification. The work would have
been much improved if Boisduval’s species and genera had been incorporated into
the body of the Revision instead of being given as an appendix.

The youngest work on the *Sphingidae* of the globe is contained in Kirby’s
catalogue of Lepidoptera Heterocera (1892). As a list of names this catalogue
has been of great help to us. The classification adopted in it has been much
blamed by some authors as being arbitrary. But we think that one should not
expect too much from a catalogue. Even the best is full of errors, as a
cataloguer of insects cannot possibly have intrinsically worked out all the groups
catalogued.

Besides these five general works, there are numerous treatises dealing with
the *Sphingidae* of certain restricted districts. Apart from a host of popular
handbooks, there are two works on the Palaearctic Hawk Moths worthy of
special notice. These are by Bartel, in Rühl, *Grossschirm*, vol. ii., and by Tutt,
*Brit. Lep.*, vol. iii. Bartel gives lengthy and generally accurate descriptions,
but relies too much on others, whose errors he repeats without having examined
the insects himself and formed his own opinion. Tutt’s work is of quite a
different kind. It is the most intrinsic ever written on Palaearctic Lepidoptera.
The third volume comprises only a portion of the *Sphingidae*; the remainder of
the family will appear in the fourth. The work will be of the greatest help
to the scientist who knows the matter well enough to be able to distinguish
between what is scientific and what appears merely in a scientific garb. The
usefulness of the work could have been improved, we think, by a condensing
of the contributions of the collaborators, and mistakes could have been avoided
by the omission of references to foreign species with which the respective
collaborators were not sufficiently acquainted. However, as it is, there is nothing
written anywhere on European Lepidoptera coming up to it in thoroughness.

The Indian *Sphingidae* are dealt with by Hampson in Blanford, *Fauza
Brit. India*, *Moths* vol. i. (1892). The volume should be consulted with some
care, since many distinct species are treated in it as being identical.

The species occurring in the Philippines are contained in Semper, *Schmett.
Philipp.* vol. xii. (1896), where many figures of larvae and pupae are given.

Miskin gave a catalogue of the Australian Hawk Moths in the *Proc. Roy.

A monograph of the North American *Sphingidae* by J. Smith is contained
in the *Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc.* vol. xv. (1888). It is the best work on Nearctic
Hawk Moths, though the classification is faulty in many respects, owing to
Smith’s limited acquaintance with the forms not found in North America.

The Cuban species are described and catalogued by Grote and Robinson in
the *Jour. Ent. Soc. Philadelphia* vol. v. and vi. (1865, 1867), and again by
Gundlach in his *Conz. Ent. Cabana* (1881). The former paper was the best written on *Sphingidae* up to that time.


The species occurring in the Argentine Republic are dealt with by Burmeister in his *Deser. Rép. Argentine* vol. v. (1878) and *Atlas* (1879). The descriptions and figures of the earlier stages are of importance, but several mistakes in identification occur.

There is no list of the African species.

Besides these more important works, which are purely systematic, there are treatises of another nature, dealing with the markings and colour of larvae, like Weismann's *Studies in the Theory of Descent*, and Piepers's paper on the larvae of *Sphingidae* published in the *Tijdschr. Ent.* for 1897.

All the systematic works referred to suffered from a lack of knowledge of the morphology of the *Sphingidae*. Nomenclature, the organ generally relied upon in the classification of Lepidoptera, being of little assistance in the Hawk Moths, the authors seized upon any superficial characters, and thus were led astray. We hope to fill up that gap in our science by the present Revision—at least to a certain extent. Nobody can be more aware of the incompleteness of our researches than ourselves. The subject is far too large to allow of being treated after a comparatively small number of years of study in any degree approaching completeness. Nevertheless, we may fairly claim to have given a new foundation to the study of the *Sphingidae*. The groundwork for future researches is there; future authors will more clearly see their way, and be able to concentrate their efforts on the elucidation of the numerous points only cursorily touched upon in this Revision.

We have generally abstained from giving detailed description of any stage of the known species; but the keys to the genera and species, and the indication of some trenchant feature of shape, colour, pattern, or structure under each species, will, we trust, be an efficient guide also to those who wish to use the work as a means of determining the names of the material in their collections. Though we hope not to have missed any names, we have not attempted to give a complete bibliography of all the species.

The work is divided into three parts:—

I. General Subject.

II. Systematic Section.

III. Catalogue and Index.
I. GENERAL SUBJECT.

The researches embodied in a work like the present are of two very different kinds. We had, firstly, to study the insects dealt with; and, secondly, to study the names bestowed upon them by previous authors. It may sound almost ridiculous, but it is nevertheless true, that in many cases the time one has to spend over the nomenclature of a form, in order to clear up nomenclatorial muddle and to find out what form authors have meant to designate with a certain name, equals or surpasses the time one can, for certain reasons, devote to the study of the natural history of the animal. Surely this is wrong. The Natural History of the animal being the subject of our science, the accessory subject of nomenclature should never have assumed such magnitude. It is waste of energy. However, we have patiently to bear the fruits of the sins of our forefathers in science, and those who come after us will again mutter bad language. One may kick, but one has to suffer. We have no sympathy with those of our contemporaries who contribute unnecessarily to the burden, which is in itself superfluous, and detracts from the efforts devoted to our science. The system of naming the groups of individual specimens of animated nature has been invented as a help to the student of science, but it has been carried out from the beginning in such a way that it necessarily developed into a bother as well. Why? Because the

PRINCIPLES OF NOMENCLATURE

were not strict enough.

Science is a republic where everybody may do as he likes. There are no laws which can be enforced; and nobody can be prevented from publishing what he pleases. This freedom is a great boon to science. Unfortunately, the results of scientific research and those of nomenclature are of quite a different standing. If the purported results of scientific investigations prove to be erroneous, they are repudiated and forgotten. If somebody propounds "laws" of development which are found to be erroneous, science passes on without troubling any longer about them. If somebody considers the battedore scales of Lycaenidae to be fungi, or the maxillary palpi of Pulicidae to be antennae, such statements are disproved, and are no further encumbrance to science. Statements of fact, and conclusions, once proved to be erroneous, no longer occupy the time of the scientific student: science is rid of them. Science can never get rid of a name of an animal or plant once published—unless quite a different system of designation be adopted than that employed since the time of Linne. We cannot simply ignore a name which is a record of an animal or plant. For we must keep a record at least of all the forms which have become known to science, since we cannot have a record of all the forms that exist and have existed. Even names which are synonyms cannot be dropped: they must
be carried on for two reasons. Firstly, if they were dropped and forgotten, they would in many cases be employed again for something else, and thus land us inevitably in a muddle. Secondly, closer research often proves that what was considered the same at one time is really different. A form may for a long time be lost sight of, but scientists will sooner or later become aware of the oversight, if the name is kept on record. For instance, in our case, the Hawk Moths described by Linné and Fabricius respectively as *Sphinx thysia* and *boschusia* have been treated as the same for about 120 years. When we looked up the original records, we found them to refer to two widely different insects belonging to different genera. However, if it is granted that it is necessary, for the sake of completeness of our knowledge, to keep on record all the names given to forms of animals and plants, it will also be conceded that it is an unjustifiable act—because it adds unnecessarily to the burden—to suppress a name and replace it by another.

Some of the older writers did not seem to think much of recording an already named species under a new name and treating the older name as a synonym. Fabricius—a great and influential man in his time—set a very bad example to his followers not only by his insufficient descriptions, but especially by his arbitrary changing of names. For no reasons whatever he superseded names given by Drury, Cramer, and others, by names of his own invention, and employed—worst of all—the rejected names for other species, thus entangling the nomenclature to such an extent that it is difficult to find one's way through the impasse. With such an example before them, one cannot wonder that others followed suit. Boisduval especially seems to have found great pleasure in his names being printed. One cannot help smiling when one finds him coolly replace *Papilio enchenor* by a new name, "arion Bois.," and sees the manuscript-names which he had bestowed at one time or the other upon *Sphingidae* appear in his monograph of the family under species which had meanwhile been baptised by others. It may be comforting to an author who comes too late to be nevertheless able to launch his names on the scientific world, but it should not be done. When Science was in its infancy, a little playing like this may have been pardonable, but nowadays there is no excuse whatever for playing at nomenclature. "The species described by Jones as *conformis* stands in my collection under the name of *asellus mihi*," or something to that effect, is not only a foolish thing to publish, but is an intolerable crime, which should always be met by an energetic rebuff. Vanity has something to do with this kind of proceeding, though there is really nothing to be proud of in giving a name to a specimen and avoiding criticism by shunning publicity. But we do not quite understand what is the object of those who are busy publishing manuscript-names which are given by others and which they find on specimens in collections. As it is of no advantage whatever to science, whether it becomes known or not that a bird or butterfly which has a valid name stands in this or that museum under this or that manuscript-name, there must be some other reason for wilfully increasing the list of synonyms. Is it to prove
that the respective authors of the manuscript-names were too lazy to write out a description and make it public, or that they were not sure if the forms named were really new? Is it to show that the respective authors who gave names to individual specimens of one and the same species really did not know enough of the things they baptised? Is it to demonstrate the carelessness of the respective authors who bestowed, in the collection, a name on an animal for which a name had already been published? Surely if the authors of the names had intended to publish them, we may leniently assume that they would have found time to reconsider the matter before rushing into print. We should not pry into the private foibles of others, and thus detract from their fame. Only published matter is common property, which scientists are bound to critically examine. We have seen many collections with numerous manuscript-names, but we are glad to state that the bad habit of naming specimens in collections without troubling about publishing a description is very much on the decrease—at least among scientific systematists. The habit has come down to us from a time when few people worked at the same group.

There is another class of no less objectionable names which gives little credit to those who are responsible for their introduction. It is a matter of self-evidence that, if somebody claims credit for a discovery, he has to state what his discovery is. Let us assume that A publishes a note maintaining that he has found a new component of air, which he calls so-and-so, but abstains from explaining what it is he has discovered. Another, B, working in the same line, also finds a component of air, which he describes and designates with a name. Then A (or one of his followers) gets up and claims priority for his name.—Another case. The morphologist C announces that he has found in a certain group of animals a new secondary sexual organ, to which he gives a name. There the matter drops; nobody can possibly tell what the new organ is. Some time after, several secondary sexual organs are discovered in that group, and described and named. Now the knowledge of the structures has become common property to scientists, somebody examines the preparations of C, and, finding that the naked name published by C applies to one of these organs, maintains that the name given by C should be employed for it instead of the later name, which was accompanied by a proper description.

There can be no doubt what the verdict of scientists would be in either case. Science is knowledge of nature. Anything new which does not increase our knowledge of nature is outside the pale of scientific work, and what we do not know is not yet part of science. Facts professed to be new, and new interpretations of facts, do not advance our knowledge if they are kept secret. We know a priori that there are many facts to be discovered and new interpretations of facts to be offered. A naked name or technical term, however, does not tell us what is the nature of the conception for which the name is meant; and as long as we are left without this knowledge, the name or technical term has no standing in science. Name and technical term are nothing but arbitrary means which science employs as a convenient abbreviation for expositions of
facts and for the result of lengthy inductions. The name as such is not part of science; we might employ a number, or a letter, or some other sign instead without interfering in the least with that part of knowledge which is thus designated.

It is obvious that these deductions* which apply to science in general apply also to the nomenclature of classificatory work, if the work is meant to be scientific in all its branches. Facts and ideas in classification require explanation like any other facts and ideas in science. Families, subfamilies, and all the other classificatory units down to the individual varieties require exposition by definition. The definitions bring into order the chaotic mass of individuals which forms the subject of classificatory research. However, instead of operating with the definitions, the systematist employs, for the sake of brevity, names for them, thus simplifying reference. Every name is a term for a definition.

It follows from this that a name which is not a term for a definition—i.e., for which no definition has been given—has no standing. Naked names, with which classification has been favoured in abundance, are no valid terms; they become so only from the time when the fact or idea is published for which they are meant to be employed as a convenient means of reference, and therefore cannot take precedence over a name which has been defined before that time. An author who publishes a name for a genus, variety, family, etc., either has some kind of definition in his head—and then he should not keep this definition a secret,—or he has not—and then he should not propose a name for something he does not know, and of which therefore he cannot be certain that it exists at all. The action of an author who publishes naked names is as indefensible as would be that of a describer who published names for the respective subspecies, for instance, of those Oriental Papilios which are as yet not known from certain islands, but which doubtless occur there, and which are certainly different from the subspecies of all other places. We appeal to secretaries of scientific societies and to the editors of scientific journals to suppress all new names which are not accompanied by some kind of definition. Systematic work should no longer adhere to the bad habits of the middle of the last century, when the Linnean method of classification, though so young in years, had already become weak as if from old age and had lost its vigour, and classifying was to a great extent more a pastime than a science. A catalogue of names like Dejean's, containing thousands of nomina nuda, published there for the first time, is, we hope, an impossibility in our time; but single nomina nuda still at the present day appear even in works professing to be scientific.

It follows further, that, if we do not wish to jeopardise altogether the efficiency of nomenclature as a convenient means of reference and communication, and thus efface the motive which induces scientists to burden themselves with a nomenclature, it is absolutely necessary that a definition should be replaced

* We understand under deduction the process of reasoning by which we conclude from a general law the correctness of single cases; under induction the process of reasoning by which from single cases a general law is formulated.
only by one and the same name, and that a certain name should apply only to one and the same animal everywhere. Whoever adheres to this principle of stability of nomenclature must concede that this end can only be attained by adhering to the first defined name for every animal or plant. No compromise is possible. Personal preferences for euphony, so-called purity of language, etc., must be sacrificed by all those who sincerely advocate stability of names; there is no help for it.

A publication is meant to distribute knowledge acquired by the author. The publication of a new scientific fact or idea is meant to enable the reader to understand what is discovered. As even nowadays names without any attempt at exposition are considered valid by a good many systematists, it cannot be wondered at that the definitions published are not always so precise as to advance the knowledge of the reader beyond the fact that something hitherto unknown to the author is defined. We have the description, and do not know what to make of it; we have a name, and know perhaps what it signifies philologically, but not what its meaning is in natural science. There is no excuse for unnecessarily vague definitions of varieties, species, genera, etc.; but there is much in the method of so-called systematic work which explains the frequency of inadequate descriptions. Incompleteness is an inherent character of classificatory research; the best definition is not complete, and may, therefore, any day become insufficient for recognising the species and variety defined, or must be modified in the case of genera and the higher classificatory categories. A character apparently not worth mentioning to-day may become very important when more allied forms are known. But then, what is the use of having descriptions at all? They are nothing but a record sufficient for the time (or meant to be so). They do not profess to be final, though the author may aim at finality. Here, as everywhere, the advance towards completeness is gradual. As our knowledge increases, the definitions of species, genera, etc., become widened or restricted. The definitions change in scope, while the name which was valid for the original definition remains the same. This contrast between a stable nomenclature and a labile knowledge is a nomenclatorial evil and a source of much disagreement among systematists. If we tried to make the names as labile as is our knowledge of nature, the remedy would be worse than the evil. Albeit we cannot do away with the evil altogether, we are at least able to mitigate its severity by the application of a dose of common-sense.

We all know that the number of specimens on which the definitions of new species and varieties are based—it is of no consequence for our argument which classificatory category the reader designates with the word "species"—is extremely small compared with the number of individuals existing. Innumerable species have been described from single specimens. Though this specimen or these few individuals may have been abnormal, though the definition is afterwards found not to cover the entire species at all, as an original definition seldom does—unless it is so vague as to cover other species as well—the name given to the first-named individual or individuals is accepted for the vast
number of specimens which are later found to belong to the same species, be
they practically identical or be they very different in appearance. Preference is
given to the first name, though the species may later have been much better
described under another name. Nobody with a sense of responsibility will now-
adays re-name a species, variety, or genus of which he knows that it has a
name, on the ground that the original definition does not apply to all the
specimens of the species, or all the species of the genus, for which the original
name is now employed. Everybody who agrees that for the sake of a stable
nomenclature the first name should strictly be preserved, gives to the first
individual or individuals which became known to science an importance in respect
to nomenclature which none of the later-discovered specimens can acquire.

Now, if a definition is not sufficiently precise to recognise by it the species
or variety, there is one way of solving the riddle, accepted by all systematists,
we think. If there should be somebody who objects to this means of finding out
the meaning of published but insufficiently defined names, and advocates that
such names should be dropped, he will doubtless retract the objection, if he comes
to think of the consequences. To drop such names, though theoretically justi-
fi ed, is impossible, as such a procedure would give the careless worker and
the ambitious amateur of the worst sort an excuse for inventing new names
wholesale. The means referred to of ascertaining the meaning of an original
definition is the comparison of the original specimens. If they are not pre-
served (or if the author has based the name on an inaccurate figure or on
an insufficiently precise description of an earlier writer), the name cannot take
priority over another name; it may be put down as a query synonym under
some species with which the definition agrees best, or may be enumerated as
species indeterminata at the end of the catalogue of the group. There are very
few defined names of Sphingidae which we cannot refer with certainty to any
species known to us: *Sphinx ixion* and *Sphinx belis* of Linne; *Sphinx leuco-
placen* and *Chacrocampa thalassina* of Clemens; *Sinervithus decor*, *Sphinx
trojanus*, *Chacrocampa brasiliensis*, *Macroglotta tristis*, and *Oenosanda chinensis*
of Schaffnass, are examples. If the originals are there and are sufficiently well
preserved, we may be spared all difficulties, or we may get more deeply entangled
in the meshes of nomenclatorial controversy according as we find one or more
originaIs. Let us consider the two cases separately.

(1) If the species (or variety) was based on one individual, or, at all
events, if only one individual (authentic, of course) is preserved, and there is
nothing in the description which distinctly points to the definition being based
on several different specimens, we are quite certain of what the name applies
to. And that is all we require.

(2) If the species was based on several specimens, we may find that they
belong to one species (or variety), or to more than one:—

(a) If they are actually of one species (or variety), there is again no
uncertainty about the application of the name. But we must remember that to
pronounce two or more individuals to be specifically the same is nothing else
but a conclusion, and that a conclusion may be erroneous. Those who have some experience in systematic work will know that every now and again it happens that the specimens which one author considered to be the same species (or variety) are proved by another to represent several. The reader will find a number of instances illustrating this experience, if he looks over the synonymy in the present work. Therefore, what appeared to be certain may become uncertain again, if there are more than one original specimen. Some authors will, indeed, accept the identification even if it is based on some such mistake, because they consider a name far too unimportant to justify a strict adherence to principles, if a change of names is involved. However, the majority of classifiers will oppose a name which is incorrectly applied. This spirit of opposition against all mistakes is very healthy. We should deplore its absence; for we are sure, because we know instances, that he who intentionally overlooks errors in apparently irrelevant matters, will treat in the same spirit also details of fact which appear to him trivial, which may, however, be of the greatest bearing upon general questions, and, therefore, mislead altogether the generaliser who has to depend on the accuracy of the specialist.

(b) If it is proved that the original specimens belong to more than one species (as do, for instance, the originals of Walker's Macroglossum sitiena, corythus, Nephele eiridescens, etc.), systematists have adopted several methods of narrowing down the conglomerate to one species. These methods are as follows:—

(b') First method of restriction: The name of a composite species is to be restricted to that component which is the first to which the name is afterwards applied by the same or some other author. Illustration: Macroglossum corythus of 1856 consists of three species \[ \{ A, B, C \} \]. Of these B is the first mentioned as corythus after 1856; ergo, the name of corythus is restricted to B.—To be certain of the result, it is necessary to know which is the first, and that requires a knowledge of all the books where the name occurs, and, moreover, a knowledge of what is meant therein by the name. These premisses may sometimes easily be got over, but they present more often difficulties which are as intricate as those which the method professes to solve.

(b'') Second method of restriction: The name is to be restricted to that component of the composite species which remains after the other components have been subsequently separated under new names. Illustration: Macroglossum corythus \[ \{ A, B, C \} \]. As A and B are described as new in 1875, the name corythus remains for C.—To arrive at this result, one has to inquire into the descriptions of the new species, in order to find out whether the new names really apply to A and B; the new species will in many cases again be found to be composite. The method, therefore, creates new difficulties in trying to remove the old ones.
(2) Third method of restriction: As the first and second methods are opposed to one another, differing nearly always in the results attained, we reject them both. The energy spent on the book-research which either method requires is misapplied, reminding one too much of the famous fight against windmills. Nomenclature is not part of nature; it is an auxiliary means invented by the classifier for his own convenience. What in the name of common-sense compels us, then, to turn a convenience into an inconvenience? There is a wide scope for research in nature requiring all the energies of scientists. Why, then, impose upon scientists those unnecessary labours which have only a nomenclatorial, but no scientific result? The method adopted by ourselves is at once logical and very simple, and removes all the difficulties as far as that is possible. Our method of dealing with composite species (and genera) is to narrow all cases down to the case dealt with under (1) by simply applying also here the law of priority recognised by nearly every classifier as the only means of arriving at a stable nomenclature. From the sequence of the localities under a composite species, or from the characters mentioned in the definition, or from the bibliography referred to by the author of a new species, one is able to draw up a sequence of the components of the species. If Macroglossum corythus, as conceived by Walker in 1856, consists of three species, A, B, C, we have:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Macroglossum corythus} & : \\
A &= M. corythus; \\
B &= M. corythus; \\
C &= M. corythus.
\end{align*}
\]

Each of the three components is \textit{M. corythus}, according to Walker. According to the law of priority, the same specific name cannot stand twice in the same genus, and the name occurring more than once can be valid only for the species which was first published under that name, or which stands first in the book where the name is defined for the first time. This rule being applied to the above case, it follows that the name \textit{corythus} can stand for \textit{A} only. All we have to do, therefore, is to find out the sequence of the components of a composite species. This is mostly easy, especially in the case of geographically separate forms.

In the case of composite genera the sequence is given by the names of species mentioned, there being very few genera defined without reference to one or more species. Strict adherence to the above rule makes the first species mentioned the type of the genus.

One might object that this mechanical application of a rule leaves it entirely to accident which species becomes the type of the genus, or to which particular portion of a composite species the specific name is restricted; and, further, that the author did not intend to give the first species or the first specimens respectively any such pre-eminence, and that the "type" thus fixed may be just the one to which the description applies least. We reply, firstly, that we do not know the intentions of the author, as he did not state them; and, secondly, that, if the description applies accidentally less well to the species
or specimens first in the sequence than to the others, this argument holds equally good in the case of the types fixed by any other method of restriction. We invite the reader to find out the types of such genera as Papilio, Sesia, and Zygaena by all three methods. A glance at the original definitions of these genera suffices to fix priamus, tantalus, and filipendulae as the respective types according to the third method. A study of several families is necessary before the types can conscientiously* be ascertained by the first and second methods, since the species originally included in each genus belong to different families.

In mammals and birds and several other groups of animals the second method has almost generally been adopted, for genera at least. If the systematists have there really arrived at a stable nomenclature, no change is necessary, a stable nomenclature being the main aim of the principles of nomenclature. In Lepidoptera, however, and other insects, the first and second methods, less often the third, have been followed, and that has landed us in such a muddle that there is no question of stability having been attained. This being so, we should have adopted, as a matter of course, the surest method of restriction for the sake of avoiding waste of energy, even if our method was not the logically correct one for all who agree that strict priority has to be adhered to.

If the authors of the names for varieties, species, genera, etc., had done from the beginning what we now have to do with their names; if the authors had restricted every name in the way that we now are compelled to restrict it, much time would have been saved. We all agree that a specific (or varietal) name based on one specimen, and a generic name founded on one species, are as valid as names based on more material. Further, if all names were based on one individual or on one species respectively, there would be no composite species and genera; and if the original individuals of each species and variety were preserved, scarcely any difference of opinion would arise among careful workers about the application of the names. We cannot alter what has been published; but our contemporaries and the scientists who come after us have it in their own hands to simplify nomenclature in the way here indicated by making all names monotypical.

We do not know who was the first to fix a type (= typus) for the name of a species, variety, or genus. The nomenclatorial term appears already in 1816 (Dalman). The word type was perhaps not the best that could have been chosen, as it had already a definite meaning also in science, signifying that which is typical for a group of units. But as we frequently use in science the same word for different conceptions (claw, wing, tarsus, lip, mandibles, tail, tongue, etc.), the philological objection against the term “type” is not of much weight. However, the difference between the meaning of the word as used in ordinary language and the meaning of the nomenclatorial term has occasioned confusion, and hence led to another kind of objection.

* Some writers have simplified matters for themselves by ignoring the exotic species altogether!!
Some authors, accepting the word "type" in the ordinary sense implying that the specimens called types are typical individuals, very properly reply that these types are often aberrant specimens, and very seldom the most typical for the group of individuals to which they belong. This confusion of the verbal and the technical meaning of the word "type" misleads those authors to insist further that, there being no "types" in nature, one individual being no more a pre-eminent representative of the species (or variety) than another, the word "type" as a nomenclatorial term has no standing. It is obvious that those authors fall into a deplorable error of confounding the names, which are the product of scientists, with the objects named, which are the product of nature. Certainly there are no types in the nomenclatorial sense in nature, but there are also no names. The type is as such not at all the type of the species, but is the type of the arbitrary name given to the first specimen or specimens, and applied by common consent to all the specimens which belong to the species, of which the type-specimen is only a member, like any other individual.

Those who have the stability of nomenclature at heart, and are unwilling, when proposing a new name, to lay an avoidable burden on scientists—and who do not consider themselves infallible—should mark one individual as type (= typus) of the name, and make a clear statement to that effect when publishing the name—and one individual only. Every care should be taken to have such individuals preserved. There is neither justification for opposing this usage by which the systematists benefit enormously, nor for employing the purely nomenclatorial term "type" in any other nomenclatorial sense than the one here advocated.

As a name is not valid if the animal or plant has already an earlier valid name, we reject also all those names of composite species and varieties of which one of the components has an earlier valid name, and the names of composite genera and higher categories which comprise the type of an earlier validly named genera or higher category respectively. Temmora brisaeus of Walker (1856) has no standing, because it is a mixture of several species, of which one is Cramer's pylus (1779). Dalman's Hemaris (1816) is a synonym of Macroglossum (1777), because it includes the type of Macroglossum. And for the same reason the subfamily name Macroglossinae (1875) becomes a synonym of Sesiinae (1819). Ambulyx of Walker (1856) cannot stand, as it includes Amplypterus of Hübner (1822). In general terms:—

If $A$ is based on $a$,

or on $a, b, c$, which are not congeneric, respectively not congeneric, etc.,

and $B$ is based on $a$,

or on $b$ and $a$, " " " " " " " "

or on $a$ and $b$, " " " " " " " "

or on $c$ and $a$, " " " " " " " "

or on $a$ and $c$, " " " " " " " "

or on $b, a, c$, or $a, b, c$, or $a, c, b$, etc.,

then $B$ is a synonym of $A$. 
This does away with some names proposed in scamped work, of which science would be well rid, especially with those names which are founded on actually the same material. Before a new name is introduced, the author should ascertain to the best of his ability that the material for which the name is meant to stand has no earlier name. This is a demand on a describer, on the fulfilment of which classifiers should rigorously insist.

In an ideal nomenclature a name should convey to the systematist the characters of the animal or its place in the system. As long as the classification is not final this is not possible, and final it will most likely never be. One step towards this goal was made by Linne himself when he established it as a rule that an animal or a plant was to be designated by a generic and a specific name. In Lepidoptera he tried to go even further by indicating, in the case of some groups, by means of a certain ending to the specific name (-ella, -ana, etc.), to which family the species belonged. But this proved to be a complete failure. The Linnean binominal system of nomenclature had the one great advantage that, when the number of forms became larger and larger, there was no serious objection to employing the same specific name in several genera. In Linne's time, when so comparatively few animals and plants were known, the generic name was indeed sufficient to tell the scientist the position of the form in the system. This is no longer the case. By far the larger number of generic names do not convey any idea to scientists, except to a few specialists who happen to know them: the family or even the order to which the genus belongs has generally to be added to make clear what is meant. So far students of natural science have adhered to the Linnean binominal system with that tenacity with which human beings generally cling to what they have become accustomed by long usage. However, a great change has taken place in one direction. When the theory of descent threw an entirely new light on the forms of animated nature, the study of variation became an all-important subject. That the species were more or less variable was long known. But now the variability assumed quite a different aspect. It was found that there were different kinds of variation. Whereas formerly the chief object of classificatory research was to separate the individuals into species, and group these in genera, and so on, now there were in addition the several kinds of varieties to be carefully studied. For this purpose a nomenclature of varieties is as necessary and as convenient a help as the Linnean binominal nomenclature is to the student of species and higher categories.

Systematists agree that the name of a species, genus, or family must be of the same form, so that one recognises by the name (or rather the formula) which classificatory category of units is meant. A family name must be different in form from a subfamily name, and a genus name from a non-generic name. The name itself must show us whether it designates a species, a genus, a variety, a family, etc. The efficiency of nomenclature would be nil if one could not see from the name that Chara.ces castor designates a species, Papilio a genus, Agaristidae a family, according to common agreement, Sphinx ocellata x Amorpha populi a hybrid, Araschnia lexana f. t. prorsa a seasonal form, etc. This is so
self-evident that we ask ourselves in wonder how it is possible that there are systematists who do not—should we say will not?—recognise the necessity of it. If Fringilla coelebs is accepted as a formula for a species, *Sphinx atlanticus* is also a designation of a species, and not of a genus or a variety or a subspecies. To speak of "species" *Sphinx ocellata* and of "subspecies" *Sphinx atlanticus* is a contradiction unworthy of science.

In former times varieties were looked upon as freaks of nature. They were to many a classifier an interesting nuisance, which often threatened to upset the balance of his well-fixed species, and were on that account more often entirely put aside than welcomed as an object for research. Esper, who went perhaps deeper into the phenomena of variation than most of his contemporary entomologists, already distinguished between ordinary varieties (Abweichungen) and abnormal individuals (Ansartungen). However, as long as the principle of evolution underlying these varieties was not recognised, there was no need to study them systematically, and to work out a system of nomenclature which would bring into order the chaos of varieties, as did Linne's binomial system the chaotic mass of species.

From Linne onwards varieties, if provided with a distinctive name, are recorded in various ways. The following names may serve as illustrations: *Papilio iris lutens; Columba oenas β. domestica; Phasianus gallus β. gallus crisatus; Phasianus colchicus (β.) Phasianus varius*. The word *varietas*, introduced by Linne as subordinate to species, meant anything deviating obviously from the normal individuals of a species. The practice of putting the term in an abbreviated form, as *variet.* or *var.*, before the varietal name does not seem to have sprung up before the beginning of the nineteenth century, and the use of the term *aberratio* (ab. = aberr.) is still younger. Not rarely the "variety" was in reality the normal form, while the "species" happened to be described from aberrant specimens. There was no strict rule for the employment of *var.* or *ab.;* some treated well-marked varieties as *var.,* and less obviously different individuals as *ab.,* the distinction between *var.* and *ab.* being merely quantitative; while others employed *ab.* for abnormal specimens occurring singly among the normal ones, and *var.* for the regularly observed varieties. There are many collectors and classifiers, representing the stagnant element in this department of our science, who look at varieties still from either of these standpoints.

Since the middle of the last century, when natural science stepped from childhood into manhood, the study of variation has gradually become more methodical, with a change in the

**PRINCIPLES OF CLASSIFICATION,**

and has now attained a height of which our forefathers in science did not dream.

New lines of research bring to light new series of facts; and new kinds of facts require a new terminology. It will not do to have the same nomenclatorial formula for a species as for a genus; and so it will also not
do to name all kinds of varieties in the same way. It was Standinger who
first separated the varieties of Lepidoptera into two categories: geographical
and non-geographical varieties. There is indeed a great difference between
these two categories, as we shall see later on. Unfortunately Standinger adopted
for the geographical variety the old term *varietas* (*var*.), and for the second
kind the term *aberratio*, giving both terms a definite meaning which they
did not originally have. He should have invented a new term at least for the
geographical variety. As it was, the application of *var.* and *ab.* remained
in as great a muddle as before.

While there was thus some sign that the relation of the varieties towards
each other was assuming a clearer aspect, at least to some authors, a curious
misunderstanding crept in, which prevented many classifiers from perceiving the
true relation of the varieties towards the species. It is self-evident that two or
more different-looking animals which are found not to be specifically distinct
from one another belong to the same species, *i.e.* are components of this
species. All the components together are the species. This is a truism. How-
ever, systematists became accustomed to look upon that particular component
which was first described and named, and of which the name was accepted as
the name for the entire species, as being the species, while it was, as a matter
of course, only one of the components of the species. It is utterly wrong to
say that the first-described form is the species and the later-described forms
varieties of it. We know, for instance, that *Araschnia lecana* and *prorsa* are the
same species; neither *lecana* nor *prorsa* is the species, but the pale spring-form
*lecana* and the darker summer-form *prorsa* together are the species, thus:—

\[
\text{lecana} \quad \text{prorsa} = \text{species.}
\]

It is purely conventional, on grounds of nomenclatorial efficiency, and has
nothing to do with the relation of the summer- and spring-broods towards each
other, or with the causes and the origin of such horodimorphism, that the
first-given name, *lecana*, is applied to the species. In doing this people forgot
that the name *lecana*, originally standing for part of the species, was now
employed for the whole as well, and that therefore the true relation between
the species and its components is this:—

\[
\text{spring-brood lecana} \quad \text{summer-brood prorsa} = \text{species lecana.}
\]

Or, if we use the term *f. t.* (= *forma tempestatis*) for horodimorphic forms, we
have as formula for the insect:—

\[
\text{Araschnia lecana} \{ \text{f. t. lecana} ; \text{f. t. prorsa}. \}
\]

Instead of employing this formula, classifiers spoke and speak of a species
*lecana*, meaning the spring-form, and a variety *prorsa*, meaning the summer-
form, co-ordinating the one with the other:—

\[
\text{Araschnia lecana} ; \text{Araschnia lecana var. prorsa.}
\]
This is wrong, as the spring-form is no more the species than is the summer-form.

What we have said here in regard to seasonal varieties, applies also to geographical and individual varieties. Which of the components of a species is the first-described and named form depends in nearly every case entirely upon accident. The first-named form may be the most aberrant and the very youngest development of the species, having originated from one of the later-described compounds of the species. To call this accidentally first-named portion of a species the species and the later-named forms varieties of the first, is a ludicrous confusion of facts. And yet, systematic work, from mammals downwards, teems with this glaring misconception.

As nomenclature is a convenient auxiliary to classification, as it is subservient to science, and must therefore be accommodated to the latter, it should not form a hard-and-fast structure, into the compartments of which the results of classificatory research have to be squeezed somehow. The distinction between the scientific part and the accessory nomenclatorial side of classification should never be lost sight of.

The aim of scientific research is to discover and elucidate the phenomena of nature. Classification, as part of science, aims at an understanding of the connection between the individuals. To attain this object it relies on facts discovered by two lines of research: firstly, on the facts relating to the body; and, secondly, on the facts relating to life. And here, as in all scientific research, we find the primary question underlying all investigations to be difference or no difference, because science is always comparative, consciously or unconsciously. Morphology and anatomy provide the classifier with the knowledge of the body. In a vast number of instances there is no other knowledge available than this, to build a classification upon. The corporeal facts of the morphologist and anatomist are, however, no absolutely trustworthy basis for a superstructure. For the primary units of the classifier, the individuals, are always different from one another to a certain extent, and therefore cannot be proved to be classificatorily identical by corporeal comparison alone. As in inanimate nature identity can be established by action and reaction, so also in animated nature. The observed differences and apparent identities in the bodies of the individuals have to pass the higher criticism of the knowledge of the phenomena of life. Two individuals may appear very different to the morphologist; but the classifier, who knows from observation of the living animals that one is the offspring of the other, cannot establish any other connection between them than that of parent and offspring, however conspicuous the bodily differences may be. The differences between young and adult, male and female, parent and offspring, brothers and sisters, however prominent they are, lose all the classificatory importance which the morphologist and anatomist (and the classifier misled by him) thought they had, when biology establishes the true relationship of such individuals. On the other hand, apparently insignificant corporeal differences, which the morphologist may scarcely deem worth noticing, often turn out to be differences between
animals which are entirely independent of one another. The conclusions based
upon the facts of anatomical and morphological research must always give way to
the direct proofs of biology. The significance of corporeal characters is established
by biology. Anatomy and morphology give the quantity, biology determines the quality. It is therefore obvious that the classifier should not let himself
be guided in his judgment solely by a consideration of the quality of bodily
characters, but always keep in mind the higher criticism of quality. If he does
this, he will not easily fall into the error of treating two groups of individuals
as being of the same classificatory category (variety, species, genus, etc.), if
biological considerations are against it. If the classifier had no other guide
than corporeal similarities and differences, the classification would merely be an
artificial arrangement, without regard to the true connection between the animals
classified. Such a classification, perhaps very useful for the mere collector,
might be likened to an arrangement of minerals according to their external
features, without any regard to their chemical composition.

Although there are no biological data available of most animals, of which
we know nothing but what the dead bodies or portions of them (embryo to
adult) tell us, the scientific classifier has nevertheless another guide. This
guide is the principle of judging from analogy (the word used in the logical
sense). We give two illustrations. If in a certain country the spring- and
summer-broods of a certain group of species have been proved to be different
in all the species examined, we may safely conclude that they differ also in
those species of the group which have not yet been examined. Therefore, forms
of that group of which it is only known that they differ in the same way
as the horomorphologic forms of the better-known species must also be treated as
seasonal varieties, and not as distinct species. As we have found that the
genital armature, though individually variable, does not exhibit any seasonal
differences in those species of Lepidoptera of which forms proved to be seasonal
have been examined by us, we are bound to conclude that Lepidoptera which
do constantly show differences in those structures are not seasonal forms of one
species. The premis is the better established, and hence the conclusion is the
more likely to be correct, the more species have been examined. This deductive
reasoning, though logically exact, will never give us certainty. For the animals
as we know them are the product of evolution; the result of evolution is
dependent on the nature of the animal and of the evolving extraneous factors;
these extraneous factors being independent of the animal, their combination
with the internal factors—which combination determines the line of develop-
ment—depends on accident; results determined by accident cannot be deduced
from an a priori law. That means, we do not a priori know that what holds
good in all the cases examined is true also in every case not yet examined.
Nearly all the so-called “laws” in biology are nothing but more or less well-
formulated rules of probability admitting of exceptions. A rule may apply to
every individual case within a certain group of animals; but the further away
we go from that group, the greater becomes the chance of exceptions turning
up. It is hasty to generalise from a limited group of animals, though biologists are nowadays in the habit of doing so. Every group first requires independent investigation before a rule found to be true in another group can be pronounced to be true also in the one under consideration. The "laws" of development have all a premise: they are true only under certain conditions. The scientist must, therefore, always remain aware that the unexpected may happen, and individual cases turn out to be exceptions. For instance, what the classifier considered to be a generalised character may turn out to be a specialisation, and what is a specific difference in one group may only be seasonal in another. Since the classifier is in the same position as the commentator of a book which is written in a language only imperfectly known to him, and from which many words and whole pages are missing, there is necessarily a certain amount of assumption in classificatory work which makes the results proportionately unstable. However, the degree of instability can be lessened to a great extent. Just as we know a priori that a certain character which appears generation after generation in the larger number of individuals of a species will finally be present in all (if the conditions of life remain the same), so the probability of the correctness of a conclusion in classification will become certain, if all the details of the animals and all the facts of their biology render it probable that the conclusion is correct.

In order to approach this certainty the classifier has to give his conclusions the widest possible basis. The results of anatomy and morphology must be checked off by biology, and the conclusions derived from one organ by the conclusions based on every other part of the body. If one organ contradicts the other, there is a mistake either in observation or in interpretation. The more such mistakes are discovered and corrected, the safer the superstructure of conclusions will be. Grouping the animals according to the apparent development of one organ leads to an artificial arrangement; grouping them in accordance with all organs checked off by biology results in a final classification. However, finally, even if the classification is restricted to a small group of beings, entails such an enormous expenditure of energy that it can be approached only gradually in the course of time by continued co-operation between the various lines of research.

All classification begins with the discrimination between individuals. Everybody distinguishes between the specimens he observes around him and brings them into groups, thus setting up a rough kind of classification. Experience shows which individuals stand in the possibly closest blood-relationship—that of parent and offspring, and of brothers and sisters. The classifier starting with this experience, which can be corroborated over and over again, has therefore as foundation for classification a solid fact which will remain firm when a flimsy superstructure that a wild fancy may think fit to erect is blown away. Observation of the individuals so closely connected as parents and offspring teaches us that there is always a certain amount of corporeal difference between them, every individual having an individuality. We notice this variability in all organs
when studying them closely. There is no constancy. How far the variability extends is a primary subject of investigation. Lepidoptera are the most convenient group for the study of variation, as they can be comparatively easily reared and experimented upon. Variability may be fairly equal in all organs, or may be excessive in one and slight in others; variability of one certain organ may always be accompanied (within one group of animals) by variability in certain other organs, or the variability may be quite independent. Variability (=state of being different) is to be accounted for by two kinds of variation (= process of becoming different): firstly, individual variation, pertaining to brothers and sisters; and, secondly, generative variation, pertaining to parent and offspring.

Individual variation is normally such that there is a gradation from one extreme to the other, the number of individuals becoming, however, smaller towards the ends: monomorphism, respectively—chromatism. Or the individuals which are all the offspring of the same parents fall into two or more groups, which may or may not be connected by intergradations: di- or polymorphism, respectively—chromatism. In every case there appear occasionally specimens which stand outside the ordinary range of variation. Such aberrations are generally aberrant in one organ only, and otherwise quite normal. Aberrations should not be confounded with monstrosities, in which the deviation from the normal is due to injury of the early stages. The dimorphism of commonest occurrence is sexual, the purely sexual characters being nearly everywhere in sexually separate animals accompanied by differences in size, colour, and some kind of structure. Marked dimorphism in both sexes is comparatively rare. But where such di- or polymorphism exists, and where the similar individuals of both sexes are referred to under one name, it must not be implied that the similar specimens are biological entities. They constitute like aberrant individuals a morphological or anatomical unit named in contradistinction to the other individuals. A black ♂ of *Papilio machaon* is not more nearly related to a black ♀ than to its own normally coloured brothers and sisters, and the brown ♂♂ of *Mimas tiliae* are as much the ♂♂ of the green ?? as of the brown ones, in spite of corporeal similarities and dissimilarities, and in spite of similarly coloured specimens bearing the same name in classification. In most groups of Lepidoptera the variability of the males is inferior to that of the other sex, there being numerous species in which the male is monomorphic, while the female is polymorphic. In such cases the females are generally protectively coloured or otherwise adapted in several directions, and may occasionally become monomorphic again or more constant than the males, in consequence of the best-adapted form becoming prevalent and finally appearing alone. The habit of naming varieties has been in vogue among entomologists and conchologists more than among any other systematists on account of the great variability of insects and shells; and as the student of variation requires names for the sake of brevity of reference, there is nothing to be said against the habit. But since every individual deviates in some organ from the mean, there is some danger of the naming turning out indiscriminate. Fortunately, Lepidopterists have so
far confined themselves to ardent baptism of individual varieties showing some
distinction only in colour, pattern, or shape. There is, of course, no reason
for such restriction. There is just as much justification in Lepidoptera as there
is in beetles for naming structural varieties. If it is not objectionable to baptise
sculpture-varieties of Carabus, there can also be no objection against providing
with a name, for instance, the numerous individuals of Chalcisiiidae which are
different in sculpture. However, it is our opinion that the naming of individual
varieties should not go further than is necessary, and that only the student of
variation can decide how far it is necessary.

Conspicuous individual variability is observed among Sphinxidae both in
the larva and the adults, the caterpillars of Macroglossum and Cephonodes and
the imagines of some Ambulicinée being very variable in colour.

The differences between parent and offspring are no less marked in many
instances than those of the offspring inter se. The generations as they follow
one another are either practically the same, or there is a cycle of more or
less different generations. In Lepidoptera the cycle is generally restricted
to two or three broods. As these coincide in time of appearance with the
seasons as a rule, this particular kind of "generatory" variation is called
seasonal. Though as a matter of course the individuals of each separate brood
are a biological entity varying individually in the way explained above,
there is nowadays a great inclination amongst systematists as well as
biologists to confound seasonal with individual variation. If two different
specimens are offspring of the same female, they are surely not seasonal
varieties. At the bottom of the confusion lies the assumption that, since
seasonal variation depends on meteorological differences of the seasons, all
differences are caused to appear by such factors. This assumption is certainly
incorrect, and therefore the indiscriminate treatment of different-looking
specimens as seasonal quite misleading. Everybody may draw conclusions as
he pleases, but the facts must be represented as they are; they must not
be tampered with. Seasonal variation is observed in several instances among
Sphinxidae. The most remarkable cases are found in Hecorrhagia and
Hyloicus. Though we know that generatory variation is often structural in
insects (Aphidae, Physopoda, etc.), we were nevertheless surprised to find
a structural difference in the claw-segments of the two forms of Hyloicus
perelegans, which forms we presume will turn out to be seasonal.

Having studied the differences between the individuals proved by rearing
to be parents and offspring, the student will be able to select from the
individuals at large those which a comparison of their bodies convinces him to
be so nearly identical with the specimens reared that they might very well be
brothers and sisters of them. But knowing that corporeal similarity is no
absolute proof of biological identity, he will prudently test his conclusion—
perhaps gather some female moths which come to his lamp and which seem to
him identical to all intents and purposes, get eggs from them, and rear the
larvae. To his astonishment he finds that the apparently identical females have
produced two very different kinds of caterpillars, from which he obtains in the
course of time a series of imagines again very much alike, but presenting now
to his searching eye and suspicious mind some slight differences. Continued
experiment with the two insects proves to him that he has to do, not with a
dimorphic larva, but with two entirely independent beings, which fly together
and feed as larvae on the same plant, and which are scarcely distinguishable
as adults, and are nevertheless perfectly kept apart in nature. He realises
that there is a gap between these two kinds of insects which is utterly different
from the gap between the varieties which stand in the relation of parents and
offspring; that there is an effective barrier which lies in the nature of the
specimens themselves, separating the two sets of individuals completely, though
there is no extraneous barrier between them. And by studying further the life
around himself, the student will perceive that the animated world is composed
of a multitude of such sets of specimens, of such entities, all separated by that
same kind of barrier. The knowledge of the existence of this barrier is essential
for the classifier. What the barrier is the student cannot know with certainty.
The corporeal differences observed in the individuals are not the barrier, but
are only accessory to it.

Passing now into a neighbouring country, the scientist will find practically
the same composition of the fauna, though some old friends may be missing
and some strangers may meet his eye. A good many of the entities will
indeed be identical with what he knew before, but others appear in an altered
garb. In one the range of variation has remained the same; but the individu-
als which were in the minority in the first place are here in a majority,
the mean of the variability having changed. Another entity, which was known
to him as being monomorphic, is dimorphic in the new locality. A third,
which was seasonally variable there, does not exhibit seasonal variability
here. Among the specimens of a fourth entity there appear individuals
different from what the student had hitherto seen, the range of variation
having become shifted or widened. In others, again, he finds the proportion
of such different individuals to be larger and larger, until the student
comes to entities of which all specimens exhibit some distinction from the
individuals of the former country. They are the same entities, but with a
difference.

Now, in which relation to each other stand such geographically separated
entities? The two extreme cases are these:—

(1) The geographically separated entities are, each taken as a whole,
identical, with the same range of variation and the same mean of variability.

(2) The geographically separated entities are different from one another in
all individuals.

Between these two extreme cases there are all intergradations. The
difference may be found only in a very small proportion of the specimens,
or only in one sex, or in the greater number of individuals, or in nearly all,
or in all. The difference may be structural, or chromatic, or both; it may be
conspicuous or scarcely perceptible; the gap between two geographically separate entities may be small, or large, and it may be completely bridged over by individuals from other countries. A careful observer of any group of sexually separate animals will know many instances referable to the various cases alluded to. We will call such geographically separate animals which are different, *geographical representatives*.

In order to see clearly what the difference means, it is necessary to know the meaning of identity in geographically separate individuals. If two geographically separated specimens prove on comparison to be identical, or are considered identical, the student has to conclude that they are not separated by that barrier which we have above characterised as effectively keeping the entities of the same country (= syneccic entities) apart. As each of the two individuals is a portion of an entity in its native country, these two respective entities are also not separated by that barrier. That means, the two entities together are only one single entity separated from all the others by the above barrier. We cannot help adding, that it appears very strange to us to see some individuals pronounced identical, and to find them, nevertheless, treated by the same author as belonging to two "species."*

It is clear, from what we have just said, that geographically separate animals which are identical in some of the individuals, or, in other words, of which the range of variation overlaps (A¹ varying from 1 to 5, A² from 4 to 12, A³ from 7 to 19, A⁴ from 18 to 21, etc.), are one biological entity; that is to say, the geographically separate different specimens are the product of geographical variation of the same animal.

It is a difficult task to find out the limits of variation. The material which comes into the hands of the student being insignificant compared with the number of individuals at large, it depends upon chance that the extreme individuals become known. Experiments, especially with Lepidoptera, have proved that the range of variation can be increased artificially. That is to say, the capability to vary is greater than we generally observe it to be in the material collected, and therefore we must expect that the range of variation is in many cases actually more extended than we see it, and that, consequently, very often also those geographically separated different animals overlap in characters which differ constantly in the specimens contained in collections. If the number of individuals is small (we know frequently only one or a few specimens, often only one sex), it is the merest assumption to say that all the specimens of the respective locality are different from all the individuals of a certain other locality. And an author who makes such a statement is no less hasty or superficial in his judgment than the one who waves the distinctions aside as being of no importance. However, if there is any reason for expecting the characters to overlap, it follows from what we said before, that the individuals from the two places together belong to one entity. The accompanying diagram (Fig. 1) demonstrates perhaps more clearly the correctness of

our argument than any words. The diagram illustrates an extreme hypothetical case. The curves $A^1$ and $A^2$ represent the variation* of two geographical representatives. The extent of variation, $a$ $c$, is the same in both representatives, but the means are different. The small number of specimens, $a$ $b$, belonging to $A^2$ are identical with the majority of the individuals of $A^1$, while the small proportion $b$ $c$ of the specimens of $A^1$ are the same as the majority of $A^2$. It is obvious that there is little chance of the student getting any of the specimens $a$ $b$ of $A^2$ and $b$ $c$ of $A^1$, if he has not a really large material at disposal. To him $A^1$ and $A^2$ would appear to be separated by a gap; they would appear to be constantly different, though they are, each taken as a whole, morphologically identical.

Two sexually or otherwise di- and polymorphic animals do not differ in all specimens in the same way; one sex or one set of individuals may be distinguishable by colour, the other by shape; one form may be paler, another darker, than the respective forms of the animal with which they are compared. To find out the differences between two geographical representatives which are di- or polymorphic, it is necessary to compare the corresponding forms with one another, just as one has to compare sex with sex, larva with larva of the same stage, pupa with pupa. There are also monomorphic geographical representatives which differ from one another in a similar way, some individuals differing in shape, others in colour, others again in pattern or in structure. The difference between the two representatives is also often constituted by the ensemble of the characters in each individual.

Such cases lead over to those in which the geographical representatives are completely separated by a gap in their morphology, either in one or in several organs. If $A^1$, $A^2$, $A^3$, $A^4$, etc., are the representatives of one certain type of animal, inhabiting, for instance, each one particular island, and $B^1$, $B^2$, $B^3$, $B^4$, etc., those of another type of animal found on the same islands respectively, there is a corporal gap between $A^1$ and $A^2$, etc., and between $B^1$ and $B^2$, etc., which do not live together, as well as between $A^1$ and $B^1$, $A^2$ and $B^2$, etc., which live together. And now the question arises, Are the gaps between the various $A$'s

* The ordinate gives the number of individuals, the abscissa the degree of difference.
and those between the various B's biologically equal to the gaps between the synoecic A's and B's? Does the barrier which we know to exist between the synoecic A\(^1\) and B\(^1\), which occur together, exist also between A\(^1\) and A\(^2\), which are geographically separate? There are many scientists who say Yes, and many who say No. Let us consider first the arguments advanced for the correctness of an affirmative answer.

(1) The geographical representatives A\(^1\) and A\(^2\) are constantly different; *ergo*, there is a constant barrier between them, as in the case of A\(^1\) and B\(^1\).—Firstly, this is begging the question. Secondly, we have seen above (p. xxxiii) that corporeal differences as such do not constitute the barrier existing between A\(^1\) and B\(^1\). Thirdly, in a vast number of cases it is mere guess-work to maintain that A\(^1\) and A\(^2\) are constantly different; all we know of them is that they are different under the special conditions under which they are living, similarly as seasonal varieties may be constantly different if the conditions are constant. If the constancy of the special conditions fails, the constancy of the corporeal difference between A\(^1\) and A\(^2\) will certainly or perhaps—we cannot tell *a priori* which is correct—also break down.

(2) A\(^1\) and A\(^2\) are geographically isolated. They form therefore separate biological entities which do not interbreed and fuse.—We reply, firstly, that this is again a restatement of the question; secondly, that, as there are numerous cases of identical individuals (as far as there is identity in individuals) being geographically separated from one another, geographical isolation as such is no criterion whatever; and, thirdly, that the facts of A\(^1\) and A\(^2\) being geographically separate, and A\(^1\) and B\(^1\) living together, constitute certainly not an agreement, but, on the contrary, a difference in the relation between A\(^1\) and A\(^2\), and A\(^1\) and B\(^1\), respectively.

Our arguments for geographical representatives not having *a priori* the same biological standing as the synoecic animals which are separated by the barrier before characterised (p. xxxiii), are as follows:—

(1) The geographically separated and morphologically distinguishable representatives A\(^1\), A\(^2\), A\(^3\), etc., are morphologically and anatomically more similar to one another than to B\(^1\), B\(^2\), B\(^3\), etc. The A's are modifications of one and the same type, the B's of another, the C's of a third, etc., and each type as a whole stands in contradistinction to the other. This is a statement of fact, not of opinion. Now, since the existing modifications are the result of evolution from the ancestral types, it follows that phylogenetically A\(^1\), A\(^2\), A\(^3\), etc., stand in closer relation towards each other than do the synoecic animals A\(^1\), B\(^1\), C\(^1\), D\(^1\), etc., the A's forming one branch, the B's another, the C's a third, etc., of the phylogenetic tree. This difference in the degree of blood-relationship between the geographical representatives (= geographically separate components) of one type and between synoecic types is very conspicuous in all classes of animals where adequate material has been conscientiously studied. From the point of view of a morphologist alone, all the animals which are clearly geographical representatives of one
another have a different standing in classification from the non-geographical entities.

(2) If a small proportion of the specimens of A¹ and A² are the same, and A¹ and A² (or one of them) are brought under conditions which favour the appearance of the characters of this small proportion in each case, biomics teach us that A¹ and A² will in the course of time become more and more similar, overlap wider and wider, and become finally identical. That is to say, A¹ and A² cannot live together without fusion. However, if A¹ and A², which differ, say, in 99.9 per cent. of the individuals, cannot exist together as separate entities, A² and A³, which are connected by intergradation in the intermediate countries, or A³ and A⁴, of which the ranges of variation are contiguous, or A⁴ and A⁵, which are separated by a small gap, have no chance of remaining separate entities, if by accident brought under the same conditions of life. As there is a gradation in the morphological difference between geographical representatives (see Fig. 2, in which the curves D¹, D², D³, etc., are the geographical representatives), some being slightly, others more distinctly, and others again widely different, it is obvious that the chance of the representatives not overlapping in characters, under those altered conditions of life above referred to, becomes larger and larger, the wider the morphological gap is between them. From this point of view it depends, therefore, entirely upon the characters of the geographical representatives whether these can exist together or not, i.e. whether there is a similar gap between A¹ and A² to that between A¹ and B¹. In other words, considering the gradation in the morphological differences, there are morphologically different geographical representatives which can certainly not exist together without fusing to one entity, and there are others which may be so far settled in their characters that a fusion will not take place.

From what we have said it follows that it is wrong to treat all geographical corporeally different forms indiscriminately as being separated by that same barrier which prevents synoecic animals from fusing. As science does not knowingly perpetuate errors, the contention which we have demonstrated to be erroneous should be abandoned by those who claim their
work to be wholly scientific; and nomenclature, the language of classification, should therefore have a different formula for the two different conceptions, if classification is meant to be precise. And the language recording in formulas the results of classification must be precise, because science has specially invented the formulas to prevent confusion arising.

However, before going further, let us consider another side of the question. It might be argued, with some degree of justification, that nomenclature is a practical invention for the convenience of the classifier (and those who make use of classification), and, as we said above, must not be turned into an inconvenience. Now, if the classifier is compelled to distinguish between geographically isolated forms which are equal to distinct synecic animals, and such which are not, and again between geographical and non-geographical corporeally distinct animals, an amount of work is thrown on him which he could easily avoid by treating all definable forms in the same way, as being all co-ordinate. Those of our readers who follow classificatory literature* are aware that we are not stating an imaginary case, with the object—as so often happens in science and elsewhere—of demolishing an opinion which nobody entertains. The procedure above advocated is certainly a great simplification of work. But we may be allowed to state in response that a far greater simplification can be attained by putting all geographical modifications of the same type down as identical, nomenclatorially and classificatorily. If the splitter who indiscriminately calls everything definable a “species” claims the right to live, ourselves as impartial onlookers must concede the same right to the lumper who treats everything not conspicuously different as being identical. These two opponents are almost hopelessly at loggerheads. We say almost; for we perceive some glimmer of hope of a good ending in the fact that, as in the struggle between two nations the victor becomes generally influenced by those details of civilisation in which the vanquished excels, both the lumper and splitter will profit from one another in the course of time, both remaining victorious in the struggle till the end, the one knocking over what the other considers distinct, and the other separating again what the former has put together as the same. Do not let it be truly ad infinitum. We sympathise with both; for we believe that we understand the cause of the struggle and the reason for its unreasonable continuance. When Linne invented his nomenclature (binomial, except most Lepidoptera) for his classification, he started with the conception that the animated world was composed of a great number of forms which, though variable to a certain—mostly small—extent, were fixed entities. These entities he defined as species, and designated each with a name. The introduction of a precise discrimination (or what was meant to be precise) between the species, and their fixation in classification by a name, gave a great impulse to collecting and studying the forms of animated creation. During the last century the material increased at such a rate that the number of species known to Linne became soon insignificant as compared with what

more extensive collecting brought to light.* Among the new materials the systematist found a multitude of forms connecting by all kinds of intermediate grades a great number of hitherto well-separated "species." In dealing with these intermediates systematists adopted three methods.

The one class of describers, disregarding variability, thought to carry out in the correct way Linne's method of classification and nomenclature by applying Linne's term "species" to every group of individuals which they found to be definable. As every individual differs to some extent from the other, every specimen was naturally a trap for these authors, who continually considered individual differences to be specific, and hence described an army of "species" which had no standing at all.

Another class of systematists, noticing the links connecting what otherwise appeared to be distinct "species," were inclined to regard everything similar as being the same. They forgot that the first object of the describer is to distinguish between what is distinguishable, and they were still further carried away by the reaction against the indiscriminate creation of species which necessarily set in.

There was, therefore, a kind of excuse for the one as well as for the other class of systematists; the one student erring in being too zealous in applying throughout what he thought to be the generally adopted Linnean method of dealing with the animated world, and the other falling into mistakes by over-zealously correcting the errors (or what appeared to him as such) of the former.

The right path lies, as it mostly does, in the middle between those followed by the extremists. A third class of students, keeping their mind unbiassed, were led along this middle path by their own power of discrimination. They learnt from the investigation of the mass of material in museums and private collections, and from observations on living specimens, that neither everything similar is identical, nor everything dissimilar is specifically distinct.

It is the lack of discrimination which prevents either extremist from finding the right path. However, the work of the splitter has a great advantage over that of the lumpers. The differences which he points out between the

---

* The numbers of species described by Linne in Syst. Nat. ed. x. 1758 are as follows:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mammalia</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aves</td>
<td>554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amphibia</td>
<td>218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pisces</td>
<td>378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coleoptera</td>
<td>665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemiptera</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lepidoptera</td>
<td>542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insecta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuroptera</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hymenoptera</td>
<td>229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diptera</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aptera</td>
<td>229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermes</td>
<td>927</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total** 4371
animals are there. In the statements of fact he is correct; but he errs in the interpretation of these differences. His sight is keen, his reasoning—less so. The lumpers, on the other hand, does not perceive the differences, or he perceives them only in a hazy way; he puts them down as insignificant and passes on, halting only if there is a conspicuous quantity of difference which impresses itself on his mind. His eye and reasoning are on the same level, and his work is generally scamped. As he depends in his judgment on the conspicuousness of the characters, he naturally falls constantly into the error of treating as the same what differs in non-contrasting colours or in vaguely perceived structures, and as distinct what differs in contrasting colours, in shape, size, and other easily noticed characters. It may appear ludicrous to the non-initiated, but it is nevertheless true, that in one and the same group of animals—for instance, Lepidoptera—the same kind of difference is considered by the same authors as being of no significance in the case of small forms, where it requires careful research to find the distinctions (Epipleidae, Geometridae, Thyrididae, etc.); while it is treated as being specific in the case of large ones, where even a dull eye cannot fail to perceive the difference (Papilio and other butterflies). Sombre-coloured animals (some Sphingidae, Noctuidae), small forms (Epipleidae), and such with a uniform pattern (Micronia, for instance), are generally great stumbling-blocks for the lumpers. The author who treats everything definable as distinct has at least method in his errors; the author who depends entirely on what appears to him to be a sufficient quantity of difference is quite arbitrary in his judgment.

The errors of an author arising from physical shortcomings, lack of training, and a certain flightiness in reasoning may leniently be passed over, if the mistakes are not persisted in when they have clearly been pointed out. However, the direct misstatements as to variation and distribution, which the lumpers are more liable to make than the splitter, are scarcely pardonable. If it is the object of the systematist to elucidate facts, and not to conceal them or to misstate them so as to mislead, it is wrong for an author to suppress distinctions which he has noticed; to refer to differences which are geographical, as if they were individual; to consider characters as seasonal which he knows not to be seasonal; to pronounce a form constant, if he knows only one or a few specimens; to treat another as being individually variable, though he knows only single individuals from different countries. In short, it is wrong—and may become objectionable, because bordering on charlatanism, if the misrepresentation is made deliberately—to represent anything to be what it is known not to be, or what on a little consideration it would have been known not to be. Neither the author who considers every form definable as being specifically distinct, nor his opponent who treats as identical everything of which the distinguishing characters do not appear to him to be conspicuous enough, fulfils one of the primary demands on the conscientious classifier—namely, to discriminate carefully between the differences presented by the various forms of animals he has to deal with, instead of lumping and separating indiscriminately.
We are aware that a good many systematists, both among amateurs and professionals, have no higher object than naming and arranging the material in their collections, and maybe issuing books to enable others also to name and arrange the specimens, the knowledge aimed at being a knowledge of some distinguishing characters, and especially the name of the "species." However, the knowledge of the alphabet does not carry with it the knowledge of the language, and he who knows the words and speaks a language is not yet a philologist. So there is also in classification a higher object to be attained than merely describing, baptising, and arranging in some arbitrary order the forms of animated nature. This higher object is to understand the phylogenetic relation between the forms, and on this understanding the scientific classifier bases his system.

In order to comprehend the connection between the forms, it is necessary to know what it is that separates them. It was the one kind of difference to which we have referred before, separating the animals which exist side by side, the one effective barrier consisting of differences in the organisation of the animals themselves, which was the keynote to the Linnean Reformation of Natural Science and to the Darwinian Revolution. The individuals within the barrier form an entity which has an existence independent of all the other entities. Each entity was in the Linnean classification understood to be a special creation, and the effective barrier to be intended to prevent fusion of the entities. This was the conception to which Linne applied the term species. And this was again the conception which formed the subject of Darwin's Origin of Species. The great mystery which the theory of descent sought to explain was the fact of the co-existence of such innumerable independent species, all separated by that gap which we know to keep the species apart. How did this specific barrier come into existence, if not erected by special creation? That is the fundamental question which is before scientists. The question is not solved by looking it straight in the face and then shelving it by applying the term "species" to something else than what it originally meant. No friend of true research should let pass unchallenged what so many classifiers nowadays try to do—namely, to substitute for true species the geographical form. We know that a specific barrier exists between synoecic animals; we know that there is a morphological distinction between geographical representatives. Can the one barrier which we know to be specific honestly be replaced by the geographical difference which at the highest may be assumed to be specific, and of which we know that it is not always specific? We shall oppose any such attempt at underhand shifting of the meaning of the term "species," which would misguide the public and prevent the student himself from seeing clearly the question at issue.

If the specific barrier is the result of the evolution of the organic world by natural causes; if, further, the multitude of species is the outcome of the divergent development of species into a greater number of species,—then we have to search for the rudiment (= beginning) of the specific barrier among
differences found within a species between the various component varieties and individuals. Therefore it is necessary, in order to understand the origin of the specific barrier, to study the varietal differences, and find out among which varieties there is a rudimentary specific barrier, and hence which varieties are rudimentary (= incipient) species. It has been shown by one of us* (and therefore we do not again fully enter into the same question) that the development of gamogenetic species into two or several species is not possible without an effective extraneous barrier between the varieties, which barrier prevents the fusion of the varieties, as does the specific barrier the fusion of the species, and, further, that this extraneous barrier is provided by geographical separation. Isolation of one or more mutating factors is the cause of the portion of a species subjected to them becoming different from the other components which stand under other influences. All our researches confirm this conclusion based on the facts of variation, and all attempts to demonstrate the possibility of the separation of a species into several without some kind of local isolation are fallacious in reasoning. Geographical variation leads to a multiplication of the species; non-geographical variation at the highest to polymorphism. Geographical variation is, therefore, of another kind than non-geographical variation, and therefore geographical varieties have a different standing in the evolution of the organic world from the individual and generatory varieties.

Geographical varieties as incipient species are the next classificatory category below species, just as subfamily is a degree lower than family, and no better term could have been invented for them than subspecies. With subspecies we designate, therefore, nothing else but the geographically separated different components of one and the same type, which components represent together a species. The criterion of a subspecies is not a certain amount of difference, but bodily difference and geographical separation. Synoecic varieties—i.e. varieties from the same locality—are never subspecies. We have to emphasise this distinction, as many authors constantly confound subspecies with non-geographical varieties. There are comparatively very few species which do not vary geographically. It was an ardent opponent of Darwin—Wiegand—who put forward as an argument against the theory of evolution that geographical variation was a conditio sine qua non for the correctness of the theory of descent, and that there was no such general basis for evolution. Systematists have proved by their minute research that geographical variation is the rule and not the exception, and they may be justly proud of this result of their untiring labours. Curiously enough, non-systematists do not generally seem to be aware of this result, nor to fully comprehend its bearing on the theory of descent.

A species which has not developed into subspecies (= geographical varieties = geographical races or forms) may be individually or seasonally di- or polymorphic, and similarly the individuals of a subspecies may all fall into seasonal and these into individual varieties. As the species of a genus are co-ordinate

* See “Mechanical Selection” in Nov. Zool. iii. p. 426 (1896); “Reproductive Divergence, etc., in Natural Science xii. p. 45 (1898).
with one another and subordinate to the genus, so are the subspecies co-ordinate with one another and subordinate to the species of which they are the components. Since Linneé applied the term *varietas* to the forms which are not specifically different, we do not see any reason against the use of this very convenient word in the same sense for all the components of a species which differ from one another. We understand, therefore, under *variety* not a particular category of the components of a species, but employ the term for all the different members of a species indiscriminately. The different categories of varieties must receive special terms in a precise classification, and special formulae must be employed for them in a precise nomenclature.

We distinguish three categories of varieties, namely:

I. *Individual variety.*—The following terms are employed by us:

1. *ab.* = *aberratio* for individuals which stand outside the normal range of variation.
2. *f.* = *forma* in the case of di- and polymorphism. If a form occurs rarely, it may be termed *f. ab.*, in contradistinction to *f. norm.*
3. *♀-f.* or *♂-f.*, if the respective form belongs to one sex only.
4. *f. loc.* = *forma alicuius loci*, if, in the case of polymorphism, a form is restricted to one portion of the range of the respective variety or species.

II. *Generatory variety.*—This variety is seasonal in Lepidoptera, and is designated as

5. *f. t.* = *forma tempestatis.*

III. *Geographical variety* or *subspecies.*—This is the highest category of varieties. As the term *varietas* includes also other varieties, it cannot be employed as such for the geographical variety except in a precise nomenclature; either a specifying attribute must be added (*var. geogr.*), or an abbreviation of another term chosen (*subsp.*). But we do not see that it is at all necessary to put any such abbreviation of a term before the subspecific name. We can do without the encumbrance of the abbreviation—what we can do without is unnecessary: and what is an unnecessary encumbrance in nomenclature, common-sense compels us to drop—by

6. Simply mutually agreeing that a subspecies is designated by its name added to that of the species without any abbreviation before the subspecific name. This means simplification of nomenclature, nothing else.

The following diagram illustrates the nomenclatorial relation towards each
other of the various categories of classificatory units from the individual variety upwards to the genus:—

\[
\text{genus} \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\text{subsp.} \\
\text{species} \\
\text{species} \\
\text{species}
\end{array} \right. \\
\text{f. t.} \\
\text{f. norm.} \\
\text{f. ab.} \\
\text{f.}
\]

\[
\text{subsp.} \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\text{f. t.} \\
\text{f.}
\end{array} \right. \\
\text{ab.}
\]

\[
\text{species} \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\text{f. t.} \\
\text{f. t.} \\
\text{f. norm.} \\
\text{f. ab.} \\
\text{f.}
\end{array} \right. \\
\text{ab.}
\]

\[
\text{f. t.} \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\text{f.} \\
\text{ab.}
\end{array} \right. \\
\text{f. norm.}
\]

There seems to us to be some confusion existing in the minds of some systematists with regard to the degree of phylogenetic relationship of the animals classified and the nomenclatorial position of the units towards each other.

Although it is the highest object of the researches of the systematist to elucidate the phylogenetic connection between the classificatory units from the individuals upwards to the family, order, etc., the linear arrangement of the units in the system gives but a very scanty elucidation of their evolution. If a genus is a development from another, it may be put behind the older one; but this method at once breaks down if there are several genera derived from one, especially if one of the derivatives has again given rise to a series of genera. And nomenclatorially the classifier can do even less. In nomenclature all the units of one category are co-ordinate units; all the species, all the subspecies, all the genera, etc., are respectively co-ordinate with one another. The classifier cannot make any nomenclatorial difference whatever between phylogenetically younger and older genera, between the parent- and daughter-species, between the generalised and specialised subspecies. We have the same nomenclatorial formula for every genus (Papilio, Fringilla), for every species (Papilio priamus
Fringilla coelebs), for every subspecies (Papilio priamus poseidon, Papilio priamus priamus, Papilio priamus coelestis). If the classifier wishes to represent the probable phylogenetic origin of the units which stand co-ordinated in his system and nomenclature, he has to take recourse to the figurative tree, or must give a kind of pedigree, as we have done in the present work. Fringilla coelebs does not mean that coelebs is a derivation from Fringilla, but that it forms part of the genus Fringilla; and Papilio priamus poseidon must not be interpreted as signifying that poseidon is derived from priamus, but that it is one of the several components which together form the species Papilio priamus. This confusion of ideas has been occasioned by the unfortunate habit, which many classifiers cannot shake off, of regarding the first-described component as the typical form of a species, as the "Stammart,"* as the phylogenetically oldest portion of the species, or in the case of a genus as the phylogenetically oldest species of the genus, while it is merely the accidentally first-baptised form. Is the distinction between what is phylogenetically and what is nomenclatorially the oldest really difficult to perceive and to comprehend?

The classification of the lower categories from individual variety to species is in a different position to that of the higher categories (from genus upwards). While the species and varieties are realities which can be tested by observation of the live specimens and by experiment, there is no such test possible in the case of genera, tribes, families, etc. These higher categories are definable groups of allied species. The criterion of their being realities, or, as one is used to say, of their being natural, is threefold:—

(1) The group must be definable—i.e. must not so intergrade with another that there is no line of division, or that the line of division is arbitrary.

(2) The contents of each group must be homogeneous. Elements of different origin, though perhaps similar in consequence of convergent development, must not be brought together.

(3) Each higher category must have a separate definition based on other characters than those referred to in the definitions of the respective lower categories. The characters which make an animal specifically distinct do not make it also generically distinct, nor can the same character upon which a genus is based be employed to characterise a tribe or a family.

To define genera and higher units is not always an easy matter. In order to render a definition precise, a close study is necessary of the forms which come under the unit defined, as well as of the forms of the allied units. The difficulties encountered have induced many authors, especially in Ornithology and Entomology, to propose names for generas, subfamilies, and families without attempting a definition. The naked names thus introduced are a fit testimonium paupertatis for their authors. In our opinion, the thoroughness of the researches in systematic work can best be estimated from the degree of exactness.

* The word "Stammart" is much employed by German writers in this erroneous and misleading sense. See Reichenow, in Verh. V. Intern. Zool. Congress p. 911 (1902).
of the definitions of genera and higher units. For the degree of exactness depends here (1) on the more or less intrinsic study of a larger number of forms than in the case of species and varieties, and (2) on the correctness of the author's inductive reasoning.

The classificatory category coming in our system of classification next to the species is the genus. Some authors interpolate between genus and species a category they call subgenera. From a comparison of a number of subgenera which have been defined, we are able to state that they had either no standing, being groups of species quite arbitrarily put together, or they represented well-defined homogeneous groups—i.e. were equal to a genus. We do not see any possibility of distinguishing between a defined genus and a defined subgenus. To call one defined group a genus and another defined group a subgenus is quite arbitrary. As there is a gap between every two species, and mostly between the varieties as well, and, further, as the species fall into groups different in extent or different in composition, according to this or that organ being taken as the basis of the grouping, the limitation of the genera would be entirely left to the personal opinion and ability of each individual classifier, if there was no general definition of what kind of classificatory unit a genus is meant to be. Systematists differ, indeed, very much in the extent given to genera, some authors adhering to large unwieldy groups of the Linnean type, and others erecting a genus for almost every species, and sometimes even for subspecies. In order to check arbitrariness, to escape uncertainty as far as possible, and to make generic classification more stable, we think it advisable to define a genus as a classificatory unit one category higher than species comprising one definable group of species.

In many cases the group contains only one species by the other members having become extinct, or by there being as yet only one species known, the other species being still undiscovered.

In the present Revision of the Sphingidae it has been our special endeavour to give a solid foundation to the genera, supplementing and rectifying the vague or faulty definitions with which the workers in this group of insects have contented themselves. Though many genera hitherto considered to be valid have been shown by us to have no standing, the number of genera of Sphingidae has been much enlarged, owing to the closer examination of the insects proving many groups of apparently similar species to be heterogeneous. We have laid special stress upon the genera as conceived by us representing stages in the evolution of the Sphingidae.

There is nowadays a tendency among British Lepidopterists to imitate some American leading spirits in Lepidopterology in shifting the term "family" (familia; designated by the ending -idae according to common consent) to a lower category than that to which it was originally applied. We do not see what good it serves to call, for instance, all the Hawk Moths together a superfamily, and the next divisions of it families. It is an entirely superfluous innovation, and only leads to confusion, like all shifting of
terms. We divide the Sphingidae into the following eight classificatory categories:—

I. Individual variety.
II. Generatory variety = seasonal variety.
III. Geographical variety = subspecies.
IV. Species.
V. Genus.
VI. Tribe.
VII. Subfamily.
VIII. Family.

Before we proceed to state some of the general results of our study of the Sphingidae, we give a summary of the morphology of these insects, which will enable the reader to more fully comprehend some of the conclusions bearing on phylogeny and distribution.

**MORPHOLOGY OF SPHINGIDAE.**

The dorsal skeleton of the head (Pl. LXII. f. 6) is divided by two transverse sutures into clypeus (cl), epicranium (crr), and occiput (ocr). The last is always a narrow transverse plate more or less distinctly placed at an angle to the convex epicranium; it is as a matter of course longer transversely in those species in which the eyes have a more oblique position than in those which have less obliquely placed eyes. Compare Pl. LXI. f. 6 and Pl. LXII. f. 6. Its anterior edge is generally faintly incrassate in the middle. The epicranium forms laterally the sockets for the antennae, which stand nearer the eye in some Hawk Moths than in others; the suture between epicranium and clypeus is just in front of the antennae, ending in the antennal grooves. The clypeus is the largest plate of the three; it is more or less strongly convex, especially mesially. It bears at the anterior margin the labrum (tr, Pl. LXI. f. 6. 8. 9. 10. 11, also Pl. LXII.). The two are almost merged into one, the suture being mostly not distinct. The labrum is in most instances raised to a large, transverse, cariniform tubercle, which is generally vertical in front. It projects sometimes frontad over the base of the tongue, concealing the mesial part of the epistome (ep), and is occasionally very small (Pl. LXII. f. 3). The epistome is a transverse plate of variable dimensions situated in front of the labrum, with which it is so completely fused that it is not easy to say where the one begins and the other ends. It is especially large in a number of Ambulicinæ with otherwise reduced mouth-parts (ep, Pl. LXI. f. 10. 11; Pl. LXII. f. 4. 5).

This epistome covers the base of the tongue. When normal, it has a thin mesial lobe and a large process at each side. The mesial lobe varies in size and somewhat in shape, and is rarely absent (Pl. LXI. f. 10; Pl. LXII. f. 1); this occurring when also the other mouth-parts exhibit a high degree of reduction.
The lateral processes (*p*, Pl. LXI. f. 6—11; Pl. LXII. f. 1—5) are designated “pilifer” by Kellogg *), and are often erroneously considered to be homologous to the mandibles. The normal pilifer is a curved obtuse process, concave and flattened on the inner side, and is beset on the inner surface with a great number of long stiff bristles which project over the base of the tongue, which they touch. The pilifer and its bristles undergo various modifications. The bristles become modified into scales, either partly or all (Pl. LXI. f. 11), or they become fewer in number and disappear finally nearly completely (Pl. LXI. f. 10). At the same time the pilifer may become shortened and lose the appearance of a process, being represented in the most reduced state known to us by a broad obtuse projection (Pl. LXI. f. 10). Two other modifications are represented by Pl. LXII. f. 4, 5. In fig. 5 the pilifer (*p*) is almost stalked, and projects far beyond the mesial lobe, which is large. In fig. 4 the whole epistome is enlarged together, produced forward, the pilifers being close together and very broad, and projecting little beyond the mesial lobe, which is very small.

Quite different from these modifications is that observed in all the species of *Choerocampinae*, and only in this subfamily. Pl. LXII. f. 2 represents a species of *Celerio*: the pilifer (*p*) is long, somewhat twisted, and the apical portion is clothed inwardly with short bristles, while the proximal portion bears the ordinary long bristles, the two kinds of bristles contrasting very strongly with one another. This character is of surprising constancy; its significance in classification will be understood, when the characters of the palpus and antenna are taken into consideration at the same time.

Between pilifer and eye, supporting the former laterally, there is a more or less triangular projection, which is an enlargement of the brim which separates the eye from the large labial cavity of the underside of the head. We term this projection “genal process” (*γp* of Pl. LXI. and LXII.). The upper portion of this genal process is often distinctly separated by a suture, and corresponds to the mandible (*μd*, Pl. LXII. f. 4), as pointed out by Kellogg, *l.c.*. The genal process is very large in *MacroGLOSSAUM* (Pl. LXI. f. 9), *Sesia*, and allied genera, reaching often to the tip of the pilifer. In the *Choerocampinae* (in all of them) it is smaller than anywhere else (Pl. LXII. f. 2), not showing in a lateral view the distinctly triangular form observed in all other *Sphingidae* with well-developed tongue. The suture between genal process on the one side and labrum and clypeus on the other ends often (many *Ambuliciniae*) in a deep groove (*f*, Pl. LXI. f. 10, 11). If we examine the underside of the head after the removal of the labial palpi (Pl. LXI. f. 7; *f* is the groove in which the palps is inserted), we find again the pilifer and the genal process between eye and tongue, and observe below the pilifer close to the tongue on each side a short process, dilated apically in the species figured, which process is the remnant of the maxillary palpus (*m*p*). It is in most cases densely clothed with long white scales, which project beyond the pilifer and genal process, being visible also in dorsal and lateral aspects of

* Amer. Naturalist xxix.1p. 546 (1895).
the head (Pl. LXI. f. 6. 8). The size of the vestigial maxillary palpus is not constant in the family, nor has the palpus always the same shape. The transverse arched stripe of chitin between the labial palpi is the mentum; in front of it we find often a vestigial, very feebly chitinised submentum.

The before-mentioned mouth-parts of Lepidoptera have attracted much attention on the part of scientific entomologists since Walter's now famous paper on the mouth-parts of Micropteryx.* The distinctions exhibited by them within the families of Frenata have, however, not been made use of in classificatory work. The parts are covered by the labial palpi as a rule, and are not visible without pushing the palpus away from the head. A drop of benzine, or, better, a drop of alcohol, applied to the base, is generally sufficient to make the palpus so flexible that it is movable, and allows the genal process and pilifer to be studied without injury to the specimen. The two parts of the caputal appendices which remain to be discussed, tongue and labial palpus, are better known to the classifier, though the descriptions given of them go seldom beyond length of the former and outline and general aspect of the latter.

The length to which the tongue has developed in the family Sphingidae is an exceedingly striking character. Here we find the longest tongue of all insects. But what is far more interesting for the student of comparative morphology as well as the classifier is the fact that the length of the tongue varies in this family to such an enormous extent as it does, the extremes being represented by Coeytius, in which the tongue is sometimes little short of 25 cm., and Polyptychus, where we find species with a tongue represented by two tubercles barely longer than 2 mm.

A comparative study of the tongue (glossa) of Lepidoptera is a desideratum. It is formed by the first pair of maxillae, and consists, as is well known, of two halves closely applied to each other (Pl. LXII. f. 2). Each half is concave on the inner side, and bears at the upper inner edge a very dense fringe of ciliae. The trans-section is in Sphingidae short kidney-shaped, or nearly circular, apart from the inner concave portion. Laterally at the base the tongue has very often a patch of minute hairs; in a few cases hairs are found all over the dorsal surface. Within the cavity of each half we find, in dry specimens, a large trachea and the residue of the dried-up muscles, nerves, etc. The sucking-tube itself (Pl. LXII. f. 2, tu) formed by the two halves of the glossa is closed above by the fringe, the ciliae of which are soldered together to form a membrane, which is often quite smooth, showing no trace of transverse striation indicating the ciliae. When the tongue becomes reduced, the two halves are less firmly applied to one another, and the transverse striation of the closing membrane of the tube becomes distinct, till with the further reduction of the glossa the two halves separate and the closing membrane assumes the form of a fringe of separate ciliae (Pl. LXI. f. 11; Pl. LXII. f. 4. 5), this fringe finally disappearing (Pl. LXI. f. 10; Pl. LXII.

f. 1). The functionless tongue loses the transverse annulation; it is very freely chitinised, and varies individually in length. It not rarely bears scales, and is occasionally tuberculated.

The longest tongue occurs in the tribe Sphingicaceae, which tribe contains, however, also species with a very short and functionless tongue, and one species with just a vestige of it (Elenbeckia). A short tongue is frequently found among the Ambulicinacæ, in which subfamily it is always shorter than the body, but often strong, and in the latter case not showing any sign of reduction. In the Sphingicaceae the tongue is also very weak and short in most species. In the other groups of Sphingidæ the tongue is never excessively long and never very short, always preserving the ordinary structure and rigidity. It is scarcely necessary to point out that the functionless glossa is a derivation from a tongue efficient as a sucking-tube.

As varied as the other mouth-parts are also the labial palpi, shortly designated as “palpi” in Lepidoptera. Though this designation is, strictly speaking, not correct, it is very convenient and quite precise enough, as there can be no doubt that the labial palpi, and not the vestigial maxillary ones, are meant, when speaking of the palpi.

The palpus, if not reduced, is large, broad in lateral aspect, closely contiguous to the head, and has a short third segment. A palpus like this does not occur outside the family. However, where the palpus is reduced, the general aspect is insufficient to recognise it as a Sphingid palpus. The most slender and at the same time longest palpus is found in Tinostoma and in the Ḟ of Cressonia, in which latter genus the Ḟ palpi are strongly divergent. A very large and rounded palpus is met with in Pachylia, Eurypterix, Protoparce, and other genera. Reduced palpi occur abundantly among Ambulicinacæ and Acherontiinacæ, while the palpi of the other Sphingidæ are mostly of medium size or large, very seldom small. The size of the palpus depends on the width of the segments and upon the scaling; a broad segment covered by short scales appearing much slenderer than a narrower one with long erect scaling (Pl. LIX. f. 26. 27). It is, as a rule, also the scaling which gives the terminal portion of the palpus its particular shape. The triangularly pointed palpus and the broadly rounded one, as described in systematic work, may have similar segments when denuded. If one speaks of the shape of the palpus, one means the palpus inclusive of the scaling as it appears in a perfect specimen. There is distinct sexual dimorphism in the palpus among Ambulicinacæ, the palpus of the male being often larger than that of the female.

There are always three segments; the third is, however, nearly always very short and concealed in the scaling of the second, projecting as a little knob. In the few cases where the third segment is more distinct it is conical, sometimes naked and horn-like (Corytius; Xanthopan); it is never long, slender, and rod-like. In narrow palpi it is often as broad at the base as the second segment is at the end.

The first segment is the longest as a rule, but there are many exceptions
in which the first is not longer or is shorter than the second. The segment is carven, lying along the eye. The inner surface (Pl. LIX. f. 26. 27; Pl. LIX. f. 1) is more or less regularly annulated or wrinkled, flattened, or slightly convex, or somewhat concave. It is naked, except the edges, with some long hair-like scales; or it is more or less loosely scaled for the greater part. The scaling at the apex of the first segment (Pl. LIX. and LIX.) is either short, or long and rough, or long and quite regular, according in several cases conspicuous characters of taxonomic value—as, for instance, in the subfamily Choerocampinae, where the two Neotropical genera and the cosmopolitan genus Celerio have the scaling always rough and irregular, while all the allied Old World genera with the exception of *Pergesa* and *Rhodafra*, derivations from Celerio, have it regular (Pl. LIX. f. 19—21. 26. 27). A character of the greatest importance in the classification of the Hawk Moths is found at the base of the first segment. That is a patch of variable size of short (and doubtless sensory) hairs, which is always present in one section of the family (α, Pl. LIX. f. 26. 27), except a few reduced forms, and equally constantly absent from the other section (Pl. LX. f. 1). The trustworthiness of the distinctive character was discovered after we had separated the *Acherontiinae (= Acherontiinae + Sphinginae + Sphingulinae*) and *Ambuliciniae* from the rest of the family on other grounds. This basal patch was found in Butterflies and treated upon at some length by Reuter.* It is of wide occurrence in Moths. Its absence from *Acherontiinae* and *Ambuliciniae* has nothing to do with the reduction of the palpus, as it is absent from the large palpi of *Protoparce* and other *Sphinginae*, while it is found in the other subfamilies on the relatively small palpi of *Oryba*, *Berutana*, and other genera. The basal patch is present in *Geometridae*, *Notodontidae*, *Agaristidae*, *Noctuidae*, *Pyralidae*, etc., etc., and assumes sometimes an obviously distinctive form. We have not noticed it in *Saturniidae* and allied groups, nor among *Lasiocampidae*, *Bombycidae*, *Eupterotidae*, and some other groups. How far this organ can be made use of in the classification of these families more complete research must show; but we are justified in maintaining that the basal patch will prove itself elsewhere an equally good distinguishing character as we find it to be in *Sphingidae*.

The first segment of the palpus exhibits also on the outer side characters of taxonomic value. There is a kind of transverse crest near the eye in *Basiotia*, *Aleinon*, and *Unzela*, and the apex of the segment is strongly convex externally or angular in these genera; the crest is also found in *Cureleca* and *Sphingonaeupaxis*. A peculiar modification is found in one genus of *Acherontiinae* (*Megacorma*) and in a great number of *Choerocampinae*. It is illustrated on Pls. LX. and LX. There is at the apex of the segment, ventro-laterally, a space devoid of the ordinary scaling, being either quite naked or clothed with a few long hair-like but flat scales. The scaling around this naked space,

*Acta Soc. Sc. Finn. xxii. 1 (1896).—Reuter says that the basal patch of *Heterocera* is never elevated as in *Epiphacocera*. We find that it is sometimes raised to a conspicuous ridge, for instance in *Pyralidae*. 
which is often somewhat concave, is more or less regular, especially ventrally, and, surrounding the naked space, forms a kind of cavity (*gr*, Pl. LIX. f. 13, 16, 17, 18, 25; Pl. LX. f. 3). The naked membrane is doubtless sensory, but we could not find any external sensory organs in the dry specimens. The long hair-like scales situated in many species on this naked membrane are not of a sensory nature. There is every intergradation between a rudimentary cavity and a large regular one. This specialisation is found only among Oriental and Aethiopian *Sphingidae*, not in American ones. The joint between the first and second segments is exposed in the species which exhibit the cavity. A naked and exposed joint is also met with among *Ambelicinae*, but no cavity.

The second segment undergoes many modifications in shape; it may be subcylindrical, quadrangular, triangular, ovate; it may be longer or shorter than broad, or square. In *Tinostoma* it is three times as long as broad. It is angulate at the upper outer corner in *Aleuron* and *Unzela*. The scaling of the two palpi generally covers the base of the tongue; but there are instances where the mouth-parts are exposed. This is the case when the scaling of the second segment is very short, as in Pl. LIX. f. 10, 11, 26.

The inner surface of the second segment exhibits some remarkable specialisations. It is normally scaled all over, but we find the scales very small and rather dispersed in *Euchloron* (Pl. LIX. f. 24), so that the membrane is partly naked. In all the other species of *Choerocampinae* these small rounded scales have all, or nearly all, disappeared, leaving the segment bare except at the edges (Pl. LIX. f. 19—21, 26, 27). The character is quite constant, and occurs only in those species which agree also in certain characters of the pilifer and of the antennal end-segment, and form the subfamily *Choerocampinae*. The scales at the upper apical angle of the segment with naked inner surface are either short or form a conspicuous tuft, which projects ventrad (Pl. LIX. f. 19—21, 26, 27). This difference is of importance, the absence of the tuft being characteristic for the fifty species of the purely American genus *Xylophanes*, which has, unlike the Eastern representatives of the subfamily *Choerocampinae* (*Rhodofra* and *Pergesa* excepted), the scaling at the apex of the first segment irregular, as stated above. We have not ascertained the true nature of the naked membrane, but assume that it serves as an organ of sense. A specialisation reminding one of that just described is found in the genus *Psilogramma* of the subfamily *Acherontiinae*. Here the segment bears a naked longitudinal stripe not far from the upper edge, the stripe appearing as a prolongation of the naked part of the first segment. The modification does not occur in the otherwise very closely allied genus *Leucosmania*.

A third modification peculiar to the *Acherontiinae*, but vestigial also in one genus of *Sphingidae*, is represented by figs. 1 and 2 of Pl. LX. Here the second segment is concave on the inner surface; the scales at the edge of the cavity (*c*) project over it, forming a kind of roof. The concave part is either practically naked or scaled. The transition from the vestigial groove of
Xanthopan to the deep and naked cavity of Acherontia and Herse is found in Megacorma and Coelonia.

The third segment bears at the end a small and deep cavity of a sensory nature. We have not studied this organ.

The great variety in the structure of the antennae* of the Heterocera is repeated to a lower degree in most families of larger extent, and this makes it generally impossible to give of these organs a short family diagnosis which is true of all the species of the respective groups. The stereotyped description of the Sphingid antenna handed down from Linnean times applies only to a portion of this family. The prismatic, clubbed, and hooked antenna is by no means common to all the Sphingidae, a large proportion of the Hawk Moths deviating widely from this type. However, comparing each type of antenna of the present family with the corresponding types of other families, we shall always find some difference, and very often some striking difference, revealed by the closer examination of the special structures.

The generalised type of antenna of Lepidoptera is, in our opinion, that in which the dorsal surface is wholly scaled, while the ventral surface is scaleless, being clothed instead with a dense covering of fine hairs. This type is derived from an antenna entirely ciliated. Besides the protective scaling and the sensory ciliation there are other organs present, such as sense-bristles and -cones, both of which are rather easily discernible and of considerable taxonomic value. The scaling of the butterfly antenna is reduced apically and in a number of groups altogether absent, except the first segments (Danainae, Papilios allied to sarpedon, etc.). In Heterocera we find the scaling extending to the last or last but one segment, but meet also with antennae which have lost the scaling (Saturniidae and close allies; Pelochyta). The arrangement of scales in two regular transverse rows on each segment which is prevalent among Butterflies, and is found also in a very great number of Moths, does not obtain among Hawk Moths except on the distal segments in a number of species, the scales being comparatively small and very numerous. Where among Butterflies and Moths the area covered by the fine sensory ciliae is reduced, the ventral surface becomes often partly scaled, the loss of the sensory function being followed by, or going hand in hand with, the appearance of scales, in Lepidoptera the normal clothing of the epidermis where no organs with special function are required. The proximal segments of the antennae of Sphingidae are occasionally nearly or totally scaled—namely, where the antenna is strongly clubbed. That means, where the sensory function is more concentrated distally, the proximal segments, which are reduced in width and function, have acquired an ordinary covering of scaling on the underside. This is most evident in Rhopalopsycha, a genus with also otherwise remarkable antennae. The appearance of scales as a sign of loss of function, or of weakness, is strikingly illustrated by other organs. We have seen above that the reduced tongue becomes scaled in some instances, and that the bristles of the pilifer are replaced in many reduced species by

scales. A further confirmation of the view just expressed, that the ventral scaling of the antenna is a relatively young character, we find in the fact that there are sometimes scales on the underside of the antennae of hybrids where there should not be any, these scales being doubtless an expression of weakened vitality. We predict that by breeding in and in specimens will result which show a more extended antennal scaling than the normal individuals. The antennae of the Agelériiidae and Castniidae, which resemble in general appearance somewhat a clubbed Sphingid antenna, differ essentially from the latter in having the greater part of the ventral surface scaled, agreeing in this respect with the antennae of a great many Tineidae. Among the latter family (or group of families, perhaps), and among the Limacodidae, we find antennae which are almost entirely covered with scales.

Before following the somewhat complicated development of the sensory surface, we shall shortly refer to the sense-cones and sense-bristles. The sense-cones discovered by Bodine do not occur in Rhopalocera, but are widely distributed in Heterocera. They are ventral, mesial, and apical in Sphingidae, one on each segment, except the end-segment and the basal one or ones (Pl. LX. f. 4—29, ee), from which they are absent. The cones of the distal segments are generally more prominent than those of the proximal segments. They do not always stand exactly at the apical edge of the segment, being not rarely removed somewhat basad (compare, for instance, Horse conocephali). However, they are never absent and never abandon the mesial position in this family. They are wanting in the Castniidae, Agelériiidae, and Zygaenidae; their absence is a distinctive character not difficult to recognise. They are present on the clubbed antennae of Agaristidae and Cocytiida.

The sense-bristles are stiff hairs of varying length. The Lepidoptera most primitive in respect to these organs have a complete belt of such bristles on each segment. Among Rhopalocera we find such a belt preserved in Lycenidae and Hesperiidae; we meet with it again among the Jugata and many Heterocerons Frenata. Some of the dorsal bristles are, however, generally reduced and covered by the scaling. This is the case also in Sphingidae. The normal number of the bristles found in the Hawk Moths on the non-scaled surface, if we except the end-segment, is two on each side (Pl. LX. f. 14), one being dorso-lateral, the other ventro-lateral and basal. The number is sometimes doubled; but there is never a complete transverse series, and the bristles are never apical, the Sphingid antenna differing therefore obviously from that of Agaristidae, Zygaenidae, and many other clubbed and non-clubbed antennae.

The dorso-lateral bristles situated close to the edge of the scaled area are very often so prolonged and become so stout that the antenna has the appearance of being pectinated; in fact, that bristle has often been mistaken for a pectination.* We meet with this development very commonly in filiform and setiform antennae, but never among Sphingidae.

The ventral and lateral surface of the antenna of Heterocera, as far as

* Nov. Zool. iii. 1. 1. f. 5—11.
it is not scaled, is covered with ciliae, only the parts near the joints and close to the dorsal scaling being in many cases naked or sparsely ciliated. Pageustecher * calls the antennae of Callidulidae "naked," and Hampson+ describes those of Agaristidae as being "not ciliated." Both authors are wrong, the antennae of Callidulidae and of Agaristidae being scaled above and ciliated below. There is no antenna among Lepidoptera which is not ciliated, and the term "naked" can with some justification only be employed for antennae which are not scaled, and therefore have a naked dorsal surface (apart from some bristles and setiferous pits). The evenly ciliated ventral surface as we find it in Rhopalocera among the Lycenidæ and Hesperíidæ, and in great abundance among the Heterocera, more especially in the female sex, far less often in the male sex, represents a generalised state of development from which a variety of specialisations have started, which, though resulting in widely different structures, have nevertheless all the same tendency—namely, to make the antenna more efficient as an organ of sense. This is accomplished by enlargement of the area bearing the sensory organs—i.e. by the increase in their number—or by concentration of the organs, or by enlargement of the organs themselves, these modifications obtaining either singly or together. The concentration of the ciliated area into such well-circumscribed grooves as are described and figured in Nov. Zool. vi. p. 374. t. 14, 15, does not occur among the Heterocera. The enlargement of the distal part of the antenna into a club, which is normal for Rhopalocera, among which non-clubbed antennæ are extremely rare (Pseudopontia), is met with in a number of Heterocerons families, such as Castniidæ, Aegeridæ, Sphingidæ, Zygaenidæ, Agaristidae, Callidulidae, and also among Geometridæ and Noctuidæ. As regards mere outline, the clubbed antennæ of representatives of different families are sometimes not distinguishable. The Australian Castniidæ, which appear to form a different subfamily from the Neotropical species of that family, resemble in the short and abrupt club certain Pieridæ, and some Hesperidæ and Neotropical Castniidæ have practically the same antennal outline as some Sphingidæ. The most strongly clubbed antenna of Sphingidæ we find in Haemorrhagia and Rhopalopsyche; from these to the setiform antenna of Megacoma there occur all intergradations in shape. It is by no means only the ciliated surface which becomes expanded in the clubbed antennæ of Sphingidæ. The dorsal area is often proportionally more enlarged than the ventral area. This can best be seen in a frontal view of a segment of the club of Céphonodes or Haemorrhagia, where the axis of the club will be found further ventral than in a segment from the middle of the antenna. By axis we mean an imaginary hollow cylinder of the width of the joints. † There is no real axis, each segment representing, so to speak, a box with an opening each at the proximal and distal sides. The edge of this opening is more or less raised and joined to the edge of the opening of the next segment. The diameter of the cavity of the

---

* Tierreich xvi. (1902).
† Lepid. Phalaenæ iii. p. 515 (1901).
‡ Joint and segment should not be confounded.
segment containing the nervular, muscular, and vascular apparatus is larger than that of the openings, which serve as doors to the cavity. That is especially the case in the segments of the club, as can be seen in fig. 19 of Pl. LX., which represents the left half of a segment, divided sagittally, of the club of the antennum of *Haemorrhagia fasciformis*, viewed somewhat from the distal side to show the distal surface. The difference in the position of the axis is illustrated by figs. 17, 18, 25 of Pl. LX.

The fine ciliae are never essentially prolonged in Rhopalocera; they are also short in some families of Heterocera—for instance in Castniidae and Agaristidae. In such cases the two sexes do not differ, or differ only slightly in the antennae. Among the Sphingidae there is only one genus (*Rhopalopsyche*) in which there are no prolonged ciliae in either sex. Such instances as these are quite an exception among Heterocera, the antennae of which show generally marked sexual dimorphism. The specialisation refers to the length and arrangement of the ciliae and to the configuration of the ciliae-bearing surface.

The ciliae are seldom nearly all prolonged and irregularly distributed. Of more common occurrence is that specialisation in which some of the ciliae have become long and are arranged in a subapical and a subbasal vertical row, the two rows becoming fused into one dorso-laterally, forming a kind of flattened half-ring in a lateral aspect of the antenna. These serrated ciliae are apparently always fasciculated, two or more ciliae arising from a common tubercle (Pl. LXI. f. 1—4), or from a common pit. The ciliae of the two rows curve towards each other and project laterally, so that they form a kind of pocket in a ventral aspect (Pl. L.X. f. 15). The apical row does not extend so far ventrad as the basal row, and the ciliae in and near the ventral mesial line are always shortened in Sphingidae. The ciliae of the apical row are shorter than those of the ventral row; compare Pl. LX. f. 17, distal aspect. These fasciculated ciliae as illustrated on Pl. LX. are not confined to the Sphingidae; they are found in Notodontidae, Noctuidae, Arctidae, etc., etc. However, they occur in all the males of Hawk Moths, except *Rhopalopsyche*, and are also present in a good many females, though they are here always developed in a lesser degree than in the respective males.

The fasciculated prolonged ciliae are not present on cylindrical antennae. Their appearance is always accompanied by a modification of the surface of the segments. The lateral surface encircled by the rows of ciliae becomes flattened or impressed, and the segment dilated ventral and compressed, appearing somewhat prismatical in a distal or basal aspect (Pl. LX. f. 17). The depth of the lateral groove and the length of the ventral projection are very different, not only in various Sphingidae, but also in other Heterocera (Pl. LX. f. 17, 25, 27). The ventral projections of the adjoining segments lie either closely together, or are more or less separate (Pl. LX. f. 16, 22, 26, 27). The ventral outline of the segment is in most cases nearly straight, but in many Sphingidae and other Heterocera we find the segment sinuate in a lateral view (Pl. LX. f. 22, 26)
to a more or less obvious degree. Such serrate antennae are not rarely found among the *Ambulicinæ*. The sinuous ventral outline does not occur in clubbed antennæ, in which also the lateral grooves are less deep and less large than in non-clubbed antennæ.

A step further than the ordinary fasciculated antenna is that in which pectinations make their appearance. As there are no fasciculated antennæ among Rhopalocera, so there can be no pectedinated ones, as the latter type is a derivation from the former. We are accustomed to speak of pectedinated antennæ, if the segments have lateral expansions or branches. The term comprises, however, morphologically very different elements. Among *Sphingidæ* there occur only two kinds of pectinations, and these alone we shall deal with. We see from fig. 16 of Pl. LX. that the dorso-lateral part of the segment just above the groove is somewhat dilated laterad; the expansion is more distinct in a frontal aspect (Pl. LX. f. 17). If this dorso-lateral expansion becomes more or less prolonged, we have a strongly or a slightly pectedinated antenna of the form represented by figs. 23, 27, 28, 29 of Pl. LX. If the scaled dorso-lateral area takes part in the expansion, the side-branches are scaled above (Pl. LX. f. 29); if the expansion is restricted to the non-scaled area, the pectinations are naked above. Comparing figs. 16, 17, 23, 27, it will be obvious that, the branches being lateral expansions of the upper edge of the grooves, the cilia are naturally confined to the under surface of the pectinations. This type of pectination is of wide occurrence, being met with in many families of Heterocera, and is easily distinguished from another type, not found in *Sphingidae*, which has the cilia all round the side-branches. At the tip of the branch we find generally a prominent sensory bristle (Nov. Zool. iii. t. 4. f. 3. 4), corresponding to the dorso-lateral bristle of setiferous antennæ. The pectinations of *Sphingid* antennæ have no such bristle at the ends. Rudimentary (= incipient) pectinations are rather often observed among *Ambulicinæ* (= *Ambulicinæ* + *Smerinthinae* of Butler), while distinctly pectedinated antennæ are rare; Pl. LX. f. 28, 29 represent those in which the branches are longest, one an Ambulicine species, the other an ally of *MacroGLOSSUM*. In the latter species the branches of the inner (anterior) side are somewhat longer than those of the other side. Such asymmetrical development is very common in the antennæ.

The second type of pectedinated *Sphingid* antenna is illustrated by figs. 1—5 of Pl. LXI. In figs. 1 and 2 (*Polyptychus mutata*) we see the dorso-lateral expansion (dlp) well developed, and observe that its underside bears a number of fascicules of ciliae. These ciliae stand mostly upon tubercles like the more ventral fascicules, and the ventro-lateral tubercles are seriated and are situated upon a slightly raised carina (ce). If these two carinae, one apical and the other basial, become higher and higher, or are produced laterad, what will be the result? We shall have a segment with two processes on each side, the processes being compressed and bearing like the carina the fasciculated ciliae at the narrow edges, not upon the flat vertical sides (Pl. LXI. f. 3, 4, 5). This very peculiar type, which comes close to the type found in most *Saturniidae*
and near allies,* but is not identical with it, occurs only in two species of
Ambaliicinac, each representing a genus of its own—namely, Monarda and
Cressonia. In figs. 1 and 2 both kinds of Sphingid pectinations are incipient.
If the dorso-lateral expansion (d{l}) became prolonged, the result would be a
pectinated antenna of the first type; if the subcentral carinae (ro) became
prolonged, we should have a pectinated antenna of the second type. The dorso-
lateral expansion is very rudimentary in Monarda and Cressonia, and the upper
fascicles stand apart from it, having in a dorsal aspect (Pl. LXI. f. 5) the same
appearance as in ordinary fasciculated antennae, this being a special feature of
the Sphingid bipectinated antenna. The asymmetry of the segment is distinct
in fig. 4.

As said above, the fasciculation, pectination, and the compressed shape of
the antennae obtain in a much higher degree in the male than in the female;
very often the female antenna is simple where the male antenna is complex in
structure. Now, the question arises, Does the simple antenna really represent
the more ancestral state of development as maintained above, or is the simple
cylindrical segment derived from a more complicated segment in consequence
of the reduction or loss of the special structures? Poulton, from researches on
the pupae of some Saturniidae, came to the conclusion that the second alternative
was correct—namely, that the short-branched Saturniid female antenna was a
development by reduction from a longer-branched antenna. Though the con-
clusion was perhaps rather hasty, inasmuch as the fact was not taken into
account that the specialisations of the male are often transplanted on to the
female, it was nevertheless suggestive, and served to draw the attention to a
neglected point. If one considers the case of the similarity in the sexes of
Rhopalopsyche by itself, one must come to a conclusion similar to that arrived
at by Poulton. For the absence of fasciculated ciliae from the male of Rhopalop-
syche cannot be explained by assuming that this genus had preserved the
original simple state of ciliation; such an explanation seems to us to be almost
absurd, considering that Rhopalopsyche is in all other respects very specialised,
and is the only exception from the rule among all the Sphingidae. And
therefore there remains only the second alternative—that the male antenna of
Rhopalopsyche has lost the fasciculated cilia, and thus become simple. If that
is true—and it cannot be seriously doubted, we think—one might conclude with
some degree of justification that the same line of development from the com-
plicated to the simplified observed in this male obtained also in the female sex
of Sphingidae; that is to say, that the simple female antenna of Sphingidae
was a derivation from a fasciculated female antenna. And it might further be
advanced, as a confirmation of the evidence upon which that conclusion is based,
that there is a wide-spread tendency of retrogressive development in Sphingidae,
to which we shall have to draw attention in many places of this Revision.
However, when we take into consideration the two types of pectinated antennae
found within the same subfamily of Sphingidae (Ceridia, Pl. LX. f. 27. 28;

and Cressonia, Pl. LXI, f. 3, 4, 5), the question assumes a different aspect. Following the same line of argument, we should have to attribute to the ancestor of Ceridia an antenna with long pectinations of the first type in both sexes, and to the ancestor of Cressonia one with long pectinations of the second type. Therefore, according to this, the common ancestor of both genera, or the ancestor of the subfamily Ambliciniæ, would have had an antenna combining both types of pectination—namely, a long subdorsal branch and two long subventral branches on each side, a type which does not occur anywhere. If we go further and construe by a similar line of argument the ancestral type of antenna of Saturniidae and Notodontiidae, and then that of the common ancestor of these families and the Sphingidæ, we arrive at a form of antenna combining all the various types of pectination which are morphogenetically different. In short, if the above line of argument were correct, we should have to attribute to the ancestral antenna of the Lepidoptera all those special features found in the Order which are not derivations from one another. That would be absurd. And yet, if we look over the literature bearing on classification, we often encounter absurdities akin to the above.

Going back to the alternative presented above, we hope to have now shown that the pectinated antenna is indeed a derivation from the fasciculated one; that the pectinated antennæ of the males are more advanced than the simple or the less strongly pectinated antennæ of the females, these coming nearer the ancestral form.

As said above, the specialisation of the male antenna is often observed in the female—the groove, the fasciculated ciliae, and the pectination being more or less distinct. We shall call such female antennæ andromorphic in the body of this Revision. There are female antennæ which are much more strongly compressed and deeper-grooved, and have longer fasciculated ciliae than the male antennæ of other species (compare the genus Polytypus).

The sexual differences observed in the antennæ of Sphingidæ and other Heterocera are either such of degree, where the male characters reappear in the female, or of kind, where the special male characters are quite absent from the female; and the occurrence of such sexual dimorphism is an indication of differences in function, and not of different capacity in the sexes of acquiring the specialisations. In other organs the females are not rarely more advanced than the males; there is therefore no general rule in this respect. However, it is true of the antennæ that the female sex is never in advance of the male. This is explained by the different rôle the sexes play in courtship, especially in finding one another, the male antenna being very specialised in cases where this sex has to search for the sedentary female. The sluggish Ambliciniæ have, in accordance with this explanation, on the whole more strongly compressed, grooved, and ciliated antennæ, and more often subpectinate ones than the members of the other subfamilies of Sphingidæ.

Specialisations of one sex are latent in the other, and may occasionally put in an appearance where they are normally absent. For instance, the metallic
colours of males are found sometimes in females in sexually very strongly dichromatic species, such as *Papilio pterium*. The occurrence of andromorphic female antennae is, we think, in many cases due to a similar transmission. In several instances the male characters are the stronger pronounced in the female antennae of *Sphingidae* the more marked the specialisation is in the male antennae; while, on the other hand, there are species with almost simple female antennae in spite of the highly specialised male antennae. *Polyptychus carteri* and *Cressonia juglandis* are good illustrations for the one and for the other type. Where the male specialisation is not at all or only in a very slight degree transmitted to the female antenna, there must be some cause at work checking the transmission.

The most distal segments, which we have as yet not taken into account, are more or less similar in the sexes. The well-known hook in which ends the antenna of very many *Sphingidae*, but not of all, occurs in all subfamilies. The segments are broader and longer ventrally and dorsally (Pl. LX. f. 11. 12). The ciliate-bearing surface is thus more exposed, and doubtless made more efficient. The special male features are not, or slightly, marked on the most distal segments; the cone is prominent, and the sensory bristles are often more numerous and longer than on the more proximal segments. The last but one and the previous segments are occasionally conically produced ventrad (Pl. LX. f. 7). Of particular taxonomic value is the end-segment. The length and shape, and the clothing with scales and bristles of this segment, vary very much and offer good distinguishing characters of genera and even tribes. Figs. 4—12 of Pl. LX. are illustrations of various kinds of end-segments. The segment is very thin and very long, almost filiform, bristle-like; or thin and short; or broad, compressed, elongate-conical in side-view; or short, broad, and conical. All the end-segments which are produced into a filamentous process like figs. 4. 5. 9, or are very thin and cylindrical (figs. 11. 12), we call long; and those which are not produced into such a process and are conical in a lateral aspect we call short (Pl. LX. f. 6. 7. 8. 10). The scaling is often very sparse, loose, and rough (Pl. LX. f. 4. 9); it projects often as a kind of tuft beyond the tip of the segment, if this is short (Pl. LX. f. 6. 7). The sensory bristles are in most cases irregularly distributed. Many species have two at the extremity. In *Haemorrhagia*, *Sesia*, *Macroglossum* and genera with similar antennae the slender end-segment has several long bristles at or near the tip (Pl. LX. f. 11), the segment resembling that of the subfamily *Chocerocampinae*, in all species of which we find a slender but comparatively short end-segment (Pl. LX. f. 12), which bears six or more long apical and subapical bristles. The same end-segment is met with in *Panaera*, but nowhere else. This brush of hairs reminds one of the end-segment of *Aegeriidae* and Neotropical *Castniidae*. The brush of these insects (Pl. LX. f. 13) differs, however, very essentially in consisting of a great number of long, hair-like, flattened scales. * Incidentally we mention that *Paranthrene*, which is considered an Aegeriid, has no aegeriid antennae,
but timeiform ones, and surely does not belong where it stands in the Catalogues. The only end-segment which would be confounded with that of a Castnia or Aegeria is found in Enyo, where the segment is provided with a brush of long narrow scales which stand all round the segment apically. Both the long and slender segment, and the short and broad one, are of equally wide distribution among the Hawk Moths. The long type, as illustrated by figs. 4, 5, 9 and 11, 12 of Pl. LX., does not seem to occur outside the family. It is found in all Sphingia (except Oligographa), Acherontia, a few Ambulicinæ, and many Sesiinae, Philampelinae, and all Choerocampinæ. The short type of end-segment has no special Sphingid character by which it could be distinguished from the end-segments of all other Heterocera.

The question whether the long or the short end-segment is the more generalised in Sphingidae has puzzled us a good deal. Judging from the other Heterocera, one is inclined to pronounce the short segment to be the original one. And this is doubtless true as regards the Heterocera as a whole. But if we consider the development of the antennæ and other organs in Sphingidae, we find that the forms with short end-segment in the subfamilies Seslinae and Philampelinae are doubtless derivations from more generalised forms which have a long end-segment. Compare, for instance, Temnora, Antinephele, Gavlea; and Deilephila and Darapsa. Further, we observe in the Ambulicinæ that the genera Amplypterus, Protambulyx, and Oxyambulyx, which have a long end-segment, are in many respects more generalised than the allied genera Trogolegnum, Orecta, Callambulyx, etc., which have a short end-segment. Therefore we conclude, that the general tendency of reductive development observed in the palpi, legs, tongue, etc., applies also to the end-segment of the antenna. We attribute accordingly a long thin end-segment to the ancestral Sphingid as a distinctive feature.

The eye does not call for many remarks. It is subglobular, its edge being either nearly circular, or regularly rounded above and more straight below and behind. Its anterior edge is less widely apart from the mesial line of the head than the hinder edge, the eye being oblique in position, the head narrowing frontal. This is most evident in Macrologlossum, Sesia, Haemorrhagia, and allies (Pl. LXII. f. 6). The eye varies much in size; the largest eye is found in Oryba. Where the mouth-parts are much reduced or obliterated, the eye becomes also reduced. It is never hairy itself, but is often covered above by a kind of eye-brow, and below by a large tuft of hairs, which is especially large in Rhodoprasina, where the tuft covers the lower half of the eye (Pl. LIX. f. 12). We have not found a vestige of the ocelli.

Before entering upon the description of the thorax and its appendages, we think it necessary to emphasise what will have become evident to the reader: (1) That there is an obvious tendency of reduction in the head and mouth-parts; (2) that this tendency is far more apparent in the Sphingidae without basal patch of sensory hairs on the inner surface of the first palpal segment than in the others; and (3) that the reduction of the cranium, eye, and
mouth-parts occur generally together, and are accompanied by the appearance of roughness in the scaling of the head and often by the appearance of scales on the pilifer and tongue in place of bristles and hairs. The roughness of the scaling is here a sign of weakness of the species, suggesting an analogy with the shagginess of weakly individuals of mammals.

Little has been published bearing on the comparative morphology of the trunk of the thorax of Lepidoptera, authors having confined themselves generally to a comparison of the thorax of the Lepidoptera Jagata with that of the Frenata. One of us has given an account of the mesosternite of the Rhopalocera,* and tried to unravel the homology of the various plates composing the sternal part of the mesothorax. Our researches on the thorax of the Heterocera are not yet ripe for publication. The sterna of the various Heterocerous families are more equally developed than in the families of Butterflies: such specialisations as we have found there do not occur here. But there are also in the Heterocera thoracic characters distinctive of genera, tribes, and families. The most variable part of the thorax within a Heterocerous family is generally the metanotum. We shall restrict our description to the thorax of the Sphingidae.

The denuded prothorax does not apparently offer characters of taxonomic value in this family. The mesonotum (Pl. LXII. f. 6, dorsal view; Pl. LXIII. f. 1, lateral view), composed of the praeacentum, sentum, and postscutum (= scutellum), is very large, as in most Frenata, occupying by far the larger part of the natal region, the pro- and metanotum being quite small as compared with the mesonotum. The praeacentum (pse) is distinctly triangular in dorsal view, penetrating between the halves of the sentum, or it is transverse. It is vertical in lateral aspect. The sentum (msc) is widest behind and little longer than broad; the mesial suture vanishes in front or is here vestigial. The postscutum (mstc) varies obviously in size and shape (Pl. LXII. f. 6, 8), the anterior and posterior angles being more acute in Macroglossum, Sesia, and some allies than in most other Sphingidae.

The praeacentum of the metanotum is not visible in the figures. The sentum (mtsc) is divided like that of the mesonotum, but the two halves are widely separate, the postscutum of the mesonotum projecting between them. The postscutum (mtscd) is always narrow. In Sesia and allies (Pl. LXII. f. 6) it is overlapped by the mesothoracical postscutum, which reaches to the first abdominal tergite, while it is free in the other Sphingidae (Pl. LXII. f. 8; Pl. LXIII. f. 1).

The ventral parts of the meso- and metathorax are never so different in size in any Frenata as are the nota, though also here the mesothorax is the larger of the two. Pl. LXII. f. 7 represents the mesosternite in a frontal aspect, the dorsal and ventral mesothoracical endoskeleton (endose) being visible in the cavity of the thorax. The mesial plates of the sternite, the sternum (st), and peristernum (pse) are not completely separated from one another; the sternum is elongate-triangular; there is generally a small membranaceous area

at the upper end of the mesial suture. The peristernum (pest) is always subvertical, as in other Lepidoptera, with the exception of the higher Rhopalocera (Papilionidae, Pieridae, Nymphalidae, and some Eringnidae), in which it is a transverse belt, and in which the sternum has assumed a pentagonal shape. It is large in Sphinxidae, and remains broad at the obliquely truncate upper end, where it leans against the parasternum (pest). This is a large plate, extending obliquely dorsad and mesiad from the meral suture (smn, Pl. LXIII. f. 1), separating the meral and sternal parts of the sternite, to the membrane connecting meso- and prothorax. The plate is angulate behind at its upper corner. It is large in Hesperiidae and all Heterocera, and always small in the Butterflies. Between it and the notum the mesothoracic tegula (mtg) is inserted. Below the parasternum we find the episternum (est), with which are fused the hyposternum (hyst) and the marginal stripes along the coxal cavity. The suture between episternum and sternum is distinct, while it becomes occasionally obsolete at the upper end near the parasternum, where it separates the episternum from the peristernum. The episternum is always obliquely truncate, with the upper inner angle more or less pointed, owing to the large development of the parasternum. In the Butterflies (except a portion of the Hesperiidae) it is quite different in shape, the mesosternite of a Butterfly being always distinguishable from that of a Moth by the development of the para- and episternum. In Sphinxidae and several other families of Heterocera sternum and episternum are separated, while the latter and the hyposternum are merged together. There is another group of families in which sternum and episternum are fused, while the comparatively large hyposternum is free. This distinction is possibly of value in the examination of the true phylogenetic connection between the families of Heterocera.

The division of the meral half of the sternite into plates, some of which are visible also in a frontal view of the breast, will be understood by comparing Pl. LXIII. f. 1. 2, which are representations of the breast in a lateral aspect. The meral suture is more heavily drawn in these sketches than the other sutures, in order to make the division into a meral and a sternal part more obvious. Along the meral suture we find two more or less strongly convex plates, which may be termed the paramerum (pm), corresponding to the parasternum, and the protomerum (pm), corresponding to the sternum. The area behind these two plates is occupied by the large epimerum (epm), corresponding to the episternum; from the epimerum is separated by a more or less distinct suture, which often vanishes behind, a marginal stripe (mp), situated along the meral cavity (= posterior part of coxal cavity bearing the merum), and divided by a vertical suture into a small frontal piece and a large posterior stripe. The epimerum becomes membranaceous above. In this membranaceous area, between forewing and episternal plate, we observe a curved stripe of chitin, serving most likely as a kind of spring.

The metasternite is more simplified than the mesosternite. The episternum and epimerum are the only large plates; the other plates are more or less
fused with them, the sternum being, however, always preserved as a narrow separate stripe.

The coxa is inserted in a groove formed by the sternal part of the sternite; it bears the trochanters (trochanters), and is supported behind by the merum. It will be observed from the figures that the midcoxa is much slenderer than the merum, while the hindcoxa is larger than the respective merum. There is a very remarkable specialisation found in the merum. The hinder edge of the merum is normally rounded; but in Pachyglia, Nephele, and other genera the edge becomes carinate and angulate; in the higher Sesininae and Philam- pellinae the angle assumes more and more the shape of a sharp triangular process, reaching the highest point of specialisation in Cephalodes (Pl. LXIII. f. 2). The mesosternal merum shows this specialisation first, the metasternal one slowly following. The processes project so far sideways that there is room for the femur between the process and the breast. The femur is generally found in this position. The object of this specialisation is doubtless to prevent the legs and the incision between meso- and metathorax from being a hindrance in the darting flight of the insects. This becomes quite evident when we compare the abdomen, which is closely appressed to the breast in the forms with strongly angulated merum, and bears very strong and flat spines, making the abdomen very smooth.

In the upper corner between coxa and merum we find the trochanters (tebin), a small plate which is more or less subglobose. The femora do not offer any characteristic points. It is a curious fact, however, that they remain always simple, even in cases where the tibia has become strongly spinose. Tibia and tarsus undergo several modifications. Their relative length is often variable either specifically or generically. A tibia clothed with scales and some hairs, and truncate at the end, may be called a normal one. The apex of the foretibia is often produced into a strong process (a thorn), which character is sometimes of generic, sometimes only of specific value (Pl. LXIV. f. 16). Such a thorn is found here and there in all subfamilies (except Choerocampinae). It is a specialisation often combined with other specialisations. It would, however, be erroneous to say that a species possessing the thorn was in every respect more specialised than the allied species which is devoid of that character. For instance, Cephalodes piens has an armed foretibia, while hylas possesses no thorn, but hylas has a decidedly more specialised sexual armature.

The spinosity of the tibiae is often an accessory character found in the species which show reduction in the appendices of the head and thorax. But the appearance of the spines is not invariably associated with a reduction of the legs in length, nor are the spines always met with on reduced tibiae. Spinosity of the tibiae occurs commonly among Acherontiinae and Ambulicinae; it is also found in some genera of Sphingidae semanophorae. The spines appear first near the apex of the tibia, and the foretibia is the first, the midtibia the second, and the hindtibia the last to acquire spinosity. The hindtibia is frequently much more densely spinose than the midtibia, and the foretibia
has the spines mostly along the outer edge, where they become sometimes very stout and long \( \text{Proserpinus: Aretonatus} \). The spurs of the tibiae are organs of much importance in the classification of Moths, their number and length being constantly made use of in systematic works in the definition of genera.

The epiphysis or spur of the foretibia,\(^*\) which we consider homologous with a proximal spur of the hindtibia, varies in length and position in the \textit{Sphingidae}. It is never absent, as in \textit{Chalcosiidae} for instance. The most remarkable form is that in which the fringe is obliterated (\textit{Ceridia}). The midtibia has one pair of slender spurs, which end in a naked point as a rule and are proximally generally cylindrical. They are sometimes of the same length, but as a rule the outer or anterior one is shorter. A quite exceptional development found among the species of the American Choerocampine genus \textit{Xylophanes} leads to the outer spur being the longer one of the two. The variation in length is considerable, the longer spur being sometimes as long as the tibia and frequently barely longer than the tibia is broad. There are on the spurs generally some long hairs, which develop often into spines. The spinosity of the spurs is a feature often met with in species with spinose tibiae, and is, like the latter, a sign of reduction or weakness.

In some cases we find a series of stiff scales along the side towards the tarsus, resembling a serrated crest (\textit{Macroglossum}); while there occurs a conspicuous comb of bristles on the shorter spur in \textit{Nephele} and \textit{Centroctena} (Pl. LXIV, f. 8). The comb of \textit{Nephele} and \textit{Centroctena} has most likely the same function as the comb of the tarsus, as described below. The midtibial spurs are never absent from \textit{Sphingidae}.

The hindtibia possesses normally two pairs of spurs, one terminal, and the other more proximal, situated sometimes in or near the middle of the tibia, sometimes near the terminal spurs. The shape and structure of the hindtibial spurs resemble those of the midtibia; they are longer on an average, the longer apical hindtibial one being never shorter than the longer midtibial one, but very often surpassing it in length. They are less often spinose; the inner one is never shorter than the outer one of the same pair, and the comb or crest found in \textit{Nephele}, etc., is less strongly developed. The proximal pair disappears very often. The gradation from a tibia with long proximal spurs to one without a trace of them is complete, there being many species with very short spurs, and one (\textit{Parum porphyria}) in which there are two very short proximal spurs or only one or no spur. Here we have a case where there can be no doubt about the direction of the line of development. The absence or reduction of the proximal pair of spurs is a specialisation, the species thus characterised representing a younger stage of development than those in which the proximal spurs are long. And therefore we can safely conclude that also in the case of the midtibial spurs shortness is a sign of reduction. Short spurs are seldom found outside the \textit{Acherontiinae} and \textit{Ambalicinae}, and the cases where the proximal pair of the hindtibia is absent are nearly all confined to those two subfamilies,

the only species with one pair of hindtibial spurs not belonging to those groups being a member of the Philampelinae (Microsphiinae).

We agree with Kolbe in considering the spurs to be modified spines; they are morphologically homologous with hairs, but they are spines with a matrix of their own which develops scales, hairs, and spines giving the mid- and hindtibial spurs the same covering as have the tibiae. It sounds curious that we are speaking here of a scaled and hairy hair, but it is nevertheless correct. We refer the reader to another instance where an ordinary spine has developed into a scaled organ similar to the spurs. One of the ventral rows of spines on the tarsus is in some Syntomidae more prominent; the spines are longer and stouter than ordinarily, and are densely scaled!

There are normally four ventral rows of spines on the tarsi of Lepidoptera. The regularity of these rows is very often disturbed by intermediate spines, or by the disappearance of spines. A remarkable development commonly found in Noctuidae, Arctiidae, Agaristidae, Syntomidae, Cocytxia, etc., but not met with in Sphingidae, is that in which the two inner rows merge together into one, so that there are apparently only three rows. In Zygaenidae, Lasioampidæ, some Geometridæ and Notodontidae the ventral spines are very numerous and arranged in more or less regular transverse series. The lateral and dorsal sides of the tarsus are also spinose: the latter spines of the compressed mid- and hindtibiae, for instance, are very numerous. The anterior tarsus shows different modifications in the spines from the mid- and hindtarsi. The external row (or row 1) of the foretarsus contains often some long spines (Pl. LXIV. f. 1-5); not rarely these long spines alone are present and are enlarged to curved claws, there being generally present three such spines on the first segment, and one special one on the following (Pl. LXIV. f. 5). In most cases the long spines are accompanied by some small ones, generally placed near the base of the segment. Such claws as these are commonly found in Acherontiinae, accompanying other modifications (reduction of mouth-parts, spinosity of tibiae, etc.); they are wholly absent from all other Sphingidae except Choerocampinae, where they occur occasionally in a lesser degree of development.

Another modification obtains in Cocytxia. In this genus of Acherontiinae, especially in the males, the fourth row of the foretarsal segments resembles a short-toothed comb or rake, the spines standing rather close together and being directed ventrad and somewhat curved (Pl. LXIV. f. 6). The spines of the other rows have, in some species, disappeared for the greater part (Pl. LXIV. f. 10).

The foretarsal spines of Cephonodes are mostly reduced to hairs.

The midtarsal spines have also their specialisation. Here it is the fourth row. The basal spines of this are prolonged to long bristles (Pl. LXIV. f. 7), forming the midtarsal comb alluded to very frequently in the body of this Revision. The comb is very strongly developed in Cocytxia, Protoparce, and other Acherontiinae, and gradually disappears (as a comb) in the weaker members of the subfamily, the bristles assuming the normal length. In Ambulicincæ it is not met with, not even in forms with such long legs as are
possessed by Campsogene and Protambulyx. Here the corresponding spines are slightly thinner than the more distal ones, but very little longer, the most basal ones being even shorter than these. The comb occurs again in the Sphingidae semanophorus, especially in the lower forms; but the bristles never attain the length they have in Acherontiinae, resembling always more ordinary spines and becoming gradually shorter (Pl. LXIV, p. 8). It will be noticed in the figure quoted that the third row of spines does not reach the base of the segment.

The hindtarsus is generally longer than the midtarsus, but agrees with it in appearance. The comb, however, is less strongly developed, and is not part of the fourth but of the third row of spines, which is very strange, and, like all strange things in morphology, very interesting. The combs of mid- and hindtarsus serve doubtless both the same purpose—we think, of keeping the abdominal fringe of the wing in order, and, in the ♀♂; perhaps also to brush the tuft of the abdominal scent-organ. As the hindtarsus is in a different position to the body and wings, the position of the comb has become altered, or, rather, another row of spines has developed into a comb. As the four ventral rows of spines of the three tarsi are homologous organs, and as the comb of the hindtarsus is homologous to the third row of spines of the midtarsus, we see clearly that the appearance of the comb on the hindtarsus is not due to an inner factor of development causing the comb of the midtarsus, developed for some purpose, to be repeated on the hindtarsus. It must have been an extraneous factor—i.e. adaptation—which was the cause of the development of the same kind of organ from different sources.

The second and fourth rows of spines of the first segment of the hindtarsus, or only the fourth, do not reach the base.

The fifth segment of all tarsi bears some stout and pale sensory hairs at the end on each side close to the apical spine, forming often a brush. There are two long bristles dorsally close to the edge, curving ventrad (Pl. LXIV, f. 9—15). In a few instances the number of bristles is larger in some individuals, there being occasionally as many as four or five; but this is quite an exception. The pair of bristles is normal not only for the Sphingidae, but also for a number of other families. In Butterflies and Skippers we find from four to ten bristles; in Sphingidae, Noctaidae, Notodontidae, Lasiocampidae, etc., there are two; while the bristles are absent or vestigial in Pyralidae, Zygaenidae, Aegeriidae, Hepialidae, Tineidae, etc. The character is of taxonomic value. Thyrididae with two bristles and Pyralidae without them can thus readily be distinguished. In Saturniidae and Uranidae the two large bristles are generally accompanied by several smaller ones.

The claw-segment is one of the most interesting organs of insects, on account of its very numerous modifications. It does not seem to us to have been made use of in systematic works on Heterocera. The elements of which it is composed are the claw (anycium), the false claw (paranyxium), the pad (palveillus), and the empodium.
The empodium is in Lepidoptera a small tubercle above the pad between the claws, bearing one bristle, seldom two. It is widely distributed among the pad-bearing species, but is seldom found in *Sphingidae* (*Sphinx*, *Hopliaenema*). The claws are simple in *Sphingidae*, not divided or toothed; they are dilated at the base (Pl. XLIV.) The pulvillus (*pale*) varies much in size in Lepidoptera, and is often absent, the presence or absence frequently characterising genera and whole subfamilies, but forming not rarely a distinction only of specific value. Absence of the pulvillus is of common occurrence among *Acherontiinae* and *Ambulicinæ*: while the organ is very seldom obliterated in the other subfamilies, *Arcto/wtus* and *Enproserpinae* being the only instances. The paronychium (*par*) is membranaceous, ventral and lateral in position, finely ciliated on the surface, and provided with a more or less long fringe at the edges. Its special shape varies much in insects. It is generally deeply sinuate mesially, and each half may be again divided (or perhaps produced) into two lobes. The paronychium of *Sphingidae* possesses in its most generalised state two slender lobes on each side (Pl. XLIV. f. 9, 10), of which the upper (or lateral) lobe is generally the longer, very rarely the shorter one. The reduction of the paronychium begins with the ventral lobe (Pl. LXIV. f. 11, 12); this is *always* the first to disappear, there being no Hawk Moths which possess the ventral lobe and are devoid of the lateral one. The remaining lobe becomes also gradually shortened, and disappears too, the paronychium then being represented by a small ciliated membrane, which is often less distinct than in f. 14, 15 of Pl. LXIV. The reduction and, practically, obliteration of the paronychium occur very often in *Acherontiinae* and *Ambulicinæ*, rarely in the other subfamilies. The difference in the paronychium is often employed by us in the definition of genera. However, there are genera (*Hyloicus*) in which the absence or presence of a paronychial lobe indicates only specific distinctness, and sometimes not even that. *Hyloicus perelegans* consists of a black-backed and a grey-backed form, which are found in the same country, and are most likely seasonal forms. The black-backed form possesses, like most other *Hyloicus*, a long lateral lobe (Pl. XLIV. f. 13), which is represented in the grey-backed form by a short triangular flap (Pl. LXIV. f. 14, 15). This difference within the same species is of considerable significance. The case teaches us distinctly that the same kind of character is by no means everywhere of the same taxonomic value. No morphological character is *a priori* of specific or generic value or indicates a higher category than genus. The taxonomic value of a character has to be studied in each group of species; a difference which is insignificant here may be very important there.

The reduction of the claw-segment—or, rather, of the paronychium and pad, for the claws never disappear, nor do they lose the ordinary shape—begins in *Sphingidae* with the obliteration of the paronychial lobe. From this second stage lead two paths to the abolition of the pulvillus and paronychium. The ordinary path is that on which the third stage is represented by a segment without (or with strongly reduced) pulvillus, and with well-developed lateral paronychial lobe; while the fourth stage is attained when this lobe has also
disappeared. We meet with this development, which is illustrated on Pl. LXIV., by figs. 9—15, in *Acherontia* and in *Ambulicinac*, also in the other subfamilies, but here less often. The intermediate stages are numerous; but these are generally of little systematic importance, as it is scarcely possible to distinguish diagnostically, for instance, between a long and a moderately long lobe. However, intermediate stages in the development of the claw-segment are often wanting between one species and its nearest ally, or between one genus and the next.

The second line of development is represented by the two closely allied genera *Kentrochrysalis* and *Sphingulus*. The former possesses a complete paronychium and a pulvillus; the latter genus has only a pulvillus. Here the paronychium has disappeared before the pulvillus. The intermediate stage between the two genera is not known; in this the paronychium would have one lobe. Nor is the fourth stage without pulvillus, the one following *Sphingulus*, as yet known. The fact of the pulvillus having been preserved in *Sphingulus* and the paronychium lost is important. Such an exception from the general rule demonstrates that an external cause determined which of the possible lines of development that single species out of many had to follow. A similar development occurs among the *Ambulicinac*.

The scaling of the tarsi and tibia is sometimes a distinguishing character of genera. As a rule the mid- and hindtibiae appear strongly compressed, owing to the scaling being longer above and below than on the sides. The scaling between and near the spurs is mostly long and tuft-like, and so is that ventrally at the base of the first mid- and hindtarsal segments. In *Pachygonia* the proximal segments of the hindtarsi appear triangularly dilated, owing to a high crest of scales. The mid- and hindtarsi of *Macroglossum* and some other genera are compressed, especially the first segment, which has become strongly asymmetrical, its first inner row of spines being ventral, while the first outer row is almost subdorsal.

The singularly meagre success attained in the definition of genera of *Sphingidae* by the authors of the old school—meagre even from their point of view—was mainly due to the wings seldom offering in the neuration such obvious distinctions as are found in other families of Lepidoptera. The neuration is indeed surprisingly constant in the main features, apart from some exceptions like *Cephonodes* with a very short cell to the hindwing, and *Daphnis* with SC² and R of the hindwing on a long stalk. In consequence of this relative constancy, the neuration of a Sphingid can scarcely be confounded with that of species of other families. On the forewing (Pl. LXV. f. 1) we find a five-branched subcosta, SC; the first branch, SC⁰, arises between middle and end of cell; SC² and SC³ are on a long common stalk branching off before the upper angle of the cell; from this stalk SC² turns towards the costal margin not far from the tip of SC². In very many species, or in many individuals, SC² is not present at all, it being generally either very weak or absent; the vein is of no constancy whatever, and consequently of no taxonomic value within the family. SC⁰ ends in the distal margin just below the tip of the wing, and joins here sometimes
SC³ (Macroglossum; Sesia; etc.); SC¹ and SC² are on a stalk, and separate at about one-quarter the way from the cell to the apex of the wing (subcostal fork). The radial vein, R, has the three branches situated as follows: R¹ at the upper angle of the cell or from the stalk SC¹-², but never standing far from the angle of the cell; R² nearer R³ than R¹, but never at the lower angle of the cell, sometimes central. Of the two branches of the median vein, M, the proximal one, M², arises mostly before or in the middle of the cell, seldom beyond; and M³ stands proximally of the lower angle of the cell, which it approaches sometimes without reaching it. SM¹ is absent; it will be found designated as (SM¹) in the descriptions of this Revision. SM² is supported basally by a remnant of SM³, the two forming a fork; SM³ is rather long, disappearing generally in SM² at a point where the wing is about as broad as SM³ is long. The fork is mostly distinct, but in Macroglossum and some allied genera SM³ is so close to SM² and is so weak that one can scarcely speak of a fork; while in other genera (Macunba, for instance) the fork is very obvious. The cross-vein D² between R¹ and R² is very oblique; D³ is mostly somewhat curved; D⁴ is a direct continuation of M. The costal vein of the hindwing ends costally of that point of the wing which is farthest from the base; it follows on the whole the curve of the costal margin, and is accordingly bent backwards and again forwards in Degmapteres with sinnate and lobed costal edge. The first branch of the submedian vein is generally designated as the "bar," connecting SC with C; it is the vein forming together with C the small subbasal cell of Butterflies. This bar or SC³ branches off in or before the middle of the cell; in the latter case it is mostly weak and long (Macroglossum, for instance). SC² and R¹ are generally on a short stalk, seldom on a long one, or come from a point or are slightly separate. R² varies much in position; it is more or less central, standing sometimes nearer the upper angle of the cell, sometimes nearer the lower one. R³ comes from the lower angle of the cell, and is nearly stalked with M³, this vein arising in all genera, except Cephonodes, from before the angle. Its position is occasionally constant within a genus or a species, and different from that which it occupies in the next. M² stands mostly beyond the middle of the cell, approaching M¹ occasionally. The first submedian vein is absent as on the forewing; SM² and SM³ are present. The cross-vein D² between R¹ and R² is transverse or oblique, straight or curved; D³ is mostly oblique, seldom transverse; while D⁴ appears as prolongation of M. When D³ is transverse, the lower angle of the cell is ⁹⁰ or obtuse (Amphion; Orcota; Rhodoprasina; Cyna; Lycosphingia; etc.).

The frenulum and retinaculum are present in all generalised forms. There exist, however, quite a number of genera in which they are reduced, vestigial, or absent. Such genera are found only among the Achéroniinae and Ambulicinae (= Sphingidae osmanophorae), which therefore may be called frenulum losers. The frenulum is especially often lost in slow-flying species, or such species as have a tumbling flight like Butterflies, and not the darting flight of the greater portion of the Sphingidae. The wings of the frenulum losers are generally
broad and often leaf-shaped. However, the breadth of the hindwing or the
dilatation of the costal margin of the hindwing is not the cause of the loss of
the frenulum. The absence of the frenulum and the weak power of flight are
the result of the same tendency to retrogressive development, but they are not
dependent on one another. There are quite a number of Sphingidae with broad
wings and heavy body (Anura and Lophostethus, for instance), and such with
strongly dilated costal area of the hindwing (Stolidoptera, Hypaedalia), which
have preserved the frenulum. The reduction of the wing-power, the modification
of the shape of the wings, and the loss of the frenulum and retinaculum occurring
together is to be understood in the same sense as the occurrence of such
wing-characters as those together with reduced mouth-parts, for instance.

The glossy patch of modified scales found on the underside of the forewing
near the base before the hinder margin does not extend beyond SM² and stops
generally at SM³. It is elongate and more or less pointed distally behind SM².
The scales of the patch are broadly rounded at the end, entire (not dentate),
sometimes subtruncated, often somewhat asymmetrical, and never elongate-
pointed. The non-scaled area which is found, for instance in Notodontidae,
within this patch or proximally of it, and which is covered with fine short
hairs, is not met with in Sphingidae. In front of the patch of scales just
described there is another, separated from it by hair-scales. This patch is not
distinct in all species, but sometimes rather conspicuous—for instance in Heme
convoluted and Pholus labrusca. It is situated behind M, extending occasionally
into the cell, and consists of entire, more or less lanceolate scales, which are
often directed obliquely costad.

The glossy and sharply defined basal costal patch on the upperside of the
hindwing is composed of scales similar to those of the corresponding patch
of the forewing.

The generalised forewing of the Sphingidae is elongate-triangular in shape,
about 2 1/2 times as long as broad, with the apex acute, the hinder (or anal)
angle distinct, the outer (or distal) margin entire and shorter than the hinder
(or inner or abdominal) margin, and the latter slightly convex proximally and
slightly concave distally. Departures from this type are very numerous.
There occur triangular entire wings which are three times as long as broad,
and others (rarely) in which the distal margin is as long as or longer than
the hinder margin. The opposite development results in a short and broad
"bombycine" wing similar to that of broad-winged Notodents or Lasiocampids,
with obtuse apex, a form which is found in a number of Acherontiinae (Lapara,
Hoplocoenina, etc.) and Ambalicinae (several Polystichus, Pl. I. f. 10. 11), which
have lost the typically Sphingid aspect. The apex is sometimes produced into
a hook (Lycosphinxia), and the hinder angle is often very obtuse, in one
case completely rounded (Phylloxyphia, Pl. I. f. 4), and produced backwards in
the rather numerous species with more deeply sinuate hinder margin (Pl. I.
f. 5. 6. 9). The distal margin is entire, concave, straight, or convex, bisinuate,
dentate, scalloped, or strongly lobed. The irregular distal margin does not
occur in Acherontiinae, and is rarely met with in Chorocampinae (Phanoryla bystris); among the other subfamilies this form of wing is often found. The lobe at R^3 is generally the most prominent; but this rule does not hold good in every case—in Pseudenyo, for instance, there is no distinct lobe at R^3, but a prominent lobe at R^2.

The hindwing is scarcely less variable within the family than the forewing. The apical angle, the point farthest from the base, lies at SM^3 or (rarely) at R^3; the anal angle at SM^2. The distal margin is less irregular than that of the forewing in the lobate species—as a rule convex, sinuate before anal angle or not; the apex is very often completely rounded (Pl. I. f. 5. 6. 8. 10 11. 12). The costal margin, ordinarily straight proximally and slightly convex distally, undergoes very conspicuous modifications. It is dilated into a proximal lobe (Macroglossum aquila: Giganteo pulpus: Alenow); or the costal area before vein C is widened and, when the insect is at rest, overlaps the forewing, recriving and enveloping the costal margin of the latter (Stolidoptera and Hypaedalia); or the costal margin is dilated distally, and either sinuate proximally of the lobe or not (Derymoptera); or it is dilated proximally and distally and sinuate between the lobes (Garlava).

Though the opinion to which Butler gave expression in 1875, that an obvious difference in the shape of the wing is a generic difference in this family, is not correct in its entirety, the wings of close allies and of the sexes being sometimes very different (Pl. I. f. 1, ß; 2, ?), a special wing-form is, however, in many cases accompanied by other distinguishing characters, and restricted with these to an assemblage of allied species constituting a genus. In such cases the shape of the wing is a very convenient character to recognise a genus by, or to be used in a key. Protambulyx (Pl. I. f. 3) and Oxyambulyx (Pl. I. f. 2) illustrate this point, all the species of the former genus and its close ally Amplypterus, which two genera are purely American, having the apex of the forewing truncate-sinuate, while all the species of the purely Oriental genus Oxyambulyx have the apex acute. Oxyambulyx and Protambulyx can, therefore, easily be distinguished by the shape of the wing. However, this distinction alone would not justify us in treating the insects referred to as generically different; the justification lies in the whole organisation of the species proving them to belong to two sharply defined groups, each containing material which is inter se more closely related than with the members of the other group.

The abdomen of Lepidoptera is composed of ten segments. The ninth and tenth of the ß and the eighth to tenth of the ? are modified, so that the last one of ordinary appearance—the last of descriptive Lepidopterology—is the eighth in the ß and the seventh in the ?. The first segment is short and generally overlooked in ordinary descriptive work; it has no free sternite, and the tergite lies often close against the thorax (Pl. LXIII. f. 1. 2).

The base of the abdomen of a number of families of Moths exhibits very distinctive features, here being found organs of various kinds, most likely all
of a sensory character, the metanotum occasionally taking part in the peculiar structures. The Sphingidae have nothing of the kind, but possess other specialisations in the abdomen, of which an armature consisting of spines is the most notable one. The spines stand at the edges of the segments, and are found on segments 2 to 8 in the ♂ and 2 to 7 in the ♀. The dorsal spines are stronger than the ventral ones; the latter are often very weak, while the former are strong; or the ventral ones are only vestigial or are absent, while the dorsal ones are numerous. The longest spines are on the seventh tergite. We find three main types, illustrated by Pl. LXII. f. 9, 10, 11.

The most frequent type is represented by f. 10. Here we have several rows of elongate, flattened spines, those of the proximal row being (as is always the case) the shortest, and those of the last row the longest, so that the upper ones cover the next only partly. The spines of this type vary in the different species (resp. genera) from being very strong (Phryxis lineata; Atumnora) to being very weak, disappearing in some Ambulicinae altogether, or rather developing all into scales (Lycomphagingia; Cressonia; Langia). Where the spines are weak, the skeleton of the segments is also weak. The reduction in the degree of chitinisation of the spines is generally accompanied by a decrease in size, and often by an increase in number. In some instances weak spines are distributed all over the tergites, this being due to the scales of the under layer having become spiniform (Ambulicinae; Maramba; Glanis; etc.). Where the spines are longer, more conical, and more strongly chitinised, their number is generally smaller (Coeticus, for instance). This variable type is found in all subfamilies, the strongest reduction of the spines occurring in Acherontiinae and Ambulicinae.

In the second type, represented by Pl. LXII. f. 11 the spines are similar to those of the strongly chitinised form of the first type, except in the spines of the first row being short and rounded. The spines are all flat, black and glossy, being very strongly chitinised. The type is very constant in itself, and there are no intergradations between it and the preceding, except on the proximal sternites. This kind of spination makes the abdomen smooth and slippery, the spines lying very closely upon the following segment. The spines of the sternites are the same as those of the tergites, only the proximal ones of the proximal sternites being a little longer. The type is confined to Sesia and allies and Macroglossum and allies—i.e. to the most specialised genera of Sesiniæ and Philampelinae. The basal sternite (= sternite of second segment) is spinose in the species with this type of spination (Pl. LXIII. f. 2).

In the third type, which is connected by intergradations with the first, there is only one series of spines (Pl. LXII. f. 9), which stand often well apart, and are long, conical, and very strong. The form of this type without any small spines occurs only on the last tergites; on the more proximal tergites and on the posterior sternites smaller spines appear between the long ones, while on the basal segments the spines are all short and flat, the uniserial
arrangement, however, being preserved. The uniserial spination is found only in Pseudosphinx and allies, Pachyiia and allies, a number of Xylophanes, and in Pholus—i.e. in generalised forms of the Sphingidae semanophorae.

The second type of spination has arisen from the first; there can be no doubt on this point, if one compares Atennora and MacroGLOSSUM, and the members of the Sesia series of genera: it represents the highest specialisation in one direction. Which, however, is the original spination of Sphingidae? Does the weak spination of the higher Ambuliciniae and Acherontiiniae represent the generalised state, or is a stronger chitinised type more ancestral?

There is a complete gradation from Cressonia, Langia, etc., without spination, through the reduced Sphingidae with weak spines, to the strong uniserial spination of Pholus, Pseudosphinx, etc. Spination is certainly a specialisation. It is restricted to the Sphingidae, the only approach to spination we know of being found in the American Castniidae. Therefore one cannot seriously doubt that the ancestral Heteroceron from which the family Sphingidae has arisen was a Lepidopteron without abdominal spination. But was the abdomen of the early Sphingid also spineless? or was the acquisition of spination among the first specialisations by which the early Sphingid deviated from its allies? Where there is a series of quantitative gradations from a to z, the student is easily inclined to consider a the beginning and z the end of the development. The presence of such a series is, however, no proof whatever that the quantitatively lowest degree is the phylogenetically oldest stage. The mistake has been made, and will often be repeated no doubt. It is a very natural and very convenient conclusion. If this view were correct in our case, the Hawk Moths most generalised in spination would be the few species which have no spines (Cressonia juglandis, Langia zenzeroides and Lycosphingia hamatus), and next would come a great mass of genera with weak spines. All these weakly spined Hawk Moths are weak also in other respects; they are reduced and otherwise modified forms, showing reduction and modification in the mouth-parts, scaling, legs, wings, and sexual armature; they are decidedly developments from less reduced types. It is true, a specialised insect may have preserved one or more generalised characters; but it would be very singular,—and is surely improbable—if such a number of species of various subfamilies had all preserved the same ancestral spination, and become in other respects so diversely modified. On the contrary, one is bound to conclude that the probability is altogether in favour of the weak spination being also a character acquired—i.e. that the weak spination is the result of the reduction of a stronger spination, as the short tongue, the short antennal end-segment, the small palpus, the short spurs, etc., etc., are the results of reduction.

The first abdominal segment (atv and pp, Pl. LXII. f. 6. 8; Pl. LXIII. f. 1) consists of a tergite (atv) and a more or less triangular lateral plate, the parapleura (pp). The tergite varies much in length, and offers distinguishing characters, being, for instance, reduced to a very narrow stripe in MacroGLOSSUM and allies, while it is about half the length of the second tergite in Haemorrhagia,
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Sesia, etc. There is no trace of real spines on the first tergite, or on the parapleurae. The latter are always simple, flat, not raised in front to a flap; in short, there is nothing recalling the special structures of some other Heterocerous families. In front of the parapleura we find the first abdominal stigma (sti); it lies free in the membrane. The stigma of the species in which the abdomen is pressed closely against the breast is not visible without separating the abdomen from the metanotum. The second to sixth tergites are essentially of the same structure, the spines of the posterior ones becoming stronger, however, as said above. The seventh tergite is longer, with the sides more strongly converging and in most species; it has a quadrangular shape in Sesia, Macroglossum, etc., or becomes more or less conical or elongate-trapeziform (most genera). The eighth tergite is small, and partly (♂) or completely (♀) concealed by the seventh. This segment will be described below. The parapleurae of segments 2 to 8 are membranaceous and bear the stigmata. The second stigma, however, is situated upon the tergite (Pl. LXIII. f. 1), and the third one half upon the tergite and half upon the parapleura. The eighth segment and following have no stigmata.

The sternite of the first segment is absent, or perhaps vestigial and merged together with that of the second. In the special part of this Revision we understand under second, third, etc., sternite, the sternite of the second, third, etc., segment. In Sphingidae, as well as other families, the structure and shape of the sternites of the first and last segments require special attention, as they undergo sometimes remarkable modifications. The second (= basal) sternite of Sphingidae touches the merum of the hindcoxa, with which it is connected by a short membrane. In by far the larger number of species it is slanting (Pl. LXIII. f. 1), transversely impressed in front, the impression ending at each side in a small but often deep groove, and is mesially carinate in front, the carina fitting in between the coxae. The sternite of Macroglossum differs from the normal type in the narrower frontal part being vertical, and the main portion of the plate on a level with the following segments and with the posterior trochanters; the low mesial carina is found on the vertical portion of the segment, and the anterior edge of the horizontal portion is smooth and evenly curved. Haemorrhagia, Cep honodes, and a few allied genera have the frontal part of the segment also vertical, and so incurved that the edge of the horizontal part projects forward. This edge is not simple as in Macroglossum, but is mesially produced into a conical obtuse tubercle, which fits in between the posterior pair of trochanters (Pl. LXIII. f. 2; in this figure the interspace between abdomen and coxa is purposely drawn too wide, in order to show the process of the sternite).

The sternite of the seventh segment appears in the female sex of Sphingidae in two principal types. The ordinary type is that illustrated by Pl. XIX. f. 11 and Pl. LXIII. f. 3 and 4. Here the apical portion of the sternite is more or less broadly membranaceous; the stronger chitinised plate is short, broadly rounded, or sometimes elongate-trapeziform, with the apex faintly sinuate. The
plate is not so sharply limited as it appears to be in the figures. It does not bear any spines.

The second type is represented by Pl. LXIII. f. 5 and 6. The membrane connecting the sternite (vii. e) with the tergite (vii. t) is very small; the sternite is not membranaceous apically, the strongly chitinised plate extending right to the apex. The plate varies in form and size, occupying sometimes the whole ventral side of the segment, the tergite being scarcely visible in a ventral aspect of the abdomen (f. 6); or it is smaller, trapeziform, the tergite encroaching upon the ventral side (f. 5). The apex of the sternite is either totally spinose (Sesiia, Oyphodonodes, etc.), or at least spinose laterally (Pachygonia). This type is a derivation from the first.

The seventh sternite of the male of Sphingidae is normal, being similar to that of the sixth. The eighth sternite, however, is modified; it is always without spines, deeply sinuate as a rule, and occasionally incrassate mesially or produced into a process (Pl. XXII. f. 18—29). In the Sesiinae and Philampelinae with a stumpy abdomen (Sesiia, Pachygonia, Macroglossum, etc.) it is very short. The eighth tergite of the male is spinose. It varies in size and shape like the seventh. It is long, and appears conical in dorsal aspect in Acherontiinae, for instance, and short and flat in Macroglossum, Sesiia, and allies.

The abdomen taken as a whole is mostly elongate-conical. Deviations from this form, which represents the generalised type, are numerous. We mention that the abdomen is ovate in some Haemorhaphia, flat and broad in Hypaedalia, broad and stumpy in Pachygonia; that it is horizontal in most species, and curved upwards in many Ambalicinae and some Acherontiinae.

The scaling of the posterior segments exhibits sometimes striking features. The scales at the ventral apical angles are occasionally prolonged to tufts (many Sesiinae and Philampelinae; Ovymabuyla; Poliinae; etc.). The long scales of the seventh and eighth segments form tufts especially liable to modifications. In Pachygonia the abdomen is triangularly truncate with a short lateral tuft; this tuft is prolonged in Himantoides, the “tail” appearing divided. The expansible fan-tail found in numerous Sesiinae and Nephelicai is generally tripartite; it occurs also in Cyna and allies, of the subfamily Ambalicinae. The modification in the skeleton of the fan-tail segments consists in the plates being short and amply movable. There is no additional division of the segments besides the separation into a tergal and a sternal plate. We have not studied the muscular apparatus.

The modifications of the scaling of the abdomen are very instructive. The upper scales are generally elongate, more or less hair-like in appearance, and the underscales large, multidentate. Among the Sphingidae asemanophorae we find a good number of forms which have instead of the broad underscales long hair-like ones, which are often modified into lanceolate spines resembling the weak spines at the apices of the segments in the respective species. Kellogg drew the conclusion, from his studies of the scales of Lepidoptera, that the hair-like scales represented an older type than the broad multidentate scales.
We have arrived at the opposite opinion. The shagginess of the scaling of *Haucorrhagia*, many *Ambalicinae*, and *Acherontiinae* is a specialisation derived from the more smooth scaling preserved by the majority of *Sphingidae*. We find shagginess only in also otherwise much specialised forms. Roughness of the scaling and development of broad scales into long ones accompany nearly always the retrogressive development of other organs.

The **copulatory apparatus** of the male is composed of the ninth and tenth segments, in some cases also the eighth segment taking part in the formation of the apparatus. The accompanying diagram (Fig. 3) will make clear the relative position of the various elements of the clasping-organs.

The ninth segment is a strongly chitinised girdle, broadest above, and here sinuate basally (Pl. XLIII. f. 2. 3. ix.t). This belt is ventro-laterally dilated into a large flap (Cl), the clasper or valve, which corresponds to the pleura and sternite of the segment and bears the harpe (*H*), the sternite being divided mesially, as is mostly the case with the ninth sternite of insects. The pleura is attached to a proximal stripe of chitin (Fig. 3, *pl*) and to the sternite. The tenth segment (Fig. 3, *X.t* and *X.v*) stands in very close connection with the ninth; there is no intersegmental membrane between them, except occasionally a remnant on the upperside. The tenth tergite is strongly chitinised like the ninth segment, while the sternite is occasionally weak. The tenth tergite is movable in a vertical direction, or, if completely divided, also mesiad.

Between the sternite and tergite we find the anus (*A*), and between the tenth sternite and the ninth the penis-funnel (*P-F*), from which protrudes the penis-sheath (*P*).

None of these organs are constant within the whole family of *Sphingidae*. The variety in their structure is enormous. But in spite of the seeming eccentricity in the development, the lines along which modification took place
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**Fig. 3.**
are here and there plainly visible, and there is not rarely a conspicuous homogeneity preserved in more than one group of species or of genera, and in more than one particular structure, as we shall see by reviewing shortly the mass of specialisations described in the systematic part of the Revision.

The tenth tergite bears stiff hairs, which stand either singly or form a more or less dense covering on the upper and lateral surface. The hairs are generally directed frontad, not anad, and are occasionally so close together that the proximal outline of the tergite cannot be ascertained without removing the covering of hairs. There are two principal forms of the tergite, it being either divided mesially or simple. The symmetrically divided tergite represents the generalised state of the segment. If the two halves are divided down to the junction with the ninth segment, they are a little movable against each other; but as a rule the two processes are not separated proximally, and therefore move together and only vertically (Pl. XXVI. f. 28. 33; Pl. XII. f. 1—25). We find the divided tergite preserved in some generalised Acherontiinae, some Ambuliciniae, and the Sesiinae. It appears in many modifications. From the divided tergite the undivided one has developed in two ways:

(1) One side of the tergite becomes obliterated, a type which is found only among the Sesiinae, and of which we shall have to speak later on.

(2) The tergite becomes narrower, the processes shorter, and the mesial portion correspondingly longer, resulting in a narrow sinuate tergite and then in a non-sinuate one. This is the ordinary type of a simple tenth tergite. Here the single, symmetrical process is generally more or less compressed, convex above, the apex curved downwards to a hook and mostly pointed. The variety in this type is very great, as a look at the figures will show (Pls. XXV., XXVI., XXVII., XI. f., etc.).

The tenth sternite is a belt running from the base of the tergite ventrad, encircling a membranaceous area, from which projects the anal cone, the end of the gut (A). The ventral transverse part of the sternite is in by far the larger proportion of Hawk Moths as strongly chitinised as the vertical side-parts, and produced into one or two processes or lobes of various shapes and sizes. In some cases the transverse portion is very feebly chitinised and does not form a distinctly separate plate (Pl. XXIV. f. 16; Pl. XXV. f. 12. 27); in other species it is a very low ridge without lobe or process (Pl. XXV. f. 1. 24; Pl. XXVI. f. 1). As a rule the sternite is shorter than the tergite. However, in some Sesiinae (Pl. XII. f. 11. 25; Pl. XLI. f. 1. 4. 5) the reverse is the case. The sternite is simple or divided; it may agree in this respect with the tergite (Pl. XLI. f. 1), or it may be divided when the tergite is simple (Pl. XXV. f. 20; Pl. XXVI. f. 36), or simple when the tergite is divided (Pl. XXVI. f. 1—14). It is never hairy like the tergite, but the apex is often granulose, the granules bearing fine bristles, most likely of a sensory nature (Pl. XXIII. f. 1. 2. 22). At the inner side of the lateral part of the sternite we find, especially often in Ambuliciniae, the membrane swollen to a lump beset with sensory hairs (Pl. XXVI. f. 5. 9). An asymmetrical development of the sternite will be referred to below.
The clasper of *Sphingidae* is normally sole-shaped (Pl. XXXVIII. f. 5), with the dorsal and ventral margins rounded. The size is variable. The principal modifications are as follows:—

1. Modifications by reduction. When only shortened, the clasper assumes the stumpy form as illustrated by Pl. XXXII. f. 18. 19. When only narrowed, we have the narrow clasper of *Callambulyx* (Pl. XXXIV. f. 19. 20), a common type among *Ambulicinae*. The longest and proportionally narrowest clasper is found in *Hisentoides* and *Sesiia* (Pl. XLVII. f. 1. 15). The broad clasper touches the tenth tergite, while the narrow clasper stands apart from it, if the reduction has taken place in the dorsal portion of the clasper. The interspace between clasper and tenth tergite is then covered by the long fringe of hairs of the former.

2. Modification by division and the development of a special armature (apart from harpe). Lobes, processes, teeth appear very often in connection with the reduction of the clasper. Compare Pl. XXXII. f. 12. 13; Pl. XXXIII. f. 6. 10. 21. 22. 23; Pl. XXXIV. f. 3. 28; Pl. LI. f. 22; Pl. LII. f. 1. 6.

The clasper is not solid, but consists of an external and an internal plate, between which the remnant of the matrix is found. It is an outgrowth from the segment, and can best be likened to the wings. The inner sheath is more or less covered with hairs, which are often very dense, very stiff and long. The hairs of the distal half of the clasper are directed dorso-basal (Pl. XXXVI. f. 9; Pl. XXXVII. f. 15). They are not generally drawn in the figures. The inner sheath is in most species raised into special armatures. There is very often a conspicuous subdorsal longitudinal setiferous fold (Pl. XXXVI. f. 18. 19. 20). A dorso-basal ridge or process is commonly found among *Ambulicinae*; it is seldom spiniform (*pdb*, Pl. XXXIII. f. 21; Pl. XXXVIII. f. 7), mostly almost membranaceous, compressed and beset at the edges with setiferous tubercles (*pdb*, Pl. XXXII. f. 6—11. 15. 17. 18). The ventral armature of the clasper is termed the harpe: it begins at the ventral basal (hollow) incassation of the clasper, which is the principal part of the sternite proper, and extends more or less distad and dorsad. If the harpe is reduced, the line of separation between the triangular sternite and the main part of the clasper (= plenra) is plainly visible (Pl. XLV. f. 26; Pl. XXXI. f. 2; Pl. XXXV. f. 20), but as a rule the ridges or processes of which the armature consists are continued over the plenra, the inner sheath of which takes part in building up the structure. The harpe is so diversified that it is impossible to give a general description of this armature. It is on the whole more complicated in the *Sphingidae* alemanophorae than in the *Sphingidae* somanophorae, but we find also among the latter sometimes species with formidable-looking harpes (Pl. XLVIII. f. 17—27). The harpe of *Choerocampinae* is as a rule a simple, slightly curved, slender process (Pl. LII. f. 8); an armature of the same type is not rarely met with among *Philampelinae* (Pl. L. f. 32). As a rule the processes of the harpe lie upon the inner surface of the clasper; but occasionally the sternal part alone forms the armature, and is situated below the main part of the
clasper (Pl. XXXIII. f. 1. 14; Pl. XXXIV. f. 6). In by far the greater number of species the harpe is shorter than the clasper. A dense patch of scales is found on the harpe of nearly all *Protoparce* and in many other *Acherontiinae*.

The right and left clasper and harpe are generally the same in outline and structure. However, there are exceptions, asymmetrical development occurring also in these organs, as will be detailed below.

The external plate of the clasper is divided by a longitudinal rib-like incassation into a narrow dorsal and a large ventral portion. The dorsal part is generally concave above the rib. Upon and near the rib there is a peculiar modification of the scaling found in a great number of *Sphingidae*. We consider it an organ of friction, by means of which a sound of some kind is produced. We do not know whether a similar organ occurs anywhere else among Lepidoptera. There are two types of this organ, the one confined to the *Sphingidae asemannophorae*, the other to the *Sphingidae semannophorae*.

In the former group of *Sphingidae* it is a patch of scales lying more or less flat upon the clasper (Pl. LVIII. f. 29—32). The patch as well as the scales vary in the different species (respectively genera) in shape and size. The patch is as a rule restricted—being, for instance, narrowly halfmoon-shaped in *Protambulyx strigilis* (Pl. LVIII. f. 30), triangular in *Protambulyx euryalus* (Pl. LVIII. f. 32). But in some cases it is very large—*Amphypterus* (Pl. LVIII. f. 29). The scales of the patch are rounded and entire, or elongate and dentate (Pl. LVIII. f. 35); the middle ones are half erect in *Poliana buchholzi* and *micro*. A peculiar modification obtains in *Polyptychus trisecta* and *P. orthographus* (pp. 243, 244). Here the scales are obliterated for the greater part, the dorsal area of the clasper being naked and rough with some granules.

The friction-organ of the *Sphingidae semannophorae* consists of lanceolate scales which are half erect. The scales are very numerous and small (Pl. LVIII. f. 36), or are reduced in number and have increased in size (Pl. LVIII. f. 37), the smallest number, namely one, being found in *Hipptoton rebeli* and *isis*. The scales are strongly striped, have generally a prominent midrib, and are more or less obviously asymmetrical (Pl. LVIII. f. 38); they are more often truncate than pointed. In *Oryba hadeni* (Pl. XLVI. f. 4) the organ is entirely different, consisting of a large mass of long, wire-like, brittle hairs.

Among the *Ambuliciniae* with friction-patch on the clasper we find a number of species which possess a corresponding organ of scales on the inner side of the eighth tergite. This organ is almost confined to the *Ambuliciniae*, being found elsewhere only in some *Acherontiinae*, not in any *Sphingidae semannophorae*. The organ consists of one single row of large scales, or of several rows. The scales are ribbed, and are so closely applied to each other, or are even soldered together, that they form a kind of ribbon at the apical and lateral edge of the tergite, the flat ends of the ribbon being directed towards the clasper. This ribbon is either continuous from one side to the other (Pl. LIX. f. 1), or it is interrupted apically (Pl. LVIII. f. 39, 40; Pl. LIX. f. 2). The scales of the
ribbon are homologous to the undermost scales of the tergite, which stand in other species at the very edge of the segment, and are also here often turned internad. The organ is as a rule visible without dissection, but has as yet escaped observation, as has also the friction-patch of the clasper. There can be no doubt that the ribbon of the eighth tergite and the patch on the clasper form together one (stridulating) apparatus.

Is the friction-patch a new acquisition, or have the species which are without it lost this organ? In the Sphingidae asemanophorae the organ is found in the more generalised forms and never in the strongly specialised (reduced) species. In the Sphingidae semenophorae the organ is absent from many of the most specialised genera; it consists of a multitude of small scales in several generalised genera (Pholus, for instance), and its development culminates in some Hippotion with one large scale. From these facts we conclude that the ancestral Sphingid possessed a friction-patch which consisted of numerous small scales not very different from the ordinary scaling of the clasper, a patch perhaps similar to that of Pholus and Pseudosphinx (Pl. LVIII, f. 36). From this indifferent patch the two modifications arose,—in the one type the scales remaining numerous and becoming closely packed together, as in Psilogramma, Meganoton, Proambulyx, etc.; in the second type the central scales becoming enlarged and serrated, and assuming a half-erect position, with the broad sides turned more or less dorsad and ventrad, as in Nephile, Deilephila, Thevera, etc. In the Sphingidae semenophorae, where retrogressive development is comparatively rare, the friction-scales are found in the greater number of species. They are lost in the reduced or otherwise strongly specialised forms like Sphingonaepiopsis, Proserpinus, etc.; they are also absent from modified claspers like those of Haemorrhagia, Perigonia, etc. Among the Sphingidae semenophorae the friction-patch is comparatively less frequent. Of Acherontiinae only Old World genera have preserved it, not one of the numerous American species possessing the organ, while a large proportion of Old and New World Ambulicinai are provided with it.

The area between the two claspers and the tenth sternite is more or less membranaceous. There is a central hole, of which the edges are more or less raised and chitinised, forming what we have termed* a penis-funnel (Fig. 3, P-F). This penis-funnel (P-F, Pl. XXIX, f. 38, 39, 47; Pl. XXX, f. 41; Pl. I, f. 17—25) is vestigial or distinct; it has often a special shape, and has an armature of its own which is of great help in the discrimination of species in more than one case (see Nycterix, p. 414, Pl. I, f. 44—48; compare also Pl. XXX, f. 32—38; Pl. I, f. 13, 14). Above the penis-funnel there is in a few cases a further armature consisting of a pair of processes, one on each side (n, Pl. XXV, f. 2).

From the penis-funnel projects the penis-sheath, of which the former is a support. The penis-sheath is provided at the end, or near it, with processes and teeth of various shapes and sizes, this armature being as diversified as that

of the clasper. The processes are either firmly connected with the sheath, of which they are an outgrowth or a prolongation (Pl. XXX. f. 22. 48), or they are more or less movable against the sheath, the base of the process at the juncture with the sheath being partly membranaceous, forming a kind of joint (Pl. XXX. f. 31; Pl. LIV. f. 1—12). The long and slender whip-like process found in *Perigonia, Sesia*, and some allies bears two sensory bristles at the end. We can distinguish two kinds of processes: (1) the process is a prolongation of the apical edge of the sheath, and is accordingly flat or concave on the innerside (Pl. XXIX. f. 9. 12); or (2) the process is an outgrowth from the surface of the sheath, an enlarged tooth, and accordingly more or less conical and hollow, at least at the base (Pl. XXIX. f. 47; Pl. XXX. f. 38).

The processes are short or long, single or double, simple or dentate. The most remarkable is that of *E. sagra* (Pl. LIV. f. 13). The teeth on the processes and on the sheath are small or large, single or in patches, irregularly distributed or seriated, forming serrate ridges. They are in most cases solidly connected with the sheath, not breaking off easily. There is, however, a second kind of tooth, which is easily detached from the sheath. This tooth, which has a central and three or four lateral branches, is found in *Theretra latreillei* and allies (Pl. LVIII. f. 4—7). The spine-like teeth of *Xylophanes nechus* (Pl. LVII. f. 18. 19) also break off easily. The same obtains in *centroctena ratherfords*.

Within the penis-sheath we find the membranaceous penis proper, the duct of the sperma. This duct can be pushed out, and enters the vaginal orifice with the help of the accessory appliances. The duct has in most cases an armature of its own. It is either partly beset with small teeth (Pl. XXIX. f. 34. 41. 42; Pl. XXX. f. 12), or the teeth are enlarged to stilettos (Pl. XXIX. f. 40; Pl. XXX. f. 44). In other cases we find two or three slightly more strongly chitinised denticulate processes of various lengths and shapes (Pl. XXIX. f. 7. 8. 9. 21; Pl. XXX. f. 16—19). Or the love-daggers are strongly chitinised, acute or club-shaped (Pl. LV. f. 44; Pl. LVI. f. 41).

The armature of the penis-sheath and penis serves a double purpose. The firm processes and teeth of the penis-sheath are grasping-organs like the harpe. But the processes are often far too long for that purpose alone. Now, the fact that the peculiar dentition of *Theretra latreillei* and allies is easily detached, and the detached teeth are found in the vaginal cavity of the females, makes it evident that the armature of the penis and penis-sheath is a means to stimulate the female, analogous to the apparatus found, for instance, in some Rodents.

The sexual apparatus is of great taxonomic value, and we have taken special care to dissect as many species as we could. In a number of cases the apparatus is the only safe guide in the recognition of species. From this point of view the *Sphingidae* can be divided according to the sexual armature into the following categories:—

(1) Species which are not different from their nearest relatives in these organs.
—*Nephele* is an example of this kind. Some *Choerocampinae* allied to *gallii*
and euphorbiace also do not show any apparent differences. Protoparce florestan and Chlaenogramma jasminicarum, though generically distinct, have the same sexual armature. This kind of identity should not be confounded with similarity arising out of reduction. It happens that members of different subfamilies become similar in one or the other organ in consequence of the loss of special structures. Such species are, however, never the same in all parts of the copulatory apparatus, as is the case in the insects mentioned before, the list of which is by no means exhausted by the few species used as illustrations to show that it is quite erroneous to maintain that all specifically distinct Lepidoptera exhibit differences in the copulatory organs.

(2) Species which are different from the nearest relatives, but do not show any marked geographical variation in the sexual armature.—Here belongs by far the greater proportion of the Hawk Moths. The specific differences are very slight or very conspicuous, or intermediate in degree. They may be found in one single organ, or in more, or in all. The differences may be slight in some species, and great in others of the same genus. Two species may differ strongly in external features, and little in the sexual armature, or the reverse may be the case. There is every conceivable gradation in this respect. There is always some individual variation, as a matter of course. When examining the armature of only one individual, one is sometimes induced to consider a certain outline or structure as specific, while it is in fact only an individual character; if possible, a number of specimens from different localities should be examined. Individual variation is most obvious in species with complex structures, but it is here far less easily misleading than in the case of simple structures, because the specific differences are as a rule more conspicuous there than here.

(3) Species which differ in the copulatory organ from the allies and vary in themselves geographically.—Geographical variation is most often met with and is most conspicuous in those forms which are sedentary in habits. Sluggish species with functionless mouth-parts and reduced power of flight, species of which the sole function as imagines is propagation, are especially liable to develop into geographical races with differences in the sexual armature. The phenomenon occurs often among Ambulicinac. The geographical differences in these organs, which may or may not be accompanied by differences in external features, are occasionally surprisingly great. In Pseudobalanis postica from West and East Africa (Pl. XXXII. f. 12. 13), and Polypteryx trilineatus' from Ceylon, North India, and the Philippines (Pl. XXV. f. 2; Pl. XXXIV. f. 7-10), we have extreme cases of geographical variation in the copulatory organs, which cases are the more instructive as the races exhibit only slight external differences. Oxyambulax substrigilis (Pl. XXX. f. 3. 4. 5) is also an example to the point. It is quite erroneous to say that differences in the sexual armature are always of specific value. Geographical races may be different or not in these organs; and the difference may be minute or conspicuous. It is idle to maintain that geographical representatives are specifically distinct, if the sexual armature shows obvious differences. What one investigator considers obvious
in these organs (as well as in others), a second student does not think worth notifying; and what appears to us to be an insignificant distinction may actually be an accessory character of a very important distinction so far hidden from us. Moreover, even if only quantitatively considered, there is no line of separation between conspicuous and inconspicuous differences; and there being geographical races which are not constantly different, the differences being found only in a larger or smaller proportion of the individuals, there is also no line of separation between geographically separate portions of a species which are different in all individuals and geographically separate portions of a species which are not different. Therefore to say which geographical differences are specific and which not would be entirely dependent, not on the facts, but on the personal view of the investigator. Specific distinctness, however, as we conceive it, is a phenomenon in Nature independent of the student, and therefore independent of all individual opinion. A view of specific distinctness making it dependent on personal opinion must, therefore, necessarily be erroneous.

The taxonomic value of the sexual armature is not confined to subspecies and species. In many cases there are peculiarities in these structures which relate to all the species of a genus, and only to these. Or a group of genera possesses in some or in all members a certain structure not found elsewhere. In fact, the genital organs are very often of great help in locating a genus or a species correctly. We will give some illustrations. The series of genera from Hemeroplanes, Pseudosphinx, etc., upwards to Sesia, Haemorrhagia, and Cephalonodes, has the tenth segment (♂) of the same type; we find here only modifications of one type of anal segment, which do not recur among all the rest of the Sphingidae semanophorae. Within this series we find in several genera a very peculiar whip-like penis-sheath (Pl. LIV.), not met with anywhere else. Nyceryx hyposticta with this whip will at once be recognised as a relative of cœfœae, etc., and not of Protambulyx, with which it has been associated. The clasper of Nyceryx is always different from that of Perigonia. The tooth of the penis-sheath of Protoparce is always directed towards the right side, of Coetius towards the left. The harpe of Herse concolori and the other species of the genus is different from that of Acherontia, but the harpes of both genera are built up after the same type, confirming the conclusion arrived at from other characters, that Herse and Acherontia are near relatives. The friction-patch of the clasper consists in Sphingidæ asemanophorae of a great number of mostly small scales lying more or less flat on the clasper; such patches as represented by Pl. LVIII. f. 29–34 do not occur in the Sphingidæ semenophorae. On the other hand, this section possesses in many members a friction-organ of large erect lanceolate scales which is not met with among Sphingidæ asemanophorae (Pl. LVIII. f. 37). The ribbon of friction-scales on the insides of the eighth tergite is found only in Ambulicinae and some Acherontiinae. This may suffice to show that the sexual apparatus should not be studied merely with the view of finding differences between species.

The general results arrived at with respect to the male sexual armature
hold good also in the case of the copulatory organs of the female sex, with the
exception of the differences being more often insignificant (quantitatively) or
apparently absent. This is due to the vaginal armature being on the whole
not so strongly chitinised, and therefore offering, where more or less mem-
branaceous, far less obvious differences than in the case of the stronger-chitinised
male organs. However, there is an abundance of species, especially among
Sphingidae asemanorphae, in which the sexual armature of the female presents
very striking characters (Pl. XVII. f. 1. 2. 3), and the differences between the
species, where these organs are less complicated, become in most instances also
apparent when the structures are closely compared.

While the organs of copulation of the male can be dissected from the body
without destroying the seventh and eighth segments or cutting off the hinder
part of the abdomen, it is necessary to remove the seventh to tenth segments
of the female in order to relax them, and then draw them apart, which can
be done with the help of a pin. The vaginal armature lying hidden in a cave
in most species must be pushed outside by pressure from the inside to become
plainly visible.

The ninth and tenth segments are fused into one (IX + X, Pl. XIX. f. 11. 12)
and covered with bristles of various length, which are doubtless sensory in
function. Between the two halves of this double segment lies the anus, and
ventrally of the anus the aperture of the oviduct. The segment is always short
in Sphingidae, and there is no ovipositor. The vagina has the same position
as in other Lepidoptera—namely, between the seventh and eighth sternites.
The vaginal area is more or less sunken between the two segments, but not
always—the vaginal orifice of Coeytius, for instance, lying on a level with the
seventh sternite, and being plainly visible after the removal of some scales.
The vaginal orifice is surrounded by more or less obvious folds, ridges, processes,
grooves, which are doubtless adapted to the claspers-organs of the male. The
orifice is mesial and central, sometimes more proximal, sometimes more distal.
In the species with asymmetrical male claspers-organs it is shifted towards the
left side (Pl. XLI. f. 1—3). The armature of the vagina is also asymmetrical
in Clanis bicolor (Pl. XVI. f. 7), of which the male is not known, and in
Hippotion lyctus (Pl. XLI. f. 17), the male armature of which is symmetrical.
It is perhaps necessary to add that the armature is never absolutely symmetrical
in either male or female, the two sides differing inter se just as much as one
individual does from another, and the apex of the penis-sheath being seldom
the same right and left.

The vaginal area is generally naked, the scaling being restricted to the
more or less completely membranaceous eighth sternite. But in some species
the scaling extends into the vaginal cavity (Pl. XXI. f. 12. 15). We find also
occasionally species which have the vaginal armature provided with dispersed
(sensory?) hairs (Pl. XX. f. 22).

The part of the vaginal area in front of the orifice is termed in this Revision
antecutaneous plate, and the posterior part postcervical plate.
Besides the vaginal ventral area there is the eighth tergite which forms part of the copulatory apparatus of the female. This tergite, covered by the seventh, is never spinose; it varies in size and shape (Pl. XV. f. 9, 13; Pl. XVI. f. 6, 9—11, 16; Pl. XVII. f. 5—8), and is in many cases different in the species of the same genus, occasionally even in geographical forms of the same species (Pl. XVIII. f. 5, 8). The most remarkable eighth tergites are those represented by Pl. XVII. f. 10 and Pl. XVIII. f. 7. In the former there exists apparently a gland (o), from which a groove leads anad to a deep cavity.

The geographical variability of the sexual armature is very instructive for the beginner in the study of comparative morphology. The similarity between the structures of the various subspecies is evident in spite of the differences; the modifications are easy to perceive, and there is no difficulty in recognising the homology. The meaning of evolution and of relationship is very clear when a series of subspecies is compared with one another and with the nearest allied species.

No less instructive is the asymmetrical development of the armature found in a number of Sphingidae. From one point of view the asymmetry is even more interesting than the geographical variability. For it is in the case of geographical modifications not rarely impossible to say with certainty which of the modifications is the oldest, while there can be no doubt about the asymmetrical armature being a development from a symmetrical one. Therefore it is easy to make out by comparison of all the allied species which was the ancestral form of the armature. We have here not only the line of development, but also the direction followed (see p. lxxiv.). Apart from the penis, the armature of which is nearly always asymmetrical, we meet with asymmetry in the claspers and harpe and in the tenth segment of the male. There is outside the Sesiliæ only one case of obvious asymmetry in the harpe, which occurs in a species of Polyptychus, a genus of Ambicoliane. In Polyptychus dentatus (Pl. XXXIV. f. 6) the harpe has a long ventral process (pr); the processes of the right and left harpe are the same in length, and both harpes are quite separate from one another. In a closely allied species, Polyptychus trilineatus, a remarkable modification is observed. The ventral processes (pr) of the right and left harpe are fused proximally in the Philippine form of trilineatus (Pl. XXXIV. f. 7); the process of the right harpe (left in figure) is small and slender as compared with the process of the left harpe. In the North Indian form, P. trilineatus undatus (Pl. XXV. f. 2, pr), the two processes are fused together to a fishtail-shaped structure, and in the Ceylonese subspecies, P. trilineatus lateatus (Pl. XXXIV. f. 19), the process (pr) appears as a single asymmetrical one, which does not show a trace of its being the product of the fusion of two processes, except at the base, where the two halves extend upward on each side, surrounding the penis-sheath. This combination of geographical variation and asymmetrical development is very interesting. It will be seen, moreover, from the figures quoted, that the upper, shorter, process (pm) of Polyptychus dentatus is of different length right and left in P. trilineatus (pull and pdr).
The tenth segment is apparently always symmetrical in the Sphingidae with the exception of Sesiiinae, where it is asymmetrical in a great number of species. The tenth segment of the Sesiiinae is normally divided into a right and a left lobe, the tergite (\(\alpha T\)) as well as the sternite (\(\alpha S\)) (Pl. XLIII. f. 1—25). In most species of Sesiiinae the tergite remains symmetrical; in the highest members of the subfamily it undergoes, however, peculiar modifications. The nearly symmetrical ninth and tenth tergites of Haemorrhagia and Cephonodes (Pl. XLIII. f. 6, 21) become twisted (Pl. XLIII. f. 8, 11), and the left half finally nearly oblirates, being represented only by a broad semi-detached swelling (\(i\)) at the base of the right process (left in figures), as shown in f. 15—18 of Pl. XLIII. The sternite of Haemorrhagia venata and Cephonodes janus has two unequal processes (Pl. XLIII. f. 12, 14, 20); the right one of them disappears, as more fully explained on p. 461, there being scarcely a trace left of it (Pl. XLIII. f. 25, \(r\)), the sternite having a single process. This ventral process becomes shifted towards the left side in Cephonodes, lying finally in a plane with the tergite, and forming with the latter a horizontal forceps (Pl. XLIII. f. 8, 9).

In Enyo japix (Pl. XLIV. f. 7) the sternite has become simple, but the left process has not entirely disappeared. In Himantoides, also with a simple tenth tergite, the sternite has preserved a remnant of the aborted left process (Pl. XLIV. f. 8), which remnant appears as a tubercle on the left side of the sternite beyond the middle of the latter. The sternite of Epistor (Pl. XLIV. f. 10, 11) is simple but asymmetrical at the end; it is doubtless a development from a symmetrically divided sternite, but there is as yet no species known which shows an intermediate stage. In Calliomma parce and Lencorkampha ornatus the left process of the sternite is shorter than the right one, while in Pachylyia resumens (Pl. XLII. f. 6) the right one is a little longer than the left. In all these cases the sternite is in advance of the tergite in the asymmetrical reduction.

The right and left harpes are conspicuously different in several Sesiiinae. Pachylyia durecta (Pl. XLV. f. 26, 27) has on the left harpe a large curved process, which is represented on the right harpe by a small tooth only. In Aleuron neglectum and Epistor lugubris we find the right harpe produced into a long conical, elbowed process (Pl. XLVI. f. 13), while the left harpe is very short (Pl. XLVI. f. 12). Differences which are not quite so conspicuous are observed in the allied species and genera. Sometimes the claspers are obviously different right and left—as, for instance, in some Epistor. The most remarkable cases are again found in the genera Haemorrhagia and Cephonodes. The latter genus has no free harpes; the right and left claspers are always different in size and shape (Pl. LI. f. 22—25; Pl. LII. f. 1—3), the contrast being strongest in C. trochilus. In all Cephonodes, as well as in all Haemorrhagia, the left (right in figures) clasper is reduced or modified. The right and left harpes of Haemorrhagia venata are practically the same (Pl. LI. f. 5); in the other species the left is always shorter than the right, the latter being often long and club-shaped, whereas the left one is vestigial (Pl. LI. f. 17—21; Pl. LII. f. 4).
Asymmetry is also observed in the armature of the penis-funnel—for instance, in _Nycteis ericea_ (Pl. LIII. f. 44).

Another kind of asymmetry occurs in the legs and antennae. Here the difference is not observed in the appendages of the left and right side of the body, but in the right and left side of the appendages themselves. The antennae and legs are on the whole cylindrical, but in most instances the internal and external sides are more or less different. This is especially noticeable in pectinated antennae, and in the spines of the tibiae and tarsi.

Besides the differences in the genital armature and in the frenulum and retinaculum, the two sexes of the _Sphingidae_ show very obvious distinctions in other organs. These distinctions are the result either of the different development of one or the other organ in the two sexes, or of the appearance of special structures confined to the male. The sexual dimorphism is accordingly relative or absolute, the former being far more frequent among the _Sphingidae_ than the latter as regards variety in the differences. One absolute sexual distinction occurs in all species of Hawk Moths. This is a scent-organ* situated at the base of the abdomen. It is found in all species. The orifice of the organ lies in the pleural membrane above the upper edge of the basal sternite (Pl. LXIII. f. 1, 2, qf). It is a cavity from which protrudes a bundle of long scale-hairs, which serve as distributors of the scent produced by the scent-cells. A groove or fold runs backwards from the orifice of the cavity over the pleura of the third segment, ending on the fourth. The tuft is sometimes retracted into the cavity, but frequently projects in the dry cabinet-specimens. Its colour is occasionally carmine or pink (_Temnora_). The organ is essentially the same as that found in some _Notodontidae_.

Another scent-organ is found on the hinder side of the anterior coxae.* It occurs in all groups of _Sphingidae_, but is very frequently absent or vestigial. The difference in the degree of development is often very pronounced in closely allied species. In _Coelonia fulcinitata_ the organ is very strongly developed, while it is vestigial in _Coelonia solani_; and _Chromis crotaus_ and _heliodes_ differ in a similar way. The organ is more often preserved and on the whole more prominent in the _Sphingidae_ _semanophorae_ than in the _Sphingidae_ _asemanophorae_ (_Acherontiinae_ and _Amphulicininae_).

A third scent-organ is met with in one species only of _Philampelidae—notably, in_ _Macroglissom godeffroyi_. In this insect the mid- and hindtibia are the bearers of the organ, which consists of a subbasal groove, situated on the outer side, and of a large tuft of hair-scales.

In the ζ of _Sesia fadinus_ there is a black tuft of scales at the base and another near the apex of the foretibia, not met with in the other species of _Sesia_. We do not know the nature of these tufts.

In the genus _Epistor_ we find a peculiar scent-organ on the forewing, reminding one very much of similar organs observed in _Lithosiinae_. The cell of the forewing of the males of _Epistor gorgon_, _E. taudium_, and _E. carifer_ is

* Haase, _Leis_ i. p. 159 ff. (1887).
distorted, being covered on the upperside by a fold projecting backwards from the subcostal vein and ending beyond the apex of the cell between R$_3$ and R$_4$. The width of the fold is different in the three species, being greatest in *Epistor gorgon*. Underneath the fold—i.e. covered by it—there is a mass of rather large, short, broad, non-dentate, creamy white scales and a bundle of woolly scale-hairs. The distortion of the cell and the neuration is best visible on the underside of the wing, where the cell bears short scaling, contrasting with the more woolly scaling on the rest of the wing. In the $\delta$ of *Epistor carifer* there is, besides, another structure on the forewing, consisting of an oblong and rather large cavity on the upperside in the cell near the base. The cavity bears erect scale-hairs; the wing bulges out on the under surface, and is here covered with short and broad scales. All three species have a very woolly abdomen in the male sex, the hair-scales, which are long subdorsally, being directed obliquely dorsad (except on the first tergites) and massed together in flakes. The hindlegs, inclusive of the tarsi, are also very woolly in these males, appearing compressed and broadened. Such sexual distinction in the legs like this occurs also elsewhere, the forelegs of *Chromis erotus*, the hindlegs of *Pholus anchemolos*, and the hindtibia of *Himantoides undulata*, for instance, being broadly scaled in the males and simple in the females.

The sexual differences in the antennae have been noted above. *Rhopalopsyche* is the only instance where the antennae are the same in the two sexes. The palpi are on the whole smaller in the female than in the male; the most obvious differences occur in the *Ambuliciniae*. The tongue is not rarely shorter in the female than in the male (*Protamblyx*, for instance). The abdominal end-tufts are also very often different in the sexes, the female possessing in such cases the more simplified tuft or no tuft at all (*Epistor; Sphecodina; Cypa; Dilophonota*; etc.). The abdominal side-tufts of *Oxymamblyx* are present only in the males. The spurs of the mid- and hindtibiae and the tibiae themselves are occasionally longer in the male than in the female (some *Polyptychus*), while the hindtarsus is longer in the $\delta$ than in the $\vartheta$ of *Pachyla fivus* and *Pholus anchemolos*; and the armament of the tarsi is also not always the same in the sexes, the peculiar protarsal comb found in *Coxytus* being a male character (Pl. LXIV. f. 6). The sensory hairs at the end of the fifth protarsal segment (ventral side) are on the whole better developed in the female (Pl. LXIV. f. 13; $\delta$).

The wings, which are generally more elongate in the male, show very conspicuous dimorphism in some instances: *Polyptychus panpersicae* and *contraria*: the species of *Smerinthulus* and *Degmaptera*; *Oryba achemenides*; *Epistor*.

More frequent than conspicuous difference in shape is dichromatism. The sexual difference in pattern and colour is often so striking that the sexes have been mistaken for distinct species. Such obvious differences are observed in *Epistor*, *Himantoides*, *Oryba achemenides*, *Pseudosphina*, *Isognathus*, *Erioryx*, *Coelonia falcinotata*, *Horse concorluli* (not *cingulata*), *Matamimas australasiae*, and other species.
In the body of the Revision many details of the morphology of the *Sphingidae* will be mentioned which we have only touched upon in the foregoing summary. Though the Hawk Moths are a compact group, the diversity of development within the family is nevertheless so great that the subject is not in any way exhausted by our researches, to which time, material, and ability have set limits. Classification was the avowed object towards which the researches in the structure of the *Sphingidae* were undertaken. However, since classification as we conceive it gives expression to the blood-relationship of the forms classified, and since no sound verdict about the degree of relationship can be given without an inquiry into the phylogenetic development of the characters which distinguish each Hawk Moth, it is manifest that with the apparently narrow object of giving a classification of the *Sphingidae* issues are entered upon which bear upon the broad questions of development of the animated world, of which questions we have never lost sight in struggling through the embarrassing mass of detail presented by the 770 species of Hawk Moths. The value of detail for the solution of general questions has again and again been forced upon us during the preparation of this Revision.

At first sight it appears to be of little consequence whether 750 or 770 species of *Sphingidae* are known; whether *Aleuron iphis* is the same as *neglectum*, or distinct; whether *Odontosida* belongs to the *Philampelinae* or *Ambulicini*. The distinguishing characters upon the discovery of which so much labour is expended in classificatory research may not seem to be worth the trouble, being apparently of interest only to the collector and specialist. Indeed, if systematic work did not go beyond distinguishing and naming the forms of animated nature and putting them into some kind of order, there would be justification for those who smile at the efforts of mere systematists. However, the discovery of distinguishing characters assumes at once an entirely different aspect, if the solution of the questions "species or no species" is considered but a stepping-stone towards the higher aim of understanding the How? and Why? in Nature. That *Hyloicus perseguans* has a grey form so closely resembling *Hyloicus chersis* that it has hitherto always been mixed up with it, will not interest anybody except perhaps North American Lepidopterists. But if we add that this grey form has a reduced paronychium like *chersis*, while the paronychium is always distinctly lobed in the black-backed form, a difference often distinguishing genera or even subfamilies in Lepidoptera, the rigidity of what is elsewhere a specific or generic character breaks down at once, and it is further evident that, the agreement in the paronychium of the grey-backed *perseguans* with *chersis* being observable only under a high magnifying power, there are similarities which are decidedly not mimetic. Whether the right or left harpe of *Packyia daveta* is the stronger developed, or whether both are the same, is as indifferent a question to the non-specialist as is the result of a cricket match to a Continental. However, if one knows that in the *Sesiinae* with asymmetrical development of the claspers the *left* side is the more reduced, and remembers the haste with which "laws" in development are often
formulated by biologists, the case of *Pachyline dasserta* becomes of general importance, counselling caution, since *dasserta* has the right harpe more reduced, and hence proves either that there is no inherited tendency in the *Sesiinae* to a left-sided reduction, or, if there is, that the opposite development has taken place in spite of that tendency. It may be a matter of little moment to an outsider that the only species in the second division of the *Sphingidae* which has in the pupa a projecting tongue-case, as it is found in many *Acherontiinae*, is *Rhyncholaba actuus*; but the matter becomes different if we explain that, firstly, the presence of a free tongue-case in *Rhyncholaba* and *Acherontiinae* is not a sign of relationship, as the organisation of the insects proves, and hence demonstrates the possibility of the appearance of a similar conspicuous character in very distantly related groups, and, secondly, that the similarity again cannot be mimetic, since the pupae are buried.

In chemistry and physics minute research discloses the secrets of Nature. In biological sciences minuteness of research is as much required as there, if we wish to understand the phenomena of life. Systematic work can do much towards that end; it is the only means of checking off, proving and disproving, generalisations. But to serve as a reliable censor of conclusions, the observations must be exact, and therefore minute, since exactness cannot be attained without minuteness of inquiry. A simplification of systematic research by narrowing it down, as advocated in certain quarters, to the solution of the questions "obvious difference or no obvious difference, hence species or no species, genus or no genus," takes the life out of it. But if these questions are made subordinate, and therefore systematic work subservient, to the higher issues of biology, the dry detail of distinguishing characters and the apparently futile labours of the describer of species and other classificatory units become all-important in the science of life, as supplying sound criteria, where otherwise a lively imagination might run wild and substitute plausible assumptions for facts. Looking from this point of view at the diagnoses of the genera and species of *Sphingidae* it will be found that they are a source for information of a general character.

If we compare the pedigrees (facing pp. 24, 499, etc.), with one another, and the characters there mentioned with the fuller descriptions given in the body of the Revision, the first thing which strikes one is the frequent repetition and reappearance of the same diagnostic character (for instance, the absence of a pulvillus, or the spinosity of the tibiae). Whether our classification is accepted as valid or not, the fact remains that there is very frequently a close agreement in one or more characters between species and genera of near or of distant relationship in the Hawk Moths, an agreement which renders the classification of the *Sphingidae* especially difficult. Since the agreement refers to many details of many organs, as well as to the colour and structure of the scaling and the shape of the body and wings—which give the insect its habitus—the *Sphingidae* furnish indeed an abundance of material for a Study of Similarity, towards which we offer a few remarks.
Although phylogenetically closely allied forms may differ from each other in one or more organs to a surprising extent, they are generally similar to one another, if not in aspect, at least in structure, and if not at one stage, at least at others of the metamorphosis of the individuals. The same kind of similarity or identity we meet again in species or genera which are not nearly related, but have preserved one or more characters of the common ancestor. It is evident that this kind of agreement stands in contraposition to similarities which are the outcome of evolution. The preservation of four wings in Lepidoptera, Orthoptera, Hemiptera, etc., and of six fully developed legs in most insects, the occurrence of ocelli in many Heterocera and other insects, of filiform or setiform antennae in most orders of Arthropoda, and the retention of a pad to the claw-segment of the tarsus in many Butterflies, Moths, and other insects, or of a frenulum in one Butterfly and the greater proportion of Moths, etc., etc., establish a similarity in respect to the said characters which is manifestly of quite a different kind from the similarity established by the acquisition of clubbed antennae or of a sucking-apparatus, or by the loss of the wings or the mouth-parts, or by the adaptation to bark in colour and pattern, or to leaves and sticks in shape.

Though the distinction between a resemblance preserved and a resemblance acquired is obvious, it is not so sharp as it appears to be at first sight, since the two kinds of similarity are connected to a certain extent by that acquired resemblance which is the direct outcome of inherited community of characters. We find, for instance, that the distribution of pale and dark colours on the legs of Arthropoda stands normally in close connection with the articulation, the segments being very generally pale-coloured at the joints. White-tipped tarsal segments, and tibiae with three pale rings are of common occurrence among insects, as are white-ringed antennae and white-ringed abdomina. Where there is a break in the surface of the skeleton of insects, there is normally also a break in the coloration. Thus we find a stripe along the eye and lines at the edges of the thoracical plates in members of nearly all orders of insects. The wing is perhaps the best example of a conspicuously coloured, regularly interrupted surface, where the connection between the pattern on the one hand and the outline and the division of the surface by the veins on the other is very obvious in a great many insects. The original pattern of the insect-wings (outstretched) is symmetrical to the body and symmetrical to the veins. On the triangular wings of Lepidoptera the modifying influence of the cross-veins and the oblique distal margin is especially conspicuous. The position of new markings is dependent on the position of the old ones, new lines appearing often along the old ones and rings around spots. The external lines of a vast number of Heterocera are distally concave between the veins according to the undulation of the distal margin of the wing, while the proximal lines are distally convex (respectively dentate) between the veins. The median space of the forewing extending from the costal to the inner margin and including the cross-veins seems to be greatly influenced in its pattern by these veins, a large number
of Lepidoptera exhibiting the same kind of median space, contrasting with the rest of the wing either by being different in colour or by the absence of lines transversely to the veins. The appearance of a "stigma" or a kidney-shaped mark on the wings of so many Lepidoptera is the direct consequence of the possession of cross-veins. Since the division of the wing-membrane is so similar in the various groups of Lepidoptera, it is only natural that there are many points of agreement in the pattern of species belonging to not nearly related groups. It is not the occurrence of this kind of similarity which is astonishing, but that it does not occur everywhere, and that—bearing in mind the remarkable phenomenon of "Mimicry"—Nature has abandoned in most cases similarity, though it offers such great protection to the species, as we must assume it to do, judging from the great number of cases of "protective" resemblance at which Nature has arrived in a roundabout way. However, notwithstanding the differences—in the first instance the outcome of segregation—outweighing the similarities, the agreement in some such detail as referred to above, which resemblance is the result of a general agreement in the structure of the insects, is the starting-point for a development towards more conspicuous similarities. The pale superciliary stripe, for instance, is continued in many Sphingidae over the pronotum and along the sides of the mesonotum; a mesial stripe begins between the two lateral ones on the occiput and runs over the thorax, ending on the abdomen. The lateral lines converging frontad, the three together are similar to an arrow. The same arrow-pattern is met with in other orders of insects—for instance, in Coleoptera (Curculionidae, Cerambycidae, etc.) and the agreement extends even further, the mesial vitta being either simple or divided into two lines, and these lines being either parallel or divergent behind, in the Hawk Moths as well as the Beetles. Moreover, the mesial vitta of the head and thorax becomes a sutural vitta on the elytra of Coleoptera, and similarly the hinder edge of the forewing of Lepidoptera, which corresponds to the sutural edge of the elytra, assumes often the pale colour of the thoracical mesial vitta in those Heterocera in which the wings have a roof-shaped position over the abdomen when the specimen is at rest. The conspicuous colouring (scaling, pubescence, or pigmentation) of the mesoscutellum found in many insects and the three rows of spots so frequently occurring on the abdominal sternites belong to the same kind of resemblance as the thoracical vittae, the respective markings being homologous in the various insects, evolution starting from similarity and resulting in higher resemblance. In structure the same phenomenon is no less frequently observed. Here we may conveniently distinguish between similarities arrived at by retrogressive and by progressive development.

Reduction of organs occurs very commonly among Sphingidae, and leads often to the loss of the organs. The disappearance of the horn of the larva in some Philampelinae and Ambulicinæ and in Laphra (Acherontiinae); the reduction of the tongue-sheath of the pupa in Ambulicinæ and several Acherontiinae; the absence of an externally visible sheath of the anterior femur of the chrysalis in
species of various subfamilies of *Sphingidae*; the loss of the tongue in some *Ambulicinacea* and *Acherontiinae*, of the proximal pair of spurs, of the pulvillus and paronychium, of the frenulum and retinaculum; the reduction of the mid- and hind-tarsal comb and of the palpi; the reduction of the tarsal spines in number, of the tibiae and tarsi in length and of the head in size; the loss of the fasciculated ciliae in the male antenna of *Rhopalopysche*, of the abdominal spines in various *Ambulicinacae*, of the patch of sensory hairs at the base of the palpi in the *Sphingidae ascemanophorae*, and *Garelea* and allies among the *Sphingidae semenophorae*, of the bristles on the pilifer, etc., establish between these *Sphingidae*, as well as between them and other Lepidoptera, a similarity in the points mentioned which is of importance for the proper comprehension of the origin of agreements in structure, since there is no doubt that, at least in most cases, these negative characters are independently acquired in the various groups of *Sphingidae* and other Lepidoptera. The loss of the wings in a number of Lepidoptera, and of the hindwings in Diptera and many Beetles, may be mentioned in this connection. The independent effacement of differences in consequence of loss occurs also in pattern. Uniformity in colour may be arrived at either by the exaggerated development of one colour leading to the suppression of a pattern, or by the markings disappearing on account of the non-development of the pigment (or of the particular structure in case of structural colours). The pattern is in most cases only partially effaced. The partial transparencies of the wings as found in *Coeytius* and some *Haemorrhagia* have no more to do with one another than have the entirely white anterior wings of some Beetles (elytra) and Butterflies. The loss of markings in *Mimas tiliae* is as independent from that of *Amorpha populi*, as is the disappearance of yellow abdominal side-patches in certain *Acherontiinae* and some *Macroglossum*. The pale colour frequently exhibited by a large percentage of specimens which are obtained by breeding in and in—for instance, in *Amorpha populi*—is due to the meagre production of dark pigments, and reminds one of the pallid cave-insects. The weakening effect of breeding in and in and the result of a life in dark caves are, therefore, similar in so far as both lead to the loss of pigment, producing clayish ochraceous forms. The causes are different; the result is similar. Indeed, if the numerous cases of the disappearance of distinctions in structure, colour, or pattern are inquired into, it will be found that the causes of the loss of distinctive positive characters and the reasons for their disappearance are as different as the starting-points of the retrogressive development which resulted in the effacement of the positive characters, replacing the picture which was variegated in pattern and structure by a clean surface.

The reduction of organs is often accompanied by the appearance of certain positive characters in *Sphingidae*. The small head is frequently crested; the small eyes become lashed, and the reduced tibiae often spinose. The abdomen, which has very weak spines at the edges of the segments, is often spinulose all over the tergites or assumes a woolly appearance. Weakened power of flight and broadened wings are frequently associated. The positive and negative characters
are not necessarily dependent on one another. Spinosity of the tibiae, for instance, occurs in very many insects without a reduction of the tibia having taken place, and eye-lashes are not always a sign of a reduced head. A conspicuous specialisation which is of common occurrence in insects is the prolongation of the foretibia into a pointed thorn. We find this thorn or claw among all subfamilies of Sphingidae except Choerocampinae. The prolonged outer spines of the first protarsal segment (generally three in number) found in many Sphingidae and other Heterocera are also a specialisation which does not necessarily indicate relationship, and so are the clubbed antennae of Sphingidae, Butterflies, Agaristidae, some Noctuidae and Geometridae, Agaristidae, etc. The pectination of the antennae is of special interest. We find such antennae in several orders of insects. The remarkable point is that there are antennae which are similar in aspect to the pectinated ones, but are not pectinated. They are of two kinds. The one type is that commonly found in the males of Sphingidae where the seriated ciliae look in a dorsal view like lateral expansions of the segments; and the other type, not met with among Hawk Moths, possesses a heavy subdorsal bristle on each side, which Entomologists have often enough confounded with a true process of the segment. Here we have an obvious resemblance not based on homology. Likewise, the pectination of the antennae of Cressonia and Ceridia, or of Saturniidae and Eupterotidae, though the antennae are similar to one another in aspect, are not homologous. Tibiae mottled with single dark scales have very often the appearance of being spinose. In the place of the before-mentioned foretibial claw there is in some other Sphingidae (for instance, some Polytches) a heavy spine homologous to a hair, not to the claw. The horn-like projection of the palpus in the Acherontiine genera COCTIUS (America) and Coelonia (Africa) is the third palpal segment, while the equally conspicuous projection found in the Sesiine genera MEURON and ENYO (America) is a process of the second segment. The same segment has acquired a projection similar to the latter in the very distantly related African genus HYPAELAIA. Similarities analogous to the above occur also in pattern. Lines, streaks, and spots on the wings, and spots and belts on the abdomen, superficially but strikingly alike in different insects, often prove on closer study not to be homologous, the belts being, for instance, basal to the segments in one insect and apical in another, and the wing-streaks standing here upon the veins and there between them. Such similarities, which mostly do not affect the general habitus of the insect, are nevertheless very instructive.

There is another kind of equally remarkable resemblance in some details met with among Sphingidae which appears at the end of more or less distantly related branches. It is a priori conceivable that a certain character of structure or pattern present in closely related forms is preserved when these forms develop divergently further and further. Now, just as this certain character may be lost in the one branch, or in some members of it, at one period, and in the other branch at the same or another time, so the character may at one time or the other develop progressively in either branch, and this progressive
development lead independently to an identical specialisation in the two divergent branches. The spination of the abdomen furnishes a noteworthy illustration. In the higher Sesia the spines become very strongly chitinised on the tergites and sternites, and those of the proximal row assume a short and broad form in Sesia, Cephaloedes, and Haemorrhagia; the same form of spination is found again in the highest genera of the tribe Nephelinae of the subfamily Philampelinae—namely, in Macroglossum, Rhopalopsychi, and Leucostrrophus—and only here. In the Philampelinae there appear here and there characters which are met with again among the Sesiae—for instance, the very strongly clubbed antennae, the angulate mid- and hindcoxal merurum, the close connection between abdomen and thorax, the fan-tail, etc.; while, on the other hand, Philampelinae have also arrived at similar specialisations as Choerocampinae—for instance, in the shape of the chrysalis, the sexual armature, the end-segment of the antennae, and the ocellated spots of the caterpillar. The American Choerocampine genus Phanomyla is a derivation from Aglophanes, from which it has become different in acquiring an apical tuft to inner surface of the second palpal segment, a tuft which is present in many Old World Choerocampinae. The peculiar cavity at the end of the first segment of the palpus, on the outer side, occurring in all species of the Choerocampine genus Theretra and the derivations from this genus, is acquired also by a few species of the allied genus Hippotion, and it is highly surprising that the same peculiar specialisation, which does not seem to occur outside the Sphingidae, is as conspicuously developed in one solitary species of Acherontiinae, in Megacorua obliqua, the relationship of which with the Choerocampinae is very distant. This similarity reminds one of the projecting tongue-case of the pupa of the Choerocampine genus Rhyncholaba and many Acherontiinae, a Sphingid character confined to that one genus and the one subfamily. The pattern of the Hawk Moths offers also obvious illustrations of the kind of resemblance under discussion. The most striking is the similarity in the pattern of the abdomen of the lower Acherontiinae and the higher Philampelinae. Here we find those conspicuous yellow side-patches bordered by black which are restricted to these insects. The white abdominal belt of the American genus Sesia and the African Philampeline genus Leucostrrophus, which belt Entomologists have erroneously considered to indicate a close relationship between the insects, may also be mentioned, as well as the black-bordered yellow hindwing occurring in many Sphingidae and other Moths, and the white fringe of the first abdominal tergite of the Oriental Deilephila hypothesus and the American Aleuron iphis and allies. The antemedian and discal blackish brown bands on the forewing acquired here and there in Sphingidae are the result of the inter-spaces being filled in with blackish brown scaling. These examples of similarity are a kind of belated expression of relationship.

It will be observed that in a few of the instances mentioned the agreement in some character affects the aspect of the insects which have the character in common. There is a complete gradation from similarities in some small detail to similarities of the ensemble.
The cases of mutual agreement in aspect may be classified in two groups—similarity as the outcome of adaptation towards the same or similar extraneous objects, and similarity as the product of adaptation to each other.

The colour and pattern of the upperside of the body and forewing of *Sphingidae* are very generally imitative of the bark of trees, variegated with algae and lichens. The bark-pattern is common to a great many Moths, Beetles, Orthoptera, etc. The similarity is often enhanced by the appearance of projections—as, for instance, the thoracical tufts of *Erinyis, Pseudosphinx*, *Hemeroplanes namus*, *Epistor*, and *Notodontidae*. The silvery marks of the forewing of *Nephele, Hemeroplanes, Madoryx*, etc., and, among *Noctuidae*, of *Plania*, break the uniformity of the wing, as do white lichens that of the bark. The subapical buffish patch of *Eurypteryx molucca* and some *Notodonts* has the same effect. The shape of the distal margin conforms very often to the irregularity of the bark. A dentate, scalloped, or lobate distal margin may be acquired almost everywhere. In *Sphingidae* a very irregular distal margin occurs, commonly among *Ambulicinae*, *Sesiinae*, and *Philampelinae*. In *Acherontiinae* the margin is at the highest undulate, while there is one (American) species of *Choerocampa* in which has an irregularly lobed forewing looking like a piece of wood (*Phanoxyyla*). A resemblance to leaves is also frequently met with, especially among *Ambulicinae*. The leaf-like forewing may either be entire and have a dark apical line indicating the midrib (*Climis, some Polyptychus*), or it may be irregularly lobed. *Phyllophilia* (Pl. I. f. 4) has perhaps the most leaf-like entire forewing among *Sphingidae*, the midrib being here represented by a line running from the apex to near the base. The clayish color of this insect, agreeing with the color of dry leaves, occurs abundantly in Hawk Moths. A leaf-imitation after the well-known pattern of *Gastropacha quercifolia*, in which the widened hindwing projects beyond the costal margin of the forewing, is found in some *Ambulicinae, Sesiinae*, and *Philampelinae*—namely, in *Amorpha, Calusymbola, Phyllosphinxia, Stolidoptera*, and *Hypaedalia*, perhaps also in *Dregmoptera*.

Besides the imitations of leaves, bark, and other non-animal subjects, there are striking cases of resemblance to other insects among the *Sphingidae*. The imitation of humble-bees and humming-birds by some *Sesiinae* is well known. And here again similarity between the mimetic *Euprosperminis flavofasciata* and the mimetic *Haemorrhagia diffinis* is purely adventitious, both imitating the same or similar models, and therefore resembling also each other.

The resemblance of two species to each other acquired indirectly in the way indicated is of frequent occurrence. And it is easy to perceive that, since the similarity has independently arisen, insects similar to each other in this way may occur in widely separated countries.

Though very many *Sphingidae* are similar to one another, there does not seem to be a species which mimics another Sphingid—i.e. of which the pattern or shape has been developed directly in relation to the other.
The various kinds of similarities shortly referred to are met with again in other groups of insects. They demonstrate, we think, not only that there are various ways to arrive at and different causes for resemblance, but also that there is abundant material of similarity in details upon which selection may seize, and modify and augment the incipient resemblance, and produce those wonderful likenesses which illustrate that fascinating phenomenon called Mimicry.

A study of resemblance from this point of view is incidentally also a study of relationship, and therefore an essential part of classification. It is well known that the older students of Entomology were frequently taken in by similarities which do not indicate relationship, associating often widely different species on account of superficial resemblance. The older systematic works, and old collections which have not been disturbed, testify to this abundantly. But even modern work, or rather work of recent date, is not free from striking blunders of this kind, although the flourishing study of Mimicry has, or should have, made everybody suspicious of mere resemblances in aspect. We well remember trying in vain to convince a famous Lepidopterist, now dead, that the streaked Indian *Papilio macarens*, *xenoceles*, etc., are not nearly related to the streaked form of *Papilio elytria*; and we notice in a recent number of *Lepidoptera Indica* that the mimetic *Papilio rhetenor* and its models are housed in the same Moorean genus. The association of the *Sphingidae* with the *Aegeriidae* and *Zygocnidae* from Linné down to recent times was due to a certain similarity in the shape of the antennae being erroneously interpreted as meaning relationship. The older writers were the more convinced of the correctness of the association of the *Aegeriidae* with the Hawk Moths, since the clear-winged *Aegeriids* appeared to them to be connected with the ordinary *Sphingidae* by the equally clear-winged species of the *Sphingid* genera *Cephalonodes* and *Haemorrhagia*. The fallacy of the conclusion has now become evident to every student of Lepidoptera, though perhaps not to every collector of "flies." The similarity of *Pseudosphinx tetrio* to species of *Protoparce*, the "Bombyleine" appearance of *Arctonotus laevis* and *Lapara*, the resemblance of *Drudania inscriptum* and other *Philampelinae* to certain *Ambilicipae* (= *Smerinthinae* auct.), the agreement in appearance between *Proserpinus flavofasciata* and *Haemorrhagia*, of *Nephryx hyposticta* and *Amphypterus*, of *Akhesia ducidi* and *Proserpinus*, of *Sesia* and *Leucostrophus*, etc., etc., have frequently misled even modern classifiers of *Sphingidae*.

The student who tries to build up a classification based on relationship has to beware especially of two kinds of similarities referred to above: (1) similarity as the outcome of reduction, and (2) similarity as the result of adaptation to similar extraneous objects or to each other.

The first point is the more frequently overlooked in classification, and requires some further explanation.

If $a$, $b$, $c$, $d$ are four organs of a species or a genus, and $a'$, $b'$, $c'$, $d'$ the same in their most reduced state; if, further, the species or genus develops
into four others by one of the organs becoming reduced in each, and these four again into more in the same way, we have the following diagram (for the sake of convenience in printing the middle part of the diagram has not been completed):

\[
\begin{align*}
V. \ a'b'e'd' & \ a'b'e'd' \ ab'e'd' \ ab'e'd' \ ab'e'd' \\
IV. \ a'b'e'd' & \ a'b'e'd' \ ab'e'd' \ ab'e'd' \ ab'e'd' \\
III. \ a'b'e'd' & \ a'b'e'd' \ ab'e'd' \ ab'e'd' \ ab'e'd' \\
II. \ & \ a'b'e'd' \ ab'e'd' \ ab'e'd' \ ab'e'd' \ ab'e'd' \\
I. \ & a'b'e'd'
\end{align*}
\]

The development, starting from I., results first in a series of four derivations (II.) differing from one another in two organs. The second series of derivations (III.) contains forms deviating from each other in two, three, or four organs. In the third series (IV.) the forms differ only in two organs, or are identical. And we arrive finally (V.) at a series of identical forms. There is divergency from I. to III., and convergency from III. to V. Considering now the phylogenetic relation and the similarity of the various modifications, it will be found that the derivations of A in series IV. are more similar to the derivations of D in the same series than to A in series II., and that the derivations of A in series V. are indistinguishable (in organs \(a'b'e'd'\)) from the respective derivations of D in the same series, while they are different from the forms in series IV. from which they are derived. It is therefore evident that the classifier who judges from these organs \(a'b'e'd'\) alone cannot possibly find out the true phylogenetic connection between the various forms. He will easily mistake the forms which are equally reduced for forms which are closely allied. To him the members of series V. will appear to be very near relations, while they are in fact the end-products of different phylogenetic branches.

Let us take as illustration the retrogressive development so often observed in \textit{Sphinxidae} of the tongue, the midtarsal comb, and the claw-segment. If we start from a form with long tongue, with midtarsal comb, and with fully developed pulvillus and paronychium, and assume as before that one of these organs becomes reduced in each derivation from that ancestral type, we arrive finally at forms which agree with one another in having all the four organs reduced. Therefore the reduction of the tongue and the absence of the midtarsal comb, of the pulvillus, and of the paronychium in those species or genera are not an expression of close relationship. Looking at the pedigree of the genera of \textit{Sphinxidae} (facing p. 30), it will be noticed that a reduction and loss
(e)

of organs like those occur indeed in many genera which stand far apart. Loss, reduction, and fusion may occur independently everywhere. An instructive illustration of erroneous classification of this kind outside the Sphingidae are the Ithomiinae (= Neotropicalinae), which are divided by Salvin and Godman and later on by Schatz into two groups, the one containing the forms with strongly reduced forelegs, the other those with less reduced forelegs. The groups as they thus stand comprise quite heterogeneous material; they are not a division based on relationship, but on similarity in that one organ, each group containing genera which have their nearest relatives in the other, the species or genera with reduced forelegs being derivations from such with more fully developed forelegs. The striking resemblance in pattern between certain members of the two groups is explained, at least in some cases, by the similar species being nearly related, and not by having developed convergently.

A form which has lost an organ becomes not only similar in this respect to another which has equally lost it, but also to those which never did possess the structure. The abdominal spination, which is apparently confined to the Sphingidae, is lost in several genera, which therefore agree in the non-spinose abdomen with the Notodontidae, for instance. The loss in many Sphingidae of the midtarsal comb, of the forecoxal scent-organ, and of the friction-organ of the clasper constitutes again similarity with Notodontidae, Saturniidae, and other Moths, and not relationship.

There is another point illustrated by the pedigrees of Sphingidae which is of equal classificatory importance. A genus and a species are a composition of many organs; and since each organ becomes in most cases modified independently from the other, it is evident that a species or genus may be specialised in some and generalised in other organs. It is indeed a rule holding good in nearly all Sphingidae—we say “nearly” in order to be on the safe side—that a species or genus is further advanced than its nearest allies in some respects and at the same time left behind in other details. This being so, it is clear that a genus or species is not (or rarely) a direct derivation from another. Though we have directly connected the genera with one another in the pedigrees, we do not mean to say that, for instance, Proserpinus is a derivation from Rhodosoma as this is now, but wish to indicate only that Rhodosoma is of all recent genera the one which comes nearest in the characters mentioned in the pedigree to the ancestral genus of which Proserpinus, Amphion, and Sphecodina are developments. Each genus is, so to speak, the end-development of its own branch. In the pedigree facing p. 499 the genera Enpinanga, Rethera, Cizara, and Rhodosoma are thus connected:

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{Rhodosoma} \\
\text{Cizara} \\
\text{Enpinanga} \\
\text{Rethera}
\end{array} \]
(ci)

We have adopted this kind of connection for the sake of simplicity of printing. The pedigree should read as follows:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{Rhoposoma} & \text{Cizara} & \text{Rethera} & \text{Epiphan} \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

If connected like this, each genus may have acquired its own specialisations after the point of separation, and each may also have preserved generalisations lost by the nearest allies after separation.

**GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION.**

The Hawk Moths are an essentially tropical family, the number of species existing in the temperate regions being comparatively small. Very few Sphingidae extend into the Arctic Regions, and then only as occasional visitors, no species being known to breed beyond the Arctic Circle, though some (Amorpha populi and amurensis, Sphinx ocellata, Celerio gallii, Hyloicus pinastri) may be expected to occur as far north as their food-plants go. As the greater number of species have a powerful flight, and are, moreover, often wanderers, covering wide distances, the area inhabited by some of the species is very extensive.

The proportion of geographically uniform species of Sphingidae is large as compared with other families of Lepidoptera. Methodical research has proved to the systematist that countries like West and East Africa, India and the Malayan Islands, Central and South America and the Antilles, the Andes and Eastern Brazil, etc., etc., are inhabited by special races of nearly every species of Butterfly there occurring. The student is, a priori, certain in most cases that a species of Butterfly not yet discovered in some such district will, if occurring, exhibit some kind of distinction. In Sphingidae a priori conclusions like this would mostly be wrong. Since geographical variation depends on geographical isolation, it is evident that those Lepidoptera which are stationary are far more variable geographically than those which are not prevented by geographical barriers from constantly crossing over to other districts. The power of flight, however, is as such no factor affacing the geographical barriers. The swift-flying Charaxes and Papilio vary geographically as much as do slow-flying Butterflies; and in birds—which may be called stationary from the point of view of a student of geographical distribution in so far as they breed in their native country—geographical variation is also the rule and not the exception. On the contrary, the more powerful the flight, the more is an animal enabled to flee from or resist the factors of passive distribution (water and wind), to counteract their influence. But if powerful flight and the habit of wandering during the period of propagation coincide in a species, the
geographical barriers become ineffective, and the influence of isolation (segrega-
tion) is annulled. The wandering Hawk Moths, like *Acherontia atropos, Herse
concolcalvi and cingulata, Hippotion celerio and osiris, Deilephila nerii, Theretra
nessas*, etc., do not vary geographically, or only in a slight degree. However,
considering what we have said about the power of flight and isolation, it
cannot be wondered at that a good many species of swift-flying genera have
developed into geographical varieties (= subspecies) in spite of their power
of flight. Notwithstanding this fact, in the *Sphingidae* the rule holds good
that, on the whole, the sluggish species are more often and more distinctly
variable geographically than the swift-fliers, and that, further, the areas of
the geographical races of slow-flyers are mostly smaller than those of the
subspecies of less sluggish Hawk Moths, as exemplified by *Ambulicicidae and
Choerocampinae*.

There is only one cosmopolitan Sphingid, *Celerio lineata*; it consists of
three subspecies, one inhabiting the Western Hemisphere and two the Eastern.
*Herse concolcalvi* and *Hippotion celerio* occupy practically the whole Old World,
while *Herse cingulata* and *Protoparce sexta* occur from Canada to Patagonia.
One species (*Celerio gullii*) is common to the Nearctic and Palaearctic Regions.
*Cephalodes holdas* is found, in three subspecies, from Sierra Leone to Madu-
gascar and eastwards to Australia, with a wide gap in the Malay Archipelago.
*Deilephila nerii* inhabits the whole Aethiopian Region, and extends far into
Europe and south-eastwards into Western India and Ceylon. A number of
species occur all over the Aethiopian Region without being split up into
subspecies (*Hippotion eson; Basiotia media; Coelonia falcinotata; etc.*);
others are of wide distribution in the Palaearctic or Oriental Regions (*Macro-
glossum stellatarum; Hippotion bocchiae, color; Theretra nessas; Cephalodes
piens; etc.*); and others again occur all over the Neotropical Region or go
even far into the northern half of the New World (*Xylophantes tersa, picta;
Pseudosphinx tetric; Eringis atope; Epistor bagubis; etc.*). The distribution
of such common species is very instructive in one respect. Although their
range is wide, it is nevertheless restricted, and we ask ourselves, What
antagonistic factors are there preventing these *Sphingidae* from occupying the
whole globe?

A country must be accessible to a species. If there is a practically
unsurmountable physiographical barrier, the species have little chance of passing
over it. The swift-flying *Sphingidae* are not able to cross the Atlantic and
Pacific Oceans, none of the New and Old World species being identical, not
even *Celerio lineata* and *gullii* being the same in the Western and Eastern
Hemispheres; and the Indian Ocean is an equally effective barrier. But there
is no such barrier to prevent *Macroglossum stellatarum*, which ranges from
Morocco and Ireland to Japan and North West India, from going farther south
and east in India; no physiographical chasm faces in Spain the Aethiopian
*Hippotion osiris*, which extends from Madagascar to the Pyrenean Peninsula;
no geographical barrier keeps the African *Deilephila nerii* back from settling.
farther east than South India and Ceylon, and prevents Protoparce ochus, so common in Mexico, from extending southward beyond Venezuela; no ocean, no high mountain-range, and no wide desert restrict Orecta to Southern Brazil and Argentina, Thevreta capensis to South Africa, Hyloicus lugens and allies to Central America, Hyloicus chersis and allies to North America (and Mexico), and Celerio cespertilio to Central and South East Europe. The range of these Sphingidae is restricted because the conditions of life (temperature, food, composition of fauna, etc.) are not suitable outside their present range. It is therefore evident that the limits of the range of a species are determined by two kinds of factors: physiographical barriers, beyond which the species is physically prevented from going; and biological barriers, beyond which the species is not able to exist. This being so, it follows that it is erroneous to conclude that the limits of the range of species indicate always that a physiographical barrier has formerly existed, that there was in the Continent or the chain of Islands a discontinuity barring the way. One has to carefully discriminate between those facts of geographical distribution which allow of conclusions being drawn as to the former configuration of the earth's surface, and those facts which are the result of the action of biological causes.*

Since anything strange attracts more attention than the normal, it is not rarely the unexpected upon which the student of geographical distribution lays most stress, often exaggerating the significance of single cases and drawing conclusions from them which are contradicted by the other, normal and hence neglected, cases. Some small percentage of an Indian element in the fauna of Madagascar misleads many a student to treat Madagascar as standing fanatically closer to India than to Africa, and some small but conspicuous difference in the fauna of Bali and Lombok, which difference is in insects not larger than that between most other adjacent Malayan islands, gave rise to the famous but (in Lepidoptera) arbitrary Wallacean line separating the Malay Archipelago into a western and an eastern district. Among the Sphingidae we find a number of species and genera with a peculiarly striking distribution which might easily give occasion to similarly fallacious and misleading conclusions. *Cephonodes hylas* consists of three subspecies, which occur one in Africa and Madagascar, another in India, China, and Japan, and the third in tropical Australia, no representative being found in the Malay Archipelago. *Celerio lineata* has two subspecies in the Old World: one inhabiting continental Asia, Africa, and Europe; and the second tropical Australia. The genus *Nephele*, so common in the Aethiopian Region, has but one species each in India and the large Sunda Islands and Australia. All these insects are so common that it is not likely that they have been missed by the collectors in the Malay Archipelago. Further, the genus *Cephonodes* has four species in the Malagassic Subregion, six in the Papuan Subregion, and not more than two anywhere in India and the Malay Archipelago. Looking at such cases, the Antarctic Continent most conveniently comes on the scene as a *deus ex machina* to explain the peculiarity in the distribution,

* See also *Nur. Zool.* iii. p. 505 (1896).
while the true cause of the absence or scarcity of those insects in the Malay Archipelago is probably of quite a different kind, as we shall see later on. The North American *Sphecodina abbotti* is confined to the Atlantic side of the Continent; the only other species of the genus (the only near ally, in fact, of *abbotti*) is restricted to the Pacific side of Asia (Amurland, China). The Indian genera *Apochapsis* and *Pseudolobivia* stand quite isolated in the Old World, their nearest (and very close ally) being the Neotropical *Euryglottis*. The South African genus *Rhodafra* comes nearest to the Palaeartic *Pergesa*. If we compare such cases with the distribution of *Celonia*, of which one species is cosmopolitan, one Holarctic, several Palaeartic, and one each Malagassic, Argentinian, Chilian, and Cuban, while two are confined to the Sandwich Islands, it becomes obvious that the interrupted range of genera or allied genera is the result of the extinction of the insects (or allied species) in the now non-inhabited intermediate districts rather than the result of great geographical changes. We have to do here with the remnants of once more uniformly distributed groups, remnants existing where by chance the conditions were favourable for their preservation. However, it is not our intention to speculate on the apparently abnormal distribution of single species and genera, fascinating as it is, but to lay before the reader a short summary of the actual state of the distribution of the *Sphingidae*, from which he will better understand the composition of the Sphingid fauna of the various areas than from a speculative elucidation of single cases. Accepting the Wallacean division of the globe into five Regions, we have a distribution of the 770 species of Hawk Moths, as illustrated in the table on the opposite page.

There are only 2 species common to the Western and Eastern Hemispheres, each represented in America by 1, and in the Old World one by 2 and the other by 1 subspecies. Of the remaining 768 species, as yet known, 293 are peculiar to the New World, including the Sandwich Islands (3 species), and 475 to the Eastern Hemisphere. Since the Papuan Subregion and Africa harbour without doubt a great many undiscovered species, proportionally more than South and Central America, we can estimate the proportion of the species inhabiting the New and Old Worlds as being 1:2, or presumably 320-odd to 650-odd. The superiority of the East over the West of the globe in the number of species of Hawk Moths is quite intelligible, since tropical America is far smaller than the tropics of the Eastern Hemisphere, does not offer so much variety in the conditions of life, and is not so broken physiographically. A heteromorphic country has a heteromorphic fauna.

The paucity of the *Sphingidae* in the temperate Regions is very apparent in the table. North America, Europe, North and Central Asia, and Palaeartic Japan, where few new species will be discovered, if any, possess only 100-odd species peculiar to them, as compared with 620-odd peculiar to the only partially explored tropical and subtropical countries. New discoveries will alter the proportion so much to the disadvantage of the northern temperate Regions that the proportion will ultimately be about 1:9, according to our calculations.
## DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIES.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subfamily</th>
<th>Neotropical Region</th>
<th>Nearctic Region</th>
<th>Palaeartic Region</th>
<th>Oriental Region</th>
<th>Aethiopian Region</th>
<th>Cosmopolitan</th>
<th>Western Hemisphere</th>
<th>Eastern Hemisphere</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acherontiinae</td>
<td>54-28</td>
<td>11-19</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>84 : 52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambalicinae</td>
<td>17-6</td>
<td>14-50</td>
<td>54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25 : 125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sesiinae</td>
<td>81-5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13-3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>95 : 26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philampelinae</td>
<td>17-13</td>
<td>6-103</td>
<td>71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>33 : 186</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choerocampiinae</td>
<td>53-1</td>
<td>8-43</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>56 : 86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total: 770</td>
<td>217-54</td>
<td>48-226</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>293 : 475</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The numbers at the rectangular brackets connecting the Palaeartic and Aethiopian Regions are the number of species common to these two Regions. The numbers at the non-rectangular brackets connecting the same Regions are the numbers of species common to the Palaeartic, Oriental, and Aethiopian Regions.
The differences in the number of species between the three tropical Regions are not considerable, the Neotropical Region possessing altogether 236, the Aethiopian 179 (many new ones will be discovered), and the Oriental 250. The Palaearctic and Nearctic Regions have each about 75 species.

The differences in the distribution of the species of the five subfamilies into which the Sphingidae fall in our classification are remarkable. The Acherontiinae and Sesiinae are for the greater part American, while the Ambuliciniae, Philampelinae, and Choerocampinae have more representatives in the Old than in the New World. The difference is especially large in the case of the Sesiinae on the one hand, and Ambuliciniae and Philampelinae on the other. The proportion between western and eastern species of Acherontiinae (84 : 52) is almost exactly reversed in the Choerocampinae (56 : 86). The Ambuliciniae are most numerous in Africa, nearly half of the Philampelinae are Oriental, and about one-third of them Aethiopian, while the Neotropical Region has scarcely one-twelfth of the total. North America has no single species of Choerocampinae of its own, but Central and South America possess more species than any other single Region. The number of species of Acherontiinae is much larger in the Neotropical Region than anywhere else.

However, the numbers of species which inhabit a country in themselves cannot be trusted when forming an opinion on the diversity of its fauna. Comparing, for instance, the number of Choerocampinae peculiar to the Neotropical Region with the number of purely Palaearctic species (48), it would appear from these figures alone that the Palaearctic Sphingid fauna was not more diversely developed than the Choerocampinae of South and Central America; whereas, in fact, these Neotropical Sphingids belong to only three allied genera, i.e., are very homogeneous, and the Palaearctic species to more than twenty genera of five subfamilies. The diversity in the development of a family is better illustrated by the genera of the country, since a genus is a category higher than species, representing as it were the generalised state of development of which the various congeneric species are modifications. Each Region has one or more genera containing a large number of species, while the nearest allied genera comprise as a rule few or single species. Protoparce, Eriphyes, and Xylophanes are large Neotropical genera; Hylaeus has numerous species in North America, Celerio in the western half of the Palaearctic Region, Macroglossum and Therestra in the Oriental Region, and Polyptilus in Africa. Such genera and the commonly occurring species give a country its special feature from the point of view of a collector, while the number of genera and their diversity are the more important feature for the classifier and for the student of the origin of the fauna, relying as they both do principally upon the affinities presented by the genera.

We have grouped the 770 species of Sphingidae in 167 genera, of which the table here following gives the numerical distribution. Since genera are groups of species, and hence generally of wider distribution than single species, the number of genera common to adjacent Regions is proportionally very much larger than the number of species common to them.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subfamily</th>
<th>Neotropical Region</th>
<th>Neartic Region</th>
<th>Palaeartic Region</th>
<th>Oriental Region</th>
<th>Aethiopian Region</th>
<th>Cosmopolitan</th>
<th>Western Hemisphere</th>
<th>Eastern Hemisphere</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acherontiinae : 44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambulicrinus : 44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sesiinae : 24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philampelinae : 41</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chorocampinae : 14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total : 167</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The New World has 54 genera which do not occur outside it; 106 are peculiar to the Eastern Hemisphere; while 7 are common to both. The proportion between genera and species is, therefore, nearly the same in either hemisphere. Taking into account the origin of the genera as shown in the following pages, and leaving aside the truly cosmopolitan Celerio, there are 53 genera of American extraction, against 113 of Old World origin.

Some significant discordance will be found in the numerical distribution of the genera and species when comparing the two tables (pp. cv. and cviii.). The Western Hemisphere has one and a half times as many species of Achironiinae as the Old World, but they are more uniform, belonging only to 16 genera; whereas the species of the Eastern Hemisphere are grouped in 27 genera, representing many more steps in the development of the Achironiinae than do the Transatlantic forms. On the other hand, the 26 Old World species of Sesiiinae belong only to 3 genera, while America possesses 22. In Choerocampinae America, with its 3 genera, of which 1 is cosmopolitan (Celerio), stands far behind the Old World, which has 12, though the proportion of the species is 53:85.

The difference in the proportion of the species and genera is instructive in another respect. Looking at the table of genera, it will be manifest that the student of geographical distribution who bases his conclusions on the Sesiiinae alone would have only one centre of development, which has given off a few branches to other countries; there would be no question of "Regions." If he took the Choerocampinae as the basis of his zoogeographical division of the earth, Aethiopia and Indo-Australia might become Regions and the rest of the globe appendages of them. If he based his exposition on the Philampelinae, Africa, Indo-Australia, and North America would rank as Regions, and South America, Europe, and temperate Asia appear to be zoogeographical appendages of them. While in the case of the Achironiinae there would be four Regions. It is evident from this that the division of the globe into zoogeographical Regions is different according to which group of animals is taken as the sole basis of the division, or, in other words, that the division which is correct in one group of animals does not necessarily apply to every other group. That the Neotropical, Aethiopian, and Oriental Regions are nevertheless natural zoogeographical districts in all larger groups of land and freshwater animals is not to be wondered at, since these Regions comprise each the subtropical and tropical parts of a continent and its satellites of islands. America north of Mexico and Europe and temperate Asia are by no means so well characterised as, and co-ordinate to, the other three Regions.

In the above tables of distribution we have included the Papuan Sphinxidae in the Oriental fauna. Australia, New Guinea, the islands farther east, and those westward to the Moluccas have 26 genera of Hawk Moths, of which 6 have not been found elsewhere. The Palearctic Region has 7 peculiar genera out of 30. These figures alone would show, therefore, that the Papuan countries were as much entitled to the rank of a Region as the northern temperate Old World zone; or, on the other hand, since the proportion of genera peculiar to
each is so very small, that neither the Papuan nor the Palaearctic countries can be considered to be a Region in the distribution of the Spheingidae. But if we sink them both to the rank of a Subregion of the Oriental Region, with which the Palaearctic countries have 18 genera and Papmasia 19 in common, the most characteristic feature of the temperate Old World would be swallowed up; the Oriental Region would receive foreign elements, and hence the relation of the faunae of the Old and New Worlds be very much obscured. The Palaearctic countries being particularly important as a connecting-link between the Old and New Worlds, having many affinities with North America, as we shall see further on, we give them the rank of a Region, in spite of the close relationship with the Oriental fauna. Here again we see that the purely numerical consideration of a fauna does not give its true position in respect to geographical distribution.

In order to understand the composition of the fauna of a district, the geographical origin of the various members has to be inquired into. A point essential towards this object is manifestly the knowledge of the relationship of the various species. And as the grouping together of species into genera is meant to be a grouping of species of the same origin, it is further evident that the correct composition of the genera and their correct position in the classification are necessary premisses for sound zoogeographical research. Exponents of zoogeography who rely on catalogues—in which the distribution is far more erratic than in Nature—having themselves not enough knowledge of the animals to detect mistakes, cannot go beyond the numerical stage in the treatment of the distribution, and, if they do, will as often be wrong as right in their conclusions, constantly finding in the faunae discrepancies and similarities which are nothing but the result of an insufficient study of the animals in question. If we took, for instance, the classification of the Spheingidae in Kirby's Catalogue, Butler's Revision, Druce's Heterocera of Central America (in Biol. Centr. Amer.), and Hampson's Moths of India as the basis for the exposition of the geographical distribution of these insects, we should find a far greater similarity between the Neotropical Region and the tropics of the Old World than there really exists, numerous genera being said to occur in both the Eastern and Western Hemispheres, while closer inspection proves these genera to be quite "unnatural" (heterogeneous), and the various heterogeneous components to belong to different genera peculiar either to the New or to the Old World, Protoparce, "Dilidia," "Triptogon," "Amblytyx," Pseudosphinx, Darapsa, Pergesa, Macroglossum, "Argeopus," "Choerocampa," Theretra, etc., etc., being names employed erroneously for mixtures of Old and New World Spheingidae.

Proceeding to examine more closely the composition of the Spheingid fauna of the various Regions, we take them in the order as they come in the tables of distribution on pp. cv. and cvii. The Neotropical Region is inhabited by 33 genera, containing 237 species. Two of the genera (Celerio and Herse) and one species (Celerio lineata) are cosmopolitan. The remaining 37 genera may be classed in two groups: 22 which are confined to the Neotropical Region, and 14 which occur also outside it. We will examine the latter first. They are: Protoparce,
Hyloicus, Chlaenogramma, Protambulyx, Pseudosphinx, Ereignis, Grammocila, Pachypla, Epistor, Cantethia, Perigonia, Sesia; Pholus; Xylophanes. In addition we must mention Sphinx, Pachysphinx, and Arctonotus, which extend from North America into Mexico, and are not truly Neotropical. *Hyloicus* has many species outside the Neotropical Region; but the section of the genus which is Neotropical does not occur northward of the Southern United States. *Chlaenogramma* consists of two species, one inhabiting the Atlantic Subregion of North America, the other Argentina.* Protoparce* has two truly Nearctic species (*quinquemaculatus* and *sexta*), besides a great number of Neotropical ones; the same applies to *Pholus*. The remaining 10 genera are Neotropical, extending in one or a few species into the Southern States of the Nearctic Region, or going farther north without having developed Nearctic species. Among the 22 genera confined to the Neotropics there is only one (*Monarda*) which is not of Neotropical origin, belonging to the branch of the *Ambulicinæ* to which *Cresasia*, *Sphinx*, *Amorpha*, etc., belong, and of which the Oriental *Collambulyx* is the most primitive genus. All the other 21 genera are truly Neotropical. Hence it is clear that the only foreign element in the Neotropical Region is *Monarda*, and this is known only from Mexico. None of the other Regions have such an almost exclusively autochthonous Sphingid fauna. The Neotropical genera of *Acherontiinae* are all developments from the same stem, of which *Cocytius*, *Amphimoea*, and *Protoparce* are the most generalised divisions, coming near the Old World genera *Naphtopan* and *Meganoton*, which are, however, still lower in organisation than *Cocytius*. None of the New World *Acherontiinae* have preserved the organ of friction of the claspers and eighth abdominal tergite, which a number of the Old World genera have retained.

The 4 *Ambulicinæ* genera of the Neotropical extraction are *Protambulyx*, *Amphipterus*, *Orecta*, and *Troyolegnum*. The last two are clearly modifications of *Amphipterus*, and this and *Protambulyx* are near allies of the Oriental *Composoge*; which is the most primitive of all recent *Ambulicinæ*. It is worthy of note that both derivative genera occur in the border districts of the Neotropical Region, *Orecta* in the South and *Troyolegnum* in the North.

The *Sesiinae* are a special feature of the Neotropical fauna, the very few genera (3) occurring outside it being derivations from the Neotropical stock.

The *Philampelinæ* are very poorly represented; the two genera occurring are confined to the New World, and closely allied to one another, *Tinostoma* being found on the Sandwich Islands only, while *Pholus* is widely distributed over America and contains many species. The *Choerocampinæ* are rather uniform in development, there being only three genera, of which one is cosmopolitan. The other two are truly Neotropical, *Xylophanes* with fifty species and *Phanoryla* with one, the species of *Xylophanes* which are found in the Nearctic Region being Neotropical ones extending northward. *Phanoryla* is a specialisation of *Xylophanes*, and this is a derivation from the cosmopolitan genus *Celerio*—i.e. from an ancestral genus of which *Celerio* is the nearest recent representative.

* The locality Costa Rica is doubtful.
As a matter of course the Neotropical Sphingidae are not uniformly distributed within the Region, though the greater proportion is found nearly throughout the tropical part of South and Central America. The commonest species of which large numbers of individuals seem to occur everywhere are: *Herse cingulata*, *Cocytius duponchel*, *Protoparce secta* and *rustica*, *Protambulyx strigilis*, *Amblypterus gannascus*, *Pseudosphinx tetrio*, some *Eriyngis*, *Parhydia fiesus* and *resamens*, *Epistis lagabria*, *Pergesa lusca*, *Xylophanes phato*, chiron, and *tensa*.

The temperate South of the Continent, which is much poorer in species and genera than the tropical districts, is characterised by the specialised genera *Neogene* and *Oeceta*, which, though penetrating into the tropics, do not extend very far northward. There are further in this southern district, which reaches on the east coast to Espirito Santo and in the La Plata region to Tacuman and Paraguay, a number of species which have not been found farther north, besides some subspecies. We meet there with *Protoparce bergi*, *P. tacuama*, *P. diffusa petuniace and diffusa diffusa*, *P. manducoides*, *Hyloicus maurae* and *justicae*, several *Nuceryx*, *Chlaenogramma undata*, *Aleuron prominens*, *Xylophanes dempsey*, *X. xyloboles*, *X. schausi*, *X. pistacina*, *X. isaus*, *X. aglaor*, *Hemeroptanes grisescens*, *Celerio enphoriarum*, *Pholis satellitia analis*, *Enyo japyx discrepans*.

Chili has only two species of Hawk Moths—*Celerio annae* and *Protoparce secta caestri*. *Herse cingulata* may also occasionally put in an appearance, but is not recorded.

The discrepancy in the Sphingid fauna of Central and South America, though many of the apparent differences in the composition of the fauna will most likely disappear on further research, is not inconsiderable. No species of *Euryglottis* has as yet been found in Central America, notwithstanding the species not being of rare occurrence in Colombia; *Protoparce stuarti*, *trimacula*, *scutata*, *petuniace*, *Hyloicus maura*, *justicae*, *Pholis eisii*, *obiquans*, several *Protambulyx* and *Amblypterus*, and a number of *Xylophanes*, *Nuceryx*, *Madoryx*, etc., have not turned up in Central America; while *Protoparce dilucida*, *oeculta*, *sesquiplex*, *muscosa*, *corallina*, *lanuginosa*, *crocalia*, several *Hyloicus*, *Pholis typhon*, *Amblypterus donysa* and *ypsilon*, and some *Xylophanes* are not known from South America. Such differences as these are found everywhere between districts of wide extent, areas differing physiographically like the Andes and Brazil being naturally more or less different in the composition of the population, whether there ever has been a geographical barrier or not between the districts.

The lesser Antilles are rather imperfectly explored. The few species of *Sphingidae* known from there are widespread. It is, therefore, the more remarkable that the common *Protoparce rustica*, which ranges from Argentina northward to North America and the larger Antilles, has developed into a subspecies on the lesser Antilles as it has on the Galapagos Islands, while it does not vary geographically on the Continent and on the large West Indian islands. The occurrence of *Protoparce rustica harterti* on the lesser Antilles (inclusive of Bonaire and Curacao, but exclusive of Trinidad) is an indication that more species may be represented by special races on these islands.
Several of the Neotropical *Sphingidæ* were first described from the small islands of St. Christopher, Antigua, and St. Cruz. We have not seen any specimen from there.

The four larger West Indian islands, Cuba, Haiti, Porto Rico, and Jamaica, are not very different in their Sphingid fauna from Central America, and agree closely with that of the Bahamas and Florida. They form together a West Indian district, characterised by the absence of many Neotropical species and the occurrence of one genus and several species peculiar to them, besides several subspecies.

Apart from Florida, which has a number of North American *Sphingidæ*, there is no Neartic element in the district. An exploration of the Lepidopterous fauna of Cuba and Haiti is a desideratum, the material in collections being very scanty. The species occurring are distributed as follows, those peculiar to the district being marked with an asterisk (*). The subspecies in brackets are given in the list to show the distribution of the species outside the district. The North American species occurring in Florida are left out.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acherontiinae.</th>
<th>Florida</th>
<th>Bahamas</th>
<th>Cuba</th>
<th>Haiti</th>
<th>Porto Rico</th>
<th>Jamaica</th>
<th>Occurrence outside the district</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Herse cingulata</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N. and S. America.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Cocytius claretus</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Neotropical R.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— dopanchi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>— antenus antenus</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(— — meloric)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Protaparce setula jamaicensis</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Neotropical R.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(— — sexta, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— affleta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— radula rustica</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(— — hartetti)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>— bronte bronte</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Neartic and Neotropical R.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>— ertus</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Amazonas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Nanoparce paezi posti</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Neotropical.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(— — katerius)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lesser Antilles.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ambulicininae.</th>
<th>Florida</th>
<th>Bahamas</th>
<th>Cuba</th>
<th>Haiti</th>
<th>Porto Rico</th>
<th>Jamaica</th>
<th>Occurrence outside the district</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Proembulyx strigilis</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— carteri</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Neotropical R.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Amplexipennus mammatus</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Neotropical R.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sesiinae.</th>
<th>Florida</th>
<th>Bahamas</th>
<th>Cuba</th>
<th>Haiti</th>
<th>Porto Rico</th>
<th>Jamaica</th>
<th>Occurrence outside the district</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Pseudophlox tetrio</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Isognathus rimus rimus</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Central America.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(— — inittus)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Venezuela.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(— — pridinthus)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>— congoritans</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Neotropical R.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Eriophorinus asper</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Central America.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— lausani f. meriamae</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Neotropical R.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— ella</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— oecotrea</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— crameri</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— oikura</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— dominghami</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>— guttulatis</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Neotropical R.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grammolim cavaux</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pachylogia ferru</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>— ertaion larvis</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Neotropical R.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(— — serve)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— resmencus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— larvulatis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Neotropical R.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— ruthor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— elpata</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— incixulatis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Among the 22 genera and 60 species occurring are 1 genus, 20 species, and 11 subspecies peculiar to the district. The genus Himantoides is confined to Jamaica; it is closely allied to Cautethia, which is not found on Jamaica, but occurs on the other islands, as well as in Florida and Mexico. While Porto Rico, Haiti, and Cuba do not apparently differ except in the number of species, Jamaica has some specialities restricted to it. Besides Himantoides undata, we find in Jamaica Protoparce brontes brontes, Epistor lygabris latipennis, Perigonia jamaicensis, Pholus vitis hesperidum, Pholus satellitaa satellitaa,
Xylophanes chiron chiron, which are either absent from the other islands, or represented by other subspecies.

The Lepidoptera of the Galapagos Islands are almost entirely unknown. The fauna is very poor in Butterflies; but the Moths, especially the smaller kinds, seem to be fairly well represented. Dr. Holland, when describing the Galapagos subspecies of Protoparce rustica,* said that he had received larvae of five species of Sphingidae. In the Tring Museum there are six species of Hawk Moths from this group of islands: *Horse cingulata, Protoparce rustica calapagensis,* a new species of the same genus, a new subspecies of Erinnyis obscura, *E. ello,* and Celerio lineata. Some species of Xylophanes, and one or the other genus of Sesiinae—Perigonia, for instance—must be expected to occur.

The Sandwich Islands have six species of Sphingidae. *Protoparce quinque-maculatus blackburnii* is a well-marked race of the common Nearctic "Potato-worm." Tinostoma smaragdilis is a very peculiar specialisation of the Neotropical genus *Pholus*; as yet only one imperfect specimen is known of this remarkable insect. The other three species belong to the cosmopolitan genus Celerio. They are *Celerio lineata lineata,* identical with American specimens, and *Celerio calida* and *wilsoni,* which have their nearest relative in *Celerio annae* from Chili and Perú. The affinity of the Sandwich Island Sphingid fauna is, therefore, absolutely with America.

The Sphingidae of the Nearctic Region offer, we think, more interesting points in their distribution and relationship than those of tropical America. As said above, quite a number of Neotropical species extend into the warmer districts of North America, some going regularly or occasionally to New England. If we exclude this purely tropical material, which is foreign to the Nearctic Region proper (*Protambulyx strigilis, Pachylia fuscus* and *resumens, Erinnyis alope* and *oeonutrus, Pseudosphinx tetro, Xylophanes pluto, Perigonia lucca,* etc.), and deduct also *Horse cingulata* and *Celerio lineata lineata,* which occur everywhere in the New World, there remain 20 genera with 65 species. Among these there are again several which are Neotropical, but may be called inhabitants of the Southern States. *Pholus citis, labrascæ, Erinnyis ello, Epistor lugubris, Sesia fadus, and Xylophanes tersa* have a similar position in the North American fauna, as have *Acherontia atropos, Horse concavēli,* and *Hippotion celerio* in the fauna of Europe. They are immigrants from the south. Two other Neotropical species have developed into Nearctic subspecies: *Pholus satellitia pandorus* and *Protoparce sexta sexta.* Among the rest there is one Holarctic species, represented in North America by one of its two subspecies (*Celerio gallii intermedio*). All the others are Nearctic, but all are derivations from tropical genera. We can group them in two sections, according to their origin—the one section containing specialisations of the Neotropical stock, the other the genera derived from the Old World stock. We add to the Neotropical section the Neotropical species which have settled in North America, north of Florida, in order to make the list complete:

NEOTROPICAL SECTION.

Acherontiinae.
*Protoparce secta secta.†
— quinquemac. quinquemaculatus.
*Chlamysograpa jasmiae.
*Dolba hyanae.
*Isogramma fargoi.
*Ceratonia angustior.
— multiloba.
— calyptrae.
*Isogramma cupressi.
*Dolba groeniana.
*Atrus plebeja.
*Hylaeus eremitus.
— crenitoides.
— separatus.
— cherris (3 subsp. and 1 in Mexico).
— tibecdrens (2 subsp.).
— perlepus.
— canadensis.
— fravcki.
— babacn.
— gorilias (2 subsp.).
— incisiosa.
— drapfercarum (2 subsp.).
— dolli (2 subsp.).
— sequiace.
*Lapara coniferarum.
— pinum.
— bombbycoides.
— haliacarum.

Ambulicinae.
No species.

Sesiinae.
Erinys ello.
Sesia fulva.
Epistoc lugubris.
*Heterochoerus thydke.
— gracilis.
— difficilis (3 subsp.).
— bruco.

Philampelinae.
Pholas labronae.
— satelitina pandorus.
— achenon.
— ritis.

Choerocampinae.
Xylophanes tersa.

Besides Celeria lineata lineata and C. galli intermedia of doubtful origin, being members of a truly cosmopolitan genus.

† The species and subspecies marked with an asterisk (*) are restricted to the Nearctic Region, or extend southward only in Mexico.

OLD WORLD SECTION.

Acherontiinae.
_Herse vingatula._

Ambulicinae.
*Sphix cerisyi (4 subsp.).
— jamaicensis.
*Calomelania eximia.
— myops.
— usylus.
*Pachyphaler modesta (2 subsp. and 1 in Mexico).
*Cressonia juglandis.
( _Monarda oryz in Mexico._)

Philampelinae.
*Amphora versicolor.
— mycet.
*Decapeta pholus.
*Sphexodina abbotti.
*Deidamia inscriptum.
*Arctonotus lucidus.
(— telsoi in Mexico.)
*Amphion nessus.
*Proserpinus ganrae.
— jamuta (2 subsp.).
— clarkiae.
— flavofasciata (3 subsp.).
*Euproserpinus phaeton.
— ceterpe.
It will be observed that all the Acherontiinae except Herse are of Neotropical extraction, being derivations from Protoparce. One of these genera extends into the Palaearctic fauna (Hyloicus), and has given rise to another genus in N.W. India (Thamnochaeta). The Atlantic Lapara is also a development of Hyloicus. The most generalised Nearctic species of Hyloicus are eremitoidez and separatuz; they are closely allied to those Hyloicus which are purely Neotropical (geminus, lugens, istor, etc.). We shall refer to this particular relationship again when discussing the Palaearctic Sphinxidae. The Ambulicine genera of North America (as well as the Mexican genus Monarda) are all of the Old World branch of the subfamily, which branch begins with Cullambalyx, itself not very far from the most generalised Ambulicine genus Compsogena, confined to the Indo-Malayan Subregion. Sphinx is common to North America and the Palaearctic Region, and has its older members in Central Asia (Sphinx kindermanni and coreus): one of the two Nearctic species is strongly specialised (jamaicensis). Calasymbolus is a derivation from Sphinx, and Pachysphinx and Crescentia (as well as Monarda) come also very near Sphinx and Amorpha (see pedigree of Ambulicinac).

The only Sesiine genus of North America which is not a recent immigrant from the South is Haemorrhagia with four species. It is distributed over the Palaearctic Region, and has one species in India and another on the Moluccas (Ambonina, versata). The six genera of Philampelinae peculiar to the Nearctic Region are not nearly related to the Neotropical Philampline genus Pholus, which represents an ancestral branch of the subfamily not occurring in the Old World, but are specialisations of Old World genera. Ampeloea (versicolor and mycon) and Darapsa (pholus) are very closely allied to Ampelophaga of the Oriental Region and Pacific Palaearctic Subregion, being, like the Syrian genus Beratana, derived from it. Sphacodina, Deidamia, Arctonotas, Amphion, Proserpinus, and Euproserypinus have nothing to do with Haemorrhagia, with which they are generally associated in classification. They belong to the Afro-Oriental tribe Nepheleinae of the Philamelineae.

North America has no species of Cheroecampinae to itself, the three species occurring in the temperate districts being Xylophanes tersa, which is Neotropical, Celero gallii, which is Holarctic, and Celero lineata, which is cosmopolitan, the American subspecies C. lineata lineata extending over both New World Regions.

A few of the Nearctic genera reach southward into Mexico. Dolba hylaeus is represented in Mexico by a younger genus, Dolbogone, containing, like Dolba, only one species (hylaeugi). One of the subspecies of Sphinx evesi, of Pachysphinx modestus, and of Hyloicus chersis occur in Mexico. Hyloicus separatuz of Kansas, Colorado, and New Mexico is found also in Mexico. Arctonotas terlooi is an inhabitant of West Mexico, which is geographically very closely related to the arid parts of the South-western States: California, Arizona, Colorado, and New Mexico. Not one of the genera of Old World extraction extends farther south than Mexico.
The distribution of the Hawk Moths of North America illustrates a marked faunistic division of the Continent into an Atlantic and a Pacific Subregion. The Atlantic Subregion reaches westwards to the Mississippi plains and includes part of Texas. It contains far more Neotropical immigrants than the Western Subregion, Florida offering special facilities for a northward migration of the Neotropical Sphingidae of the West Indies, none of the Neotropical species which occur regularly or occasionally in Georgia, Carolina, etc., being absent from Cuba. The genera characteristic for the Atlantic Subregion are thirteen: Dolia, Ceratomia, Isogramma, Isoparece, Atreus, Lapara, Ampeloceca, Darapsa, Deidamina, Amphion, Calasymbolus, and Cressonia, besides Sphecodina, which occurs, however, also in the Pacific district of the Palaearctic Region. The Atlantic Subregion is, therefore, rich in genera peculiar to itself, while the Pacific side of the Continent, from the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific Ocean, has only three genera restricted to itself (Arconotus, Euproserpinus, and Dictyosoma). Of these western genera, Arconotus and Euproserpinus are derivations from Proserpinus, and Dictyosoma from the Atlantic Ceratomia. The two Pacific species of Proserpinus and the only European one are more specialised than the two species which belong to the Atlantic Subregion. We have, therefore, the remarkable fact that what is characteristic for the Nearctic Region is essentially Atlantic. The Atlantic Subregion is the birthplace of the Nearctic Sphingid fauna. This is borne out by the two Holarctic genera Sphax and Haemorrhagia, which have together five species in the Atlantic and only two in the Pacific Subregion of North America. This distribution gives a hint how to explain the glaring contrast existing between temperate and tropical America in the Sesiinae and Choerocampinae. One would have expected to find that, as is the case in Acherontiinae, the large Neotropical stock of Sesiinae had given rise to a crop of Nearctic specialisations, and that the Choerocampine genus Nylophanes, flourishing with fifty species in the Neotropical countries, had some special representatives in temperate North America. Temperature and other atmospheric factors as such cannot be the cause of the deficiency in the North American fauna, since the Sesiine genus Haemorrhagia is almost exclusively an inhabitant of the northern temperate countries of the Old and New Worlds; since, secondly, the Palaearctic Region has eight species of Choerocampinae to itself, besides Pergesa elpenor, which reaches into India; since, thirdly, temperate South America has several Sesiinae and Choerocampinae which do not go far north into the tropics; and as, fourthly, the tropical plains as well as the temperate high mountainous districts of South and Central America are inhabited by Sesiinae and Choerocampinae. However, if it is hardly possible that conditions of life are at the root of the discrepancy, the paucity of Sesiinae in North America and the absence of any indigenous species of Choerocampinae from that Region must find an explanation in the geographical history of the Western Hemisphere. The explanation is rendered complicated by the fact that there are no less than seven purely Nearctic genera of Acherontiinae which are of Neotropical extraction, and therefore apt to contradict any likely
explanation which takes cognisance only of the Sesiinae and Chorocampinae. The only plausible explanation is, we think, the following: South America was at an early period divided into an Atlantic and a Pacific Island (or Archipelago). The Atlantic Islands were in connection with what are now the West Indies, and these were continuous with the Atlantic portion of North America, which was likewise divided, by a broad sea corresponding to the Mississippi plains, into an Atlantic and a Pacific Island (or Archipelago). This Atlantic country was contiguous with the land north and east, and hence stood in connection with North Europe, perhaps as India and Australia are connected by an Archipelago. If we now assume that the Sesiiuæ and the ancestral Xylophanes were almost entirely restricted to the Pacific Island of what is now South America, while the Acherontiinae were essentially inhabitants of the Atlantic Neotropical Archipelago or Island, or there represented by some generalised genera, like the early Protoperce, Amphimoæa, and Coctius, it is evident that there was no barrier to prevent the Acherontiinae from entering the Atlantic Nearctie Islands, and crossing over the northern countries to North Europe and Asia, whereas there was little chance of the early Xylophanes and the Sesiiuæ reaching the Atlantic and northern countries.

The only northern Sesiiuæ genus (Haemorrhagia) being a highly specialised one, and the tropical Old World genera Cephaloïdes and Sataspes being still more modified, speak for the distribution having taken place in the direction indicated; and the great percentage of elements of Old World descent in the Atlantic Sphingid fauna of North America corroborates the evidence adduced that there was a road of communication in the North between the Western and Eastern Hemispheres.

The Atlantic Neotropical Sphingidae extend in Canada partly westward, and meet the western species in British Columbia and Washington. The Rocky Mountains and the plateau west of them have no pronounced peculiarities in the Sphingid fauna. The only distinctive features of this central district, which ranks as a Subregion in other groups of animals, are a species of Haemorrhagia not found outside the area (brucei) and the subspecies Haemorrhagia diffinis senta;

The Palaeartic Region embraces Europe, North Africa, Syria, Central Asia, Persia and Afghanistan, North China, Amurland, and the three main islands of Japan. It is inhabited by 75 species of Sphingidae, belonging to 33 genera:

7 genera and 32 species are peculiar to the Palaeartic Region.
4 " " 1 " occur also in the New World.
1 genus — is found in the Nearctic and Oriental Regions.
13 genera and 16 " occur also in the Oriental Region.
6 " " 3 " occur also in the Oriental and Aethiopian Regions.
— " " 2 " occur also in the Aethiopian Region.
2 " " 1 " are cosmopolitan.

33 genera and 75 species.
The comparatively large number of genera occurring in the Palaearctic Region is accounted for by the fact that many Oriental genera extend northward in single species. It is curious that this northward extension obtains here, as in the Nearctic Region, in the eastern district. The two cases are, of course, purely analogous. Tropical China being continuous with Amurland and India, and Formosa connecting with China the chain of islands running from Japan southward, there is a convenient bridge from the Tropics to Japan and Amurland. This close geographical connection between India and Japan explains the contrast in the relation of the Palaearctic countries with the Oriental Region on the one side and the Aethiopian Region on the other. Numerous Oriental species of Hawk Moths range northward into Amurland and Japan, while only three African ones reach Europe (Acherontia atropos, Deilephila nerii, and Hippotion osiris), besides the Afro-Oriental traveller Hippotion celerio, which comes to Western Europe most likely from the West Coast of Africa, like Deilephila nerii. The Sahara is an effective barrier between the Palaearctic and Aethiopian faunae.

The Oriental species which are found as such in Japan, North China, Corea, or Amurland cannot be counted as Palaearctic. Acherontia styx, Oxyambulyx ochracea, Clanis binecuta, Cephonodes hylas, Acomyris magna, Macroglossum pyrochroicu, corythus, firo, pissaion, Gureula masuriensis, Theretra nessas, pinastriina, Rhynecholaba acteia, and also the Chino-Japanese Param colliqata, are outside the proper Palaearctic fauna. These elements are comparatively recent immigrants, and correspond to the Neotropical immigrants of North America. That the road by which they travelled is, however, an old one is proved by the numerous eastern Palaearctic genera, species, and subspecies which have their nearest relatives in the Oriental Region. Five species common to both Regions are represented in each by a different subspecies: Psilogramma menephor, Phyllosphinxia dissimilis, Marumba sperchius, Ampelophaga rubiginosa, and Langua zemereoides. The eastern Palaearctic species, Cullumbulyx tatarinori, Marumba gaschkewitschi, jankowskii, maacki, Oxyambulyx japonica, schnullergereti, Acomyris castanea, Rhagastis mongoliana, and Theretra japonica, belong to Oriental genera; and Dolbina exocta and tanecri have near allies in North India in Dolbina inexacta and Dolbinopsis grisea, and Hyloicus caliginens in Thamnocha uniformis. None of these Palaearctic species extend to Central Asia or Europe.

Of the remaining nineteen genera found in the temperate zone of the Eastern Hemisphere we may dismiss Herse, which is represented only by the wandering H. concoidal occurring all over the Old World, inclusive of New Zealand, which no other Hawk Moth has reached. Three are restricted to the Pacific district: Sphingulus, Kentochrysalis, and Sphecodina. The last genus has only two species, one of them occurring in the Nearctic Region; the distribution is in so far curious as the Palaearctic species is Pacific and the Nearctic one Atlantic. The genus is a derivation from the Afro-Indian Philampelidæ. Kentochrysalis and Sphingulus, together with Dolbina, belong
to the small tribe Sphingulicæ, which has one more representative in North India (Dollbionopsis) and three in Australia (Tetrachroa, Synochea, and Hologlossum). These seven genera are all that is left of the tribe; perhaps a few more species than are known may be discovered in the Himalayan countries, China, and Australia. The tribe is probably very ancient, and had formerly a more uniform distribution in the Oriental Region, only remnants being now extant.

The difference between the Western and Eastern divisions of the Palaearctic Region is enhanced by Central Asia, Asia Minor, and Europe possessing five genera not occurring in Amurland and Japan. Sphingonaepiopsis is Palaearctic, Oriental, and African, and is, like the West Palaearctic and Neartic Proserpinus, a derivation from the African Philampelinae. Akhesia, found only in Syria, comes nearest to the Aethiopian genus Batocnema. Berutane from Syria and Persia is a specialisation of Ampelophaga inhabiting India, China, Amurland, and Japan. Rutheria of Central Asia and Afghanistan has its nearest ally in the Oriental Region, and is of Oriental extraction. To these genera we must add the African Delophila merii and Acherontia atropos, which do not occur in the eastern parts of the Palaearctic Region; and Theretra alcido, which has developed into a pale subspecies in Syria, occasionally occurring northward to the Caspian Sea, but rarely entering Europe.

There are now left to be discussed the genera ranging from Europe to Japan. Macroglossum has one species which is much specialised, and is nearest in characters to some Aethiopian ones, but may be a development from an Oriental species (of the group of belis). Macroglossum stellatarum occurs all over the Palaearctic Region, and goes southward into North-western India. Hyloicæus is Palaearctic, Nearctic, and Neotropical; it is of American origin, and has five species in the Palaearctic fauna, three being restricted to the Pacific side (caligineus, oberthueri, and crassistriqu) and two occurring from Spain to Japan (pinastri and ligustri), but having developed into a western and an eastern subspecies. Minas comes from the Afro-Indian stock of Ambulicæae; it contains only one species, represented in the west and the east of the Region by a well-marked subspecies (Minas tiliæ christophi and Minas tiliæ tiliæ). Amorpha is a development of the Oriental branch of Ambulicæae; its two species overlap in Russia and Transcaesia, A. amurensis ranging from Amurland to North Russia, and A. populii in three subspecies from Morocco, Spain, and Great Britain eastward to Central Asia and Asia Minor. Sphinx is likewise a derivation from Oriental Ambulicæae (Callambulyx); it has apparently come into Europe by way of Afghanistan and Persia, Central Asia possessing the most primitive member of the genus (Sphinx kindermann), while Europe (Sphinx ocellata) and North America (Sphinx jamaiicæensis) have the most specialised ones. Europe and Japan have only one species of Sphinx each, while Central Asia has two, Amurland three, and North America two, besides the derivative genus Calosymbolus. Haemorrhagia is, like Sphinx, Holarctic, but has one species in India (saundersi), and another,
which deviates much from the rest of the species, in Amboina (venata). *H. fusciformis* occurs all over the Palearctic Region, and reaches into India; it is separated into a western and an eastern subspecies; Amurland, China, and Japan have three species (*standingeri, beroensoeshii*, and *radians*) not occurring in the western district, and *H. tityus* does not go farther east than the Alai Mountains, while *H. croatica* is confined to South-eastern Europe and adjacent districts, *ducalis* to Central Asia, *dentata* to Syria, and *rubra* to Kashmir. The genus *Celerio*, which is cosmopolitan, gives a special feature to the Atlantic half of the Palearctic Region, where it is more abundantly developed than anywhere else on the globe. The genus is doubtless an old one, and had formerly more species in the tropics, the one each in Madagascar, Argentina, Chili-Peru, Cuba, and the two on the Sandwich Islands being remnants of a formerly less erratically distributed genus. The genus has given off two branches: *Rhodafra* in Southern Africa, and *Pergesa* in the Palearctic Region. *Pergesa* has four Palearctic species, one ranging from West Europe to Japan, China, and North India (*elpevor*), a second extending from West Europe to Central Asia (*porcellus*), a third occurring in Central Asia (*suellus*), and a fourth in Amurland and Japan (*askoldensis*). A fifth species of *Pergesa*, closely allied to *elpevor*, is found in North India (*vicularis*).

The marked difference in the composition of the Sphingid fauna of the Atlantic and Pacific Subregions of the Palearctic Region is illustrated by the following tables of distribution, in which the purely Oriental species which range into Japan without having developed into Palearctic subspecies are not mentioned:

### DISTRIBUTION OF THE GENERA OCCURRING IN THE PALAEARCTIC REGION.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Acherontia</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Oriental.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Helograpta</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Afro-Indian.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Hyblaeus</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Oriental.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Dobhiana</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>American.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Kentorhysalis</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Oriental.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Sphingulae</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Akhesia</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Oriental.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Kargambute</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Marmula</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Oriental.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Langia</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Minas</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Afro-Indian.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Salvamit</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Sphyne</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Indian.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Phyllodes</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The purely Palearctic genera are marked with an asterisk (*).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Sesinae</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>American</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hecmaerubius</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Philampeineae</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deilephila</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ampelophaga</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Bevallina</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acosmeryge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Rothers</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sphingonemophis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Sphingodon</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Proserpinia</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macroglossum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Cleforia</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Peregrina</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hippotion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theretra</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhagastis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Distribution of the Species Occurring in the Palaeartic Region.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Acherontiinae</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. certocnemuli</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. cereeayticos</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— stye</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lophoerina lophoerina</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Hylaeus lophoerina lophoerina</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— constictor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— cyanisrita</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— pinnastria pinnastria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— morio</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— caliginus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— obertheri</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. bimba bimba</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— exolba</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K. strekeri strekeri</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— canellus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— sieversi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Sphingonemus mus</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Ambuliciniae</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxythemys japonica</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— schaefferi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murabura gularis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— spirochilus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— japonborellii</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— maackii</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— guschkeeviisi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Langia zenooides</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The species restricted to the Palaeartic Region are marked with an asterisk (*).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Minas tibic tibic</em></td>
<td><em>christophi</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Callamblyx tataricini</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Sphexx kindermanni</em></td>
<td><em>euctes</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>cellata</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>platus</em></td>
<td><em>anparensis</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Amorphia populi</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Phyllosophia dissimilis</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sesiaini.</td>
<td><em>Haemorrhagia titus</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>radus</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>fauconerie faurif.</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>affinis</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>beresowcii</em></td>
<td><em>standingeri</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>croatica</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>rubra</em> †</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>dentata</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>ducalis</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philampleniæ.</td>
<td><em>Deilephila nerii</em> ‡</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Amelophaga rubIGINOSA</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Beratana kofelchi</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Aconerma castanea</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Rhetra komarosi</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Sigamphigropsis gryon</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>kalifanesis</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Spheciodiana canadita</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Prosopis prosperina</em></td>
<td><em>Marmoglossum stellatum</em> §</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Cerius capinhiae</em> §</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>galii</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>nicara</em> §</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>zygophyli</em></td>
<td><em>verpertilio</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>hippophaes</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>lineata</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Pegma elisonor elisonor</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>levis</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>fraterna</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>porcella</em></td>
<td><em>suella</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>asikdizais</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Hippodamia cerina</em></td>
<td><em>cerina</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>mori</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Thoreut alca</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>japonica</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Rhagastis mongoliana</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 genera and 23 species occur in the Atlantic Subregion.

12 " 31 " Pacific

12 " 12 " are common to both Subregions.

† Kashmir.
‡ *D. nerii* extends into the Western Peninsula of India and Ceylon.
§ On the Oriental Region only in N.W. India.
The larger proportion of the genera and species occurring in the Palaearctic Region are of Oriental extraction. Those of the Atlantic Subregion have come over Afghanistan and Persia, those of the Pacific Subregion over China. Ten of the genera do not occur in the Oriental and Aethiopian Regions, to which number must be added *Haemorrhagia*, which is not of Tropical Old World origin, and *Dolbina*, which extends only into North India. Of the ten genera characteristic of the Palaearctic Region, two are of American descent (*Hyloicus* and *Haemorrhagia*). When discussing the Nearctic *Sphingidae*, we drew attention to the fact that the tropical *Hyloicus* are more generalised than the Nearctic ones. A similar phenomenon obtains in other genera. The European *Marumba quercus* is more specialised than the Oriental species of the genus and than *sperchius*. The Syrian *Akhesia* is more specialised than the Aethiopian *Butocnema*, its nearest ally. The youngest member of *Callambulyx* is the Palaearctic *tuturinoci*, the Oriental *rubricosa* being the oldest. The most aberrant species of *Sphinx* is the Nearctic *jamaicensis* (=*geminatus*), and the genus *Sphinx* has given rise in North America to the specialised genus *Calasymbols*. Of the various subspecies of *Sphinx cerisyi*, the Mexican one is the most generalised. The American *Pachysphinx, Monarda*, and *Cressonia* are younger members of that same branch than is the Palaearctic *Amorpha*, and this is much more specialised than the Oriental *Callambulyx*. The Syrian genus *Berutana* and the Nearctic genera *Ampelorca* and *Darapsa* are derivations from the Oriental genus *Amplexophaga*. The southern Palaearctic species of *Haemorrhagia* (*croatica, dentata, rubra, ducalis*) have kept the complete or nearly complete covering of scales to the wings, which the mimetic species have lost; the Atlantic Nearctic *Haemorrhagia gracilis* and *thyrsbe* are also more generalised than *diffinis* and *brucei*; and *Proserpinus guanac* and *juanita* more than the Pacific species of the genus and its derivative *Euproserpinus*. The most specialised species of the cosmopolitan genus *Celerio* are Palaearctic, and the two genera which have branched off from *Celerio* are South African and Palaearctic. *Macro-glossum stellatarum* is in structure and colour one of the most specialised species of this large Afro-Oriental genus. *Orecta*, inhabiting temperate South America, but extending beyond the Tropic of Capricorn, is a derivation from the essentially tropical genus *Amplexophorus*. These cases show that the extra-tropical *Sphingidae* are derivations from a tropical fauna, and that specialisation is generally highest in the districts farthest from the original country.

There are some apparent exceptions which, on closer inspection, only prove the rule. *Dolba* of North America is more generalised than *Dolbogene* from Mexico; *Dolbina inexacta* from North India more specialised than *D. turnerei* from Amurland and Japan; *Thaumococha* from North India more than the Palaearctic *Hyloicus*, and *Dolbinopsis* from North West India more than the essentially Palaearctic genus *Dolbina*. In all these cases the southern *Sphinx* is a derivation from the northern, these insects being acquisitions from the Temperate Zone, existing only in the borderlands of the Tropics.

The **Oriental Region** is not larger in extent than the Neotropical and
Aethiopian Regions; but, being almost exclusively tropical and very hetero-
morphic, has the largest number of *Sphingidae*. The richest in *Sphingidae* are
the western districts, India and the larger Sunda Islands; farther east there
is an obvious decrease in the number of species and genera, though Australia
possesses some genera of its own, and has, like the other Papuan countries,
many species which do not reach India. *Macroglottis* remains abundant in
species almost everywhere except on the outlying islands. *Psilogramma menephron*,
and several species of *Thecreta, Hippotion*, and *Macroglottis*, are common from
India to Queensland and the Solomon Islands. The 251 species which are
known belong to 64 genera. The distribution is as follows:—

36 genera and 226 species are Oriental.
13 " " 20 " occur also in the Palaearctic Region.
6 " " 3 " " " and Aethiopian Regions.
6 " " 1 " " " Aethiopian Region.
1 genus occurs in the Palaearctic and Nearctic Regions.
2 genera and 1 species are cosmopolitan.

The proportion between purely Oriental and not purely Oriental genera and
species is: genera, 36 : 28; species, 226 : 21. The percentage of purely Oriental
genera appears to be small from these figures, owing to the fact of all the
genera found also outside the Oriental Region being included in the 28,
though many of them are actually Oriental, especially those extending north-
ward into the Pacific Subregion of the Palaearctic Region, as detailed above. To
arrive at the correct figures, we have to separate the indigenous genera, which
may have sent out some species beyond the limits of the Region, from the
genera of extraneous extraction. For the sake of simplicity we shall distinguish
only between tropical and northern temperate genera, leaving the discussion of
the relation of the Oriental fauna with the Aethiopian till we are dealing with
the latter.

The mountainous districts of North India and China have biological
conditions favourable for species of the Palaearctic Zone. We find here several
northern *Sphingidae* and members of Palaearctic genera—for instance, *Celerio
euphorbiace* and *nicosa*, *Peryza elpenor*, *Haemorrhagia faciformis*, *Dolbinopsis
grisea*, and *Thamnoeca uniformis*. *Phylosphingia*, *Parum*, and *Dolbina* reach
from Amurland or Japan to Assam or Sikhim. All the other genera common
to the Palaearctic and Oriental Regions are tropical ones, the proportion of
tropical to non-tropical genera of the Oriental Region being 58 : 6.

Only 7 genera out of the 64 occurring are derivations from the American
stock (*Apocalypsis, Pseudodolbina, Coenotes, Thamnoeca, Haemorrhagia,
Cephalotes, and Sataspes*). The Australian genus *Coenotes*, of which only
one species is known, is, like the North Indian genus *Apocalypsis* and its
derivative *Pseudodolbina*, a zoogeographical puzzle. *Coenotes* is very close
to *Neogene* from Argentina and Brazil, and *Apocalypsis* equally near
*Euryglottis* from tropical South America. The agreement between the
respective Oriental and Neotropical genera is so close that we must consider the relationship real.

The rest of 51 genera are endemic to the tropics of the Old World. Most of these genera are Indian. Their distribution shows that the division of the Oriental Region into a western and an eastern Subregion is not better established in the *Sphingidae* than in most other families of Lepidoptera. There is no line of division. The Papuan and the Indian elements, each taken as a whole, overlap. There are, however, two centres in the development of species in the Oriental Sphingid fauna: Continental India (inclusive of Burma and tropical China, of which the *Sphingidae* are very imperfectly known), and tropical Australia and the Papuan Islands. The Malay Archipelago, from the Malay Peninsula to the Moluccas and the Tenimber Islands, is exceedingly poor in species of its own, and possesses only one genus peculiar to itself, *Gigantopolpus*, of which the single species is as yet found only on Java, Sumatra, and Borneo. All the other Oriental genera which do not occur on the mainland are found only in Australia, not even in New Guinea, all the *Sphingidae* of the Papuan and Pacific Islands eastward to Fiji and Tahiti being members of genera ranging to India and partly to Africa. The island of Celebes has no single species of its own, and only two or three subspecies, which is very remarkable, considering that the island has a very distinctive population in many families of Lepidoptera and of other animals. Though the distribution of the *Sphingidae* over the Archipelago is not fully known, the following table will give an approximate idea of the extent of the Indian and Papuan species in the Archipelago. We leave out all the Indo-Chinese species which have not been found in the Archipelago, but add the Australian ones; to shorten the table, we exclude also the species common to both Subregions. The Papuan species are marked with an asterisk (*). The column "India" embraces Continental Asia as far as it belongs to the Oriental Region; the "Lesser Sunda Islands" comprise the islands from Lombok to Alor; the "Moluccas" the southern and northern Moluccas (Amboina, Ceram, Bunn, Batjan, etc.); "Tenimber" includes the islands between Timorlaut and Wetter; and "Oceania" means the islands south and east of the Solomon Islands:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Horse fuscata</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>H. longifera</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>H. quadrimaculata</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acherontia styg.</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— bacciferas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Meganoma ayteniana</em></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Lecanomma bathia</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Cremaster cruentus</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Simocha nornora</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Hoploconcha melanoleuca</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Acanthopoma penicillus</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Orthopoma bivittata</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>— necki</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>— wildei</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>— subocellata</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>— semiferruginea</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>— doderigi</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Melanoma australasiae</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Crepopterus triangularis</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Clarisa caudata</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Leucothoë linata</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Polyptychus trilineatus</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Maranaba dyas</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>— amblyomma</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>— spectabilis</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>— timora</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Daphnusa ocellata</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Smerindus tersus</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>— quadripunctatus</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>— dobrini</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Degnaptera olivacea</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Callamblyx rubricornis</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Sesinae.               |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
| *Haemorrhagia venata*  |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
| *Cepheodes woodfordi*  |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
| *— juanes*             |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
| *— hydes*              |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
| *— ilani*              |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
| *— picus*              |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
| *— armatus*            |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
| *— lifransis*          |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
| *Saturipes infernalis* |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
| *— tagalica*           |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
| *— ribbei*             |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |

| Philampelinae.         |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
| *Chromis helodea*       |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
| *Dolichopoda protokohni*|       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
| *Ampelopoda liniger*    |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
| *Eliphia dolichos*      |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
| *Aecosmerx socrates*    |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
| *— miskini*            |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
| *Pamora megalota*       |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
| *— basialis*           |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
| *— splendens*          |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
| *— angustata*          |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
| *— australiensis*       |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
| *— doberti*            |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
| *— tridactyl*          |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
| *— rariolata*          |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
| *— acutum*             |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
| *Anaptyx bainurati*     |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
| *— neeki*              |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
| *Enipononga vigens*     |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
| *— hepononga*          |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
| *— babau*              |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
| *Cirrata ardens*        |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
| *Nephele dilorma*       |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
| *— subarea*            |       |        |         |        |             |      |                   |       |         |         |            |     |     |           |           |              |             |           |
|---------------------------|-------|--------|---------|--------|-------------|------|------------------|-------|---------|----------|-----------|-----|-------------|-----------|----------------|-------------|--------|
| Gorgaea hyas             | x     |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| Sphingonura pipilio (pumilio) | x     |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * Kerampyrus bhaya        |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * Mikania                | x     |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| Gignacatapis micabilis   |        |        |         | x      |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| Microglossum avicula     | x     | x      |         | x      |             | x    |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * grypus                 |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * vacilla                   |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * assimilis                |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * frutostreifen               |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * cactea                    |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * cactaceae                 |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * rhabdothelytis            |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * troglodytis                |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * olceo                     |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * unguus                    |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * idioe                    |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * stigma                    |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * heliophila               |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * helis                     |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * albigula                 |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * dohertyi                 |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * hirundo                  |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * rectus                    |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * nubius                   |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * godfreyi                  |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * variegatum                |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * glaucopera                |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * vidua                     |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * jornaissi                 |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * scintillata            |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * aquila                   |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * sylvia                  |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * cichorini                |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * multifascia                |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * hemichroma                |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * faro                      |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * meeki                    |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * mitchelli                |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * phoeinus                 |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * helenae                  |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |
| * splendens                 |        |        |         |        |             |      |                  |       |         |          |           |     |             |           |                  |             |        |

Choerocampinae.

Celerio linuma
Hippoton ceculus
   * rossii
   * breviss
   * scroft

Theretra boixauri
   * sparsulanti
   * uncinata
   * inopinata
   * inopinata
   * inopinata
   * trisulti
   * alecto
   * suffusum
   * lygertos
   * margarita
   * breviss
   * turneri
### Choerocampinae—continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>India</th>
<th>Malacca</th>
<th>Samoset</th>
<th>Borneo</th>
<th>Philippines</th>
<th>Java</th>
<th>Lesser Sunda Is.</th>
<th>Timor</th>
<th>Ternate, Celebes</th>
<th>Moluccas</th>
<th>Aru</th>
<th>N. Celebes</th>
<th>Australia</th>
<th>Bismarck Arch.</th>
<th>Solomon Is.</th>
<th>Oceania</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theretra insignis†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhynchobala actea</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhynagalis castor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— acuta</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— albonarymatus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ochoneura aegrotata</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— lineata</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>— pollux</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† Andamans.

Besides these 117 species,* there are 45 which occur from India to Papuasia. Only 26 species are peculiar to the area from Malacca to the Moluccas, and of these _Oryzaloege semiferrens_ and _Satyroses ribbei_ are doubtfully distinct. Judging from the number of Papuan species described in this Revision, it is evident that further explorations will add substantially to the list of 58 _Sphingidae_ peculiar to the Papuan Region. Of the 45 species common to both Subregions, no less than 15 have developed into a western and an eastern subspecies. The genera restricted to Australia are 7—namely, _Leucosoma_, _Cenotes_, _Tetraehora_, _Synoecha_, _Hoplionema_, _Metamimasis_, and _Coequosa_. Of Papuan origin are probably also _Chromis_ and _Anaglyptis_. It will be seen from the above table that the cosmopolitan genus _Herse_ has its headquarters in Papuasia, where 4 species occur out of the 5 (_convolculi_ is not in the list). It was originally most likely Papuan, and took in Australia the place of the Indo-African genus _Acherontia_. Only _Herse convolculi_ has wandered beyond the Papuan Subregion. The American _Herse cingulata_ may be a development from either _convolculi_ or _godarti_. There is morphologically rather more evidence for _godarti_ than for _convolculi_ being the ancestor of _cingulata_; but geographically _convolculi_ has the advantage, since it does not require the construction of an Antarctic Continent to bring it into geographical connection with the range of _cingulata_.

The scarcity of indigenous species in the Malay Archipelago, from Malacca to the Moluccas, and the practical absence of genera restricted to these islands, and, further, the extension of Papuan species towards the west, and of Indian ones far towards the east, demonstrate that the Sphinxid population has come to these islands by comparatively recent immigration from both sides. If we call to mind the erratic distribution of _Cephalonodes hyllus_, which is found (in three subspecies) in the Aethiopian Region, in India, China, and Japan, and again in Australia and on Flores; of the two Oriental species of _Nephele_, which occur in India, Java, and Australia, of _Celerio lineata_, which inhabits Continental Asia and Australia, but not the Archipelago; of the _Sphingulicae_, which are restricted to

* _Eupteryx shelordi_ described on p. 813 is not included in this number.
Australia and to North India and the Pacific Palaeartic Subregion*: and couple these facts with the absence of indigenous genera from the Archipelago (except the Malayean Gigantripalpus) and the scarcity of peculiar species, it becomes highly probable that one and the same cause lies at the bottom of these phenomena in distribution. The simplest explanation would be to assume that the Australian and Asiatic Continents were at an early period in the history of the Sphingidae at least as closely connected as they are now, the connection allowing of the Asiatic fauna extending into Australia, and that later the inter-jacent district became so far submerged that the fauna was practically destroyed. With the separation of Asia and Australia by a wide gap, the condition for the evolution of special genera and species was given in Australia. The reason for the seven endemic genera of tropical Australia not having migrated over the Papuan Islands may be purely biological; or it is possible that at least two of them (Lewecomia and Tetrachroa) really do occur outside Australia, but have not yet been found.

The Indo-Malayan Subregion has twice as many species of Sphingidae as the Papuan Subregion, there occurring nearly 190 species, of which 150-odd do not extend into the Papuan countries. The cause of the contrast is easily perceptible. Papnasia is isolated from all Continents except Asia. Its entire Sphingid population is Indian in extraction, perhaps with the exception of Coenotes, which has closer affinities to the Neotropical Neogene. Since the greater proportion of the Sphingidae are swift-flying and of wide distribution, and as a good many exist under adverse climatical conditions, and hence prove themselves to be remarkably adaptive, it appears to us to follow that the Sphingid fauna of Australia would contain a good mixture of South American and African elements, if there had ever, within the history of Sphingidae, existed an Antarctic Continent connecting these countries with one another, and suitable for the existence of Hawk Moths. India and the neighbouring tropical districts of Asia, on the other hand, have had an influx from the North and West, and, being mountainous, offered at the same time the necessary conditions of life for the maintenance of a great variety of species. It is especially the North East of India, and most likely Burma and China—both of which are very imperfectly explored—that harbour the largest number of Sphingidae. South and West India are much poorer in Sphingidae, as is indeed the case with nearly all groups of Lepidoptera. Though the absence of very many of the Himalayan species and genera from Ceylon and South India is compensated for to a certain degree by the appearance of some forms which do not extend to Sikhim, Assam, and Burma, we emphasise that the Western Peninsula and Ceylon have very few species of their own and no genus peculiar to themselves, the differences being chiefly subspecific. The significance of this fact will be understood if we add that a few Palaeartic and African species reach into the Western Peninsula or the adjacent North Western districts (Macroglossum stellatarum, Deilephila

* The Australian Papilio leathenes, which has its nearest relatives in Asia and Europe, may be mentioned in this connection.
( cxxi )

nerii, Haemorrhagia fuciformis). Since there is no barrier to prevent these species from going farther east, it is manifest that the reason for their restriction to, and their occurrence in, South and West India is biological. That is to say, the Western Peninsula offers conditions of life suitable to those Palaearctic and African species, while the Central North and East of India do not. The differences between the West and North East are biological, most likely meteorological. There is nothing whatever in the composition of the Sphingid fauna (and of other families of Lepidoptera) to indicate that there ever was another road of communication between the Western Peninsula inclusive of Ceylon and Continental Africa than South Persia and Arabia, though the road may have been less barren.

The species which are common to the Oriental and Aethiopian Regions, besides the before-mentioned Deilephila nerii, which is decidedly African, are only four—namely, Herse convolenti, Cepheonodes hylas, Celerio lineata licornica, and Hippotion celerio. Two of them are wanderers, occurring nearly all over the Eastern Hemisphere (Herse convolenti and Hippotion celerio): Celerio lineata licornica is also a wanderer, but does not go farther east than Continental Asia and Japan, lineata being absent from the Malay Archipelago and represented again by a special subspecies in Australia (C. lineata licornicoides); and Cepheonodes hylas from the Aethiopian Region is subspecifically different from the Oriental hylas. It is evident that, apart from the three wanderers, no exchange has taken place within more recent date. Nevertheless, there is a close affinity between the two tropical Old World Regions dating from a more remote period; evidence of which is found in the genera Acherontia, Clanis, Leucophlebia, Polypychus, Sphingonaepiciopsis, Deilephila, Xephele, Cepheonodes, Hippotion, and Theretra, which are found both in Africa and India. There are, besides, several Aethiopian genera which are close allies of Indian ones—for instance, Pemba, Poliana, Maassenia, Rhabdinaeposa; and the Oriental genus Cureleca is a derivation from Tennura, Rhodosoma of India comes close to Hypaedalia of West Africa, and the Aethiopian Memnora is the prototype of Macroglossum, the fifty-one Oriental species of which are almost 25 per cent. of the total number of species of Oriental Sphingidae.

The African Sphingid fauna is as yet very imperfectly known. The proportion of undescribed species arriving from there is very large. We do not think the number of species and genera is much inferior to that of the Oriental fauna. There are as yet known 52 genera and 179 species,* of which 38 genera and 172 species are peculiar to the Aethiopian fauna, a proportionally very large number. Acherontia atropos and Deilephila nerii, which extend outside the Region, but are also Aethiopian in origin, must be added, making a total of 174 truly Aethiopian Sphingidae. The separation of the African Continent into a Western, a Southern, and an Eastern district is not very distinct in the Hawk Moths. The faunistic differences between the West African forest region and the drier and more open districts of the Eastern side of the Continent are biological.

* Hippotion aurora, described on p. 312, is not included in this number.
in origin, and not caused by a geographical barrier having existed at an earlier epoch. Where the physiography of West Africa is similar to that of the Eastern districts, a similar fauna appears—as, for instance, in Angola and the Hinterland of Sierra Leone and of the Gold Coast; and where in East Africa there are extensive forests, insects of the West African type turn up. The genera Polyptychus and Temnora have very many species in West Africa and few in East Africa; but allowance must be made for the fauna of East Africa being less explored than that of the West Coast. The South of the Continent, from Capetown to Bengnella and the Zambesi, is physiographically and faunistically similar to that of East Africa. There are, however, some species of Lepidoptera which do not go far northwards into the tropics. Of Hawk Moths, Theretra capensis, Polyptychus matata, and Oligographa janiperi may be spoken of as being characteristic of this area. Some other species (Rhodafra ophelles and marshalli, Temnora matals and macna, Microphindex pumilio, Leptoclinis pulchra, etc.) are too rare to be safely regarded as being restricted to the South.

The differences between Madagascar and the Continent are very obvious. The Malagassic Subregion has 4 genera of its own (Panogra, Lomoecyna, Temnoripha, Maassenia) and 26 species* and 6 subspecies restricted to itself, out of 23 genera and 44 species. We append a list of the species found in the Subregion, those confined to it being marked with an asterisk:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acherontiinae.</th>
<th>Occurrence outside the Malagassic Subregion.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*Herses hamatali</td>
<td>Old World.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Acherontia atripax</td>
<td>Africa; Europe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocclia fulminata</td>
<td>Africa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*- sulfina</td>
<td>The other subsp. African.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Xanthopan moropani praelicta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Panogra jacquinii</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*- lingena</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Lomocimma oganaha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambulicinae.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Patonema cuquereli (2 subs.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Pseudoclinis grandidieri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Polyptychus meander</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sesinae.</td>
<td>Africa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Cyphomodes hyalus ciccasus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*- opus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*- trachius</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*- lewosteux</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philamelpelinae.</td>
<td>Africa; Europe; W. India &amp; Ceylon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Hippotion aurora</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Maassenia hegeteri</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Nephele demar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*= Hippotion aurora, described on p. 812, is not included in this number.
Phalanginae—continued.

*Hippotion geryon    *Nephele aconia aconia    *N. aconia stictica
*Tenmura grandideri    *N. aconia variegata    *N. aconia penicillata
*Tenmura pachyverus    *Sphingonunis obscurus

Africam; Europe; Asia.

The other subsp. African.

Chlorocampinae.

*Celeria algida
   — Itara lecta

Cephalonia aconia aconia
   — Bessisima melaena
   — B. lactealis
   — Hypotion labochi
   — sticticus
   — butleri
   — batosminae
   — geryon
   — osiris
   — esir
   *Theretra orphanis intesta

Africa; Africa; Africa; Africa; Africa.

The other subsp. African.

The other subsp. African.

The other subsp. African.

Africa.

The other subsp. African.

Africa.

The other subsp. African.

The Malagassian Sphingidae are thoroughly African, the only species indicating an affinity with India not shared by the African Continent being Hippotion geryon, which is close to the Indo-Australian velox, and Maassenia bejdini, which stands intermediate between Nephele and the Oriental genus Acomeryx. The existence of four species of Cephalonia in the Subregion and of five Macroglossum, while Africa has only one species of each genus, is a striking feature of the fauna, which, however, does not demonstrate a closer affinity with India or with Australia, but is the consequence of the Subregion being an Archipelago, and the wide separation of the islands offering a condition for the development of special species. The various species of Cephalonia and Macroglossum, indeed, do not occur over all the islands, and most of them are quite restricted in range. The similarity between the Malagassian and Oriental faunae is much inferior to that existing between the African Continent and India. However, the few affinities which there are, taken together with the presence of African genera in India, and of Oriental ones in Africa, prove a rather close connection between the Aethiopian and Oriental faunae, each having profited from the other. There is no such agreement between Africa and South America. These Continents have no genus in common except the two
( exxxiv )

cosmopolitan ones (*Heose* and *Celerio*). The affinity which there exists between the Neotropical and Aethiopian Regions is shared by India.

Since low types of all the subfamilies of *Sphingidae*, with the exception of the *Sesiinae*, occur in the tropics of the Western and Eastern Hemispheres, there is indeed a close affinity in this respect between the tropics of the Old and New Worlds. But the affinity constituted by the presence of allied low types has quite a different bearing on questions of geographical distribution from that affinity which is established by the occurrence of closely related specialised genera and species. Let us take, for instance, the *Acherontiinae* and *Amblypteryginae*. The lowest African, Indian, and American genera *Xanthopan*, *Megaprotocerus*, *Coelopa*, and *Protoparce* are as nearly related to each other as the younger derivatives *Hyloicus*, *Ceratomia*, *Thamnoca*, etc.; and the generalised Ambulicine genera *Protamblyx*, *Amblypterus*, *Compsogene*, and *Ogygamblyx* are phylogenetically as closely connected as are the specialised genera *Sphinx*, *Amorpha*, *Pachysphinx*, *Phyllosphinx*, *Cressonina*, etc. The migration northwards and westwards into the Nearctic Region of the derivations from the ancestral Oriental *Ambulicininae*, represented by *Amblypterus* in the present epoch, and the extension of the derivations from the lowest Neotropical *Acherontiinae*, *Protoparce*, or an extinct genus similar to it, north and eastward into the Palaearctic Region as far south as the Himalayas, and, further, the modification of either branch into a number of genera, have required a long time. Since not one of the younger derivations from the Oriental *Ambulicininae* and African *Acherontiinae* occurs in South America, and none of the younger developments of the Neotropical branches of these subfamilies are found in Africa or India, though the younger developments have become distributed northward as widely as stated above, it is obvious that there was no direct connection between the Neotropical Region and Africa and India during that period in which the evolution and distribution of the younger members of the two subfamilies took place. That is to say, the time which has elapsed, since the African *Xanthopan* and the Neotropical *Coelopa*, or the Indian *Compsogene* and the Neotropical *Amblypterus*, closely allied though they are, became geographically separated, is more remote than that which elapsed since the Nearctic and Palaearctic Regions exchanged a number of specialised genera. The distribution of the other subfamilies confirms this conclusion. The generalised *Sesiinae* occur only in the Neotropical Region, not one species being peculiar to any other region, though one single specialised—the most highly specialised—branch has crossed to the Palaearctic Region, and established itself in two genera in the tropics of the Old World (*Sataspes*, *Cephonodes*). The oldest genus of *Philampelinae* is again Neotropical (*Pholas*). It is sharply separated from the rest of the subfamily, and the only one occurring in the Neotropical Region, besides a derivative from *Pholas* found on the Sandwich Islands (*Tinostoma*). All the other *Philampelinae* are of Old World extraction, and have partly migrated from the Eastern Hemisphere into the Nearctic Region. In both the *Sesiinae* and *Philampelinae* the geographical barrier between the Eastern and Western tropics must have been effective at a very
early period of the history of *Sphingidae*, since otherwise an interchange of the widely distributed genera, like the Old World *Philampelinae*: *Deilephila* and *Nephele*, and the New World *Sesiinae*: *Pseudosphinx*, *Erionyx*, *Pachyliu*, etc., would have been the unavoidable consequence of the presence of some kind of geographical bridge between tropical West and East. In the *Choerocampinae* we have again a similar kind of distribution. The Neotropical Region has only the genus *Xylophanes*, besides the cosmopolitan *Celerio* and a derivation from *Xylophanes*. All the eleven Old World generalised and specialised genera have been debarred from entering the New World, though they are quick flyers and mostly of wide distribution; and the Neotropical genus *Xylophanes*, though very generalised, has no representative in the Eastern Hemisphere.

The affinity which exists between the Neotropical Region and the Tropics of the Old World is geologically remote, but phylogenetically close. The distinction between close blood-relationship in the faunae which means recent geographical connection, and close blood-relationship which indicates remote geographical relation of the countries, which distinction is clearly demonstrated by the distribution of the *Sphingidae*, is of the highest importance in studies of geographical distribution. The distinction is entirely effaced and the student led astray, if the genera are not studied and defined with the view of giving in the classification adequate expression to the phylogeny of the family.

We divide the *Sphingidae* into the following groups:

A. *Sphingidae asemanophorae*.—p. 3.
   Subfamily *Acherontiinae*.—p. 4.
      Tribe *Acherontiidae*.—p. 4.
      Tribe *Sphingidae*.—p. 27.
      Tribe *Sphingulidae*.—p. 154.
   Subfamily *Ambulicinae*.—p. 166.

B. *Sphingidae semanophorae*.—p. 347.
   Subfamily *Sesiinae*.—p. 349.
      Tribe *Dilophonotidae*.—p. 352.
      Tribe *Sesiidae*.—p. 372.
   Subfamily *Philampelinae*.—p. 475.
      Tribe *Philampelidae*.—p. 475.
      Tribe *Nephelidae*.—p. 498.
   Subfamily *Choerocampinae*.—p. 672.
II. SYSTEMATIC SECTION.

FAMILY SPHINGIDAE.—Typus: Sphinx ocellata.


**Egg** globular or slightly flattened, almost smooth, without distinct excrescences, the structure being microscopical.

**Larva** cylindrical, or tapering in front, third and fourth segments often swollen; skin covered with setiferous granules, or smooth, the granules often present only in first stage; segments ringed; head rounded or triangular, apparently always rounded in first stage, sometimes first rounded, then triangular, and again rounded in last stage (*Elémon*, see also *Clanis*); eleventh segment with horn, which is occasionally replaced by a button-like knob, horn longer in first than in later stages, often carried upright or leaning forward in first stages and movable at will, bifid in first stages, or at least with two apical setae, varying in structure from being covered with large setiferous tubercles to being nearly smooth.

**Pupa** : segments 5 and 6 of abdomen movable (three joints) ; tongue-case reaching to end of wing-cases, or shortened, often compressed, cariniform, enlarged basally or projecting free, sometimes rolled in spirally; sides of abdomen generally more strongly sculptured than dorsal and ventral parts of sommites, stigmatical area mostly transversely ribbed or carinate; cremaster very variable, bifid as a rule, often with spines and hooks. Free in a cell in the ground, or in a very loose cocoon on the surface between leaves, or beneath surface, seldom spun up on branch of food-plant (*Callionana*).

**Imago** varying in length of body from 12 to 80 mm., and in length of forewing from 10 to 90 mm. (*Sphingonoeapiops* obscurus and *Cocytius aenantus*).—Tongue varying from being several times as long as the body to being reduced to two small tubercles.—Pilifer clothed with bristles or scales, the brush even, or the bristles short at apex, or absent.—Genal process naked, mostly triangular, very often reaching to tip of pilifer.—Labrum convex in middle, often raised into a rather prominent tubercle.—Palps very variable in size and structure; first segment with or without patch of sensory hairs on inner surface at base; inner surface of second segment scaled or partly naked, sometimes excavate; scaling
at apex of first segment externally sometimes forming a kind of cavity; third segment mostly short, always shorter than second is broad, naked and conical if very prominent.—Eye variable in size, naked; no ocelli.—Scaling of head often raised to a crest, especially in forms with reduced head.—Antenna filiform, setiform, or clavate, prismatically compressed or cylindrical, tapering at end, and mostly curved to a hook, sometimes pectinated; end-segment long or short, scaled dorsally, the scaling mostly dense and forming often a dorsal tuft projecting distad, or sparse and rough, or almost absent. There are often long bristles on the end-segment, two at and near the tip, and several scattered over the surface of the segment; the whole dorsal surface of antenna scaled, two rows of scales to each segment, but the rows quite irregular, proximal segments scaled also ventrally in a few cases where the clubbed antenna is very thin basally. Ventral surface densely clothed with fine hairs; besides, there are some subdorsal and lateral sense-bristles, not obvious except on distal segments; a single ventral mesial sense-cone on each segment, apical or subapical. \( \varphi \) : with one exception (Rhopalopsychus), the segments impressed at the sides and provided basally, dorsally, and apically along the groove with a row of fasciculated long hairs, the proximal row of hairs of either side continuous ventrally, but the hairs always shorter in and near the ventral mesial line, the distal rows seldom extended to the mesial line. Sometimes the dorsal edge of the groove widened laterad to a process which bears the fasciculated hairs on the underside at the edges. In two other genera the basal and distal edges of the grooves are ventro-laterally produced into a process each—i.e. into two processes on each side of the segment, the compressed processes bearing the fascicles at the upper and ventral edges. \( \varphi \) : without fasciculated hairs as a rule; however, there are many forms in which the segments resemble those of the \( \varnothing \), but the fasciculated hairs and the pectinations are not so long, and the grooves not so deep.—Sternal: parasternum of mesosternum large, epim- and hyposternum fused together, sternum and peristernum separate; suturale of mesomerum swollen.—Abdomen: first tergite shorter than second, a mere linear stripe in Macroglossum, tergites 2 to 8 (\( \varnothing \)), or 2 to 7 (\( \varphi \)), and sternites 2 to 6 (\( \varnothing \), \( \varphi \)) or 2 to 5 (many \( \varphi \))? armed at end with spines, variable in number, size, and chitinisation, spines of tergites generally stronger than those of sternites, the latter often without spines. Some forms have the tergites spinose all over, while the spines are wanting in others. \( \varnothing \) always with tuft of long (scent-distributing) hairs in groove above upper edge of sternite of second segment (sternite of first segment absent, or probably fused with that of second).—Legs: sternal (\( = \) frontal) part of coxae not carinate except close to trochanter; meral part of midcoxa reaching farther dorsad than sternal part, the coxo-meral suture slanting; hinder edge of meral part of midcoxa, or of mid- and hindcoxa obtusely rounded, or carinate, or triangularly produced into a sharp tooth; trochantine distinct; forecoxa in \( \varnothing \) often with strongly developed scent-organ; tibiae simple or spinose, foretibia often ending in a thorn or claw; midtibia with two apical spurs, which are sometimes much reduced; hindtibia with two pairs, or the proximal pair absent; the spurs occasionally spinose, in a few cases the spines long and arranged in a single row, comb-like; tarsi with four ventral rows of spines, often with additional spines, especially on outer surface; not rarely some or many of the spines absent, and some developed to prominent hooks; 4th row of midtarsus and 3rd of hindtarsus often basally developed into a prominent comb; fifth segment with two (seldom four) long dorsal terminal bristles; pulvillus present or absent; paronychium with two pairs or one pair of lobes, or vestigial;
claws simple.—Fromulum and reticulaculum present or absent; an elongate subbasal patch of glossy, modified, scales on forewing below behind SM², on hindwing above before C.—Neuration: forewing: no areole; SC¹ and SC²⁻3 before apex of cell, SC² and SC³ on a long stalk, free part of SC² very weak and short, and mostly absent (individually variable); SC² ending close to apex of wing, sometimes continued along edge and joining SC¹ at apex, SC³ from SC¹ at about one-third the way from cell to apex, R¹ from upper angle of cell or shortly stalked with SC²⁻³; R² from below centre of apex of cell, but always well above angle; M¹ before angle of cell, M² in or near middle of cell; SM¹ absent, SM² forming fork at base with SM²; upper angle of cell more distal than lower angle.—Hindwing: C and SC² separate, connected with one another by a conspicuous slanting bar (= SC²) in or near middle of cell; SC² or (seldom) R¹ ending at farthest point of wing; R¹ from upper angle of cell, often from SC²; R² in or near centre of cell, never from lower angle; R² and M¹ separate, or (seldom) stalked; SM¹ absent.—Genital armature of ♂: tenth segment simple or divided, the tergite as well as the sternite, the latter often without process, the segment asymmetrical in several instances. Claspers very variable in size and shape, often with a patch of friction-scales dorsally on outer surface, the number of such scales sometimes reduced to one, in many cases this organ quite absent: in some Aulacidae a corresponding organ on insides of eighth tergite. Armature of clasper very variable according to species and genera, sometimes the two sides different. Penis-sheath and penis-funnel also much diversified in the family.—Genital armature of ♀: vaginal aperture generally surrounded with ridges, processes, or folds, but often lacking special armature, occasionally asymmetrical in position.

Distribution: all regions except the antarctic zone, reaching northward to Lapland, southward to New Zealand and Patagonia, most plentiful in the tropics. The bulk of the species of this family is easily recognised by their peculiar and well-known habitus, but some might easily be passed over as Notodonts. An examination of the antenna, abdomen, and neuration will show their true position.

II. A. Sphingidae asemaphorae.

First segment of palpus without patch of short sensory hairs on the inner surface near base.

II. B. Sphingidae semaphorae.

First segment of palpus with a patch of short sensory hairs on the inner surface near base.

II. A. Sphingidae asemaphorae.

The patch of sensory hairs is absent from the palpus in all the species. The friction-scales of the ♂ lie flat upon the clasper.* The tendency of development in this section of the family is reduction of organs, leading to the disappearing of the tongue, frenulum and reticulaculum, pulvillus and paronychium, of the proximal pair of spurs of the hindtibiae, the friction-scales of the ♂, the meso- and metatarsal combs, and the abdominal spines, the most reduced forms representing the highest stages of development. The bristles of the pilifer become rather often modified into scales, or disappear almost entirely in a few instances.

* Except middle ones of Iuliana buchholzi; see p 39.
Larvae cylindrical, or slightly tapering in front, but then granulose; head large and rounded, or triangular, always rounded in first stage.—Cosmopolitan.

Here belong the subfamilies Acherontiinae and Ambuliciniae.

Subfamily Acherontiinae.—Typus: Acherontia atropos.

"Euryglossides" id., tr. p. 58 (1875) (partim).
Sphinginae id., tr. (1877) (partim).

Owing to the frequent reduction or obliteration of a number of organs in this subfamily and the Ambuliciniae, there is no single distinguishing character applying to all species. The two subfamilies can, however, be separated by taking several characters together, as explained under Ambuliciniae (see this subfamily).

The subfamily is divided into three tribes, of which the third comes very near the Ambuliciniae in several respects: Acherontiicae, Sphingicae, Sphingulicae.

Tribe Acherontiicae.—Typus: Acherontia atropos.

Manduca Hubner, tr. (1822) (partim).
"Acherontides" Boisduval, tr.
Acherontiinae Butler, tr.

♂♀. Palpus on the insides without basal patch of short sensory hairs; second segment impressed, this cavity covered by a roof of long scales (Pl. IX. f. 1). Labrum raised to form a rounded carina, which is highest mesially. Tongue strong, either longer than the body or shorter than the thorax—in the latter case (Acherontia) very stout. Genal process very small. Second segment of palpus considerably shorter than the first, third small; first externally with deep apical cavity in scaling in Megacorma. Antennal segments impressed laterally in ♂; subprismatic, with the sides rather rounded in ♀, distal segments compressed, in transverse elongate-elliptic, in side-view subcylindrical distally as well as ventrally; end-segment long and thin, with long scales and bristles. Abdominal tergites and sternites with several irregular rows of spines at the apical margins. Spurs of tibial unequal, hindtibia with two pairs; pulvillus present or absent; paronychium with two lobes or one on each side.

♂. Scent-organ of anterior coxa present, but not always conspicuous. Tenth abdominal tergite long, more or less pointed. Clasper rough with short spiniform setae near the apex of the harpe; the patch of friction-scales on the outer side, if present, large, consisting of multidentate scales; apical edge of clasper with bristles, which are sometimes (Coelonia) short and stout, spiniform. Harpe short, divided into two or three processes, the upper process armed at the edge with long teeth in Megacorma.

♀. In front of the vaginal orifice there is a flap, rounded, truncate, or divided.

Larva cylindrical, head and first segments smaller; a green and a black form with intergradations; thorax sometimes (Coelonia) with humps. Larva of Megacorma not known.—Food: Solanaceae, Convolvulaceae, seldom Euphorbiaceae.
Pupa: tongue-sheath free and recurved in Herse, free and not recurved in Coelonia, not free in Acherontia, always reaching to end of wing-cases. The pupa of Megacorma is not known, but has doubtless a free tongue-case.

Hub. Cosmopolitan; one species in America and ten in the Eastern Hemisphere.

This small tribe is a derivation from the following one, with which it is closely connected through Coelonia and Xanthopan. The relationship between Acherontia and the genera with which it is here united to one group has never been noticed before. Acherontia occupies in the classification of all authors quite an isolated position. Herse and Coelonia have been considered generically identical either with Protoparce or with Hyloicus, and the Sphinx here called Megacorma as a near ally of the common Oriental menephron, standing in Kirby's catalogue under Meganoton. When studying the structure of the species in question, we were struck by the great similarity between Acherontia and the Aethiopian Sphinx described as Protoparce falcinotata, named below Coelonia. In fact, Acherontia is nothing else but a derivation from Coelonia; it is a Coelonia with a short and stout tongue. This conclusion, derived from the comparison of the structure and of the wing-pattern, is born out by the caterpillar, which has in both Acherontia and Coelonia the well-known tuberculated --shaped horn. Now, Coelonia shows close affinities in the pattern and structure of the imago with Xanthopan— and we have no doubt also in the caterpillar, which, however, is not yet known of Xanthopan,— a genus of Sphingidae in which even the peculiar structure of the inner surface of the second palpal segment (described above) is indicated rudimentarily. And the relationship of Xanthopan with other genera of Sphingidae, e.g. with Panogena and Coelytis, is unmistakable. We have, therefore, a gradation from the Sphingidae through Xanthopan and Coelonia to Acherontia, the Death-head Moths being the most highly specialised of this series. Herse (convoluti, cingulata, etc.) is an offshoot from this branch, and so is Megacorma, both of which agree with the other two genera of Acherontiidae closely in the specialisation of the second palpal segment. In Herse and Acherontia a further specialisation obtains, which is largely observed again among the Sphingidae, namely, the reduction of the pulvillus of the tarsal claw-segment. The paronychia, too, lose their ventral and long lateral flaps in Acherontia. The humped thorax of the larva of Coelonia is very significant. We shall see that among the lower Sphingidae, from which the Acherontiidae are derived, a similar structure of the larva occurs.

The cavity at the end of the first palpal segment of Megacorma is a singular character which does not occur again among the Sphingidae asexuamaphorae, while it is found in many Old-World species of Sphingidae asexuamaphorae belonging to Theretra and allied genera. Such parallel development is met with everywhere in the present family, and shows at what peculiar results a classifier will arrive who bases his judgment on one organ only. Acherontia is another instance: here the palpi do not touch one another, and therefore do not conceal the base of the tongue; the same is the case in several genera related to Theretra.

Keys to the genera:

A. Imago.

a. Tongue shorter than the thorax, the latter above with skull-mark

   Tongue longer than the body, thorax without skull-mark

b.
b. First segment of palpus externally with large apical cavity formed by the scaling.
   Scaling of palpus normal.
   Pulvillus not obviously reduced; ground colour of hindwing yellow, abdomen with yellow patches.
   Pulvillus of tarsal claw-segment vestigial, or at least very small, ground colour of hindwing not bright yellow, abdomen without yellow lateral patches.

   H. *Megacorma*.
   c.

   IV. *Coelonia*.

   B. Pupa (not known of *Megacorma*).
   a. Tongue-sheath not free.
   " free.
   b. " not recurved.
   " recurved.

   Acherontia.
   " Coelonia.

   C. Larva (not known of *Megacorma*).
   Horn -- shaped, thorax without humps.
   " with ".
   Horn simply curved, thorax without humps.

   Acherontia.
   " Coelonia.

   We believe—if prophesying is admissible—that the larva of *Megacorma* will turn out to have humps and a horn with an upward curve.

1. **HERSE**—Typus: *concoleuli*.


*Oken*, *Lehrb. Natur.*, iii. p. 762 (1815) (partim; type: *concoleuli*).


*Pheidethus*, Kirby (non Hubner, 1822), *Cat. Lep.* i. p. 687 (1893).

The species united here under Oken's generic term are all closely allied with one another in structure and pattern. They show close affinities to *Coelonia* and *Acherontia*, and have nothing to do with *Protoparce* (type: *rastica*), or with *Pheidethus* (≡ *Coelonia*).

3. Tongue very long, strongly thinning apicad. Palpus without cavity in the scaling at the end of the first segment externally, second segment about a quarter shorter than the first; inner surface of first longitudinally impressed; cavity of second deep, covered by a conspicuous roof of scales (Pl. LX. f. 1). Antenna almost equal in width from near base to near hook in 3, slightly clubbed in 7. Tarsi slender; foretarsus with several prolonged external spines; mid- and hindtarsus with basal comb of bristles; posterior tibia longer than first tarsal segment; pulvillus very small, paronychium with one lobe at each side instead of two, the smaller ventral lobes obliterated. Scaling of antennae white from base to tip.

7. Procoxal scent-organ not strongly developed. Tenth abdominal tergite more or less dilated before end (Pl. XXVI. f. 15-18); apex pointed, compressed; sternite membranaceous, without lobe, continuous with the anal cone, which is long. Clasper sole-shaped, rounded, dilated dorsally before end, this portion curved inwards, inner surface with long bristles, except near apex of harpe, where the bristles are short and stout, spine-like. Harpe rather short, with two distal lobes, one above the other, both curving upwards and inwards, the upper one always pointed, the lower one spatulate or also pointed. Penis-sheath much thicker than in *Acherontia*, without armature. A patch of large multidentate scales on clasper.
HERSE.

Tongue long.
First palpal segment simple.
Second palpal segment secondarily concave.
Mesotarsus with comb.
Pulvillus present.
Paronychium with one lobe.
Larva: thorax simple; horn tuberculated, -shaped.

(UNKNOWN)

Tongue extending beyond hindcoxae, stout.
First palpal segment simple.
Second palpal segment deeply concave.
Mesotarsus without comb.
Pulvillus absent.
Paronychium with one lobe.
Larva: thorax simple; horn tuberculated -shaped.

MEGACORMA.

Tongue very long.
First palpal segment with apical cavity externally.
Second palpal segment slightly concave.
Mesotarsus with comb.
Pulvillus present.
Paronychium with two lobes on each side.
(Larva not known.)

(UNKNOWN)

Tongue very long.
First palpal segment simple.
Second palpal segment strongly concave on insides.
Mesotarsus with comb.
Pulvillus present.
Paronychium with one lobe.
Larva: thorax tuberculated; horn tuberculated -shaped.

COELOPTERA.

SCHINGULICAE.

Ancestral genus of ACHERONTICAE.

ACHERONTIIDAE.
A small flap in front of the vaginal aperture (Pl. XXII. f. 4. 5).

Larva: a green and a brown form, sometimes almost black, very variable; horn (of adult) simply curved, nearly smooth; head similarly striped with black as in Acherontia and Cecropia.—Food-plants: Convolvulus, Ipomoea.

Pupa with free, recurved, tongue-case; in a cell in the ground.

Hab. Cosmopolitan; four species in the eastern, one in the western hemisphere.

Key to the species:

a. A yellow tuft at each side of the metanotum . 2. H. lucifera.

No yellow tuft at each side of the metanotum .  b.

b. Abdominal tergites white at base with large black patches at sides, hindwing dark brown with a pinkish tint on the interspaces between the black bands . . . . 1. H. fasciatus.

Abdominal tergites with buffish lateral patches, hindwing pale buff between the black bands, the black discal band narrower, not double . 3. H. godarti.

Abdominal tergites with red or rosy red patches .  c.

c. Hindwing rosy red, discal black band not divided . 4. H. cinqualata.

Hindwing dull grey, without red, discal band more or less double . . . . 5. H. convoluti.

1. Herse fasciatus.

*Sphinx fasciatus* Rothschild, Nov. Zool. l.p. 94 (1891) (Lifu; —Mus. Tring); id., loc. iii. t. 13. f. 9 (1896).

♀. Similar to the following, but easily distinguished by the absence of yellow spots from the metanotum, the strongly marked black lines on the seventh tergite, and the peculiar vinaeaeum tint both on body and wings. The rounded flap before the vaginal aperture as in *lucifera*.

There is no stigma on the forewing, the antennal and discal lines are barely vestigial, the traces of the external discal line consist of long, thin, almost longitudinal, streaks which form very acute angles upon the veins; a long, thin, black streak R'M'1, a similar one behind M1 mostly rather faint; a large, blackish brown, postmedian costal cloud. The external discal band of the underside of the hindwing is dentate. The black mesial line of the abdomen, above, is sharply marked: the seventh tergite has, besides, a black line on each side corresponding to the black lateral patches of the other segments.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Lifu, Loyalty Islands : 5 ♀♀ in the Tring Museum.

2. Herse lucifera.


*Pseudophinix lucifera*, Swinhoe, Cat. Lep. Het. Mus. Or. i. p. 32. n. 127 (1892) (N. Guinea, type; Ceram; Dorey; Morty).

Meganetaon (♀) lucifera, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 683. n. 12 (1892).

Phegeothontus schwarzi, id., loc. p. 688. n. 17 (1892) (Oceanica).


♂♀. A fairly constant species, which reminds one of the Neotropical Protoparcmaura on account of the yellow metanotal tufts. Besides this tuft on the metanotum there is present in luctifera a smaller yellow spot on each side at the end of the mesonotum. The bases of the abdominal tergites are white laterally; the black mesial line is marked, but not very strongly. The stigma of the forewing is distinct, white; the antemedian and discal lines are more or less dentate, the inner discal one and the outer antemedian one more pronounced; a curved post-discal band of patches. The hindwing shaded with blackish brown all over, the abdominal region more or less grey, the black bands not distinct, more clearly marked posteriorly. Lines of forewing more distinct in ♂ than in ♀.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite more triangular than in the other Herse, much less dilated before end (Pl. XXVI. f. 18). Both processes of the harpe (Pl. XXXV. f. 6) curved upwards and pointed, the lower one the shorter, the armature resembling that of cingulata.

♀. Flap in front of the vaginal orifice nearly as in cingulata, more strongly chitinised than in conceolati; no obvious tubercles at the sides of the aperture.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Southern Moluccas to New Guinea; probably all over the Papuan subregion.

In the Tring Museum 7 ♀♂, 4 ♀♀ from: Amboina; Stephansort and Huon Golf, German N. Guinea; Milne Bay, British N. Guinea, i. iii. iv. 1899 (A. S. Meek); Nicura, British N. Guinea (Lix).

3. Herse godarti.


(?) Liniaria erectata, id., ibid. p. 620. n. 1 (1877).


Sphinz distincta Lucas, Queensland ix. xxxix. p. 894 (1891, May); Misk., i.c. p. 64 (1891) (= abdonoma).

Phleothranus abdonoma, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 630. n. 40 (1892) (partim: Austral.).


The Fabrician abdonoma is conceolati as pointed out by Aurivillius, Ent. Tidskr. xviii. p. 153. n. 83 (1897).

♂♀. The buffish colour of the sides of the abdomen and of the hindwing, as well as the simple and narrow black discal band of the latter, distinguish this species at a glance from conceolati. First protarsal segment with three long curved spines. ♂ darker on forewing than ♀.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite in shape midway between those of cingulata and conceolati, dorsally less impressed than in either of them. Both processes of the harpe (Pl. XXXV. f. 7) pointed as in cingulata and luctifera (and fasciatus most likely, of which the ♂ is not known); the ventral process as short as in luctifera, but the upper one more evenly curved; ventral margin of clasper produced into a short process near the harpe, this process rough with setiferous tubercles.


Hab. Queensland and N.W. Australia.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♀♂, 1 ♀ from: “Queensland”; Coowooboolaroe,
Duaringa, N. Queensland (A. S. Meech), and Townsville (Bold). In the British Museum and the Hope collection at Oxford from N.W. Australia, neighbourhood of Sherlock River.

4. Herse cingulata.

Merian, Ins. Surin. t. 64, fig. incol. (1719).

Sphinx cingulata var. Drury, Illustr. Ent. Ins. i. p. 54 & Index, t. 25, f. 4 (1770) (St. Christopher);
Cram., Pap. Ex. iii. p. 53. t. 225. f. 1 (1782); Abbot & Smith, Lep. Georgia p. 63. t. 32
(1789); Fabbr., Syst. Ent. p. 544. n. 27 (1775) (sub syn.); id., Spec. Ins. ii. p. 150.

n. 46 (1781) (sub syn.); id., Mont. Ins. ii. p. 97. n. 50 (1787) (syn. cit.); id., Ent. Syst. iii.
1. p. 574. n. 54 (1783) (sub syn.); Esper, Schmett. ii. p. 53 (1779) (sub syn.); Walk, List
(1891) (sub syn.); Meyrick, Fam. Hwaii, i. p. 193 (1899); Dyar, Cat. Hwaii. Xxxii.
p. 156 (1900) (Hawaii).

Sphinx cingulatus Fabricius, Syst. Ent. p. 545. n. 29 (1775) (Am.); id., Spec. Ins. ii. p. 151. n. 48
(1781); id., Ant. Ins. ii. p. 97. n. 52 (1787); Gmel., Syst. Nat. i. 5. p. 2386. n. 144 (1790).
Fabbr., Ent. Syst. iii. l. 1. p. 375. n. 56 (1793) (Am. mer.); Harris, in Silliman, Journ. Science &
Art xxxi. p. 233. n. 1 (1839) (Middle & South. States); Barn., Sping. Bras. p. 69 (1840).
Walk, List Lept. Ins. B. M. viii. p. 210. n. 3 (1853) (Jamaica); St. Domingo; Mexico; Lucas,
Lept. p. 90 n. 1490 (1857) (Brazil; Sandwich Is.); Morris, Cat. Lep. X. Am. p. 18 (1850).
Lint., Proc. Ent. Soc. Phil. iii. p. 150 (1864) (good descr. of larva); Herr-Sch., Corseh. Bl. v. p. 59
(1865); (Grote & Rob., Proc. Ent. Soc. Philad. v. p. 69, (1865) (Cuba); Boisd., Crop. Lep.
Guatemala p. 74 (1870); id., Spec. Gen. Lep. Lett. i. p. 95. n. 32 (1875); Möschl., Verh.
(1877) (Pu. Rico); Burm., Descr. Lep. Argent. V. Lep. p. 222. n. 3 (1878); id., loc. Atlas
p. 31. t. 12. f. 1. 6 (1879) (larva, pupa); Grey, Cat. Ent. xi. p. 140 (1879) (Albany Co.,
N.Y., June 2nd).


Agrion cingulatus, Hübner, Samul. Ent. Schm. ii. t. 165 (1806); id., Verz. bek. Schm. p. 140. n.
157 (1822).

X. Am. p. 188 (1862); Grote, Proc. Ent. Soc. Phil. vi. p. 329 (1866) (Cuba); id., Trans. Am.
Ent. Soc. iii. p. 187 (1870) (Cuba); id., Cat. Ent. iii. p. 101 (1871) (Alabama); Thaxt., Psyche
(X. York to Cuba); Gundl., Cent. Ent. Calcut. p. 211. n. 100 (1881) (Cuba); Mott, Cat. Ent.

Sphinx humana Donovan, Brit. Ins. xiv. p. 1. t. 469 (1810); Steph., Ill. Brit. Ent. Hwaii, i. p. 120
(1828) (England, Imported).

Sphinx puna-nus Eschscholtz, in Kotzebue, Rev. iii. p. 218. i. 11. f. 28 (1821).

Ill. xviii. App. i. 138 (1888) (larva); Fernsd., Cat. Ent. xvi. p. 21 (1884) ( Maine, ixe., 2
specim.); id., Sping. N. Y. p. 35 (1886) (Oronto, viii.); Grote, Hwaii. Nachts X. Am. p. 40
to transf.); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. p. 689. n. 35 (1892); Dyar, Ent. News vi. p. 35 (1895) (life
hist.); Hamb., Ins. N. X. vii. p. 251 (1891) (Nassau, Baham.).

Macrocoelis (Sphinx) cingulata, Mann, Psyche ii. p. 75 (1877) (litter. rel. to metam.)

Sphinx (Protoparce) cingulata var. deodora Edwards, Papilio ii. p. 11 (1882) (Indian R., Florida, in


♂ ♀. Some of the older writers on Lepidoptera considered this to be a variety of cingulata, and quite recently the same opinion has been advanced by a few authors, who—most likely—did not compare the insects side by side. In appearance
cingulata comes certainly near conroleuli, but there are many points in which the two differ more than cingulata and godarti. For instance, the latter two agree in both processes of the harpe being pointed, in the pulvillus of the tarsi being strongly reduced, in the black median band of the hindwing being simple. Moreover, the tenth abdominal tergite of the ♂ of godarti stands intermediate between those of cingulata and conroleuli, so that one might consider cingulata with as much reason a New World representative of the Australian godarti as a representative of conroleuli, which inhabits nearly the whole eastern hemisphere including Australia.

Metanotum with a buffish white lateral tuft which is not distinctly tinged with pink. The discal lines of the forewing, which is broader than in conroleuli, are much less deeply zigzag than in that species; the series of postdiscal ovate markings is nearly complete, reminding one of luciferia. The black discal band of the hindwing is simple, but includes a more or less distinct pale spot at SM²; the basal and antemedian black bands form an irregular ring, the basi-abdominal portion of which is much blacker than in conroleuli. End of the white palpus as well as upperside of head also darker. Palpus: Pl. LX, f. 1, inner side.

The antemedian band of the hindwing touches often the discal one behind M². The red colour of the abdomen and hindwings seldom disappears entirely (ab. decolora); intergraduate specimens are not so rare. An individual (?) from Costa Rica in the Tring Museum has barely a trace of red on the hindwing, while the red colour of the lateral patches of the abdomen is much reduced in extent. No specimens have as yet been observed in which the red colour was replaced by clayish yellow.

♂. Procoxal scent-organ with longer hairs than in conroleuli. Tenth tergite of abdomen much more dilated before end, broadly impressed above (Pl. XXVI, f. 17). Both processes of the harpe pointed, sometimes of nearly equal size (Pl. XXXV, f. 5), generally the lower one shorter and more obtuse.

♀. The groove in front of the vaginal flap found in conroleuli is absent from cingulata; the low ridge behind the orifice is mesially less tuberculiform, being more evenly arched.

Larva as variable as that of conroleuli, which it resembles.—Food-plant: Ipomoea.

Pupa with recurred free tongue-case. Burmeister, i.e., figures the chrysalis as having the tongue-case not recurred; this is clearly a mistake, or the individual from which the sketch was taken was abnormal. Merian’s figure of a chrysalis on Plate LXIV. resembles that of Burmeister; this is strange.

Hub. America, except the extreme south and the far north; a tropical and subtropical insect, rarer in temperate regions, occurring as a straggler as far north as Canada; Galapagos and Sandwich Islands.

In the Tring Museum 170 odd specimens from various places from Canada to Argentina, besides some larvae and pupae.

5. Herse convolbuli.

Hofmann, Archetype i. t. 8 (1592); id., Dore, Ins. t. 5 (1630); Mont., Theatre, Ins. p. 91, f. 1 (1631); Hollar, Dir. Ins. t. 3, f. 4 (1646); Goed., Metam. iii. p. 34, f. x. (l.) (1653); ib., Ins. ed. Lister p. 36, f. 27 (l.) (1682); Merian, Eur. Ins. ii. t. 25 (1683); Rauh, Hist. Ins. i. p. 292. t. 13, f. 8 (1731); Swammer., Bibl. Nat. p. 223. t. 20 (1758); Roel., Ins. Behalt. i. 1. p. 49. t. 7. f. 5 (1746); Wilke, Engl. Nati. p. 91. t. 21 (1747); Roedel, Insct. Behalt. iii. p. 35. t. 6 f. 3 (1755); Hemmerich, Coll. Curios. Ins. i. 3. f. a (1757; no date); Geoffr., Hist. Nat.

Hesperocnurs, Oken, Lephr. Nativ. iii. i. p. 762. n. 1 (1815).


Sphpphus punaticus Minétricius, l.c. p. 90. n. 1491 (1857) (Tsiti; nom. indescr. f.).


Hamps., in Blaup., fauna Brit. Ind., Motes i. p. 103. n. 162. f. 60 (1892); Semp., Schnett. Philipp. p. 404. n. 51. t. H. f. 5. 6. 7 (l. p.). 1896 (Luzon; Bohol; Mindanao; Celeb.; — x., xii.—xxii.);

Leech, Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond. p. 286. n. 62 (1898) (Japan); Dulong, Jour. Hamby. N. H. Soc. xi. p. 416. n. 162 (1898) (Sikkim; Bhutan; up to 7000 ft., vi.—viii.);


* Protoporecan orientalis l.c. n. 21. t. 91. t. 16. 17 (l. p.). 1877 (N. India; Ceylon; Burma; China; Japan; Java — Mas. Brit.); id., Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. p. 670. n. 35 (1899) (Formosa);

Forss. Tr. Ent. Soc. Lond. p. 391 (1884) (life hist.); Buit. l.c. p. 491. n. 48 (1884) (Aven);

Swinn., ibid. p. 289. n. 20 (1897) (Pousa, vi.—viii.); Boulay, ix.—x.; Len Colvi); Moore, ibid. p. 596 (1895) (Pt. Blair); Swinn., l.c. p. 435. n. 16 (1890) (Ohow, vi.—vii. ix.); Buit., l.c. p. 379. n. 97 (1896) (Campbellpore, vii.); Warr., ibid. p. 295. n. 2 (1898) (Campbellpore, viii.);

Leech, ibid. p. 598. n. 20 (1898) (Yokohama; Fushui; Hakodate = orientalis);


Macrasela conicaetus, Butler, Papilio ii. p. 7 (1882) (specim. from N. Zeal. dist. spec.)


Phlegethonius convoluta, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hct. i. p. 690. n. 36 (1892).

Phlegethonius pseudo-convoluta, id., l.c. n. 37 (1892).

Phlegethonius rorosifinis, id., l.c. n. 39 (1892) (= distans).

Phlegethonius orientalis, id., l.c. n. 38 (1892); Hulse, Bel. Ent. Zeitschr. vi. p. 367. n. 41 (1895) (Java).

Phlegethonius abalowm, Kirby, l.c. n. 40 (1893) (partim).

Sphinx convoluta var. orientalis, Bartel, in Rühl, Grosscha. ii. p. 43 (1898).


♀. Pulvillus of claw-segment decidedly longer than in the other Hetsa, a distinct black flap being present. ♀ more uniform in colour than the ♂ on thorax and forewing. Metanotum with a red side-patch, which is more or less different in tint from the abdominal patches. The various names given to this widely distributed species are based upon slightly differing individuals from various countries. Although it is true that the Australian specimens are on an average rather small, and have, in the ♂, the disc of the hindwing just outside the cell between veins R₁ and R₂ rather more brown than the African and European individuals, a longer series of specimens shows that these distinctions in size and colour do not hold good. Such and similar differences referred to by many authors as being exhibited by individuals from this or that locality are not at all local.

The red metanotal and abdominal patches are very rarely replaced by yellow ones; such an aberrational individual is described from Nantes by Bonjourn, Bull. Soc. Sc. Nat. Ouest France vi. p. 29 (1896).

Thorax: Pl. LXI. f. 7, 8; Pl. LXII. f. 1.

♂. Tenth tergite rounded-dilated before end (Pl. XXVI. f. 15, 16), apex compressed, higher than broad, pointed; ventral process of harpe (Pl. XXXV. f. 4) somewhat spatulate as in Cacoletia fulcinotata, the patch of setiferous tubercles of the clasper near the end of the harpe as in the allied species; but the tubercles resp. setae rather denser ventrally close to the harpe, and this portion of the clasper a little incurvate or even faintly produced ventrad, the slightly projecting part being the rudiment of the process found in godarti.

♀. The mesial flap (c) in front of the vaginal aperture arises from an impression, and is very thin; it belongs to the membrane connecting the seventh and eighth sternites; at each side of the vaginal orifice there stands a tubercle (c), and behind the orifice (γ) another (δ) (Pl. XXII. f. 4, 5).

Larva varying from green to black; head striped as in Achernaria; a dorso-lateral yellow streak from head to horn, and yellow oblique stripes on segments 4 to 11, generally accentuated at the upper end by a yellow dot. Horn with small tubercles. Food: Convolvulus, especially arvensis.

Pupa: tongue-shaped recurved frontal, tip nearly reaching base.

Hab. Eastern hemisphere except the higher latitudes, rarely in Siberia, straggler in northern countries.

In the Tring Museum several larvae, and over 350 imagines from a great number of localities, from Europe to the Solomonos and Madagascar.

The Berlin Museum possesses a series of individuals of both sexes—we received
a pair in exchange—from Jaluit, Marschall Islands, which differ markedly from all our \textit{concolueti}. The specimens are small and very pale, paler on body and forewing than the individuals from other localities, at least in the \textit{♂} sex, and have a yellowish grey tint, which is very distinct in the \textit{♀}. We think it advisable to await further evidence of the constancy of the characters which distinguish the Jaluit specimens before naming the form.

II. \textit{MEGACORMA} \textit{gen. nov.}—

\textit{Typus: obliqua.}


\textit{Megacorma, Kirby (non Boisduval, 1875), Ost. Lep. Hét.} i. p. 682 (1892) (partim).


\textit{♀}. Tongue much longer than the body. Second segment of palpus narrower at base, triangular, very much shorter than first segment; apex of the latter with a regular and large cavity; on the inner surface the first segment flat, not obviously concave as in \textit{Herse}, scaling at apical margin very regular (Pl. LX. f. 2), this scaling visible from the outer side (Pl. IX. f. 3); inner surface of second segment all scaled, cavity less deep than in \textit{Herse} and \textit{Acherontia}, the roof of scales over the cavity not quite so distinctly separate from the other scaling of the segment than in the allied genera. Antennae thickest not far from base, gradually thinning towards end. Thorax very long, extending far beyond the base of the forewing. Tarsi long, slender, spines short; middle and hinder tarsi with conspicuous comb of prolonged spines; hinder tibia as long as first tarsal segment; pulvilli present, paronychium with two lobes on each side.

\textit{♂}. Tenth abdominal sternite with a broad rounded mesial lobe, convex below. Harpe armed with long teeth. Clasper with a large patch of very broad, multi-dentate scales, and eighth tergite with elongate, tawny, friction-scales at the apex: these scales turned inside, but not forming a ribbon as in \textit{Ambulicinac}. Anterior coxae with scent-organ; the tufts of hairs generally visible without removal of the coxae.

\textit{♀}. Eighth tergite shallowly and broadly sinuate, the angles strongly rounded. Vaginal plate membranaceous proximally, much folded; anterior margin of the vaginal orifice produced into a truncate, feebly sinuate, lip, the angles prominent; post-vaginal part of plate more strongly chitinised, smooth, short (Pl. XXII. f. 3).

Early stages not known.

The peculiar structure of the palpi has been overlooked; the conspicuous cavity formed by the scaling at the end of the first segment of the palpi is similar to that found in \textit{Theretra} and allies.

\textit{Hab.} Oriental Region.

One species.


*\textit{Macrosila obliqua} Walker, \textit{Lc.} p. 208, n. 15 (1856) (Ceylon; \textit{—Mus. Brit.}).

*\textit{Sphinx vestar} Boisduval, \textit{Lc.} p. 113, n. 54 (1875) (Himalaya; \textit{♀} ; \textit{—coll. Charles Oberthir}).

\textit{Dahlia obliqua}, Butler, \textit{Lc.} p. 511, n. 10 (1877) (Ceylon); \textit{Moore, Lep. Ceylon} ii. p. 4 t. 74 f. 2, (1882).

\textit{Megacorma obliqua}, Kirby, \textit{Lc.} n. 2 (1892) (Ceylon).
It on. atrophy, widest id., spines anterior to the lo.

'The specimen recorded by Pagenstecher from Ralum (Dahl, 3. i. '97) is in the Berlin Museum, where we have examined it. It is obliqua, Pagenstecher himself says, i.e., that the individuals recorded by him as discistrixa correspond to the obliqua and discistrixa forms. Following Hampson, unfortunately too closely, he gives as synonyms of discistrixa—which should stand as menephron—three distinct species; the four species thus treated as one belong, in fact, to three genera.

There is no species with which obliqua could be confounded, if one compares the palpi, or the size of the thorax, or the pattern of the body and wings.

Hab. Ceylon, N. India to the Bismarck Archipelago, probably in all the Indo-Malayan and the Papuan countries, but so far found only—to our knowledge—in Ceylon, Burmah, Sumatra, Java, Neu Pommern (N. Britain).

In the Tring Museum 3 ♂♂, 1 ♀ from: Ceylon; Bassein; Burma; Benkoelen, W. Sumatra (Eriesson).

III. ACHERONTIA.—Typus: atropos.

Sphingis Linne, Syll. Nat. ed. x. p. 489 (1858) (partim); type: ocellatae.


 Reachylosa Boisduval, Ind. Meth. p. 33 (1829) (nom. maxima supravac.; Acherontia cit. sub synon. !).


As Manchura of Hübner is a name without definition, it is not a scientific term, and cannot supersede Acherontia. Hübner himself employed the name later on not for a genus, but for a whole "stirps."

♂ ?. Tongue short, very thick, hairy, opening before end large, dorsal. Palpi not touching each other, second segment a little shorter than the first; carina of clypeus and base of tongue visible. Antenna thick, much shorter than the forewing is broad at its widest point. Body very stout. Legs short and stout; anterior tibia short, a little longer than the cell of the hindwing is broad; spur reaching end of tibia; lateral spines of anterior tarsus heavy; middle and hinder tarsi strongly compressed, spines heavy; two ventral rows, besides an interno-lateral row of shorter ones, and a number of dorsal and subdorsal spines representing the
fourth row; these latter spines fewer in number and gradually more ventro-lateral on the distal segments; no comb of prolonged spines; posterior tarsus as long as the cell of the hindwing. Pulvillus absent, paronychium reduced to a short broad lobe. Scaling of body and legs (inclusive of spurs of mid- and hindtibia) woolly; scales of the upper layer of the forewing multifidate, the teeth long and thin, especially on the under surface, the scales of the hindwing longer, narrower, partly hair-like, the broader ones deeply slit or long-toothed.

female. Tenth abdominal tergite long, slender, pointed (Pl. XXVI. f. 20, 21), the same in the three species of the genus; harpe with two processes or teeth (Pl. XXXV. f. 1, 2, 3); clasper sole-shaped, with a patch of large multifidate friction-scales. Penis-sheath long and thin, without armature.

♀. Aperture of vagina with an elliptical rim; eighth tergite shallowly sinuate.

Larva with tuberculated horn, which is horizontal with the end recurved, about -shaped.

Pupa without free tongue case.

Hab. Old World, except the Papuan subregion, occurring as far east as Ceram and the islands north of Timor.

Three species.

Much has been written about the sound produced by the imago. The origin of this sound has often been erroneously attributed to friction. There can be no doubt whatever that the real cause of the squeak is the forcing of air through the trunk, though it has not been ascertained with certainty whether this air comes from cavities in the head or from some other source, for instance the sucking bladder. The imago produces this sound occasionally when still enveloped by the skin of the chrysalis. The larva makes another kind of sound, most likely with the mandibles.

Key to the species:

a. Hindwing above with a large black patch in basal half

b. Hindwing above with the basal half yellow

c. Abdomen beneath with black segmental bands

1. A. lachesis.

Abdomen beneath without black segmental bands, only with small black mesial spots


7. Acherontia lachesis.

*Sphinx atrophos, Stoll (non Linne, 1758), in Cramer, *Pap. Er. iii*. p. 74. t. 237. f. A. (1779) (Java);


*Sphinx lachesis* Fabricius, *Ent. Syst. Suppl.*, p. 434. n. 26-7 (1798) (Ind. or.—Mus. Copenhagen);

Auriv., *Ent. Tidskr.*, xviii. p. 162. n. 75 (1897) (= lachesis of Moore, etc.).


Acherontia atropos.


Spectra atriceps Billberg, Emma. Ins. p. 83 (1822) (Suecia).

* Acherontia scalar Kirby, Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. p. 242 (1877) (" Borneo" err. loc.; — Mus Dublin.);


Sphyrus atriceps, Vogel, Schu. Cat. citatn. i. p. 22. t. 6. f. 4. a. b. (1-21).

Breugheliana atriceps, Boisduval, Ined. Meth. p. 33 (1829) (v. ix.); id., Frane Madag. & Burgh p. 77 (1833) (Mad.; Bourbon; Maurice); Cant., in Siberm., Recue Ent. i. p. 77 (1833) (Dép. du Var, iv. ix.).


Manduca scalar Kirby, Cat. Lép. Inv. i. p. 700. n. 3 (1892) (" Borneo" ec err.);

Manduca atriceps, id., l. c. n. 4 (1892).

♀. A decidedly Achroiptic insect, which extends far into the Palearctic Region, being in the more northern districts, however, a visitor only, which does not survive the winter as a rule. It does not occur in the eastern countries of the Palearctic Region (Japan, Amurland), nor in the Oriental Region, the eastern insect, which many authors have confounded with atriceps and recorded as such, being in colour and structure quite distinct. In Siberia proper no representative of Acherontia is found.

The species of Acherontia described by Kirby as scalar, with the erroneous habitat " Borneo," is white else but an individual of atriceps.

A. atriceps is a white erow among the large Lepidoptera occurring in Europe.
it is a species without named *abs.* and *vars.*, though its individual variability is not inconsiderable. The frightening skull-mark, the symbol of death, apparently suppressed all earthly vanity in those who were or are the possessors of aberrant specimens.

The forewing is occasionally nearly all black, with the lines obscure and the white or ochraceous scaling in the subapical region obliterate; on the other hand there occur individuals with an unusually large ochraceous subapical patch. The discal band of the hindwing is sometimes absent, or vestigial; the outer band is also occasionally obsolescent. Seldom are both bands nearly fused to one; more often is the external one so enlarged distal that the yellow marginal spots are reduced to dots. The amount of black on the underside of the wings is also variable; the discal band of both wings is not rarely absent or vestigial, the stigma of the hindwing is sometimes wanting. The skull-mark of the thorax is very seldom absent. The black segmental bands of the abdomen below are complete, and never reduced to mesial spots. Some individuals have the underside of the abdomen nearly all black; in others, especially often in bred ones, the under surface of the body is fuscous, in which case neither the yellow nor the black bands are clearly defined. On such individuals as the latter Leech's assertion that those black bands are sometimes quite absent from the abdomen of *atropos* may have been based.

We do not find any difference in structure or colour between the Aethiopian and Palaearctic *atropos*, but the tropical specimens are on average, especially in the ♀ sex, smaller than the northern individuals; we say expressly on an average, as many Aethiopian examples surpass the medium-sized Palaearctic ones. Antenna short and stout, shorter than in the other species, more obviously so in ♀ than in ♂, middle segments in ♀ at least four times as high as long (Pl. LX. f. 20, lateral view). Foretibia a little shorter than in the other species; foretarsus (Pl. LXIV. f. 1) with numerous spines on the outer side of the first segment, and more often than one row on the outsides of the second and third segments; middle tibia obviously shorter than first tarsal segment, while in the other species it is as long as this; hinder tibia as long as tarsal segments 1 and 2 together.

♂. Ventral process of harpe (Pl. XXXV. f. 1) dentate, carinate on the upper surface; the upper process a triangular tooth, the broad sides of both processes vertical.

♀. Vaginal aperture without special armature.

Larva: a green, red-striped, and a brown form.—Food: *Solanaceae*, but also observed feeding on *Fraxinus* and other plants.

Hub. The whole of the Aethiopian Region, the Palaearctic Region as far north as the Shetland and Lofoden Islands (found once); eastward to Transcaucasia and North Persia, westward to the Azores.

In the Tring Museum 80 specimens from various parts of Europe and Continental Africa, Azores, Madagascar, Mauritius, Réunion, besides a number of European larvae and pupae.


*Acherontia medusa* Moore, l.c. (1857) (sub synon.); Bartel, l.c. ii. p. 25 (1899).

Acherontia atropos Linnaeus Boisduval, Le. sub syn. (1875) (nom. max. superv.).


Acherontia atropos var. styx, Staudinger & Reb., Cat. Lep. ed. iii. p. 98. n. 717 a (1901).

♂♀. The structural differences between atropos and styx as pointed out below have entirely been overlooked by those authors, cited above, who maintained that the two insects are the same species, though these differences are obvious enough, if one compares the species side by side. The insects are also constantly distinguishable in pattern. Atropos cannot even be called an Ethiopian representative of the Indo-Malayan styx, for it is by no means nearer related to styx than it is to lachesis, agreeing with the former in the hindwing having no black subbasal area, with the latter in the black-banded abdominal sternites, the denser spinose outer side of the foretarsus, and the stouter antenna of the ♂.

The skull-mark of the thorax is anteriorly narrower than in atropos, and not constricted in the middle; it is more a likeness of the Neanderthal Schädel than of the skull of a Caucasian with well-developed cranium. The narrowness of the cranial part, so to speak, is due to the greater anterior width of the mesothoracic tegula in styx, and the constriction of the mark in atropos is partly due to the tegula being widened behind. The abdominal sternites, which, in atropos, are always provided with broad black basal bands, bear in styx only small mesial basal spots. The anterior tibia is marked with yellow buff, and the tarsi are not ringed with white but with buff. The black subbasal line of the forewing above is less curved distad in the cell. The under surface is paler yellow than in atropos.

The individual variability is not inconsiderable. The skull-mark is often black with a pale ochraceous edge, in other individuals it is nearly tawny ochraceous; it is on the whole more uniform in colour than in lachesis and atropos. The black bands at the apices of the abdominal tergites are more or less dilated laterally as a rule, sometimes so strongly that they touch each other, at least on the proximal segments. In a great many individuals, however, the dilatation of the bands is not considerable, sometimes very slight. The bluish white line of the metanotum is always present, and rather conspicuous in good specimens. The white or buffish subbasal and discal interspaces between the black dentate lines of the forewing are generally not so pronounced as in atropos; the stigma is buffish. The discal black band of the upperside of the hindwing, on the whole more proximal than in atropos and more straight, has not disappeared entirely in any of the specimens examined, but it is reduced in width and length in many examples; the black outer band of the same wing is mostly more deeply incised between the veins than in atropos, often separated into vein-streaks, which are connected with one another by diffuse black scaling. On the under side of the forewing there is in most specimens a blackish cloud in the cell along M proximally of middle; the discal third of wing is generally much shaded with black; there are two discal bands and the trace of a third; the second is often rather indistinct, seldom not present as a band or line, the first varies in position, standing sometimes close to the cell. The stigma of the hindwing is occasionally obliterated; the discal band touches the stigma in some individuals. Size very variable, the smallest specimens from Central and Western China.
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♀. Antenna much slenderer and obviously longer in both sexes than in specimens of *atropos* of the same size; the middle segments in the ♀ barely three times as high as long (Pl. IX. f. 21, lateral view). Anterior tibia longer than in *atropos*, first segment (Pl. LXIV. f. 2) slenderer, and, like the other segments, with less spines than in either *atropos* or *lachesis*; the lateral apical spines obviously prolonged; the number of spines individually variable as in the other species; middle tibia as long as the first tarsal segment; hindtibia equal in length to tarsal segments 1 to 3.

♂. The ventral process of the harpe (Pl. XXXV. f. 3) almost vertical on the plane of the clasper, its broader side nearly horizontal; the second process triangular as in *atropos*, its broader side dorso-ventral (vertical); both processes simple or indistinctly notched. Tenth segment represented by Pl. XXVI. f. 20. 21.

♀. Aperture of vagina without process, but there is a mesial carina running proximal from the rim of the opening.

Larva: according to Swinhoe, *Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond.* p. 290. n. 25 (1885), variable in colour like that of *A. lachesis*; those feeding on potato bright canary yellow with violet stripes, those feeding on jasmine, *Datura*, *Colea*, and *Erythrina* green with purple stripes bordered with yellow. Swinhoe does not give a distinctive character between the larvae of *lachesis* and *styx*. Moore, *ibid.*, figures the larva of *styx* as green with yellow stripes. Swinhoe may have confounded the larvae of the two species. Further researches are necessary.—Food: *Sesamum*, *Datura*, *Solanum*, *Coccinia*, *Colea*, etc.

*Hab.* Indo-Malayan Subregion as far north as Japan, eastward to Ceram and Kisser, westward occasionally occurring in Asia Minor; one specimen received from Barberton, Transvaal (most likely imported to S.E. Africa on board a ship).

Two subspecies:

1. *A. styx styx*.

*Sphinx* (Acherontia) *styx* Westwood, *ibid.*


Acherontia *moderata*, Moore, *ibid.* (1877) (partim).


♀. Forewing above with tawny russet streaks, and a patch of the same colour beyond the greyish discal lines.

*Hab.* Continental India: N. India to Ceylon and Tenasserim.

In the Tring Museum 6 ♀♂, 8 ♀♀ from: Ceylon; South India; Ajmere, August; Calcutta; Khasia Hills; Sikkim; Chittagong Hills; Tenasserim.

2. *A. styx crathis* nom. nov.


♂♀. The tawny russet scaling of the forewing above reduced or absent.

_Hab._ Japan, China, Malay Peninsula eastward over the Malay Archipelago to Kisser and Ceram.—Type: Java.

In the Tring Museum 27 ♂♂, 33 ♀♀ from: Japan, Loo Choo Islands, China, Penang, Sumatra, Borneo, Java, Lombok, Kisser, Celebes, Ceram.

A Borneo ♀ in the K. Naturallienkabinett at Munich has velvety black forewings with the markings obliterated, except the stigma, a discal line in costal half, a line before hinder angle, and a 3-shaped submarginal mark at R₇, which are all conspicuous on the dark ground.

IV. COELONIA gen. nov.—Typus: _fulcinotata._

_Plaeyothonus_, Kirby (non Hubner, 1822), Cat. Lep. Hel. i. p. 687 (1822) (partim).

A connecting link between _Acherontia_ and the _Sphinxidae_, showing also very close affinities to _Herse_ and _Megalomera._

♂♀. Tongue very long, thicker distally than in _Herse._ Palpi without orifice externally at the end of segment 1; segment 2 obviously shorter than in _Herse._ Antenna of ♂ thinner than in _Herse_, more setiform; of ♀ not clubbed. Tarsi as in _Herse_, but externe-apical spine of segments of foretarsus not much prolonged; paronychium with two lobes on each side. Abdomen above with tufts of raised scales. Distal margin of forewing sinuate posteriorly. Clasper with a large patch of broad, multidentate, slightly modified scales. Penis without armature. Lobe covering vaginal orifice large.

_Larvae:_ thorax with paired humps on first and second somite (_fulcinotata_), or with a middle crest of pointed humps on all three tergites (_solani_): horn recurved as in _Acherontia_, tubercled (_fulcinotata_), or smooth (_solani_).—Food-plants: _Inaklia, Solanum, Parantia._

_Pupa_ with free tongue-case, which is not recurved. Underground in a cell.

_Hab._ Aethiopian Region.

Two species.

If Boisduval's description of the larva of _solani_ is correct, the two species differ essentially in the larval as well as in the imago state, _C. fulcinotata_ coming nearer _Acherontia, solani_ approaching somewhat _Herse._

Key to the species:

- Hindwing below with the basi-abdominal region yellow 10. _C. fulcinotata_.
- Hindwing below with the basi-abdominal region white 11. _C. solani_.

(24)
10. Coelonia fulvinotata.


*Protoparce solani*, *Salm., i.e., n. 129. n. 301 (1884) (partim); Druce, *in Moloney, West Afr. Forestry* p. 493 (1887); *Möschl., Abh. Senckenb. Nat. Ges. xv. p. 70. n. 155 (1890) (Aacrea).


Phlegethonius mauritii, *id., i.e., n. 4 (1892) (Natal, Maurit.; citat. incorr.).

Phlegethonius solani, *id., i.e., n. 5 (1892) (Madag.; partim).

♂♀. Often confounded with *solani*, and standing generally under this name in collections. The distinctions given by Butler, *i.e., between fulvinotata and mauritii* are individual, but it may nevertheless be true that the insular specimens are a little different from the Continentals ones on close examination of a long series. So far we can only say that we do not know of any difference that holds good. The sexes are different in colour, the subapical region of the forewing being whiter in the ♀ than in the ♂. Antenna white at the tip. Metanotum with rosy red hair-scales, reminding one of similarly coloured scales on the thorax of *Acherontia lachesis*.

♂. With a strongly developed procoxal scent-organ (as in *Megacorma*), the long hairs of this generally visible without removal of the coxae; in *Acherontia* and *Hers* the organ is vestigial, or at least not so strongly developed, and it is also much less conspicuous in *solani*. Foretibia short, very broad on account of the long dense scaling; foretarsus also short, long-scaled internally. Tenth abdominal tergite as in *Hers concovelii*, less high before end, but a little broader, sternite with a mesial lobe as in *Megacorma*, but differently shaped (Pl. XXVI. f. 24). Processes of harpe as in *H. concovelii*, the ventral one longer (Pl. XXV. f. 10).

♀. The flap covering the orifice of the vagina (Pl. XXII. f. 9) much larger than in the species of *Hers*, mesially membranaceous, divided into two flaps (♂) which become narrower proximally.

Larva and pupa see above.

_Hab._ Ethio-pian Region, from Sierra Leone to Madagascar, Mauritius and Bourbon.

In the Tring Museum 26 ♂♂, 27 ♀♀ from: Sierra Leone (Stevens, x.; Mitford); Bopoto and Yakusu, Upper Congo (K. Smith); Namaqualand; Natal; Zomba, Nyassaland (Dr. P. Kendall, April, May); Mikindani, German E. Africa (Reimer); Butiti, Toro, 7. iv. 99 (Dr. Ansorge); Grande Comore; Madagascar.
11. Coelonia solani.

Sphinx solani Boisdruval, Fanné Madag. & Bourb. p. 76, n. 1. t. 11. f. 2 (1833) (Bourbon; Mauritius; desc. of larva & pupa); id., Spec. Gén. Lép. Rés. i. p. 85, n. 13 (1875) (partim); Vins., Pop. Bourbon p. 13 (1884) (hace spec. ?).

Sphingo asteroth Boisduval, t.c. p. 86, n. 30 (1875) (Brazil ?).


Protoparce solani var. griseescens Saalmüller, t.c. p. 129 n. 302. t. 3. p. 37 (1884) (Nossi-bé).

Phlegethontius solani, Kirby, t.c. n. 5 (1892) (partim).

Phlegethontius solani var. n. Prot. s. var. griseescens, id., t.c.

Phlegethontius asteroth (), id., t.c. p. 688. n. 7 (1892) (Brazil ?).

♂ ♀. Boisduval, in 1875, mistook fulcinotata for his solani, and redescribed a bad specimen of the latter as asteroth. Saalmüller, accepting Boisduval's identification of 1875 as correct, gave a detailed description and a good figure of an individual of solani under the name of griseescens.

The type of asteroth is most likely no longer in existence. The type of solani is not in Oberthür's collection, but there is a specimen in the Paris Museum which may be the type or a cotype. The original drawing of the figure published by Boisduval is in Oberthür's possession (together with the drawings of all the plates of the Fanné de Madag. & Bourb., Lép.), and is a very exact likeness of the present insect.

♂ solani is much more grey than fulcinotata, and differs in many details. The lateral patches of the abdomen are less yellow, being nearly white. The hindwing, above, has the whole basal half yellow, there being within this area only two rather small, oblique, black streaks, one at the base of M₂, the other at SM₂ near the black discal band; beneath, the hindwing is white at the base and along abdominal margin, not yellow. The apical spine of the protarsal segments is longer than in the preceding insect, and the external spines are less numerous.

♂. Foretarsus longer than in fulcinotata, scaling not prolonged; foretibia also longer and much shorter scaled; forecoxae with the scent-organ small. Tenth tergite of even width (in dorsal view) from near base to beyond middle, then rather suddenly narrowed and again remaining of even width to the apex, which is truncate (Pl. XXVI. f. 22, 23); the dorsal surface projecting apical, the apex appearing to be toothed in a side-view; tenth sternite longer than in fulcinotata, broadly rounded at end. Clasper more oblique ventro-distally than in the preceding species, with an elevated patch of spiniform bristles which nearly reaches to the dorsal margin; harpe with three instead of two processes, the two corresponding to those of fulcinotata both long and pointed, the third shorter, ventral, almost straight, pointing dorso-apical (Pl. XXXV. f. 9).

♀. Flap in front of the vaginal orifice not divided, rounded, longitudinally wrinkled (Pl. XXII. f. 7).

Larva: according to Boisduval greyish, spotted with black; head with six black stripes; three first segments with a dorsal crest composed of rather sharp tuberces; horn filiform, smooth.


A long series from Grande Comore (L. Humblot) in Charles Oberthür's collection.

In the Tring Museum 2♂♀, 1♀ from: Bourbon (Maillard); Grande Comore (Humblot, received from Mons. Charles Oberthür).
TRIBE Sphingicae.—Typus: *Hyloicus ligustri*.


♀. Tongue varying from being many times as long as the body to being very short. End-segment of antenna always long, rough with dispersed long scales and bristles, reduced in length in *Oligographa*. Second segment of palpus on insides normally scaled, not sunken or only slightly concave, in *Psilogramma* with a naked streak; third segment in some of the otherwise more generalised genera long and prominent; palpus small and rough-scaled in many of the specialised genera. Size of head and eyes very variable; the latter generally lashed in the reduced forms, and the head often crested. Pilifer normal, or the bristles modified into scales. Spinosity of abdomen varying; the spines very weak in the specialised genera, seldom absent; there are always more rows than one to each segment; the spines of the sternites always much weaker than those of the tergites. Tibiae simple or spinose, foretibia often ending in a thorn; proximal pair of spurs of hindtibia present or absent; mid- and hindtarsus with comb or without; the bristles of the comb very long in the generalised forms; foretibia not rarely reduced in length and then armed with stout and long spines externally; pulvillus and paronychium present or absent, the pulvillus disappearing before the paronychium, there being no species with pulvillus and without paronychium, the order in which these organs become obliterated being this: ventral lobes of paronychium, pulvillus, lateral lobes of paronychium.

♂. Some of the lower (= generalised) genera have a strongly developed procoxal scent-organ, a friction-patch on clasper, and a mesially divided tenth segment, or one of these characters; the last two characters occurring only in Old-World forms, none of the numerous American species possessing a friction-patch, or having the tenth tergite mesially divided. Armature of clasper and penis-sheath very variable; the armature of the latter, if there is any, consisting of one, seldom two, apical processes, which are rarely dentate.

♀. Antenna in many cases with traces of the fasciculated ciliae found in the ♀, and more often incassate distally than in the ♂. Vaginal plate often rather large, and mostly provided with some kind of armature.

Larva cylindrical; head seldom triangular; horn always present, either -shaped (lowest form), or simply curved; thoracic segments sometimes humped; longitudinally striate, or obliquely banded, or with large patches.—Food-plants: *Coneiferae, Ligustrum, Solanaceae, Mentha*, etc.

Pupa: tongue-case reaching tip of wing-cases (except *Ceratonia*), free projecting or not, recurved or not, in one case spirally rolled in (*Coeystis cluentia*).

*Hub.* Cosmopolitan. More abundant in the New World as regards number of species; of the 112 species known 84 being American belonging to 16 genera, 28 Old-World forms belonging to 17 genera; one of the genera is common to the Palaeartic and Nearctic Regions, there being altogether 32 genera of *Sphingicae*. Only one genus (*Hyloicus*) occurs in the Old and New World, being Holarctic. Africa harbours doubtless many unknown species of this tribe.
The table inserted above shows the gradual reduction of the organs mentioned in the table. It will be observed that the highest forms, or the most reduced in this case, become similar in structure in consequence of the loss or reduction of organs, though the insects are of different origin. Such apparently convergent development is remarkably well illustrated by this tribe of Hawk Moths.

The naked streak on the insideside of the second segment of the palpus reminds one of the palpus of Theretra and allies, as do amongst the Acherontiidae the palpi of Megacorma and Acherontia, though in other respects.

The great number of genera in the Old World, and the occurrence in the $\delta$ of a friction-patch and a completely divided tenth tergite only in some Old-World forms, together with the fact that the Acherontiidae are represented in the New World only by one species, and the third tribe Sphingidae not at all, show clearly that the subfamily Acherontiinae is of Old-World origin. The same applies to the allied subfamily Ambuliinae.

Key to the genera:

- a. Third segment of palpus naked, pointed, prominent.
- b. Third segment of palpus not naked.
- c. Long terminal spur of hindtibia a little longer than tibia; clasper with friction-patch ($\delta$).
- d. Long terminal spur of hindtibia shorter than tibia; clasper without friction-patch.
- e. Palvillus present.
- f. Palvillus absent, or reduced to a short triangular lobe.
- g. Foretibia with spines.
- h. Foretibia simple.
- i. Two pairs of spurs to hindtibia.
- j. One pair.
- k. Paronychia with two lobes on each side; ground-colour of hindwing yellow.
- l. Paronychia with one lobe on each side; ground-colour of hindwing not yellow.
- m. Spurs densely spinose, long apical one of hindtibia half the length of the first tarsal segment.
- n. Spurs not spinose, long apical one of hindtibia more than half the length of the first tarsal segment.
- o. $D^2$ of hindwing very oblique, twice the length of $D^3$; Africa.
- p. $D^2$ of hindwing not very oblique, as long as or shorter than $D^3$; America.

V. Xanthopan.

XVII. Coeytius.

XXXVI. Thamnocopa.

VI. Panogena.

XVI. Praedora.

XI. Pemba.
i. Long terminal spur of hindtibia equaling in length first tarsal segment. Long terminal spur of hindtibia obviously shorter than first tarsal segment.

j. Paronychium with two lobes on each side, one lobe.

k. Long terminal spur of hindtibia half the length of the first tarsal segment; America. This spur only one-fifth shorter than the tarsal segment; eye not lashed; Oriental Region. This spur only one-fifth shorter than the tarsal segment; eye lashed; Madagascar.

l. End-segment of antenna short. Long ".

m. Pilifer normal. With bristles and scales.

n. Second segment of palpus with naked stripe on insides. Second segment of palpus without naked stripe on insides.

o. Eye strongly lashed. Not, or feebly, lashed.

p. Spurs long. Short ".

q. Mesotarsal comb strongly developed, hindtarsus with the bristles of the third row also prolonged near base of tarsus. Mesotarsal comb reduced or absent.

r. Stalk of SC and R of hindwing shorter than D; no comb to mesotarsus; America. Stalk of SC and R of hindwing longer than D; mesotarsus with comb; Old World.

s. Tongue longer than body; first segment of foretarsus with some prolonged spines. Tongue not longer than body; first segment of foretarsus without some prolonged spines.

t. Foretibia not spinose, or only a few spines at tip, then abdomen with yellow patches. Foretibia spinose, abdomen without yellow side-patches.
II. Thorax and legs very rough with erect hair-scales, tongue long.
Thorax and legs not rough with erect hair-scales.

b. Pilifer normal, with the ordinary yellowish brown bristles.
Pilifer with bristles and scales, or the bristles all modified.

w. Mesotarsal comb strongly developed, tongue long.
Mesotarsal comb absent or vestigial.

x. American.

Oriental; forewing more than 50 mm. long.
Oriental; forming less than 40 mm. long.

y. First tarsal segment short, with a few long stout spines, paronychium without lobe.
First tarsal segment short, with a few long stout spines, paronychium with one lobe.

z. Tongue longer than the body, mesotarsal comb present.
Tongue shorter than the body, mesotarsal comb vestigial or absent.

a'. Paronychium with lobes; eye lashed;
America.
Paronychium with lobes; eye not lashed;
Australia.
Paronychium without lobes; eye not lashed; America.

b'. Abdomen black and white at sides, or tibiae scarcely with any spines.
Abdomen almost uniform in colour.

c'. Hindwing above greyish olive-brown.

V. XANTHOPAN gen. nov.—Typus: morgani.

Ges. xx. p. 70 (1890); Auriv., Ent. Tidskr. xiii. p. 183 (1892).

? Pilifer much longer than genal process, which is rounded; tubercle of labrum obtuse, truncate in front. Tongue much longer than the body, carinate laterally at the extreme base. Palpus peculiar: not scaled space of internal surface.
### Podocera

**Tremendona**
- **Tongue short**
- **Palpus small**
- **Tibia simple**
- **Mesorotarsal comb absent**
- **Pulvillus with one lobe**
- **Clasper without friction-patch**

**Dactylosoma**
- **Tongue short**
- **Palpus small**
- **Second segment of palpus not prominent**
- **Pulvillus small**
- **Mesorotarsal comb present**
- **Pulvillus absent**
- **Paronychium without lobe**

**ISOGRAMMA**
- **Antennae of Y type**
- **Tongue long**
- **Palpus long**
- **Second segment of palpus not prominent**

**ISOGRAMMA**
- **Antennae of Y type**
- **Tongue long**
- **Palpus short**
- **Second segment of palpus not prominent**
- **Pulvillus small**
- **Mesorotarsal comb present**
- **Pulvillus absent**
- **Paronychium without lobe**

---

### Pseudoconulina

**Pseudaconulina**
- **Antennae of Y type**
- **Tongue short**
- **Palpus small**
- **Second segment of palpus not prominent**
- **Pulvillus small**
- **Mesorotarsal comb present**
- **Pulvillus with one lobe**
- **Paronychium without lobe**

**Euryglottis**
- **Tongue short**
- **Palpus short**
- **Second segment of palpus not prominent**
- **Pulvillus small**
- **Mesorotarsal comb present**
- **Pulvillus absent**
- **Paronychium without lobe**

---

### Leptoceridae

**Apocalypina**
- **Antennae of Y type**
- **Tongue short**
- **Palpus short**
- **Second segment of palpus not prominent**
- **Pulvillus small**
- **Mesorotarsal comb present**
- **Pulvillus with one lobe**
- **Clasper without friction-patch**

**Euryglottis**
- **Tongue long**
- **Palpus long**
- **Second segment of palpus not prominent**
- **Pulvillus small**
- **Mesorotarsal comb present**
- **Pulvillus absent**
- **Paronychium without lobe**

---

### Megalotomidae

**Megalotomidae**
- **Tongue short**
- **Palpus short**
- **Second segment of palpus not prominent**

**Protoparca**
- **Tongue short**
- **Palpus short**
- **Second segment of palpus not prominent**
- **Pulvillus small**
- **Mesorotarsal comb present**
- **Pulvillus absent**
- **Paronychium without lobe**

---

### Amphipoda

**Amphipoda**
- **Tongue short**
- **Palpus short**
- **Second segment of palpus not prominent**
- **Pulvillus small**
- **Mesorotarsal comb present**
- **Pulvillus absent**
- **Paronychium without lobe**

---

### Coelomidae

**Coelomidae**
- **Tongue short**
- **Palpus short**
- **Second segment of palpus not prominent**
- **Pulvillus small**
- **Mesorotarsal comb present**
- **Pulvillus absent**
- **Paronychium without lobe**

---

### Xanthoidea

**Xanthoidea**
- **Tongue very long**
- **Palpus small**
- **Second segment of palpus not prominent**
- **Pulvillus small**
- **Mesorotarsal comb present**
- **Pulvillus absent**
- **Paronychium without lobe**

---

### Sphegidae

**Sphegidae**
- **Tongue very long**
- **Palpus small**
- **Second segment of palpus not prominent**
- **Pulvillus small**
- **Mesorotarsal comb present**
- **Pulvillus absent**
- **Paronychium without lobe**

---

### Atherinidae

**Atherinidae**
- **Tongue very long**
- **Palpus small**
- **Second segment of palpus not prominent**
- **Pulvillus small**
- **Mesorotarsal comb present**
- **Pulvillus absent**
- **Paronychium without lobe**
of first segment with long hairs; internal surface of second segment concave nearly as in \textit{Acherontiaceae}, but densely scaled; third segment conical, naked at end, projecting as in \textit{Cocytius}. Antenna of even width from near base to hook, very slender in \(\delta\), with long end-segment, which is rough with long broad scales; penultimate segment as long as high (\(\delta\)), or a little longer, the preceding ones gradually much higher than long; hook long and slender. Tibiæ not spiny; segment 1 of foretarsus as long as tibia, but shorter than segments 2 to 5 together, with three rows of spines externally, row 1 being doubled; there are, moreover, numerous intermediate spines, so that the rows become irregular, spines of normal row 2 a little longer than those of row 1; first segment of midtarsus one-fourth, that of hindtarsus one-third longer than the other segments together; comb of midtarsus basal, followed by a number of thin and short bristles or spines, so that the remainder of row 4 appears to be separated from the comb by a gap; spines of row 3 of first hindtarsal segment gradually longer basal, forming a comb of rather stout spines; spurs long, very unequal, short one of midtibia half the length of long one, or less; long distal one of hindtibia one-third shorter than the first tarsal segment; pubillæs present, paronichium with two lobes at each side. Distal margin of forewing sinuate before posterior angle.

Early stages unknown.

\textit{Hab.} Africa and Madagascar, occurring most likely also on the Comoro Islands.—One species.

As explained above, this genus connects the \textit{Acherontiaceae} with the \textit{Sphingiaceae}. The prolonged third palpal segment it has in common with \textit{Cocytius} (= \textit{Amphionyx}); an obvious similarity with one species of \textit{Cocytius} (\textit{C. elongatus}) exists also in the tenth abdominal tergite of the \(\delta\).

12. \textit{Xanthopan morgani}.


\textit{Amphionyx morgani}, Ploetz, \textit{Stett. Ent. Zeit.} xii. p. 77. n. 288 (1880) (Fernando Po); Möschl., \textit{Abb. Sph. Naturf. Gen. xv.} p. 70. n. 156 (1890) (Gold Coast); Auriv., \textit{Ent. Tidskr.} xiii. p. 183. n. 231 (1892) (Cameroon, 1 \(\varphi\)).


\(\varphi\). Segments 2 to 4 of foretarsus almost black.

\(\delta\). Tenth abdominal tergite curved, dilated at the end, which is divided into three lobes; the side-lobes are broad, obliquely rounded, while the middle lobe is gradually narrowed to a point (Pl. XXVI. f. 25, 26, 27), the tergite resembling that of \textit{C. elongatus}; sternite long, dilated at end, truncate-sinuate, the sides turned upwards as triangular lobes. Clasper round at end, ventral margin almost straight, oblique; a small patch of modified scales; harpe (Pl. XXXV. f. 13) basally with a high oblique ridge, vertical upon the plane of the clasper, mesially dilated-rounded dorsally, apex truncate, with the edge raised, produced dorsad into a short hook, apical part of harpe clothed with stiff hairs; a patch of long bristles above the base of the harpe. Penis-funnel prolonged dorsally, rounded at end, forming a half-cylinder, which surrounds the penis-sheath and is deeply sinuate ventrally at the base; the funnel is armed with two lobes (Pl. XXVIII. f. 30, p-r); penis-sheath ending in a short, flattened, obtuse process which is separated from the sheath on one side by an incision.
♀. Postvaginal plate triangular, scaled laterally, separated from the vaginal plate by a narrow strip of membrane; vaginal opening longitudinal, the side-edges of the opening raised to ridges, which terminate abruptly distally, while they become gradually lower proximally (Pl. XXII. f. 6).

_Hab._ Aethiopian Region.—Two subspecies.

_a._ _P. morgani morgani._

*Macrosila morgani* Walker, _i.e._

♂♀. Underside of abdomen white.

_Hab._ West and East Africa.

In the Tring Museum 8 ♂♀, 2 ♂♀ from: Sierra Leone; Upper Congo; Cuban River, Angola, March 1899 (Penrice); Dar-es-Salaam.

_b._ _P. morgani praedicta_ subsp. nov.

♂♀. Breast and abdomen beneath with an obvious pinkish tint. Upperside of body and forewing, and underside of wings also somewhat pinkish. Black apical line of forewing, extending from costal to distal margin, broader than in the preceding, black discal streak R^3—M^1 also heavier.

_Hab._ Madagascar.

Type (♂) in coll. Charles Oberthür; a female specimen in coll. Mabille.

Wallace, in _Natural Selection_, p. 146 (1891), speaking of the adjustment between the length of the nectary of orchids and that of the proboscis of insects, says: “In the case of _Angraecum sesquipedale_ it is necessary that the proboscis should be forced into a particular part of the flower, and this would only be done by a large moth burying its proboscis to the very base, and straining to drain the nectar from the bottom of the long tube, in which it occupies a depth of one or two inches only. . . . I have carefully measured the proboscis of a specimen of _Macrosila cluentius_ from South America, in the collection of the British Museum, and find it to be nine inches and a quarter long! One from tropical Africa (_Macrosila morgani_) is seven inches and a half. A species having a proboscis two or three inches longer could reach the nectar in the largest flowers of _Angraecum sesquipedale_, whose nectaries vary in length from ten to fourteen inches. That such a moth exists in Madagascar may be safely predicted, and naturalists who visit that island should search for it with as much confidence as astronomers searched for the planet Neptune,—and I venture to predict they will be equally successful.”

As the tongue of _P. morgani praedicta_ is long enough—about 225 mm. = 8 inches—to reach the honey in short and medium-sized nectaries of _Angraecum_, the moths will not abandon the flowers with especially long nectary without trying to reach the fluid, which fills up, in hot-house specimens of _Angraecum_, about one-fourth of the nectary. The result would be that flowers with exceptionally long nectaries would be as well fertilised as such with short nectaries by a moth which could reach the fluid in the long nectaries only when a greater quantity of nectar had collected. _X. morgani praedicta_ can do for _Angraecum_ what is necessary: we do not believe that there exists in Madagascar a moth with a longer tongue than is found in this Sphingid.
VI. PANOGENA gen. nov.—Typus: jasmini.

*Protoparce*, id., loc. p. 169 (1877).
*Phlegethonius*, id. (non Hübner, 1822). loc. p. 687 (1892).

The two species treated under this new term come in general appearance as well as in structure close to *Xanthopan*. They differ *inter se* rather obviously in the one species (*jasmini*) having the midtibia spinose, while they are not spiny in the other (*lingens*), in this respect *jasmini* being the more specialised species.

♂. General process triangular, almost reaching to the end of the pilifer. Not scaled inner surface of first palpal segment quite naked; third segment more or less prominent, its tip not naked; inner surface of second segment not concave. Foretibia spinose, midtibia with or without spines; first protarsal segment as long as, or shorter than, the four others together; mid- and hindtarsus with comb, bristles of midtarsal comb gradually shorter, assuming gradually the length and stoutness of the more distal spines, the comb differing in this respect obviously from that of *Xanthopan*; short spur of midtibia about half the length of the long one; first segment of hindtarsus at least half as long again as segments 2 to 5 together; pulvillus present; paronymchium with two lobes at each side.

♀. Eighth sternite short; orifice of vagina transverse.

*Hab.* Madagascar.—Two species, both with the ground colour of the hindwing yellow.

Midtibia spinose; black discal band of hindwing not dilated basal behind cell, base of hindwing all yellow . . . . . . . 13. *P. jasmini*.

Midtibia not spinose; black discal band of hindwing dilated basal, extreme base black . . . . . 14. *P. lingens*.

13. Panogena jasmini.

*Dihuidia jasmini*, id., loc. n. 306 (1884).
*Meganoton jasmini*, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hét. i. p. 683. n. 22 (1892) (Madag.).

♂. Body and forewing whitish grey; abdomen with whitish grey lateral patches. Midtibia spinose; first segment of foretarsus shorter than segments 2 to 5 together, with some prolonged spines; long terminal spur of hindtibia about 2 the length of first tarsal segment. Third segment of palpus rather prominent.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite gradually narrowed to a point, slightly curved, with some long stiff hairs, upperside strongly convex, extreme end suddenly hooked; sternite little shorter than the tergite, elongate-triangular, flat, the sides

D
distally not turned upwards, apex obtusely pointed. Clasper: patch of large friction-scales on the outer side not sharply defined, dentition of these scales rather heavy; harpe indicated by an incassation of the ventral margin of the clasper, densely clothed with short scales; no free process. Penis-sheath: pointed process apically curving laterad (Pl. XXVIII. f. 36).

♀. Vaginal plate short: a flat, transverse, rounded ridge behind the vaginal opening more strongly chitinised, brown, the rest of the plate membranous; mouth of vagina transverse, subapical (Pl. XXI. f. 9), the membrane convex mesially on account of the internal vaginal tube being rather strongly chitinised.

_Hab._ Madagascar, apparently all over the island in suitable places.

In the Tring Museum 10 ♂ ♂, 1 ♀.

14. _Panogena lingens._


_Sphinx lingens_, Mabille, _Ann. Soc. Ent. France_ p. 295 (1879) (Madag.).

_Phractonius lingens_, Kirby, _Cat. Lep. Hist._ i. p. 687, n. 6 (1892).

♂ ♀. Much darker than the preceding; abdomen with yellow lateral patches. The yellow discal band of the hindwing sometimes reaching costal margin, but mostly shaded with black or brown in anterior half. Third segment of palpus less prominent than in _jasmini_. Midtibia not spiny; first segment of foretarsus as long as segments 2 to 4 together; long terminal spur of hindtibia not much over half the length of the first tarsal segment. Antennae of ♂ thicker than in _jasmini_.

♂. Tenth abdominal segment not obviously different from that of _jasmini_, the sternite less flat, the margins somewhat turned upwards. Clasper: patch of modified scales longer, better defined, the scales less denticulate; harpe small, not scaled on the inner surface, but clothed with some hairs, with two apical tooth-like processes, both triangular, one pointing distad, the other dorsad (Pl. XXXV. f. 11). Process of penis-sheath as in _jasmini_, less curved apically, with a minute tooth-like carina before end.

♀. Vaginal plate as short as in _jasmini_, especially the postvaginal portion, which is reduced to a transverse stripe; much more chitinised than in _jasmini_ except quite proximally; mouth of vagina very transverse, covered in front by a rounded, transverse ridge, which is mesially sharply rounded-sinuate (Pl. XXI. f. 10).

_Hab._ Madagascar; apparently rarer than the preceding.

In the Tring Museum 4 ♂ ♂, 2 ♀ ♀.

This and the preceding may perhaps be generically distinct from one another. The differences in structure which we have found are noted above; the spinosity of the midtibia in _jasmini_ is the most prominent difference.

---

VII. _MEGANOTON.—Typus: nyctiphanes._


*Sphinx_, Boisduval (vou Linné, 1758), _Le._ p. 69 (1875).

♂♀. Antenna long and slender, with a long and slender hook. Palpus large, prominent, second segment almost as broad in side-view as long. Eyes large, not lashed. Legs long; tibiae not spiny; foretarsus without prolonged spines, first segment shorter than segments 2 to 5 together; midtarsus with very strong basal comb which terminates abruptly, being continued by much shorter bristles; comb of hindtarsus also prominent, the spines gradually shortening distad; spurs long, long apical one of hindtibia at least two-thirds the length of the first tarsal segment, which is longer than the tibia and also than the other four segments together; hindtarsus more than twice the length of the cell of the hindwing (measured along SC); SC₂ and R₁ of hindwing on a rather long stalk; D₁ very oblique. With pulvillae and paronuchium, the latter with two flaps on each side.

♂. Clasper with patch of modified scales on outer side; penis-sheath armed at end with one or two long tapering processes which are curved basad (Pl. XXVIII). f. 33, 34, 35.

Larva (of nyctiophanes); not known of the other species) with the third thoracic segment mesially produced into a conical tubercle; horn tubercled, curving upwards, --shaped.

Pupa (of nyctiophanes) with free tongue-case, which is not recurved.

Hab. Oriental Region.—Three species.

Key to the species:

a. Hindwing with several pale spots on the disc 15. M. nyctiophanes.
Hindwing without pale spots on the disc 16. M. rufescens.

b. Abdomen with yellow lateral patches 17. M. analis.

" without yellow lateral patches 17. M. analis.

15. Meganotus nyctiophanes.


*Hylosoma nyctiophanes* Kirby, loc. p. 604. n. 8 (1892) (Madras).


*Pseudophlebia nyctiophanes* Hampson, loc. n. 168 (1892) (Madras).

♂♀. Rather variable in size. Ground colour of forewing in some specimens darker, in others paler, in the latter case the lines more prominent; outer margin undulate; pale band of hindwing not quite constant in position. Eye large, palps very large, third segment distinct. First segment of foretarsus as long as segments
2 to 4 together. Row 2 of spines of hindtarsus (segment 1) beginning at basal fourth.

3. Tenth tergite long, compressed, carinate below, highest beyond middle, strongly curved at base, then nearly straight, and at apex again curved, tip truncate; the broad and rather long lobe of the sternite flat, slightly curved upwards, deeply sinuate, each half rounded externally, angulated at the sinns. Casper broad, dilated dorsad before middle, long hair-scales of dorsal margin and scaling proximally of patch of modified scales white; this patch clay-colour, large, the scales small, very close together, longer than broad, somewhat narrowed at end, bidentate (Pl. LVIII. f. 35); harpe with a spatulate process, which is curved upwards at end, the oblique upper edge irregularly notched and toothed (Pl. XXXV. f. 12). Penis-sheath with two long processes close together, one longer than the other (Pl. XXVIII. f. 33), the longer one denticulate. Eighth segment laterally tufted; on the inner surface on each side with a series of large friction-scales (Pl. LIX. f. 2), which are not present in the other two species of the genus.

♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XXI. f. 16) much folded, raised medially from base to vaginal cavity; the proximal edge of the latter raised into a double tubercle.

Larva and chrysalis see above.

The type of *cryptolophia* is a small ♀ of this species; there is no difference between it and *nyctiphanes* either in colour or structure; the vaginal plate is as in *nyctiphanes*; the wings are very much broken at the tips.

*Hab.* North and South India, Ceylon, Andamans, Burmah, Malacca, Borneo, Palawan.

In the Tring Museum 13 ♂♂, 10 ♀♀ from: Ceylon; Khasia Hills (October); Jaintia Hills; Burmah; Perak; Penang, 20. vi. '98 (G. Curtis); Andamans; Sarawak; Palawan.


*Diobium rubescens* id., Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. ix. p. 615. n. 18 (1877) (not. not.).


♂ ♀. Palpus as large as in *nyctiphanes*, second segment shorter than broad (scaling included). Antenna of ♂ rather thicker than in *nyctiphanes*. Abdomen with 3 or 4 distinct yellow side-patches bordered above by a black continuous band.

The species bears a remarkable resemblance to the American *Cocytius lucifer*, as well as to dark specimens of the Oriental *Psilogramma menephon*, with which Sir George Hampson confounded it.

As Butler's earlier *Diobium rufigescens* and the present insect belong to two different genera, there is no necessity to reject the name of *rufigescens* for this *Meganoton*.

3. Tenth abdominal segment very peculiar (Pl. XXVI. f. 30, 31, 32): the tergite gently curved, strongly spatulate, the sides of the dilated apical portion clothed with some long stiff hairs and turned downwards, apical margin rounded-truncate (Pl. XXVI. f. 30, dorsal view); the tergite thin; the sternite longer than the tergite, suddenly turned upwards near end, and, moreover, produced at the curvature into an obtuse process (Pl. XXVI. f. 31), which is compressed like the vertical cleft apical part of the sternite (Pl. XXVI. f. 32). Casper: ventral margin oblique; dorsal one first straight, then somewhat dilated and turned inward; apex obliquely rounded; patch of friction-scales clay-colour, the scales large and multi-
dentate; harpe produced into a curved, almost finger-like, pointed, ventral process (Pl. XXXV. f. 15), the oblique upper margin dilated into a triangular lobe, which is armed with teeth. Penis-sheath with one curved process, which is less than twice as long as the sheath is wide (Pl. XXVIII. f. 34); the process recurved towards the sheath.

♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XXI. f. 14) rather strongly eitnhisised, glabrous, convex mesially, vaginal cavity before middle, covered by a long sinuate-truncate lobe which narrows distally.

Early stages not known.

Hab. North India to Queensland; rare, few specimens in collections.

Two subspecies:

a. M. rufescens rufescens.

*Dictaia rufescens* Butler, i.c. (1875).

*Dictaia rufescens*, Swinhoe, Cat. Lep. Het. Or. i. p. 33. n. 131 (1892) (Silhett).

*Meganoton rufescens*, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 682. n. 9 (1892).

*Pseudolimnites discistriga*, Hampson, i.c. (partim).


♂♀. A smaller form than the following; sides of mesothoracic tegulae of the same clayish brown colour as the forewing; margin of hindwing almost even; fringe of both wings less extended white; underside of both wings darker. Harpe of ♂: the dorsal lobe with several prominent teeth.

There is perhaps a darker continental and a paler brown insular form.

Hab. North India: Sikkim, Silhet; Andamans; Borneo; Mindananao; Sula Islands.

In the Tring Museum: Sikkim, 3 ♂♂; Sula Mangioli (W. Doherty, Nov. 1897), 1 ♀.

Our Sula specimen has much paler forewings than the Sikkim ♂♂, and the transverse dentate lines are more or less obliterated.

b. M. rufescens severina.


*Meganoton coeruloides* Rothschild, Nov. Zool. i. p. 89 (1894) (Pt. Mackay;—Mus. Tring); i.e., iii. t. 13. f. 6 (♀) (1896).

*Pseudolimnites discistriga*, Hampson, i.e. iv. p. 453. n. 169 (1896).

♂♀. Sides of mesothoracic tegulae buffish white, strongly contrasting with the forewing. Forewing above shaded with olive-grey scales, especially in post-discal and basal regions, the oblique streak in apex of cell centred with brown, a separate black spot at upper angle of cell. Hindwing, above paler at costal and abdominal margins than in the preceding form, the pale discal band more distinctly indicated, especially at anal angle, outer margin distinctly scalloped. On the underside, the internal margin of the forewing very pale. Harpe (Pl. XXXV. f. 15); the dorsal lobe produced into one large tooth, besides some minute ones. Tenth segment see Pl. XXVI. f. 39, 31, 32.

Hab. North Queensland.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂, 2 ♀♀ from Pt. Mackay.

17. Meganoton analis.

\[ \text{38}\]


\[ \text{33) Tongue?}\]

\[ \text{Tenth tergite divided into two long and slender processes, which are regularly curved downward and gradually narrowed to a point (Pl. XXVI. f. 33); the processes approach each other a little in middle; the sternite is produced into a long cylindrical process, which is slightly bent downwards at end, the apex obtuse. Clasper sole-shaped, dorsal margin bent inwards; the large clay-coloured patch of modified scales on the outer side consisting of large, multidentate, ribbed scales; harpe helle-shaped, minutely dentate (Pl. XXXV. f. 14); subdorsal longitudinal groove of clasper sharply defined, deep, the fold below it with long bristles. Penis-sheath with one pointed process (Pl. XXVIII. f. 35), which is rather broad at base. Eighth tergite without friction-scales on the inner surface.}\]

\[ \text{♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XXI. f. 15) very feebly chitinised, the whole postvaginal part membranous and scaled, the antevaginal part also membranaceous; from the vaginal cavity a narrow stripe of chitin extends to each side; the upper edges of these plates continuous, forming an arcuate ridge which borders the vaginal cavity behind; the proximal edge of the cavity formed by a very thin membranous fold, which is preceded by a stronger fold.}\]

\[ \text{Early stages not known.}\]

\[ \text{The species is a connecting link between } \text{Meganoton and } \text{Psilogramma.}\]

\[ \text{Hab. China; North India.}\]

\[ \text{In the Tring Museum 3 ♀♂, 4 ♀♀ from: Shanghai; Darjiling (Pilcher); Khasia Hills; Cherrapunji.}\]

VIII. POLIANA gen. nov.—Typus: *bachholzi*.


\[ \text{Sphinx, Ploëtz (non Linné, 1758), *Sttt. Ent. Zeit.* xii. p. 76 (1880).}\]

\[ \text{Protoperne, Druce (non Burmeister, 1856), *Ent. Mo. Mag.* xix. p. 18 (1882).}\]

\[ \text{Meganoton, Kirby (non Boisduval, 1875), *Cat. Lep. Het.* i. p. 683 (1892).}\]

\[ \text{Phlegomimus, id. (non Hübner, 1822), *c. p. 688 (1892).}\]

\[ \text{♀♀. Tongue as long as, or shorter than, the body. Genal process about as high as pilifer. Segment 2 of palps as long as 1. Antenna with short hook, penultimate segment much shorter than high. First segment of foretarsus multi-spinose exteriorly at the base, as long as tibia, longer than segments 2 to 5 together, without obviously prolonged spines; midtarsus with reduced comb, segment 1 about one-third longer than tibia and than segments 2 to 5; hindtarsus twice as long as the cell of the hindwing, first segment 1 \frac{1}{4} \text{ to } 2 \text{ times the length of segments 2 to 5 together; spurs very long, apical one of hindtibia at least}\]
two-thirds of first tarsal segment; pulvilli and paronychia present, the latter without ventral lobe. SC and R of hindwing on a rather long stalk.

♂ Clasper with patch of friction-scales; no corresponding scales on inner side of the eighth tergite. Spurs longer than in ♀.

♀. Antenna somewhat grooved laterally, with distinctly prolonged seriate cilia.

Early stages not known.

_Hab._ Africa.

Two species.

Distinguishable from _Meganoton_ by the shorter hook of the antenna, the penultimate segment of which is shorter than high, the much shorter tongue, the longer and narrower second segment of the palps, the proportionally longer first protarsal segment, and the absence of the ventral flaps of the paronychia; from _Leucomonia_ by the absence of long claw-like spines from the first protarsal segment, the much longer tarsi and shorter tongue.

Key to the species:

Forewing without black discal streaks between R^3_ and M^1_ . . . . . . . . 18. _P. buchholzi_.

Forewing with black discal streaks between R^3_ and M^1_. . . . . . . . 19. _P. natalensis_.

18. _Poliana buchholzi_.


_Philothiontus lanheurea_, id., _loc._ p. 698, n. 8 (1892).

_Philothiontus weiglei_, id., _loc._ n. 9 (1892).

♂ ♀. Both sexes have a prominent spine (not thorn or claw) at the end of the foretibia exteriorly, which is wanting in _natalensis_. First segment of hindtarsus about 1½ times as long as 2 to 5 together. The upperside of the forewing has nearly the aspect of that of pale specimens of _Protoparce rustica_; the white stigma is conspicuous; there are no longitudinal black streaks between R^3_ and M^2_; antemedian area white, especially behind; a large median costal area centred by the stigma more or less olive or yellowish olive, this colour spreading distad to margin; three dentate discal lines, the interspace between the second and third more or less white.

♂. Long apical spur of hindtibia almost equal in length to the first tarsal segment. Tenth tergite not divided, dilated just before the end, which curves ventrad and is pointed, widened part convex above, feebly carinate, the carina extending to the tip, underside prismatically carinate; sternite nearly as long as the tergite in a side-view, narrowing to end, which is sinuate. Clasper almost of equal width from middle to end, apex rounded; there is a long patch of narrow, non-dentate, pointed (lanceolate) friction-scales, all short except the middle ones, which are strongly prolonged and stand upright, forming a long and high crest, which is very conspicuous; no friction-scales on the innerside of tergite 8; the inner surface of the clasper is deeply concave ventrally in middle. In this cavity
lies the harpe, which is comb-like, bearing at its upper edge several large pointed teeth, the apical tooth projecting from the cavity. Penis-sheath without external armature, but with a spiniforms flap inside.

♀. Eighth sternite long; vaginal orifice somewhat transverse, the edge somewhat raised, but without process.

*Hab.* West Africa, apparently very rare. Besides the three types of *bouch Holzi = lancehanna = weiglei* there exists in collections, to our knowledge, the following specimen only: 1♀ Mus. Roy. Bruxelles, from Karroongo, Stanley Falls, Upper Congo.


♀♀. The species has somewhat the appearance of very pale individuals of *Psilogramma menophron.* There are two black streaks on the disc of the forewing between R2 and M2. The first segment of the hindtarsus is about twice as long as the four other segments together.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite cleft to middle, the two halves close together, not separately movable as in *Psilogramma,* each half elongate, with parallel sides in a dorsal view, prismatically compressed, the underside convex, subcarinate, apex blunt in dorsal, sharp in lateral view: sternite broad, a little longer than broad, rounded at end. Clasper long, dorsal margin somewhat rounded, ventral margin shallowly sinuate; a narrow longitudinal stripe of friction-scales on the outer side, the scales large, broadly rounded at the end, not erect, dark wax-yellow with brown edges; harpe (Pl. XXXV. f. 18) with a single process, which is rather short, somewhat twisted, and truncate. Penis-sheath (Pl. XXVIII. f. 38) armed with a short, stout, conical tooth, which points sinistro-lateral.

♀ not dissected.

*Hab.* South and East Africa.

In the Tring Museum 1♂ from the Kikuyu Escarpment, British East Africa, January 1901 (W. Doherty); another from Natal.

The Kikuyu specimen is more variegated with brown than the southern individuals which we have seen.

Butler, *loc. cit.,* says: Our example bears a label by the collector bearing the following inscription: "*Acherontia spei* ♀. Only two ♀ specimens taken in 1857 (one of them lost). I have not observed that peculiar chirping noise; had they chirped I am sure I would have observed. Query, Does the ♂ only chirp, and the ♀ not?—W. *cigs.*" "I have not thought the MS. name applicable, and therefore have not used it."

The reader will have guessed, without being told, that *spec,* and not *spei,* is written on the label. However, if Butler mistook *spec,* for a manuscript name *spei* which he did not think applicable, why did he publish it?
IX. LEUCOMONIA gen. nov.—Typus : bethia.

Waterh., *Aid Identif. Ins.* ii. t. 140. f. 4 ( ® ) (1883).

**20. Leucomonia bethia.**

®. Antenna (♀) subcylindrical, not impressed, ciliae not prolonged ; hook (♂ ?) short, penultimate segment (and preceding ones) shorter than high. Eye not lashed. Tibiae not spiny ; foretibia and first segment of foretarsus rough with long scaling ; spines of row 2 of first protarsal segment prolonged, apical spines of the other segments also somewhat prolonged ; bristles of comb of midtarsus shorter than in *Meganoton*, the comb consisting also of fewer long bristles ; basal spines of third row of first hindtarsal segment little longer than the more distal ones ; hindtarsus not much longer than the cell of the hindwing ; pulvillus and paronychium present, the latter without venal flaps. D® of hindwing with a rather long spur proximally running out into the middle fold of the cell, which fold extends nearly to the base.

♂. Sexual armature similar to that of *Psilogramma*. Patch of friction-scales on clasper larger, comparatively shorter.

Early stages not known.

*Hub.* Australia.

One species.

®. Upperside of body and forewing and the whole underside almost uniformly white, forewing with a black, thin but prominent, oblique apical line which is almost straight. Hindwing blackish brown, grey-white in anal region.

♂. Tenth tergite deeply divided into two slender processes which lie close together ; sternite (Pl. XI. f. 12) broad and short, sinuate, the lobes broad and rounded. No free harpe. Penis-sheath with a short process similar to that of *Psilogramma menephron*.

♀. Vaginal plate with a small mesial sinns apically, proximal part of plate much folded transversely, the folds irregular, mouth of vagina antemedian, the postvaginal part of the plate somewhat convex mesially, slightly concave and sealed laterally, with the rounded disto-lateral margins somewhat raised.

*Hub.* Queensland and West Australia ; rather rare in collections.

In the Tring Museum 4 ♀♀ from : Queensland ; Derby District, West Australia.

A ♀ and 2 ♀♀ in the Dublin Museum.
X. PSILOGRAMMA gen. nov.—Typus: menephron.


*Aencreys* id., *ibid.* p. 225 (1858) (partim); id., *ibid.* xxxi. p. 36 (1864).


♂ ?. Antenna shorter than in *Meganoton*, hook shorter, penultimate segment about as long as high, the preceding ones shorter than high. Palptus differing from that of all the other species of the present subfamily in the second segment having a *naked* stripe over the inner surface (as prolongation of the naked stripe of the first segment). Labrum very little raised in middle. First segment of foretarsus somewhat longer than segments 2 to 4 together; comb of midtarsi well developed, that of hindtarsi as in *Meganoton*; long spur of midtibia about ½; the long apical one of hindtarsi nearly ½, the length of the respective first tarsal segment. Pulvillus and paronychia present, the latter with one lobe on each side.

♀. Clasper with patch of modified scales, the scales large, rounded, entire, multistriate; harpe vestigial (Pl. XXXV. f. 20), represented merely by a thickly scaled slight incresation of the ventral margin of the clasper; process of penis sheath short, forked. No friction-scales on the inner surface of eighth tergite.

♀. Antenna subcyindrical, ciliae not prolonged.

Larva: thoracic tergites with small conical tubercles, arranged in transverse rows; head minutely granulose all over, somewhat narrowing above; horn and anal segment very rough with conical tubercles, horn curving upwards, — shaped; dichromatic, one form green with white oblique stripes, the other with a broad brown dorsal band, constricted on each segment, beginning on the third thoracic segment, large lateral and ventral patches also brown.

Chrysalis with a long free tongue-case which is not recurved.

*Hab.* Oriental Region.—Only one species.

The genus is a development of *Meganoton*, being more specialised in the palpi and paronychia.

As will be seen from the above synonymy, the species has been treated under seven generic names. The reference to *Pseudosphinx*—proposed by Burmeister for a Sphingid belonging to another subfamily—is wild, to say the least.

21. PSILOGRAMMA menephron.


*Aencreys pinastri* var., *id.*, *ibid.* viii. p. 225, sub. n. 1 (1856).


*Sphinx abietorum* id., *ibid.* p. 198. n. 47 (1875) ;—*coll. Charles Oberthür*.


♂ ?. Variable in colour and size geographically and individually; in most localities there is a dark and a pale form. The various subspecies are not well-
defined. Cramer's figure is bad, the subapical white patch of the forewing is an exaggeration.

♂. Tenth tergite divided into two slender processes which lie close together, but are movable separately, they are curved (Pl. XXVI. f. 28, 29); sternite short and broad, the lobe broader than long, truncate-sinuate, the angles slightly produced, sides distally rounded-dilated. Patch of modified scales about three times as long as broad, deep brown except at edges (Pl. LVIII. f. 34). Process of penis-sheath (Pl. XXVIII. f. 31) very characteristic, sometimes distinctly asymmetrical. We have not noticed any difference in the sexual armature of ♂ ♂ from different localities. Head see Pl. LXI. f. 6, 7.

♀. Postvaginal portion of vaginal plate chitinised, smooth, scaled, halfmoon-shaped, somewhat truncate, the lateral margins elevated; vaginal cavity surrounded proximally and laterally by a wrinkled membranaceous ridge (Pl. XXII. f. 9).

_Hab._ Oriental Region: Ceylon to Japan, eastwards to New Caledonia.

Three subspecies:

_a._ _P._ _menephron_ _lifuense._


♀. The palest form, some specimens nearly all white on the thorax and forewing; the black discal streaks $\mathrm{L^3}$—$\mathrm{M^2}$ of the forewing thin, often partly or totally obsolete. The subspecies is variable; in the darker specimens the discal lines of the forewing are rather pronounced, and there is not distinct medio-costal brown area; in the paler individuals the markings, inclusive the proximal part of the apical black line, become indistinct.

_Hab._ Lifu, Loyalty Islands.

Fourteen specimens in the Tring Museum.

_b._ _P._ _menephron._


_Acyno piniaptere_ var. β. Walker, _l.c._ viii. p. 223. sub n. 1 (1856) (N. India).

_Sphina casuariae_ Moore, in Horsf. & Moore, Cat. Lep. Mus. E.I.C. i. p. 208. n. 618 (1857) (sub synon. _sou_ max. supervac.)


*Sphina oblonga_ Boisduval, Spec. Gén. Lép. Hét. i. p. 108. n. 47 (1875) (Himalaya;—coll. Oberthür); Snell, _Tijdschr. Ent._ xx. p. 2. n. 12 (1877) (Java); id., _l.c._ xxii. p. 64. n. 6 (1879) (S. Celebes);

Paget, _Iris_ iii. p. 2. n. 1 (1890) (Pahawan).

_Sphina casuariae_, Boisduval, _l.c._ p. 108. n. 49 (1875).
A very variable form as regards size and colour. The individual variability of this insect was not recognised by Butler, who bestowed no less than four names upon the differently coloured specimens, though the insect had already six names given to it. Besides these ten names (menephron, discistriga, casuarinace, emarginata, darius, abietina, rates, nebuloa, melanomera, macromera) there are two more, inereta and ahrendi, under which it has been referred to. An ample supply!

On the other hand, Sir George Hampson, knowing that menephron, or discistriga as he calls the species, showed a great amount of variability, considered nearly all the oriental Sphingids which have grey forewings marked with black as being individuals of one and the same species. Thus we find knocked together in Fauna Brit. India, Moths I. and IV., under the name of discistriga no less than five species belonging to four genera and to two tribes.

There are three principal types of aberrations: (a) a pale form (f. rates); (b) a pale form with conspicuous black medio-costal area on the forewing (f. casuarinar); and (c) a dark form (f. menephron).

The f. casuarinar is seems to be confined to Australia and New Guinea, where the brown form is very rare.

The mesonotum has sometimes two black dots; the forctarsal segments 2 to 5 are often dark brown. Very large specimens occur in the Bismarck Archipelago.

Larva and pupa see above.
Hab. China to Ceylon, eastwards to the Solomon Islands, more or less common. In the Tring Museum 180-odd specimens from a great number of localities: one caterpillar.

c. P. menephron increta.


♀. A pale form, not always distinguishable from the pale individuals of *m. menephron*. The forewing of a uniform grey colour, with the transverse lines more or less obliterated; the black oblique bar at the end of the cell, the apical half-wing, the costal markings midway between the two—the costal part of the discal lines—and the two discal streaks very prominent on the pale ground. In two of our specimens, without further indication of locality than Japan, those black markings are much enlarged, the two discal streaks being only separated by the vein, and the costal and apical markings being twice as heavy as in ordinary individuals.

Hab. Japan; Corea; China.

No dark form known from Japan, while in China *increta* merges into *menephron*. Common in Central and South Japan, not known from Yesso?

In the Tring Museum 80-odd specimens; 4 caterpillars.

XI. PEMBA gen. nov.—Typus: *distanti*.

♀. Tongue rather short, shorter than in *Psilogramma*. Pilifer with bristles. Palpus very slender, elongate, just visible from above, not dilated distally. Antenna shorter than cell of forewing. Foretibia armed with some long spines externo-laterally at and before end; midtibia with very few spines near the spurs; spurs long, long terminal one of hindtibia nearly as long as the first tarsal segment; first segment of foretarsus shorter than tibia, not quite the length of segments 2 to 4 together, with three external prominent spines; no midtarsal comb; pulvillus present, paronychium with one slender lobe at each side. SC₅ and R₅ of hindwing on a stalk, R₂ near lower angle of cell, D₂ very long, very oblique, slightly angled, D₅ shorter than D₂.

Tenth tergite deeply divided. Harpe vestigial. No friction-patch. Penis-sheath with a short bilobate process as in *Psilogramma*.

♀ and early stages not known.

Hab. Pemba I., East Africa.

One species.

Distinguished from *Psilogramma*, which it resembles most in the sexual armature, by the fore- and midtibia bearing some spines, in the absence of a
midtarsal comb, the slender palpus, etc. From Praedora it differs, besides the sexual armature, in the long spurs and the long cross-vein D² of the hindwing. The genus connects Praedora and Hoptistopus with Psilogramma, but does not show a trace of the peculiar naked stripe of the last, which is a specialisation not acquired by the common ancestor.

22. **Pemba distant** spec. nov.

♂. Whitish grey; a lateral spot on metanotum, a series of dorso-lateral spots at the apices of the abdominal segments, and a mesial line on the abdomen black.

Wings, *upperside.*—Forewing whitish grey like thorax; an indistinct costal spot at basal third, another in front of upper angle of cell, two very thin discal streaks R³—M², an oblique thin line from tip of SC¹ towards disc, and the fringe-dots at the end of the veins brownish black, a trace of a discal band beginning at costal margin before fork, convex down to M¹, then straight, another band parallel with this and proximal of it, beginning at the costal spot, interrupted between R¹ and M¹.—Hindwing unicolorous, very thin brown fringe-spots at the ends of the veins.

Underside grey, no markings excepting a short apical oblique line on forewing and the small fringe dots.

Tenth tergite (Pl. XXVII. f. 1, 2) divided as in Psilogramma menephron, but the two processes wider apart and more strongly curved downwards; sternite (Pl. XXVII. f. 3) very short, with a small round lobe at each side, mesially curved upwards, —shaped in an apical view. Clasper (Pl. XXXV. f. 25) long sole-shaped, the inner sheath, just above the triangular ventro-basal part which represents the harpe, raised into a low sharp ridge (*r*). Penis-funnel (P—F) a short half-cylinder, open above, the ventral edge curved downwards; penis-sheath (Pl. XXVIII. f. 32) with a two-pointed short process which projects laterad.

Length of forewing: 34 mm.

*Hab.* Pemba Island, East Africa; 1 ♂ in coll. W. L. Distant.

XII. **DOVANIA** gen. nov.—Typus: *poccióla.*

♂. Pilifer normal. Tongue well developed (length?). Eye lashed. Palpus roughly scaled like body and legs, obtuse. Antenna very strongly compressed, setiform, hook long and quite gradual; segments ventrally not quite touching one another (side-view). Spines of abdomen numerous and small. Tibiae not spinose; spurs long, almost equal in length, long terminal one of hindtibia about one-fourth shorter than the first tarsal segment; first segment of foretarsus short, little longer than second, with three stout external spines besides a smaller basal one; midtarsus without comb; pulvillus absent; paronymchin with one lobe on each side. Wings entire; cross-veins of hindwing strongly oblique, D² twice as long as D¹, this shorter than D¹; SC² and R¹ on a stalk.

Tenth tergite simple, narrow, sharply pointed; sternite much broader, shorter, truncate, with the angles rounded (Pl. LIX. f. 4). Clasper reduced, without friction-scales; harpe broad, concave, roundedly dilated dorsad at end; inner surface smooth,
dorsal and apical edges denticulate (Pl. LIX. f. 3). Penis-sheath somewhat curved, with a short conical horizontal apical tooth pointing dextro-laterad (Pl. LIX. f. 9).

♀ and early stages not known.


One species.

23. Dovania poecila spec. nov. (Pl. VI. f. 9, ♂).

♂. Black, with few white hair-scales. Antenna (except scaling) hazel colour. Abdomen with broad creamy buff rings, which are broadly interrupted above, widest laterally, and confined to the tergites.

Wings, upperside.—Forewing olive-black, with the black lines indistinct, traceable in consequence of the presence of bluish white scales in the interspaces; an area at lower angle of cell and extending on to disc without these scales; a triangular costal apical patch deeper black and continued backwards as a kind of submarginal band; an angle-shaped apical spot followed behind SC by a line, white; stigma ferruginous yellow; fringe with traces of white spots.—Hindwing ferruginous, base and abdominal margin black; fringe brown, with small white spots.

Underside: brown, both wings ferruginous on disc; this colour extending to distal margin except in front and behind; the two white markings near tip of forewing as above; hindwing with a bluish white postdiscal band, which is not well defined, and traces of some discal bands; there are also some bluish white scaling on the forewing in outer third.

Length of forewing: ♂, 36 mm.

Hub. District of Dowa, or Chiwere, Central Angoniiland.

1 ♂ in the Oxford Museum.

XIII. LOMOCYMA gen. nov.—Typus: oegrapha.


♂ ?. Antenna (♂) strongly compressed, the fasciculated ciliae long, ventral series not reaching mesial line, ultimate segment shorter than in Psilogramma, Meganoton and allied genera, the preceding ones all shorter than high. Eye lashed. Tibiae not spiny. First segment of foretarsus long-scaled, appearing inercessate, externally with 3 or 4 moderately prolonged and somewhat curved spines, externo-apical spine of second segment also prolonged; first segment of mid and hindtarsus much longer than the other segments together, and longer than the tibiae. Midtarsus with comb as in Meganoton; spines of row 3 of first segment of hindtarsus little prolonged basally, row 2 almost reaching base; spurs long, long apical one of hindtarsus about ½ the length of first tarsal segment; pulvillus and paronychium present, the latter with two flaps at each side. Distal margin of wings scalloped, fringe long.

♂. Clasper without patch of modified scales; penis-sheath without armature.

♀. Postvaginal part of vaginal plate chitinised, broadly rounded apically; mouth of vagina proximal, a thin membranaceous fold runs from side to side bordering the vaginal cavity proximally; antevaginal part of vaginal plate membranaceous.
Larva and chrysalis unknown.

_Hab._ Madagascar.

One species.

24. _Lomocyma oegrapha._

_Sphinx oegrapha_ Fabille, _l.c._ (1881) (Madag.).
_Hyloicus (?)_ oegrapha, Kirby, _Cat. Lep. Hett._ i. p. 694. n. 16 (1892) (Madag.).

♂ ?. The species bears a superficial resemblance to certain American_Hilophonota._

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite produced into a long, strongly curved, obtusely pointed, subcylindrical process; sternite very short, the lobe shorter than broad, truncate, angles very strongly rounded, distal margin mesially continuous with the under surface of the anal cone, sides somewhat turned upwards. Clasper small, sole-shaped, dorso-apical margin turned inwards, rough with long scaling; sub-dorsal fold high basally, ending abruptly; harpe produced into a single, long, slender, pointed, process, curved upwards, bearing a minute tooth on the distal side. Penis-sheath dorsally produced into a very short rounded lobe, directed distad; no tooth or hook.

_Hab._ Madagascar; apparently rare.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂, 1 ♀ from Madagascar, without more precise locality.

XIV. _OLIGOGRAPHA_ gen. nov.—_Type:_ _juniperi._


♂ ♀. Antenna thickest beyond middle, almost clubbed in ♀; end-segment not more than two and a half times as long as high, not produced into a bristle-like process, dorsally covered with long scales; no prolonged fasciculated ciliae in ♀, those of ♂ about half as long as the segment is broad dorsally. Tongue longer than the body. Pilifer normal, genal process triangular, as long as pilifer. Palps somewhat prominent, visible from above. Eyes lashed. Tibiae not spinose; first segment of foretarsus rather densely spinose externally, spines of first row a little longer than the others;midtarsus with comb, but the bristles of the comb not much longer than the ordinary spines; first segment of hindtarsus longer than segments 2 to 5 together, a little shorter than the tibia; spurs long, long apical one of hindtibia about ½ to ¾ the length of the first tarsal segment; pulvillus present, paronychium with one lobe on each side.

Larva and chrysalis not known.

_Hab._ S. E. Africa.

The end-segment of the antenna is comparatively very short, reminding one of the antennae of_Dolbina_ and allies.—A derivation from _Lomocyma._

25. _Oligographa juniperi._

_Sphinx juniperus_ (♀), Ménétries, _Enum. Corp. Anim._ Mus. _Petr._, _Lep._ p. 89. n. 1475 (1857) (loc. err.!).
XV. HOPLISTOPUS gen. nov.—Typus: penrici.

♂. Tongue about half the length of the body. Pilifer with bristles and a very few scales; genal process triangular, nearly reaching end of pilifer. Palps slender, visible from above, first segment with rough hairs. Antenna as long as cell of forewing, not strongly compressed, not higher than broad, distinctly incrassate distally, hook short, fasciculated ciliae of basal row of segments very short mesially, distal rows reaching about half way down to the mesial line. Scaling between antennae prolonged to a crest. Tibiae not spinose, longer than the respective first tarsal segment; first segment of foretarsus about twice as long as broad, armed with three stout spines, the apical one nearly as long as the segment, curved, second and third segments about equal in length, apical spines also prominent; midtarsus without comb; first segment of hindtarsus about as long as the four others together; long distal spur of hindtibia about one-third the first tarsal segment, the two pairs rather far apart; pulvillus and paronychium present, the latter with one lobe; abdominal spines very weak, none on sternites.

♂. Tenth abdominal segment strongly compressed, almost vertical at the sides, narrow, curved, obtuse, pointed, dilated ventrad, so that it appears truncate in side-view (Pl. XXVII. f. 9, 10); the sternite produced into a very long process, which is deeply divided into two long, slender, pointed lobes, which remind one of the tenth sternite of H. bigastri. Clasper rounded sole-shaped; harpe (Pl. XXXV. f. 21) very short, dilated dorsad into a dentate lobe. Penis-sheath without armature.

♀. Unknown.
Larva and chrysalis unknown.

Hub. South-West and South Africa.
Two species.*

* Two more African genera of this group see Appendix.

♂. Body and wings smoky grey above and below, very uniform in colour. Scaling of antenna greyish white. Abdomen with two rows of black patches laterally, the patches not very distinct.

Wings, *above.*—Forewing: on disc a series of very thin black streaks between veins, the series ending in the oblique apical line, similar but shorter streaks upon the veins at end; there is a faint indication of discal and postdiscal transverse lines not far from inner angle, and also an indication of a grey submarginal band; fringe paler between veins, the nerve-dots ill-defined.—Hindwing unicolorous, fringe white, with minute smoky grey dots.

*Underside* without markings, long hairs of cell of forewing paler grey, nerve spots of fringe better defined than above.

Length of forewing: 24 mm.

*Hab.* Munyendi River, Angola, April 1900 (*Penrice*), 1 ♂ in *Mus. Tring*.

A second ♂, with scarcely any markings, in *Mus. Stockholm* from *Damaraland*.

27. *Hoplistopus butti* spec. nov. (Pl. V. f.16, ♂).

♂. Structurally the same as *penricei*, the two insects being perhaps only cospecific subspecies. Body and wings whitish grey, far paler than in *penricei*; mesothoracic tegula with black upper edge; abdomen with one series of black spots, which is dorso-lateral, or there is a second row of spots below the first.

Forewing *above*: a line in cell and one or more lines on discs between the veins black; an oblique black apical stripe; two parallel lines on disc, S-shaped, feebly marked, followed distally before inner margin by a linear patch representing a third line.

*Hab.* Beaufort West, Cape Colony.

3 ♂, all imperfect, in the Tring Museum, collected by Mrs. Butti.

XVI. PRAEDORA gen. nov.—*Typus*: *marshalli*.

♂. Differs from *Hoplistopus* in the following points:—

Palpus rather more prominent; fore- and multibia *spinosa*; foretibia with some long blunt apical spines, terminal spine more than a third the length of the tibia; first segment of foretarsus as long as 2 to 4 together; spurs spinose; long terminal one of hindtibia a little longer than half the first tarsal segment.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite very strongly compressed, carinate above, vertical at the sides, curved, pointed, evenly narrowed; lobe of sternite rounded-triangular, very obtuse, nearly as long as tergite; clasper narrow, sole-shaped, long-scaled outside, dorsal margin curved inward mesially, subdorsal fold of inner surface high, inner surface beset with small tubercles ventrally and distally; harpe (Pl. XXXV. f. 19) ending in a gradually narrowed ventro-distal process, which is curved inward and upward distally. Penis-sheath without armature.

♀. Antenna sub-andromorphic, with long seriated ciliae. Vaginal plate (Pl. XXI. f. 12) sinuate, the edge rugate.

Larva and chrysalis unknown.

*Hab.* East Africa.

Two species.
28. Praedora marshalli spec. nov. (Pl. V. f. 16, ♂).

♂. Body above brownish grey, collar with an almost white thin transverse line, sides of mesothoracic tegula brownish black; abdomen with a series of small mesial dots and a lateral longitudinal band which are brownish black, two widely separate rows of dorsal dots whitish and not strongly marked; underside grey, palps brown at side.

Wings, above.—Forewing: grey, some antemedian lines undulating, curving costad, two distal lines, the external one more distinct, S-shaped, a postdiscal, more or less zigzag, line, more distinct in front, some submarginal angle-shaped spots, pointing distad, more or less joined to the post-discal line, and a distinct lunule SC³—R¹, all brownish black; stigma white, edged with black; fringe brown, with heavy whitish grey spots.—Hindwing: pale greyish brown, darker distally, fringe as on forewing.

Underside brownish grey, both wings with traces of two discal lines.

Length of forewing: ♂, 20 mm.

Hab. South-East Africa.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂ from Umtali, Mashonaland (G. A. K. Marshall), received from the British Museum, where there are several specimens from the same place, as well as 2 ♂♂ from N'Gami (F. D. Lugard).

29. Praedora plagiata spec. nov. (Pl. XII. f. 9, ♀).

♀. Pilifer without scales, only with bristles. Foretibia shorter than first dorsal segment, with two apical spines, one dorsal, long, curved, the other exter no-lateral, shorter, besides a few short spines concealed under the rather rough scaling (midtarsus and hindleg not preserved). Antenna short, slender (tip broken). SC⁷ and R¹ of hindwing from a point, not stalked; head tufted; occiput and underside of thorax blackish brown, edge of pronotum and middle of mesonotum greyish white; abdominal tergites wood-brown, paler at the edges, with vestiges of three rows of brown spots or interrupted bands, one row dorsal, the other lateral; underside clayish grey, without black patches.

Wings in tint similar to the body. Upperside.—Forewing: grey, with a faint pinkish tone; a large brownish black middle patch, narrowing behind, extending from base of M¹ well upon disc, widest at costal margin, where it becomes paler in middle, continued to inner margin by two discal lines; antemedian and subbasal brown lines ill-defined, three in number, the second and third heavier marked at the costal margin; beyond the patch there is an indistinct discal line bordered with buff distally, a still more indistinct, zigzag, postdiscal line, some geminate veins, dots, indicating the submarginal line, and an obliquely longitudinal dash ending at the tip of SC⁷, where it is preceded by a small black angle-shaped mark: fringe chequered brown and white.—Hindwing greyish brown, palest at base, without markings: fringe white with brown dots.

Underside: cinnamon bistre brown, base a little paler, disc of both wings crossed by three very indistinct parallel lines.

Vaginal plate (Pl. XXI. f. 12) sinuate, the edge produced into a broad rounded lobe at each side; subcarinate mesially, obliquely wrinkled proximally, the wrinkles occupying a triangular mesial space.

Length of forewing: ♀, 29 mm.

Early stages unknown.

Hab. Region of M'Tala, Tanganyika (Guillemé), 1 ♀ in coll. Charles Oberthür,

♂. Pulvillus narrow; lobe of paronychium very slender, short. Body greyish white, with some clayish scales here and there; abdomen appearing ringed with clay-colour owing to grease.

Wings, *upperside.*—Forewing greyish white; costal margin slightly concave as in preceding; markings clay-colour; an antemedian band of two lines, curved costal in front, between it and base traces of three lines, indicated at costal margin by three spots; a trace of a white stigma just outside antemedian band; a broader discal band, proximally convex and distally concave between veins, consisting of two lines with the interspace filled in; between this band and outer margin a double line, the inner one vestigial, slightly accentuated by vein-dots; the outer one distinct, consisting of half-moons which are convex distally; a submarginal line of vein-dots; fringe clay-colour, with small greyish white intervenular spots.—Hindwing pale clay-colour, with a vestige of deeper coloured submarginal band, which becomes a little more distinct in a side-view.

*Underside grey,* shaded with clay-colour, distal margins more greyish white.—Forewing with three faint parallel discal lines, evenly curved, not dentate, distances between lower angle of cell, first line, third line, and distal margin about the same.—Hindwing also with three lines, the first just in front of apex of cell, abbreviated, the second about 1½ mm. outside lower angle of cell, the third at R3 a little nearer cell than distal margin.

Length of forewing: ♂, 20 mm.

*Hub.* Naitpold Mountains, near Ikutna, Brit. E. Africa.

One ♂ in the Tring Museum, received from Messrs. Staudinger & Bang-Haas.

XVII. COCyiTIUS.—Typus: *antaeus.*

*Sphac.* Cramer (non Linné, 1758), **Pap. Exc. i.** p. 124 (1775).


*Phalacrognathus* id., *Ex. (type: eludicis).*

*Amphimoea* Foey, **Cent. Lep. t. 4** (1832) (type: *amphimoea*).


*Anostrogynthus* Wallengren, **Ope, Sc. Vet. Ar. Haand.** xv. p. 138 (1858) (type: *antaeus*).

♂ ?. Differs from *Protopancre* and *Amphimoea* in the third segment of the palpus being prolonged into a pointed, conical, naked horn. Paronychium with two lobes on each side. The third row of spines on all or only on the distal segments of the foretarsus of the ♂ developed into a comb. Antennal segments of ♂ without basal rows of prolonged ciliae.

Spines of abdominal tergites heavy, conical, those of the 7th resp. 8th segment long; no spines or only vestiges of such on the sternites. Mesonotum as a rule with two white dots, mostly covered by the upper edges of the mesothoracic tegula. The scales in the middle of the abdominal tergites raised into more or less conspicuous tufts or crests. The first segment of the foretarsus with numerous short spines at the outsides; in the ♂ the 3rd row dense on segments 1 to 5, or 2 to 5, or 3 to 5, and the spines directed laterad, and somewhat curved, forming a peculiar kind of comb (Pl. I.XIV. f. 6, 9, 10); the spines of rows 1, 2 and 4 of segments 2 to 5, and of rows 2 and 4 of segment 1 few in number,
the apical spines often alone representing these rows, *C. duponchel* being the most advanced species in the development of this tarsal armature; in the ♂ the spination more normal, the spines of row 3 not or less obviously directed lateral, and rows 1, 2, and 4 always present, though the number of spines is generally smaller than in row 3, segment 1 excepted.

The transparent spaces on the disc of the hindwing are the result of the obliteration of the lower layer of scales and of the modification into hair-scales of the scales of the upper layer: this development is vestigial in *elucentius* and *beelzebuth*, which do not possess the large transparent spaces; a similar development is observable on the forewings, where the scales in the proximal half or two-thirds of cells *R*-M are half erect in several species and, especially on the under surface, reduced in size.

**Larva**: clothed with fine hairs; head narrowing above, subtriangular; horn granulose, curving downward; one or more white side-bands.—*Food*: Anonaceae.

**Pupa**: tongue-case free, either spirally recurved (*elucentius*), or not recurved with the end resting against the breast, prominently ringed; mesonotum with two patches of rough tubercles, abdominal segments 2 to 8, or 2 to 7 with a long, transverse, basal patch of the same rough structure; a short tuberculated ridge behind the first stigma at the anterior edge of the mesonotum, cremaster acuminate, ending in two points.

**Hab.** Tropical and subtropical America, occasionally farther north as a straggler. Five species.

The genus contains the largest Sphingids. Its species have the longest tongue, measuring in large *elucentius* about 25 mm. (Smith, in *Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc.* x.v. p. 132 (1888) curiously states that the tongue slightly exceeds the tip of the abdomen in length).

Key to the species:

a. Hindwing without transparent discal interspaces

Hindwing with transparent discal interspaces

b. Abdomen with five yellow spots

Abdomen with three yellow spots

c. Transparent spaces distally indented between the veins

Transparent spaces not indented between the veins

d. Postdiscal line of forewing crossing *SC* nearer apex of wing than upper angle of cell; forewing of ♂ with white apical patch and other white markings; ♀ more uniform in colour, black streaks *R*-M not very prominent on account of the dark ground colour of the wing

Postdiscal line crossing *SC* midway between apex of wing and upper angle of cell, or nearer cell; forewing similar in the sexes, paler than in *antaeus*, discal streaks *R*-M prominent; no obvious white markings, besides stigma

33. *C. duponchel*.

35. *C. lucifer*.
Pupa known of three species:

a. Tongue-case spirally rolled up
   Tongue-case not spirally rolled up

b. Abdomen without patch of tubercles upon
   segment 8 upon the 8th segment

C. cluentius, C. dupanecl. , C. antaeus.

31. Cocytius cluentius.

Merian, Ins. Surinam. t. 3 (1765) (larva, pupa).

Sphix cluentius Cramer, Pap. Ex. i. p. 124. t. 78. f. 81 (1775) (Ind. occ.); id., le. n. p. 43. t. 126.


Macrosetia cluentius, Walker, List Lep. Ins. B. M. viii. p. 200. n. 3 (1856) (Brazil; Rio de Janeiro);
St. Domingo; Surinam); Herr.-Sch., Corresp. Bl. p. 59 (1865) (Cuba).


q 9. The pattern of the forewing reminds one of Dilophonota; cellules R₃—M₂ almost normally scaled, the multideterminate scales being dense also near cell; the disc of the hindwing has no transparent spaces, the modification of the scales to hairs not being completed on either side; the scales of the upperside much narrower than those of the underside. Legs slenderer than in the other species of Cocyxius. Scaling of pronotum prolonged to two tufts or crests; mesial tufts of abdomen seldom distinct, represented by vestigial short carinae. Base of hindwing black; yellow subbasal area completely separated into three patches.

c. Foretibia as long as, midtibia about 1 mm., and hindtibia about 2 mm. longer than, the respective first tarsal segment. Foretarsus with comb on segments 3 to 5, segments 1 and 2 with one internal row of spines, which is more or less incomplete; the external row of segment 2 is irregular, the apical spine prolonged; the other segments have very few spines, mostly apical, representing rows 1, 2, 4, first segment nearly twice as long as the second, segments 2 to 5 together half as long again as the first. Clasper comparatively small for a species of this genus; harpe with a flat, rather short, obliquely rounded, process (Pl. XXXVII. f. 8), which is densely hairy at upper apical margin and bears on the external side (towards the clasper) a series of sharp, recurved, marginal teeth (Pl. XXXVII. f. 9); above the base of the harpe there is a strongly chitinised fold which is clothed with long and more or less horizontal bristles. The penis-funnel is prolonged (Pl. XXXVII. f. 8), somewhat bone-shaped in a lateral view, dilated and truncate at end, ventrally open, this opening elongate lyre-shaped; the penis-sheath is very slender and apically produced into an obtuse flat lobe which appears pointed in a side-view, and is gently curved; no teeth. Tenth tergite (Pl. XXVII. f. 35) comparatively
short, suddenly curved downward at apical third, somewhat dilated before this
hook, tip slightly spatulate (Pl. XXVII, f. 36); sternite membranaceous, without
a lobe, differing in this respect from all the other species of Coctius, as well as from
the species of Protoparce.

♀. Spination of foretarsus almost normal, row 3 of segment 5 dense. Pro-
portional length of tibiae and first tarsal segments as in ♂; first segment of
foretarsus as long as segments 2 to 5 together, these being much shorter than
in ♂. Vaginal plate (Pl. XIX, f. 8) very much less chitinised than in the other
species of Coctius, being for the most part membranaceous and almost regularly
folded, the lateral edges are stronger; there is a longitudinal mesial groove from
the month of the vagina backwards; within this groove we find a red-like, smooth,
glossy, strongly chitinised, carina, which vanishes near the distal margin of the
plate; at each side of the vaginal aperture there is a stronger chitinised oblique
short fold.

Larva with seven white oblique stripes, which meet on the back, but do not
extend laterally below the middle.— Food: Annona.

Pupa: tongue-case rolled in, making 2½ windings, not strongly ringed, almost
smooth towards apex; eye more prominent than in antaeus; mesonotal and
abdominal rough patches similar to those of antaeus, first abdominal tergite more
roughly grooved at the base than in antaeus, eighth segment without patch, only
with some dispersed punctures; cremaster narrower than in antaeus.

*Lab. Tropical America from Mexico to Southern Brazil; West Indies.

In the Tring Museum one chrysalis, and 6 ♂♂, 18 ♀♀ from: Jalapa, Mexico;
Bogota; Aroa and Merida, Venezuela; Brit. Guiana; Minas Geraes; Rio de
Janeiro; Jamaica.

32. Coctius beelzebuth.

Oberthür); Schaus, Ent. News vi. p. 141 (1895) (synonymy).

Amphrys godarti Boisduval, l.c. p. 5, f. 1 (1875) (lapse, cal.).

Amphrys ricularius, Druce (now Butler, 1875), Biol. Centr. Amer., Lép. Het. i. p. 18, n. 3 f. 3, f. 4
(1881) (partim; Chontales, Nicaragua, Chiriqui).

Coctius beelzebuth, Kirby, Cat. Lép. Het. i. p. 686, n. 4 (1892) (Lab. 2).

Coctius godarti, Rothschild, Nov. Zool., i. p. 91 (1894); Bönningh., Iris xii. p. 114, n. 14 (1899)
(Rio de Janeiro).

♂♀. Owing to an error in the letterpress of Boisduval's Plate V., where the
present species is named godarti instead of beelzebuth, the names of beelzebuth and
godarti have several times been misapplied.—The basal and submarginal areas
of the forewing are greener than in any other species of Coctius, and there is
a green patch distally and costally of the stigma; the scaling in cellule M1—M2
is, on the underside, less dense than elsewhere on the wing, the scales of the upper
layer being hair-like; that cellule is, therefore, somewhat transparent, except
towards margin; a similar process of reduction is going on in cellule R2—M1; the
hindwing has no transparent patches, but vestiges of such are noticeable between
R2 and M2 close to cell proximally of the band of yellow discal spots. Foretarsus
with the comb of spines on segments 2 to 5 in ♂, the comb much less conspicuous
in ♀, the spines being in this sex more normal in position and direction, pointing
more distal than in ♂. Midtibia a little longer than (♂), or as long as (♀),
hindtibia as long as (♂), or a little longer than (♀), respective first tarsal segments.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite (Pl. XXVII, f. 43. 44) elongate, widest in middle,
slightly hooked, pointed, longitudinally impressed from tip to middle on the ventral side (Pl. XXVII. f. 44), the edges of the groove notched, ending proximally in a tooth-like ridge, before which (at proximal side) there is a larger number of hairs; sternite with a long, curved, mesial lobe, which is gradually narrowed to a point (Xe), the subdorsolateral edge of the sternite is somewhat recurved, forming a fold which bears some hairs. The clasper is not larger than in lucifer, differing obviously in size from that of antennae and duponchel; harpe ventrally produced into a distal process, somewhat as in Amphimoea walkeri, this process slightly spatulate, the upper edge of the harpe not dentate, but proximally divided into two low ridges (Pl. XXXVII. f. 10): there is no conspicuous dense tuft of bristles on the harpe or near it. Penis-sheath produced into an apical lobe (the tip of which is broken off in the only 9 dissected); there is no tooth; before end we find another lobe (Pl. XXIX. f. 10) which points proximal, but does not project beyond edge; the sheath protrudes from a short penis-funnel, which is collar-like, open ventrally, clothed with minute hairs, and bears dorsally a strongly chitinised that process which narrows distally and is truncate-sinuate at the end.

♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XIX. f. 9) resembling that of 4 lucifer to a certain extent; the opening of the vagina is free, the proximal and lateral edges raised in a semicircle; behind the aperture, within the semicircular wall, stands a fold or elongate tubercle at each side; the aperture is less distal in position than in lucifer, but much more distal than in antennae.

Larva and chrysalis not known.

Hab. Nicaragua to Rio de Janeiro, probably in all suitable localities in tropical continental America.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♀ from Espiritu Santo, and 1 ♀ and 1 ? without locality (from German dealers).

33. Coeytius duponchel.


Macrosita duponchel, Herrich-Sch., Correspond. R. p. 59 (1865) (Cuba).


*Amphimoea gabrielli (!), Boisduval, loc. n. 5 (1875) (Cuba, ♀); Druce, Brod. Centr. Amer., Lep. Hét. i. p. 17. n. 1 (1881) (Chiriqui, Haiti; Jamaica; Cuba; Trinidad); Pitt. & Bioîâ, Lep. Hét. Costa Rica p. 11 (1897).


Coeiytius gabrielli (!), id. loc. n. 8 (1892) (Antilles); Rothschild, Nov. Zool., i. p. 541 (1894) (Aroa);

Bonningh., Ites xxii. p. 113. n. 12 (1899) (Rio de Janeiro; rare).


♀ ?. The commonest species of the genus. We cannot find any difference between West Indian and Continental specimens. The black discal dashes R3—R4 of the forewing are not prominent. The dirty white stigma is transverse, kidney-shaped. The transparent space R1—R2 of the hindwing is, at R1, shorter than the black marginal border is broad.
♂. All the segments of the foretarsi have the second internal row of spines developed into a many-toothed comb; the other rows of spines are reduced; the first segment has only the external row inclusive of the numerous additional exo-lateral, irregularly placed, spines; the second and fourth rows are indicated by one or two spines apically; the second segment with a few external spines representing row I, the third segment with still less spines, fourth and fifth segments with only the comb, and at apex a single spine as a remnant of row I; first segment very much shorter than tibia, little longer than the second, very faintly curved. First segments of mid- and hindtarsi as long as the respective tibia. Tenth abdominal segment similar to that of *Bucifer*; the sternite much broader and also shorter. Clasper very large; its dorso-apical margin strongly curved inwards; harpe an elongate triangular process (Pl. XXXVII. f. 5) curved upwards at end, pointed, sharply dentate along its subventral edge, and also at the upper edge near apex; a large tuft of long and strong bristles at the upper edge near the base of the process. Penis-sheath (Pl. XIX. f. 14) armed at end with a long, horizontal, slightly curved tooth, which bears another smaller tooth at the proximal side.

♀. The comb of spines on the foretarsi is not well marked, the spines of the second internal row being directed distad, as in the case of an ordinary tarsus; but these spines are rather close together, and the comb-like arrangement becomes more apparent on the distal segments; all four rows present on all the segments; first segment almost as long as the tibia, nearly twice the length of the second segment. First segments of mid- and hindtarsi about 1½ mm. longer than the respective tibia. Vaginal plate broad, the slanting lateral edges somewhat recurved (Pl. XIX. f. 6), forming a low ridge; mouth of vagina beyond middle, armed proximally at each side with a triangular flat lobe, the apex of which is more or less rounded. The forewing is rather prominently marked with white; there is a white, generally conspicuous, dash distally of stigma.

**Larva not known.** Pupa: tongue-sheath much shorter than in the other species (*cluentius, antaeus*), only 12 mm. long from the base in a straight line to the end, ringed as in *antaeus*, the underside smooth; abdominal patches as in *cluentius*, eighth segment without one, all the patches narrower in middle than towards sides.

**Hab.** Neotropical Region inclusive of the West Indies.

Poey, when describing this species, said: "J'ai suivi MM. Latreille et Godart (Enc. méth.) dans l'usage de ne point écrire les noms propres au génitif."

In the Tring Museum 1 papa, 130 odd specimens from: Jamaica; Cuba; Mexico, southward to Bolivia and southern Brazil.

### 34. Cocytius antaeus.


Amphomyr jatrophiue, Boisdurval, Spec. Géa. Lép. Het., i. 64, n. 3 (1875) (Am. mer.: Antilles).

We do not believe that Cramer's hypopus is based on anything else but a specimen of antaeus with the abdomen of eluentus, the posterior spots of which were bleached to white; the bad drawing of the hindwing suggests that the specimen was mutilated.

♂. Cellule M₁—M² of forewing semitransparent, the scaling not being dense and the scales of the upper layer being hair-like on the under surface, the black dash in this cellule, therefore, more or less obliterated; the dash R²—M¹ heavier, but the modification of the scaling also here apparent; the buffish white subbasal line, which is separated into a costal, a more distal cellular, and a postcellular portion, differs from the same line of duponchel in the posterior portion being more distal and standing at right angles to M, this portion being in fact a little farther from the base than the costal one, while in duponchel the reverse is the case; the postdiscal line more curved than in duponchel. The transparent spaces of the hindwing are long, space R¹—R² being obviously longer than the brown border of the wing is broad; the spaces are incised distally, the brown border being more or less strongly dentate between the veins; cellule M³—(SM¹) anteriorly more or less semitransparent. Underside often rather conspicuously washed with ochre yellow.

♂. Foretibia very little, midtibia obviously, longer and hindtibia a little shorter, than the respective first tarsal segments; anterior tarsus as in duponchel, but the first segment possesses only the external spines, the comb being but represented by one or two apical spines, the other segments with a few more spines than in duponchel. Tenth abdominal tergite (Pl. XXVII. f. 41. 42) somewhat bi-arcuate in side-view, apex pointing downward and distal, more or less acute, long; sternite similar to that of lucifer, but the sides more parallel and the apex rounded-truncate. Clasper large; harpe with a strong subcylindrical process, which is rather club-shaped, being dilated at end, the distal part heavily dentate; above the harpe near the base of the clasper is a high fold (Pl. XXXVII. f. 6) beset with numerous long bristles. The penis-funnel is represented by a kind of collar-shaped fold, which is open ventrally and is clothed with minute hairs; penis-sheath (Pl. XXIX. f. 15) with one small tooth before end.

♀. Foretarsus with all four rows of spines present, comb of second segment not so regular as in ♂, and the spines directed more distal; foretibia little longer, mid- and hindtibia 1 to 2 mm. longer, than the respective first tarsal segment. Vaginal plate very large, strongly chitinised also apically, but with few or no scales (Pl. XIX. f. 5), subtruncate, lateral edges incrassate or recurved; mouth of vagina free, with the edge not so much raised as in lucifer and beetzebuth, more proximal in position than in any other species, being much nearer the base than the apex. Specimens that have copulated bear generally a high longitudinal crest of a whitish substance on the vaginal plate.

Larva greyish green, one broad white oblique stripe ending at the horn; stigmata yellow; no green oblique side-bands on segments 4 to 11.—Food: Anona, not Jatropha.
Pupa: long and rather slender (length 90 mm.), eighth abdominal tergite with divided patch of tubercles.

Hab. Neotropical Region, including the Antilles and Florida, occasionally farther north.
a. *C. antaeus medor.*


*Sphinx hyalognis* Cramer, *Pop. Er.* ii. p. 31. t. 118. f. a (1777) (Surinam; artefact!).


*Sphinx hyalognis* (1), id., *loc.*


*Amphione* (!) *jatrophae*, Boisduval, *Cos. Lep. Guatemala* p. 75 (1870) ("Linné" as author!).


*Amphione* *tapanaya* Moore, *Proc. Liverpool* Soc. xxxvii. p. 245. t. 7. f. 1 (1.) (1883) (Brazil, E. D. Jones).


*Coytius* *medor*, Kirby, *i.e.* p. 686. n. 1 (1822) (Mexico; S. Amer.).

*Coytius* hyalognis, id., *i.e.* n. 2 (1822) (Surinam); Roths., *Nov. Zool.* i. p. 91 (1894) (= medor).

*Coytius* antaeus, Kirby, *i.e.* n. 3 (1892) (partim); Bonningh., *Ir. xii.* p. 113. n. 11 (1899) (Rio de Janeiro; larva). *Coytius* *tapanaya*, Kirby, *i.e.* p. 687. n. 9 (1892).


♂♀. The continental form. Darker than the following, the forewing more variegated; the black markings more prominent; the yellow patch of the hindwing deeper sinuate as a rule.

*Hab.* Florida to South Brazil.

In the Tring Museum 1 *pupa*, and 12 ♀♂, 30 ♀♀ from: Mexico; Costa Rica; Venezuela, etc.

b. *C. antaeus antaeus.*

*Sphinx* *antaeus* Drury, *i.e.*


*Macrostilo* *antaeus* (!), Herrich-Sch., *Corresp.* Bl. p. 59 (1865) (Cuba).


*Coytius* *antaeus*, Kirby, *i.e.* n. 3 (1892) (syn. partim; Antilles); Roths., *i.e.*

The insular form. The differences between this and the preceding subspecies are by no means constant.

*Hab.* Antilles.

In the Tring Museum 13 ♀♂, 2 ♀♀ from: Jamaica; Nassau, Bahamas (Sir G. Carter).

35. *Coytius lucifer* spec. nov.


*Coytius* *rivularis*, Kirby, *Cat. Lep. Het.* i. p. 686. n. 6 (1892) (partim); Roths., *Nov. Zool.* i. p. 91 (1894); id., *i.e.* p. 541 (1894) (Areca).

The ♀ of *rivularis* described before the ♀ by Butler, *i.e.*, belongs to *C. dupancheli*. The insect erroneously identified by Boisduval as Walker’s *morgani*, and described by him as such, *i.e.*, is the present species.
♀. The brownish black markings of thorax and forewing prominent on the greyish green ground. The discal streaks R\textsuperscript{3}–M\textsuperscript{2} of the forewing, though often thin, are both well marked. The markings of the upperside, the marginal area of the hindwing, and the undersides of the wings are often more or less walnut-brown. The mesial line of the abdomen is mostly prominent, sometimes faint, or widely interrupted. Both sexes with comb of spines on segments 2 to 5 of foretarsus. Foretibia a little longer than first segment of foretarsus, this segment about twice the length of the second. Midtibia barely 1 mm., hindtibia \(2\frac{3}{4}\) to 3 mm., shorter than the respective first tarsal segment.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite (Pl. XXVII. f. 37, 38, 39, 40) prismatically compressed, carinate below, slightly convex above, rounded-dilated distally, the apex a little curved ventral, with three broad and short teeth (Pl. XXVII. f. 39), of which the middle one is the shortest; ventral surface with long bristles forming a beard before apex; sternite flat, slightly convex ventrally, sole-shaped (Pl. XXVII. f. 40). Clasper smaller than in \textit{duponchel}; harpe (Pl. XXXVII. f. 7) with long curved process, which is somewhat ladle-shaped, and is sharply dentate distally at lower and upper edges, dorsal side of harpe densely clothed with bristles, a patch of very long bristles dorsally of base of harpe. Penis-sheath with two small teeth before the end (Pl. XXIX. f. 13), the upper one of them minute.

♀. The vaginal plate (Pl. XIX. f. 7) less broad than in \textit{duponchel}, the mouth of the vagina subapical, the edge of the opening raised, but there is no special armature.

Early stages unknown.

\textit{Hab.} Neotropical Region, exclusive of the Antilles.

In the Tring Museum 9 ♀♂, 9 ♀♀ from: Jalapa (type); Orizaba; British Honduras; Costa Rica (Underwood); Rio Dagna, Colombia (Rosenberg): Acre, Venezuela.

XVIII. AMPHIMOEA gen. nov.—\textit{Typus; walkeri}.


♀♀. A connecting link between \textit{Protoparce} and \textit{Coeytius}. Terminal surface of palpus more square, and the third segment little more prominent, than in \textit{Protoparce}. ♀ without the peculiar comb of spines on the foretarsus found in \textit{Coeytius}, ♀ with prolonged ciliae at base of antennal segments. Paronychium with \textit{two} lobes on each side. Abdomen with four yellowish dorsal stripes; yellow lateral patches of segment 3 and following longitudinal. Disc of hindwing semitransparent.

Larva and chrysalis are probably those figured as \textit{jatrophæ} by Burmeister (see below).

\textit{Hab.} Tropical Continental America.

The only species agrees in most characters with \textit{Coeytius}, but differs remarkably in the third segment of the palpus not being prolonged to a naked horn. It does not fit into \textit{Coeytius}, nor can it be placed into \textit{Protoparce}. 
36. Amphimoea walkeri.


♀. Body buff yellow beneath; ventral scales of second segment of palpi very long, mostly buff yellow. Proportional length of tibiae and first tarsal segments nearly as in *Coeltytis lucifer.*

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite (PL XXVII. f. 33) strongly compressed, carinate above, apex suddenly curved downwards; sternite very short, reminding one in size and position of that of *Protoparce trimaculata*, the lobe shorter than broad, truncate (PL XXVII. f. 34), with the angles rounded. Casper not exaggerated in size, as it is in *Coeltytis duponchel;* harpe (PL XXXVII. f. 11) resembling that of *Protoparce oches*, with a curved ventral process and a flat dentate upper ridge, no tuft of long bristles upon or near the harpe. Penis-sheath (PL XXIX. f. 16) armed with two small teeth, one near the end, the other more proximal.

♀. Vaginal plate (PL XIX. f. 19) laterally recurved, forming rather prominent ridges, mesially convex; the mouth of the vagina subapical.

_Hab._ Tropical Continental America, from Nicaragua to Southern Brazil, probably occurring farther north.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂♂, 3 ♀♀ from: Pambilar, Ecuador; British Guiana; Surinam; San Leopoldina, S. Brazil.

In coll. Charles Oberthür a fine series from St. Rosa, Colombia; Guiana; and Petropolis. In the Museum at Bern from Para (Goeldi).

The pupa figured as that of _C. antecus_ (=*jatropha*) by Burmeister, _Deser. Rép._ Argent. v. Atlas t. 11. f. 1. 5a. a6 (1879), and which we received from St. Catharina is, we believe, that of _J. walkeri_, as it differs remarkably from the pupae of _cluentius, duponchel_, and _antecus_, which are contained in the Tring Museum. It might possibly be that of _C. lucifer_ (=*ricularis* auct.), but we expect the pupae of _lucifer_ to possess the peculiar rough patches found in the other species, and not met with in the chrysalis figured by Burmeister. This chrysalis is shorter and thicker than that of _antecus_; the tongue-case is longer and evenly curved, while in _antecus_ it is nearly straight before the clubbed end; the rings are high and extend to the middle carina on the underside, while in the pupae of _Coeltytis_ the underside has no rings, they extend also closer to the end of the free tongue-case, and each ring is laterally (as well as dorsally and ventrally) interrupted. The rough patch behind the thoracical stigma is indicated, but there are no rough patches either on the metanotum or on the abdomen. The cremaster is broad, rounded, terminating in two subapical and two apical points.

The larva and chrysalis figured by Merian, _Ins. Surin._ t. 28, belong possibly to this species; the chrysalis is certainly not that of _duponchel_, and it is much too short for _antecus_, though it has, like _antecus_, the tongue-case subapically straightened.

The larva figured by Burmeister agrees with that of Merian t. 38 in having dark green lateral bands besides the posterior white band which ends at the base of the horn. It lives on *Jatropha._ The excrements are small.
XIX. PROTOPARCE.—Typus: *rustica.*


*Hyloicus* id., *Verc.*, *bebr. Schm.,* p. 138 (1822) (partim); *type: pinnatistri.*

*Acherontia*, id., *l.c.* p. 139 (1822) (partim).

*Corystus* id., *lebr. p.* 140. (1822) (partim); *type: anthiculus.*

*Phleogonthina* Le., p. 140 (1822) (partim); *type: cheloniis.*

*Protoparce* id., Burmeister, *Schm. Bros. p.* 6 (1855) (type: *rustica*).


*Syzygia* id., *l.c.* p. 189 (1865) (type: *afflicta*).

♂♀. Tongue as long as the body or longer. Genal process nearly reaching end of pilifer. Labrum raised mesially into a rounded tubercle, truncate in front. End-segment of antenna long, thin, clothed with long dispersed and half erect scales. Palpus large, terminal surface in a plane with frouns, segment 3 minute, 2 shorter but somewhat broader than 1. Eye large, feebly or not at all lashed. Tibiae without spines.* First segment of midtarsus with a comb of long bristles near base; first segment of anterior tarsus with a number of spines at base exteriorly, besides the usual external row, some of the spines of the segment long in a number of species. Spurs unequal, long terminal one of hindtibia varying in the different species from one-half to three-quarters the length of the first tarsal segment. Mesonotum with a short double crest of scales in many species. Pulvillus present or absent; paronymphium always present, with one lobe on each side.

♂. Antenna in some species (*carolina, dilacida, afflicta*, etc.) obviously longer and thicker than in others (*lacetius, peteniae*, etc.); segments laterally impressed, ciliae of basal row short ventrally, the distal row of ciliae not extending to the ventral surface. Tenth tergite slender, more or less slightly hook-shaped, dorsally impressed in middle proximally, ventrally subcarinate before end, with dispersed erect or suberect hairs, tip pointed or slightly sinuate; tenth sternite with a mesial lobe which varies in length in the genus, the lobe often canoe-shaped, with the end truncate or sinuate. Penis-sheath armed at or before end with a prominent, triangular, compressed, more or less horizontal tooth, which is sometimes replaced by one or two small ones; three minutely granulose, membraneaceus, compressed lobes in the interior of the sheath (*Pl. XXIX. f.* 21). The clasper is sole-shaped; its upper margin dilated before end and turned inward in all species except *lefeburei*; the inner surface is densely clothed with stiff hairs, which point dorsal and proximad; harpe normally with a ventral, more or less horizontal, hook, and a large dentate process or ridge lying more or less flat on the inner surface of the clasper. In one species (*rustica*) the ventral hook alone is preserved; in others (*ochius, lefeburei, peteniae*) the dentate part is reduced in size, while in others again (*forestan, sesquiplex, trimacula*, etc., etc.) there is no ventral hook; the harpe of *dulica (= garleppi*) stands intermediate between the second and third harpe-form. In all species there is a conspicuous patch of suberect scales (generally white) at the base of the dentate lobe of the harpe, *rustica* without such a lobe being alone an exception.

♀. The antennal segments are not, or very feebly, impressed laterally; the basal ciliae are sometimes slightly prolonge{d (this is especially the case in

*P. quinquemaculatus* alone has a few spines at the tip of the forestibia.
The eighth abdominal tergite is feebly sinuate, or rounded-truncate; the sternite strongly chitinous, forming a glabrous postvaginal plate. The vaginal aperture is covered in front by a broad chitinous lobe of variable length; there is a transverse ridge at the base of the lobe where the intersegmental membrane joins the vaginal armature; chitin-plate of seventh sternite rather short, rounded at end, or sinuate, the distal part of the sternite membranous or semimembranous.

Larva: cylindrical, head rounded, not obviously narrowed above; horn simply curving downward, granulose; segments 4 to 11 with oblique side-bands (except in albipyla). Not known of many species.—Food: Solanaceae.

Pupa: tongue-case free, curved, the tip nearly touching the breast.

Hab. America, from the North to the South, most plentiful in the tropics.

Thirty species.

Attempts have been made by several authors to divide the assemblage of species here united under Protoparce into a number of genera. We have vainly endeavoured to find reliable characters to distinguish generically such different-looking insects as rustica, ochus, lefeburei, brontes, florestan, sexta, etc., etc. It is true the species do not agree in all respects. Yes, there are even groups of closer allied species in Protoparce as conceived by us; but the differences between these groups disappear, the gaps are filled up by intergrade forms, when all the species are compared. Some species have a larger and more prominent head than others, some have longer antennae, larger or more obviously lashed eyes, or long and strong spines on the foretarsus, or possess very long spurs, or mesial tufts of half-erect scales on the abdomen, or similar tufts at the apical edges of the tergites; many have yellow abdominal patches, and many have none; there may be a large pulvillus in one species, and a near relative may be without such a pad. Not one of these characters can be relied upon in splitting up the genus Protoparce into several definable genera, which contain at the same time the species which are nearly related to one another. It is only possible to define such "genera" as Dilalia and Syzygia, if one disregards the intergrade forms altogether.

We emphasize that the presence or absence of a pulvillus, though a very convenient character for the separation of the species in a key, cannot serve as a basis for the division of the genus into two natural groups.

The genus is essentially tropical; two species extend far into the southern temperate zone (sexta, peteniae), two into the northern temperature zone (sexta, quinquemaculatus). It represents the stock from which several genera of the Nearctic region have originated. There are two very interesting points to be observed in this respect:

1. The similarity between the genera Atrensa, Chlaenogramma, Daremna, and some species of Protoparce (rustica, florestan), in pattern and structure is so close that one can scarcely fail to recognise the near relationship of these insects.

2. The distinguishing characters of those offshoots from Protoparce—i.e., from ancestral forms which would fit into Protoparce as conceived by us—are essentially negative, consisting of differences which are the outcome of a progressive reduction of organs. It is very interesting to follow this reduction of organs as it goes on and on in the assemblage of genera placed here between Protoparce and Ellema. The several series into which these genera arrange themselves demonstrate clearly, by the close connection still existing between the genera of each series, that the direction of development is from the forms with developed organs to those with reduced organs; that Protoparce is not the heterogenous product of a convergent
development of offshoots from Duratoma, Ateus, Chlaenogramma, etc., etc., but
that these genera are derivations from a common stock similar to Protoparce,
possessing a long tongue, a pulvillus, a paronychium, a frenulum, a midtarsal comb
and unarmed tibiae. The pulvillus disappears already among Protoparce. The
loss or reduction of one or the other of these organs is accompanied in most cases
by the appearance of spines on the tibiae, beginning with the foretibia. With
the reduction of the tongue goes hand in hand a shortening of the tongue-case
of the chrysalis, the projecting "nose" disappearing finally. In the present group
the pulvillus is the first to be lost, and then the paronychium; while in the tribe
Sphinguliac, the forms with a short terminal antennal segment, the paronychium
is lost in one genus, while the pulvillus is still there.

The distinguishing characters of the species of Protoparce are often not very
pronounced, especially as regards the pattern of the wings and body. In several
instances we have not been able to separate two species with certainty except by
the help of the genital armature. On the other hand there are species, quite
distinct in pattern and certainly not forms of the same species, which show no
differences in the sexual organs. The opinion held by many entomologists that
different species are always different in the genital armature is quite erroneous.
The best instance to repudiate that assumption—it is, of course, nothing else but
an assumption—is that of Chlaenogramma jasminaceum and Protoparce florestan,
which, though generically distinct, have nevertheless exactly the same genital
armature in both sexes.

Key to the species:

a. Claw-segment without pulvillus  . . . b.
   with "  . . . q.

b. Forewing without complete lines, for
   the greater part clayish tawny
   ochraceous like thorax . . . . . 49. P. ochus.
   Forewing without transverse lines
   except a postdiscal one; for the
   greater part greyish white . . . . 45. P. leucoptera.
   Forewing with numerous transverse
   lines; greyish brown, yellowish,
   or olive . . . . . e.

c. Second abdominal segment without
   yellow side-patch . . . . . 51. P. stuarti.
   Second abdominal segment with yellow
   side-patch . . . . . d.

d. Abdomen with more than three
   yellow side-patches . . . . . c.
   Abdomen with three yellow side-
   patches . . . . . m.
   Abdomen without yellow side-patches . . . . . r.

e. White spots of fringe of forewing mere
   dots, very much smaller than the
   brown portions of the fringe; thorax olive, or olive-green; fore-
   tibia not armed . . . . . f.
As before, but thorax ashy grey; foretibia with some spines at tip.
White spots of fringe ashy grey, about the same size as the brown portions

f. White dorsal dots of abdomen small or absent; forewing with large black median costal area
White dorsal dots of abdomen conspicuous; forewing without large black median costal area

g. Forewing above greenish grey; hindwing above with two distinct whitish bands
Forewing above not greenish grey; hindwing above with three or four whitish bands

h. Forewing above pale grey (ground colour); abdomen with two widely separated rows of white dorsal dots
Forewing above in various brown shades; abdomen with the white dots close together on each segment, or without such dots

i. Forewing above with a pale submarginal line which is parallel to outer margin, is not zigzag, and does not extend to apex of wing.
The submarginal line zigzag

j. Forewing with five large sericeous black discal patches which are sharply marked; spots of fringe and heavy submarginal line pale buff; sides of mesothoracic tegula creamy buff, very sharply contrasting with the broad black mesial stripe of the tegula.
Forewing more uniform in colour; black discal patches smaller and less prominent, the dark area formed by them distally less concave between C and R
submarginal line whitish grey; lateral border of tegula less pale, black streak narrower

k. Underside of abdomen shaded with brown; sexual armature see Pl. XXXVI. f. 3; Pl. XXIX. f. 27
Underside of abdomen not shaded with brown; sexual armature see Pl. XXXVI. f. 2; Pl. XXIX. f. 26.

Pale lateral stripe of thorax and pale markings of forewing more whitish grey; sexual armature see Pl. XXXVI. f. 10.

l. Sexual armature (Pl. XXXIX f. 6, 7)

m. A triangular white space in front of stigma.

n. First segment of foretarsus with four large spines externally.

o. Forewing above with white apical patch bordered behind by the oblique black apical line.

p. Forewing above whitish grey.

q. Forewing above whitish grey with a blackish brown band running obliquely from costal margin across end of cell to apex of M1.

r. Abdomen with three large yellow side-patches.

s. A white triangular space in front of stigma of forewing.

47. *P. scutata.*

48. *P. tucamana.*

49. *P. petuniae.*

50. *P. occulta.*

51. *P. albiplaga.*

52. *P. dilacida.*

53. *P. rustica.*

54. *P. sesquiplex.*

55. *P. muscosa.*

56. *P. lefeburei.*

57. *P. trimacula.*

58. *P. mandonicoidea.*

59. *P. leucosina.*

60. *P. corallina.*

61. *P. dilacida.*

62. *P. sesquiplex.*

63. *P. muscosa.*

64. *P. lefeburei.*

65. *P. crocuta.*
Basal third of hindwing not grey, and not sharply contrasting with brown outer two-thirds

e. Ground colour of body and wings creamy buff; no white stigma on forewing; no black line on thorax
Ground colour more whitish grey; forewing with white stigma

v. 65. *P. bergi*

w. 58. *P. brontes*

x. 62. *P. lichenca*

Forewing more uniform in colour, much less white, oblique apical line not broadly bordered with white in front

64. *P. lanuginosa*

37. **Protoparce sexta**


b. Second segment of palpus as broad as long, rounded ventrally. Antenna long, stout in c, hook rather short. Foretibia short and broad, a little longer than first tarsal segment, which bears externally four large spines, besides some small
ones; the foretarsus is somewhat longer in ♀ than in ♂, and has more small external subdorsal spines. Mid- and hindtibiae as long as the respective first tarsal segments. Spines of abdominal sternites weak.

♂. Tenth tergite of abdomen somewhat dilated before end, which is strongly convex above, apex sinuate (PI. XXVII. f. 16, distal view); side-margins of sternite dilated before end, curved upward, the dilated triangular portions leaning towards each other; tip of sternite rounded; harpe with a long ventral pointed process, which is slightly curved (PI. XXXVI. f. 4, 5, 6), and a broad upper process or lobe which lies on the surface of the elasmer is more or less triangular, and has the apical and dorsal margins dentate; the size of this lobe is variable. Penis-sheath with a short, broad, acute, terminal tooth as in *petuniaceae.*

♀. Plate of seventh abdominal sternite about as broad at base as long, truncate. Antevaginal lobe broad, obtuse, rounded triangular, with the indication of a mesial sinns, concave proximally as a rule, the impression bordered proximally at each side by an oblique low ridge or fold, which is sometimes very inconspicuous.

Larva with oblique lateral bands. Tongue-case of pupa straight, reaching about halfway to end of wing-cases.—Food-plants: *Solanaceae.*

*Hab.* America.

We can distinguish four geographical forms:

\[
\text{P. sexta} \begin{cases} 
\text{jamaicensis from the West Indies: Jamaica, Haiti, Cuba, Bahamas; } \\
\text{caestri from Chili; } \\
\text{paphus from Costa Rica to Argentina; } \\
\text{sexta from Canada to Honduras; } \\
\text{jamaicensis from Costa Rica to Argentina; } \\
\end{cases}
\]

The differences between these forms are very slight, caestri alone being fairly constant and more easily recognisable.

\(a. \text{ P. sexta jamaicensis.}\)

Browne, Hist. Jamaicæ p. 438. t. 43. f. 7 (1756).

*Sphinx carolinæ* Aur. vetust. (partim); Walk., List Lep. Inc. B. M. viii. p. 216. n. 4 (1856) (partim);

Luc. in Sagra, Hist. Cuba vii. p. 296 (1856); Herr.-Sch., Correspond. Ill. iii. p. 59 (1855) (Cuba);


*Protoparce jamaicensis* id., le. p. 608. n. 12 (1877) (Jamaica:—Mus. Brit.).


♂ ♀. Differs from *sexta* *sexta* in being duller in colour, in the forewing being generally more russet, and the hindwing more brown. The difference is not constant.

♂. Dentine lobe of harpe as broad as in the northern continental form *sexta.*

Larva with the black dots proximally of the side-bands not quite so distinct as in *sexta,* sometimes absent (in our Jamaica larvae).

*Hab.* West Indies: Jamaica, Haiti, Cuba, Bahamas.

In the Tring Museum some larvae and 16 ♀♂ 19 ♀♀ from: Jamaica; Haiti; Nassau, Bahamas (Sir G. Carter).
(69)

b. P. sexta sexta.

*Sphinx sexta* Johansson, l.c.


*Marcia* (Sphinx) _quinque-maculata_, Mann, *Psyche* ii. p. 75 (1877) (partim; descr. of larva).


? The white submarginal zigzag line of the forewing is, as a rule, very pronounced. The black bands of the hindwing vary in width, and the middle ones also in position, the white interspaces are often as much shaded with blackish brown as in _jamaicensis_, from which some Central American specimens are not distinguishable.

? Dentate lobe of harpe broad (Pl. XXXVI. f. 4); but in one of our Orizaba individuals (f. 6) it is as narrow as in the South American _paphus_.

Larva: the side-bands bordered by a row of black transverse dots. Mexican specimens not described; ? if identical with North American.

Hab. Canada (rarely, straggler) to Honduras, westward to the Pacific.

Boisduval's _lycopersici_ is based on specimens from California with the white markings of the foregoing prominent. Our Californian examples are not different from most of the eastern individuals.

In the Tring Museum a series of larvae and pupae, and 50 odd specimens from Canada, the United States, Mexico.

d. P. sexta _paphus._

Merian, *Ins. Surin.* t. 57 (1705) (i., p. i.).


*Phlegethonius paphus*, Hübner, *Verz. bek. Schr.* p. 140. n. 1504 (1822); *Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hist.* i. p. 692. n. 39 (1892); *Bonningh., Iris* xii. p. 110. n. 3 (1890) (Rio de Jan.).
Sphinx cestri (3), Boisduval, l.c. p. 72. n. 4 (1875) (partim; Paraguay).
*Sphinx violacea* id., l.c. p. 73. n. 7 (1875) (Colombia; —coll. Charles Oberthür).
*Sphinx tabaci* id., l.c. p. 78. n. 10 (1875) (partim; Paraguay; —coll. Charles Oberthür).


Protoparce jamaicensis, Druce, l.c. p. 21. n. 4 (1883) (partim; Chiriqui, Panama); id., l.c. Suppl. p. 315 (1896); Pitt & Böll, l.c. (1897) (San José).

Phlegethontius scita, Kirby, l.c. p. 688. n. 13 (1892) (partim).

Phlegethontius nicotianae, id., l.c. p. 688. n. 24 (1892) (Colombia).

Phlegethontius grayi, id., l.c. n. 26 (1892) (Venezuela).


σ ?. White submarginal line of forewing less prominent than in the preceding form; white bands of hind purer white. Ground colour of forewing variable, sometimes as pale as in *cestri*. Size also obviously variable.

ι. Dentate lobe of harpe narrow (Pl. XXXVI. f. 5).

Larva without lines of black dots.

Böninghausen, l.c., remarks that the North American *carolina* does not occur in tropical South America, but is found again in Rio Grande do Sul; he records, however, *papillus* from Rio de Janeiro, which is the same species. Such apparent anomalies in the distribution of species as the one mentioned by Böninghausen disappear in most cases on closer examination, not being founded on fact, but on the mistaken identity or specific distinctness, as the case may be, of geographical races of the same species.

*Hab.* Costa Rica to Argentina.

In the Tring Museum 80 odd specimens from various places, also a series of caterpillars.

*P. scita caestri.*

*Sphinx cestri* Blanchard, in Gay, Hist. Chili, vii. p. 52. t. 5. f. 9 (1854) (fig. nota; Chile).
*Sphinx tabaci* Boisduval, l.c. p. 78. n. 10 (1875) (partim; —Chile; —coll. Charles Oberthür).


Protoparce caestri, Calv.-Bartl., Cat. Lep. Chile p. 12 n. 90 (1886) (= erychonus); Kirby, l.c. p. 689 n. 21 (1892).

Protoparce tabaci, Kirby, l.c. n. 32 (1892).

ι. A small and very pale form. The white submarginal line of the forewing is vestigial or absent, the black discal line rather prominent on the pale ground. The white dorsal dots of the abdomen are conspicuous. Sexual armature as in *papillus*.

*Hab.* Chile.


38. Protoparce afflicta.

*Sphinx papillus* (3), Herrich-Schäffer, Corresp. Bl. iii. p. 50 (1865) (Cuba).


♂ ♀. A close relative of sexta. Antenna long, very stout in ♀. Proportional length of tibiae and tarsi as in sexta; first segment of foretarsus with four stout spines externally and a number of small ones, which are more numerous at base; no pulvillae.

♂. Sexual armature essentially as in sexta, dentate lobe of harpe narrower (Pl. XXXVI. fig. 7).

♀. The antevaginal lobe a little broader and shorter than in sexta, the oblique ridges on its proximal surface as in sexta.

Larva green, with paler green side-bands and two pale dorsal lines; stigmata white.

Hub. Cuba and (according to Boisdruval) Haiti; Amazonas.

In the Tring Museum from: Cuba, 1 ♀, ex coll. Felder; 1 ♀, ex coll. Felder, probably also from Cuba: Manaos, 1 ♀ (received from Herr Frühstorfer); no locality, 2 ♀♂, 2 ♀♀ (received from French and German dealers), probably S. American continent; 1 ♀ from Nassau, Bahamas (Sir G. Carter).

It is not possible to say without a better material than we have examined whether the insular and continental specimens exhibit any constant differences.


Phyteuthonius celatus Hübner, Samml. Ex. Schu. ii. i. 377 (1824?).

♂ ♀. Differs from all the other species of Protoparce in the foretibia bearing some spines at the end. Smith, Trans. Am. Ent. Soc. xv. p. 164 (1883), makes the erroneous statement that the foretibiae are armed with spines in Protoparce carolina and rustica.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite (Pl. XXVII. f. 23, 24) prismatically compressed, pointed, hooked; sternite similar to that of Protoparce lucetius, hannibal, sexta, etc., elongate, obliquely truncate in side-view, lateral margin turned upwards before apex. Clasper as in P. sexta and allies; harpe (Pl. XXXVI. f. 15) with a patch of erect scales, outline nearly as in P. stuarti and ochus, feebly dentate at distal margin, ventrally produced into a short process. Penis-sheath with an apical tooth (Pl. XXIX. f. 27), the conical tooth pointing dextero-laterad and a little distal.

♀. Vaginal plate large, distal part triangular; a fold or ridge runs from the vaginal aperture towards each side (Pl. XX. f. 6).

Larva similar to that of P. sexta, covered with numerous small pale dots, a pale infra-stigmatal, longitudinal, interrupted band, no black transverse lines in the grooves. Very variable in colour, green, brown, black.—Food: Solanaceae, especially tomato and potato.

Pupa: tongue-case longer than in P. sexta, reaching beyond the tip of the antenna-case, much more arched.

Hub. Nearctic Region, southward to Mexico; Sandwich Islands.

Two subspecies:
a. *P. quinquemaculatus* blackburni.


♂ ♀. The series of white triangular postdiscal spots on the upper side of the forewing extending to the costal margin.

Not different in structure from the Neartic form.

Larva described by Blackburn, *l.c.*: it agrees apparently perfectly with the Neartic larva.

*Hub.* Sandwich Islands: Honolulu, Qahu.

♂ ♀ 1 ♀ in the British Museum.

b. *P. quinquemaculatus* quinquemaculatus.


*Phyletaeonanthus celeus* Hubner, *l.c.*; Fern., *Sphinx, N. Eng.* p. 33. n. 12 (1886); Grote, *Hawk Moth*, *N. Am.* p. 40 (1886); Edw., *Bull. U. St. Nat. Mus.* xxxv. p. 46 (1889) (liter. rel. to transf.);


*M. sphinx* (Sph.) *earolitus*, Mann, *Psyche* ii. p. 73 (1877) (partim; descr. of *l.* by Scudder).

*Sphinx maculata* (!), Grote, *Pupilio* iii. p. 110 (1883) (err. typ.).


♂ ♀. The series of greyish white postdiscal triangular spots of the upper side of the forewing abbreviated costally.

*Hub.* United States, from the Atlantic to the Pacific; Canada; southward to Mexico.
The larva described in *Psyche* 11. p. 73 as *carolina* and generally referred to that species is the larva of *quinquemaculatus*, while the description of the larva named there on p. 75 *Macrosigma* (*Sphinx*) *quinquemaculatus* fits the larva of *P. sexta (= carolina)*.

In the Tring Museum several larvae, and 70 odd specimens from various places of the United States and from Mexico.

40. Protoparce dilucida.


♀♂. Antenna long and, in ♂, thick in comparison to the size of the species. First segment of foretarsus externally with four very strong spines and a few smaller ones; long spur of terminal pair of hindtibia three-quarters the length of the first tarsal segment. The number of yellow lateral patches to the abdomen not constant, there being normally 4 such spots, seldom 3 only. No palvillus.

♂. Tenth tergite of the general form of that of the allied species, more compressed, distinctly raised mesially; the lateral edge of the sternite turned upward close to the apex. Clasper elongate sole-shaped, dorso-apical margin bent inward; harpe peculiar, having only a single process, which is rounded at end and dentate at the upper margin (Pl. XXXVI. f. 8). Tooth of penis-sheath long, apical, distinctly turned upward, nearly as in *musciosa*.

♀. Eighth abdominal tergite mesially concave, appearing sinuate apically, with the stronger chitinised sides somewhat prominent. Antevaginal lobe long, triangular, apex rounded, oblique basal ridges continuous mesially, not high, standing almost at right angles to one another, the point of the angle being, however, strongly rounded.

Larva and chrysalis unknown.

*Hab.* Mexico to Honduras.

In the Tring Museum 16 ♀♂, 3 ♀♀ from: Cordoba, Mexico; Brit. Honduras; Honduras.

41. Protoparce luctetus.


♀♂. The slaty black sericeous patches on the upper side of the forewing are very pronounced and form, together with a patch in the cell, a large semicircle
filled up with black scaling; this area contrasts in many specimens strongly with the paler, russet, basal and distal areas. The discal and postdiscal lines are, near R3, less curved than in petuniae, but more so than in sexta. The white dots of the fringe encroach sometimes on the wing, being slightly enlarged basal; they are often barely indicated and sometimes quite absent. Antenna obviously slenderer than in sexta, slightly thinner than in petuniae. First segment of foretarsus, as in petuniae, with four long and several small spines exteriorly. No pulvillus.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite rather broad, flattened above before the convex end, which is hooked and pointed, and here somewhat rounded-dilated laterally: sternite rounded at end, similar in shape to that of petuniae, but the turned-up portion of the lateral margin more proximal, the narrowed apex therefore longer. Clasper rather broadly sole-shaped, ventral margin strongly oblique in distal half; harpe (Pl. XXXIX. f. 3, 4): ventral process rather obviously hooked, the tip curving basal; dentate process large, extending to near, or even a little beyond, dorsal edge of clasper, sickle-shaped, twisted at the end, this narrowed end-part not constant in size and dentition. Tooth of penis-sheath triangular, horizontal, rather shorter than in petuniae.

♀. Eighth abdominal tergite not sinuate, mesially not obviously impressed; sides more strongly chitinised than disc. Vaginal armature similar to that of ovata, but the antevaginal lobe shorter.

Larva: with six side-bands according to Peter's figure (I.e.); correct? this species?

Pupa: tongue-case recurved, its end resting against the underside of the sheath near the base (Peters, I.e.).

Boisduval's description of the larva and pupa, I.e., does not agree with Peter's figures.

Hab. Costa Rica to Buenos Ayres.

Two subspecies:

a. P. lucetius nubila subsp. nov.

♂. Forewing more elongate than in the following subspecies, basal and discal areas much less russet, the black postdiscal line less curved; brown bands of the underside of the hindwing feebler marked.

♂. End of tenth abdominal tergite a little less convex and less hooked. Clasper shorter, ventro-distally more oblique; harpe much nearer the end of the clasper (Pl. XXXIX. f. 3), the dentate lobe more strongly rounded, and apically narrower.

♀. Vaginal armature: antevaginal lobe short (not sinuate), the oblique proximal ridges strongly turned frontal, almost in a plane with the lobe (Pl. XX. f. 5).

Larva and pupa not known.

Length of forewing: デザ, 40 mm.: .setTag, 43 to 44 mm.

Hab. Costa Rica, 1デザ, 2 ♂. We have some doubts about the correctness of the locality.

The difference in the length of the clasper and in the position of the harpe between this and the following form is very remarkable; as we have only one individual of the ♂ sex, we do not know whether the difference is constant.
b. *P. lucetius lucetius.*

*Sphinx lucetius* Stoll, *i.e.*


*Phegetontus contracta* ?, Böninghausen, *Iris* xii. p. 111. n. 6 (1898) (Petropolis).


*Phegetontus panaquire* ( ), Kirby, *Cat. Lep. Hét.* i. p. 689. n. 25 (1892) ( "Buenos Ayres" ex ver.).

♂ ♂. This form varies obviously in size and colour. The forewing is in some specimens more elongate than in others; the marginal dots are liable to obliteration; the base and disc are not seldom strongly washed with russet, in which case the medio-costal black area is very prominent. The abdominal tergites are occasionally edged with white. In three of our ♂♂ from S. Brazil the harpe extends a little beyond the dorsal edge of the clasper, while in a fourth it reaches just to the edge.

We have only one ♀ from Cayenne; it is apparently slightly faded; its forewing is greyer in tone than in the southern specimens. Still more greyish olive are two males (our only ones) from Chanchamayo, Peru; in these the white fringe-dots are very conspicuous, the harpe is rather narrower and at the apex not twisted. There is possibly a northern and a southern subspecies in South America.

In a large ♀ from Argentina—no special locality is given—with black fringe to the forewing, the black antemedian line of the hindwing is connected with the double discal line only along (SM); another ♀, from Buenos Ayres, has the forewing much suffused with black; a specimen from Minas Geraês has no fringe-spots, which are also absent in the specimens described as *panaquire* from Salta.

As the insect is not rare in southern Brazil it should not be difficult to find out whether Peter's figures of the larva and pupa are correct.

*Hab. Surinam ; Peru; Brazil; Argentina.

In the Tring Museum 11 ♂♂, 13 ♀♀ from: Chanchamayo, Peru; Cayenne; Minas Geraês, February (Kennedy); Nova Friburgo; Santa Catherina; Sao Paulo; Buenos Ayres; Salta, N.W. Argentina.

Besides the before-mentioned Salta specimen which we received from the author of *panaquire*, Dr. Berg sent us for comparison a "type" specimen of *panaquire*. We do not find these individuals different from some of our *lucetius* specimens from Brazil.

42. *Protoparce petuniae.*


Stoll's rough figure of *lucetius* bears some resemblance to this species, but represents undoubtedly the preceding insect named *contracta* by Butler. Boisduval (*i.e.*) described under *lucetius* both the present species and *lucetius*, we believe, while he considered the form from the Province of Rio de Janeiro as distinct, naming it *petuniae*; the Argentinian subspecies, which is the most easily recognisable one, he treated as a variety of *petuniae*, and again as a separate species under the name of *costei*. Other authors have scarcely been more successful in dealing with the present species and its relatives, and that is not to be wondered at, since these species do not exhibit very striking external differences.

♂ ♀. Antenna shorter and slenderer than in *sexta*. Discal and postdiscal lines of upperside of forewing rather strongly angled near R3, much less evenly carved than in *sexta*; the black and the buffish white spots of the fringe nearly equal
in size. Abdomen without distinct white geminate dorsal dots. Armature of foretarsus similar to that of *ajfricta*. No pulvillus.

♂. Tenth tergite pointed, not sinuate; sternite (Pl. XXVII. f. 19. 29) obtusely pointed, lateral margins curved upward, obliquely truncate distally. Clasper elongate sole-shaped, distal portion of dorsal margin dilated and curved inward; harpe with a ventral, acute, rather long, conical process; the dentate lobe individually variable, dorsally truncate, distal angle acute or rounded, dentition often vestigial (Pl. XXXIX. f. 6. 7). Penis-sheath with a single apical tooth, which is almost horizontal, pointing very feebly distad (Pl. XXIX. f. 24).

♀. Eighth tergite of abdomen truncate with the angles rounded, mesially with a triangular impression. Antevaginal lobe (Pl. XX. f. 4) broad, transverse, apical margin slightly, and angles strongly rounded, structure of surface variable; oblique ridges low, widely separate proximally (Pl. XX. f. 4). Plate of seventh sternite obviously sinuate at apex.

Larva green, with seven white oblique bands which extend over two segments; horn little curved, with small granules.

*Hab.* Neotropical Region.

We distinguish three subspecies:

\[ \text{diffissa} \text{ from Argentina and Paraguay.} \]

\[ \text{petuniae} \text{ from Sta. Catharina to Minas Geraes.} \]

\[ \text{tropicalis} \text{ from the countries north and east of the province of Minas Geraes as far north as Colombia.} \]

\[ a. \text{ P. petuniae diffissa.} \]


*Sphinx petuniae var.*, Boisduval, *l.c. p. 74. sub n. 5. t. 5. f. 2 (♀) (1875) (Buenos Ayres).


♂ ♀. A small pale southern form. The black postdiscal line of the forewing strongly marked, while the white submarginal zigzag line is not prominent, being generally barely indicated; the lines are sometimes all obsolescent, except the black postdiscal one.

Larva with 7 white lateral bands; stigmata white, three blue dots near each.

*Hab.* Argentina, common as larva on *Cestrum*; Paraguay.

In the Tring Museum 8 ♂ ♂, 8 ♀ ♀ from Argentina.

\[ b. \text{ P. petuniae petuniae.} \]


*Phlegethontius diffissa*, Kirby, *l.c. p. 689. n. 22 (1892) (partim).


♂ ♀. The forewing on the whole more russet than in the tropical form; the ground colour variable, there occurring darker and paler specimens.

Larva: according to Peters' figure with 7 side-bands which have dark (red) borders (correct?).
Hab. Southern Brazil as far north as the province of Minas Geraes.

In the Tring Museum 5 ♂♂, 12 ♀♀ from: Santa Catharina; Rio de Janeiro; Minas Geraes, February (Kennedy).

c. *P. petuniae tropicalis* subsp. nov.

Phleganthis lacetins, Rothschild (non Cramer, 1780), Nov. Zool. i. p. 541 (1894) (Arex).

♂♀. The common tropical form differs from typical *petuniae* in having a darker —less yellowish—forewing. The ground colour of the forewing is, however, variable, some individuals being decidedly more russet than others, though not so pale as *pet. petuniae*. The anterior part of the disc of the forewing is sometimes rather black, contrasting with the paler basal and posterior region.

Larva and pupa not described.

Hab. Tropical South America from Minas Geraes to Colombia; not in the Central and Pacific parts of the Andes, except Ecuador and Colombia.

In the Tring Museum 45 specimens from: Brit. Guiana (type ♂); Venezuela; Colombia; Ecuador.

43. *Protoparce occultia* sp. nov.


Protoparce petuniae, Druce (non Boisduval, 1875), Le. Suppl. p. 315 (1896) (partim; Jalapa).

♂♀. A very puzzling species, which we cannot distinguish from *P. petuniae tropicalis* except by the sexual organs. There is nothing constant in the pattern and colour of the wings and body by which the two insects can be separated. The only difference which we can find is the slightly greater width of the wings in *occulta*. In a good many specimens of *occulta* the brownish black bands on the underside of the hindwing are farther apart anteriorly than in *petuniae tropicalis*, but this character is quite variable.

♂. Tenth tergite obviously broader than in *petuniae*, the sternite slenderer, with the lateral margin less turned upwards. Harpe (Pl. XXXIX. f. 2) similar in shape to that of *lacetins, hannibal* and others; ventral finger-like process short, more or less rough with notches and teeth at the dorsal edge; dentate lobe sickle-shaped, large, dorsal edge doubled at apex; there are some granules and teeth on the surface of the lobe near the upper edge; the lobe is somewhat twisted apically, being here almost vertical to the surface of the clasper; the dentate end is much broader when looked at from the ventral side than it appears to be in the figure. Tooth of penis-sheath rather broader than in *petuniae*.

♀. Eighth tergite truncate, angles rounded, sides strongly chitinised, the less chitinised middle part impressed in dry specimen, this groove with almost parallel sides, not triangular as in *petuniae*. Ante-vaginal lobe triangular, rounded at end or feebly sinuate, surface variable in structure, but as a rule mesially carinate (Pl. XX. f. 3); oblique ridges (r) high, forming a slanting roof over a deep transverse groove which lies proximally of them; at the proximal side of this groove there is at each side a smooth, concave, transverse plate (a) which is rounded mesially; this plate is not present in *petuniae*, the proximal part of the armature being membranous and much wrinkled in that species.

Larva (from Mexico) in size similar to that of *P. sexta*. Entirely bright green; a few small yellow excrescences on segments 2, 3 and 4. Seven white
side-bands, the first beginning on fifth segment; the bands not extending on to the following segments, except in an indistinct greenish colour; they are above very indistinctly edged with purplish green; the seventh band extends to the horn, which is rather long, green, very rough, with the excrecences slightly reddish (Schans in litt.).

Hab. Central America only, from Mexico to Panama, where it replaces petuniae.

In the Tring Museum 50 specimens from Central America: Mexico (type: Orizaba); Honduras; Costa Rica.

We cannot regard this insect as a subspecies of petuniae, considering that the sexual organs of the other species of Protoparce do not vary geographically to any extent, and that the southern form diffissa of petuniae does not differ in those organs from the other two subspecies, though the difference of colour is very marked in diffissa.

44. Protoparce hannibal.


_Phegeothontia hannibal_, Hubner, _Verz._ _bek._ _Schm._ p. 140. n. 1502 (1822); Kirby, _Cat._ _Lep._ _Hét._ i. p. 689, n. 33 (1892); Roths., _Nov._ _Zool._ i. p. 65 (1894) ("type of hannibal in Mus. Tring" ex err.).

*Sphinx hannilene_ Boisduval, _tc._ p. 79. n. 12 (1875) (N. Friburgo)—coll. Charles Obertür.

_Protoparce hannibal_, _Butler._ _Trans._ _Zool._ _Soc._ _Lond._ ix. p. 665. n. 2 (1877) (Brazil); Schans, _Ent._ _News vi._ p. 143 (1895) (= hannilene).

_Phegeothontia(?) hannibal_, Böninghausen, _iris._ xii. p. 110. n. 2 (1899) (Rio de Janeiro).

♀. The most easily recognised species of the group, though it is closely allied to pellenia. Antennae thinner than in pellenia and shorter. Long spines of first segment of foretarsi not stout, numerous small spines dorsally of them. The whitish subbasal band of the hindwing is more or less obviously interrupted, and there is, near the anal angle, a dirty white patch, generally rather large, within the black central band. No pulvillus.

♂. Tenth tergite of abdomen somewhat slenderer than in sentata and pellenia; the sternite (Pl. XXVII. f. 17. 18) also longer. Ventral process of harpe (Pl. XXXIX. f. 1) rather short, horizontal, curved, pointed; dentate lobe sickle-shaped, its distal margin strongly curved; apex less broad than in lacteas. Tooth of penis-sheath (Pl. XXIX. f. 23) less distal than in the other species, broad but not prominent, lying close upon the penis-sheath, sometimes only the short acute point projecting free; apical edge of penis-sheath rounded dorsally.

♀. Genital armature similar to that of sentata, antevaginal plate smaller.

Larva undescribed; mentioned by Böninghausen (tc.) as being common on Solanumacer, especially on a shrub called "trombeta," on account of its large trumpet-shaped flowers. Chrysalis undescribed.

_Hab._ South America, from Panama to Santa Catharina. Not observed further north in Central America.

In the Tring Museum 7 ♀ ♂, 11 ♀♀ from: Chiriqui; Rio Dagna, Colombia; Areo, Venezuela; Cayenne; Amazonas (Bates); Trinidad; Santa Catharina.

The specimens from Chiriqui were sent to us by Messrs. Standinger and Bang-Haas.
45. Protoparce leucoptera spec. nov. (Pl. XI. f. 2, ?).

♀. Antenna very slender, faintly incrassate distally, scaling white. Body whitish grey, mixed with brown, sides of palpus near eye, a dorso-lateral patch on metanotum and first abdominal segment, bases of apical edges of abdominal tergites on sides, brown; white dorso-lateral dots of abdomen widely separate (not distinct in our unique individual); five large yellow side-patches to abdomen, gradually decreasing in diameter, a trace of a sixth spot on seventh segment: posterior ventral angles of tergites white; abdomen below with traces of brown mesial spots. First segment of protarsus about as long as segments 2 and 3 together, with a few short spines at base, and three long ones, situated at base, in middle and at end respectively. No pulvilli.

Wings, upperside.—Forewing: greyish white; a white stigma; submarginal area shaded with brown; a brown postdiscal undulate line, an oblique black apical line, and rather indistinct brown submarginal half-moons; fringe not well preserved, apparently the white spots smaller than the brown portions.—Hindwing: grey, shaded with brown, marginal area brown, a blackish, irregular, postdiscal band; between it and base four indistinct bands or lines, the most proximal broadest, situated between base and M2.

Underside drab grey.—Forewing: disc slightly paler; grey marginal spots; a thin oblique brown apical line; scaling in front of this line grey; scattered grey scaling also along outer margin.—Hindwing: paler grey, especially a broad ill-defined discal band-like space and abdominal area; distal marginal area brown, especially in submarginal area; a faint brown band between this border and cell.

Length of forewing: ♀, 45 mm.

Hab. Chatham I., Galapagos Is., 14. iii. '01 (Beck).

1 ♀ in the Tring Museum.*

Allied to petuniae and sexta.

The dorsum of the thorax is mutilated in the specimen.

46. Protoparce pellenia.


*Phlebathinus cupricapsa* Kirby, *Cat. Lep. Hét.* i. p. 689, n. 27 (1822) (Bogota).

*Phlebathinus pellenia*, id., *L. c.* n. 28 (1892) ("S. Amer.").


♂ ♀. The discal black sericeous patches of the forewing above heavy, forming a band which is strongly angled near R4; the oblique black apical line as well as the posterior portion of the black postdiscal line very heavy, the submarginal zigzag line creamy buff, not white; creamy buff spots of fringe variable in size, sometimes scarcely one-third as wide as the brownish black fringe-spots; interspaces R3—(SM) by discal band and postdiscal line more or less dark russet. Abdomen below shaded with brown scales, especially in ♀. Antenna almost as stout as in sexta. First segment of fore-tarsus externally with 4 or 5 moderately long spines and numerous small ones above them. No pulvilli.

* See Appendix.
♂. Tenth abdominal segment not essentially different from that of luectius; the tergite broader and the sternite shorter than in hannibal. Clasper elongate sole-shaped; dorso-apical margin bent inward; a slightly bent, horizontal, pointed, dentate, ventral process which is about as long as the dentate lobe of the harpe is broad in middle (Pl. XXXVI. f. 2); this dentate lobe curves dorsal, but is not sickle-shaped, resembling in shape somewhat the lobe of the harpe of dalica, differing therefore essentially from the sickle-shaped lobe of hannibal, petuniae, etc. Penis-sheath (Pl. XXIX. f. 25) with a strong, horizontal, apical tooth as in rustica. Sexual organs of type of capsici and morelia examined.

♀. Lobe of vaginal plate (Pl. XX. f. 10) strongly rounded in the specimen figured by Druce, Lc., with three transverse folds; the plate sunken proximally, without the projecting edge (r) of luectius, occulta, and sextu, etc.

Larva and chrysalis unknown.

_Hab._ Panama; Colombia; Mexico.

The type of *pellenia* is in the Staudinger collection. It is a small female belonging; in our opinion, to this species. We had no permission to examine the genital armature of the same. The specimen is labelled "Amaquin," which is doubtless meant for "Am. aequin."

In the Tring Museum $♂♀$ from : Huatuxco, Vera Cruz; Chiriqui; Rio Dagua, Colombia (Rosenberg); Cauca, Juntas, Colombia (M. de Mathan).

A long series in coll. Charles Oberthür from Cauca, Juntas (M. de Mathan).

47. *Protoparce scutata* spec. nov.


♂ ♂. Again a puzzling insect. The sexual organs of the ♂ are remarkably different from those of *pellenia* (= capsici), but there is scarcely anything in the colour or pattern by which the two insects could constantly be separated. If one has a longer series of specimens side by side from the same country, one notices that *scutata* has the basal and distal areas of the forewing less yellowish, the white bands of the hindwing above less obviously shaded with brown, the forewing on the whole rather more elongate, the black bands of the underside of the hindwing more distinct, and the underside of the abdomen not powdered with brown. But these differences are not prominent and do not hold good, if specimens from various localities are compared. There are no intergradations between the two species as regards the sexual organs. The case reminds one of that of *P. occulta* and *P. luectius tropicalis*; but while these do not occur in the same country, *pellenia* and *scutata* are found in the same localities, in Colombia at least.

♂. Both the tergite and the sternite of the tenth abdominal segment slenderer than in *pellenia*. Dentate lobe of harpe sickle-shaped (Pl. XXXVI. f. 3), broad, apex curved downward, twisted, slender; ventral process horizontal, curved, pointed, not dentate or notched. Penis-sheath resembling that of *hannibal*, the tooth not apical, not horizontal, but pointing somewhat proximad (Pl. XXIX. f. 26).

♀. Eighth abdominal tergite truncate, with the stronger chitinised angles rounded. Antevaginal plate triangular, nearly as in *occulta* (Pl. XX. f. 3), but smaller, mesially subcarinate; transverse basal ridge as in Pl. XX. f. 5, but mesially less rounded.

Early stages not known.
Hab. Venezuela ; Colombia; Ecuador.

In the Tring Museum 23 ♂♂, 11 ♀♀ from : Merida, Venezuela (Briceno ; type) ; Arava, Venezuela; Chiriqui; Rio Dagua, Colombia (Rosenberg) ; Paramba, Ecuador (Rosenberg).

A series in coll. Charles Oberthur. Also in other collections, generally mixed up with some other species.

48. Protoparce tucumana spec. nov. (Pl. V. f. 6. ♂).

♂. Similar to small specimens of P. pellenia and scutata ; head, thorax and forewing decidedly paler; stigma, the pale lines of the forewing, and the fringe almost white, not yellowish. Metanotum white in front. Abdomen above without white dots at the apices of the segments, underside somewhat buffish. —Forewing, above : the black discal patches C—R² contiguous, closer to cell than in the allied species; discal double line outside the black patches sharply angled at R², the interspace between the two lines more or less white, these discal lines and the postdiscal one, which is also partly bordered with white, obviously concave between C and R³, the posterior portion of the postdiscal line, between M² and internal margin, sharply defined, continuous, thinner behind, the space inclosed by it whitish.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite slenderer than in scutata; harpe intermediate between that of pellenia and scutata, the large dentate lobe more curved than in the former, very much less so than in the latter (Pl. XXXVI. f. 10).

♀. Unknown.

Early stages unknown.

Hab. Tucuman.

1 ♂ (type) in Mus. Tring; another ♂ from Salta in the Museum at Buenos Ayres; a third from Paraguay in the Musée Royal d’Hist. Nat., Bruxelles; a fourth in the collection of Herr Neuburger, Berlin.

49. Protoparce ochus.

*Sphex ochus* Klug, Neue Schr. i. p. 4. t. 3. f. 2 (1836) (Mexico;—Mus. Berlin); Boisd., Cons. Lép., Guatemala p. 74 (1870) (Honduras); id., Spec. Gén. Lép. Hét. i. p. 82. n. 16 (1865) (Mexico; Honduras).


*Phlegonothus ochus* Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hét. i. p. 688. n. 11 (1892) (Mexico; Honduras); Rothschild, Nov. Zool. i. p. 541 (1894) (Arava).

♂ ♀. A strange-looking insect on account of the clayish tawny ochraceous colour of the upperside of the forewing and thorax and of the occiput. The pulvillus is similar in shape to that of rustica; the antenna of the ♀ shows distinct traces of fasciculated cilia. The first segment of the foretarsus has externally 5 or 6 longer, moderately stout, spines, and a number of smaller ones. Without pulvillus.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite (Pl. XXVII. f. 13, 14) strongly convex at end, hooked, pointed ; the sternite bent upwards at end, sinuate, the two lobes
50. Proxopace luteata.

*Sphaerulina Guerin, Mem. Acad. Roy. Am. d. Mus. 1884 (Balta).* 

 iface*Proxopace luteata*.

 Larva and chrysalis not known.

6a. Mexico to Costa Rica; Venezuela; most likely in Colombia.

 In the Tingu Museum, 14, 13; from: Rio de Janeiro; 40; from: Amazonas; 35; from: Paraguay; 34; from: Paraguay; 33; from: Paraguay; 32; from: Paraguay; 31; from: Paraguay; 30; from: Paraguay; 29; from: Paraguay; 28; from: Paraguay; 27; from: Paraguay; 26; from: Paraguay; 25; from: Paraguay; 24; from: Paraguay; 23; from: Paraguay; 22; from: Paraguay; 21; from: Paraguay; 20; from: Paraguay; 19; from: Paraguay; 18; from: Paraguay; 17; from: Paraguay; 16; from: Paraguay; 15; from: Paraguay; 14; from: Paraguay; 13; from: Paraguay; 12; from: Paraguay; 11; from: Paraguay; 10; from: Paraguay; 9; from: Paraguay; 8; from: Paraguay; 7; from: Paraguay; 6; from: Paraguay; 5; from: Paraguay; 4; from: Paraguay; 3; from: Paraguay; 2; from: Paraguay; 1; from: Paraguay;
51. Protoparce stuarti.


♂ ?. A conspicuously coloured insect, which differs remarkably from the other members of the genus both in pattern and structure. While the yellow abdominal patches disappear elsewhere in the genus in a disto-proximal direction, the distal patches being the first to obliterate, the second abdominal segment is in *stuarti* without a yellow patch, though the other patches are well marked, with their colour intensified. The grey, almost lavender, colour of the frons contrasts strongly with the yellowish cream colour of the palpi, which are deep black at the dorsal margin. The second palpal segment is rather slender, its scaling being a little shorter than that of the first segment. Eyes comparatively smaller than in *sextr*. Foretarsus with very long strong spines: first segment shorter than the tibia, with three long spines and one to four additional, shorter, basal ones, without any small spines externally, segments 2 to 4 with a single long apical spine externally; middle and hindtarsi short, segments 1 and 2 together as long as the respective tibiae.

Spines at edges of abdominal tergites very weak, no spines on the sternites! Discocellulars of hindwing straight, or R^2 faintly curved, not or slightly oblique, R^3 at right angles to S^3, while the lower angle of the cell is obtuse; S^2 and R^1 on a rather long stalk. No pulvillus.

♂. Antenna peculiar: basal segment without rows of prolonged ciliae, middle and distal segments less impressed and less triangularly compressed than in the other species of *Protoparce*; hook short. Tenth tergite almost gradually narrowed to end, very faintly dilated before end, pointed; lobe of sternite long, sides nearly parallel, apex rounded, with an indication of a sinus, upperside slightly concave. Casper broadly rounded at end, dorsal margin feebly curved inward; harpe short, triangular, dorsal margin not distinctly dentate (Pl. XXXVI. f. 1). Tooth of penis-sheath long, slightly pointing distad, not quite so much as in *muscosa*.

♀. Antenna less slender than in the allied species, less setiform, being thickest beyond middle, no combs of ciliae. Plate of seventh abdominal sternitie broad, truncate, angles rounded. Antevaginal lobe short, triangular, apex rounded, no prominent transverse ridge proximally at its base.

Larva and chrysalis not known.

*Hab*. Bolivia, found at La Paz in some numbers at the electric light.

In the Tring Museum 38 specimens from La Paz.

52. Protoparce manducoides.


♂ ?. Second segment of palpus rather long, with buffish white tip. Pulvillus present. First segment of foretarsus with three long spines, second with one long apical one, without short external spines. Abdomen with three yellow side-patches. Underside of body, or only breast, flushed with pink. Forewing resembling somewhat that of *rustica*; stigma larger, marginal dots smaller, white scaling more restricted, especially in outer half, where there is a conspicuous buffish white discal band, while the area outside it is black, except traces of a white submarginal line. Hindwing very different, being greyish white, with a black distal border and two black discal bands between it and cell.
Underside greyish brown, more grey on hindwing, especially towards abdominal margin; no distinct bands.
Not dissected.

_Hab._ South America: Bolivia: Brazil.
In coll. Staudinger 1♂ from Chiquitos, Bolivia, and 1♀ from Sao Paulo. In the Vienna Museum 1♀ from Brazil (Natterer).

53. _Protoparce rustica._

_Sphinx rustica_ Fabricius, _Syst. Ent._ p. 540. n. 15 (1775) (America).

♂. Antennae long and, in ♀, thick. Second segment of palpus not much longer than broad, very much shorter than the first. First segment of foretarsus with an outer row of spines of which the apical one is prolonged, some spines at the base above this row, segments 2 to 4 with one prolonged apical spine and a very few short ones externally. First segment of midtarsus see _Pl._ IXIV. f. 7.

♀. Tenth tergite of abdomen ( _Pl._ XXVII. f. 11) convex and somewhat dilated before end, hooked, apex sinuate ( _Pl._ XXVII. f. 12); sternite concave above, apical margin bent upward, rounded. Clasper narrowed to end, dorso-apical margin strongly bent inward; harpe peculiar, having a single, long, slightly dentate, ventral process ( _Pl._ XXXVII. f. 15); there is no tuft of scales on the surface of the harpe near the base of the process, as in the other species. Penis-sheath armed with an apical tooth ( _Pl._ XXIX. f. 21).

♀. Eighth tergite of abdomen sinuate; antevaginal plate ( _Pl._ XIX. f. 11, 12) with a long mesial lobe, which is sinuate, the transverse oblique ridge at its base not prominent. Plate of seventh sternite short, rounded.

Larva finely granulated, with seven side-bands, which are white and bordered green in front.—_Food:_ _Chionanthus, Bignonia_, etc.

Chrysalis with a long free tongue-case which is not recurved.

_Hab._ New York to Buenos Ayres, Antilles, and Galapagos Islands.

Three subspecies:

_a._ _P. rustica rustica._

_Merian, Ins. Surinam t. 5 (1705)._ (Imago; larva & pupa = _Ps._ _tetrica)._ 

_Sphinx rustica_ _Fabricius, Syst._ _Ent._ p. 540. n. 15 (1775) (America); _Sulz., Gesch. Ins._ p. 151. t 20. f. 2 (1776) (America); _Goeze, Ent. Beitr._ iii. 2. p. 206. n. 10 (1780); _Stoll, in Cram., Pop._ _Ex._ iv. p. 21. t. 301. f. a. (1780) (Surinam); _Fabr., Spec. Ins._ ii. p. 145. n. 28 (1781) (America); _id._, _Mem. Ins._ ii. p. 30. n. 31 (1787); _Gmel., Syst. Nat._ i. 5. p. 2385. n. 93 (1790) (larva and pupa those of _Ps._ _tetrica_):

_Fabr., Ent._ _Syst._ iii. 1. p. 366. n. 33 (1793); _Ménétr., Enum._ _Corp._ _Anim._ _Mus._ _Patr._ , _Lep._ p. 89. n. 1485 (1857) (Haiti); _Brasilia_; _Herr._ _Sch., Corresp._ _III._ i. p. 59 (1865) (Cuba); _Grote & Rob., Proc._ _Ent._ _Soc._ _Philad._ , _v._ p. 68 (1865) (Cuba); _Boisd., Spec._ _Gén._ _Lep._ _Hét._ i. p. 82. n. 17 (1875); _Möschl., Verh._ _Zool._ _Bot._ _Ges._ _Wilh._ _xxvi._ p. 346 (1876) (Surinam); _Dow_, _Mithl._ _Münch._ _Ent._ _V._ _i._ p. 52 (1877) (Porto Rico); _id._, _in_ _Wiegm._ _Arch._ _Naturl._ p. 10 (1879) (Cuba); _larva_; _Pilate, Papilio_ ii. p. 66 (1882) (Dayton, O., 1♀).

_Sphinx chionanthi_ Abbot & Smith, _Lep._ _Georgia_ i. p. 63. t. 34 (1897) (nom. nov. _loci rustica_).


_Achroontia chionanthi_ Hubner, _Verz._ _bek._ _Schm._ , p. 139. n. 1495 (1822).

_Cocytius rustica,_ _id._, _L._ p. 140. n. 1498 (1822); _id._, _Sammel._ _Ex._ _Schm._ iii. t. 38. f. 1. 2 (1806).

_Protoparce rustica_ _Burmeister, Sphing._ _Brasiliënsis_ p. 63. n. 1 (1856); _Butl., Trans._ _Zool._ _Soc._ _ Lond._ _ix._ p. 606. n. 1 (1877) (Brazil; Mexico; Haiti); _id._, _Proc._ _Zool._ _Soc._ _Lond._ p. 484. n. 51 (1878) (Jamaica); _Burz., Descr._ _Rép._ _Argent._ , _v._ p. 317 (1878); _id._, _L._ _Atlas_ p. 31. t. 11. f. 7. _A._ (1879) (head of larva); _Drake, Biol._ _Centr._ _Amer._ , _Lep._ _Hét._ _i._ _p._ _20._ _n._ _1_ (1883); _Smith, Trans._ _Amer._ _Ent._ _Soc._ xv. p. 168 (1888) (N. York, southward into S. Am.; Texas); _Drake, _L._ _Sspyd._ p. 314 (1896); _Pitt. & Bioll., Lep._ _Hét._ _Costa_ _Rica_ p. 12 (1897); _Smyth,


Clinis phalaris, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 702. n. 1 (1892) (cit. Schaller ex err.).

Phlegethonius ? rusticula, Peters, Illust. Zeitschr. Ent. iii. Heft 22. t. 1. f. 5, 5a, 5b, 5c (l., p.) (1898); Bünningh., Iris xii. p. 111. n. 7 (1899) (Rio de Jan.; larva on Bignonia and Heliotrop).

♂ ?. The basal and discal areas of the forewing and the hindwing are almost black in fresh specimens, while in faded individuals the forewing becomes more or less pale russet. In one of our Aroa individuals the interspace C—M of the forewing between the antemedian and the discal lines is very pale wood-brown, while the interspace between the first and second discal lines has remained dark brown.

Hab. Continental America, except the North and South, and the larger West Indian Islands; common.

80 odd specimens in the Tring Museum from: Bahamas; Haiti; Jamaica; and various places of the Continent.

b. P. rusticula harterti.


*Phlegethonius harterti* Rothschild, Nov. Zool. i. p. 29 (1894) (Bonaire).

♂ ?. The difference between this and the preceding form is very slight, but constant, the dark, triangular, discal area of the forewing being obviously paler in all the specimens we have seen.

Hab. Curaçao; Bonaire; St. Vincent; St. Lucia; probably on all the Lesser Antilles.

In the Tring Museum I ♂, 4 ♀, from: Bonaire (E. Hartert); St. Vincent; St. Lucia; Barbados.

Also in coll. Standing, from Curaçao; coll. Snellen, from Curaçao; Mus. Dublin, from Barbados; and in other collections.

c. P. rusticula calapagensis.


Syzygla calapagensis, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 685. n. 2 (1892) (Galápagos).

♂ ?. A smaller and paler insect than *rustica rusticula*. The tenth abdominal tergite of the ♂ not so distinctly sinate, and the harpe shorter, than in *rustica rusticula*, otherwise the same.

A ♂ from Chatham I. in the Tring Museum is abnormal, having the body above and the wings nearly entirely brownish black, except the double series of dorsal dots on the abdomen, the stigma of the forewing and the marginal spots of both wings, which are white, besides feeble traces of white markings on both wings. The first segment of the palpus is much less extended white than in normal specimens. We call this aberrant individual—
Hab. Galapagos Islands.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂ ♂, 2 ♀ ♀ from: Chatham I., 14. iii. 1901 (R. H. Beck); Charles I. (Markham).

54. Protoparce albiplaga.

Protoparce rustica, Burmeister (non Fabricius, 1775), Sphing, Brun. p. 63. n. 1 (1856) (partim; larva).


(?) Sphinx trojanus Schaufuss, Nuss. Otios, i. p. 15 (1871) (Venezuela).
Sphinx albiplaga, Boisduval, Spec. Gén. Lép. Het. i. p. 84. n. 18 (1875) (Brazil).
Sphinx valida, id., i.e. sub syn. (1875) (nom, max. subserv.).

Protoparce albiplaga, id., i.e. Atlas p. 33. t. 13. f. 2 (l.) (1879).

♂ ♀. Foretarsus without long and stout spines externally, only the apical spine of the segments being somewhat prolonged. Posterior tibia shorter than first tarsal segment. Pulvillus vestigial. Abdominal spines heavy.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite rather thick vertically, becoming obviously thinner toward the end, which is pointed and hooked; sternite resembling that of petaniae, but broader, the turned up lateral margin higher. Clasper obliquely rounded dorso-apically, ventral margin incrassate, forming a rather prominent angle apically; harpe with a single, ventral, long, obtuse process, which is somewhat knife-blade-shaped, and sharply toothed; the end is incrassate, and bears a transverse fold or ridge (Pl. XXXVII. f. 15). Penis-sheath with a long, slightly curved, conical tooth, which is horizontal, pointing very feebly proximal.

♀. Antevaginal plate large, broad, apically rounded, mesially emarginate, rugose, proximal edge not much raised.

Larva with a lateral series of 8 to 10 yellow patches bordered with black; head and posterior part of anal segment black: there are also thin black transverse bands, one on each segment posteriorly, more or less interrupted dorsally.

Pupa: sheath of tongue short.

Hab. Mexico to Southern Brazil; not on the West Indian Islands.

In the Tring Museum 6 ♂ ♂, 7 ♀ ♀ from: Rio Dagua, Colombia (Rosenberg); Aroa, Venezuela; Rio de Janeiro.

55. Protoparce trimacula spec. nov. (Pl. V. f. 7, ♂).

Allied to P. dulica and albiplaga.

♂. Antenna long and stout. Second segment of palpus longer than in lacetias, carolina, rustica. First segment of the foretarsus without obviously prolonged spines. With pulvillus. Tenth abdominal tergite compressed, apex rounded, not pointed in dorsal view, but the apical edge sharp, so that the hook appears to be pointed in a side-view (Pl. XXVII. f. 21); lobe of sternite very short, curved upwards, truncate sinuate, with the angles rounded (Pl. XXVII. f. 2, ventral view). Clasper very broad, dorso-apical margin bent inward; harpe resembling to a certain extent that of florestan and allies; it has no ventral process; the
ventro-distal margin is turned inward, dentate, and dorsally produced into a long sharp tooth; the thin dorsal edge is irregularly toothed (Pl. XXXVI. f. 11). Penis-sheath with a small subapical tooth (Pl. XXIX. f. 48).

_Upperside_ of body and forewing bister colour, mottled with grey and tawny olive; head with a creamy white streak above eye, continued to pronotum; meso-thoracic tegula with a thin whitish lateral border, along which runs an indistinct blackish brown line; abdomen rather paler, with mesial tufts of subrect scales; a series of white apical dots at each side as in _brontes, rustica_, and some others, segments 1 to 3 with a yellow lateral patch bordered with black.——Forewing: outer margin serrate at _M^2_, the undulate and zigzag lines well marked, discal and postdiscal ones curved as in _secta_, interspace _SC~1—SC~2_ of second and third discal line white, the other anterior interspaces between these two lines, as well as at the distal side of the third one, more or less greyish white, interspaces between first and second discal lines, which are heavy, not sereious black as in _lucetius_, but scarcely darker than the rest of the disc; postdiscal line heavy, developed to a patch upon _R^2_ and behind _M^2_, followed by a large, ill-defined, creamy white patch at _R^2_; the creamy white submarginal zigzag line heavy, but broken between the veins; creamy white fringe-spots large; stigma nearly white, round; oblique apical line heavy, bordered with creamy white in front.——Hindwing blackish brown, the pale bands very obscure, being clearly marked only in abdominal fold; fringe spotted with creamy white.

_Underside_: First and base of second segment of palps creamy white; breast and femora nearly white, tibiae and tarsi brown ringed with white, abdomen more dirty white, with the usual brown mesial spots.——Wings bister colour, more mummy brown distally, hindwing greyish white in proximal half of abdominal fold; three darker discal bands, which are very faint on forewing, better marked on hindwing, where they remain parallel down to _SM^2_.

♀. Unknown.

Length of forewing: ♂ 55—60 mm.

_Larva_ and _chrysalis_ unknown. We expect the larva to differ from the ordinary obliquely striped type, judging from the larva of _albiplaga_.

_Hab._ Colombia.

In Tring Museum 4 ♂♂ from: R. Dagua (W. Rosenberg) (_type_); Juntas, Canca (M. de Mathan), end of 1897 to Jan. 1898.

The specimens from the Canca valley we received from Mons. Ch. Oberthür, who has a fine series of this insect, all males.

56. _Protoparce leucopisila_ sp. nov. (Pl. LXV. f. 3. ♂).

♂. Allied to _dalica_, in colour intermediate between it and _rustica_, wings narrower. First segment of foretarsus shorter than the tibia, with three very long external spines. Antenna slender, shorter than in _dalica_ and thinner, scaling white at base. Frons with white transverse band connecting the bases of the antenna as in _rustica_; sides of frons and anterior edge with cinnamon scales. White lateral stripes of mesonotum continued over pronotum; collar besides with three buffish white spots. Abdomen above nearly as in _rustica_, three yellow side-patches, two widely separated rows of white dots, a mesial row of rather indistinct black dots, posterior tergites more extended chalky white than in _rustica_ and _dalica_. Underside of body chalky white; first segment of palps (except a stripe along
eye) and a triangular basal spot of segment 2 white; legs brown above, ringed white. With pulvillus.

Wings, upperside.—Forewing midway between those of dalica and rustica; a triangular costal space before stigma, interspace between antemedian and first discal line, and the interspace between the third discal and first postdiscal line pale, shaded with buff; a large apical patch in front of oblique apical line followed by a submarginal patch, both white, a smaller white patch and a submarginal zigzag line before hinder angle: a black streak between M¹ and M² connecting third antemedian line with first discal one; discal lines sharply dentate, lines 2 and 3 close together, with the interspace between them spotted with white, the lines more evenly curved than in rustica; white spots of fringe large, extended on to the wing-membrane.—Hindwing: as in dalica, but the pale distal band more distinct behind and broader.

Underside not essentially different from that of dalica.

♂. Tenth tergite strongly compressed, apex rather prominent (Pl. XL, f. 10, side-view); sternite about one-fifth shorter than the tergite, gradually narrowed to the end which is broad and truncate with the angle turned upwards. Clasper with almost straight dorsal margin; harpe (Pl. XL, f. 7) of the same type as in trimacula and florestan: a large, almost circular plate, deeply concave, the distal edge dentate and ventrally produced into a short triangular lobe; inner surface of harpe covered with small elongate scales. Penis-sheath with stout apical process (of which the tip is unfortunately broken), projecting obliquely dextrad and distad.

Length of forewing: 47 mm.

Hub. Chamicuras, Upper Amazons, Peru (Bartlett), 1 ♂ in Mus. Dublin.

57. Protoparce dalica.


*Phlogophora dalica* Kirby, *Cet. Lep. Heter.* i. p. 687. n. 2 (1892) ("Canada" loc. err.).


♂. Easily recognised by the dark purplish brown forewing, which is conspicuously marked with a triangular white patch in front of the large white stigma, and with an irregular subapical patch bordered by the oblique apical line, as well as some basal bands and submarginal spots of the same colour. Antenna long and stout. Head with a white lateral stripe, which is interrupted. First segment of foretarsus externally with three very long spines. Pulvillus present. Tenth abdominal tergite slender, gradually narrowed to the apex, which is truncate, sternite very long, the sides curved upwards, irregularly notched. Clasper broad, rather strongly narrowed to apex, ventral margin strongly oblique, dorso-apical margin bent inward; harpe with a long, irregularly dentate, lobe, which extends to the dorsal edge of the clasper (Pl. XXXI X. f. 5): the most ventral tooth rather heavier; no ventral process. Penis-sheath with a long apical tooth as in rustica, slightly pointing distad.

♀. Unknown.

Larva and chrysalis unknown.

We have now seen several specimens, and find that the differences between dalica and garleppi are not constant.
Hab. Costa Rica, Peru, and Colombia, doubtless more widely distributed, but
tarer than most Protoparce.
In the Tring Museum 2 ♂♂ from: Rio Dagua, Colombia (W. Rosenberg); Costa
Rica.
The locality Canada given by Kirby for dalica is erroneous. The specimen
came doubtless from Peru, perhaps from the same locality where leucospila was
found.
2 ♂♂ in coll. Charles Oberthür from: Juntas, Canca, and Honda, Colombia
(Mathan).
In coll. Standinger 2 ♂♂ from Peru: Chanchamayo and Hnayabamba.

58. Protoparce brontes.
Sphinx brontes Drury, Illust. Ex. Ins. ii. p. 53 & Index, t. 29. f. 4 (1773) (New York ex err. !).
Sphinx pamphilina Stoll, in Crum., Pop. Ex. iv. p. 217. t. 391. f. e. (1782) (Surinam ex err.);
Macrocola collaris Walker, List Lep. Ins. B. M. viii. p. 201. n. 5 (1856) (Jamaica; St. Domingo;—
Mus. Brit.).
Dilatina brontes, Butler, Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. ix. p. 612. n. 1 (1877) (Jamaica; Haiti); Kirby,
Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 681. n. 1 (1892) (Jamaica; Haiti; "N. America" ex err.!).
Dilatina pamphilina, Butler, l.c. p. 613. n. 2 (1877) (= brontes (?); not afflicta).

Though Drury's figure of brontes is not very good, it cannot be referred to
anything else but the present West Indian species. Some authors have had doubts
on this point, chiefly on account of New York being given by Drury as the country
from whence the insect came. If these authors had looked more carefully over
Drury's work, as others have done, they would have noticed that the specimens in
Dr. Fothergill's collection—from which collection Drury figured brontes—were in
more than one instance erroneously labelled. On the same plate on which brontes
is figured the North American Pholus achemon is also represented, and this species
is said to be from Jamaica! Surely the localities of brontes and achemon were
interchanged in Dr. Fothergill's collection.

♂ ?. Antennae long, and in ♂ very thick in comparison with the size of the
species. First segment of foretarsus much shorter than foretibia, without prolonged
spines. With palvillae.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite very sharply pointed, hooked, compressed, barely
dilated laterally before hook, but somewhat ventrally; sternite truncate, lateral
margins curved upwards at end, with the upper angles sharp, the sternite appearing
sineate in an anal view. Clasper long and rather narrow, dorso-apical margin
strongly bent inward; harpe triangular, pointed, ventral margin convex and then
concave, upper margin feebly rounded (Pl. XXVII. f. 15); denticleation minute.
Penis-sheath with an apical tooth, which is different in the two subspecies
(Pl. XXIX. f. 31, 32).

♀. Postvaginal plate strongly chitinised, triangularly dilated mesially, apical
edge inerectas; antevaginal plate very short, almost membranaceous, rugate or
folded, mesially sinuate, forming a very low transverse ridge.
Larva with oblique side-bands, very similar to that of P. sexta jamaicensis,
spiracles, however, bright orange.

Hab. Jamaica; Porto Rico; Haiti; Cuba; Bahamas; South Florida.
Two subspecies:
a. *P. brontes cubensis.*


*Dilatula cubensis*, Grote, *Ec.* p. 188 (1865) (= *brontes*); Kirby, *Ec.* n. 2 (1892) (Cuba).

♀ ?. Black lines of upperside of forewing more prominent than in the following subspecies, third discal line better marked, the wing appearing more variegated. Tooth of penis-sheath (Pl. XXIX. f. 32), more pointed, slenderer, than in the following form.


In the Tring Museum 3 ♀♀, 3 ♀ ♀ from: Cuba: Haiti: Nassau, Bahamas (Sir G. Carter).

In coll. W. Schans from Miami, Florida.

b. *P. brontes brontes.*


*Sphinx peachamii* Stoll, *Ec.*


*Dilatula peachamii*, Grote & Rab., *Ec.* v. p. 164. n. 86 (1865); Boisd., *Ec.* p. 110. n. 50 (1875).

*Sphinx peachamii*, (Boisduval, *Ec.* p. 115. n. 57 (1875) (“ not seen ”).

*Dilatula peachamii*, Kirby, *Ec.* n. 3 (1892) (“Surinam” err. loc.).

♀ ?. The postdiscal interspace and a streak before SM on the upperside of the forewing are buff or pinkish buff in the ♀ ; in ♀ the mesothoracic tegula, the subbasal and distal areas of the forewing, above, and a marginal patch near anal angle of hindwing are whiter than in *cubensis*.

*Hab.* Jamaica.

In the Tring Museum 10 ♀♂, 8 ♀ ♀ from Jamaica.

Stoll’s figure of *peachamii* refers doubtless to this form, which is often as strongly buffish in colour as the figure.

50. *Protoparce sesquiplex* (Pl. X. f. 4, ♀).


♀. Ground colour of body and wings whitish smoky grey. Antenna thick and long. Second and third segments of palps together not much shorter than the first. Pulvillus vestigial. Tenth abdominal tergite (Pl. XXVII. f. 27) long, slender, pointed, gradually and slightly curved; sternite more than twice as long as broad (Pl. XXVII. f. 28), truncate, mesially sinuate, subcarinate on the ventral surface, slightly curved upwards. Clasper gradually narrowed to apex; dorso-apical margin
bent inwards; harpe broad (Pl. XXXVI. f. 12), without ventral process, the distal margin bent basad, forming a rather sharp angle with the horizontal dorsal margin. Penis-sheath with a heavy, nearly apical, tooth (Pl. XXIX. f. 29); the edge of the sheath opposite the tooth bent inward and armed with another shorter, suberect tooth.

♀. Unknown.
Larva and chrysalis unknown.

*Hab.* Central America; Mexico; Guatemala.
In the Tring Museum 1 ♂ (type) ex coll. Felder, from Mexico.

60. Protoparce muscosa sp. nov. (Pl. XI. f. 1, ♀).


♂ ♀. Generally confounded in collections with *sesquiplex.* Differs as follows: ground colour of body and wings much darker, being almost olive, forewing much less elongate, pale bands of hindwing less prominent.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite (Pl. XXVII. f. 29) shorter and broader; sternite also much shorter, not raised mesially on the ventral surface (Pl. XXVII. f. 30); harpe (Pl. XXXII. f. 13) similar to that of *sesquiplex,* but the distal margin less slanting, and the upper angle produced dorsal into a heavy tooth. Penis-sheath (Pl. XXIX. f. 30) with a longer tooth, which points distad.

♀. Eighth abdominal sternite strongly chitinised, raised into a heavy transverse tubercle just behind the mouth of the vagina; antevaginal plate weak, wrinkled (in a dry state), margin almost straight.

Larva and chrysalis unknown.

*Hab.* Mexico; Nicaragua; Costa Rica.

In the Tring Museum 6 ♂♂, 5 ♀♀ from: Cenemarara, Mexico, vi. 1900 (type ♀); Huatuxco, Mexico; 1 ♀ without locality (ex coll. Felder); Costa Rica (U. Underwood).

61. Protoparce corallina.


♂ ♀. Claw segment without pulvillus. Thorax less robust than in *lichenea,* especially in ♀. Wings rather more elongate than in that species, but nearly exactly the same in pattern. Sexual organs of both sexes different from those of the following species. End of tarsus see Pl. LXXIV. f. 13.

♂. Tenth tergite slenderer than in *lichenea*; the sternite (Pl. XXVII. f. 25, 26) obviously longer, straighter, narrower, truncate, being very feebly sinuate. Harpe smaller, ventrally angulated (Pl. XXXVI. f. 14). Tooth of penis sheath somewhat longer, basally thinner, and pointing a little more distad.

♀. Vaginal plate rounded apically (Pl. XX. f. 7), transversely convex before end; vaginal cavity bordered in front by a transverse, curved, mesially sinuate ridge, a rather deep impression before the cavity is surrounded by an angulated ridge, the proximal horizontal part of which projects as a kind of lip; the form of the groove is not quite constant, it being in the type longer than in the specimen from which the figure is taken.

Larva and chrysalis not known.
Hub. Central America: Mexico; Guatemala; Honduras.
In the Tring Museum 1 ♀; 2 ♂ from: Churumavaca, Mexico; Rosery Mines, Honduras, 3000—4000 ft.
Single specimens in several other collections.

62. Protopare lichenaea.


Kirby, *i.e. n. 7 (1892)—*Brazil*; Rothsch., *i.e. (1894)—*Arora*.


*Protopare pauphilita* (?), *i.e. Atlas* p. 30 (1879).

*Diladia bronctes*, Rothschridt, *i.e.* (Arora).

*Diladia cornallina*, *id., i.e.* (Arora).

(?) *Diladia florstan*, Bonninghausen (nov Stoll, 1782), *Iris* xii. p. 112. n. 8 (1899) (Rio de Jan.; partim).

♀♂. This species does not differ in structure from *P. florstan*. The forewing is more variegated than in *florstan*, the transverse lines, as a rule, being much more prominent, and hence appearing to be more numerous; the black discal streaks R₃—M₂ are short, often absent. The species varies individually to a considerable extent. With pulvillus. The differences between the two insects—if a series is compared—do not seem to us to be reliable. We should not be surprised if *florstan* and *lichenaea* were proved to be one variable species. End of tarsus see *i.d. LXXIV. f. 11, 12.

Larva green, not yellowish, with small yellowish granules, which are sparse on the first three segments; side-bands narrow, pink, united above by a thin mesial line, each band rather deeper red behind (acc. to Burmeister, correct?).

*Hub*. Southern Brazil, North-West Argentina, northward to Mexico.

In the Tring Museum 10 ♀♂, 8 ♀♀ from: Mexico; Costa Rica; Chiriqui; Aroa, Venezuela; Petropolis.

In the Museum at Buenos Ayres from N.W. Argentina.

63. Protopare florstan.


♀. Not at all constant, either in size or in markings, often barely distinguishable from *lichena*. Fresh specimens have a greenish tint on the forewing, which often fades to a clayish yellow. The black discal streaks R³—M² of the forewing are always very prominent on the pale ground. The specimens from Mexico do not differ, to our knowledge, from the Brazilian individuals. The single Trinidad ♀ in the Tring Museum has the forewing rather more elongate, bearing a remarkable resemblance to *Pseudosphinx tetrio*. Another ♀, from Cordova, Mexico, nearly agrees with it in the shape of the forewing. *With pulvilliss.*

Larva with broad white side-bands, which become narrow dorsally, and include the stigmata; first band abbreviated ventrally.

*Hab.* Southern Brazil to Mexico.

In the Tring Museum 28 ♀ ♀, 16 ♀ ♀ from: Mexico (various places); Honduras; Paramba, Ecuador; Aroa, Venezuela; Port of Spain, Trinidad (Dr. P. Renall); Rio de Janeiro; Bahuru, Sao Paolo (Dr. Hempel).

64. Protoparce launginosa.


♀. A duller, more uniformly coloured species than *forestan*. The forewing, above, is less whitish grey, the two discal streaks R³—M² are less distinct, sometimes absent; the brown bands on the underside of the hindwing are more feebly marked, and the side-spots of the abdomen are less black. Structurally not different from *forestan* except in the head being proportionally smaller. The discal lines of the forewing are more strongly marked in the Honduras specimens than in the Mexican ones. *With pulvilliss.*

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Mexico to (Spanish) Honduras, probably extending farther south.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♀ ♀, 5 ♀ ♀ from: Cordova, Mexico; Brit. Honduras; San Pedro Sula, Honduras.

65. Protoparce crocala.


♀. Pulvillus present. First protarsal segment without prolonged spines. Easily recognised by the grey basal third of the hindwing contrasting sharply with the brown outer two-thirds.—The eyes are too prominent in Druce's figure.

*Hab.* Honduras (Wittkugel).


Not seen in other collections.
66. Protoparce bergi spec. nov. (Pl. V. f. 8, ♂).

♂ ♀. Body and wings greyish creamy buff, dusted with brown and ochreous scales. Palpus black at eye; head and thorax without markings; abdomen with small black lateral patches on segments 2 to 4; tibiae darker than sternum, tarsal segments tipped with buff; first protarsal segment with prolonged spines, extemo-apical spines of following segments also long, but not stout. With pulvillus.

Wings, upper side.—Forewing with black dentate lines, four between base and apex of cell, the first and second incomplete, interrupted, indicated by spots, of which the costal ones are the most conspicuous, the third and fourth line geminate, curving costad in front; three equidistant lines on disc, the proximal one generally more strongly pronounced; a postdiscal line of lunules, sometimes vestigial, and a series of more or less vestigial, submarginal, reversed lunules, the oblique apical line vestigial or absent; no stigma; fringe buff, with small brown dots.—Hindwing: blackish brown, a costal space (covered by the forewing), an ill-defined anal area, extended along abdominal margin to base and also along distal margin, creamy buff, two black discal lines, curved before anal angle, more or less indistinct; fringe as on forewing, dots indistinct or ill-defined.

Underside slightly pinkish.—Forewing: much more shaded with brown than upper side, traces of three discal bands.—Hindwing paler than forewing, a blackish band just beyond end of cell followed by two other bands, the middle one often absent; a brown, ill-defined, broad submarginal band.

♂. Sexual armature very similar to that of P. florestan, the tenth sternite more deeply sinuate, the harpe less rounded, being longer basi-distally, teeth of upper margin rather heavy, the stronger ones bearing mostly one or two small ones.

Length of forewing: 45—47 mm.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Tucuman, Argentina.

We name the species in memory of the late Professor Carlos Berg.

In the Tring Museum 4 ♂ ♂, 1 ♀ from Tucuman; and 2 ♀ ♂ from "Argentina."

XX. CHLAENOGRAMMA.—Typus: jasmincearam.

Sphex, Guérin (Ann Linne, 1758), Icon. Régne Anim., Ins. p. 494 (1829-44).

Diludia, Grote (non id., 1865), List Lep. N. Am. p. 5 (1868).


♂ ♀. Differs from Protoparce in the comb of long bristles of the midtarsus being absent or consisting of one or two reduced bristles, and in the smaller eyes. Head smaller in ♀ than in ♂, as is the case in many Protoparce.

Pulvillus and paronyehimum present, this with one lobe on each side.

The type-species agrees almost in every detail with Protoparce florestan, of which it is a northern development. Apart from the absence of the mesotarsal comb there is indeed very little by which to distinguish jasmincearam from florestan. The gap between Chl. undata and jasmincearam is by far larger than the gap between jasmincearam and Protoparce florestan. Nevertheless, Chlaenogramma is a step forward on the path of the reduction of organs. It is in our opinion a valid
genus,—though the characters in which it is said by its original definer to differ from *Protoparce* are not valid.

We emphasise that the genital armature of *Chl. jasminaevarum* is identical with that of *Protoparce florestan*. The opinion that specifically distinct insects are always different in the sexual armature is erroneous; insects identical in those organs may be different not only specifically but also generally.

*Hub.* America, from Canada to Argentina.

Key to the species:

Foretarsus without obviously prolonged spines . . . . 67. *Chl. jasminaevarum*.

Foretarsus with obviously prolonged spines 68. *Chl. undata*.

67. **Chlaenogramma jasminaevarum**.


*Dithius jasminaevarum*, Grote, *List Lep. N. Am.* p. 4 (1868); *Buttl., Buffolo Soc. N. Sci.* i. p. 25 (1874); *Buttl., l.c. ii. p. 227. n. 49 (1875); *Buttl., l.c. p. 640 (1877); *Grote, l.c. iii. p. 224. n. 50 (1877) (N. York; *Penn.*); *id., Canad. Ent. xvi.* p. 134. n. 59 (1886) (Georgia, northward); *Hawk-Moths N. Am.* p. 39 (1886) (Long i., rare in Middle States, not comm. in South); *Edw., Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus.* xxxv. p. 45 (1889) (lit. rel. to transf.);

*Sphinx jasminaevarum* (!), Boisduval, *l.c. t. 1. f. 4 (l.) (1875).


ʃ. Anal angle of forewing rather less prominent than in *Protoparce florestan*, black longitudinal streak R²—M¹ generally prolonged to postdiscal line or even to margin, which is very rarely the case in *P. florestan*, second streak, M¹—M², inconspicuous.

ʃ. Tenth abdominal tergite (Pl. XXVII. f. 31) prismatically compressed, highest before end, curved ventrad, pointed; sternite gently curved in side-view (Pl. XXVII. f. 32), almost flat, the edges slightly turned upwards, underside feebly convex, the lobe somewhat narrowed towards end, mesially incised, the two halves rounded. *Clasper* (Pl. XXXVI. f. 9) almost straight dorsally from base to apical fourth, then slanting, the dorso-apical margin bent inward; harpe rounded, concave, the distal edges turned up, densely dentilicate. Apical tooth of penis-sheath horizontal, conical, pointing dextro-laterad, nearly as in *Protoparce petalina* (Pl. XXIX. f. 25).

ʃ. Vaginal plate rounded distally, smooth, not scaled; proximal edge protruding above the membrane connecting the plate with the seventh sternite; vaginal orifice median, covered by a transverse projecting fold which is shallowly
sinnate mesially (Pl. XX. f. 8); the plate is mesially raised behind the vaginal orifice to a smooth, flat tubercle.

Larva pale yellowish green, with seven narrow side-bands, the first six white, the last white with a green and red anterior border.—Food: *Fraxinus*.

Pupa with very short tongue-case, bulbons at end, applied to the breast.

*Hab.* Eastern United States, from Georgia to N. England, westward to Pennsylvania and Canada.

In the Tring Museum 5 ♀♂, 1 ♀ from: Canada; Virginia; Pennsylvania.

68. *Chlaenogramma undata* spec. nov. (Pl. XI. f. 6, 7).

♀ ♀. First segment of foretarsus more than twice the length of segment 2, with four or five long exterior spines, segments 2 to 4 with a long externo-apical spine. Head and thorax pale olive, pro- and mesonotum with a black side-stripe, metanotum with a black and white lateral tuft. Abdomen marked with black transverse side-bands which separate the whitish grey side-patches.

Wings, *above*, greyish creamy buff or grey, shaded with brown, crossed by black lines and bands.—Forewing: traces of a basal and a subbasal line at costal margin; three antemedian lines, the proximal one feebly marked, all curving costad in front; a small whitish stigma with a thin brown border; three parallel lines on disc, almost regularly crenate, interspace between the first and second more or less blackish; an interrupted postdiscal line almost evenly curved from costa to M²; submarginal line indicated by black halfmoons upon R³ and M¹, interspace between first halfmoon and postdiscal line blackish (as in *jasmineoarum, P. florestus*, etc.); an oblique apical line joining the postdiscal line between SC⁵ and M¹; two black discal streaks R³—M³ penetrating basad into the broad pale discal interspace; fringe with creamy white spots.—Hindwing: a large but ill-defined black basal patch; two parallel discal bands, the first the broader, of even width, situate just outside the cell, the second crenate, consisting of contiguous halfmoons; a broad marginal band, distally shaded over with grey scaling, a black dash running through the grey marginal scaling at the apex of the wing.

*Underside*: ground-colour as above.—Forewing: much more shaded with brown than above; of the discal lines the inner one indistinct, the others crenate, if more distinct.—Hindwing: a discal band just outside the cell, curving basad at abdominal margin, divided into two bands in anterior half; parallel with this is a third band, more or less strongly crenate, followed by a paler brown, ill-defined, submarginal band.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite subprismatically compressed, convex beneath, curved downwards at end, apex rather suddenly narrowed into a long point; sternite not essentially different from that of *jasmineoarum*, more convex on upperside. Casper and harpe as in the preceding, but the harpe much smaller. Penis-sheath also not differing from that of *jasmineoarum*.

♀. Vaginal plate of *undata cinerea* (Pl. XX. f. 9) similar to that of *jasmineoarum*, but the proximal part much shorter, the proximal edge of this nutritive plate recurved in middle, the upper (or hinder) edge triangularly sinnate, with a (sensory) hair.

Larva and chrysalis not known.

*Hab.* Argentina, and (?) Costa Rica.

Two subspecies, which may turn out to be specifically distinct:
a. Chl. undata undata (Pl. XI. f. 6, 3).

3. Body and wings with an obvious clayish tint; black side-line of thorax distinct on pronotum, a black transverse line at the base of pronotum connecting the longitudinal lines; abdomen beneath with large brown patches, edges of segments pale creamy buff. Wings above: lines of forewing very sharply defined, interspace between the second and third discal line grey, border to hindwing 5½ mm. broad at apex, second discal line strongly carinate. Below: fore-and hindwing with two strongly crenate lines.

Hab. Costa Rica, 1 3; the locality seems to us to be doubtful.

b. Chl. undata cinerea subsp. nov. (Pl. XI. f. 7, ?).

3. Wings and body much more whitish grey than in the preceding subspecies; the black markings of the pronotum less distinct, the white tufts of the metanotum conspicuous, the black spots of the abdominal sternites much smaller, the lines of the wings less sharply marked, less crenate, middle discal line of forewing below not crenate, marginal border of hindwing above broader.

3. Tenth tergite shorter and higher than in the previous form, sternite broader before end. Harpe a little larger. Tooth of penis-sheath a trifle shorter. These differences may be individual.

♀. See above.

Hab. Cordoba, Argentina.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♀ (type) received from Prof. Carlos Berg. One 3 in the British Museum, also from Prof. Berg; other specimens in the Museum at Buenos Ayres.

The midtarsal comb is indicated by one prolonged bristle in the 3 in the British Museum.

XXI. EURYGLOTTIS.—Typus: oper.


♀. Similar to Protoparce. Thorax and legs very rough with long erect hair-scales; eye lashed. First segment of foretarsus without prolonged spines; no pulvillae; paronychium with one long lobe at each side; long apical spur of hindtibia about half the length of the first tarsal segment.

♀. Tenth tergite elongate, rather gradually narrowed, obtuse, curved downward, prismatically compressed, almost flat above and carinate below, with rather numerous hairs; sternite somewhat longer than tergite, concave above, convex below, somewhat rounded-dilated at the sides, apex rounded, apici-lateral margins turned inwards, fused with the upper surface, forming a kind of transverse carina which is interrupted medially. Clasper weak, dorsal margin concave, ventro-apical margin oblique; harpe short, almost concealed under a dense covering of short half-erect scaling, produced distally into a slender, flat, more or less curved or
twisted, obtuse process (Pl. XXXVII. f. 1—4). Penis-sheath armed with a strong, acuminate, apical tooth, which points more or less distad (Pl. XXIX. f. 17, 18, 19).

♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XXI. f. 18) strongly chitinised, narrower at end, truncate or sinnate, proximal part irregularly wrinkled, or carinate and rugate; vaginal cavity large, median, transverse, covered by a large, long, triangular lobe.

Larva and chrysalis not known.

_Hab._ Tropical South America.

Four species.

Key to the species:

_ a. _ The second segment of palpus not pale at ventral edge; forewing above without pale angle-shaped markings in submarginal area 69. *Euryglottis albotigmata_

Second segment of palpus pale at ventral edge; forewing above with pale angle-shaped markings, mostly forming a zigzag line 69. *Euryglottis albotigmata__

_ b. _ R^3 of hindwing from centre of cell. . . . 71. _E. davidiarius_.

R^2", " much nearer R^3 than R^3—PC^2 c.

_ c. _ Abdomen with white spots only . . . . 70. _E. dognini_.

", " large yellow lateral patches . . . . 72. _E. aper_.


♀♀. The species differs remarkably in colour from the other *Euryglottis_, reminding one strongly of _Psuedodolbina fo._

♀. Process of harpe short, spatulate, slightly twisted near end, and curved upwards (Pl. XXXVII. f. 3). Tooth of penis-sheath (Pl. XXIX. f. 18) short, stout.

♀. Not dissected. Hindwing above much more extended white than in ♀.

_Hab._ South America; Colombia; Ecuador.

In the Tring Museum S ♀♀, 2 ♀♀ from: Rio Dagua, Colombia; and Paramba, Ecuador (Rosenberg); S. Domingo, S.E. Peru (Ockenden).

In coll. Oberthür 4 ♀♀, 1 ♀, collected by Mons. Marc de Mathau at: Honda, Colombia; Juntas, Cauca; Balsapampa, Prov. Bolivar.

70. *Euryglottis dognini_.


*Euryglottis dognini_ Rothschild, _Nov. Zool._ iii. p. 325. n. 11 (1896) (Loja; Colombia;—Mus. Tring).

♀♀. Abdomen with three rows of white spots on each side, the middle row not yellow as in the two following species; beneath with a large white patch at the base, tips of coxae also white.

♀. Harpe shorter (Pl. XXXVII. f. 2) than in _aper_, the sexual armature otherwise almost identical with that of _aper_.

♀. Vaginal plate sinnate at end, antevaginal lobe rounded-pointed, carinate mesially.

_Hab._ South America: Ecuador; Colombia; Venezuela.

In the Tring Museum 6 ♀♀, 2 ♀♀ from: Loja, Ecuador, _type_ ♀; Merida, Venezuela (Briceno); "Colombia."
71. Euryglottis davidianus.


♂ ♀. Similar in appearance to *E. aper*. The paler head, smaller yellow abdominal spots, straighter subbasal and discal lines of forewing, and the differences in structure distinguish the species abundantly.

♂ Process of harpe (Pl. XXXVII. f. 4) twisted, curving ventrad. Tooth of penis-sheath (Pl. XXIX. f. 19) short, stout.
♀. Not dissected.

*Hab.* Loja, Ecuador.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♀ from Loja, 19. ix. '87, received from Mons. Paul Dognin, who has 2 ♀♂ and 2 ♀♀ from the same locality, one of them caught in April 1894.

72. Euryglottis aper.


♂ Process of harpe (Pl. XXXVII. f. 1) rather long. Tooth of penis-sheath (Pl. XXIX. f. 17) long, slender, pointing obliquely distad.
♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XXI. f. 18) more or less rounded-truncate at end; antevaginal lobe truncate sinuate.

*Hab.* South America; Venezuela; Colombia southward to Bolivia.

Two subspecies:

a. *E. aper aper*.


♂ ♀. Abdominal sternites 3 to 5 with indistinct apical dots. Discal band of three lines of upperside of forewing well-marked.

*Hab.* Venezuela; Colombia.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♀♂, 3 ♀♀ from: Venezuela; Rio Dagua, Colombia (Rosenberg); near town of Bogota, March; Popayan, Columbia (Lehmann).

b. *E. aper guttiventris* subsp. nov.

♂ ♀. Abdominal sternites 3 to 5 with distinct apical spots, basal patch of abdomen pale. Discal band of forewing and the vein-streaks less distinct than in *aper aper*.
♀. Unknown.

*Hab.* Bolivia.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♀♂ from: Rio Songo (*type*, Garlepp); Chulnmani, 2000 m., Dec. 1900, wet season (Simons).

XXII. APOCALYPSES.—Typus: *velox*.


♂ ♀. Thorax not rough-scaled as in *Euryglottis*. Eye not lashed. Legs longer than in *Euryglottis*, much more smoothly scaled; spur of foretibia not
reaching end of tibia, long terminal spur of hindtibia more than two-thirds the length of the first tarsal segment, little shorter than the tibia; claw-segment as in *Euryglottis*. Antenna of ♀ similar to that of ♂, compressed, with long fasciculated cilia.

♂. Tenth tergite long, narrow, pointed, curved downward, carinate beneath; sternite also elongate, slightly narrowed to the end, which is rounded. Clasper without patch of modified scales; harpe obtusely triangular, not prominent, densely covered with half-erect scales, which conceal the outline of the harpe. Penis-funnel ventrally ending in a short, rounded lobe; penis-sheath armed with a strong, conical, apical tooth, which points dextro-laterad and a little distad, and is shorter than the diameter of the penis-sheath.

♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XXI. f. 17) much folded in front of the large vaginal cavity; the postvaginal part smooth, rather stronger chitinised than the proximal part.

Early stages not known.

_Hab._ North India.

One species.

73. *Apocalypsis velox._


♂ ♀. The similarity between this Indian insect and the American *Euryglottis aper* is surprisingly close as regards the pattern of the forewing.

The distal margin of the forewing is slightly undulate in the ♀.

_Hab._ North India: Sikhim; Assam.

In the Tring Museum 6 ♂ ♀, 2 ♀ ♀ from: Khasia Hills, Assam.

**XXIII. PSEUDODOLBINA.** — _Typus: fo._


_Hygroicus_, Kirby (non Hubner, 1822), *Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 694 (1892).

_Pseudodolbina_ Rothschild, Nov. Zool. i. p. 27 (1894) (type: veloxesecus = fo).

♂ ♀. Closely allied to _Apocalypsis_. Eye lashed. Antenna of ♀ almost cylindrical, with the basal rows of fasciculated cilia vestigial. First segment of hindtarsus shorter than tibia, not longer than segments 2 to 5 together, twice as long as long terminal spur of hindtibia.

♂. Tenth tergite elongate, tapering to end, which is somewhat obtuse (Pl. XXVIII. f. 28); sternite much broader, triangular, the sides turned upwards, hence the under surface convex, apex more or less distinctly sinuate (Pl. XXVIII. f. 29). Clasper without patch of modified scales; inner surface covered distally with hair-scales which lean basad; harpe covered with suberect, short scales, except at end. Penis-sheath armed with a single, long, pointed tooth which is directed dextro-laterad, pointing somewhat proximad (Pl. XXVIII. f. 45. 46).
74. Pseudodolbina aequalis spec. nov.

♂. Ground colour of upperside of body and forewing of a peculiar greenish olive colour, with a distinct shade of yellow in fresh specimens. The interspace between the two lines proximal of stigma on forewing more or less filled up with blackish scaling, at least in front. The pale parts of the fringe of both wings greyish white with a shade of yellow. The terminal spurs of hindtibia of almost exactly the same length.

♀. Harpe sinuate at end, the two lobes nearly the same in length (Pl. XXXV. f. 23).

♀. Not seen.

Hab. Assam.

In the Tring Museum 5 ♂♂ from: Khasia Hills, May 394 (type); Cherrapunji.

75. Pseudodolbina fo.


*Hyloicus fo,* Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hét. i. p. 634. n. 6 (1892) (N. India).

*Pseudodolbina veloxima* Rothschild, Nov. Zool. i. p. 27. t. 6. f. 18 (1894) (Khasia Hills;—Mus. Tring).

♂. Upperside of body and forewing deeper in colour in fresh specimens, being less yellow than in aequalis, much dusted with grey scales; mesothoracic tegula with a short black vitta; yellow spots of proximal segments of abdomen larger, the yellow colour of palpus sharper defined, foretarsus more extended yellow on the upperside, the stigma of the forewing larger, and the pale parts of the fringe of both wings more yellow than in aequalis. The interspace between the two lines of forewing proximal of stigma not filled up with black scaling. Spurs of hindtibia unequal, the long terminal one being about one-third longer than the other.

♂. Harpe (Pl. XXXV. f. 24) ending in a single, rather prominent, pointed process directed dorso-distal. Tooth of penis-sheath (Pl. XXVIII. f. 45. 46) a little longer than in the preceding species.

♀. Vaginal plate see above (Pl. XXI. f. 23).

Hab. North India; Khasia Hills, Assam; Sikhim.

In the Tring Museum 4 ♂♂, 1 ♀ from: Khasia Hills, April, 1894; Cherrapunji, June 1893.
XXIV. DOLBA.—Typus: *hylaenus.*


*Hylaenus* Hübner, *Vr. bez. Schm.* p. 133 (1823) (partim; type: *pinastri*).

*Lathia* id., *lb.* p. 140 (partim; type: * lignastri*).


♂. Antenna thickest in basal half. First segment of tarsi shorter than tibiae. D3 of hindwing as long as, or somewhat shorter than, D4. Scaling of head long, hanging over the eyes as a kind of eye-lashes; palpus also rough-scaled. Tibiae not spinose; first segment of foretarsus externally with a number of spines at base besides the normal first row, all these spines of about the same length, none obviously longer and stouter; midtarsus with comb; *palvillus* and *paronychium* present.

♂. Tenth tergite primitively compressed, under surface reduced almost to a line, dilated ventrad before end, apex sharply hooked, the dilated part rough with wrinkles and granules; sternite resembling that of *Protoparce sexta*, the side-margins parallel, turned upwards and inwards just before end. Clasper elongate sole-shaped; harpe triangular, produced into an obtuse ventro-distal process, surface somewhat concave, with dispersed scales, edges not dentate. A short triangular obtuse penis-funnel beneath the penis-sheath; the latter, as in *Protoparce rusticana* and other species, with an apical, almost horizontal, tooth pointing dextro-lateral and somewhat distad. Scales at lateral edge of seventh tergite prolonged to distinct tufts, reminding one of *Macroglossum*.

♀. Vaginal plate proximally broadly rounded, produced in front of the median, transverse, vaginal cavity into a broad, irregularly notched ridge, which, in a ventral view, covers the cavity entirely; postvaginal portion of plate more or less membranaceous, rounded, scaled (except in middle line).

Larva with six distinct white and red oblique lateral bands, the band on segment 5 not being well marked; head granulose, rounded.—Food: *Prinos, Hec., Comptonia, Asimia.*

Pupa with free tongue-sheath, which is closely applied to the breast.

*Hab.* North America.

The genus is closely related to *Protoparce*. It contains only one species, which resembles *Protoparce rusticana* in the colour of the wings, and several other *Protoparce* in that of the body. It is more specialised than any species of *Protoparce* in possessing eye-lashes, while it agrees with the more generalised species of *Protoparce* in the possession of a *palvillus*.

76. *Dolba hylaenus.*


( 103 )


♀. Cramer's figure was taken from a specimen in Lennep's collection; there is an individual from this collection in the Tring Museum (ex coll. Felder) which may have served as original for Cramer's figure. The species varies a good deal individually.

Larva: head granulose, not rugate, with a pale blue side-stripe; seven side bands, but only six distinct and bordered deeper red in front, pale rose-colour behind, these borders not extending on the next segment, except the last; stigmata with the edges of the slit black.

Tongue-case of chrysalis free, closely applied to the breast, 4 mm. long.

_Hab._ Eastern regions of N. America: from Canada to Alabama and Florida, westward Missouri and Iowa.

In the Tring Museum several larvae, one pupa, and 19 ♀♀, ♀♂♀ from various places.

**XXV. DOLBOGENE gen. nov.—Typus: hartwegi.**

_Dolba Walker, _l.c._ (partim)._  ♂♀. Differs from _Dolba_ in the short, long-spined, first protarsal segment, and short spurs; from _Garganta_ in the presence of the pulvillus and non-spinose tibiae.

Larva and chrysalis not known.

_Hab._ Central America.

One species. A development of _Dolba._

77. Dolbogene hartwegi.

_Dolba hylaenus_, Walker, _l.c._ (partim; Mexico).


♂. Tenth abdominal tergite slender, compressed, somewhat depressed at end, apex obtusely pointed; sternite almost as narrow as the tergite, horizontal, the sides curved upwards, the under surface therefore convex, upper surface distally somewhat grooved in middle. _Harpe_ (Pl. XXXV. f. 27) very short and small, without
patch of suberec scales. Penis-sheath with a very minute apical lobe indicating
the tooth of the allied Sphingidae.

Hab. Mexico; Honduras: probably more widely distributed in Central America.

XXVI. ISOGRAMMA gen. nov.—Typus: hageni.

Daremma, id. (non Walker, 1856), I.e. iii. p. 224 (1877).

♂ ?. Antenna of ♀ with a row of prolonged ciliae. Foretibia spinose at end;
first segment of foretarsus little longer than second, with some long stout spines;
midtibia with a few spines at the very end, midtarsus without comb; paronychium
and pulvillus present. Tubercle of labrum with sharp edge.

♂. Tenth tergite primitively compressed, sulcate above, except at convex
apex, convex beneath, becoming carinate at end, apex curved downwards, pointed
in side-view, obtuse in frontal view; sternite mesially divided into two conical
pointed processes (Pl. XXVIII. f. 4) which are curved upwards at end. Clasper
broadly sole-shaped, widest before middle, apex broadly rounded, a short, high,
subdorsal fold, ending where the clasper widens dorsal; harpe (Pl. XL. f. 3)
seamed on surface as in Chlaenogramma, a pointed, finger-like, ventro-distal
process, and a broad, short, rounded upper lobe, dorsal edge of harpe irregularly
dentate. Penis-sheath armed with an apical, conical, horizontal tooth which slants
distal a very little.

♀. Vaginal plate nearly as in Chlaenogramma, but the ridge before the mouth
of the vagina mesially deeper sinuate and somewhat impressed at the sinus
(Pl. XX. f. 11).

Larva covered with dispersed, transversely seriated granules, side-bands
bordered with red; head granulose (sub-triangular?).

Hab. Texas.
One species.

In the shortness of the foretibia and first segment of the foretarsus the only
species of this genus agrees with the species of Ceratonia, and in the preservation
of the pulvillus with Chlaenogramma, while it differs from both genera in the
foretibia and the extreme apex of the midtibia being armed with spines. The
spinosity of the tibia is an advanced character, not acquired by Ceratonia, while
the pulvillus is an ancestral structure already lost in Ceratonia. Therefore the
genus Isogramma, though closely related to Ceratonia, is in one respect more
advanced than this, and in another it lags one step behind. This clearly shows
that Isogramma and Ceratonia represent two divergent lines of development.
With a little power of construction it is not difficult to conceive that one and the
same link is missing both between Ceratonia and Chlaenogramma, and between this
and Isogramma, this link being the common ancestor of Isogramma and Ceratonia,
characterised by the possession of a pulvillus, not-spiny tibiae, and short and
strongly armed first segment of anterior tarsus. From this ancestral form hageni
branched off by acquiring spinose tibiae (and in ♀ andromorphic antennae),
preserving the pulvillus, while Ceratonia became differentiated by losing the
pulvillus, but keeping the unarmed tibiae. A further differentiation into three
species took place within Ceratomia, while Isogramma remained represented only by one species. Now, if there are other forms to be discovered which are further developments from Ceratomia and Isogramma, it is obvious, judging from the general tendency of evolution among the Acherontiinae, that the next step beyond Isogramma would be represented by an insect with spiny tibiae, but without pulvillus, and that the next step beyond Ceratomia would be a form without pulvillus as in Ceratomia, but with spiny tibiae; the two forms, therefore, thus resulting, although not of the same origin, would be identical in those characters. In such instances the classifier who endeavours to give a classification based upon blood-relationship has to be careful. There are many traps for the classifier who is merely guided by the presence or absence of a certain character. Similarity and blood-relationship are not identical conceptions. Spinosity of the legs and reduction in their length, reduction of paronychium, pulvillus, tongue, and palpus, appearance of fasciulated ciliae on the ♀-antennae recur in many instances among Acherontiinae and Ambulicininae in phylogenetically widely separated forms. Only by closely following the various lines of development is it possible to distinguish between what is similar and what is related.

78. Isogramma hageni.


The forewing has a yellowish green tint, which is not present in _Ceratomia ambulosa_, with which a casual observer might confound the present species.

_Hab_. Texas.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂, 2 ♀♀.

XXVII. CERATOMIA.—Typus: _amyntor._

_Agricola_ Hübner (_non_ id., 1822), _Samml. Ex. Schm_. (1824?) (_nom_. _indec_.).

_Ceratomia_ Harris, _in Sillim_. _Journ. Sci. Art_ xxxvi. p. 293 (1839) (type: _amyntor_).


_Daremma_ id., _loc_. p. 231 (1856).


♂ ‡. Tongue, palpus and eye reduced; antenna of ♂ not andromorphic; tubercle of labrum with sharp edge. _Tibiae unarmed_; foretarsus not essentially different in length from second, armed with three or four long stout spines externally, extemo-apical spines of segments 2 to 4 not obviously prolonged; midtarsus _without comb_; pulvillus _absent_; paronychium present with one lobe on each side.

Larvae very different in the three species. The larva of _C. ambulosa_ represents a more ancestral type than those of the other two species. The divergence in the
structure and colour of the larva does not speak against the insects being united under one generic term. The dissimilarity is not an expression of different origin of the forms, but of adaption of phylogenetically the same forms in different directions. As a matter of course, there is some justification in pleading that each of these species represents a genus of its own; but we reject such a procedure, as it would necessitate, if consequently carried out, the erection of a genus for practically every species, and would lead in the end to a mere shifting of terms, genus being substituted for species, and species for geographical race (subspecies).

Pupa: tongue-case not projecting, not reaching to end of wing-cases, except amyntor.

The sexual armature confirms the relationship of Ceratomia with Isogramma and Chaenogramma.

\textit{Hab.} Eastern parts of the Nearctic Region.

Three species.

Key to the species:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textit{a.} Postdiscal band of hindwing, below, sharply dentate \ldots \ldots \ldots \ldots b. Postdiscal band of hindwing not dentate \ldots 81. \textit{C. catalpa}.
  \item \textit{b.} Pale fringe-spots of forewing very much smaller than the brown spaces between them \ldots 79. \textit{C. amyntor}.
  \item Pale fringe-spots of forewing the same size about as the brown spaces between them \ldots 80. \textit{C. andalosa}.
\end{itemize}

79. \textit{Ceratomia amyntor}.

\textit{Agrio amyntor} Hübner, \textit{Samul. Ex. Schm.} iii. t. 39 (1824?).


Sphex uleni Boisduval, Lc, sub syn. (1875) (non max. superlac.)

Ceratomia uleni, Edwards, Ent. Amer. iii. p. 223 (1888) (= angustata).

♀. Distal margin of forewing more straight than in the other species, somewhat sinnate before hinder angle: the greater part of the wing sometimes with whitish flush, in which case also the underside is more grey than in ordinary individuals. First segment of foretarsus shorter in ♀ than in ♂; long terminal spur of hindtibia two-thirds the length of the first tarsal segment.

♂. Teuth abdominal tergite broad, prismatic, subcarinate beneath, slightly convex above, curved, a little dilated ventral before apex, ending in a short hook; sternite narrow, mesial lobe divided by a narrow slit into two slender, elongate triangular, pointed lobes, which are somewhat curved dorsal (Pl. XXVIII. f. 1). Clasper roundedly oblique ventrally, almost straight dorsally; somewhat dilated dorso-apically; harpe (Pl. XXXVIII. f. 17) short, nearly oblong, truncate distally, with the angles rounded, concave proximally, the apical surface and edge rough with sharp tubercles and teeth. Penis-sheath with a rather short, conical, apical, horizontal tooth which points slightly distad.

♀. Vaginal plate almost wholly membranaceous, wrinkled, covered with scales laterally to the mouth of the vagina, which is antemedian, the anterior margin of the opening not produced into a prominent ridge or flap, and therefore the mouth of the vagina more or less free.

 Larva with two high processes on the second and third thoracic segments, a dorsal mesial line and seven oblique lateral lines of tubercles composed of aggregate granules; head somewhat narrowed above, granulose behind; horn densely covered with high granules.

Hab. Atlantic Subregion, Canada to Georgia, westward to the Missouri basin.

In the Tring Museum several larvae, pupae, and ♂ ♂, 15 ♀ ♀.

80. Ceratomia undulosa.


Dorrenann repens, Grote & Rob., ibid. v. p. 164, n. 88 (1865) (Atlantic district).

Sphinx brunnea, Boisduval (non Drury, 1773), Spec. Gén. Lép. i. t. 11v. f. 6 (1836): id., Ic. IIit. i. p. 116. n. 58 (1872) (larva, pupa; N. York).


♀. First segment of foretarsus not longer than second (Pl. LXIV. f. 5): long terminal spur of hindtibia more than three-fourths the length of the first tarsal segment. Pronotum edged with yellow buff. Stigma large; antennal median lines of forewing distinct.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite compressed, curved at end, subcarinate distally above and below, with a short lateral carina at end, dilated ventrad before the hook (Pl. XXVIII. f. 2): lobe of sternite longer than broad, rounded truncate at end, sinuate, margins turned upwards, so that the lobe is concave above, convex beneath (Pl. XXVIII. f. 3). Clasper broadly sole-shaped, deeply concave; harpe resembling that of Isogramma hageni, produced ventro-distally into a pointed process; the distal and dorsal edge of the somewhat concave upper part of the harpe denticulate, the scaling on the surface of the harpe not very dense (Pl. XL. f. 2). Penis-sheath armed with an apical horizontal tooth which is beset with sharp teeth at the distal and proximal edges, the dentition extended proximad along the edge of the stronger chitinised part of the sheath (Pl. XXIX. f. 1): this armature of the penis-sheath is peculiar to undulosa.

♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XXI. f. 1) proximally limited by a rounded ridge; mouth of vagina covered by a prominent ridge which is produced distal at each side into a long, broad, apically rounded, lobe; this ridge surrounds the vaginal opening in front and at the sides, and forms the roof of a large cavity.

Larva light green, with seven oblique greenish white side-bands; stigmata red; body almost smooth; anal segment with black granules; head obtusely triangular. Sometimes the underside and large patches in front of the side-bands red.—Food-plants: Frazinus, Liguustrum, etc.

Pupa more stumpy than that of amygutor, less glossy, especially the wing-cases; more distinctly multicarinate near spiracles; tongue shorter than forelegs.

Hub. Atlantic Subregion: Canada to Virginia; westward to the Mississippi basin.

In the Tring Museum several larvae and pupae, and 23 ♂♂, 17 ♀♀ from various localities.

81. Ceratomia catalpae.


Ceratomia catalpa, Smith, Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc. xvi. p. 205. t. 10. f. 9. 10 (genit.) (1888) (Florida to Virginia, Mississippi, Indiana); Jones, Ent. News x. p. 43 (1889) (Delaware, spreading northward?); Laur., ibid. x. p. 190 (1889) (Delaware, abund. of pupa); id., loc. xi. p. 608 (1900) (spreading northw.).

♀. First segment of foretarsus a little longer than second; long terminal spur of hindtibiae less than two-thirds the length of the first tarsal segment. Markings in basal half of forewing less distinct than in undulosa, stigma smaller, bands on underside of hindwing less marked, the outer one not dentate; collar not edged yellow buff, brown lateral patches of abdomen smaller. The fringe-spots are variable in size.

♂. Tenth abdominal segment not quite symmetrical—the asymmetry is not conspicuous,—tergite less dilated vertically before eudt han in undulosa; sternite shorter, the lobe broader than long, sinuate, the right half truncate, the left rounded. Clasper small, narrow, broadest just before end; harpe short, broad, almost oblong, somewhat narrowing to end, sinuate at apex, the ventral lobe shorter than the upper one, upper margin slanting, dentate (Pl. XL. f. 1). Penis-sheath with a very long, conical, horizontally curved, apical tooth (Pl. XXIX. f. 2. 3).

♀. Vaginal plate resembling that of Isogramma hageni, but the ridge covering the vaginal cavity thicker and less distinctly sinuate.

Southern specimens seem to be duller in colour and less distinctly marked than northern ones, and have on the metanotum an obvious yellowish spot, which is much paler in northern examples.

Larva pale green, black above, with pale green dorso-lateral stripe, which is interrupted, ringlets and joints also partly pale green; head black; horn thin, black.—Food-plant: Catalpa.

Pupa slender, glossy, not strongly sculptured.

Hab. Southern district of Atlantic Subregion: Florida to Delaware, westward to Mississippi and Pennsylvania.

In the Tring Museum a number of larvae and pupae, and 9 ♂♀, 13 ♀♀ from: Florida; Virginia; Pennsylvania.

XXVIII. ISOPARCE gen. nov.—Typus : cupressi.


♂. Tongue very short and weak, scarcely reaching midcoxae. Palpus small, rough-haired. Tibiae not spiny; first segment of foretarsus short, somewhat longer than second, not obviously longer than fifth, with several stout spines externally, apical one prolonged, segments 2 to 4 also with one prolonged externo-apical spine; hindtibia shorter than first tarsal segment; spurs very long, long terminal one of the length of the first tarsal segment; no comb to midtarsus; no pulvillus, paronymich without lobes. R¹ of hindwing before centre of cell, Sc² and R¹ on a long stalk.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite slender, curved, carinate above, apex obtuse in dorsal, acute in lateral, view; sternite (Pl. XXVIII. f. 6) broad, triangular, obtuse, carinate, convex below. Clasper short and broad, subdorsal fold heavy, with long bristles; harpe (Pl. XL. f. 4) consisting of an upper, truncate, dentate, concave
lobe, and a ventro-distal, flat, somewhat concave, obtuse process. Penis-sheath (Pl. XXVIII. f. 55) produced into a flat apical process.

? Unknown to us.

Larva (accord. to Boisduval's figure): green, middle of tergites (except first two) red, sides with two rows of white patches.

Pupa (accord. to Boisduval) without free tongue-case.

Hab. Southern Atlantic States.

The species shares with Atriceps plebejan the short first protarsal segment and the long spurs to the hindtibia, with Hyloicus the absence of a pulvillus and the structure of the sexual armature, with Ceratomia the absence of spines from the tibiae, absence of a pulvillus, and the short first protarsal segment. A derivation from Ceratomia.

82. Isoparce cupressi.

Sphenex cupressi Boisduval, l.c. n. 41. t. 2. f. 3 (i.) 4 (l.) 5 (p.) (1879) (Georgia); Edw., Canad. Ent. xix. p. 146 (1887) (Kissimee & Enterprise, Florida, May); Smith, Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc. Loud. ix. p. 195 (1888) (Georgia; Florida).

Hyloicus cupressi, Grote, Bull. Buffalo Soc. N. Sc. iii. p. 225. n. 75 (1877) (Georgia); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hct. i. p. 694. n. 17 (1892).

♂. This almost uniformly brown insect is easily recognised by the nearly longitudinal black double line which runs on the forewing from R3 to M3.

Rare in collections. The two specimens recorded by Edwards were caught in May; as they were rubbed, Edwards concludes that the species emerges from the chrysalis earlier in the year.

Hab. Georgia; Florida.

One damaged ♂ without locality in the Tring Museum; also a ♂ in the Berlin Museum.

XXIX. NANNOPARCE gen. nov.—Typus: poeyi.


♂ ?. Tongue longer than the body; comb of pilifer white, not yellow, the bristles flattened. Antenna of ? without prolonged ciliae, slightly but distinctly clubbed. Tbeine not spinose; foretarsus as in Ceratomia with short first segment which is armed with long spines; midtarsus with comb; long terminal spur of hindtibia about four-fifths the length of the first tarsal segment, this shorter than tibia; no pulvillus; paronychium with one lobe on each side.

Early stages unknown.

Hab. Cuba; Jamaica; Yucatan.

One species.

The presence of the midtarsal comb, the long tongue, the specialised comb of the pilifer and the slightly clubbed antenna of the ? remove this genus from the branch Chlaenogramma {Ceratomia. It is an independent offshoot from Protoparce, being differentiated from it, inter alia, by the shortness of the first protarsal segment.
83. Nannoparce poeyi.


♂. Tenth abdominal tergite long, slender, curved; sternite (Pl. XXVIII. f. 5) obtusely triangular, sinuate, convex below. Harpe (Pl. XXXV. f. 28) obliquely rounded at end, dorsal edge sharply dentate, concave; a patch of suberect scales on the surface of the harpe. Penis-sheath with a short flat process which is notched at end (Pl. XL. f. 13).

♀. Orifice of vagina (Pl. XXI. f. 13) proximal, covered by a triangularly sinuate flap; behind the orifice there is a very long rod-like tubercle, similar to that found in Hyloicus lanceolata.

Hab. As above.

We have not seen a Cuba specimen, but the two Jamaica specimens (or, to be more correct, one specimen and four wings) agree so well with Grote’s description that we have no doubt about the correctness of our identification as regards the species. Whether Jamaica and Cuba individuals are subspecifically different, that is a question which we cannot decide without Cuba material.

a. N. poeyi poeyi.


Eriynus poeyi Grote, l.c. (sub syn.).

♂. Forewing less variegated with blackish brown than in haterins, more elongate. Tenth sternite more deeply sinuate, and harpe more densely dentate.

Hab. Cuba; Jamaica.

A ♂ in the Dublin Museum, without antenna but otherwise in fair condition; another in the Berlin Museum with wrong head and abdomen. The latter individual has one the forewing a large brown costal mark in the shape of a halfring open at costal margin.

b. N. poeyi haterins.


♀. Forewing variegated with blackish brown, especially on disc and at costal margin.

♂. Tenth sternite minutely sinuate.

Hab. Yucatan.

In Museum Tring I ♀; in the British Museum 1 ♂; also in the coll. of II. Druce and Staudinger.

XXX. DICTYOSOMA gen. nov.—Typus: eisla.


♂ ♀. Tongue shorter than the body. Pilifer with bristles and scales. Palpus slender, not prominent, hairy. Eye small, not lashed. Antenna (♂, ♀) stout,
with very short abrupt hook, segments constricted at base, appearing dilated laterad in a dorsal aspect, rather broad ventrally; the ventral portions being shorter than the stem of the segments, there is an interspace between the segments ventrally. Tibiae without spines: foretibia short, barely three times as long as broad; first segment of foretarsus about as long as the tibia, with three long spines, besides an additional basal one, no small spines externally, second segment with two prolonged spines; no comb to midtarsus; hindtibia longer than the first tarsal segment, this shorter than the four others together; spurs of mid- and hindtibiae very short, the proximal pair of hindtibia about as long as the tibia is broad. Pulvillus absent; paronychium reduced, without elongate lobes. Cross-veins of hindwing very oblique.

♀. Tenth abdominal tergite stout, curved, pointed, convex above; sternite broad, the lobe slightly spatulate, irregularly rounded. Clasper short and broad, broadly rounded (Pl. XXXIX. f. 8); harpe produced into a long pointed process, which curves upwards. Penis-sheath produced into a short, slender, conical, acute, slightly curved process of the *Hyloicus* type (Pl. XXVIII. f. 44).

♀. Vaginal orifice subapical (Pl. XX. f. 21), with a short, broad, sinuate lobe in front.

Larva green, somewhat granulate, with six reddish brown oblique side-stripes, which are edged with pale yellow behind.

Pupa not described, probably without free tongue-case.

An isolated species, wrongly associated generically with *Hyloicus drupiferarum*, *rancocercus*, etc.

*Hab.* Arizona.

One species.

84. *Dictyosoma elsa.*


♀♀. All the specimens in collections have apparently come from the same locality in Arizona. The species occurs possibly in N.W. Mexico.

*Hab.* Arizona.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♀, 1 ♀; in coll. Schaus 1 ♀; in coll. Standinger 1 ♀, 1 ♀.

XXXI. *NEogene* gen. nov.—*Typus*: *reevi*.

*Hyloicus Hubner* (non id., 1822), *Samm. Ex. Soc. Zatr.* (1825 ?).


*Sphinx*, Auct.

♀♀. Antenna very stout in ♀, nearly one-half the length of the forewing, abruptly hooked; distinctly clavate in ♀, simple, not quite one-third the length of the forewing. Tongue shorter than the body, weak. Pilifer with a brush of scales instead of bristles. Genal process much longer than the pilifer. Palpus applied to the head, not prominent, larger in ♀ than in ♀. Eye lashed. Tibiae
not spinose, longer than the respective first tarsal segment; first segment of foretarsus about three times as long as broad, armed with three long spines, second segment with one long apical spine; midtarsus generally with two or three long bristles indicating the comb; first segment of mid- and hindtibia shorter than the four others together; long apical spur of hindtibia not half the length of the first tarsal segment; no spines on the upperside of the tarsi; paronychium present, the lobe long but very slender; no pulvillus. Spinulation of abdomen weak.

Early stages not known.

_Hab._ Southern Neotropical Region.

The genus is a dwarfed offshoot from _Protoparce_, parallel with the series _Chlaenogramma—Ceratomia_. It has acquired, like _Ceratomia_, the short and strongly armed foretarsus, lost the pulvillus, and preserved the unarmed tibiae. The presence of some long bristles indicating the comb on the midtarsus proves _Neogene_ to have branched off independently of _Chlaenogramma_, in which the comb is entirely reduced to the ordinary spinulation, while in the modification of the bristles of the pilifer into scales _Neogene_ is even more advanced than _Ceratomia_, which has the normal brush of bristles. It belongs to the _Nannoparce_ branch, forming a more specialised member of that series, which terminates in the Australian _Coenotes_.

Two species:

Occiput white like the sides of pro- and mesonotum 86. _N. dysmenus._

Occiput black like the sides of pro- and mesonotum 85. _N. reevi._

85. _Neogene reevi._

_Hab._ Argentina; Paraguay; Parana, Brazil.

In the Tring Museum 9 ♂ ♂, 3 ♀ ♀ from : Castro, Parana, Nov. Dec. (E. D. Jones); La Gama, Argentina, Nov. Dec.; Cordoba (Berg).
86. Neogene dynaeus.


♂. The chalky white colour of the occiput and sides of pro- and mesonotum distinguish this species conspicuously from _reevi_. The forewing has an oblique, grey, more or less interrupted, apical band which joins as a rule the grey transverse discal band. The hindwing is more or less suffused with brown; the brown marginal band is not sharply defined. No long bristles at the base of the midtarsus, or only one or two.

♀. Sexual armature essentially as in _reevi_, but the tooth of the penis-sheath longer.

♀. Not seen.

_Hab._ Brazil : Bahia, Pernambuco.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♂♀ from Pernambuco, received from Mr. Schaus.

XXXII. COENOTES gen. nov.—Typus : _cremophilae_.


♂ ?. Closely allied to _Neogene_. Antenna much slenderer, palpus smaller, tongue shorter and weaker, midtarsus without the long basal bristles, _R^2_ of the hindwing a little more central, the lobes of the paronychium much shorter; eye not lashed.

_Larva_ grey sage green; head, anal prolegs and horn black; three rows of orange spots, one dorsal, two lateral, the latter including the stigmata; horn long and thin (from a drawing by Miss Barnard).—_Food_ : _Cremphila._

_Tongue-case of pupa not free._

_Hab._ Queensland.

One species.

87. Coenotes cremophilae (Pl. XII. f. 8, ♂, _type_).


_Protoparce minimum_ Miskin, _L. p. 24 (1891) (Dawson)._  
_Plethopterinae_ (?) _cremophilae_ Kirby, _Nov. Zool._ i. p. 38. n. 43 (1894).

The _type_ of this species is in the Tring Museum, ex coll. Barnard, from which collection Lucas described the insect. Miskin's _minimum_ came from the same source.

♂. Tenth tergite shorter and more strongly curved than in _Neogene_, strongly convex dorsally at apex; sternite truncate-sinuate, a little longer than broad, with the angles rounded. Harpe very short, rounded-triangular, denticulate at end, without a patch of erect scales (which patch is present in _Neogene, Protoparce_, etc.). Penis-sheath defective in the only ♂ at disposal, apparently without armature.
XXXII. ATREUS.—Typus: plebeja.

*Sphinx, Fabricius (non Linné, 1758), Gen. Ins. p. 273 (1777).

♀. Tongue long. Eyes lashed. Comb of pilifer normal. Fore- and mid-tibiae spinose, spines not numerous; two of the apical spines of foretibia long, no spines on anterior surface, first segment of foretarsus with two or three long spines, much shorter than the tibia, half as long again as second segment; hindtibia about as long as the first tarsal segment, spurs very long, long apical one reaching end of first tarsal segment; comb of mesotarsus present, consisting of a few long bristles which stand in basal fifth of the segment; pulvillus and pararychnium present. Antenna gradually tapering from middle to end, segments in ♀ with distinct basal rows of prolonged cilia. R^2 of hindwing in or before centre of cell.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite as in *Protoparce quinquemaculatus*; lobe of sternite flat, rounded, rather obviously sinuate (Pl. XXVIII. f. 8), agreeing with the sternite found in some *Hyloicus*. Clasper rather slender, not dilated dorsad; harpe (Pl. XXXV. f. 26) with a patch of erect scales as in *Protoparce*. Penis-sheath as in *Protoparce*, with an apical horizontal tooth, which points to the right-hand side.

♀. Vaginal plate semi-membranaceous, mouth of vagina very wide, its proximal edge sharp, but not, or little, raised above the level of the postvaginal portion of the plate (Pl. XXI. f. 19).

Larva green, paler above or pinkish, seven yellow side-bands, bordered black or red in front; horn with numerous black granules; head rounded, very little narrowed above, granulose all over; thorax with dispersed granules, a transverse row anteriorly on prothorax and a dorso-lateral series on meso-metathorax more distinct.

Pupa: tongue-case detached, straight, closely applied to the breast, long, reaching to the end of the antenna-case.

_Hab._ Eastern parts of the Nearctic Region.

Two species.

An offshoot from *Protoparce*, or rather from a form (not yet discovered, or extinct) connecting *Protoparce* with *Hyloicus*.

88. Atreus plebeja.


Hyloicus plebeius ( ), Grote, Bull. Buffalo Soc. N. Sci. i. p. 27 (1874); id., Loc. ii. p. 228. n. 66 (1875); id., Loc. iii. p. 255. n. 58 (1877) (Mass.; Missouri; Ohio; Southern St.); Scudder. Psyche i. p. 78 (1877) (larva; on Syringa); Fern., Sphing. N. Engl. p. 52. n. 23 (1886) (larva; on Tecoma); Edw., Bull. U. St. Nat. Mus. xxxv. p. 48 (1889) (lit. rel. to metam.; on Bignonia, Passiflora !); Rowl., Canad. Ent. x. p. 11 (1899) (Missouri, larva on Syringa, Tecoma).

Ateutes plebeius ( ), Grote, Hawk Moths N. Am. p. 41 (1886) (l. on Syringa).


♂ ♀. Harpe (Pl. XXXV. f. 25) strongly dentate, produced ventrad into a broad lobe which ends in a heavy sharp tooth. The black lateral patches of the abdomen have developed to a subdorsal and subventral longitudinal band connected with each other by the black edges of the segments. The development of such bands from patches in this species is of great significance in the study of the development of the pattern of Lepidoptera. It was Eimer’s main contention that longitudinal bands represent always the ancestral pattern, which is erroneous.

Larva on Syringa and Tecoma; Boisduval, and later Hw. Edwards, L.c.e., gives Bignonia and Passiflora as food-plants.

Two broods.

Hab. Canada to Florida, westward to Missouri.

In the Tring Museum 10 ♂ ♂, 12 ♀ ♀, 3 larvae and 2 pupae from: N. Jersey; Virginia; N. Carolina; Sanford, Florida, June.

XXXIV. HYLOICUS.—Typus : pinastri.


Lethia id., loc. p. 140 (1822) (partim.; type : luggest).

Agryus id. (non id., 1822), Scand. Ex. Schm. (1824 ?).


♂ ♀. Eye lashed. Foretibia spinose. No pulvillus. Abdominal segments laterally black at the apex ; white or grey at the base. Harpe without patch of suberect scales; penis sheath produced distad into a simple or hooked process.

A large genus, comprising forms which differ considerably in structure, but are connected by intergradate species.

Tongue much longer, or shorter, than the body. Palpus more or less rough, with long hair-scales. Antenna of ♂ without distinctly prolonged serrated ciliae, often obviously clubbed. Foretibia always armed with spines, but the spines quite variable in number and size, midtibia unarmed, or with one or a few apical spines regularly or occasionally, or more or less spiny all over; spurs often with one or more spines (convergens, eremitus, etc.); first protarsal segment variable in length, often armed with prolonged spines; midtarsal comb
present, or reduced in the number and length of the bristles, or the bristles not prolonged to a comb; ptyvillus always absent, but the lobe of the paronychium may be present or absent.

The more generalised species with paronychium, mesotarsal comb, very long tongue, long first protarsal segment and not spiny midtibia, are lugens and allies. From this group cremitus branched off by acquiring the short first protarsal segment, the spiny midtibia and the specialised larva. Another branch (canadensis, etc.), had its origin in some such form as justiciae; while lanceolata may be regarded as the prototype of the more specialised elersis, canadensis and allies. This latter series, of which sequane and colorinus with their clubbed ?-antenna and the peculiar genital armature form a side-branch, culminates in forms without paronychium and without mtdtarsal comb.

In two of the species (canadensis and perselegans) remarkable dichromatism obtains, there occurring specimens with a black and specimens with a grey thorax. The difference is said to be seasonal in canadensis (see below).

We were very much surprised to find that, in perselegans, this difference in colour is accompanied by a difference in structure, the one form possessing long lobes to the paronychium, the other being without them. This is the first instance met with by us among Lepidoptera—apart from geographical races—where individual resp. seasonal forms differ in structure as well as in colour.

We should have liked to divide the rather unwieldy mass of species at least into three genera. Our attempts, however, to do so were a failure. The species with non-spinose midtibias and long lobes to the paronychium form a natural group, if we except lanceolata, but the remainder comprises species which are partly much less related inter se than with species of the first group, and would require further splitting up, if the first group were treated as generically distinct.

Larvae of the ligustri-type, or specialised in pattern and sometimes in structure.

Pupa with a free tongue-sheath of varying length, appressed to the breast.

Hab. Nearctic, Neotropical, and Palaearctic Regions.

Thirty species, of which only four are Palaearctic.

Key to the species:

A. Midtibia not spinose; paronychium with lobes. Hindwing with a black basal patch. Forewing generally with two distinct stigmata.

a. Mesothoracic tegulae with a black middle line besides the thin black dorsal border  

b.  

i.

Mesothoracic tegulae without black middle line  

b.

i.

b. Metanotum with a golden-yellow spot on each side .  

b.

i.

without  

b.

i.

c. Fringe of abdominal tergites with a yellow double spot  

c.

d.  

d.

c.  

c.

c. Fringe of abdominal tergites without yellow spots  

d.

d. Middle of abdominal tergites of a yellowish russet tint, forewing washed all over with russet.  

92. H. justiciae.

b.

e. Middle of abdominal tergites olive or grey, ground colour of forewing grey  

e.

93. H. merops.

b.

f. Edge of prothoracical tegulae yellow dorsally  

f.

98. H. separatus.

b.
J. Length of forewing 50 mm. or more, ground colour whitish grey.
Length of forewing 45 mm. or less, ground colour brownish grey.
Length of forewing 45 mm. or less, ground colour whitish grey, the two lines of the mesothoracic tegula of nearly the same width, the interspace whitish grey.

97. H. cremitoides.

99. H. istar.

100. H. praelongus.

95. H. geminus.

94. H. lagens.

B. Midtibia spinose, hindwing with sharply defined black basal patch; first protarsal segment only a little longer than the second, with long spines.

C. Midtibia spinose, or paronychium without lobes. Hindwing without black basal patch, or this patch indistinct, ill-defined. Forewing with one stigma, which is often absent.

112. H. liquistri.

103. H. vancouverensis.

108. H. kelmine.

Hindwing almost unicolorous, without sharply marked black distal band.
Hindwing with a sharply marked distal band, besides a black median band.
Abdomen with red or reddish side-patches.
Abdomen with red or reddish side-patches, without red tint.
Forewing without white fringe-spots.
Forewing yellowish buff; mesothoracic tegulae with two stripes, the upper thinner than the lower, space between them russet, paronychium with long lobes.

Not so.
Disc of mesonotum whitish or clayish grey, or somewhat russet, paronychium without lobes.
Disc of mesonotum black, at least in frontal half.
Mesothoracic tegulae without a thin middle line.

102. H. chersis.
Mesothoracic tegulae with a thin middle line besides the dorsal border.

q. Ground colour of forewing and thorax clayish

106. 107. H. franchi and camulensis.

Ground colour of forewing and thorax greyish white, white side-spots of abdomen bordered with black all round.

104. H. libocedrus.

Ground colour as before, white side-spots of abdomen not bordered black above and below.

105. H. perelegans f. asellus.

r. Paronychium without long lobes, black discal band of hindwing below absent or vestigial.

110. H. luscitiosa.

Paronychium with long lobes; the band distinct; pale side-patches of abdomen not bordered with black below.

110. H. gordius.

As before, the side-patches with black border below.

s. Pale side-patches of abdomen bordered above by a broad black longitudinal band.

111. H. drupiferarum.

The dorso-lateral black band not present.

105. H. perelegans f. perelegans.

Long terminal spur of hindtibia two-thirds the length of the first tarsal segment.

116. H. pinastri.

Long terminal spur of hindtibia less than half the length of the first tarsal segment.

109. H. gordius.

M. Multibia with spines.

111. H. drupiferarum.

Multibia without spines, or only with one or two at end.

113. H. dolli.

w. Forewing whitish grey in costal region, this area bordered by a black and brown basi-apical band.

114. H. sequoiae.

Forewing more uniform in colour.

v. Abdomen with greyish white side-patches; two lines across apex of cell of forewing, oblique apical line and discal streaks very heavy.

115. H. crassistriata.

Abdomen with greyish white side-patches, markings of forewing very thin or ill-defined.

118. H. oberthueri.

Abdomen with brownish grey side-patches, one line across apex of cell of forewing (this line often obliterated).

117. H. caligineus.

x. Mesothoracic tegula with black mesial line.

91. H. aurigutta.

y. Forewing above greenish olive-buff.

89. H. arthuri.

z. blackish grey.

90. H. maara.

89. Hyloicus arthuri.


♂. Easily recognised by the peculiar greenish olive-buff colour of the upperside of the head, thorax, and forewing. Spines of foretibia not very prominent (the only specimen known has no middle and hind legs). Harpe broad (Pl. XXXVIII. f. 2), concave, and dentate. Membranaceous lobes protruding from the penis-sheath more heavily denticulate than in other species.
90. **Hyloicus maura** (Pl. XI. f. 5,♀).


♀. We have only 2 ♀♀, and there was no other material in the collections visited. This may be the other sex of *arthuri*; but considering the great similarity in pattern between *separatus* and *eremitoides*, *lugens* and *geminus*, it would be very hasty to put *arthuri* and *maura* together as the sexes of one species. The question can only be decided by the study of ♂♂ of *maura* from Tucuman. The two insects agree in the peculiar shape of the forewing, the outer margin of the same being slightly convex, nearly straight down to R². The head and thorax are uniform in colour, without black stripes in both species; however, whereas these parts as well as the forewing are blackish grey in *maura*, they are greenish olive-buff in *arthuri*. The underside of the abdomen of *maura* is less white than in *arthuri*, and the white fringe of the hindwing is distinctly spotted with brown. Both species have two golden-yellow spots on the metanotum, one at each side.

Vaginal plate similar to that of *separatus*, distally more rounded, the cavity also more rounded, the cone bearing the vaginal orifice rather high, obliquely truncate, the ventral margin projecting.

Early stages unknown.


The specimen labelled Espírito Santo has a double stigma on the forewing, while the anterior spot is wanting in the cotype, which we received from Professor Carlos Berg.

91. **Hyloicus aurigtutta** spec. nov. (Pl. XI. f. 4,♂).

♂♀. Similar to *lugens*, larger, less grey, wings and body (abdomen excepted) washed with Vandyke brown. Metathorax with two golden yellow spots. Wings, *upperside.—* Forewing: black markings not very distinct on the dark ground; an indistinct russet patch behind cell proximally of oblique antemedian double line; white double stigma rather prominent; oblique apical line thin, widely interrupted at SC²; postdiscal line R²—SM² interrupted at veins, nearly straight, followed by a greyish white, irregular, submarginal line, which is, taken as a whole, parallel to margin.—Bands of hindwing less white than in *lugens*, being washed with brown like the abdominal bands; black basal patch not quite reaching base, antemedian grey band curved as in *merops*, black discal band much widened from (SM¹) to R², including a grey patch before M² and a smaller one at SM². Palpus and sterna with a few grey scales.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite broad in proximal half, very abruptly narrowed in middle, apex slenderer than in *lugens*, sternite longer and slenderer than in that species. *Harpe* (Pl. XXXVIII. f. 3) ending in a heavy tooth, dorsal edge heavily toothed, ventro-distal edge faintly notched. Process of penis-sheath of the same type as in *lugens*, but broader.
♀. Not dissected.
Early stages unknown.

Hab. Chanchamayo, Peru (Thamm): 1 ♂ received from Messrs. Staudinger & Bang-Haas; 1 ♀ from Yungas, La Paz, Bolivia, 14. xii. 99 (Garlepp). Also in the Staudinger collection.

Easily distinguished from mauro by the black thoracic stripes, and the much more distinctly marked forewings, from lugens and allies by the golden metathoracic spots.

92. Hyloicus justiciae.


♂ ?. Fringe of abdominal tergites orange yellow near the mesial line.

♀. Harpe resembling somewhat that of lugens, not serrate, with one apical tooth (Pl. XXXVIII. f. 1); tenth sternite rounded triangular, middle sinuses barely vestigial.

♀. Not dissected.

Larva green, with seven side-bands, which are reddish violet in front, white behind, continued to the next segment, but this prolongation yellow; thorax granulose.—Food: Justicia, family Acanthaceae.

Pupa mentioned by Burmeister, but not characterised.

Hab. Province of Rio de Janeiro to Buenos Ayres, probably extending farther north.

The species is not mentioned by Bömminghausen in his List of the Sphinxidae of Rio de Janeiro.

We have only one ♂ in the Tring Museum.

93. Hyloicus merops.


♂ ?. Fringe of abdominal tergites without orange-yellow spots.

♂. Harpe nearly as in geminus, shorter, dorsal and distal margins dentate. Lobe of tenth sternite less triangular than in justiciae.

♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XX. f. 24) intermediate between those of geminus and separatus, more wrinkled than in either species, and the distal lateral margins more slanting.

Early stages of this common insect not described.

Hab. Mexico southward to Ecuador.
In the Tring Museum 60 specimens from: Mexico; Honduras; Costa Rica; Rio Dagua, Colombia (Rosenberg); Popayan, Colombia (Lehmann); Rio Bamba (Stolzmann). In coll. Charles Oberthür also from Chimbo, Ecuador.

No specimens of either justiciæ or merops have been recorded from the Amazon basin, Surinam and Venezuela. Until material from these regions comes to hand it is not possible to say with certainty whether the two insects are mere representative forms of one species, or are specifically distinct. It is worthy of note that they differ in the harpes in a similar way as geminus and lugens, separatus and eremitoides. This is an argument in favour of the specific distinctness of justiciæ and merops, though the argument is by no means conclusive.

94. Hyloicus lugens.


The types of lugens and andromedae are the same in the sexual armature as well as in size and pattern. Boisduval's description of andromedae of 1875 refers to two species; his lugens of 1875 is not Walker's lugens, but Boisduval’s merops of 1870. Clemens's sordida var. B is either lugens or geminus; his var. A is the insect which was formerly identified, erroneously, as leucophaca, and more recently, also by mistake, as andromedae. The synonymy becomes still more involved by the American entomologists sinking two separate species, namely, separatus and eremitoides, as synonyms of lugens. The synonymy as given by Smith, i.e., comprises five distinct species.

♀. In appearance like an enlarged edition of eremitus; first protarsal segment longer, with three or four prolonged spines, of which the apical one is more than one-third the length of the segment. Forewing, above, blackish grey; there is mostly a longitudinal line in the apex of the cell; the white dots of the fringe are much smaller than the black spaces between them. Hindtibia as long as the first and second tarsal segments together in ♀, a little shorter in ♂. Black spots of underside of abdomen small, generally only one distinct. Black median band of hindwing narrowing behind, often more or less longitudinally divided by grey scaling.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite (Pl. XXVIII. f. 7) rather suddenly narrowed in middle, then slightly narrowing to the end, which is rather obtuse, gently bent downward, upperside convex, underside sulcate; sternite with an obtusely triangular, flat, mesial lobe, which is sinuate and slightly curved upwards. Harpe (Pl. XXXVI. f. 18-19) non-dentilulate, deeply concave on the surface, ventral margin rounded-dilated, distal margin produced at upper angle into a prominent hook; the subdorsal fold of the clasper with very long bristles. Penis-sheath produced into a slightly curved half-cylinder, which is round at the tip and bears before the end a small sharp tooth (Pl. XXIX. f. 8).

♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XX. f. 12) longer than in the other species of Hyloicus with non-spinose midtibiae, the distal part membranaceous, mesially folded trans-
versely, the folds medially connected; orifice of vagina more proximal than in the allies, agreeing in position best with that of lanceolata.

Early stages unknown.

_Hab._ Mexico to Honduras.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♂ ♂ , 1 ♀ from: Mexico; Rosery Mine, Honduras, 3000 ft.

95. **Hyloicus geminus** spec. nov. (Pl. XI. f. 3, ♀).  

♂ ♀. This species is so close in pattern to _lugens_ that it cannot, with certainty, be recognised as distinct without dissection. It is therefore quite natural that it has been overlooked and stands in collections confused with _lugens_. The only character by which _geminus_ can apparently constantly be separated from _lugens_, apart of the sexual armature, is the presence of five conspicuous black spots on the underside of the abdomen.

♀. Tenth abdominal tergite as in _lugens_; the sternite narrower. Harpe (Pl. XXXVI. f. 29) essentially different, rounded distally, reaching beyond middle of chasps, slightly curved dorsal distally, ventral and dorsal edges almost parallel, dorsal edge heavily dentate, ventro-apical edge less so. Penis-sheath as in _lugens_.

♀ ♀. Vaginal plate concave distally (Pl. XX. f. 13), the lateral edges being here raised: orifice of vagina rather large, at each side with a small groove, which is formed by a proximal and a distal fold that are fused together laterally.

Early stages not known.

_Hab._ Mexico to Honduras.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♂ ♂ , 4 ♀ ♀ from: Mexico: Jalapa, June, _type_; Tacuba Mts., August. Also in other collections from various parts of Mexico, especially Vera Cruz.

96. **Hyloicus eremitus**.


_Grypus eremita_, _Kirby, Cat._ _Lep._ _Het._ i. p. 635. n. 1 (1892).

♂ ♀. Closely allied to _lugens_ and _geminus_, but the first protarsal segment shorter, and the midtibia spiny. First protarsal segment about half the length of the tibia a little longer than the second segment, with two or three long spines, of which:
the apical one is nearly as long as the segment itself; long terminal spur of hindtibia nearly two-thirds the length of the first tarsal segment. Spurs as a rule with one or more spines. Sexual armature resembling that of *geminus*. Paronychium with long lobes, one on each side.

♂. Tenth tergite more gradually narrowed than in *geminus*; sternite as in that species. Harpe rather deeply concave, intermediate in shape between those of *geminus* and *eremitoïdes*, with a simple dorso-distal tooth; no serration (though Smith, *l.c.*, describes the harpe as "dentate and serrate"). Penis-sheath (Pl. XXIX. f. 7) nearly the same as in *geminus*, the tooth not quite apical; the lobes projecting from the sheath heavily dentate, with the teeth almost arranged in a row.

♀. Vaginal plate closely resembling that of *geminus*, but as much wrinkled as in *justicinae*.

Larva peculiar, the third thoracic segment being raised anteriorly into a triangular protuberance, and the third and fourth bearing a velvety black dorsal patch.—Food: *Mentha*, *Satureia*, *Monarda*.

Pupa: tongue-case 10 mm. long, straight, slightly separated from the breast, end bulbous.

*Hub.* Canada to Georgia, westward to Missouri. (Clemens records it from Texas!)

In the Tring Museum 2 larvae and 1 pupa, and 16 ♂♂, 5 ♀♀ from: Massachusetts; Illinois; Virginia.

97. *Hyloicus eremitoïdes* (Pl. XII. f. 4, ♀).


As said by Schans, *l.c.*, the present species has nothing to do with *lugens* of 1856, nor is it identical with the species described as *separatus* by Nenmeogen. If one has *separatus* and *eremitoïdes* side by side—and does not compare them too superficially—the distinctness of the insects becomes at once evident. *H. eremitoïdes* is the paler and smaller of the two; it differs from the other chiefly in the following points: the black abdominal side-marks are smaller, more triangular, the prothoracic tegulae have no obviously yellow marginal spots, the mesial streak of the mesothoracic tegula is very much narrower, being not essentially heavier than the black dorsal border of the tegula, which border is distinct; the basal and medio-costal areas of the forewing are more white, the apical, oblique, interrupted black streak is much thinner, the subbasal white band of the hindwing is more grey, and the distal border of the hindwing narrower. The midtibia is as long (?), or nearly as long (?), as the first two tarsal segments together, while in *separatus* it equals in length the first tarsal segment (?), or barely surpasses it (?). The foretibia is more densely spinose (Pl. LXIV. f. 3) than in *separatus* (Pl. LXIV.
f. 4), there being present three or four rather heavy apical spines besides a number of smaller ones, situated on the outer surface from apex to near base.

♂. Tenth abdominal sternite more deeply sinuate than in separatus. Harpe similar to that of Eugens (while the harpe of separatus resembles that of geminus), but narrower, ventrally less rounded-dilated, the tooth shorter and less curved (Pl. XXXVI. f. 17, dorsal view). Penis-sheath as in geminus, the apical process shorter than in separatus.

Larva (accord. to Strecker) pale green, with seven white side-bands; horn black.—Food: Scleita.

Two broods, larva in June and October.

Hab. Kansas; New Mexico; Texas; probably in all the Southern States.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂♂ from: Kerrville, Texas; N. Mexico (Snow).

One pair lent to us by Mr. Schaus. Two ♂♂ in coll. Staudinger from: N. Mexico, near Hot Springs, Las Vegas, 7000 ft., July '82 (Snow).

Prof. Smith, l.c., states that the species agrees with eremitus "in tibial and tarsal armature." This is incorrect, inasmuch as, in eremitus, the first protarsal segment is shorter, the spines are longer, and the midtibia is armed with spines.

98. Hyloicus separatus (Pl. XII. f. 3, ♂).

_Sphinx andromedae_ Boisduval (non id., 1870), Spec. Gén. Lép. Hét. i. p. 89. n. 24 (1875) (partim);

_Sphinx separatus_ Neumoegen, Ent. Amer. i. p. 92 (1885) (New Mexico); Edw., Ent. Amer. iii. p. 223 (1888); Ottol., Ent. News vi. p. 218 (1895) (in coll. Neumoegen).


_Sphinx separatus_, Kirby, Cat. Lép. Hét. i. p. 691. n. 10 (1892) (N. Mexico).

♂ ?. The "Eugen" with which Neumoegen compares separatus in the description of the latter is eremitoides. The differences pointed out by him are just those which separate eremitoides from the present species, which is doubtless correctly identified, though we have not seen the type. Snow got both species in New Mexico.

It is very remarkable that separatus and eremitoides differ in the harpe exactly in the same way as do Eugens and geminus.

In all the specimens we have seen the collar is conspicuously marked with a yellow marginal spot at each side; these spots are barely vestigial in the allied species: no mention has been made of them in the description of separatus. The antennae of the ♂ are very stout. Foretibia and first protarsal segment see Pl. LXIV. f. 4.

♂. Tenth abdominal sternite broader than in geminus, feebly sinuate. Harpe much shorter than in geminus but of nearly the same shape, more curved upwards, the dorsal edge sharply dentate (Pl. XXXVI. f. 16). The rounded apical process a little more prominent than in geminus and eremitoides, nearly as in eremitus, the tooth a little more proximal than in the former two species.

♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XX. f. 14) almost as in geminus, but the sides of the distal part less elevated, the cone which bears the vaginal orifice more evenly rounded, more smooth, without lateral grooves.

Larva and pupa not known.

Hab. Colorado; New Mexico; Mexico; probably of wider distribution.

In the Tring Museum 15 ♂♂, 5 ♀♀ from: Las Vegas and Magdalena, New Mexico (Snow); San Juan Mts., Colorado, end of Aug. 1890 (Osler).
In coll. Schaus and coll. Dognin from Jalapa, Vera Cruz. In coll. Standinger from "Mexico." These Mexican specimens are a trifle darker than those from New Mexico.

99. **Hyloicus istar** sp. nov. (Pl. XII, f. 2, ?).

*Sphincte* *ius* *Walker, List Lept. Ins. B. M. viii, p. 219, n. 11 (1856) (partim, teste Butler!).
*Sphincte* *zonuloides* *A., Clemens, Journ. A. X. Sci. Philad. iv, p. 170, n. 65 (1859) (Jalapa).
*Sphincte* *andronoeus*, Schaus (non Boisduval, 1870), Ent. News vi, p. 143 (1895) (partim); Druce, Lc. Suppl. p 313, n. 3 (3) (1896) (partim).

♂ ?. Larger than *separatus*, the black middle stripe of the mesothoracic tegula almost merged together with the black upper edge, the interspace between these lines being dark brown; pronotum without yellow spots.—Forewing washed with russet on the disc; no black longitudinal line in the apical half of the cell; black oblique antennomedian band from base of M to inner margin very prominent, consisting of two lines only, the third proximal line being vestigial between M and SM and not traceable beyond SM, while in *separatus* all three lines reach inner margin; five costal marks (costal parts of five lines, of which the three proximal ones are vestigial) between base and apex of cell, second and third mark much closer together than the first and second.—Distal border of hindwing narrower than in *separatus*, the black median band broad, nearly as wide at R as the distal border; fringe with large brown spots.

Underside similar to that of *separatus*, rather darker, the foregoing and body somewhat washed with russet; abdomen with a series of black middle spots, of which only the second is large. Body less stout than in *separatus*, armature of the legs similar, but the spines of the foretibia comparatively shorter. Antenna of ♀ not so stout, that of ♀ not so obviously clubbed.

♂. Tenth abdominal sternite narrow at the base and broad at the end as in *geminus*, minutely sinuate. Harpe intermediate between those of *geminus* and *separatus*, decidedly shorter than in the former, and longer than in the latter. Penis sheath as in *separatus*.

♀. As in *praelongus* (Pl. XX, f. 15) with a lobe in front of the vaginal cavity, the lobe not distinctly sinuate.

Early stages unknown.

*Hab.* Mexico.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♀♂, 2 ♀♀ from "Mexico," one of them from Oaxaca, June (W. Schaus); type: Mexico, ♀.

Also in other collections, confounded with *ius*, *geminus*, *separatus* and *cremitoides*.

100. **Hyloicus praewolongus** sp. nov. (Pl. XII, f. 1, ♂).

♂ ?. Closely resembling *istar*, with which it agrees in structure; decidedly more greyish white, the two black streaks of the mesothoracic tegula clearly separated by a grey interspace; forewing more elongate, coming in shape near that of *lanceolata*; markings as in *istar*, but the cell with a black apical streak, (SM) marked with a white dash outside the double antennomedian line.

♀ Vaginal plate (Pl. XX, f. 15) hollowed out distally, the edges raised, mouth of vagina concealed in ventral view by a sinuate lobe with rounded angles.
Larva and chrysalis unknown.

_Hab._ Rosery Mine, Spanish Honduras, 3000 to 4000 ft.; 3♂♂, 1 ♀ (Mus. Tring),
type: ♂.

A ♀ from the same locality in coll. Dognin.

This may be only a southern form of _ister_; but as the differences in colour are
very apparent if the two insects are placed side by side, we think it wiser to keep
them specifically distinct for the present. It is quite possible that the two occur
together and are independent of each other, and differ also essentially in the earlier
stages.

101. _Hyloicus lanceolata._

Schaus, _Ent. News vi._ p. 143 (1895) (probably _lanceolata_).

*Sphinx lanceolata_ Boisduval, _Cons. Lep. Guat._ p. 73 (1870) (no descr.; Guatemala); Felder. _Reise

Rhoph. Hét._ i. p. 142 (1878) (Panama); Druce, _Biol. Centr. Amer._ _Lep. Hét._ i. p. 23, n. 4 (1883)
(“not seen”); Kirby, _Cten. Lep. Hét._ i. p. 690, n. 1 (1892) (“Honduras”; Mexico); Schaus,
_l.c._ (1895) (common in Vera Cruz); Druce, _Cten._ _Suppl._ p. 319 (1896) (Jalapa; Orizaba).

_Sphinx aquinocinclus_ Boisduval, _l.c._ (nom. max. _spp._).

♂♂. We quite agree with Mr. Schaus, who said, _l.c._, that in his opinion
_leucophaeata_ was a northern form of _lanceolata_. The description of _leucophaeata_
fits _lanceolata_ except in one point; the hindwing is said to be “greyish, with a
black median band and broad black marginal band,” no mention being made of
the conspicuous black basal patch present in all specimens of _lanceolata_. As this
patch is wanting in _chersis_ or only vestigial, it seems to us quite likely that there
exists, unknown to entomologists, a Sphinx in Texas and New Mexico which is the
true _leucophaeata_, standing intermediate between _lanceolata_ and _chersis_. There
is certainly a link wanting between these two species, which agree in many respects.
This link may differ from _lanceolata_ in being devoid of the black basal patch of the
hindwing, and from _chersis_ in having (like _lanceolata_) a non-spinose midtibia.
Another intermediate hypothetical form, which may turn out one day to be real, is
a Sphinx with the basal patch present and the midtibia spinose.

So much is sure, that we cannot with any degree of certainty say whether
_lanceolata_ is a synonym of the unknown quantity named _leucophaeata_, or whether
the two are distinct, or whether they are geographical forms of one species. The
benefit of the doubt remains with _lanceolata_, which name we must employ for the
present insect.

Boisduval did not describe the insect in 1870; he simply cited Felder’s plate—
of which he had received a copy in advance—and only remarks that the species was
larger than the largest specimens of _tetrio_ (= _asdrubal_). Whether the very bad
_femoral_ from Guatemala was really this species, or perhaps our _procollum_, we cannot
tell. All the specimens examined by us were from Mexico. Kirby gives Honduras
as locality without authority; but Streck, _l.c._, records it from Panama.

The species stands more isolated than its congeners, differing from the preceding
_Hyloicus_ in the _chersis_-like forewing and penis-sheath, from the following ones in
the non-spinose midtibia. It represents a type from which _chersis_ and allies have
developed by acquiring spinose midtibiae. There is some rather obvious individual
variation in the distinctness of the transverse lines of the forewing. The meso-
thoracic tegulae have no black mesial line, but only a black upper border, as
described by Clemens in _leucophaeata_. Butler’s identification as _leucophaeata_ of
what we have described above as ister was, therefore, certainly erroneous; his suggestion that canadensis might be leucophaeata was likewise wide of the mark.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite similar to that of Protoparce quinquemaculata, more cylindrical, less compressed; sternite elongate triangular, straight, obtuse, lateral margins very feebly turned upwards, very faintly notched. Clasper straight ventrally, strongly rounded apically, dorsally gradually and rather strongly dilated towards apex, the dorso-apical margin curved inwards, dorsal groove deep, bordered ventrally by a prominent fold, which bears long bristles; harpe strong, dorsal and ventral margins almost straight and parallel, apex sinuate, denticulate (Pl. XXXVIII. f. 4). Penis-sheath (Pl. XXIX. f. 9) produced into a long, gradually narrowing, pointed lobe, which is bent to a hook.

♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XX. f. 16) not strongly chitinised, much folded proximally; a longitudinal mesial groove, narrowing proximally, where the edges of the folds which border the groove nearly touch each other above the vaginal orifice; within the wider distal part, behind the orifice, there is a rounded carina.

Early stages not known to us.

Hab. Mexico; Panama.

In the Tring Museum ♀♂ ♀♀ from Mexico: Orizaba, Huautuxco, and Teocelo, Vera Cruz.

102. Hyloicus chersis.

Leitha chersis Hübner, Syst. c. Ex. Schm. ii. t. 167 (1824?).

Sphinx cierca Harris, in Sillfin, Journ. Sci. Art xxxvi. p. 296. n. 6 (1839).

Sphinx chersis, Smith, Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc. Lond. xv. p. 184. t. 9. f. 6 (genit.) (1888) (Canada to Georgia, westw. to Calif.).

♂♀ No black mesial line on mesothoracic tegula; mesonotum always grey; no black-backed form known; black dashes on underside of abdomen comparatively larger in the large form than in the smaller ones. Spines at outer side of first segment of foretarsus and at the end of foretibia prolonged; paronychium reduced, without long lobe; first segment of hindtarsus as long as hindtibia; long apical spur of hindtibia half the length of the first tarsal segment; first segment of midtarsiis with comb, but the bristles rather stout and not much prolonged.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite elongate-triangular, sulcate above except at end, which is convex, acute, and curved downwards; underside concave; sternite with a broad and rather long lobe, which narrows somewhat to the end and is feebly sinuate. Clasper solen-shaped; harpe (Pl. XXXVIII. f. 5) divided by a broad distal sinus into a broad ventral lobe and a long horizontal process; the ventral lobe is concave, the upper and lower margins being bent inwards, especially the upper, which is irregularly and distinctly notched, while the distal and ventral edges are almost smooth as a rule; the slender process is cylindrical, tapering towards the pointed end, curving upwards a little, reaching the apical fourth of the clasper. Penis-sheath (Pl. XXIX. f. 11) produced into a long, narrowing, pointed, somewhat twisted and curved process.

♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XX. f. 17) with a wide apical cavity of which the bottom is smooth, without a tubercle, the plate not divided mesially as in perelegans, kalmae, and lanceolata, but the slit indicated by some longitudinal wrinkles.

Larva with dispersed granules, which are denser on the thorax; head distinctly narrowed above.—Food: Syringa, Fraxinus, Ligustrum.

Hab. Nearctic Region, from Canada to Mexico and California.
Four subspecies.
A very small specimen, said to be from Texas, represents perhaps a fifth geographical form. The subspecies are not different in the structure of the sexual organs of the  ♂ . The ♀ genital armature has only been examined of chersis chersis.

**a.** *H. chersis mexicanus* subsp. nov. (Pl. XIII. f. 5, ♂).


♂. Darker than *oreodaphne* and *chersis,* but ground colour purer whitish grey, without clayish shade; the costal markings and the oblique subbasal postcellular double line of the forewing obviously more distinct, as is also the dark shade at the proximal side of the black submarginal line; white fringe-spots very sharply defined; black discal band of hindwing broad, strongly angled externally at SM²; basal half of cell of forewing below brownish black. The figure in the *Biologica* is too brown.

♀. Not known.

Hab. Mexico.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂ from "Mexico," type.

Mr. Druce was misled in the identification of this insect by Hy. Edwards, who determined the Durango specimen as *perelegans.*

**b.** *H. chersis pallescens* subsp. nov.

It is one of the objects of the systematist to elucidate facts, not to conceal them. The differences between the subspecies of *H. chersis* are slight, but they are there and must be registered.

♂♀. As large as the average *H. ch. chersis,* of the same white-grey ground colour as *mexicanus,* with which it agrees also in the sharply defined white fringe-spots. A perfect transition from *mexicanus* to *chersis.*

Hab. Arizona; Colorado.

In the Tring Museum 4 ♂, 2 ♀♀ from: Prescott, Arizona, 25. vi. '98 (Dr. Kunze), type: ♂; Huachuca Mts., Arizona, 18. vi. '99 (Dr. Kunze); Durango, Colorado, 10. vii. '99, 6500 ft. (Oslar); Ft. Collins, Colorado; Colorado, iv. '99.

**c.** *H. chersis oreodaphne* (Pl. XIII. f. 6, ♂).


*Sphixx chersis var. oreodaphne* Edwards, *i.e.* vi. p. 93 (1875); *Batrl, Papilio* i. p. 104 (1881) (distinct); *Edw., Bull. Amer. Mus., N. H.* iv. p. 170 (1892) (Calif.).


♂♀. Differs from *H. chersis chersis* in its inferior size, in the black discal band of the hindwing being narrower anteriorly, and in the comparatively smaller mesial dashes on the underside of the abdomen.

Hab. California; Oregon; probably farther north.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♂ from: California: Golden, Oregon, May (Biedermann).

We have received a photograph of the type of *oreodaphne* from Hy. Edwards's collection, through the kindness of Mr. Beutenmüller.
L. chersis Hubner, l.c.


♂. Wings and body with a distinct clayish tinge. Fringe of forewing nearly all brown, the white scales so covered by brown ones that only their tips are visible.

Hab. Atlantic Subregion: Canada to Georgia, westward to the Mississippi basin. In the Tring Museum 3 larvae, 1 pupa, 1♂♂, ♀♀ from: Canada; N. Jersey; N. York; Virginia; South Dakota.

The three individuals from the last place are scarcely different from *ovoidisphe*. An apparently bred specimen from Texas (received from Messrs. W. C. D. Eringer and P. A. Haas) is the smallest *chersis* we have seen, its forewing measuring only 34 mm. in length; it may represent a Texan subspecies, but it is more likely that the larva was underfed, and that the specimen is therefore an artificially dwarfed individual.

103. *Hyloicus vancouverensis* (Pl. XIll. f. 3. 4, ♂♂). 


*Sphinx rufus* Strecker, Lep. p. 136. t. 15. f. 4 (1878) (Arizona): Dyar, Psyche vii. p. 177 (1894) (Montana; egg, larval stages, pupa; on *Symp. rac.,*).


♂. Mesothoracic tegula with heavy black edge, no mesal line, middle of mesothorax either grey or black. Basi-costal area of forewing whitish grey, sparsely limited behind by a brownish-black area: fringe with a few grey scales beneath between the veins. White discal band of hindwing very clearly marked on the underside, black discal band not obviously dentate. Some of the spines of
foretibia and -tarsus prolonged; first segment of midtarsus with comb, but only the most proximal bristles long; first segment of hindtarsus only as long as the four other segments together; long apical spur of hindtibia half the length of the first tarsal segment. Paronychium reduced, with short lobe.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite elongate, sharply pointed, convex above (Pl. XXVIII. f. 10, dorsal view), abruptly curved downward, forming a long hook (Pl. XXVIII. f. 9, side-view); sternite with a very broad lobe (Pl. XXVIII. f. 10), which is very feebly sinuate. Clasper comparatively shorter and more rounded, especially dorsally, than in chersis; harpe somewhat similar to that of chersis, but the ventral lobe very short, and the long process more oblique and somewhat undulate (Pl. XXXVIII. f. 8). Penis-sheath (Pl. XXIX. f. 4) with a rather short, blunt process which is concave on the inner side.

♀. Vaginal plate represented by Pl. XX. f. 19 in a ventral view, by f. 20 in a side-view; a large subapical cavity, in which the vaginal orifice is situated, partly covered in front by a convex lobe.

Larva green; side-bands white with narrow black anterior border; horn smooth, black above and below.—Food: Symphoricarpus racemosus.

Pupa: tongue-case free, rounded, 8 mm. long.

Two broods.

There occur, in the same places, two forms differing in the colour of the thorax. These forms are said to be seasonal (Smith, l.c., p. 234). The dated material in the Tring Museum and other collections confirms on the whole Mr. Bruce's positive statement, referred to by Smith, l.c., that of the two broods one is always albescens (with the black thorax) and the other vancoucerensis (with the grey thorax). However, some of the specimens of the early brood, or rather of an early date, are as black on the thorax as some of the later individuals, and others are intermediate. This seeming irregularity may be due to the phenomenon known of other Sphingidae that pupae often lie over from one brood to the other, or longer. The black notum is doubtless the younger character, and both broods of the species may be on the way towards developing into a black-backed insect.

Further researches in this respect are necessary, and we hope that the keen entomologists on the other side of the Atlantic will not be slow in making further careful observations. We here can do no more than merely state that the two forms are connected by intergradations and are identical in structure.

♂. H. vancoucerensis f. vancoucerensis (Pl. XII. f. 3, ♂.)

*Sphax vancoucerensis* Edwards, l.c. (Vancouver, August); Smith, l.c. p. 234 (1888).

*Sphax vancoucerensis* Strecker, l.c. (1878) (Arizona).

♀. Thorax grey.—The spring form from hibernated pupae?

♀. H. vancoucerensis f. albescens (Pl. XII. f. 4, ♂.)

*Sphax albescens* Tepper, l.c. (1881) (Colorado); Hanb., Comml. Ent. xxix. p. 292 (1897) (Manitoba, vii.); id., l.c. xxxi. p. 52 (1899) (Manitoba); Heath, Comml. Ent. xxxii. p. 94 (1900) (Manitoba, vi.).

♀. Thorax black.—The summer form?

*Hab.* Pacific Subregion: from California and British Columbia, westward to the east side of the Rocky Mountains.
In the Tring Museum: f. *vancouverensis*, 23 ♂♂, 6 ♀♀, some of them transitions, from: Quincy, Calif., 5. vi. '97 (Watson); S. Utah, June; Miles City, Montana; Glenwood Springs, Colorado, June, 5700 ft. (Oslar); S. Colorado, May and June: Farmington, New Mexico, June.

f. *albescens*, 17 ♂♂ from: California; Durango, Colorado, 6500 ft., July (Oslar); Grand Junction, Colorado, July (Oslar); Fort Collins, Colorado, August; Farmington, N. Mexico, June.

104. **Hyloicus libocedrus** (Pl. XIII. f. 7, ♂).


♂. Resembling *cheris*, but even smaller than *vancouverensis*; mesothoracic tegula with a thin brown mesial line; white or yellowish side-patches of abdomen bordered all round with black. Legs as in *cheris*. Inner angle of forewing less rounded than in any of the allied species.

♂. Tenth abdominal segment nearly as in *vancouverensis*; the tergite shorter, and the sternite much more deeply sinuate. Harpe (Pl. XXXVIII. f. 10) essentially as in *vancouverensis*, but the long process curved downward and recurved at end. Penis-sheath (Pl. XXVIII. f. 52) obliquely truncate, without the elongate slender process of the allied species.

♀. Not seen.

Early stages unknown.

_Hab_. Arizona and Texas, most likely more widely distributed in the Southern States and Northern Mexico.

_a_. **II. libocedrus libocedrus** (Pl. XIII. f. 7, ♂).


♂. Side-spots of abdomen white.

_Hab_. Arizona, near Prescott.

In the Tring Museum 11 ♂♂ from Arizona.

_b_. **II. libocedrus insolita**.

*Sphinx insolita* Lintner, *Papilio* iv. p. 145 (1884) (Rio Grande, Texas, 1 ♂); Edw., _Ent. Amer._ iii. p. 223 (1888); Smith, _i.e._ p. 186 (1888); Kirby, _Cat. Lep. Het._ i. p. 691. n. 5 (1892).

*Sphinx libocedrus*, Smith, _i.e._ p. 184 (1888) (partim, ♀; Bellfrage coll.).

♂ ♀. Side-spots of the abdomen yellowish in both sexes. The long process of the harpe a little more curved than in _lib. libocedrus_.

_Hab_. Texas.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂ without locality. In the Berlin Museum 1 ♂ from Texas.

165. **Hyloicus perelegans** (Pl. XIII. f. 1. 2, ♂).  


♂ ♀. Anterior tibia and tarsus with heavy spines; long apical spur of hind-tibia not half the length of the first tarsal segment; this much longer than the
other segments together; comb of midtarsus indicated by a few long bristles: paronymchium with or without long lobe (seasonal difference?). Mesonotum and occiput grey or black, with intergradations, upper half of mesothoracic tegula also grey or black, with a rather indistinct blackish middle line. Forewing: a black line upon B', entering cell; the white band at the distal side of the weak black submarginal line much broader than in chersis.

3. Tenth abdominal tergite gradually narrower to end, which is abruptly pointed, gradually curved, subcylindrical, being convex above and somewhat less so below; sternite short, broad, not sinuate mesially, the sides turned upwards (Pl. XXVIII. f. 12, side-view; f. 13, dorsal view). Clasper as in chersis; harpe (Pl. XXXVIII. f. 6) very different from that of all the other Hyloicus, consisting of a long, flat, tapering plate which terminates in a point; its dorsal edge is continuous with the subdorsal fold of the clasper, which fold bears very long bristles; its ventral edge is more or less irregularly sinuate and bears here and there a small sharp tooth. Penis-sheath (Pl. XXIX. f. 5) not unlike that of vancouverensis, but the process longer, its apex slightly incassate, rounded, almost knob-like.

7. Vaginal plate (Pl. XX. f. 18) with a very large cavity, into which opens the vagina, the cavity extending to near the base of the plate; its roof is more or less contracted in dry specimens, especially proximally, so that the opening is not of the same size or of the same shape in different individuals; the figure is taken from a specimen in which the edges of the roof of the cavity approach each other, the plate bearing in this case an obvious resemblance to that of lanceolata; the plate differs from that of chersis not only in the much larger size of the cavity, and the much more proximal position of the month of the vagina, but also in the presence of a broad, ovate or elongate, mesial tubercle, homologous to the longer and narrower mesial rounded keel of lanceolata.

Larva and chrysalis not described.

We unite here under perelegans two forms, one with grey, the other with black mesonotum, the forms corresponding to those of H. vancouverensis, but differing from one another not only in the colour of the thorax and wings, but also in the structure of the claw-segment of the tarsi. The form with grey thorax is generally considered identical with chersis chersis, or chersis oreodaphne, from which it is, however, specifically distinct. Both forms of perelegans agree in the sexual armature and in some essential characters of the wings, and from this we conclude that the peculiar divergency in the development of the claw-segments does not indicate specific distinctness of the two, though we were very much surprised when we discovered that we had here a case of apparently quite constant structural dimorphism. The differences may be seasonal, but the dates of our specimens, as in the case of vancouverensis, do not absolutely point to this; breeding alone will clear up the question.

\( a' \). H. perelegans f. ascellus nov. (Pl. XIII. f. 2, \( \delta \)).

In collections confounded with H. chersis oreodaphne.—Type: Colorado.

\( \delta \)? Occiput and mesonotum grey; ground colour of forewing also almost uniformly grey, white submarginal band broad; fringe with distinct white spots. Paronymchium reduced (Pl. LXIV. f. 14. 15), without lobe.
b. *H. perelegans* f. *perelegans* (PI. XIII. f. 1, δ).

*Sphinx perelegans* Edwards, i.e. (1874); Grote, Bull. Buffalo Soc. N. Sci. ii. p. 228. n. 59 (1875); id., i.e. iii. p. 224. n. 60 (1875); Butl., *Popilio* i. p. 103 (1881); Riv., ied. iii. p. 65 (1883) (Berkeley, Calif., at flowers vi.); Smith, Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc. xxv. p. 179 (1888) (Calif.); Butl., *Bull. Amer. Mus. N. H.* iv. p. 170 (1892) (Sta. Clara, Calif.).

♂. Mesonotum and upper half or third of mesothoracic tegula black, forewing much shaded with black, an ill-defined basi-discal area whitish; white submarginal band broad, black line at its proximal side indistinct. Paronychium with prolonged lobe.

A photograph of the type received from Mr. Beutenmüller agrees with this form.

_Hab._ Pacific Subregion of Nearctic Region, from California and British Columbia eastward to the east side of the Rocky Mountains.

In the Tring Museum: f. *usellus*, 6 ♂♂, 3 ♀♀ from: Cornwallis, Oregon, July; Pullman, Washington, May; Huachuca, Arizona, 18. June (Dr. Kunze); Garfield Co., Colorado: Glenwood Springs, Colorado (Oslar); Grand Junction, Colorado, July (Oslar); Durango, Colorado, July (Oslar, type).


106. *Hyloicus canadensis*.


♂. Apical spine of segments of foretarsus and two or three spines at the end of the foretibia prolonged, but they are not so stout as in *chersis* and *vancouverensis*; first segment of hindtarsus much longer than the four other segments together; comb of midtarsus with very few moderately prolonged bristles; spurs of midtibia often with one or two spines. Abdomen with strongly marked mesial line on the tergites as well as on the proximal sternites; the lateral line of the sternites also distinct. Paronychium reduced, very short, without distinct lobes.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite elongate-triangular, convex above, proximally concave below, gently curved, extreme apex forming a short, bluntly pointed hook; sternite with a long mesial lobe, which is slightly spatulate, with the end rounded and sinuate. Clasper (PI. XL. f. 5) somewhat less sole-shaped than in *chersis*, more narrowed distally; harpe with a broad ventral lobe, which is concave: from the dorso-distal surface of this lobe originates a slender cylindrical process narrowing to end, not sharply pointed, homologous to the long process of the harpe of *H. chersis*, *vancouverensis*, etc. The penis-shaft differs essentially in being at the end widened laterad into a sharply pointed, triangular flap (PI. XXIX. f. 6); the apex is produced into a heavy, short, curved, tooth-like process.

Said to be intermediate between chevrisis and kalmine. Mr. Franck, the discoverer of the insect, suggests in a letter to us that it is a hybrid between the two. The examination of the structure (antenna, legs, genital armature) will show whether francki is a distinct species or a hybrid.

Hab. Kansas City.

Not seen.


δ. Antenna slender in both sexes, not club-shaped; ciliae of ? rather long, the basal and subdorsal ones of each segment almost forming a distinct comb. Pulpus prominent. Spines of foreleg slender, none much prolonged ; first segment of foretarsus as long as that of midtarsus, one-third longer than that of hindtarsus, more than half as long again as the other segments together ; spurs rather long, long apical one of hindtibia more than half the length of the first tarsal segment ; comb of midtarsi with some moderately long bristles; paronymchium with long pointed lobe.

δ. Tenth abdominal tergite elongate, remaining narrow to end, slightly curved, apex obtuse, somewhat flattened above; sternite produced into a short, very broad, irregularly rounded, almost vertical, mesial lobe, which is minutely sinuate in middle. Clasper with almost straight dorsal margin, little narrowed distad, apex regularly rounded : harpe (Pl. XXXIX. f. 11) with three processes, a ventral one
fingerprint-like, a little curved at end, and two dorsal-distal ones, separated by a rounded sinus, both pointed, tooth-like, the upper more or less denticulated: subdorsal fold of clasper broad above the harpe, short, not extending beyond basal third of clasper, clothed with long bristles. Penis-sheath (Pl. XXIX. f. 12) with a very long, slender, apical process, which is concave on the inner side, and is armed at the outer side just before the rounded end with a minute tooth, reminding one of the same structure of lupens and allies.

♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XXI. f. 2) not unlike that of H. lanceolata in many respects; the mouth of the vagina in the middle of the plate, which is triangularly produced proximally, longitudinally folded and grooved mesially; behind the mouth of the vagina there is an elongate, somewhat ovate, smooth tubercle.

Larva with sharply-marked black oblique side-bands, horn and anal segment with black granules, thorax not granulose.—Food-plants: Sringo, Lyigustrum, Chianthus, etc.

Pupa glossy, not strongly sculptured; tongue-case reaching to end of foreleg, free, touching breast only with swollen end.

Hab. Atlantic subregion, from Canada to Georgia, westwards to the Mississippi basin.

In the Tring Museum 2 larvae, 1 pupa, and 12 ♂♂, 6 ♀♀ from: Canada: N. Jersey.

109. Hyloicus gordius.

Sphinct gordius Cramer, Pap. Ex. iii. p. 91. t. 247. f. 6 (1773) (Virginia).

♂ ♀. Similar in structure to H. luscitiosa, the lobes of the paronychium much longer; hindtibia more spiny in ♀ than in ♂.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite (Pl. XXVIII. f. 15) strongly compressed, highest before end, hooked, pointed, upper surface reduced distally to a line; sternite (Pl. XXVIII. f. 14) triangular, obtusely pointed. Clasper as in luscitiosa and drupiferarum, more rounded dorsally, apex less broad; harpe (Pl. XXXIX. f. 9) with a short, broad, concave, rounded, unarmed ventral process, and a much longer, narrower, irregularly denticate subdorsal one, the latter curving ventrad; subdorsal fold of clasper broad, short. Penis-funnel (Pl. XXVIII. f. 42, r-v) rather more pointed than in luscitiosa; penis-sheath (Pl. XXVIII. f. 42) ending in a straight, solid, sharply pointed, conical process.

♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XXI. f. 3) convex mesially, impressed laterally, the proximal edge sharply marked, mouth of vagina subterminal, situated in a cavity which extends to the distal edge of the plate.

Larva bright green; head with a yellow and a brown side-stripe; seven oblique side-bands, white, margined with red in front; horn black, green above and beneath.

On apple, ash and Myrica.

Pupa with a very short free tongue-case, closely applied to the breast. Two broods.

Hab. Atlantic subregion, from Canada to Georgia, westward to the Mississippi basin and Colorado.

Two subspecies:

♂. H. gordius oslari subsp. nov.

♂ ♀. Larger than the Atlantic form, paler, especially the forewing, which is less shaded with black on disc; discal band of underside of hindwing less sharply marked; black mesial spots of underside of abdomen very small.
Hab. Colorado.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♂♂, 2 ♀♀ from Glenwood Springs, Colorado, June 1901 (Oslar).

b. II. gordius gordius.


*Sphinx eremitus*, Grote, *L. E. C.* (1875-77) (sub syn. as *pavilica*).

*agenosus gordius*, Kirby, *Cat. Lep. Hel.* i. p. 632. n. 3 (1822).

♂♀. Mesial spots of underside of abdomen distinct, elongate. Forewing more or less shaded with blackish brown; discal band of hindwing generally very distinct above and below.

Hab. Atlantic subregion, from Canada to Georgia, westward to the Mississippi basin.

In the Tring Museum 1 larva, and 12 ♀♂, 6 ♂♂ from: Canada; N. Jersey; Virginia.

110. Hyloicus luscitiosus.

Letha (__) luscitiosa, Streecker, L. (sub syn.).

♂♀. Antenna much shorter in ♀ than in ♂, being in the latter about two-fifths, in the former two-sevenths, the length of the forewing. Palpus roughly scaled as in drupiferarum, prominent. Spines of foreleg not prolonged, first segment of foretarsus nearly as long as segments 2 to 4 together; spurs of mid- and hindtibiae with a few spines; hindtibia mostly obviously spinose apically; long apical spur of hindtibia about half the length of the first tarsal segment, or less: this segment as long as the other four together; paronychium reduced, with a short slender lobe; midtarsus without distinct comb of long bristles; third row of tarsal spines rather less pointing distad than the spines of the other rows, especially in ♀.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite similar to that of gordius, very strongly compressed, pointed, hooked, shorter than in gordius; the sternite nearly as in that species, the lobe rather shorter, more rounded at end. Clasper as in drupiferarum, dorsal margin almost straight in middle; harpe (Pl. XXXIX. f. 10) divided into two lobes by a rounded apical sinus, the lobes of nearly equal length and width, both slightly curved towards each other and somewhat concave, the lower one rounded at end, without dentition, the upper pointed and dentate at dorsal margin. Penis-funnel (Pl. XXVIII. f. 43. r-v) obtusely rounded, convex beneath, not prismatic: penis- sheath (Pl. XXVIII. f. 43) somewhat twisted apically, ending in a sharp conical process.

♀. Vaginal plate somewhat resembling that of II. chersis and gordius; mouth of vagina subterminal, the anterior margin of the cavity somewhat sinuate in the middle.

Larva with minute black ring-dots situated upon the annulets; horn with black lateral line, tip black, head and horn rugose: side-bands white, bordered in front with pinkish lilac.—Food-plants: Salix; Populus; Betula.

Pupa with a short (3 mm.) tongue-case, which is free, but lies closely against the breast.

Hab. Canada to Virginia, westward to the Mississippi basin and Colorado.

In the Tring Museum 4 larvae, 2 pupae, and 2 ♂♂ 13 ♂♀ from: N. Jersey; Denver, Colorado (Oslar).

111. Hyloicus drupiferarum.

Sphinx drupiferarum Abbot & Smith, Lep. Georgia i. p. 71. t. 36 (1797) (on Celtis & plum); Smith, Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc. xv. p. 177. t. 9. f. 3. 4 (genit.) (1888) (syn. pro parte; Canada to Georgia, westw. to Calif., Vancouver I., Oregon, Colorado, Utah).

Letha drupiferarum, Haber, Verz. bek. Schm. p. 141. n. 1510 (1822).

♂♀. Antenna short, only one-third (♂) or less (♀) the length of the forewing. Palpus much produced beyond the scaling of the frons. Spines of foreleg numerous but not long; first segment of foretarsus incrassate, about as long as segments 2 and 3 together; first midtarsal segment longer than the other segments together, comb with some long bristles, spines of rows 2 and 3 rather close together and long; long apical spur of hindtibia more than half the length of first tarsal segment, which is longer than segments 2 to 5 together, the metatibial spurs often with one or two spines; paronychium with lobes, which, however, do not reach far beyond the middle of the claw. There are two or three black lines in the cell of the
forew. corresponding to the bases of the branches of the radial trachea in the chrysalis. The black ventro-lateral lines of the abdomen are very distinct.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite rather strongly curved, sides of process nearly parallel, apex rather abruptly narrowed to an obtusely pointed hook, upper surface rather flattened, underside convex; sternite with a broad, distally somewhat narrowed, gently curved, apically sinuate and rounded mesial lobe. Casper broadly sole-shaped, rather narrow at end, dorsal margin more rounded than ventral one; harpe (Pl. XXXVIII. f. 19) produced ventro-distally into a finger-like process, which is slightly curved; the dorso-distal corner occupied by a heavy curved tooth, accompanied at the distal edge by a few smaller teeth. Penis-tunnel (Pl. XXVIII. f. 41) ventrally produced into a solid pointed cone; penis-sheath dorsally prolonged into a concave, apically rounded process, which is armed just before end by a sharp tooth.

♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XXI. f. 4) much wrinkled, the proximal mesial part convex, raised in front of the vaginal cavity, forming a kind of roof over it which conceals the opening of the vagina from view; behind the cavity there is a smooth large tubercle, rather abruptly truncate proximally, the plate at both sides of this tubercle concave.

Larva with red oblique side-bands, bordered with white distally; head and horn rugose, not granulose.—Food-plants: *Praunus*; *Pirus*: *Syringa*; etc.

Pupa: tongue-case free, 6 mm. long, obviously longer than in *ligustri*; cremaster ending in two rather long points.

Two broods; apparently no seasonal variation.

Hab. Nearctic region.

Two geographical races which are structurally the same.

*a. H. drupifera* var. *drupifera*.  

♂ ♀. The well-known Atlantic form.

Hab. Canada to Georgia westward to the Mississippi basin; rather common.

In the Tring Museum 4 larvae, 1 pupa, and 8 ♂ ♀ from: Ontario; Maine; N. Jersey; New York.
b. *H. drupiferarum utahensis.*


*Sphinx vancoovenensis*, Holland (now Edwards, 1874), *Canad. Ent.* xviii. p. 103 (1886) (=canadensis, drupif, ex err.).


♂ ♀. The western form, which is whiter than the ordinary eastern form.

*Hab.* Colorado to Utah, California, Oregon, probably in all the western States.

In the Tring Museum 10 ♀♂ ♀♀ ♀ from: South Dakota; Colorado: Glenwood springs; Colorado springs, and Durango (Osler).

112. *Hyloicus ligustri.*


♂ ♀. Antenna one-third (♂) or less than one-third (♀) the length of the forewing, not obviously incresase before the hook; apical segments see Pl. LX. f. 9.

Spines of foreleg not prolonged, first protarsal segment as long as segments 2 to 4 together; mesotarsus without comb; spurs without spines; hindtibia not spiny, long apical spur more than half the length of the first tarsal segment, this longer than the four other segments together; paronychium with long slender lobes. The black antemedian band of the hindwing is either isolated, or is more or less merged together with the discal band; in the latter case the discal band has a more proximal position than in the former. Extreme individuals of the second form are called ab. *spiraeeae*; this is neither local nor is it produced only by such caterpillars as feed on *Spiraea.* In this ab. *spiraeeae,* as well as in individuals with separate antemedian band, the hindwing has sometimes very little or no red, reminding one of *H. drupiferarum.* A specimen in the Tring Museum, bred from a larva taken in 1890 at Hemet Hempsted, Herts., by Mr. Arthur Wilson, has the black colour much more developed than any other example we have seen, the greater part of the forewing, the median band of the upper side of the abdomen and the underside of the latter being brownish black; the discal band of the hindwing is broad, but the antemedian band is distinctly separated from it, though the slightly reddish interspace is, like the postdiscal interstitial band, shaded with brown. A ♀ from Harrow-on-the-Hill has scarcely a trace of pink.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite long, subcylindrical, gently curved, distally flattened, apex divided into two sharp points (Pl. XXVIII. f. 16); sternite (Pl. XXVIII. f. 17) with a very long horizontal lobe divided into two long slender processes, which are cylindrical, tapering to end. Clasper broad, dorsally rounded, ventrally oblique, broadly rounded at end; harpe (Pl. XXXVIII. f. 19) ending in a broad concave plate, the ventro-distal margin of which is turned up and somewhat notched, while the oblique dorsal edge is irregularly dentate; the harpe bears some resemblance to that of *Protoparae sesquiped.* (Pl. XXXVI. f. 12). Penis-funnel (Pl. XXVIII. f. 40, r-s) rounded; penis-sheath (Pl. XXVIII. f. 40) ending in a rather short, broad, obtusely rounded process.

♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XXI. f. 5) obviously different from that of the allied species; the mouth of the vagina (v) is proximal, the middle of the postvaginal plate is flat, slightly concave at the sides, convex in middle, smooth, and bordered laterally by an oblique fold, which is often irregularly folded transversely.
Larva resembling that of *drupiferarum*, side-bands deeper red.—Food: *Ligustrea, Spiraea, Fraxinus*, etc.

Pupa: tongue-case free, close to the breast, 5 mm. long or less; cremaster with two apical and two subapical points.

_Hab._ Palaeartic Region, from Scotland and Scandinavia southwards to Spain and Italy, not in Greece; eastwards to Japan.

Bartel, _et_,. records it from N.W. Africa and the Canary Islands, giving Speyer as the authority for this statement. Stand. & Rebel mention, with, the Azores as being inhabited by *ligustri*.

Two subspecies:

_a._ *ligustri consticta._


♀. Structurally the same as _lig. ligustri_. Agrees in colour with certain specimens of _ab. spiracae_. The black colour is prominent, the pink colour reduced in intensity. There is as yet very little material in collections.

This form is of interest in so far as it stands intermediate to a certain degree between *drupiferarum* and European *ligustri*. The antemedian and median bands of the hindwing are separate in typical _lig. ligustri_; they are confluent in a few specimens which occur apparently everywhere among typical _lig. ligustri_; the red colour is, besides, occasionally reduced in intensity. In _lig. consticta_ the bands are always more or less confluent and the red colour bleached, while in *drupiferarum* both characters are exaggerated, there being no red tint and the two bands being completely fused to one median band, which shows occasionally traces of grey scaling centrally, indicating the original three-handled state.

_Hab._ N. China, Amurland and Japan, apparently rare.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♀♀ from: Amurland; Sidemi.

In the collection of Mons. de Joannis from Hien-Hien, N. China.

_b._ *ligustri ligustri._

_Hofm., Arch._ t. 4 (1592) _id._, _Dir. Ins._ t. 9 (1630); _Bouhin, Traité Anim._ p. 88 (1593); _Mouff., Theorcr. Ins._ p. 91. f. 2, p. 182. f. 1 (1634); _Joum., Hist. Nat. Ins._ t. 19. f. 1. 2 (1653); _Merian, Eur. Ins._ iii. p. 63 n. 124. f. 124 (l., p., i.) (1683); _Goeld., ed. Lister, Ins._ p. 71. f. 25 (1685); _Jang, Hist. Verm._ p. 108 (1691); _Jacob., Mus. reg. Don._ t. 1. f. 24 (1696); _Raj., Hist. Ins._ p. 114. n. 1., p. 562. n. 62 (1710); _Albin, Nat. Hist. Eng._ t. 7 (1720); (Anonym.), _Bresl. Samml. Anim._ Cl. 4. Art. 4. n. 6 _fig._ (c., p., l.) (1723); _Raim., Hist._ Mém. i. p. 233. f. 14. f. 1 (1734) _id._, _l._ ii. p. 1. t. 20. f. 1—4 (1736) (_Sphinx_!); _Swamm., Bibl._ Nat. p. 233. 388. 389. t. 29. f. 1 (l.). 2 (p.) 3 (i.) (1737); _Linné, Famil. Spec._ ed. i. p. 248. n. 890 (1746); _Wilke, Eng._ _Maths._ Cl. i. 8. B. p. 10. t. 3 (1747); _Rosel, Ins._ _Hof._ iii. p. 25. t. 5. f. 4. 5 (1755); _Henn., Coll. Ent._ Ins. t. 3. f. a. b. (1751?); _Grnov., Act._ _Hels._ v. p. 140. n. 311 (1762); _Geoffr., Hist. Ins._ ii. p. 84. n. 7 (1762); _Grnov., Zooph._ p. 202. n. 820 (1764); _Sohn, Theaur._ iv. t. 53. f. 12. 14., t. 55. f. 13. 14. 15. (fig. malac.), t. 60. f. 19.


**Hab.** Europe eastwards to Asia Minor and Central Asia.

In the Tring Museum a number of larvae and pupae and a long series of imagines from various localities.

Noll, *L. c.*, says that *ligustri* was very common at flowers between 8 and 9 p.m. at Teneriffe. Was it really *ligustri* and not *Burse concolculi*?

113. *Hyloicus dolli* (Pl. XIII. f. 11, 4).

*Sphinx (Hyloicus) dolii* Neumoegen, *Papilion.* i. p. 119 (1881) (Prescott, Ariz.).


4. Antenna longer than in the allies of *cherisis* and *drupiferarum*, half the length of the forewing. Tongue rather weak. Palpus not prominent. Spines of forelegs comparatively as stout as in *cherisis* and longer, apical spine of segment 1 about as long as segment 3; spurs of mid- and hindtibia very short, not or little longer than the tibia is broad; first segment of hindtarsus much shorter than tibia, also shorter than the four other segments together. Cross-veins of hindwing often straight. Paronychium reduced, without lobes; claws long and slender. Comb of midtarsus with one or two prolonged bristles.

4. Tenth abdominal tergite long, slender, compressed, gently curved, pointed, subsalicate beneath; sternite with a broad, slightly curved, flat, mesial lobe which somewhat narrows towards the sinuate apex. Clasper strongly rounded, dilated dorsally in middle, thence narrowed to apex (Pl. XXXVIII. f. 9); harpe with a single, broad, somewhat spatulate, concave process, dentate at the edge, upper margin continuous with the subdorsal fold of the clasper and, like the fold, clothed with very long bristles. Penis-sheath curved and somewhat twisted (Pl. XXVIII. f. 54), ending in a broad, pointed process.

Early stages not known.

**Hab.** Arizona; Colorado; Utah.

Two subspecies:

a. *H. dolii coloradus* (Pl. XIII. f. 11, 4).


4. Forewing above with black submarginal line R2—M4.

**Hab.** Colorado; Utah.

In the Tring Museum 9 4 4 from: Utah; Colorado: Glenwood Springs, Golden, Garfield county.
( 144 )

b. H. dolli dolli.


♀. Forewing without black submarginal line R²—M².

Hab. Arizona.

Not seen.

114. Hyloicus sequoiae (Pl. XIII. f. 8, ♀).


Hyloicus sequoiae, Grote, Bull. Buffalo Soc. N. Sc. i. p. 27 (1874); id., l.c. ii. p. 228. n. 70 (1875); Bull., Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. ix. p. 616. n. 2 (1877) (U. St.); Grote, l.c. iii. p. 225. n. 73 (1877) (Calif.).

♂ ?. Antenna rather shorter than in dolli, strongly narrowed basad, widened distally, very distinctly club-shaped in ♀. Spines of foreleg shorter and less stout than in dolli, spars of mid- and hindtibia a little longer. Paronychium with a short but distinct lobe. Palpus not prominent.

♀. Tenth abdominal tergite slender, long, gently curved, with almost parallel sides, abruptly narrowed to a point (Pl. XXVIII. f. 11, a); lobe of sternite (Pl. XXVIII. f. 11, b) rather deeply sinuate, the two halves sharply pointed. Clasper (Pl. XXXVIII. f. 7) dilated dorsad in middle, thence strongly narrowed to end, the edge irregularly undulate; harpe with a single, almost flat, broad process, heavily but irregularly dentate at the distal edge, the teeth long, sharp, often bearing a smaller tooth, the upper edge of the harpe continuous with the broad subdorsal fold of the clasper and, like the fold, clothed with long bristles. Penis-sheath (Pl. XXVII. f. 53) similar to that of *vancouverensis*, but the apical process much broader proximally.

♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XX. f. 22) reminding one to a certain extent of that of *P. lefeburei* (Pl. XX. f. 1); mouth of vagina subapical, behind it there is an ovate, not much raised, tubercle; the edge of the cavity is rugose and bears, like the lateral part of the plate, dispersed long slender scales, which are situated on granules; the plate is transverse, with the ventro-lateral edges somewhat prominent, being distinctly raised above the level of the membrane connecting the plate with the seventh sternite; on this membrane there is on each side a chitinized half-ring, more or less interrupted laterally.

Early stages not described.

Hab. Pacific Subregion of Nearctic Region: California, probably farther north.

In the Tring Museum 15 ♀♂, ♀ ♀ from California: Sacramento, August; Central Calif., July.

115. Hyloicus crassistriga spec. nov.


♀. Tongue short and weak. Palpus slender, rough-haired. Antenna thickened distally, with a large brown patch, occupying the greater part of the dorsal surface. Fore- and midtibiae with very few spines at the end. Paronychium without lobes.
Body above pale brown, palest on the sides. A black oblique line on each side from base of antenna to collar; edge of collar and upper edge of mesothoracic tegula rather broadly black, especially the latter; abdomen (rather soiled) with a black mesial line and black lateral patches. Underside cinnamon bistre brown; first segment of palpi pale.

Wings above.—Forewing: wood-brown, with the following brownish black markings: two very oblique antemedian costal lines across apex of cell, followed by a short streak in cell, and continued from M₂ to inner margin, which they reach about 5 mm. from base, connected with base by a streak, interspace filled up with black behind; two heavy discal streaks R₁—M₂, the upper one the longer, a third streak R₁—R₂ more oblique; the discal lines crossed by these streaks not well expressed, being represented by blackish brown clouds or patches, the lines coming out more clearly beyond M₂; a heavy, oblique, apical line; some small submarginal spots; fringe brownish black with white dots.—Hindwing: mummy brown, paler towards base; fringe spotted with white.

Underside mummy brown, somewhat greyish.—Forewing with a vestigial discal band nearer distal margin than cell, a thin apical line.—Hindwing with two vestigial distal bands.

♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XXI. f. 11) resembling somewhat that of ligastri; mouth of vagina proximal, a small folded ridge in front of it, the ridge continued on both sides as a longitudinal fold to apex of plate.

Length of forewing 38 mm.


One specimen in the British Museum, ex coll. Leech.


_Hyloicus pinastri_, Hübner, Verz. bek. Sch., p. 139. n. 1483 (1822).
_Sphinx samiptri_ Strecker, Lep. p. 118. f. 13. f. 18 (1876).

♂ ♀. Antenna three-sevenths (♂) or a little more than one-third (♀) the length of the forewing, slightly incrassate distally. Palpi not so much produced as in _cheresis_ and allies, rather slender, especially in ♀. Armature of foreleg weak, none of the spines obviously prolonged; foretibia only with a few apical and lateral spines, first tarsal segment as long as the next three together; midtarsus without comb, the proximal spines of row 4 not being essentially longer than the more distal spines; hindtibia without spines; spurs long, with or without spines, long distal one of hindtibia two-thirds or three-fourths the length of the first tarsal segment; this longer than the four other segments together.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite rather strongly curved, broad, tapering to a point, somewhat flattened and sulcate above, concave beneath (Pl. XXVIII. f. 18); sternite completely divided into two narrow, somewhat curved, lobes. Clasper sole-shaped, rounded-narrowed from before middle to apex; harpe (Pl. XXXVIII. f. 11. 12) with two processes, a ventral one which is broad, obtuse, and a much longer upper one which is cylindrical or flattened, tapering to the pointed end, somewhat curved, pointing ventro-distad. Penis-sheath (Pl. XXVIII. f. 49. 50) apically produced into a concave process.
?. Vaginal plate (Pl. XXI. f. 6) elongate-triangular, rounded distally; mouth of vagina median, covered proximally by a prominent flap, which is individually variable; behind the vaginal opening there is a large smooth mesial tubercle.

 Larva without the oblique bands of other *Hyloicus*, with longitudinal dashes, and strongly marked ringlets; head, frontal surface excepted, horn and anal segment granulose.—Food: various *Coniferac*.

Sheath of tongue of chrysalis short, free, appressed to the breast.

Hab. Palaeartic Region; also in N. America (introduced).

In the Brit. Mus. there is a ♂ collected by Dodderday in the United States. This specimen does not differ from European ♂ ♂. The *saniptri* of Streecker is doubtless the same. These North American *pinastri* are surely introduced specimens, or offshoot of such of these, as the sexual armature—which is identical in Dodderday’s ♂ with that of European examples—does not show any difference, while we should expect it to differ obviously, if the Neartic *pinastri* had been an inhabitant of that region for a longer period.

As the species occurs in Europe and Japan, it will most likely also be found in China, Thibet and Kashmir, and at the south side of the Himalayas at higher elevations.

a. II. *pinastri*.

Sphinx piniatris et picuca, Gleditsch, Forstwissensch. i. p. 501. n. 1 (1775).

Hypse piniatris, Oken, Lehrb. Natürg. iii. p. 762. n. 3 (1815).


? The individual variability in colour resp. intensity of pattern is well known. Some specimens are nearly all brown. Some individuals from Corsica in the collection of Mons. Charles Oberthür have no bands on the forewing while the streaks R2—M2 are heavy. Paronychium mostly with a short triangular side-lobe. Upper process of harpe cylindrical, long (Pl. XXXVIII. f. 11). Apical process of penis-sheath (Pl. XXVIII. f. 50) broad, tapering, somewhat curved, pointed.

? Flap in front of vaginal orifice feebly or not at all sinate.

Hab. Europe: England, Scandinavia, southwards to Spain and Greece, eastwards to Transcaspia; a mountain insect in the southern districts in accordance with the distribution of the Coniferaceae. Not found in N. Africa, but probably occurring in the Atlas Mountains at higher elevations. A ? from Düsseldorf in the collection of Charles Oberthür has the body and wings almost uniformly brownish black; a similar specimen in the Tring Museum.

In the Tring Museum a series from various localities.

b. H. piniatris morio subsp. nov. (Pl. XIII. f. 9, d).

? Pale lateral markings of abdomen small, dorsum of thorax and abdomen brown; pale area of palpus restricted; wings above deeper brown than in ordinary
pinastri; SC² and R₁ of hindwing from upper angle of cell, very shortly stalked together, the stalk much shorter than in pin. pinastri.

♂. The lobes of the tenth sternite broader and shorter than in pin. pinastri. The upper process of the harpe (Pl. XXXVIII. f. 12) flattened, not rolled in to form a cylinder, shorter than in pin. pinastri; the lower process more horizontal, more curved at end. Process of penis-sheath (Pl. XXVIII. f. 49) remarkably different, being short, strongly curved at end, pointed, almost hooked.

Hab. Japan.

One ♀ in the Tring Museum from Japan; it was in a collection of Japanese Lepidoptera, of which the special locality was not given.

117. Hyloicus caligineus.


Hyloicus caligineus (♀). Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hét. i. p. 693. n. 3 (1892).

Hyloicus pinastri, Leech, Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. p. 287. n. 64 (1898).

♂ ♀. Differs from pinastri, apart from colour, chiefly in the following points: foretibia with fewer spines, midtibia without any spines except some minute apical ones, which are sometimes also wanting, first metatarsal segment shorter than the tibia and as long as the four other segments together, long apical spur of hindtibia less than half the length of the first tarsal segment; antenna proportionately longer; hindwing less elongate.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite (Pl. XXVIII. f. 19) longer and much narrower than in pinastri; sternite sinnate, not completely divided mesially. Clasper more rounded; harpe (Pl. XXXVIII. f. 13. 14) as in pinastri with two processes, but both shorter, the upper one branching off from the dorsal margin of the other.

♀. Vaginal plate as in pinastri with a prominent lobe in front of the vaginal orifice (Pl. XXI. f. 7. 8), the lobe longer and narrower than in pinastri, individually variable.

Larva and pupa not known.

Hab. Japan and China.

Two subspecies.

The pauci tory (or even absence) of spines on the midtibia is a very remarkable character.

a. *Hyloicus caligineus.*


Ancerza pinastri, Leech, i.e. (1888) (common in Japan).

Hyloicus pinastri, id., i.e. (1898) (partim; various parts of Jap., viii.).


♂. The sinus of the tenth sternite distinct. The upper process of the harpe (Pl. XXXVIII. f. 14) long, curving upward at end. Apical process of penis-sheath longer than in pinastri.

♀. Lobe in front of the vaginal orifice as well as the tubercle behind it individually variable, the lobe often slightly sinnate.
Hab. Various parts of Japan.
In the Tring Museum 11 ♂♂, 8 ♀♀ from: Gifu, July (Nawa); Yokohama, July, August; Nagahama, July; Tsuruga, July; Hondo (Fritze).

b. *H. caligineus sinicos* subsp. nov. (Pl. XII. f. 7, ♂).

♂♀. Paler than the preceding, body as well as wings; the brown border of the mesothoracic tegulae faint, in ♀ barely indicated; the discal streaks of the forewing absent, or faintly marked. Scaling of antennae greyish white, with a few brown scales on the middle segments. The insect resembling in the grey colour more small pale specimens of *pinastri* than *calig. caligineus*; stalk of SC 5 and R 4 of hindwing shorter than in *calig. caligineus*.

♂. Tenth sternite less obviously sinuate than in the preceding race, the lobes therefore much shorter. Clasper more rounded apically, shorter; the processes of the harpe (Pl. XXXVIII. f. 13) shorter, the upper one not curved upwards at end, the lower one much narrower. Apical lobe of penis-sheath very much shorter than even in *pinastri pinastri*, agreeing in length nearly with *H. oberthueri*.

♀. Lobe of vaginal plate more deeply sinuate than in any of the specimens dissected of *calig. caligineus*.

Hab. China.
1 ♂, 1 ♀ in coll. Charles Oberthür from Zocé (Burmert); type ♂. 1 ♂, 2 ♀♀ from Shanghai in coll. Joannis. 1 ♀ in the Tring Museum received from Mons. l'Abbé de Joannis.

118. *Hyloicus oberthueri* sp. nov. (Pl. XIII. f. 10, ♂).

♂. In colour closely agreeing with *H. caligineus caligineus*, but the fringe as sharply marked white and brown as in *H. pinastri*; the underside of the body paler grey and the narrow side-bands of the abdomen white. Legs as in *caligineus*, tibiae almost without spines; spurs short, the long apical one of hindtibia about one-third the length of the first tarsal segment; this about as long as the four others together. Stalk of SC 5 and R 4 of hindwing half as long as D 5. Forewing much more elongate than in any of the allied species.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite elongate, slenderer than in *caligineus*, slightly dilated before end, with the edge somewhat notched, shortly hooked at end (Pl. XXVII. f. 4, ventral view; f. 5, side-view), underside deeply hollowed out; sternite longer than in the allied species, sinuate, the two lobes slender, subconical, somewhat curved dorsad at end. Clasper similar to that of *caligineus*, more rounded than in *pinastri*; harpe (Pl. XXXVIII. f. 15) very characteristic, with two short distal processes, separated by a rounded sinus, the upper process with one or more marginal teeth, the lower one subconical, pointed, slightly curved, narrower and shorter than the upper. Penis-sheath produced into a short process which is rounded at end and scarcely curved (Pl. XXVIII. f. 48).

♀ and early stages not known.

Hab. China.

In coll. Charles Oberthür 5 ♂♂ from Tsé-kon (Dubernard), one of which was given to the Tring Museum, and is here figured.
XXXV. LAPARA.—Typus: bombycoides.

_Sphinae, Abbot & Smith (1877). Lep. Georgia i. p. 83 (1797)._  
_Hylcoecus Hubner, Verz. leb. Schmet. p. 192 (1822) (partim; type: pinastri)._  
_Anceps Walker, List Lep. Ins. B.M. viii. p. 224 (1856) (partim; type: pinastri)._  
_Lapara id., le. viii. p. 232 (1856) (type: bombycoides)._  
_Etolitrus Grote, New Creek List p. 11 (1882) (nom. indescr.) ; Smith, Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc. xv. p. 102, 211 (1888) (short descr. ; type: halicarniae)._  

The difference between this genus and _Hylcoecus_ is very slight in the imago-state, the tounge and palps being shorter resp. smaller than in the most reduced species of _Hylcoecus_. The larva and pupa differ, however, essentially.

♀. Antenna about two-fifths (♀) or three-eighths (♀) the length of the forewing, thickest near base in ♀, distinctly incrassate distally in ♀. Spines of legs not prominent; foretibia with a few apical and lateral spines, one apical spine somewhat prolonged, midtibia with dispersed spines; spurs short, long mesotibial one about one-third the length of the first tarsal segment; mesotarsus without comb; the first segment of the tarsi as long (or nearly) as the four other segments together; paronerchium very small, _without_ lobes.

♂. Sexual armature somewhat variable individually. Tenth tergite (Pl. XXVIII. f. 28) slender, curved, pointed; sternite elongate, rounded at end, somewhat triangular. Clasper sole-shaped; harpe (Pl. XXXIX. f. 12. 13) ending in a single process, which is somewhat curved away from the plane of the clasper, its upper margin is dentate distally and is continuous with the broad subdorsal fold of the clasper. Penis-funnel with a three-sided, pyramidal, solid process ventrally (Pl. XXXIX. f. 12. 13), the sides of which are more or less concave, while the edges are sharp; penis-sheath (Pl. XXVIII. f. 51) ending in a triangular, pointed, slightly curved, flat, proximally concave, process.

♀. Vaginal plate rounded distally, flat, the sides slightly incrassate; mouth of vagina proximal.

Larva with longitudinal markings, head triangular (except in first stage): no horn.—Food: _Coniferae._

Sheath of tounge of pupa not free, reaching end of wing-cases.

_Hub._ Neartic Region.

Four species, of which two (_halicarniae_ and _pineum_) require closer examination.

a. Proportion between width and length of forewing
   about 42 : 100 . . . . . . . . . b.
   Forewing proportionally much broader . . . . . . 122. _L. halicarniae._

b. Forewing scarcely with traces of markings; without discal streaks . . . . . . . . . 120. _L. pineum._
   Forewing with transverse lines, sharply marked, mesothoracic tegula whitish at end . . . . . . . . . 121. _L. bombycoides._
   Forewing with transverse lines, less strongly marked, mesothoracic tegula not whitish at end . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 119. _L. coniferarum._

119. _Lapara coniferarum._

Sphinx cana Martyn, Psyche t. 19. f. 46 (1797).


*Anac Area coniferarium,* Walker, l. c. p. 224. n. 2 (1856) (pt.; Georgia).


♂ ♀. Variable in the distinctness of the markings of the forewing, and in size. The transverse lines disappear sometimes, the discal streaks become faint in many specimens and the second is often absent.

♂. The harpe (Pl. XXXIX. f. 12) is acuminate, or dentate, at end; its ventral edge is either entire, as in figure, or bears a more or less distinct triangular projection in middle; the tenth sternite is variable in width. Tenth segment see Pl. XXVIII. f. 20.

Larva green, with three white vittae, or chequered with light and dark grey oblong spots.—Food: *Pinus palustris* and other species of *Pinus.*

Hub. Canada to Florida, westward to the Mississippi basin.

In the Tring Museum 6♂♂, 6♀♀ from: N. Jersey, August; Georgia; Sanford, Florida, June.

120. Lapara pineum.


♂ ♀. Only two specimens are known; they differ from *coniferarium* and *bombycoides* in the forewing being devoid of the discal streaks and of distinct transverse lines.

Lintner compares the larva and imago only with *bombycoides* (= *harrisi*). In our opinion, *pineum* is nothing else but an extreme aberration of the variable *coniferarium.* The two specimens should be re-examined.


Not seen.
121. Lapara bombycoides.


**Hyloclaus harrisi,** Grote, Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc. ii. p. 115 (1870); Butl., i.e. ix. p. 642 (1877).


**Lapara (?) bombycoides,** Strecker, i.e. p. 127. t. 14. f. 4. (1877).

**Ellena bombycoides,** Fernaid, Sphinx. N. Engl. p. 83 sub n. 41 (1886) (descr. of larva, pupa; *Pinus strobus*); Smith, i.e. cx. p. 208 (1888) (=? harrisi); Edw., Bull. U. St. N. Mus. xxxv. p. 49 (1889) (lit. rel. to metam.).

**Ellena bombycoides var. harrisi,** Fernaid, i.e. p. 83 (1886).

**Lapara bombycoides var. harrisi,** Beneckmüller, Bull. Amer. Mus. N. Y. vii. p. 310. t. 7. f. 2 (1895) (N. York, rare; larva, pupa).

♀♂. A comparison at Oxford of the type of bombycoides with specimens of *harrisi* proved the two insects to be the same. The species is rather variable. It is of the size of small specimens of *coniferarum*; the forewing is darker brown than in *coniferarum*, the antemedian lines are more distinct, the discal ones much more heavily dentate. The first segment of the hindtarsus is a little shorter than the other four together. The harpe is slightly broader than in *coniferarum*, but not conspicuously different. Tenth sternite see Pl. XXVIII, f. 21.

In one of our two individuals from Florida the bands of the forewing are very clearly defined and heavy, and the harpe (Pl. XXXIX. f. 13) is broader than in the New England specimens dissected, and heavily angulate ventrally. The second specimen does not show these characters so markedly.

Larva with a red face.—Foodplants: *Pinus strobus* and other pines.

*Hab.* Canada to Florida, westward to the Mississippi basin.

In the Tring Museum 1 larva, 1 pupa, and 9 ♀♂, 2 ♀♀ from: Maine; Massachusetts; New Florida.
122. Lapara halicarniae.

Sphinx haliarinae Streeker, Bull. Brooklyn Ent. Soc. iii. p. 35. fig. (1880) (Florida).


2. Only one specimen is known. It represents possibly a separate genus, for which the name Execlrium (1888) as defined by Smith, l.c., will have to be retained. We do not see any necessity, at present, to keep haliarinae generically separate. Streeker's figure is quite insufficient to base a genus upon; the specimen requires examination as to structure.

Hab. Florida, type in coll. Streeker.

Not seen.

XXXVI. THAMNOECHA gen. nov.—Typus: uniformis.


♂. Antenna long (tip broken off in the three specimens seen), distinctly narrowed at the base, the segments not touching one another ventrally, middle ones feebly dilated laterad subdorsally, almost as long as high, transsection little higher than broad. Pilifer with brush of bristles. Palpus small, rough. Tongue short. Tibiae not spiny; spurs very short, proximal pair of hindtibia absent; no pulvillus, paronychium very small, without lobes; first segment of foretarsus with four long spines, the apical one nearly half the length of the segment, second segment as long as the first.

Tenth abdominal tergite (Pl. XXVI. f. 34) narrow, curved, pointed, compressed; sternite broad (Pl. XXVI. f. 35), obtuse, feebly sinuate at end. Harpe (Pl. XXV. f. 17) narrow, without patch of modified scales, subdorsal fold of inner surface high, with bristles; harpe simple, not dentate, ending in an obtuse process. Penis-sheath (Pl. XXVIII. f. 47) thin, prolonged into a flat, feebly concave process curving sideways, ending in a very short pointed hook.

♀. Unknown.

Hab. North-West India.

One species.

A development from the ancestor of Hyloicus caliginus and oberthueri; the complete loss of the proximal pair of spurs from the hindtibia is a noteworthy character.

123. Thamnoecha uniformis.


*Pseudosphinx concolor Hampson, l.c. p. 106, n. 170 (1892) (Subathu, Simla, ♂;—Mus. Brit.).

Hyloicus concolor, Kirby, Nov. Zool. i. p. 103 (1894) (Simila).

♂. Resembling in colour to a certain extent small specimens of Hyloicus pinastri and caliginus.

Hab. N. W. India.

Three ♂♂ in the British Museum.
Tribe Sphingulicae nov.

♂ ♀. End-segment of antenna short, not prolonged into a thin filiform process. Tongue half the length of the body, or shorter. Spinulation of abdomen weak, spines of sternites absent, or as weak as scales. No patch of friction-scales on clasper. Mesotarsus without basal comb. Paronychium with two lobes at each side, or without lobes, never with one lobe.

Hab. Oriental Region.

This small group of genera shows many affinities with the Ambulicinæ in the imago state as well as in the larva and pupa, and takes an intermediate position between the tribe Sphingicæ and the subfamily Ambulicinæ. Of special interest is the peculiar development of the claw-segment in this tribe. As in the Sphingicæ, the paronychium has in the lower genera two lobes at each side; while, however, in the Sphingicæ the next stage in the retrogressive development of the paronychium is represented by a great number of genera with the ventral lobe aborted and the subdorsal lobe preserved, no such stage is found in the Sphingulicae, where both lobes disappear at the same time, as exemplified by Sphingulus. Another remarkable fact is illustrated by this latter genus. Among the Sphingicæ the pulvillus disappears always before the lobes of the paronychium; there is no species of Sphingicæ which has a pulvillus and is devoid of a paronychial lobe. In Sphingulus, however, the paronychial lobes become obliterated, before the pulvillus shows any sign of reduction.* That is to say, we find exactly the opposite line of development in the two tribes. If this holds good for all the Sphingulicae, as we believe it does, then Dolbinopsis and Hopliocnema, which are both without pulvillus and paronychial lobes, have first lost the paronychial lobes and then the pulvillus. The intermediate stage between Synoecha and Hopliocnema, and between Dolbina and Dolbinopsis, had pulvillus but no paronychial lobes. Such a stage, corresponding to Sphingulus, is not known, or, we are inclined to say, not yet known.

In the diagram inserted opposite, the genera are tabulated according to the relationship. It will be noticed that the whole tribe is divided into one group of genera with the fore- and midtibie spine, and another group with the tibie not spinose. The latter group consists of two branches, of which the two more generalised genera Dolbina and Kentochoyrsalis are very closely allied, while the specialised genera Sphingulus and Dolbinopsis, which head the two branches, are widely different from one another. Dolbinopsis, though clearly a derivation from Dolbina, agrees in several characters with the most specialised genus Hopliocnema of the branch with spinose tibie, namely in negative characters which are the outcome of the retrogressive development so often referred to among the Sphingicæ and Ambulicinæ. Both Dolbinopsis and Hopliocnema are devoid of pulvilli and paronychial lobes, and have the foretibia armed with a thorn (not a spine). This similarity is the result of parallel development, and does not at all indicate close relationship. Further, we find the bristles of the pilifer in a normal state in Tetrachoa and Synoecha, while they are reduced in number or developed to hair-scales in Hopliocnema and all the genera of the branch with non-spinose tibie. We meet with the same peculiar modification also among the Ambulicinæ. This again does not mean closer relationship between the genera with scaled pilifer.

The larva and pupa, so far as known, agree in many respects with those of the typical Ambulicinæ.

* The same is the case in some Ambulicinæ.
HOLIOCNETA.
Tongue short, weak.
Pilifer with scales.
Antenna of ♀ andromorphic.
Foretibia with apical thorn.
Fore-mittibiae spinose.
Spurs short.
Pulvillus absent.
Paronychium absent.

SYNOECHA.
Tongue short, weak.
Pilifer with bristles.
Antenna of ♀ andromorphic.
Foretibia with apical thorn.
Fore-mittibiae spinose.
Spurs reduced in length.
Pulvillus present.
Paronychium with two lobes.

TETRACHROA.
Tongue short, half the length of the body.
Pilifer with bristles.
Antenna of ♀ cylindrical, not andromorphic.
Foretibia with apical thorn.
Fore-mittibiae spinose.
Spurs long.
Pulvillus present.
Paronychium with two lobes.

DOLBINOPSIS.
Tongue short, weak.
Pilifer with few bristles.
(Antenna of ♀ not known).
Foretibia with apical thorn.
Fore-mittibiae not spinose.
Spurs short.
Pulvillus absent.
Paronychium absent.

DOLBINA.
Tongue short, weak.
Pilifer with few bristles, or with scales.
Antenna of ♀ andromorphic, segments not laterally dilated either in ♀ or ♀.
Foretibia simple.
Fore-mittibiae not spinose.
Spurs short.
Pulvillus present.
Paronychium with two lobes.

SPHINGULUS.
Tongue short, weak.
Pilifer with scales.
Antenna of ♀ andromorphic, segments laterally dilated in ♀, less so in ♀.
Foretibia simple.
Fore-mittibiae not spinose.
Spurs short.
Pulvillus present.
Paronychium absent.

KENTOCHRYSALIS.
Tongue short, weak.
Pilifer with scales.
Antenneae of ♀ andromorphic, segments laterally dilated in ♀ and ♀.
Foretibia simple.
Fore-mittibiae not spinose.
Spurs short.
Pulvillus present.
Paronychium with two lobes.

(ANCESTRAL GENUS, NOT KNOWN.)
Tongue long, stout.
Pilifer with a comb of bristles.
Antenna of ♀ cylindrical, without fasciculated ciliae.
Foretibia simple.
Fore-mittibiae not spinose.
Spurs long.
Pulvillus present.
Paronychium with two lobes on each side.

SPHINGILICAE.

SPHINGICAE.

ACHERONTICAE.

ACHERONTINAE.
Key to the genera:

a. Fore- and midtibiae spinose . . . . b.
   " " " not spinose . . . . d.

b. Pulvillus absent . . . . XXXIX. Hoplopénéma.
   present . . . . c.

c. Spurs short, tongue short and weak, hindwing grey . . . . XXXVIII. Synoecia.
   Spurs long, tongue half the length of the body, hindwing rufous . XXXVII. Tetrachroa.

d. Foretibia armed with an apical thorn; no pulvillus . . . . XL. Dolbinopsis.
   Foretibia without an apical thorn; pulvillus present . . . . . e.

c. No paronychial lobes . . . . XLIII. Sphingius.
   With two paronychial lobes at each side . . . . f.

f. Antennal segments distinctly dilated laterally in dorsal view . . . . XLII. Kentochrysalis.
   Antennal segments not dilated laterally in dorsal view . . . . XL. Dolbina.

XXXVII. TETRACHROA gen. nov.—Typus: Edwardsi.

Macropla, Olliff (now Walker, 1856), Proc. Linnean Soc. N. S. Wales (2) v. p. 515 (1890).
Meganotus, Kirby (now Boisdval, 1875), Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 653 (1892).

♂ ?. Tongue about half the length of the body, rather stout proximally, thin distally. Pilifer with normal brush of bristles; genal process triangular, as long as the pilifer. Palpus elongate, projecting a little beyond frons in a dorsal aspect. Antenna with end-segment about four times as long as basally high, clothed with broad scales; ♀ : not strongly compressed, fasciculated cilia about half as long as the segments broad dorsally; ? : cylindrical, ciliae all very short. Fore- and midtibiae spinose; foretibia ending in a long thorn, with some heavy terminal spines, shorter (thorn excluded) than first tarsal segment; spurs of mid- and hindtibiae long, long terminal one of hindtibiae about four-fifths the length of the first tarsal segment; midtarsus without comb; hindtarsus half as long again as the cell of the hindwing, first segment much longer than 2 to 5 together; pulvillus present, paronychium with two slender lobes at each side. Spines on abdominal sternites very weak.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite elongate, divided at end into two short triangular lobes, which are turned downward. Clasper without patch of modified scales; subdorsal fold very high, running ventrad at end, armed with spines (PL XXXIX. f. 14); harpe elongate-triangular, densely covered with erect scales, dorso-basal margin raised to a high ridge. Tenth sternite and penis-sheath not preserved in our ♂ specimen; clasper dorsally also damaged, the fold apparently with spines all along the edge.

♀. Postvaginal part of vaginal plate membranaceous, short, scaled, antevaginal part rather strongly chitinised, proximal edge of vaginal cavity convex, incrassate.
Early stages not known.

_Hab._ Australia.

One species.

124. _Tetrachroa edwardsi._


_Megatoni multicoerulea_ Kirby, _l.c._ n. 18 (1892).

* _Megatoni variagatum_ Rothschild, _Iris_ vii. p. 301, n. 13, t. 6, f. 1 (1894) (Queensland;—coll. Staudinger).

♂♀. Easily recognised by the rufous-red hindwings, which are marked with black, yellow and white in the basi-abdominal region.

_Hab._ Queensland and N.S. Wales.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂, 2 ♀♂ from Dawson district and Brisbane district, Queensland.

XXXVIII. _SYNOECHA_ gen. nov.—_Typus:_ marmorata.


♂. Not known.

♀. Pilifer with bristles; genital process short, obtuse. Palpus very small, inner surface covered with large scales, first segment shorter than second. Tongue short and weak. Antenna thin, filiform, slightly prismatical, with distinctly fasciculated ciliae, feebly constricted at the joints, end-segment short. Fore- and midtibiae spiny; foretibia with long apical thorn, shorter (excl. of thorn) than first tarsal segment; spurs longer than in _Hopliocnema_ and _Dolhinopsis_; pulvillus and paronychium present, the ventral lobes of the paronychium rather short. SC and R3 of hindwing on a long stalk.

♀. Vaginal plate much wrinkled transversely; vagina a rather strongly chitinised cylinder, ending beyond the middle of the vaginal plate, the edge of its mouth incassate, forming a halfring, without processes.

Larva tapering in front, head narrowed above, horn straight; green, two thin interrupted lines on back and a broader line at each side, dilated ventrad a little on the abdominal segments, white.—_Food-plant:_ Eremophila mitchelli.

Chrysalis not known.

_Hab._ Queensland.

125. _Synoecha marmorata_ (Pl. XII. f. 10, ♀).
XXXIX. HOPLIOCNEMA gen. nov.—Typus: melanoleuca.

♂ ?. Differs from Dolbiopsis (♂) as follows: body slenderer; antenna little less than half the length of the forewing, of even width from near base to near end, hook scarcely indicated; pilifer with brush of bristles and a very few scales; legs roughly scaled; foretibia with some spines at end, besides the apical horn; midtibia spinose; Sc² and R¹ of hindwing stalked, R² from before centre of cell, D³ twice as long as D⁴.

♂ Tenth tergite divided at end, narrow; sternite elongate, simple.

♀. Antenna andromorphic, the segments impressed laterally, with the basal and apical ciliae not so long as in ♂.

Early stages not known.

Hub. West Australia.

One species.

126. Hopliocnema melanoleuca spec. nov (Pl. XII. f. 6, ♂).

♂ ?. Body dark smoky grey; head and thorax unicolorons; abdomen with a series of transverse white spots on each side, underside somewhat paler than upperside; scaling of antenna white. Here and there a shade of pink, especially in the ♀.

Wings above.—Forewing like thorax, with two pairs of transverse black lines, the proximal pair in basal half, the other on the disc: first line strongly curved costal, forming nearly a right angle in cell, second at right angles to costa, forming an obtuse angle just behind cell, third and fourth slightly convex in middle and concave behind; stigma greyish white, encircled with black; fringe with greyish white ill-defined spots.—Hindwing dirty white, with or without a trace of a discal line, fringe a little darker than wing, with minute black nerve-dots.

Underside.—Forewing densely shaded with greyish white scaling; two discal lines vestigial.—Hindwing as above, but with two vestigial brown lines, best marked at costal margin, which is more or less brown: the first line at or just beyond end of cell, the second a little nearer outer margin at R² than cell; here and there some brown scales, which are more numerous in ♀.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite rather flat, convex at end, narrow, the apex divided into two triangular lobes which are turned downward; sternite flat, narrowed to end, which is rounded (Pl. XXVII. f. 8). Clasper sole-shaped; harpe with a simple, concave, slightly spoon-shaped and a little curved, obtuse process (Pl. XXXV. f. 22). Penis-sheath ending in a short, obliquely truncate, pointed process (Pl. XXIX. f. 29).

♀. Vaginal plate without special armature, postvaginal part membranaceous, except a narrow transverse belt of chitin; antevaginal part more strongly chitinised, with a proximal transverse fold; anterior edge of vaginal cavity slightly raised, semicircular.

Larva and chrysalis not known.

Length of forewing: ♂ ?, 17 to 19 mm.

Hub. West Australia.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♂ ♂, 1 ♀ from: Roebourne (type, ♂); Sherlock R. (Dr. Clements).
XL. DOLBINOPSIS gen. nov.—Typus: grisea.


♂. Allied to *Dobinia*, of which it is a development. Palpus small. Pilifer with a few bristles as in *P. inexactia*. Antennal segments not quite touching one another ventrally, penultimate segment longer than high. Foretibia ending in a naked thorn; no pulvillus, paronychium scarcely indicated; first segment of foretarsus longer than tibia (thorn excluded), shorter than segments 2 to 5 together; tibiae rather smoothly scaled; midtibia much longer than first tarsal segment; spurs very short, two pairs to hindtibia, the proximal pair almost concealed under the scaling. Sc and R of hindwing separate; R2 from centre of cell. Sexual armature of the *Dobinia* type.

♀. Unknown.

Larva and chrysalis unknown.

_Hab._ N.W. India.

One species.

The presence of the thorn on the foretibia and the absence of the pulvillus and the paronychial lobes are the outcome of that kind of development accompanied by reduction which we find so often among the *Sphingidae*.

127. Dolbinopsis grisea.

*Pseudophilliex grisea* Hampson, l.c. i. p. 104, n. 165 (1892) (Kulu.—Mus. Brit.).

*Hyloicus grisea* Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 39, n. 7 a (1892).

♂. Resembles in pattern the species of *Dobinia*. Tenth abdominal tergite (Pl. XXVII. f. 6) broad, obtusely triangular, curved downward distally, more suddenly narrowed from the point of curvature to the end; sternite (Pl. XXVII. f. 7) with a divided lobe, the two halves slender. Clasper without patch of modified scales, broadly rounded, broadest beyond middle (Pl. XXXIX. f. 19); harpe with a finger-like ventro-distal process, and two dorsal processes, of which the proximal one is the narrower. Penis-funnel obliquely truncate; penis-sheath (Pl. XXVIII. f. 39) armed with a horizontal tooth pointing sinistro-lateral; on the inner side of the sheath opposite the tooth there is a patch of spines, which are visible from the outer side as fine dots.

♀. Unknown.

_Hab._ Kulu, N.W. India.

One ♂ in the British Museum.

XI. DOLBINA.—Typus: tancreci.


*Hyloicus*, Kirby (non Hübner, 1822), Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 694 (1892).

*Meponoton*, Rothschield (non Boisduval, 1875), Nov. Zool. i. p. 90 (1894)

♂♀. Differs from *Sphinxius* and *Kentochrysalis* in the much more robust thorax and abdomen, in the stronger spinulation of the latter, the presence of weak
spines also on the sternites, the less slender antennae, the segments of which are not rounded-dilated laterad and have longer ciliae ventrally in the proximal series.—
Antenna of ♂ rather thick in basal fourth.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite broad and short, triangularly narrowed at end, minutely sinate, upperside scaled mesially; sternite with two short, straight processes. Penis-sheath armed with an apical tooth curving sinistro-lateral. No patch of modified scales on clasper; the latter small, very strong ventro-basally; harpe large, with broad ventro-distal process and three rounded dorsal lobes.

♀. Vaginal plate feebly chitinised, except at the large vaginal cavity; the edge of this cavity armed with two processes.

Larva not described ; said to be nearly the same as that of Sphinx ocellata.

Hab. N. India to Amurland and Japan.

The three species resemble in colour the Nearctic Dolba, with which they are, however, not nearly related.

Standing, when describing the genus Dolbina, said that the tongue was not longitudinally grooved and that the hindtibia had only one spur. In this he was wrong. There is no Lepidopterous insect to our knowledge which has only one spur to the hindtibia; if the terminal pair becomes reduced both spurs disappear. Dolbina has, as a matter of fact, two pairs of spurs to the hindtibia; but the spurs are short, and therefore easily overlooked by a casual observer. The longitudinal groove of the tongue, i.e. the groove at each side of the mesial fringe of ciliae which keep the two maxillae together, is not so obvious in Dolbina and other genera with reduced tongues as in the genera with long probosces, but is nevertheless present in Dolbina (as it is in all genera). Bartel, in Rühl, Grossschm. ii. p. 26, repeats those erroneous statements.

Key to the species :

a. Abdomen beneath with large black mesial patches
   Abdomen beneath without large black mesial patches
   " " long white hair-scales
   130. D. exacta.
   128. D. inexacta.
   129. D. tancrei.

128. Dolbina inexacta.

Pseudo sphinx inexacta, Butler, Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. ix. p. 611. n. 6 (1877) (N. India ; Masuri);
Hylosphinx inexacta, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hét. i. p. 694. n. 7 (1892).
*Megaprotot khasianum Rothschild, Nov. Zool. I. p. 90 (1894) (Khasia Hills ;—Mus. Tring);
   Hamps., l.c. iv. p. 453 (1896) (=dissistriga ex err. !).

♂ Pilifer with a few bristles, no scales. Distal margin of forewing almost straight in ♂ somewhat sinuate before hinder angle, discal interspace sometimes pinkish grey between cell and posterior margin; abdomen with very large black mesial patches beneath; legs and breast of the mummy-brown colour of the underside of the wings, contrasting strongly with the almost white scaling in the middle of meso- and metasternum and at the edges of the abdominal sternites; the greyish white tips of the tarsal segments and the tibiae also conspicuous.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite flat, curved, short, mesially membranaceous to near
the end, dilated before the end, then triangularly narrowed, shorter than in the following species. Lobes of sternite farther apart than in the other species, shorter and more oblique. Ventral process of harpe (Pl. XXXIX. f. 20) dorsally rounded-sinuate, the tip blunt; dorsal process divided into a rounded, single, basal lobe, and double distal lobe. Hook of penis-sheath (Pl. XXXIX. f. 35) long; inner side of sheath with small apical patch of spines ventrally.

♀. The triangular lobes at the edge of the vaginal cavity stand in front of the cavity; they are triangular and about as long as the sinuses between them is broad (Pl. XXII. f. 1).

Larva and pupa not known.

_Hab._ India: N.-W. India to Assam and Bombay; Central India (probably also to be found in Burma and Tonkin).

In the Tring Museum 4 ♂♂, 8 ♂♀ from: Sikhim: Khasia Hills; Cherrapunji.

129. _Dobquina tancrei._

*Dobquina tancrei_ Staudinger, in Rom., _Mem. Lép._ iii. p. 155. t. 17. f. 8 (1887) (partim; Amur;—coll. Staudinger); id., _C. vi._ p. 221. n. 6. 620 (1892) (Amur); Kirby, _Cat. Lep. Het._ i. p. 685. n. 7 (1892); Leech, _Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond._ p. 299. n. 6. 68 (1898) (Hakodate, viii.); Bartel, in _Rübl., Grossschm._ ii. p. 81 (1899) (Amur); Staud., & Reb., _Cat. Lep. ed. iii._ p. 101. n. 7. 70 (1901) (Amur; Ussuri; Japan).


♂. Piller with a brush of scales and a few bristles. The green colour of wings and body by which this species is generally said to be distinguishable from _exacta_ is not a specific character; some _exacta_ are much greener than certain _tancrei_. The chief difference between _exacta_ and _tancrei_ is the absence of the black large patches from the underside of the abdomen of _exacta_, which patches are nearly as well developed in _tancrei_ as they are in _inexacta_. In the sexual armature _tancrei_ stands intermediate between _exacta_ and _inexacta_.

♂. Sexual armature as in _exacta_, but the two proximal lobes of the harpe farther apart (Pl. LIX. f. 5).

♀. The processes of the vaginal plate wider apart than in _inexacta_ (Pl. XXI. f. 22), much less slender than in _exacta_.

Larva and chrysalis not known.

_Hab._ Amurland; Japan: Yesso, Nippon.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂, 4 ♂♀ from: Sidemi, Amurland; Japan; Kawagashi, 5. vi. 1889 (Dr. Fritz, in the afternoon at a rose-bush).

130. _Dobquina exacta._


♂♀. Piller with a brush of scales and a few bristles. Underside of abdomen brownish grey like the wings, the brownish black basal spots of the segments reduced, generally not visible.
♂. Tenth tergite broad, flat, curved downward, narrowed from middle to end, which is incised; processes of sternite short and slender (Pl. XXVIII. f. 27). Ventral process of harpe (Pl. XXXIX. f. 16) suddenly narrowed at end to a point, dorsal process divided into a single distal and double proximal lobe. Tooth of penis-sheath short (Pl. XXIX. f. 34), inner surface of sheath densely covered ventrally with sharp spines, which form a patch that extends far proximad, the bases of the spines shining through the sheath as small dots; this armature reminds one strongly of that found in Amorpha populi.

♀. The two processes of the vaginal plate stand at the side of the vaginal cavity, and are very slender (Pl. XXII. f. 2).

Larva said by Graeser, l.c., to be very similar to, and the pupa not distinguishable from, that of Sphinx ocellata.—Food-plants: Syringa and Fraxinus.

Two broods.

_Hab._ Amurland and Japan.

In the Tring Museum 8♂♂, ♀♀ from: Amurland; Japan.

XLII. KENTOCHRYSALIS.—Typus: _streckeri._


♂♀. Head small, scaling prolonged to an interantennal tuft. Tongue very short and weak, the two halves separated distally, sometimes also proximally, the ciliae at the inner edge long and rather widely apart. Pilifer reduced to a tubercle, clothed with scales and bristles; genal process short; tubercle of labrum low, transverse. Palps small, smaller in ♀ than in ♂, joint between segments 1 and 2 naked, inner surface of segment 1 scaled, except at base. Antenna: end-segment two or three times as long as high basally, triangular; ♂: strongly compressed, ciliae long; ♀: fasciculated ciliae shorter than in ♂. Tibiae not spinose; spurs short, hindtibia with two pairs, but proximal pair often concealed under the scaling; first tarsal segment almost exactly as long as the four other segments together, no prolonged spines; no mesotarsal comb; hindtarsus not longer than the cell of the hindwing; pulvillus and paronychium present, but the paronychial lobes very slender.

♂. Harpe with a long ventro-distal process. Tenth tergite scaled mesially; sternite with a broad mesial lobe. Penis-sheath produced into a long hook, which is curved proximad.

♀. Vaginal cavity covered by a broad lobe.

Larva granulose, head triangular.

Pupa without free tongue-sheath, armed with some high, sharp tubercles on the basal sternites of the abdomen, which serve as an organ of locomotion*

_Hab._ Amurland; Mongolia; Japan.

Three species.

It was not without hesitation that we decided to keep the seven species of Sphinxal supported, Kentochrysalis and Dolbina separate under these three generic terms. Though Sphinxal supported and Dolbina represent divergent branches from the same stock which are easily enough distinguishable, Kentochrysalis stands intermediate between

* See Appendix.
the two, and comes, in fact, in several points so near Dolbina that the discovery of a form connecting the two genera would be no surprise to us. Dolbina has nothing to do with the American Dolba; the similarity is quite superficial.

Standinger says, l.c., that the hindtibiae have only one pair of spurs; in this he was wrong.

Key to the species:

a. Antenna with large brown patch on the upperside.

b. Antenna with the patch absent or only vestigial.

b. The two antemedian lines of the forewing ending at inner margin in a black patch. 132. K. consimilis.

The two antemedian lines less distinct, the black patch absent. 131. K. streckeri.

131. Kentochrysalis streckeri.


*Sphink daridisi* Oberthür, Et, d'Ent. v. p. 27, n. 68. t. 7. f. 9 (1880, Dec.) (Mongolia; Askold, V.;—coll. Charles Oberthür).


♀. Antenna of both sexes with fasciculated ciliae on all segments, the ciliae on the terminal segments long in ♀; segments rounded-dilated dorso-laterally in ♀ and ♀, especially the middle ones; end-segments see Pl. LX. f. 19. Piller with a brush of scales and a few bristles. Palpus rough with hairs, especially the first segment.

♀. Tenth abdominal tergite triangular, about twice as long as broad basally, pointed, flat above, curved downward, prismatically compressed distally, the underside carinate (Pl. XXVIII. f. 22); sternite broad, short, truncate-sinuate, angles rounded. Dorso-distal margin of clasper very oblique; harpe (Pl. XXXIX. f. 21) with a broad, almost flat, upper lobe, which is dentate and sinuate, the ventro-distal process slender, cylindrical, obtuse. Penis-funnel cylindrical, somewhat obliquely truncate; penis-sheath ending in a long, slender, pointed hook curving proximad and sinistrad (Pl. XXIX. f. 32).

♀. Vaginal plate feebly sinuate; the wide vaginal cavity covered proximad by a broad rounded lobe (Pl. XXI. f. 21).

Larva said to be similar to those of *Sphinx ocellata* and *Phyllosphingia dissimilis.*—Foodplants: *Syringa, Frazinus, Ligustrum.*

Chrysalis described by Standinger as possessing a pair of long, narrow, pointed tubercles on the first and second abdominal sternites, similar to those of *Pl. dissimilis.*

Hub. Amurland; Mongolia; Askold.

In the Tring Museum ♀ ♀, ♀ ♀ ♀ from Amurland: one pupa.

* See Appendix.
132. Kentochrysalis consimilis spec. nov.

_Hyloicus davidi_, Butler (non Oberthür, 1880), Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. p. 2 (1881 (Tokio)).


♂. Intermediate between _streckeri_ and _sieversi_, but different from both; of the size of _streckeri_, with which it has generally been confounded.

In appearance like _streckeri_, but the external discal lines of the forewing less dentate, the two antemedian lines distinct, ending at inner margin in a blackish patch which is prolonged basad.

♀. Tenth tergite (Pl. XXVIII. f. 23) suddenly narrowed to a short pointed hook; sternite (Pl. XXVIII. f. 24) divided into two triangular lobes. Clasper as in _sieversi_, broadest near base; harpe longer than the clasper (Pl. XXXIX. f. 15), not unlike that of _sieversi_, but the ventral process shorter. Besides this process there are five or six more, which vary in form and position in the specimens dissected, the most ventral one being, however, always large. Penis-sheath as in _sieversi_.

♀. Unknown.

Larva and chrysalis unknown; feeds probably on yew.

_Hab_. Japan.

A series of ♂♀ in the Brit. Muscum from: Chinzenji, viii. 1881 (Lewis); Tokio; Nikko; one transferred (in exchange) to the Tring Museum.

133. Kentochrysalis sieversi.


♂. Antennal segments very feebly dilated laterad, fasciculated ciliae of distal segments shorter than in _streckeri_. Palpus not hairy. Pilière with scales and some bristles. Antenna without the large black patch of _streckeri_, there being only a few brown scales present in _sieversi_. R^2 of hindwing before centre of cell, stalk of SC^2 and R^1 longer than in _streckeri_.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite more abruptly narrowed and curved than in _streckeri_; sternite very broad, truncate, sides obtusely dentate (Pl. XXVIII. f. 25). Clasper widest near base; inner surface with long thin scales; harpe very large (Pl. XXXIX. f. 17), reaching basally close to dorsal margin and ventro-distally to the apex of the clasper, the ventral finger-like process is short; above it there is a pointed triangular process curving upwards; the dorso-basal part of the harpe is provided with large teeth. Penis-sheath similar to that of _streckeri_, the hook longer.

♀. Not seen.

_Early stages not known._

_Hab_. Corea and Amurland.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂♂ from the Sidemi R., Amurland.

The specimen of "_streckeri_," of which Leech, Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. p. 290 (1898), referred to as being darker than _sieversi_, and which apparently convinced him of the specific identity of _streckeri_ and _sieversi_, was not _streckeri_ at all, but the new _Hyloicus_ described on p. 144 of this paper.
XLIII. SPHINGULUS.—Typus: mus.

**Sphinxulus Standinger, in Rom., Mém. Lép. iii. p. 156 (1887) (type: mus).**

♂♀. Differs from *Kontochrysalis* in the paronychium being without lobes and the pilifer bearing only scales, no bristles.—Antennal segments dilated in ♂, very faintly in ♀, the ciliae shorter in ♀ than in streckeri. Palpus small in both sexes.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Amurland.

One species.

Standinger, *l.c.*, says that the hindtibia has only one visible pair of spurs. There are two pairs, but both are short.

134. *Sphinxulus mus*.


♂♀. Body very uniform in colour; the markings having nearly all disappeared. The two most distal lines of the forewing of *K. streckeri* are indicated, the post-discal one by double dots at the veins.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite about three times as long as basally broad, dorsally clothed with long hair-scales, narrowed towards the apex, which is truncate-sinuate with the angles projecting (Pl. XXVIII. f. 26); sternite with a rounded mesial lobe which is about as long as broad, the sides faintly incurved. Clasper covered on the inner surface with long weak hair-scales; harpe reaching beyond end of clasper (Pl. XXXIX. f. 18), the ventro-distal process gradually narrowed, somewhat curved inward distally, not sharply pointed; a dorsal process near base, also obtuse. Hook of penis-sheath very long (Pl. XXIX. f. 33) pointed; inside the sheath there is a patch of spines, which are visible from the outside as brown dots.

♂. The lobe in front of the vaginal cavity sinuate, the vaginal plate rather strongly chitinised (Pl. XXI. f. 20).

* Larva and pupa not known.

*Hab.* Amurland.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♂♂, 5 ♀♀ from Amurland.
Subfamily Ambulicinae.—Type: Protambulyx strigilis.

Deilephilidae id., l.c. p. 136 (1822) (partim).
Smerinthiini id., l.c. p. 141 (1822) (partim).
Smerinthini id., l.c. p. 160 (1865) (nom. indecor.).
"Leucophlebidae" id., l.c. p. 54 (1875).
"Deilephilides" id., l.c. p. 158 (1875) (partim; Ambulyx only).
Smerinthinei id., l.c. p. 515. 582 (1877) (Sphingomeropæus excl.).

There is apparently no single character which separates all the members of the present subfamily from all the Acherontiinae. An Ambulicine species is distinguished, however, from the Sphingicae by the end-segment of the antenna being short, densely scaled above; the few genera with prolonged end-segment (Protambulyx, Compsogene, Oxyambulyx, Cypa) are recognisabie by the apex of the forewing being sinuate, or the long tarsi being without a midtarsal comb, or by the distal margin of the forewing being more or less angulate below the middle, or sinuate at apex.

The tribe Sphingulicae, in which the end-segment of the antenna is as short as in most Ambulinae, agrees so closely in structure with this subfamily that only a combination of characters separates one group from the other; the tuft of long hair-scales covering the lower part of the eye in many Ambulinae is absent from or vestigial in Sphingulicae; all the species with irregular distal margin of the forewing, or with the margin concave below the apex, or the apex sinuate, or the margin straight or slightly concave and the tibiae at the same time spinnlose, or the forewing with yellow and red shades, as well as the forms without frenulum, or without the proximal pair of hindtibial spurs, or without pulvillus, belong to the Ambulinae.

As in the case of the Acherontiinae, the specialisation within the subfamily Ambulinae, which has led to the appearance of a great number of groups of species treated as genera, relates to a variety of organs, many of which become more and more reduced till they vanish. The gradual disappearance of organs, such as the frenulum, the proximal pair of hindtibial spurs, the pulvillus and paronychium, the friction-patch, etc., can equally well be traced in this subfamily as among the Acherontiinae. It is here, like there, largely a development by reduction which has given rise to the genera, these being in many cases characterised by the absence or reduction of some particular organ.

The tongue of the Ambulinae does never reach beyond the end of the abdomen; it is generally short and weak, and there are several species in which it is reduced to two short lobes (Pl. LXII. f. 1). The mesial fringe of the tongue, by which the two halves are kept together above, form in the species with a strong tongue (Protambulyx and allies) a kind of thin membrane, the hairs being soldered together, while the fringe of the weak tongue is generally long and loose, the hairs being more or less separate, or is absent (Pl. LXI. f. 10. 11). The base of the tongue is not rarely covered with long weak scales (Leucophlebia for instance); in Cypa
it is tubercled on the upperside near the base. The weak tongue is functionless, only the lower (i.e. less specialised or less reduced) forms being able to use the tongue as a sucking-tube. These strong-tongued Ambulicinæ visit flowers (Protambulæx strigilis; Gundl., Ent. Cubana p. 185), while the bulk of the subfamily does not feed.

The pilifer is normally of a rounded triangular shape, with the inner surface clothed with long bristles. These bristles become often modified into scales, either all or part of them; they disappear in a few species almost completely (Pl. LXI. f. 10). The pilifer itself is sometimes reduced to an obtuse triangular projection (Pl. LXI. f. 10), while it is occasionally prolonged, resembling a tooth-brush (Pl. LXII. f. 5). The genal process is triangular, as high, or nearly as high, as the pilifer, seldom reduced (Cypa), in which case the pilifer is also reduced. The palpus is large in the lower forms (Protambulæx, Compsogone, etc.), and becomes very small in a number of genera; it is generally smaller in the ? than in the ♂, so that in this respect the ? is the more advanced sex. The joint of the second and third segment is often open, i.e., the scales at the end of the first and the base of the second segment stand so far apart that the naked joint is visible. The most peculiar palpus is found in Cressonia, where the long second segments curve sideways, the palpi being divergent, especially in the ♂.

The antenna are never club-shaped, but they are thinner at the base than in and before the middle. The segments are always compressed and grooved in the ♂, with long fasciculated cilia; in some cases the upper edge of the groove is dilated laterad, forming short pectinations; these are enormously prolonged in the African Coridia mira (Pl. LX. f. 27–28). The so-called bipectinated antennæ of the ♂ of Cressonia and Monarda are of an entirely different type, resembling the antennæ of Saturniidae, as pointed out by John Smith (see Cressonia). In the ♀♀-antennæ we often find the ♂-characters repeated, but in a less pronounced form, while in many other species the segments are simple and somewhat depressed. The end-segment, which is always long and rough-scaled in the Acherontiidae and Sphingicæ and short in the Sphingulicæ, is long in very few Ambulicinæ (Pl. LX. f. 4. 5. 6) and short in all the others. The segment is rough-scaled only in Protambulæx, while it is densely and smoothly scaled on the upperside in the other genera. Protambulæx represents in this respect the lowest type.

Spinosity of the tibiae is of equally common occurrence among the Ambulicinæ as it is among the Acherontiidae. The spinosity is not necessarily accompanied by a reduction of parts of the legs. There is no scent-organ at the posterior side of the forecoxae. The foretibia ends often in a thorn, a character independently developing in many not closely related genera, and in a few cases the external spines of the first protarsal segment are enlarged (Monarda). The spurs are in some forms very long, the longer terminal one of the hindtibia equalling in length sometimes the first tarsal segment. In the forms where they are most reduced they are so short as to be concealed in the scaling of the tibia. The proximal pair of spurs of the hindtibia disappears often: Paraena calligata is very instructive in this respect, as the pair is absent from some individuals and vestigial in others. The distal pair never disappears. In a number of species dealt with under Polypychus the spurs are more or less spinose. A very remarkable character of the legs of the Ambulicinæ is the non-development of a midtarsal comb even in those species which have long and strong legs, like Compsogone, the Ambulicinæ differing conspicuously therein from the Sphingicæ, where all the lower forms have
the comb strongly developed, the reduction of the comb and its disappearance taking place later in the series of genera. It is worthy to emphasize again that there is no comb in the Sphingulinae. The pulvillus becomes small in a few species and obliterates entirely in others. The paronychium preserves the two lobes of each side in most Ambulicinae; in some the ventral lobe disappears, in a few genera both the ventral and lateral lobes. While in the Sphingidae the pulvillus disappears before the paronychium, we find among the Ambulicinae forms in which the same is the case, and also such in which the pulvillus is preserved and the paronychial lobes are lost, as is the case in Sphingalus of the Acherontiine tribe Sphingulinae. The ventral lobe of the paronychium is often broader than the lateral one, but it is never preserved when the lateral lobe disappears.

The shape of the wing is characteristic of a great many Ambulicinae; in fact, the insects are generally identified by Lepidopterists as belonging to this subfamily more by the aspect, the shape and colour of the wings and body, than by special structural characters, and it is, therefore, quite natural that some species of other subfamilies have erroneously been brought, by previous authors, into the present subfamily, and some members of the Ambulicinae placed somewhere else. The irregular distal margin of the wings which gives so many forms a certain resemblance to leaves is not confined to the Ambulicinae; we meet again with a similar shape among the Sesiinae and Philampelinae, but never among the Acherontiinae, which is very curious. The falcate forewing of many Ambulicinae is found also among the Philampelinae, Sesiinae, and the Chorocampinae, not among the Acherontiinae. These similarities have been mistaken for indications of closer relationship. Many Ambulicinae are protectively coloured; the forewing assuming grey and clayish tints, and some resemble more closely an even-edged lanceolate leaf by the development of a dark longitudinal line or shade representing the midrib (Phylloxiphia, Clanis). Though bright colours may be said to prevail among the Ambulicinae, there are a great number of very soberly grey-coloured species. The discal streaks R²—M² present on the forewing of so many Acherontiinae do not appear here.

The spines at the edges of the abdominal segments are always weak and elongate; they disappear, or rather become modified into scales, in several species, while on the other hand, the undescales of the abdominal tergites are often spiniform, there being in some species no large dentate scales present on the tergites. The sternites have only in the lowest forms (Protambulyx and allies) some weak spines at the edges; the bulk of the Ambulicinae is without them. The abdomen is often curved upwards as in some Sphingulinae.

The peculiar organ of friction on the clasper of the 3 and the inner edge of the eighth tergite resembles closely that found among the Acherontiinae in so far as the modified scales of the clasper are small and form a patch, differing widely from the enlarged friction-scales of the Sphingidae semanophorae. Sometimes the friction-scales are reduced to dispersed hairs, or there are in their place only dispersed granules. The patch is present in the lower forms (Protambulyx and allies) and disappears later on all the more highly modified genera being without it. The same applies to the patch of the Acherontiinae. The regular ribbon of enlarged scales at the edge of the eighth tergite, on the inner surface, most conspicuous in Acanthosphinx (Pl. LIX. f. 1), is not met with in other subfamilies; it is also less regular than in Acanthosphinx in most other Ambulicinae with a friction-patch on the clasper, and is sometimes replaced by rough, long, narrow scales, or is absent.
The copulatory armature is on the whole complicated in this subfamily, the species differing often very remarkably from one another. The greater proportion of the species are slow-flying insects which do not wander much, and that accounts largely for the astonishingly great differences presented by the geographical races of several species (compare *Pseudoclanis postica*, *Polyptychus trilineatus*).

The early stages of the *Ambulicinæ* are interesting on account of several peculiar points in their structure. The larvae are generally said to be characterised by a triangular head and a granulose skin. These characters are indeed found in the European and American species, but not in all the African and Indian ones. So far as the larvae are known, and so far as the descriptions and figures are reliable, there is no smooth-skinned larva among the *Ambulicinæ*, all being granulose or spinose. The granules are prolonged to short spines in *Coenusa*, to longer and stronger spines in *Rhadinopasa*, and to long dentate ones in *Lophostethus*. Of these larvae *Coenusa* has a triangular head, while it is rounded in the other two. A rounded head is also found in the full-grown larvae of *Daphnusa* and *Clanis* (and perhaps in other genera). Now the question arises whether the bulky-headed larva of these genera, which are not all closely allied with one another, has preserved the ancestral head-form of the Ambulicine larva, or whether the triangular head is the more generalised one, from which the round head of *Clanis*, etc., originated. The first stage is not known of any of these larvae, unfortunately, but Forsayeth figures the younger larva of *Clanis* (*Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond.*, 1884. p. 393, t. 15) as having a triangular head, and states that the rounded bulky head is acquired at a later stage. From this one must conclude that in the large-headed larva the triangular head-form is lost in consequence of a lateral expansion of the head-case. But this does not necessarily mean that the ancestral larva of the *Ambulicinæ* had a triangular head. Considering that the first stage of *Sphinx occlata* (and also of the Acherontiine genus *Lapara*) presents a rounded head, which assumes later on the well-known triangular form, and that the head of *Polyptychus grayi* is produced in the earlier stages into a long process, and assumes an obtusely triangular form in the last stage, it seems to be probable that the triangular head is a derivation from a rounded one, and has developed again in some instances into an enlarged rounded head. Thus the caterpillars of *Lophostethus*, *Daphnusa*, *Rhadinopasa* and *Clanis* would be later forms than the acrocephalic larvae of other *Ambulicinæ*. If this is true, the spines of *Rhadinopasa* and *Lophostethus* would also appear to be exaggerated developments of the setiferous granules of *Marumba* and others, and would not represent an ancestral feature preserved from the common ancestor of the *Sphingidae* and *Saturniidae*. It is necessary to study the first stages of the *Sphingidae* more closely and of more species than has hitherto been done. We have almost entirely to depend on descriptions and figures, which mostly fail in giving the essential points. The conclusions based on such scanty and not always reliable data are not convincing.

The horn is long and curves gently upwards in the generalised forms; it is occasionally lost (*Coenusa*).

The chrysalis of the *Ambulicinæ* is as a rule rather stumpy at the frontal end; in many forms the frontal part bears two tubercles. The sheath of the tongue never projects, as in the greater proportion of the *Acherontiinae*; it reaches either to the end of the wing-cases (rarely, *Compsogene* only?), or is shortened. A comparatively long tongue-case is retained in some species which have a strongly reduced tongue (*Minus tilina*, for instance). This fact, which is corroborated by the preservation
of a long tongue-case in the short-tongued Acherontia, proves the short-tongued forms to be derivations from longer-tongued species. There occur some peculiar pupae in this subfamily: for instance, that of Langia, which is truncate apically and has no cremaster; the chrysalis of Cressonia with the preanal segments flattened ventrally and carinate laterally; the chrysalis of Phyllosphinxia with prominent tubercles serving locomotion.

From the morphological characters of the imagines stated above it will have become clear that the genera Protambulyx, Amplypterus, etc., represent the earlier Ambulicinae, and are not separable from this subfamily. The elongate forewings are not a character confined to Protambulyx and allies; the comparatively strong and long tongue is met with also among Polyptychus and near relatives; and the lateral "expansions" of the abdomen—they are tufts of scales—by which Hampson characterised the "Ambulicinae" are found only in the Indian genus Oxyambulyx. On the other hand, the tongue is very short in some American forms which are close allies of Amplypterus, and one of these has even the outer margin of the forewing of the ordinary irregular type (Tryogogynum). Callambulyx rubricosa, hitherto considered a true Protambulyx, is much more closely related to Sphinx ocellata than to Protambulyx. The connection between the specialised species of Ambulicinae and Protambulyx and allies is so close that there is no justification for separating Protambulyx and allies as another subfamily. This will more clearly be understood by comparing the following key to the probable phylogenetic connection between the various genera. It will be noticed that here, as among the Acherontiinae (p. 4), similarity in structure arrived at in consequence of the reduction or loss of organs does not necessarily mean close relationship, the most specialised forms of the various branches agreeing in several characters which they have independently acquired. The various genera represent in this key steps in the development of the organs mentioned; each genus has besides, as a rule, its own specialisations not mentioned in the key, making it obvious that probably not one of the genera is the ancestor of the next higher one, but that both come from a common stem.

There are 130 odd species known, which fall into 44 genera. The subfamily is distributed all over the globe, except the far north. South and Central America have few representatives, all of the lower type (Protambulyx) or closely related to it. The headquarters of the subfamily are in Africa and India. On the former continent many new forms will be discovered when the fauna, especially of the western side, becomes more fully explored.

Though the Ambulicinae do not fall into several definable tribes, there are nevertheless some groups of genera closely related inter se. The four Neotropical genera, Protambulyx, Amplypterus, Orecta and Tryogogynum, form one group; the last two genera are developments from ancestral Amplypterus, having acquired specialisations which are found again in other branches of Ambulicinae: for instance, the undulated distal margin of the forewing of Tryogogynum and the apical protibial thorn of Orecta, specialisations accompanied by a strong reduction of the tongue, and in the $\delta$ by the loss of the friction-patch. Another rather well circumscribed group are the eyed Ambulicinae, of which Callambulyx rubricosa is the most generalised member, while Cressonia is the most specialised; the group is Holartic, extending into the Oriental Region with two genera.

The connection between Clanis, Pseudoclonis, and Platysphinx is very obvious, and the relationship of Leucophlebia and Leptoclonis with the same branch becomes also evident on a close comparison of the structure, as pointed out under Leptoclonis.
The genus *Polyptychus*, though comprising homogeneous material, is so much diversified that it will have to be divided up when the African fauna is better known. Two Oriental genera (*Daphnusa* and *Marumba*) are derivations from this Aethiopian and Indo-Malayan genus *Polyptychus*, while the other modifications are all Aethiopian.

**Key to the genera:**

| a. Midtibia with spines, at least at end. | b. Midtibia without spines. |
| Two pairs of spurs to hindtibia, with frenulum. | c. Two pairs of spurs to hindtibia, without frenulum. |
| One pair of spurs to hindtibia. |
| d. Hinder angle of forewing not indicated, the wing evenly rounded from base to near apex. |
| Hinder angle of forewing at least indicated. |
| e. Forewing with a broad pale yellow streak from base to apex. |
| Forewing without such a streak. |
| f. Hindwing yellow, red, or pinkish grey, with large black basal patch. |
| Hindwing not so; palpus small, rough with hair-scales, joint not open. |
| Hindwing not so; palpus not rough with hair-scales, joint open; or distal margin of forewing even. |
| g. Joint of palpus not open; long terminal spur of hindtibia obviously shorter than first tarsal segment. |
| Joint of palpus open; long terminal spur of hindtibia obviously shorter than first tarsal segment. |
| Joint of palpus open; long terminal spur of hindtibia as long as first tarsal segment. |
| h. Foretibia ending in a prominent thorn. |
| i. Wings red and green. |
| Wings not red and green; antenna pectinated. |
| Wings not red and green; antenna not pectinated. |

*Only indicia.*
j. Forewing produced at apex into a long curved lobe
Forewing not produced at apex; hindwing yellow, with a large black basal patch
Forewing not produced at apex; hindwing not yellow

k. SC² and R¹ of hindwing on a long stalk
SC² and R¹ of hindwing on a short stalk, or not stalked; pulvillus large; paronychium with two lobes
SC² and R¹ of hindwing on a short stalk, or not stalked; pulvillus small; paronychium with one lobe
SC² and R¹ of hindwing on a short stalk, or not stalked; no paronychium

l. Palpi divergent; distal margin of forewing not irregular
Palpi not divergent; distal margin of forewing very irregular

m. Hindtibia with one pair of spurs; with frenulum
Hindtibia with one pair of spurs; without frenulum
Hindtibia with two pairs of spurs; without frenulum
Hindtibia with two pairs of spurs; with frenulum

n. Apex of forewing pointed
Apex of forewing rounded-truncate; SC² and R¹ of hindwing on a rather long stalk
Apex of forewing rounded; SC² and R¹ of hindwing on a very short stalk, or separate

o. Hindwing very broad, apex lobed
Hindwing of the ordinary triangular form

p. Hindwing without eye-spot
Hindwing with eye-spot

q. Distal margin of forewing irregular; pilifer with bristles
Distal margin of forewing irregular; pilifer with bristles and scales
Distal margin of forewing even; hindwing not red

LXII. Lycosphingia
LVII. Platysphinx

k.

LV. Daphnusa
LVIV. Marumba

LVVI. Poliodes

LXIII. Likoma
LXXXVII. Cressonii.

LXXXIV. Phyllosphinx

b'

n.

o.

r.

LXXX. Anambulyx

LXIV. Coquosa

LXXIV. Parum

q.

LXXXIII. Amorpha
LXXXII. Calasymbolus

LXXXI. Sphinx
LXXXV. Pachysphinx

p.

LXXXIV. Parum.
r. Foretibia ending in a prominent thorn
Foretibia not ending in a prominent thorn

s. Apex of forewing pointed
Apex of forewing truncate-sinuate; distal margin of forewing irregular
Apex of forewing truncate-sinuate; distal margin of forewing even

r. No pulvillus

With pulvillus; end-segment of antenna long
With pulvillus: end-segment of antenna less than four times as long as basally high

u. Spurs very short
Longer Spurs several times as long as the tibia is broad

w. First segment of foretarsus short, with some prolonged spines
First segment of foretarsus normal; spurs short
First segment of foretarsus normal; spurs long

x. Costal margin of hindwing dilated distally into a lobe
Costal margin of hindwing normal

y. Apex of forewing acute, distal margin even
Apex of forewing sinuate, distal margin uneven, hindwing red
Apex of forewing sinuate, distal margin uneven, hindwing not red

z. Distal margin of forewing uneven
Distal margin of forewing even, apex sinuate
Distal margin of forewing even, apex rounded-truncate

a'. Hindtarsus about as long as cell of hindwing, measured along SC
Hindtarsus half as long again as cell of hindwing

b'. Foretibia ending in a thorn
Foretibia not ending in a thorn

XLVI. Orecta.
L. Abbesia.
XLIX. Batocnema.
LXXXII. Clanidopsis.
XLVIII. Compsogene.
LXXV. Cyopa.
XLIV. Protamblyx.
LI. Oxyamblyx.
XLVIII. Compsogene.
LXXXVI. Monarda.
LXXVII. Demyoptera.
L. Smcrinthulus.
LXX. Angia.
XLV. Amplypterus.
LIII. Metamimns.
LXXIII. Agnosia.
LXXIV. Param.
XLIV. PROTAMBULYX gen. nov.—Typus: strigilis.

*Sphinx* Limé (non id., 1758), Muz. Plant. p. 538 (1771).

*Phila* Hubner, Verz. bek. Schm. p. 134 (1822) (partim; type: *achemoun*).

*Sphinx* (Ambulyx), Westwood, Cab. Or. Ent. p. 61 (1848) (nom. nud.).

*Ambulyx* Walker, List Lep. Ins. B. M. viii. p. 121 (1856) (partim; Lincl. type of *Amplypterus*).

♀. Tongue reaching to middle of abdomen or beyond, longer in ♂ than in ♀. Palifer long; genal process triangular, as high as the palifer. Frons and terminal surface of palpi almost on a level, ventral angle of second segment somewhat rounded, terminal surface smaller than in *Amplypterus*. A high transverse crest between antennae, almost vertical in front, slanting behind. Antenna 3 mm. (♀) to 5 mm. (♂) shorter than R$^3$ of forewing; end-segment (Pl. LX. f. 4) very long and thin, the thicker basal portion densely scaled dorsally, ciliate ventrally, the rest of the segment beset all round with single long scales which are more or less erect, giving the segment a peculiar appearance; the segment bears ventrally two or three bristles, but none at the end; ♂: compressed, not deeply grooved ventral surface of segments rather broad, fasciculated ciliae of distal row not long, the series reaching barely halfway down the segment, distal segments not grooved, almost cylindrical; ♀: proximal series of prolonged ciliae vestigial. Abdomen with weak spines at the edges of the distal sternites; tergites with numerons spines at the edges. Clasper and eighth tergite with friction-scales, eighth sternite mesially lobed; no distinct lateral tuft to eighth segment. Tibiae not spinoise, as long as the respective first tarsal segments; spurs very unequal, short ones about one-third or one-half the length of the long ones, longer apical one of hindtibia less than one-half the length of the first tarsal segment; pubillus and paronychium present, the latter with two pairs of lobes. Distal margin of forewing excised between SC$^4$ and SC$^5$, the lobe SC$^5$ mostly little produced, less prominent than lobe SC$^4$; R$^2$ of hindwing far below centre of cell, D$^3$ as long as, or shorter than, D$^4$. 

Larva and chrysalis probably essentially as in *Amplypterus*.

The interantennal crest is olive or tawny in front, much paler behind. The dark band of the thorax does not extend to the lateral edge of the mesothoracic tegula, the lateral fringe of the tegula remaining pale. The abdomen has a more or less continuous dorsal line, and oblique dorso-lateral stripes arranged as in the caterpillar; the sternites bear very thin obliquely placed lines and a mesial line; the first tergite is concolorous with the other segments, or darker. Tibiae without basal spot.

*Hub.* Tropical and Subtropical America, from Southern Brazil to Mexico; Bahamas; West Indian Islands: Cuba, Haiti, Jamaica, Porto Rico, St. Vincent.

Eight species.

Key to the species:

a. No submarginal line on forewing

b. Forewing above without conspicuous rounded stigma

c. Forewing above with conspicuous rounded stigma

d. Forewing above with broad oblique subbasal band from inner margin to (SM$^3$)

e. The band absent or represented by a small spot

142. *P. carteri*.

139. *P. astygonus*.
141. *P. strigilis.*

Hindwing above lemon-yellow

138. *P. sulphurea.*

d. Hindwing above tawny

c. Distal marginal band of forewing below pointed at SC

136. *P. euryalus.*

Distal marginal band of forewing about 2 mm. broad at SC

135. *P. eurycles.*

f. External discal line of hindwing above concave between C and R², strongly angulate at R³

This line evenly convex or very obtusely angulate at R³

137. *P. ochendeni.*

g. Distal marginal area of forewing below of almost even width from R¹ to M¹

This area very broad at R², here more than twice as wide as at M¹

139. *P. goeldii.*

---


Σ. The greenish olive-brown color of the upper side of the abdomen is liable to fade into ochre yellow; the forewing is heavier marked in the Σ than in the Φ. The hindwing varies somewhat in the depth of the yellow color. The species is easily distinguished from *strigilis* by the much paler yellow tint of the upper side of the hindwing and of the undersides of the body and wings, by the more prominent lobe SC of the forewing, the large olive black subbasal patch of the upper side, and the broader brown marginal band of the underside of the forewing, etc.

Σ. Eighth abdominal sternite mesially produced into a strong but short and blunt process (Pl. XXII. f. 19). Tenth sternite (Pl. XXIII. f. 3) produced into a lobe which is somewhat narrowed towards the end, which is almost evenly rounded. The mesial sinus being, however, traceable in an anal view. The patch of modified scales on the clasper (Pl. LVIII. f. 31) broader dorsally than laterally, larger than in *strigilis*; harpe not raised above the plane of the clasper, having neither distinct ridges nor processes; it is separated from the clasper by a furrow, and is triangular in shape (Pl. XXXI. f. 2). The penis-sheath is provided dorsally by a short apical ridge, which is slightly dentate, and curves proximad into the interior of the sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 16).

Φ. Proximal edge of vaginal orifice less elevate than in *strigilis,* hinder wall of cavity mesially carinate.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* South America, from Colombia to Rio de Janeiro.

In the Tring Museum 5 Σ Φ, 3 ? ? from: Peru; Aroa, Venezuela, April; Rio Demerara; Rio de Janeiro. In the Bern Museum from Pará, vi. viii. (Dr. Goeldi).
136. Protambulyx euryalus sp. nov. (Pl. I. f. 3, ♂; Pl. LXVII. f. 9, ♂

♂. Similar to A. eurycles. Second abdominal segment less grey above.

Wings, upperside.—Forewing: more buffish, less grey, than in eurycles. The olive-green costal patches from the base to SC^5 larger than in eurycles, the two patches at the end of the cell and distally of it touching each other at the edge of the wing, or nearly so, a distinct blackish brown marginal band of nearly even width, tapering in front, limited by a blackish line which begins at the very extremity of SC^5; contiguous with this line and standing at its proximal side an olive-green, sharply defined band, which is broadest between R^1 and R^2, where it equals in breadth the marginal band, while in eurycles the olive-green band is much less sharply defined, and much wider between R^1 and R^2.—Hindwing: apex less pointed than in eurycles and anal angle less produced; the postdiscal black band, which in eurycles is distally concave between C and R^3 and therefore angled at the latter vein, is nearly evenly curved; abdominal margin more grey in ♂ than in eurycles.

Underside, the line outside the cell of both wings and the postdiscal one of the hindwing rather heavier than in eurycles.—Forewing: discal line closer to cell than in the preceding species; the brown marginal area about 2 mm. broad at SC^5, while in eurycles it is narrowed to a point at the end of SC^5; the area is much more even in width, being not much broader between R^1 and R^2 than at R^3, while in eurycles the area is much broader between R^3 and R^2 than at R^3; the posterior discal lines vestigial.—Hindwing: the postdiscal line not concave between C and R^3, but slightly convex; no discocellular bar.

♂. The eighth abdominal sternite has mesially just a trace of a lobe (Pl. XXII. f. 22). The harpe (Pl. XXXI. f. 1) has a submesial process (pm), and the edge mel is also more raised than in eurycles. The penis-sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 17) has a longer and non-dentate apical ridge. The tenth sternite (Pl. XXIII. f. 6) is truncate, with the angles strongly rounded. The patch of scales on the clasper is very broad (Pl. LVIII. f. 32), at least three times as wide as in eurycles.

♀. Not dissected.

Early stages not known.

Hub. South America: Venezuela; Peru.

One ♂ and three ♀♀ in the Tring Museum from: Merida (type, Briceno); Santo Domingo, Carabayo, S.E. Peru, i.vi. 1902 (Ockenden).

In the lobe SC^5 of the forewing being less prominent than the apical lobe, and in the marginal band of the underside of the forewing not narrowing to a point at SC^5, euryalus agrees with strijilis, while eurycles agrees in the same points with sulphura.

137. Protambulyx ockendeni sp. nov. (Pl. LXVII. f. 7, 8, ♂).

♂ ♀. Similar to A. euryalus.

Wings, upperside.—Forewing less variegated, basal half more distinctly purplish; olive proximal border of distal marginal band much narrower between R^1 and R^2.—Hindwing: third discal line thinner, more even, less crenate.

Underside.—Forewing: lines SC—SC^5, situated halfway between fork and apex, converging behind, closer together, mostly merged together before SC^5; marginal band pointed at tip of SC^5, less widened behind R^3 than in euryalus, of more even width.
ο. Sexual armature as in *euryclus*, but tooth of harpe higher and carina of penis-sheath shorter.

*Hab.* Santo Domingo, Carabaya, S.E. Pern; 6000 ft.; wet and dry seasons.

In the Tring Museum 7 ω ω, caught in November, December, January, June (Ockenden).

138. Protambulyx sulphurea (Pl. LXVII. f. 5, 6, ω).


ο. Forewing with the lobe SC² as prominent as in *eurycles*; wings narrower, much paler, hindwings lemon-yellow.—Forewing: no large costal and internal subbasal patches, discal lines dentate also at R², a faint pinkish tint in basal half, especially before SM²; marginal double band much narrower than in *eurycles* between R¹ and R³.—Hindwing: second and third lines thin, third curved as in *euryclus*.

First discal line of forewing below close to cell, marginal band narrowed to a point below extremity of SC², much narrower between R¹ and R³ than in *eurycles*, measuring only 4½ mm. at the widest point.

ο. Eighth sternite (Pl. XXII. f. 21) mesially produced into a very small lobe, which is convex, the edges being turned internad. Tenth sternite with a much narrower lobe than in *eurycles*, mesially sinuate (Pl. XXIII. f. 4). Friction-patch of clasper as in *eurycles*; harpe different, armed with a high, erect, submesial process which is hollowed out proximally and rounded at the apex (Pl. XXXI. f. 3). Penis-sheath with a dorso-lateral ridge which has the appearance of a ribbon fastened to the sheath with one edge, the free edge of the ridge minutely notched; distally the ridge is continued along the edge of the sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 18).

ω and early stages not known.

*Hab.* South America: Venezuela.

In the Tring Museum 2 ω ω from Aroa, Venezuela.

139. Protambulyx astygonus (Pl. LXVII. f. 1, 2, type).


ο. Close to *A. goeldii.*—Forewing, above, without distinct stigma; third discal line of hindwing regularly crenate, first line S-shaped, much more curved than in *goeldii* and more proximal, second almost absent or very thin.—Hindwing less pointed, distal margin more convex; distal marginal band of forewing below halfmoon-shaped from tip of SC² to beyond M¹, then linear, the posterior portion thinner than in *goeldii*.

Eighth sternite with a prominent mesial process, which is, however, much shorter than in *striqilis*. Friction-patch of clasper narrow, elongate bean-shaped, obliquely longitudinal. Tooth of harpe long, obtuse, almost vertical on the clasper. Penis-sheath with a short tooth pointing sinistro-lateral. Tenth sternite short, very broad, widest at apex, which is shallowly sinuate, angles rounded, projecting lateral.

*Hab.* Brazil.

In the Tring Museum 1 ω from Rio de Janeiro.
140. Protambulyx goeldii spec. nov. (I.XVII. f. 3. 4, ♂ ?).

♂ ?. Upperside of body buffish grey, silky, a green band before antennae; pronotum slightly edged with green, posterior two-thirds of mesothoracic tegula olive-green, this colour extending backwards over mesonotum and occupying metanotum; abdomen with oblique yellow-olive-green side-bands, eighth tergite olive-green, except fringe. Underside ochreous, palpus near tip and forebreast anteriorly olive-green, upperside of tibiae and tarsi grey, outer lateral surface of midtibia and -tarsus greenish brown.

Wings, above.—Forewing: silky buffish grey; in shape similar to that of astygonus, markings olive-green (costal ones partly faded into ochraceous), eight or more feecile costal bars from base to apex of cell, the interspaces partly filled in with olive at costal margin, a costal patch a little way beyond tip of cell, sharply limited behind by R₂, gradually fading away distally; between fork and apex a similar patch bordered by SC², along which the colour extends to outer margin, a subapical costal triangular spot an oblique subbasal band twice as long as broad, from (SM⁰) to inner margin, a narrower band between SM² and inner margin, with which it stands at right angles before middle, a nearly semicircular large patch upon the inner margin between middle and distal angle, reaching nearly M¹; of blackish markings behind, and being green before M²; a brown apical semicircle SC¹—SC⁰, a brown submarginal line from tip of SC⁰ to tip of SM², broadly bordered proximally with greenish olive, marginal space between band and edge of wing purple brown; a large ovate blackish stigma, a straight line behind SC¹² just proximal of fork, a deeply curved very faint line R²—R³ behind it, a little more proximal, a trace of another similar line nearer cell, and between this line and cell a broader line shining through from below; traces of two lines in front of second inner marginal band as prolongations of the respective costal bars.—Hindwing: maize yellow, grey at base and abdominal margin, in ♀ shaded with tawny; apex acute, distal margin faintly concave in front, more obviously so behind; a straight, dentate, brown line shaded a little with ochraceous, about 11 mm. outside cell at R₂, ending behind in a spot, a thin brown line between it and marginal band, faintly broken, evenly curved in front, a brown marginal band sharply defined, less so at apex of wing; an anal submarginal band confluent with it.

Underside similar to upperside of hindwing, bright maize yellow, shaded with tawny in ♀; stigma vestigial; a tawny brown line outside cell obtusely angulate at R³, rather heavy in front, where it is deeper brown; R₁ and outer half of SC² brown; a very broad brown marginal band pointed at tip of SC³, and linear from M¹ backwards.—Hindwing: first discal line in position as above, curved in front, a postdiscal line as above, but there are traces of other lines between the two; marginal band shaded with grey, in ♀ almost restricted to extreme edge and purple brown in colour, more distinct in ♀.

♂. Sexual armature similar to that of astygonus, but friction-patch broader, tooth of harpe strongly pointed, tenth sternite less broad.

_Hab._ Para (Dr. Goeldi).

One ♀ in the British Museum. Several specimens in the Museum at Bern, June and July.

Differs from astygonus in the presence of a large stigma on the forewing, in
the straighter distal edge of the hindwing, the less curved first discal line, the absence of the second line, and the not obviously dentate third line of the same wing, as well as in the more gradually narrowed distal border of the foregoing below.

141. Protambulyx strigilis (Pl. LXVII. f. 11, 3).


*Ambulyx strigilis* var. rubripennis Butler, *ibid.* p. 579. sub n. 1 (1877) (Haiti).

*Ambulyx rubripennis*, Kirby, *ibid.* p. 675. n. 7 (1892).

3. The lobe *SC* of the forewing is less prominent than the apical lobe. The greenish olive spots in the basal half of the forewing are variable in size and distinctness. The third line of the hindwing is either angled at R5 as in *cycycles*, or rounded as in *astygonus* and *euryculus*, with intergradations; the second line is occasionally absent or vestigial, while in other individuals a fourth line appears outside the third. The tawny speckles of the underside are sometimes numerous; such speckles appear not rarely also above, where they become occasionally so dense that the hindwing is altogether tawny with the bands not distinct. Individuals like these occur among *strigilis* on the continent as well as on the islands, and do not represent a local race; they are ab. *rubripennis*. End of autumn see Pl. LX. f. 4.

4. Eighth sternite (Pl. XXII. f. 18) mesially produced into a long and sharply pointed process, which curves gently upwards. Lobe of tenth sternite broad and short (Pl. XXIII. f. 5), shallowly emarginate. Patch of friction-scales of clasper (Pl. LVIII. f. 30) narrow, elongate bean-shaped; harpe (Pl. XXXI. f. 4) with a rather high submesial process (*pm*), the edge *md* also somewhat raised. Penis-shaft (Pl. XXX. f. 19) resembling that of *cycycles*, but the apical ridge less evenly curved, with a larger tooth proximally. Friction-scales of eighth tergite see Pl. LVIII. f. 40.

5. Eighth tergite sinate; scaled. Vaginal plate (Pl. XV. f. 11) truncate distally, the postvaginal part short, with transverse ridges or folds; anterior edge of orifice raised, even, incassate.
Early stages not known, at least not described; larva on *Anacardium, Spondia, Erythroxylon, Comocladia*, etc.

*Hab.* Cuba to Mexico, southward over the continent and the West Indian Islands to Southern Brazil; not known from Argentina, but occurring doubtless in the northern parts of the Republic.—Common.

In the Tring Museum 100-odd specimens from: Jamaica; Cuba; Haiti; St. Vincent; Mexico southward to Rio de Janeiro.

142. *Protambulyx carteri* spec. nov (Pl. LXVI. f. 3; LXVII. f. 12, δ).

δ. Agrees structurally with *A. strigilis*; but differs in the following points: oblique lateral lines of abdominal tergites and lines of sternites absent or very faint. Wings, *upperside.*—Forewing broader, apex less deeply sinuate; disc with one line only, beginning at olive costal patch which stands between cell and subcostal fork, a second discal line barely traceable; no submarginal line and no marginal band, but extreme edge of wing purple-brown.—*Hindwing* tawny as in ab. *rubripennis* of *strigilis*; traces of two discal lines, the intermediate line being absent, brown marginal band vestigial in upper half, rather better marked behind.

*Underside* of wings very uniform in colour, similar to *upperside* of hindwing; first discal line vestigial on both wings, no other markings; forewing somewhat yellowish at base behind cell.

*Hab.* Bahamas and Florida.

In the Tring Museum 1 δ from Nassau, Bahamas, caught by Sir Gilbert Carter, in whose honour the species is named. A second δ from Biscayne Bay, Florida, sent for identification by the Kuy-Scheerer Company.

We are not sure that this insect is distinct; it may be a subspecies of *strigilis*; but as the latter occurs all over the West Indies and Central and South America, without being split up into geographical races, it would be very remarkable if (and is surely not probable that) it forms a special geographical race on the Bahamas and in Florida. We expect *strigilis* to occur in these localities as well, and believe that *carteri* is independent of it. The absence of structural differences is no proof of the two being specifically the same. In *Amplypterus gannascus* and *ypsilon* we do also not find structural differences.

**XLV. AMPLYPTERUS.—Typus: gannascus.**


*Amplypterus* Hubner, Verz. bek. Schr. p. 133 (1822) (partim; type: *gannascus*).


Differs from *Protambulyx* as follows:

δ?* Frons almost vertical, forming an obtuse angle with the terminal surface of the palpi, the latter projecting more than in *Protambulyx*. Antenna longer and stouter, end-segment *short*, barely twice as long as basally high, compressed, obtuse, with a brush of long scales which project far beyond the end of the segment, no long sensory bristles on end-segment, but cilia long and densely together. All tibiae much shorter than the respective first tarsal segments, with or without
spines; spurs long, almost equal, long terminal one of hindtibia nearly as long as the tibia, or longer. Lobe SC of forewing more prominent; R2 of hindwing in or before centre of cell. Eighth sternite (S) simply sinuate mesially; friction-patch of clasper large (Pl. I, V, VIII, f. 29); sternites without spinules.

Larva long and slender, head strongly triangular, horn very long, slightly curved upwards; granulose, a dorsal lateral and an interrupted ventro-lateral longitudinal line yellow; seven white side-bands, bordered red in front; white dorsal marks on segments 4 to 10.—Food-plant: not known, probably Oreodaphne.

Pupa with tubercles on head; tongue-case?

Hab. Tropical and Subtropical America.

Seven species.—The submarginal line of the forewing, if present, begins at SC, not at the tip of the wing; the discal lines of luniform bars are not obviously curved costal in front. The posterior two-thirds of the mesothoracic tegula are entirely occupied by a dark olive-green patch. The first tergite of the abdomen is not concordant with the rest of the abdomen. A lateral spot at the angles of the frons white or grey like the terminal surface of the palpi.

The seven species fall into two well-defined groups according to the tibiae being spinose or not.

Key to the species:

a. Fore- and midtibiae not spinose
b. Fore- and midtibiae spinose.

c. Forewing below with large black patches or bands in basal third
   Forewing below without large black patches or bands in basal third
d. Subbasal band of forewing above at least 3 mm. distant from basal dot
   Subbasal band of forewing above touching basal dot at SM

d. Subbasal band of forewing interrupted.
d. Subbasal band of forewing not interrupted.
e. Forewing with a continuous line from apical third of costa to middle of inner margin.
   Forewing without such line.
f. Hindwing above ochraceous yellow
   Hindwing above rosy red

1. Fore- and midtibiae not spinose; long terminal spur of hindtibia as long as the tibia, or longer. Abdomen with a series of dorsal mesial spots.

143. Amlypterus gannascus.

Sphinx gannascus Stoll, in Cram., Pap. Ez. Suppl. p. 157. t. 35. f. 3 (1790) (Cap. b. spei!!).

Amlypterus gannascus (H.), Hubner, Fers. bek. Schau. p. 133. n. 1429 (1822).


*Amblyez jannas Boisduval, Cons. Lep. Guatemala* p. 68 (1870) (sub syn.).


♀. The species is very variable in the general tint of the forewing as well as in the extent of the black bands of the hindwing; the extreme individuals are connected by all intergradations. The black bands of the hindwing are not rarely widened and joined along the nervures to each other and to the marginal band, the outer half of the wing in this case appearing black with three rows of red spots. The submarginal black band is sometimes so broad that there is little left of the external row of red spots; on the other hand, the band is often reduced to small vein-spots. The second black band is occasionally very narrow. End of antenna see Pl. IX. f. 6.

♂. Tenth tergite (Pl. XXIII. f. 2. 3) widened at the end and rounded horizontally, appearing pointed in side-view; sternite sinnate, the angles rounded. Harpe (Pl. XXXI. f. 5) not much raised above the plane of the clasper, varying somewhat individually, especially the submedian ridge, which is occasionally very indistinct; distal process flat upon the clasper, not projecting beyond the ventral edge of the latter. Penis-sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 15) destitute of hooks and teeth; a rounded, rod-like carina running up to the tip, where it turns internal, being continued on the inner side of the sheath. Friction-patch see Pl. LVIII. f. 29.

♀. Eighth tergite rather broadly sinnate. Vaginal plate longitudinally concave behind orifice, very slightly chitinised, latero-distal edges more strongly chitinised; a fold in front of the orifice.

Larva yellowish pale green, a yellow dorso-lateral line, white X-shaped dorsal markings, except on segments 1 to 3; seven white oblique side-bands with a red frontal border, segments 4 to 11 with a longitudinal yellow ventro-lateral stripe.—Food-plant: not known; probably *Oechiadaphae*.

*Hab.* Southern Brazil to Mexico, Cuba, Jamaica. Apparently rare in the Andes of Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia.

In the Tring Museum 120-odd specimens from: Mexico to Peru; Venezuela to Rio de Janeiro.

144. **Amplypterus ypsilus** spec. nov.

♂. Body beneath rather redder and at sides of sternum more green than in *gannascus*. 

(182)
Wings, *upperside.*—Forewing rather broader than in *gannascus,* differently marked: subbasal band broad, almost extended to the very base of the wing, touching the basal dot at SM, the interspace between this dot and the band and nervure M scarcely larger than the dot itself; the band is preceded before M by a detached patch, which stands a little more distal and is edged all round with greyish white; the patch does not reach the costal margin; the grey scaling on the disc mostly divided up into 3 to 5 series of narrow lunules; discal spot M¹—M² smaller than in *gannascus,* subapical patch much larger, being of the same size as in *eurythestes*; vein R¹ brown; distal marginal area much more extended olive-brown than in *gannascus.*—Hindwing also broader than in *gannascus*: median band 3½ to 4 mm. broad, not obviously dentate upon the veins; discal band merged together with the postdiscal one, being separated from it only in front; this disco-postdiscal band—resembling the letter Y—is not dentate, the veins not being black as in the specimens of *gannascus* with broad bands; the interspace between this band and the dark edge of the wing tawny olive, becoming rosy red at costal margin.

*Underside.*—Forewing: the red colour of the basal area merges on the disc gradually into the brown or ochraceous colour of the outer area of the wing, while in *gannascus* the red area is more or less sharply defined discally; subbasal band nearer the base than in *gannascus,* discal brown patch M¹—M² small, grey outer marginal area much wider than in *gannascus,* including a broad burnt amber-brown band.—Hindwing obviously shaded with grey, a discal and a postdiscal continuous line of red lunules, the outer one indistinct in ♂ and followed by an ill-defined grey line.

♂. Sexual armature as in *gannascus,* but tenth sternite less sinuate; the patch of modified scales on the clasper is brown, except the most dorsal portion, which is yellow.

Length of forewing: ♂, 56 mm.; ♀, 70 mm.

Breadth of forewing: ♂, 21 mm.; ♀, 26 mm.

*Hub.* Costa Rica to Ecuador.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂, 2 ♀ ♀ from Costa Rica (Underwood; M. de Mathan); type ♂.

In coll. Charles Oberthür 1 ♂ from Balsapampa, Ecuador (M. de Mathan); also in coll. Drace; in coll. Staudinger from Chiriquí; in the Oxford Museum from Nicaragua.

145. *Amphlypterus palmeri.*
feebly sinuate, tenth tergite slenderer, especially apically in dorsal view. Vaginal plate with the anterior edge of the orifice rather more strongly chitinised.

Early stages not known.

_Hab._ South America, from Sta. Catherina to Colombia and Venezuela.

In the Tring Museum 4♀♂ from: Sta. Catherina; Rio de Janeiro; Santo Domingo, Carabaya, S. E. Peru, 6000 ft., June 1902, dry season (Ockenden); Rio Dagua, Colombia (Rosenberg); Aroa, Venezuela.

In coll. Standinger also from Manaos.

146. _Am plypterus eurysthenes._


*Amblypyx eurysthenes* Boisduval, _Lc._ p. 182. n. 2 (1875) (Peru or Bolivia;—coll. Charles Oberthür);

_Butl., Lc._ p. 630 (1877); _Kirby, Lc._ p. 677. n. 40 (1892).


♀♀. The line crossing the forewing between M⁴ and M⁵ is irregular and much less oblique than the corresponding line of _palmeri_, being behind at least 5 mm. distant from the subbasal band, while at the costal margin the band is more proximal than in _palmeri_. Hindwing with a blackish brown distal marginal band. Genital armature as in _palmeri_.

Early stages not known.

_Hab._ Espirito Santo to Colombia.

In the Tring Museum 1♀♂, 2♀♂ from: Colombia (type of _eurysthenes_); Petropolis (type of _schausi_); Espirito Santo.

147. _Am plypterus tigrina._


♀♀. The upperside of the body and forewing of the type is less brown than in fresh specimens.—The underside of the hindwing bears distally of the cell a prominent, nearly straight, black or brown line.

♀. The submesial ridge of the harpe is much higher than in _gannascus_, the ventral part of the harpe scarcely so distinct as in that species; the penis-sheath is not essentially different; the apex is dorsally more strongly chitinised than ventrally; the feebly raised rounded carina which appears in _gannascus_ as a dark line is not marked except at the end. The tenth tergite is vertically broader in and beyond the middle than in _gannascus_; the sternite is less sinuate.

_Hab._ Venezuela; Colombia; Ecuador.

In the Tring Museum 5♀♂, 2♀♂ from: Colombia; Loja, Ecuador.

In coll. Dognin 2♀♂ from Loja.

148. _Am plypterus sexoculata._

*Amblypyx sexoculata* Grote, _Ann. Lyc. N. York_ viii. p. 204 note (1867) (Brazil); _Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het._ i. p. 676. n. 28 (1892).

*Amblypyx deplissati* Oberthür, _Ent._ vi. p. 31. t. 5. f. 3 (1881) (Colombia;—coll. Charles Oberthür).

Grote’s description of _sexoculata_ applies to the present species. Butler and Druce, not being acquainted with this insect, identified specimens of _gannascus_ as _sexoculata_, and Rothschild made the same mistake (see _gannascus_).
The harpe is scarcely as much raised above the plane of the clasper as in *gannascus*; the submesial ridge is especially low. The rod-like carina of the penis-sheath is apically rather prominent; there is apparently no internal cariniform thickening of the penis-sheath. The tenth sternite is shaped as in *tigrina*, the tergite as slender as in *palmeri*.

*Hab. Venezuela; Colombia: Ecuador; Peru; Bolivia.*

In the Tring Museum 8 ♂♂, 2 ♀♀ from: Merida, Venezuela (Briceno); Bogota (town), at electric light, December (Bürger); Santo Domingo, Carabaya, S.E. Peru, 6000 ft., vi. xi., dry and wet seasons (Ockenden).

In coll. Standinger also from Chaco, Bolivia, 2000–3000 m. (Garlepp).

149. *Amplypterus donysa.*


♂♀. The ♂ is much more strongly marked than the ♀, in which the undulated and dentated lines of the forewing are only vestigial or even absent. The most distal line is proximally convex between the veins down to R₂, while from R³ to M³ the internervular portions are proximally concave; the same is the case in the two preceding species, where the lines are, however, very faint as a rule. Individually variable.

♂. Sexual armature similar to that of *gannascus*; penis-sheath simply truncate at the end, not more strongly chitinised dorsally than laterally and ventrally, no kind of dorsal process or carina. Tenth sternite broader basally than in *gannascus*, more evenly rounded apically, with just a trace of a mesial sinus, more extended spiny than in the other species of *Amplypterus*.

♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XV. f. 10) rather more strongly chitinised than in *gannascus*, distally rounded.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Mexico to Panama.

In the Tring Museum 8 ♂♂, 3 ♀♀ from: Orizaba; Jalapa; Catepep; Teocelo; Rosery Mines, Honduras: Chiriqui.

XLVI. ORECTA gen. nov.—*Typus: lycidas.*


♂♀. Tongue not reaching beyond the posterior coxae, rather weak, ciliae of fringe not separate. Genal process subglobose, not reaching to tip of pilifer. Head small, froms vertical, a mesial crest, developing to a transverse crest between antennae. Eyelashes present. Palpus small, truncate, second segment broadest at end, anterior angle projecting forward (side-view), terminal surface at an obtuse angle with the frons. Antenna as long as (♂), or shorter than (♀), R² of forewing; end-segment short, with a brush of long scales (nearly as in *Amplypterus*); segments of ♀ with the basal cilia very feebly prolonged. Abdomen without spinules on the sternites, but the under scales of the tergites nearly all spiniform, no broad scales on the tergites. Legs shorter than in *Amplypterus* and *Protamblyx*; tibiae not spinose,
longer than the respective first tarsal segments, which are about as long as the cell of the hindwing is broad apically; tarsal segments 3 and 4 not twice as long as broad; pulvillus and paronychium present, the latter with two lobes at each side, the ventral lobes broader; foretibia with a thorn at the end: spurs very short, two pairs close together on hindtibia, the longer terminal spur little longer than the tibia is broad. Wings entire, falcate, apex pointed, not sinuate between SC1 and SC2; D3 of forewing shorter than D1; R3 of hindwing central, or a little behind centre of cell, D2 slightly curved or straight, D3 twice as long as D1, lower angle of cell almost 90°, sometimes obtuse; frenulum and retinaculum present. No friction-scales on clasper and eighth tergite.

Larva as in Amplypterus, with white dorso-lateral line.—Food-plant: Oreodaphne acutifolia.

Pupa not described in detail; head with two tubercles, tongue-case not reaching end of wing-cases.

_Hab._ Subtropical Brazil; Argentina.

One species.

A development of Amplypterus.

150. Orecta lycidas.


♂♀. Individually variable in the markings. Frons unicolorous, except a dot at each side which is white like the terminal surface of the palpi. Mesothoracic tegula without a grey fringe posteriorly and laterally. Abdomen with a dark mesial line, which is mostly interrupted on each segment; eighth tergite of ♀ without patch. Tibiae with a white basal spot. Hindwing, near anal angle, with a double spot of ovate scales which fall off easily, leaving the spots naked and therefore transparent.

On examining a series of specimens we come to the conclusion that the differences pointed out by Kirby (see below) between _lycidas, cos_ and _litorum_ are not specific and not constant. But the Argentinian individuals and those from Uruguay and neighbouring districts differ on the whole somewhat from the examples found in the provinces of Rio de Janeiro and Espírito Santo, and must be kept apart as a separate subspecies until it is proved, on receipt of more material from the province of Rio, that the apparent differences are merely individual, not being met with in the greater proportion of the individuals.

♂. Eighth sternite faintly lobed mesially. Tenth segment essentially the same as in Protambalyx and Amplypterus; sternite shallowly sinuate, sides rounded, the spinose area more extended than in Amplypterus. Clasper sole-shaped; harpe (Pl. XXXI. f. 6) with a broad and rather high submesial ridge (pm) which inclines distad, the distal process (pr) very feeble, scarcely separated from the clasper. Penis-shield (Pl. XXX. f. 20) resembling that of Amplypterus, the carina terminally fused with the membrane of the duct.

♀. Vaginal plate not strongly chitinised, broadly rounded distally, no special armature at orifice.

_Larva:_ see above.

_Hab._ Espirito Santo to Argentina.

Two subspecies:
(187)

a. O. lycidas lycidas.


♂♀. Apex of forewing strongly produced, outer margin very feebly convex between R1 and M2.

*Hab.* Espírito Santo; Rio de Janeiro; probably also Sao Paulo and Parana.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂ without precise locality.

b. O. lycidas eos.


♂♀. Apex of forewing less produced than in the preceding subspecies, distal margin more convex, subbasal band more oblique, subapical costal spot smaller.

*Hab.* Argentina and Uruguay.

In the Tring Museum 6 ♂♂, 7 ♀♀.

XLVII. TROGOLEGNUM gen. nov.—Typus: *pseudambulyx.*


♂. Tongue very weak, thin, short. Palpus rough-haired, short. Head hairy, small, sunken. Eye small. Antenna strongly grooved, end-segment short. Abdominal tergites spinose all over. Tibiae not spinose; spurs rather long, two pairs to hindtibia, longer terminal one three-quarters the length of the first tarsal segment. Pulvillus, paronychium, frenulum and reatinulum present. Apex of forewing sinuate, lobe SC2—R1 very broad, distal margins of both wings somewhat scalloped, that of forewing excised between R1 and R3; SC2 and R3 of hindwing on a rather long stalk, R2 central or a little before centre, D2 curved, D3 straight, longer than D1, lower angle of cell about 75°. Clasper without friction-scales.

♀ and early stages not known.

*Hab.* Mexico.

One species.

A derivation from *Amphlyterus.*

151. Trogolegnum pseudambulyx.

*Saceriathus pseudambulyx* Boisduval, *l.c.* n. 18 (1875) (Mexico; "♀" ex err.;—coll. Charles Oberthür).


♂. Only two specimens known, as far as we are aware; both are ♂♂. In colour the species resembles *Amphlyterus donysa*; the subbasal band of the forewing
reaches, however, to costal margin. The small subcostal spot at the proximal side of the band drawn in the figure in the *Biologia* is not present in the specimen from which the figure was taken; the artist was misled by the dark appearance of a small place from which the scales of the upper layer have mostly been removed. Tenth tergite prismatical, broader above than below (Pl. XXIII. f. 12), simple, curved, narrowed in middle, apex acute in side-view, feebly sinuate in dorsal view; sternite short, very broad, rounded, apex shallowly sinuate, lateral and distal parts of upperside densely clothed with short bristles (Xe). Clasper sole-shaped, apex strongly rounded; harpe indicated by a feeble fold separating a triangular piece from the rest of the clasper (Pl. XXXI. f. 7). Penis-sheath without processes, the dorso-lateral margin incassate, ending apically in a rounded carina.

*Hab.* Mexico.


XLVIII. COMPSOGENE gen. nov.—*Typus*: *panopus*.


*Amblypterus* Hübner, *Verz. bek. Schm.* p. 133 (1822) (partim; type: *granulose*).


♂ ? Tongue strong at base, reaching middle of abdomen. Palpus large, prominent, truncate, terminal surface nearly as long as the frons in ♂, first segment strongly curved, nearly 3 mm. long in a straight line from base to tip; second (inclusive of scaling) 5 mm. long and 3 mm. broad. Antenna of ♂ 3 mm. and of ♀ 5 mm. shorter than R³ of forewing, end-segment prolonged, setiform, with a rather large number of bristles; segments grooved in ♂, almost cylindrical in ♀. Abdomen with spines at the edges of the sternites as well as the tergites, but the spines of the former very weak and small. Tibiae not spinose, as long as, or a little longer than, the first tarsal segment; spurs long, unequal, two pairs to hindtibia, long terminal one little shorter than first tarsal segment, hindtarsus half as long again as cell of hindwing measured along SC, end-segment (claw excluded) not longer than last but one; pulvillus large, paronychium with two lobes at each side, upper lobe long and slender, lower lobe much broader. Distal margin of forewing entire, apex truncate-sinuate; cell of hindwing small, not quite a third the length of the wing, measured along SC; R² of hindwing before centre of cell, D² angled or curved. Clasper and eighth tergite with organ of friction.

Larva greyish green, with seven oblique yellowish side-bands and a yellowish subdorsal line; granulose, head triangular, horn very long, slightly curving upwards; colour changing before pupation into grey in ventral half and brown-red in dorsal half.—Food-plant: *Mangifera*.

Chrysalis elongate; tongue-case reaching to end of wing-cases; these with granules upon the veins; tergites of abdomen rugate, a dorso-lateral series of granules, segments 4, 5, 6 laterally with several carinae anteriorly; cremaster blunt, longitudinally rugate (in Brit. Mus.).

*Hab.* China, N.W. India to Ceylon, eastwards to the Philippines and Java.

One species.
152. Compsogene panopus.


_?_. The Indian specimens are on the whole somewhat darker on the forewing than the Malayones, the antemedian lines of the same wing are more distinct behind the cell, the black angulated submarginal line stands closer to the margin at R1, and the last but one line of the hindwing is a little more dentate. These differences are not constant. — The first two lines of the hindwing, above, are often all red and are sometimes not strongly marked.

_3_. Eighth sternite with a spatulate mesial process about 1½ mm. long. Tenth tergite long, narrow, slightly compressed, curved downward, finger-like, not sharply pointed; sternite produced into a mesial plate, which is a little longer than broad, with the sides almost parallel, the apex sinuate, the lobes rounded. Clasper very large, apex rounded, scales of outside short, excepting edges where they are prolonged, a large ochraceous patch of small bidentate suture scales, the patch rounded distally and dorsally, obliquely truncate-rounded basally; harpe represented by a small basal ridge which stands nearly at right angles to the ventral edge of the clasper and leans distal. Eighth tergite at each side with a belt of enlarged scales on the inner surface, the belt formed by several rows of scales which are closely packed one upon the other, no scales mesially at apex of segment. Penis-sheath with a small tooth; from the mouth project two tongue-like flaps which are beset with triangular projections bearing short bristles.

_?_. Eighth tergite transverse, membranaceous at apex; edge irregularly sinnose. Vaginal plate more or less membranaceous except the strongly rounded distal edge.

*Hab.* China, N. W. and N. India south- and eastwards to Ceylon, the Andamans, Java, Borneo, the Philippines. Boisdval records it also from Celebes; this requires confirmation.

In the Trium Museum 16 _?_ 17 _?_ 18 from: Sikhim; Buitan; Khasia Hills; Burma; Tonkin; Hongkong; Ceylon; Andamans; Penang, xii. (C. Curtis); Java; Labuan, Borneo, ix. (A. Everett).
XLIX. BATOCNEMA gen. nov.—Typus: *cocquereli.*


♂. Tongue reaching basal fourth of abdomen. Palpus somewhat projecting, visible from above, rather narrow, end-surface much smaller than in Protambulyx and allies, second segment longer than first. Antenna about 2 mm. shorter than R³ of forewing; end-segment coniuel, about two and a half times as long as basally high, with the scales forming a longer tuft. Abdominal sternites without spines. Tibiae not spinose, rather shorter than the respective first tarsal segments; foretibia ending in a long thorn; spurs very unequal, two pairs to hindtibia, long terminal one as in *Compsogena* about one-sixth shorter than the first tarsal segment; pulvillns and paronyehium present, the latter with two slender lobes at each side. Discal margins of wings entire; apex of forewing truncate-sinuate between Sc⁴ and Sc⁵; D¹ as long as, or longer than, D¹; D² of hindwing curved or angled, R² central or below centre, D³ longer than D¹. Clasper and eighth tergite with friction-scales.

Larva not known.

_Hab._ Madagascar, Comoro Islands, and East Africa.

Two species.

Nearest to *Compsogena.*

Key to the species:

Forewing above with four costal olive patches, the third at subcostal fork elongate, reaching to R³

Forewing above with two costal olive patches, the second and third being scarcely traceable

153. _B. cocquereli._

154. _B. africanaus._

*Ambulyx cocquereli* Boisduval, _loc. t. 4. f. 2 (1875) (Nossi-bé—coll. Charles Oberthür).

♂. The two subspecies of this peculiar insect differ in the shade of the ground-colour, the shape of the wings, and the form of the tenth abdominal sternite (♂).

♂. Eighth sternite mesially minutely sinuate, the edge of the segment being mesially bent inward. Tenth tergite long, slender, strongly compressed, pointed, curved; sternite nearly as in *Protambulyx sulphurca* (Pl. XXIII. f. 4), angles rounded, apex entire or sinuate. Clasper sole-shaped, apical edge strongly concave basally; patch of friction-scales longitudinal, elongate-halfmoon-shaped (Pl. LVIII. f. 33), the scales minute, bidentate; harpe short, distally raised into an obliquely transverse ridge (Pl. XXXI. f. 8). Penis-sheath similar to that of *Implypterus gannasius.*

♀. Not dissected.

_Hab._ Madagascar and Comoro Islands.

Two subspecies:

_a._ _B. cocquereli cocquereli._


♂. Underside of wings and body maize yellow with a tint of sulphur; upperside of hindwing chrome yellow, pale parts of upperside of forewing, of head,
thorax and abdomen, and the upperside of the tibiae and tarsi deep cream-colour. Tenth abdominal sternite more or less sinuate.

_Hab._ Madagascar: apparently all over the island in suitable districts.

In the Tring Museum 8 ♂♂ from: Antanosy country, S. Mad. (Last); and "Madagascar."

b. _B. coquerelii comorana_ subsp. nov.

♂. Wings shorter and broader than in the Madagascar form, hinder angle of forewing more obtuse. Pale parts of upperside of body buff, distinctly vinaceous, the same colour before middle of forewings, the ground colour of the forewing buff yellow; hindwing and undersize orange. Large costal patch situated at basal fourth smaller than in the preceding subspecies, the triangular costal band proximal of fork more oblique and slightly curved, brown submarginal line less curved, almost straight from SC to M. Tenth abdominal sternite not sinuate.

_Hab._ Great Comoro I.

In the Tring Museum 5 ♂♂.

154. _Batocnema africanus._


♂. Wings, upperside.—Forewing: olive-green basal patch larger than in _coquerelii_, no line beyond first costal patch, second costal patch at end of cell and third at subcostal fork absent or vestigial, subapical patch larger than in _coquerelii_; line from lower angle of cell backwards more oblique; costal margin feebly concave in proximal half, anal angle more produced distad than in the preceding.—Hindwing: a short and sharply defined olive band from anal angle to beyond M², no lines.

A specimen in the Berlin Museum from Ukami, Mandera, v.—viii. 1894 (Stühlmann), differs from Distant’s type in some details; it may represent a northern subspecies, but as it has no abdomen and the thorax is rubbed, we abstain from giving a description.

Not dissected.

Early stages and ♀ not known.

_Hab._ East Africa: Transvaal; German E. Africa.

L. AKBESIA gen. nov.—Typus: _davidi._

_Sacrinthus_, Oberthür (non Latreille, 1802), Bull. Soc. Ent. France p. 12 (1884).

♂ ♀. Tongue reaching beyond middle of abdomen, mesial fringe fused to form a membrane, but the ciliae traceable. Palpus short, narrow, not produced beyond froms, second segment not longer than first. Genal process projecting beyond tip of pilifer. Antenna 2 or 3 mm. longer (♂), or 1 mm. shorter (♀), than R of forewing; segments cylindrical in ♀, not grooved, without prolonged ciliae, antenna thickest beyond middle; in ♂ grooved, with long ciliae, ventral outline of segments (side-view) straight; distal segments very short in both sexes, end-segment also very short, rounded in side-view, with a brush of long scales. Eye-lashes short, but distinct. Head with transverse crest between antennae. Abdominal
tergites densely spinulose at the edges; sternites with very few, long and weak, spinules. Tibiae not spinose; foretibia ending in a long thorn, shorter than first tarsal segment (thorn excluded), spur of foretibia long, nearly reaching end; mid-and hindtibia longer than first tarsal segment; two pairs of spurs to hindtibia, longer terminal spur about one-third the length of the first tarsal segment; pulvillus small, paronychium with two very short lobes at each side, the ventral lobes merely vestigial. Distal margins of wings slightly scalloped; R\textsuperscript{2} of hindwing central, D\textsuperscript{2} somewhat angled, D\textsuperscript{1} half the length of D\textsuperscript{3}, S\textsuperscript{2} and R\textsuperscript{4} on a stalk. Frenulum and retinaculum present. Clasper and eighth sternite without organ of friction; eighth sternite simple (\textdelta).

Larva and pupa not described.

_Hab._ Akhêbê, Syria.

One species.

155. _Akbesia davidi._

*Synarthus davidi* Oberthür, _l.c._ (Akhêbê;—coll. Charles Oberthür); _id.,_ Et. Ent. ix. p. 29. t. 2. f. 6 (1844).

_Darpua_ (? ) _davidi_ Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 671. n. 9 (1892) (As. min.).

\textdelta \textsc{?}. The long series of specimens which we have seen did not exhibit much individual variation. The hindwing is in some individuals paler yellow than ordinarily. The nearest relatives of this fine Sphinx are the species of the genus _Batochnema_ from East Africa and Madagascar.

\textdelta. Tenth tergite long, narrowed to a finger-like process, which is pointed and somewhat compressed; sternite produced into a broad mesial plate, which is broadly sinuate, with the rounded lobes slightly projecting laterad, upperside of plate densely beset with short setae at and near the edges (Pl. XXIII. f. 22). Clasper broadly sole-shaped, apex rounded; harpe represented by a small subbasal, broadly triangular ridge, which bears an obliquely vertical carina (Pl. XXXII. f. 9). Penis sheath without special armature, apical edge produced on one side, the lobe bent inwards, fused with the membrane of the duct.

\textsc{?}. Eighth tergite scaled, mesially grooved, lobes rounded (Pl. XV. f. 13). Vaginal plate also feebly chitinised, distal margin evenly rounded, no special armature (Pl. XV. f. 12).

Early stages not described.

_Hab._ Akhêbê, Syria.

Apparently not rare.

A very long series in coll. Charles Oberthür.

In the Tring Museum 66 specimens.

1. **_Oxyambulyx_** gen. nov.—_Typus:_ _substrigilis._

_Sphinx_ (Ambolyx), Westwood, _Coh. Or. Ent._ p. 61 (1848) (nom. indecor.)

_Ambolyx_ Walker, _List Lep. Ins. B. M._ viii. p. 120 (1856) (partim; type: strigilis).

\textdelta \textsc{?}. Differs from _Protambulyx_ in the following characters: end-segment of antenna compressed, bottle-shaped or conical in side-view (Pl. IX. f. 5), variable in length, but at least four times as long as the preceding one, which is longer than high, two bristles at end and several others on the lateral and ventral surface, dorsal surface of segment covered with appressed scaling. Head with a sharp
intennantennal crest. Spurs unequal, short ones more than half the length of the long ones, longer apical one of hindtibia more than half the length of the first tarsal segment. Apex of forewing acuminate, not excised; R² of hindwing in or below centre of cell, D⁵ as long as, or longer than D⁴. Scales at lateral edge of eighth tergite of ♂ prolonged to a triangular crest.

Larva: head triangular; white oblique side-bands; horn long.—Insufficiently known.

Chrysalis not sufficiently known: the figures too vague.

Hub. Indo-Australian Region, as far north as Japan, eastwards to the Solomon Islands.

Sixteen species.

The head has a sharply defined transverse band between the antennae. The band on the thorax does not occupy the whole of the distal two-thirds of the mesothoracic tegula, the tip and sides remaining of the colour of the disc of the thorax. The mid- and hindtibia bear a white basal spot as in Amplypterus. The submarginal line of the forewing begins at the very tip of the wing; the line in the apex of the cell is more or less oblique, often horizontal. The hindwing has a band beyond cell and one or two dentate lines in outer half; the distal line is often absent or vestigial. The patch of modified scales on the clasper is more or less ovate.

The species fall into three groups: substrigilis-group (12 species), canescens-group (one species), semiferecens-group (three species). The harpe is of a different type in the three groups. The species of the first group bear all a rather close resemblance to each other, and are easily confounded. They required a closer examination and more careful study than had hitherto been bestowed upon them. The differences in pattern, as pointed out in the key here appended, are corroborated by differences in structure in both sexes, so far as both sexes are known to us. No notice has been taken of the great dissimilarity between the larvae of literata and substrigilis by those authors who put the whole lot of species allied to substrigilis together under one name. The statement made here and there that substrigilis is very variable individually is based upon the assumption that the different individuals called substrigilis belonged all to the same species, which assumption is quite incorrect. In Fauna Brit. Ind., Moths there are six species mixed together under substrigilis. They are not mere geographical forms, but species of the same country, constantly differing in colour and structure. It was not carelessness which misled Hampson to treat so many distinct species as synonymous, and misled also one of the authors of the present paper to suggest that auripennis, scricipientis, etc., were subspecies or perhaps only aberrations of one species, but the reason underlying those opinions was of quite a different kind. Butler, and also Moore, had described as distinct in several instances either the sexes or geographical races (subspecies). When this was noticed, reaction carried me (Rothschild) too far, and I united also forms which are really distinct, because I found that the characters by which the respective authors separated the species did not hold good. Though I was right in this latter respect, I was wrong in assuming, with Hampson and others, that there were no constant differences, the actual distinguishing characters of the various species not having been known until we studied the insects for the purpose of the present Revision.

Most of the species are confined to the Himalayas; their range will doubtless be found to be less restricted than it appears to be at present, when the Sphingid
Fanna of Burma, China, and adjacent countries is better explored. *O. substri
gilis* occurs from Ceylon and North India to Java and the Philippines, and is replaced farther east by *wilki* in New Guinea and Queensland, and a very peculiar modification, named *meeki*, on the Solomon Islands; no representative of the *substri
gilis*-group has as yet been found on the Moluccas, and *substri
gilis* itself is the only one found of this group in the Malayan Subregion. *O. ochracea* occurs from North India to Japan. *O. suboccellata* ranges from Ceylon and North India to Java, Borneo and China, and is replaced farther east by *semifereens* on the Moluccas, and by *dohertyi* in New Guinea and the Solomons.

Key to the species:

A. Greenish olive band on thorax about 1 mm.
   broad in middle, or indistinct, or absent; subbasal spots of forewing encircled
   with white.
   a. Forewing above with three or two sub-
      basal spots behind cell  170. *O. semifereens*.
   b. Forewing above with one spot behind cell;
      the spot often incised  167. *O. dohertyi*.
   c. No olive band on mesothorax  169. *O. suboccellata*.
   With olive band on mesothorax
   Forewing without a spot beyond the bar, or there is only a longitudinal dash;
   eighth tergite of ♀ without a patch; or hindwing with blackish basal patch
   Forewing with a small costal spot beyond the bar, situated in a grey oval spot;
   grey median interspace sharply defined, less than 3 mm. wide behind
   Forewing brown; ante-
   median and first discal lines of forewing joining each other at SM², the median
   area therefore not extended to hinder margin, both the costal and postcellular
   basal spots very large.

B. Band of thorax broader; three contiguous postcellular subbasal spots on forewing
   besides a spot in the cell; upperside more than 1 mm. wide in
   middle; one subbasal postcellular spot
   on the forewing, or a broad subbasal
   band.

C. Band of thorax more than 1 mm.
   a. A broad olive subbasal band on forewing
      A single rounded postcellular spot  167. *O. japonica*.
   b. Forewing with rounded subbasal costal
      spot beyond the subbasal bar; eighth
      tergite of ♀ with or without a mesial
      patch  166. *O. meeki* (Pl. 1. f. 2, ♀).
   c. Forewing without a spot beyond the bar,
      or there is only a longitudinal dash;
      eighth tergite of ♀ without a patch; or hindwing with blackish basal patch
      Forewing with a small costal spot beyond
      the bar, situated in a grey oval spot;
      grey median interspace sharply defined, less than 3 mm. wide behind
      Forewing brown; ante-
      median and first discal lines of forewing
      joining each other at SM², the median
      area therefore not extended to hinder
      margin, both the costal and postcellular
      basal spots very large.

158. *O. bima* (Pl. IX. f. 1, ♀).
Not so: abdomen without a trace of the middle line (eighth tergite of \( \delta \) excepted); ground-colour yellow. 162. *O. ochracea* (Pl. VIII. f. 14, \( \delta \)).

Not so: abdomen with a mesial line.

*f*. Apical line of cell of forewing in the direction of \( R^3 \); black submarginal line continued to hindmargin, here about \( 1\frac{3}{2} \) to 2 mm. from edge of wing; no patch on eighth tergite of \( \delta \). 157. *O. placida* (Pl. IX. f. 3, \( \delta \)).

Apical line of cell about at right angles to costa, forming an obvious angle with the line \( R^3 \); a patch upon eighth tergite of \( \delta \); black submarginal line ending at or before angle of wing.

*g*. Brown submarginal line of underside of forewing not marked.

Brown submarginal line of underside of forewing marked.

*h*. Grey marginal area of underside of forewing narrowed to a point at \( M^2 \); not continued beyond this vein. 159. *O. maculifera* (Pl. IX. f. 4, \( \delta \)).

Grey submarginal area continued beyond \( M^2 \), broader at \( R^2 \) than cellule \( R^2 - R^3 \) is wide at margin. 161. *O. schoenflethergeri*.

Grey submarginal area continued beyond \( M^2 \), narrower at \( R^2 \) than cellule \( R^2 - R^3 \) is wide at margin. 156. *O. sericeipennis* (Pl. IX. f. 2, \( \delta \)).

*i*. Hindwing above with a blackish tawny or black basal patch.

Hindwing above without a blackish tawny or black basal patch. 163. *O. liturata* (Pl. VIII. f. 10, \( \delta \)).

*j*. Underside of body walnut brown (?); or (\( \delta \)) grey marginal band of underside of forewing only \( 1\frac{3}{2} \) mm. broad at \( R^2 \). 165. *O. wildei* (Pl. VIII. f. 3, \( \delta \); 4, ?).

Underside of body varying from ochreous to reddish cinnamon-rufous; grey area twice as wide as before, or basal patch of hindwing quite black. 164. *O. substrigilis* (Pl. VIII. f. 1, ?; 2, \( \delta \)).

156. *Oxyambulyx sericeipennis* (Pl. IX. f. 2, \( \delta \)).

---

\( \delta \) ? Similar to *A. maculifera*, much more grey, the outer margin of the forewing proportionally longer, the submarginal line of the same wing extended.
to internal margin both above and below. Abdomen of ♀ with patch on eighth tergite, a distinct mesial line in both sexes. Underside deep chrome.

♂. The eighth sternite of the abdomen (Pl. XXII. f. 27) slightly bisinuate, the mesial portion almost straight, not distinctly lobed, its edge incassate internally, having, in a view from the apical side, the appearance of being turned dorsad. Harpe (Pl. XXXI. f. 10) with a long finger-like distal process (pm), which points ventrad; the mesial ridge (rm) consisting of two lamellae, irregularly dentate and distally produced into a cone, the extreme end of which is turned ventrad. The penis-sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 9) nearly shaped as in *maevulifera*, but there is a row of teeth dorsally, and also some irregular teeth ventrally: from the sheath protrudes a blunt, somewhat club-shaped "love-dagger." The tenth sternite (Pl. XXIII. f. 9) is lobed mesially, the lobe is rather narrow, almost truncate. Process of penis-sheath of type-specimen suddenly curved; normal in a second specimen from N.W. India.

♀. Vaginal plate similar to that of *maevulifera*, but the mesial lobe longer and broader.

Early stages not known.

*Hab*. North-West India to Tenasserim.

In the Tring Museum 7 ♀♂, 3 ♀♀ from: Randakhet, N.W. India (Mansfield); Sikhim; Khasia Hills; Jaintia Hills; Tenasserim, 4000 ft., May (Fruehstorfer).

The Tenasserim individual is not well preserved; it is much more pale yellow than ordinary *sericeipennis*, and has scarcely a trace of lines on the forewing.


♂ ♀. A very pale species. Forewing similar to that of *sericeipennis*, but first discal line, which is the only distinct line, more distal, at R3 about midway between cell and the broad yellowish proximal border of the submarginal line: line across apex of cell in the same or nearly the same direction as the streak upon R3. A subbasal costal patch on forewing. Abdomen in ♀ with fine mesial line, no patch on eighth tergite; in ♀ without line. Underside of wings deep chrome (Ridgway, *Nomencl. Colours* vi. 6).

There are apparently two subspecies:

a. The pair from N.W. India in the British Museum is very pale grey on the forewing; the line across apex of cell forms an obtuse angle with the line upon R3; the round subbasal spot behind cell is small: the eighth sternite of the ♂ has a truncate-sinuate mesial lobe of which the angles are not distinctly toothed.

b. The individuals from Sikhim have the subbasal round patch of the forewing, behind cell, enlarged, the line across apex of cell more horizontal, and the angles of the lobe of the eighth sternite produced.

♂. Tenth sternite deeply sinuate, the two lobes rounded (Pl. XXIII. f. 8). Eighth sternite mesially with a lobe which is or is not toothed at the angles. Harpe broad (Pl. XXXI. f. 18); distal process (pm) rather short, somewhat concave above, curved downward, obtusely pointed; submesial process (pm) hollow,
formed by two lamellae being curved towards each other and together produced distad, this process resembling that of japonica. Penis-sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 12) wider than in the allied species, ventrally chitinised to end, armed with a short stent ventral hook and an obliquely truncate dorsal process which is irregularly notched.

♀. Vaginal area similar to that of liturata.
Early stages not known.

_Hab._ N.W. India and North India.

In the Tring Museum 4 ♂♂ from: Sikhim, May (Pilcher), March—April (Frabstorge).

158. _Oxyambulyx bima_ spec. nov (Pl. IX. f. 1, ♂).

♂. Unknown.

♀. Body as in ♀ of _O. maculifera_, less grey above, dorsal line of abdomen very distinct; foretibia spinose at end.

Wings, upperside.—Forewing: resembling in the grey tone _O. sericeipennis_, but more fawn-colour, outer area not so dark, wing broader, the hinder angle less produced; both subbasal patches very large, the costal one nearly 7 mm. long, the proximal submedian line not marked, the distal one more distal than in the allied species, the upper portion of the line rather heavy, at right angles to the costal margin, running from the margin to the lower cell-angle, then continued as a very thin line in a curve to vein M², which it reaches 3 mm. from the discal line; the latter begins as a cloud at the costal margin, is very thin between R¹ and internal margin, consisting of faint lunules, the line crosses M² 13 mm. from the edge of the wing, standing here a little nearer the cell than outer margin: the following lines indistinct, except oblique costal portions; submarginal line as in _sericeipennis_.

—Hindwing: basal area up to median band heavily washed with mummy brown.

_Under side_ less mottled with blackish brown than in _sericeipennis_, the submarginal blackish brown line of the forewing well marked, the grey scaling outside it not reaching vein M².

♀. Vaginal plate rather strongly chitinised (Pl. XV. f. 5); orifice not large, its anterior edge not much raised, simple; postvaginal part of plate large, rounded. The two halves of the eighth tergite strongly rounded, the sinns rather wide and deep.

Length of forewing: ♀, 60 mm.; breadth 25 mm.

The last antennal joint of the single known individual of this insect is much longer than in any other specimen of _Oxyambulyx_ we have seen.


One ♀ in the Tring Museum.

159. _Oxyambulyx maculifera_ (Pl. IX. f. 4, ♂).


*Oxyambulyx consanguineus_ Butler, _Illust. Lep._, Het. B. M. v. 11, t. 80, f. 2 (1881) (Darjiling, ♂;—

Mus. Brit.);_Cat. & Swinh._, i. n. 120 (1887);_Kirby, Lc._, p. 675, n. 17 (1892).


♀. Recognisable by the presence of a large subbasal patch at the costal margin of the forewing, the mesial line on the abdomen developing in the ♀ into a patch upon the eighth segment, the strong curvature of the submarginal line of the forewing, this line reaching the edge of the wing at M₂, and by the posterior bars composing the discal line of the forewing being obviously arched. The forewing is ochraceous clay colour above in the ♀; nearly burnetumber brown, shaded with grey, in the ♀. A few spines on the foretibia externally near the apex. Underside of wings much shaded with tawny in the basal area, especially in the ♀, abdomen and wings, below, much less yellow than in *sericeipennis* and *placida*.

♂ The eighth abdominal sternite (Pl. XXII. f. 28) is mesially very slightly sinuate, the sinus limited on each side by a small tooth. The penis-sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 10) is dorsally gradually narrowed to a point; it is devoid of any additional armature. The harpe (Pl. XXXI. f. 19) has a very heavy, strongly curved, submesial hook (*pm*), which is the distal prolonged part of a double submesial ridge; the ventral process (*pe*) is curved downwards, rather blunt, finger-like. The tenth sternite is mesially lobed as in *sericeipennis* (Pl. XXIII. f. 7).

♀. Eighth tergite deeply incised. Vaginal plate similar to that of *sericeipennis* and *schauffelbergeri*, the mesial lobe narrower (Pl. XV. f. 3).

Early stages not known.

Hab. North India; Sikhim; probably more widely distributed.

In the Tring Museum 13 ♀♀, 6 ♀♂ from Sikhim, some July (Pilcher).

160. Oxyambulyx lahorea.


♂. Resembling *maculifera*, more reddish in tint. Abdomen with middle line, which is diluted to a patch on the eighth tergite. Forewing above with large subbasal costal patch, submarginal line vestigial, with grey border; hindwing more distinctly dentate, margin chestnut, not black, few speckles. Underside of body and wings Rufous tawny like the upperside of the hindwing, lines on disc of fore- and hindwing slightly deeper in tint, no distinct speckles, no submarginal line on forewing, grey marginal area broad. Eighth abdominal sternite rounded. Tenth tergite (Pl. XXII. f. 30) with dorsal apical surface more slanting than in *maculifera*. Harpe (Pl. XXXI. f. 20) similar to that of *sericeipennis* in the submesial ridge consisting of two dentate lamellae which are together produced into a cone of which the tip curves ventrad; distal process spoon-shaped as in *maculifera*, *liturata* and *substrigilis substrigilis*, the process less broad than in these insects. Penis-sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 14) curving dorsal, with a dorsal row of teeth, apex truncate; a strong chitinised ventral fold bearing three heavy teeth.

♀ and early stages not known.

Hab. N.W. India; 1 ♀ in the British Museum (type).
161. Oxyambulyx schaufelbergeri.


Oxyambulyx (s) schaufelbergeri, Walker, List Lep. Ins. B. M. viii. p. 123, n. 5 (1856) (var. of subtrigilis);


*Oxyambulyx trilinesta Rothschild, Nov. Zool. i. p. 88 (1894) (Kinshiu); — Mus. Tring. (partim).

♀. Resembling in colour sericeipennis; much smaller; the submarginal line of the forewing nearly as in maculifera; both sexes without dorsal line on the abdomen, but the ♀ has a dorsal patch on segment 8. The subbasal costal patch of forewing is wider than the posterior patch. The discal line of the forewing stands nearer the cell than in ochracea, and the cellular portion of the distal submedian line extends to the lower angle of the cell.

♂. The eighth abdominal sternite is mesially rounded (Pl. XXII. 29). The harpe (Pl. XXXI. f. 15) resembles that of sericeipennis, but the distal process (µ) is shorter, not curved ventrad, the cone pm of the submesial dental ridge is not quite so high, acutely pointed, the tip turned ventrad. The penis-sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 8) differs markedly from that of sericeipennis; the dorsal process is short and differently shaped and is armed with a dense row of teeth extended to the end of the process; the ventral teeth, situated at the edge of a fold of the membranaceous part of the penis, are larger; there are two very heavy ones, preceded distally by a number of small ones; the ridge, or fold, is turned dorsal in the specimen from which the figure was taken; this position is owing to the duct protruding partly from the sheath. The tenth sternite agrees with that of sericeipennis.

♀. Vaginal plate with the ridge in front of the cavity mesially produced into a long broad lobe, which is asymmetrically sinuate in the specimen dissected; cavity large, its hinder wall mesially raised to a transversely carinate tubercle; distal edge of plate broadly rounded; the plate agrees best with that of maculifera, but the mesial lobe is much broader.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Japan; North China.

In the Tring Museum 4 ♂ ♀ 2 ♀ ♀ from: Shanghai; Hondo, Japan; Kinshiu.

In 1894 I identified ochracea erroneously as schaufelbergeri, following Leech, and described this as new (W. R.).

162. Oxyambulyx ochracea (Pl. VIII. f. 14, 3).

*Oxyambulyx ochracea Butler, Cist. Ent. iii. p. 113 (1885) (Japan); — Mus. Brit.; Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 675. n. 5 (1892).


Oxyambulyx subtrigilis, Hampson (von Westwood, 1848), in Blanford, Fauna Brit. Ind., Mots. i. p. 77. n. 105 (1892) (partim); Dudgeon, Bombay Nat. Hist. Soc. xi. p. 406, n. 102 (1898) (partim; Sikkim).

♀. Both sexes are without a dorsal line on the abdomen, but the ♂ has a patch on the eighth tergite. The posterior subbasal patch of the forewing is very
large, larger than the costal patch. The ♂ is the most uniformly yellow species of the Indo-Malayan Oxyambulyx; the ♀ is darker than the ♂. In both sexes the distal submedian line crosses M at the base of M², the portion of the line within the cell being less oblique than in maculifera, schaufelbergeri and others, not extending distad to the lower angle of the cell.

♂. The eighth sternite of the abdomen is not essentially different from that of A. schaufelbergeri (Pl. XXII. f. 29). The harpe (Pl. XXXI. f. 14) has a blunt, concave distal process (pv), the mesial ridge (cm) is short, and is produced into a heavy tooth; the ridge connecting this tooth with the distal process (pv) is irregularly dentate. The penis-sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 7) bears no armature besides the dorsal process, which, being obliquely truncate in a ventro-dorsal direction, is sharply pointed. The tenth sternite (Pl. XXXI. f. 10) is very much broader mesially than in sericeipennis and schaufelbergeri, and has, as in these species, no mesial sinus.

♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XV. f. 4) with a high ridge before the cavity, the ridge deeply sinuate, the sinus widened proximally, the lobes of the ridge thus formed strongly rounded, projecting mesially; postvaginal part of plate with the sides oblique, shallowly sinuate, apex rounded.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Japan to North India.

In the Tring Museum 14 ♂, 3 ♀ from : Japan: Sikkim.

163. Oxyambulyx liturata (Pl. VIII. f. 10, ♂).


♂ ♀. Easily distinguished from maculifera by the absence of the round subbasal costal patch, which is occasionally indicated in the present species by a longitudinal dash. Abdomen with mesial line which is not dilated to a patch on the eighth tergite of the ♂. From the continental forms of substriplus, with which liturata is easily confounded, it can be distinguished, apart from the different sexual armature, by the base of the hindwing being less tawny and never black, and by the submarginal line of the forewing being more proximal posteriorly.

Some of the ♀ ♀ are as pale as the ♂ ♀, while others are deeper in tint, and have a more distinct violet-grey gloss on the forewing.

♂. Eighth abdominal sternite sinuate, being rounded-convex mesially (Pl. XXII. f. 25), the edge of this lobe thickened internally, which gives the edge the appearance of being bent internal. Tenth sternite similar to that of placcuta, being more deeply sinuate than in substriplus. Harpe (Pl. XXXII. f. 1) with an almost vertical submesal process (pv) at the distal end of the submesal ridge; distal process pe very broad, spoon-shaped. Penis-sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 11, ventral view) with two dentate folds, which are unequal in length; the strongly chitinised dorsal part of the sheath prolonged into a short oblique process.

♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XV. f. 7) with a very large vaginal cavity; proximal part of plate membranaceous, edge of cavity raised to a fold, which is mesially sinuate, here less chitinised than laterally; distal part of plate rounded, trans-
versely multicarinate. Eighth tergite mesially membranaceous, the strongly chitinous plate deeply incised.

Larva (fig. by Butler, l.c.): green, first three segments with white dorso-lateral line, following segments with yellowish side-bands ending in white patches which are bordered red in front; horn almost straight.

Chrysalis apparently without frontal tubercles.

Hab. North India: Sikhim: Assam.

In the Tring Museum 14 ♂ ♀, 10 ♂ ♀ from: Sikhim, some in June and July: Silhet (Mowis; loc. correct?).

164. *Oxyambulyx substrigilis* (Pl. VIII. f. 1, 2, ♂).

*Sphinx* (*Ambulce*) *substrigilis* Westwood, Cab. Or. Ent. p. 61. t. 30. f. 2 (♂) (1848) (Silhet: — Mus. Brit.)

♂ ♀. The species is easily distinguished from the other *oxyambulyx* by the large black or tawny basal patch of the hindwing. It agrees in pattern best with *O. littarata*, both species being devoid of the round subbasal costal spot on the forewing so conspicuous in *maculifera, ochracea, sericeipennis*, etc. The dorsal line of the abdomen is distinct: it is not dilated to a patch on the eighth tergite. The apical line of the cell of the forewing is mostly so oblique as to form a direct prolongation of the line R^2_. The foretibia has spines at the end.

♂. Tenth sternite (Pl. XXIII. f. 11) mesially sinnate, the sinus smaller than in *littarata, placida*, etc. Eighth sternite mesially produced into a truncate lobe (Pl. XXII. f. 27), of which the angles are somewhat pointed, each bearing, moreover, internally a pointed tubercle or tooth, which is just visible in a ventral view of the segment. Harpe varying strongly geographically, and slightly also individually: it consists of a ventral and a submesial ridge; the ventral ridge is either denticulated or entire: the upper ridge is produced into a long, tapering, pointed, curved, somewhat twisted process ♀♂, which stands nearly vertically upon the plane of the clasper; the form of this process is not constant either individually or geographically; both the ventral and submesial ridges unite distally to form a distal ventral process, which is either pointed, gradually tapering to the end (Pl. XXXII. f. 4. 5), or is broadly spoon-shaped (Pl. XXXII. f. 2. 3). The penis-sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 3. 4. 5) is ventrally membranaceous for several millimetres; along this membranaceous part runs at each side a dentate fold; the dorsal side of the sheath is heavily chitinised, and is produced into a subcylindrical and more or-less pointed and bent process of geographically variable length, the process being longest in Bornean individuals (we have not seen a ♂ from the Philippines) and shortest in North Indian specimens: from the mouth of the sheath protrudes a spine-like process situated upon the membrane of the duct (pushed out with the duct in Pl. XXX. f. 4).

♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XV. f. 6) characterised by a heavy, irregularly notched ridge in front of the orifice.

Larva (of *O. substr. auripennis*, figured by Moore, see below) green, a white subdorsal line from pronotum to horn, six yellowish oblique side-bands, a whitish ventro-lateral line, interrupted; horn stout. — Food-plant: *Dipterocarpus*.

Chrysalis also figured by Moore, cremaster prominent; apparently no tubercles on head.

Hab. North India to the Andamans, Philippines and Java.

Five subspecies,
The differences in the genital armature between the Indian and Malayan males are so very marked, that one cannot fail noticing them when dissecting a specimen. Judging from these organs alone one might be induced to treat the specimens as belonging to at least two species. On examining, however, a series from Borneo and Java we find that the differences are less obvious in some specimens than in others, and we believe that the material from Malacca, Tenasserim and Burma will show intergradations between the armature of the Indian and Ceylonese and the Malayan males. For the present, the Indian and Ceylonese races stand quite apart from the others. Their characters are partly very strange; for both subspecies share the broadly spoon-shaped ventro-distal process of the harpe and the more proximal position of the (middle part of the) submarginal line of the forewing with another species of North India (liturata), a similarity in these compatriots which is surely not mimetic resemblance.

\[ \text{O. subtrigilis auripennis} \]

\[ \text{Ambulyx auripennis} \text{ Moore, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. p. 388 (1879) (Ceylon; - Mus. Dublin); id., Lep. Ceylon ii. p. 11. t. 79. f. 1 (♀). 1a (♀) 1b (♀) (1882); Cot. & Swinh., Cat. Moths Ind. i. p. 24. n. 128 (1887) (Ceylon); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 675. n. 19 (1892) (Ceylon).} \]

\[ \text{Ambulyx subtrigilis, Hampson, in Blauff., \textit{Favna Brit. Ind.}, Moths i. p. 77. n. 103 (1892) (partim); id., \textit{Illustr. Typ. Specim. Lep. Het. B. M.} ix. p. 2, n. 29 (1893) (Kandy).} \]

♀. Body below deeper yellow than in North Indian subtrigilis. Markings of wings less heavy; submarginal black line of forewing vestigial above, absent below; long scales of fringe of hindwing white,——Process \textit{pm} of harpe shorter and slenderer than in \textit{substr. subtrigilis} (Pl. XXXII. f. 2); process of penis-sheath stouter.

♀. Not known.

Early stages see above.

\[ \text{Hab. Ceylon.} \]

Type in the Dublin Museum. A second ♀ in the British Museum.

\[ \text{b. O. subtrigilis subtrigilis} \text{ (Pl. VIII. f. 2, ♀)} \]


\[ \text{Ambulyx philemon Boisduval, \textit{Consid. Lép. Guatamalt.} p. 68 (1870).} \]

♀. A small form; resembling \textit{O. liturata} very much, as the basal patch of the hindwing is often pale tawny and not conspicuous. ♀ more grey on the forewing than in \textit{liturata} and the Malayan forms of \textit{subtrigilis}, agreeing in this respect better with \textit{auripennis}. The basal patch of the hindwing less sharply defined in either sex, and generally less black than in the Malayan races, the submarginal line more arched, farther away from the margins at \textit{R²} both above and below, the line sharply marked and deep in tint below.

♀. The distal process of the harpe very broad, spoon-shaped, shorter than in \textit{liturata}, markedly different from the pointed process of the Malayan forms.
(Pl. XXXII. f. 3); the submesial process more erect, and the ventral ridge scarcely elevate, not denticulate. The apical process of the penis-sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 5) short, blunt at the end, curved ventrad, i.e. in the opposite direction than in etecoles and pryeri.

Early stages not known.

Hab. North India: Sikkim; Assam; Andamans.

In the Tring Museum 5 ♀♂, 4 ♀♀ from: Sikkim; Assam; Andamans.

c. O. substrigilis pryeri (Pl. VIII. f. 1, ♀).  


♀♀. Submarginal line of forewing less curved than in the Indian form; black basal patch of hindwing very conspicuous.

♀♂. Ventro-distal process of harpe (Pl. XXXII. f. 4) gradually narrowed to the end; ventral ridge high, denticulated; submesial process leaning distad and ventrad. Process of penis-sheath very long (Pl. XXX. f. 3), varying somewhat individually in length, but always longer than the sheath is broad.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Malacca; Sumatra; Borneo.

In the Tring Museum 8 ♀♂, 3 ♀♀ from: Kina Balu, N. Borneo; Sarawak; Limbang R., Sarawak, June 1895 (A. Everett); Mt. Dulit, Sarawak (Hose); Benkeelen, Sumatra (Ericsson); Perak (C. Curtis).

d. O. substrigilis etecoles.


*Amblyx moorei*, Kirby, *loc. n. 21 (1892) (partim).


*Amblyx etecoles* id., *loc*.

♀♀. There is very little difference in colour and pattern between this form and pryeri. The ♀ is recognisable by the sexual armature, and the ♀ by the deeper chocolate-brown colour of the forewing.

♀♂. Distal process of harpe (Pl. XXXII. f. 5) nearly as in pryeri, curved a little more ventrad; submesial process more erect and the ventral ridge less high than in pryeri. Process of penis-sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 4) shorter than in pryeri, curved dorsad, i.e. in the opposite direction to that in substrigilis.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Java.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♀♂, 2 ♀♀ from Mount Gedé, 4000 ft., and Sukabumi, 2000 ft., received from Herr Fruhstorfer; "Java" (ex coll. Felder).

e. O. substrigilis staudingeri.


♀♀. Submarginal line of forewing close to edge of wing from M to angle, anal area blackish; bands of hindwing enlarged.

Hab. Philippine Islands: Luzon, Mindanao.

In coll. Staudinger and coll. Semper.
165. Oxyambulyx wildei (Pl. VIII. f. 3, $\delta$; f. 4, $\varphi$).


Miskin’s description, though long, is not precise enough to recognise his insect with certainty. No Queensland specimens have come to our notice; but we have of the type a photograph kindly sent to us by Mr. De Vis, the curator of the Brisbane Museum. Similar to small specimens of *substriigilis*. Foretibia with a few spines.

$\delta$. As pale as Indian *substriigilis*, the submarginal line of the forewing nearer the margin above and below, distinct; the marginal area between this line and the fringe brown on the upperside, grey below, only 1½ mm. wide at $R^2$ and not extending below $M^1$. — Eighth sternite mesially lobed as in *substriigilis*, the angles of the lobe not acuminate, not tuberculariform internally. Tenth sternite sinuate mesially, the sinus deeper than in *substriigilis* and the sides of the plate more slanting. Harpe (Pl. XXXI. f. 21) resembling that of *sericeipennis* in the development of the mesial ridge, which consists of two lamellae which join each other distally, where they are raised into a short obtuse process which points obliquely basad; a distinctly raised ventral ridge as in *substriigilis*, low, extending to the end of the harpe, forming a kind of crest upon the otherwise flat, spoon-shaped, distal process. Penis-sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 6) resembling that of *substr. substriigilis*; a dentate fold at each side, the left saw-blade extending beyond the opening of the sheath reaching the end of the somewhat club-shaped apical process.

$\varphi$. Much deeper brown than the $\delta$, even deeper in tint than the deepest-coloured *substriigilis*; tip of abdomen (long scales of eighth tergites) scale-brown, as dark as the band of the thorax; palpus, tibiae and tarsi also deep brown. Lines across forewing conspicuous, submarginal line heavy on the upperside; basal patch of hindwing brownish black, bands heavy. Underside of wings burnt amber-brown, almost walnut-brown, especially distally, heavily marked with blackish brown, the disc paler here and there; the grey marginal area of the forewing rather broader than in $\delta$, the submarginal line bordering it not distinct; basal half of hindwing shaded over with drab. — Eighth tergite not deeply incised. Vaginal plate broadly rounded distally; the orifice proximal, its proximal edge not prominent.

Length of forewing: $\delta$, 48 mm.; $\varphi$, 57 mm.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Queensland and New Guinea.

In the Tring Museum 1 $\delta$ and 1 $\varphi$ from Milne Bay, British N. Guinea (A. S. Meek).

Apparently a Papuan representative of *substriigilis*, with the structure of the sexual organs partly as in *sericeipennis*. A $\delta$ in the Museum at Budapest from Stephansort, German N. Guinea, has the subbasal spot of the forewing very large, and there is a rather large costal spot distally of the subbasal costal bar.

166. *Oxyambulyx meeki* spec. nov. (Pl. 1. f. 2, $\delta$).

$\delta$ $\varphi$. Allied to *O. wildei*. Foretibia with some spines near end. Abdomen with dorsal line, no patch on eighth tergite of $\delta$. Wings above: Forewing in $\delta$ grey as in *sericeipennis*, darker in $\varphi$; an oval longitudinal costal subbasal spot, vestigial in $\varphi$; interspace between the two antemedian lines olivaceous, band-like, the band almost evenly curved; grey discal interspace strongly narrowing behind;
interspaces between the discal lines also filled up with olive; submarginal line not distinct beyond M¹, more strongly curved than in wildei; distal margin less oblique, convex behind middle, hinder margin rather longer than in the allied species, coming near subacellata in wing-form.—Hindwing shaded with brown and grey, with few speckles; apex strongly rounded.

*Underside* olivaceous tawny, much shaded with brown; grey marginal area of forewing not extending beyond M¹.

3. Eighth sternite with a small rounded mesial lobe. Tenth sternite sinuate. Harpe with a pointed curved submesial process and a broad spatulate distal one. Penis-sheath ending in a short process as in *O. substr. substrigilis*, a dentate fold at each side as in that species.

♀. Ridge in front of vaginal cavity shallowly bisinnuate, thin but strongly chitinised, nearly smooth; postvaginal part of plate smooth, truncate, mesially somewhat raised.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Isabel, Solomon Islands, 4. vi. to 9. vii. 1901 (A. S. Meek & Eichhorn), 1 ♂ and 1 ♀ in the Tring Museum.

Easily distinguished from all the other species by the conspicuous olive antemedian and discal bands of the forewing. The species shares the short grey marginal area on the forewing below with *O. dohertyi salomonis*.

167. Oxyambulyx japonica.

*Ambulyx japonica* Rothschild, Nov. Zool. i. p. 87 (1894) (Kiushiu — Mus. Tring); id., le. ii. t. 9, f. 6 (1895); Alph., in Rom., Mem. Lep. ix. p. 166 (1897) (Corea, 1 ♀); Leech, *Trans. Ent. Soc.* Lond. p. 280. n. 44 (1898) (possibly a form of *schaufleribergeri* !).

♂. The broad subbasal band distinguishes this species very markedly. Hind-tibia as long as, and long terminal spur two-thirds the length of the first tarsal segment; foretibia without spines.

♀. Darker than ♂, more strongly marked; not examined by us.

♂. Eighth abdominal sternite provided with two tubercles internally near the middle of the apical edge, the tubercles a little higher and farther apart than in *subacellata*. The harpe (Pl. XXXI, f. 17) has two processes; the ventral one is triangular, pointed (*pr*), the other consists of two lamelliform ridges, the upper edges of which are so bent towards each other that a (hollow) cylinder is formed, which is produced distal, the harpe much resembling that of *placida* (Pl. XXXI, f. 18). The penis-sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 13) is somewhat bent, its apical edge has developed into a short hook (*a*), which is strongly chitinised and is armed with a tooth beneath, and a stout, notched, or dentate process opposite the hook; there is most likely also an armature inside the sheath, but we have not seen it in the only specimen dissected. The tenth sternite is less deeply sinuate than in *placida*.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Kiushiu; Corea.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂♂ from Kiushiu.

168. Oxyambulyx canescens (Pl. IX. f. 5, ♀).

Forctibia armed with some spines at and near the end. Hindtibia a little longer (in ♂ ½ mm., in ♀ 1½ mm.) than, long terminal spur barely two-thirds the length of, the first tarsal segment.

The eighth abdominal sternite is deeply sinuate mesially, the edge of the segment is very oblique, each side very slightly and almost evenly convex from the most dorsal point to the bottom of the sinus. The harpe is the most peculiar in the genus (Pl. XXXI. f. 13), it being connected with the body of the clasper only at the base, as shown in the figure, which represents the clasper and harpe in a ventral view: the harpe is a very long, slightly twisted process, of which the apical third is rather suddenly narrowed and gently bent dorsad; the two harpes lying across each other, as shown in the figure. The penis-sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 21) is armed apically with a process which is concone ventrally and armed with some teeth at the ventral edge; the process is apparently movable, being joined to the penis-sheath; ventrally there is another armature consisting of an elongate, oblique patch of teeth a little before the distal edge of the sheath. The tenth tergite (the supra-anal hook) is very different from that of the other *Amblybulx*, where it is uniform in structure. In *canescens* the tenth tergite is longer than elsewhere in the genus, broad, mesially incised at the end (Pl. XXIII. f. 20), and the lateral edges are turned ventral a little, the upper surface of the tergite being somewhat convex. In a lateral view (Pl. XXIII. f. 19) the tenth tergite is slightly curved ventrad. The tenth sternite (Pl. XXIII. f. 20) is in a ventral view triangular, sharply pointed; in a lateral view (Pl. XXIII. f. 19) it resembles somewhat the blade of a knife, the mesial line of the sternite being raised into a thin but comparatively high carina, which is minutely dentate. The membrane just above the anus (Pl. XXIII. f. 19. 20) is more strongly chitinised forming a short, smooth, brown bar.

♀. Eighth tergite (Pl. XV. f. 9) long, truncate, not sinuate. Vaginal plate (Pl. XV. f. 8) with a sinuate antevaginal ridge; at each side of the orifice there is a pointed curved process which has a rather close resemblance to the armature of *Polypteryx pagarna*; postvaginal part of plate small, transversely folded.

Early stages not known.

_Hab._ Andamans; Penang; Cochinchina; Cambodia; Borneo.

In the Tring Museum 4 ♀ ♀, 1 ♀ from: Borneo; Penang (C. Curtis); Andamans.

The specimen from the Saunders collection in the Hope Museum at Oxford came from Laos; Walker said Cambodia.

169. **Oxyambulyx subocellata.**


*Ambulyx thorntesi* Moore, _Lc_ ii. p. 11. t. 80. f. 2 (♂). 2a (♀). 2b (♀) (1882) (Ceylon; Mus. Brit.): _Cat. & Swinh., Lc_ p. 24. n. 129 (1887); Swinh., _Lc_ p. 25. n. 96 (1892) (China).
Ambulyx semifervens, Hampson (non Walker, 1856), in Blain., Fauna Brit. Ind., Moths i. p. 78. n. 104 (1892) (partim); Dudz., Journ. Bombay N. H. Soc. xi. p. 408. n. 103 (1898) ("not seen").


♀. On comparing the types of subocellata, turbata, thwaitesi and Butler's moorei (not the same as Boisduval's moorei, which has priority) we find that they belong to one species. The Malayan individuals which we have seen do not seem to present any constant character by which they could be distinguished from the Indo-Ceylonese ones. There is considerable individual variation in the markings both on the fore- and hindwing. The blackish olive stripe across the mesothoracic tegula is apparently never quite absent.—Foretibia with a few spines at and near apex exteriorly; hindtibia 1 to 2 mm. longer than, long apical spur three-fifths the length of, the first tarsal segment.

♂. Eighth abdominal sternite with an obtuse mesial lobe which is very faintly sinuate; the edge of the lobe internally incassate to two tubercles which stand closely together, not being visible in a ventral view (Pl. XXII. f. 23). Harpe (Pl. XXXI. f. 10) extending basally from the ventral to the dorsal edge of the clasper, this ventro-dorsal ridge low, produced at end into a long pointed process which evenly curves ventral; there is generally a tooth at the base of this hook; ventral part of harpe produced distad into an irregularly spatulate process, of which the upper edge is dilated into a large triangular tooth. Penis-sheath without external armature; duct with a ribbon-like organ which is densely beset with minute, sharply pointed, teeth (Pl. XXX. f. 1). Tenth sternite (Pl. XXIII. f. 13) separated into two lobes which are somewhat widened at end and incline towards each other.

♀. Eighth tergite mesially less chitinised than at sides, but not membranaceous, shallowly sinuate. Vaginal cavity (Pl. XV. f. 1) large, the ridge before it irregularly folded, mesially sinuate, continued laterad to the base of the tergite, lateral part higher, hollow at its ventral end, forming a kind of roof over the end of the lower ventral ridge.

Larva (fig. by Moore, l.c.) more slender than in O. substrigilis, horn long; a white dorso-lateral line from pronotum to horn, seven white oblique side-bands, a series of red dorso- and ventro-lateral patches, besides some lateral dots on the first segments, dorsal part of larva green between the white dorso-lateral lines, rest more whitish; edges of anal segment yellow.

Pupa (fig. by Moore, l.c.) insufficiently known, slenderer than in substrigilis.

Hab. Ceylon, N. India, China to Java and Borneo.

In the Triang Museum 18 ♀♂, 10 ♀♀ from: Ceylon; Sikhim (August); Khasia Hills (October); Andamans: Penang, May (C. Curtis); Benkoevel, W. Sumatra (Eriesson); Java.

170. Oxyambulyx semifervens.


♀. Wings broader than in subocellata and dohertyi; distal margin of forewing more convex, no subbasal spot before (SM1); anal angle of hindwing less produced;
whitish marginal area of forewing below much broader. Mesothoracic tegula without greenish olive-brown stripe. Foretibia with very few spines.

♂ Eighth abdominal sternite mesially produced into a lobe which is bent dorsad and is shallowly sinuate, with the angles rounded (Pl. XXII. f. 22). Harpe (Pl. XXXI. f. 11) consisting of a distally raised ventral ridge and an oblique ventro-dorsal one, which ridges join distally: the dorsal hook of subocellata is absent. Penis-sheath as in subocellata. Tenth sternite differing in the two lobes not being so far apart and having a triangular shape (Pl. XXIII. f. 14).

Early stages not known.

Hab. Moluccas: Ternate; Amboina.
In the Tring Museum 3 ♀♂ from: Amboina.

The type of semiferrens differs from our Ambonina specimens in the forewing having a black spot on the disc between M1 and M2, in the discal line of the hindwing being a little more distinctly double behind, in the underside being deeper tawny in the submarginal region of the forewing and in the marginal area of the hindwing, and in the tenth tergite being broader vertically at apex. Possibly there is a northern and a southern subspecies (semif. semiferrens and semif. ambogONUS), as is mostly the case in the Lepidoptera of the Moluccas.

Subocellata, semiferrens and dohertyi apparently replace each other. It must be left to further researches based upon a larger material from more localities of the Papuan Subregion, to decide whether we have to do with three specifically distinct insects, or with two (one Indo-Malayan, the other Papuan), or only with one.

171. Oxyambulyx dohertyi.


Ambulyx dohertyi Rothschild, Nov. Zool. i. p. 87 (1894) (Humboldt Bay, Dutch N. G.: — Mus. Tring); id., t.c. ii. t. 9. f. 5 (1895).


♂ ♀. Anterior tibia without spines; long terminal spur of hindtibia only one-fifth shorter than the first tarsal segment. Forewing with one sublateral postcellular spat, which is often constricted at SM2, sometimes quite circular; apex as prominent as in subocellata, hinder margin longer and distal margin accordingly shorter than in the Indo-Malayan species. D1 of hindwing shorter than D2.

♂ Eighth sternite not lobed mesially, but sharply sinuate (Pl. XXII. f. 24). Tenth sternite (Pl. XXIII. f. 15) less deeply divided than in subocellata and semiferrens, the lobes closer together, either triangular or broadly rounded-truncate. Patch of friction-scales of clasper smaller than in subocellata, the scales larger, harpe (Pl. XXXI. f. 12) similar to that of semiferrens, shorter. Penis-sheath produced into an irregularly spoon-shaped process (Pl. XXX. f. 2), which is denticulate at the edge; the armature within the sheath similar to that of subocellata and semiferrens, but the teeth longer and fewer in number.

♀ Eighth tergite less minute than in subocellata. Vaginal plate with the edges of the vaginal cavity quite simple (Pl. XV. f. 2).

Early stages not known.

Hab. New Guinea and neighbouring islands; Solomon Islands.

Two subspecies:

1. O. dohertyi dohertyi.

♀ ♂. Greenish olive stripe across the mesothoracic tegula sharply defined,
broader than in *subocellata*, continued on to the metanotum, where the stripe is broad. Anal angle of hindwing strongly produced. Grey marginal area of forewing below reaching to M1 or M2.

♂. Tenth sternite with triangular lobes which are divergent (Pl. XXIII. f. 15); apex of harpe obtuse.

♀. See above.

*Hab.* New Guinea.

In the Tring Museum 5 ♂♂, 1 ♀ from: Humboldt Bay, Dntch N. G., September, October (W. Doberty); Dorey, June (W. Doberty); Kaway, February (W. Doberty): Mt. Alexander to Mt. Nisbet, British N. G. (Anthony): Ferguson Island, December (Meek); South, April (Meek).

The individual from South is more greyish on the forewing than the others.

b. *O. dobertyi salomonis* subsp. nov.

♂. Meso-metanotum without greenish olive stripe, but with some white hair-scales indicating the edges of the stripe; submarginal line of forewing less regularly curved than in the New Guinea form, slightly undulate beyond R2: white marginal area of underside beginning at SC9 and stopping a little beyond R3. Lobes of tenth tergite broad, close together; harpe more acutely triangular distally than in *dobertyi*.

♀. Not known.


III. RHADINOPASA.—*Typus*: *hornimani*.


*Rhadinopas (♀), Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het.* i. p. 674 (1892).

♂ ♀. Tongue short and weak. A tuft of long hair-scales behind eye. Palpus long, but not projecting; second segment more than three times as long as broad, compressed, joint not open. Antenna slender, sub-andromorphic in ♀; end-segment short, penultimate one higher than long. Abdominal tergites densely spinose all over, apical spines more tawny, stronger chitinised. Tibiae not spinose; spurs very unequal, two pairs to hindtibia, long terminal spur about one-third the length of the first tarsal segment; tarsi very slender and long, hindtarsus half as long again as the cell of the hindwing measured along SC, first segment as long as the tibia, longer than the four others together, terminal segment rather shorter than the fourth. Distal margins of wings entire; apex of forewing truncate; D9 of hindwing curved, not longer than D8, lower angle of cell not very acute, costal margin convex, apex obtusely pointed. Clasper and eighth tergite without friction-scales.

Larva spinose (see below), with round head and short horn.

Pupa glossy, abdominal tergites punctured, densely so at the bases, sternites more smooth; ere-master short, obtuse, without tubercles or points; tongue-case much shorter than cases of forelegs.

*tub.* West Africa.

One species.

Easily distinguished from *Chanis* and *Polyptychus* by the non-spinose tibiae and the truncate apex of forewing.
172. Rhadinopasa hornimani.

*Basius hornimani* Druce, *l.c.* (1880) (Cameroons; — coll. Druce).


*Rhadinopasa udei* Korsch, *l.c.* p. 15. t. 1. f. 4 (♀) (1891) (♀, Cameroons; ♀, Ashanti; — *Mus. Berlin*).


♂ ?. Variable in size. Femora with a small tuft of black hairs near the tip.

♂. Tenth tergite broad, curved, flat, suddenly narrowed to a hook (Pl. XXIII. f. 21); sternite a low, trapezoidal, sinuate ridge. Clasper elongate, gradually narrowed to end (Pl. XXXII. f. 6); a dorso-basal process beset with setiferous tubercles as in *Clanis*; harpe represented by a curved, longitudinal, multi-denticulate ridge, reminding one of that found in *Clanis undulosa*. Penis-sheath without armature, as in *Clanis* and some species of *Polyptychus*.

♀. Not dissected.

Larva: Dr. W. J. Ansorge reared a specimen of this species from the caterpillar, and preserved, very fortunately, the last skin of the caterpillar as well as the shell of the chrysalis. The head, pronotum, legs and anal segment have apparently been red; head large, round, granulose, the granules higher and more dispersed laterally; thoracic and abdominal segments with many spikes, which are about 2 mm. long, regularly conical, smooth, pale, with dark tips, those on the penultimate segment nearly entirely black, anal segment with three spines above and two approximate ones at the apex. Pupated July 4th: imago, September 7th.

Pupa glossy; head rounded: sheath of tongue elongate-triangular, acute, ending 4 mm. short of tip of sheath of foreleg; mesonotum transversely rugose; metanotum narrowest in middle, the anterior margin being somewhat concave; abdominal tergites densely and deeply punctured in front, the punctures becoming smaller and scarcer behind, the sides smooth near the stigmata of segments 1 to 4, scarcely with any punctures; segments 5 to 7 transversely multicarinate at the bases before the stigmata, the carinae low but sharp, the interspaces concave, punctures all near the stigmata; eighth segment more smooth, not densely punctured at the base above, not carinate in front of the stigmata; punctures of sternites not so dense and deep as above, the punctured area more restricted.

_Hab._ West Africa: Ashanti country to Cameroons, doubtless more widely distributed. In several collections.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂♂ from: Bipindi, Cameroons (Zenker); Akri Ugiidi, Lower Niger (Dr. Ansorge).

LIII. METAMIMAS.—*Typus*: _australis._


♂ ?. Tongue rather stout, but barely reaching end of forecoxa. Palpus slender, not much larger in ♂ than in ♀, narrow in ventral view, being compressed, projecting, pointed. Antenna slender, distal segments higher than long, end-segment
short, conical; \( \delta \): segments compressed, rectangular in side-view; ? : almost cylindrical, basal serrated ciliate rudimentary. Abdomen with spinules only at the edges of the tergites. Tibiae not spinose; spurs short, two pairs to hindtibia; pulvillus and paronychium present, the latter with two long thin lobes at each side; tarsi heavily scaled. Distal margins of wings entire, apex of forewing truncate; \( \text{SC}^2 \) and \( \text{R}^1 \) of hindwing on a rather long stalk, \( \text{D}^3 \) very oblique, more or less curved, longer than \( \text{D}^2 \).

Early stages not known to us.

*Hub.* Eastern parts of Australia.

One species.


*Sphincs australasiae* Donovan, *i.e.* t. 33, f. 1 (\( \varphi \)) (1816).


Metamimas bauksi, Butler, *i.e.* p. 628 (1877).

\( \delta \). Basal area of forewing of \( \delta \) more or less pale grey, while the wing of the ? is uniform in ground-colour.

\( \delta \). Tenth tergite (Pl. XXIII. f. 23) longitudinally impressed above, strongly chitinised, narrowed to a curved hook, distal portion carinate beneath, transsection prismatical, tip pointed; sternite a rather low, strongly chitinised ridge, which is somewhat bent upwards, faintly emarginate, minutely notched or granulate at the edge, with the sides rounded. Clasper large, rounded at apex, *without* patch of friction-scales, scales at and near dorsal edge very long; harpe with two processes, both ventral, pointing obliquely upwards, one proximal of the other, subbasal, the upper edge of the more distal one continued dorso-basal as a low ridge (Pl. XXXI. f. 23). Penis-sheath *without* armature.

\( ? \). Eighth tergite transverse, rounded-truncate, angles strongly rounded. Vaginal plate (Pl. XVI. f. 2) large, strongly chitinised, distal margin rounded, edge membranaceous; orifice postmedian (\( r \)), situated at the end of a prominent mesial carina; sides deeply concave.

*Hub.* Australia, eastern part.

In the Tring Museum \( \delta \ ? \delta \), 18 ? ? from N. S. Wales and South Queensland.

**LIV. COEQUOSA.—Typus: triangularis.**

*Sphincs* Donovan (\( \text{sub} \) Linneé, 1758), *Inst. V. Holll.* t. 33 (1805).

*Archontia* Boisduval (\( \text{sub} \) Laspeyres, 1809), *Voy. Astrolabe,* Lép. p. 181 (1832).

*Brachyglossa* id. (\( \text{sub} \) id., 1829), *Spéc. Gén.* Lép. t. 12 n. 1 (1836).


\( ? \). Differs from *Metamimas* in the hindtibia having only one pair of spurs, in the retinaculum being absent and the frenulum vestigial, in the more rounded, not distinctly truncate, apex of the forewing, and in the less oblique upper cross-vein of the hindwing.
Larva granulose-spinose; head triangular, no horn; seven oblique side-bands, anal segment with a round, black, white-pupilled tubercle at each side.—Food-plant: 
_Banksia, Persoonia._

_Hab._ Eastern parts of Australia.

One species.

Walker made a mistake in attributing four hindtibial spurs to both _australasiae_ and _triangularis._

### 174. Coequosa triangularis.

_Sphinx triangularis_ Donovan, _t._ 33. f. 2 (1805).

_Sphinx castaneus_ Perry, _Revue_ i. (1811).

_Achroanta triangularis_ Boisduval, _Voy. Astrolabe, Lép._ p. 181. n. 1 (1832); _Feisth., Voy. Fortuna_ p. 18 (1839).


_Coequosa (?) triangularis_, Butler, _L._ ix. p. 597 (1877) (Moreton Bay).

ζ ?. In Butler's _Revision_ this species stands at the end of the "_Smerinthinae_" and _Metamimis australasiae_ at the beginning.—It is apparently a rather common species. It does not vary much in colour, but somewhat in the sexual armature.

ζ. Tenth tergite longitudinally impressed, slender, curved downwards, not divided, widened at apex; sternite with a mesial lobe which is broader than long, and is strongly or moderately rounded. Clasper as broad as in _Metamimis_; harpe relatively short, with two processes, one at the end, the other dorsally before the end, both curved upwards (Pl. _XXXI._ f. 24), reminding one of the harpe of _Herse_ and _Achroanta_. Penis-sheath carinate dorsally.

ζ. Eighth tergite rather longer than in _M. australasiae_, mesially feebly emarginate. Vaginal plate (Pl. _XVI._ f. 1) very different from that of _M. australasiae_; orifice median, very large, its proximal and lateral edges strongly chitinised, but the rest of the ante-vaginal part of the plate membranaceous; this edge with some tubercles which bear single long hairs; posterior edge of orifice also somewhat raised: post-vaginal part of plate transverse, triangular mesially, apex slightly sinuate.

Larva see above; it mimics perhaps some kind of chameleon or lizard.

_Hab._ Eastern parts of Australia: Queensland; New South Wales.

In the Tring Museum 8 ζ ζ; 6 ζ ζ from New South Wales, one larva.

---

LV. CLANIS.—_Typus_: _phalaris._

_Sphinx_, _Cramer (non Linné, 1758), Papi._ _Ex._ ii. p. 83 (1777).

_Clanis Hubner, Vers._ _beh._ _Schm._ p. 138 (1822) (partim: _type: phalaris—nicobarensis)._ 


_Metagaster_ Boisduval, _Spec._ _Gén._ _Lép._ _Het._ i. p. 11 (1875) (type: _phalaris)._ 

_Amblytes_, Hampson (_non Walker, 1850), in Blanf., _Fam._ _Brit._ _Ind._, _Moths_ i. p. 77 (1892).

δ ζ. Tongue rather stout, but not reaching beyond the hindcoxa. Palpifer with bristles. Palpus incrassate distally, rather prominent in ζ, joint not open. Antennae setiform, segments prismatical in ζ, the seriated eillae short in and near the mesial line, segments circular in transverse section in ζ, with very slightly prolonged
basal and apical ciliae; the end-segment is short. Abdomen with many weak spines dorsally underneath the ordinary scaling, apical spines of segments numerous. Tibiae spines; spurs unequal, two pairs to hindtibiae; pulvillus and paronychium present, the latter with two lobes, of which the upper one is very slender. Distal edge of wings cuticle; frenulum and retinaculum present.

3. Clasper and seventh tergite without organ of friction; the former with dorso-basal tuberculated process (Pl. XXXII. f. 10, pa); penis-sheath without armature.

4. A large postvaginal plate (Pl. XVI. f. 3.—), which is strongly chitinised and projects distad.

Larva green, with oblique white side-stripes, granulose, head triangular in early stages, large and round in later stages.—Food-plant: Butea frondosa (and probably other plants).

Puja (of phalaris) insufficiently figured, not described.

Hab. Japan to Ceylon, eastwards to Timor; not yet found on the larger Sunda Islands, the Philippines, Malacca.

The specimens fade more or less as long as they are on the wing, fresh individuals being redder than those caught after the wings have been exposed for some time to damp and light.

There are six Asiatic and one African species, the latter deviating obviously from the Asiatic type.

Key to the species:

a. Forewing below with a black streak behind the cell
   Forewing below without a black streak behind the cell
   b. Midtibia white above like the hindtibia 175. Cl. bilineata.
   Midtibia not white above
   d. Forewing above with a pale costal area and a pale line before R3, long terminal spur of hindtibia more than half the length of the first tarsal segment 176. Cl. undulosa.
   Forewing above without pale costal area and pale line, spurs shorter, very unequal 177. Cl. eucalyptus.
   d. Midtibia with white streak on upperside like hindtibia
      Midtibia without white streak on upperside
      e. Large species, head not black in front 180. Cl. titra.
      Smaller species, head black in front 178. Cl. euripus.
   f. Forewing with pale costal patch and pale line before R3
      forewing almost unicolorons 179. Cl. phalaris.
   Forewing almost unicolorons 181. Cl. bicolor.

175. Clanis bilineata.

Cotes & Swinh., Cat. Moths Ind. i. p. 29. n. 2 (1887) (Sikhim; Darjiling); Fixsen, in Rom., Mem. Lep. iii. p. 322. n. 98 (1887) (Corea, viii.); Leech, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. p. 587. n. 28 (1888) (partim; Yokohama).

Amblypy bilineata, Hampson, Fauna Brit. Ind., Moths i. p. 80. n. 110 (1892) (Shanghai; Sikhim);
Dudgeon, Journ. Bombay N. H. Soc. xi. p. 408. n. 110 (1898) (Sikhim, vi. and viii.).

♂ ♀. Mid- and hindtibiae white above; the latter in ♀ as long as, in ♂ 2 mm. longer than, the first tarsal segment; spurs very unequal, short ones less than half the length of the long ones; these not quite half the length of the first tarsal segment. Forewing below with black streak behind the cell, hinder margin in ♀ about as long as, in ♂ 4 to 6 mm. longer than, distal margin: the pale costal area on the forewing above distinct.

♀. Tenth abdominal tergite (Pl. XXIII. f. 24) very different from that of all the other species, its apical half being very strongly narrowed with the apex not sinuate; the underside of this narrow portion is strongly chitinised, having the appearance as if the sides of the tergite, instead of being spread out laterad, were bent downwards and had become fixed together in the mesial line; the tip of the tergite is curved ventrad (Pl. XXIII. f. 28), forming a hook which is vertically thicker (side-view) than in the allied species, owing to the under surface slanting from each side towards the raised mesial line (c); sternite also very remarkable, being produced into two long processes (Pl. XXIII. f. 24). The harpe (Pl. XXXII. f. 11) consists of a ventral triangular ridge µc, which is subvertical upon the plane of the clasper and covered for the greater part with small scales; the submesial ridge cm is basally produced into a compressed process pb, while it fades away distally into the vemiicular folding of the clasper; the dorsal-basal process pdb is slender, curved, apically dilated and here beset with bristle-bearing tubercles.

♀. The eighth tergite very different from that of the other species in being deeply divided by a narrow sinus (Pl. XVI. f. 5. 6), the two lobes more or less notched or irregularly emarginate. The vaginal plate also characteristic (Pl. XVI. f. 4. 5): the vaginal orifice (c) mesial, surronded proximally and laterally by a fold, at each side of the orifice there is a groove bordered by a fold; the postvaginal plate very broadly rounded, almost truncate, extremely feebly emarginate mesially; fig. 5 gives a side-view of the end of the abdomen, showing the relative position of the dorsal and ventral plates; the anal cone (consisting of segments ix. and x.) is somewhat pushed anad to make it visible.

Early stages not known.

Hab. North India to Corea and Japan; the commonest species of this genus.
In the Tring Museum 15 ♀♂, ♀ ♀ ♀ from: Calcutta; Assam; Sikhim; Japan.

176. Clanis undulosa.

Clanis bilineata, Leech (Mrs Walker, 1856), Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. p. 119. n. 94 (1889) (Kukiang).
Basiana undulosa, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 702. n. 2 (1892) (N. China).
Basiana bilineata, Leech, i.e. p. 280. n. 45 (1898) (partim).

♂ ♀. Underside of femora, insides of anterior tibia and tarsus, upperside of mid- and hindtarsi and of antenna pink, upperside of midtibia and outerside of all
tibiae blackish; hindtibia of ♂ longer than, of ♀ as long as, the first tarsal segment; spurs longer than in the other species of Clanis, the short ones over half the length of the long ones, those of the apical pair of the hindtibia not so widely different in length as in the other Clanis, the longer one more than half the length of the first tarsal segment. Wings more elongate than in any other species of this genus. Distal margin of forewing in ♂ longer, in ♀ very little shorter, than the inner margin; the lines of lunules of the forewing on the whole stronger marked than in bilineata, with which the species has been confounded by Leech and Hampson; there are in some specimens four such lines between the cell and the postdiscal line which begins at the apical patch; the black area of the hindwing is more extended than in bilineata.

♂. The tenth tergite (Pl. XXIV. f. 3) is sinuate at the end, the lobes curved downwards and pointed, with the edges irregularly notched; in a lateral view (Pl. XXIII. f. 27) the lobe appears rather dilated before the apex, convex. The sternite (Pl. XXIV. f. 3) is membranaceous laterally, the mesial lobe is subtrunate, trapeziform, with the edges somewhat rounded. The harpe (Pl. XXXII. f. 8) consists of a submesial ridge em, which is deeply curved twice and distally raised to a flattened process, which curves basal and somewhat resembles the process of titan; the dorsal process pd is short and broad, and beset with rough warts, which bear each a short bristle.

♀. The eighth tergite (Pl. XVI. f. 8) is short, broadly sinuate, the sinus rounded, the sides projecting, rounded. The vaginal orifice (Pl. XVI. f. 9) is surrounded by two folds; the postvaginal plate is broadly rounded.

Early stages not known.

Hab. North China to North India.

In the Tring Museum 5 ♂ ♂, 1 ♀ from: Khasia Hills; Sikhim.

Chinese specimens in the collections of Charles Oberthür, de Joannis, and Dr. O. Standinger, and in the British Museum.

The species is generally larger than bilineata, but it varies in size; it is easily distinguishable from bilineata by the longer wings and the black midtibia and long spurs, besides the structure of the end of the abdomen.

177. Clanis decalson.


Amblyce decalson, Hampson, in Blaik., Fauna Brit. Ind., Moths i. p. 80. n. 111 (1892) ("Shillong" ex err.).

♂ ♀. The type of this species is a ♀ which has only one leg left out of the six, and this is a foreleg without tarsus. The specimen agrees in the shape of the eighth abdominal tergite well with undulosa, not at all with bilineata: the vaginal plate we have not dissected out, for fear of breaking the rather old and brittle specimen. In colour the individual comes very near undulosa, differs, however, in the following points: the forewing, which is much less elongate than in undulosa, bears three sharply marked dentate lines on the disc, equidistant from each other and from cell and the postdiscal, indistinct, line which begins at the
apical patch; there is no pale line before R₃ and no pale costal area. The black patch on the hindwing is restricted, longer at SM₂ than at R₂, and appears sinuate between M₁ and SM₂; there are tawny brown scales between this patch and the apex of the wing. The individual came from N. India, and has no more precise locality. A ♂ in the Oxford Museum from E. India (Hutton) agrees well with this ♂. Another ♂ in the British Museum, from the Leeceh collection, obtained by Captain Young at Kulu, belongs doubtless to this species. It is very pale, as pale as the palest phalaris. It agrees with undulosa in the midtibiae not being white above like the hindtibia and in the presence of a black streak on the underside of the forewing. The specimen is comparatively small, the forewing measuring only 47 mm. in length; the lines of the forewing are scarcely traceable, the black patch of the hindwing is still more restricted than in the type of decucation, the black scaling not extending beyond the end of the cell between R₂ and SC₂, while the area between cell and apex of wing is shaded with pale tawny. The two males differ structurally from undulosa in the following points: the hindtibia is as long as the first tarsal segment, and this barely longer than segments 2 to 3 together; the terminal pair of spurs is very unequal, shorter than in undulosa, the long one only half the length of the first tarsal segment. The genital armature is as in undulosa, but the lobes of the tenth tergite are somewhat slenderer, and the sternite is rounded.

The shorter distal margin of the forewing, the reduced, sinuate, black patch of the hindwing, the absence from the forewing of a pale costal area and of a white line before R₃, the shorter spurs of the hindtibia, and shorter first hindtarsal segment, are the principal characters by which this species can be distinguished from undulosa.

The larva mentioned by Forsayeth, l.c., may belong to this or some other species.

*Hab.* N. and N.W. India.

In the British Museum 1 ♂, 1 ♀ from N. India and Kulu. In the Oxford Museum 1 ♂ from E. India. Not seen in other collections.

178. *Clanis euroa* spec. nov.

♂ ♀. In colour and pattern and the proportions of the tibiae, spurs and tarsi close to the much larger *Cl. titan*. Differs as follows: front of head and end of palpus blackish, black mesial line of occiput and collar heavier; distal margin of forewing in both sexes about 6 mm. shorter than internal one, the distal edge of the pale area of the forewing more oblique between R₁ and R₂, the blackish line proximally of subcostal fork reaching down to R₃, not developed to a large cloud or patch, the following line barely indicated, the line halfway between fork and apical patch rather stronger marked than in *titan*. On the underside only the external one of the three discal lines of the forewing is indicated, and there is on the hindwing just a faint trace of the middle one of the three lines.

♂. The differences in the sexual organs of the ♂ are very marked; the harpe (Pl. XXXII, f. 9) is raised to a low submesial ridge cm, which fades away distally into the irregular folding of the inner sheath of the clasper, and which ends proximally in a pointed small tubercle. The dorsal process *pd* of the clasper is similar to that of phalaris. The tenth tergite (Pl. XXIV, f. 2) is deeply sinuate, the lobes are much broader than in *titan* and less sharply hooked (Pl. XXIII, f. 26); the sternite is truncate, with the angles rounded and somewhat curved dorsal.
? The eighth abdominal tergite resembling that of phalaris, but the sides are more produced distally. Vaginal plate (Pl. XVI f. 13) with a transverse fold in front of the orifice, the fold incuseate before the orifice; postvaginal plate narrowing distally, truncate.

Length of forewing: \( \varphi \), 55-60 mm.; \( \sigma \), 22-24 mm.

Breadth of forewing: \( \varphi \), 61 mm.; \( \sigma \), 25 mm.

**Hab.** Omania, Dutch Timor, November to December 1891 (W. Doherty).

2 \( \varphi \varphi \) 1 \( \sigma \sigma \), in the Tring Museum; **type**: \( \varphi \).

This may be only a geographical representative of titan in spite of the great differences in the sexual armature; intergradations may occur in the more western parts of the Malay Subregion, where no Claniis have been found as yet.

170. **Claniis phalaris**


*Sphinx* *pagana* Fabricius, *Spec. Ins.* ii. p. 146, n. 29 (1781) (Ind. or., Mus.-Banks; -Mus. Brit.);

id., *Mant. Ins.* ii. p. 36. n. 34 (1877); *Gmel., Syst. Nat.* i. 5, p. 2885. n. 92 (1790) (India); Fabr., *Ent. Syst. iii.* i. p. 566. n. 34 (1783).


*Coequosa (?) phalaris* Walker, *loc. cit.* n. 258. n. 3 (1856).

*Sphinx (?) pagana*, id., *loc. cit.* p. 264 (1856).


*Metagastes nicobarensis*, id., *loc. n. 2 (1875).


*Claniis cervina*, id., *loc. cit.* n. 15. t. 81. f. 6 (1881); *Fors., Trans. Ent Soc. Lond.* p. 393. t. 15. f. 1. 2. (larva; pupa) (1884) (Mhow); *Cot. & Swinh., Cat. Motth. Ind.* i. p. 29. n. 160 (1877).


\( \varphi \varphi \). This species varies a good deal in the tint of the ground-colour, some specimens being much redder than others; the lines of the forewing vary also, being sometimes more, sometimes less distinct. Cramer’s figure applies to this species, not to what has been described below under the name of titan. Though the figure is very grossly executed, it shows nevertheless one essential character of phalaris = nicobarensis. In this species, namely, the pale area of the upperside of the forewing expands in the submarginal region between SC\(^5\) and R\(^3\), while in titan it is much narrower, expanding only between SC\(^5\) and R\(^2\). It is quite possible that there are several subspecies of this species, but with the material at present at disposal it is scarcely safe to form an opinion upon this point. We have examined the genital armature of several specimens from North and South India and Ceylon, and did not find any reliable difference. The specimens described by Walker as cervina—we have dissected the \( \varphi \)—are very pale, the pale costal area of the forewing and the line before R\(^2\) consequently being hardly discernible; there is no black streak on the underside of the forewing, and no white line
upon the upperside of the midtibia. The structure being the same as in *phalaris*, we cannot entertain any doubt that *cerrina* is specifically the same as *phalaris*. Other North Indian individuals are much redder and the pattern of the forewing is more obviously marked.

The species can be distinguished by the following characters:

♂. Midtibia not white above like the hindtibia; this nearly as long as the first and second tarsal segments together; short spurs not half the length of the long ones, these not half the length of the first tarsal segment. Distal margin of forewing about 3 mm. shorter than the inner margin in both sexes. The pale costal area of the forewing distally limited behind by vein R₂, always extending beyond R₁.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite similar to that of *titan* (Pl. XXIV. f. 1), but the two apical hooks proportionally longer; the sternite resembling that of *cerrina* (Pl. XXIV. f. 2), but mesially more rounded, as regards outline standing about midway between the sternites of *cerrina* and *titan*. The harpe (Pl. XXXII. f. 10) consists of a ventro-submesial plate which is raised into a submesial ridge *cm*; this ridge is basally prolonged into a sharply pointed long hook *ph*, and distally into a broad, apically rounded process which is somewhat concave on the broad side; the edge of this process is raised distally and ventrally, running down to near the edge of the clasper, while on the underside the process bears a fold *f*, which connects it with the inner sheath of the clasper, the fold disappearing in a patch of very irregular, strongly curved, small folds; the dorsal process *pd* of the clasper is ribbon-like on the upperside, rather pointed ventrally at the end and irregularly denticulate; between this process and the harpe there is a rather conspicuous fold.

♀. The eighth tergite (Pl. XVI. f. 10) is swollen and rounded laterally; it does not project distad over the scale-bearing membrane. Vaginal plate (Pl. XVI. f. 3) with a transverse fold before the vaginal orifice; the postvaginal part of the plate projecting distad as in the other species, its apical margin shallowly sinuate.

Larva green, with oblique whitish side-bands, granulose, granules especially large on head, legs, and anal segment. Young: head triangular, horn long. Adult: head very large, round, horn reduced to a short triangular lobe.

Pupa figured, but not described; of the ordinary type, special characters not known.

*Hab.* North India (Sikhim) to Ceylon and the Nicobar Islands.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♀♂, ♀♀ from: Ceylon; Sikhim. Occurs most likely also in N.W. India.

1860. Clanis *titan* spec. nov.


*Amblyza phalaris*, Hampson, in Blanch., *Fam. Br. Ind.*, Maths i. p. 79, n. 100 (1892) (Sikhim).


♂. Mid- and hindtibia white above (in *phalaris* the midtibia not white), the latter as long as (♂), or (?) 1 mm. longer than, the first tarsal segment; short spurs barely one-third of the long ones, little longer than the tibia is broad. Scaling of antennae pale pink; frons and end of palpus very little darker than the sides of the occiput.

Wings, upperside.—Forewing: distal margin about 1 mm. shorter than
internal one in \( \delta \), 7 mm. in \( \varphi \); chestnut, paler and somewhat pinkish towards base, a large vinaceous-cinnamon patch expanded between costal margin and \( R^3 \), extended to distal margin between veins \( SC^2 \) and \( R^1 \), not between \( SC^2 \) and \( R^2 \) as in \textit{phaliris}; the transverse lines not dentate; a broad subbasal line about 3 mm. from the base of \( M^2 \), distinct, another almost parallel with it a little distal of \( M^2 \), indistinct, some traces of lines between this and internal angle; within the pale area there is a large brown patch or cloud, representing two lines, situated upon the subcostal fork; another line between this cloud and the apical patch. — Hindwing as in \textit{phaliris}, but the basal area darker chestnut.

**Underside** as in \textit{phaliris}, the transverse lines of the forewing less distinct; the middle line of the hindwing close to the proximal line, the interspace partly filled up with scaling of the same colour as the lines.

\( \delta \). Tenth abdominal tergite (Pl. XXIV. f. 1) very broad, apex very broadly but not deeply sinuate, the two lobes slender, strong, pointed, curved downward, forming a hook, which is represented in side-view by Pl. XXIII. f. 25; sternite (Pl. XXIV. f. 1) rounded. The harpe consists of a curved subventral ridge (Pl. XXXII. f. 7, \( cm \)), which is distally produced into a broad, strongly chitinised flap with irregular teeth at the edge, the flap curving proximal; the dorsal process \( pd \) of the clasper is short and very broad, and bears scarcely any setiferous tubercles, the few bristles at its edge being nearly all inserted in the usual way in punctures; the interspace between the harpe and the dorsal process is filled up with very high and very thin lamellae of the inner membrane of the clasper (only one \( \delta \) seen); the ventral edge of the clasper clothed with short bristles.

\( \varphi \). The eighth abdominal tergite (Pl. XVI. f. 11) strongly chitinised, long, very feebly bi-emarginate, projecting, the angles strongly rounded, the sides convex. Vaginal plate short, a short curved ridge in front and at the sides of the orifice, postvaginal part of plate truncate, with the angles strongly rounded and the sides slanting (Pl. XVI. f. 12).

Length of forewing: \( \delta \), 72 mm.; \( \varphi \), 79 mm.
Larva and pupa not known.
*Hub.* North India.
In the Tring Museum 1 \( \delta \), 1 \( \varphi \) from the Khasia Hills (\( \delta \), \textit{type}), and Sikhim (Mandelli, ex coll. Felder).
In the British Museum 1 \( \varphi \) from Sikhim. Not seen in other collections.

181. \textit{Clanis bicolor} (Pl. LXVI. f. 6, \( \varphi \)).

\( \delta \). Not known.

\( \varphi \). We have recently received from Sierra Leone a \( \varphi \) which agrees essentially with the type, though it is much larger. The species is not a typical \textit{Clanis}, the palpus being too small for that genus, and the spurs of the midtibia—the hindtibiae—are missing in both specimens—are too short. But in the absence of the \( \delta \), the species is best left where it was originally placed. The cross-veins of the hindwing are transverse, not obviously oblique, \( D^2 \) is almost twice the length of \( D^3 \), both the upper and lower angle of the cell about 90°. Eighth tergite sinuate. Vaginal plate (Pl. XVI. f. 7) with an asymmetrical transverse fold before the orifice, produced into two long, slender, pointed lobes; postvaginal plate rounded-triangular.

Early stages not known.
Hab. West Africa: Sierra Leone.
Two ♀♀ in the Tring Museum: the type (figured) without locality. Not seen in other collections.

LVI. PSEUDOCLANIS.—Typus: postica.

Zowilia Walker, l.c. xxxi. p. 34 (1864) (partim).
Ambulyx, Mable (non Walker, 1856), Bull. Soc. Philom. (7. iii. p. 135 (1879).
Clania, Druce (non Hübner, 1822), in Moloney, West Afric. Forestry p. 193 (1887).

♂♀ Tongue much shorter than in Clania. Joint of palpus open as in Polytypus. Abdominal tergites spinose all over. Tibiae spinose; two pairs of spurs to hindtibia; pulvillus and paronychium present. No friction-patch on clasper. Distal margins of wings entire, apex of forewing produced; hindwing yellow or red, with large conspicuous black basal patch.

Early stages not known.

Larva presumably spinose and with rounded head.

Hab. Africa and Madagascar.

Differs from the species of Polytypus with falcate forewings in the weak tongue. Some of the species dealt with under Polytypus—for instance pygarg and allies—will perhaps ultimately come into this genus; but we leave them there for the present, confining Pseudoelaius to the species with a large black basal patch on the hindwing, which will enable also those lepidopterists who do not go closely into the structure of the insects to locate correctly any new species.

Key to the species:

Hindwing red, without black postdiscal band . 182. P. karschi.
Hindwing yellow, with black postdiscal band . 183. P. postica.
Hindwing pinkish grey, with black postdiscal band . . . . . . . . . 184. P. grandidieri.

182. Pseudoelaius karschi spec. nov.

♀. A broad-winged insect. Apex of forewing produced into a long blunt hook; distal margins entire, that of forewing convex between R^2 and SM^2. Tibiae spinose. Head, thorax, and basal segments of abdomen olive-green above, rest of abdomen and underside clay-colour, legs olive-brown.

Wings, upperside.—Forewing olive-green; three darker green lines in basal half, running obliquely from costal to inner margin, the first reaching inner margin before middle, the second in middle, the second and third converging behind; an indistinct median line, convex from upper angle of cell to R^3, then continued from lower angle of cell to inner margin, followed by another line between costal margin and R^3: a yellowish green discmarginal area bordered by the median line and R^3; apex of wing of the same colour; an oblique brown line from tip of SC^2 to R^2 bordering a brownish submarginal space.—Hindwing rosy red; a large black basi-discal patch behind the cell; abdominal fold dirty grey; marginal area yellowish olive-green.
Underside.—Forewing: basal half rosy red, except costal and inner margins, rest of wing yellowish olive-green; a broad glossy discal band from costal margin to beyond R³, a large triangular submarginal space of the same colour proximally bordered by an oblique blackish line.—Hindwing shaded with buff: a large rosy red patch between cell and abdominal margin, three yellowish green lines across the disc: the first straight, 5 mm. from cell at R³, the second also straight, the third dentate behind, the lines nearly equidistant.

Vaginal plate (partly visible in type) with a high, almost rectangular, ridge: the corners sharp, somewhat produced, distal edge truncate-sinuate. Eighth tergite truncate, angles very strongly rounded.

Length of forewing: ♂, 68 mm.
♀ and early stages not known.

Hab. Victoria, Cameroons, 1 ? in the Berlin Museum.
Named in honour of Professor Karsch.

183. Pseudoclanis postica.


♂ ♀. Tongue short and weak. Joint of segments 1 and 2 of palpus naked, open. Antennal segments of ♀ somewhat compressed ventrally, transsection subtriangular, basal rows of ciliate distinct. Distal margins of wings entire; D² of hindwing very oblique, twice as long as D¹. Tenth abdominal tergite of ♀ deeply divided into slender, hooked, pointed lobes (Pl. XXIV. f. 6. 7. 8.); sternite membranaceous, without lobes or processes. Clasper very broad, divided apically; harpe produced distally into a long process (Pl. XXXII. f. 12. 13). No friction-patch upon clasper, but the scales at the end of the eighth tergite curved inwards. Penis-sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 25) with an arched belt of teeth which reaches the apical edge at one side and is continued on the membranaceous duct. Eighth tergite of ♀ (Pl. XVI. f. 16) sinuate, with two or more teeth; vaginal plate produced at each side of the cavity into a curved, pointed or dentate, process (Pl. XVI. f. 14. 15). The lines and bands of the forewing are more pronounced in fresh specimens: the two straight double bands in the basal half which run obliquely distal from the costal to the inner margin are more distinct in the ♀ than in the ♂. Besides the large basal patch and the postdiscal band, which follows the curve of the distal margin, there are in some specimens vestiges of black discal lines. Distal margin more convex in ♀ than in ♂.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Africa, from Sierra Leone and Abyssinia to Cape Colony.

Said to produce a sound as *Acherontia*.

Three subspecies:

♀. *P. postica postica*.


*Pseudoclanis postica*, Rothschild, *l.c*.

♂ ♀. Distal margin of forewing slightly convex between R¹ and M¹ in both sexes. Black postdiscal band of hindwing interrupted in most specimens, sometimes represented only by vein-dots.
The two slender processes of the tenth tergite form each a moderately curved hook (Pl. XXIV. f. 6; side-view). Clasper (Pl. XXXII. f. 13) sinuate at the apex, the sinuses continued proximad by the vestige of a slit; proximal part of harpe very bulky, filling up the greater part of the cavity of the clasper, produced distally into a rather long and slender process which is somewhat curved at the end. The teeth of the penis-sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 25) well developed on one side (left-hand side in fig.), the mesial ones being a little heavier, while the teeth disappear more or less from the other side of the sheath.

♀. Eighth abdominal tergite with two pointed processes at the sides of the mesial sinuses, the processes variable in length. Vaginal plate (Pl. XVI. f. 14) with a prominent folded and dentate transverse ridge before the vaginal cavity, the ridge sinuate mesially, laterally joining the broad dentate side-processes, which curve mesiad.

_Hab._ Cape Colony to British East Africa.

In the Tring Museum 10 ♂ ♂, 4 ♀ ♀ from: Natal; Taveta; Escarpment, British East Africa, February and March 1901 (W. Doherty).


♂. Not known.

♀. This sex differs from that of the preceding subspecies in the lines of the forewing being thinner and better defined, especially those on the disc. The ridge in front of the vaginal orifice is similar to that of _postica_, but less incassate, with the folds rather sparser.

We are inclined to regard _abyssinicus_ as a synonym of _postica_, but more material from Abyssinia must be examined before the two can be put together. For the present it is certainly more opportune to keep them apart. Possibly the East African individuals of _postica_ may turn out to be somewhat different in structure from the southern specimens: here, too, more material is wanted.


_P. postica occidentalis_ subsp. nov.

_Clanis postica_ Druce, in Moloney, West Afr. Forestry p. 483, n. 9 (1887).

♂♀. Distal margin of forewing straight in middle in ♂, feebly convex in ♀. The black band of the hindwing entire in most individuals, especially in the ♀ stx. Sexual organs remarkably different from those of _postica_ and _abyssinicus_.

♂. The two processes of the tenth tergite closer together than in _postica_, longer, and more strongly curved downwards (Pl. XXIV. f. 8, side-view). The clasper is distally divided into a broad ventral lobe, which is pointed, almost hooked at the end (Pl. XXXII. f. 12), and a slender dorsal lobe, which has developed into a strongly chitinised hook curving ventral, nearly touching with the tip the apex of the ventral lobe; the harpe is larger than in _postica_; the distal process
is very broad at base, gradually tapering to end, curving ventrad and basad, and protruding beyond the edge of the ventral margin of the clasper. The sheath of the penis has the lateral teeth less developed, while the medial ones (the most proximal) are represented by one or two short but rather high carinae, or by cariniform teeth.

The eighth abdominal tergite has, besides the two processes shown in fig. 16 of Pl. XVI. some smaller teeth at the edge; the length of the processes is very variable. Proximal part of vaginal plate (Pl. XVI. f. 15) raised into a dentate ridge, which is deeply sinuate mesially: laterally the ridge joins a dentate process which curves mesiad and ends in a point, this conical process prominent, visible without dissection after removal of a few scales.

*Hab. West Africa, from Sierra Leone to the Congo.*

In the Tring Museum 6♂♂, 3♀♀ from: Sierra Leone (*type, ♀*): Bopoto and Yakanu, Upper Congo (K. Smith), one in July.

184. Pseudoclanis grandidieri.


♂♀. Though we have only seen the types of *grandidieri* and *watersi*, we do not entertain the slightest doubt that the third name quoted above refers to the same species. Tongue short and weak, scarcely visible between the palpi. Palpi long, slender. Tibiae spinose, hindtibia with few spines at end; spurs with long naked points, those of midtibia almost equal, longer terminal one of hindtibia more than half the length of the first tarsal segment. Forewing falcate; SC^2 and R^3 of hindwing on a rather long stalk; R^2=R^3, R^3 nearly twice the length of R^1.

♂. Tenth tergite triangular, curved, simple, apex obtusely pointed, distally subcuneate above; tenth sternite (Pl. XXIII. f. 18) with two short pointed processes. Clasper covered in distal half, outer side, with small, sharply bidentate scales; harpe (Pl. XXXI. f. 22) dilated ventrally, fish-tail shaped at end, the two processes unequal in type of *watersi*, equal in another specimen dissected; eighth tergite with the marginal scales turned inside, forming a crest or ribbon of scales. Penis-sheath with a slender pointed process directed proximad.

♀. Not dissected.

Early stages not known

*Hab.* Madagascar; Comoro Is.

In the British Museum, coll. Oberthür, coll. Grandidier and the Muséum at Halle.

A single ♀ from Grande Comore in the collection of Charles Oberthür differs in the forewing being less falcate, and in the black band of the hindwing being more proximal and almost separated into vein-spots.
LVII. PLATYSPHINX gen. nov.—Typus: *constrigilis*.


♂ ♀. Tongue rather stout, but short. Palps smaller in ♀ than in ♂, joint not quite open. A tuft of long hair-scales behind the eye, hanging over the lower part of same. Antenna of ♀ thin, cylindrical, not grooved, serrated ciliae very slightly prolonged; of ♂ strongly compressed, deeply grooved; end-segment short. Abdominal tergites spinose all over, the spination more tawny, stronger, and denser at the apical margins. Tibiae *spinose*; foretibia nearly as long as tarsus; spurs short, one pair to hindtibia; palvillus and paronychium present. Distal margin of wings entire; apex of forewing little produced, acute, hinder angle very obtuse in ♀, less so in ♂; D₃ of hindwing oblique, about twice as long as D₁, lower angle of cell more or less acute. Clasper and eighth tergite without friction-scales.

Early stages not known: the larva most probably spiny.

*Hab.* West and East Africa, not yet known from German and British East Africa.

A derivation from a form similar to *Pseudocatanis postica*, differing in the shorter tongue, the longer tibiae, the absence of the proximal pair of hindtibial spurs, the not-prolonged serrated ciliae of the ♀-antenna, etc.

The four species resemble one another rather closely in colour; their discrimination requires some care.

Key to the species:

a. Hindwing below shaded with conspicuous
   white scaling on disc . . . . . . 185. *P. constrigilis*.
   Hindwing below without white scaling on disc . . b.

b. Forewing practically without speckles . . . . 188. *P. piabilis*.
   Forewing with numerous speckles . . . . c.

r. Forewing below with large red patches or a
   red band behind cell . . . . . . 186. *P. stigmatia*.
   Forewing below without either large red
   patches or a red band behind cell . . . . 187. *P. phyllis*.

185. *Platysphinx constrigilis*.


♂ ♀. This is the most generalised of the species of this genus.

Wings: *upperside*, speckles small, those of forewing minute.—Forewing: a straight, narrow, oblique line 2 or 3 mm. proximally of M₂, continuous from costal to inner margin; another line across apex of cell appearing as a direct prolongation of a line along R₃, an isolated uniform line between M and (M₁) proximally of base of M₁; three discal lines, the inner two geminate, both obsolete between R₂ and M₁, reappearing between M₁ and M₂ as two halfmoons, of which the proximal one is very faint; the third line consisting of arches, produced distad upon the veins, arch R₃—M₁ much more proximal than the others; a short brown
apical line: besides the white subapical halfmoon, there is a diffuse whitish patch at the costal margin between the cell and the first discal line, and another smaller one beyond the second discal line.— Hindwing: a discal line touching apex of cell, narrow, sometimes indistinct in front, another near it, abbreviated or obsolete, a third convex in front, then concave, narrow, and a black line outside the third at anal angle reaching up to M²; veins with minute black streaks at extremities.

Underside.—Forewing: markings similar to upperside, less distinct, those in basal half red, the subbasal line vestigial, straight streak in apex of cell as on upperside in the direction of R², subapical white spot larger and more strongly projecting distal before Sc, the other two white patches restricted to the costal margin.—Hindwing: lines nearly as above, but blackish brown, interspace between second and third, or nearly the whole wing, shaded with white, a short white line before apex, marginal area very faintly shaded with white.

♀. Tenth tergite broad, sides undulate (Pl. XXIV. f. 9; apex broken in the only specimen at disposal; it is apparently cleft or sinnate); sternite produced into a long, slender, cylindrical, slightly club-shaped process. Clasper (Pl. XXXIII. f. 1) narrowed towards apex, ventral margin dilated near base, then emarginate; harpe represented by a proximal, pointed, slightly curved process which stands far apart from the clasper, the processes of the two sides being close together and visible between the claspers without dissection. Penis-sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 23) stout, jug-shaped, the apical margin produced laterad; penis-funnel (r-f) with a short, ventral, carinate process.

♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XVII. f. 3) resembling to a certain extent that of *Pseudochlitis postica*; antevaginal part (a°p) mesially folded, a large groove at each side; vaginal orifice (') situated between two compressed processes, which are curved mesial and are pointed, resembling somewhat a bird’s head and breast; post-vaginal part (p°p) slightly sunken proximally, the greater part membranaceous, sealed.

Early stages not known.

Hab. West Africa: Sierra Leone to the Congo.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♀ from Sierra Leone, and a very bad ♀ from the Niger Coast Protectorate.

A fine ♀ from Cameroons in the Museum at Stockholm.

We have not seen the type of *constrictilis*, but Walker’s description agrees very well with this insect, which can easily be distinguished from the other species by the forewing having three white costal patches, a narrow and straight subbasal line, and a narrow line at the apex of the cell, which line has the direction of R².

186. *Platysphinx stigmaticus*.


*Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 703. n. 9 (1892).


♀. Upperside.—Forewing: an oblique costal patch reaching M at or near base of M², followed behind M by a smaller one which is somewhat more proximal than the hinder end of the first patch, and more or less continuous with a third spot behind (SM¹), the three forming a quite irregular line or band; another irregular band before apex of cell, consisting of two patches, the first oblique from costa to
M. several mm broad, the second between M\textsuperscript{1} and SM\textsuperscript{2}, the two separated or contiguous; two equally indistinct and ill-defined bands or traces of such on disc, the external one more or less dentate, widened at costal margin, here including a white lunule (which stands really at the proximal side of the dentate line proper); the marginal area partly or almost totally filled up with brown scaling, especially between R\textsuperscript{3} and M\textsuperscript{2}, this brown area absorbing more or less the dentate line.—Hindwing: the tawny red speckles large, becoming blackish brown at the abdominal margin, the two bands formed by the speckles broad, the external one not always distinct.

Underside: speckles of both wings large.—Forewing: bands as above, but those in the basal half red; subapical white patch larger than above, more square: fringe black at ends of veins.—Hindwing: discal band not touching lower angle of cell, about 2 mm. broad; the others nearly parallel to margin, not concave beyond middle; costal margin more than twice as long as abdominal margin.

♂. Abdomen open behind owing to the peculiar development of the claspers. Tenth tergite (Pl. XL. f. 11, ventral view) broad, sinuate, lobes rounded; sternite broad, strongly narrowed to apex, which is truncate, middle of sternite sunken. Clasper (Pl. XL. f. 8): dorsal margin produced distally into a long process which is armed with thin acute teeth; ventral part of clasper reduced, rounded, densely clothed with small scales; a subbasal rather slight fold, and another fold situated more distally beset with bristles; harpe represented by a long pointed process; the processes of the two harpes close together. Penis-sheath (Pl. XL. f. 14) short, stout, curved, ending in a short process which appears clubbed in side-view, but is compressed and therefore pointed in dorsal view.

♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XVII. f. 2) larger than in the other species; vaginal orifice (I) on a kind of postament which is compressed to a ridge at each side; the ridge truncate with the angles projecting; behind this elevated structure there is a deep cavity the hinder (or upper) wall of which is formed by the large, strongly chitinised, postvaginal plate (ρρ), this plate mesially carinate within the cavity, and transversely rugate or folded distally.

Hab. Congo basin and East Africa; its range extends probably farther north.

In the Tring Museum: 2 ♀♂, 3 ♀♀ from the Congo: Bopoto, August and December (Oram; K. Smith); and Portuguese East Africa.

187. Platysphinx phyllis spec. nov. (Pl. l. f. 1, ♂).

♀. Wings comparatively shorter and broader than in the other species; body and wings paler.

Wings, underside, speckles sparser, on hindwing in size midway between those of constrigilis and stigmatica.—Forewing: binder angle less rounded; subbasal line indicated by an oblique indistinct line in cell in front of base of M; a line in apex of cell, broader than in constrigilis, much narrower than the respective patch in stigmatica, forming as in the latter species an obtuse angle with R\textsuperscript{3}, a short elongate costal mark at base of fork indicating a discal line, another narrower mark halfway to apex, a brown apical patch, sharply defined behind, within it a trace of the white spot of the other species; speckles somewhat denser in marginal area between R\textsuperscript{3} and M\textsuperscript{2} and along R\textsuperscript{3}.—Hindwing: abdominal margin paler than in the other species, with few speckles; the inner discal band vestigial, nearly straight, the second and third present in constrigilis not marked.
Underside more extended pale yellow, especially the forewing, than in the other species, the speckles not denser than above.—Forewing: the brown apical patch sharply defined behind, including white scaling, costal markings as above, some larger speckles on disc indicating the exterior discal line.—Hindwing: inner discal line more distinct than above, composed of speckles, not touching cell, the external discal line indicated by a small costal spot.

Vaginal plate (Pl. XVII. f. 1) proximally convex: orifice (F) very large, its edge produced into a short tooth at the sides (α): at the hinder margin stands at each side a long finger-like process which is basally broader in a lateral than in a ventral view, the apex of the process is obtuse; postvaginal part of plate (μρ) very short, membranaceous, sealed, no cavity behind the processes.

Length of forewing: 52 mm.

♀ and early stages not known.


188. Platyphinx piabilis.


♂. Wings, upperside.—Forewing scarcely with any speckles, five costal spots, sharply marked, the first narrower, in front of base of M, the second broader, oblique like the first, before end of cell, the third at fork, at right angles to R, the fourth small, 10 mm. from apex, the fifth subapical, narrowly crescent-shaped, with some brown speckles near it, the spot and speckles situated in a very faint, deeper yellow triangle: fringe yellow like disc, with minute black vein-dots.—Hindwing: red speckles dispersed, none in apical half of cell, and only traces of a few in the pale abdominal area, fringe pale yellow, blackish at anal angle, with a small spot at vein M.

Underside purer yellow than in the other species: forewing brighter yellow in basal two-thirds, with vestiges of minute speckles, a red bar in middle and a larger red spot at apex of cell, traces of red spots behind M, a short brown bar at fork, a lunate subapical spot shaded with a few white scales, preceded by a minute spot as above.—Hindwing: speckles less numerous than in the other species, and less distinct.

Antenna longer and stouter than in *constrigalis*, hindwing narrower. Tenth tergite (Pl. XXIV. f. 10) broad and short, sinuate, the lobes convex above, rounded: sternite produced into a long triangular process, which is much broader basally than in *constrigalis*. Harpe entirely different from that of *constrigalis*, consisting of a broad obtuse process armed with many acute teeth (Pl. XXXIII. f. 2). Penis-sheath ending in a long pointed process (Pl. XXX. f. 22).

♂ and early stages not known.

Hab. Pretoria, Transvaal.

One ♂ in coll. W. L. Distant.
LVIII. LEPTOCLANIS gen. nov.—Typus: *pulchra*.

_Schaeromyia_, Westwood (now Duponcheel, 1835), in Oates, _Mollusks_ p. 354 (1881).
_Thevreta_, Kirby (now Hubner, 1822), _Cat. Lep. Hist._ i. p. 651 (1822).

♂. Tongue short and weak, clothed with long woolly scales. Palpi with bristles, close to genal process, which is globose. Palpus smoothly scaled, slender, first segment short, second about three times as long as breadth, joint not distinctly open. Head crested. Antennal segments dilated above the grooves, outline of antenna therefore crenate in dorsal view, distal segments scarcely compressed, higher than long, oblong in side-view, with the ventro-basal angle rounded, end-segment very obtuse, about half as long again as basally high. A tuft of long hair-scales behind eye, and a small tuft at frontal side of eye. Abdomen with spines only at the edges of the tergites. Tibiae spinose, spines prominent, few in number, those at end of foretibia slightly prolonged; spurs short, two pairs to hindtibia, longer terminal spur about one-fourth the length of the first tarsal segment; claws slender, pulvillus present, paronychium absent. Distal margin of wings entire, apex of both wings pointed but not produced: D² of hindwing in or below centre, cross-veins nearly or quite straight, slightly oblique, lower angle of cell not very acute. No organ of friction on clasper and eighth tergite.

♀ and early stages not known.

_Hab._ S.E. and S.W. Africa.

Two species.

Differs from _Polyphlebus_, _Clanis_, and _Leucophlebia_ in the absence of the paronychium.

The genus is of particular interest, as it connects the aberrant-looking _Leucophlebia_ with _Clanis_.

189. _Leptoclanis pulchra_ spec. nov. (Pl. 1.XVI. f. 9, ♀).

♂. Body creamy: face, middle of crest, centre of collar, a mesial stripe on mesonotum, a broad inner border to mesothoracical tegula, middle of metanotum and first abdominal segment, palpus, breast and anterior femur and tibia olive-green; spinules of abdominal tergites ochraceous; first segment of palpus with lateral tuft of red scales.

Wings with the veins more or less creamy in distal area. **Upperside.**—Forewing: cream-colour: a rather large subbasal dash at inner margin, a triangular patch filling up apex of cell, a triangular subapical costal patch between SC² and R², and two patches at bases of cells B²-M¹, olive-green, the latter two patches shading off distally, the green scaling reaching margin, where it extends to costal and inner angles; three indistinct lines: one before base of M², oblique, two on disc, parallel, 3 mm. distant from each other.—Hindwing: basal two-thirds red rest creamy, shaded with olive-green, especially at distal margin; two thin discal lines.

**Underside.**—Forewing red from base to end of cell or beyond, rest dirty cream-colour, shaded with olive-green; two discal lines as above, and a trace of an oblique apical line.—Hindwing: a red subbasal streak behind (SM¹), two discal lines as above, the proximal one 2 to 3 mm. from cell at R², curved behind and slightly also in front: an elongate buffish stigma.
\( \delta \). Tenth tergite broad (Pl. XXIV. f. 4), apex turned downward, sub-truncate; sternite (Xe) also broad, long, deeply and broadly sinuate, the two lobes long, obtuse. Clasper obtusely triangular (Pl. XXXII. f. 17), with a dorso-basal compressed process (\( \mu db \)) which is tubercleose apically at the edge; harpe a subrenal longitudinal ridge which is basally and apically produced into a process, the harpe resembling that of *Clanis undulosa* (Pl. XXXII. f. 8). Penis-sheath without armature.

♀. Not known.

*Hab. Salisbury, Mashonaland, December and February (G. A. K. Marshall); Angola.*

In the Tring Museum 3 \( \delta \) \( \delta \) from Salisbury (*type*); and Golungo Alto, Angola (Welwitsch). A series from Salisbury in the British Museum.

1901. Leptoclanis basalis.


*Chlorocampa virgo* Westwood, in *Oates, Malacodiana* p. 354. t. e. f. 11 (\( \delta \)) (1881) (Zambezi; — Mus. Oxford).


Basium (\( \delta \) basalis, id., *loc. p. 703. n. 12 (1892).

\( \delta \) ?. We have not the type of *basalis*; the description applies, however, without doubt to the insect figured by Westwood as *virgo*. The \( \delta \) is very pale; the green patches of the preceding species are absent; the forewing has a distinct black stigma, and the red patch of the hindwing is much more sharply defined than in *patches*.

The ? is said by Walker to have the forewing speckled with brown and traversed by five brown lines (another species?).

\( \delta \). Tenth tergite divided into two widely separated slender and acutely pointet processes which are curved mesial and ventral; the sternite with one long, very slender and very sharp process. Harpe (Pl. LIX. f. 7) ending in a short, broad, rounded, dentate ridge.

*Hab. Zambezi.*

One \( \delta \) in the Oxford Museum.

LIX. LEUCOPHLEBIA.—*Typus* : lineata.


\( \delta \) ?. Tongue short and weak, naked or scaled. Pilifer with bristles. Antenna strongly compressed in \( \delta \) (inclusive of distal segments), deeply grooved, dilated above the grooves, outline crenate in dorsal view, penultimate segment about as long as high, last one triangular, about three times as long as basally high, or the antenna pectinated; in ? slightly prismatical, scarcely grooved, without distinctly prolonged serrated ciliae, broader than high in transsection, distal segments somewhat flattened ventrally. No eyelashes. Palpae much larger in \( \delta \) than in ?; joint not open. Abdominal tergites spinose at least at the edges. Tibiae spinose; two pairs of spurs to hindtibia, longer terminal spur about one-third the length of the first tarsal segment; palvillus and paronychium present, but the lobes of the latter short and slender, the ventral lobes longer than the lateral ones, which are almost obsolete. Distal margin of wings entire, apex of forewing pointed, but not
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from the various countries. The maize-yellow streak of the forewing is not constant in width. Distal edge of hindwing seldom rosy.

3. Tenth tergite gradually narrowed to the end, longitudinally impressed, the strongly chitinised lateral edges somewhat elevated, apex truncate; sternite with a broad, rounded, mesial lobe. Clasper sole-shaped, apex evenly rounded, harpe without distinct processes and ridges; basi-dorsal tuberculated process of clasper short, corresponding to the process pub of Pl. XXXII. f. 10, 11.

?, Eighth tergite rounded-truncate, the angles rounded. Vaginal plate not strongly chitinised, not scaled, posterior part truncate, with the sides oblique; edges of orifice somewhat raised; no processes (Pl. XVII. f. 6).

Larva see above.

*Hab. Formosa, China, N.W. India to Ceylon, eastwards to the Philippines, Celebes and Flores; not yet found on Borneo.*

In the Tring Museum 29 3, 6 ? from: Ceylon: Travancore; Nilgiris; Kulu; Assam; N.W. Fokien, China; Wei-hai-wei, October (Dr. Lambert): Formosa; Java; Luzon (Dr. Meyer): S. Celebes (Ribble: Fruhstorfer).

192. Leucophlebia emittens.


3 ? . Hampson was quite right in suggesting that the type of *emittens* is a discoloured specimen.—Pronotum and ocelli of the same (red) colour as the frons; hindwing with the distal margin narrowly pink. The maize-yellow colour of the streak of the forewing extends along veins R^2, M^1, M^2 as a rule, sometimes the streak M^2 vestigial only. Abdominal tergites spinose all over.

3. Tenth tergite more abruptly narrowed than in *lineata*, apex somewhat sinuate; lobe of sternite broad, shallowly sinuate at the sides and apex, the strongly rounded apical angles being a little produced distad and laterad, the segment reminding one of that of *Choris caroa*. Clasper and harpe essentially as in *lineata*.

?, Only one specimen dissected, the dissections unfortunately destroyed by an accident.

Larva not known.

*Hab. N.W. Himalayas to Burma, southward to Bombay.*

In the Tring Museum 12 3, 7, 9 from: Ajmere, July; Sabathu, Simla; Solo, July; Dalhousie; Allahabad, N.W. Ind.; Sattara; Mhow.
193. Leucophlebia afrana.


♂. Tongue with long red scales, especially at the base. The spinules of the abdominal tergites are confined to the edges; they are ochraceous, forming bands; eighth tergite not black. The occiput is pale cream-colour, while the frons and palpi are bright rose-colour like the underside of the body. Whereas in *lincata* and *eminentia* the mid- and hindtibia have an almost white stripe on the upperside, they are either all rosy red in *afrana* or have a vestigial yellow stripe. The pectinations of the ♂-antenna are long, scaled on the upper surface; the ventral outline of the proximal segments is concave in side-view. Forewing with a rounded maize-yellow stigma. R² of hindwing curved, sometimes twice the length of R³.

♀. Tenth tergite (Pl. XXIV. f. 5) sinuate at end, slightly rounded at the sides; sternite deeply sinuate, the sides rounded, the lobes triangular, rounded at the end. Clasper (Pl. XXXII. f. 18) broad, with a long dorso-basal process (µd); harpe ending distally in two points.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Tropical West and East Africa.

In the Tring Museum 5 ♂♂ from: Old Calabar; Upper Congo; Mubande (Buekulla), Uganda, 31. iii. ’99 (Dr. Ansorge); Mpapua, German East Africa (Dr. Baxter).

194. Leucophlebia neumannii.


♀. Differs from *afrana* in the following points: larger, body entirely rosy red, meso-metanotum with a maize-yellow middle stripe, abdominal tergites also with a few yellow scales, mid- and hindtibia creamy white above as in the Indian species.

Wings, *above*.—Forewing: the mesial streak deeper yellow, less broad in middle, more strongly dentate at R², M¹ and M², costal edge very narrowly yellow, stigma present, but smaller than in *afrana*.—Hindwing more elongate.

*Underside*: costal and distal margins of both wings red; cross-veins of hindwing straight, R² central, lower angle of cell less acute than in *afrana*.

Abdominal tergites dorsally spinose all over, as in the Indian species. Eighth tergite deeply incised mesially, the lobes rounded. Anterior and lateral edge of vaginal orifice raised into a rather high ridge, which is slightly sinuate mesially.

Length of forewing: ♂, 23 to 24 mm.


LX. POLYPTYCHUS.—Typus: *dentatus*.


\[ \text{Gynaecy Guev. in Vuls., Vcd., Madl. p. 30 (1865) (nom. und.).} \]

\[ \text{Ambuya Walker (nom. id., 1855), Proc. N. H. Soc. Glasgow i. p. 328 (1859).} \]

\[ \text{Teinura, Bishulcal (nom Walker, 1856), Spec. Gen. Lep. Hpl. i. p. 269 (1859).} \]


\[ \text{Tribagon. id. (nom. id., 1877), Cit. Ent. ii. p. 333 (1873).} \]

\[ \text{Debieza Holland, Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc. xvi. p. 65 (1889) (includes contraria).} \]

\[ \text{Debieza (1) id., Ent. News iv. p. 341 (1883).} \]

\[ \text{Macunada, Kirby (nom Moore, 1882), Cit. Lep. Hpl. i. p. 708 (1892).} \]

\[ \delta \quad \text{Joint of first and second palpal segments more or less open. Tibiae all} \]

\[ \text{spinose; two pairs of spurs to hindtibia: pulvillae, paronychium, frenulum and} \]

\[ \text{retinaculum present.} \]

\[ \text{Closely allied to Clania, distinguishable by the open joint of the palpus, or a} \]

\[ \text{very weak tongue, or a scalloped distal margin of the wing, or the absence of} \]

\[ \text{spinules from the abdominal tergites (excepting edges).} \]

\[ \text{The thirty-two species here treated as Polyptychus represent without doubt} \]

\[ \text{several genera. The characters given for the genera already proposed are, however,} \]

\[ \text{not reliable. We have tried to separate generically the motley of forms according} \]

\[ \text{to their structure, but found that it would be necessary to erect a genus for every} \]

\[ \text{two or three species, which, we think, is quite inopportune at present. The division} \]

\[ \text{of Polyptychus into smaller genera must be left till the African Sphingid fauna} \]

\[ \text{is better explored; for we believe that the number of undescribed species coming} \]

\[ \text{into this group of forms is very large. When a larger proportion of the existing} \]

\[ \text{species is known, one will be better able to judge, how far one should go in dividing} \]

\[ \text{up the present genus Polyptychus. Of the names proposed, Polyptychus will} \]

\[ \text{eventually stand for the Indian forms (dentatus, trilinatus); Andriusa and} \]

\[ \text{Pseudomerithus are both based upon contraria, the former on the \( \delta \), the other on the \( \varphi \);} \]

\[ \text{Debieza was proposed for contraria and panucerula, and will therefore always} \]

\[ \text{remain a synonym of Andriusa. As yet only three names are available for the} \]

\[ \text{genera into which Polyptychus will ultimately be separated; at least five more will} \]

\[ \text{be needed—a fine opportunity of acquiring immortality, provided the scientists of} \]

\[ \text{the distant future do not shake off our system of nomenclature by inventing one} \]

\[ \text{of their own.} \]

\[ \text{The tongue varies in the different species from being strong and reaching to the} \]

\[ \text{abdomen (orthographus, etc.) to being nearly altogether obliterated (graiti).} \]

\[ \text{The joint of the palpus is not distinctly open in trisecta and orthographus; the} \]

\[ \text{size of the palpus is variable according to species or groups of species. The} \]

\[ \text{abdominal tergites are spinose all over in some species, in others the spines are} \]

\[ \text{restricted to the edges. The spurs are very long in trisecta and allies, short in} \]

\[ \text{other species; in some they are spinose, in others they are not. The clasper has a} \]

\[ \text{patch of friction-scales, or has not. The distal margin of the forewing is entire,} \]

\[ \text{straight, convex, dentate, or scalloped; the apex produced, or not. \( R^2 \) of the} \]

\[ \text{hindwing varies in position, and the cross-veins \( D^2 \) and \( D^3 \) are sometimes very} \]

\[ \text{oblique, sometimes not. The antennae are also not the same in structure for all} \]

\[ \text{the species.} \]

\[ \text{The structural differences are mentioned below under the various species. We} \]

\[ \text{hope that, by pointing out these differences, we are not inducing anybody who has} \]

\[ \text{no knowledge of the insects themselves to seize upon these characters and be busy} \]

\[ \text{proposing generic names for the species.} \]

\[ \text{The larva is known only of one of the two Indian and of one African species:} \]

\[ \text{it has the triangular head and granulose skin after the type of Sphinx ocellata,} \]
Possibly some of the African forms may have rounded heads and be covered with spines like *Rhadinopasa*.

Key to the species:

a. Hindwing chrome-yellow in basal half, two large black spots before anal angle
   Hindwing not so
   
   → 226. *P. meander.*

b. Hindwing more or less red or pink
   Hindwing grey, ochraceous, or brown
   
   → 203. *P. goodi.*

c. A large species, forewing 50 mm. long, strongly scalloped
   Medium-sized species
   
   → 235. *P. mutata.*

d. Distal margin of forewing evenly convex, apex not produced; no subbasal spot on forewing, no anal spot on hindwing
   Apex more or less produced; stigma of forewing a rather large ring; anal spot of hindwing a short conspicuous band or line
   As before, but stigma a mere dot, or absent; anal spot small
   
   → 217. *P. fulvus.*

f. Forewing with two minute subbasal dots, first discal line slightly S-shaped
   Forewing with one heavy subbasal dot, first discal line slightly concave
   Forewing with two minute subbasal dots, first discal line slightly concave
   
   → 218. *P. namasae.*

g. Forewing with two subbasal dots, first discal line straight
   Forewing with one or no subbasal dot
   
   → 210. *P. andosa.*

h. Forewing with no subbasal dot, first discal line straight
   Forewing with one subbasal dot, first discal line curved costad
   
   → 212. *P. compar.*

i. Hindwing orange-rufous, veins streaked brown distally
   Hindwing pinkish buff, veins not streaked
   
   → 213. *P. corydonii.*

j. Distal margin of wings even; if scalloped, forewing with subbasal dot or patch
   Distal margin of wings more or less scalloped or uneven, no subbasal dot on forewing
   
   → 214. *P. marshalli.*

k. Forewing above with a sharply defined black marginal area from apex to *M*^2_, evenly convex proximally
   Forewing above without a sharply defined black marginal area
   
   → 211. *P. consimilis.*
| l. Forewing above with three sharply marked lines, antemedian, discal, and postdiscal, the other lines faint | 202. *P. rhodamistus*. |
| - Forewing above without such sharply marked lines | 209. *P. hoisaealii*. |
| m. Forewing above with first discal line S-shaped, beginning at apical fifth of costal margin and ending at basal third of hinder margin | 207. *P. fulvatus*. |
| - Forewing above with the discal lines more or less parallel to distal margin | 213. *P. subjectus*. |
| n. First discal line very heavy, distal margin entire | 216. *P. fumosus*. |
| - First discal line thin, distal margin dentate | 215. *P. enodius*. |
| o. Forewing with a double subbasal dot | 206. *P. enodius*. |
| - Forewing with a single dot, or without | 204. *P. pygargia*. |
| p. Dots large, hindwing with two sharply marked postdiscal zigzag lines, apex of forewing strongly produced | 203. *P. acuminis*. |
| - Dots minute, lines of hindwing indistinct, fringe spotted white | 205. *P. foliaceum*. |
| - Dots minute, lines of hindwing indistinct, fringe unicolorous | 221. *P. contraria*. |
| q. Forewing with a grey-olive patch near base, near apex, and near hinder angle | 224. *P. hollandi*. |
| - Forewing without these patches | 220. *P. foliaceum*. |
| r. Occiput and thorax with a dark mesial line, a black subbasal dot on forewing | 222. *P. nigriplaga*. |
| - Occiput and thorax without a dark mesial line; no black subbasal dot on forewing, last stigma of abdomen in a white spot | 199. *P. circeseens*. |
| - Occiput and thorax without a dark mesial line; abdomen without white stigmatal spot | 221. *P. contraria*. |
| s. Lower angle of cell of hindwing almost 90°, distal margin of forewing convex | 224. *P. hollandi*. |
| - Not so | 220. *P. foliaceum*. |
Subbasal spot of forewing large; postdiscal dot M² is larger than the others.

c. Subbasal spot of forewing large; hindwing with blackish brown anal double spot.
Subbasal spot of forewing small or absent; hindwing without blackish brown anal double spot.

d. Thorax with brown mesial line; hindwing below with one postdiscal line.
Thorax without brown mesial line; hindwing below with two postdiscal lines.

e. Forewing with a subbasal (double) dot or short line; a sharply defined black apical area.
Forewing without subbasal dot or short line; no sharply defined black apical area.

f. First and second antemedian lines of forewing converging costad.
First and second antemedian lines of forewing not converging costad.

g. Postdiscal line of forewing straight.
Postdiscal line of forewing curved between R² and M¹.

195. Polypychus trilineatus.

Some species, dentatus, Walker (now Cramer, 1777), Lc. viii. p. 252. n. 1 (1856).

? This species is easily distinguished in all its various local forms from dentatus by the postdiscal line of the forewing not being straight, but curving distad behind R². There can be no question of mistaking it for dentatus after the differences have once been grasped. Maassen is, to our knowledge, the only author who has described the colour differences, but he wrongly identified the species as modestus (recte modesta). One finds the insect generally named timesius in collections; this is a curious misapplication, the figure of timesius representing without the slightest doubt the insect previously figured as dentatus. The dentate line between the second and third lines of the forewing is mostly not distinct, often barely traceable, sometimes quite absent.

In both dentatus and trilineatus the tongue is very thin and short, not reaching the end of the fore-coxa, yellowish buff, not visible between the palpi if rolled in. Joint between palpal segments 1 and 2 not open; palpus smaller in ? than in ?. Antennae grooved in both sexes. Spurs not spinose. Distal margin of forewing more or less scalloped or uneven, no black dot at base; cross-veins of hindwing very oblique, lower angle of cell acute. Abdominal tergites with weak spines all over, the spines dense and stronger at the apical margins. Penis-sheath without armature, clasper and eighth tergite without friction-scales.

? Tenth tergite narrowed to an acute hook (Pl. XXV. f. 2); sternite

233. *P. paupercula*.

262. *P. carteri*.

200. *P. trisecta*.

201. *P. orthographus*.

198. *P. digitatus*.

197. *P. gragi*.

196. *P. dentatus*.

195. *P. trilineatus*. 
represented by a low ridge; between the sternite and the penis-sheath there is at each side a strongly chitinised, needle-like process (Pl. XXV. f. 2, w). The clasper is divided apically by a longitudinal slit (Pl. XXV. f. 2 ); the ventral processes of the clasper are fused together, completely or partially, to form a single ventral process (Pl. XXV. f. 2, pr), while the submesial processes (pdlr and pdll) are quite unequal. The details of the armature are very different in the specimens from different countries, and there is also some individual variability.

? The eighth tergite is mesially sinnate; on the upper surface of the lobes there is a projecting cone or lobe (Pl. XVIII. f. 5, s), or there is no further armature. The vaginal plate (Pl. XVIII. f. 1. 4) agrees better with those of the members of Clanis than with the plate of dentatus: the antevaginal part is very restricted, membranaceous, with a low, stronger chitinised, smooth ridge (aep) in front of the vaginal orifice (1'); the postvaginal plate (prp) is very large, this plate visible in the specimens after removal of part of the scaling of the seventh sternite; this armature different, like the eighth tergite, in the different subspecies. The antenna similar to that of $\delta$, the middle and basal segments much higher than broad; the horizontal diameter of the ventral part of the transsection about half as long as the diameter of the dorsal part.


Pupa not described.

Hub. Ceylon, N.W. India, X. India, China, Philippines, probably also on the Sunda Islands.

The five subspecies are nearly all very different in the structure of the sexual armature (compare Pl. XXV. f. 2, and Pl. XXXIV. f. 7. 8. 9. 10) that one might be induced to consider these forms as being specifically distinct. But as they are clearly geographical representatives of one another, and as, further, the material in collections is quite insufficient to show us the range of variation of these individually variable forms—only from N. India a series of specimens is available—we treat them as subspecies.

$\delta$. P. trilineatus lativatus subsp. nov.

$\delta$. Body and wings cinnamon-isabella colour, or cinereous-grey. Markings as in trilineatus undatus, but the dentate line between the discal and postdiscal lines of the forewing nearly as distinct as in dentatus. The distal margin of the forewing not scalloped, convex in middle.

$\delta$. Tenth abdominal tergite (Pl. XXV. f. 4) much shorter than in trilineatus undatus, the sternite higher, more strongly chitinised, the distal edge slightly bisinate, with a short, narrow, mesial lobe. Clasper divided into a dorsal and ventral lobe (Pl. XXXIV. f. 8), but the incision not so deep as in trilin. undatus, and the lobes differently shaped: the ventral one especially disagreeing in being rounded and provided before the end with a transverse fold which inclines apicad and gives the lobe the appearance of being transversely cleft; the ventral impair process common to the two harpes is apically bent towards the right side (Pl. XXXIV. f. 16); the figure gives the process in a dorsal view, and shows the connection between it and the processes of the penis-funnel (pdlr and pdll); the process pdlr is either acute, as in figure, or obtuse.

? The eighth tergite has no special armature on the dorsal surface, the
pyramidal cone of *trilin. undatus* being represented by a more swelling. The vaginal armature not preserved in the only ♀ seen, which is stuffed with cotton-wool by the collector.

Hub. Ceylon.

1 ♂ in the Tring Museum (*type*); 1 ♂, 1 ♀ in the British Museum.

*b. P. trilineatus trilineatus.*


♀. The type-specimen differs from the other subspecies especially in the following points:

Forewing, *above*: the discal line very faint, more proximal than in the other forms, touching lower angle of cell, postdiscal line also more proximal, crossing R² about 8 mm. from the distal margin and 9 mm. from the cell; no dentate line between discal and postdiscal lines. *Underside*: fore- and hindwing without discal line, the postdiscal line of forewing more proximal than in the other forms, on hindwing a little nearer cell at R¹ than distal margin. Eighth tergite with pointed pyramidal cones as in *tril. undatus*, but less sinuate; vaginal plate similar to that of *tril. undatus*.

*Hub.* N.W. *India.*

1 ♀ in Brit. Museum.

♀ from Massuri in the Brit. Museum, ex coll. Moore, agrees in colour and markings with the following subspecies: if the locality is correct, the type of *trilineatus* may turn out to be an aberrant individual, instead of being a representative of a N.W. *India* subspecies.

c. *P. trilineatus undatus* subsp. nov.


*Polyptyches tinesius*, Butler (non Stoll, 1790). *Ic.* p. 584. n. 2 (1877) (partim); *Cot. & Swinh.*, *Ic.* i. p. 24. n. 133 (1887) (partim); *Swinh.*, *Ic.* p. 706. n. 8 (1892) (partim).


♀ ♀. Body and wings olive mummy-brown, with a pinkish grey flush; the disc of the forewing sometimes paler in patches, in which case a brown shadowy band situated beyond the antemedian line becomes more conspicuous.

♂. The complicated genital armature illustrated *in situ* on Pl. XXV. f. 2; the left clasper is taken away and the anal segment intentionally drawn too far away from the penis-sheath, in order to make the figure more clear. The tenth
tergite (\(Xd\)) appears as a long strong hook, while the sternite (\(Xr\)) is a small fold; the length of the tergite as compared with that of \(intatus\) can be best seen from Pl. XXV. f. 3. 4. The dorsal lobe of the clasper (\(1'd\)) is rather weak, acutely dilated and bent inwards, irregularly ladle-shaped, the ventral lobe (\(1'v\)) ends in two heavy teeth; the unpair process common to both harpes (\(pr\)) is fishtail-shaped; the lateral processes of the harpe are very unequal, that of the right harpe (\(pdl\)) being long and pointed, projecting beyond the ventral edge of the clasper, while the process of the left clasper (\(pdl\)) is short and more or less obtuse. The needle-like process (\(n\)) between clasper and tenth sternite very prominent.

♀. Eighth tergite (Pl. XVIII. f. 5) with a sharp prominent cone upon the upper surface at each side, pointing distad. Vaginal armature (Pl. XVIII, f. 1) with a large postvaginal plate (\(pvp\)) which is very prominent; the distal margin slightly bi-emarginate, the mesial portion somewhat produced and bent ventrad, so that the plate appears mesially almost sinuate in an anal aspect; the angles of the plate rounded.

Larva described by Boisduval, le. (see above).

Hab. North India: Assam; Sikhim: most likely also Bhutan and Burma.

In the Tring Museum 6 ♂♂, ♀♀ from: Khasia Hills; Cherrapunji, November: Sikhim (Mandelli).

d. \(P. \text{trilincatus chinensis}\) subsp. nov.

♀. Only one badly damaged specimen, which is, however, so peculiar in the structure of the copulatory organs that we do not hesitate to make it the type of a name for this new subspecies. Large, general colour nearly as dark as in \(trilin. undatus\), more ashy grey on body and base of forewing; forewing with traces of a double submedian line which crosses M at the base of M\(^3\), discal line evenly concave, slightly angled just before inner margin. Upperside of mid- and hindtibiae purer white than in \(undatus\).

Eighth tergite (Pl. XVIII. f. 8) with an enormously developed, deeply sinuate, irregularly notched and rugate plate, which is homologous to the two cones of the tergite of \(trilin. undatus\). The postvaginal plate (Pl. XVIII. f. 4) is also remarkably different in being rather deeply sinuate, with the two lobes rounded.

Hab. China, probably from the Yantse-kiang Region.

One ♀ in the Tring Museum.

e. \(P. \text{trilincatus philippinensis}\) subsp. nov.


Polypleurops xinensis, id. (ann Stoll, 1799), f. p. 392. n. 23 (1896) (Mindanao, coll. Standinger).

♀. Almost as grey as dentatus: distal margin of forewing not scalloped, convex in middle, concave below apex and before hinder angle; mid- and hind-tibiae and -tarsi white above.

♂. Upper lobe of clasper rounded, projecting beyond the lower lobe, which is obliquely truncate with the ventral angle somewhat produced (Pl. XXXIV. f. 9); the unpair process \(pr\); found in the other subspecies is here deeply divided into a narrow and shorter right piece and a longer and broader, apically pointed and somewhat denticulated, left blade (Pl. XXXIV. f. 7); this structure shows that
the unpair organ has originated by the ventral processes of the two harpes fusing basally and the distal portion of the left process aborting.

? Structure not examined.

Larva figured by Semper; the horn is said to be white (but is green in figure); the yellow line of the right side is too far down in figure, and the yellow dots or setae along the back are apparently meant to represent the yellow line of the left side, the figure representing doubtless a semi-dorsal view of the caterpillar incorrectly drawn.

*Hab.* Manila, Luzon, 1 $\delta$ (in bad condition) in the Berlin Museum, collected by Jagor, *type*; 1 $\delta$. 1 $\varnothing$ from Davao or., Mindanao (Platen), in coll. Staudinger: one crippled specimen from Luzon in coll. Semper.

1906. **Polyptychus dentatus**


*Smerias dentinatus* (?), *Hearey,* *Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond.*, (3), i. p. 100 (1841) (larva mentioned, on *Cardia echinata*).

$\delta$. Whitish cincereus. The postdiscal and discal lines of the foregoing parallel, straight, the former, not curved distal beyond R2, the dentate line between them distinct. The figures of *dentatus* and *timeus* agree with this insect, and the type of *modesta* is said by Arrivillius, who has examined it at Köpenhagen, to belong here.

$\delta$. Tenth tergite (Pl. XXV. f. 5, dorsal view) not strongly narrowed to the end, the apex smooth, with the angles pointed; the sternite developed to a large mesial plate which is deeply sinuate, with the lopes rounded at end. Clasper sole-shaped (Pl. XXXIV. f. 6); no organ of friction; the harpe with two processes: one submesial (*pm*), short, somewhat twisted, curved upwards, the widened part concave, the process being more or less ladle-shaped; the other long (*pr*), ventral, not quite so long as the clasper, pointed, somewhat curved at the end, the ventral processes of the two claspers not fused together as in *trilinatus*. Penis-sheath without armature, less stout than in *trilinatus*; the processes (*n*) found in the latter species between clasper and tenth sternite are absent from *dentatus*. 
? Antennal segments less deeply grooved than in trilineatus. The eighth tergite of the abdomen (Pl. XVIII. f. 6) trilobate, the middle lobe, however, very short, all three strongly rounded. The vaginal plate (Pl. XVIII. f. 2) very remarkably different from that of trilineatus; the orifice is postmedian (V); before it the plate is convex, raised at the orifice into a thick, rather glossy ridge, which is convex mesially, forming a short mesial lobe; this ridge is visible without dissection after the removal of the scales at the edge of seventh sternite; the postvaginal plate (µvp) is not strongly chitinised, sunken, triangular.

Larva and pupa mentioned by Hearsey and Forsayeth, i.e.e., not sufficiently described.—Food-plant: "Lasora" or "Gandi" trees; Cordia subisilica.

Pupa (in Brit. Mus. from Mhow) glossy; tongue-case shorter than foreleg; abdominal segments 2 to 7 with a transverse lateral sulcus at the base, the last three sulci with a series of deep round punctures; cremaster rather smooth, bifid.

Hab. Ceylon and South India, as far north as Karachi and Calcutta.

In the Tring Museum I 3, 4 from: Deesa; Karachi; Calcutta.

197. Polypterus grayi.


♀, Tongue reduced to two tubercles (Pl. LXII. f. 1). Bristles of pilifer partly replaced by hair-scales. Joint between segments 1 and 2 of palpus open. Antennal segments sub-audromorphic, the grooves much shallower than in the two Indian species. Spurs of mid- and hindtibia not spinose. Distal margin of forewing irregularly scalloped, similar in the sexes: R\(^2\) of hindwing before centre of cell, D\(^2\) much longer than D\(^1\); base of forewing with black dot. Clasper and eighth tergite with organ of friction. Abdominal tergites spinose at the edges, with some lanceolate pointed scales all over, besides large multidentate under-scales.

♂. Tenth tergite (Pl. XXV. f. 6) broad, gently curved downwards, apex with a small rounded sinus, the lobes very short, pointed; sternite (Ve) elongate triangular, deeply cleft, the lobes close together, pointed. Clasper entire (Pl. XXXIV. f. 11), sole-shaped, apex rounded; with a large friction-patch of narrow bidentate scales, which gradually assume the form of the ordinary scales, each scale longitudinally impressed mesially, this giving the scaling of the patch a rough appearance; the eighth tergite with a corresponding organ of friction consisting of several rows of scales closely packed together, these scales moderately enlarged, about three to five times as long as broad; the outwardly naked ventro-basal portion of the clasper separated ventrally by an incision from the scaled part, the former representing the basal part of the harpe, which is produced distally into a long, pointed, slightly twisted process, which is almost vertical on the plane of the clasper, inclining basal (Pl. XXXIV. f. 11); the hook is situated in the middle of the clasper and is clothed dorsally at and near the edge with a great number of short bristles. Penis-sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 41) very slender, without armature, protruding from a long penis-funnel (r-r), which is produced into two lobes.

♀. The eighth tergite (Pl. XVIII. f. 8) somewhat resembles that of dentatus deeply and roundedly sinuate, the lobes broad and rounded. Vaginal armature represented by fig. 3, Pl. XVIII.; the vaginal cavity V very large, proximally bordered by a rather high, wrinkled, transverse ridge which is incised mesially,
with the lobes bordering the sinus triangular and somewhat projecting; postvaginal plate (prep) transverse, not strongly chitinised, distally broadly rounded.

Larva green, granulose, a dorso-lateral series of pointed tubercles from pronotum to horn. Head produced dorsad into a long process, which is sinueate at end; in last stages the process has disappeared, the head becoming only moderately triangular. Horn first long and slender, straight; in later stages rather short and stout, curved.

_Hab._ S.W. Africa, Cape Colony northwards to British East Africa.

Two subspecies:

a. _P. grayi grayi._

*bemerhodes grayi_ Walker, _r.c._

♀♀. This form only has been dissected by us; the above description of the structure of the sexual armature applies, therefore, to the present subspecies. The third antemedian line of the forewing, above, is undulate, the brown marginal area of the upperside does not reach hinder angle, and that of the underside is of nearly the same tint from the apex of the forewing to the anal angle of the hindwing. The dot at the base of the forewing is mostly double, or the dots are fused to one; seldom is one of them absent.

_Hab._ Cape Colony to British East Africa.

In the Tring Museum 23 ♀♂, 11 ♀♀ from: Natal (Spiller, Leigh); Namaqualand; several larvae.

In the British Museum also from British East Africa.

b. _P. grayi assimilis_ subsp. nov.

♀. Forewing narrower than in the preceding form; basal dot minute; third antemedian line almost straight, first discal line less straight than in _grayi_; brown marginal area extending to hinder angle, its inner edge almost evenly curved; marginal area of underside of both wings not distinctly browner than disc, except below apex of forewing and at anal angle of hindwing. Structure of the eighth tergite and of the vaginal armature not examined.

_Hab._ Rietfontein, German S.W. Africa, March 1897 (Borchmann), 1 ♀ in the Berlin Museum, _type_; Bechuanaland, 1 ♀ in coll. Staudinger.

198. _Polyptychus digitatus._


Kirby, _Cat. Lep._ i. p. 706. n. 6 (1892) (W. Africa).

♂♀. Tongue reduced to two tubercles as in _grayi_. Palpus and antenna as in _grayi_ (the antenna too heavy in figure of type). Differs from _grayi_ in the following points: Forewing; the basal dot replaced by a short inconspicuous line; antemedian lines 1 and 2 + 3 converging costad; the brown apical area not narrowed to a point at the apex of the wing, but remaining here several mm. broad; a brown are alike this also present on the underside, but here smaller, stopping at R; rather sharply defined; the hindwing, below, dark brown at apex as well as at anal angle, the postdiscal line less curved than in _grayi_.—Not dissected.

_Hab._ West Africa: Angola; Cameroons.

In the Berlin Museum 1 ♀ from Chinchoxo, _type._
In coll. Druce 2♂♂, 1♀ from Cameroons. In one of these ♂♂ the first
discal line of the forewing, above, runs across the stigma, being much more proximal
than in the normal specimens.

199. Polyptychus virescens.

Kirby, *Cat. Lep. Het.* i. p. 793. n. 7 (1892).

♂. Tongue weak, reaching to end of forecoxa. Palpus with open joint.
Antennal segments with straight ventral outline (side-view). Spurs not spinose,
longer terminal one of hindtibia less than half the length of the first tarsal segment.
Distal margin of forewing entire, straight; hindwing: anal angle not produced,
D² three times as long as D¹. Abdomen like thorax, woolly, the tergites rather
densely spinose all over, the spines long, denser at the apices. Clasper without
friction-patch.

Tenth tergite (Pl. XXV. f. 7) not divided, the apical half rather abruptly
narrowed, forming a pointed hook, which is, however, not strongly curved down-
wards; sternite mesially membranaceous, laterally stronger chitinised and produced
into a slender pointed process (Pl. XXV. f. 7, Vx). Clasper sole-shaped; harpe
consisting of a plate of chitin which is not much raised above the plane of the
clasper, but is ventro-distally produced into a very long, slender, strongly
chitinised process, which curves ventro-distally and mesially, protruding beyond
the ventral edge of the clasper. Penis-funnel dorsally produced into two pointed
processes, resembling the tenth sternite; penis-sheath with a very peculiar
armature consisting of a long, strong, curved thorn which is almost vertical upon
the sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 38).

♀ and early stages not known.

*Hab.* West Africa: Gold Coast and Congo; doubtless more widely distributed.
In the Tring Museum I ♂ from the Upper Congo.
Rare in collections.


♂. Tongue rather strong, as in *carteri, coryndoni*, etc. Palpi compressed,
less broad apically in dorsal view than in the allied species, the joint not distinctly
open. Antenna thickest between base and middle, the ventral outline even. Spurs
not spinose, very long, long terminal one of hindtibia as long as the tibia.
Abdominal tergites not spiny, excepting edges. Distal margin of forewing entire,
apex strongly produced, hinder angle produced backwards; D² of hindwing not
much longer than D¹, both very oblique, D¹ nearly twice as long as D¹. Clasper
and eighth tergite with organ of friction.

Tenth tergite (Pl. XXV. f. 10) very long and very slender, slightly
compressed, gradually curved downwards, apex rather obtuse; sternite (Vx)
produced into a broad rounded lobe, which is somewhat constricted basally. Clasper
(Pl. XXXIII. f. 18) broadly sole-shaped; dorsal half of outer surface without
scaling, the naked area covered with dispersed elongate granules, which are smaller
and very dense at the incrustate margin of the clasper; these granules replace
the friction-scales of the allied insects; the eighth tergite bears a series of large
friction-scales on the insideside as illustrated on Pl. LVIII. f. 39; the harpe is
produced into two broad processes: the ventral one slightly curved upwards, concave, the upper one obliquely truncate, with a tooth at the dorsal edge, both processes covered with very short bristles on the inner surface. Penis-sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 31) with a very long apical process which is spatulate.

♀ and early stages not known.

_Hab._ Zongo, Mokoanghay, Congo (Tilken's), 1 ♂ in the Musée Royal at Bruxelles, here figured.

201. _Polyptychus orthographus_ spec. nov. (Pl. I. f. 9, ♂).

♂. Smaller than _trisecta_, more buffish in tint, head and pronotum without dark brown mesial line; palpus paler at the end than at the sides.—Forewing, above, with a pale, short, subbasal line, parallel with the antemedian line, which is more straight than in _trisecta_; stigma prominent, brown, with pale centre; postdiscal line more curved; a distinct line of lunules between discal and postdiscal lines; apex of wing much less produced and hinder angle more acute than in _trisecta_.—Hindwing: fringe rather more extended white between the veins, disc paler.

_Underside_: instead of the entire, non-dentate, postdiscal line of _trisecta_ there are in _orthographus_ two dentate lines, the external one accentuated by dots upon the veins and situated nearer margin than the line of _trisecta_, especially in the apical region of the hindwing; the posterior veins of both wings dotted with white outside the postdiscal line.

Palpus broader at end than in _trisecta_, joint somewhat open. Spurs long, very unequal, but decidedly shorter than in _trisecta_, the long terminal spur of the hindtibia shorter than the tibia, the latter shorter than the first tarsal segment; abdomen without spines, except at the edges of the segments. _R^2_ of hindwing from centre of cell. Tenth tergite (Pl. XXV. f. 9) long, as in _trisecta_, slightly dilated at the end; sternite truncate, with the angles rounded. Clasper (Pl. XXXIII. f. 19) broadly sole-shaped; outer surface not scaled dorsally, the naked area densely covered with minute elongate granules; eighth tergite with friction-scales as in _trisecta_; harpe with three processes instead of two, the ventral one the broadest, the inner surface of all covered with short bristles; the upper basal process homologous to the short tooth of the harpe of _trisecta_. Process of penis-sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 39) comparatively shorter than in _trisecta_, not dilated apically.

♀ and early stages not known. Length of forewing: 33 mm.

_Hab._ West Africa.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂♂ from: Bopoto, Congo (K. Smith), type; Old Calabar.

In the British Museum 1 ♂ from Old Calabar.

202. _Polyptychus carteri_ (Pl. X. f. 8, ♀).


♂ ♀. Tongue present, rather strong, visible between the palpi when rolled in. Joint between first and second segment of palpus open. Antenna of ♂ andromorphic. Spurs of mid- and hindtibia not spinose. Distal margin of forewing dissimilar in the sexes, much more convex in middle in ♀ than in ♂, not dentate, apex produced, pointed; _D^2_ of hindwing twice as long as _D^1_, very oblique, this
as long as D. Abdomen with broad underscales, spines only at the apices of the tergites. Clasper and eighth tergite with organ of friction. Forewing, above, with three lines, almost equally distributed at costal margin between base and apex, a trace of a fourth line between the first and second; basal spot large, another large spot at inner margin close to angle; stigma grey, edged with brown.

♂. Tenth tergite (Pl. XXV. f. 8) broad, sinnate, the two lobes rounded externally, angled internally; sternite (Xv) cleft into two lobes, which are more than twice as long as broad; the lobes are directed anal, diverging somewhat; their broad sides are almost vertical, not horizontal. Clasper (Pl. XXXIV. f. 4) irregularly sole-shaped, ventral margin distally more oblique than dorsal margin; the friction-patch consists of small lanceolate scales, and occupies the greater part of the dorsal surface of the clasper; the friction-organ of the eighth tergite consists of a row of large scales covering one another sideways for the greater part, similar to the row of scales of trisecta (Pl. LVIII. f. 39); the harpe has a dorso-basal, long, spine-like process pul, and two distal processes: the ventral one is the prolongation of the ventral ridge ee; above this there is a short hook, the tip of which is visible in figure; the second process is longer, curved upwards, spinose, it stands in connection by folds with the ventral ridge as well as with the dorso-basal process. Penis-tunnel (r-β) produced dorsally into a long, flat, pointed blade; penis-sheath armed at the end with a long, movable, slender process which lies over the mouth of the sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 36).

♀. Eighth abdominal tergite (Pl. XVII. f. 16) broadly rounded dorsally, the sides projecting as triangular lobes. The vaginal plate (Pl. XVII. f. 15) similar to that of gratyi in the rather high ante-vaginal ridge arp being incised mesially; the postvaginal plate prp membranaceous.

Early stages not known.

Hab. West Africa: Sierra Leone; Gold Coast; Cameroons.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂, 1 ♀ from Sierra Leone.

In coll. Charles Oberthür 2 ♂ from Johann Albrechts Höhe, Cameroons (Conradt).

203. Polyptychus goodi.


♀. Known to us only from the description and figure. Forewing scalloped; stigma white with black edge; apparently no basal dot (?); some indistinct antemedian lines, almost straight, more distal behind than in front (as in Pseudoclanis postica), and some irregular discal lines; a blackish distal marginal area; base at inner margin like disc of hindwing rose-madder.

Length of forewing: 51 mm.

Hab. Ogowé R.

One ♀ in coll. Holland.

204. Polyptychus pygarga (Pl. 1. f. 8, ♀).


Pseudamerinthus pygarga, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hol. i. p. 703, n. 4 (1892) (Cameroons).

♀. Tongue very short. Joint of palpus more or less open. Antenna (♀) with very slightly prolonged basal and dorsal serrated cilia; the segments scarcely grooved. Spurs very short, two pairs to hindtibia, with or without a spine before
end. Abdominal tergites with weak spines all over, the spines dense at the edges. Distal margin of forewing entire, apex produced, inner margin sinuate before angle, this produced backwards; stalk of Sc² and R¹ of hindwing rather long, D² twice as long as D³, somewhat angled, very oblique, D³ equaling D¹. Eighth tergite truncate. Vaginal plate (Pl. XVIII. f. 14) characteristic, the antevarial part (arp) membranaceous, folded; at each side of the vaginal orifice (V) there is a strongly chitinised ridge, continued mesiad, ending in front of the orifice, produced into a long, curved, horn-like process (I), which is generally visible in the specimens without dissection; the edge of the ridge irregularly denticulate.

The scales at the edge of the last stigma of the abdomen are white, forming a rather conspicuous spot. Forewing without basal dot. Mid- and hindtibia with a white spot at the base.

♂ and early stages not known.

*Histia pygarga* Karsch, I.e.

♀. Distal margin of forewing straight from Sc² to hinder angle.

*Histia* West Africa.

In the Tring Museum one had ♀ from Agberi, Niger, 23. xii. 1901 (Dr. W. J. Ansorge).

A ♀ in the Berlin Museum and another in coll. Charles Oberthür from Cameroons.

The figure of the genital armature is taken from Mons. Oberthür's specimen.

b. *P. pygarga conicus* subsp. nov. (Pl. 1. f. 8, ♀).

♀. Distal margin of forewing convex between R² and hinder angle. Body and wings more pinkish above than in the West African form, underside washed with brick-red; longer scales of fringe of hindwing white. The ridge connecting, in front of the vaginal orifice, the two horn-like lateral lobes higher than in *pygargya*.

*Histia* M'Pala, Tanganyika (Guilleme).

One ♀ in coll. Charles Oberthür.

This is one of the instances of the East African form having the distal margin of the forewing more convex than the West African form.

205. *Polyptychus affinis* spec. nov. (Pl. 1. f. 12, ♀).

Agrees closely with *pygarga pygarga* in the shape of the wings, but differs as follows:

♀. Head and thorax with a darker brown ill-defined middle stripe; the posterior abdominal stigmata with a very few white scales, the last stigma-spot much smaller than in *pygarga*. Forewing with a dark brown subbasal spot. Hindtibia greyish white above from base to apex. Vaginal armature (Pl. XVIII. f. 13) very different from that of *pygarga*; the postvaginal plate (arp) small, triangular, sunken; before the vaginal orifice there is a high triangular ridge (arp), which ends in two irregular points.

♂. A ♀ in the Staudinger collection, also from the Cameroons, belongs perhaps to this species; it is nearly as grey as *grayi*; the harpe has a long, cylindrical, pointed, horizontal process which projects beyond the end of the clasper; there
is apparently an organ of friction (the specimen could not be further examined, as
dissection was not allowed).

_Hab._ West Africa: Lutodorf, Cameroons (Comardt).
One ? (type) in coll. Chas. Oberthür.
Barombi and Interior (Preuss), 1 ♂ and 1 ? in coll. Staudinger; this species?

206. _Polyptychus enodia_ (Pl. I. f. 6, ?).


♀. Tongue short, but not very weak. Palpus rather stout for a ?, truncate, pointed in side-view. Antenna andromorphic, strongly compressed, with long fasciculated ciliae. Abdominal tergites not spinose except edges. Tibiae with long scales distally; spurs short, not spinose. Underside of body bright rufous, costal margin of forewing, and the hindwing below, also rufous; tip of abdomen grey. A large subbasal patch on forewing above, the stigma, a patch near apex, another near hinder angle, and on hindwing a transverse patch near anal angle, of a peculiar grey-olive colour. The lines on the forewing above not very distinct, one at base of _M_², the second quite indistinct between _M_² and _M_³, the third just beyond base of _M_¹; the fourth on disc, dentate at the veins; on the underside there are two large yellow patches on the disc of the forewing between _R_³ and _M_², Hindwing, below, with a dentate line just beyond cell, another two-thirds the way to outer margin; _R_² far below centre of cell, _D_² very oblique, three times as long as _D_¹, this equal to _D_¹. Tip of abdomen ashy white.

_Hab._ Kangwe, Ogowe R.
One ? in coll. Dr. Holland, here figured.

207. _Polyptychus falcatus_ spec. nov. (Pl. X. f. 12, ?).

♀. Head small; tongue short and weak. Joint of palpus open. Spurs of mid- and hindtibiae spinose; hindtibia as long as tarsal segments 1 and 2, with brush of long scales between the two pairs of spurs. Antenna heavily ciliated, strongly compressed and grooved. Forewing strongly produced at apex, which is acute, outer margin slightly dentate at _R_², evenly sinuate between apex and _R_²; hindwing dentate, especially at posterior veins; _D_² of hindwing very oblique, twice as long as _D_¹, this as long as _D_¹. Abdominal tergites spinose all over, without large underscales.

Body, _above_, pale grey, abdomen with some black dispersed scales; underside buffish; mid- and hindtibiae with a white dot at base on upperside.

Wings, _above_, sprinkled over with single black scales.——Forewing pale grey, crossed by blackish lines; a thin line at costal margin near base, followed behind cell by two rather heavy dots, three antemedian lines, curving costad, oblique and almost straight from cell to internal margin, the first _2_ mm. proximal of _M_², the second at base of _M_², and the third _2_ mm. beyond _M_², the interspace between lines 2 and _3_ filled up by blackish scaling, which forms together with the lines a band that is narrowest behind; a vestige of a blackish stigma; three, almost parallel, discal lines, rather close together, the middle one at juncture of _SC_³ and _SC_², the interspaces more or less blackish, the band thus formed broadest at _R_¹, measuring here _5_ mm., while at _M_² the band is only _2½_ mm. broad, slightly curving costad in front, feebly concave behind; a dentate postdiscal line, nearly parallel to the discal
ones, 11 mm. from apex at costal margin, the points of the line upon the veins marked by tiny dots, except on M² and SM², where the dots are isolated; a submarginal series of minute dots upon the veins, somewhat nearer the postdiscal line than the outer margin, last two dots placed in a small blackish cloud; marginal area blackish, except at apical and internal angles.—Hindwing buff, a feeble discal line just outside cell, followed immediately by traces of a second line; a postdiscal zigzag line following the curve of the wing, but anteriorly a little farther away from the margin than behind, distances at R¹ and M² being 5 and 4 mm. respectively, a submarginal series of dots joined to one another by black scales, edge of wing also black, marginal area down to postdiscal line densely powdered with black scales, abdominal fold and anal angle more grey than disc.

_Under side_ buff-colour, speckled with black scales (except basal half of forewing), outer area of forewing and abdominal area of hindwing greyish.—Forewing: no lines in basal half; three rather broad but not heavily marked discal lines, dentate, obsolete behind, a little more distal than on upperside; a dentate postdiscal line, feeble, marked with dots upon the veins; the vestige of a submarginal line, represented at costal margin by a thin line and upon the veins by more or less obsolete dots; with this line is fused a black curved streak running from apex of wing across S⁵ and R¹.—Hindwing: lines situated as above, discal one better marked, postdiscal one feeble.

Eighth tergite (Pl. XVIII. f. 10) shallowly bi-emarginate. Vaginal armature peculiar (Pl. XVIII. f. 9); at each side of the vaginal orifice (I') there is a high ridge produced into prominent teeth, the armature resembling in a ventral aspect (like figure) the horns of an elk to a certain extent; proximally of this armature there is at each side a rather deep smooth cavity (c); the postvaginal plate (pep) is feebly chitinised.

Length of forewing: 41 mm.; breadth, 17 mm.

Early stages not known.

_Hab._ Salisbury, Mashonaland.

One ♂ in the Tring Museum.

208. _Polyptychus radhamistus_ (Pl. IX. f. 6, ♀).

_Sphinx radhamistus_ Fabricius, _Mitt. Ins._ ii. p. 93. n. 10 (1787) (Sierra Leone; Mus. Kopenhagen);
_Auriv._ Eut. Tid. xviii. p. 151. n. 8 (1897) (descr. of typy).


_Polyptychus radhamistus_ Kirby, _Cat. Lep._ Het. i. p. 705. n. 2 (1892) (partim).

♀ ♀. Tongue short and weak. Palpus with open joint. Antennal segments of ♀ andromorphic, eilike rather long. Spurs short, not spinose, longer terminal one of hindtibia less than half the length of the first tarsal segment. Abdominal tergites without broad underscales. Distal margin of forewing entire, apex produced, acute; anal angle of hindwing produced, apex evenly rounded; S⁵ and R¹ on a stalk, D² very oblique, three times as long as D³, this like D¹.

Forewing with black basal dot; stigma vestigial, no lines between base and discal line.

Under surface.—Forewing grey in distal marginal area, an evenly curved brown discal line from costal margin to M¹ or beyond, corresponding to the line of the upperside; a brown patch, proximally ill-defined at inner margin, bordering grey area.—Hindwing with S-shaped, brown, even line just outside cell, a second
detentate line between it and outer margin, feeble, accentuated by dots upon the veins, this line continued over forewing, where it is still more faint.

♂. Tenth tergite broad in basal half, then suddenly narrowed to a strong pointed hook; no sternite. Clasper peculiar: proximal half broad, apical half much narrower, curved upwards, a deep sinus in the dorsal margin, the ventral and dorsal margins of the proximal half and the ventral margin of distal half raised to form ridges, the proximal ridges hairy. Harpe a long evenly-curved hook; no friction-scales. Penis-sheath without armature: below the penis-sheath a short, horizontal, pointed, conical process.

♀. Not dissected: differs from ♂ only in the subapical spot of the forewing being larger.

Early stages not known.

Hab. West Africa: Senegal to Cameroons.


209. Polyptychus boisduvali.


Polyptychus rhadamistus, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hét. i. p. 705, n. 2 (1892) (syn. partim).

Temnora boisduvali Aurivillius, Ent. Tidskr. xvii. p. 152, sub n. 78 (1897) (nom. nov. loco rhadamistus).

♀. Tongue short and weak. Palps small (?), joint open. Frons with a tuft in front of the antenna. Antenna distinctly grooved, except distal segments, with prolonged ciliæ. Abdomen with weak spines all over the tergites. Spurs not spinose, short, with long naked point, longer terminal spur of hindtibia not much longer than the tibia is broad. Distal margin of forewing irregularly dentate: hindwing feebly dentate at the posterior veins, D2 twice as long as D1. Vaginal plate (Pl. XVII. f. 11) with a large, smooth, tuberculiform, antevaginal plate (arp) which is membraneaceous in the middle with the edge more or less sinuate: between this plate (arp) and the vaginal orifice (V) there is a smaller, convex, tuberculiform piece of chitin; postvaginal part of plate (pep) very short.

This species resembles *rhadamistus* of Fabricius somewhat in the pattern of the forewing, but is quite distinct.

Hab. West Africa: Sierra Leone and farther south.

In several collections. One ♀ without locality in the Tring Museum; this specimen is aberrant in having the antennal segments rounded, cheese-shaped.

210. Polyptychus andosa (Pl. II. f. 9, ♂; 12, ♀).


Pseudomerithia (?). andosa, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 703, n. 8 (1892) (S. Leone).

♂. Tongue and palpus as in *coryndoni*; antenna (♂) much thinner, ventral line even (in side-view). Spurs short, not spiny, longer one of midtibia only as long as the tibia is broad. Abdominal tergites not spinose, excepting edges. D2
of hindwing twice as long as D^3, this equal in length to D^1; distal margin of forewing entire, apex produced, middle convex.

Differs in colour and shape from coryndoni as follows:—Forewing with two brown basal dots and a minute brown stigma, discal lines closer together, dentate, the teeth of the first directed basal, of the second directed distal, followed by a series of vein-dots, the last enlarged; outer margin less convex, apex more acute, inner angle much less obtuse, about 90°. — Hindwing more produced at anal angle, the dots before the angle more proximal.—Underside: the two lines blackish brown, the external one accentuated by dots, the inner one of the hindwing more straight.

Tenth abdominal segment as in coryndoni, the tergite narrower, less rounded laterally, and the lobe of the sternite somewhat larger (Pl. XXV. f. 14). Clasper sole-shaped; patch of friction-scales as in coryndoni, but the scales more densely placed; harpe (Pl. XXXIII. f. 20) with three processes: one (p) as in coryndoni, triangular, appearing as a process of the elasper, the second and third prolonged, resembling somewhat the processes of trisecta, with which they are homologous, the lower one straight, somewhat dilated at the obtuse end, the upper one curved, both concave, rough with minute tubercles or setae; these processes correspond to the two lobs of the sinuate upper process of coryndoni. Penis-funnel (n–r, Pl. XXX. f. 35) dorsally prolonged and divided into two long pointed blades; penis-sheath with long apical process which becomes gradually thinner towards end.

♀. Antenna slightly compressed, not distinctly grooved, the basal serrated ciliae prolonged. More tawny than ♂. Distal margin of forewing more convex in middle than in ♂, the apex more produced and the hinder angle more obtuse, the lines much more indistinct both above and below, the veins of the hindwing very slightly darker than the cells between them; anal dots more distal; discal line of hindwing below rather closer to cell. Eighth tergite mesially rounded, projecting. Vaginal plate (Pl. XVII. f. 14) not strongly chitinised, postvaginal part membranaceous, antevaginal part convex, wrinkled excepting middle, edge broadly sinuate.

Early stages unknown.

Hab. Sierra Leone.

In the British Museum 1 ♂ (type); in the Tring Museum 1 ♂, 1 ♀, the ♀ from Freetown, 4. ix. 1896 (Austen), received in exchange from the British Museum.

211. Polyptychus consimilis spec. nov.

♂. Close to compar in colour; very different in the sexual armature.

Wings, above; basal dot of forewing larger than in compar, discal lines less oblique behind, slightly curved basal behind R^3, distal margin not convex behind middle; hindwing paler in colour, more buff.—Underside: lines more distinct, especially the first of the hindwing, D^3 of the hindwing longer than D^1.

Tenth tergite (Pl. XXV. f. 11) elongate-triangular, strongly narrowed to end, pointed, mesially depressed; no sternite. Clasper (Pl. XXXIII. f. 22) without friction-patch; dorsal edge naked, incerassate, produced distad into a long dentiulate-truncate process (pdel); ventral part of apex of clasper (pde) small, rounded, concave; harpe (n) incerassate, without processes; a hairy, feebly chitinised cone (c) between the incerassate ventral and dorsal margins of the clasper. Penis-funnel (n–r) obliquely truncate, feebly sinuate ventrally, deeply sinuate dorsally, with long bristles; penis-sheath with the longitudinal groove of compar vestigial; apex with a multidentate belt (Pl. XXX. f. 34).
♀ and early stages not known.

_Hab._ Atbara, Abyssinia.

One ♀ (type) in the British Museum; another ♀ from Konakry I., in the Paris Museum.

The dorsal lobe of the clasper is in the Konakry specimen much longer than in that from Abyssinia and curved, and the dorsal edge of the clasper is dilated mesiad in the middle. The difference, which is very obvious, may be individual or geographical.

212. _Polyptychus compar_ spec. nov.

♀. Similar to _andosa_. Distinguished by the following characters:

Mid- and hindtibiae brownish, with a conspicuous white basal spot. Wings, 

_above._—Forewing more vinaceous-grey, one basal dot instead of two; stigma a small tawny ring filled up with buff; first discal line (and the two following ones, if present) strongly curved costad in front; distal margin less convex behind middle, not concave before angle, which is less prominent.—Hindwing pale vinaceous-buff, longer than in _andosa_, apex more broadly rounded, distal margin more convex; fringe vinaceous, blackish behind, not spotted, longest scales white; distal area somewhat shaded with brown; veins distally not conspicuously striped with brown.

_Underside_ nearly as in _marshalli_ in color. —Forewing brownish distally, shaded with grey in distal marginal area, lines indistinct, a postdiscal one dentate, accentuated by vein-dots, followed by another series of very faint dots.—Hindwing: first line touching apex of cell, indistinct, postdiscal line dentate, parallel to margin, accentuated by vein-dots, much more curved than in _andosa_; D₃ shorter than D₁.

In the _type_ the lines more distinct and the apex of the forewing less produced than in a second specimen, which has a brown streak in the middle before the abdominal margin of the hindwing above.

Clasper and eighth tergite without friction-scales. Tenth tergite large, broad, longitudinally concave above, apex divided into three lobes (Pl. XXV. f. 12, 13); the middle lobe narrow, sinuate or truncate, with parallel sides, directed ventrad; side-lobes broad, somewhat twisted, rounded. Clasper short (Pl. XXXIII. f. 23), dorsal margin sinuate before end, ventral margin rounded distally, sinuate beyond middle owing to the harpe projecting ventrad; a prominent subdorsal fold, beset with long bristles; ventral part of harpe subprismatical, concave, upper edge raised; an oblique ridge extending dorsad, raised mesially into a large triangular tooth; proximally of this tooth there is a large, feebly chitinized, setose cone. Penis-funnel (r-f) deeply and broadly unisinate ventrally, dorsally trisinuate, the mesial sinus small; penis-sheath with a curved longitudinal furrow; no process, but apical margin with a multidentate belt all round (Pl. XXX. f. 33A. 33b).

♀ and early stages not known.

_Hab._ Mashonaland.

Two ♀♂ in the British Museum, one (type) from Salisbury, October 1900 (Marshall), the other from Umtali.

213. _Polyptychus coryndoni_ spec. nov. (Pl. II. f. 7, ♀).

♀. Tongue rather strong, visible between the palpi; the joint of these open. Antenna subserrate ventrally (Pl. IX. f. 26). Spurs not spiny, long one of midtibia more than twice as long as the tibia is broad. Cross-veins of hindwing as in _carteri_; distal margins of forewings not dentate, apex produced, middle convex.
Abdominal tergites not spinose except at edges. Forewing without basal dot. Eighth tergite and clasper with organ of friction.

♂. Body ecru-drab; palpus somewhat darker, washed at the side with rosy red; anterior coxa buffish; antenna very strongly ciliated, the non-scaled lateral and ventral surface wood-brown, the segments deeply impressed laterally, the base projecting also ventrally, the basal comb of cilia being placed on a transverse rounded carina, the antenna appearing therefore subcercate in a lateral view.

Wings, above.—Forewing ecru-drab like the body, traversed by four brown lines, the first crossing M at base of M², slightly inclining costad, the second at that of M¹, straight, the third also straight to M², then curved distad, almost parallel to the second, 8 mm. from base of M², 3 mm. from lower angle of cell, fourth line a little nearer line 3 than outer margin, slightly curving basad from R³ to internal margin, 3 mm. distant from line 3 at M² and 4½ mm. from outer margin, while the distances are respectively 5 and 5 mm. at R³, 5 and 8 mm. at SM' ; apex pointed, outer margin concave anteriorly, then convex, posteriorly straight, oblique, internal angle obtuse, internal margin shallowly sinuate distally.—Hindwing orange-rufons, a very narrow blackish brown border, the brown scaling extended along the veins, the border broader at and beyond M², here ecru-drab, as is the abdominal margin up to SM², a brownish black submarginal line between M² and SM², almost interrupted at (SM²), the vestige of a second line proximally of the submarginal one, a short tooth at M² and SM².

Underside vinaceous-cinnamon, hindwing paler, both wings crossed by a discal and a postdiscal line; those of forewing slightly convex distally, being parallel to the outer margin (apical lobe of wing excluded) and to each other, outer line midway between outer margin and discal line, the latter 5½ mm. from lower angle of cell at R³. The discal line of hindwing distally concave in middle, being very feebly curved, crossing R³ 1½ mm. from cell, postdiscal line slightly convex distally in front, feebly concave posteriorly, standing at R³ midway between outer margin and discal line, distance 4½ mm.; at R² the distances are 3½ and 4 mm. respectively, and at M² barely 3 mm.

The tenth tergite (Pl. XXV. f. 15, ηγ) is rounded at the end, deeply concave beneath, somewhat curved downward and slightly dilated before the apex, a little spoon-shaped. The sternite (ηχ) has a triangular, sharply pointed, mesial lobe. Clasper (Pl. XXXIII. f. 21) rounded at the end, both the dorsal and ventral edges oblique distally: the patch of friction-scales large, reaching to the apical and dorsal margins, which are fringed with very short white scales, the friction-scales very small, pointed, not close together, the area semi-transparent; harpe with two distal processes: the one ventral (νε), triangular; the other (ρμ) submesial, broad, inclining distad, sinuate, with the lobes rounded, the process proximally concave, covered with short bristles; this process ρμ stands in connection with a weak longitudinal fold which is clothed with dispersed long hairs and ends basidorsally in a spine-like process, which is much thinner than in ctereri. Penis-funnel short, strong, ventrally and dorsally sinuate, the lobes consequently lateral, pointed; penis-sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 37) with an apical process which is more than three times as long as the sheath is broad.

♀. A very badly damaged ♀ in the Berlin Museum from Usaramo, German East Africa, may belong to this species. Antenna andromorphic; anal angle of hindwing less produced than in ♂, no lines on the underside of the wings, which are rubbed.
Early stages unknown.

*Hab.* East Africa: 1 ♂ (*type*) in the Tring Museum from Gwln-pan, between Lialui and Kazungula, Upper Zambesi, second week of March, 1898 (Coryndon); 1 ♂ in coll. Obersch. Oberthür from Mpala, Tanganyika; 1 ♀ (this species?) in the Berlin Museum from Usaramo, German East Africa (Stublmann).


♂. Tongue short and weak. Joint of palpus open. Abdominal tergites spinose only at edges. Hindtibia tufted between the two pairs of unequal spinose spurs, longer terminal spur a little longer than the second tarsal segment. Antennal segments somewhat dilated dorso-laterally, ventral outline nearly straight (side-view). Clasper with very small patch of minute modified scales, no regularly-arranged friction-scales on insnside of eighth tergite.

Body and wings pale pinkish or vinaceous-buff, hindwing above more pinkish than forewing and body. End of palpus, crest of head, and anterior part of pronotum more or less brownish.

Wings, **upperside.**—Forewing, apex acute, but little projecting, hinder angle almost 90°; distal margin entire, hinder margin slightly emarginate before angle; five vinaceous hazel lines, all straight, or very feebly undulate, the fifth somewhat curved behind R^3^, lines 1 and 2 in basal half approaching each other a little behind: 1 at base of M^2^, as far from base at costal as at inner margin; 2 near base of M^1^; line 3 beyond cell, heavier than the others; 4 weak or obliterate; 5 weak but distinct, more or less accentuated by vein-dots; 3 to 5 nearly equidistant; a trace of a subbasal line at costal margin; fringe feebly darker at ends of veins; no subbasal dot.—Hindwing: apex broadly rounded, anal angle little projecting, fringe and anal area paler; traces of a median and of a postdiscal band.

**Underside** paler than upper.—Forewing with three feeble lines, situated between cell and distal margin, slightly and evenly curved.—Hindwing also with three extra-cellular lines, the first the heaviest, the second approaching the first behind, the third accentuated by vein-dots.

Structure of end of abdomen similar to that of *P. hollandi*, clasper slenderer, ventral lobe of harpe broader, broadly spoon-shaped, upper lobe shorter; penis-sheath without the long process found in *paupercula* and *hollandi*, the process indicated by a small lobe.

Length of forewing: 26—30 mm.

*Hab.* Salisbury, Mashonaland, October 1900 (Marshall), 1 ♂ (*type*) in the British Museum.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂ without locality, figured to show the position of the lines.


♂. In pattern very close to *rosa*, *numasae*, etc. Not rosy red, but russet-fawn, slightly vinaceous or pinkish. Tongue, palpus, and spurs as in those species. Abdominal tergites spinose. Antenna as in *fulgurans*, rather shorter. Distal margin of forewing very faintly emarginate between the veins, D^2^ of hindwing little longer than D^3^ (only one specimen seen). Basal dot of forewing double, first ante-
median line evenly curved, first discal line quite straight, oblique, the other discal lines quite indistinct, apparently denticulate in _numosae_, the posidiscal line also indistinct, indicated by vein-dots, an ill-defined russet submarginal patch between SC and M, a small patch of the same colour near hinder angle at inner margin; anal patch of hindwing narrower than in _numosae_ and _rosea_.—Underside: discal line of forewing straight, hindwing with a denticulate postdiscal line, more or less double; discal line almost touching cell, more proximal behind and less curved than in _numosae_. Midtibia with white basal spot, hindtibia white above.

Tenth tergite closely resembling that of _coryndoni_ (Pl. XXV. f. 15), being very dissimilar to that of _fulgurans_ and _rosea_, flatter than in _coryndoni_, curved downward, and wider before the end; the sternite also as in _coryndoni_, curved upwards. No friction-organ. Clasper short (Pl. XXXIV. f. 2) irregular in shape; a longitudinal fold dividing the inner surface into a dorsal and a ventral part; the harpe has a ventral ridge _p<e>, which is denticulate and ends in a short hook (_ped_) partly concealed by the mesial fold. Penis-funnel (_p-r_) produced at each side into a short, pointed lobe; penis-sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 29) with a ventral patch of teeth at the apex, the patch continued on to the inner side of the sheath.

? Not known.
Early stages not known.

_Hab._ Congo.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂ labelled Congo 1868; it is doubtless the species intended by Walker's description, and may have come from the same collection; it had a gilded pin.

216. *Polyptychus fumosus* spec. nov. (Pl. II. f. 16, ♂).

♂. Similar to _subjectus_ in pattern; forewing more grey, hindwing deeper brown. Apex of forewing produced into a lobe, distal margin slightly denticulate, concave in front and behind, hinder angle projecting, first discal line more oblique than in _subjectus_.—Hindwing denticulate, fringe white-spotted below, with a brown-black anal mark which is thinner than above.

Tenth tergite very broad, rounded, entire; sternite with a narrow, compressed, pointed, mesial process, which is slightly curved upwards. Clasper short, irregular in shape; middle part deeply concave, with a hairy ventro-dorsal fold, the cavity partly covered by a dorsal fold and the projecting edge of the non-concave apical part of the clasper; harpe ending in a curved hook which is preceded by a triangular tooth. Penis-funnel produced at each side into a long process; penis-sheath with a multidentate process at the edge curving inside.

? and early stages not known.

_Hab._ East Africa: Dar-es-Salaam.
One ♂ in coll. Druce.

217. *Polyptychus fulgurans* spec. nov. (Pl. II. f. 14, ♂).

♂. Tongue short and weak. Joint of palps open. _D<2> of hindwing a little longer than _D<3>, curved; lower angle of cell acute. Body greyish, mixed with chestnut; sides of frons, middle of occiput and of pronotum, metanotum and base of abdomen, palpus and breast, chestnut; mesothoracic tegula more grey; edges of abdominal segments thinly white. Antenna deeply grooved, segments ventrally less sinuate than in _rosea_, and, in a ventral view, not so thin in the middle. Spurs
of mid- and hindtibiae with few spines, the long terminal one more than half the length of the first tarsal segment. Abdominal tergites with spines all over.

Wings, above.—Forewing greyish pink, slightly darker in outer area; outer margin straight; two black dots near base, with an indistinct line proximally of them; a straight line just proximally of base of M^2, at right angles to hindmargin, very faintly bent costad in front, a double line proximally of base of M^3, less heavy, consisting of three sections, costal section down to M straight, second section between M and SM^2 slightly concave, third section straight and oblique, leaning basad posteriorly; a double line at D, stopping at R^3; a well-marked discal line crossing S^C_1 1\ 2 mm. and M^2 6\ 3 mm. from the bases of these veins, gently curved twice, being feebly convex between C and R^3 and then faintly concave; close upon the discal line (and parallel with it) follow two thin lines of which the second is barely traceable, then follow two undulate lines, parallel to one another, distance between them about 3 mm., the outer one reaching internal margin 5 mm. from angle of wing; outside this line there is a short heavy bar between M^2 and internal margin, subdivided at SM^2; the lines pinkish chestnut.—Hindwing: base and abdominal area red, this colour gradually shading into the pinkish hazel colour of the distal half; a discal line crossing R^2 2 mm. from the cell, convex in front, slightly concave behind, hazel colour; a chestnut bar of 1 mm. breadth at anal angle between M^3 and edge of wing, at the proximal side of which bar stands a thin line; D^2 not much longer than D^3.

Underside.—Forewing: basal half pale pink, outer half ochraceous-buff, with numerous tawny scales; three lines in outer half, more distinct in front, very feebly marked behind, all curving slightly costad, the first crossing R^3 3 mm. from cell, the second 4\ 3 mm. more distal, the third 2\ 3 mm. more distal than the second at R^3.—Hindwing, pinkish ochraceous-buff, sprinkled over with tawny scales, basal half more grey; three lines in outer half, convex in front, slightly concave behind, nearly equidistant, approaching one another a little behind, the discal line crossing R^3 barely 1\ 3 mm. from cell, third line undulate between R^3 and M^3, 2\ 3 mm. from outer margin at R^3; traces of a fourth line between M^1 and abdominal margin, space between this line and margin up to M^2 filled up with pinkish vinaceous-fusious scaling.

Tenth tergite (Pl. XXVI. f. 36) somewhat pear-shaped, rather abruptly narrowed to a blunt, slightly curved hook; the greater part of the plate—the sides and the hook excepted—membranaceous; the sternite very narrow and long, deeply cleft, the two lobes somewhat compressed and sharply pointed. Clasper with a naked area occupying the greater part of the outside, this space with minute granules; apex rounded, ventrally more oblique than dorsally; harpe (Pl. XXXIII. f. 17) very simple, the armature represented by a heavy basi-ventral dilatation of the clasper (μρ), the projection triangular, irregularly rounded and somewhat notched. Penis-sheath without external armature, but there are two flaps inside which have serrated edges.

♀ and early stages not known.

Hab. Kiokwe, British East Africa.

One ♀ in the Tring Museum (type).

This is possibly the ♀ of nominowae, but the differences are such that we must consider them of specific value. The differences in colour between the species of this genus are sometimes very slight: compare assimilis and pygarga, andosa and compar and consimilis; hollandi and paupercula.
218. *Polyptychus numosae.*


♀. Paler than *fulgurans*, the lines in the basal half of the forewing above barely vestigial, first discal line very oblique, almost evenly curved from costal to internal margin; middle line of hindwing more proximal. Antenna grooved, with prolonged cline. SC² and R¹ of hindwing on a rather long stalk, D³ longer than D¹. The type of *cytis* is more pinkish than that of *numosae*, the forewing is narrower, the blackish brown anal mark of the hindwing is much narrower, the first line of the hindwing is a little more distal, standing beyond the cell below, while it crosses the apex of the cell in *numosae*, and the double row of postdiscal dots of *numosae* is replaced by a single faint line. Vaginal plate partly visible in both type-specimens; ridge in front of orifice slightly sinuate, without processes, postvaginal part of plate mesially impressed longitudinally, broadly triangular.

♂ and early stages not known.

*Hab.* S.E. Africa: Caffraria and Transvaal.

Only 3 ♀♀ known as yet.


*Maranaiba rosea*, id., *Ent. Mon. Mag.* xix. n. 31 (1892).

♀ ♀. Tongue short and weak. Joint of palpus open. Antenna strongly ciliated in both sexes, distinctly grooved in ♀, the segments ventrally more or less sinuate in side-view in ♀. Spurs spinose, longer terminal one of hindtibia at least half the length of the first tarsal segment, and twice as long as the shorter spur. Abdominal tergites spinose, rather densely so on the back. Distal margin of forewing very slightly dentate, convex in ♀, almost straight in ♀, apex slightly produced, inner margin feebly margined distally, the angle distinct, more than 90°; D² of hindwing curved, not twice as long as D³, lower angle of cell acute. Clasper and eighth tergite with organ of friction.

Similar to *numosae* and *fulgurans*, antennæ more deeply grooved in both sexes, longer in ♀, ventral line uneven (in side-view), hindwing shorter costally, forewing with a single basal dot, first antemedian line evenly curved from costal to inner margins, postdiscal line somewhat convex between R² and M², more so in ♀ than in ♀, entire anal patch of hindwing larger, closer to the margin. Midtibia with an indistinct pale basal spot, hindtibia pale above, but not white. Sexual armature quite different from that of *fulgurans*.

♂. Tenth tergite (Pl. XXV. f. 16) very slender, narrowed to a point, curved downwards, forming a short hook; the sternite longer than broad, subtriangular, with the sides gently rounded and the apex incised. Clasper reduced in size, with
a patch of modified friction-scales; these large, elongate-ovate, pointed, mesially carinate; a single row of friction-scales at the internal edge of the eighth tergite; harpe (Pl. XXXIV, f. 1) with a short but strong ventral hook (pd), which stands in connection with a dorsal process (pd); this process somewhat club-shaped, set with tubercles; it corresponds to the dorso-basal process found in the species of *Chenis*. Penis-sheath (Pl. XXX, f. 28) armed before the end with a single strong tooth which projects lateral as in *P. eiresectus*, but is much shorter.

♀. Vaginal armature (Pl. XVII. f. 18) not strongly chitinised, no processes, two transverse folds before the orifice, postvaginal plate (pp) mesially concave, rounded-triangular.

Early stages not known.

_Hab._ West Africa: Sierra Leone to Cameroons, probably farther south.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♂♂, 1 ♀ from: Sierra Leone; Cape Coast Castle, Gold Coast; Warri, Niger Coast, June 1896 (Dr. Roth).

The width of the interspace between the antemedian and the discal lines is not quite constant.

220. _Polyptychus foliaceus_ spec. nov.


Body and wings pinkish clay-colour.—_Upperside_ of forewing darker than hindwing, no basal spot: a blackish or brown line across apex of cell continued as a feeble shadow towards inner margin, which it reaches before hinder angle, here a little more accentuated than on the disc; another feeble line midway between cell and tip of wing from costa to R1, meeting at this vein an oblique apical line, equally feeble, these two lines limiting a triangular costal area which is slightly darker than the disc; fringe brown.—_Hindwing_ paler towards base and abdominal margin, distal margin slightly dentate at SM3, a brown marginal shade at anal angle.

_Underside._—Forewing paler than above: basal half with a slight yellowish tint; an oblique, feeble, subapical line reaching costal margin before the tip of the wing and bordering a greyish space.—_Hindwing_: two feeble discal lines, the proximal one straight, crossing R3 2½ mm. from cell, external one curved like the outer margin.

Not dissected.

Early stages and ♂ not known.

Length of forewing: ♀, 32—35 mm.

_Hab._ Misahöhe, Togo, 31. iii. 1894, 1 ♀ (type), two others from the same place, April (E. Baumann); Kete Kratje, W. Africa (Zeck): all in the Berlin Museum.

According to Baumann (on the label) not rare in the forest near Agowe, but very shy. It is generally found sitting on the fallen-off calyces of _Musanga smithii_.

221. _Polyptychus contraria_ (Pl. I. f. 10, 11, ♂ ♂).


♂ ?. An individually and sexually variable insect, of which the West African form has received no less than five names.
Tongue very short. Palpus smooth-scaled, the scales erect; joint open. Antenna of ♂ rather strongly grooved, side-line undulate in a dorsal view, ventral line of each segment (in side-view) straight, the apical sensory cone prominent, the ventral parts of the segments not touching one another; in ♀ rounded-triangular in transsection, very feebly grooved, but the segments somewhat constricted at the joints, the basal and dorsal fasciculated ciliae somewhat prolonged, the longest of about the same length as the segment, the fascicles not close together. Spurs spinoæ, the long terminal one of the hindtibia about two-fifths the length of the first tarsal segment; hindtibia as long as tarsal segments 1 and 2 together. Body woolly, scarcely with any short broad scales; abdominal tergites with long weak scales all over, the spines dense at the edges. Distal margin of wings entire, of forewing straight or convex, sexes different, ♂ with apex of forewing very little or not produced, ♀ with the apex almost hooked, hinder margin straight or nearly straight; hindwing very strongly rounded, more so in ♂ than in ♀; D² very oblique, more than twice the length of D³. No organ of friction on the clasper and the eighth tergite.

Both sexes vary in the ground-colour and in the distinctness of the markings; sometimes there are scarcely any markings at all. The stigma of the forewing is often very conspicuous; sometimes it is represented by a ring, and is also often wanting. Some individuals have a brown cloud along the abdominal margin of the hindwing, this cloud corresponding to the black patch found in *nigriplaga*.

♂. Eighth tergite slightly but distinctly sinuate in the middle (best visible from the underside after the claspers have been taken out). Tenth tergite very short, triangular, gradually narrowing to the blunt apex, longitudinally impressed; the sternite rather broad, curved dorsal, apically pointed or rounded, sides slightly angled and bent ventrad, hence the under surface of the plate concave. Clasper (Pl. XXXIV. f. 3) very much reduced in size, covered with very long narrow scales; it is apically narrowed to a ladle-like process, from the cavity of which projects a sharp hook of the harpe (prcd); the harpe occupies the whole cavity of the clasper, and is dorsally divided into two folds (m and n). Penis-sheath without armature, very short, apically flattened, prolonged into a triangular blade.

♀. Eighth abdominal tergite membranaceous, feebly incrassate at the edge. Vaginal plate (Pl. XVII. f. 13) with a transverse smooth fold which is widened mesially and bears here a more or less triangular lobe; postvaginal plate membranaceous, scaled, excepting middle.

Early stages not known.

_Hab._ Continental Africa, from Natal to British East Africa and Senegambia, probably all over the Aethiopian region exclusive of Madagascar and the neighbouring islands.

Two subspecies, which are structurally alike.

a. _P. contraria contraria_ (Pl. 1. f. 10, 11, ♂ ♂).


♂. Distal margin of forewing convex. The discal line of the underside of the hindwing as a rule close to cell, straight, occasionally some mm. distant from cell and curved. Distinctness of the lines very variable. The submarginal vein-dots of the hindwing sometimes transverse, occasionally situated in an obscure line.
Apex of forewing more or less produced. Colour and pattern variable as in ♂.

_Hab._ Natal to British East Africa.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♀♀ from Dar-es-Salaam, and a series of 26 ♂♂, 17 ♀♀ found by W. Doherty at the Kikuyu Escarpment, east of the Ravine, British E. Africa, mostly in February and March at an elevation from 6500 to 8000 ft.

b. _P. contraria submarginalis._


♀. _Smerinthus adansonii_ Boisduval, _l.c._ p. 27. n. 15 (1875) (Senegal; —coll. Oberthür).


♀. _Pseudomerinthus suffusa._ Butler, _l.c._ n. 2 (1877); Kirby, _l.c._ n. 5 (1892).


♂. _Pseudomerinthus paeonii._ Kirby, _l.c._ p. 703. n. 2 (1892).


♂. Distal margin of forewing straight. Discal line of hindwing below curved, about 2 mm. distant from cell at R².

♀. Discal line of hindwing as in ♂. We have seen four specimens; there does not seem to be a constant difference between these ♀♀ and the East African ones, as the position of the discal line of the hindwing is variable in the Eastern individuals (see above). A longer series of East and West African specimens must be compared side by side in order to find out the difference, if there is one.

_Hab._ West Africa: from the Congo Region to the Senegal.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♂♂, 1 ♀ from: Anambara Creek, Niger; Warri, Niger, July and September, 1897 (Dr. Roth); Yakasu, Upper Congo, July 1900 (K. Smith).

One of our ♂♂ is very pale, having lost nearly all the markings.

Butler, _l.c._ mentions a "♂" as _marginalis_; as there is no ♂ in the British Museum, he meant perhaps another species.

292. _Polyptychus nigriplaga_ spec. nov. (Pl. V. f. 4, ♂).
head and thorax, a spot at the base of the eighth tergite, and the underside of the tibiae and tarsi, brown.

Wings, upperside.—Forewing: a rather large, rounded, basal spot dark brown, two antemedian lines, undulate, not very distinct, behind more distal than in front, the second almost a mere transverse cloud; a pale brown annulus upon cross-veins, with pale centre; a dark costal cloud beyond apex of cell, continued by some faint lines which are scarcely traceable between R\textsubscript{1} and R\textsubscript{2}, but become more obvious at inner margin; between this cloud and the apex of the wing there are two spots, the second more distinct; each forms the costal spot of a series of vein-dots which is somewhat curved in front, the inner series ending in an angulated line; fringe brown, not spotted.—Hindwing: produced at SM\textsuperscript{2}, darker than forewing, somewhat pinkish, basal area and abdominal and distal margins paler than disc, a brownish black elongate patch along SM\textsuperscript{2} midway between base and distal margin; the dark brown postdiscal shade ending in two brown subanal spots which are connected with one another by a line; fringe pale, with dark vein-dots.

Underside clayish cream-colour, slightly pinkish, dusted with black scales, excepting basal area of forewing.—Forewing: distal area greyish, with two rows of vein-dots in outer half of disc, the anterior dots of the inner row connected by a zigzag line; proximally of these two series there are traces of some more lines in the costal region.—Hindwing: an indistinct discal line, touching apex of cell, curved; two rows of dots nearer margin, the inner dots more or less connected by a line.

Tenth tergite broad (Pl. XXV. f. 20), suddenly narrowed to a sharply pointed hook; the sternite (Yr) divided into two lobes, each pointed, horizontal, the broader side vertical, ventral edge fold-like and clothed with hairs. Clasper (Pl. XXXIV. f. 5) widest in middle, narrowed from middle to end; a naked dorsal space on outs 11, where the clasper is widest; harpe consisting of a long ridge which reaches almost the end of the clasper; it is raised distally into a higher denticulate ridge, which bears on the ventral side a thorn-like tooth. Penis-sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 40) ending in a long process which is somewhat widened at the end, and is armed here with a minute tooth.

Length of forewing: 32 mm.
♀ and early stages not known.

Hab. West Africa: Cameroons and Congo.

In the Berlin Museum several specimens from Lolodorf, Cameroons (L. Conradt), one of them, caught on the 10th of July, given to the Tring Museum in exchange, type. Also a specimen in the Musée Royal at Bruxelles from Beni Bendi, Sankuru, Jan. 1895 (L. Oloetens), and in coll. Charles Oberthiür from Johann Albrechts Heke, Cameroons (L. Conradt).

223. Polyptychus paupercula (Pl. V. f. 1, ♀; 2, ♂).

Pseudomeriathus paupercula, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 703. n. 3 (1892).


♂ ♀. Tongue very short and weak. Joint of palpus open. Antennal segments with straight ventral outline (side-view); not much compressed in ♀, with the seriated ciliae rather dense and not much prolonged. Spurs not spinose, long one
of hindtibia less than half the length of the first tarsal segment. Distal margin of forewing almost straight in $\delta$; bisinuate in $\varphi$, with a prominent lobe at R², hinder angle a little projecting backwards. D² of hindwing twice as long as D¹, very oblique. Abdominal tergites not spinose excepting edges, underscales large. Clasper and eighth tergite with organ of friction.

There are two species known to us, which are almost exactly the same in pattern; they can be distinguished, apart from structure, by the one species having upon M₀ of the forewing in front of the tawny spot standing at inner margin close to angle one larger black dot accompanied at the proximal side by the vestige of a second dot, while the other species has two small black dots of equal size instead (Pl. LXV. f. 17. 18). The former insect is paupercula, the type of which is an abnormally large individual.

$\delta$. The tenth tergite is very slender and long, curved downwards, not acutely pointed (Pl. XXV. f. 18, side-view); the sternite has a large lobe, which is somewhat dilated laterally, rounded, slightly sinuate mesially (Pl. XXV. f. 17. $\chi$, dorsal view). Clasper elongate, dorsal margin slightly concave, convex before end, apex rounded, ventral margin slightly convex; the patch of friction-scales subapical, ovate, the scales narrow, pointed, conspicuously different from the other scales of the clasper not only in structure but also in colour, being buffish, not greyish white; eighth tergite with a belt of friction-scales at the internal edge, the scales not very large, but regular in position; harpe (Pl. XXXIII. f. 24) a broad rounded flap, concave, dorsal part rough with short spines, sometimes more truncate than in figure. Penis-sheath with a long apical process curved proximal, the process stout, conical (Pl. XXX. f. 42).

$\varphi$. Vaginal plate (Pl. XVII. f. 17) raised to a rather high ridge before the orifice ($e$), this ridge (aper) broadly and shallowly sinuate, without processes; postvaginal part of plate (aper) membranaceous, short.

Early stages not known.

_Hab._ West Africa: Niger to Congo; probably of wider distribution.

In the Tring Museum 17 $\delta \delta$, 2 $\delta \varphi$ from: Warri, Niger, February to September (Dr. Roth); Akassa to Onitsina, Niger (Dr. Cook); Agbéri, Niger, September (Dr. Anourse); Yakusu, Upper Congo, August 1900 (K. Smith).

The $\varphi$ figured is in the Stockholm Museum, from the Cameroons.

224. *Polyptychus hollandi* spec. nov. (Pl. V. f. 3, $\delta$).

$\delta$. Very close to paupercula, deeper brown. Markings of wings as in paupercula; but the tawny spot at the inner margin near angle smaller not reaching vein M₂, and there are two minute black dots in front of it upon M₂, the external one of them not being larger than the dots upon M¹ (Pl. LXV. f. 17). Marginal area of hindwing as far as the series of dots rather darker in tint than the disc in paupercula, while the disc is as dark as the marginal area in hollandi. The tenth tergite is carinate above, hence broader in side-view (Pl. XXV. f. 19); the harpe is deeply sinuate (Pl. XXXIII. f. 25), and the hook of the penis-sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 43) is slenderer than in paupercula.

$\varphi$. Not known.

_Hab._ West Africa.

In the Tring Museum 2 $\delta \delta$ from Warri, Niger Coast, June 1897 (Dr. Roth); third $\delta$ in coll. Holland from Bule country, W. Africa (Good).
225. **Polyptychus mutata.**


*Andromina mutata* id., *l.c.* p. 714. n. 3 (1892).

♂. Head with mesial crest. Tongue reduced to two weak lobes which are shorter than the first segment of the palps. Joint of palps open; third segment rather prominent. Antennal segments of 3 deeply grooved, subsectigate, the upper edge of each groove being produced lateral into a short broad lobe (Pl. LXI. f. 1. 2); the long ciliary fasciculated, the fascicles not numeros, placed upon tubercles, an isolated subdorsal fascicle between middle of segment and apical edge; the distal segments separated ventrally, the penultimate one much higher than long, its proximal edge oblique, with the angle rounded (side-view); end-segment with a submesial median spine (ventrally often broken off). Spurs of foretibia almost reaching end of tibia; spurs of mid- and hindtibiae not spinose, longer terminal one of hindtibia about one-third the length of the first tarsal segment; hindtibia as long as tarsal segments 1 and 2 together. Abdominal tergites spinose only at the edges, underscales large. Apex of forewing not produced, distal margin convex, hinder angle very obtuse, hinder margin almost straight; anal angle of hindwing not distinctly produced, D2 curved, not essentially longer than D3. Clasper without friction-patch.

Tenth tergite short and broad, slightly curved downward, narrowed to the apex, but not pointed, mesially spinate; sternite evenly and broadly spinate, the lobes broader than long, half-moon-shaped. Clasper longer than broad, rounded at apex, dorsal edge nearly straight, horizontal, ventral edge rounded in basal third, then straight, obliquely ascending; no harpe, but there is a dorso-basal process which is homologous and similar to that of *Clania bilineata*, rough with tubercles at the end. Penis-sheath without armature, a feeble carina at the end.

♀ and early stages not known.

*Hab.* Natal.

In the Tring Museum 18 ♂♂ from Natal.

226. **Polyptychus meander.**

*Gynaerga meander* Guenée, in *Voy. Mad.* p. 30 (1865) (nom. nud.).


*Smertiithus meander* (?), *d.c., Ber. Senk. Naturf. Ges.* 1877-78. p. 90. n. 60 (1878) (descript. of ♂♀; *Loucoube*).


♀. Tongue very short and weak. Palpi somewhat divergent; joint open. Antenna of ♂ sub-andromorphic; of ♀ with long fasciculated ciliae, ventral outline of segments very faintly concave. Abdomen with long spines all over the tergites, the spines dense at the apical margins. Distal margin of forewing somewhat dentate or modified, convex, apex not distinctly produced; apex of hindwing strongly rounded, D2 shorter than D3, both straight, oblique, D3 as long as upper
section of M. Spurs short, not spinose, two pairs to hindtibia, longer apical one little longer than the tibia is broad. No organ of friction.

The species bears in pattern an extraordinary likeness to the species of *Marumba*; it is in fact a *Marumba* with two pair of spurs to the hindtibia and less specialised clasper, constituting a type similar in this respect to the ancestor of *Marumba*.

♂. Tenth tergite broad, sides nearly parallel, apex narrowed, deeply siminate, lobes pointed, their mesial edges bent downward, carinate below; sternite represented by a mere rounded fold. Clasper long-scaled outwardly, especially at apical and dorsal edges, short, broad, deeply concave, with a prominent dorsal fold; harpe very stont, obtuse at end, upper side concave, finely setose, the ventral edge carinate, dorsal edge with rather heavy spines. Penis-sheath and -funnel without external armature.

♀. Not dissected.

Early stages not known.

In Boisduval's type, which is a large ♀, the forewing is less rounded than in the other specimens we have seen, and the hindwing is more brownish yellow.


In several collections. In the Tring Museum 1 ♂ from Tamatave, received through the kindness of Mons. Charles Oberthür.

LXI. *PHYLLOXIPHIA* gen. nov.—*Typus*: *oberthueri*.

♂. Close to *Polyptychus*. Tongue reaching to the end of the midcoxa, weak. Second segment of palpus thrice as long as first, joint not open. A large tuft of scale-hairs ventrally behind eye, covering lower part of same. Antenna rather thin, ventral online (side-view) of segments straight, apical segment three times as long as high, penultimate one distinctly longer than high. Abdomen long, tergites with broad underscales, spinose only at edges. Spurs not spinose, short, longer terminal one of hindtibia about twice as long as the tibia is broad; the tibin little longer than the first tarsal segment.——Forewing: apex strongly produced, acute, hooked, distal and inner margins evenly rounded from 2 to base, no angle.——Hindwing: apex obtusely pointed, anal angle not produced, obtusely rounded, 3 more than twice the length of 3, very oblique, 3 transverse, lower angle of cell obtuse.

♀ and early stages unknown.

*Hab.* West Africa.

One species.


♂. Head and thorax above, sides of palpi and dorsal part of the abdominal tergites clayish olive, this colour gradually fading away on the last segments, rather sharply limited laterally on the basal ones; rest of body cream-colour, underside of legs and the anterior coxae rather darker.

Wings, above, a little paler than the thorax.——Forewing washed with cinnamon; there are feeble traces of lines: one line subbasal, beginning at M proximally of 3, and ending more distally at inner margin; two between 3 and R, and traces of a third beyond end of cell, these three parallel, posteriorly more
distal than anteriorly; two undulate lines from costal to inner margin, beginning between cell and SC\(^2\); all these very indistinct; a more distinct, even, line from tip of wing to lower angle of cell continued along M to near base; the line is thin and has a pale hinder border, recalling the midrib of a leaf; the veins are faintly streaked and bordered pale; disc behind apex of cell more cinnamon; stigma black, small but conspicuous; inner margin with a darker basal triangular space.—Hindwing of the dark colour of the thorax, costal and abdominal margins and upper part of distal margin cream-colour.

**Underside** dirty cream-colour.—Forewing: middle of basal half fuscos; a line from apex to R\(^3\), which it reaches 6 mm. from cell, thence continued postical to M\(^2\), which it reaches 6 mm. from end, forming a very obtuse angle at R\(^3\).—Hindwing: abdominal area shaded with fuscos; a faint trace of a discal transverse line, and a thin oblique apical line.

Tenth tergite long (Pl. XXV. f. 25, XI) divided into two lobes; the sternite (Ar) broadened apically; divided into two diverging lobes. Clasper (Pl. XXXIV. f. 12) narrowed towards end, much more elongate triangular than in the species of *Polyptychus*, with long narrow scales at the apex; no friction-patch (the clasper is much rubbed, like the eighth tergite, in the only specimen known to us); there is no projecting harpe. Above the penis-funnel there is a pair of curved processes (n) which bear setiferous tubercles. Penis-sheath without external armature, but from the interior projects a double blade of chitin, notched, and beset with some bristles (Pl. XXXIV. f. 12).

♀ and early stages not known.

**Hab.** Lolodorf, Cameroons (L. Conradt).

One ♂ in coll. Charles Oberthür.

---

**LXII. LYCOSPHINGIA gen. nov.—Typus: hamatus.**


♂. Tongue very short and weak. Genal process small. Palpus smoothly scaled, joint not quite open. Antenna (♂) thickest in basal fifth, distal segments scarcely grooved, ventral outline of segments (side-view) straight, penultimate segment longer than high, last one three times as long as high. Abdomen long, tergites without spines at the edges, the scales representing them bi- or tridentate, rather tawny. Spurs short, not spinose, one pair to hindtibia, longer spur as long as the tibia is broad; pulvillus and paronychium present. Clasper without friction-patch, but eighth tergite internally with small erect scales at the inner edge. Apex of forewing very strongly produced, hooked, apex of hindwing pointed at SC\(^2\), anal angle produced, distal margin concave between R\(^1\) and anal angle, D\(^2\) more than twice as long as D\(^3\), not strongly oblique, D\(^3\) transverse, lower angle of cell obtuse.

♀ and early stages not known.

**Hab.** West Africa, Angola to Gold Coast.

Differs from *Polyptychus* in the hindtibia having only one pair of spurs; from *Marumba* in the obtuse lower angle of the cell of the hindwing, from *Luothonia* in the presence of the paronychium. Wing-form peculiar.
228. Lycosphingia hamatus.

*Smerinthus hamatus* Dewitz, *t. c.* p. 28, t. 2, f. 2 (1879 (♂, Chinchoxo; —Mus. Berlin).

*Polyptychus hamatus*, Kirby, *t. e.* n. 1 (1892).

♂. We have seen only two specimens. The antennae are rather too short in Dewitz's figure, and the (visible) end-segment of the abdomen is too broad; this eighth tergite is rather long, and its ventral edge broadly sinuate. Tenth tergite broad, triangular, obtuse; sternite elongate-triangular, apex obtuse and incassate, being convex beneath. Clasper (Pl. XXXIII. f. 16) broad, dorsal margin with a process (broken in the specimen dissected); harpe a large concave plate, narrowed at end, strongly rounded ventro-basally, apex obtuse and beset with short spines at the edge. Penis-sheath with long club-shaped process (Pl. XXX. f. 26), which ends in a small point.

*Hab.* West Africa.

One ♂ in the Berlin Museum (*type*) from Chinchoxo; Gold Coast, 1 ♂ in Mus. Tring, received in exchange from G. Weymer.

LXIII. LIKOMA gen. nov.—Typus: *apicalis*.

♂ ?. Differs from *Polyptychus* in having only one pair of spurs to the hindtibia, and in the absence of the paronychium.

Tongue very short and weak. Joint of palpus open. Ventral outline of antennal segments slightly concave (side-view). Scales of abdominal tergites narrow, many hair-like; spines at the apices numerous but weak. Spurs very short, not spinose, longer one of hindtibia scarcely longer than the tibia is broad. Pulvilli present, paronychium absent, *i.e.* without lobes. Distal margin of forewing dentate; D₂ of hindwing curved, oblique, not longer than D₁, this very oblique, lower angle of cell sharply acuminated. Clasper and eighth tergite with organ of friction.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* East Africa.

One species.

229. Likoma apicalis* spec. nov. (Pl. V. f. 5, ♂).

♂ ?. Body and wings dirty vinaceous, shaded with chocolate-brown scaling; metanotum and base of abdomen above much darker.

Wings, *upperside.*—Forewing with blackish brown lines with pale borders, which make the line appear double: two almost straight, in basal half, the one about 2 mm. proximally of base of M₂, the other at base of M₁; two on disc, the first straight, the second concave from costal margin beyond R₂, then turning basad and curving towards hinder margin; a postdisical line curved in nearly the same way, indistinct behind; the marginal area bordered by the postdisical line and an obliquely placed double spot at angle dark chestnut; stigma small, white; fringe whitish between veins.—Hindwing with three lines: proximal one just distal of base of M₁, nearly quite straight, the second somewhat curved in middle, nearer the first behind than in front, both with pale outer border, the third less distinct, nearly parallel to margin, also with pale border; the marginal area limited by this
pale line deeper in tint, changing into chestnut between M\(^1\) and anal angle; distal margin slightly undulate.

**Underside.**—Forewing more pinkish in basal half, without antemedian lines; a curved discal line, nearly 7 mm. from stigma; a band of three postdiscal and submarginal lines with pale borders, the band curving distad between R\(^2\) and (SM\(^3\)), concave between SC\(^3\) and R\(^2\): marginal area chestnut as above, but more distinctly extended to hinder angle.—Hindwing: lines as above, discal one more curved behind; marginal area chestnut between M\(^2\) and anal angle.

♂. Tenth tergite strongly narrowed towards end (Pl. XXV. f. 26), apex feebly sinuate; sternite narrowed suddenly to a pointed process. Clasper sole-shaped; a large patch of friction-scales; these scales long and narrow; eighth tergite with a belt of enlarged scales all round the edge; harpe (Pl. XXXII. f. 15) resembling that of *Polyptychus hollandi* to a certain extent, being distally sinuate, the two lobes short, especially the ventral one. Penis-sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 27) with a rather high dentate ridge before the end; from the interior of the sheath projects a sharply pointed, strongly chitinised process.

♀. Antenna andromorphic, segments slightly rounded in dorsal view. Spots at hinder angle of forewing smaller than in ♂, distal margin less sharply dentate, apical area of forewing and anal area of hindwing not quite so deep in colour. Not dissected; a high smooth ridge visible before vaginal cavity, slightly sinuate mesially, the sinns triangular.

Length of forewing: ♂, 30 mm.; ♀, 37 mm.

*Hab.* British Central Africa.

One ♂ (*type*) in the Tring Museum from Likoma, Lake Nyassa, 24. iii. 1906 (Rev. Dutton).

In the British Museum 1 ♀ from Nengia, British Centr. Africa (Crawshay); 1 ♂, aberrant, from Umtali, Mashonaland, 3700 ft, December 1900 (Marshall).

The latter ♂ is buffish wood-brown, smaller than the *type*. The first line of the hindwing below stands at the base of M\(^2\), the tenth sternite is square in basal half, with the angles not rounded, the harpe is smaller, and the dentate ridge of the penis-sheath longer.

**LIV. MARUMBA.—Typus: *dyras.***


*Smerinthius* Latreille, Hist. Nat. Crust. Insec. iii. p. 401 (1802) (partim; incl. type of *Sphinx*).

*Latothorax* Fabricius, in Illig., Mag. Ent. vii. p. 287 (1807) (partim; incl. type of *Sphinx*).

*Polyptychus* Hubner, Verz. bek. Schm. p. 141 (1822) (partim; type: *dentatus*).

*Merrinthus* Meigen, Hbld. Schm. p. 100 (1827) (correct. of *Smerinthius*).


*Mimus* id., (non Hubner, 1822), Lc. p. 583 (1877).

*Marumba* Moore, Lep. Ceyl. ii. p. 8 (1882) (type: *dyras*).

*Sicilia* Tutt, Brit. Lep. iii. p. 386 (1902) (nom. nud.).

*Barrowia* id., i.e. (nom. nud.).

*Kayea* id., i.e. (nom. nud.).

♂ ♀. Tongue very short and weak, the two halves quite separate in several species (Pl. LIXI. f. 10, 11). Pilifer a short, obtuse, triangular process. Palpus larger in ♂ than in ♀, visible from above in ♂, second segment about twice as long
as broad, joint more or less open, at least in \( \delta \). Antennal segments deeply grooved in \( \delta \), rather feebly in \( \varphi \), cline much longer in \( \delta \) than in \( \varphi \); last segment short, penultimate one higher than long. Abdominal tergites without broad scales, densely spinose all over. Tibiae spinose, hindtibia as long as, or longer than, the first two tarsal segments; spurs not spinose, one pair to hindtibia, short; tarsi stout, some of the spines of the underside more or less erect and inclining mesiad; pilivillus and paronychium present, the upper lobe of the latter broad. Distal margin of forewing more or less undulate; apex of hindwing rounded, proportional length of \( D^2 \) and \( D^3 \) variable, but \( D^2 \) never twice the length of \( D^3 \), sometimes even shorter than \( D^3 \); pattern almost the same in all the species. No organ of friction on clasper and eighth tergite.

Clasper and harpe similar in the various species: the former (Pl. XXXIV. f. 13–18) divided distally into a dorsal and a ventral lobe, the dorsal lobe mostly strongly chitinised and pointed, the ventral one obliquely rounded, weak, both close together, imperfectly separated; harpe represented by a very strongly chitinised hook curving upwards; a subdorsal basal fold of the clasper is produced mesiad into a plate which lies above the penis-sheath and is prolonged distad into a sharp process which corresponds to the processes \( pdr \) and \( pdl \) of *Polyptychus trilineatus*; the process is the same on both sides, while in *Polyptychus trilineatus* the left one differs from the right one. Penis-funnel short, more or less transversely folded above (Pl. XXXIV. f. 14); penis-sheath without processes, but more or less rugose or granulose at the end. Vaginal plate see Pl. XVIII. f. 15–22.

Larva granulose; head triangular.—Food-plants: *Tilia*; *Prunus*; *Pirus*; *Quercus*; etc.

Pupa somewhat glossy, rugate; two small frontal tubercles; labrum and pilifer distinct; smooth part of eye polished, tongue-case about 5 mm. shorter than foreleg; cremaster very rough above, tip divided, short (*quercus*).

Hab. Oriental and Palaearctic Regions, as far east as the Southern Mohnecas and the Tenimber Islands.

The mouth parts are very variable according to species and individuals. The tongue of *quercus* and *jankowskii* is always devoid of a fringe at the inner edge—by means of which the two halves of the tongue are kept together—while the fringe is present in all the other species (Pl. LXI. f. 11). The pilifer is also much reduced in *quercus* (Pl. LXI. f. 10) and is devoid of the clothing of bristles or scales found elsewhere. In *sperchius* (Pl. LXI. f. 11) the bristles are few in number, being replaced by hairs and scales. In some individuals of *gusckowitschi* and *cristata* the pilifer is longer and bears the normal brush of brown bristles, while other individuals of the same species resemble *sperchius* in this respect or stand intermediate. *M. quercus* has no distinct epistome; in *sperchius* and *cristata* (Pl. LXI. f. 11, \( cp \)), it is represented by an obtusely triangular lobe, and in *spectabilis* by a sinuate lobe. The labrum bears a transverse ridge, variously shaped in the different species, being almost tuberculiform in *cristata*, very high and mesially somewhat sinuate in *spectabilis*, etc.

The relationship of *Marumba* with the Oriental *Polyptychus* is clearly demonstrated by the sexual armature of the \( \delta \). The development of the clasper apically into a dorsal and a ventral lobe and the presence of two processes above the penis-funnel point directly to *Polyptychus trilineatus*.

It is very interesting to note that the African *Likoma apicalis*, which agrees
with *Marumba* in the loss of the proximal pair of spurs on the hindtibia and also in pattern, has the sexual armature of the ♂ similar to that of some African *Polyptychus*, the clasper not being divided, and bearing a patch of friction-scales, the eighth tergite having a corresponding organ of friction, the tenth sternite being divided, the penis-sheath bearing a lateral tooth, and there not being any processes above the penis-funnel. This African *Likoma* is clearly a derivation from an African *Polyptychus*, while the Oriental (and Palaearctic) *Marumba* are derived from an Oriental *Polyptychus*. The absence of the proximal pair of hindtibial spurs does not mean closer relationship between *Marumba* and *Likoma* than between these and *Polyptychus*, but is the outcome of parallel development; the tendency of the spurs to become obliterated is obvious in all groups of asemanophoruous *Sphingidae*.

The pattern of the wings is very uniform, varying only in details in the different species.—Forewing: a subbasal and three or four antemedian lines, the latter more or less convergent behind; a discal line at (seldom) or beyond end of cell, immediately followed by one or two feeble lines; three postdiscal lines, more or less strongly \( \Omega \)-shaped (on right wing; \( \Omega \)-shaped on left wing), curving round a double spot situated upon \( M^2 \) and \( SM^2 \) near angle of wing, one of these three lines mostly vestigial.—Hindwing with double spot before anal angle as remnant of a postdiscal band.

On the underside we find no lines in the basal half of the forewing, while the hindwing bears three lines between the base of \( M^2 \) and distal margin, the most proximal one being as a rule accompanied distally by vestiges of one or two more lines, of which one is often rather distinct.

This similarity in pattern misled Hampson to unite under *M. duges* no less than five distinct species.

Key to the species:

1. Foretibia ending in a long thorn or claw
   - Foretibia without apical thorn
   - Hindwing red
   - Hindwing burntumber-brown, russet, tawny, ochraceous, or buff
   - Costal and distal marginal areas of hindwing ochre-yellow
   - Distal margin of forewing concave between \( SC^5 \) and \( R^3 \), apex almost truncate
   - Not obviously concave
   - The most distal brown line of underside of hindwing absent, or barely vestigial, but its white border distinct; forewing below with sharply defined tawny or ochraceous apical area

2. Foretibia and hindwing uniformly ochraceous

3. Foretibia and hindwing uniformly ochraceous

4. Foretibia and hindwing uniformly ochraceous

5. Foretibia and hindwing uniformly ochraceous

6. Foretibia and hindwing uniformly ochraceous

7. Foretibia and hindwing uniformly ochraceous

8. Foretibia and hindwing uniformly ochraceous
f. Forewing below with a large, anteriorly rather sharply defined, orange-tawny area extending from R\textsuperscript{3} to near hinder margin, rest of wing very much darker . . . . . . 232. \textit{M. spectabilis}.

Forewing without that patch, or the patch small and clayish tawny, not well defined anteriorly . . . . . .

g. Body above with a prominent mesial line; upperside of wings and body very uniform in colour, without distinct pale shades, subanal spot M\textsuperscript{2} of hind-wing absent or vestigial . . . . . 231. \textit{M. cristata}.

Body without heavy mesial line, or wings with pale shades . . . . . .

h. Forewing with the most distal line double, the exterior one of the pair the heavier . . . . . . 233. \textit{M. dyras}.

Forewing with the most distal line not double, or the exterior one of the pair vestigial . . . . . .

i. Forewing below uniformly vandyke-brown, or the basal half much paler than the distal half . . . . . . 235. \textit{M. timora}.

Forewing below pale ochraceous-buff or cream-colour, much shaded with grey

j. Forewing below cream-colour; apical area not tawny . . . . . . 238. \textit{M. sperchius}.

Forewing below pale ochraceous-buff; apical area tawny, sharply defined . 234. \textit{M. amboinicus}.

Butler enumerated these species under \textit{Triptogon}—except \textit{quercus}, which he put together with \textit{tiliae} and \textit{decolor} into \textit{Mimas}—and quoted Bremer as author of \textit{Triptogon}. Moore, when proposing the new name \textit{Marumba}, said that the type of \textit{Triptogon} was \textit{dissimilis}, an insect generically distinct from \textit{Marumba}. Neither Butler nor Moore had read, we think, what Bremer said in the place which they quote. He distinctly stated that he placed \textit{dissimilis} only provisionally into \textit{Triptogon}—a nondescript genus proposed in 1857 by Méntriciés for some South American \textit{Sesiinae}—and that he would bring it into a new genus in a later paper, which intention he did not carry out. How Butler and Moore arrived at the conclusion that \textit{dissimilis} was the type of \textit{Triptogon} we are at a loss to understand.

Kirby, in his Catalogue, placed \textit{quercus} into a separate genus, which he called \textit{Lanathæ}; there is no justification whatever for separating \textit{quercus} from \textit{jankowskii}, \textit{sperchius}, etc. It is needless to show that Butler's \textit{Mimus} was quite unnatural; the three species under that name belong to three genera. Collectors of Palaeartic \textit{Lepidoptera} are, as a rule, contented with placing the species of \textit{Mimus}a together with a motley of other forms under the generic term \textit{Smurinhæ}; Staudinger and Rebel, in their Catalogue, separating, however, \textit{tiliae} from the rest as \textit{Dilina}! A
curious instance of inconsistency. On the other hand, Tutt, i.e., proposed for species of Marumba several generic names, without giving definitions.

230. Marumba gaschkeWitschii.


Polyptychus gaschkeWitschii, Lec. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. p. 276. n. 36 (1898) (=complexes =rosicrensis =carstanjenni =legnei; Yokohama; Nagasaki, v.; Hakodate; Mupin, vi.).

♂ ♀. Antenna rather short and thin, serrated cilia very short in ♀. Pilifer variable. Tongue with long ciliae. Hindwing above, and basal half or two-thirds of forewing below red. Spots at anal angles of fore- and hindwing generally large, those of hindwing mostly merged together, seldom small.

♂. Tenth tergite (Pl. XXVI. f. 5. 6) broad, the lobes rounded, their inner edge often obviously more oblique than the outer edge, this not continuous with the lateral edge of the more proximal part of the plate which ends in a ventral fold (n); Pl. XXVI. f. 6 gives a side-view of the apex of the tergite; the sternite (Xr) vestigial, represented by an inconspicuous fold which bears no mesial lobe; the lateral piliferous tubercles (t) strongly developed. Clasper in shape halfway between those of sperchius and ambuminus, the dorso-apical lobe pointed, somewhat curving downward, harpe similar to that of sperchius; the two processes above the penis-sheath broad.

♀. Distal edge of vaginal plate (Pl. XVIII. f. 21. 22) incrassate; proximal edge of orifice raised to a high ridge which covers the orifice in a ventral view; the outer surface of the ridge convex, its edge irregularly notched, mesially more or less deeply incised; the proximal part of the vaginal plate deeply concave, mesially obtusely carinate, this cavity laterally limited by the lower end of the eighth tergite which projects ventrad.

Larva not sufficiently known: yellowish green, with seven thin white side-bands, in front of which stand red blotches, granulose; horn straight and long.—Food-plants: Prunus; Pirus; Crataegus.

Chrysalis not described.

Hab. Japan, Amurland to Amoy and Mupin.

Four subspecies, which differ in colour and in the sexual armature of the ♀, apparently not in that of the ♂.

a. M. gaschkeWitschii carstanjenni.

*Smerinthus carstanjenni (rosispernis Bull. var. ?) Staudinger, in Rom., Mem. Lép. iii. p. 159. t. 9. f. 2. a. b. (1887) (Ussuri; larva on Prunus and Pirus — coll. Staudinger).


Smerinthus rosicrensis, Bartel, in Rühl, Grossschm. ii. p. 162 (1900) (partim; Amur).

♂ ♀. Only bred specimens seem to us to be in collections, and these appear to be more or less dwarfed. The small size, however, may be a character of the Amur form. A series of caught specimens should be compared. Individuals as small as a medium-sized carstanjenni occur also in Japan. Many examples have an ochraceous-red tint (only bred ones?). Markings strongly pronounced; fringe conspicuously white between the veins.
Ridge in front of vaginal orifice (Pl. XVIII. f. 22) with a small mesial sinus; the edge either irregularly denticulate or smooth.

Larva mentioned by Grases; said to be similar to that of Sphinx ocellata.—A thorough study of the Amur larvae is a desideratum. The larvae of the Amur Sphinxidae have nearly all been found by the travellers who collected for commercial purposes, but not one is properly described.

Hab. Amurland.

In the Tring Museum 9 ♂♂, 3 ♀♀.

b. M. gaschkewitschi gaschkewitschi.

Smerinthus dyra var. ♂, Walker, i.e. viii. p. 251. sub n. 13 (1856) (Shanghai, ?).

Smerinthus gaschkewitschi Bremer & Grey, i.e.c. ; Mém., Énum., Corr. Anim., Mus. Petr., Lep. i. Suppl. p. 94. n. 1563. t. 13. f. 4 (1857) (Pekin); Walk., i.e.c. p. 40 (1864); Bart., in Rühl, Grosscha., ii. p. 161 (1900) (Pekin); Stand. & Reb., Cat. Lep. Ed. i. p. 99. n. 722 (1901) (partim; China sept.).

Smerinthus gaschkewitschi (♀), Boisd., Spec. Gén., Lép., Hét. i. p. 19. n. 3 (1875).

Triptogram gaschkewitschi (♀), Butler, Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. ix. p. 588. n. 21 (1877) (Pekin; “Mongolia” ex err.).

Smerinthus gaschkewitschi (♀), Austaut, Le Natural., xiv. p. 68 (1892).

Marumba gaschkewitschi, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hét. i. p. 707. n. 11 (1892).

Smerinthus complacens, Bartel, i.e. c. p. 163 (1900) (partim; Shanghai).

♀♀. Upper- and underside of body and wings paler than in the other subspecies; mesial line of abdomen not marked or vestigial; anal angle of hindwing above with a greyish white patch proximally of the brown spot. Underside darker in ♂ than in ♀, hindwing pinkish grey in ♂, with the marginal area more or less pale pinkish tawny, in ♀ uniformly drab-colour, scarcely with a vestige of red. Fringe of both wings conspicuously white between the veins.

♀. Vaginal plate as in carstanjeni, the edge rather thicker.

Larva not known.


In the Paris Museum 1 ♂, 2 ♂♂ from north of Pekin (A. David), one of the ♂♂ transferred to the Tring Museum.

This and the following are possibly seasonal forms of the same Chinese subspecies.

c. M. gaschkewitschi complacens.


Marumba complacens, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hét. i. p. 707. n. 8 (1892) (partim).

Marumba gaschkewitschi ab. complacens, Rothschild, Nov. Zool. i. p. 98 (1894).

Polyptehus gaschkewitschi, Leech, Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. p. 276. n. 36 (1898) (partim; Moupin, vi.).

♂♂. Darker than the two preceding forms; fringe of forewing with the white spots vestigial; underside of hindwing and of body washed with red all over.

Forewing rather more elongate than in the other subspecies.

♀. Vaginal plate as in the preceding form, the ridge thicker than in carstanjeni and the sinns much less deep than in the following subspecies.

Larva not known.

Hab. Southern and Central China: Amoy, Foochow, Kiangsi, Moupin.
In the Tring Museum 1 ♂ from Foochow; another ♂ from the same locality, obtained in the Brit. Mus., agrees almost exactly with the preceding subspecies.

In the Paris Museum 1 ♂, 2 ♀♀ from Moupin and Kiangsi.

Also several specimens in coll. Charles Oberthür and the British Museum.

d. M. gaschkeiitschi echephon.


Triptagon complanens, Butler, Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond., ix. p. 588, n. 19 (1877) (partim; Japan);


*Smerinthus heynei Austaut, Le Natural., xiv. p. 68, n. 1 (1892) (Japan).

Marumba echephon, Kirby, Cat. Lep., Het., i. p. 706, n. 7 (1892) (Japan).

Marumba complanens, id., l.c. p. 707, n. 8 (1892) (partim; Japan).

Marumba roseipennis, id., l.c. n. 9 (1892) (Japan).

Marumba heynei, id., l.c. p. 932, n. 36 (1892).


Marumba gaschkeiitischi ab. roseipennis, Rothschild, Nov. Zool., i. p. 98 (1894).

Polyptychus echephon, Leech, Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond., p. 276, n. 35 (1898) (probably form of dyrus!);

Smerinthus spherchius, Bartel, l.c. p. 158 (1900) (partim; sub synon.).

Marumba gaschkeiitischi ab. echephon, id., l.c. 1901 (Japan).

Smerinthus roseipennis, id., l.c. p. 162 (1900) (partim; Japan).

Smerinthus complanens, id., l.c. p. 163 (1900) (partim; Japan).

Smerinthus gaschkeiitischi var. roseipennis, Standinger & Reb., Cat. Lep. ed. iii. p. 99, sub n. 722 (1900) (Japan).


♂ ?. The pair from which Boisduval drew up his description of echephon is discoloured; it belongs to the present species, not to dyrus as suggested by Leech; the name of echephon has been left out in the catalogue of Standinger and Rebel.

In colour very close to complanens, but the underside decidedly more restricted red, especially in the ♂ and on the hindwing. Size variable, fringe without distinct white spots in some specimens, but in most nearly as conspicuously spotted as in carstanjeni. First line of underside of hindwing on the whole rather more distal than in the other subspecies, sometimes 1 or 2 mm. distant from cell. ♀ ♀. Vaginal plate differing from that of the Continental forms in the ridge being deeply incised (Pl. XVIII. f. 21); this character applies to all the specimens examined, but in some the sinuses is less deep than in others.

Leech figured by Butler, l.c.


In the Tring Museum 15 ♂♂, 23 ♀♀ from various places of Japan, caught in May, June, and July.

231. Marumba cristata.


Polyptychus dyrus, Hampson (from Walker, 1856), in Blanf., Fauna Brit. Ind., Nymphs, i. p. 69, n. 31 (1892) (partim); Leech, Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond., p. 276, n. 34 (1898) (partim; Omei-shan, viii.).

♂ ?. This sombre-coloured insect is very constant, and cannot easily be confused with any species except in a moment of thoughtlessness. The uniform colour of the upperside, the heavy black mesial line of the body, the simple lines
of the forewing, the presence of a small creamy white stigma on the forewing, the absence of the first anal spot from the hindwing, and the rosy tint of the underside separate *cristata* at a glance from the other *Marumba*. Antenna of \( \delta \) less than one-third the length of the forewing, thinner than in *dyras*: in \( \varphi \) grooved, the serrated basal ciliae of the middle segments nearly as long as the segments. Tarsi very stout.

\( \delta \). Tenth tergite (Pl. XXVI. f. 2) deeply divided into two slender lobes which are pointed; sternite triangular, rather broad, not acute, slightly curved upwards at the apex, covered with minute granules. Clasper (Pl. XXXIV. f. 18) differing essentially from that of the allied species in the dorso-apical lobe being pointed and curved upwards and in the ventral lobe being broad and rounded; harpe not so strongly curved as in *sperchius* and *dyras*, not denticulate, reaching nearer to the end of the clasper.

\( \varphi \). Vaginal plate (Pl. XIX. f. 1) with a long, truncate or slightly sinuate, process in front of the orifice, which process becomes visible on removal of some scales from the apex of the seventh sternite; at each side stands a dentate flap (\( f \)).

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Sikhim; W. China.

In the Tring Museum \( \delta \delta \), \( \gamma \) \( \varphi \) \( \varphi \) from Sikhim, some in June.

232. *Marumba spectabilis*.


\( \delta \) \( ? \). Antenna shorter and thinner than in *dyras*. A much more conspicuously coloured insect than *dyras*, *sperchius* and *cristata*. Underside: a large area between hinder angle and R2 of forewing, and a submarginal patch before anal angle of hindwing, of an orange-tawny colour.

\( \delta \). Tenth tergite (Pl. XXVI. f. 1) deeply divided, the lobes slender, obliquely rounded at end, not pointed; sternite a low ridge, mesial lobe short and broad, almost vestigial. Dorso-apical lobe of clasper more curved downward than in *sperchius* and *dyras*; harpe not dentate, long, resembling that of *amboinicus*.

\( \varphi \). Antevaginal ridge of vaginal plate (Pl. XIX. f. 2) sinuate in front of the vaginal orifice, the lobes rounded; from each side of the ridge extends a longitudinal fold towards the eighth sternite.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* N. India; Sumatra.

Two subspecies:

a. *M. spectabilis spectabilis*.


\( \delta \) \( ? \). Underside of wings: forewing with an apical patch of the same orange-tawny colour as the anal area; first discal line several mm. proximal of base of SC5; first line of hindwing between M1 and M2; fourth line angulate behind R2, 4 to 6 mm. distant from tip of M1. Tenth abdominal tergite (Pl. XXVI. f. 1) with
the lobes obliquely rounded at the tip, the sternite slightly dilated, rounded in middle.

Hab. North India: Sikhim.
In the Tring Museum 4 ♂♂.

b. M. spectabilis malayana subsp. nov.

♂. Hindwing with the apex less rounded than in the preceding subspecies. Wings, below.—Forewing with the orange-tawny apical patch barely indicated, first line just proximal of base of Sc (fork), fifth line—the fourth quite indistinct—continued to tip of M¹, not interrupted or obsolete behind R².—Hindwing; first line at lower angle of cell, not in cell, fourth not angulate between R² and M¹, barely 3 mm. from tip of M¹. Lobes of tenth tergite notched, not obliquely rounded; sternite with the mesial part dilated to a triangular, short and broad lobe.

♀. Not known.

Hab. Benkoelen, West Sumatra (Erisson), 1 ♂ in the Tring Museum.
L. spectabilis occurs doubtless in the countries between Sumatra and Sikhim, and most likely also on Borneo and Java. The discovery of the species in Sumatra is very interesting, as hitherto the insect was known only from Sikhim.

233. Marumba dyras.

*Smerinthus dyras* Walker, List Lep. Ins. B.M., viii. p. 250, n. 13 (1856) (partim; Ceylon; Silhet; Shanghai; Mus. Brit.).


♂ ♀. Tongue with fringe. Pilifer with brush of bristles. Antenna one-third the length of the forewing in ♂, a little shorter in ♀. Of the most distal double line of the forewing the external one is much heavier than the proximal one; the former stops mostly at M¹, but is occasionally continued beyond this vein, curving basad and ending at the marginal spot; the inner line encircles spot M¹, its posterior portion is often very faint. The marginal area beyond this double line is tawny or brown on the under surface, seldom of the same colour as the disc. Ground-colour, and number and position of lines variable individually; the first line of the underside of the hindwing seldom in cell, often well outside cell.

♂. Tenth tergite (Pl. XXVI. f. 9) divided into two rounded lobes; sternite pointed, triangular, or bell-shaped, rather variable in shape (Pl. XXVI. f. 9, 10, 11, 12). Dorso-apical lobe of clasper pointed, shorter than in *sperchius*; harpe more strongly hook-shaped, about midway between the harpes of *sperchius* and *ambolinus*, not denticulate; processes above penis-sheath long, granulose.

♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XVIII. f. 17. 18) with a more or less prominent rounded tubercle in front of the vaginal orifice.

Larva green, bluish green when adult, covered with "paler short granular spines," six side-bands on segments 4 to 11; head triangular; horn straight, spinose. Moore figures on the same plate a gallstone-yellow caterpillar with seven red side-bands and a curved horn. Is this really the same species?—Food-plants: *Sterculiariaeae*.

Pupa insufficiently described; said to have a short exserted proboscis, which is a mistake; cremaster apparently long, narrow in side-view (Moore's figure).

Hab. From N.W. India and China to Ceylon, the Philippines and Java.
Two subspecies:
a. _M. dyras dyras._

*Stenanthus dyras walkeri,* l.c. (1856).


*Triptoptera dyras,* Butler, l.c. p. 586. n. 6 (1877) (Ceylon; Canara); _Cot. & Swinh., Cat. Lep. Ind._ i. p. 26. n. 140 (1887) (Silhet; Sikhim; Canara; Ceylon; Sibhag; Sibsgar); _Swinh., Cat. Lep. Ind._ i. p. 104. (1892) (Asam; Ceylon).


*Triptoptera ceylanica,* (L.), _Cotes & Swinh., Cat. Lep. Ind._ i. p. 26. n. 144 (1887) (Ceylon); _Swinh., Cat. Lep. Ind._ i. p. 104. n. 110 (1892) (Laos, Siam; Ceylon).

*Marrumba massaurensis,* (L.), _Kirby, Cat. Lep. Ind._ i. p. 706. n. 2 (1892).


*Vespgyphes dyras,* Hampson, in Blanford, _Fam. Brit. Ind._, _Moths_ i. p. 69. n. 91. f. 12 (L.) (1892) (partim); _Dugd., Journ. Bombay N. H. Soc._ xi. p. 106. n. 91 (1898) (Sikhim & Bhutan, up to 3500 ft., v. to viii.; — probably a mixture of species).

*Marrumba dyras ab. simonsis,* ab. _ceylonica_, ab. _fuscocessus_, ab. _silhetensis_, ab. _orienta_, ab. _massaurensis_ (L.), _Rothschild, Nov. Zool._ i. p. 98 (1894).

Sir George Hampson was quite right in sinking _fuscocessus_, _orienta_, _simonsis_, etc., as synonyms of _dyras_. But in the scramble of these Butlerian species for accommodation under the roof of a mutilated but hospitable dryad, some strangers managed to squeeze in who were not billeted there. The row of fresh synonyms under _dyras_ of Hampson looks very imposing; seven of the names, however, have no business to be there, and the eighth (_kavanica_) has also an claim to a separate place.

Though we treat of the specimens belonging to the species _dyras_ only under no subspecies, we are not at all certain that there are not more geographical forms. In many other _Amblycinone_ the sexual armature seems to vary much more graphically than individually. Unfortunately the material at disposal is rather meagre, excepting that from North India and Java, and therefore we cannot do more at present than indicate in what the few individuals dissected differ. It is
quite possible that the differences which appear to us to be geographical will turn out to be individual on examination of larger numbers, and this is the reason why we leave the specimens from continental Asia, Ceylon and the Andamans under one subspecific name. There are names for nearly all the possible subspecies of which specimens exist in collections. The name of *dyrus* would apply to the Ceylon form; *massaurensis* to that from N.W. India; *orientis* = *fuscoseceus* to that from Sikhim and Bhutan; etc.

In the Sikhim specimens the tenth sternite of the ♂ (Pl. XXVI. f. 9) is elongate-bell-shaped, the sides being rounded, and the mesial tubercle of the vaginal plate (Plate XVIII. f. 17) of the ♀ is heavy, globose, more or less faintly grooved in middle.

The specimens from Assam have a more slender and longer tenth sternite, it being sometimes very narrow and straight (Pl. XXVI. f. 12), while the antevaginal tubercle is the same as in the Sikhim individuals.

In South Indian ♂ ♀ the tenth sternite stands in shape midway between that of Sikhim and Assam examples, while it is broad, obtusely triangular (Pl. XVIII. f. 10) in Ceylon individuals. The antevaginal tubercle is in Ceylonese ♀ ♀ very prominent, constricted at the base, knob-shaped, sulcate.

The differences in colour on which Butler relied when describing his "species" are quite inconstant.

Larva and chrysalis figured by Moore (see above).

_Hab._ China, Tonkin, Siam, N.W. India, Bhutan, Sikhim, Assam, southward to Ceylon and the Andamans; certainly also in Burma and Tannahserim.

In the Tring Museum 24 ♂ ♀, 12 ♀ ♀ from: Ceylon; S. India; Jaintia Hills; Khasia Hills; Sikhim; Tonkin.

b. _M. dyus javanicus._


**Suerenathus javanicus** Moore, _loc. cit._ (nom. nud.; sub syn.).

**Suerenathus javanicus** Moore, _loc. cit._ (nom. nud.; sub syn.).


♂ ♀. Apical area of underside of forewing in ♂ less tawny than in *dyus dyus*, sometimes not more tawny than the disc; ground-colour of forewing of ♀ deeper tawny than in *dyus dyus*, less grey. Tenth abdominal sternite of ♂ broadly bell-shaped (Pl. XXVI. f. 11), broader than in the continental individuals. Mesial tubercle of vaginal plate (Pl. XVIII. f. 18) not very prominent, the part of the plate at the sides of the tubercle not concave, sometimes even slightly convex, the structure recalling that of the plate of *quercus*.

_Hab._ Java; Philippine Islands: Luzon, Cebu, Mindanao. Probably also on Sumatra, Borneo, and Palawan.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂ ♂, 5 ♀ ♀ from Java.
234. Marumba amboinicus.

*Smerinthus amboinicus* Felder, *Sitzber. Ak. Wiss. Wien* xliii, p. 29, n. 33 (1862) (? Amboina; —

Hét. i. p. 701. n. 3 (1892).

δ. Distal margin of forewing concave between R₁ and R₃; distal area of forewing darker than rest of wing, above and below.

ζ. Tenth tergite (Pl. XXVI. f. 3) comparatively slender, the sinus not very deep, the lobes with a notch at the end; sternite with bell-shaped outline in a ventral view, strongly curved upwards, forming a pointed hook in side-view (Pl. XXVI. f. 4). The dorso-apical lobe of the clasper (Pl. XXXIV. f. 15) obliquely truncate, without a pointed dagger-like process; hook of harpe long, pointing upwards.

ζ. Vaginal plate (Pl. XVIII. f. 19. 20) with an obtuse process of geographically variable length at each side of the vaginal orifice.

*Habitat.* Southern Moluccas and Celebes.

Two subspecies:

a. *M. amboinicus amboinicus.*

*Smerinthus amboinicus* Felder, *l.c.*

δ. Our series shows some variation in the position of the lines of the forewing; in one δ the first discal and the most distal antemedian lines are placed at M₂ and do not extend farther anal; the distal margin is sometimes most even, sometimes faintly undulate.

ζ. Sexual armature see above.

ζ. Middle part of antevaginal ridge of vaginal plate (Pl. XVIII. f. 19) not prominent, processes variable in length, but always shorter than in our specimen the Celebes form.

*Habitat.* Southern Moluccas.

In the Tring Museum 5 δ, 8 ζ from Ambon (type, ?, Doleschall; in good condition); Ceram; Kayeli, Buru, iii. 1897 (W. Doherty).

6. *M. amboinicus celebensis* subsp. nov.


*Smerinthus dryas*, Staudinger (non Walker, 1866), in Rom., *Mém. Lép.* vi. p. 233. sub n. 221 (1892)

(Minahassa).

*Smerinthus dryas*, Bartel (non Moore, 1865), in Rühl, *Grosschr.* ii. p. 160 (1900) (partim; Minahassa).

ζ. Not known.

ζ. Distal margin of forewing undulate, the rounded lobes not quite so strong in *dryas*. Wings paler than in *amboinicus*, tibiae less blackish; discal line of underside of hindwing crossing cell near the base of M₂. Processes of vaginal plate long (Pl. XVIII. f. 29), middle part of plate convex, prominent.

*Habitat.* Celebes.

In the Tring Museum 1 ζ (type) from Tawaya, north of Palos Bay, viii., ix. 1866 (W. Doherty).
235. *Marumba timora* spec. nov.

♂. A small species resembling *dyras* and *sperchius*. Body and wings deeper in tint, no distinct mesial line on abdomen. — Postdiscal line of forewing, or all the lines in outer half, indistinct; short line upon cross-veins distinct, the two spots at and before hinder angle minute, distal marginal area not darker than disc above and below. — Hindwing: anal spots small, separate, no grey anal area.

Underside: median line of hindwing (the most proximal one) outside cell, just touching the lower angle of the same.

Tenth tergite (Pl. XXVI. f. 13) with the lobes narrowing towards end, obtusely triangular. Dorso-apical lobe of clasper (Pl. XXXIV. f. 16) obliquely truncate, as in *amboinicus*; hook of harpe strongly curved, the tip pointing basad.

♀. Not known.

*Hub.* Timor and Timor Laut.

Two subspecies:

*a. M. timora timora.*

♂. Wings, above. — Forewing: basal area shaded with grey; antemedian lines approaching each other behind; inner discal line as a broadish brown shade followed by traces of the other lines; the interspace between this discal line and the antemedian ones paler than the area between it and the distal margin. — Hindwing with a trace of a brown postdiscal band.

Underside. — Forewing: basal two-thirds pale, distal area from inner discal line to margin brownish tawny, the area sharply defined. — Hindwing: a double discal line with the interspace shaded with brown, followed by a rather strongly curved third discal line which crosses *R*³ midway between cell and outer margin; parallel with this line, but less distinct, is a postdiscal one.

Lobe of tenth abdominal sternite rounded at the sides, in one of the specimens almost constricted at the base (Pl. XXVI. f. 13).

♀. Not known.


Two ♂♂ in the Tring Museum.

*b. M. timora laotensis* subsp. nov.

♂. More uniform in colour than the preceding, deeper in tint. — Upperside, forewing: the same colour from base to apex; antemedian lines parallel, the third slightly and evenly curved; line upon cross-vein distinct; lines in outer half of wing extremely faint, first discal one dentate, thin. — Hindwing: broader, apex more rounded than in the Timor form, deeper brown, a slight grey shade in anal area.

Underside: lines extremely faint. — Forewing uniform in colour except that the internal margin is paler, lines only here and there traceable. — Hindwing: geminate discal lines curved, faint, third discal line obtusely angled at *R*², here nearer the margin than the cell. — Lobe of tenth sternite triangular, proximally broader than in the preceding.

*Hub.* Larat, Timor Laut (= Tenimber Is.), April to middle of May 1901 (H. Kühn).

Only 1 ♂ in the Tring Museum.
236. *Marumba maackii*.


♂. Pilifer short, with pale hairs and scales. The buff yellow colour of the costal and distal marginal areas of the hindwing above distinguish this species from all the others. The anal spots of the hindwing are large and merged together to an 8-shaped mark, very rarely separated.

♂. Tenth tergite as narrow in middle as in *amboinicus*, mesial sinus deep and very narrow, the lobes ladle-shaped, not notched; lobe of sternite nearly as in Pl. XXVI. f. 9; the narrowed apical part longer, pointed, curved upwards. Dorsal apical lobe of clasper not always sharply pointed, shorter than in *dryas*, more resembling that of *querces*: harpe stout distally, denticulate; processes above penis-sheath short, acute, prismatical, granulose.

♀. Proximal part of vaginal plate transverse, rounded proximally and laterally, the edges projecting, sides raised into a short cone, edge in front of vaginal orifice truncate, feebly undulate.

Larva not sufficiently described; all green.—Food-plant: *Tilia cordata*.

Chrysalis not described.

*Hab.* East Siberia: Ussuri; Wadiwostock; according to Bartel also Transbaikalia.

Two broods, the second doubtless irregular.

Why do Staudinger & Rebel query the occurrence in the Amur country?

Bremer says that this species has some resemblance to *indicus* according to Walker’s description; Bartel also states that it resembles *indicus* somewhat in pattern. This is quite correct, inasmuch as all the species of *Marumba* are similar in pattern; there is, however, no special resemblance whatever between *indicus* and *maackii*. The latter comes nearest to *querces* and *jankowski*.

In the Tring Museum 11 ♂♂, 2 ♀♀.

237. *Marumba jankowski*.


♂♀. Pilifer short, with a dense brush of hair-scales, the two processes close together; tongue without fringe, sometimes reduced to two tubercles. Seriated ciliate of the ♀-antenna as long as the segments. Variable in the tint of the ground-colour, the ♂♂ generally less tawny than the ♀♀. Anal spots of hindwing as in *maackii*, from which *jankowski* is easily distinguished by the costal and distal
marginal areas of the hindwing being of the same dark colour as the disc, not yellow.

♂. Tenth tergite broader in the middle than in maacki, the apical sinus not so deep, the lobes notched laterally, with a tooth proximally of the notch, nearly as in sperchius; sternite nearly as broad as in maacki, suddenly narrowed to a short hook, the sides sometimes sharply angled. Clasper as in maacki, dorso-apical lobe rather more pointed; harpe shorter; processes above penis-sheath as in maacki, slightly more slender.

♀. Anterior part of vaginal plate triangular, incrassate before the vaginal orifice, with a small smooth mesial tubercle proximally of this incrassate ridge.

Larva green, seldom cinnamon-brown, with red side-bands, which are interrupted at the joints and form the upper border of a row of pale tubercles; head almost smooth in front. —Food-plant: Tilia cordata.

Chrysalis not described.

_Hab._ East Siberia and Manchuria, July: Askold, Wladiwostock, Ussuri, Sifun, etc.

In the Tring Museum: 5 ♂♂, 3 ♀ ♀; one larva.

238. _Marumba sperchius._


♂♀. In contradistinction to _M. dyras_ and most other species the external line of the postdiscal pair is absent or vestigial, while the inner one is as distinct as the exterior discal line. The apical area outside the postdiscal line of the underside of the forewing is not tawny as in _dyras_. Antenna of ♂ very heavy, two-fifths the length of the forewing, obviously longer and thicker than in _dyras_; that of ♀ slightly compressed, very feebly grooved, serrated basal ciliac barely half the length of the segment. Fringe of forewing _not_ white between the veins. Mouth-parts see _Pl. LXXI_ f. 11.

♂. Tenth tergite (Pl. XXVI. f. 8) rounded at the sides, obviously broader before the end than in the middle, the sinus narrow, inner angle acute; sternite straight, not or very feebly bent upwards, narrow and long, compressed, underside rough with minute teeth. Dorso-apical lobe of clasper (Pl. XXXIV. f. 13) dagger-shaped; the harpe irregularly notched and tuberculated; processes above the penis-sheath very long and slender.

♀. Vaginal ridge convex in middle (Pl. XVIII. f. 16), with a separate rounded lobe (l) at each side of the orifice.

Larva green; oblique lines of pale prominent granules; head granulose, a row of granules from antenna upwards.

_Hab._ Japan to North India.

Three subspecies:

_a._ _M. sperchius sperchius._

_Smerinthus sperchius_ Ménétriès, _Ic._ (1857); _Walk., List Lep., Ins._ B. _M._ xxi. p. 40 (1864); _Boield., Spec._ Gén. Lép._ Hét._ i. p. 19. n. 4 (1875); _Stand., in Rom., Mém. Lép._ vi. p. 233. n. 221 (1892) (Amur); _Bartel, in Hult., Grosshem._ ii. p. 158 (1900) (partim; Japan; Amur; Manchuria; China); _Stand. & Rob., Cat._ Lép., _ed._ iii. p. 99. n. 719 (1901) (Ussuri; Japan; _form of dyras)._ 

_Smerinthus dyras_, Orza, _Lep._ Jap. p. 57. n. 80 (1869) (partim; Japan); _Bartel, Ic._ p. 160 (1900) (partim; Japan).
Cat. Lep. Hist. Mus. Oz. i. p. 27. n. 108 (1892) (Japan).


Marmorata spierchius, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hist. i. p. 706. n. 6 (1892).
Marmorata pierepensia, id., i.e. p. 707. n. 16 (1892).
Marmorata michaelis, id., i.e. p. 707. n. 18 (1892).


♂ ♀. Both wings vary somewhat in the depth of the tint; the spots at the anal angles of fore- and hindwing are sometimes large, sometimes small, the upper one of the hindwing is absent in one of our ♀♀ from the right wing, while it is vestigial on the left wing. The distal area of the forewing, above, is shaded in the middle with tawny in most specimens, this shade extending basad between R₁ and R₂, in other individuals the distal area is uniform in colour. The tenth sternite of the ♂ is slightly but visibly curved upwards.

Hab. Yezzo to the Loo Choo Is.; Amurland; Manchuria; China.

In the Tring Museum 2♀♂, 18 ♀♀ from Yokohama, Tokyo, Mukoyama, dated June, July, August; Okinawa, 12. vii. 1891 (Dr. Fritze); one larva.

b. *M. spierchius gigas*.


Polyptychus dyros, Hampson (now Walker, 1856), i.e. p. 60. n. 91 (1892) (partim); Leech, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. p. 276. n. 34 (1898) (partim).

Triptogon gigas (!), Cofes & Swinhoe, i.e. p. 25. sub n. 139 (1887).

Smerinthus spierchius, Bartel, in Rühl, Grossschm. ii p. 158 (1900) (partim).

♂ ♀. A large form; more grey than *spierchius*, distal margin of forewing proportionally longer, the lobes rather more prominent. Tenth tergite of ♀ less deeply sinuate, the sternite straight. Mesial part (m) of ridge of vaginal plate rather higher than in Japanese specimens.

Hab. Assam.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♀, 1 ♀ from the Khasia Hills.

c. *M. spierchius albicans*.


Polyptychus dyros, Hampson, i.e. (1892) (partim).

♂ ♀. A very pale form, the ♀ often losing the lines of the forewing and the spots in the anal area of the hindwing. Tenth tergite more deeply notched than in the two other subspecies, the sternite feebly curved.
Hab. N.W. India and (?) Sikhim.

In the Tring Museum 2 (?) 1., one from Rundakheit; and a 1 labelled Sikhim, July 1893 (J. S. Pilcher).

As Col. Pilcher has been collecting also in N.W. India, it is quite possible that the person who reset his specimens (before they came to the Tring Museum) has changed some of the locality labels.

239. Marumba quercus.

Ernst & Engr., Pup. Eur. iii. p. 117. 125. t. 120. f. 156—a—f. t. 122. f. 165. g (1872).


*Merina quercus*, Meigen, Humab. Schm. p. 100. n. 7. t. 9. f. 8 (1827); id., Syst. Descr. Schm. ii. p. 150. n. 4. t. 78. f. 5 (1830).


1. Tongue without ciliate (PL LXI. f. 10); pilifer with the brush of bristles absent, or represented only by a few hairs; epistome vestigial. Palpus small in both sexes. Antenna of 1 more than one-third the length of the forewing, resembling that of *sperchius*, in 1 cylindrical, not grooved, serrated ciliae very short. Ground-colour somewhat variable, being occasionally more or less ochraceous.

2. Tenth tergite (PL XXVI. f. 7) not quite so broad as in *sperchius*, but broader than in *drysus*, the sinuses very deep, the lobes pointed; sternite triangular, pointed, curved dorsal. Dorso-apical lobe of clasper not produced in a dagger-like process; harp short, irregularly notched; processes above penis-sheath not so obviously granulose as in the other species (PL XXXIV. f. 14, dorsal view of claspers and penis-sheath).

3. Ridge in front of vaginal orifice incressate, broadly rounded, slightly trisinate, the lateral sinuses continued proximad by a forked groove (PL XVIII.
f. 15); the part (sl) between these grooves sometimes tuberculiform; laterally the ridge joining the tergite, the ventral part of which (l) is often folded.

Larva green, with yellowish granules and seven side-bands.—Food-plant: *Queucus*.

Chrysalis somewhat glossy as in *Sphinx ocellata*, densely rugose; elyphens and frontal tubercles rather prominent; fifth and sixth abdominal sternite with a small smooth place at each side; cremaster rough, ending in two points.

*Hab.* South Germany (Bavaria), southward to Spain, Central Italy, Greece, S. Russia, Caucasus, Asia Minor, and Mesopotamia.

In the Tring Museum 2 puræ, 40 odd specimens.

240. *Marumba indicus*.


Waterh., *Aid Ident. Ins.* ii. t. 140. f. 5 (1883); *Cat. & Swinh., Cat. Moths Ind.* i. p. 27. n. 149 (1887).


Marumba (? indicum), Kirby, *Cat. Lep. Hét.* i. p. 708, n. 27 (1892).

Polyptychus ayres, Hampson (non Walker, 1856), in Blanf., *Famn Brit. Ins., Moths* i. p. 69. n. 91 (1892) (partim).

♂. Tibiae with very few spines; foretibial ending in a long thorn as in *Agnosia orans*. Antenna long and stout, similar to that of *sperchius*. Tenth tergite separated into two rather slender lobes (Pl. XXVI. f. 14); sternite rounded at the sides, apex pointed. Dorso-apical lobe of clasper pointed, curving downwards; hook of harpe strongly curved (Pl. XXXIV. f. 17).

♀ and early stages not known.

*Hab.* North India.

In the British Museum, the Dublin Museum, and the Hope Museum at Oxford.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂ received in exchange from the Hope collection.

LXV. DAPHNUSA.


♂ ?. Tongue very weak and short, the two halves filiform, separated, the fringe not usually developed. Pilifers closer together than in other *Sphingidæ*, and standing together with the triangular epistome on a kind of lobe or pedestal (Pl. LXII. f. 4); they are clothed with bristles and some scales; genal process (gp) high, triangular; carina of labrum short, high, almost tuberculiform. Palpus smooth-scaled, large in ♂, second segment angulate laterally in a ventral view; end-surface in a plane with the frons, large, rhombiform; joint open. Antenna grooved in both sexes; distal segments (Pl. LX. f. 7) narrow and short, the ventral part conical, almost cylindrical; the sensory cone at the tip of these projections long; scales at apex of last segment long. Tibiae densely spinoæ; hind-tibiae with one pair of short spurs; paronychium and paronychia present, the latter with two rather heavy lobes at each side. Abdominal tergites with the underscales
mostly long, spiniform, but weak; spines at the edges also long and weak. Distal margin of wings entire, apex of forewing emarginate in ♂, often also in ♀; SC^3 and R° of hindwing on a long stalk, R^3 from near centre of cell, D^3 not or slightly curved; frenulum and retinaculum present. Clasper without friction-scales.

Larva (in Mus. Stettin): head large, rounded; thorax and anal segments strongly tuberculated; horn long, straight, densely tuberculated. Green, a dorsal- and a ventro-lateral series of purplish brown spots, fourth segment almost entirely purple-brown, this belt produced backwards dorsally, forming a large patch on fifth segment, a large divided dorsal patch on tenth.

_Hab._ Indo-Malayan subregion.

One species.

The spinose tibiae, the structure of antenna and pilifer, the stalked veins SC^3 and R^3 of the hindwing and the absence of the first pair of hindtibial spurs are an aggregation of characters which is not found elsewhere.

241. _Daphnusa ocellaris._

* _Daphnusa ocellaris_ Walker, _loc. (Borneo).

♂ ♀. Pattern of forewing similar to that of the species of _Marumba_; the two tawny marks within the patch near hinder angle corresponding to the blackish brown spots of _Marumba_; the homology of the discal and postdiscal lines encircling these spots is obvious. The same applies to the hindwing and the underside.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite (Pl. XXV. f. 27) carinate above, curved downwards, the curved part deeply cleft, each lobe bluntly pointed, very strongly chitinised at end (black), the sides dilated lateral and ventrad before the apical hook; sternite membranaceous, vestigial. Clasper (Pl. XXXIII. f. 16) reduced in size, dorsal margin bent ventrad, apex rounded, inner surface deeply concave; from this cavity projects distally the end of the harpe in a similar way as in _Polyptychus contraria_, proximal part of harpe large (rb). Penis-sheath without external armature, apex more produced on one than on the other side, the projecting part often subglobose.

♀. Eighth tergite of abdomen scaled, cleft to the base. Proximal part of vaginal plate convex mesially, the proximal and lateral edges of the orifice raised into a smooth strongly chitinised ridge which is feebly sinuate; postvaginal part of plate membranaceous, scaled.

_Early stages see above._

_Hab._ Indo-Malayan Subregion.

Two subspecies: _a._ _D. ocellaris ocellaris._


_Aldlothopa fruhstorferi_ Huwe, _Berl. Ent. Zeitschr._ xl. p. 368. n. 45. t. 3. f. 2 (♀) (1895) (Java).

♂ ♀. This form varies individually in the tint of the ground-colour and the distinctness of the markings, some individuals being nearly entirely ochraceous tawny, others being more clayish wood-brown.
Hab. Philippines to Celebes, Java and Assam.

In the Tring Museum 33 ♂♂, 4 ♀♀ from: Silchar, Assam; Bassein, Burma, viii. 1888; Penang, from October to May (C. Curtis); Selangore, v. (C. Curtis); Palembang; Singapore; N.E. Sumatra; Palembang; N. Borneo; Mt. Dulit, viii.—xii. (Hose); Kuching; Mindoro, xii. 1894 (A. Everett); Macassar, Celebes.

b. *D. ocellaris ailanti.*

♂. Differs slightly from the preceding form in the outer margin of the forewing being more convex behind middle, the first discal line more curved, the stigma indistinct, the hindwing more rounded at apex and less sinuate before anal angle. Hook of harpe rather longer. Further material may possibly show that these differences do not hold good, or that the Indo-Chinese individuals belong to this subspecies, the Malayan specimens to the preceding.

Hab. Hongkong, 1 ♂ in coll. Charles Oberthür (type).

LXVI. POLIODES gen. nov.—Typus: roseicornis.

♂♀. Tongue very thin and weak. Genal process prominent, globose. Palps very small, not visible from above, first segment very short, joint open, third segment not concealed. Antenna comparatively long, segments dilated dorso-laterally, compressed ventrally, grooves deep, proximal edge of groove raised, hence proximal surface of segment larger than distal surface; ciliae shorter in ♀ than in ♂, the lateral expansions a little shorter, and the segments ventrally less compressed, otherwise the antennae of the sexes not essentially different. Tibiae spinose, hindtibia with few spines; spurs short, one pair to hindtibia; first segment of hindtarsus half the length of the tibia, not longer than segments 1 and 2 together; claws large, paronychium present, but ventral lobe absent, pulvillus reduced, small and narrow. Abdominal tergites spinose all over. Distal margin of forewing scalloped; D3 of hindwing not or little shorter than D4, at least twice as long as D3, SC2 and R1 not or very shortly stalked. Clasper and eighth tergite without friction-scales.

Early stages not known.

Hab. British East Africa.

One species.

242. Polioedes roseicornis spec. nov. (Pl. 1. f. 7, ♂).

♂♀. Scaling of antenna pink. Upperside of head and thorax, and sides of breast smoky grey, mesothoracic tegula paler, rest of body greyish wood-brown.

Wings, upperside.—Forewing grey, disc palest; a line crossing M at M2, curved proximal in front; an obtusely triangular patch at costal margin at end of cell, paler in middle, followed behind by some ochraceous scales; a discal, strongly dentate line, almost parallel to outer margin, faintly convex, black; hinder margin rather densely, rest of wing more sparsely, shaded with black scales; a marginal patch R3—M1 black; a patch at internal angle whitish grey; basal area almost without black scales; an inconspicuous grey line extends from apex obliquely
towards SE. — Hindwing: dirty wood-brown, a trace of a thin postdiscal line and of a broader submarginal one, the latter more distinct behind, fringe black at ends of posterior veins.

Underside dirty wood-brown, markings inconspicuous. — Forewing: a brownish black subapical patch bordered distally by a grey line, this patch extended generally to internal margin, forming an ill-defined submarginal band, discal dentate line vestigial, a second line nearer cell very feebly marked, costal area beyond cell more or less obviously whitish grey. — Hindwing: a discal and a postdiscal dentate line, the former at apex of cell; submarginal area clouded with black scales, costal and abdominal areas more or less whitish grey.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite (Pl. XXV, f. 23) subtriangular, broadly rounded at the end; sternite with a triangular mesial lobe (Xr). Clasper with a subdorsal patch of bristles on the inner surface, the bristles pointing proximad and dorsad; apex of clasper rounded dorsally, less so ventrally; harpe (Pl. XXXII, f. 19) nearly as in Leucophelebia afru, reaching almost end of clasper, with a ventral projection before the apex, which has the shape of a rounded lobe. Penis-sheath with a short conical tooth pointing lateral (Pl. XXX, f. 45).

♀. Rather larger than ♂; markings more pronounced.

Length of forewing: ♂, 23—24 mm.; ♀, 30 mm.

Hab. Western side of Luitpold Mountains, near Ikutha, British East Africa.

In the Tring Museum 9 ♂ ♂, 1 ♀. Also in other collections from the same locality.

LXVII. CERIDIA gen. nov.—Typus: mira.

Smerinthus, Felder (non Latreille, 1802), Reise Nurnav, Lep. t. 78 (1874).


♀. Tongue reduced to two short lobes or tubercles. Palps small, but visible from above, rough-scaled, second segment not much longer than broad (scaling included), joint open. (Antennae very different in the two species). Abdominal tergites spinose all over. Tibiae spinose; forctibia very short, armed at end with long thorn and a short tooth, spur without distinct fringe; spurs of mid- and hindtibia slender, one pair to hindtibia, longer spur not quite half the length of the first tarsal segment, this as long as segments 2 to 4 together; pulvillus present, paronychium without ventral lobes. Distal margins of wings entire; lower angle of cell of hindwing acute. Clasper and eighth tergite without friction-scales.

Early stages not known.

Hab. British East Africa and Abyssinia.

The two species differ considerably in several respects, and will probably come under different generic terms when better material of henglini is at disposal. The two individuals of henglini—the only ones known—are so badly preserved that we abstain from making a separate genus for their reception. The differential characters of henglini and mira are given under the respective species.

Key to the species:

a. Patch of forewing trapeziform, sinuate behind;
   antenna pectinated . . . . 243. C. mira.
   Patch of forewing triangular, not sinuate behind;
   antenna not pectinated . . . . 244. C. henglini.
243. Ceridia mira spec. nov. (Pl. IX. t. 12, ♂

♂ ♀. Antennae of both sexes pectinate, the dorso-lateral processes not scaled, very long in ♂ (Pl. IX. t. 27. 28), about three times as long as the segment in ♀; each segment ventrally produced into a lobe which is widened at the end (side-view), the lobes separate, somewhat shorter in ♀ than in ♂. Forentibia (thorn excluded) little longer than broad, first tarsal segment at least three times the length of the tibia (thorn excl.). R♂ of hindwing in or before centre of cell; D♀ curved; D♂ oblique, about three times as long as D♂, which is very short; SC♀ and R♀ stalked or not.

Body greyish cream-colour, abdomen somewhat clayish; face, a middle streak from head to the first abdominal tergite, dilated on the latter, breast and anterior legs more or less burntumber-brown.

Wings, upperside, greyish cream-colour, with a feeble shade of pink.—Forewing: a thin, nearly straight, subbasal line a little nearer M♂ than base, almost at right angles to costa, three short lines between (SM♀) and internal margin, joined together in front, with the interspaces brownish, forming an inconspicuous patch midway between base and internal angle, preceded by a large costal area heavily bordered with burntumber, except at costal margin; this area is sinuate behind, and bears nearly in middle a burntumber-brown stigma; the proximal edge of the patch is the antemedian line, while the inner and outer edges of the distal border are the two discal lines, the three lines at the internal margin being the posterior parts of the antemedian and discal lines; a postdiscal line about 4 mm. from margin, curved distad behind, somewhat humulate; a rather broad pale marso-brown marginal band, almost extended to postdiscal line, except in front and behind, where the band is bordered by a whitish line, first partition of band deeper in colour, halfmoon-shaped.—Hindwing: an indistinct median band touching end of cell, somewhat S-shaped, a postdiscal line parallel to margin indistinct; an indication of a marginal band between SC♀ and R♀.

Underside as above, but the subbasal line of the forewing absent, the proximal border-band of the costal area not marked, the stigma absent, the external border of the patch continued beyond M♂ and less sinuate behind M♀, the postdiscal line heavier, and the marginal area paler; the discal band of the hindwing much more distinct, of the same colour as that of the forewing; postdiscal line distinct.

♂. Tenth tergite (Pl. XXV. t. 21) slightly narrowed distad, obliquely sinuate at each side before end, the tip narrowed (Pl. XXV. t. 22, dorsal view); sternite triangular, obtuse. Clasper slender, feebly narrowed towards apex, which is rounded; harpe produced into a slender, slightly curved, pointed, ventro-distal process, which bears a transverse tooth before the end (Pl. XXXII. t. 29). Penis-sheath with a patch of minute teeth at end, duct armed with a belt of long teeth (Pl. XXX. t. 44).

♀. A little darker than ♂, wings rather more elongate, outer margin of forewing less convex, very feebly undulate. Vaginal plate small, feebly chitinised, without processes, anterior and lateral edge of orifice somewhat raised (Pl. XVIII. t. 12).

Hab. Western side of Luipold Mts., near Ilkutha, British East Africa.

Three ♂ ♂, one ♀ in the Tring Museum.

244. Ceridia heuglini.

*Sancrothos heuglini* Felder, l.c. t. 78. f. 2 (♂) (1874) (Abyssinia;—Mus. Tring).

*Leucophthis heuglini* (f.), Boisduval, l.c. p. 57. n. 3 (1875).
A. spurs.  no  Tenth 24),  ordinary long;  Palpus  spec. ventral harpe the 1. tongue 1 182.  sternite  D-,iH-iiijIiid,  Head the  strongly  mid- ex   (The long the two p. Sierra iuC.  end,  D^,  dorsal large la 1).  mira.  p. 22K. ?.

iiilhn.t/iliiii.r  to  longer other Clasper  D- shorter  weak.  without  mate  Acantli'ispliiiix  Ambiil;/.r,  Penis-sheath a elongate-triangular  rounded longer of  length  Lrmojililrlini  single  }(laisper  spatluate  D^,  without  the  hindtibia;  three  of  hindwing this  of  the  Foretibia  b,  hindlegs preserved.  Forewing more  elongate-triangular;  D² of hindwing somewhat longer than D¹, this not twice the length of D¹, lower angle of cell more acute than in mira.  Tenth tergite more rounded dilated, apex pointed.  Clasper sole-shaped, narrowed to apex ; harpe with a single spatulate process which bears before the end a short and rather high carina.  Penis-sheath without armature.

♀.  Not known.

Hab.  Abyssinia (Heuglin).

Two ♂ ♀ ex coll.  Felder in the Tring Museum, one of them the type.

LXVIII. ACANTHOSPHINX.—Typus: güssfeldti.

Ambulge, Dewitz (uom Walker, 1856), Mitth. Münch. Ent. Ver. iii. p. 27 (1879).

Acanthosphinx Aurivillius, Ent. Tidkr. xii. p. 228 (1891) (type: güssfeldti).

♂ ♀.  Head large, not much narrower than the mesothorax; tongue short.  Antenna very stout in ♀, ventral outline of segments straight (side-view), penultimate segment much higher than long; sub-andromorphic in ♀.  Palps with open joint, smoothly scaled.  Thorax and abdomen woolly; the tergites of abdomen without broad multidentate scales, underscales mostly spiniform, apical spines weak.  Fore- and midtibia spinose, hindtibia without spines; mid- and hindtibia shorter than the respective first tarsal segments, these much longer than the other four segments together ; spurs very long, not spinose, not very unequal, longer terminal one of hindtibia as long as the first tarsal segment ; two pairs to hindtibia; pulvillus and paronychium present.  Distal margin of wings entire; D² of hindwing very oblique, three times as long as D¹, lower angle of cell acute.  Clasper and eighth tergite with organ of friction (Pl. LIX. f. 1).

Early stages not known.

Hab.  West Africa: Sierra Leone to the Congo basin.

One species.

Differ from Polyptychus especially in the broader head, non-spinose hindtibia and the very long spurs.

245. Acanthosphinx güssfeldti.

*Ambulge güssfeldti* Dewitz, i.e. iii. p. 27. t. 2. f. 1. la (♂) (1879) (Chinchoxo ;—Mus. Berlin): Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 676. n. 27 (1892).

Acanthosphinx güssfeldti var. gigas Aurivillius, i.e. xii. p. 228. t. 1. f. 1 (♀) (1891); id., i.e. xiii. p. 182. n. 229 (1892) (Cameroons, ♀ ♀ ; spec. dist. ?).

♂ ♀.  The species varies a good deal in size.

♂.  Tenth tergite broad (Pl. XXIV. f. 24), sinuate at the end, concave beneath, curved ventral at end ; sternite narrowed to a strongly chitinised hook (Pl. XXI11. f. 16. 17).  Clasper large, with a large patch of small friction-scales which occupy the greater part of the surface; dorsal and apical edges of clasper without fringe of long scales (compare Polyptychus trisecta, orthographus, etc.), the
corresponding organ of the eighth tergite consisting of a ribbon of scales which
are soldered together at the edges; the ribbon extends all round the lateral and
apical edge of the segment (Pl. LIX. f. 1), not being interrupted mesially, as is the case in Polyptychus, Protamblyx, etc.; it is visible in the specimens without dissection;
harpe complicated (Pl. XL. f. 6); a dorsal process rod-shaped, densely beset with
very short bristles which point basad; a mesial flap lies flat upon the clasper, is
somewhat horn-shaped and also rough with short bristles; a submesial ridge is
the highest part of the harpe; the distal process is separated from the clasper at
the end; the ventral ridge curves dorsad, being continuous with the ridge which
forms the dorsal process. The penis-sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 24) has a long apical
process, like many species of Polyptychus.

♀. Not dissected.

Hab. West Africa: Sierra Leone to the Congo basin.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂ from Sierra Leone.

LXIX. LOPHOSTETHUS.—Typus: demolini.

Skippers, Angas (non Linné, 1758), Kaff. Illustr. (1849).


♂ ♀. Tongue short and weak. Palpus small and slender, third segment conical,
protruding, acuminate pointed. Antenna slender, prismatic in ♀, subprismatic in ♂,
the serrated ciliae in ♀ short, but obvious, end-segment short. Tibiae spinose;
foretibia armed with a long terminal spine; two pairs of spurs to hindtibia, long
terminal one more than half the length of the first tarsal segment, this as long
as the tibia, rather longer than the other segments together; pulvillus absent:
paronychium with only one lobe on each side. Abdominal tergites with spinules
only at the apices, underscales bi- and tridentate. Distal margin of forewing
scalloped; D2 of hindwing more than twice the length of D1, very oblique;
SC2 and R1 on a short stalk or from angle of cell: frenulum and retinaculum
present.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite broad (Pl. XXIV. f. 23), concave below, the
margin being bent downward, apex rounded, entire or sinuate; sternite with a
broad triangular mesial lobe. Clasper broad, apex rounded, distal third incassate
but not strongly chitinised, rugate on the inner surface; harpe (Pl. XXXIII. f. 13)
longitudinal, dentate at end; no patch of friction-scales on outer surface of clasper.  
Penis-sheath compressed at end, carinate, without hooks or teeth.

♀. Eighth tergite of abdomen rounded-truncate, scaled. Vaginal plate
(Pl. XVII. f. 12) membranaceous proximally of the orifice, without antevaginal
ridge or lobe, postvaginal portion of plate strongly chitinised, transverse, posterior
edge very broadly rounded.

Larva with belts of dentate spikes, head large and rounded, horn spinose, black
like the spikes._Food-plant: Hibiscus tiliaceus.

Chrysalis: tongue-case shorter than forelegs; cremaster broad, obtuse.

Hab. Continental Africa south of the Sahara.

One species.
246. **Lophostethus demolini.**


*Sphinx demolini* Angas, i.c. t. 30. f. 11 (1849) (Natal).


The species was first figured by Latreille, *i.e.*, but only under a French designation. All the names on that plate are French, not Latin. These designations are: Castanie Hübner, Aegocère Boisduval, Coronis d'Urville. As a matter of course, these names have no standing. To our knowledge Angas was the first to give the insect a scientific name. Boisduval says that he himself had figured the species as a *Smerinthus* in Latreille, *Familles Naturelles*, but we cannot find the plate there; perhaps he meant the *Regne Animal* cited above.

*Hub.* Aethiopian Region except the Malagassic Subregion.

Two subspecies:

1. *L. demolini carteri*.

Latreille, *i.e.*


*Enclis demolini*, Boisduval, *Syst. Lep.* i. p. 15. n. 1 (1875) (Galam: larva alia spec.).

*Lophostethus demolini*, Butler, *i.e.* (partim).


**♂ ?**. The characters by which *carteri* was said to be distinguished from the Eastern *demolini* prove on receipt of more material to be more or less variable, so that no absolute reliance can be placed upon them. The West African individuals are darker in ground-colour than the Eastern ones: the black, triangular, submarginal patch R²—M¹ of the upperside of the forewing is shorter, the two small submarginal patches M¹—(SM¹) are absent or faint, the antemedian and the discal lines are on the whole farther apart at (SM¹) and the black postmedian costal patch of the underside is smaller, not extending beyond R¹. Tenth tergite broader than in *demolini* demolini.

*Hub.* West Africa: Senegal to the Congo.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♀♂, 1 ♀ from Sierra Leone (Mitford; Stevens, in August); Lagos; Congo.

2. *L. demolini demolini*.

*Sphinx demolini* Angas, *i.e.*

*Smerinthus demolini*, Walker, *i.e.* (Natal; syn. excl.).

*Enclis demolini*, Boisduval, *i.e.* (partim; Natal).

*Lophostethus demolini*, Butler, *i.e.* (partim; syn. excl.).

*Lophostethus demolini*, Kirby, *i.e.* (partim); Meld., in Weism., *Stud. Theory Descr.** ii. p. 527 (1892)


**♂ ?**. The tenth tergite of the ♀ varies somewhat individually. It is sinuate with the lobes pointed in a specimen from Uganda in the Tring Museum (Kamnanura, Bukama); the individual represents possibly a third geographical race, but it is too much rubbed to allow description; the wings have apparently been nearly as dark as in *carteri*.

The early stages of the caterpillar should be studied. We assume that the young larva has a triangular head.
Hab. Natal northward to Uganda.

In the Tring Museum 1 larva, 7 ♂♂, 5 ♀♀ from: Natal; Kionga, south of Rovima R. (Reimer); Kamamara, Bulamwezi, Uganda, 29. iii. 1897 (Dr. Ansorge).

LXX. LANGIA.—Typus: zenzeroides.


Langia (!), Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 705 (1892).

♂. Tongue reaching end of forecoxa; pilifer with a brush of scales instead of bristles; genal process broad. Palpus just visible in dorsal view, not essentially different in the sexes, with long hairs laterally. Antenna of ♂ compressed, not strongly grooved, slightly dilated above the grooves, hence outline undulate in a dorsal view, distal segments much higher than long, but only slightly compressed; of ♀ very feebly compressed, seriated ciliae short; end-segment very short and obtuse in both sexes. Body roughly scaled, excepting head, pro-mesonotum and end of abdomen; the scales gradually widened towards ends, dentate; no spines on abdomen. Tibiae not spinose; spurs long, two pairs to hindtibia, with long naked points; tarsi short, lateral apical spines strong, outer spines of soles more or less erect and inclining mesiad: claws and pulvillus large, paronychium with one broad lobe at each side. Distal margin of forewing dentate; D² of hindwing curved, sending a long spur into cell, R² below centre of cell; frenulum and retinaculum present. No organ of friction on clasper.

Larva granulose, the granules pointed, white, a dorso-lateral series of higher granules from pronotum to horn, situated upon a white line; head very strongly narrowed above, very high, impressed behind, frons not granulose; horn very short.

Food-plant: wild cherry.

Pupa very stout and short; rounded at both ends, without cremaster; head without projections, tongue-case longer than that of the second leg, reaching to the wing-cases, but not in between these; tergites rough with granules, the granules sparse on the sternites; wing-cases short.

Hab. North India to Japan.

One species.

247. Langia zenzeroides.

Langia zenzeroides Moore, i.e. (type: where?).

♂♀. The grey, brown, and black colour of this species reminds one very much of Cossids. It is, however, not a case of mimicry, but the similarity is due to this Sphinx as well as the Cossids being adapted in colour to the bark of trees. There is some individual and geographical variation both in colour and structure.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite bilobate (Pl. XXIV. f. 25, 26); sternite broadly divided into two processes. Clasper long, narrowed to apex, dorsally reduced in width, hence a wide gap between it and the supra-anal plate, ventro-apical margin turned inward; harpe produced into a long, horizontal, ventral process which is sinuate and lobate at the end; the process is visible without dissection (Pl. XXXIII. f. 14, 15). Penis-sheath irregularly compressed (Pl. XXX. f. 48), very stout, armed at the end with a long strong hook which curves ventral.

♀. Anterior part of the vaginal plate strongly chitinised, raised into a transverse
ridge in front of the large vaginal cavity; postvaginal part of plate also projecting distad, rounded, more or less membranaceous, except at the edge.

Early stages see above.

Hab. North India to Japan.

Two subspecies:

a. L. zenzeroides zenzeroides.

_Lanxina zenzeroides_ Moore, _tr._ (Kotzhur, N.W. Ind.:) Buttl., Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. ix. p. 585. n. 1 (1877); _Cat._ & _Swinh., Cat. Moths Ind._ i. p. 25. n. 134 (1887) (Simla; Sikhim); Kirby, _Cat._ Lep. Het. i. p. 705. n. 1 (1892); Hamps., in Blanf. Fama Brit. Ind., Moths i. p. 73. n. 99. fig. 45 (♀ + ♂) (1892) (Simla; Dharmsala; Sikhim; Khasia); Dudge., _Journ. Bombay N. H. Soc._ xi. p. 497. n. 98 (1898) (Sikhim, 5000 ft., iv. Elwes: l. at Kurseong about vii. on wild cherry).

* _Lanxina khasiana_ Moore, _tr._ 568 (1872) (Khasia Hill;—Mus. Brit.); Buttl., _tr._ n. 2 (1877); _Cat._ & _Swinh., tr._ n. 135 (1887).

_Lanxina zenzeroides_ (!), Gott, _Ent. Mo. Mag._ xiv. p. 116 (1877) (larva hissing, on apricot; image squeaking).

_Lanxina zenzeroides_ ab. khasiana, Rothschild, _Nov. Zool._ i. p. 98 (1894).

♀. The individuals from Assam are on the whole a little more buffish than those from Sikhim and N.W. India, but the difference is very slight and not constant. The harpe is individually variable, apparently more often bisinuate (Pl. XXXII. f. 14, 15) in Assam than in Sikhim specimens; compare figs. 14 (Sikhim). 15 (Assam, _type of khasiana_).

♀. Edge of ridge in front of vaginal orifice slightly undulate.

Hab. North-West India, Sikhim, Assam; South China.

In the Tring Museum 6 ♀, 1 ♂ ♀ from: Sikhim; Khasia Hills.

In coll. Charles Oberthür from Yunnan.

b. L. zenzeroides navai subsp. nov.

♀. _Upperside._—Forewing: white streak in cell broad, white scaling on disc more extended than in the preceding; first discal line vestigial between R₂ and M₂, appearing broadly interrupted, second vestigial, not marked between M₁ and (SM₁), third interrupted between M₂ and SM₂.—_Hindwing._: lines at anal angle shorter than in the preceding subspecies.

_Underside._: marginal bars of hindwing and the upper marginal ones of forewing more curved than in the Indian representative.

Antevaginal plate with a broad triangular mesial sinus, the sides angulate.

_Hab._ Lake Biwa, Hondo, Japan.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♀ ♂ (collected by Yiomachi Nawa).

LXXI. RHODOPRASINA gen. nov.—Typus: _floralis._

_Amblyoz, Butler (non Walker, 1856), Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. ix. p. 639 (1877)._  
_Cyno, Hampson (non Walker, 1884), in Blanf., _Fama Brit. Ind._, Moths i. p. 72 (1892)._  

♀. Tongue very short and weak. Palpus very small, closely appressed to the head. This crested between the antennae. Lower half of eye covered by a tuft of long hair-scales (Pl. LXIX. f. 12). Antenna of ♂ simple, cylindrical, without seriated prolonged ciliae; of ♀ peculiar (Pl. LX. f. 22), the side-grooves deep,
extending all round the ventral side of the segment, the basal and apical edges of each segment produced ventrad as shown in figure, this projection widened laterad near end, appearing spatulate in a ventral view. Tibiae with very few spines at the end; anterior tibia ending in a long naked thorn; spurs of mid- and hindtibia very short, one pair to hindtibia; pubillus and paronychium present. Cell of hindwing broad, lower angle not acute, about 90°, R² from centre of cell, stalk of S⁰ and R¹ rather short. Distal margin of forewing dentate. Scales of abdominal tergites long, no broad underscales, apical spines weak.

♂. Tenth tergite (Pl. XXV. f. 1. 24) broad, flat, sinuate, the two lobes pointed, their tips curved downward; tenth sternite very broad and short, transverse, the edge incassate, rounded. Clasper without friction-scales, apical half narrower than basal half, also less chitinised: harpe nearly concealed in the deep cavity of the clasper (Pl. XL. f. 9); it ends in two strong, long, conical processes which point upwards. Penis-sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 30) armed with a small, subapical, denticulate, transverse ridge which is higher at the left side: penis-funnel (r-r) on each side with a curved, pointed, flattened process.

♀. Not dissected.
Early stages unknown.

Hab. North India.

One species.

248. Rhodoprasina floralis.


Marumba (♀) floralis, Kirby, Ic. p. 708. n. 28 (1891) (Darjiling).

Cyca floralis, Hampson, Ic. p. 72. n. 96 (1892) (Sikhim); Dugd., Journ. Bombay N. H. Soc. xi. p. 407. n. 96 (1898) (“not seen”).

♂ ♀. Anal angle of forewing produced backwards as a broad lobe. The hindwing has three straight oblique lines on the underside; they are equidistant, the first being subbasal. The presence of this subbasal line is very remarkable, inasmuch as there is no such line in any other Ambulicinæ species, the most proximal line of the other Ambulicinæ standing always distally of the base of M². The red colour of the basal half of the underside of the forewing, and of the upperside of the hindwing, illustrates conspicuously the peculiar phenomenon so widely occurring among Lepidoptera that the upperside of the hindwing resembles in colour the underside of the forewing as regards the basal areas of both wings.

Hab. Sikhim.

The species is rare. We received from Mons. Charles Oberthür a ♂ labelled Darjiling, forêt, 13. iv. 1882 (A. Desgodins). The insect is apparently an early one, and may partly account for its scarcity in collections. It is possible that one may succeed in attracting specimens by a lamp after midnight, many Ambulicinæ occurring only very late in the night.

In coll. Charles Oberthür 2 ♀ ♀; in coll. Staudinger 1 ♂ (type), 1 ♀, ex coll. Atkinson; also in the Berlin Museum, in the coll. of Col. Swinhoe, and in the Indian Museum at Calcutta.
LXXII. CLANIDOPSIS gen. nov.—Typus: exusta.


Cates & Swinhoe (1882), Cat. Mots Ind., p. 29 (1887).


♂. Tongue very short and weak. Palpus rather stout in ♂. Antenna thin, somewhat setiform, in ♂ prismatical, transsection triangular; in ♀ cylindrical, with the spinous cline rudimentary. Tibiae not spinose; hindtibia with two pairs of spurs, long end-spur about as long as the second hindtarsal segment; pulvillus and paronychium absent. Abdominal tergites with spiniform underscales besides larger ones, the spines at the apical edges very numerous.

♂. Tenth tergite broad, sides slanting towards apex, the latter sinuate, with the lobes obtuse (Pl. XXIV. f. 21); sternite with a broad, triangular, mesial lobe, which is somewhat constricted at the base. Clasper (Pl. XXXIII. f. 8) sole-shaped, without friction-scales, apical half of internal surface hairy, the hairs pointing proximad, basal half smooth, deeper concave; harpe represented by a rather weak mesial fold, which is longitudinal in position, ending in a flat spatulate process which curves ventrad; there is no subdorsal basal tuberculated lobe as in Clanis. Penis-sheath weak, without armature.

♀ not dissected.

Early stages not described; larva on poplar.

Hab. N.W. India.

One species.

Easily distinguished from Clanis by the absence of spines from the tibiae and the absence of the pulvillus and paronychium, besides the much shorter tongue.

249. Clanidopsis exusta.

*Basina exusta* Butler, t.e. n. 37 (1875) (Kunawur.—Mus. Brit.); id., Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond., ix p. 595. n. 3. t. 93. f. 4. (1877) (Kunawur); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hct. i. p. 703. n. 10 (1892) (Kunawur).


Ambulys exusta, Hampson, t.e. i. p. 80. n. 113 (1892) (N.W. Him.).

♂ ♀. The insect resembles very much the species of Clanis in colour and pattern. As in Clanis phalaris there is no black streak behind the cell on the underside of forewing, nor a black basal patch on the upperside of the hindwing, but the latter wing has at least one distinct line in the outer half. The mid- and hindtibiae are greyish white on the upperside.

Hab. N.W. India.

In the Tring Museum 7 ♂ ♀ from: Dalhousie; Chumba; Kulin.

♀ ♀ in the British Museum and coll. Swinhoe.

LXXIII. AGNOSIA. gen. nov.—Typus: orneus.

Sphinx, Westwood (1758), Cab. Or. Ent. p. 13 (1848).


♂♀. Tongue short. Joint of palpus open. Antenna of ♂ deeply grooved, strongly compressed, ciliae long; in ♀ almost cylindrical, feebly grooved, basal fasciculated ciliae slightly prolonged. Tibiae not spinose; foretibia with apical thorn, shorter than first tarsal segment (thorn excl.); spurs short, one pair to hindtibia; pulvillus and paronychium present. Ablomen with spines all over the tergites, the spines denser at the apical margins. Distal margin of forewing entire. No friction-organ in ♂.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* From N.W. India to Ceylon.

One species.

Differs from *Climis* and *Polyptychus* in the proximal pair of spurs being absent from the hindtibia, and in the tibiae not being spinose; from *Laothoe* in the even distal margin of the forewing and the non-spinose tibiae.

251. *Agnosia orneus*.


Westwood describes the foretibia as being "terminated by a strong, curved, horny spine." This peculiar character has not been noticed by Walker, Boisduval, Butler, Hampson.

♂♀. Tenth tergite elongate-spatulate, apex somewhat truncate; ninth tergite with long hair-scales (Pl. XXIV. f. 13). Clasper sole-shaped (Pl. XXXIII. f. 9), without friction-patch; harpe with three hooks, nearly equidistant, one distal, the other two from the upper edge; a convex patch of short bristles above the harpe. Penis-sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 49) without armature, but the penis-funnel (♂♀) produced into a broad lobe which is covered with minute spines.

♀. Not dissected.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* North-West India to Ceylon.

Three specimens in the British Museum; one of them, from Haragam, near Kandy, Ceylon, is larger than the others. Several specimens in the Oxford Museum; one in the Tring Museum.

LXXIV. *PARUM* gen. nov.—*Typus* : *colligata*.


*Mygiothis Oberth. (non Boisduval, 1875),* *Ent. Ent.* xi. p. 29 (1886).

♂♀. Tongue short and weak, with mesial fringe. Pilifer with bristles. Transverse carina of labrum long. Palpus larger in ♂ than in ♀, second segment smoothly scaled, joint not distinctly open. Tibiae without spines; spurs very short, two or one pair to hindtibia; pulvillus and paronychium present, the latter with
two small lobes at each side. SC³ and R¹ of hindwing not stalked, or the stalk very short; R² in or a little below centre of cell, D² straight or very slightly curved; distal margin of wings entire; apex of forewing obtuse, almost rounded-truncate. Distal segments of antenna not much higher than long (Pl. IX. f. 8); seriated ciliae of ♂ prolonged. No friction-scales on clasper.

Early stages not known.

Hab. North India to Japan.

Two species.

The species of Parum have hitherto been considered generically identical with Daphnusa ocellaris. However, they stand farther apart from ocellaris than this does from Polystychus and Marumba in structure as well as in pattern, and no doubt can be entertained about their being generically distinct from Daphnusa. There is even justification for erecting a genus for each of the two, as will be seen from the structural differences pointed out below. Both species are very interesting on account of the state of development of the retinaculum and the hindtibial spurs. In porphyria the proximal pair of spurs of the hindtibia is definitely lost, while in colligata it is absent from some individuals and present in others, in the latter case these spurs being very small and mostly concealed under the scaling. The retinaculum and frenulum are well developed in porphyria, while in colligata the retinaculum is vestigial (♂) and the frenulum shortened. We have here an instance of one species being more generalised than the other in one character and more specialised in another. There are no older and younger species; there are older and younger characters.

Key to the species:

Hindwing below with black (longitudinal) streak on disc . . . . . . . . . 251. P. colligata.

Hindwing below without black (longitudinal) streak on disc . . . . . . . . . 252. P. porphyria.

251. Parum colligata.


♂. Pilififer short. Retinaculum occasionally vestigial, frenulum shortened; proximal pair of hindtibial spurs sometimes present; unsettled in these characters. Abdomen without large underscales; spines at the edges of the tergites weak. Tenth tergite curved downward, compressed at the curvature, apical edge transverse, sharp, angles rounded (Pl. XXIV. f. 11), upper surface carinate distally; sternite represented by a low transverse ridge, which is feebly sinuate mesially and rough with minute pointed granules. Clasper sole-shaped, rounded apically, hairy on the inner surface; distal part of harpe (Pl. XXXIII. f. 12) forming a strongly chitinised ventral ridge, which is longitudinal, slightly bent dorsad, granulose, with the ventral surface slightly concave and the dorsal side convex. Apical edge of penis-sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 46) bent proximad at the right and left side. End of antenna see Pl. XI. f. 8.
♀. Not dissected. Deeper in tint than ♂, black markings more prominent.

Hab. Central, Eastern, and North China; Japan.

In the Tring Museum 4 ♂♂ from Kansu, and Gilfi (Y. Nawa), and between Shanghai and Kinki.

252. Parum porphyria.


♂ ♀. Head with high broad crest of scales. Antenna thinner than in colligata, palpus larger. Pilifer prolonged, resembling a tooth-brush (Pl. LXII. f. 3). Retinaculum and frenulum normal. Proximal pair of spurs absent from hindtibia. Abdominal tergites with the underscales mostly long spiniform, but very weak, spines at the edges also prolonged, not strong, scarcely different from pointed scales. Tenth abdominal tergite long, slender, triangular, gradually narrowing to a point and curving downwards (Pl. XXIV. f. 12); sternite similar to that of colligata, but without granules. Clasper as in colligata; harpe pointed distad, slightly curved mesiad, surface somewhat concave, edge irregularly sinuate (Pl. XXXIII. f. 11). Penis-sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 47) with the apical edge bent proximad and produced into a denticulately lobe on one side.

♀. Eighth abdominal tergite mesially less strongly chitinised than at the sides. Vaginal plate without special armature, lateral edges of orifice somewhat raised (Pl. XVII. f. 4).

Hab. North India: Sikhim.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂, 2 ♀♀ from Sikhim (Mandelli), ex coll. Felder.

LXXV. CYPA.—Typus: decolor.


*Cypa* id., l.c. xxxi. p. 41 (1864).

♂ ♀. Tongue very short and weak, fringe long, upper surface with tubercles. Pilifer short, with a large brush of scales; genital process short, broad. Head small, crested: eye small, lashed. Palpus closely appressed to frons, not projecting, small. Antenna with long end-segment, which bears several bristles at and near tip, three preceding segments small, short, rhombiform in side-view; ♂: strongly compressed, ciliae long; ♀: cylindrical, ciliae not prolonged. Abdominal tergites with weak spines at the edges. Tibiae not spinose; spurs minute (black), two pairs to hindtibia; pulvillus and paronuchium present, this with two slender lobes at each side. Distal margin of forewing irregularly lobed or at least not even; R2 of hindwing below centre of cell; SC2 and R1 on a long stalk; D2 and D4 straight, upper angle of cell 90°, lower angle obtuse; costal margin of hindwing straight. Clasper without friction-scales.

Early stages not known.

Hab. India.

One species.
The long end-segment of the antenna is a very remarkable character, with which we meet in this subfamily only in *Protambulyx* and *Oxyambulyx*. Kirby put this genus among his *Macroglossinae*. The species remind one indeed very much of *Gurenla*.

253. *Cypa decolor*.


♂ ?. There are two subspecies, which differ in the outline of the forewing. The *Smerinthus decolor* of Schaeffer, *Nutm. Ottos.* p. 14 (1871), generally quoted under the present species, is doubtless an *Oxyambulyx*, most likely *subcellata* ?, wrongly identified by Kaden as the *decolor* of the B. M. (British Museum).

♂. Tenth tergite (Pl. XXIV. f. 29) suddenly narrowed beyond basal fourth, slender, obtusely pointed; no sternite. Clasper (Pl. XXXIII. f. 7) elongate, triangular, apex obtuse, almost truncate; a dorso-basal flat process (*pdh*); harpe with two processes, one basal, slender, rod-like, clubbed, apex denticulated, the other more distal, triangular, directed dorso-distal, reaching dorsal margin of clasper, the dorsal part of the inner surface of the clasper proximally of this process convex, below this convex part an oblique fold. Penis-sheath (Pl. XXX. f. 32) armed at end with a horizontal slender process.

♀. Eighth tergite (Pl. XVII. f. 10) peculiar: mesially grooved, the groove widened at the end of the plate, very narrow in proximal two-thirds, the edges of the apical cavity irregularly and minutely notched; proximally of this groove there is a hole, most likely the orifice of a gland, the groove having the appearance of serving as a channel for bringing the fluid of the supposed gland to the apical cavity. Vaginal plate (Pl. XVII. f. 9, 11) with the antevaginal part short, not strongly chitinised; postvaginal part a large triangular, rounded-truncate plate.

Early stages not known.

*Hub.* North India to Tenasserim and Ceylon; New Guinea.

*a.* *C. decolor decolor*.


*Minus decolor*, Butler, *Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond.* ix. p. 583, n. 3 (1877) (Darjiling); *Cot. & Swinh.*; *Cat. Moths Ind.* l. p. 24, n. 131 (1887) (Darjiling; Tavyo, this spec. ?).


♂ ?. Distal margin of forewing irregular, prominently lobed at R3. Vaginal plate see Pl. XVII. f. 9.

*Hub.* North India to Shan States.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂♂, 6 ♀♀ from Sikhim.

*b.* *C. decolor ferruginea*.

♀. Distal margin of forewing convex in middle, not lobed. Moore’s figure of the specimen is coarse.

_Hab._ Ceylon.

Only 1 ♀ (type) known, in the British Museum.

c. _C. decolor europaeus_ subsp. nov

♀. Larger than the Indian forms, broader winged, more clayish, head and thorax somewhat olivaceous, lobe R^3_ of forewing less prominent than in _dec. decolor_, Vaginal plate (Pl. XVII. f. 11) much broader distally.

_Hab._ Milne Bay, Brit. New Guinea.


LXXVI. _SMERINTHULUS._—Typus: _quadrripunctatus._


_Mima_, Butler (von Hübner, 1822), _ibid._ p. 310 (1876).


_Dilina_, id. (von Dalman, 1816), _ibid._ p. 709 (1892).


_Smerinthulus_ Huwe, _Berl. Ent. Zeitschr._, xi. p. 370 (1895) (type: _quadrripunctatus._)

♀ ♀. Differs from _Cypa_ in the following characters: tongue not tuberculose near base. Pilifer vestigial, with few scales or bristles, or naked. End-segment of antenna short, triangular in side-view, penultimate segment longer than in _Cypa_, antennae of ♀ with prolonged ciliae; eighth tergite of ♀ with a brush of prolonged scales at the sides and at end, appearing trilobate. Penis-sheath without armature. SC^2_ and R^3_ of hindwing stalked or not.

Early stages not known.

_Hab._ China, North India to Borneo and Java.

Six species.

Key to the species:

_a._ SC^2_ and R^3_ of hindwing on a long stalk . 258. _S. chinensis_.

SC^2_ and R^3_ of hindwing not stalked .  

_b._ Hindwing with a blackish shadowy postdiscal band; forewing (♀) with large creamy postdiscal patch; postdiscal line of underside not prominent . 254. _S. perversa_.

Hindwing without a blackish shadowy postdiscal band . . . . . c.

c. Mesothoracic tegula with a large yellow patch; hindwing brown-black . 257. _S. dohrni_.

Mesothoracic tegula without yellow patch .  

d. Forewing above with a triangular brown-edged subapical costal patch . 259. _S. (?) decoratus_.

Forewing above without a triangular brown-edged subapical costal patch . 256. _S. quadrripunctatus_, and 255. _S. terrana_.

(299)
254. Smerinthulus perversa.
*Cyrra olivacea* Rothschild, Nov. Zool., i. p. 70. t. 7. f. 6 (1894) (partim: ?. Sikkim; nus Z, Borneo).

*Cyrra perversa* id. t. ii. p. 28 (1895) (?, Khasia Hills); id., t. iii. t. 13. f. 5 (?) (1896).

♀. The Sikkim specimen, which was described as the ? of *olivacea*, is doubtless the ? of *perversa*; it is very faded, but shows the black shadowy post-discal band on the hindwing which is present in the ♂, and the lobe R^2^ of the forewing projects as strongly as in the ♂. Abdomen with black stigma-dots.

♂. Tenth tergite (Pl. XXIV. f. 18) broad, constricted at base and in middle, above longitudinally impressed mesially, sides convex, apex divided into two short pointed lobes; sternite (Pl. XXIV. f. 19) small, obtusely triangular, sides obliquely and shallowly sinuate. Clasper (Pl. XXXIII. f. 5) apically sinuate, the ventral lobe produced into a long, pointed, strongly chitinised process which curves upwards; ventral margin of clasper incrassate, basally armed with two sharp, long teeth, beneath which there is another small tooth; the postmedian part of inner sheath of clasper convex, raised into a broad fold ventrally, which ends in a boot-shaped obtuse process (p<). Penis-sheath without armature.

♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XVII. f. 8) large, distal margin sinuate, with the angles rounded; orifice proximal, a low ridge in front of it. Eighth tergite halfmoon-shaped, the apical margin being strongly rounded.

Early stages not known.

Hab. North India.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂♂, 1 ? from: Khasia Hills; Sikkim; one of the Khasia Hills specimens caught in March.

255. Smerinthulus terranea.


*Biliana terranea*, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 706. n. 3 (1892).

♂. Butler’s figure of the ? is very bad; it does not at all agree with the description. The type seems to be lost, or may be contained in some obscure collection which we have not seen. A ♂ in the Tring Museum is doubtless this species; it agrees in the shape of the forewing nearly with *quadripunctatus*, but the outer margin is less sinuate between Sc^5^ and R^3^; upperside of hindwing, middle of basal two-thirds of underside of forewing, and a streak along abdominal fold of underside of hindwing, ferruginous. Anterior tarsus blackish. Our Borneo ♂ has (like the Penang ♂) the forewing straight from Sc^6^ to angle, there being very small teeth at R^3^ and M^1^; the hindwing is much more brownish than in the ♂, the forewing below is only feebly shaded with ferruginous, and there is no ferruginous streak before the abdominal margin of the hindwing. The black stigmata are distinct. The outer discal line of the forewing above is also distinct, convex beyond R^3^, submarginal area with a series of paler patches. Outer discal line of underside very prominent, straight, the wing pale proximally of the line.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite very remarkable (Pl. XXIV. f. 15), mesially membranaceous and clothed with dispersed bristles, sides produced into a long, curved and pointed process; sternite (Pl. XXIV. f. 14) short, apical margin evenly concave, the sides slightly projecting. Clasper (Pl. XXXIII. f. 6) triangular, apex slightly curved ventrad, apical edge armed with small sharp teeth; a small
basi-dorsal fold which stands in connection with a very long and very slender basal process. Penis-funnel (Pl. XXXIII. f. 6, r-f) with the apex somewhat tuberculiform above; penis-sheath without armature.

? Not seen.

Hab. Malay Peninsula; Penang; Borneo.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂ from Penang (C. Curtis); a ♀ from Penang, N. Borneo, 20 XII, '93 (D. Cator).

256. Smerinthulus quadripunctatus.


♂. We have not seen this species. The antennae of the type, judging from figure, are doubtless those of another Sphingid glued on; they are much too long. The hindtibia is stated to have one weak, short spur, which is of course a mistake. The species is apparently related to *dohru*, from which it differs *inter alia* in the conspicuous black stigmata of fore- and hindwing and the bright brick-red upper-side of the hindwing, and comes very close to *terraneus*, if it is not the same.

Hab. Java.

257. Smerinthulus dohru spec. nov. (Pl. II. f. 5, ♂).

♂. Body above dark ferruginous, pronotum darker, a large anterior patch on mesothoracic tegula pale, golden behind, some golden scales on metanotum, apex of second and seventh abdominal tergites and a lateral spot each at apex of fifth and sixth tergites also golden; a series of conspicuous pale golden mesial apical spots on segments 3 to 6. Underside somewhat paler than upper, abdomen with pale golden side-dots.

Wings, *upperside.*—Forewing like body; costal edge pale for the greater part; lines all transverse; see figure.—Hindwing brown-black, the ferruginous colour appearing at abdominal margin and anal angle, costal area buff-pink.

*Underside* clayish tawny ochraceous, speckled with brown; a brown line beginning at costa of forewing midway between subcostal fork and apex and running straight to anal angle of hindwing, being very little curved on forewing and not at all on hindwing; it crosses M₁ of hindwing halfway from cell to distal margin; a trace of a brown line on forewing just outside cell; a distinct S-shaped line on hindwing crossing M at base of M₂.

Not dissected.

Length of forewing: ♂, 22 mm.

Hab. Sumatra.

One ♂ from Sockaranda (Dohru) in the Stettin Museum.

258. Smerinthulus chinensis spec. nov.

♂. In appearance similar to *Cypa decolor*. Antenna rather longer than in *perseus* and *C. decolor*, not quite half the length of the forewing, the segments more dilated dorso-laterally than in the allied insects, subpectinate, end-segment not longer than basally high. Abdomen without spinules. Apex of hindwing strongly rounded; SC₂ and R₁ not stalked; IF curved, oblique; D₁ shorter than D₁; lower angle of cell acute. General colour as in *C. decolor*, hindwing brighter.—
Forewing broader than in *C. decolor*, distal margin sinuate between SC² and R²; minutely toothed at R³ and M¹; hinder angle less projecting than in *C. decolor*; four transverse lines above, darker tawny-brown, two antemedian, two discal, besides a vestige of a subbasal line, the second line quite indistinct, fourth convex between R³ and M²; approaching the third at inner margin.—Hindwing, above, dull ferruginous, distal margin shaded with fawn-colour, abdominal margin clayish.

Underside, both wings paler reddish than upperside of hindwing.—Forewing: the reddish colour extending to near distal margin behind and to subcostal fork in front, the area dentate, distal marginal area dark fawn-colour, two faint discal lines, corresponding to the discal lines of upperside, both nearly straight.—Hindwing with rather sharply marked discal lines, curving costad in front, the first across tip of cell; no stigma.

Tenth tergite similar to that of *C. decolor*, more gradually narrowed; sternite with a sharply pointed narrow mesial process. Clasper narrowly sole-shaped, inner surface not deeply concave, a setiferous fold beginning obliquely at base and extending obliquely ventrad, followed by a subdorsal patch of wrinkles; harpe very strongly chitinised proximally, here dilated, a single distal process, which appears simply pointed in a side-view, but is excavate above and obliquely truncate at end. Penis-sheath curved, the opening partly covered by a kind of operculum.

♀ and early stages not known.

_Hab._ China: Léon-Pang (Mouton).

One ♂ in coll. Charles Oberthür.

Represents perhaps a separate genus.


♀. All we know of this insect, besides the descriptions given by Moore and Hampson, is a pencil sketch in Dr. Moore’s possession. We give a figure taken from this sketch in order to enable the reader to identify the species. As no structural characters are given in the descriptions we do not know with certainty where to put _decoratus_. It looks somewhat like _Phyllosphingia dissimilis_, excepting the hindwing, and reminds one also of _Menus silice._

_Hab._ Sikhim.

_LXXVII. DEGMAPTERA._ - _Typus: mirabilis._


♂ ♀. Differs from _Smerinthulus_ in the hindwing being produced frontad near apex into a rounded lobe, the costal margin more or less sinuate proximally of this lobe, vein C almost following the curve of the lobe, not straight as in _Cypa_ and _Smerinthulus_, stalk SC²—R³ shorter than D³. Pilifer vestigial, naked.

Early stages not known.

_Hab._ North India; Borneo.
Two species, which differ essentially in the outline of the costal margin of the hindwing, the margin being deeply sinuate beyond middle in D. mirabilis, while it is straight to beyond middle and then convex, without the deep sinns, in D. olivacea.

260. Degmaptera mirabilis.

*Dempa mirabilis* Rothschild, *l.c.* (♀, Khasia Hills; Mus. Tring); id., *l.c.* p. 664 (1894); id., *l.c.* iii. t. 13. f. 4 (♀) (1896).

 Degmaptera mirabilis, Hampson, *l.c.* fig. 240 (♂) (Khasia Hills; Sikhim); Dugd., *Jour. Bombay N. H. Soc.* xi. p. 407. n. 92a (1898) ("not seen").

♂♀. The distal margin of both fore- and hindwing of the ♂ is much more strongly sinuate before hinder angle than in the ♀. There is a peculiar fawn-coloured band on the forewing in both sexes just beyond the cell, stopping at M3 or M5. The conspicuous black stigma has a minute transparent centre. Abdomen with a dorsal central row of pale golden dots.

♂. Tenth tergite (Pl. XXIV. f. 16) very broad, broadly sinuate, the two lobes produced into sharp hooks which curve ventrad; no sternite, but at each side of the anal cone a hairy lump reminding one of a similar structure found in many other *Ambulicini* (see *Marumbi*). Clasper (Pl. XXXIII. f. 3) widest before end, dorsal margin incassate, bent inwards; from beneath it projects a long sharp spine; apex of clasper produced into a hook, which bears a tooth; two small teeth at the dorsal apical edge of the clasper; harpe a ventral elongate piece of chitin, curved upwards at end, resembling the runner of a sledge. Penis-sheath without armature.

♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XVII. f. 7) with the orifice (1') proximal, situated upon a triangular smoothly chitinised plate, the proximal and lateral edges of which are turned upwards; postvaginal part of plate (pap) short, broadly rounded, weak, transversely wrinkled.

Hub. North India.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂, 2 ♀ ♀ from: Khasia Hills, Assam, March; Sikhim, June (Pilcher). Also in the collection of Mons. Charles Oberthür; not seen in other collections.

261. Degmaptera olivacea.


♂. What has been described as the ♀ of this species does not belong here, but is that sex of *Smerinthalus perversa*. Tenth tergite (Pl. XXIV. f. 17) very peculiar, convex above, with a mesial groove, the sides turned downwards and produced into two truncate processes separated from one another by a rounded sinns; apex deeply incised, the lobes narrow, pointed, curved downwards: no sternite. Clasper (Pl. XXXIII. f. 4) broad, irregularly rounded; dorsal margin incassate and turned inwards, ending in two teeth; two folds run from this point proximal, one ventral, the other subdorsal, a third fold parallel with the latter, more proximal; harpe represented by a sunken plate of chitin (II) which is rounded-angulate distally above and below; its upper margin is proximally produced into two slender, curved, pointed processes which are directed basad towards the penis-funnel (v-r), which is dorsally open. No armature on penis-sheath.

♀. Not known.

Hub. North Borneo.

One ♂ in the Tring Museum from Labuk, British North Borneo, May 20. 1895 (Cator). Not seen in other collections.
LXXVIII. MIMAS.—Typus: *tiliae.*


*Spectrum* Scopoli, *Int. Hist.* Nat. p. 413 (1777) (partim; incl. type of *Sphina*).


Differs from Polypteryx in the palpus being very roughly scaled and hairy.

♂. Tongue short; pilifer with bristles. Palpus small, rough with long scales and hairs, much smaller in ♀ than in ♂; joint not open. Antenna: ♂, compressed, laterally impressed, fasciculated ciliae of both the proximal and apical series long, dorsal edge of groove projecting, outline of antenna undulate in dorsal view; ♀, proximal segments slightly depressed, transsection transversely oval, middle segments slightly compressed, not grooved, feebly constricted at the joints, serrated ciliae not distinctly prolonged, subdorsal ones somewhat longer than the others. Abdomen with large underscales, spines only at the apical edge of the tergites, these spines weak, not numerous, partly modified to sinuate scales. R³ of hindwing before centre of cell, cross-veins not or feebly curved, lower angle of cell not very acute. Tegulae *spinose*; spur of foretibia nearly reaching end; hindtibia with *two* pairs of spurs. Pulvillus, paronychia, frenulum, and retinaculum *present*. Clasper and eighth tergite without organ of friction.

Larva strongly tapering to head, annules prominent, granules not prominent excepting those at side-bands; head strongly triangular, much smaller than in *Sphina* *ocellata* and *Amorpha* *populi*, narrower, almost smooth; horn long, granulose; anal tergite dark in middle, with two larger and some smaller tubercles. —Food-plants: *Tilia, Alnus*, etc.

Chrysalis opaque, densely granulose-rugose all over; two frontal tubercles: clypeus and pilifer not prominent; tongue-case reaching to wing-cases, being *longer* than the leg-cases; wing-case sinuate; abdominal sternites with large umbilicate punctures; cremaster rough with acute tubercles.

*Hub.* Palaearctic Region: West Europe to Japan.

One species.

262. Mimas *tiliae*.

*Sphina* *tiliae* Linné, *I. c.* n. 3 (1758).

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite (Pl. XXIV. f. 22) somewhat spoon-shaped, faintly sinuate (the sinuses barely indicated in an example from Firenze, Italy); lobe of sternite variable individually curved upwards. Clasper rounded or subtriangular. Harpe distally with two teeth sinuate between them (Pl. XXXIII. f. 19), occasionally rough at the edges with small notches. Penis-sheath with a movable apical process (Pl. XXIX. f. 46), which is armed at the end with two small sharp teeth, these variable individually in size and position.

♀. Eighth tergite rounded, feebly chitinised. Vaginal plate rather large (Pl. XVII. f. 5); proximal edge of orifice raised, shallowly sinuate.

Larva and chrysalis see above; the former somewhat variable in colour, occasionally with red blotches.

*Hub.* Palaearctic Region.

Two subspecies:
Sphincter 

Spatium 

Species 

Specimens 

Specimen 

Specificum
\[ \text{(306)} \]

Car., *Iris* vi. p. 188 (1893) (Hoe. Garonne); Hofm., *Grosshun* p. 30. u. 1. t. 18. f. 3 (1893); id., *Grosshun* p. 30. t. 8. f. 4 (1894); Roths., *Entom. xxvii. p. 50 fig. (1894) (asym. specim.).


*Sphyzaz (?) tiliae*, Vogel, *Schm.-Cobl. i. p. 25. t. 5. f. 1. a. b (1821).


*Smerinthus (?) tiliae*, Cantener, in Silberm., *Rec. d'Ent. i. p. 77 (1833) (Dop. du Var, vi. i.).


Caradja, *Iris* vi. p. 188 (1893); Bartel, in Ruhl, *Grosshun* ii. p. 149 (1900).

*Smerithius tiliae var. maculata “Mützel,”* Heydenreid, l.c. p. 19. n. 30b (1851) (nom. nud.).


*Smerithius tiliae ab. pectinannii Hartmann, *Mitth. Münch. Ent. Ver. iii. p. 35. t. 3. f. 1. 2. 3 (1879) (München);* Bartel, in Ruhl, *Grosshun* ii. p. 150 (1900).


*Smerithius tiliae ab. bipunctata id., l.c. f. 3.

*Smerithius tiliae ab. centripunctata id., l.c. f. 7.

*Smerithius tiliae ab. costipunctata id., l.c. f. 8.

*Smerithius tiliae ab. suffusa id., l.c. f. 10.


*Smerithius tiliae ab. immaculata id., l.c.


*Minas tiliae ab. pullida-bipunctata id., l.c.

*Minas tiliae ab. pullida-costipunctata id., l.c.

*Minas tiliae ab. pullida-marginepunctata id., l.c.

*Minas tiliae ab. pullida-centripunctata id., l.c. p. 404 (1902).

*Minas tiliae ab. pullida-obsolata id., l.c.

*Minas tiliae ab. marginepunctata id., l.c.

*Minas tiliae ab. brouna-transversa id., l.c.

*Minas tiliae ab. brouna-bipunctata id., l.c.

*Minas tiliae ab. brouna-costipunctata id., l.c.

*Minas tiliae ab. brouna-marginepunctata id., l.c.

*Minas tiliae ab. brouna-centripunctata id., l.c.

*Minas tiliae ab. brouna-obsolata id., l.c.

*Minas tiliae ab. virescens-transversa id., l.c.

*Minas tiliae ab. virescens-costipunctata id., l.c.

*Minas tiliae ab. virescens-marginepunctata id., l.c.

*Minas tiliae ab. virescens-centripunctata id., l.c.

*Minas tiliae ab. virescens-obsolata id., l.c.

\( \delta ^{?} \). Very variable in the ground-colour and pattern; the right and left wing often conspicuously different. The green colour disappears sometimes entirely (only in bred specimens? such individuals can be produced by breeding in and in). The extremes in pattern are represented by (bred) individuals in which the green discal band is so dilated as to occupy nearly the whole wing (ab. *pectinannii*) and a form without a discal band (ab. *suffusa = ab. immaculata = ab. extincta*). Mr. Tutt’s double-barrelled names are very curious; if the same system of nomenclature were employed in respect to colour, pattern and structure, we should arrive at combinations of half a dozen or more names according to the number of organs taken.
into account. In Mr. Tutt's tabulation no cognisance is taken of the variability of the hindwing, which is as important as that of the forewing, considering that *tiliae* and *christophi* differ especially in the hindwing. An ab. *pallida-transversa* with dark hindwings is not the same as one with pale hindwings; so we should have ab. *pallida-transversa*-something; and this, combined with the variation in the venation, for instance, would give a four-barrelled name, and so on. The reader will doubtless perceive that we have here to do with a confusion of ideas, a name being replaced by a kind of diagnosis, while, in fact, the diagnosis should be replaced by a name.—Tenth segment see Pl. XXIV. f. 22 and Pl. XXVI. f. 37.

Larva (see above) variable in colour, easily distinguishable from those of *Sphinx ocellata* and *Amorpha populi* by the shape and structure.—Food-plants: *Tilia, Ulmus; also Betula, Quercus, Prunus, etc.*

Chrysalis see above.

For hybrid *tiliae × ocellata* see *Sphinx ocellata ocellata*.

Hab. Europe as far south as Andalusia and Sicily, eastwards to Transcaucasia and Western Siberia, northward to Northern Russia, Finland, Southern Scandinavia; not in Scotland and Ireland.

In the Tring Museum 130 odd specimens, and 7 *tiliae × ocellata*.

b. *S. tiliae christophi*.


*Dilini christophi*, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Ht. i. p. 709. n. 2 (1892) (Wladiwostock); Leech, Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. p. 278. n. 38 (1899) (Fujisan; Yesso); Staud. & Reb., Cat. Lep. ed. iii. p. 100. n. 731 (1901) (Uss. m.; Jap.).

Smerinthus christophi ab alii, Bartel, l.c.


♂ ? This is nothing else but a representational form of *tiliae*, differing in the darker colour, which is never green, and in the more distal position of the dark submarginal shade of the hindwing; the spurs are, moreover, somewhat shorter and the tenth abdominal tergite and sternite are rather slenderer.

Larva similar to that of *tiliae tiliae*; not sufficiently known.—Food-plant: *Alnus*.

Hab. Amurland; Japan.

In the Tring Museum 5♂♂, 6♀♀; one larva, see Appendix.

LXXIX. (CALLAMBULULX gen. nov.—Typus: *rubricosa*.)


*Clanis*, Kirby (non Walker, 1856), Cat. Lep. Ht. i. p. 702 (1892).

♂ ♀. Tongue short, weak, fringe at the mesial edges long. Pilifer somewhat swollen, with bristles. Genal process subglobose. Palpus slender, applied to the head, not projecting, larger in ♂ than in ♀. Labrum mesially raised to a high transverse tubercle. Scaling of head raised to a mesial crest. Antenna strongly compressed ventrally in ♂, sub-andromorphic in ♀; end-segment short, about as long as broad, with one or more bristles at tip, dorso-apical scales projecting beyond
tip of segment, but the tuft thus formed shorter than the last two segments together. Tibiae simple, longer than the respective first tarsal segments; these little longer than the cell of the hindwing is broad; spur of foretibia about half the length of the tibia; those of mid- and hindtibia very short, long terminal one of hindtibia about half as long again as the tibia is broad; paronychium with two lobes on each side; pulvillus present. Frenulum and retinaculum present. Underscales of abdominal tergites partly spiniform.

♂. Eighth sternite simple; clasper reduced, without friction-patch; harpe strongly developed, the apical process double or simple, in the latter case (junonia) preceded by several teeth (P1. XXXIV. f. 23).

♀. Vaginal plate differently armed in the two species of which this sex is known.

Early stages known only of C. tatarinovii; of the same type as in Sphinx ocellata.

Hab. North India to Amurland and Japan, and the larger Sunda Islands.

The four species resemble one another in pattern, all having an oblique line or band on the forewing crossing the apex of the cell and then running along M² towards hinder angle, and an oblique apical line, the hindwing being red, the posterior half of the mesothoracic tegula being pale like the side of the metanotum, and the abdomen having a dark mesial line.

Key to the species:

   a. Hindwing with a large black postdiscal patch centred with white . . . . 264. C. junonia.
      The black patch, if present, near margin, with a white dot behind it, not within . . . . b.
   b. Forewing produced at apex into a hook . . . . c.
      Forewing not strongly produced at apex . . . 265. C. tatarinovii.
   c. Basal area of forewing below washed with red 265. C. pocilus.
      Basal area of forewing below not washed with red . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 263. C. rubricosa.

   263. Callambulyx rubricosa.


♂♀. One of the finest Sphingids. The green colour of the forewing often fading into clayish. D² of the hindwing in most specimens longer than R¹. The lobes of the paronychium long.

♂. Tenth tergite (P1. XXII. f. 19) weak, pale, gradually narrowed distad, apex more strongly narrowed and mesially feebly sinuate, the surface more or less concave, rough with bristle-bearing tubercles distally, the mesial line raised to a kind of carina; the proximal part of this supra-anal plate (namely the ninth tergite) more strongly chitinised and densely clothed with long hair-scales which project beyond the end of the tenth tergite; the tenth sternite reduced, without a lobe. Clasper narrow (P1. XXXIV. f. 19), tapering to apex, which is rounded; harpe strong, rounded venter-distally, produced into a long and a short, curved, pointed process; on a fold of the clasper, dorsally of the harpe, there is a dense clothing of spine-like bristles. Penis-sheath without armature.
Vaginal plate see Pl. XV. f. 15.

Early stages not known.

_Hab._ North India; Malay Peninsula: Java; Borneo; occurring doubtless also in the interjacent countries.

Three subspecies:

_a._ *C. rubricosa rubricosa._

*Ambulyx rubricosa* Walker, *Cat._; Buttl., *Cat._; *Cat._ & Swinh., *Cat._ Moths Ind._ i. p. 23. n. 127 (1887) (Sikhim); Swinh., *Cat._ Lep. Het._ Mos._ Or._ i. p. 24. n. 93 (1892) (India); Hamps., in *Blanf., Fauna Brit._ Ind._ Moths_ i. p. 79. n. 106 (1892) (Sikhim; Calcutta?); Kirby, *Cat._ Lep. Het._ i. p. 677. n. 45 (1892) (India); Dudg., *Journ. Bombay N. H. Soc._ xi. p. 408. n. 106 (1898) (Sikhim, 3,000 ft., viii.).

_Basiana superba_ Moore, *Cat._

♂ ♀. The oblique olive-brown band across the forewing is nearly straight; the deep red postdiscal band of the hindwing extends to M^2_; the lines of the underside of the forewing are at least partly red; the median line of the hindwing below is curved; the oblique apical line of the forewing above is white bordered with blackish brown.

_Hab._ North India: Sikhim; Assam.

In the Tring Museum 9 ♀♂, 5 ♂♀ from: Sikhim; Khasia Hills.

_b._ *C. rubricosa piepersi._


♂. The differences between this form and the preceding are not very conspicuous. The stigma of the forewing is barely vestigial, the deep red band of the hindwing becomes black between M^1_ and M^2_, the under surface is more yellow than in *rubr. rubricosa*, the lines are far less red.

_Hab._ Java.

In the collection of Mr. Snellen; also in the Stockholm Museum and the Standlinger collection.

_e._ *C. rubricosa amanda_ subsp. nov.

♂ ♀. The oblique band across the forewing, _above_, distinctly angulate at M^2_, the costal portion having a less longitudinal direction than in the two preceding forms; the stigma is represented by a minute dot, the second discal line is very feebly dentate, while the first and third are not dentate; the oblique apical line is black, with just an indication of white scaling.—Hindwing: the black postdiscal patch of _piepersi_ is here accentuated and enlarged, reaching from M^5_ beyond M^1_ halfway to R^3_; the interspace between the second and third distinct anal lines widened between M^2_ and SM^2_ to a conspicuous white spot.

_Underside_ yellow, the lines not bright red, but brown, the lines of the hindwing not curved, the first touching cell.

_Hab._ Borneo; Malay Peninsula.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂ from Kina Balu, N. Borneo (_type_); 1 ♀ from Mt. Tahan, Malay Peninsula (Waterstradt).

The ♀ somewhat resembles _piepersi_; it represents possibly a separate subspecies.
264. Callambulyx junonii.


♂. We have seen but two specimens of this apparently very rare species, which agrees in the structure of the antenna, legs, and palps well with *C. rubricosa*.

Tenth abdominal tergite flat (Pl. XXII. f. 11), deeply sinuate, the lobes diverging, their mesial edge depressed, so that their upper surface slants inwards, each lobe with an inconspicuous median cariniform tubercle. Clasper (Pl. XXXIV. f. 23) reduced distally; harpe with a pointed apical hook and several, more proximal, teeth.

♀. Not seen.

*Hab.* Bhutan; Naga Hills.

One ♂ in the British Museum; a specimen from the Naga Hills in Mr. Elwes's collection; also in coll. Swinhoe.

265. Callambulyx poecilus (Pl. 1. f. 13, ♂).


♂. Intermediate between *tatarinowii* and *rubricosa*; the forewing as strongly falcate as in the latter, but red below in basal half as in certain specimens of the former. Tongue very weak; pilifer with very few bristles. The tenth tergite similar to that of *rubricosa*, narrower, apex more suddenly narrowed, curved downwards, pointed; ninth tergite with long hair-scales as in *rubricosa*; sternite reduced, without lobe. Clasper (Pl. XXXIV. f. 21) widened distally into a subquadrate flap, bearing dorsally on the inner surface a high triangular crest, which is continuous with the subdorsal fold of the more proximal part of the clasper; this fold is rough with setiferous tubercles; harpe somewhat resembling that of *A. elwesi* in the shape of the distal part, but is less concave, and has, besides the long apical hook, a short subapical tooth at the dorsal edge; the proximal ridge (♀) high.

♀. Not known.

*Hab.* Muree, N.W. India.

One ♂ in the Tring Museum; not seen in other collections.

266. Callambulyx tatarinowii.


*Smerinthus (?) tatarinowii*, Kirby, *Cat. Lep. Het. p. 711, n. 7 (1892) (China; Japan; = eversmannii).
♀. The ordinary form has the upperside of the body and forewing more or less bright olive-green, but there occur also specimens with the green replaced by reddish brown. This form was discovered by Popoff at Kiaclita, and described by Eversmann under the name of *eeversmanni*, given to it in litt. by Popoff, who had apparently several specimens. There are two individuals of this form in the Paris Museum correctly identified as *eeversmanni*. Staudinger redescribed a Kiaclita individual (bred in May 1855) as *brunnea*, not knowing that his individual was the true *eeversmanni*, and doubtless one of the specimens distributed by Popoff. Bartel, *l.c.*, has correctly quoted *brunnea* as a synonym of *eeversmanni*. By some oversight *eeversmanni* is sunk as a synonym of *tatarinovi* in Stand. & Reb.'s Catalogue, *l.c.*, and *brunnea* kept as the name of the reddish brown form. Both Ménétriers and Boisduval, *l.c.*, mentioned the brown form; Butler, *l.c.*, overlooked the name of *eeversmanni*. Leech records a brown specimen from Japan (now in the British Museum), and refers it doubtfully to "*brunnea.*" We have another Japanese individual agreeing with *eeversmanni* (= *brunnea*). The brown form, therefore, is not local. The synonymy is as follows:

*a*. *C. tatarinovi* f. norm. *tatarinovi*.

Green form.

*b*. *C. tatarinovi* f. ab. *eeversmanni*.

▶Mas. St, Petropolis).

*Smerinthus tatarinovi*, Ménétriers, *l.c.*


There does not seem to be any difference between Japanese and Continental *tatarinoci*. The relationship of this species with *C. rubricosa* has not been recognised except by Swinhoe. Bartel, *l.c.*, p. 142, erroneously attributes only one pair of hindtibial spurs to *tatarinoci*.

Paronychium with the upper lobe very slender, the lower one broader, but short and heavily ciliate. The red colour on the underside of the forewing variable in extent.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite slenderer than in the other species, gradually narrowed to the obtuse end and curved downwards; upperside convex, punctured distally, clothed with short dispersed hairs; tenth sternite reduced, without lobe; ninth tergite with long hair-scales. Clasper (Pl. XXXIV. f. 20): apical half narrowed to form a rather slender lobe, which varies in breadth, but is always curved upwards, and on the inner surface rough with small tubercles; a subdorsal fold (*pd*), connected distally with the dorsal edge of the clasper, projects above the harpe and is beset with numerous setiferous tubercles; harpe of the same type as in *poeceilus* and *rubricosa*, with two distal processes which stand close together, the upper one somewhat longer than the lower. Penis-sheath (Pl. XXIX. f. 45) dorsally prolonged into a narrow flap with which the membrane of the duct is connected; in the contracted state of the duct the flap, which is dentate, is concealed in the interior of the sheath.

♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XV. f. 16) characteristic: a long triangular lobe in
front of the vaginal orifice ending in two points; the lobe somewhat variable in shape individually.

Larva green, granulose; head triangular; seven white side-hands which are edged with crimson.—Food: Ulmus.

Pupa not described.

Hab: Amurland; Dauria; N. China; Japan.

In the Tring Museum 16 ♂♂, 9 ♀♀ from: Tokio, June; Yokohama, July; Kawagashi, July: Wladiwostock; Amurland: Ta-chiao-tze, China, July.

LXXX. ANAMBULYX gen. nov.—Typus: elwesi.


♂♀. Differs from Callambulux, of which it is a development, in the absence of the retinaculum, the reduction in length of the frenulum, the absence of the proximal pair of spurs from the hindtibia, and in the shape of the hindwing, which has the costal margin straight or feebly concave before and in middle, and externally convex as in Phyllosphinxia.

Early stages not known.

Hab. North India.

One species.

267. Anambulux elwesi.

*Ambulux elwesi Druce, i. (1882) (Darjiling) —coll. Druce; Waterh., Aid Indent. Ins. ii. t. 136. f. 3 (1883); Cat. & Swinh., Cat. Math. Ind. i. p. 23, n. 126 (1887) (Sikliim); Hamps., in Blanf., Fauat. Brit. Ind., Math. i. p. 79, n. 108 (1892) (Sikliim); Kirby, Cat. Lep. H. i. p. 677. n. 43 (1892) (Darjiling); Dudg., Journ. Bombay N H. Sor. xi. p. 408. n. 108 (1898) ("not seen").

♂♀. The pale interantennal bar of rubricosa is wanting; the oblique apical line of the forewing is also not marked. A heavy-bodied insect with comparatively short wings, which is easily recognised by the very broad brown-black border of the rosy red hindwing and the olive-yellow stigma of the forewing.

♂. The tenth tergite smooth, rounded at the end, which is turned downwards, longitudinally grooved; the ninth tergite (proximal part of the supra-anal process) not hairy; tenth sternite mesially produced into a triangular, apically rounded lobe. Clasper obliquely rounded at apex (Pl. XXXIV. f. 22), this apical lobe smaller than the harpe, which is concave, spoon-shaped, with the apex produced into a pointed hook, which is directed dorsal; the dorsal edge of the clasper is widened internal near the end of the harpe and densely beset with stiff hairs; the dense tuft of hair-scales near the apex of the harpe is about twice as long as the clasper is broad before the end. Penis sheath dorsally longer than ventrally, being obliquely truncate, without external armature; within the sheath there is a membranaceous flap densely covered with pointed tubercles.

♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XV. f. 14) deeply concave at the sides; two obtuse flaps in front of the vaginal orifice, separated from one another by a deep sinus.

Hab. North India: Sikkim and Assam. Rare in collections.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂♂, 2 ♀♀, from the Khasia Hills.
LXXXI. SPHINX.—Typus: ocellata.


*Smerinthus* Latreille, *Hist. Nat. Const. Ins.* iii. p. 401 (1802) (partim; includes type of *Sphinx*).

*Loatho* Fabricius, in Illig, *Mag. Ent.* vi. p. 287 (1807) (partim; includes type of *Sphinx*).

*Dilatana Dalman, Kongl. Vet. Ak. Handl.* xxvii. p. 212 (1816) (partim; includes type of *Sphinx*).

*Paomias* Hubner, *Vers. brev. Schr.* p. 142 (1822) (partim; includes type of *Sphinx*).

*Meryrthus* (!) *Meigen, Handb. Schr.* p. 100 (1827) (partim; correct. of *Smerinthus*).


*Calysmothus* Grote (nom. id., 1877), *Hwank Moths N. Am.* p. 34 (1886).

*Calysmothus* Cusimerinthus Grote, *c.e.* p. 35 (1886) (type: *overei*).


*Dolhia* Tutt, *Bnt. Lep.* iii. p. 386 (1902) (nom. nud.).

*Bellis id.*, i.e. (nom. nud.).

*Nicholas Tutt, i.e. (nom. nud.).*

♂ female. Tongue very weak and short. Palpus small in ♂, larger in ♀. Abdomen spinose all over dorsally, the spines very weak, dense at and near the apical edges of the segments; no broad under-scales on the tergites. Retinaculum absent; frenulum reduced, the bristle of ♀ short but rather stout, the bristles of ♂ thin, hair-like. Pulvillus and paronychium present. Tibiae not spinose; anterior tibia with or without apical horn; one pair of spurs to hindtibia. Hindwing red for the greater part.

♂. Antenna more distinctly dilated laterad than in *Amorpho*, sometimes subpectinate, or even pectinate. Tenth abdominal tergite rounded at end, or feebly sinuate (*caecus*); sternite triangular, simple. Harpe simple, rounded or obtusely pointed at end, not divided as in *Amorpho*. Penis-sheath with one or two conical teeth at end, pointing lateral.

♀. Antenna (Pl. LX. f. 14—17) with traces of the lateral expansions of ♀. Vaginal plate membranaceous, without a distinct ridge in front of the vaginal cavity, or the ridge is more or less wrinkled, not strongly chitinised.

Larva granulose, head triangular; horn tuberculated; green, with white or yellowish side-bands, often spotted with red.—Food-plants: *Populus, Prunus, Salix*, and other trees.

Pupa stout, more or less rugulose and punctured, somewhat glossy, sheath of antennae rather broad in both sexes.

Hub. Palaeartic and Nearctic Regions.

Six species.

According to what we have said in the introduction, the type of *Sphinx* is *ocellata*. Synonymous with *Sphinx* are the generic names *Loatho*, *Dilatana*, and *Paonias*, which have all *ocellata* for types. The Grotean genus *Eusmerinthus*, reduced to the rank of a subgenus by its author in 1886, is based upon one Nearctic species (*jamaicensis*) which differs in the ♀-antenna from all the allied forms, and on some Palaeartic species which are not very nearly related to *jamaicensis*. There is some reason to separate *jamaicensis* from the other species, and we should not reject *Eusmerinthus* as a genus if there was a character, apart from colour, by which the ♀ could be distinguished. This *jamaicensis* is, in the development of the ♀-antenna, the highest species, the long pectinations being an exaggeration of the short side-processes or feeble dilatations found in the other members of the genus *Sphinx*. 
Catalysymbolus was originally proposed for astylus, but later on employed by Butler and also by Grote himself for nearly all the American eyed Hawk Moths.

Grote's subgenus Copismerinthus has no justification whatever. When the author learned from Fernald's Sphingidae of New England that cerisyi had the foretibia armed at the end with a claw or thorn, he thought this to be something quite characteristic, not being aware that the European ocellata, which he considered the type of Smerinthus, possessed the same armature. In the same paper Grote states, as he had done in previous articles, that ophthalmicus from California is, in America, the only representative of the typical genus Smerinthus. This ophthalmicus is, however, nothing else but the Pacific form of cerisyi, differing very slightly from the eastern specimens of this species, and having the thorn at the end of the foretibia just like eastern cerisyi. Sph. ocellata and cerisyi are closely related, and can by no means be separated generically unless one proposes a genus for each species. Grote holds now the same opinion. Tutt, i.e., goes even farther than did Grote; he considers the local forms of cerisyi to represent two genera!!

The thorn or claw at the end of the foretibia is here not a character of generic value. This is best proved by ocellata and planus, which are very near each other in every respect; the former, however, possessing the claw, the latter being without it—a difference entirely overlooked by lepidopterists.

The abdominal segments are said by Fernald, i.e., to be unarmed. Grote and Smith have repeated this erroneous statement.

Key to the species:

1. Foretibia with an apical thorn (claw) . . . b.
Foretibia without an apical thorn (claw) . . . d.

2. Hindwing with a large black anal patch which is round and includes a pale blue ring or some pale blue spots . . . c.
Hindwing before anal angle with two resp. three black bars separated and bordered by grey or buff bars . 268. Sph. kindermanni.

3. The space encircled by the blue ring of the eye-patch more or less shaded with bluish grey . . . . 270. Sph. ocellata.
The space black, the ring often incomplete,
sometimes represented by separate spots . . . . . 272. Sph. cerisyi.

4. The blue ring of the eye-patch complete,
large, the space encircled by it more or less shaded with pale blue . . . 271. Sph. planus.
The blue ring incomplete or represented by separate spots . . . . . . e.

Brown antemedian band of forewing slightly curved . . . . . 269. Sph. caecus.

The two American species and the Asiatic caecus have a high subapical ridge on the inner surface of the clasper, while the other three (Palaearctic) species have the ridge merely indicated by a slight fold.

* Ent. Record vii. p. 56 (1895).
Sphinx kindermanni.


♀. Anterior tibia ending in a thorn, which is mostly covered with scales. Antenna or ♀ subpectinate, the lateral projections about half as long as the segments are broad dorsally. Pulvillus reduced, decidedly smaller than in *ocellata* and *caucicus*, varying in size, largest in the most western form.

♂. Tenth tergite apically broader than in *ocellata*, obtuse; the sternite longer. Dorsal edge of clasper internally with the trace of a stronger chitinised longitudinal ridge before the end; harpe (Pl. XXXIV. f. 26) as in *ocellata* with a single, somewhat spoon-shaped, apical process, ventral margin shallowly sinuate, upper edge continued dorso-basal, ending in a rather high crest, which is situated below a longitudinal subdorsal fold clothed with long dispersed bristles. Penis-sheath with a conical tooth at the end, membrane of duct with a patch of pale spines.

♀. Vaginal plate resembling that of *ocellata*, proximally still less chitinised; the ridge before the cavity with a broader mesial sinus.

Larva known only from Kandahar, Afghanistan; similar to *ocellata* (see *Sph. kind., obsoleta*).

*Hab.* Taurus, Cilicia, eastwards to the Altai region, East Turkestan, Afghanistan, Chitral.

Three sub-species, which are connected by intergradations.

a. *Sph. kindermanni kindermanni*.


♀. The western form. The dark markings of the forewing reddish-brown. Pulvillus larger than in the two other sub-species, black; the ridge formed by the upper edge of the harpe beneath the longitudinal fold of the clasper rough with teeth or tubercles.

*Hab.* Asia Minor eastward to the Caucasus.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♀♂ from: Helenendorf; "Transkank., type" ex coll. Fedder.

In the Leech collection 2 ♀♂ without locality.

b. *Sph. kindermanni orbata*.

Smerinthus kindermannii var. orbata Groum-Groshim, i.e. iv. p. 512. n. 207 (1890) (Ferghana; — Mus. Tring); Bartel, i.e. p. 169 (1900) (Turkestan).
Smerinthus kindermannii var. orbata, id., i.e. p. 712. sub n. 1 (1892).

♂♀. Paler than the preceding, the dark bands of the forewing less tawny. Pulvillae small and pale. The ridge formed basally by the upper edge of the clasper smooth. This is the form generally found in collections as kindermannii, and distributed as such by the German dealers. It varies in colour to a certain extent, some specimens coming near the preceding, others near the following.


In the Tring Museum 10 ♀♂, 8 ♀♀ from: Margelan; Ruscuke, Afghanistan; Seifir-Kuh.

c. Sp. kindermannii obsoleta.

Smerinthus kindermannii, Cotes & Swinhoe, Cat. Moths Ind. i. p. 27. n. 151 (1887) (Kandahar).
Cupa kindermannii, Hampson, Jour. Bombay N. H., Soc. xii. p. 38. n. 96 (1900) (Kandahar; Chitrals).
Smerinthus kindermannii var. obsoleta, Staudinger, in Stand. & Reb., Cat. Lep. ed. iii. p. 100, sub n. 728 (1901) (Korla; — coll. Staudinger).

♂. Similar to the palest specimens of orbata. The discal lines of the forewing a little less distinct, the pale antemedian and discal bands more whitish; the anal patch of the hindwing less sharply marked, and the underside paler in tint, with some of the lines less distinct than in orbata. We have not observed any difference in structure from orbata.

Larva described by Roberts (see Butler, i.e.) as having yellow side-lights, white granules, a blue, green-tipped, curved horn.—Food: Salix, vi.

Hub. Eastern Turkestan; Chitrals; Kandahar.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♀♂ from Maral-bashi, east of Kashgar, May.

In the British Museum from Kandahar and Chitrals.

269. *Sphinx caecus.*


Smerinthus caecus, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 712. n. 2 (1892) (Dauria; Amur).

♂♀. Anterior tibia without a horn at end. Antenna of ♀ subpectinate as in kindermannii. Pulvillae well developed.

♂. Tenth tergite nearly as in cerisyi, but sinuate at apex; sternite as slender as in cerisyi. Clasper a little narrower than in cerisyi, with a dorso-apical rounded ridge placed obliquely as in cer. cerisyi; harpe ventrally emarginate before end, apex and upper edge of the harpe densely beset with short spines. Penis-sheath
(Pl. XXIX. f. 47; drawn from the opposite side as figs. 42—44 to show tooth and patches of spines) armed with a sharp subapical tooth which points somewhat proximad; besides this tooth there are two patches of short acute spines, one on the sheath, the other on the membrane of the duct; penis-funnel (v-f) carinate ventrally as in cerasyi, with the sides sinate.

♀. Vaginal plate short, orifice very large, its proximal edge slightly elevate and incrassate, sinate; no special armature.

Larva similar to that of ocellata, not described.—Food-plant: Salix.

Hub. Transbaikalia to Askold and N. China.

In the Tring Museum ♀♀♂♀ from the Amur Region.

270. Sphinx ocellata.


*Sphinx salicar* Hubner, *Samml. Eur. Schau.*, *Sphing.* t. 15. f. 73 (1809—).

♀♂. Tenth abdominal tergite triangular (Pl. XXII. f. 14), extreme end curved downwards, obtuse, rounded, not pointed; sternite with a triangular lobe, which is feebly curved upwards, with the underside convex and the sides dilated in basal third, apex blunt. Clasper irregularly sole-shaped, broadly rounded at end; harpe (Pl. XXXIV. f. 25) longitudinal, elongate, simple, the edges slightly elevate, the surface more or less concave, apex narrowed, the upper edge shallowly emarginate. Penis-sheath (Pl. XXIX. f. 41) armed at end with a heavy conical tooth projecting lateral; the membrane of the duct bears a patch of curved spines, which are often concealed.

♀. Vaginal plate not strongly chitinised, much wrinkled, but fairly constant; the orifice preceded by a transverse ridge, forming the lower or anterior lip of the cavity, this ridge mesially indented.

The harpe of the hybrids ocellata × populi is often sinate ventrally before the apex; this sinns corresponds to the deep apical sinns of populi, dividing the harpe of this species into two lobes; the narrowed apical portion of the ocellata-harpe is, therefore, homologous to the upper lobe of the harpe of populi.

Larva somewhat variable, occasionally with red side patches; bluish green, granules white; seven white or yellowish side-bands, horn blue at base, or entirely grey-blue.—Food-plants: Salix, Populus, Pirus, Prunus, rarely other trees.

Pupa somewhat glossy, rugose, not distinctly granulated; cremaster broad basally, rough; laterally with pointed tubercles.

One brood, seldom two.

Hub. Palaearctic Region as far east as Western Siberia and Asia Minor; not found in Greece.

Two subspecies:

*a. Sph. ocellata ocellata.*

Hoeft., *Archet.* ii. t. 5 (1692); id., *Dir. Ins.* t. 10 (1630); Moufet, *Theat. Ins.* p. 91. f. 3 (1634).

Merian, *Eur. Ins.* ii. t. 37 (1683); Rajus, *Hist. Ins.*. p. 148. n. 2. p. 149. n. 3 (1710); Albin, *Nat. Hist. Entyl. Ins.* t. 8 (1720); Roos., *Ins. Relict.* i. cl. 1. Pup. Nat. p. 1. t. 1. f. 3. 4 (1746); Wilke, *Entyl. Moths.* cl. 1. s. n. p. 10. t. 5 (1747); Uddmann, *Ins.* p. 58. taf. (1753); Hammerich, *Coll. Chr. Ins.* t. 7. f. b (1755); Geoffr., *Hist. Ins.* ii. p. 79. n. 1 (1762); Goed., *Metam.* i. p. 65. t. 24. & iii. p. 25. t. 0 (1652-69); Gronov., *Zoophil.* p. 201. n. 816 (1764); Seba, *Thesaur.* iv. t. 59. f. 4. 5. 6 (1765); Schaff., *Imm.* t. 99. f. 5. 6 (1766); Harris, *Aurelian* t. 5. fig. g. b. i.


*Pacaus salicis* Haber, *Verz. bek Schm.* p. 142. n. 1519 (1822).


*Suaevithys oscellata x popull*, Briggs, *Entom.* p. 217 (1881); Wisk., *ibid.* p. 19. n. 69. t. 3. f. 8 (1897); (gynandr.); Schultz, *ibid.* p. 395 (1897); Bartlett, *ibid.* p. 177 (1900).

*Suaevithys oscellata hybr. hybridos*, Staudinger & Rebel, *Cat. Lep.* ed. iii. p. 99. sub n. 795 (1901);


The individuals from the Ural and South Russia which we have examined do not seem to us to be different from the examples of Central and Western Europe. Dr. Staudinger, *ibid.* described as *cinerascens* a South Russian individual which he considered to represent a desert form. This individual is certainly different from all others we have seen, but we do not believe that it is anything else but an abnormal specimen; anyhow, a single example from a particular place is certainly not sufficient to base a geographical race upon if the individuals from the surrounding countries are of the ordinary type.

The ♀ of *ocellata* copulates in confinement comparatively easily with the ♂ of Amorpha populii. The offspring of such a union stand in structure, shape, and colour, intermediate between the parent species. The thorax at the end of the foretibia is short, mostly concealed under the scaling, the penis-sheath resembles that of populii, the teeth of the duct are either partly or all replaced by fine bristles; the harpe agrees better with that of *ocellata*, being, however, longer and slimmer.

Authentic offspring of the reverse union are now also known, Staudfuss's experiments having at last been successful in so far as he reared two ♀ ♀ of this hybrid. The statement appearing in various books that the hybrid *populi x oscellata* is identical with *populi* has, as a matter of course, no foundation. The specimens
formerly sold by Standinger as being this hybrid, if they really did not differ from *populi* as stated by Standfuss and Standinger, were doubtless true *populi*. The collector from whom Standinger received these "hybrids" may have been taken in. The name *inversa* of Tutt, l.c., refers to these specimens, not to the true hybrid *populi × ocellata*.

The ♀ *populi × ocellata* kindly lent to us by Standfuss agrees much better with *populi* than with *ocellata*. The eye-spot of *ocellata* is represented by a blackish shade.* The thorn at the end of the foretibia of *ocellata* is here vestigial. The frenulum is reduced but distinct. The most remarkable feature of the specimen is the antennae, which have rather long seriated ciliae, which is not the case in the ♀ ♀ of either parent-species. Does this mean reversion to a former state of development? One of our two ♀ ♀ *ocellata × populi* has similar antennae.

The hybrid *Alimana tiliae × Sphinx ocellata* is a very interesting product obtained by Professor Standfuss in some numbers. We have seven ♀ ♀ of this hybrid. They come in appearance nearer the ♀-parent than the ♀-parent, but only in appearance. In structure they are decidedly nearer *ocellata*. As the structure does not seem to have been closely compared, we give the following results of our investigation:

1. In *ocellata* the foretibia ends in a prominent thorn, which is absent from *tiliae*; the hybrid possesses the thorn, though somewhat stunted.
2. The tibiae are not spinose in *ocellata* and densely spinose in *tiliae*; there are no spines in the hybrid.
3. The proximal pair of hindtibial spurs is absent from *ocellata*, and present in *tiliae*; these spurs, in the hybrid, are absent, or are represented by two small tubercles, or are distinct but shorter than in *tiliae*. The apical spurs, which are much shorter in *ocellata* than in *tiliae*, are intermediate in the hybrid, both being sometimes of the same length.
4. The retinaculum and frenulum are normal in *tiliae*, and vestigial respectively absent from *ocellata*. The hybrid agrees with *ocellata* in the absence of a retinaculum, but has a long, thin, weak frenulum.
5. Sexual armature (only one specimen dissected): the tenth tergite of the hybrid stands intermediate between those of *ocellata* and *tiliae*; the harpe is almost like that of *ocellata*, differing essentially from that of *tiliae*; the penis-sheath has no armature, differing from that of either parent-species.

*Habitat.* Europe as far west and north as Ireland, Scotland, Lapland; southward to Andalusia and Sicily; eastward to the Ural, Transcaucasia, and Asia Minor. Not found in Greece.

In the Tring Museum a series of larvae and pupae and 40-odd specimens, besides 16 ♀ ♀ and 2 ♀ ♀ *ocellata × populi*, and 1 ♀ ♀ *populi × ocellata*.

*b. Sphinx ocellata atlantica*.

*Smerinthus ocellata*, Oberthur, Et. d'Est. vi. p. 65 (1881) (Oran).

*Smerinthus atlanticus* Austaut, Le Natural, xii. p. 190 (1890) (Oudja); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 711. n. 2 (1892) (Morocco); Aust., Le. xv. p. 72 (1893) (larva); Rothsch., Nov. Zool. i. p. 98 (1894) (not distinct); Bartel, in Ruhl, Grosschm. ii. p. 178 (1900) (Algier, iv.; Nord Morocco).

*Smerinthus atlanticus* var. *nasiculus* Austaut, l.c. xii. p. 191 (1890); Bartel, l.c. p. 180 (1900).

* This shade is very conspicuous in the second ♀, which is now in the Tring Museum.
Smerinthus ocellata var. atlanticus, Staudinger & Reb., Cat. Lep. ed. iii. p. 99, sub n. 726 (1901) (Maur. or.).

*Smerinthus australi × atlanticus = hibr. metis Austant, l.c. xv p. 230 (1893); Bartel, l.c. p. 181 (1900).

*Smerinthus australi × atlanticus = hibr. metis ab deleta Austant, l.c. p. 231 (1893); Bartel, l.c. p. 183 (1900).


♀? A large North African form, corresponding to the equally enlarged edition of *populi* of the same countries. The harpe is longer and distally narrower than in *ocell. ocellata*, the conical tooth of the penis-sheath heavier, more strongly curved, almost elongated.

The specimen named *arcticalis* by Austant is in the Tring Museum; the difference between it and ordinary specimens of *atlanticus* is very slight. The series of hybrids *australi × atlanticus* in the Tring Museum (11 specimens) exhibits considerable variation; in some the russet-tawny colour of the hindwing has nearly disappeared; the grey centre of the black patch of the hindwing is often transverse, of irregular shape, rarely circular; the antennal line bordering the dark discal area of the forewing is often angulate behind the base of M2.

Larva and pupa similar to those of *ocell. ocellata*, but the head of the former dark green, the horn uniformly grey-blue.

*Hab.* North Africa: Algiers and North Morocco.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♀♂, 5 ♀♀ (including Austant’s types of *atlanticus* and *arcticalis*) from Meridej, S. Algiers; 8 ♀♂, 3 ♀♀ *australi × atlanticus*; 2 ♀♂ *atlanticus × populi*.

271. Sphinx planus.


*Smerinthus argus* (*ocellata* var.?), Staudinger, in Rom., Mém. Lép. vi. p. 236. n. 223 (1892) (Amurland; China; Japan; = *ocellata* var.?);

*Smerinthus ocellatus*, Leech (non Linné, 1758), Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. p. 587. n. 26 (1888) (Yokohama; Gensan; Kiukiang); id., Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. p. 119. n. 91 (1889) (= argus; Kiukiang); id., l.c. p. 278. n. 39 (1899) (Yokohama; Gensan; Kiukiang; Chang-Yang).

*Smerinthus ocellata* var. planus, Staudinger & Reb., Cat. Lep. ed. iii. p. 100, sub n. 726 (1901); Tutt, Brit. Lep. iii. p. 428 (1902).

In opposition to Leech, who pronounced *planus* to be identical with *ocellata*, Staudinger maintained that there were some differences between the two in colour and pattern which justified the separation of *planus* from *ocellata*, if not as a species, at least as a “good” geographical race. The distinguishing characters pointed out by Staudinger in 1892 were subsequently said by Leech to be quite unreliable. Writers on Palaeartic Lepidoptera mention *planus* generally as doubtfully distinct, or as a slightly different form of *ocellata*. It is very curious that not one of the
authors who expressed an opinion on these insects has noticed that the well-known thorn at the end of the forctitibia of *ocellata* is absent from *planus*. Besides this very obvious difference, which some authors might be inclined to treat as of generic value, we mention that the antenna of the ♂ is decidedly longer and thicker than in specimens of *ocellata* of the same size. The genital armature of the ♂ is similar to that of *ocellata*, but the tenth tergite is longer, the sternite broader, the harpe narrower, and the conical tooth of the penis-sheath stouter and longer, often bearing one or more small teeth. The vaginal plate also agrees with that of *ocellata*; the transverse ridge in front of the orifice, however, is not incised mesially. These genital differences are not very conspicuous, but they become more important if we consider that there is as close an affinity also between the genital armature of *ocellata* and *kindermannii*, which insects nobody will venture to treat as specifically identical. *ocellata* and *planus* have originated from the same form, but they have become so different that they could doubtless exist together in the same place without losing their independence, or, in other words, without fusing into one species.

* Larva pale green, with white or yellowish side-bands.—Food-plants: *Populus, Salix*.

*Hab.* Eastern Siberia to Central China and Japan.

In the Tring Museum 2 pupae, 12 ♂♂, 8 ♀ ♀ from: Yokohama, July, August; Amurland; China.

272. *Sphinx cerisyi*.

*Smerinthus cerisyi* Kirby, in Richards, *Fauna Bor.-Amer.* iv. p. 301. n. 1, t. 4, f. 4 (1827).

♂ ♀. Anterior tibia produced into a thorn at the end. Pulvillus large. Antenna of ♂ rather larger than in *ocellata*, subpectinate, the segments being dorso-laterally more obviously dilated, the ventral outline of the segments (in side-view) less straight than in *ocellata*, the apical ciliae rather longer; the median segments of the ♀-antenna a little longer than broad. The eye-spot has three blue markings, the first often obsolete, the second and third mostly forming a ring.

♂. Tenth tergite (Pl. XXII. f. 15) rounded at end, broad, slightly bent downwards, concave beneath, the side-edges somewhat undulate; sternite with a triangular lobe, individually variable, slender as a rule. Clasper narrower than in *kindermannii*, with a prominent dorsal subapical ridge (which is rudimentary in *kindermannii*), this process projecting mesial (Pl. XXXIV. f. 27), different in some of the subspecies; harpe irregularly triangular, more or less pointed; below the concave incassate dorsal edge of the clasper there is a prominent longitudinal fold. Penis-sheath with an apical tooth, conical, projecting lateral (Pl. XXIX. f. 42); duct with a patch of spines as in *ocellata*.

♀. Vaginal plate small, membranous, anterior edge of the vaginal orifice not stronger chitinised than the sides, not forming a ridge, the orifice covered by the seventh sternite, lying in a deep membranaceous cavity without any special armature.

* Larva pale-green, side-stripes yellowish white; horn blue, tip black.—Food-plant: *Salix*.

Chrysalis not described.

Apparently two broods in the southern districts, the second most likely irregular.

*Hab.* Canada to Mexico, California, and Vancouver Island; not recorded from Florida, Louisiana, or Texas.
The four geographical forms of cerisyi—the species was named after Cerisy, the spelling cerisyi and cerisii, therefore, is not correct—are not sharply defined. The most distinct of them is the southern one from Mexico and Arizona. There is nothing or very little in the genital organs by which to distinguish the subspecies. The subapical ridge of the elasper is triangular or rounded, not so obviously spatulate as represented by Smith, &c. The two broods of astarte as well as of opthalmica are said to be different; further researches are necessary to prove that there is really seasonal variation in this species.

a. Sph. cerisyi cerisyi.


Enicerythus cerisyi (.), Grote, Canad. Ent. ix. p. 135 (1877); id., Bull. Buffalo Soc. N. Y. iii. p. 223. n. 44 (1877) (Hudson Bay Territory); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 712. n. 4 (1892) (Hudson Bay).

Calysosymbolos Copismerinthus cerisyi (.), Grote, Hawk Moths N. Am. p. 35 (1886) (v. vii.).


♂♀. The lines of the forewing sharply marked; a series of brown postdisclalar lunules, which are more arched than in the other forms. Dorso-apical ridge of elasper rounded, more obliquely placed than in the following subspecies; tooth of penis sheath acute, rather obviously oblique. The first blue spot of the eye-mark mostly small, the second and third sometimes separate, but mostly joined together in front.


In the Tring Museum 4 larvae, 5 ♀♂, t ♀ from: Maine (Orontia), N. York, June; Ulond, N. York, July; Winnipeg, Manitoba, July; St. Louis, Saskatchewan (Conbeaux).

b. Sph. cerisyi astarte.


Enicerythus astarte, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 712. n. 5 (1892) (Colorado).

♂♀. Very close to the preceding, from which it is not always distinguishable. The distal margin of the forewing less sharply dentate, the brown marginal area narrower, the postdisclalar brown lunules less curved. Harpe more symmetrical than
in the following one, ventral process of penis-funnel more prominent. One of our specimens has the ring of the eye-spot filled in with blue.

_Hab._ Colorado to Lake Superior, probably in all the States west of the Mississippi except the Pacific Coast Region, which is occupied by _ophthalmica._

In the Tring Museum 9 ♀ ♂, 6 ♀ ♀ from various places in Colorado, June and July (Oslar).

c. _Sph. cerisyi_ ophthalmica.

* _Smerinthus ophthalmica_ Boisduval, _Bull. Soc. Ent. Fr._ p. 32 (1855) (Calif. ;—coll. Charles Oberthür; non "Mexico").


* _Smerinthus vancouveiriensis_ Butler, _loc. sub. n. 2 (1877) (Vancouver I.;—Mus. Brit._.

_Smerinthus cerisyi_ form _ophthalmicus_, _Smith, _loc. p. 240 (1889).

_Smerinthus ophthalmicus_ var. _vancouveiriensis_ (♂), _Smith, ibid._

_Smerinthus vancouveiriensis_ (♀), _Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hct._ i. p. 711. n. 3 (1892) (Vancouver).

♀. Harpe slender distally, asymmetrical, almost pointed; dorso-apical ridge of clasper triangular, more or less obtuse (Pl. XXXIV. f. 27); tooth of penis-sheath sharp, rather long, slightly oblique. Variable in the ground-colour, generally paler than _astarte_, from which the darker individuals do not seem to be distinguishable.

a'. _Sph. cerisyi_ ophthalmica f. _ophthalmica._

Synonymy as above. Forewing above ashen grey.

b'. _Sph. cerisyi_ ophthalmica f. _pallidulus._


Forewing above more or less grey-vinaceous-cinnamon.

The two forms are not seasonal according to the dated material examined.

_Hab._ South California to Vancouver I.

In the Tring Museum 17 ♀ ♂, 16 ♀ ♀ from: California; Oregon; Washington.

d. _Sph. cerisyi_ saliceti.

_Smerinthus ophthalmica_ Boisduval, _loc. (1855) (Mexico, non Calif.).

Smerinthus saliceti, Boisduval, Spec. Gén. Lep. Hét. i. p. 35. sub n. 23 (larva notic.) and n. 24 (1875) (Mexico;—coll. Charles Oberthür); Druce, i.e. l. p. 17, n. 2, t. 1, f. 9 (1881) (fig. of type); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 711. n. 6 (1892); Druce, i.e. Suppl. p. 310 (1896) (Durango; Guadalajara).


The three blue spots of the eye-patch are separate, distinct, the second straight, linear or elliptic, not curved towards the third spot. Harpe short; dorso-apical ridge of clasper high, triangular, process of funnel-tunnel and tooth of penis sheath short. The Arizona specimens are very pale.

Hab. Mexico; Arizona.

In the Tring Museum 8 δ♂, 4 ♀♀ from: Phoenix and Mt. San Francisco, Arizona, March, April, July (Dr. Kunze; Osler); Guadalajara, Angust (Schaus); Mexico City.

273. Sphinx jamaicensis.


Sphinx ocellata, Fabricius (non Linné, 1758), Syst. Ent. p. 536. n. 1 (1775) (partim); id., Spec. Ins. ii. p. 139. n. 1 (1781) (partim); Gmel., Syst. Nat. i. f. 2571. n. 1 (1790) (partim); Fabr., Ent. Syst. iii. i. p. 355. n. 1 (1793) (partim).


Calosyntactes Enthusmerinthus geminatus, Grote, Hawk Moths N. Am. p. 35 (1886) (vi. vii. l. on Roseaceae, Salicis); id., Canad. Ent. xviii. p. 133. n. 48 (1886) (Can. southw.).

♀♂. Anterior tibia without apical thorn; spur of anterior tibia shorter than in the other species, its fringe weak, often obliterated. The eye-patch of the hind-wing differing essentially from that of the other species in the third blue spot (the
most distal one) being much more proximal and not arched; the first spot generally absent, sometimes also the second. The species is rather variable in pattern individually. The posterior part of the disc of the forewing, distally of the angulated antemedian band, is sometimes occupied by reddish brown patches; the pale border of the hindwing is often flushed with rosy red.

♂. Antenna shorter than in the other species, pectinate, the branches long, the segments short, with the ventral parts strongly compressed. Tenth segment of abdomen not essentially different from that of *cerisyi*, the tergite more dilated in the middle; the lobe of the sternite very slender. Clasper (Pl. XXXIV. f. 28) narrower than in *cerisyi*, the apex less evenly rounded; dorso-apical ridge rounded, placed somewhat obliquely, appearing to be much more ventral than in *cerisyi* owing to the clasper being dilated dorsal; harpe short, rough with tubercles at the end; the incisate proximal part of the ventral edge of the harpe produced into a high triangular ridge, of which the edges are turned dorsal, so that the ridge has the appearance of a solid conical process in a ventral view. Penis-funnel produced ventrally into a long, pointed process (Pl. XXIX. f. 43); penis-sheath strongly chitinized at the end on one side, with two strong conical teeth; patch of spines within the sheath vestigial.

♀. Antenna not pectinate, the lateral expansion indicated by a subdorsal curved carina on each segment; the segments shorter than broad or high, laterally somewhat rounded in a dorsal or ventral view, ventrally carinate; bristles prominent, ciliae short. Vaginal plate short, membranaceous; vaginal cavity large, transverse, the edge incisate at the side corners to a subglobose tubercle, anterior edge not elevated.

According to the number of blue spots in the eye-patch of the hindwing the following forms have been distinguished:

*a*. *Sph. jamaicensis* f. ab. *jamaicensis*.

*Sphinx ocellatus* *jamaicensis* Drury, *Le*.; id., ed. Westw., *Le*. ii. p. 47. t. 25. f. 2. 3 (1837) (fig. mala).


*Smerinthus geminatus* var. *jamaicensis*, Lintner, Ent. Centr. 3. p. 122 (1870): Streck, Lep. Rhyph. Het. p. 57. t. 7. f. 8 (♀) (1873) (Baltimore); Pihate, Papilio ii. p. 66 (1882) (Dayton, O.);


*Calasymphodus Eusmerinthus geminatus* var. *jamaicensis*, Grote, Hawk Moths N. Am. p. 36 (1886).

*Eusmerinthus jamaicensis*, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 712. n. 5 (1892) (Jamaica?).

The first and second blue spots of the eye-mark absent.

*b*. *Sph. jamaicensis* f. norm. *geminatus*.

Synonymy see above. First spot absent, second and third well developed.

c*. *Sph. jamaicensis* f. ab. *triptartitus*.

*Calasymphodus Eusmerinthus geminatus* var. *triptartitus* Grote, Hawk Moths N. Am. p. 36 (1886).

First spot very small but not absent, second and third well developed.

We are not at all sure that the name *triptartitus* refers to this species. Grote, when proposing the name, had no material of this third form, but based the name upon information derived from books quoting verbally from Fernald, who mentions in his *Sphingidae of New England, Le*, that "occasionally a third blue spot appears on the black." We do not know whether Fernald had himself seen "a third spot,"
or whether he relied upon former authors. Of these Hulst says that occasionally a third spot is indicated by a few scales, while Clemens and Packard state that the eye-mark has "two or three blue pupils." Clemens, however, confounded cerisyi and jamaicensis; the "three blue pupils" being referable, in our opinion, to cerisyi, the "two blue pupils" to jamaicensis f. norm. geminatus. If Fernand's statement of the occurrence of a third spot in jamaicensis is based upon actual observation, or is a loose repetition of Hulst's statement, then tripartitus of Grote is the name of the aberrant specimens of jamaicensis which have the first spot indicated; if Fernand, however, derived his information from Clemens, tripartitus is a mere synonym of cerisyi. We refer to this matter especially with a view of showing that precision is no less necessary when introducing a new name than when describing a new fact.

Larva pale green, granules the same colour or whitish, side-bands pale yellow, the last bright yellow; horn bluish.—Food-plants: Cherry and other Prunus, as well as a variety of other trees.

Pupa glossy, abdomen punctured, the punctures here and there connected by corrugations.

Hab. Newfoundland, Canada to Virginia and Arizona, Iowa.

Drury's locality "Jamaica" was erroneous. Several N. York species of Fothergill's collection were said by Drury to be from Jamaica, while others that came undoubtedly from Jamaica were represented as being from New York (see P. brontes, p. 89).

Several authors have referred to the "one-spotted" specimens as var. jamaicensis. If the name jamaicensis is to be employed for some specimens, it must be employed for the whole species as well. Those who object to the name on the ground of it being a misnomer may console themselves with the fact that there is a place Jamaica in the State of New York.

In the Tring Museum 4 larvae, 1 pupa, 63 ♂♂, 31 ♀♀ from Newfoundland to Georgia and Colorado.

LXXXII. CALASYMBOLUS.—Typus: astylus.

Sphinx, Drury (non Linné, 1758), Illustr. Ex. Ent. ii. Index (1773).

Pamias Hübner, Verz. bek. Sch., p. 142 (1822) (partim; includes ocellata, type of Sphinx).

Succinthus, Lepelletier & Serville (non Latreille, 1802), Ené. Méth. x. p. 441 (1825).


♂ ♀. Very close to Sphinx, from which it differs in the high crest of the head and the peculiar shape of the hindwing.——Foretibia without thorn at apex. Scaling of head raised to a crest between the antennae. Costal margin of hindwing distally dilated frontad into a broadly rounded, more or less prominent lobe, vein C following the curve of the margin. Eye-patch of hindwing with one blue spot, which is generally central, seldom standing near the proximal edge of the patch.

♂. Antenna and tenth abdominal segment in structure essentially as in Sph. ocellata. Clasper without the dorso-apical ridge found in the American species of Sphinx, its dorsal margin nearly straight (Pl. XXXIV. f. 28. 29. 30); harpe with a single, bluntly rounded, distal lobe, its upper edge more or less sinuate before end and rough with tubercles or spines proximally of the sinus. Penis-funnel much more extended ventrad than in Sphinx, produced ventrally into a conical process.
which is widely separated from the penis-sheath (Pl. XXIX. f. 38. 39. 44); the latter with one or two teeth.

♀. Middle segments of antenna higher than long. A ridge in front of the vaginal cavity strongly chitinised, mesially sinuate or cleft (Pl. XV. f. 18. 19).

Larva and pupa essentially as in *Sphinx.*—Food: *Prunus* and other trees.

*Hab.* Nearctic Region east of the Mississippi basin, in Canada extending further west.

The abdomen is said by Fernald, from whom Grote and Smith have copied the statement, to be without spindles; in this the Professor was wrong (see above under *Sphinx*), the abdomen agreeing in spinulation with that of *Sphinx.*

We have not seen a specimen of any of the three species of this genus in which there was an indication of more than one blue spot in the eye-patch of the hindwing. The only spot present varies in size and position. With which of the three original spots is it homologous? Does it correspond to the first, second, or third spot of the species of *Sphinx?* We find among *Sph. jamaicensis* specimens with only one central blue spot; is this the same as the spot of *Calasymbolorus?* A comparison of the various species reveals the true homology. The three grey lines of *Sph. kindermannii,* separated by black scaling, which represent the more ancestral form of the eye-patch, are pale blue in *Sph. cerisyi saliceti* and remain separate; the second and third become arched, join each other in front, and form a more and more complete ring in the other subspecies of *cerisyi,* the first spot disappearing at the same time more or less. In *occilata,* which is very closely allied to *cerisyi,* the ring is always complete and the first spot has entirely disappeared. The same is the case in *planos.* If we bear this in mind and compare now the hybrid *astylus × ocellata* we observe at once that the ring of this hybrid consists of the spot of *astylus* and the outer part of the ring of *occilata,* which part is the third spot of *cerisyi saliceti*; therefore the spot of *astylus* must either be the second or the first spot of *saliceti,* i.e., the spot of *Calasymbolorus* is not the spot of *Sph. jamaicensis* f. ab. *jamaicensis* (see above), the blind eye of this *jamaicensis* and of *Calasymbolorus* are not homologous in respect to their pupil. Further, if the *Calasymbolorus* pupil were the first spot of *saliceti,* in the union *astylus × ocellata* all three spots would be present and should be represented at least by some blue scales in the offspring of such a union. This is not the case in the hybrids examined, and we conclude, therefore, that the pupil of *astylus* (and the other *Calasymbolorus*) is homologous to the proximal part of the ring of *occilata,* i.e., to the second spot or line of *kindermannii* and *cerisyi saliceti,* as explained above.

It would be very interesting to have the results of forced breeding on the lines of Prof. Standfuss's experiments. Such researches would doubtless result in the production of individuals of *Calasymbolorus* with more than one blue spot in the eye-patch.

Key to the species:

- Fore- and hindwing scalloped . . . . 274. *C. excuneata.*
- Fore- and hindwing not scalloped . . . . *b.*
- Distal margin of forewing distinctly angulated at M\(^1\), three distinct brownish lines with grey interspaces . . . . . 275. *C. myops.*
- Distal margin of forewing not distinctly angulated at M\(^1\); the discal lines quite indistinct, except at costal margin . . . . 276. *C. astylus.*
274. Calasymboles excaecata


*Saerichias excaecatus* (1), *Soule, Psyche* viii. p. 155 (1887) (l. on *Spinus*, unusual food).

♂. Distal margins of both wings scalloped, the lobes of the forewing prominent; fringe white, brown at the tips of the veins.

♀. Antenna nearly as long as in *Sphinz erisgin*, the lateral expansions prominent. Clasper almost evenly rounded at end (Pl. XXXIV. f. 29); harpe obviously sinuate dorsally before end, the lobe thus formed obliquely truncate, its upper angle rounded. Penis-sheath with two teeth before apex, close together, unequal; a patch of long thin spines, pointing proximad, on the membrane of the duct (Pl. XXIX. f. 44).

♀. Vaginal orifice large, anterior margin raised to a ridge which is deeply cleft mesially, the lobes thus formed prominent (Pl. XV. f. 19).

Larva pale green, deeper in tint below, side-bands whitish, last one brighter, granules prominent; red spots, dorso- and ventro-lateral, varying in size, often absent.—Food-plants: on a great variety of trees, *Prunus* and other *Rosaceae*; *Corylus*; *Carpinus*; etc.
Pupa somewhat glossy, thorax rugate, abdomen punctured, more or less rugose.

Two broods.

Hab. Canada to Florida, westwards to the Mississippi basin. Common.

In the Tring Museum several larvae and pupae, 34 ♂♂, 16 ♀♀ from Canada to Florida.

275. Calasymbolus myops.


*Souriaus rosacearum* Boisduval, Spec. Gén. i. t. 15. f. 4 (1836) (coll. Charles Oberthur). 


*Souriaus cerasi* id., Lc. p. 42, sub n. 32 (1875).

*Souriaus morbi* id., Lc. (? ) Souriaus titilstrid. id., Lc.

Calasymbolus myops, Grote, Lc. iii. p. 223, n. 40 (1877) (N. Y.; Mass.; S. States); Hill, Papilio iii. p. 27 (1883) (Adirondacks); Fern., Canad. Ent. xvi. p. 21 (1884) (Orono, Maine, two specimens); Grote, ibid. xvii. p. 133. n. 47 (1886) (Can. southw.); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 712. n. 6 (1892) (N. Am.).

Calasymbolus Calasymbolus myops, Grote, Hawk. Moths N. Am. p. 35 (1886) (v., viii., l. on Rosaceae).

♂♀. Distal margin of forewing not scalloped, somewhat produced at SG and M'; that of hindwing even; fringe unicolorous. Border of hindwing sometimes very pale.

♂♀. Antenna shorter than in exuvicata. Clasper and harpe nearly the same, but the stipes of the harpe deeper, the angle in front of it not rounded. Ventral process of penis-funnel shorter than in exuvicata; penis-sheath with a very heavy apical tooth, which is divided into two unequal points (Pl. XXIX. f. 39A, lateral view; f. 39B, dorsal view).

♀. Antevaginal ridge not quite so deeply divided as in exuvicata.

Larva similar to that of exuvicata, granules much finer.—Food-plants; Prunus cerasus and other species of Prunus, Rosaceae.

Pupa smaller than that of exuvicata, more glossy.
Hab. to Canada to Georgia, westward to the Mississippi basin and Colorado; rarer than the preceding species.

In the Tring Museum several larvae and pupae, 47♂♂, 19♀♀ from: N. Jersey; Ohio; Pennsylvania; N. Georgia; Colorado.

276. Calasymbolus astylus.


*Calasymbolus* *Calasymbolus* *astylus*, Grote, *Hawk Moths N. Am.* p. 35 (1886) (*vi., *; *U. Vaccinium.*).


*Smerinthus* *astylus* × *verpestus* = *Smerinthus* *varia* *interinm* *Neumegen*, *Ent. News* v. p. 326 (1894).

♂♀. Antenna as short as in *myops*.

♂♂. Clasper (P1. XXXIV. f. 30) apically less rounded than in the two other species; harpe broader at end and more rounded, upper margin feebly concave before apex; not distinctly sinuate. Penis-funnel as in *myops*; penis-sheath with one tooth only (P1. XXIX. f. 33).

♀♀. Vaginal orifice large, transverse, its anterior edge produced into a chitinised ridge, which is mesially sinuate (P1. XV. f. 18), the two lobes of the ridge rounded.

*larva* pale green; head granulose all over as in *myops*, with a red side-stripe; granules of head and body yellowish-white, prominent, their setae longer than in *myops*; a series of red dorso-lateral spots: segment 1 with one posterior dot, segment 2 with a dot on each annulet, five altogether, forming a more or less complete stripe; segment 3 with two, segment 4 with three dots, generally confluent to one spot, on the following six segments the spots become much larger, covering five or six annuletts, the last two sometimes smaller than the preceding ones, segment 11 with two or three dots; segments 5 to 10 are marked, moreover, with two red dorsal, elongate, somewhat comma-shaped markings, converging behind on each segment, and between them there is an indication of a red mesial line, a series of red stigmatal spots, variable in size, middle ones elongate, oblique, abdominal legs also spotted with red; horn with very prominent tubercles, tip
divided, hinder surface red at base.—Food-plants: Vaccinium corymbosum, Gay-lussacia frondosa, occasionally Rosaceae, Andromeda.

Pupa similar to that of eexaceta.

Hab. Canada to N. York and Pennsylvania; a rare species.

The hybrid between this species and Sphinx ocellata was obtained by Mr. Rix and described by Neumoegen, l.c. We have three specimens of it, which show a mixture of the characters of astylus and ocellata. The thorn at the end of the anterior tibia is present, but is not so long as in ocellata. The specimens of Mr. Rix's brood were, apparently, all males. The eye-patch of this hybrid is of special interest (see above under S. juniaciensis).

In the Tring Museum 3 larvae, 1 pupa, 7 ♂♂, 3 ♀♀ from New Jersey and N. York; 3 ♂♂ astylus × ocellata.

IXXXIII. AMORPHA.—Typus: populi.

*Leuchoe* Fabricius, in Illig., *Mag. Ent.* vi. p. 287, n. 42 (1807) (partim; incl. type of *Sphinx*).

Close to *Sphinx*, from which it does not differ very obviously in structure. However, the two species, populi and amurensis, form a separate branch. Therefore we do not hesitate to treat them as generically distinct from the eyed *Sphinx*.

♂♀. Anterior tibia without apical thorn. Hindtibia with one pair of short spars. Tibiae not spinose. Pulvillus and paronychium present. Retinaculum absent; frenulum also absent in ♂, but vestigial in ♀ (in *Sphinx* the frenulum of the ♂ is present, but reduced in length). Hindwing broad, costal angle broadly rounded, distal margin obliquely sinuate between C and SC^2_; produced into a sinuate lobe at SC^2_ and R^1_; this lobe more prominent than the teeth at the other veins. Abdominal tergites spiny all over, the spines weak, very dense at and near the apical edges, covered with long scales. Thorax unicolorious; hindwing without eye-spot.

♂. Antennal segments feebly dilated laterad at the upper edge of the side-grooves; ciliae long. Harpe (Pl. XXXIV. f. 24) with two rounded lobes distally, both lobes visible in a ventral view of the end of the abdomen after the removal of some scales, projecting mesiad beyond the ventral edge of the casper. Penis with spines at the edge of the sheath as well as upon the membrane of the duct (Pl. XXIX. f. 41).

♀. Vaginal plate without processes; the proximal edge of the vaginal cavity somewhat raised, wrinkled, more strongly ciliated than the rest of the vaginal area, mesially sinuate or emarginate.

Early stages essentially as in *Sphinx*, but pupa not glossy.—Food-plants: *Populus, Salix*.

Hab. Palaearctic Region, from Ireland to N. Africa and Amurland.
Two species.
277. Amorpha populi

*Sphæna populi* Linné, loc. p. 489, n. 2 (1758).

*Spectrum populi*, Scopoli, loc. (1777).

*Smerinthus populi*, Latreille, loc. (1802).

*Lathophyus populi*, Fabre, loc. (1807).

*Dilinias populi*, Dalman, loc. (1816).

*Polyptychus populi*, Hübnér, loc. (1822).

*Amorpha populi*, Kirby, loc. p. 710, n. 2 (1892).

♂♀. The widely distributed poplar-hawk has developed into three subspecies, of which the North African one is the most conspicuous. The three forms vary in colour in the same way from grey-olive-brown to grey-ochraceous. The weakening effect of in-breeding shows itself in this species very obviously by the loss of the dark pigment.

*Hab.* Palaeartic Region as far eastwards as Turkestan.

For hybrids see *Sphæna ocellata*.

\[A. \text{ populi austauti.}\]


*Smerinthus austauti* var. *standingeri* Austaut, loc. ii. p. 85 (1879) (Mus. Tring); Oberth., loc. p. 65. t. 4. f. 1 (1881); Bartel, loc. p. 198 (1900).


*Smerinthus austauti* var. *incarnata* ab. *mirabilis* Austaut, loc. v. p. 399 (1883) (Morocco; — Mus. Tring); Bartel, loc. p. 199 (1900).


*Amorpha austauti* var. *a* Smer. *austauti* var. *standingeri*, id., loc.

*Amorpha austauti* var. *b* Smer. *austauti* var. *incarnata*, id., loc.

*Amorpha austauti* var. *c* Smer. *austauti* ab. *mirabilis*, id., loc.

*Smerinthus austauti* var. *flora* Bartel, loc. p. 198 (1900) (nom. max., supervac.).

*Smerinthus popillieri* var. *austauti* Staudinger & Rebh., *Cat. Lep,* ed. iii. p. 99. n. 725. e (1901) (Maur., oc.).


♂♀. A large North African form, corresponding to *Sphæna ocellata atlantica*. Variable in ground-colour like the following race.

♂. Lobes of the harpe more triangular than in the European form, almost pointed; the tenth tergite broader. Antenna more compressed, transsection more triangular than in the two other subspecies.

The types of the various individual varieties described by Austaut, and named with relish, are in the Tring Museum.


In the Tring Museum 14 ♂♂, 12 ♀♀, including Austaut’s types of *standingeri*, *incarnata*, and *mirabilis*.

\[b. A. \text{ populi populi.}\]

Smerinthus (I) populi, Cantener, in Silberm., Rec. d'Ent. i. p.77 (1833) (Dép. du Var, v., viii.).


Amorpha populi, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Ht. i. p. 710, n. 2 (1892) (Europe: “N. & W. Asia” afra subsp.).


Ver. Nat. viii. iii. p. 204 (1889); Bartel, i.c. p. 193 (1900).

Smerinthus populi var. resedinae Reuter, Act. Soc. F. Fenn. ix. 6, p. 20. n. 87 (1893).

Smerinthus populi ab. fuscus Bartel, i.c. p. 193 (1900) (Centr. Europe).

Smerinthus populi ab. barkhauseni id., i.e. p. 194 (1900) (Hessen; Romania; Belgium).

Smerinthus populi Linn. ab. tremulae Bochk. (1793), Gillmer, Ins. Röse xix. p. 228 (1912).


Amorpha populi ab. pallida id., i.e.

♀♂. Very variable in the ground-colour. By breeding in and in many individuals are produced with a reddish tint and scarcely a trace of the lines on the forewing.—For gynandromorphs specimens, which are not rare in this subspecies, see Bartel, i.e. p. 185 (1900). For hybrids compare Sphinx ocellata.

Sexual organs: Pl. XXXIV. f. 24; Pl. XXIX. f. 40.

Larva on Populus and Salix.

Two broods: the second irregular, generally only obtained in confinement. Wings of the second brood mostly less obviously scalloped.

Hab. Western Palaearctic region as far east and south as S. Russia, Greece, Sicily, and Spain; Syria.

Staud. & Reb., i.e., state that populi does not occur in Greece. There are, however, Grecian specimens in the British Museum collected by Mr. Merlin, late manager of the Ionian Bank.

In the Tring Museum a series of larvae and pupae, and 150 odd specimens.

A specimen from Akbes, Syria, in coll. Chas. Oberthür stands intermediate between pop. populi and pop. populetia; a similar specimen in the Tring Museum from the neighbourhood of Marash (M. Martinez de la Escalera).

c. A. populi populetia.


Smerinthus populi var. populetia, Erschoff, Reise Fedtschenko p. 26. n. 32 (1874) (Kuldchea); Staud. & Reb., Cat. Lep. ed. iii. p. 99. sub n. 725 (1901).


Amorpha populi var. b. Smeer, p., var. populetia, Kirby, i.e. sub n. 2 (1892).

Amorpha populetia, Kirby, i.c. p. 710. n. 4 (1892) (Persia).


Amorpha populi var. populetia, i.e., i.e.

♀♂. A large pale Asiatic race of A. populi. It has the distal margins of the wings less scalloped than the western form; the tenth tergite of the ♀♂ is obviously broader, the sternite longer, the lobes of the harpe slenderer and longer, especially the upper one, and the penis-sheath has fewer spines. A specimen from Saratow, S. Russia, from the collection of Grum-Gerschmano, agrees in the colour and outline of the wings with Ferghana examples; it is rather small (length of forewing
38 mm.) and approaches in the structure of the genital apparatus a little the western *populi*.

*Hab.* North Persia to the Caucasus and the Altai Region.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂♂, 4 ♀♀ from: Turkestan; Ferghana.

278. *Amorpha amurensis*.


*Smerinthus tremulae*, Treitschke, *Schm. Eur.* x. i. p. 140 (1834) (descr. of larva erron.).


♂♀. Structurally very close to *populi*. Ground-colour variable as in that species. The rufous patch of the hindwing absent or barely indicated. Harpe much broader than in *populi*, the two lobes being very broad; the sheath of the penis multispinose almost all round the edge, the spines small on one side of the sheath; tenth tergite shorter than in *populi*, sternite more evenly convex below, its sides straighter, the apex more obtuse. Vaginal plate as in *populi*, the ridge in front of the vaginal cavity shallowly emarginate.

Larva described and figured by Fisher, *l.c.—Food-plants: Populus tremula and lancefolia*.

Treitschke describes the larva as not chlorgreened, being sometimes quite glossy as if varnished; he further states that there are no side-bands, or only traces of them, that the head is more rounded than triangular, and that the horn is long and occasionally carmine-red. This description, which Duponchel doubts as being correct and which Boisduval calls absurd, has been copied over and over again by the writers on Palearctic Lepidoptera.

*Hab.* Russia eastwards to Wladiwostock and Mupin.

Two subspecies:

a. *A. amurensis amurensis*.

*Sphinx tremulae*, Boisduval, *l.c.;* Fischer, *l.c.*


Amorpha tremulea, Kirby, *Cat. Lép.* Hist. i. p. 710. n. 3 (1892) (Russia).


♂♀. We cannot find any fairly constant difference between the specimens from Russia and the Amur. *Bred* Amur individuals are on the whole more glossy grey
than caught examples from Europe. Some of the bred individuals from both countries are grey-ochraceous; these specimens are found most likely more often among the few which emerge from the chrysalis in the same year, or they may be produced by breeding in. The ♂ figured by Duponchel belongs to this ochraceous form. The Russian entomologists should be able to furnish science with the life-history of this insect, which is very insufficiently known.

Hab. Finland, Russia as far north as the Gouv. Archangel, eastwards to Wladivostock.

In the Tring Museum 11 ♂♂, 5 ♀♀ from Russia and Amurland.

All authors quote Herr. Schaff f. 14. In our copy and that of the Brit. Mus. there are only thirteen figures of Sphingidae, and f. 12 is _amurenensis._

b. _A. amurenensis sinica_ subsp. nov.

♂. Ground-colour darker than in all the specimens of the previous subspecies which we have seen; wings broader, especially the hindwing, which is less produced at Sc and R1, less sinuate before and behind this lobe, much more evenly rounded from this lobe to the anal angle than in the preceding subspecies; veins and costal edge of forewing not obviously paler, the pale grey, somewhat purplish, scaling of both wings more restricted above and below. Harpe with the lower lobe narrowed to end, almost pointed; tenth sternite longer than in _amur. amurenensis._

♀. Not known.

_Hab._ China.

Three ♂♂ in coll. Chas. Oberthür from: Pou-lin (_type_); Ta-tsien-lu; Mupin. Mons. Oberthür kindly presented the Mupin specimen to the Tring Museum.

LXXXIV. PHYLLOSPHINGIA.—_Typus: dissimilis._

_Chrysalis_ Tutt, Brit. Lep. iii. p. 386 (1902) (_type: dissimilis)._,

♂ ♀. Tongue weak, reaching scarcely to end of forecoxa, the two halves separate, but with fringe. Palpus with bristles. Palpus of ♀ prominent, smaller in ♀, second segment not rough-scaled, joint not open. Antenna setiform, side-line almost even in dorsal view in ♂; feebly constriicted at the joints in ♀, without distinct serrated ciliae (♀). Abdomen with large underscales, upperscales long, woolly, no spines, except at edges, but these spines very weak, scale-like. Tibiae _spinose_; hindtibia with two pairs of spurs, longer terminal one more than half the length of the first tarsal segment; pulvillus present; paronychium with one lobe at each side, the ventral lobes being vestigial. Distal margin of wings dentate, costal margin of hindwing concave in basal half, then convex, apex of wing rounded; frenulum _vestigial_, no retinaculum. Chaser and eighth tergite without friction-scales.

Larva green, shagreened, with pale oblique side-striipes, which are occasionally bordered with red in front.—_Food-plant: Juglans manschurica._

Chrysalis strongly shagreened; middle abdominal sternites posteriorly with short pointed tubereles, which serve as an organ of locomotion. (See Appendix.)
Hab. Japan: Amurland to Assam.

One species.

Bremer expressly states that he places the species only provisionally in Ménétrics's (nondescript) genus Triptogon; therefore it cannot be considered the type of Triptogon (see Marumba).

279. Phyllosphingia dissimilis.


♂. Tenth abdominal tergite narrowed to a point (Pl. XXII. f. 12), slender; sternite triangular, longer than in *Mimas tiliae*. Clasper (Pl. XXXII. f. 14) large, triangular, with a basal mesal fold which bears heavy stiff bristles; harpe armed with spines at the edge. Penis-sheath with a longitudinal fold at end on each side, therefore appearing dilated in a ventral or dorsal view (Pl. XXIX. f. 36).

♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XIX. f. 3) with a broadly triangular lobe in front of the cavity; the lobe as well as the sides of the postvaginal plate strongly folded. Eighth tergite see Pl. XIX. f. 4.

Larva and chrysalis see above.

*Hab.* Japan; Amurland to Assam.

Two subspecies:

a. *P. dissimilis* dissimilis.


The Kiukiang specimen mentioned by Leech is "rosy-brown."

*Hab.* Amurland; Kiukiang, China; Japan.

In the Tring Museum 7 ♂♂, 7 ♀♀ from Amurland.

b. *P. dissimilis* perundulans.


(=perundulans).


♂. Large, tawny. The dark discal patch of upperside of forewing concave between M₁ and M₂, postcellular portion a little less extended posticad than in *dis. dissimilis*; the brown marginal area projecting obliquely to lower angle of cell. Sexual armature as in the northern race, but tenth sternite narrower proximally and stouter distally.

♀. Not known.

*Hab.* Jaintia Hills, Assam.

One ♂ (type) in the British Museum.
LXXXV. PACHYSPHINX gen. nov.—Typus: modesta.


*Amporia*, id., i.e. ii. p. 227 (1874) (non, und.).


♀. Very close to *Sphinx*, from which it differs, in the larval state, in the reduced horn, the slightly humped thoracical segments and less triangular head; in the imago state, in the bristles of the piliifer being mostly modified to hair-scales. The abdominal tergites are spinose all over, the spines as stout as in *Amporia*, less weak than in *Sphinx*. Anterior tibia ending in a heavy horn, homologous to that of *Sphinx ocellata*, *cerisyi*, and *kindermannii*. Frenulum vestigial in both sexes.

♂. Tenth abdominal sternite broader than in *Sphinx*. Casper very broad, very obtuse, the end of the abdomen appearing truncate; harpe with two distal lobes corresponding to those of *Amporia*, and an upper dentate ridge. Penisseam without external armature; a conical tooth upon the membrane of the duct inside the sheath. No retinaculum.

♀. Vaginal plate with a low thick ridge before the vaginal cavity, without lobes: the whole eighth segment strongly chitinised.

Larva granulose; head more triangular in the last and in the first stages than in the intermediate ones; horn very short, longer in the young larva; thoracic tergites transversely raised, the crest also more prominent in the younger caterpillar.—Food-plants: *Populus*; *Salix*.

Pupa similar to those of *Amporia* and *Sphinx*.

Hab. Nearctic Region, from Canada to Mexico, westward to the Pacific.

Only one species, which is individually, seasonally, and geographically variable. Butler put this insect (in 1877) into a genus comprising the Old World species allied to *dyras*, and maintained that "this is unquestionably the proper place for this species." Grote accepted Butler's opinion as being well founded; and since then numerous writers have followed in the same wake. However, the affinity of *modesta* with *dyras* and allies is very distant. Apart from structure, which was not known to Butler and Grote, and most likely not to any of the authors who were misled by them, and therefore may be passed over, any casual observer who is acquainted with the various species of *Sphinx*, *Amporia*, and Butler's *Triptogon* (called by Moore *Marumba*, and dealt with in this Revision under that name) can scarcely fail to notice the close agreement in colour and pattern between *Pachysphinx*, *Sphinx*, and *Amporia*, and the conspicuous dissimilarity of *Marumba*, the species of which have all, on the forewing, the peculiarity curved, almost looped, discal lines.

*Pachysphinx* is to a certain extent a combination of *Amporia* and *Sphinx*. The thorax is unicolorous (or practically so) as in *Amporia*; the hindwing is red as in *Sphinx*, and has the same anal patch as *Sphinx kindermannii*; the forewing agrees decidedly better with that of *Amporia*. There are on the forewing of *Amporia*, in the middle area, five lines: two between the base of W and the end of the cell, the more proximal line forming the border of the dark band, the second line being situated within the band and disappearing often; beyond the cell there are three more lines, the first obscure, often absent, the second more or less crenate
Pachysphinx modesta. 

Smerinthus modesta Harris, in Silium, Jour. Sci. Art xxxvi. p. 292, n. 6 (1839).
*Smerinthus princeps id., i.e. p. 225, n. 21 (1856) (Mus. Brit.).
Amorpha modesta, Grote, i.e. ii. p. 227, n. 44 (1875).
Tripogon modesta, Butler, Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. ix. p. 589. n. 23 (1877); Grote, i.e. iii. p. 223, n. 45 (1877).
Marumba modesta, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 708. n. 33 (1892).

♂. Antenna long, strongly compressed, slightly dilated lateral as in Sphinx ocellata, ciliae long. Tenth abdominal tergite stronger chitinised than in Sphinx; the sternite much broader than in Sphinx and Amorpha, with almost parallel sides (Pl. XXII. f. 13). Clasper dilated dorsad at apex, very broad (Pl. XXII. f. 13); harpe large, ventro-distally produced into two lobes; the dorsal edge of the harpe raised into a broad lobe, which is rough with short pointed tubercles and teeth. Penis-funnel short, without process; penis-sheath comparatively slender and weak (absolutely slenderer than in the much smaller species of Sphinx), without external armature; the membrane of the duct strongly chitinised in a small place, armed with a more or less prominent solid tooth, which is visible through the sheath as a black spot, if the duct is not pushed out (Pl. XXIX. f. 37).

♀. Antenna thin; proximal edges of the segments feebly raised, dorso-lateral expansions of ♀ barely vestigial in ♀; a proximal series of very slightly prolonged ciliae, surface of segments feebly concave laterally and ventrally. Eighth abdominal segment rather strongly chitinised, brown; antevaginal portion of plate short (Pl. XV. f. 17), the ridge thick.

Hab. Nearctic Region.

There are three subspecies:

- P. modesta imperator: Arizona;
- P. modesta regalis: Mexico.

Judging from our Arizona material obtained from Dr. E. Kunze and E. J.
Oscar, we believe that a paled form can be reared by in-breeding, as in the case of Amorpha populi and amurensis. The specimens of the second brood, resp. the individuals which emerge from the chrysalis the same summer, will also turn out to be partly paler than the specimens from hibernated pupae.

a. P. modesta modesta.


Loactoe modesta, Thaxter, Psyche i. p. 29 (1874) (Newton, Mass.).

Smerinthus populicola Boisduval, Spec. Gén. Lén. Het. i. p. 22. n. 9 (1875) (nom. nov. loco modesta ; Canada ; Calif.) ; Edw., Ent. Amer. iii. p. 223 (1887).


Trigyna occidentalis, Holland, Canad. Ent. xviii. p. 105 (1886) (west. var. of modesta) ; Grote, Canad. Ent. xviii. p. 134. n. 54 (1886) (Calif., etc.) ; Heath, Canad. Ent. xxxii. p. 94 (1900) (Manitoba, vii. after midnight).


Mormonia modestella, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 708. n. 33 (1892) (N. Am.)

Mormonia calcei, id., i.e. n. 35 (1892).

§ ?. Our Californian specimens, from Los Angeles, May, six in number, do not differ from the eastern ones except in some of them having a faint red longitudinal patch behind the cell near the base on the underside of the hindwing ; in eastern examples the posterior part of the antemedian brown band of the same wing is often red, but the before-mentioned red mark is not present in any of our examples from the Eastern States. In ground-colour those Californian individuals are exactly
like ordinary *modesta modesta*. According to Hy. Edwards, *i.e.*, the Californian specimens of *modesta* are much paler in ground-colour, differing markedly from the eastern form. He unites with them Arizona specimens, which are indeed conspicuously different from Atlantic examples. It is possible that Edwards had, besides Arizona specimens, only individuals of a second brood from California, which we presume are all or partly paler than those from hibernated pupae. If that was the case the name *P. modesta modesta* f. t. *occidentalis* may be employed for them, and f. t. *modesta* for the ordinary dark form.

The amount of red on the hindwing is variable. There is generally a pale distal border as in *Sphinx jamaicensis*. Sometimes the black bar or spot before the anal angle becomes more or less red anteriorly. Size variable. Apical lobes of harpe about equal in length, obtusely rounded. Tenth sternite truncate or emarginate. Tooth of duct of penis large.

_Hab._ Canada to Louisiana, westwards to California, Oregon, and British Columbia.

In the Tring Museum some larvae and pupae, 30 ♂♂♂, 16 ♀♀ from: N. Jersey; Iowa; Ohio; South Dakota; British Columbia; South California.

b. *P. modesta imperator*.


Edwards's *occidentalis* includes the present subspecies. As Edwards speaks in his description of "our examples" of *modesta*, we accept the Californian *modesta* as being the true *occidentalis* and retain the name *imperator* for the Arizona form. The examples from Colorado which we have, mostly collected by Mr. Oslar, come very near *imperator*, approaching somewhat the palest individuals of *mod. modesta*; one of them, however, labelled Durango, 12. vi. '99, is darker than any individual of *modesta* which has come under our notice, the olive median band of the forewing being very pronounced and the red colour of the hindwing not only being restricted, but also much obscured. The Colorado *modesta*, therefore, are neither true *mod. modesta*, nor true *mod. imperator*, but form a connecting link.

♂♀. Large, rough-scaled. Stigma of forewing large, discal lines strongly crenate; pale abdominal and anal area of hindwing more extended than in *mod. modesta*; the proximal black anal bar narrow and long. Lobes of harpe unequal, the upper one generally much shorter (Pl. XXXIV. f. 31); tooth of penis-sheath much smaller than in *mod. modesta*; both the tenth tergite and sternite narrower, the latter more obviously rounded at end (Pl. XXII. f. 13).

There are two broods in Arizona, which we name:

*a*. _P. modesta imperator_ f. t. _imperator_.

♂♀. The spring-brood. Forewing greyish white at the proximal side of the median band and between the two crenate discal lines; the band more or less shaded with grey or buff, but the proximal border-line always conspicuous. ♂ darker than ♀.

Received from Dr. E. Kunze, labelled as follows: Phoenix, Arizona, 6. iv. '97
Our 11 Colorado specimens agree more or less with this form, except the one mentioned above.

v. *P. modesta imperator* f. t. kunzei form. nov.

♂♀. The summer form. Very pale. Upperside.—Forewing creamy buff, basal area and interspace between discal and postdiscal lines whitish cream-colour, lines all vestigial or absent.—Hindwing: anal area cream-colour, the two blackish brown anal bars of the spring form vestigial and cream-colour like the distal margin.—Underside without lines.

Received from Dr. E. Kunze, in whose honour we name this peculiar form, labelled: Phoenix, Arizona, 8. vii. 97 (♂ type), 14. vii. 97 (♀), 3. ix. 97 (♀).

_Hab._ Arizona (typical) and Colorado; Sonora ?; Lower California.

A pair from Lower California in the Paris Museum agrees on the whole with f. t. _imperator_, but has the discal band and the apical area of the forewing more strongly washed with tawny ochraceous. Besides, the stigma is smaller and yellowish, the proximal border-line of the band is not black, and is less angulate than in true _imperator_, and the hindwing is more suffused with black at the anal angle than in those Arizona specimens which have the forewing washed with ochraceous. The pair represents perhaps a separate subspecies; but more material should be examined before a name is proposed.

c. *P. modesta regalis* subsp. nov.


♂♀. As large as _imperator_. Forewing above more uniform in colour than in the other two subspecies, more sombre-coloured, with a slight reddish tint, basal area not so pale as in f. t. _imp._ and _mod._; discal lines crenate; distal margin less strongly scalloped, the upper teeth especially smaller than in _imperator_; marginal area not conspicuously marked with grey.—Hindwing: the red colour as much extended distad as in _imperator_, the anal area much shaded with black.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite much more narrowed distally than in _imperator_; sides of lobe of sternite more slanting apical, apex truncate with the angles strongly rounded. Ventro-distal part of harpe more produced ventrad, the two processes slender, closer together than in the other two subspecies, nearly equal in length. △ darker than ♀.

_Hab._ Jalisco and Durango, Mexico.

In the Tring Museum: 2 ♀♂, 2 ♀♀ from Jalisco.

LXXXVI. MONARDA.—Typus: _oryx._

same type as in *Cressonia*, segments somewhat dilated dorso-laterally, bipectinate ventrally at each side, the pectinations long, compressed; end-segment short. Spinnules at the edges of the abdominal segments thin, narrow, long, very weak. Tibiae not spinose: spurs unequal, two pairs to hindtibia, longer apical spur about half the length of the first hindtarsal segment, which is not longer than segments 2 and 3 together; foretarsus short, segments almost equal in length except fourth, which is shorter, first with two long, stout, curved spines, one basal, the other apical; pulvillus and paronychium absent. Distal margins of wings convex, posterior angles rounded, not produced; frenulum and retinaculum present. Clasper without friction-scales.

♀ and early stages not known.

*Hab.* Jalisco, Mexico.

One species.

281. *Monarda oryx.*


♂. The upper scales and most of the hairs of the forewing are deep ferruginous, except at costal and distal margins and upon veins, which are olive; two interrupted antemedian bands, and two discal series of lunules followed by a series of postdiscal spots, are black. There are no ferruginous scales on the underside of the wing, but some of the thoracical hair-scales and those at the lower edges of the abdominal tergites and on the legs are also more or less of the same peculiar colour. Our specimen has the antenna less pale, the forewing, thorax, and legs more ferruginous, the posterior angles of both wings better indicated, the distal margin of the hindwing less convex, and the blackish olive band of the same wing more straight than one of Mr. Schaus's specimens.

Tenth tergite (Pl. XXII. f. 16) slender, lanceolate, pointed, slightly curved downwards, extreme end more so, mesially carinate below; sternite also long, broader than the tergite, gradually narrowed, sinuate, the angles acute and curved upwards. Clasper large, sole-shaped; harpe irregular, ending in an obliquely sinuate process, sharply pointed; at the dorsal side of the sinus there is a small tooth, between which and a more proximal, large, triangular tooth there is another sinus. Penis-sheath with a long pointed process which curves proximal and lateral; penis-funnel simple.

*Hab.* Jalisco, Mexico.

Two ♂♂ in coll. W. Schaus and 1 ♂ in the Tring Museum from Guadalajara.

LXXXVII. CRESSONIA.—Typus: *juglandis*.

*Sphinx*, Abbot & Smith (non Linné, 1758), *Lep.* Georgia i. p. 57 (1797).

*Smerinthus*, Lepelletier & Serville (non Latreille, 1802), *Ent.* Méth. x. p. 441 (1825).


♀. Tongue slender, short. Palpi of ♂ long, very strongly diverging, second segment prolonged, strongly compressed, curved sideways, gradually narrowed to end, third conical; very much smaller in ♀, slightly divergent, pointed as in ♂. Abdomen without spinnules. Tibiae spinose; two pairs of spurs to hindtibia; pulvillus and paronychium present, the latter with one lobe at each side. Distal margins of wings undulate; costal margin of hindwing straight from base to
beyond middle, then somewhat projecting frontad, forming a rounded lobe; R^2 of hindwing before centre of cell, D^2 somewhat curved, D^1 not or little shorter than D^3; frenulum vestigial, retinaculum absent. Antenna peculiar; ? : segments all longer than high, especially the distal ones, each thickest basally, the sides slightly rounded basally in dorsal view, and feebly sinuate apically; broader than high, and also than long excepting distal segments, depressed, somewhat prismatical, the ciliated surface feebly concave in middle, no distinct groove, no indication of pectinations, ciliae short, fasciculated ciliae barely indicated; $\delta$ : segments much more obviously truncate pear-shaped in dorsal view (Pl. LXI. f. 3, 4, 5) than in ?, strongly compressed ventrally, sides deeply grooved, the groove bordered above by a kind of carina, which projects a little over the groove, this carina not scaled; it is homologous to the lateral expansion of other Sphingid antennae; the compressed ventral parts of the segments separate (Pl. LXI. f. 3, lateral view); each segment produced subventrally on each side into an apical and a longer basal process which project lateral, the processes compressed, the longer diameter of the transverse vertical; the fascicles of long ciliae along the edges of the processes, forming on each segment, with the other fascicles, an apical and a basal row, which rows join each other above, the arrangement of the fascicles, therefore, the same as in other Sphingidae. The processes being expansions of the ciliae-bearing area are as a matter of course not scaled; they are not homologous with the branches of other pectinated Sphingid antennae, excepting those of Monarda, agreeing best with those of Saturniidae, as pointed out by Smith. The segments are slightly asymmetrical (Pl. LXI. f. 5). The antenna differs, however, essentially from that of the Saturniids and Ceratocampids in being scaled above, in possessing deep side-grooves, in the ventral part being strongly compressed, and in the single sensory cone being conspicuous and remaining in its place close to the end of the segment.

Larva pale green or reddish, with oblique side-stripes, which are bordered with red in front or are preceded by red subdorsal spots, these red spots resp. borders sometimes absent, anal segment mostly with a dark mesial streak; heavily granulose, head strongly triangular, bifid, sparsely granulose all over; horn long, feebly curved, granules very high; anal tergite with a higher granule at each side of the dark mesial streak.—Food-plants: Juglans, Ostrya.

Pupa opaque, head with four projections, antenna-case with a row of sharp granules or teeth, semites 4 to 6 of abdomen with a subapical carina which is dentate laterally in $\delta$, laterally and ventrally in ?; tongue-case triangular, much shorter than the cases of the forelegs, reaching only one-third the way from its base to the apex of the wing-cases; abdominal segments 7 to 10 ventrally flat, the sides subcarinate, those of segment 8 expanded, armed with sharp teeth which point frontad, eighth segment humped dorsally in $\delta$; cremaster truncate, angles produced laterad into a sharp tooth.

Hab. Canada to Florida and Texas, westward to the Mississippi basin.

One species.

282. Cressonia juglandis.

*Sphinz juglandis* Abbot & Smith, *Lep. Georgia* i. p. 57. t. 29 (1797).

*Sphinz instabilis* Martyn, *Psyche* t. 20. f. 49; t. 21. f. 53 (1797).


*Smerinthos juglandis*, Lepelletier & Serv., *t.c.* p. 441 (1825); Harris, in Sillim., *Journ. Sci. Art*
(346)


Cressonia palleus Streeker, Lep. Rhop. Het. p. 54. t. 7. f. 14 (♀) (1873) (Texas); Butl., t. . 590. n. 3 (1877); Kirby, t. e. p. 713. n. 4 (1892).

*Cressonia rubidusii* Butler, t. e. p. 590. n. 2 (1877) (N. York; Mus. Brit.); Kirby, t. e. n. 3 (1892).

*Cressonia hyperbola* Slosen, Ent. Amer. vi. p. 59 (1890) (Florida); Kirby, t. e. n. 2 (1892).

♀ ♂. There is only one species of *Cressonia*; it varies in the tint of the ground-colour and also in the position of the lines. The individual described as *hyperbola* has the last antennal and the first discal line fused behind; such aberrant individuals occur also in other genera, for instance in *Marumba*. We have examined specimens from various states of the South and North, and failed to find any local difference.

♂. Tenth tergite triangular (Pl. XXII. f. 17), elongate, gently curved, with almost parallel sides in apical half, convex above, concave below at end, apex rounded; sternite also triangular, pointed, slightly curved upwards at apex. Clasper sole-shaped, dorsal edge rather obviously concave basally; harpe produced into a triangular, obtuse pointed, distal process, which projects very little and has the dorsal edge denticulate (in Prof. Smith's description the harpe is erroneously said to project from the superior edge of the clasper). Penis sheath compressed, with an apical patch of minute tubercles or teeth which point distad.

♀. Eighth abdominal tergite sinuate, membranaceous mesially, more strongly chitinised laterally. Vaginal plate with a ridge before the orifice; the ridge cleft, the two halves strongly rounded; postvaginal part of plate membranaceous distally, rounded.

Early stages see above.

Hob. Canada to Florida and Texas, westwards to the Mississippi basin.

In the Tring Museum 6 larvae and 2 pupae, 23 ♀ ♂, 12 ♀ ♀ from: Toronto, Canada; N. Hampshire: N. Jersey: Quincy, Illinois; San Antonio, Texas; San Antonio, Florida.
II. B. Sphingidae semenophorae.

♂♀. The not-scaled area of the inner surface of the first segment of the palpus covered with short sensory hairs, or these hairs, which are seldom vestigial, restricted to a patch.

The number of species belonging to this division of the Sphingidae is about twice as large as that of the Sphingidae semenophorae. Specialisation by reduction or loss, though not quite absent, is far less frequent in the present division than among the Acherontiinae and Ambulicinae, while the modification of organs in functionally higher structures is very often met with, the prevailing tendency in the Sphingidae semenophorae being progressive development in contradiction to the Sphingidae semenophorae, where retrogression is the prevalent feature in the development.

The tongue is never excessively long as it often is in Acherontiinae, nor is it ever so much reduced as in some Acherontiinae and many Ambulicinae, reaching always at least to the middle of the abdomen and remaining functional in all species. The pilifer is always prominent; it is peculiarly modified in the Choerocampinae; the bristles never become weak and flat or change into scales. The palpus varies very much in size, as does also the proportion in length between the first and second segments. In some genera the palpus is somewhat reduced (for instance in Deidamia and Darapsa), in others much enlarged (Giganteopalpus, Elidia, etc.). The longest Sphingid palpus is found in this division, namely in Tinosotoma. Remarkable modifications of the palpus occur in the subfamily Choerocampinae. The antennae are no less variable. They are filiform or setiform in many species, without the indication of a club; in others they are moderately clubbed; in others again excessively so. The distal part may be abruptly recurved or scarcely curved at all. The end-segment is more often long than it is short, but the short end-segment is not at all of rare occurrence. The eye is lashed or not; its size is very different, Oryba having the largest eye of Sphingidae, while Deidamia, Darapsa, Gurelea, etc., have a comparatively small one. The head is sometimes crested, the crest being here, as in the Sphingidae semenophorae, a sign of reduction of the head. The scales of the mesonotum form occasionally also a high, well-defined crest, which may be simple (Epistov), or double (Dilophonota). This thoracic crest is not a feature accessory to reduction. The abdomen is of interest in several respects. The first tergite and the sternite of the second segment become often closely appressed to the metathorax (Macroglossum, Sesia, etc.). The spines are never lost; there are two kinds of spine not found in the previous subfamilies—the uniserial conical spines of Dilophonota, Pholus, etc. (Pl. LXII. f. 9), and the flattened, very strongly chitinised spines of Macroglossum, Sesia, Haemorrhagia, etc. (Pl. LXII. f. 11). The spines of the basal sternite, which are at the highest vestigial in Sphingidae semenophorae, are very distinct in quite a number of genera of the present division, and like those of the other sternites barely less strong than the dorsal ones in those forms which have the spine as represented by Pl. LXII. f. 11. The broad expansible fan-tail and, in the ♀, the broadly trapeziform seventh sternite which is spinose at the edge in a number of genera (Pl. LXIII. f. 5. 6), are characters confined † to members of this

* See Odontanida and Gurelea.
† Excepting the males of the Ambaline genera Cypa, Smerinthus and Degnumptera, which have also a fan-tail.
division. The friction-scales of the clasper (♂) are, as in the Sphingidae asemaphorae, often absent; but if they occur, they are erect or half erect, never forming a smooth patch as in Aceronitiiinae and Ambuliciniinae. They develop to large, strongly ribbed, often asymmetrical, lanceolate, pointed or truncate scales, which are easily recognised with the naked eye (Pl. LVIII. f. 37). If these scales are much enlarged, their number is reduced, the smallest number (one) being found in some Choerocampinae.

The legs offer also some peculiarities not met with among the previous sub-families. The mid- and hind coxal merum are carinate behind or are produced backwards into a large tooth in many Sesiiinae and Nephelinae (Pl. LXIII. f. 2). The tibiae are rarely spinose, and the proximal pair of spurs of the hind tibia is absent from only one species (Microsphinx pumilum). The anterior tibia is occasionally produced into a horn, as happens also among the Sphingidae asemaphorae. The comb of the mid- and hind tarsus is often present, but the spines are never much prolonged, a comb as represented by Pl. LXIV. f. 7 being confined to the Aceronitiiinae. The spurs appear often crested on the innerside, the scales being here raised, often spine-like, and we find occasionally a distinct comb of spines (Pl. LXIV. f. 8). The external spines of the mid- and hind tarsus are sometimes very numerous, short and strong, lying almost flat upon the tarsus (MacroGLOSSUM, Atemnora, etc.). The pulvillus does not disappear often, only one species of Haemorrhagia, Arctonotus lucidus, and Euproserpinus phaeton (we have not seen Arctonotus teclooi and Euproserpinus enterpe) being without it. The paronychium preserves as a rule the four lobes, with a few exceptions, the ventral lobes being occasionally reduced (Gurelca, Sphingonanepopsis, etc.), or the paronychium being altogether vestigial (Arctonotus, Euproserpinus).

The wings are very variable in shape; the frenulum and retinaculum are always present.

The tongue-case of the pupa always reaches to the end of the wing-cases, never being abbreviated as in Ceratonia among Aceronitiiinae and in nearly all Ambuliciniinae. It is often enlarged frontad, and compressed, and projects in Rhynchohoda in a similar way as in Protoparce.

The larvae are not granulose as in Ambuliciniinae, nor have they ever a triangular head; they are also not regularly banded as in most Protoparce, Hylolepis ligustri, etc. The horn of the cylindrical larvae is often straight or curved forward, and is longest in the early stages; in the last stage it is occasionally reduced to a button-like tubercle. The anterior segments and the head are often reduced, and the third and fourth enlarged. Ocellated larvae occur only in the present division of the Sphingidae. A sharply marked dorso-lateral line running from head to horn is very often met with.

The ancestral forms from which this mass of species has developed are represented by Pachylia, Pseudosphinx, Isoquathus, Erinnyis, Grammodia, and Pholus. The ancestral genera possessed non-clubbed antenna, with a long end-segment, which was, however, more elongate-bottle-shaped than filiform; a large palps with the sensory hairs of the first segment occupying the whole non-scaled area of the inner surface; uniserial, long, stout, conical spines to the abdomen; in♂ numerous small friction-scales not very different in size from the ordinary scales of the clasper; in ♀ a triangular non-spinose seventh sternite; a simply rounded merum to mid- and hind coxae; fully developed pulvillus and paronychium; a comb of moderately long spines on the mid- and hind tarsi; a smooth, sub-
cylindrical, anteriorly evenly rounded pupa; and a cylindrical larva with long straight horn and rounded head.

The generalised genera mentioned before fall into two groups: Pholus with non-divided tenth abdominal segment of the 3, and Pseudosphinx to Grammoptera with symmetrically divided tenth 3-segment. From Pseudosphinx and allies a series of genera leads upwards through Pachyiilus, Hemeroplanes, Perigonia, Sesia, to Haemorrhagia, Ceplwnodes and Sataspes. This is one main branch of the Semanophorae, giving rise to several small side-branches. The second series starts from Pholus, and divides soon into several branches.

Of all these issues from the ancestral Semanophorae only one group of genera is sharply circumscribed; it claims the rank of a subfamily. This group, which belongs to the Pholus-side of the Sphingidae semanophorae, comprises the genera Theretra, Xylophones, Periposa and allies, and is termed by us Chorocampinae. We may leave this subfamily out of consideration for the present. The remaining groups of Semanophorae are not so obviously distinguished from one another in all their members, owing to the preservation of generalised forms linking the groups together, and to the differences becoming obscured by the recurrence of similar structures in phylogenetically widely different genera. But we think it wise to give to each of the two natural sections, the Pseudosphinx-branch, and the Pholus-branch (exclusive of Chorocampinae), subfamily rank, the two subfamilies being designated as Sesiinae and Philampelinae, the former ending in Sataspes, the latter comprising as highly specialised members the genera Macroglossum, Euproserpinus, Micro sphinx, Elibia, etc.

The Sesiinae are mostly American; they exhibit very often asymmetrical development of the copulatory apparatus in both sexes. The seventh sternite of the 9 is large, quadrangular in a number of genera, and is in the higher forms spinose at the end like the preceding sternites. The friction-scales of the clasper are small in the lower genera and absent from the higher ones, never developing to large lanceolate scales as in the Pholus-series. The pupa has never a compressed Theretra-like tongue-case. The imago of the higher genera is mimetic (Sataspes, Haemorrhagia, etc.); mimetism is known also of some larvae of Sesiinae (Hemeroplanes, Lencorkampha).

The Philampelinae, on the other hand, are for the greater part inhabitants of the Old World; they have many affinities with the Chorocampinae, characters of the latter subfamily appearing frequently among them—for instance, the enlarged friction-scales, the compressed tongue-case of the pupa, the swollen third and fourth segments of the larvae, eye-spots, etc. The Philampelinae follow partly the Chorocampinae in the direction of development, partly the Sesiinae; the series Nephle to Macroglossum is Sesiid in several respects, and has, on account of this similarity, always been considered far more closely related to Sesiid, Haemorrhagia and allies than to Deilephila, Acosmeryx, etc. The resemblance between Sesiid and Macroglossum, for instance, is indeed surprising, referring to the antennae, the spination and anal tuft of the abdomen, and the midcoxal merum.

Subfamily Sesiinae.—Typus: Haemorrhagia titius.


Characoctopini id., *l.c.* p. 153 (1865) (nom. nud.; partim).

Sphingini id., *l.c.* p. 161 (1865) (nom. nud.; partim).


"Délicophilides" id., *l.c.* p. 158 (1875) (partim).


Sphinginae Butler, *l.c.* p. 517, 598 (1877) (partim); Smith, *l.c.* p. 150 (1888) (partim).


Délicophilidae id., *l.c.* p. 336 (1878) (partim).

Pterogoniidae id., *l.c.* p. 342 (1878) (partim).

MacroGLOSSINae id., *l.c.* p. 356 (1878) (partim).


♀♂. Tenth abdominal segment mesially divided, often asymmetrical, the left half of the tergite and sternite, or the right half of the sternite, being sometimes reduced, vestigial, or even absent; right and left claspers occasionally also unequal; no large friction-scales. The lower genera with uniserial abdominal spines, at least on the last segments, the spines all long, or long ones alternating with small ones. The seventh sternite of the ♀ trapeziform, or sinuate, often spinose at the apical edge, sometimes only laterally; if the sternite is small and triangular, and the spination of the tergites multiserial, the mesonotum is prominently crested or the palpus angulate laterally.

One hundred and thirty-three species belonging to twenty-four genera. One genus is Holarctic (*Haemorrhagia*), extending into the Oriental Region; one is Oriental (*Sataspes*), and one Aethiopian and Oriental (*Cephonodes*); all the others are American.

Two tribes, Dilophonoticae and Sesiicae.

Key to the genera:

a. Spines of abdomen not uniseriate, those of proximal row of tergites broader than long.

b. Basal sternite of abdomen with strong spines.

b. Basal sternite of abdomen with few weak spines, or not spinose.

c. Posterior tergites with long and small spines alternating.

c. Posterior tergites with long spines only, or with very few short ones.

d. Hindwing ochraceous or cinnamon-rufous, or thorax crested.

Not so.
DATA-FORM
Antenna clubbed, or end-segment short.
Epiphysis small, spines of ultimate segment short and slender.
Bases of metatarsi with terminal spines.
Scape smooth and slightly elongate.
Sensory setae on basal 3/5 of stemite.
Sexual arms symmetrical.
Scales on basal 3/5 of stemite.

CATENOPHORA
Antenna clubbed, or end-segment short.
Epiphysis small, spines of ultimate segment short and slender.
Bases of metatarsi with terminal spines.
Scape smooth and slightly elongate.
Sensory setae on basal 3/5 of stemite.
Sexual arms symmetrical.
Scales on basal 3/5 of stemite.

BAEMORRHAGIA
Antenna clubbed, or end-segment short.
Epiphysis small, spines of ultimate segment short and slender.
Bases of metatarsi with terminal spines.
Scape smooth and slightly elongate.
Sensory setae on basal 3/5 of stemite.
Sexual arms symmetrical.
Scales on basal 3/5 of stemite.

KSESIA
Antenna clubbed, or end-segment short.
Epiphysis small, spines of ultimate segment short and slender.
Bases of metatarsi with terminal spines.
Scape smooth and slightly elongate.
Sensory setae on basal 3/5 of stemite.
Sexual arms symmetrical.
Scales on basal 3/5 of stemite.

GASTRONOMA
Antenna clubbed, or end-segment short.
Epiphysis small, spines of ultimate segment short and slender.
Bases of metatarsi with terminal spines.
Scape smooth and slightly elongate.
Sensory setae on basal 3/5 of stemite.
Sexual arms symmetrical.
Scales on basal 3/5 of stemite.

PERIODICA
Antenna clubbed, or end-segment short.
Epiphysis small, spines of ultimate segment short and slender.
Bases of metatarsi with terminal spines.
Scape smooth and slightly elongate.
Sensory setae on basal 3/5 of stemite.
Sexual arms symmetrical.
Scales on basal 3/5 of stemite.

ELECTRUM
Antenna clubbed, or end-segment short.
Epiphysis small, spines of ultimate segment short and slender.
Bases of metatarsi with terminal spines.
Scape smooth and slightly elongate.
Sensory setae on basal 3/5 of stemite.
Sexual arms symmetrical.
Scales on basal 3/5 of stemite.

HAPLOSTYLA
Antenna clubbed, or end-segment short.
Epiphysis small, spines of ultimate segment short and slender.
Bases of metatarsi with terminal spines.
Scape smooth and slightly elongate.
Sensory setae on basal 3/5 of stemite.
Sexual arms symmetrical.
Scales on basal 3/5 of stemite.

CAUTERIA
Antenna clubbed, or end-segment short.
Epiphysis small, spines of ultimate segment short and slender.
Bases of metatarsi with terminal spines.
Scape smooth and slightly elongate.
Sensory setae on basal 3/5 of stemite.
Sexual arms symmetrical.
Scales on basal 3/5 of stemite.

MAVORIA AND HEREDOTIANA
Antenna clubbed, or end-segment short.
Epiphysis small, spines of ultimate segment short and slender.
Bases of metatarsi with terminal spines.
Scape smooth and slightly elongate.
Sensory setae on basal 3/5 of stemite.
Sexual arms symmetrical.
Scales on basal 3/5 of stemite.

LETICRA
Antenna clubbed, or end-segment short.
Epiphysis small, spines of ultimate segment short and slender.
Bases of metatarsi with terminal spines.
Scape smooth and slightly elongate.
Sensory setae on basal 3/5 of stemite.
Sexual arms symmetrical.
Scales on basal 3/5 of stemite.

FACULTIA
Antenna clubbed, or end-segment short.
Epiphysis small, spines of ultimate segment short and slender.
Bases of metatarsi with terminal spines.
Scape smooth and slightly elongate.
Sensory setae on basal 3/5 of stemite.
Sexual arms symmetrical.
Scales on basal 3/5 of stemite.

PHILANEMIA
Antenna clubbed, or end-segment short.
Epiphysis small, spines of ultimate segment short and slender.
Bases of metatarsi with terminal spines.
Scape smooth and slightly elongate.
Sensory setae on basal 3/5 of stemite.
Sexual arms symmetrical.
Scales on basal 3/5 of stemite.

CHORDOGRAPHE
Antenna clubbed, or end-segment short.
Epiphysis small, spines of ultimate segment short and slender.
Bases of metatarsi with terminal spines.
Scape smooth and slightly elongate.
Sensory setae on basal 3/5 of stemite.
Sexual arms symmetrical.
Scales on basal 3/5 of stemite.

SPRINGOIDEA
Antenna clubbed, or end-segment short.
Epiphysis small, spines of ultimate segment short and slender.
Bases of metatarsi with terminal spines.
Scape smooth and slightly elongate.
Sensory setae on basal 3/5 of stemite.
Sexual arms symmetrical.
Scales on basal 3/5 of stemite.

SPRINGOIDEA SEMANOPHILA
Antenna clubbed, or end-segment short.
Epiphysis small, spines of ultimate segment short and slender.
Bases of metatarsi with terminal spines.
Scape smooth and slightly elongate.
Sensory setae on basal 3/5 of stemite.
Sexual arms symmetrical.
Scales on basal 3/5 of stemite.

SPRINGOIDEA SEMANOPHILA
Antenna clubbed, or end-segment short.
Epiphysis small, spines of ultimate segment short and slender.
Bases of metatarsi with terminal spines.
Scape smooth and slightly elongate.
Sensory setae on basal 3/5 of stemite.
Sexual arms symmetrical.
Scales on basal 3/5 of stemite.

SPRINGOIDEA ANTHOPOIDEA
Antenna clubbed, or end-segment short.
Epiphysis small, spines of ultimate segment short and slender.
Bases of metatarsi with terminal spines.
Scape smooth and slightly elongate.
Sensory setae on basal 3/5 of stemite.
Sexual arms symmetrical.
Scales on basal 3/5 of stemite.

SPRINGOIDEA ANTHOPOIDEA
Antenna clubbed, or end-segment short.
Epiphysis small, spines of ultimate segment short and slender.
Bases of metatarsi with terminal spines.
Scape smooth and slightly elongate.
Sensory setae on basal 3/5 of stemite.
Sexual arms symmetrical.
Scales on basal 3/5 of stemite.

SPRINGOIDEA ANTHOPOIDEA
Antenna clubbed, or end-segment short.
Epiphysis small, spines of ultimate segment short and slender.
Bases of metatarsi with terminal spines.
Scape smooth and slightly elongate.
Sensory setae on basal 3/5 of stemite.
Sexual arms symmetrical.
Scales on basal 3/5 of stemite.

SPRINGOIDEA ANTHOPOIDEA
Antenna clubbed, or end-segment short.
Epiphysis small, spines of ultimate segment short and slender.
Bases of metatarsi with terminal spines.
Scape smooth and slightly elongate.
Sensory setae on basal 3/5 of stemite.
Sexual arms symmetrical.
Scales on basal 3/5 of stemite.
e. Forewing angulate. Forewing not angulate. XCV. Madoryx.
nr. Antennae very strongly clubbed in both sexes; eye strongly lashed. CIX. Haemorrhagia.
Antenna not, or moderately, clubbed; eye feebly lashed.

x. SC³ and SC⁴ of forewing anastomosed at end.
SC³ and SC⁴ of forewing not anastomosed at end.

TRIBE Dilophonoticae.—Typus: Erinnyis ello.


♂ ?. Thorax with double crest; head also crested. Merum of midcoxa with indication of angle. Spines of abdomen nasseriate (Pl. LII. f. 9), no short spines on posterior tergites.

Hab. Neotropical Region.
Four genera; nineteen species.

LXXXVIII. Pseudosphinx.—Typus: tetro.

Sphinx Lawe et Mart. retail. (partim).

♂ ?. Very close to Erinnyis and Isognathus; spines of abdominal sternites weaker than in Erinnyis, being thinner and more lanceolate; crest of mesonotum higher and shorter, less gradually fading away behind, mesonotum comparatively shorter.

♂. Process of harpe entire. Tenth abdominal sternite a little longer than the tergite (as is also the case in Erinnyis, but not in Isognathus).

Larva with long filiform horn; head large; body black with yellow rings in all stages.—Food-plants: Euphorbiaceae, especially Plumeria.

Pupa polished, strongly glossy, with scarcely any punctuation; frontal tubercles vestigial.

Hab. Tropical and Subtropical America.
One of the commonest species of Sphingidae.

The name Pseudosphinx is very appropriate. The insect has the appearance of a species of Sphingicæ, into which tribe nearly all authors have put it. There was, however, no excuse for being misled by the general resemblance of tetroi to Protoparce, florestain and others—striking though it is.—after Burmeister had pointed out the true relationship with Erinnyis and Isognathus. The agreement in structure of these two genera and Pseudosphinx is so great that the differences in the imagines would not count for anything if they were not accompanied by differences in the larvae, as is the case in Erinnyis on one side, and Pseudosphinx and Isognathus on the other. These latter two genera have been united by Burmeister, and we must say that there is ample justification for this course; in fact, we keep Isognathus separate from Pseudosphinx, not because there are any obvious diagnostic characters, but on the consideration that the very difficult species of
Isognathus are inter sex more closely related than with the easily recognised tetroi, as is shown by the crest of the head and thorax, the colour, and the sexual armature differing somewhat in Isognathus and Pseudosophinx.

The yellow-ringed larva with red head, red anal segment, and red legs resembles that of certain Saturniidae. This similarity is the more suggestive as the oblique side-bands of the equally low-organised Pachylia and Pholas—which run in the opposite direction to that of the bands of Protaparce, Hyloicus, Sphinx, etc.—are also met with among American Saturniidae.

283. Pseudosophinx tetroi.

Merian, Metam. Sav. Ins. t. 5 (erecta) (1755).


Sphinx phunariae Fabricius, L.c.c.

Sphinx haskroful Cramer, Pap. Escot. iii, p. 90. t. 246. f. r (1779) (Surinam ; Curaçao).

Hyloicus haskroful, Hubner, Verz. bek. Schr. p. 139, n. 1488 (1822).


Sphinx rustica, Sepp, (non Fabricius, 1775), Surin. Vind. iii, t. 101 (1852).


Sphingid, tetroi, Walker, l.c. p. 263 (1856).


*Pseudosophinx obscura* Butler, l.c. n. 2 (1877) (Honduras ; N. Granada ; Brazil ; Mus. Brit.) ; Kirby, l.c. n. 2 (1892).


The δ is darker than the ω ; both sexes are individually variable in colour and size. Butler's *obscura* is based on specimens with an average amount of black-brown on the wings ; there occur individuals which are much darker than the type of *obscura*.

Tenth segment broad (Pl. XLII. f. 19. 20. 21), sternite and tergite close together, the processes of the former acute, curved at end. Clasper with a great number of friction-scales (Pl. LVIII. f. 35) ; harpe ending in a long, obtuse, somewhat spatulate process with entire edges (Pl. XLV. f. 19). Penis-sheath
(354)

(Pl. LIII. f. 7) of the same type as in Madoryx, the apical edge dentate at the left and right side as shown in figure.

♀. Eighth tergite sinuate; membranaceous mesially. Vaginal plate pitchy black, large, connecting membrane between vaginal plate and seventh sternite long, transversely folded; vaginal plate very uneven, a ridge or carina proximally of the ovate orifice, curving distad laterally, limiting a broad lateral groove; two smaller grooves behind the orifice, separated by a carinated fold. Seventh sternite longer than basally broad.

Hab. Tropical and Subtropical America: Florida, West Indies, southward to Paraguay and Southern Brazil.

Very common.

In the Tring Museum 2 larvae, 1 pupa, 290 odd specimens from: Jamaica; Haiti; Cuba; Mexico southwards to Bolivia and Rio de Janeiro.

LXXXIX. ISOGNATHUS.—Typus: seyron.

Erinnis Hubner, Verz. bek. Schu. p. 139 (1822) (partim; type: ello).
Dilophandra Burmeister, Sphing. Bras. p. 68 (1856) (partim; type: ello).

♀. Agreeing closely with Pseudosphinx and Erinnis; robust; crest of thorax small; crest of occiput not divided; second abdominal tergite tufted above (in well preserved individuals), seventh tergite and sternite of ♀ shorter than basally broad; process of tenth sternite of ♀ a little shorter than the tergite; harpe transversely ribbed (Pl. XLV. f. 25); R² and M¹ of hindwing less close together than in Erinnis.

Caterpillar as in Pseudosphinx; body yellow or white, marked with various designs in black, sometimes appearing black with pale rings; horn long and thin, rough with setiferous tubercles, which are dense distally (in all species?); anal tergite without the two high tubercles of Pseudosphinx.—Food-plants: Plumeria and other Euphorbiaceae.

Pupa stouter than in Erinnis, paler, the black streaks more conspicuous (Burmeister’s figure correct?; his “seyron” pupa is darker in colour than the two Erinnis-pupae figured on the same plate).

Hab. Tropical and Subtropical America, from Mexico to Buenos Aires; Cuba, Haiti, Porto Rico.

The sexual armature does not present any apparent differences in the various species, which are partly difficult to distinguish.

Key to the species:

a. Veins of hindwing above striped with black in outer half . . . . . . 291. i. caricae.

Veins of hindwing above not striped with black in outer half . . . . . . b.

b. Abdomen not distinctly banded . . . . . . c.

Abdomen with black and whitish grey bands . . . . . . d.

c. Spot in apex of cell of forewing and dot outside D² distinctly separate . . . . 284. i. leachi.
Spot in apex of cell and dot outside D³
more or less completely merged together
285. I. swainsonii.
d. Underside of abdomen white, with con-
spicuous black dots . . . . . . . . . 290. I. excelsior.
Underside of abdomen grey shaded with
brown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 289.
Underside of abdomen blackish brown; border of hindwing reaching
e. halfway to cell . . . . . . . . . . . 288. I. congratulans.
Forewing above brown, with little grey
scaling and a russet patch on disc;
border of hindwing not reaching halfway
to cell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 286. I. seyron.
Forewing grey or white, at least in apical
third . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 287. I. mecanthus.
Thorax and forewing ashy grey . . . . . 287.
Thorax and forewing chalky grey . . . . 289. I. rimosae.

284. Isognathus leachi.

Sphinx leachi Swainson, Zool. Illistr. iii, t. 150, f. 1 (1823) (Brazil).


Villa Nova).

p. 602, n. 6 (1877) ; Kirby, Cat. Lep. Let. i, p. 698, n. 12 (1892) (Brazil).

Pseudophilus seyron, Burmeister ( nond Cramer, 1780), Descr. Rép. Argent. v. p. 327, n. 2 (1878
(partim).

Isognathus cabrerae, Butler, loc. p. 629 (1877) ; Kirby, loc. n. 6 (1892).

(♀) Isognathus pedilanthi, Böninghausen, Iris xii. p. 117, n. 23 (1890).

♀, Bands of abdomen not distinct.
Wings, upperside.—Forewing: basal mesial elongate patch about 2½ mm.
broad; cross-vein D³ pale, separating distinctly a rounded spot from the patch
situated in the cell; black discal streak R³—M¹ heavy, more or less connected
with the curved patch behind M²; greyish white scaling sparse, no distinct grey
interrupted vein-streaks posteriorly on disc.—Hindwing: marginal band distinctly
and almost regularly dentate, not constant in width.
Amount of yellow on undersize variable.
Larva not known with certainty. Böninghausen says of the larva of what he
calls pedilanthi, that it is marked with brown, black, and grey, and has no rings;
his pedilanthi may be this or the following species.

Hab. South America: Surinam to Southern Brazil.
In the Tring Museum + ♂ ♀, 3 ♀ ♀ ♀ from: Leopoldina; Minas Geraes, 12, xii.,
19, ii. (Kennedy); Rio Negro (Pratt); Cayenne.
In the Paris Museum from the frontier of Uruguay.

285. Isognathus swainsonii.

Averya seyron, Walker ( nond Cramer, 1780), loc. viii, p. 225, n. 5 (1856) (partim ;

Isognathus swainsonii Felder, Wien. Ent. Mon. vi, p. 187, n. 175 (1862) (Rio Negro); Brit.,
356

*Sphex scyron* Cramer, *Pop. Ent. iv.* p. 23. t. 301. f. 8 (1780; Surinam).


♂♀. Abdominal bands distinct. Thorax and forewing above russet-drab-brown; underside of abdomen buffish dirty white, slightly speckled with russet scales.

Wings, above. Forewing in outer half with grey vein-streaks, interrupted by black dots which represent transverse lines; ♀ with black discal dash R²—M³, and another smaller one M¹—M²; these dashes situated in a pale russet area which is not clearly defined though obvious, being most distinct between R¹ and R³; ♀ without the black dashes, but with the russet area well marked (as in Cramer's figure). Early stages not known.

*Hub.* South America: Venezuela, Trinidad, and Para.

In the Triung Museum 11 ♂♀♀ 7 ♂♀♀ from: Aroa and Valencia, Venezuela; Cayenne; Rio Demerara; Trinidad.

In the Bern Museum from Para, at the electric light, iii. vii. (Dr. Göldi).

287. *Isognathus menechus*.

Auerzey scyron, Walker (♀ Cramer, 1780), *loc. viii.* p. 225. n. 5 (1856) (partim; Villa Nova).

A. A heavy-bodied species. Bands of abdomen well marked, often not distinctly interrupted above. Body and forewings of a peculiar bluish grey colour.

Wings, above.—Forewing with an antemedian and a discal pair of lines, more or less distinct at costal margin, the discal pair generally interrupted at R^3, reappearing behind, here concave and connected with the antemedian pair, forming with this a kind of half-ring opening at hinder margin; a discal elongate black patch R^3—M^1 invading the discal pair of lines; the white discal vein-streaks generally conspicuous.—Border of hindwing variable in width.

Amount of yellow on underside also variable.

Larva like that of *Pseudosphinx tetrio*, with white rings; head, anal segment and abdominal foot orange-red (Burmeister).

*Hab.* South America: Surinam to Espirito Santo, perhaps more widely distributed.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂♂ from: Amazonas; Bahia; Espirito Santo. The type of *pelops* is in very bad condition. We cannot say with certainty whether it belongs here or to some other species.

288. *Isognathus gratulans*.


♂. Bands of abdomen distinct. Forewings, above, for the greater part blackish brown. This may be an extreme variety of *rimoso*.

*Hab.* Cuba.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂ from Cuba; also in the Berlin Museum.

289. *Isognathus rimoso*.


♂ ?. Body paler than in *menechus* and *segroin*; abdominal bands distinct. Ground colour of forewing, above, chalky; white marginal spots larger and hindwing paler yellow than in *menechus*.

Larva known of two of the three subspecies (see below), younger stages different in colour and markings from adult caterpillar. Head and underside grey; longitudinal stripes on back and irregular lateral markings.

*Hab.* Neotropical Region: West Indies, Mexico, southward to Northern Brazil. Three subspecies:
1. rimosia rimosia.

_Aegryz scyron_, Walker (non Cramer, 1780), _Ic. viii_. p. 225, n. 5 (1856) (partim : Haiti);
_Aegryz scyron_, id., _Ic. p. 39 (1865).

_Erioglossus rimosia_ Grote, _Ic. p. 73_. t. 2. f. 1 (_♂_) (1865) (Cuba).
_Erioglossus nevius_ id., _Ic. v. p. 75_ (1865); id. & Rob., _Ibid._ v. p. 167. n. 104 (1865).


♂. Mesothoracic tegula without brown mesial stripe; black basal patch of forewing absent or small; black border of hindwing broad, reaching at R₃ nearly halfway to cell; ♀ without black streak R₃—M₁ on forewing (always ?).

_Larva_ described by Gündlach, _Ic_. _Plumaria._

_Hab._ West Indies: Cuba; Haiti; Porto Rico.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂, 1 ♀ from Cuba.

b. rimosia inclitius.


_Isognathus inclitus_ Edwards, _Ent. Amer._ iii. p. 90 (1887) (Mexico); Benten., _Bull. Amer. Mus. N._ ii. p. 170 (1892) (Jalapa, specimens from coll. Hy. Edwards); Kirby, _Cat. Lep. Het._ i. p. 698, n. 2 (1892); Druce, _Ic. Suppl._ p. 312. n. 2 (1896) (Mexico; Guatemala; Nicaragua; Costa Rica).

♂. Mesothoracic tegula with brown streak. Forewing, above, much more variegated with blackish brown than in _rimosia_, and the markings heavier; border of hindwing not reaching halfway to cell at R₃; ♀ with forewing much more shaded with black, especially near hinder margin.

_Larva_ : W. Schaus sends us the following description:

"The smallest specimens I found were about 40 mm. long. Head small, pale yellow. Body white, with slight transverse folds in skin posteriorly on each segment. A narrow yellow ridge on first segment, crossing it transversely in centre. The following segments have each a narrow black transverse band anteriorly, which on second and third segments has a shorter narrow black band behind it. The other segments have a small black cuneiform spot subdorsally extending backwards from the transverse bands. Laterally there is a narrow black line, interrupted on each segment anteriorly by the white ground-colour. This line sends up two small black shoots, one centrally and the other posteriorly. In some specimens the lateral black markings are wanting. Horn black, with a white ring near tip.

"When mature the larva changes completely in colour and markings. At longest from 110 to 121 mm. Head and first and last segments pale grey; head with a small black spot on either side of the mouth. The body is dorsally grey, with four longitudinal bands of light grey, edged with a narrow white line followed by a dark grey or black line, which shades into ground-colour. In some specimens the inner two bands are interrupted, forming on each segment an oblong
spot. Sides grey; on each segment a large white spot edged with black. These spots are very irregular in shape, and on segments 6 to 10 form a large anterior and a smaller posterior spot, or divide into three or four small spots. The first segment has at its anterior edge a small black subdorsal spot, and on either side a black line which extends to and joins the black edging of the white lateral patch; sometimes this segment is simply bordered anteriorly with black. Each segment has posteriorly four ringlets, which give the bands an irregular appearance. Horn filiform, 25 to 30 mm. long, black with two white rings, one at base and the other near tip; this horn, owing to its thinness and length, sometimes curls up at the end like a corkscrew.

"Underneath the colour is pale brown, almost white in some instances, having on each segment a few black marks. The anal segment is pale grey, partly edged with brown; two slight excrescences on lappets. Prolegs yellowish, with two black spots exteriorly; abdominal legs grey, with a broad black stripe at the base.

"The larva forms a coarse cocoon on surface of ground, and changes to pupa in from 10 to 14 days. Pupa about 60 mm. long, rather slight, and bearing a strong resemblance to the pupae of *Erinyis*, but is lighter in colour, with the dashes of dark brown more conspicuous. The wing-cases especially are similar, but the markings on thorax and head are fewer in number, the pupa resembling in this respect more that of *Pseudosphinx tetrio*, which has also the same shape.—Food-plant: *Plumeria.*"

Hab. Central America: Mexico to Panama, probably farther south on the western side of South America.

In the Tring Museum 14 ♂♂, 11 ♀♀ from: Vera Cruz, Mexico; Yucatan; Rosery Mines, Spanish Honduras; Costa Rica.

c. *I. rimosā papayae*.


♂♀. On the whole much smaller than the West Indian and Central American races.—Forewing very strongly marked in brown and white in both sexes.—Hindwing below with second discal line very prominent at costal margin (first line generally absent); border of hindwing above a little narrower than in *inclusus*.

Hab. Venezuela; Guiana; probably occurring farther south.

In the Tring Museum 14 ♂♂, 11 ♀♀ from: Merida, Arac, and Caripao, Venezuela.

290. *Isognathus excelsior*.


♂♀. Resembling *I. rimosā inclusus*, but distinguished from this and all other
Isoyanthus by the underside of the abdomen being purely white, with conspicuous black dots.

Hub. Brazil.
In the Bern Museum from "Brazil."
In the Bern Museum and the British Museum from Para (Dr. Goeldi).

291. Isoyanthus caricae.


*Dilophonota caricae*, id., *Lep.* i. p. 70 (1856) (cureus).


♂ ♀. A stout species, reminding one of *Acherontia*, to which it is, however, not at all related, except in so far as both are *Sphinxidae*. Bands of abdomen conspicuous; transverse lines on the black upperside of the forewing distinct, the pattern more ancestral than that of the other species. Veins of hindwing streaked with black in outer half of wing. Underside of the typical *Isoyanthus* pattern.

Early stages not known.

Hub. South America: Venezuela to Rio de Janeiro; commoner in the North than in the South.

In the Tring Museum 10 ♀♂, 19 ♀♀ from: British Guiana; Napure, Caura R., Venezuela, end of vi. vii. viii. ix. (S. Klages); Merida.

XC. ERINYSIS.—Typus: *elto*.


*Erinysis Hübner, *Verz. bek. Schm.* p. 139 (1822) (partim; type: *elto*).

*Dilophonota Burmeister, *Sphing. Brasil.* p. 68 (1856) (type: *elto*).


♂ ♀. Genal process triangular, obtuse, nearly as long as the pilifer. Palpus truncate, projecting, the two together rounded in dorsal view, apical surface oblique, on a level with front. Antenna setiform, very finely incrassate distally in ♀; end-segment long, filiform (excepting base), about as long as 6 to 8 previous segments, rough-scaled. Scaling of occiput elevated, divided into a double crest (in well preserved individuals). Mesonotum with double crest, which is highest in front. Abdominal tergites with one row of apical spines, these very strong, conical, those of posterior tergites separate; the spines of the sternites less strong,
more numerous: ♀ with three-cornered or three-tufted tail, side-tufts not developed in ♀; seventh sternite of ♀ long trapeziform, without spines. Merum of meldoxa with faint indication of an angle. Legs slender, smooth-scaled: midtarsus with rudimentary comb, no comb to hindtarsus; spurs very unequal, long terminal one of hindtibia rather longer than the second tarsal segment: last segment of hindtarsus (claw excepted) shorter than fourth. Distal margin of forewing regularly dentate, subbasal patch of modified scales of underside rounded-truncate at end, not acuminate; R² of hindwing central, D³ longer than D¹, lower angle of cell acute.

♀. Tenth abdominal segment of the same type as in *Pseudosphinx, Perigonia, Madoryx*, etc., both the tergite and sternite divided into two lobes; the tergal lobes flattened, obtuse, hairy; the sternal ones long, conical, acute, strongly chitinised, curved at end, contiguous with the tergite, and a little longer than this. Clasper elongate, tongue-shaped, narrowing distally: a patch of many erect, small, lanceolate friction-scales; harpe (Pl. XLV. f. 20—24) produced into an obtuse process, which is more or less dilated at end, here sometimes sinuate, its surface smooth. Penis-sheath (Pl. LIII. f. 8, 9) with a brush of spines inside, which break off easily (being present as a rule only in fresh specimens, which have apparently not copulated): a series of teeth at the right and left edges of the sheath.

♂. Eighth tergite weak, membranaceous for the greater part; vaginal plate with the lateral distal edge more or less free, ridge-like; distal part scaled, mesially triangular; orifice proximal, pear-shaped, situated in a large cavity formed by a smooth proximal membrane.

Larva cylindrical, somewhat flattened, head strongly slanting in side-view; horn short: thorax with a black mesial patch anteriorly on third segment, generally marked with red and white; dorsal surface darker in colour than sides and ventral surface, the two colours often separated by a longitudinal pale line.—

Food-plants: *Carica; Morrenia; Jatropha (?).*

Chrysalis glossy, polished, pale brown, wings striped with black, abdomen with short transverse black dashes.

*Hab.* Tropical and subtropical America; some species wandering northward well into the Nearctic region, one as far as Canada.

The species are not very difficult to distinguish if one keeps in mind that the sexes of several species are remarkably different, the ♀ of these being very much darker on the forewing than the respective ♀♀. Owing to this sexual dichromatism, to individual variability, and to the carelessness of some authors, the synonymy of some species is much involved. But the way was cleared for us, thanks to Mr. W. Schaus, who corrected a number of errors committed by Grote and others. We fear we have not put into the right place some of the species enumerated by Herr von Böninghausen from Rio de Janeiro under Grotean and Boisduvalian names.

Key to the species:

   Hindwing cinnamon-rufous or brownish
   black or greyish brown . . . . . . . . 292. *E. alope.*
2. Abdomen with sharply marked black belts . . . c.
   Abdomen without sharply marked black belts . . . d.
3. Forewing black for the greater part . . . 293. *E. tassauxi.*
   Forewing grey, with (♀) or without (♂) a
   mesial streak from base to apex . . . . 294. *E. ello.*
d. Forewing grey, in ° with a mesial black streak, blackish border of hindwing replaced by vein-streaks in front.
Forewing grey, hindwing not cinnamon-rufous but greyish-brown, without a marginal band.
Forewing for the greater part black, or the marginal border of the hindwing complete.
Length of forewing 38 mm. or more.
Length of forewing 35 mm. or less.

f. δ δ

♀ ♂

No distinct black dots on underside of abdomen; mesothorax clay-colour, except in front, without whitish grey lateral vitta; border of hindwing complete.
Abdomen below with black dots; thorax streaked, not obviously paler behind; black area of forewing excised behind between M¹ and M²; marginal border of hindwing complete.
Thorax with conspicuous whitish grey lateral vitta; a black basi-apical streak visible within the black area of the forewing, corresponding to the streak of obscura; marginal border of hindwing replaced by thin vein-streaks in upper half; a small species.

h. Forewing grey for the greater part.
Forewing black for the greater part, border of hindwing complete.
Forewing black for the greater part, border of hindwing incomplete in upper half, not sharply defined; a small species.

297. E. crameri.
296. E. oenotrus.
299. E. domingonis.
299. E. domingonis.

292. Erinyis alope.

Sphinx flavicans Goze, Ent. Beytr. iii. 2. p. 216. n. 44 (1780) (Jamaica).
Sphinx fusciata Swainson, Zool. Illust. iii. t. 150. f. 2 (1823) (Jamaica?).


Pseudophinae scygna, Burmeister (non Cramer, 1780), Descr. Rép. Argent. v. p. 327. n. 2 (1878) (sub syn.).

*Aurergy edwardsi* Butler, Papillon i. p. 165 (1881) (Florida); Grote, Canad. Ent. xviii. p. 136. n. 97 (1886); Edw., Ent. Amer. iii. p. 164 (1887) (larva, pupa); Smith, Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc. xv. p. 159. t. 8. f. 1. 2. 3 (genit.) (1888) (Florida); Edw., Bull. U. St. N. Mus. xxxv. p. 48 (1889) (liter. rel. to metam.); Kirby, loc. n. 3 (1892).

♂. The characters by which some authors thought to be able to distinguish alope, fasciata and edwardsi, are partly individual, partly sexual; fasciata and edwardsi are synonyms of alope. The species resembles crameri in the dark-coloured forewing, and Isognathus in the yellow colour of the hindwing.

♀. Slender processes of tenth sternite longer than the tergal lobes. Harpe dilated at end, rather short (Pl. XLV. f. 21).

Larva brown above, green below, the two colours separated by a nearly black line, which is more or less interrupted; thorax with a large black mesial patch anteriorly on third segment, including a red ring; horn very short.—Food-plant: Jatropha (Merian); Carica.

Chrysalis darker than that of ello.

Hub. Tropical and Subtropical America: West Indies, Bahamas, Florida, southward to Southern Brazil and Northern Argentina.

In the Tring Museum 1 larva, 80-off specimens from: Florida; Nassau; Jamaica; St. Vincent; various places from Mexico to Southern Brazil and Mattó Grosso. Not seen from the Bolivian Andes.

293. Erinnyis lassauxi.


Dilophonota lassauxi, Butler, loc. ix. p. 604. n. 10 (1877); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hét. i. p. 697. n. 9 (1892); Rothsch., Nov. Zool., i. p. 95 (1894).

Dilophonota lassauxi (!), Bönnighausen, Isis xii. p. 122. n. 39 (1899) (Rio de Jan.).

♂. The hindwing is deeper ferruginous-red in this species than in the others, and the red colour is often entirely or partly replaced by brownish black. The crest of the mesothorax is nearly as high as in alope. The abdominal tergites are black, except narrow, dorsally interrupted, sharply defined, grey apical belts. The dark forewing resembles that of crameri; there is a large, triangular, costal, apical grey patch.

♀. Lobes of tenth tergite broader and shorter than in the other species somewhat obtusely acuminate, the processes not essentially longer than the tergite, curved downward and very little outward at end. Process of harpe with the upper edge rounded-dilated at end, the dilated part elliptic.

Larva (acc. to Burmeister, see cereyon, below), very much like that of ello as described by Burmeister.* — Food-plant: Morrenia.

* See ello.
Chrysalis like that of *ello and *alope.

*Hab.* Tropical and Subtropical America: West Indies, Texas to Argentina.

The species varies especially in two directions: in the amount of ferruginous-red on the hindwing, and in size. We recognise four forms, of which the first three are connected by intergradations, while the fourth seems to be pretty constant and may eventually prove to be specifically distinct. The first and fourth occur on the mainland only; the second and third also on the Antilles. The larger individuals have the ferruginous-red area of the hindwing reduced, the smaller ones have it more or less extended to normal size (as in other species), but there is no sharp limit between larger and smaller specimens, nor between such with reduced and extended ferruginous-red area.

If any one has an occasion of studying the life-history of this species, he should pay special attention to the variation, and state explicitly to which special form or forms his observations refer.

*a*. *E. lassauxi* f. *lassauxi.*

*Anceryx lassauxi* Boisduval, l.c.

♀&♀. Hindwing without ferruginous-red area above, or this colour vestigial.

*Hab.* Argentina northward to Venezuela; most likely also in Central America.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♀♀, 5 ♀♀ from: Aroa, Merida, and the Orinoco, Venezuela; Buenos Aires.

*b*. *E. lassauxi* f. *omphalaece.*

*Anceryx omphalaece* Boisduval, Cons. Lép. Guatemala p. 72 (1870) (Nicaragua:—coll. Charles Oberthür); Kirby, l.c. n. 5 (1892) (parts).


*Ophthalmoda pipiens* Butler, l.c. i. 603, n. 2 (1877).

*Ophthalmoda plicata* Kirby, l.c. n. 11 (1892) (sub syn.)

*Ophthalmoda obscure* ab. *omphalaece* Rothschild, l.c.

♀♀. Hindwing with a cinnamon-rufous patch of varying size.

*Hab.* South and Central America and the West Indies.

In the Tring Museum 15 ♀♀, 11 ♀♀ from: Jamaica; Orizaba, Mexico, ii.—iv. (Schaus); Costa Rica (Underwood); Rio Dagua, Colombia (Rosenberg); Merida, Venezuela, iii. v. (Briceno); Aroa, Venezuela; La Paz, Bolivia; Argentina.


*Ophthalmoda merianaee* Grote, l.c. vi. p. 329 (1867); Bulb., l.c. ix. p. 603, n. 3 (1877); Grote, Bull. Buffal. Soc. N. Sc. hi. p. 225, n. 70 (1877) (Texas); Gwild. Contr. Ent. Cuba. v. p. 219 (1882); Grote, Canad. Ent. xviii. p. 136, n. 94 (1886) (W. Ind.; Mex.; Texas); Smith, Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc. xv. p. 158 (1892) (Texas); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hor. i. p. 607, n. 7 (1892); Schaus, Ent. News vi. p. 144 (1895) (synon.); Druce, l.c. Suppl. p. 313, n. 3 (a) (1896) (Mexico; Nicaragua; Costa Rica; Panama; Ecuador).


*Anceryx juniphae* Boisduval, l.c. p. 131, n. 17 (1875) (Haiti:—coll. Charles Oberthür); Kirby, l.c. n. 6 (1892).

*Ophthalmoda lassauxi* ab. *merianaee* Rothschild, l.c. (1894).

*Ophthalmoda obscura* ab. *juniphae* Rothschild, l.c.
$\delta$. Blackish brown border of hindwing narrow. Abdomen with black dots below as in the two preceding forms.

_Hab._ West Indies and Florida, Central America.

In the Tring Museum 2 $\delta\delta$, 1 $\varphi$ from: Cuba; Haiti.

$\delta'$. _E. lassanxii_ f. _impectata_ nov.

Like _merianae_; rather smaller on an average; the abdomen without black dots on the underside, which is rather paler; the brownish black border of the hindwing well defined.

_Hab._ Venezuela southward to Tucuman.

In the Tring Museum 7 $\delta\delta$, 5 $\varphi\varphi$ from: _Arau (type)_ and _Merida_, Venezuela; _Reyes, Bolivia, vii. '95 (Stuart); Tucuman._

294. _Erinnyis ello._

_Merian, Metam. Ins. Surin. t. 64 (1719) (cerra)._ 


_Dilophonota ello_ A., _Bönnigheim_, _Iris_ xii. p. 121. n. 32 (1899) (Rio de Jan.).

_Dilophonota ello_ n., _l.c. n. 33 (1899) (Rio de Jan.).


$\delta$. Perhaps the commonest Sphinxid of tropical America. The $\delta$ with a black mesial band from base to apex of the grey forewing varying in width, the $\varphi$ without this band, or only traces of it indicated. Not easily confounded with
any other species on account of the prominently banded abdomen; it is one of the very few species named by Linne which has received only one name. Size variable; our smallest specimen (from Jamaica) little more than half the size of the largest.

♂. Tenth tergite and sternite of the same length, the tips of the slender sternal processes recurved, not projecting beyond the obtuse ends of the tergal lobes. Harpe long, reaching to middle of clasper, dilated and strongly compressed distally, apical part so twisted that its flat side is almost horizontal (or vertical upon the plane of the clasper). Penis-sheath similar to that of eremeri.

Larva (according to Burmeister, L.c.), young: green with an orange dorso-lateral band; adult: bluish above, greenish at the sides and below, the two colours separated by a pale band running from head to horn; thorax with a black mesial patch partly encircled with white and red.

Pupa marked with black stripes.

Mr. W. Schaun found another larva at Rinconado, in Mexico, from which he bred specimens identical with ello except in being rather small. We have dissected one of the ♂♀ and cannot find any difference from the sexual armature of a series of ordinary large ello. We may here have a case of that dichromatism in the larva which is so abundantly found among the Sphingidae, and of which *Sphecodina abbotti* is such a striking illustration. Here is Mr. Schaun's description: A little smaller than ello. Head and first segment pink. Prolegs pinkish, circled with black. Abdominal legs flesh-colour, with black and red circles. Anal claspers and lappets brownish, dotted with white. Body purplish grey; anteriorly on each segment a small black subdorsal spot. The large eye-spot between second and third segments is surrounded with brown, and has posteriorly a white transverse spot; dorsally towards the sides and anteriorly there is on segments 4 to 11 a large black patch, all connected together by fine black lines extending from the head to the horn. Stigmata white. Laterally below the black patches there is a brownish band of mottled red and grey, and anteriorly on each segment two white spots, one above the other. Horn short, conical, reddish, black at the base. Under surface flesh-colour, with numerous small black lines.

Gundlach, L.c., describes also two forms of the caterpillar.

Herr von Bonninghausen, L.c., maintains that there are two species confounded under ello; the one, he says, has in both sexes a black streak on the forewing from the base to the apex. All the ♀♀♀ which we have examined were without such a streak. We have not seen Bonninghausen's supposed streaked ♀, but we have no doubt that Bonninghausen's statement is based on a mistake.

*Hab.* Tropical and Subtropical America, as a wanderer as far north as Canada. Very common.

In the Tring Museum 300-odd specimens.

295. *Erinnyis yucatana.*


♂♀. This is an *Erinnyis*, not an *Isogynthus*. The most robust species of the genus, resembling in this respect some *Isogynthus*. The transverse zigzag lines of the whitish grey forewing are sometimes rather distinct. The sexes differ in a similar way as in *ello* and *obscura*. The longitudinal basi-apical streak of the
forewing is more or less interrupted, widened on disc and zigzag; the oblique streak before the hinder angle, so distinct in *obscura*, is vestigial here. The blackish border of the hindwing is not sharply defined and fades often away in front. The external series of spines on the first segment of the foretarsus is doubled, at least at base.

♂. Processes of tenth sternite longer than the tergite. Harpe short and stout (Pl. XLV. f. 24). Armature of penis-sheath (Pl. LIIII. f. 8) different from that of the other species: the dentate part of the right-side edge very short, the row reduced to a few teeth; the left-side row also short, consisting of about five teeth; the apical process rather prominent, with a short but obvious carina before end and a tooth at the tip.

_Hab._ Mexico: Yucatan; Orizaba; Jalapa; Costa Rica.

In the Tring Museum 5 ♂♂, 5 ♀♀ from: Jalapa, i.; and Orizaba, ii. iv. (Schaus): San José, Costa Rica, iii. (Underwood).

Occurring most likely farther south.


*Sphing picta* Sepp, *Surin. Vind*. ii. t. 96 (1848) (♀, fig. mult).


_Zonilia penna*, Walker, i.e. p. 193. n. 2 (1856) (sub syn.).


_Dilophonota sheena*, id., *ibid.* p. 221 (1882) (sub syn.).

_Dilophonota picta*, Kirby, *ibid.* p. 11 (1892).

_Dilophonota piperis*, Böninghausen, *ibid.* p. 121. n. 34 (1899) (Rio de Jan.).

♂. The sexes are dissimilar, the ♀ being greyish white on the forewing, with black patches, while the ♂ is blackish brown marked with grey. Abdomen below with black dots. Underside of palps, breast, and abdomen paler than in *crameri*. Harpe see Pl. XLV. f. 20.

_Larva* (see Burmeister, i.e., *hippothoon*) greenish yellow, with a pale band from head to horn. — *Food plant*: *Morrenia*.

Chrysalis pale yellow, striped with black on wing-cases and breast, abdominal segments with black transverse dashes.
Hub. Tropical and Subtropical America, as far north as Texas and Florida; West Indies.
A common species.
In the Tring Museum 80-odd ♂♂, 30 ♀♀ from: Cuba; Jamaica; various localities from Mexico to Argentina and Southern Brazil.

The description of peniculus, L.C., applies better to the ♀ of this species than to any other Sphingidae; the white dot on the forewing mentioned by Fabricius, is, however, seldom distinct in the ♀.

As pointed out by Schaus, L.C., the true oenotrus is quite distinct from the species confounded with it by Grote and others, and named by Schaus crameri. Butler and Druce identified this crameri as omphaloe of Boisduval, but were wrong, omphaloe being a variety of lassauxi.

Sepp's figure of picea is doubtless a bad representation of the ♀ of oenotrus.

Boisduval's piperis is not the same as Schaus's piperis, this being a variety of lassauxi.

297. Erinnis crameri (Pl. X. f. 5, ♂).

*Sphind oenotrus, Ameyris oenotrus, Dilophomota oenotrus auct. partim, non Cramer.*

Ameyris oenotrus, Boisduval, Spec. Gén. Lép. Het. i. p. 129. n. 15 (1875) (Cayenne; Antilles; Brazil).

Erinnis oenotrus, Grote (non Cramer, 1780); Proc. Ent. Soc. Philad. v. p. 76. t. 2. f. 3 (♀) (1865); id. & Rob., L.C. p. 168. n. 110 (1865) (syn. partim).


♂ ♀. The sexes are less dissimilar in pattern than in oenotrus, from which crameri is easily distinguished by the absence of black dots from the underside of the abdomen, the pale mesothoracic tegulae, the pale posterior area of the forewing, and the more broken and clearer-defined border of the hindwing.

♂. Tenth abdominal sternite a little less curved than in oenotrus. Process of harpe a little longer and apically narrower. Dextro-lateral dentate edge of penis-sheath (Pl. LIII. f. 9) proximally less produced than in oenotrus.

Larva (according to Burmeister, L.C.) without longitudinal lateral stripe, very finely striated with longitudinal, short, black dashes; back brown, sides and undersurface green; first and third thoracic segments with red mesial patch, the latter including a black spot; horn very small.

Chrysalis as in ello.

Hub. Tropical and subtropical America: West Indies; Mexico southward to Paraguay.

In the Tring Museum 32 ♂♂, 31 ♀♀ from: Cuba; Jamaica; Mexico; Costa Rica; Colombia; Venezuela; British Guiana; Trinidad; Amazons (Bates); Paraguay.

298. Erinnis obscura (Pl. V111. f. 6, ♀; 7, 8, 9, ♂ ♂).

*Sphind obscura, Fabricius, Syst. Ent. p. 538. n. 6 (1775) (America); Goeze, Ent. Regte. iii. 2. p. 205. n. 7 (1780); Fabr., Syst. Ins. ii. p. 142. n. 14 (1781); id., Mant. Ins. ii. p. 24. n. 16 (1787); Gmel., Syst. Nat. i. 5. p. 2375. n. 58 (1790); Fabr., Ent. Syst. iii. 1. p. 361. n. 17 (1793) (Amer. insul.)

(368)
Sphinx rustica, Schaller, Not. fo. xxiii. p. 50. t. 1. f. 11 (1788).
Chrisia phaleris, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hnt. i. p. 702. n. 1 (1892) (partim).

♂ ♀. A small species, the larger examples agreeing in size with the smallest oenotrus. The sexes are dissimilar, and have been treated as distinct species by several authors. The sexual difference in the forewing is nearly the same as in ello, the ♀ possessing a longitudinal mesial band and an oblique posterior distal streak, which are not present in the ♂, or are only vestigial in that sex; or the sexes are almost identical.

♂. Lobes of the tenth tergite pointed, shorter than the long and slender processes of the sternite. Process of harpe (Pl. XLV. f. 22) long, somewhat knife-shaped, obtuse or slightly spatulate, curved, notched or sinuate at end.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Tropical and subtropical America.

Two subspecies, perhaps four.

a. E. obscura conformis, subsp. nov.

♂ ♀. Sexes similar; ♂ without a longitudinal streak on the forewing, and having thorax as grey as the ♀. Distal margin of hindwing rather darker in upper half than in the ordinary form, and the postdiscal line of dots more distinct.

Hab. Galapagos Is.: Albemarle, end of March to May 1902 (Beck); type: top of crater, S.E. Albemarle, 27. iii. 1902.

In the Tring Museum = ♀ ♂, 4 ♀ ♀ ♀ ♀.

b. E. obscura obscura.

*Sphinx? sphinx Fabricius, l.c.

Eriamis sitho Hübner, Samml. Ent. Schm. iii. t. 37 (1824) (? Sta. Cruz).


Eriamis pallida Grote, Proc. Ent. Soc. Philad. v. p. 78. t. 1. f. 6 (♀) (1855) (Cuba); id. & Rob., ibid. p. 168. n. 113 (1865).


Dilophonax sitho, Gundlach, ib. p. 221 (1882); Bomingh., Iris xii. p. 121. n. 55 (1889) (Rio de Jan.).

Dilophonax chaucis, Druce, le. p. 19. n. 5 (1881) (partim).

♂ ♀. Sexes dissimilar, the ♂ having a darker thorax than the ♀, and possessing on the forewing a blackish streak which runs from the base towards the apex.
Hab. Tropical and Subtropical America, occasionally northward to Canada.

The specimens from the West Indies and the Continent belong apparently to three subspecies:

1. Specimens from the Continent, Cuba and Haiti have the thorax brownish, at least in front, and the brown markings and patches of the forewing distinct: this is Boisduval's *rhaphus* (Pl. VIII. f. 6, ♂; ♀, △).

2. An individual without locality, in the Tring Museum, agrees fairly well with Hübner’s figure of *stheno*, differing from Continental individuals in the forewing being shorter, less elongate, and in the mesial baso-apical line being widely interrupted on the disc, the apical portion joining the oblique streak which stands before hinder angle, and forming thus a kind of submarginal band. The harpe of this specimen (Pl. XLV. f. 23) is also obviously different, being slenderer and more spatulate than in Continental examples; this may be true *stheno* (Pl. VIII. f. 9, △).

3. The specimens from Jamaica (Pl. VIII. f. 8, △) are very pale in both sexes on thorax and forewing; the longitudinal streak of the forewing of the △ is feebly marked, and the oblique streak before hinder angle is absent; the brown shading of the forewing of the ♀ is less distinct than in the Continental ♀, the Jamaica ♀ agreeing nearly with the description of Grote's *pallida* from Cuba. Our Cuba and Haiti ♀ ♀ and those in the British Museum as well as ♀ ♀ and ♀ ♀ from Haiti in the Paris Museum are not essentially different from Continental examples.

The types of *obscura* and *stheno* came from the West Indies; possibly *obscura* and *stheno* are the same. More material from Cuba must be compared before it is possible to say whether *pallida* is based on an abnormally pale ♀, or whether the pale Jamaica form occurs normally also in Cuba, perhaps in the eastern districts.

In the Tring Museum 33 △ ♀, 28 ♀ ♀ from: Jamaica; Cuba; Haiti; Mexico southwards to Argentina and Southern Brazil.

299. *Erinnys domingonos* (Pl. VIII. f. 12, ♀; ♀, △).


id., Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. ix. p. 694. n. 6 (1877); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 607. n. 10 (1892);

Schaus, Ent. News ix. p. 136 (1898) (= *festa*).


♂ ♀. Forewing in both sexes brownish black for the greater part, differing in this respect conspicuously from that of *obscura*, with which *domingonos* agrees in the colour of the hindwing and in size; a median and a larger subapical costal patch and the distal marginal area more or less extended grey. The longitudinal line of the ♀ of *obscura* is also present in *domingonos*, but much less distinct, owing to the dark colour of the wing.

♂. Sexual armature essentially as in *obscura*; process of harpe less curved, uneven at upper edge, and deeper notched at end.

Early stages not known.

Hab. West Indies; Texas to Paraguay; probably also Southern Brazil.
In the Tring Museum 9 ♂♂, ♀ ♀ from: Orizaba, Mexico, iii. iv. (Schaus); Costa Rica (Underwood); Rio Cacheuaco, Peru (Stuart); Aroa, Venezuela, iv.; La Paz, Bolivia; Paraguay.


*Anerey guttatus*, id., *l. c. p. 134. n. 22* (1875) (Cuba).

*Anerey* ? spallida, id., *l. c.*


♂ ♀. The smallest species of the genus; the forewing similar to that of *obscure*; the hindwing with the ferrugineous colour of the other species vestigial; hindwing below white in basi-abdominal area.

♂. Process of harpe not spatulate, slightly acuminate, somewhat twisted, resembling the blade of a knife. Dextro-lateral row of teeth of penis-sheath long, the teeth strong but not numerous; the left-side row short.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Haiti and Cuba.

In the Tring Museum ♂♂ ♀, 1 ♀ from Haiti and Cuba.

XCI. Grammodia gen. nov.—Typus: caicus.


*Phryxus* Hubner, *Verz. bek. Schm.* p. 137 (1822) (partim; type: *licoraria*).

*Anerey Walker*, *List Lep. Ins. B. M.* viii. p. 222 (1856) (partim; type: *pinustri*).


*Dilophonota*, id. (non Burmeister, 1822), *l. c. vi. p. 329* (1867).


♂ ♀. Differs from *Erinnyis* in the distal margin of the forewing being even. Crest of thorax very feeble; R3 and M1 of hindwing close together.

Larva of the same shape as in *Erinnyis*, with short horn; green, with an orange dorso-lateral side-line.

Chrysalis striped as in *Isoquathus* and *Erinnyis*.

*Hab.* Tropical and Subtropical America.

One species.

301. Grammodia caicus.


*Sphink caicus* (!), Fabricius, *Spec. Ins.* ii. p. 151. n. 48 (1781); id., *Mant. Ins.* ii. p. 97. n. 52 (1787);

Gmel., *Syst. Nat.* l. 5. p. 2378. n. 68 (1790); Fabr., *Ent. Syst.* iii. l. p. 375. n. 57 (1793).


Choreomanga caecus, Boisduval, Spec. Gén. Lép. Het. i. p. 249. n. 30 (1875) (Cayenne; Cuba).

♂♀. The species is easily recognised by the pale lines behind end of cell of forewing, the bright rufous hindwing with the black distal band entirely separated into vein-spots, and the sharply banded abdominal tergites.

♂. Lobes of tenth tergite about five times as long as broad in middle, obtuse; processes of sternite longer than the tergal lobes, apex curved downwards. Clasper narrow, acuminate; harpe slender, not distinctly dilated at end. Penis-sheath similar to that of Eri uninsured crameri.

Hab. Florida; West Indies; Central and South America, as far south as Buenos Ayres. Not yet recorded from Mexico.

In the Tring Museum 9 ♀, 6 ♀♀ from: Florida; Haiti; Aroa, Venezuela; British Guiana, vii. xii.; Iquitos (Stuart).

Tribes Sesiidae.—Typus: Haemorrhalgia titus.


♂♀. Abdominal spines not uniseriate, or if uniseriate then thorax not double-crested. End-segment of antenna long or short, in the former case the midcoxal merus angulate.

Hab. Cosmopolitan, but only three genera in the Old World. 20 genera; 102 species.

Key to the genera see p. 350.

XCl1. PACHYLIA.


Pholus id., loc. p. 134 (1822) (partim; type: creator).

Drilephila, Burmeister, (new Laspeyres, 1803), Sphinx, Bras. p. 67 (1856).


♂♀. Eye large, not lashed. Antenna setiform, without the trace of a club, hook long, slender; end-segment long, compressed, conical or filiform, except at base, penultimate segment longer than vertically broad. Palpus different in the four species, smooth-scaled. Abdomen with triangular tail in ♀, simply pointed in ♂; spines very heavy, in one row, the long ones alternating with small ones, or the small ones absent, in which case the long ones stand separated; first sternite (second segment) with very few or with many spines. Hinder edge of midcoxa cariniform, faintly angulate. Comb of midtarsus present. Distal margin of forewing entire, apex pointed; cross-veins of hindwing oblique, lower angle of cell acuminate, R3 and M3 rather close together.
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7. Seventh sternite without spines.

Larva cylindrical, thoracical segments not enlarged. A dorso-lateral stripe from thorax or head to horn, from this stripe oblique bands extend downwards and backwards. Horn short in adult.—Food-plants: Ficus; Artocarpus.

Pupa imperfectly described.

Hab. Tropical and Subtropical America.

Four species.

Key to the species:

a. Hindwing with white marginal spot at tip of SM
b. Hindwing without white marginal spot at tip of SM

c. Hindwing without distinct black median band
b. Hindwing with distinct black median band

c. Hindwing with distinct black median band

305. P. resumens
Hindwing without distinct black median band

304. P. durceta.

302. Pachyilia ficus.
Brazil)

Pachylyia fusc var. venezuelensis Schwanfuss, Nung. Otios, i. p. 16 (1870) (Venezuela).
Pachylyia undulifascia Butler, i.e. ix. p. 578. n. 2 (1877) (Haiti; Brazil); Kirby, i.e. n. 2 (1892).
Pachylyia fusc a., Bonninghausen, Iris xii. p. 118. n. 26 (1899) (Rio de Jan.).
Pachylyia fusc b., id., i.e. n. 27 (1899) (larva noticed).
Pachylyia fusc e. var. uterina id., i.e. n. 119. sub n. 27 (1899) (Rio de Jan.).

♂. Eye large. End-segment of antenna long, filiform distally, about as long as the four previous segments together. Palpus prominent, broad at end, less triangular than in syces, but more projecting than in reuommis and dorcata. Spines of abdomen long and strong, and separate on tergites and sternites; there are no, or few, small weak spines. First segment of hindtarsus of ♀ as long as 2 to 5 together, shorter in ♂: long terminal hindtibial spur as long as half the first tarsal segment, but somewhat variable. The ♀ generally less olive than the ♂: markings of forewing variable in distinctness. The brown side-patches of the abdomen often vestigial. West Indian individuals on the whole less variegated than Continental ones.

♀. Scent-organ of fore-coxa not strongly developed. Tenth tergite of abdomen (Pl. XI.H. f. 1, dorsal view) divided into two long, slender, pointed, densely hairy processes, which are almost parallel, curving a little ventrad and laterad at end; sternite vestigial, without processes. (Casper (Pl. XLVI. f. 2) broadly sole-shaped: a patch of short stiff hairs near the base on inner surface; harpe short, horizontal, ending in a very obtuse process, which is set at upper edge with spines pointing upward and basad. Penis-sheath (Pl. LIII. f. 12) with a few teeth at the right side.

♀. Eighth tergite sinuate, feebly chitinised distally, strongly chitinised proximally and at the sides. Vaginal plate large, not sharply defined distally, its apical edge not being incassate or elevate; orifice in a large impression, the walls of which are somewhat raised; postvaginal part of impression scaled; no further armature: proximal part membranaceous, folded (Pl. XI. f. 15). Seventh sternite elongate-trapeziform, about as long as proximally broad; apex truncate, sharply defined, apical edge about 3 mm. long, angles rounded.

Larva green, with a yellow dorso-lateral line from the head to the tip of the short horn, from this line run on each segment, except first, backwards to hinder margin a yellow oblique band (Burmeister, i.e.). Changing before pupation into orange above, bluish grey below.—Food-plant: Ficus.

Hab. Florida, Texas, West Indies, southward to Buenos Ayres.

A common species.

In the Tring Museum 60 odd specimens from: Jamaica; Cuba; Bahamas; Trinidad: various places of Central and South America, southward to Bolivia, Argentina, and Southern Brazil.

393. Pachylyia syces.

Merian, Metam. Ins. Surin, t. 33 fig. sup. sinistra (1705) (larva and pupa this species or fusc).
Pachylyia syces, Butler, Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. ix. p. 578. n. 4 (1877) (Brazil; Jamaica; Haiti; =woramitu); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 678. n. 5 (1892) (Brazil; Antilles).
Sphinx fusc (♀), Gundlach, Contr. Ent. Cuba, p. 201 (1881) (sub synon.).
Palpus triangular, pointed, differing markedly from that of the other species. Membrum of mid- and hindcoxae somewhat angulate. Spines of abdominal tergites contiguous, long and short ones almost regularly alternating; those on sternites much weaker and more numerous; first sternite with spines. First hindtarsal segment about two-thirds the length of the tibia, barely as long as segments 2 to 4 together; spurs shorter than in *ficus*.

Body and wings much darker than in *ficus*.—Forewing with broad, interrupted or complete, paler median band, which is much broader at costal than at hinder margin, and includes the minute black stigma.—Hindwing almost unicolorous, darker distally, without distinct bands.

♂. Scent-organ of forecoxa small. Tenth tergite (Pl. XL I. f. 22, dorsal view) divided into two lobes, which are widely separated by a rounded sinus, the lobes broad, slanting, somewhat twisted, apically roundedly excised; sternite (Xv) also produced into processes, which are, however, very much longer than the tergite (Xv), and are internally dilated into a broad tooth. Clasper (Pl. XLVI. f. 1) rather narrower than in *ficus*; the harpe similar, but spines heavier, apex broader. Penis-sheath (Pl. L III. f. 11) obtuse, with some minute teeth at the left side; numerous spines within the sheath.

♀. Eighth tergite short, truncate, shallowly sinuate, membranaceous in middle distally. Vaginal plate (Pl. XL I. f. 16) distally sharply defined, the apical margin raised, angulate mesially, continued basad, forming the border of a large, mesial, rounded depression, in which is situated the rather small vaginal orifice; anterior edge of the orifice raised. Seventh sternite broader than long, trapeziform, apex truncate, not membranaceous, no spines.

Larva said to be like that of *ficus*, but larger (?). Bönninghansen describes it as being lighter green than *ficus*, and becoming black with green belts shortly before pupation.—Food-plants: *Artocarpus; Ficus*.

Hab. Mexico, West Indies, southward to Southern Brazil.

Two subspecies:

*Pachytyia ficus*, Stoll, i.e.
*Eugy suces Hubner, i.e.*

*Sphinx ficus*, Stoll, i.e.
*Eugy suces Hubner, i.e.*

*Pachytyia inornata* Clemens, *Journ. Ac. N. Sc. Philad.* iv. p. 159, n. 49 (1859) (Honduras; Brazil);
*Morris, Cat. Lep. N. Am. p. 29 (1860); Clem., in Morris, Syn. Lep. N. Am. p. 182. n. 2 (1862).*

*Pachytyia suces*, Butler, i.e. (partim); *Burn., Trans. R. Arg. v. p. 340 (1872); id., i.e. *Atlas* p. 31, t. 14. f. 1 (†) 6. 7. 8 (p) (1879); Druce, in *Bid. Centr. Amer., Lep. Hei.* i. p. 15, n. 3 (1881) (Mexico; Belize; Chiriqui; Ecuador; Upp. Amazonas; Paraguay); id., i.e. *Suppl.* p. 309 (1896) (Mexico; Costa Rica); Bönningh., *Ibis* xii. p. 119. n. 28 (1899) (Rio de Janeiro; larva noticed).

♀♂. Pale median interspace of forewing separated into two patches: one costal, large, including the stigma, the other small, at hinder margin; the two patches seldom connected, but if so, the band thus formed strongly constricted; the posterior patch sometimes vestigial.

Hab. Continental America, from Mexico to Southern Brazil and Bolivia.

In the Tring Museum 50-odd specimens from: Mexico; Costa Rica; Colombia: Venezuela; Ecuador; Peru; Bolivia; Bahia; Rio de Janeiro; Sao Paulo.

b. *Pachytyia suces* insularis subsp. nov.

*Pachytyia suces*, Walker, i.e. (partim).
*Pachytyia suces*, Butler, i.e. (partim).
304. Pachylia darceta.


♂ ?. Palpus rather more prominent than in *resumens*, but also rounded as in that species. Antennal segments, spines of abdomen, and merum of coxae essentially as in *resumens*.

**Upperside** very uniform in colour. — Forewing with three oblique black lines, two in basal half, the third almost longitudinal, from upper angle of cell along R²; stigma black, round, prominent. — Hindwing without markings.

**Underside** paler, three lines on disc.

♂. Scent-organ of forecoxa less developed than in *resumens*, but more than in the other species. First hindtarsal segment only one-fourth shorter than the tibia, with long scales at the base ventrally. Processes of tenth tergite (Pl. XLIII. f. 4, ventral view; f. 5, lateral view) very much shorter than in *resumens*, less compressed, very obtuse at end, and here widely apart; processes of sternite represented by two short, subtriangular lobes which are widely separated from one another (Xr). Clasper elongate, as in *Eriogyes*, the patch of bristles of *resumens* wanting; the double basal tubercle prolonged (t), pointed, densely punctate-rugate; harpe of right and left clasper different, the right one narrowing into a heavy ventro-distal process (Pl. XLV. f. 26), which bears at or near the point of curvature of the upper edge a small tooth; this tooth is developed on the left harpe (Pl. XLV. f. 27) into a long, slender, pointed, recurved process, which reaches a little beyond the dorsal edge of the clasper. Penis-sheath produced dorsally into an obtuse lobe, which bears a row of teeth at the right and left edges, the rows meeting at the end of the lobe.

♀. Not dissected.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Chiriqui to Bolivia and Para.

In the Tring Museum 10 ♂♂ from: Rio Dagua, Colombia (Rosenberg); S. Javier, R. Cachabi, Ecuador; Bolivia; Amazonas.

In coll. Standinger 1 ♂; 1 ♀ from Iquitos; 1 ♂ from Rio Songo, Bolivia; 1 ♀ (type) from Chiriqui.

In Mus. Bern from Para (Dr. Goeldi), at the electric light, iii. viii.

305. Pachylia resumens.

Schm. f. 556 (1869) (fig. maha); Grote, Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc. vii. p. 185 (1871); Butl., Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. ix. p. 579. n. 5 (1877) (Haiti; Honduras; Rio de Jan.); Burm., Deser. Rép. v. p. 340. n. 2 (1878) (Buenos Ayres; N. Friburgo; larva on Ficus); Druce, in Biol. Centr. Amer., Lep. Het. i. p. 16. n. 4 (1881) (Honduras; Nicaragua; Chièriqui); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 676. n. 6 (1892); Schaua, Ent. News. vi. p. 141 (1895) (= inconspicua); Druce, lec. Suppl. p. 509 (1896) (Mexico; Belize; Guatemala); Bönningh., Iris xii. p. 119. n. 29 (1899) (Rio de Jan.; rare)


Theretra versata, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 657. n. 87 (1892).

¿? Clemens’s description of *versata* applies to this insect; a comparison of the characters he mentions with a specimen of *resumen* will convince every one of the correctness of our identification. The species varies a good deal individually, but apparently not geographically. The markings of the forewing are sometimes almost obliterated. The ¿ is on the whole more olivaceous than the á, and has the pale postdiscal band of the hindwing often nearly concolorous with the basal area, while it is much more clayish in the á. The ferruginous-tawny colour of the underside of the forewing at the brown distal marginal band appears often on the upperside. All the abdominal tergites have a black basal belt; the belts of the proximal segments are visible, at least laterally, also in specimens with the segments well telescoped into one another; posterior tergites with single, well separated, long and strong spines; spines of proximal tergites much shorter and weaker, and much more numerous, standing close together; spines of proximal sternites contiguous, of posterior ones separate, stronger chitinised spines generally alternating with weaker ones. Palpus closely appressed to head, rounded in lateral and dorsal views, not projecting. Penultimate segment of antenna longer than vertically broad. Hinder edge of merum of mid- and hindcoxa carinate, very faintly angulate. External spur of midtibia only one-fourth shorter than internal one. Hindwing similar in pattern to that of *P. jecus*.

¿. Scent-organ of forecoxa strongly developed. Scales at upper and lower edges of the hindtibia and of the first hindtarsal segment prolonged; hindtarsus with some spines between the four regular rows, first segment a little less than half the length of the tibia. Tenth tergite (Pl. XLII. f. 6, ventral view; f. 7, lateral view) with two long processes, which are broadest at end, curved downward, and somewhat twisted, the flat side being nearly vertical; the two processes of the sternite as long as the tergite, the left a little shorter than the right, both somewhat compressed and slightly S-shaped, apex not very acute; anal cone projecting between the lobes of the segment in lateral view (Pl. XLII. f. 6). Clasper sole-shaped, broader and shorter than in *Erinnysis*, with a patch of stiff bristles on the inner surface in the middle of the dorsal margin (Pl. XLV. f. 2s); a double basal tubercle (¿), smooth, the lower one carinate; harpe produced ventrally into a strongly hooked, short process, which is mainly visible from the
outside. Penis-sheath (Pl. LIII. f. 10) with an obtuse straight apical process, which bears a row of teeth at the left edge, the row generally double proximally.

♀. Eighth tergite rounded-siminate, the lobes strongly rounded. Vaginal plate (Pl. XL. f. 17) rather large, apical edge membranaceous, a deep halfmoon-shaped proximal cavity, surrounded proximally by a smooth ridge; vaginal orifice postmedian, small, covered by a heart-shaped bilobate flap. Seventh sternite long trapeziform, apex membranaceous.

Larva resembling that of ficius, but smaller.

Hab. Florida, West Indies, southward to Buenos Ayres; common in collections.

In the Tring Museum 90-odd specimens from: Florida, various places of Central and South America, southward to Bolivia, Paraguay, Parana (Brazil).

XCVIII. ORYBA.—Typus: achemenides.


Oryba id., lar. p. 197 (1856) (type: achemenides = robustus).

♀♀. Eye very large, not lashed, diameter about one and a half times the width of the frons. Palpus slender, smooth-scaled, closely appressed to head, pointed, not projecting, outline in side-view following the curve of the head. Antenna distinctly clubbed, end-segment very long, filiform, except at base, penultimate segment shorter than vertically broad. Abdominal spines heavy, in one row, long and short ones alternating on posterior tergites, contiguous, the spines of the sternites also very stiff; seventh sternite of ♀ broadly trapeziform, without spines. Merum of mideoxa angulate. Tarsi short-scaled, long; midtarsus without comb. Distal margins of wings entire; apex of forewing acute; R of hindwing before centre of cell, hinder angle of cell acuminate, R³ and M¹ rather close together, D⁴ being only one-fifth to one-third the length of D⁵.

♂♂. Seriated ciliae of antenna very short. Scent-organ of forecoxa large or small. Tenth segment divided, of the same type as in Pseudosphinx, Pachygla, Erinnyis, etc.; the lobes of the broad tergite (Pl. XLII. f. 2. 3) broad, about half the length of the segment, the simms between them wide, rounded; sternite with two long and slender processes (Xe), which are pointed and distally curved. Clasper very large. Penis-sheath (Pl. LIII. f. 13. 14) forked, with apical sense hairs and short tooth-like spines resembling those found in Nyceryx, Perigonia, etc.; penis-funnel produced into a long, more or less clubbed process, which is dentilicate on the undersize.

♀. Vaginal plate triangular; orifice proximal and medial; no obvious armature. Eighth tergite membranaceous mesially from apex to near base.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Central and South America, from Honduras to Bolivia and Southern Brazil, extending probably to Mexico.

Two species:

Distal marginal area of forewing as broad at

R³ as the interspace between this area and the first discal line (outside cell) . . . . 306. O. kadeni.

 Distal marginal area very much narrower than that interspace . . . . 307. O. achemenides.
306. **Oryba kadeni.**

*Pachyliia kadeni* Schauffuss, *Nagua, Ottoii*, i. p. 16 (1870) (Am. mer.).


**Oryba robusta**, Kirby, *l.c.* n. 2. (1892) (partim); Rothsh., *Nov. Zool.*, i. p. 88 (1894); Bönningh., *Iris* xii. p. 120, n. 31 (1899) (Rio de Jan.; Para).

♂♀. Abdomen with small lateral tufts; seventh (♀) or eighth (♂) tergite with long hair-scales which form a simple tuft in ♀, and an expansible fan in ♂. Antenna strongly clubbed: black, with pale ventral mesial line. Eye very large. Abdominal spines broad, close together also on posterior tergites. Distal marginal area of forewing strongly convex; discal trapeziform area sharply defined, bordered with white scaling.

♂. Scent-organ of forecoxa vestigial. Tenth tergite (Pl. XLII. f. 2) longer than broad, densely hairy, the lobes about twice as long as broad in middle in dorsal view; sternite (*Xr*) little longer than the tergite. Clasper sole-shaped, with elongate-lanceolate, rather small friction-scales; harpe not separated from the elaspe (Pl. XLVI. f. 3). Penis-sheath (Pl. LI. f. 13) divided into two slender processes, the incision extended proximal as a groove, each process ending in a short spine and two hairs, and bearing some short spines at the base; process of penis-funnel slightly incrassate distally.

*Hab.* Chiriqui to Bolivia and Southern Brazil.

In the Tring Museum ♀♂♂ ♀♀♂ from: Peru; Guanay, Mapiri R., Bolivia, 1500 ft., iii. '95 (Stuart); Espirito Santo.

307. **Oryba achemenides.**


*Sphinx achemenides* (Cramer); Kirby, *l.c.*


♂♀. Antenna slenderer and longer, and the eye smaller than in *kadeni*; the former pale. Abdomen obtuse at end, without tuft, the spines slenderer and, below, weaker than in the preceding. More uniform in colour; marginal area of forewing much narrower, the discal area less prominent, the hindwing without distinct bands; distal margin of forewing concave in ♂ from R² to hinder angle; D³ of hindwing very long, lower angle of cell much produced.

♂. Forecoxa with strongly developed scent-organ. Tenth tergite (Pl. XLII. f. 3) shorter than broad, the lobes very strongly rounded; processes of sternite (*Xr*) much longer than the tergite, strongly curved at end. Clasper (Pl. XLVI. f. 4) with a peculiar scent-organ; ventral margin straight, upper one convex, membranaceous, swollen, as if being inflated; the greater part of the clasper covered
outside by a large mass of long stout hairs, which lie flat upon the clasper; these hairs are very brittle; the edge of the eighth tergite is also swollen, inflated, membranaceous; no distinct harpe. Penis-sheath (Pl. LIII. f. 14) less deeply divided than in *kademi*, the left process short; process of penis-funnel (p-f) obviously clubbed.

♀. Eighth tergite little broader than long, strongly chitinised, truncate, angles rounded, membranaceous mesially. Vaginal plate triangular, apex broader than in the preceding.

*Hab.* Honduras to Bolivia and Northern Brazil.

In the Tring Museum 5 ♂♂, 4 ♀♀ from: Honduras; S. Augustin, Mapiri R., Bolivia, 3500 ft., iv. '95 (Stuart); Maripa, Caura R., Venezuela, vii. 1901 (S. Klages); Amazonas (Bates).

In the Bern Museum from Para (Dr. Goeldi), at the electric light, iii. vi.

XCIV. LEUCORHAMPHA gen. nov.—Typus: *triptolemus*.


*Hemeroplanes* Hübner, *Verz. bek. Schm.* p. 133 (1822) (partim); type: *pom*.


*Philamphilus* (!), Schaufuss (non Harris, 1839), *Nouv. Otios.* i. p. 19 (1870).


♂♀. Palpi rounded in dorsal and lateral view. Scaling somewhat raised on occiput. Antenna very slender, with a long gradual hook, no prolonged serial ciliæ in ♀, end-segment long, gradually narrowed to a point. Spines of abdomen arranged in one row, sternites and proximal tergites with long and short spines alternating, distal tergites with long, strong, conical spines only, which are widely separate from one another; seventh sternite of ♀ not spinose, membranaceous distally; fan-tail of ♂ with three prolonged tufts, ♀ with a single tuft. Legs and nervation essentially as in *Hemeroplanes*. Distal margins dentate; forewing angulate at R^3_, with a longitudinal silvery streak at base of R^3_.

♂. Sexual armature rather uniform: tenth tergite (Pl. XLII. f. 25) divided by a broad rounded sinus into two lobes; sternite (Xr) a low ridge, produced at each side into a long, apical, curved, pointed process, which is much longer than the tergite. Clasper large, with a patch of lanceolate friction-scales; above harpe there is basally a fold covered with bristles; the harpes of the two claspers the same size, short, curved upwards at end, acuminated or sinuate. Penis-sheath (Pl. LIII. f. 20) of the same type as in *Madoryx*; apically produced into a short obtuse process, which is beset at the edge with short teeth, and bears at the sides a dense covering of short spines, which break easily off, resembling a brush.

♀. Vaginal plate truncate, somewhat angulate in middle; orifice mesial, without special armature, except a slight lateral and a proximal fold.

Larva (adult) flattened, without horn, head small, posterior thoracic segments enlarged; mimicking a snake.

*Hab.* Central and South America; not yet found in the West Indies.

Four species, which are closely allied to each other.

The differences between this genus and *Madoryx* are but slight. However, we think it advisable to keep *triptolemus* and allies generically separate from *oiclus* and allies, as each group of species represents a special type of development.
All the species of *Leucorhampha* have a blackish brown sinuate patch on the mesothoracic tegula, similar in shape to a basal patch on the forewing, and agree also in other respects closely with one another in colour and pattern.

Key to the species:

- **a.** Silvery mark of forewing about 10 mm. long, reaching beyond postdiscal line
  - Silvery mark of forewing less than 6 mm. long, abdomen with yellow belts or spots.
  - **311.** *L. longistrixa*.

- **b.** Yellow belts of abdomen reduced to transverse dorsal spots
  - Yellow belts of abdomen reaching round the whole tergite
  - **310.** *L. ornatus*.

- **c.** Silvery mark 4 to 5 mm. long, forked
  - Silvery mark 3 mm. long, lower branch obliterated
  - **308.** *L. triplcilemus*.

308. *Leucorhampha triplcilemus*.


♂♀. Yellow belts of abdomen extending from one side of the tergites to the other; forewing with little or no greenish yellow scaling; silvery mark 4 to 5 mm. long. Palpus, below, much more whitish grey in some specimens than in others.

♂. Harpe (Pl. XLVI. f. 16) with a comparatively slender, obtuse, curved process.

*Hab.* Mexico to Brazil.

In the Tring Museum 12 ♂♂, 7 ♀♀ from: Jalapa, Mexico, ii. iv. (Schans); Aros, Venezuela; Merida, Venezuela, vi. (Briceno); Trinidad; Fort George, ix.; Rio Demerara; Amazonas; Rio Dagua, Colombia (Rosenberg); Paramba, Ecnador, 3500 ft., v. '97, dry season (Rosenberg); 1 ♀ ex coll. Lennep.

309. *Leucorhampha difflusa* spec. nov. (Pl. VI. f. 10, ♂).

♂♀. Like the preceding with complete yellow dorsal belts to abdomen; fringe of tergites also yellow. Wings deeper in colour, stronger dentate, broader. Forewing in basal area and on disc, hindwing in submarginal area, obviously shaded with bluish white scaling; silvery mark only 3 mm. long, not forked proximally, the posterior branch being obsolete; subbasal area of hindwing bluish white. Underside of body and wings more rufous than in *triplicilemus*, postdiscal area along the greyish brown border ferruginous.

♂. Harpe (Pl. XLVI. f. 14) sinuate at end, both lobes obtuse, the upper one the longer.

Length of forewing: ♂♂, 45 mm.; ♀♀, 47 mm.

*Hab.* Colombia to Bolivia, probably more widely distributed.
In the Tring Museum 1 ♂ (type) from Rio Dagna, Colombia (W. Rosenberg); 1 ♀ from Lita, Ecuador, 3000 ft. (Flemming); 1 ♂ (very bad) from San Augustin, Mapiri, 3500 ft., Sept. 1795 (Maxwell Stuart).

310. Leucorrhampfa ornatus.

_Madoryx triptolemus_, Boisduval (non Cramer, 1779); Spec. Gén. Lép. Het. i. p. 154. n. 5 (1875) (Brazil; Cayenne).


_Hemeroplanes triptolemus_, id., t. vi. t. 10. f. 1. la. b. c. (pt. 1901).

We cite Bonninghansen and Peters under this species, because _ornatus_ seems to us to be the species referred to, not _triptolemus_, which is apparently much rarer in the province of Rio, if it occurs there at all.

♂♀. Abdominal yellow belts abbreviated, the yellow basal scaling restricted to a transversal dorsal patch; apical fringes also more or less yellowish; sides of tergites almost black as in _diffusa_.—Forewing much shaded with greenish yellow; silvery mark forked, 3 to 3½ mm. long.

♂. Harpe (Pl. XLVI. f. 15) much stouter than in _triptolemus_, sometimes sinuate nearly as in _diffusa_. Tenth segment see Pl. XLII. f. 23. Penis-sheath see Pl. LIII. f. 20.

_Larva_ (fig. by Peters) assuming various defensive attitudes, imitating a snake; it throws the head so far back that the underside of the thorax, which is dark like the rest of the under surface, becomes the upper.

_Hab._ South America: Rio de Janeiro to Colombia.

In the Tring Museum 4 ♂♂, 5 ♀♀ from : Rio de Janeiro; Aroa, Venezuela; Rio Caçhyaco, Prov. Ignitos (Stuart); Rio Dagna, Colombia (Rosenberg).

Also in other collections, generally confounded with _triptolemus_.

311. Leucorrhampfa longistriaga_ spec. nov.

♂♀. Abdomen similar to that of _ornatus_, but without visible yellow basal patches. Forewing nearly as in _triptolemus_, but silvery mark very long, 10 mm., reaching beyond the postdiscal line, forked proximally, lower branch longer than upper; black submarginal band longer than in _triptolemus_ and _ornatus_, reaching from tip of wing to R^3; ferruginous submarginal scaling of hindwing visible on upperside near costa. Harpe similar to that of _triptolemus_, more strongly curved and more suddenly acuminate.

_Hab._ Brazil.

One ♂ in the Berlin Museum (type).

Another in coll. Charles Oberthür without locality.

A ♀ from Santa Catharina in coll. Standinger.

XCV. MADORYX.—Type: _oetus._


_Hemeroplanes_ Hubner, Verz. bek. Schm. p. 133 (1822) (partim; type: _pau_).


*Madoryx* id., *L.* p. 150 (1875) (type: *oiclus*).

♂♀. Differs from *Leucorhampha* in the posterior tergites of the abdomen being armed with a row of alternately long and short spines. ♂ without prolonged anal tuft; sternite and tergite of seventh segment broad, truncate. Sexual armature of ♂ similar to that of *Leucorhampha*; harpe short, triangular, not or little curved.

Larva very peculiar (*M. pluto*, see below), in general aspect more like the larva of a *Catocola* than a *Sphingid*. First stages with long slender horn, which is replaced by a short cone later on. It pupates in a cocoon attached to the stem of the food-plant. At rest it does not use the first two pairs of prolegs, curving the body somewhat like the larvae of *Geometridae*. The stout chrysalis resembles that of *Pseudosphinx* *tetroia*.

*Hab.* South and Central America; Cuba.

Four species, which bear a close resemblance to each other in pattern and colour, being all grey, with a short, more or less triangular, silvery spot on the forewing, which is generally preceded by a smaller spot. The mesothoracic tegula have a small black spot anteriorly, corresponding to the anterior part of the patch of *Leucorhampha*; the abdomen has no pale dorsal mesial vitta as has *Leucorhampha*; below there is a series of white mesial spots.

Key to the species:

- **(313)**. *M. pluto*.
  - Apex of forewing acute; silvery spot of forewing elongate-triangular, its hinder margin longer than upper.
  - **(314)**. *M. bubastus*.
  - Brown marginal band SC—R, of forewing not incised at the veins, two pale oblique lines on disc.
  - Brown marginal band consisting of half-moons; brown discal and postdiscal lines irregular.

**312. Madoryx oiclus.**


*Callicoma foriana*, Butler, *L.* p. 630 (1877); *Kirby*, *L.* p. 646 n. 2 (1892).

♀. The olive basal band of the forewing is narrow; the discal silvery spots are nearly of equal size, in most specimens the upper one transverse, the second more or less rounded; forewing narrower than in the other Continental species. Harpe obtusely pointed (Pl. XLVI. f. 8). Dentate part of penis-sheath (Pl. LIII. f. 18) obtusely acuminate, elongate-ovate, densely denticulated proximally at the right side. White line of palpus interrupted.

Hub. Mexico to Rio de Janeiro.

In the Tring Museum 5 ♂♀, one of them ex coll. Lennep, another from Valencia, Venezuela, a third without locality, two from Costa Rica (M. de Mathan).

The type of *funesius* is in bad condition. The left forewing is much torn at the apex, and the apex of the right one is cut off with a sharp instrument. This accounts for the forewing being described by Boisdruval as being less sinuate than in *pluto* and a little truncate at the apex. The posterior silvery spot is nearly as large as in *babestus*, but its upper inner angle points basad. The penis-sheath is as in *ovatus*; the harpe and tenth segment are not preserved in the mutilated specimen.

313. *Madoryx pluto*.


*Hemaglyptus pluto*is Hubner, *Zey. bek. Schm.* p. 133. n. 1427 (1822).


**Madoryx deborrei**, Boisdruval, *Spec. Gén. Lép. Het.* i. p. 155. n. 6 (1875) (Brazil; —Mus. Bruxelles);


♂ ?. The few specimens from Central America and Colombia which we have seen differ from the South Brazilian individuals in the forewing being dentate at Sc, as is the case in Cramer’s figure; our Surinam specimens, however, have the wing even, like Southern individuals. The lower silvery spot is longer in the Central American and Colombian specimens than in those from the more eastern and southern countries, and the tenth sternite is longer. There are possibly two subspecies.

♂. Tenth sternite longer than in the other species, about twice or thrice the length of the lobes of the tergite. Harpe broadly triangular, somewhat curved upwards. Penis-sheath (Pl. LIII. f. 19) elongate-acuminate, densely spinose at the edges and on the upper surface at the right side and at end, ventro-laterally clothed with spines, which are generally broken off, being very loosely inserted in the membrane of the lateral and ventral apical surface of the penis-sheath.

Larva figured by Chavannes and again by Burmeister, *l.c.*; long, somewhat flattened, grey; head small, thorax somewhat enlarged, seventh segment with
Pupa in a loose, white, muslin-like cocoon, attached to the food-plant.

_Hab._ Mexico to Bolivia and Southern Brazil.

In the Tring Museum 9 3 3, 2 3 3 from: Rio Dagua, Colombia (Rosenberg); San Augustin, Mapiiri R., Bolivia, 3500 ft., ix. '95 (Stuart); Rio Demerara; St. Catharina; 1 3 ex coll. Lennep.

In the Bern Museum from Para (Dr. Goeldi), at the electric light, iii.

314. _Madoryx bubastus._

_Sphinx bubastus_ Cramer, _Pop. Exot._ ii. p. 84. t. 149. f. 8 (1777) ("Coromandel" loc. err.); Goeze, _Ent. Degi._ iii. 2. p. 221. n. 62 (1780).

♀ 3. Much more brown than _oiclus_. Upper discal silvery spot of forewing small, rounded or ovate; second irregularly triangular; at least three times the size of the first, its upper inner edge pointing costad; from near the end of 5C two pale lines run backwards, forming an acute angle, the outer one ending at tip of M1, the proximal one at inner margin in a patch, in which are situated two brown spots; it nearly touches in middle a pale discal line which is curved costad in front. Distal margin of forewing less dentate in 3 than in ♀.

♂. Sexual armature as in _oiclus_, but process of harpe narrower, more conical; penis-sheet (Pl. LIII. f. 16) curved at end, dentate at the edge, with some fine bristles at the tip, upper left angle somewhat produced and acute in _butleri._

_Hab._ South and Central America, from British Honduras to Santa Catharina.

There are in the Tring Museum a ♀ and a ♀ of a _Madoryx_ which differ from all the specimens of _bubastus_ we have seen. They are, unfortunately, without locality. The ♀ has only one very small, yellowish, discal dot, and the ♀ has this dot only very feebly indicated by some paler scales. In the ♀ the subbasal costal dot is almost absent, and the disc is much shaded with scales of a peculiar greenish blue tint, similar to that shown in Cramer's figure; the same tint reappears on the underside in the middle of the costal margin, and also on the disc of the right hindwing. The white dots on the underside of the abdomen are minute in the ♀. The penis-sheet (Pl. LIII. f. 17) differs slightly from that of _bubastus_. The distal margin of the forewing is not distinctly dentate in either of the two individuals. These two specimens belong perhaps to a third local race.

_a. M. bubastus bubastus._

_Merian, Mefn. Ins. Surin. t. 39 (1705) (imago, pupa; ♀ non larva)._  
_Sphinx bubastus_ Cramer, _ib._  
_Sphinx didyma_, Gmelin, _Syst. Nat._ i. 5. p. 2381. n. 79 (1790) (partim).  
_Amplypterus bubastus_, Hübner, _Vers. beh. Schm._ p. 133. n. 1431 (1822).  
_Amplypterus bubastus_ (♀), _id._, _ib._ Index p. 24 (1822).  
*Madoryx lycaon_ (♀), _ib._ p. 151. n. 2. t. 4. f. 4 (1875) (Cayenne—coll. Charles Oberthur).  
_Hemorphus lycaon_, _ib._, _ib._ p. 630 (1877); _Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hét._ i. p. 647. n. 4 (1892) (Cayenne).  
_Hemorphus bubastus_, Kirby, _ib._ n. 7 (1892) (Surinam); Böningh., _Iris_ xii. p. 125. sub n. 46 (1899) (Rio Grande do Sul).
Merian’s figure, if it was meant for this insect, is much too grey; in the silvery spots it agrees, however, better with the present insect than with the grey ocellus.

Cramer’s figure is, in our opinion, a very bad representation of the present species, described fully by Möscher, i.e., and therefore the name babastus has to be used for this insect. In the interpretation of some of Cramer’s figures an elastic conscience is necessary.

Boisdoual’s lycus is described and figured from an individual (or rather one made up of three), of which the wings, thorax, and head belong to what Möscher describes as babastus, the black-banded abdomen to Alcaron carinata, and the palp to some other Lepidopteron.

♂ ?. Forewing deeply sinuate below apex, this much produced; distal edge more or less dentate.

Hab. South America: Ecuador and Venezuela to Santa Catharina.

In the Tring Museum 8 ♀♂, 6 ♀♀ from: Cachabi, Ecuador, xi. 96 (Rosenberg); Arao, Venezuela; Caripe, Venezuela, i. (Mocquerus); St. George’s, Grayana, xi. (Ellacombe).

In the Bern Museum from Para (Dr. Goeckli), at the electric light, vi.

b. M. babastus butleri.

*Alcaron butleri* Kirby, Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. p. 240 (1877) (“West Indies”); Waterh., Aid Ident. Ins. ii. t. 140. f. 6 (1883); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 645. n. 4 (1892).

♂ ?. Forewing less sinuate, and black discal band of hindwing narrower than in the preceding; upper left angle of process of penis-sheath produced, acute.

Kirby gives the West Indies as habitat of this form. The specimen, which is in bad condition, bears however a label “Belise,” which probably is meant for Belize, British Honduras.

Hab. British Honduras?

One specimen in the Dublin Museum.

314. Madoryx pseudothyreus.


*Hemeroplanes pseudothyreus* Grote, Proc. Ent. Soc. Philad. v. p. 41. t. 41. f. 1 (1865) (Cuba); id. & Rob., ibid. v. p. 152. n. 22 (1866); Grote, i.e. vi. p. 323 (1867) (Cuba); Herr-Seb., Ansler. Schr. i. 554 (1869); Grote, Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc. iii. p. 184 (1871) (Cuba); Gundl., Contr. Ent. Cuba p. 182 (1882) (San Cristobal, Cuba); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 647. n. 5 (1892) (Cuba).


♂ ?. Much more variegated than the other species of Madoryx. Olive subbasal patch of forewing small, separated into two spots; no white subbasal costal dots; second silvery discal spots angle-shaped, the upper linear, sometimes a white dot upon M at base of M; discal lines dentate, brown marginal band indented at the veins, above and below. First discal line of underside black, strongly dentate. Penis-sheath (Pl. I.11. f. 15, Cuba) somewhat resembling that of ocelus, the dilated part shorter and more acute, dentate only at the edges; the apex sinuate in our Florida specimens.

Hab. Cuba; Florida.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♂♂, 3 ♀♀ from Chocoskoe, Florida, xi.

A ♂ in the Berlin Museum, and another in coll. Staudinger, from Cuba.

Herrich-Schaeffer’s figure is overdrawn, like the others on the same plate.
XLVI. HEMEROPLANES.—Typus: pan.

Sphinx, Fabricius (von Linne, 1758), Syst. Ent. p. 543 (1775).
Genus id., loc. p. 136 (1822) (partim; type: gramina).
Ezgo, id., loc. p. 112 (1856) (partim).
France p. 153 (1883) (= Calilomina).
Callionima (!), Rothschild, Nov. Zool. i. p. 73 (1894).
Calionima (!), Bönninghausen, Iris xlii. p. 123 (1899).

? @. Scaling of head raised between antennae. Eye not distinctly lashed. Palpus pointed. Antenna slender, not clubbed, seriated ciliae present in ?, but short; end-segment long and slender, gradually narrowed to a point. Body smooth-scaled; abdominal tergites with a single row of long, strong spines intermingled with small ones; spines of sternites much weaker; fan-tail of @ three-pointed, @ with a long tuft instead. Legs short-scaled, merum of mid- and hind-coxae not angulate; tarsi slender, cylindrical, with the normal four rows of spines; midtarsus with comb. Forewing sinuate below apex, D³ and D⁴ of about the same length; S¹ and R¹ of hindwing from upper angle of cell, R² in or before centre, D³ longer than D⁴, apex acute. Seventh abdominal sternite of @ trapezoidal, membranaceous distally, without spines.

@ @. Tenth segment divided, the tergite broad, the sternite a narrow belt which is produced into two slender processes (Pl. XLIII. f. 16—24; XLIII. f. 2, 3). Clasper large, with lanceolate friction-scales; ventral edge with spines, a patch of spiniform hairs on inner surface near base; right and left harpe generally not quite the same (Pl. XLVI. f. 11, 17, 18; XLVII. f. 7, 8). Penis-sheath without external armature, or with an obtuse apical process, inside with long spines (Pl. LIII. f. 25, 26).

?, Vaginal orifice mesial, surrounded by ridges and folds; eighth tergite extended to the ventral side (Pl. XL, f. 18, 19; XLI. f. 6).
Early stages: Stoll, in Cram., Pap. Ex. Suppl. t. 22. f. 2, figures a larva which he says is that of H. pan. It resembles very much an Isognathus larva and a younger stage of the larva of Pseudosphinx tetrio. Burmeister, Desr. Rép. Argent. v. Att. t. 23. f. 1 (1879), figures a similar caterpillar, of which he did not know the imago.

Hab. Florida to Argentina; West Indies.
Six species.

Key to the species:

| a. Hindwing walnut-brown, base buff | 316. H. nomius |
| Hindwing ochraceous, with a more or less fuscous distal border | 319. H. calliomenae |
| Hindwing cinnamon-rufous | b. |
| Apex of forewing pointed | c. |
| Apex of forewing truncate-sinuate, or truncate | 317. H. pan. |
c. Pale oblique apical line of forewing straight from apex to R2; here much nearer the costal patch of humules than outer margin 321. *H. minus*.

This line curved, much nearer the distal margin than the discal costal patch . . . . .

d. Silvery spot of forewing broad behind . . . . 320. *H. parce*.

Silvery spot of forewing linear, not dilated behind . . . . . . . . . . . 318. *H. griseascens*.

316. *Hemeroplanes minus*.


Euterpe minus, Boisduval, *Syst. Gén. Lep.* Het. i. p. 221. n. 2 (1875) (Brazil).


♂ ♀. Scaling of mesonotum raised to a prominent hump. Palpus and abdomen longer than in the other species, and the silvery spot of the forewing represented only by a minute dot.

♂. Tenth tergite (Pl. XLII. f. 24, side-view) deeply divided into two lobes, which are parallel, almost vertical, the sinuses between them oblong; each lobe acuminate, the upper edge sinuate, nearly straight, the lower one strongly convex in middle; sternite (Pl. XLII. f. 23) divided into two long, slender processes which are lying close along the inner surface of the tergal lobes, not being visible in a side-view. Harpe (Pl. XLVI. f. 11) produced into a long, horizontal process which ends in two short points. Penis-sheath narrowed at end into a short, obtuse, curved process (Pl. LIII. f. 26).

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Guatemala to Southern Brazil.

In the Tring Museum 5 ♂ ♀, 2 ♀♀ from: Arao, Venezuela, iv.; Rio Cachiyaco, Prov. Iquitos (Stuart); Espíritu Santo; Rio de Janeiro.

317. *Hemeroplanes pan*.


♂ ♀. We have seen eight specimens of this species. They vary inter se, and are doubtless the insect which Cramer's figure was meant to represent. The truncate-sinuate apex of the forewing and the deeply sinuate and denticulate outer margin, the pale triangular costal patch in front of the silvery spot and the smaller costal patch at the subcostal fork, by which this species can be recognised, are characters also found in Cramer's figure. Our specimen from the Rio Cachiyaco, the right wing of which is slightly crippled at apex, has the outer margin less denticulated, in front less sinuate, and the apex less produced than the other seven
specimens examined, and the basal area of the wing is not reddish tawny, but almost of the same colour as the outer half; these differences are individual and accidental. The outline of the forewing is also not quite the same in the other examples.

♂. Tenth tergite similar to that of inanus, the mesial lobes longer and more acutely pointed; the processes of the sternite less convergent, longer. Harpe (Pl. XLVI. f. 18) reaching beyond middle of clasper, cylindrical, slightly curved, left one acute, right one obtuse. Clasper with a patch of long spines at ventral margin near middle of harpe. Penis-sheath without external armature.

Hab. Mexico to the Upper Amazons, Para and Surinam; probably more widely distributed.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♂♂ from: Rio Dagua, Colombia (W. Rosenberg); Rio Cachayaco, Peru (M. Stuart); Cuzco, Peru.


318. Hemeroplanes grisescens.

*Callioima grisescens* Rothschild, Nov. Zool. i. p. 9 (1894) (♀, hab. ?;—Mus. Tring); id., l.c. ii. t. 9. f. 4 (♀) (1895).

♀. Somewhat resembling small specimens of calliomenae.—Forewing not denticate, or the teeth vestigial only, strongly concave below apex and more convex in middle than in calliomenae; a black band crosses the wing just proximally of the silvery spot.— Hindwing nearly as in purce, the black anal mark heavy, the space outside it grey. The ♀ much more grey than the ♂.

♂. Tenth tergite (Pl. XI,III. f. 2. 3) half as long again as broad in a dorsal view, the sides curved downwards, apex broadly sinuate, the lobes very short, a trace of a mesial lobe; sternite concealed by the tergite, divided into two long, slender processes which lie along the inner surface of the tergite. Harpe (Pl. XLVI. f. 17) short, slightly curved upwards at tip; ventral margin of clasper densely spinose. Penis-sheath without external armature.

♀. Vaginal plate similar to that of inanus (Pl. XI. f. 19).

Hab. Argentina.

In the Tring Museum 9 ♂♂, 6 ♀♀ from Tucuman.

319. Hemeroplanes calliomenae.

*Philampelus* (!) calliomenae Schaeffer, Nac. Otios. i. p. 19 (1870) (Venezuela).


*Callioima pusii* Maassen, Zeits. f. Zool. xii. p. 54 (1889).

*Callioima calliomenae* Kirby, l.c. n. 7 (1892).

*Callioima (!) ellaconcbei* Rothschild, Nov. Zool. ii. p. 10 (1894) (S. Domingo, type;—Mus. Tring); id., l.c. ii. t. 9. f. 3 (♀) (1895).

♀. A variable insect, recognisable by the denticulated forewing and the yellow, dark-bordered hindwing. The ♀♀ are generally more uniform in colour on the forewing, but possess often a conspicuous discal costal patch of halfmoons, while the ♂♂ are less grey and often strongly mottled with blackish brown. The basal area of the forewing below varies from orange-buff to tawny.
Schauffuss's description of *calliomenac* is quite sufficient to recognise the present species, which is common in Venezuela, from where *calliomenac* came. The West Indian individuals are not specifically different.

♀. Tenth tergite (Pl. XLII. f. 16. 18) broadest proximally in dorsal view, lateral edge first slanting, then horizontal; apex mesially rounded, laterally triangularly sinuate, the rounded middle lobe feebly incised, the lateral lobes triangular, somewhat curved downwards; sternite (Pl. XLII. f. 17) with two long processes which are rather broad proximally and are twisted, not visible in dorsal and lateral view. Clasper (Pl. XLVII. f. 7) acuminately sole-shaped, ventral edge spinose, incassate near the harpe and dilated into a short rounded lobe, which is turned upward; harpe with a free spoon-shaped process. Penis-sheath without external armature.

♀. Ventral portion of eighth tergite small (Pl. XL. f. 18), connected with the orifice by a fold; a groove at each side of the orifice.

_Hab._ Haiti; Colombia; Venezuela; probably more widely distributed.

In the Tring Museum 50-odd specimens from Venezuela: Merida, Aroa, Valencie, Caraibe, Maripe, Caura (Caura R., vi. 1901, S. Klages); 1 ♀ from Haiti; 2 ♀ from Bogota (near the town, March).

320. **Hemeroptera parce**.

*Sphinkos parce* Fabricius, _Syst. Ent._ p. 543. n. 24 (1775) (Brasil, Mus. Banks;—Mus. Brit.);

Goeze, _Ent. Beitr._ iii. 2. p. 207. n. 15 (1780); Fabr., _Syst. Ins._ ii. p. 148. n. 42 (1871); id., _Ent. Ins._ ii. p. 96. n. 46 (1787); Gmel., _Syst. Nat._ i. 5. p. 2382. n. 80 (1790); Fabr., _Ent. Syst._ iii. 1. p. 372. n. 50 (1793); Burm., _Sphing. Bras._ p. 62 (1856).

*Sphinkos liveustus* Stoll, _Cram._, _Pap._ iv. p. 180. t. 331. f. A, B (1781) (Surinam); _Burm._, _Vest._ p. 62 (1856); Lucas, _Ball. Soc._ _Ent._ _Fran._ p. 145 (1883) (= *parce*).

*Oreus liveustus* Hübner, _Vest._ _Soc._ _Ber._ _Schw._ p. 136. n. 1465 (1822).

*Sphinkos galiunina* Burmeister, _Vest._ p. 6 (1856) (= _in Mus._ Berlin; descr. mala).

_Callicornia liveustus_ (L.), _Walker, List Lep._ _Ins._ _B._ _M._ viii. p. 110. n. 2 (1856) (= *parce*; partim; St. Vincent; St. Domingo); Clem., _Journ. Ac. Nat._ _Sci._ _Philad._ iv. p. 141. n. 21 (1839);


_Callicornia_ (= *parce*), _id._ _t._ t. 17. f. 3 (1857).


_Callicornia liveustus*, _Butler, Proc._ _Zool._ _Soc._ _Lond._ _Ent._ _i._ _iii._ p. 539. n. 3 (1877) (St. Cruz; St. Vincent; Haiti; St. Thomas); _Druce, in Biol._ _Cent._ _Amer._ _Lep._ _Hét._ _i._ _v._ _i._ _viii._ _1881_ (Brit. Honduras; Nicaragua; Chiriqui); _Kirby, Cat._ _Lep._ _Hét._ _i._ _vi._ _p._ _646._ _n._ _4_ _1892_ _Druce, ibid._ _i._ _vi._ _p._ _300._ _1896_ (Oriaba; Guatemala; Costa Rica).

_Callicornia parce*, _Butler, Proc._ _Zool._ _Soc._ _Lond._ _Ent._ _i._ _viii._ _p._ _539._ _n._ _4_ _1877_ (distinct from _liveustus*);

_Maass., Spec._ _Zool._ _Ent._ _Zeit._ _xli._ _p._ _53._ _1880_ (= _liveustus*).

_Callicornia galiunina_ (♀) _Burmeister, Prim._ _Rep._ _Arg._ _ent._ _v._ _Atlas_ _p._ _33_ _1879_).

_Callicornia parce_ (♀), _Kirby, ibid._ _v._ _n._ _9_ _1892_ _Druce, ibid._ _p._ _300_ _1896_ (_liveustus_ probably not distinct from _parce_).

_Callicornia_ (♀) _liveustus*, _Rothschild, Nov._ _Zool._ _i._ _p._ _73_ _1894_ (Arno, Venezuela).

_Callicornia_ (♀) _parce_ (♀), _id._ _ibid._ _v._ _n._ _9_ _1894_ (Arno, Venezuela).

_Callicornia_ (♀) _parce*, _Büninghaussen, Iris_ _xii._ _p._ _123._ _n._ _40_ _1899_ (partim; Rio de Janeiro).

♀. The pale apical line of the foregoing curved, disappearing before R₃ in a pale patch, which curves towards the distal margin, the pale line bordered behind with brown, this border indistinct near apex, widened and black at R₃. Fore- and
hindwing somewhat variable in the depth of the colour above and below; hindwing often shaded with black along distal margin.

♂. Tenth sternite (Pl. XLII. f. 19. 29) not quite symmetrical: tergite carinate-mesially, the sides curved downwards, widened towards end, apex triangularly sinuate, the lobes short, each sinuate again, the tips of the sternal processes visible through these sinuses in dorsal view (Pl. XLII. f. 19); sternite with two long slender processes which are curved downward at end. Clasper somewhat acute-minate, the ventral margin shallowly concave before end; harpe as in inus, but longer, the spines at the ventral margin of the clasper near the end of the harpe more concentrated to a patch. Penis-sheath (Pl. LIII. f. 25) without external armature.

♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XLII. f. 6) with the ridge round the small orifice sinuate behind the orifice, two folds on each side joining the raised edge of the orifice at its highest point; tergite (VIII t) extended to near orifice.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Florida, West Indies, southwards to Southern Brazil and Bolivia.

In the Tring Museum 90-odd specimens from: Haiti; Florida; Mexico; Honduras; Costa Rica; Colombia; Peru; Bolivia; Venezuela; Rio de Janeiro; Sao Paulo.

321. Hemeroplanes inus spec. nov.


Callioama galanius, Butler (non Burmeister, 1858), Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. ix. p. 559. n. 5 (1877) (Rio de Janeiro); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 646. n. 6 (1892); Druke, L. Suppl. p. 300. n. 1 (a) (1896) (Orizaba).

Calloina (♀) parce, Bonninghausen (non Fabricius, 1775), Iris xii. p. 123. n. 40 (1899) (partim).

♂ ♀. As pointed out by Grote and others, Burmeister’s description is kept in such general terms that it applies very well to both parce and the present insect. Burmeister erroneously believed (licastus = parce) to be a species without a silvery spot on the fore-wing. The specimens in the Berlin Museum mentioned by him are parce, not the present species, which, therefore, is without a name.

Pale apical line of forewing straight from apex to R², here much closer to discal costal patch of buff-coloured halfmoons than to outer margin, which is less convex than in parce.

♂. Tenth segment (Pl. XLIII. f. 21. 22) very different from that of parce; tergite divided into four lobes, the mesial ones long and slender, the lateral ones triangular and short, the tergite flattened; sternite (Pl. XLIII. f. 22) with two slender processes which are curved towards each other. Clasper with spines at ventral edge near the harpe; this ending in a slender, curved, obtuse process (Pl. XLVII. f. 8). Penis-sheath without external armature.

♀. Eighth tergite extending close to the vaginal orifice (Pl. XI. f. 19); this with the anterior edge raised.

Hab. Mexico to Southern Brazil and Paraguay.

In the Tring Museum 5 ♂ ♂, 2 ♀ ♀ from: Rio Cachyaco, Prov. Iquitos (Stuart), type; S. José, Costa Rica (Underwood); Paraguay (Dr. Bohls); Sapuncay, near Villa Rica, Paraguay (Foster).
XCVII. STOLIDOPTERA.—Typus: tachasara.


♂ ♀. Head slightly crested. Eye small, lashed. Palpus long, projecting, compressed, the two together acutely triangular. Antenna long and slender, not at all clubbed, hook long and gradual end-segment short. Spines of abdomen in one row, those of the sternites rather weak, flattened; those of the posterior tergites long, conical, as in *Leucorhampha*; seventh sternite of ♀ small, not spinose; tail short, obtusely triangular in ♀, a single narrow tuft in ♀. Legs short-sealed. Forewing irregularly lobed, apical lobe from SC to R^1, including R^1, the first deep sinus behind this vein; distal margin of hindwing entire, costal margin enlarged, when the specimen is at rest projecting beyond the costal margin of the forewing and enveloping it, the lobe being recurved so that it lies upon the upperside of the costal area of the forewing; cell of hindwing broad, D^2 and D^3 straight, oblique, R^2 central, R^3 and M^3 rather close together.

♀. Sexual armature as in *Madoryx* and *Leucorhampha*, the harpe resembling more the type found in *Alcorn*, but symmetrical.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Neotropical Region.

One species.

The genus is as closely allied to *Alcorn* as it is to *Leucorhampha* and *Pachylia*. The enlarged costal marginal area of the hindwing is a peculiar character which reminds one of *Hypancia, Amorpha populi*, and *Lasioeampidae*. In *Stolidoptera* the frenulum is well developed. This costal area is green on the upperside like the upperside of the forewing, not black like the rest of the upperside of the hindwing.

322. Stolidoptera tachasara.


♂ ♀. Our Venezuelan specimens are larger than those from Panama; the forewing of our largest ♀ measures 51 mm., of our largest ♀ 44 mm.

♂. Tenth segment similar to that of *Leucorhampha ornatus* (Pl. XLIII. f. 1), but the sternite and tergite not contiguous; the lobes of the tergite triangular, the processes of the sternite suddenly hooked at end. Clasper long; harpe conical, regularly curved upwards (Pl. XLV. f. 29); right and left harpes the same. Penis-sheath (Pl. LI. f. 22) of the type of *Madoryx oculus*, the projecting dorsal apical broad lobe dentate at the edge, asymmetrical.

♀. Vaginal plate large, obtusely rounded, rather strongly chitinised; orifice in a large proximal cavity; no special armature.

*Hab.* Mexico to Venezuela.

In the Tring Museum 5 ♀♂, 2 ♀ ♀ from: Chiriqui; Merida (Briceño), iv.

XCVIII. PROTALEURON gen. nov.—Typus: rhodogaster.

♂. Head crested. Eye lashed. Palpus very large, rounded in lateral aspect, first segment convex laterally at apex, second bulbous at outer apical angle as in
Aleuron. Antenna long and slender, reaching beyond end of cell of forewing; end-segment compressed like the preceding, triangular, about three times as long as vertically broad at base. Thorax not crested. Spines of abdomen: those of posterior tergites long and very strong; of proximal tergites much weaker and more numerous, with small flat ones covering the longer ones; those of sternites also long, conical, single, thin; end of abdomen not distinctly tufted. Legs smoothly scaled, long: spurs of hindtibia rather short, with a tuft between the two pairs; no tarsal comb. Forewing irregularly dentate; costal margin of hindwing normal, anal angle not projecting, cell short, lower angle acuminate, D³ being very oblique, R² before centre, D⁴ much longer than D¹.

♂. Sexual armature of the type of Madoryx, symmetrical; harpe vestigial; friction-scales very small and numerous.

Early stages not known.
Hab. South America.
One species.
A connecting link between Aleuron and Madoryx, Pachyria, etc. Nearest to Stolidoptera, but easily distinguished by the absence of the costal lobe of the hindwing, the shape of the palpus, etc.

323. Protaleuron rhodogaster spec. nov. (Pl. V. f. 18, ♂).

♂. Body above greenish olive; beneath pinkish crimson, inclusive of palpi and femora; scaling of antennae pinkish buff, legs buff; abdomen with deeper olive lateral patches on proximal segments, apex of these segments laterally creamy.

Wings, upperside.—Forewing like thorax; three antemedian and three discal lines, distinct at hinder margin, where they are blackish, the third discal one reappearing at R³, where the second is also a little more distinct; a small black stigma; an indistinct oblique apical line ending behind SC³ in a black spot: bluish white scales proximally of antemedian lines and distally of discal ones, also between the lines at hinder margin; apex pointed, distal margin sinuate between SC⁴ and R³, dentate.—Hindwing olive-brown, greyish olive at base; distal margin convex, anal angle broadly rounded, small teeth at tips of posterior veins.

Underside.—Forewing olive-brown in basal two-thirds, washed with clay-colour, disc crimson coral-red, with traces of lines: a very irregular marginal band, brown, washed with red, widest before R², deeply incised at R³, M¹, and M². — Hindwing: pinkish crimson from costal margin beyond cell; abdominal area olive clay-colour; distal marginal band brown washed with red, less distinct than on forewing, triangularly dilated at R².

♂. Tenth segment as in Stolidoptera (Pl. XLIII. f. 1), but the processes of the sternite less curved at end (Chasper very large; harpe vestigial, without free process (Pl. LIX. f. 6). Penis-sheath (Pl. LIX. f. 8) large, with a stronger chitinised and strongly dentate broad flap or plate on each side; apical edge also incrassate, and armed with some teeth.

Hab. Ecuador.
One ♂ in the Oxford Museum.
There is nothing known with which this species could be confounded.
XCIX. ALEURON.—Typus: carinata.


*Tylopleuthas* Felder, *Reise Norvegen*, Lep. t. 75 (1874) (non, indesc.)


♂♀. Palpus large, prominent, first segment slightly, second more or less distinctly angulate laterally at apex, third very small. Head and thorax with a mesial crest. Eye small, lashed. Antenna long, reaching beyond apex of cell in ♂♂, slender, not clubbed, gradually narrowed to a long hook, end-segment short. Hindmargin of merum of mid- and hindcoxa not angulate. Abdominal spines at the edges of the segments weak, elongate, those on the sternites especially weak, partly modified to scales; seventh sternite of ♀ trapezoidal, its apex not membranaceous and not spinose. Tarsi slender, hindtarsus at least half as long again as cell of hindwing measured along SC; midtarsus with comb—i.e., the proximal spines of the fourth row somewhat prolonged and thin. Distal margin of forewing irregular, sinuate or lobed at apex, lobed or angulate at R^3; SC^5 and R^1 of hindwing from upper angle of cell, R^2 central or below centre of cell, D^2 transverse, D^3 oblique, lower angle of cell acute, D^4 about half the length of D^3 or not much shorter than D^3.

♂. Ninth tergite asymmetrical, more or less twisted. Tenth tergite flat, hairy, apically truncate or sinuate, about four times as long as broad in middle (Pl. XLII f. 4. 5); sternite much longer than tergite, curved downwards, produced into a long, sharp point, edges of proximal half somewhat raised, especially in middle of segment; this single process is the result of asymmetrical development. Claspers large, not quite symmetrical; a patch of numerous small friction-scales; harpe of right and left side unequal, the right one the longer, the left produced into a long, cylindrical, distally acuminate process (Pl. XLVI f. 9), or the left process reduced, the right one always prolonged (Pl. XLVI f. 12. 13). Penis-sheath ending in a short dentate process, or cariniform at end (Pl. LIII f. 21. 23. 24. 37).

♀. Vaginal orifice in a large cavity.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Tropical and Subtropical America, exclusive of the West Indies, from Mexico to Southern Brazil.

Seven species.

The obliteration of the left process of the tenth sternite of the ♂ and the asymmetry of the ninth tergite are peculiar features to which we have referred in the Introduction.

Key to the species:

1. Abdomen with black belts
   a. Abdomen without black belts
   b. Palpus very strongly angulate, no white discal line on forewing
      c. Palpus feebly angulate, a white discal line outside subcostal fork
      324. A. carinata
      326. A. cymographum
c. Hindwing with costal lobe; no prominent black median band on forewing.
   a. Hindwing without costal lobe; a black median band of lines on hindwing.
   b. Hindwing without costal lobe; forewing with a white triangular spot before base of M1.
   d. Forewing with lobe at M1.
   e. Forewing with small tooth at M1, brown below in middle.
   f. Forewing above with two white lines at proximal side of discal band.
   g. Forewing above with one white line at proximal side of discal band.

324. Aleuron carinata.


♀. Tylognathus philapempoloides Felder, Reise Norsee, Lép. t. 75. p. 11 (1874) (Amazons; — Mus. Tring); Butl., l.c. p. 543. n. 2 (1877).


Aleuron philapempoloides, id., l.c. i. p. 208. n. 6 (1875) (Amazons; Cayenne); Kirby, Cat. Hép. Let. i. p. 645. n. 9 (1892).

Geneng carinata, Butler, l.c. ix. p. 543 (1877) (Para); Druce, l.c. p. 8. n. 1 (1881) (Chiriqui); Kirby, l.c. p. 645. n. 1 (1892) (8. America); Druce, l.c. Suppl. p. 503 (1896) (Belize).


Calleng carinata, Große, Canad. Ent. ix. p. 131 (1877).

♂♀. The sexes differ in the pattern of the forewing, the ♂ possessing nine more or less evenly dentate lines between the base of M1 and outer margin, while these lines are very weak in the ♀, except a submedian and a discal one, these, however, not being dentate but straight, parallel, and prominent. Boisdual's chloroptera is the ♂, his ovophilus the ♀, of carinata. He described the same insect also as carinatum and philapempoloides. This is worse than Walker.

The second segment of the palpus is very strongly angulate, much more so than in the other species; the same character is found again in Unzela. The projection is much longer in the ♂ than in the ♀; the first segment is also distinctly angulate laterally at apex in ♂, slightly convex in ♀. All the abdominal segments have black bases, but these are not visible when the segments are telescoped into one another, except the two first belts, which are broader.

♂. Tenth segment resembling that of chloroptera, but rather longer, the tergite gradually and slightly narrowed to end, this less sinuate. Clasper with rather small friction-scales, which are concealed in a ventral view by a crest of somewhat prolonged ordinary scales; harpe similar to that of chloroptera, produced into a long, tapering, conical, horizontal process which is slightly curved, the process of the right clasper longer, that of the left one shorter, than the clasper, and rather more
curved than the right process. Penis-sheath (Pl. LIII. f. 37) ending in a triangular, straight, dentate process.

_Hab._ British Honduras southward to Bolivia and Rio de Janeiro; its range extends doubtless farther north.

In the Tring Museum 6 ♂♂, 5 ♀♀ from: S. Augustin, Mapiri R., 3500 ft., ix. '95 (Stuart); Perené R., Pern, iii. (Simons); R. Cachayaco, Prov. Iquitos (Stuart); Amazons (Bates); Chiriqui: Marija, Caura R., Venezuela, vi. xii. (S. Klages); R. Demerara.

325. **Aleuron ypanemae.**


_Aleuron ypanemae._ Kirby, Cat. Lèp. Hét. i. p. 645. n. 5 (1892).

♂♀. Recognisable by the triangular semi-transparent white spot situated in the angle between SC♂ and R¹ of forewing. Behind this spot there is a white linear spot.—Hindwing reddish brown, with an irregularly dentate olive-brown border.

_Hab._ Brazil.

In the collection of Charles Oberthür from Petropolis, _May 1885_ (P. Germain); Curaçu, Brazil, second half of _1884_ (P. Germain); besides the _type._

326. **Aleuron cymographum** spec. nov.

♂. As large as _carinata._ Second palpal segment feebly angulate. Abdomen with black segmental bands similar to those of _carinata._

Wings, _upperside._—Forewing: olive-green, with clayish grey shades; some indistinct undulating lines in basal half nearly as in _chloroptera_; a minute black stigma; a dark shade beginning at costal margin in front of apex of cell and ending at distal margin between R² and M²; some indistinct lines in outer half of wing, one situated just outside subcostal fork bordered with a sharply marked, undulating white line, which stops at the dark oblique shade; marginal tooth R² more prominent than in _chloroptera_, inner margin more concave.—Hindwing resembling that of _carinata_, the blackish discal band-like area widening in front and broadly joining the blackish distal border.

_Underside._—Forewing: a sharply defined black discal area, sinuate proximally, not entering the cell, but dilated basad behind cell.—Hindwing with the costal margin slightly convex near base, but not lobed; a line just outside cell and two dentate ones on disc greenish, more or less accentuated by vein-dots.

_Hab._ Bolivia.

Two specimens in coll. Standinger from Rio Songo (Garlepp).

The white line on the forewing distinguishes this species from all the others.

_A. cymographum_ agrees with _carinata_ in the colour of the abdomen, but it has not the strongly angulated palpi.

327. **Aleuron chloroptera.**


_Aleuron chloroptera._ Boisduval, _Cons. Lèp._ Guatémala p. 71 (1870) (partim); id., _Spec. Gèn._ Lèp. Hét. i. p. 206. n. 3 (1875) (partim; Honduras); _Butl., Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond._ ix. p. 542. n. 1 (1877) (Honduras); Burn., _Descr. Rép._ Argyt. v., _Atlas_ p. 29 (1879) (partim; Buenos Ayres);

Druce, _in Biod. Centr. Amer._ Lèp. Hét. i. p. 7. n. 1 (1881) (Nicaragua; Chiriqui); Kirby, _Cat. Lèp._ Hét. i. p. 645. n. 1 (1892); _Druce, Le. Suppl._ p. 302 (1896) (Mexico; Brit. Hond.).
Perty's figure is bad; the description applies doubtless to this species, not to smcrinoides, as the underside of the forewing is said to be brown in the middle. The dirty-green colour changes easily into ochraceous; in Perty's figure the forewings are of this colour. Boisduval's description of smcrinoides is based on a tawny specimen of chloroptera. The sexes are similar, but the space between the antemedian and discal lines is on the whole broader in the ♀ than in the ♂, and the lobe of the costal margin of the hindwing is rather more prominent in the ♂.

♀. Tenth tergite with the sides concave, apex sinuate, lobes rounded; sternite about twice as long as the tergite, curving downward, sharply pointed, margin elevated in middle (Pl. XLIII. f. 4. 5). Right harpe just reaching to end of clasper; left harpe shorter (Pl. XLVI. f. 9); both cylindrical, acuminate, horizontal, not much curved; clasper straight above, rounded below and at apex; patch of friction-scales distinct. Penis-sheath (Pl. I. III. f. 21) with a short, obtuse, apical process which is densely dentate at the end on the upperside.

♀. Vaginal plate small, trapezoidal, apical edge somewhat angled in middle; orifice in a large cavity covered in front and at the sides by a high, thin ridge. Early stages not known.

Hab. Nicaragua to Southern Brazil and Argentina.

In the Tring Museum 21 ♂ ♂, 8 ♀ ♀ from: Honduras; Costa Rica; Rio Cachyaco, Prov. Iquitos (Stuart); Perené R., Peru, iii. (Simons); San Augustin and Guanay, Maripa, Caura R., Bolivia, viii. ix. (Stuart); Maripa, Caura R., Venezuela, ix. 1901 (Klages); Amazonas (Bates); Rio de Janeiro; Sao Paulo; Paraguay.

328. Aleuron prominens.


*Leposira smcrinoides Felder, Reise Novara, Lep. t. 82. f. 5 (1874) (Amazonas); Butl., lep. p. 542. n. 1 (1877).

*Auleura julice Boisduval, Spec. Gen. Lep. Hct. i. p. 207. n. 5 (1875) (Brazil;—coll. Oberthür);

Butl., lep. ix. p. 630 (1877); Kirby, lep. n. 8 (1892); Bonningh., Iris xii. p. 130. n. 64 (1899) (Rio de Jan.).

*Auleura prominens Butler, lep. ix. p. 542, n. 3 (1877); Kirby, lep. n. 645. n. 6 (1892).


*Eago prominens (♀), id., lep.

♀ ♀. Differs from chloroptera in the following points:

Forewing with a rounded lobe at M besides the lobe R₂, no tooth at M₂, hinder angle, therefore, more rounded; a spot of white scales behind costal margin about midway between fork and apex, a larger submarginal patch of similar upper scales between R₁ and R₂, both spots not very distinct. Black border of hindwing dentate before R₂ and more or less also between R₂ and M₂, almost vanishing behind M₂, here replaced by the ground-colour of the wing. Distal margin sinuate before anal angle. Forewing below without blackish discal area.

♂. Process of penis-sheath thinner, somewhat triangular, twisted, dentate only at edge. Clasper with short friction-scales, which are concealed in ventral view by a crest of prolonged ordinary scales as in carinata.

Hab. Brazil.
In the Tring Museum 1  2  3 from: Amazon (Bates, Type of smerinthoides); Petropolis.

Agrees in the outline of the outer margin of the forewing with carinata.

329. Aleuron iphis (Pl. LXVI. f. 7, 3).


This and the following species resemble one another so closely that it is no wonder they are generally treated as being the same. Some of the distinguishing characters have been noticed, but these differences were considered to be due to individual variability of *iphis*. A long series of specimens of the two species, neither of which is rare in collections, has proved to us that the distinguishing characters are constant and that there are no intergradations. As the two insects occur together apparently everywhere within their whole range, and further as the differences in colour are accompanied by differences in the genital armature, the insects are not individual, seasonal, or geographical varieties, but must be specifically distinct.

♀. Forewing crossed in middle by four black lines, the most proximal one bordered with white proximally and distally. Underside of forewing with walnut brown discal patch which is contiguous with the cell between R 2 and M 1 and extends basal posteriorly. White belt at base of abdomen conspicuous, the following tergite brownish. Palps slightly angulated laterally.

♂. Tenth segment essentially as in chloroptera; tergite slightly narrowed to end, which is truncate, with the angles rounded. Clasper large, right one larger than the left one; right harpe reaching beyond tip of clasper, curved upwards, pointed, round, like an elephant's tusk; left harpe (Pl. XLVI. f. 10) short, ending in a short pointed process; both claspers with a large patch of dark bristles on the inner surface. Penis-sheath (Pl. LIII. f. 24) with a short process which is densely dentilicate.

♀. Vaginal orifice in a large cavity, of which the anterior and lateral walls are formed by a high and thin ridge.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Mexico to Southern Brazil.

In the Tring Museum 13 3, 2 3 from: Rio Cachyaco, Prov. Iquitos (Stuart); Perené R., Peru, iii. (Simons); San Augustin, Mapiri R., Bolivia, 3500 ft., ix. (Stuart); Maripá, Caura R., Venezuela, xii. 1901 (Klages); Brit. Guiana; Amazons; Espirito Santo; Rio de Janeiro; Sao Paulo.

330. Aleuron neglectum spec. nov. (Pl. LXVI. f. 11, 3)


♂♀. Differs from *iphis* as follows: white belt at base of abdomen much narrower, the following tergite not brown; black median lines of forewing indistinct behind, except first, which is bordered white proximally, not distally, except at costal margin; distal patch of forewing below almost black, smaller than in the preceding species, generally not touching the cell, at least not between R⁳ and M¹, there being always a spot of the ground-colour at the base of the cellule R²—M¹.

♂. Tenth sternite rather shorter than in *iphis* and a little more curved. Left harpe (Pl. XLVI. f. 12) obtuse; right one (Pl. XLVI. f. 13) more strongly curved and rather longer than in *iphis*. Penis-sheath compressed distally (Pl. LIII. f. 23) the cariniform part ending in a point and bearing a few teeth.

_Hab._ Mexico to Bolivia and Southern Brazil. **Type** (♂) from R. Cachyaco.

In the Tring Museum 13 ♂♂, ♀♀ from: Jalapa, Mexico, vi. (Schaus); Costa Rica (Underwood); Rio Cachyaco, Prov. Iquitos (Stuart); San Augustin, Maripa, R., Bolivia, 3300 ft., ix. (Stuart); Mariqá, Caura R., Venezuela, iii. (Klages); Rio Demerara; Baurn, Sao Paulo (Dr. Hempel); St. Catharina.

C. **ENYO.—** **Typus:** *japix*.

_Sphinx_, Cramer (non Linné, 1758), _Pap. Er. i._ p. 137 (1776).  
_Selio, Oken, Lehrb. Natyr. iii. 1._ p. 759 (1815) (**Selia emend.**).  
_Engo Hüben, Verz. bek. Schm. p. 132 (1822) (**partim**; **type:** *japix*).  
_Uazlo Walker, List Lep. Ins. B. B. viii._ p. 161 (1856) (**type:** *japix* = *discrepans*).  
_Cornipalus Felder, Reise Norcara, Lep. t. 82 (1874) (**non. indesc.**).  
_Tylogonathus Boisduval, Spec. Géné. Lép. Het. i._ p. 293 (1875) (**partim**).

♂♀. Differs from *Aleuron* in the tibiae being spinose. Early stages not known.

_Hab._ Tropical and Subtropical America, exclusive of the West Indies, from Mexico to Southern Brazil.

Two species, which have both the first and second segments of the palpus strongly angulated, and the third rather prominent.

Forewing with dark olive median band, interrupted
in front . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 331. *E. japix*.

Forewing with only the triangular costal patch of the median interspace dark olive . . . . 332. *E. pronoi*.

331. **Enyo japix**.


_Thyrops japix_, Schaufuss, _Xanq. Otios._ i. p. 20 (1870) (**Venezuela**).

_Tylogonathus japix (♂),_ Boisduval, _Spec. Géné. Lép. Het._ i. p. 293. n. 1 (1875) (**Brazil**; **Surinam**).

_Uazlo japix_, Kirby, _Cat. Lep. Het._ i. 641. n. 1 (1892) (**America**).

♂♀. The median band of the forewing is straight proximally, incised at M² distally and interrupted between R⁳ and costal margin; it is variable in width and fades often into tawny olive. The first abdominal tergite has a white fringe resembling that of _Aleuron iphis_ and _neglectum_.

(399)
♂. Sexual armature of the same type as in Aleuron; tenth tergite rounded-truncate at end (Pl. XLIV. f. 7); sternite not quite twice the length of the tergite, less slender than in Aleuron iphis. Clasper irregularly half-moon-shaped, dorsal margin concave, ventral one rounded, apex very obtuse; left harpe (Pl. XLVI. f. 5) much shorter, right one longer than the respective clasper, both of the same type as in Aleuron chloroptera, and both with a large patch of stiff hairs near the base. Penis-sheath (Pl. LIII. f. 39) ending in a broad, non-dentate lobe.

♀. Vaginal plate broadly rounded; orifice in a large cavity.

Hub. Mexico to Southern Brazil.

Two subspecies:

a. E. japix japix.

**Sphinctes japix** Cramer, l.c.


*Unzela japix*, Druce, in Biol. Cent. Amer., Lep. Het. i. p. 4. n. 1 (1881) (Chiriqui); id., l.c. Suppl. p. 300 (1890) (synon. excl.; Mexico; Belize; Panama).

♂♀. Cramer's figure represents the northern form, in which the posterior part of the median band of the forewing is relatively broad, and the middle part more or less rounded distally. Lobe of penis-sheath narrow.

Hub. Mexico to the Amazon region, probably southward to Bolivia.

In the Tring Museum 9 ♂♂, 9 ♀♀ from: Jalapa, Mexico, vi. (Schans); Rio Cachycaco, Prov. Iquitos (Stuart); Perené R., Peru, iii. (Simons); San Augustin, Mapiri R., Bolivia, ix. (Stuart); R. Demerara; Trinidad.

b. E. japix discrepans.


*Coralipalus succinctus* Felder, Reise Nusara, Lep. t. 82. f. 6 (♂) (1874) (America ;—Mus. Tring).

*Unzela japix* (l.), Bonninghausen, Iris xii. p. 134. n. 74 (1899) (Rio de Jan.).

♂♀. The individuals from Southern Brazil are fairly constantly different in several points: the posterior portion of the median of the forewing is narrower than in the preceding subspecies, being in the ♀ not wider than in the ♂ of the latter; the broad median portion is more sharply angulated distally, and the third white line outside the posterior portion of the band is more proximal, the triangular tawny olive patch situated at inner margin proximally of angle therefore larger than in northern individuals. Lobe of penis-sheath very short and broad.

Hub. Southern Brazil: Espírito Santo to Santa Catharina.

In the Tring Museum 10 ♂♂, 6 ♀♀ from: Espírito Santo; Rio de Janeiro.

332. Enyo pronoe.


♂♀. The figure in the Biologia, l.c., is not very exact. This species is easily recognised by the median interspace of the forewing being much paler than the triangular discal costal patch; the median interspace is also not sharply incised at M3, but rounded-sinuate.

♂. Tenth tergite as in japix; sternite much longer and slenderer. Claspers large, left one evenly rounded at end, right one slightly curved upwards; right
harpe longer than clasper, similar to that of *japi*; left one (Pl. XLVI. f. 6) short, ending in a short, somewhat clubbed process, or the process sinuate at end. Penis-sheath (Pl. LIII. f. 38) with a flat, twisted process, the right edge of which is obtusely dentate, the teeth being continued as folds on the surface of the process.

*Hab.* Honduras to Bolivia and Sta. Catharina.

Two subspecies:

_a._ *E. pronoe pronoe*.

*Uzelia pronoe Druce, l.c.c.*

*Uzelia carriegata Rothschild, l.c.*

♀. Hindwing pale, semitransparent, except distally and posteriorly. Tenth sternite of ♀ almost three times the length of the tergite.

*Hab.* Honduras to Bolivia and Para.

In the Tring Museum ♀ 8 ♀, 1 ♀ from: Chiriqui: Para; S. Augustin, Mapiri R., Bolivia, ix. (Stuart); La Union, Caura R., Venezuela, vi. '02 (Klages).

_b._ *E. prono* fuscatus subsp. nov.


♀. Hindwing brown, the semitransparent area reduced to a streak in cell and another behind it; underside of body more clayish, and the discal costal patch of forewing above smaller, than in the northern form. Tenth sternite a little more than twice the length of the tergite; left harpe sinuate, upper lobe acute.

*Hab.* Sta. Catharina.

In the Tring Museum ♀ (type) from Sta. Catharina.

---

**CI. EPISTOR.—Typus : lagubris.**

*Sphing Linné, Syst. Nat. ed. x. p. 480 (1758) (partim; type : ocellata).*


_Pterogon, Burmeister (non Boisduval, 1834), *Sphing, Bacis* p. 72 (1855)._  


♀. Palps smoothly scaled, closely appressed to head, apex of both together rounded in dorsal view, third segment small, with a pale tip. Eye large, not distinctly fashed. Antenna feebly or more distinctly incrassate towards hook, this long, sharply curved, tip generally pointing basad; end-segment very short, flattened ventrally or excavate, with a brush of long scales dorsally and apically. Mesothorax with a high mesial crest, which is highest in front. Spines of abdomen narrow, weak; ♀ with apical tripartite fan, mesial brush narrow and prolonged; ♀ without fan-tail, seventh segment conical, sternite small, membranaceous apically. Midtarsus with comb; scaling of hindtibia of ♀ prolonged dorsally and ventrally, the tibia appearing compressed; hindtarsus with four rows of spines, with very few additional spines. Apex of forewing sinuate or truncate.

♀. Tenth tergite (Pl. XLIV. f. 10, 11, 12) long, narrow, produced into a pointed apical process and bearing three large, pointed, ventral, vertical teeth; sternite also narrow, flat, horizontal, slightly dilated at end, the dilated part asymmetrical.
Clasper ending in a process, or acuminate, with small and numerous friction-scales; armature different in most species (Pl. XLVII. f. 16—19). Penis-sheath either with practically no armature, or ending in a long apical process (Pl. LIII. f. 32, 33).

? Vaginal plate small, rounded; orifice a narrow transverse slit, placed somewhat towards the left side.

Larvae not sufficiently known, figured of lagubris and ocyptete.—Food-plants: Vitis, Citrus, etc.

Pupa: cylindrical, glossy; head rounded; labrum terminal; tongue-case not carinate; head and thorax not punctured; abdominal segments punctured at base; anterior femur visible; cremaster elongate-conical, smooth, suddenly narrowed at tip, which is bifid.

Hab. Tropical and Subtropical America; lagubris occurring occasionally as far north as Massachusetts.

The genus stands as yet isolated.

There is considerable sexual dimorphism and dichromatism in this genus. The five species fall into two natural groups, which are as follows:

I. E. gorgon, taedium, and cavifer:

3. A fold on subcostal vein of forewing, upperside, covers the anterior part of the cell and extends beyond the apex of the cell well upon the disc; within the fold there is a dense clothing of small white scales, besides a woolly mass of scale-hairs (scent-organ). On the underside the cell is covered with small brown scales, and is more or less distorted; M arising near the base, M in middle. Abdomen with sides of tergites covered with woolly scaling. Hindtarsus strongly compressed, scaling of upper and ventral side long as on tibia.

? Normal, discal margin of forewing not denticulated.

II. E. lagubris and ocyptete:

Both sexes normal, distal margin of forewing more or less denticulated.

Key to the species:

A. Males.

a. Forewing without fold  . . . .  b.

b. Forewing with fold  . . . .  c.

b. Abdominal margin of hindwing above yellowish white  . . . .  334. E. ocyptete.

Abdominal margin of hindwing above not yellowish white  . . . .  333. E. lagubris.

c. Scent-organ broad, D longer than D, R little curved near base  . . . .  335. E. gorgon.

Scent-organ narrow, D much shorter than D, R curved near base  . . . .  d.

d. Forewing black-chocolate for the greater part, with some bluish white thin streaks; a deep cavity near base  . . . .  337. E. cavifer.

Forewing olivaceous-tawny, without sub-basal cavity  . . . .  336. E. taedium.

B. Females (? of taedium not known).

a. Forewing denticulate, or at least strongly convex between R and M; dark area not sharply defined  . . . .  b.
Forewing not denticulate, not obviously convex in middle, dark area very sharply defined except near hinder angle.

b. Dark area of forewing prolonged along antemedian line to hinder margin. 334. *E. oecypete*.

Dark area of forewing not prolonged along antemedian line to hinder margin. 333. *E. lugubris*.

c. Dark area of forewing gradually narrowed at antemedian line. 337. *E. cacifier*.

Dark area of forewing truncate before SM². 335. *E. gorgon*.

### 333. Epistor lugubris.


♂♀. Some specimens are of a rather pale burnt-amber colour. Stigma of forewing distinct in both sexes. The species was described from Antigoa. We have not seen an individual from that island. In Drury’s figure the wings are broader than in Continental specimens. As the Jamaica specimens are all broad-winged, we thought at first that the examples from all the West Indian Islands except Haiti and Cuba belonged to one subspecies, and those from the Continent, Haiti, and Cuba to another. This is not the case. The specimens from St. Thomas, Guadeloupe, St. Lucia, etc., which we have seen, are not like the Jamaica ones, but resemble closely those from the Continent, though there may be some slight, more or less constant difference discoverable when a longer series is compared. In this case the Continental specimens would form the subspecies *E. lugubris fugens*, and those from Antigoa and neighbouring islands *E. lugubris lugubris*.

♂. Tenth tergite (Pl. XLIV. f. 11) with a long, straight, mesial process; the three ventral processes slender, close together; sternite asymmetrically dilated at end and twisted (Pl. XLIV. f. 19). Right and left claspers different: the left one (Pl. XLVII. f. 17) almost straight dorsally, ventral margin nearly straight to middle, where it is angled and produced into a short tooth, apex narrowed to a long truncate process; right clasper with the ventral margin not angulate in middle, without the ventral tooth, oblique from base to apical process. Penis-sheath (Pl. LIII. f. 32) ending in a long thin process.

♀. The brown discal area of the forewing generally extending along antemedian line to M², its inner margin oblique, not very sharply defined, somewhat concave, or straight, extending from stigma to end of R², or to hinder angle.
Larva green or brown; three dorsal lines; a pale oblique side-band on each segment; horn long and straight.—Food-plant: *Vitis.*

_Hab._ Massachusetts to Paraguay and South Brazil; West Indies.

Two subspecies:

a. _E. lugubris lugubris._


_Sphinx lugubris_ Cramer, _Pap. Ez._ iii. p. 56. t. 225. f. e (1779) (Surinam).

_Butler,_ _Sloss._, 328 (1897) _Lucas, from_ 17250 _Harris, 2 p._

_Grote, (1789)_ _id._, 151. 28. _id.,_ 1 _E._

_Florn._ in _Florida_ n._?._ _Cuba_ piilo 2306. _p._

_Roem._, _Kaye._ _Pitt._ _Biol._ from 39 _various?._ _p._

_Druce,_ 151. 28. _id.,_ 1 _E._

_Habit._ Massachusetts to Paraguay and South Brazil; West Indies.

In the Tring Museum 150-odd specimens from: Cuba; Florida; various places of Central and South America.

b. _E. lugubris latipennis_ subsp. nov.

♀. Broad winged; forewing less broadly sinuate between SC and R₃, apex less produced, tawny subapical patch of underside smaller and more fuscous, brown discal lines of upperside more distinct, the disc appearing more variegated.

♀. Apical process of clasper shorter than in the preceding.

_Hab._ _Jamaica._

In the Tring Museum 16 ♀♀→♀♀.
334. Epistor ocypte.


*Epistor coemusus* Boisduval, *Spec. Gén. Lép. Hét.* i. p. 298. n. 3 (1873) (Guiana; Colombia; Antilles). *Epistor dauma,* id., *Ic.* p. 299. n. 5 (1873) (Guiana; Colombia; Cuba; Haiti).

*Ocypete* ocypte (f.), Butler, *Ic.* p. 541. sub n. 3 (1877).


♂ ♀. Many individuals are umber-brown. The brush of scales at the tip of the antenna very prominent, the scales very slender in the ♀.

♂. Abdominal area of hindwing above with a sharply defined yellowish white patch. Tenth abdominal segment as in *lugubre*, but the apical process of the tergite not quite so long and a little curved downward, and the ventral processes also shorter; sternite twisted at end as in *lugubre*. Clasper (Pl. XLVI. f. 19) without apical process, almost regularly acuminate in apical third; harpe free at end, more or less truncate. Penis-sheath (Pl. LIII. f. 33) ending in a long pointed process, which is much broader than in *lugubre*.

♀. Similar to the ♀ of *lugubre*, but easily distinguished by the second abdominal tergite bearing a brown belt, by the brown discal area of the forewing extending along the antemedian line to hinder margin, by the sharply marked vinaceous-chalk-colored distal marginal halfmoon, and the smaller stigma.

Larva and pupa figured by Stoll, *Ic.*

*Hab.* Mexico to Paraguay and Southern Brazil; Cuba, Haiti, Jamaica.

In the Tring Museum 65 ♀ ♀, 25 ♀ ♀ from: Jamaica; Cuba; various places from Mexico southward to Bolivia, Matto Grosso and Sao Paulo.

We have only one Jamaica specimen, a ♀; this has a rather broader forewing than ordinary Continental individuals.

335. Epistor gorgon.


Eurya lyctus, Hubner, *Verz. bek. Schm.* p. 132. n. 1419 (1822); Walk., *l.c.* viii. p. 115. n. 5 (1856) (Brazil); Kirby, *l.c.* p. 645. n. 7 (1892) (partim).


*Epistor gorgon*, Boisduval, *l.c.* p. 300. n. 7 (1875) (Guiana; Brazil).

\( \delta \). Antenna imperceptibly inercessate distally; hook long. Crest of thorax very high. Costal margin of forewing convex before middle owing to the strong development of the scent-organ; apex sinuate; posterior area of wing mummy-brown, this colour sharply defined at the fold, by which it is limited, a deep brown triangular discal patch between R\(^1\) and M\(^1\), and an apical patch of the same colour; hindwing mummy-brown, paler at distal margin, especially near apex. — *Underside*: scent-organ of forewing very broad, strongly convex costally, distally limited by the cross-veins, which are distorted: D\(^2\) twice the length of D\(^3\), running distad, D\(^2\) and D\(^3\) forming a right angle which is open proximally, D\(^3\) forming an obtuse angle with D\(^1\), R\(^2\) from angle D\(^3\), D\(^5\), curved backwards near its base; D\(^1\) of hindwing more than half the length of D\(^3\).

Tenth tergite of the same type as in *Inagubris*, but the apical process much shorter (Pl. XLIV. f. 12), the ventral processes stouter and not so close together. Clasper (Pl. XLVII. f. 18) ending in a long, strongly chitinised, slender process; dorsal margin strongly convex distally; hair-scales of apex longer than clasper. Penis-sheath with an indication of the triangular process found in *catifer*.

\( ? \). Upperside of body and wings ochraceous-chestnut colour; forewing flushed with fawn-colour. Chestnut mummy-brown area of forewing posteriorly truncate in front of M\(^3\), continued as a thin line to hinder margin; apex of forewing sinuate.

Pupa described above.

*Hub. Mexico* to South Brazil; not on the West Indian Islands.

In the Tring Museum one pupa, 22 \( \delta \) \( \delta \), 15 \( ? \) \( ? \) from: Jalapa and Orizaba, Mexico; ii. iii. iv. (Schaus); Honduras; Costa Rica; R. Dagua, Colombia (Rosenberg); Merida, Venezuela; Maripá, Caura R., Venezuela, vi. (Klages); Surinam; Petropolis; Banru, S. Paulo (Dr. Hempel); Sapucay, near Villa Rica, Paraguay (Foster).

336. *Epistor taedium*.


\( \delta \). Differs from *gorgon* in the forewing lacking the dark brown postcellular area and triangular discal patch, further in the far less curved costal margin, the much narrower scent-organ, and different punctuation: D\(^2\) and D\(^3\) of forewing in normal position, both straight, lower angle of cell obtuse, more proximal than...
upper one, R\(^2\) curved at base. Genital armature as in _gorgon_, apical process of tenth tergite rather shorter and more straight.

♀. Not known.

_Hab._ Mexico to Southern Brazil.

Two subspecies:

_a. E. taeidum taeidum._

*Enyo taeidum* Schaus, l.c.

♀. D\(^5\) of forewing about half the length of D\(^4\).

_Hab._ Mexico to Colombia, probably ranging to Bolivia.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♀♂ from: Rio Dagua, Colombia (W. Rosenberg); Charuplaya, Bolivia, vii. (Simons); Juntas, Canca (Mathur). The last received from Mons. Charles Oberthür, who has a series from Juntas.

_b. E. taeidum australis_ subsp. nov.

_Enyo lyctus_, Walker, l.c. (partim).

_Enyo gorgon_, Butler, l.c. (partim).

♀. Differs from the western form in the halfmoon-shaped pale marginal space of the forewing being more sharply defined, pure in colour, with the veins in it not streaked with brown, and in D\(^2\) of the forewing being less than one-third the length of D\(^4\), the cell being narrower than in _taedium taeidum._

_Hab._ Brazil; Venezuela; probably in all suitable districts east of the Andes.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♀ (type) from Petropolis.

In the British Museum 2 ♀♂ from Brazil and Venezuela.

337. _Episthor cavifer_ spec. nov.

_Thyreus lyctus_, Herrich.-Sch. (non Cramer, 1779), _Amer. Schm._ i. f. 108 (1854) (Brazil).


_Enyo lyctus_, Kirby, _Cat. Lép. Het._ i. p. 645. n. 7 (1892) (partim).

♀. Body and wings, _above_ much darker than in _gorgon_ and _taedium_, chocolate mummy-brown, almost black in some places. Dorso-lateral patches of wool on abdomen large, directed upwards and backwards, sixth tergite with greyish white fringe.—_Forewing, upper side_: apex truncate, not sinuate; basal two-thirds flushed with grey, except a large space between M\(^2\) and R\(^3\) and the costal margin, which are chocolate-black, the greyish area forming a curved band from costal margin to hinder margin at angle; posterior veins within this band with interrupted bluish white streaks, posterior part of grey area crossed by dark undulating lines running from black patch backwards, costal margin with thin bluish white lines proximally of apex of cell; outer third of wing like discal patch, excepting a sharply defined marginal halfmoon from SC\(^3\) beyond M\(^1\), which is clayish; SC\(^3\) and R\(^1\) with interrupted bluish white streaks, bluish white scales also at costal margin; an ovate subbasal cavity behind M, deep, clothed with dispersed narrow and long scales; fold as narrow as in _taedium_.—_Hindwing_ dark mummy-brown, apex down to M\(^1\) and costal area paler; submarginal dark line rather more distal than in the allied species, outer margin less convex.

_Underside_: barely darker than in _gorgon_. Cell of forewing narrower than in _gorgon_ and _taedium_, D\(^2\) very short, curved, D\(^3\) longitudinal, not oblique or transverse; R\(^2\) curved, R\(^3\) also a little.
Tenth segment similar to that of *gorgon*, lateral processes of tergite shorter. Clasper broader than in *gorgon*, apex rounded ventrally, process very short (Pl. XLVI, f. 16). Penis-sheath with a short, apical, horizontal, triangular process.

♀. Body and forewing mummy-brown above; body not much paler below.—

Forewing, *upperside*: chocolate-black discal area gradually narrowed to a point behind, not angulate before M²; apex of wing not sinuate.—

*Hindwing also darker brown than in gorgon*, as is the underside of both wings.

Length of forewing: ♂, 20 mm.; ♀, 26 mm.

*Hab.* Panama to Bolivia; Brazil.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♂♂, 1 ♀ from: Rio Dagua, Colombia (W. Rosenberg) *type*; Brazil: Sta. Catharina.

In coll. Charles Oberthür from Balsapamba; Juntas, Canca (Mathan).

In coll. Standinger from Chiriqui: Huayabamba, Peru; Rio Songo, Bolivia (Garlepp).

Also in other collections.

Herrich-Schäffer’s figure represents this insect, which in the ♂ differs from all the other species in the presence of a deep cavity on the forewing near the base.

**II. PACHYGONIA.**—*Typus*: *subhamata*.

*Perigonia Walker, List Lep. Ins. B. M. viii. p. 102 (1856) (partim; *type*: *stulta*).

*Macroglossa Schaufluss (non Ochsenheimer, 1816), Nova. Othis, i. p. 29 (1870).


♂ ♀. Antenna without trace of a club, gradually thinning at end into a long slender hook, with short conical end-segment; strongly compressed in ♂, cylindrical and more setiform in ♀. Palpi long, ascending above the eye, closely appressed to head, rounded in side-view, the two palpi obtusely angulate mesially in dorsal view. Abdominal tergites with a number of rows of spines at the edges, the spines all elongate, the uppermost longer than broad, the lowest long, pale in colour, weak; spines of sternites weak; last tergite (8th in ♂, 7th in ♀) broad, scales forming in ♂ three tufts, one in middle and one at each angle, these tufts short in ♀, especially the middle one; seventh sternite of ♀ broad, deeply and broadly sinuate, its edge spinose only at the sides. Merum of midcoxa not angulate; hindtibia appearing compressed owing to the prolonged ventral and dorsal scaling; first hindtarsal segment with the scales ventrally at base and dorsally prolonged into triangular crests, a similar dorsal crest upon the second and third segments, excepting *ribbi*; hindtarsus compressed, four rows of spines, with few or no additional spines between the first and second row; spines of fourth row of midtarsus somewhat prolonged, but stouter. SC² and R³ of hindwing from upper angle of cell, R³ before centre, D² very oblique, lower angle of cell acute, D¹ about one-third of D²: hinder angle of forewing projecting backwards, the hinder margin being sinuate before angle.

♂. Tenth tergite and sternite simple, not divided, elongate, the former densely clothed with stiff hairs, which are directed upwards and proximad. Clasper broad, no friction-scales; harpe with a short process; a patch of short, stiff, spine-like hairs on inner surface of clasper. Penis-sheath ending in a short twisted process, which is not movable; penis-funnel without special armature.
♀. Vaginal plate small, triangular, with the edges somewhat inerassate; orifice basal, mesial; no special armature.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Central and South America.

Five species.

This genus is not nearly related to *Perigonia* and *Nyceryx*, with which it has generally been confounded. The peculiar tufted scaling of the hindleg is the most salient feature by which *Pachygonia* can at once be recognised.

Key to the species:

a. Hindwing with reddish or clayish bands
   Hindwing with a trace of reddish lines only at anal angle
   342. *P. ribbei.*

b. Forewing sinuate at apex or truncate
   Forewing pointed at apex
   340. *P. hopfferi.*

c. Forewing above with an obvious clayish submarginal patch below apex, bands of hindwing obscure, at least in front
   Forewing above without obvious clayish submarginal patch, bands of hindwing clearer red, a third (median) band vestigial
   338. *P. subhamata.*

d. Bands of hindwing obscure
   Bands of hindwing clearly marked pinkish red
   341. *P. duccei.*

338. *Pachygonia subhamata.*


*Perigonia nigrinana* Boisduval, Cons. Lép. Guatemala p. 66 (1870) (mm. max. supercav.).


*Perigonia grandis* id., Le. (mm. max. supercavum).

*Pachygonia subhamata* (♀), Bonninghausen, Iris xii. p. 119. n. 30 (1899) (Rio de Janeiro).

♀ ♀. Apex of forewing sinuate between SC and SC 2 ; distal margin concave between SC 2 and R 2 , convex at R 2 but not angulate; the clayish grey submarginal patch R 1 — R 2 distinct, the species differing in this respect from hopfferi, in which the patch is indistinct; bands of hindwing buffish pink, more or less shaded with brown, the pink tint mostly not prominent, most obvious in specimens from Espirito Santo. Hindtarsus in this and the three following species with a ventral crest only on the first segment, and a dorsal crest on segments 1 to 3.

♂. Tenth tergite gradually narrowed, apex abruptly hooked (Pl. XLIV. f. 15. 17); sternite narrowed towards end, slightly spatulate. Clasper nearly as in hopfferi; harpe also almost the same, but the process smaller, more spatulate. Process of penis-sheath (Pl. I. III. f. 29) curved, the right edge minutely serrate.

*Hab.* Central and South America.

In the Tring Museum 5 ♂♂, 3 ♀♀ from: Mexico; San Pedro Sula,
Honduras; Chiriqui; Paramba, Ecuador, 3500 ft., April 1897 (Rosenberg); Rio Cachyaco, Prov. Iquitos (Maxwell Stuart); Espirito Santo; Paraguay.

339. *Pachygonia caliginosa*.


♂♀. Generally mixed up in collection with *subhamata*, from which it differs as follows:

Apex of forewing pointed, not sinuate between SC₁ and SC₂, i.e. not dentate at SC₂; underside paler, clayish. Tenth tergite (♂) less compressed at end. more evenly rounded in side-view, sternite rather broader (Pl. XLIV. f. 14, 16); process of penis-sheath (Pl. LIII. f. 30) much less curved, its right edge not serrate, apex bifid as in *hopfferi*.

*Hab.* Central and South America.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♂♂, 6 ♀♀ from: Rio Demerara, Brit. Guiana; Amazons (Bates, *typo*); Snapure and Maripa, Caura R., Venezuela, i. viii. (Klages).

In coll. Standing from Colombia: Puerto Cabello; Surinam; Rio Ucayali, Peru.

Boisduval’s specimens described in *Lep. Guatemala, l.c.*, are preserved in the collection of Mons. Charles Oberthür; the ♂ is *subhamata*, while the ♀ belongs to the present species. If Boisduval had not cited Felder’s plate, and not clearly shown by the synonymy that he adopted the name from Felder’s plate in preference to his own manuscript name—which, however, he could not persuade himself to suppress altogether, publishing it among the synonyms in a distorted form—the name *caliginosa* would have to be sunk as a synonym of *subhamata*; but as the facts are, we must regard Felder’s figure as the type of Boisduval’s *caliginosa*, i.e. the individual from which that figure was taken as the type of the present species.

340. *Pachygonia hopfferi*.


♂♀. Apex of forewing truncate or sinuate, distal margin angulate at R₂, concave between SC₂ and R₂; clayish patch near the sinuses not distinct; submedian and discal blackish bands merged together, the median interspace between them marked behind as an olive-russet patch, this patch sometimes vestigial. Bands of hindwing rose-pink, a third band vestigial, crossing apex of cell, the black median band a little more proximal than in *subhamata*.

♂. Tenth tergite (Pl. XLIV. f. 13) somewhat carinate above before middle, apex pointed, shortly hooked; sternite gradually narrowed to end, this rounded, feebly curved upwards. Clasper (Pl. XLVII. f. 9) large, somewhat acuminate: harpe curving upwards, then produced into a short, blunt, almost horizontal process. Process of penis-sheath (Pl. LIII. f. 28) rather long, slender, twisted, ending in two fine points.
Hab. Chiriqui, Panama, to Bolivia.

In the Tring Museum 4 ♂♂, 1 ♀ from: Peréné R., Peru, March 1900 (Simons); R. Cachyacu, Prov. Iquitos (Maxwell Stuart); Panama.

In coll. Standinger from: Chiriqui; Peru; Colombia; Rio Songo, Bolivia.

341. Pachygonia drucei spec. nov.

*Pachygonia hopfferi* (!), Druce (non Standinger, 1875), in *Biol. Centr. Amer., Lep. Het.* i. p. 4. n. 2. t. 1. f. 1 (1881) (syn. excl. ; Chiriqui).


♂ ♀. Differs from *hopfferi* in the following points:

Forewing pointed, not sinuate between SC and SC', very shallowly concave between tip and R^2, not angled at R^2, stigma rather larger, clayish patch below apex much more distinct, whitish scaling at hinder angle more obvious; red bands of hindwing rather broader, under surface more clayish.

♂. Tenth tergite more compressed at the tip, less gradually rounded in side-view; sternite much narrower in apical half. (Penis-sheath broken in our only male.)

Hab. Chiriqui and Honduras; most likely more widely distributed.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂, 3 ♀♀ from Chiriqui; type: ♂.

In coll. Standinger from Honduras.

342. Pachygonia ribbei.


♂ ♀. Whereas the four other species of *Pachygonia* resemble one another closely, the present insect deviates considerably both in structure and colour. The scaling of the hindtibia differs in there being a dorsal and a ventral triangular crest on the first segment, but no crests on the second and third. The distal margins of the wings are more or less denticulate; the hinder angle of the forewing is less produced than in the other species; the reddish bands of the hindwing of *subhamata*, etc., are indicated by two short bars at the anal angle. On the forewing below there is a black, curved, discal band. The mesial dots of the abdominal tergites and the clayish postapical patch of the forewing found in the other species are also marked in *ribbei*.

♂. Tenth tergite shorter than in the other species, very densely clothed with hairs, compressed, basally elevated in the mesial line, tip rounded, more strongly so than in *P. XLIV.* f. 13, sinuate in a frontal view; sternite not much shorter than tergite, narrowed in apical fourth, tip rounded, somewhat curved upwards. Clasper slightly narrowing to the broadly rounded end; harpe (*P. XLVII.* f. 10) dilated at end into an obtuse dorsal and an acute ventral process; from the harpe extends an angle-shaped fold on the clasper, the space limited by this fold clothed with blackish spiniform hairs. Penis-sheath (*P. LIII.* f. 27) with an obtusely pointed, three-edged process, the right-side edge of which is dentate.

Hab. Chiriqui, Panama.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂♂, 1 ♀ from Chiriqui.
CIII. HIMANTOIDES.—Typus: undata.


♂. Allied to Pachygonia. Antenna very long, reaching beyond fork SC\(^{15}\) of forewing, filiform, slightly increscate in \(\overline{9}\) before the long and gradually tapering hook, end-segment about three times as long as broad. Palpi rounded in dorsal and in lateral view, ascending above eye, closely appressed to head. Frons slightly crested; side-scales forming a kind of eyebrow. Spines at edges of abdominal segments elongate, only two rows present; scales at ventral edges of tergites prolonged, especially in \(\overline{9}\), anal mesial tuft smooth, truncate, conical, not fan-like, ventro-lateral scales prolonged to two rather thin but prominent tufts in both sexes; seventh sternite of \(\overline{9}\) transverse, short, apical edge straight and entirely spinulose. Foretibia externally and hindtibia above and below with long scaling, first hindtarsal segment also with long scales. \(R^3\) and \(M^1\) of hindwing on a short stalk; hind angle of forewing obtuse, not projecting backwards.

♀. Tenth segment simple, not divided, narrow and long, sternite longer than tergite. Clasper (Pl. XLVII. f. 15) long, narrow, with almost parallel sides, curved upwards, apex rounded, dorsal margin with very long scaling proximally, inner surface densely clothed with long stiff hairs; harpe short, ending in a short, slender and slightly clubbed process. Penis-sheath with a spatulate, densely dentate process, as shown by Pl. LIII. f. 43.

♀. Vaginal plate feebly chitinised except at edges, triangular, short.
Early stages not known.

Hab. Jamaica.
One species.

343. Himantoides undata.


♂♀. The sexes differ obviously in the forewing, which is much more variegated in the ♀ than in the ♂. The series of black dots on the abdomen, above, corresponds to the respective dots of Pachygonia. The median interspace of the forewing, which includes a distinct white black-edged stigma, is widened in front, standing at right angles to the costa and reaching hinder margin at outer third; it is generally white behind and fuscous in front, seldom all greyish. The orange median band of the hindwing is dilated basad in front. The fringe and edge of the wing are somewhat orange before anal angle, reminding one of Eupyrroglossum sagra. The basal area of the forewing, below, exclusive of a black triangular patch, and the basi-abdominal area of the hindwing are orange.

♂. Tenth segment bent downwards, forming an obtuse angle with the rather elongate ninth segment (Pl. XLIV. f. 8); tergite obtuse at end, which is faintly hooked in side-view; sternite long, narrow, produced into a thin point which curves downward, upperside of sternite concave, the groove gradually narrowing distally,
not extended to end of sternite, edges of groove somewhat dilated triangularly beyond middle, the sternite resembling that of *Neuron chloroptera*; a faint angular projection at the left edge is a remnant of the aborted left half of the sternite. Clasper and penis-sheath see Pl. XLVII. f. 15. and Pl. LIII. f. 43.

*Hab.* Jamaica.

In the Tring Museum 7 ♂♂, 3 ♀♀ from Jamaica.

**IV. CAUTETHIA.—Typus: noctuiformis.**


This genus agrees with *Himantoides* in many details, such as neurulation, anal tufts, sexual armature, etc.; but differs in the shorter antenna and the normally scaled legs. A comparison of the structure of the two genera leaves no doubt that they are nearer related to each other than to any other genus.

Clasper long, curved, as in *Himantoides*; tenth segment, harpe, and penis-sheath different in the three species.

Larva described by Dyar, see *grotei*; on *Chiococca, Rubiaceae*, according to Dyar.

*Hab.* West Indies; Florida; Mexico.

The species of this genus represent each other geographically. Though they agree closely in colour, we keep them specifically separate mainly for the reason to induce lepidopterists who receive material of *Cautethia* from new localities to study the specimens closely, and to examine especially the genital armature, instead of putting the individuals simply down as "*noctuiformis.*"

**344. Cautethia spuria.**


♂. Larger than the other species; yellow area of hindwing rather paler.

♂. Tenth segment larger than in the other forms (Pl. XLIII. f. 33); tergite slightly shorter than the sternite in a lateral view (Pl. XLIII. f. 34), broader than in *grotei* and *noctuiformis*, apex strongly convex, apical edge truncate-sinuate with the angle acute; sternite large, apex divided and hollowed out in a peculiar manner, being divided into three lobes, one mesial and ventral, short, sinuate-truncate, thin, acute in side-view, the other two lobes rounded, incrassate, densely clothed with short spines. Harpe (Pl. XLVII. f. 14) triangular, pointed, but not projecting. Penis-sheath with small apical dentate process, pointing distad. (Pl. LIII. f. 35).

*Hab.* Mexico.

Type in coll. Charles Oberthür. 2 ♂♂ from Jalapa in coll. Wm. Schaus (from one of these the figures of the sexual armature have been taken). Also in the British Museum.
345. Cautethia grotei.

* Cautethia spec., Butler, *Papilio* i. p. 105 (1881) (Indian R., Fla.; is not *noctuiformis*).

*Cautethia grotei* Edwards, *Papilio* ii. p. 10 (1882) (Indian R., Fla.; is Macroglossid); id., *Ent. Amer.* iii. p. 103 (1887) (pupa); *Kirby, i.e. n. 3 (1892); Dyar, *Psyche* viii. p. 385 (1896) (descr. of larva; on *Chionocea racemosa*; Lake Worth, Fla.); id., *Proc. U. St. N. Mus.* xxxiii p. 255 (1900).

♂♀. The silvery-grey colour of the forewing and body prominent.

♂. Tenth tergite (Pl. XLIII. f. 31) much longer than the sternite, somewhat hooked at end; sternite strongly curving upwards, forming almost a semicircle in side-view (Pl. XI. III. f. 32), sinuate at end, the lobes rounded, somewhat incrassate on the upperside, base of sternite broad, dilated into a rounded lobe at each side, the edge of this lobe, as well as of the curved process, rough with short spines. Harpe (Pl. XLVII. f. 13) long, pointed, not projecting. Penis-sheath (Pl. LIII. f. 36) without process.

*Hab.* Bahamas ; Florida.

In the Tring Museum 22 specimens from: Bahamas (Sir G. Carter); Florida.

346. Cautethia noctuiformis.


*Cautethia grotei* Gundlach (non Edwards, 1882), *Contr. Ent. Cubana* p. 179 (1882) (Cuba; larva on *Robiacene*).

♂♀. The amount of yellow on the hindwing is variable, in some individuals the black marginal band extending almost to cell; below, the yellow area is sometimes reduced to a small patch.

♂. Tenth tergite shorter than the sternite (Pl. XLIII. f. 29, 30), truncate-sinuate, slightly dilated at end; sternite rounded at end, club-shaped in a side-view, the upper surface being swollen at apex, this swollen part divided mesially and each half transversely ribbed. Harpe (Pl. XLVII. f. 12) with a short, obtuse, incrassate, process which is denticulate at the edge on the inner side. Penis-sheath produced into a dentate process, which is longer than the sheath is wide. (Pl. LIII. f. 34).

*Hab.* St. Thomas ; Porto Rico ; Haiti ; Cuba.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♂♂, 5 ♀♀ from: Cuba ; St. Thomas.

CV. NYCERYX.—*Typus*: *hyposticta*.


*Nyceryx* Boistval, i.e. p. 16 (1875) (type: *hyposticta*).

♂♀. Close to *Perigonia*, apex of forewing sinuate between Sc¹ and Sc², or truncate.
3. Clasper with friction-scales; no patch of spines above harpe; penis-tunnel mostly with special armature.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Tropical and Subtropical America, from Mexico to Buenos Ayres.

Twelve species.

The position of *N. hyposticta* has been entirely misunderstood by the writers on *Sphingidae*. The species has nothing whatever to do with "Amblyx," with which *Nyceryx* is generally associated. It cannot be separated generically from *cricea, coffeae*, etc.

Key to the species:

a. Forewing below with conspicuous yellow spots from base to disc ........ 347. *N. hyposticta*.

Forewing below without yellow spots in basal half ........ b.

b. Yellow area of hindwing, above, extending to abdominal edge, at least in middle

Abdominal margin of hindwing brown ........ c.

 Basal area of forewing below yellow .

Basal area of forewing below brown ........ d.

c. Yellow area of hindwing, above, traversed by a broad discal band

Hindwing without continuous discal band ........ f.

d. Yellow area of hindwing, above, traversed by a broad discal band

Hindwing above yellow, with a conspicuous black spot at end of cell, and another on disc behind SC; forewing below almost unicolorous, with a patch of conspicuous whitish halfmoons anteriorly on disc .

Hindwing above more or less rufous, seldom more ochraceous, with vestigial brown spots, antemedian band of forewing not filled in with black; fringe of mesothoracic tegula brown ........ g.

Hindwing above yellow, apex of wing vinaceons-rufous; fringe of mesothoracic tegula almost white; antemedian band of forewing filled in with black; white spot of palpus conspicuous ........ h.

f. Hindwing above yellow, with a conspicuous black spot at end of cell, and another on disc behind SC; forewing below almost unicolorous, with a patch of conspicuous whitish halfmoons anteriorly on disc .

Hindwing above more or less rufous, seldom more ochraceous, with vestigial brown spots, antemedian band of forewing not filled in with black; fringe of mesothoracic tegula brown ........ g.

Hindwing above yellow, apex of wing vinaceons-rufous; fringe of mesothoracic tegula almost white; antemedian band of forewing filled in with black; white spot of palpus conspicuous ........ h.

j. Black submarginal line of forewing, which runs from apex to hinder angle, strongly angulated in middle .

Black submarginal line of forewing, which runs from apex to hinder angle, evenly curved .

---

347. *N. hyposticta*.

348. *N. cricea*.

349. *N. coffeae*.

350. *N. magna*.

351. *N. tacita*.

352. *N. maxwelli*.

353. *N. nictitans*.
h. Ochraceous ground-colour of anterior distal part of disc of forewing below divided up into rather sharply defined halfmoons. 356. N. nephus.

Forewing below not ochraceous on disc, or the ochraceous spots ill-defined. 357. N. alophus.

i. Pronotum and anterior part of mesonotum grey, only with a brown mesial line, no distinct lines in basi-costal area of forewing above. 354. N. continua.

Pronotum and mesonotum faintly variegated with brown; a rather obvious abbreviated subbasal band or patch on forewing. 355. N. ulotus.

j. Apex of forewing sinuate. 357. N. risciua.

Apex of forewing truncate. 358. N. stuarti.

347. Nyceryx hyposticta.

*Ambalyx hyposticta* Felder, Reise Novara, Lep. t. 77, f. 2, 3 (1874) (Colombia;—Mus. Tring).


*Nyceryx rege* Boisduval, l.c. (nom. superc.).


♀. The largest species of the genus. The association with *Ambalyx* is wild. In shape of the wings, pattern, and structure, *hyposticta* is close to *ericea*, *mauga*, *nictitans*, etc. Its pattern is of a more generalised type. The white, sparsely scaled, discal spots of the forewing correspond to the semi-transparent spots found in *Sesia fadus* and allies. Similar spots are found in *ericea*. The interspaces between the obscure lines of the forewing bear conspicuous yellow spots on the underside in the basal half.

♀. Ninth and tenth segments broad; processes of tenth comparatively short, resembling those of *continua*, tergal ones rather club-shaped in side-view. Harpe short, truncate-sinuate, the upper lobe a little projecting, rounded. Penis-sheath of the same type as in the other species; whip (Pl. LiV. f. 1) with few teeth; left ridge not prominent, also with few teeth; ridge on right side with four teeth; armature of penis-funnel symmetrical, the mantle hairy, no processes, but a rather high ventral rounded ridge at each side.

_Hab._ Colombia and Venezuela to Bolivia.

In the Tring Museum 1♀ from: Bogota; R. Dagua, Colombia (Rosenberg); St. Domingo, S.E. Peru, i. vi. (Ockenden); Merida (Briceno).

In coll. Charles Oberthur a series from Huambo and Chachapoyas, Peru (Mathan).

In coll. Staudinger from Chanchamayo and Huayabamba, Peru; R. Songo and R. Tanampaya, Bolivia.

In coll. Dognin from Loja.

348. Nyceryx ericea.


*Pachygonia coffeae*, id. (non Walker, 1856), l.c. p. 299. n. 4 (1896) (Honduras; Chiriqui; not "Brazil").
A very distinct species, which is as nearly related to *nictitans, continua*, etc., as to *coffae*. Olive-black area of the mesothoracic tegula sharply defined dorsally.

**Upperside of wings.**—Forewing: a black streak before middle of SM; a little towards base, connecting two lines, the proximal one of them widened at inner margin to a triangular patch; some pale postdiscal lunules outside the black, curved, oblique, discal band, followed by a conspicuous black line, which stops at R₂, but appears again at R³, and is then continued to SM; anteriorly the line is preceded by a conspicuous apical lunule; stigma with some white scales. The yellow area of the hindwing is sharply defined; it includes anteriorly three brownish black spots, which are contiguous with the costal border, the middle one thinnest, but sometimes prolonged to a line.

**Underside** burntumber colour, rufous-tawny scaling appearing only here and there; on the forewing there are a number of whitish lunules in the subapical area, and a slightly curved linear mark near anal angle; on the hindwing two linear subanal markings and a dot SC?—R¹ cinnamon-rufous, or paler.

3. Tenth abdominal segment nearly as in *ricus* (Pl. XLI. f. 25), tergite broader at end. Harpe elongate, the process free, horizontal, compressed, subconical at end. Penis-sheath (Pl. LI. f. 5): whip with a few tubercles; at the right side there are three teeth, besides the two bristles; the left lobe prominent, its distal edge almost horizontal, the lobe being much more slanting proximally than distally. Armature of the penis-funnel (Pl. LII. f. 44) asymmetrical; there is one dentate process on each side, as in *nictitans*, but the left one is prolonged and straight, while the right one is short and curved.

**Hab.** Honduras to Colombia, probably extending farther south.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♀, 1 ♂, from Chiriqui.

In the collection of Charles Oberthür from Juntas, Cauca, Colombia (Mathan).

349. **Nyceryx coffae**.


*Pachygyna abbotti*, Kirby, *i.e.* n. 7 (1892).

♀. Differing from all other species in the yellow area of the hindwing being traversed by a brown band, which stops in front at SC. Forewing obtusely angulated at R₂, feebly sinuate between R² and SM; less sinuate between SC³ and R³ than in the other species; stigma large, not deeper in tint than the other brown markings, encircled by a thin white line. Underside of palpus of the same colour as the femora and tibiae, and the underside of the abdomen and wings.

♂. Tenth segment (Pl. XLI. f. 27) nearly as broad as in *stuartii*, sinus very wide, lobes comparatively short; tergite shorter than sternite; the broad tip of the lobes outside those of the sternite; the latter almost horizontal, not strongly curved, slightly dilated before the short apical hook. Harpe a low ridge which gradually fades away, without a free process, not reaching to the middle of the
ventral margin of the clasper. Penis-sheath (Pl. LIII. f. 40) ending in an obtuse dorsal lobe, which is dentate at the end; on the left side there is a dentate longitudinal ridge, while there are only a few teeth at the apical margin on the right side, besides two bristles, which stand on a short process in one of the specimens dissected.

Hab. Honduras to Rio de Janeiro.

In the Tring Museum 0 ♂ ♀ from: Brit. Honduras; Honduras; Aroa, Venezuela, April; Rio Cachayaco, Prov. Iquitos, Peru (Stuart); St. Domingo, S.E. Peru (Ockenden); Amazonas (Bates); Espirito Santo.

The specimen figured by Boisduval and named boisduvali by Butler is a small individual of the present species.

The insect described by Schaufuss as abbotti is doubtless the same as coffeee.


♂ ♀. This magnificent species is apparently rare. Antenna very pale buff. Brownish black border of hindwing gradually widening behind, very broad, touching lower angle of cell; a small black stigma; costal area of hindwing orange-rufous, much more reddish than in coffeee, ericeae, etc. Tenth tergite (Pl. XI. f. 26) broad and rather short; sternite suddenly narrowed into a long, slender, feebly curved hook, which is somewhat dilated near the base. Harpe similar to that of *stuarti* (Pl. XLVII. f. 3), but slightly broader at the end. Penis-sheath (Pl. LIV. f. 2) with a short, rather prominent, dentate ridge at the right side; the left lobe high, more prominent than in any other species, whip with teeth only at the end (in all specimens? one only examined?). No armature to penis-funnel, but there is a long, slightly asymmetrical, rounded, concave lobe ventrally of the penis-sheath (Pl. LIV. f. 2).

Hab. Peru; Ecuador.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂ ♂ from: Peru; Rio Cachayaco, Prov. Iquitos (Stuart).


351. Nyceryx tacita.


♂ ♀. Ground-colour of wings variable, often with a rather obvious ochraceous tint. Eighth abdominal sternite with white apical fringe. Interspaces between the dark lines of the forewing, above, rather obviously marked with silvery grey; a broad black patch in middle of hinder margin, widening towards base, reaching to cell, then continued to costa by a narrow band; forewing below chromelystal yellow from base to disc, this colour gradually merging into the bright tawny colour of the anterior part of the disc. Scaling of antenna, base and hook excepted, very pale.

♂. Tenth abdominal segment similar to that of *nictitans*, but differing essentially in the triangular tooth of the sternite standing in *nictitans* before the apical hook being barely indicated in tacita. Harpe (Pl. XLVII. f. 2) truncate,
without free projecting process. Penis-sheath (Pl. LIV. f. 4) ; a low dentate ridge at the right side, rather long; the membranaceous lobe on the left side not much projecting, the rather broad whip multidentate. Armature of penis-funnel (Pl. LIII. f. 47) as in *nictitans*; there is a single dentate process on each side, the processes curving towards each other, touching one another (or nearly so) above the opening for the penis-sheath. On the ventral side of the funnel there is a mesial carina rising distally into a prominent tubercle; this carina is rough with minute teeth.

♀. Not dissected.

*Hab.* Mexico to Bolivia.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂♂ from Chiriqui.

In coll. Staudinger 2 ♂♂, 2 ♀♀ from: Chiriqui; R. Juntas, Bolivia, 1000 m., and Callanga, Peru, 1500 m. (Garlepp).

In coll. Schans from Orizaba, Mexico.

352. *Nyceryx maxwelli.*


♂. Larger than *continua*; apex of hindwing reddish, abdominal area brown, the yellow colour stopping at (SM). Harpe similar to that of *tacita* (Pl. XI.II. f. 2). Penis-sheath (Pl. LIV. f. 3) with a compressed, obtuse, dentate process at the right side; the dentate lobe or ridge of the left side evenly rounded; whip long, with several apical teeth. Armature of penis-funnel (Pl. LIII. f. 46) essentially different from that of the allied forms; the funnel itself produced on each side into an acute rugate process; laterally of this there is a very densely denticulate lobe, curving laterad apically.

♀. Not known.

*Hab.* Bolivia; Peru.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂♂ from: San Augustin, Mapiri R., Bolivia, 3500 ft., Sept. 1895 (Arthur Maxwell Stuart); St. Domingo, S.E. Peru (Ockenden).

Only these two specimens known as yet. The Peru individual is more grey on the upperside of the forewing than the type, less variegated on forewing below, and differs in other details.

353. *Nyceryx nictitans.*


♂♀. Abdomen below with two black, thin but distinct lines, occasionally with a third line in middle. Stigma of forewing minute, with a white dot at its proximal side; brown discal shade from costal to outer margin nearly as in *coffeae*. Ochraceous-rufous area of hindwing with traces of brown lines and a brown stigma; abdominal area blackish brown, shaded with grey.

♂. Tenth abdominal segment: tergite obtuse in lateral view (Pl. XI.I. f. 24); on inner surface a feeble carina which is raised apically into an indistinct tooth; sternite very slender, armed with a heavy tooth before the long apical hook, which is almost horizontal; this tooth is flattened horizontally, being broader in a ventral
aspect (Pl. XLII. f. 23) than in a view from the side (Pl. XLII. f. 24). Harpe elongate-triangular, resembling that of stuarti (Pl. XLVII. f. 3), conical distally, apex obtuse. Penis-sheath nearly as in rivacea (Pl. LIV. f. 5), but whip with more tubercles. Armature of penis-funnel (Pl. LIII. f. 48): only one process on each side, this process heavily dentate at the outer and distal edges; below the funnel (in front of it in figure) there is a deeply sinuate ridge; the membrane surrounding the armature laterally and dorsally as a kind of mantle neither spinulose nor hairy.

♀. Vaginal plate finely folded transversely, obtusely triangular distally; vaginal orifice quite proximal, a little towards the left side.

Hab. Brasilia ; Peru.

Two subspecies:


u. N. nictitans nictitans.

*Perigonia nictitans* Boisduval, br.

♂. Easily distinguishable from the other species of southern Brazil by the reddish colour of the hindwing and the brown abdominal area which extends to the base. On the underside of the forewing there is a large postdiscal patch between costal margin and R2 of an ochraceous clay colour, including proximally a sharply marked brown line, besides traces of another line; this patch is separated from a posterior discal patch of the same colour; black submarginal line bordering the greyish brown marginal band straight from R1 to hinder margin.—Hindwing dirty rufous-ochraceous, except margins, three discal lines and a stigma.


In the Tring Museum 4 ♂ ♂, 1 ♀ from : St. Cruz, Rio Grande do Sul ; St. Catharina.

b. N. nictitans saturata subsp. nov.

♂. Upperside.—Forewing more heavily lobed and deeper in tint than in the preceding.—Hindwing less distinctly rufous.

Underside of wings and abdomen deeper tawny and chestnut-tawny, the greyish black colour more extended; the postdiscal postcostal patch of forewing chestnut-tawny, much reduced, reaching SC only distally, 1 mm. or less wide between SC and SC5; the posterior discal patch also reduced, the brown lunulated lines within it heavy; greyish brown borders of hindwing broader than in the preceding, the chestnut-tawny area consequently more reduced, not reaching distally to C, as it does in the Brazilian form.

Hab. Peru.

In the Tring Museum 4 ♂ ♂ from Chanchamayo, Peru.

354. *Nyceryx continua.*


*Perigonia continua*, Boisduval, Spec. Gén. Lép. Hét. i. p. 324. n. 6 (1875) ; Bünningh., Iris xii. p. 133. n. 73 (1899) (Rio de Jan.).

*Perigonia distans* Boisduval, i.e. sub n. 6 (1875) (nom. unx. superane.).

*Perigonia (?) continua*, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 637. n. 13 (1892) (Brazil).

♂. Hinder edge of the mesothoracic tegula almost pure white; pronotum without darker transverse line; anterior upper part of mesothoracic tegula without spot. Forewing, above, with the lines in basal costal area absent or vestigial;
antemedian band filled in with black, very oblique; stigma rather large, dot in
front of it distinct; apical black halfmoon not distinctly separate from the black
submarginal area; yellow area of hindwing extending to abdominal margin.
Tenth abdominal segment differing from that of nictitans in the tergite being
shorter and, at apex, broader, and in the sternite being more strongly curved at end
and not being dilated into a tooth in middle, resembling in the latter respect the
stermite of N. riscus (Pl. XLI. f. 25). Harpe sharply truncate, or (type) the
ventro-apical edge slanting. Whip of penis-sheath long, about as long as the sheath
itself; left lobe or sheath evenly rounded; armature of penis-funnel symmetrical as
in nictitans, with one strongly dentate process on each side, these processes leaning
towards each other, and a low ventral ridge which is triangularly raised at each side.

Hab. Brazil: Espirito Santo to Parana.
In the Tring Museum 1 ♀ from Castro, Parana (E. D. Jones).

355. Nyceryx alophus.

coll. Charles Oberthur).

♀. Fringe of mesothoracic tegula not quite so white as in *continua*, pronotum
and anterior part of mesonotum more or less variegated with brown; forewing more
variegated than in *continua*, owing to the lines being more distinct; antemedian
band filled in with black (*type*) or not: stigma narrow, elongate; an abbreviated
subbasal blackish band. Yellow area of hindwing reaching to abdominal margin.

♀. (Only *alophus alophus* dissected). Tenth segment and harpe as in *continua,*
Whip of penis-funnel short; armature of penis-funnel (Pl. LIII. f. 45) symmetrical;
a short, heavily dentate process at each side of the funnel, and a longer, compressed,
apically rounded and slightly widened process which curves mesiad and is densely
beset with minute teeth.

Hab. Bahia to Buenos Ayres and S.E. Bolivia.

Two subspecies:

a. *N. alophus alophus.*

*Perigonia nephus var. alophus* Boisduval, *l.c.* (Bahia).

♀. This is the Brazilian form, which is rather darker than the following
subspecies.

Hab. Bahia to Parana, Brazil.

In the Tring Museum 5 ♀♂, 1 ♀ from: Espirito Santo; Sao Paulo; Castro,
Parana (E. D. Jones).

b. *N. alophus ixion.*

*Perigonia ixion* Burmeister, *Dewr. Rep. Argent.* v. p. 345. 515 (1878) (Paraguay ; Buenos Ayres);
*Perigonia nephus,* Burmeister, *l.c.* *Atlas* p. 29. t. 10. f. 6 (1879) (S. Cruz de la Sierra, Bol., Gran
Chaco).

♀. Paler than the previous subspecies; antemedian band of forewing not
filled in with black. Whether this form is constantly different we do not know.
We have seen only a few specimens.

Hab. Argentina, northward to Bolivia and Paraguay.
In coll. Charles Oberthür 1 ♂, 1 ♀ from Zarate, Argentina (Kinkelini).

Brunner's figure does not quite agree with the specimens which we consider to be *icen*; we believe the figure to be incorrect.

356. *Nyceryx nephus.*

*Perigonia* nephus Boisduval, l.c. p. 523. n. 5 (1875) (Brazil;—coll. Charles Oberthür); Butl., Trans. Zool. Soc. Loud. ix. p. 633 (1877); Kirby, l.c. n. 7 (1892).

♂. The type is unique; we have not seen another specimen. Very close to *alothus* in colour, marginal band of hindwing broader, traces of brown spots; disc of forewing below ochraceous between the lines. Whip of penis-sheath rather longer than in *alothus*, with more teeth; left ridge of sheath abruptly ending distally, not evenly rounded; the teeth of the right side on a small ridge; armature of penis-funnel differing in there being no small process, but only one long one at each side, this broader at end than in *alothus* and close to the funnel. Harpe acuminata, upper margin slanting distally.

*Hab.* Brazil, probably Province of Rio de Janeiro.

357. *Nyceryx riscus.*


Triptopogon riscus, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 444. n. 6 (1892).

Pachygonia creuza Rothschild (Stand. in lit.), Nov. Zool. i. p. 665 (1894) (nom. nud.).

♂ ♀. Variable in size, but always smaller than *stuarti*, and paler, with the apex of the forewing distinctly sinuate. In this and the preceding species the stigma of the forewing is indistinct, with grey centre, and there is always a rather obvious black dot in front of it.

♂. Tenth segment about as broad as in *Sesia tautulus* (Pl. XLI. f. 25), the lobes not nearly so widely apart as in *stuarti*; tergite much less twisted, and more evenly curved ventrally, sharply pointed in side-view; sternite different in shape from that of *stuarti*, dilated before the hook, somewhat more so than in *magna* (Pl. XLI. f. 26), less than in *ncticinus* (Pl. XLI. f. 24). Harpe a little shorter than in *stuarti*, with a few nothes at the end. Penis-sheath (Pl. LIII. f. 42) without whip, ending in a triangular, not movable process, which is densely dentate at the tip and along the right edge.

♀. Vaginal plate as in *stuarti*, apical margin more rounded in middle.

*Hab.* Mexico to Bolivia and Sao Paulo.

In the Tring Museum 11 ♀, 5 ♀ ♀ ♀, from: Jalapa, iv. vi., and Orizaba, iv. vi. (Schaus); Honduras; Carpe, Venezuela (Moequerys); Cuenta, Venezuela; Merida, Venezuela (Briceno); San Augustin, Mapirí R., Bolivia, 3500 ft., vi. ix. 1895 (Maxwell Stuart); Banru, Sao Paulo (Dr. Hempel).

358. *Nyceryx stuarti.*

*Pachybonia stuarti* Rothschild, Nov. Zool. i. p. 665 (1894) (R. Cachyaco;—Mus. Tring); id., l.c. ii. t. 9. f. 11 (1895).


♂ ♀. Larger than *riscus*, with which it has been confounded.—Forewing, above, darker, the discal lines more strongly curving costad, apex truncate, not sinuate.—Hindwing: yellow colour more restricted, in ♀ less extended yellow
than in ♂, as is also the case in *riscus*, the yellow abdominal margin of ♀ almost separated from the yellow anterior area.

♂. Tenth abdominal segment (Pl. XLII. f. 10) *cery* broad, the lobes strongly curving downwards; tergite curving downwards and inwards, narrowing to apex in side-view (Pl. XLII. f. 11), twisted, not pointed; lobes of sternite projecting vertically ventral and then curving evenly distad, horn-shaped, dilated at base, the dilated part carinate on the inner surface, the hook finely channelled. Harpe (Pl. XLVII. f. 3) produced into a slender, tapering process. Penis-sheath (Pl. LIII. f. 41) without whip, ending in a slightly curved, conical, pointed, not movable process; no teeth. Penis-funnel without armature.

♀. Vaginal plate rounded triangular; orifice open, the edges raised.

_Hab._ Perú; Bolivia: probably of wider distribution.

In the Tring Museum: 2 ♂♂, 1 ♀ from: Rio Cachayaco, Prov. Iquitos, Perú (type; Stuart); Bolivia (Garlepp).

---

**CVI. PERIGONIA.—**_Typus_: *stulta._

*Sphinx, Fabricius (non Linné, 1758), Gen. Inv. p. 272 (1777)._  
*Stenophila Felder, *Ber. Novar. Lep. t. 82 (1874) (nom. indescr.)._  

♂♀. Palpi prominent, rounded in dorsal and in lateral view. Scaling raised to a crest on occiput, the crest divided anteriorly in perfect specimens. Antenna slender, not incrasate distally, hook rather short and abruptly curved, end-segment individually variable in length, equalling one, two, or three previous segments. Spines at edges of abdominal segments strong, arranged in three or four rows, the proximal spines longer than broad; sixth sternite of ♀ transverse, entire apical edge spinose, mesially slightly concave; anal tuft truncate in ♀, bisinuate, with the narrow mesial part prolonged in ♂. Legs normally scaled; midtarsus with comb. Forewing pointed, discal edge convex in middle. SC3 and RU of hindwing from upper angle of cell, R5 and M3 close together, D5 very oblique, lower angle of cell sharply acuminate.

♂. Tenth segment of the same type as in *Sesia*, the tergite and sternite being divided each into two lobes (Pl. XLII. f. 12—15). Clasper long, narrow, curving upwards, apex obtuse; harpe short; a small ridge above its base, bearing short, stout, curved spines (Pl. XLVII. f. 4, 5, 6); no friction-scales on outer side. Penis-sheath ending in a whip of variable length, armed with short tooth-like spines, similar spines on the sheath near the base of the whip (Pl. LIV. f. 6, 7).

Early stages not known.

_Hab._ Tropical and Subtropical America: Bahamas to Buenos Ayres northward into the United States.

Eight species.

Key to the species:

*a*. Yellow area of hindwing extended to base . . . . . . . b.

Yellow area of hindwing not extended to base, or hindwing without yellow band . . . . . . . d.
b. Forewing above with white oblique apical line. Forewing above without white oblique apical line. c. Forewing, above, with sharply marked brown postdiscal line running straight across veins from costal margin to tip of M₂, and then continued along edge of wing to hinder angle. Forewing without a sharply marked postdiscal line. d. First segment of palpus with white side-line. First segment of palpus without white side-line. e. Antemedian band of forewing sharply limited distally, no yellow area on hindwing. Antemedian band of forewing gradually shading off distally, at least in front. f. Hindwing with yellow anal patch, or the yellow discal band reduced. Hindwing without yellow anal patch, yellow discal band present, black submarginal line of forewing evenly curved. Like lusca, but forewing below with yellow discal patch.

359. Perigonia divisa.

*Perigonia* spec., Herrich-Sch., *Corresp. Bll.,* p. 57 (1865) (Cuba).

♂. Forewing above with a straight black discal band, and a sharply marked, white line extending from apex of wing obliquely to R₂. Harpe similar to that of *P. grisea*, but more rounded truncate; patch of spines also as in *grisea*. Penis sheath similar to that of *jamaicensis*, a series of teeth at apex on right side; whip shorter than in *jamaicensis*, with dispersed teeth from base to tip.

*Hab.* Cuba.
A ♀ in the Berlin Museum.

360. *Perigonia grisea* spec. nov. (Pl. X. f. 6, ♀).

♀. Body and wings grey above and below. Scaling of antenna darker except beyond middle, where there are some scattered creamy scales; an indistinct mesial line on occiput and pronotum; a fine border-line on mesothoracic tegula and tips of apical scales of abdominal segments brownish; underside of abdomen partly pale testaceous, this colour much shaded with dirty grey.

Wings, *upperside.*—Forewing: sharply angulated at R₂, deeply sinate between R₃ and SM₂; a straight line crossing the wing midway between M₁ and M₂, preceded by another straight, but very feeble line; between this and base a
zigzag line, which consists of four partitions being distally dentate upon M and SM, and proximally upon (SM'), and by a subbasal line, which is distinct only behind cell; a double stigma, the upper dot minute; on the disc there are two parallel, somewhat S-shaped, slightly lunulated lines, followed by an indistinct third one; then comes a lunulated line running straight from the costal to the internal margin, reaching the latter about 2 mm. from angle, the lunules composing it convex distally; parallel with it is a heavy, band-like line, which is marginal from M to anal angle; an indistinct apical dash, followed behind Sc. by a curved line; all these lines blackish olive.—Hindwing: a large yellow discal area, nearly as in stulta, dentate externally, not reaching base; abdominal fold with a yellow distal patch; marginal area of wing grey before anal angle, marked with a thin line about 2 mm. from edge, and a very indistinct one a little farther proximal.

Under side with the testaceous ground-colour coming through, especially on the forewing, discal lines as in the allied species.

♂. Tenth segment (Pl. XLII. f. 12) resembling that represented by Pl. XLII. f. 9, shorter, tergite somewhat widened apical in a lateral view, ending in a short tooth. Harpe (Pl. XLVII. f. 4) produced into a short, pointed process. Penis-sheath (Pl. LIV. f. 6) with two or three teeth at the right side, one at the base of the whip, and two at the tip of the same, whip rather shorter than in the following insects (lusca, etc.).

♀. Vaginal plate as in stulta.

Hab. Bolivia; Peru.

In the Tring Museum 5 ♂ ♂ ♀ ♀ ♀ ♀ from: Rio Songo to R. Napo, Bolivia, 1100 m., iii.—vi. (Garlepp) (type); San Augustin, Mapiri R., Bolivia, 3500 ft., ix. (Stuart); Peru.

361. Perigonia pallida spec. nov.

♂ ♀. Similar to stulta, paler, wings narrower. First segment of palpus with white lateral line. Distal margin of forewing more broadly rounded in middle; brown border of hindwing narrower, testaceous in front, disc of a deeper yellow tint than in stulta.

♂. Tenth abdominal segment as in stulta. Harpe truncate (Pl. XLVII. f. 5) as in that species, but the patch of curved spines above it much more extended than in any other species. Penis-sheath as in grisea, but the whip much longer.

♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XI. f. 4) broadly rounded; month of vagina postmedian, the edges raised, the proximal edge sinuate mesially.

Hab. South America: Venezuela and Argentina.

In the Tring Museum 5 ♂ ♂ ♀ ♀ ♀ ♀ from: Merida, Venezuela (type); La Plata (town), Argentina.

362. Perigonia stulta.


*Perigonia lusca* ♀, Bonninghansen, Iris xii. p. 133. n. 71 (1899) (Rio de Jan.).

♂ ♀. Somewhat variable in colour, body and forewing in some specimens more
variegated with grey than in others; yellow area of hindwing rather constant, always reaching to base; the yellow patch at anal angle is rather large in some individuals, vestigial in others. The black submarginal line of the forewing, above, distinct in *lusca*, is barely vestigial at apex and in middle; a greyish, curved, subtriangular shade extends from costal margin to end of R₂, bordering a halfmoon-shaped darker distal marginal space. The *underside* is generally uniform in colour, with the submarginal line of the forewing distinct at least from tip of wing to R₂, bordered grey distally. Distal margin of forewing more sharply angulated at R₂ in some specimens, such individuals having generally also a small tooth at R₂.

♀. Sexual armature as in *grisca*, differing from that of *pallida* in the much smaller patch of spines on the inner surface of the clasper above the harpe, and in the much shorter whip of the penis-sheath.

_Hab._ Guatemala to Bolivia and Rio de Janeiro.

In the Tring Museum 56 specimens from: Guatemala; Chiriqui; Paramba, Ecuador, 3500 ft. iv. '97, dry season (Rosenberg); Chanchamayo, Peru; St. Domingo, S.E. Peru (Ockenden); Mapiri R., Bolivia, viii. ix. (Stuart); Rio de Janeiro.

363. _Perigonia lusca._


There is apparently no constant difference by which the various forms here united to one species can be distinguished; we have vainly endeavoured to find constant distinguishing characters. The sexual armature, apart from individual variation, is the same in all of them; but that is not an argument of weight in the present genus, as species so different in colour as _stutta_ and _grisca_ agree also in these organs. The details of the shape and colour of the wings which have served the various authors as specific characters are unreliable, there occurring so many intermediate specimens that it is impossible to say where one so-called species ends and another begins. The difficulty of dealing with these insects is increased by the lack of sufficient material from the West Indies. A larger series of individuals from the islands may possibly prove that _lefebvrei_ and _jamaicensis_ are also not specifically distinct.

♀. Yellow band of hindwing not extended to base, seldom as broad as the blackish distal border of the wing, often reduced, not rarely obliterated. Black submarginal line of forewing curving from apex to hinder angle always distinct; a conspicuous, mostly straight, brown antemedian line crossing M distally of M₂,
gradually shading off distally; this brown scaling forming a band which narrows costad. Fifth abdominal tergite often with a distinct grey shade; this grey scaling does not represent a rudiment of the white belt of Sesia tantalus, etc., which is situated upon the fourth tergite; basal sternites also often distinctly paler than the more distal segments.

3. Tenth segment similar to that of grisea (Pl. XLII. f. 12); tergite ending in a short, blunt tooth; it is apically not dilated externo-lateral as in jamaicensis (compare Pl. XLII. f. 13). Harpe as in jamaicensis (Pl. XLVII. f. 6); clasper much narrower. Penis-sheath as in jamaicensis, the number of tubercles individually variable.

4. Vaginal orifice free, postmedian, slightly asymmetrical in position, its edges a little raised; vaginal plate triangular, somewhat folded transversely.

Hab. Mexico to Argentina; West Indies.

Key to the varieties:

a. Hindwing below with the abdominal area more or less extended yellow.

b. Hindwing below with the abdominal area not yellow.

b'. P. lasca f. lasca.

c. Black submarginal line of forewing above evenly curved.

Black submarginal line of forewing above irregular behind.

c. Forewing 25 mm. long or less, strongly rounded convex in middle.

Forewing longer, less convex in middle.

c. P. lasca f. passervina.

d. Yellow band of hindwing reaching to M2.

Yellow band of hindwing reduced.

Yellow band of hindwing obliterated.

It is possible that the last three forms are one species, and the other three another.

a'. P. lasca f. lasca.

b'. P. lasca f. passervina.

*Pachyrinia passervina* Boisduval, Spec. Gén. Lép. Hét. i. p. 327. n. 12 (1875) (hab.?).

Pachyrinia lasca, Burmeister, Descr. Rép. Argent. v. p. 356 (1878) (Bolivia; Buenos Ayres); id., id., Atlas p. 29. t. 10. f. 7 (1879).

d'. Mostly small, like the preceding.—Forewing obtusely angulated in middle, submarginal line very irregular between R3 and SM; not very distinct posteriorly, being more or less merged together with the black marginal scaling;
yellow anal patch of hindwing large above, but absent from underside. Under surface of wings with the reddish ferruginous ground-colour often obscured by olive-wood-brown, sometimes all olive-clay-colour.

_Hab._ Matto Grosso; Paraguay; Bolivia.

In the Tring Museum 15 specimens from: Miranda, Matto Grosso, January 1899 (Maxwell Stuart); Curumubi, Matto Grosso, January 1899 (M. Stuart); Reyes, R. Beni, Bolivia, July 1895 (Maxwell Stuart); Sapucay, near Villa Rica, Paraguay (Foster).

c'. _P. busca_ f. _ilus._

*Perigonia ilus_ Boisduval, _Cons. Lép._ Guatemala p. 66 (1870) (Honduras; Mexico); id., _Spec. Gén. Lép._ Hist. i. p. 326. n. 10 (1875) (Mexico; Guatemala); Kirby, _l.c._ n. 4 (1894); Bonningh., _Ann._ xii. p. 132. n. 70 (1899) (Rio de Janeiro).

♂♀. Like the preceding, larger.——Hindwing below with yellow abdominal area; disc of both wings more extended reddish ferruginous.

The type of _ilus_, a ♂, has a rather dark forewing, and the yellow band of the hindwing is narrow. In the type of _passerina_, also a ♂, the yellow band is broader than in the average specimens of _ilus_. Both types in coll. Oberthür.

_Hab._ Mexico to Matto Grosso; probably also in Southern Brazil.

In the Tring Museum 60-odd specimens from: Mexico; Honduras; Colombia; Peru; Bolivia; Matto Grosso; Venezuela; Brit. Guiana.

We add that this form was found in Matto Grosso at the same time as the previous one.

d'. _P. busca_ f. _interrupta._

*Perigonia busca_ Walker, _l.c._ viii. p. 101. n. 1 (1855) (partim); Buttl., _l.c._ p. 532. n. 5 (1877); Dew _Mith._ München. Ent. Ver. i. p. 91 (1877) (Porto Rico); Kirby, _l.c._ n. 6 (1892) (partim); Hamps _Ann._ Mag. N. H. (7) vii. p. 251 (1901) (Nassau, Bahamas).

*Perigonia interrupta_ Walker, _l.c._ xxxi. p. 29 (1864) (Mexico; Guatemala; Haiti).

_Hab._ Mexico to Bolivia; West Indies; Bahamas; doubtless everywhere in the range of _busca_, but not so common as _ilus_.

In the Tring Museum 40-odd specimens from: Bahamas (Sir G. Carter); Florida; Mexico; Honduras; Colombia; Peru; Bolivia; Venezuela.

c'. _P. busca_ f. _restituta._

*Perigonia busca_ Walker, _l.c._ (partim).

*Panacea restituta_ id., _l.c._ xxxi. p. 32 (1864) (Mexico; Mus. Brit.); Buttl., _l.c._ n. 3 (1877) (Mexico; Venezuela; Para); _Druce, Biot. Centr. Amer._ Lép. Hist. i. p. 3. n. 2. t. 3. f. 6 (1881); Kirby, _l.c._ n. 3 (1892); _Druce, Lec. Suppl._ p. 299 (1896) (partim).


Macroglossa dota v. _affinis_ Schaufluss, _Ann._ Otios. i. p. 21 (1870) (Venez.).

♂♀. Like the preceding, but the yellow band of the hindwing reduced, yellow anal spot small, vestigial, or absent.
Hab. Mexico to the Amazonas.
In the Tring Museum 29 odd specimens from : Mexico ; Honduras; Costa Rica; Colombia; Venezuela.

f. P. lasca f. tenebrosa.

*Stenophia tenebrosa* Felder, Reie Nov., Lep. t. 82 f. 3 (1874) (Mus. Tring); Buttl., l.c. p. 531 (1877) (a Perigonia ?); Kirby, l.c. p. 637. n. 1 (1892).

Perigonia ? tenebrosa, Boisduval, l.c. p. 325. n. 8 (1875).

Stenophia revisitata, Rothschild, Nov. Zool. i. p. 60 (1894).

♂ ♀. Like f. revisitata, but hindwing with the yellow band and the yellow anal patch obliterated.

Hab. Northern parts of South America.
In the Tring Museum 1 ♂, 3 ♀♀, from : Venezuela; Amazonas (type).
Specimens without any yellow scales on the hindwing are rare; the intergradations between this extreme form and revisitata with narrow band are commoner.

364. Perigonia lefebraei.


Perigonia lefebraei (?), l.c. p. 56 (1865); Grote, Proc. Ent. Soc. Philad. v. p. 48 (1865) (descript.);
id. & Rob., l.c. p. 533. n. 24 (1865).


Perigonia lefebraei, Gundlach, Contr. Ent. Cuba n. 178 (1882) (lara like that of lasca).

♂ ♀. Differs from P. lasca f. lasca in the fusaceous antemedian band of the forewing being vestigial only, and in the yellow anal patch of the hindwing being absent. Sexual armature as in P. lasca.

Larva on Rhabiacæ (Gundlach, l.c.).

Hab. Cuba.
In the Tring Museum 2 ♂♂, 1 ♀, from : Cuba; Haiti.

365. Perigonia jamaicensis.


♂. Forewing, below, with a large, ill-defined, yellow patch posteriorly on disc. Tenth tergite rounded at end in side-view (Pl. XLII. f. 13), the apex curved lateral (Pl. XLII. f. 14). Clasper very broad for a species of this genus, much broader than in lasca; harpe truncate (Pl. XLVII. f. 6). Penis-sheath (Pl. LIV. f. 7) with a series of teeth on the right side, and several teeth at the base of the whip.

Hab. Jamaica.
In the Tring Museum 3 ♂♂ from Jamaica.

366. Perigonia glaucoscens.

Macroglossa, Poey (non Ochsenheimer, 1816), Cent. Lép. Cuba t. 19 (1832).


Eupyrhoglossum (†), Bönninghausen, Iris xii. p. 134 (1899).

♂ ♀. Differs from Sesia in veins SC⁴ and SC⁵ of the forewing remaining separate at end. Penis-sheath without spines on the right side.

Hab. Tropical America.

Two species:

Forewing without a white semi-transparent spot R³—M¹ 367. E. sagra.

Forewing without a white semi-transparent spot 368. E. coreus.

367. Eupyrhoglossum sagra.


Macroglossa baryga Schenfuss, Nunt. Oior. i. p. 22 (1870) (Venezuela).

♂ ♀. Head with a low mesial crest. Antenna slender in both sexes, not clubbed, hook long, gradually tapering. Thorax mouse-grey, sides brown, the two colours sharply separated, mesial line also brown. Forewing more variegated than is Sesia ceculus, blackish subbasal band with a straight grey outer border; a semi-transparent discal spot R³—M¹, more distal than in Sesia ceculus and tautalus; underside with ochraceous halfmoons in discal postcostal area, being the interspaces of faintly marked brown lines, one or more such spots often also between M¹ and (SM¹); these spots correspond to the semitransparent spots of Sesia fadus and
allies, and are homologous to the similar spots of *Nyceyra*. The narrow yellow band of the hindwing of nearly even width, sometimes narrowed before middle, more or less indicated below on disc as well as before abdominal margin. Fringe of hindwing yellow above, less so below. SC⁴ and SC⁵ of forewing not fused at end, SC⁴ ending at costal margin a little before apex of wing.

♂. Tenth sternite slender, hooks not strongly curved. Harpe somewhat projecting at end. Penis-sheath very peculiar (Pl. LIV. f. 13): apex of sheath triangularly narrowed, right edge of this acuminate part with a row of teeth, apex beset all round with similar teeth, this portion homologous to the whip of the other species; instead of the spines found at the left side in *Sesia tantalus*, etc., we find in *E. sayra* a very long thin process situated at the edge of the mouth of the sheath; it is a prolongation of the wall of the sheath itself, not a spine-like excrescence, and is accordingly flat, with one side concave corresponding to the inner surface of the sheath, as is the case with the whip of the other species. This process is homologous with the tubercled ridge found in *Nyceyra* (compare Pl. LIV. f. 1–5): it curves in an irregularly raised spiral, and bears about twenty-five rather regularly distributed long branches, which are all situated on the same (external) side and are of nearly the same length. The peculiar organ is generally visible without dissection, projecting from the scaling of fan-tail. It is very brittle, breaking off easily close to the sheath.

♀. Vaginal orifice (Pl. XLI. f. 1) shifted proximad and laterad, lying behind a curved transverse fold.

_Hab._ Cuba; Mexico to Rio Grande do Sul.

In the Tring Museum 30-odd specimens from: Cuba; Honduras; Chiriqui; Rio Deemerara; San Augustin, Mapiri R., Bolivia, 3500 ft., ix. (McL) (Stuart); Miranda, Matto Grosso, i. (Stuart); Paraguay (Dr. Bohls); Rio de Janeiro.

368. _Eupyrhoglossum corvus._

*Macroglgossa corvus* Boisduval, _Cons. Lep., Guat.,_ p. 66 (1870) (Nicaragua;—coll. Charles Oberthür);


_Eupyrhoglossum eocetus* Bruce, _Biol., Cent. Amer., Lep., Her._ i. p. 2. n. 2 (1881) (partim).

_Eupyrhoglossum corvus* Kirby, _Cat. Lep. Her._ i. p. 636. n. 3 (1892) (Nicaragua).

♂. The species reminds us, in the colour and shape of the forewing, of _Perigonia laca f. vestitata_. Head and thorax without mesial crest. Antenna slender, not at all clubbed, hook quite gradually narrowed; end-segment short, conical, less than three times as long as basally broad. Underside burntumber colour, shaded with blackish olive; breast, two series of spots on abdominal sternites (proximal sternites also more or less the same colour in middle) and vestiges of spots at the lateral edges of the abdominal tergites orange-buff, palps below nearly the same colour, rather more ochraceous-tawny, bases of wings and abdominal area of hindwing ochraceous-yellow. SC⁴ and SC⁵ of forewing not fused at end, remaining separate as in *sayra*.

♂. Tenth sternite with the hook much more suddenly curved than in the other species. Penis-sheath with a long whip, which bears a number of tubercles, being similar to the whip found in the species of _Perigonia_ and _Nyceyra_; three heavy apical bristles at the right side, preceded by a small number of irregularly-placed tubercles; no spines at the left side.

_Hab._ Nicaragua to Bolivia.
In the Tring Museum 6 ♂ ♂ from: Hoamba, Peru; Chanchamayo, Peru; Cajon, Peru, x. (Garlepp); Rio Songo to Rio Snapi, Bolivia (Garlepp).
Several specimens in coll. Charles Oberthür.

CVIII. SESIA.—Typus: tantalus.

*Sesia* Fabricius, *Syst. Ent.* p. 547 (1775) (partim; type: *tantalus*).
*Psithyros* id., *p. 132* (1822) (partim; type: *stellatum*).

♂. Head broad, without crest. Palpi shortly pointed together in dorsal view, smoothly scaled. Antenna imperceptibly or distinctly incrassate towards hook, or filiform in ♀; hook slender, consisting of more than eight segments; end-segment elongate, but not filiform, varying in length. Spines of abdomen as in *Cephanodes*, *Macroglossum*, etc., spines of first series broad and short (Pl. LXII. f. 11); seventh sternite of ♀ broad, transverse, mesially sinuate, the entire apical edge spinose (Pl. LXIII. f. 6). Scaling of legs normal; hindtarsus compressed, spines shifted towards outer side, besides the four rows there are many intermediate spines, all stout; midtarsus with proximal spines of fourth row thinner and longer than the others, forming a comb; mid- and hindmerum strongly angulate. Distal margins of wings entire; SC4 and SC5 of forewing fused at end; SC2 and R3 of hindwing from angle of cell, R2 and M1 close together, cross-veins oblique.

♂. Anal segment and clasper very constant; tenth tergite hairy, divided into two long lobes (Pl. XLII. f. 8, 9), which are somewhat twisted and compressed, so that the upper surface is narrower than the sides; apex more or less rounded, with a slight carina on the inner surface ending at a notch; ventral edge concave before end, the lobe more or less convex proximally of this shallow sinus. The sternite (Pl. XLII. f. 8, 9, *v*.) is also divided into two lobes, which are contiguous with the dorsal lobes; each is sharply pointed and curved dorsad and laterad at end, the tip lying close upon the lateral surface of the tergal lobe. The clasper is long and narrow and curved; the dorsal margin of same is so deeply concave that there remains a wide gap between the clasper and the tenth segment; no friction-scales; harpe vestigial, being indicated by an incrassation of the ventral edge of the clasper; bristles of clasper very long. Penis-sheath with an apical whip and a series or patch of heavy spines at the left side, and two to four apical spines at the right side; the whip is a prolongation of the wall of the sheath; it is flat, somewhat concave on the inner surface; it is armed with some short, blunt, tubercle-like spines, and bears two apical sensory bristles.

♀. Vaginal plate small, triangular, minutely folded, its distal edge incrassate; vaginal orifice not quite mesial, but shifted towards the left side (Pl. XLII. f. 2, 3).

Larva not known: on *Rubiaceae*.

Chrysalis of *tantalus clavipes* shortly described by Edwards; similar in shape to that of *Haemorrhagia thyseus*. The chrysalis figured by Burmeister, *Descr. Rép. Argent., Atlas* t. 11 f. 6, as that of *titan* certainly does not belong here.

Hub. Tropical and Subtropical America, as wanderer northwards to Ohio and New England.

Five species.
Key to the species:

   Hindwing without yellow discal band . . . . . b.

b. Abdomen without white belt on segment 4 . . . . 370. S. bläni.
   Abdomen with sharply marked broad white belt . . . . . c.

c. White discal spots three in number, the upper one largest, often divided . . . . . . . . 371. S. tantalus.
   White discal spots four or five in number, not divided . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 372. S. titan.
   White discal spots four to seven in number, some of them divided . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 373. S. fasciatus.

369. Sesia ceculus.

*Sphinx stellatarum* 2 *Sphinx ceculus*(*) Gmelin, *Syst. Nat.* i. 5. p. 2387. n. 27 (1790).


♀ Variable in size. The discal band of white semitransparent spots of *tantalus* and allies represented above and below by a dot R^2—M^1, which is, however, often absent. Head and thorax as in *tantalus* without mesial crest; SC^4 and SC^5 of forewing fused at end as in *tantalus*; antenna slenderer, with a longer and less abrupt hook, agreeing with that of *Empyrophagus sagrata*. Yellow band of hindwing narrowed in and before middle, seldom of even width, costal half often partly obsolete. Abdomen with two orange patches, sometimes with only one, base of fifth tergite also often orange laterally.

♂ Penis-sheath (Pl. LAV, f. 14): a short whip, which is not quite the length of the diameter of the sheath, ending in a tubercle and bearing the usual two apical sensory hairs: two to four apical spines at the right side; five to eight spines on the left side arranged in one row, all very long and pointing proximad, differing in this respect remarkably from the corresponding spines of *fuscus* and allies.

♀ The small vaginal orifice (Pl. XLI, f. 2) lies in a groove or cavity formed by a rather prominent antevaginal ridge and the apical edge of the vaginal plate; orifice concealed by the antevaginal ridge in a ventral view, being indicated in figure by a ring of dots.

Early stages not known.

*Mb. Neotropical Region*: Mexico to Bolivia and Southern Brazil; not on the West Indies?

In the Tring Museum 50-odd specimens from: Guatemala; Colombia; Venezuela; Brit. Guiana; Peru; Ecuador; Bolivia; Blumenau.
370. *Sesia blaini.*


*Sesia talantas.* Fabricius, Syst. Ent. p. 547. n. 1 (1775) ("hab." erroneous); *id., Spec. Ins.* ii. p. 153. n. 1 (1781); *id., Monat. Ins.* ii. p. 98. n. 1 (1781); *id., Ent. Syst.* iii. 1. p. 379. n. 1 (1793);

*Sesia xanthes.* Tert., Syst. Nat. iii. 2. p. 178 (1806).

*Sesia talantas.* Fabricius, Spec. Ins. ii. p. 154. n. 2 (1781); *id., Monat. Ins.* ii. p. 98. n. 2 (1787).

*Sesia xanthes.* Gmein, Syst. Nat. i. 5. p. 2386. n. 26 (1790).


The description in a manuscript of *Linné* referred to by Aurivillius, *l.c.* p. 141, shows that *talantas* is really the species figured as such by *Cramer.* But, as no locality is given, it is impossible to say which of the three geographical races, whether one of the Continental ones or that occurring on the West Indian Islands, *Linné* had before him. The type is not preserved.

The few words by which *Linné* attempted to characterise *ixion* are quite insufficient to recognise the insect by. This *ixion* may have been a true *Macroglossum,* or a *Sesia,* or something else: *Fabricius* was perhaps right in referring it to *talantas.*

The true specific characters of *talantas* and its near allies have not been recognised, and most authors have considered the insects only doubtfully distinct, or not distinct at all. However, a closer research showed us not only that the three insects figured by *Cramer* as *talantas,* *falus,* and *titan* are distinct from one another, but that *talantas* consists of three different subspecies.

♂♀. Smaller than *falas* and *titan.* Median band of forewing above vestigial, without distinct white spots, or with only one minute spot M₁—M²; discal band consisting of three spots R₁—R₃, the uppermost generally distinctly divided in ♂, the second occasionally absent or vestigial; underside of forewing without a median spot, or spot M₁—M² present, but minute. No white patch at anal angle of hind-wing above. Foretarsus normal, first segment as long as 2 to 5 together, or a
little shorter, or the last segment vertically enlarged. ♂ often with a short yellowish discal band on the hindwing.

♂. Penis-sheath (Pl. LIV. f. 10, 11, 12) with the subapical patch of spines similar to that of titan, the patch consisting of two or three rows of spines, which are shorter than the diameter of the sheath proximally of the patch; length of whip different in the three subspecies. Tenth tergite (Pl. XLI. f. 8, 9) narrower at end than in fudus and titan. Harpe see Pl. XLVII. f. 1.

♀. Vaginal plate see Pl. XLII. f. 3.

Hub. Tropical and Subtropical America, found as a wanderer as far north as New York and Ohio.

a. S. tantalus zonata.


*Macroglossa zonata*, Lucas, l.c.

*Spinx tripectata* (1), Butler, l.c. (sub synon.).

♂♀. Foretarsus normal, white spots of forewing more or less reduced in size or number.

♂. Process of penis-sheath (Pl. LIV. f. 12) about four times as long as the diameter of the sheath, with two separate tubercles before the end; patch of spines little more extended than in *clacipes*, widely separated from the apical spines.

Hub. West Indies; Florida.

In the Tring Museum 6 ♂♀ 1 ♀ from: Jamaica, 20. v. '91, at blossom of wild cashaw at 8 or 9 a.m. (C. Taylor); Florida, viii. x.

b. S. tantalus tantalus.

*Spinx tantalus* Landé, l.c.; *Cram.*, l.c.; *Fabr.*, l.l.c.

*Selia tantalus*, Fabricius, l.l.c.

*Selia zonata*, id., l.l.c.


♂♀. Burmeister's description of *sisyphus* applies to this form; his specimen was discoloured. Foretarsus normal.

♂. Whip of penis-sheath (Pl. LIV. f. 10) about twice as long as the sheath is wide; two tubercles at end; patch of spines of sheath much more extended than in *zonata* and *clacipes*. 


♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XII. f. 3) similar to that of the other species, orifice free. 
*Hab.* Argentina northward to Surinam and Venezuela.

In the Tring Museum 9 ♂ ♂, 3 ♀ ♀ from : Venezuela ; Amazons ; Matto Grosso : Paraguay.

c. *S. tantalus clavipes* subsp. nov.


♂ ♀. Generally somewhat larger than the two previous forms. The first protarsal segment longer than segments 2 to 5 together, and segments 3 to 5 strongly compressed and enlarged vertically, the tarsus appearing clubbed in side-view ; inner surface of the enlarged part more or less black. Disc of forewing sometimes with a minute dot in front of the double dot $B^3-R^2$.

♂. Penis-sheath (Pl. L.IV. f. 11) with the patch of spines reduced in extent ; whip longer than in *tantalus tantalus*, with five or six tubercles distally ; three or four apical spines on right side of sheath.

*Hab.* Central America, and the Andes of South America as far south as Tucuman.

In the Tring Museum 4 ♂ ♂, 4 ♀ ♀ from : Guadalajara, Mexico, vii. (Schans), type : Tucuman.


*Sphinx titan* Cramer, *Pop. Ex.* ii. p. 73. t. 142. f. v (1777).


♂ ♀. Fabricius and Gnedin overlooked this species. Hübner was the first to include it again in the list of *Sphingids*. It comes close to *fudus* in colour, but cannot very well be confounded if one pays attention to the following points : discal spots of forewing always simple, never divided, white scaling at anal angle of hindwings more extended and denser ; foreleg of ♂ with two conspicuous black tints, one at the end of the femur, the other near the apex of the tibia. The tibial tuft is mentioned by Burmeister in *Desr. Rôp. Argent.*, i.e., but he considered it to be a character of the whole genus, while it is present only in *titan*. 

(436)
3. Penis-sheath (Pl. I. IV. f. 9) much more similar to that of *tautalus* than to that of *fadius*; the spines at the left side of the sheath short, arranged in two or three rows; two or three apical spines, proximal ones about equal, distal one longer; whip shorter than in *fadius*.

*Hub.* Neotropical Region, extending occasionally into the Nearctic Region; not on the West Indies?.

In the Tring Museum 26 specimens from: Oaxaca, Mexico, viii. (Schaus); Costa Rica (Underwood); Bogota; Cauca R., Colombia; Salinas, Beni R., Bolivia, vii. (Stuart); Miranda, Matto Grosso, i. '99 (Stuart); Sapucay, near Villa Rica, Paraguay (Foster); Tucuman; Petropolis; Venezuela.

373. *Sesia fadius.*

*Sphingidae* Cramer, *Pop. Ex.* i. p. 95. t. 61. f. c (1775) (Surinam); *Gmel., Syst. Nat.* i. 5. p. 2387. n. 36 (1790).


Cramer's figure was doubtless taken from a greasy specimen in which the white belt was not visible.

*6*. Discal spots of forewing partly double, spots R^1—R^3 being always more or less completely divided into two lunules each, spot S^3—R^3 always present; subtransparent median spots marked above and below. Foretibia and -tarsus normal.

*7*. Penis-sheath (Pl. I. IV. f. 8) with the whip long, bearing two or three tubercles before the tip; apical spines of sheath two or three in number, the most distal one the longest; spines at left side long, seven to nine in number, arranged in a single row.

*Hub.* Neotropical Region, inclusive of Cuba and Haiti; occasionally northward into the Nearctic Region.

In the Tring Museum 34 specimens from: Cula; Guatemal.; Peru; Bolivia; Paraguay; Matto Grosso; Espirito Santo; Surinam; British Guiana; Venezuela.
CIX. HAEMORRHAGIA.—Type: *thysbe.*

*Sphinx* Linné, *Syst. Nat. ed. x. p. 489 (1758) (partim; type: *cellobata*).

*Sesiia* Fabricius, *Syst. Ent. p. 547 (1775) (partim; type: *tantalus*).


*Cephalotes* Hübner, *Verz. bek. Schm. p. 131 (1822) (partim; type: *hyllus*).


*Agry Fielder, Reise Noraea, Lep. t. 75 (1874) (nom. indescr.).


*Ochreana Tutt, Brit. Lep. iii. p. 503 (1902) (nom. indescr.).

Scopoli based his *Macroglossum* on "stellatarum, etc." This "etc." can only mean *fusiformis* and *tityus* (or one of them), since he separated *apiformis* and allies as *Agry*. Dalman described in 1816 *Hemaris* without taking any notice of *Macroglossum*, and included in his genus only *stellatarum*, *fusiformis*, and *tityus*. *Hemaris* is, therefore, an absolute synonym of *Macroglossum*.

♂. Genal process large, triangular. Eye strongly lashed. Antenna strongly clubbed in both sexes, hook thin, abrupt; end-segment long, more or less cylindrical, with some bristles at end; previous segment also cylindrical, short, or obliquely produced ventrad with the sense-cone prominent (*rubra*). Spines of abdomen flat, very strong, proximal ones shorter than long (except on proximal sternites), rounded; sternite of seventh segment of ♀ with spines at end; fau-tail large, expanisble. Foretibia with a few spines at apical edge, generally concealed by the scales; spur of foretibia long, only a little short of tip of tibia; meron of midcoxa produced into a sharp process, hindmerurum also with process, but this obtuse; spines of comb of midtarsus not obviously prolonged; spurs very unequal, long terminal one longer than second tarsal segment; first segment of hindtarsus shorter than tibia; pulvillus well developed or absent, with intergradations: ventral pair of paronychial lobes present, or vestigial, or absent. Distal edges of wings entire; forewing with transparent spaces, or at least with a sharply defined marginal band. S¹² and R¹ of hindwing from a point or shortly stalked, R² central or a little before centre, cross-veins transverse, slightly curved, R² and M¹ always separate.

♂. Tenth tergite divided, slightly asymmetrical (Pl. XLIII. f. 19—26), sometimes the asymmetry more obvious (*cenata*, Pl. XLIII. f. 19); sternite either with two long processes, or the right process aborted, the remaining left process more or less asymmetrical (Pl. XLIII. f. 20. 22. 23). Claspers unequal (Pl. LI. f. 17—21; LI. f. 4. 5), elongate; no friction-scales; left harpe (*l, II*) always vestigial; right harpe (*r, II*) sometimes vestigial, but mostly produced into a more or less club-shaped process. Penis-funnel large, obliquely truncate, or ventrally prolonged; penis-sheath mostly very slender, ending in a pointed or flattened process, which is dentate at end in one instance (*gacilis*), seldom (*cenata*) heavy and armed with a dentate projection (Pl. LIII. f. 5).

♀. Eighth tergite transverse, truncate-rounded, rather strongly chitinised also in middle; vaginal plate small, proximally membranaceous, vaginal orifice on the left side; membrane connecting seventh and eighth segments (resp. seventh segment and vaginal plate) rather long, there being a cavity all round between the two segments, allowing the tail a free movement.

Larva slightly tapering in front, with pale dots all over bearing short setae;
granules of pronotum conspicuous; horn also strongly granulose; a pale dorso-lateral line from head to horn, an inconspicuous line at each side of dorsal mesial line.—Food-plants: Rubiaceae: Loniceræ; Viburnum; Prunus; Scabiosa; etc.

Pupa without gloss, nearly black, rough; two small frontal tubercles; tongue-case not carinate; cremaster flattened, triangular, rough, ending in two points, sides rough with setiferous tubercles.

Hab. Nearctic, Palæarctic, and Oriental Region, most species in the Palæarctic Region.

Grote has recognised from the beginning of his studies in Lepidopterology that the species of Haemorrhagia (= Hemaris auct.) are generically distinct from Macroglossum stellatarum and allies. We emphasise this fact, as most Palæarctic writers—from the time of Scopoli, who invented the term Macroglossum for "stellatarum, etc.," and Dalman, who erected his genus Hemaris for stellatarum, fuciformis, and titius, down to the Catalogue of Staudinger & Rebel—did not recognise the wide difference between the two groups of species.

Haemorrhagia is a northern development extending with two of its species into the Oriental Region, being entirely absent from the Aethiopian and Neotropical Regions.

The species, so far as a series of specimens is known of them, are nearly all obviously variable. The variation refers to size and colour, and to the dentition of the marginal bands. Very fortunately, it has been proved by breeding that two of the American species are variable seasonally and individually, so that the reader is amply prepared for seeing the number of so-called species greatly reduced in this Revision. Instead of the twenty American species of Kirby's Catalogue we recognise as distinct only four, one of which consists of three subspecies, and there are only eleven Old World species.

Though there is strongly marked seasonal dimorphism in several species, the differences do not appear in all individuals of the same brood. The most extreme summer forms do not seem to occur in springtime (thysbe f. loc. fasciiculis, diffinis f. aest. axillaris), while specimens of the character of the spring form appear among the summer brood. Further observations are a desideratum, especially in Amurland and Japan, where the individuals with heavily dentate wing-borders will probably turn out to belong to the summer broods.

It is worthy of note that the American "species" were separated by Grote into three subgenera, which correspond to three species of this Revision. The fourth species was not known to Grote.

In the recently published Catalogue of Palæarctic Lepidoptera by Staudinger & Rebel, Staudinger erroneously put croatica under Macroglossum, where it does not belong. His scabiosae var. brunneobasalis is the same as mandarina, a form of radiana; tenenis put with ? under scabiosae has nothing to do with it; marginalis treated as a synonym of "var.," confinis is, like tenenis, a form of diffinis; affinis is, as correctly suggested, the Pacific representative of fuciformis; var. robusta is not a "var.," i.e. geographical form.

The asymmetrical development of the male sexual armature is not so pronounced as in some species of Cephonodes (see this), but mostly very obvious. We find the tenth tergite divided in two processes in all the species, the left (right in figures) process never aborting, as is the case in some species of Cephonodes. The tenth sternite is nearly symmetrical in fuciformis and titius (Pl. XLIII. f. 22), and curved towards the left side in the other species (Pl. XLIII. f. 23–26). From
this it would appear that the sternite of *fusiformis* had preserved the more ancestral shape, and that the asymmetrical one was the younger development. We think just the reverse is the case. For in *H. venata*, as in *Cephonodes janus*, we find the tenth sternite divided into two processes, curving lateral at tip in *venata*, as in *Sesia*, etc. This *venata* sternite, representing the essential features of the divided sternite of the allied genera from *Sesia* down to *Madoryx* and *Pachyliana*, is a more ancestral type than the apparently simple sternite of the other *Haemorrhagia*. As *venata* agrees structurally with *fusiformis*, etc., except in the tenth abdominal segment and the penis-sheath, there must be a connection between the divided and the simple sternite. We have shown under *Cephonodes* that the apparently simple tenth tergite of *hylas*, etc., is the result of the reduction of the left lobe, which remains vestigial at the base of the long right lobe. On looking over the great number of dissections of *Haemorrhagia*, we find that there is in many cases, at the base of the ventral process on the right side, a piece of chitin separated from the process by the vestige of a groove (Pl. XLIII. f. 25, r); this piece is doubtless the rest of the right process of the sternite. We regard, therefore, the single asymmetrical process of *thysbe*, *standingeri*, etc., homologous with the asymmetrical left process of the divided sternite of *venata*, and think that the nearly symmetrical process of *fusiformis* is a derivation from an asymmetrical one.

The difference between the right and left clasper is obvious in all species, but more marked in some than in others (Pl. II. f. 17—21; III. f. 4. 5). The claspers are most similar in *alpina* (Pl. II. f. 21). The left harpe (*H.d*) is always smaller than the right one; it has never a prominent process, while the right harpe is in many species produced into a more or less clubbed process, generally armed at the end with spines or clothed with long bristles. We repeat, it is the left harpe which is the more reduced, while it is the right process of the tenth sternite and the left process of the tenth tergite which is obliterated in most *Haemorrhagia* and some *Cephonodes*. This is remarkable, for it is not difficult to perceive that it should have been the left process of the tenth sternite which disappeared, instead of the right one, if the obliteration of the left process of the tenth tergite and of the left harpe of the ninth segment was due only to an inherent tendency in these segments to become reduced on the left side. As in the case of the tenth segment it is the left side of the dorsal plate and the right side of the ventral plate which atrophy, it is clear that there must be some other reason for this peculiar development.

Comparing the most primitive tenth segment, as preserved in *H. venata*, with the most specialised one, as found in *Cephonodes leucogaster*, we see that at the highest degree of specialisation attained, the double forceps, which moves vertically, is replaced by a single forceps moving horizontally (Pl. XLIII. f. 9, 10). At first sight it appears to be great waste to drop the right ventral process and to move the left one towards the right side and upwards, instead of dropping the left one and bringing the nearer right one in the position in which the sternal processes is situated in *leucogaster*. But the species of *Haemorrhagia* and several *Cephonodes* show that the right ventral process is lost without the movement of the left one towards the right side having begun. Therefore it is obvious that the absence of the process is not dependent on the twisting of the segment to form a horizontal forceps, and that the complete twisting of the segment, as observed in *C. leucogaster*, took place probably after the loss of the right ventral process.

Besides the reduction of the bifurcate sternite to one with a single process, we observe another line of development, illustrated by *Cephonodes janus* and *hylas*. 
The processes of jamus are already both reduced; they are fluctuating, and the continuation of this development will doubtless result in a sternite without processes, as found in C. hyles.

Key to the species:

   Underside not orange-ochraceous . . . .

b. Hindwing ferruginous or cinnamon-rufous, without vitreous spaces . . . . e.
   Hindwing ferruginous with vitreous spaces; no pulvillus . . . .
   Hindwing ferruginous, basal area green; vitreous spaces; pulvillus present .
   Border of hindwing reddish chocolate, or black, or grey . . . . d.

c. Forewing with sharply marked reddish hazel border, without vitreous spaces.
   Forewing unicolorous, with more or less distinct vitreous spaces . . . .

   d. Distal border of forewing dilated at R^2 (apart from dentition) . . . . 375. H. thyshb.
   Distal border of forewing not dilated at R^2, breast with reddish tawny lateral stripe . . . . 376. H. gracilis.
   Distal border of forewing not dilated at R^2, breast without reddish tawny lateral stripe . . . . e.

c. Base of wings below broadly orange-ochraceous, distal border below olive-brown, not chestnut red . . . . f.
   Base of wings below not orange-ochraceous, distal border often chestnut-red . . . . g.

f. Basal area of hindwing above bright orange-ochraceous; distal border of forewing dentate, or as broad between M^1 and M^2 as this cellule is wide . . . .
   Basal area of hindwing paler, distal border not dentate, narrower . . . . 379. H. tityus.
   Cell of forewing with scaled fold . . . . h.
   Cell of forewing without scaled fold . . . . i.

h. Bar upon cross-veins of forewing heavy, or border of hindwing thinner than the cellules are wide at end, or underside of abdomen all grey . . . . 381. H. fusiformis.
   Bar upon cross-veins not heavy, border of hindwing at least as broad as the cellules are wide, underside of abdomen not all grey . . . . 382. H. beresowskii.
i. American species...

j. Underside of abdomen entirely, and legs almost entirely, grey.

k. Belt of abdomen more or less chestnut-red, border of wings not dentate, that of hindwing very thin.

l. Border of wings below wood-brown or clay-colour, no vitreous streak in abdominal area.

m. Border of hindwing as broad as the cellules are wide.

n. Border of hindwing narrower than the cellules are wide.

374. Haemorrhagia venata.


Nat. xii. p. 109. n. 214 (1888) (Amboina).


*Cephalodes venata*, Kirby, Cat. Lép. Het. i. p. 627. n. 4 (1892).

♀. Underside of body not well preserved; unicolorous. Tip of tail, especially below, breast, legs, and underside of abdomen yellow, palpi more white beneath. Antenna slender, hook long (tip of both antennae broken). Generically distinct?

Sexual armature very peculiar, resembling in some respects that of *Cephalodes janus*. Tenth tergite divided into two divergent and obtuse processes (Pl. XLIII. f. 19), which are not quite identical in shape; ninth tergite strongly asymmetrical, tenth less so, but obviously twisted, so that the right lobe of the sternite is visible in a dorsal aspect; tenth sternite (Pl. XLIII. f. 20) almost completely separated into two long lobes, of which the left is slightly longer than the right, both curved lateral at end, the sternite reminding one of that of *Cephalodes janus*. Claspers (Pl. I. H. f. 5) broad, especially the left one (♀); harpe with a tiny tooth representing the process. Penis-funnel truncate; penis-sheath stout, very different from that of the other species, ending in a compressed, stout process, which is dentate at the edge.

♀ and early stages not known.

Hab. Amboina.

Only the type known to us (in the Tring Museum, ex coll. Felder).

375. Haemorrhagia thysbe.


Palpus longer than in the other species, hook of antenna also rather longer. Abdomen and wings beneath chestnut-red to cinnamon-rufous. Legs yellowish white, like breast, except upperside of foreleg, hindtarsus, tip of hindtibia, and part of midtarsus. Cell of forewing either entirely scaled, or the vitreous space divided by a scaled fold, distal border dilated at R², dentate or simple; hindwing scaled beyond end of cell.

Tenth tergite truncate, tip of each process sinuate, essentially as in *fusciformis*; sternite (Pl. XLIII. f. 25) asymmetrical as in *gracilis*, the vestige of the right lobe (r) rather more obvious than in other species. Left clasper (Pl. II. f. 17, l) very slender, somewhat spatulate, rounded dilated ventrally near base, process of harpe (II) represented by a short projection accompanied by a broader and lower hump which bears some bristles; right clasper (r) also slender, shallowly emarginate ventrally beyond middle, harpe ending in a club-shaped process which bears long spines on the upperside at apex. Penis-funnel (r-v) smooth, not granulose; penis-sheath (v) ending in a long, but not sharply pointed, process.

Larva green, with a rather sharply defined reddish ventral band, which is often restricted to the last segments, dorsal mesial line accompanied at each side by a white line; a yellowish dorso-lateral line ending at horn.—Food-plants: *Viburnum*: *Symrophicarpus*; *Prunus*: *Crateagus*; etc.

A variable species. We distinguish three principal forms, which are connected by all intergradations.

*a*. *H. thysbe* f. *loc. fuscicrulis*.

*b*. *H. thysbe* f. *thysbe*.


Harmonia thyrsis, id., Ic. p. 149. n. 5 (1865); Grote, ibid. vi. p. 328 (1867) (Cuba?); Bethel, Canad. Ent. i. p. 10. n. 9 (1869); Bowl., ibid. i. 143 (1871) (Quebec); Grote, Bull. Buffalo Soc. N. Sc. i. p. 7. 19 (1874); id., Ic. i. 224. n. 11 (1875); id., Ic. iii. 220. n. 13 (1877) (partim); id., Canad. Ent. xviiii. p. 130. n. 13 (1886); id., Hawk Moths N. Am. p. 27 (1886).


Macroglossus elodes Boisduval, Ic. p. 370. n. 59 (1875); Smith, Ic. p. 102 (1888) (= thyrsis).

Macroglossus ruficauda, Boisduval, Ic. p. 371. n. 61 (1875).


Hemaria elodes, Butler, Ic. x. p. 634 (1877); Maass, Ic. xli. p. 69 (1880) (= southern form of thyrsis?); Edw., Ent. Amer. iii. p. 223 (1888).

Hemaria thyrsis (1), Soile, Psyche viii. p. 155 (1897) (larva nearly all red).


♂. Sixth and seventh abdominal tergite tawny-olive, sixth mostly with red-brown mesial spot; border of forewing more or less dentate. In a specimen from Michigan in coll. Oberthur there is no transparent space on the hindwing, and the vitreous area of the forewing is much reduced (Pl. IX. f. 14).

♂. H. thyrsis f. cibiciformis.


Sesia ruficauda, Walker, Ic. viii. p. 82. n. 4 (1856) (partim).


Harmonia uniformis, Grote, Bull. Buffalo Soc. N. Sc. i. p. 18 (1874); id., Ic. ii. p. 224. n. 9 (1875); id., Ic. iii. p. 220. n. 11 (1877) (Anticosti; Canada; N. York; Penn.); id., Canad. Ent. ix. p. 131 (1877) (dist. from ruficauda); id., Ic. xviii. p. 150 (1886) (probably dist. from thyrsis).


**376. Haemorrhagia gracilis.**


**Sesia uniformis**, id., *t. p. 172 (1873); Cauñ., *Canad. Ent.* vii. p. 241. n. 2 (1875) (Montreal, vi.).


**Haemaris thyse (?) var. minor** buffalonis id., *t. c.* (1886).

**Haemaris thyse (?) var. major** floridensis id., *t. c.* (1886).


Δ♀. Variable in size like *f. thyse*, but more so. Sixth and seventh abdominal tergite tawny-olive, with or without red-brown mesial spot; border of forewing not dentate.

This is the ordinary spring form, but occurs also in the summer. Some of our Florida specimens are smaller than some of our New England ones.

**Hab.** Atlantic district of Nearctic Region: Canada to Florida and Texas, westward to the Mississippi basin.

In the Ting Museum 4 larvae, 1 pupa; and:


---

(445)
♂♀. Breast on each side with a reddish tawny horizontal stripe, not found in any other species; abdomen below cinnamon-rufous, with creamy mesial spots, largest on proximal segments; legs the same colour as abdomen. A small vitreous space in apex of cell of forewing, not divided. Vitreous area of hindwing below followed behind by a creamy patch.

♂. Tenth tergite shaped as in *fusiformis*, but sinuate beneath before apex, not at tip; sternite of the same type as in *standingeri*, but narrower. Left clasper (Pl. Ll. f. 18, l) deeply sinuate ventrally, the proximal part not so much projecting as in *fusiformis*, also broader than in *thysbe*, the apical lobe less slender than in *thysbe*, harpe not projecting, gradually narrowed, with a few hairs; right clasper (r) broader than in *thysbe*, feebly emarginate ventrally beyond middle, harpe (II) without free process, gradually narrowed to a point. Penis-funnel (r-f) carinate beneath, ending in a slender and smooth point; penis-sheath differing from that of all the other species in the apical process being truncate and, at the apical edge, dentate (Pl. Ll. f. 18, l).

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Atlantic district: Canada; New England; rare, and therefore probably overlooked in the more southern States.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂, 1 ♀ from N. York.

377. *Haemorrhagia diffinis*.

*Sphinx fusiformis* Abbot & Smith (von Linné, 1758), Ins. Georgia i. p. 86. t. 43 (1797).


*Sphinx fusiformis* (1), Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het i. p. 626, sub n. 21 (1892).

♂♀. Vitreous area of cell of forewing not divided by a sealed fold. Body more shaggy than in *gracilis* and *thysbe*, but less than in *titus*. Legs more or less extended black; long spurs comparatively shorter than in *titus*. Very variable individually, seasonally, and geographically.

♂. Tenth segment essentially as in *thysbe*, sternite always asymmetrical, often emarginate at the right sight, the vestige of the right lobe of *ceuta* then being a little more distinct than usually. Claspers (Pl. Ll. f. 21) not very unlike, often nearly the same, the right one generally slenderer; left harpe ending in a short process, bearing some hairs; proximally of the process there is a curved, somewhat halfmoon-shaped lump densely beset with minute spines; right harpe similar, but the process longer, often clubbed, with long hairs at the end. Penis-funnel (r-f) truncate, smooth; process of penis-sheath simple, pointed.

Larva similar to that of *thysbe*; dorsally shaded with brown, mesial line accompanied at each side by a darker (not paler) line.—Food-plants: *Symphoricarpos*, *Lonicera*, *Apocynum*, etc.

*Hab.* Nearctic Region from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

The various forms of this insect have been described as 13 distinct species. Since Hulst proved by breeding that the forms of *thysbe* with dentate and non-dentate wing-borders were the same species, the belief in the distinctness of the allies of *diffinis* has become shaky. Smyth, in 1900, succeeded in rearing several broods of *diffinis*, and found that the differences assumed to be specific by the older writers are in fact only seasonal or individual. On comparison of the individuals of our long series from various parts of the Nearctic Region we find that there is no structural difference between all these "species" in question, but that there are well-marked geographical races each variable in itself. These races are: (1) the
Atlantic race, extending in Canada westwards to the Pacific; (2) the central race, inhabiting the eastern side of the Rockies from New Mexico to Montana; and (3) the Pacific race, occupying the country between the Rocky Mountains and the Pacific Ocean.

We keep *brucei* distinct for reasons given under that heading.

\[ \textit{a. H. diffinis} \]

* <i>Sphinx freiformis</i>, Abbot & Smith, loc. (partim; image).
* <i>Macroglotta diffinis</i> Boisduval, loc.


♀. Legs for the greater part black; middle of tail of the same colour as the two previous segments and thorax; underside of abdomen black: base of wings black above and below, with little pale scaling.

Three principal forms, connected by intergradations:—

\[ \textit{a'. H. diffinis} \textit{diffinis} \textit{f. vern. tenalis}. \]


*<i>Macroglotta tenalis</i>, Pilate, *Papilio* ii. p. 67 (1822) (Dayton, O., rare).


♀. Variable in size, and also somewhat in colour. Border of forewing even. The spring form.

\[ \textit{b. H. diffinis} \textit{diffinis} \textit{f. aest. diffinis}. \]

*<i>Macroglotta diffinis</i> Boisduval, loc.; id., *Spec. Gén. Lep.* Het. i. p. 366. n. 51 (1875) (larva exdl.).


*Hemaris margaritida* Grote, Bull. Buffalo Soc. N. Sc. i. p. 6. 18. t. 1. f. 10 (?) (1874) (Michigan.—Mus. Brit.); id., l.c. ii. p. 224. n. 5 (1875); id., l.c. iii. p. 220. n. 7 (1877) (Michigan; Ohio; Ind.); Butl., l.c. ix. p. 521. n. 17 (1877); Maass., l.c. xii. p. 51 (1880) (= alexiellis); Jew., Canad. Ent. xii. p. 231 (1880) (Ohio, larva on Locustica sempervirens); id., Bull. Brooklyn Ent. Soc. iv. p. 17 (1885) (life hist.); Grote, Canad. Ent. xvii. p. 130. n. 8 (1886); id., Hawk Moths N. Am. p. 26 (1886); Smith, l.c. xv. p. 35 (1888); Edw., Bull. U. St. Nat. Mus. xxxv. p. 38 (1889) (liter. rel. to metam.).


♂. A summer form. Border of forewing slightly dentate, or at least crenulate. Generally somewhat larger than the preceding.

c'. *H. difinis* difinis f. aest. *acillus*.


*Hemaris acillus* Grote, Bull. Buffalo Soc. N. Sc. i. p. 6. 18. t. 1. f. 9 (1874); id., l.c. ii. p. 224. n. 6 (1875); id., l.c. iii. p. 220. n. 8 (1877) (Texas); Butl., l.c. ix. p. 521. n. 16 (1877) (= grotii); Strecker, l.c. p. 140 (1877); Grote, Canad. Ent. xvii. p. 130. n. 10 (1886); id., Hawk Moths N. Am. p. 26 (1886); Edw., Papilio iii. p. 25 (1883) (N. Jersey); Smith, l.c. xv. p. 35 (1888); Bentenm., Bull. Amer. Mus. N. Sc. vii. p. 279 (1895) (N. York, very rare).


*Macroglotta aetha* Streaker, l.c. p. 107 (1875) (Montreal).

*Hemaris aetha*, Butler, l.c. ix. p. 634 (1877); Maass., l.c. xii. p. 69 (1880) (= difinis); Grote, Canad. Ent. xviii. p. 130. n. 6 (1886); Smith, l.c. xv. p. 43 (1888) (= difinis); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 626. n. 22 (1892).

*Hemaris grotii*, Edwards, Ent. Amer. iii. p. 223 (1888).


Hab. Atlantic district of Nearctic Region, from Texas to Canada, in the north westwards to the Pacific.

In the Tring Museum:—


b. *H. difinis* scuta.


*Hemaris scuta*, Grote, Canad. Ent. xviii. p. 130. n. 5 (1886); Smith, l.c. xv. p. 43 (1888) (N. Mexico) (= robustus); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 627. n. 28 (1892).


♂. Resembling somewhat *difinis* f. *tenais*, body slenderer, legs more grey; abdominal area of hindwing above reddish distally, with grey space, wing-borders altogether more reddish. Middle of tail of the colour of the two previous segments.

A ♂ from Bear Creek, Morrison Co., Colorado, Sept. 17th, 1901, 10,100 ft. (Oslar), the only specimen we have from that district, differs from all our other examples in the wing-borders being obviously broader, dentate, and nearly as bright
red as the apical costal patch of the forewing (summer brood? Our other dated individuals of *sent* were caught in May).

*Hub.* Rocky Mountains, from New Mexico to Montana.

In the Tring Museum 54 specimens from: New Mexico; Colorado (Oslar); Clear Creek, Berkeley (v.), Platte Cañon (7500 ft.), Colorado Springs, Ft. Collins; Montana.

c. *H. diffinis thetis.*


♀. Legs totally black, or hindtibia with pale hairs near base; tail entirely black.

Two principal forms, which are not seasonal: —

d. *H. diffinis thetis f. thetis.*


*Hemaris thetis*, Grote, Bull. Buffalo Soc. N. Sc. i. p. 5. t. 18. f. 7 (1874); Edw., Proc. Calif. Ar. Soc. vi. p. 87 (1876) (coast range, v. viii.); id., l.c. ii. p. 224. n. 1 (1875); id., l.c. iii. p. 220. n. 1 (1877) (Calif.); Butl., l.c. ix. p. 519. n. 6 (1887); Grote, Canad. Ent. xviii. p. 130 n. 2 (1886); Smith, l.c. xv. p. 90 (1888) (Calif.); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 627. n. 25 (1892).


♀. Hindtibia with a tuft of pale hairs near base, or nearly entirely pale-haired: besides abdominal tergites 6 and 7, generally also middle of tergite 5 pale: some specimens have the fifth tergite, however, black like the fourth. Size variable: our summer specimens from Arizona are as large as *diffinis* f. aest. *diffinis*, and have the wing borders far more red than ordinary *thetis*. Possibly the summer brood, at least of the southern districts of the range of *thetis*, are mostly large and reddish on the wing; if that is the case, the form should be kept separate as *f. aest. rubens*.

We doubt that the yellow colour of the palpi of the individual called *palpalis* was natural; the specimen, if preserved, should be carefully examined; possibly the yellow colour is due to the presence of pollen.

d. *H. diffinis thetis f. cyanoglossum.*


♀. Hindtibia quite black; fifth abdominal tergite black like fourth, seldom at each side of middle of the colour of the sixth and seventh. No structural difference from *f. thetis.*
Hab. Pacific district of Nearctic Region, from British Columbia to Arizona.
In the Tring Museum:—
f. thetis, 22 ♂ ♀, 9 ♂ ♀ from: Prescott, Arizona, vi. vii. (Dr. Knuse); Copper Basin, viii., 7000 ft., and Jerome, vii., 7500 ft., Arizona (J. E. Oslar); Pasadena, Calif.; Gold Hill, Oregon (Biedermann); South Utah, vii.
f. cynoglossum in the British Museum and coll. W. Schaus.

378. Haemorrhagia brucei.


♂♀. Very near H. difinis senta, but more shaggy; legs nearly, and underside of abdomen entirely, grey. Not structurally different.

Hab. Central district at high altitudes: Colorado; Utah.

In the Tring Museum 22 ♂ ♂, 10 ♂ ♀ from: South Utah, vii.; Silver Lake, Utah, vii.; Rio de los Pinos, Colorado, v.; South Park, Col., 10,000 ft., viii. (Oslar); Chimney Gulch, Col., 8000 ft., v. (Oslar); Platte Canion, Col., 8000 ft., v. (Oslar).

As this insect occurs together with H. difinis senta, and is always distinguishable, we consider it distinct, in spite of the absence of structural differences.

379. Haemorrhagia tityus.


As fuciformis is undoubtedly the correct name for the broad-bordered Palaearctic species we do not see any objection against the employment of the name tityus for the narrow-bordered one. Linné's description applies equally well to all the clear-winged species; the unpublished description referred to by Aurivillius, &c., fits the insect figured by Esper as bombyliformis. As Linné treated, in 1767, tityus as a variety of fuciformis, we may safely assume that he knew indeed both the broad border and the narrow border, but was not convinced of their specific distinctness.

The name of bombyliformis, applied by Esper and others to the present species, and misapplied by Illiger and most Continental Lepidopterists to fuciformis, cannot stand for the narrow border, for the character "abdomine coccineo," and the fact that Linné treated bombyliformis in 1767 as a variety of porcellus, speak decidedly against the type of bombyliformis having been the narrow border, while the character "ano barbato" does not fit porcellus; "alis hyalinis luteo variis" might apply to a fresh specimen of Haemorrhagia that has not lost the scales, but also to a strongly rubbed porcellus.

The names tityus for the narrow border, and fuciformis for the broad border, are easily remembered if we keep in mind that, fuciformis feeding on Galium, and tityus on Scabiosa, the initials of the insect and these food-plants are neighbours in the alphabet, and further, that tityus is tenax marginatus (has a thin border), and that fuciformis is "fortiter" marginatus.

♂♀. Hook of antenna shorter than in fuciformis and the allied species, third and fourth segment (counted from end) broader. Cell of forewing without scaled fold. Hindtibia black at end. Border of forewing sometimes slightly dentate.

♀. Tenth segment as in fuciformis. Claspers different (Pl. Ll. f. 20); left
one broader than in *faciformis*, not spatulate, harpe represented by an obviously spinose hump; right clasper narrowed in apical third, harpe produced into a clubbed process which is armed at end with spines. Penis-funnel (r-f) rough with granules only at end, produced into a slender lobe; process of penis-sheath longer than in *faciformis*, acutely pointed.

Larva with a broad ventral band, and a lateral and dorso-lateral series of spots, which are brown-red, the lateral spots oblique, including the stigmata; horn straight, brown-red.—Food-plants: *Scabiosa* and allied genera; rarely on other plants.

*Hab.* Palaeartic Region, from Western Europe to Thibet; represented in the Pacific district by *radius* and *staudingeri*.

Two subspecies:

a. *II. tityus alaiana* subsp. nov.


♂. Black belt of abdomen much shaded with luteous hairs, tail scarcely with any luteous hairs; thorax and posterior abdominal segments less bright yellow than in *tityus tityus*. Border of forewing broader than in the other form, as broad between R² and M¹ as this cellule is wide at end; cross-veins with an obvious bar, which is nearly as prominent as in *faci. affinis*; base of hindwing above and below less yellow than in *tityus tityus*.

A more generalised form than the ordinary *tityus*.

*Hab.* Alai Mts.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂ (*type*), 1 ♀, ex coll. Grum-Greschmailo.

b. *II. tityus tityus*.

_Bradl., Works of Nature p. 158. t. 24. f. c (1721); Rojs., *Ins.* Belost. iii. p. 232. t. 38. f. 1 (f.) (1755); Gronov., Act. Helv. v. p. 141. n. 314 (1782); Schaeff., *Ins.* Rehsh. t. 16. f. 1 (1760); id., *Elen.* Ent. t. 116. f. 3 (1766); Ernst & Engr., *Pop.* Eur. iii. p. 24. t. 89. f. 117. e. f. (1782).


*Sphere porcellus* β. *Sphere titys* id., l.c. p. 803. sub n. 28 (1767).


*Sphere porcellus* *Reuss*, *Gen.* *Ins.* p. 33. n. 23 (1783).

*Setia porcellus*, *Oken, Lehrb.* Naturs. ii. i. p. 749. n. 1 (1815).


Sesia bombyliformis, Samouelle, Ent. Comp. p. 244 (1819).


Sesia bombyliformis, Curtis, Brit. Ent. i. t. 40 (1824); Westow & Humphr., Brit. Moths 26. t. 6. f. 4. 5. 6 (1843).


Macroglottis bombyliformis, Meigen, Eur. Schm. p. 125. n. 1. t. 62. f. 8 (1830); Wallengr., Syst. Het. Führ. p. 56. n. 2 (1863); Siebke, Enn. Ins. Norw. iii. p. 26. n. 2 (1874); Barrett, Lep. Brit. i. ii. p. 73. n. 3. t. 54. f. 3. 3a (1895).


Macroglottis undata, Lec., loc. (1869).


Hemaris titugas, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 626. n. 10 (1812); Tutt, Brit. Lep. iii. p. 528 (1902).


♂ ♀. There is little variation observed, except in size. The border of the forewing is never prominently deumenta, but specimens corresponding to radians f. radians can doubtless be artificially produced.

Hab. Western Europe, North Africa, eastwards to the Altai and Kuku-nor, North Persia, Asia Minor.

In the Tring Museum 30-odd specimens from various places in Europe; 2 ♂ ♀ from Kuku-nor (received from R. Tancrè).

390. Haemorrhagia radians.


Hemaris radicula, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 625. n. 10 (1892) (= mandarinina); Leech, Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. p. 295. n. 85 (1898) (Oiwake; Yokohama; Gensan; Hakodate; Fushiki; Kiukiang);


Hemaris farciformis, Bartel, loc. i. p. 234 (1906).

♂ ♀. Nearest to titugas. Upperside of foretibia and -tarsus black; apical third of hindtibia blue-black like uppersist of tarsus. Thorax and basi-abdominal area of hindwing above, and basal areas of both wings below, deep chrome. Scaling of cross-veins of forewing heavier than in titugas, cell-fold distinct or vestigial, seldom practically absent.

♂. Sexual armature essentially as in titugas; the tenth sternite more asymmetrical, being obliquely rounded at end (Pl. XLIII. f. 23), both clasps a little more spatulate.

Early stages not known.

Two forms:

♂ 11. radians f. mandarinina.


4.53


♂. Border of forewing not dentate.

b. *H. radians* f. *radians.*

*Sesia radians* Walker, *cf.* (Shanghai).


♂♂. Border of forewing more or less heavily dentate. Intergradations between the two forms not rare.

*Hab.* Both forms in China, Amurland, and Japan: f. *radians* apparently more common in Japan than on the continent.

In the Tring Museum: ---

f. *mandarina*, 4 ♀♂, 4 ♀♀ from: Oiwake: Nagasaki, v. (Leech); Loo Choo (Pryer); Amur.


381. *Haemorrhagia fusciformis.*


♂♀. The broad-bordered species, feeding on *Galium* and *Lonicera*, is undoubtedly the insect which Linneé described as *fusciformis*. The figures quoted by him represent the broad-bordered *Sphinx*; the reference to Bradley, *Works of Nature*, is very significant, as Linneé quotes only Bradley’s fig. b, and not fig. c, which latter is the narrow-bordered species.

Individually, seasonally, and geographically variable. Spines at tip of foretibia rather more prominent than in the other species. A scaled line in cell, and a heavy bar on cross-veins of forewing. Antenna see Pl. LX. f. 11. 18. 19.

♂. Tenth tergite (Pl. XLIII. f. 21) scarcely more than twice as long as proximally broad, the two halves separated only at the extreme end; sternite (Pl. XLIII. f. 22) about one-third shorter than the tergite, slightly asymmetrical, rounded at end. Claspers (Pl. L. f. 19): left one spathulate, harpe represented by a basal incassation which bears a few short bristles; right clasper with dorsal margin concave, and ventral margin deeply sinuate just beyond middle, apical lobe spatulate, harpe represented by a conical process, which varies individually and is clothed with bristles. Penis-funnel (Pl. L. f. 19, r-f) rough with setiferous granules, little more produced ventrally than dorsally; penis-sheath: apical process flattened, obtuse.

Larva with pale dorso-lateral line from head to horn; stigmata bordered with brown-red, a ventro-lateral brown-red line from head to anus, including legs; horn slightly but obviously curved, brown-red.—Food-plants: *Galium*; *Lonicera*; *Symphoricarpus*.

*Hab.* Palaeartic Region, except the far north, from Western Europe to Japan and N.W. India.

Three subspecies;
II. fuciformis fuciformis.

Monoff., Ins. Theor., p. 105 (1631); Bradley, Works of Nature p.158. t. 2. f. 2. (1721); Roessel, Ins. Belv. iii. p. 232. t. 38. f. 2. 3. (1756); Hemmerich, Coll. Curios. Ins. t. 9. f. c. (1752); Roessel, l.c. t. 34. f. 1–4 (1751); Sulz, Kempt. Ins. p. 26. t. 15. f. 90 (1761); Geoffroy, Hist. Ins. ii. p. 82. n. 5 (1762); Harris, Engl. Lep. p. 14. n. 87 (1775); Ernst & Engr., Pup. Eur. iii. p. 24. t. 80. 117, t. 90. f. 117 (1782).


**Sphex variegata** Allioni, Mel. Soc. Turin. p. 193 (1766).

**Sphex fuciformis** (Müller, Naturz. v. i. p. 643. n. 28 (1774).

**Sesia fuciformis** Fabricius, Syd. Ent. p. 548. n. 5 (1775) (partim); id., Spec. Ins. ii. p. 156. n. 11 (1781) (partim); id., [Fann. Ins. i. p. 99. n. 11 (1787); id., Exp. Ins. iii. 1. p. 382. n. 12. (1793) (partim); Cederh., [Fann. Ingr. p. 214. n. 656 (1798); Westw. & Humphr., Brit. Insect. i. p. 26. t. 6. f. 7 (1813).


**Sesia bombiformis** Oken, Léb. Natarg. iii. 1. p. 750. n. 2 (1815).

**Sesia fuciformis** (Leech, in Brewst., Eur. iv. p. 131 (1815); Samonelle, Ent. Comp. p. 244 (1819).


**Sphaer fuciformis**, Vogel, Schneett, Cabinet ii. p. 30. t. 8. f. 7 (1822).


**Macrogyrus milesiformis** Treitschke, in Oehse, Schneett, Eur. x. p. 125 (1834).


Macroglossa bombyliformis var. heynei Bartel, Ent. Nachr. xxiv. p. 337 (1898); id., in Ruhl, Groschen, ii. p. 228 (1900) (hybrid between bombyliformis and fusciformis).  

Macroglossa bombyliformis var. et al., robusta, id., t. p. 227 (1900).

Hemaris fuciformis var. robusta, Staudinger & Rebel, Cat. Lep. ed. iii. p. 105. n. 771. b. (1901).

δ ♀. Sides of thorax not essentially paler than middle; hindwing very rarely with a transparent streak in abdominal border; bar at end of cell of forewing heavy. The belt of the abdomen is generally reddish, but occasionally black; intergradation occur frequently. The suggestion put forward by Bartel—who has named the black-belted specimens heynei, i.e.—that we have here to do with a hybrid between fuciformis and tityus (= bombyliformis) has no foundation; there would be more justification in calling this *H. fucif.* f. heynei, a transition to *H. fuciformis affinis*. Marginal band of both wings ordinarily simple, but not rarely dentate; the deutition never so strong as in affinis f. alternata. Such dentate individuals were considered distinct by Treitschke, who named them milesiformis; the abdominal belt of this *H. fucif.* f. milesiformis is occasionally black.

Central Asiatic specimens are not larger than European ones on an average: "var. robusta " has no standing.

Hab. Europe (except the far north), North Africa, eastward to the Altai and N.W. India.

In the Tring Museum 3 larvae, 1 pupa, 50 odd specimens from various places in Europe; 5 δ δ, 1 ♀ from Issykkul and Alexander Mts.

The N.W. Indian specimens may possibly represent a fourth subspecies. But the two only individuals known (in the Brit. Mns.) are too scanty a material to decide this point, since the differences from *fuc.* fuciformis, if there are any, are certainly only slight. The foregoing seems to be a little narrower than in European fuciformis.

b. *H. fuciformis gansuensis*.


Hemaris affinis var. gansuensis, Staudinger & Rebel, Cat. Lep. ed. iii. p. 105. n. 772. b. (1901).

δ ♀. Nearer *fucif.* affinis than *fucif.* fuciformis. Underside of abdomen entirely grey, proximal sternites not black.

Hab. Thibet; Amdo.

In the Tring Museum 1 δ, 1 ♀.

c. *H. fuciformis affinis*.


t. 3. f. 13 (1864); Staud. & Wecke, Cat. Lep. ed. ii. p. 38. n. 497 (1871); Oberth., Ent. d'Est., v. p. 28. n. 71 (1880) (Amurland, June); Staud., in Rom., Mem., Lep. vi. p. 240. n. 231 (1892) (Amurland; partim); Bartel, in Ruhl, Groschen, ii. p. 230 (1900).


Hemaris affinis, Butler, t. x. p. 520. n. 11 (1877); Kirby, l.c. n. 29 (1892); Leec., Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond., p. 295. n. 87 (1898) (= sieboldii = whitelyi); Gifu; Yokohama; Hakodate, vi.)

♀♂. A very variable insect: always distinguished from *fucif. fuciformis* by the darker colour of the wing-borders, the thinner bar upon the cross-veins of the forewing, and the obviously pale side of the thorax, or the very heavily dentate wing-borders. The external border of the hindwing is mostly thinner than in the western form, and there is (always?) a transparent streak in the abdominal border, very seldom found in *fucif. fuciformis*. Certain small specimens come very near *ganssumensis*.

♀♂. Process of penis-sheath longer than in *fucif. fuciformis*, not quite so broad.

There are two very different-looking forms, hitherto considered specifically distinct. As they are structurally the same, and are, moreover, connected by intergradations, we have no doubt that they are the same species. We keep the two extreme forms and the intermediate one separate, as follows:—

_a'._ *H. fuciformis affinis* f. *affinis*.

*MacroGLOSSA affinis* Bremer, &c.

♀♂. Variable in size; border of wings not dentate; thorax pale at sides underside of abdomen more or less extended grey.

_b'._ *H. fuciformis affinis* f. *confinis*.


♀♂. As before, but wing borders more or less dentate.

c'._ *H. fuciformis affinis* f. *alternata*.


♀♂. Always large; thorax and abdomen above brighter yellow than in the previous, reminding one of *radians*; sides of thorax generally not paler than middle; border of forewing heavily dentate; underside of abdomen mostly with little grey scaling, last sternites reddish, with pale mesial line.

This is apparently the commoner form in summer.

_HUB.* Japan; Amurland; Corea; China.

The first form not yet known from China; the second not seen from Japan; the third common in Japan, occurring also in Corea, not quite typical in Amurland and China.

In the Tring Museum:—


_f. confinis_, 3 ♀♂, 1 ♀ from: Amur.

_f. alternata_, 12 ♀♂, 5 ♀ ♀ from: Oiwa ke; Hondo, Kami-Yoshida, viii. (Dr. Fritze); Gensan, Corea, vii. (Leech).
382. Haemorrhagia beresowskii (Pl. IX. f. 7, ♂).


Macroglossa beresowskii, Bartel, in Rühl, *Grossschm.* ii. p. 239 (1900).

♂. Closely resembling *H. standingeri* ottonis, but border of hindwing obviously broader, being as wide between R² and M¹ as this cellule is broad at margin. Cell-streak of forewing mostly vestigial: bar upon cross-veins as in *fuscif. affinis* or heavier.

♀. Sexual armature essentially as in *standingeri*; tenth tergite a little shorter, and right clasper narrower before middle, its ventral margin not so obviously sinuate beyond middle.

Hub. China; not yet recorded from the eastern parts of the Celestial Empire.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♀♂ from: Ta-itsien-Lu and Siao-Lu.

A series in coll. Charles Oberthür.

383. Haemorrhagia standingeri (Pl. IX. f. 8, ♂).


♂. Similar to *fuscif. affinis* f. *affinis* and f. *confinis*, but cell of forewing without scaled fold, and cross-veins not heavier scaled than M, agreeing in these characters with *titius*. Base of wings above black or nearly black; base of hindwing below deeper in colour than in *fuscif. affinis*. Border of forewing even or dentate.

♀. Tenth tergite (Pl. XI. f. 24, ventral aspect) longer than in *fusciformis* and *titius*, the two halves deeper separate: sternite much broader, strongly asymmetrical, the right edge convex, the left concave beyond middle, apex strongly dilated towards the left side. Left clasper midway between that of *titius* and *fusciformis*, decidedly slenderer than in *titius*, and somewhat spatulate, harpe with very few bristles; right clasper as slender as in *fusciformis*, but the ventral margin less deeply and more distally sinuate, the sinuses deeper than in *titius*, but nearly in the same place, harpe ending in a long process as in *titius*, this process compressed except at end, strongly club-shaped in dorsal and in ventral aspect, much less club-shaped in lateral view, the incrassate end armed with spines, of which those standing on the upperside are nearly as long as the process is broad apically. Penis-funnel not rough with granules, produced ventrally into a pointed process; penis-sheath with acutely pointed process as in *titius*.

Early stages not known.

Hub. China; Amurland.

Two subspecies:

a. *H. standingeri* ottonis subsp. nov.

Macroglossa affinis, Staudinger (now Bremer, 1861), i.e.

♂. Agreeing in colour closely with *fuscif. affinis*. Thorax with pale side-stripe; hindtibia yellowish grey except tip.

Hub. Amurland.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♂♂, 3 ♀♀, labelled “Amur,” received from German dealers as *affinis*. 
Section 2

b. II. *Hemaris* stauntoni Lec. 

♀. Proximal half of abdomen more or less deep black, contrasting strongly with the distal segments. Hindtibia black except base.

_Hab._ China: Chang-Yang.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♀♂ from Chang-Yang, July (Pratt), ex coll. Lecceh.

384. *Haemorrhagia* saundersi.


*Macrogastra* curvata Boisduval, _Lc._ n. 67 (1875) (Cochin China: Silhet:—_coll. Charles Oberthür._)


♀. Similar in appearance to *Ephoronodes* hylas, but a true *Haemorrhagia*. Cell of forewing without scaled fold; marginal band about half as wide between $M_1$ and $M_2$ as this cellule is broad at margin. Fifth abdominal tergite brown-red, fourth also more or less of the same colour, sixth often with a brown-red mesial patch; underside of abdomen brown-red, mesially grey.

♀. Tenth tergite longer and slenderer than in *stauntoni*, left process a little longer than right one; sternite asymmetrical, curved towards the left side (Pl. XLIII. f. 26). Left clasper (Pl. LVI. f. 4, 7) little projecting ventrad basally, slightly and almost gradually narrowed to apex, process of harpe represented by a small subglobose bump which bears fine hairs; right clasper less different from the left than in the allied species, less narrowed towards end than the left clasper, its ventral margin feebly sinuate in apical third, harpe produced into a subcylindrical process which is slightly twisted and feebly club-shaped and bears long hairs at the end. Penis-funnel slender, gradually narrowed into a smooth ventral process: process of penis-sheath long, but not sharply pointed, little thinner than the sheath itself.

Early stages not known.

_Hab._ North West India to Cochinchina.

In the Tring Museum 8 ♀♂, 1 ♀ from: Kunnan, vii. viii. (Pilcher); Gauris Valley, Kashmir, vi. (Lecceh).

385. *Haemorrhagia* croatica.

_Sphinx* croatica Esper, _Schr._, ii. p. 33. t. 45. f. 2 (1807); _Ochs., Schm. Eur._ ii. p. 191. n. 3 (1818) (= _sessa_).

_Sphinx* sessa Hübner, _Samml. Eur. Schr._, _Sphinx._ p. 34. n. 3. t. 18. f. 89. & t. 29. f. 136 (1807).

_Sphinx* croatica, _Oken, Lc._, _Naturg._ iii. 1. p. 750. sub n. 2 (1815).

*Macrogastra* croatica, _Ochsenheimer, l.c._ iv. p. 42. n. 3 (1816); _Boisd., Ital. Mfts._ p. 32 (1820); _id._, _Icen. Lep._ ii. p. 13. t. 48. f. 5 (1834); _Freischke, in Ochs., Schm. Eur._ x. p. 127 (1844) (Dalmatia); Dup., _in God._, _Lep._, _France._, _Suppl._ ii. p. 27. n. 7. t. 3. f. 3 (1835); _Frey,, N. Böte., Schr._ ii. p. 151. n. 136. t. 188 (1836); _Eversen,, Fama Vulp._ _Ural._ p. 106 (1844) (v. vi.); _Walk., Ital. Lep._, _Hel._, _M._, vii. p. 57. n. 3 (1856); _Mén, En. Corp. Anim._, _M. Petri., Lep._ ii. _Suppl._ p. 95. n. 1586 (1857); _Mann, Wies. Est._, _Munatschr._ vi. p. 305 (1862) (Brussa, v.); _Ledd., Ann._, _Soc._


Ephyxus croaticus, Vogel, Schmett. Cabinet x. p. 11 t. 5. f. 5 (1829).


Cephalotes (?) croaticus, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 628. n. 12 (1892).


♂♂. No transparent spaces on wings. Pulvillus of claw-segment normal; ventral lobes of paronymium very small. This is a true Haemorrhagia. Hübner (and Butler) recognised that it is related to faciata, not to stellaturum.

♂. Tenth tergite as in titus, but longer; sternite slender, dilated at end and obliquely rounded, asymmetrically spatulate. Claspers nearly as in titus, the right one with scarcely a vestige of the sinus of the ventral edge; right harpe produced into a curved and club-shaped process, which is armed with spines above at the end; left harpe ending in a spinose lump which is rather more prominent than in titus. Penis-funnel long, slender, produced ventrally; process of penis-sheath long, but not sharply pointed.

Larva green, whitish green, or red; a broad pale line from head to horn; this long and acute; black ventral and red lateral spots.—Food-plant: Scabiosa and (? Asperula.

Hab. Austria-Hungary to Greece, Asia Minor, and Transcaucasia.

In the Tring Museum 30-odd specimens from Dalmatia; 2 larvae; 2 pupae.

386. Haemorrhagia rubra.

*Henaris rubra* Hampson, in Blanf., Fisons Brit. Ind. Moths i. p. 120. n. 204 (1892) (Sind; Gurais Valley; Balta;—Mus. Brit.).

♂♂. Transparent spaces of forewing not sharply defined, shaded over with red-brown scales, sometimes vestigial; hindwing without vitreous area. Pulvillus very small; ventral lobes of paronymium vestigial.

♂. Tenth tergite as in titus; sternite broader at end and more obliquely rounded. Left claspar as in titus, but the basal ventral lobe less projecting; right claspar feebly sinuate beyond middle at ventral margin, process of harpe longer and slenderer than in croatica and titus, with long spines at and before end, equalling in length the diameter of the process. Penis-funnel shaped as in titus, hairy at end; process of penis-sheath more pointed than in croatica, less than in titus.

Early stages not known.


In the Tring Museum 4 ♂♂ ♂♂. A series from the same places in the British Museum.

387. Haemorrhagia dentata.

*Macroglottis decurvis var. dentata* Staudinger, Stett. Ent. Zeit. xivii. p. 67 (1887) (Aintab, n. Antiochia;—coll. Staudinger); Stand. & Reb., loc. n. 770. a (1901) (Taur. m. or.).

Macroglottis var. (ab.?) dentata, Bartel, loc. p. 222 (1900).

♂. Abdomen with buffish white belt of third abdominal segment only vestigial at the sides, not marked above. Tail red, mixed with black. Basal area of hindwing green, and vitreous spaces small. Pulvillus present.
♂. Sexual armature similar to that of *fusciformis*, differing essentially from that of *ducalis*. Tenth segment as in *fusciformis*, the tergite being obviously shorter than in *ducalis*. Claspers as in *fusciformis*, less slender; left harpe with a distinct process, similar to that of the right harpe of *fusciformis*, but smaller; right harpe ending in a process which is longer than in *fusciformis*, but far shorter than in *ducalis*, not club-shaped, with hairs at the end. Penis-tunnel as in *fusciformis*, stout, truncate, densely beset with pointed granules; penis-sheath ending in a short, flat, obtuse, twisted process, as in *fusciformis*.

♀ and early stages not known.

*Hab.* Syria.

In the British Museum 1 ♂ from "Syria" (coll. Leech).

### 388. Haemorrhagia ducalis.


*Leptesia ducalis,* Kirby, *Cat. Lép.* Ht. i. p. 628. n. 3 (1892).

*Haemorrhagia ducalis,* Staudinger & Rebel, *Cat. Lép.* ed. iii. p. 104. n. 770 (1901) (Ferg. ; Bach. or. ; Saraw.).

♂ ?. Third abdominal tergite with bushy white belt. Hindwing entirely fusciform, apart from vitreous area. Size of vitreous area not constant either on fore- or hindwing. No pulvillus.

♂. Tenth tergite longer than in *titnus*, left process longer than right one; sternite more spatulate than in *titnus*, more rounded apically, almost symmetrical. Left clasper slenderer than in *titnus*, approaching that of *fusciformis*, process of harpe represented by a conspicuously spinose lump; right clasper ventrally slightly emarginate beyond middle, process of harpe long, slender, slightly club-shaped, upper surface in apical half armed with long spines. Penis-tunnel apically rather densely beset with long hairs; process of penis-sheath rather long, not very sharply pointed.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Transcaspia to the Pamir and Alai.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂♀, 1 ♀ from : Alexander Mts.; Kuliab, N. Afghanistan.

### (X. CEPHONODES.—Typus : *hylas*.


*Sesia Fabricius,* *Syst. Ent.* ii. p. 547 (1775) (partim ; type : *tanulus*).

*Cepphonodes* Hübner, *Verz. bekr. Schm.* p. 131 (1822) (partim ; type : *hylas*).


♂ ?. Genal process large, high. Palpus pointed, terminal surface triangular. Eye not lashed. Antenna very strongly clubbed in both sexes, hook abrupt; end-segment long and thin, little wider at base than at tip, with long scales on back and long bristles near and at end. Mernm of mid- and hindcoxa produced into a tooth-like projection (Pl. LXIII. f, 2). Metanotum and abdomen broad; first
segment of the latter almost on a level with metanotum; spines of abdomen as in *Macroglossum*, strong, flat, those of first row broader than long; seventh (?) or eighth (♂) segment with an expansible fan-tail; sternite of seventh segment truncate, armed with spines at apical edge like the tergites, but the distal spines longer (Pl. LXIII. f. 5). External row of spines of foretarsus reduced to hairs on first segment, the spines of second row sometimes at right angles to the segment; hindtarsus somewhat compressed, with or without additional spines on the outer surface of the first segment. SC³ and SC⁴ of forewing anastomosed at apex of wing; cell of hindwing very short; SC⁵ and R³, and R³ and M¹ stalked.

♂. Sexual armature more or less asymmetrical. Tenth tergite (Pl. XLIII. f. 6—18) divided, the right half (left in figures) often reduced; sternite lanceolate, or deeply divided into two broad lobes, more or less twisted, often removed towards the right side, or without lobes. Clasper without friction-scales; large, right and left generally very different; harpe vestigial, without process, practically absent. Penis-sheath thin, ending in a slender point (Pl. LII. f. 22—25; Pl. LIII. f. 1—3), mostly armed with two teeth pointing basad.

♀. Eighth to tenth abdominal segments much smaller in width than the preceding segments, there being a deep cavity all round between the seventh and eighth segments. Seventh tergite incrassate beneath laterally. Eighth tergite a narrow and transversely long halfmoon. Vaginal plate chitinous, connected with seventh sternite by a plate of chitin; orifice small, proximal, a little removed towards the left side.

Larva not, or little, tapering in front; head larger than in *Macroglossum*; horn very long in first stages; a dorso-lateral line from head to horn. Colour green or brown, sometimes almost black; pronotum rather broad and generally different in colour from following segments, rough with granules like anal segment; no white dots.—Food-plants: *Gardenia*; *Kraussia*.

Pupa: tongue-case compressed, carinate.

Hab. Aethiopian and Oriental Regions, northward to Japan.

Twelve species.

We have met with asymmetrical development of the male genital armature in several instances among the *Sesiinae*. The present case is, however, of particular interest, since the degree of asymmetry is different in the species, so that we are enabled to recognise the connection between the highly specialised organs and the normal ones. The asymmetry is found both in the ninth and tenth segments. *C. kingi* is the most normal of the species of which we know the ♂ organs. Here we find the tenth tergite (Pl. XLIII. f. 6) divided by a groove into two processes which are only separate at the very tip, the left process (♂) being a little longer than the right (♀; left in figure); the tergite is straight; the sternite (Pl. XLIII. f. 7) is also nearly quite symmetrical. In *C. picus* (Pl. XLIII. f. 8) the tenth tergite is of the same shape as before, except that the left process is longer than the right, and that the segment is so twisted towards the left side that the sternite becomes visible at the right side. While in these two species the tenth tergite is long, we find a short tergite in *C. janus* (Pl. XLIII. f. 11, 13), the ninth tergite (IX) being correspondingly longer; in the eastern forms of this species the tenth tergite is nearly symmetrical, while it is more distinctly asymmetrical in the western form (from Flores; Pl. XLIII. f. 13); the sternite (Pl. XLIII. f. 12, 14) is obviously asymmetrical, as is also the ninth tergite. The reduction of the left process of the tenth tergite (Pl. XLIII. f. 8, t, right in figures) indicated in *picus*
is exaggerated in \textit{C. hylas} and \textit{leucogaster}, where this left process is represented by a short broad piece of chitin lying at the base of the right process (Pl. XLIII. f. 15—18, l), which latter is more or less hooked. We must expect to meet with connecting links between the segment as presented in \textit{picus} on the one side and \textit{hylas} and \textit{leucogaster} on the other; as yet no such intermediate stages in the asymmetrical development of the tenth segment are known. The reader will notice that the tegrites of \textit{hylas} and \textit{leucogaster} have the appearance of being simple instead of divided; the reduced left side of the tegrite is indeed so little prominent in a dorsal aspect (Pl. XLIII. f. 15) that a casual observer might be misled to consider the segment simple as in \textit{Macroglossum}. In \textit{hylas} the process has developed to a strong hook, which is longest in the Indo-Japanese subspecies, shorter in the Aethiopian subspecies. The long lobe of the sternite found in \textit{picus} (Pl. XLIII. f. 8) is absent from \textit{hylas}; this reduction stands probably in connection with the development of the tegrite into a formidable hook. In \textit{leucogaster}, on the contrary, the tegrite is not very strong, while the lobe of the sternite (Pl. XLIII. f. 9, 10) is very large and curved, surpassing the tegrite in length and width. The movement of the sternite towards the right side faintly indicated in \textit{C. kingi} (Pl. XLIII. f. 6) and very obvious in \textit{picus} (Pl. XLIII. f. 8), has gone so far in \textit{leucogaster} that the sternite and tegrite are on the same level (Pl. XLIII. f. 9, dorsal aspect; f. 10, ventral aspect).

The asymmetry of the ninth tegrite (L.V) is slight in \textit{C. kingi} (Pl. XLIII. f. 6) and very obvious in the other species. The lateral flaps of the ninth segment, the claspers, are unequal in all the species. Here again \textit{C. kingi} presents the least asymmetrical structure. In this species the left clasper (right in figure) is elongate, slender, tapering (Pl. LI. f. 25), while the right one is of the same length, but broader. In \textit{leucogaster} (Pl. LI. f. 2) the difference in the two claspers is considerable, as it is also in \textit{picus} (Pl. LI. f. 3). In both species the left clasper has remained simple in outline, while it is sinuate, or to a more or less great extent divided into two lobes in \textit{C. hylas} (Pl. LI. f. 22, 23, 24). This latter development is exaggerated in \textit{apus} (Pl. LI. f. 1), where the upper lobe of the left clasper is very long. For the development of the tenth sternite see also above under \textit{Haemorrhagia}. The penis-funnel (r-r) is mostly symmetrical, but is longer at the right side in \textit{picus} and \textit{kingi}.

The vaginal orifice is removed a little towards the left side, in accordance with the development of the male armature.

\textbf{Key to the species}:

\begin{itemize}
  \item [a.] Fortibia ending in a prominent thorn \hspace{1cm} b. Fortibia without an apical thorn \hspace{1cm} b.
  \item [b.] Distal border of forewing at least 4 mm.
    \begin{itemize}
      \item [c.] wide at R' \hspace{1cm} 389. \textit{C. kingi}.
      \item [d.] Distal border of forewing less than 4 mm.
        \begin{itemize}
          \item [e.] wide at R' \hspace{1cm} 397. \textit{C. titan}.
          \item [f.] Body black above \hspace{1cm} 397. \textit{C. titan}.
        \end{itemize}
    \end{itemize}
  \item [b.] Body not black above; breast white, slightly yellowish \hspace{1cm} d.
  \item [c.] Body not black above; breast yellow \hspace{1cm} e.
  \item [d.] Last abdominal sternites all white, red belt of abdomen marked only at the sides \hspace{1cm} 396. \textit{C. leucogaster}.
\end{itemize}
Last abdominal sternites black in middle, red belt complete above. 395. C. hylas.

c. Abdomen with broad black and red belt, beneath black, with yellow patches. 390. C. woodfordi.
Abdomen with blood-red belt, yellow beneath. 393. C. apus.
Abdomen without belt. 392. C. xanthus.

f. Border of forewing less than 2 mm. broad before SC₃. 394. C. trochilus.
Border of forewing about 2 mm. broad before SC₃. 400. C. lifaensis.

g. Abdomen above unicolorous. 391. C. janus.
Abdomen above washed with ferruginous behind. 394. C. trochilus.

h. Border of forewing nearly 4 mm. wide at SC₃. 400. C. lifaensis.
Border of forewing about 1 mm. wide at SC₃. 395. C. hylas.

i. Underside of abdomen black with white spots. 389. C. picus.
Underside of abdomen ochraceous. 390. C. armatus.

389. Cephonodes kingi.

Macrogastrum cunninghami, Boisduval (non Walker, 1856; non Schaufuss, 1870), Spec. Gén. Lep. Hét. i. p. 375. n. 69 (1875).

Hemaris kingi, Kirby, Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. ix. p. 233 (1877) (Australia; = cunninghami of Boisd.);
Misk., Proc. Roy. Soc. Queensl. viii. p. 4. n. 1 (1891) (Brisbane; Rockhampton; synon. partim); id., l.c. p. 50 (1891) (= backlandi).

Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 627. n. 1 (1892).


Cephonodes kingi, Kirby, l.c. n. 2 (1892).

ζ 2. Sides of proximal segments, the sixth and seventh segments, and base of tail yellow, fifth and a mesial patch and sixth as well as (mostly) apex of fourth black, without red scales; underside yellow, palpi whitish, sternite of fourth segment and middle of third black, greater part of tail black; bases of wings below yellow; distal marginal band of forewing 4 to 5 mm. broad at SC₃, dentate between veins, or even (with intergradations), in ζ ζ mostly less dentate than in ζ ζ, but there are specimens of both sexes with dentate and without-dentate edge.

ζ. Ninth and tenth segments practically symmetrical, the asymmetry found in other species just indicated; tenth tergite (Pl. XLIII. f 6. 7) as in woodfordi, slightly tapering to end, divided by a mesial groove, apically incised, the left lobe (l in figure) a little longer than the right; sternite elongate-lanceolate, apex acuminate, right side more convex at base than left. Left clasper long, not always as narrow as in figure, with almost parallel sides, slightly narrowed towards end, apex rounded; right clasper larger, but also narrow, widest beyond middle, ventral edge shallowly emarginate distally, apex obtusely acuminate, somewhat curved ventrally (Pl. L. l. f. 25). Penis-funnel compressed, large, but short, triangular; penis-sheath rather stout for this genus, without hooks.

Larva beneath with a line at each side, often also with interrupted mesial line; ground-colour green or black, extent of black very variable. — Green form: a thin
black dorso-lateral line from thorax to horn, interrupted, comb-like on each segment, as black dots are joined to it; ventro-lateral line developed to large spots on the outer side of the abdominal legs.—Black form: head, pronotum, and anal tergite red; a dorso-lateral line and an infra-stigmatical one pale, sides pale-spotted.

_Hab._ Tropical Australia: Queensland and N.W. Australia.

In the Tring Museum 6 larvae, 16 ♂♂; 14 ♀♀ from various places in Queensland, some in January and February (Dodd).

390. *Cephonodes woodfordi._


♂♀ A larger species than _hylas_; abdomen above with red band on segment 5; underside of palptus and breast, legs (except hindtarsus) and base of wings yellow, a mesial series of patches on abdomen, decreasing in size behind, and small lateral spots on the proximal segments paler yellow, while a rather large triangular lateral spot on sternites 5 and 6 and a larger mesial patch on 7 are like breast: border of forewing about 1 mm. wide behind _SC_.

♂. Tenth tergite slightly asymmetrical, as is also the ninth; elongate, tapering apicad, divided by a mesial groove, the two halves only separate at extreme end, the left slightly longer than the right; sternite produced into a long, lanceolate lobe, which is asymmetrical and removed towards the left side, but not so much as in _C. leucoaster_, the segment resembling that of _C. picus_. Claspers nearly as in _C. picus_; left one long, narrow, slightly curved, truncate; right one large, very broadly sole-shaped, inner surface clothed with black hairs, no distinct mesial fold. Penis-funnel long, compressed.

_Hab._ Solomon Islands and Louisiade Archipelago.

Two subspecies:

_a._ *C. woodfordi woodfordi._

*Cephonodes woodfordi_ Butler, _i.e._; Kirby, _Cat. Lep. Het._ i. p. 627, n. 3 (1892).

♂♀ Tail black, some of the upper hair-scales yellowish, and (in ♂) a basal patch on underside yellow, in ♀ hairs and scales on anal segment also yellow.

_Hab._ Solomon Islands.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂♂, 13 ♀♀ from: Guadalcanar (Woodford; _type_); Guadalcanar, iv. (Meek); Isabel, 4. vi. to 9. vii. 1901 (A. S. Meek and Eichhorn).

_b._ *C. woodfordi laisae_ subsp. nov.

♀. Tail clayish ochraceous, black only at base, breast deeper yellow than in the specimens from the Solomons, side-spots of posterior abdominal sternites tawny for the greater part, middle sternites with red scales at the sides.

_Hab._ Sudest I., Louisiade Archipelago, February 1898 (A. S. Meek).

1 ♀ in the Tring Museum.

391. *Cephonodes janus._


*Cephonodes janus_ Mikan, _Proc. Roy. Soc. Queensland_, viii. p. 6, n. 3 (1894) (Brisbane; Rockhampton).

♂♀ Body above unicolorous, green in fresh specimens, yellowish in faded ones; palptus below almost white; breast bull-yellow, abdomen ochraceous, both
paler in middle; tail with side-tufts black at base and orange at tip. Foretibia without apical thorn.

♂. Ninth and tenth tergite not strongly asymmetrical (Pl. XLIII. f. 11, 13), tenth tergite short, mesially divided by a groove, apically separated into two lobes; sternite (Pl. XLIII. f. 12) produced into two processes of unequal length. Right clasper as in *picus*, but apex more evenly rounded; left one much narrower than in *picus*, its dorsal edge evenly concave, ventral edge evenly convex, apex rounded.

*Hab.* Papuan Subregion: Flores to New Caledonia.

Three subspecies:

a. *C. janus australis dumon* subsp. nov.

♂. Apical border of forewing narrower than in *janus janus*. Tenth tergite (Pl. XLIII. f. 13) narrowing apically, the two lobes acuminate, the sinuses separating them triangular, small; sternite (Pl. XLIII. f. 14) with the processes short, that of left side much shorter than the right one, both tapering apically, with apex rounded.

*Hab.* Flores.

One ♂ in the Tring Museum from South Flores, Nov. 1895 (A. Everett).

b. *C. janus janus*.

*Cephalodex janus* Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het., i. p. 628. n. 11 (1892) (partim).


♂ ♀. Border of forewing about 1½ mm. broad at SC°.

♂. Tenth tergite (Pl. XLIII. f. 11) with almost parallel sides, apical sinuses broad, the tips of both lobes somewhat curved inwards, acuminate, right lobe a little longer than the left one; sternite (Pl. XLIII. f. 12) with both processes lanceolate, the left-side one longer than the right one.

*Hab.* Australia: Queensland.

In the Tring Museum 5 ♂ ♀, 3 ♂ ♀.

c. *C. janus simplex*.

*Cephalodex simplex* Rothschild, Nov. Zool. i. p. 66. t. 5. f. 1 (1894) (Lifu;—Mus. Tring).

♂. Border of forewing less than 1 mm. broad at SC°; abdomen behind deeper in tint than in front. Sexual armature of ♂ as in *janus janus*.

*Hab.* Lifu, Loyalty Is.

One ♂ in the Tring Museum.

392. *Cephalodex xanthus* spec. nov. (Pl. V. f. 17, ♀).

♀. Body above unicolorous, rather deeper in tint behind, resembling that of *trochilus*, underside orange, palpus the same, black side-line in front of, and white line round eye prominent; tail black, only dorso-lateral hair-scales yellow. Distal border of forewing more than 3 mm. wide at SC°.

*Hab.* Okinawa, Loo Choo Islands.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♀ collected by Dr. A. Fritze, 26. viii. 1891, on Okinawa. Resembles *trochilus* and *janus* in the abdomen being without a red belt, but differs remarkably from both in the broad apical border to the forewing and the black tail. It is distinguished from *armatus*, moreover, by the absence of the apical claw of the foretibia.
393. Cephonodes apus.


*Cephonodes hylas*, Hampson, in *Brafs., Fam. Brit. Ind., Moths* i. p. 120. n. 205 (1892) (partim).

♀ ?. The green abdomen bears a blood-red belt on the fifth segment, and the following segments are also shaded with blood-red; tail tawny, side-tuft black at base; underside of tail, abdomen, and breast pale orange, palpus whitish yellow. Foretibia without apical thorn; first protarsal segment with a dense row of spines which stand at right angles to the segment.

♂. Ninth and tenth segments as in *C. hylas*, hook of tenth tegrite as in *C. hylas virescens*, but shorter. Right clasper similar to that of *hylas*, broader (Pl. L. I. f. 1); left clasper also of the *hylas*-type, but the upper lobe very much produced, and the lower lobe also longer, the long lobe with bristles, the short one with hairs.

*Hab*. Bourbon; Mauritius.

Several specimens in coll. Charles Oberthür, 1 ♂ presented to the Tring Museum.

The tail is too red in Boisduval’s figure.

394. Cephonodes trochilus.


*Cephonodes jannus*, id., *L. n*. 11 (1892) (sub synon.).

♀. The type of this species is in the Tring Museum. It was bought some years ago from a dealer in Paris. The specimen is labelled in Guérin’s handwriting “*Macroglossum trochilus* Guér. *s. R. a. (type) Mauritius.*” The specimen in the Dublin Museum mentioned by Kirby, *i.e.*, as *equiniris*, and figured in Waterhouse, *Aid.*, belongs to the present species, not to *jannus*. The locality “Silhet” of this specimen is erroneous. *C. trochilus* is similar in structure to *hylas*, in colour to *jannus* and *raunthus*. Abdomen without belt, washed with tawny, especially behind, underside of breast and abdomen cadmium-yellow, underside of palpus whitish, of tail yellow, tip of tail tawny-chestnut, side-tuft partly black. Foretibia without thorn at end. Tenth tegrite with the apical curved part longer than in *C. hylas virescens*, resembling more that of *C. hylas cunninghami*. Claspers as in *hylas cunninghami*, but the upper lobe of the left clasper narrow, intermediate in shape between those of *hylas virescens* and *hylas cunninghami*.

*Hab*. Mauritius.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂ from Mauritius (*type*). In the Museum at Bruxelles 1 ♂ from Mauritius. A third ♂ in the Dublin Museum. Also in the British Museum.
Cephalonodes hylas.


Abdomen with a black and deep red belt, sixth tergite with a black mesial patch, which bears often some red scales; underside of palpus, breast; mesial patches of first abdominal sternites, side-patches of posterior sternite, white, breast often slightly yellowish; tail black, green above (yellowish in faded specimens); rest of underside of abdomen brown-red. Forewings without apical thorn, but with some short spines like most preceding species (Pl. LIX. f. 17). Individually variable in colour and size.

Ninth and tenth segments asymmetrical (Pl. XLIII. f. 15—18); tenth tergite twisted, apex pointing towards the right side, the right half alone developed, forming an obsolesce pointed hook; left part of tergite reduced to a piece of chitin (*l*), visible in a ventral or a left-side view; sternite without process, represented by a low rounded ridge (*Xe*). Right clasper (Pl. LII. f. 22, 23) large, broadly sole-shaped, ventral edge rounded or angulate in middle; left clasper reduced, broadly sinuate apically, the upper lobe produced, the ventral one broad and short, both lobes clothed at and near the edge with short spines and longer bristles (Pl. LII. f. 22—24). Penis-funnel rather small (p-r), with long bristles.

Larva figured of the African and Indian subspecies.

*Hab.* Aethiopian Region; India to Japan; Flores to Australia.

Three subspecies, which agree exactly in colour, but differ constantly in the sexual armature of the *C.*

*a.* *c. hylas virescens.*


*Polychaetes confinis,* Boisduval, *Spec. Gén. Lép.* Het. i. p. 376. n. 70 (1875) (Senegal; Casamance; Natal; Sierra Leone; Ashanti; —coll. Oberthur).


*Ceiphonodes virescens,* Kirby, *Le* n. 6 (1892).

*Ceiphonodes confinis,* id., *Le* p. 628. n. 8 (1892).
Hook of tenth tergite short (Pl. XLIII. f. 15, 16). Right clasper strongly angulated ventrally in middle; left clasper ending in a narrow, club-shaped, dorsal lobe, ventral lobe somewhat produced distad, with long bristles lying upon the inner surface of the clasper (Pl. LI. f. 23). Penis-sheath generally without subapical teeth.

Larva: various forms and stages figured by Fawcett, l.c.

Hab. Africa, south of the Sahara; Madagascar.

In the Tring Museum several larvae, and 200-odd specimens from various places in West, South, and East Africa; Madagascar.

b. *C. hylas hylas.*

*Sphinx hylas* Linné, l.c. (China); Donov., l.c.

*Sesia hylas* Fabricius, 1793; Walk., l.c. (partim).


*Macrographa hylas,* Boisdulf, l.c. (partim).


♂ 9. Tenth tergite (Pl. XLIII. f. 17) more curved than in *rivescens,* dilated dorsally before end, hook long. Right clasper larger than in preceding, ventral margin less angulate; left clasper with dorsal lobe broad, not dilated at end, ventral lobe less projecting, no long spines upon inner surface (Pl. LI. f. 22).

Green form of larva figured by Butler, l.c.

Hab. From Ceylon northward to China and Japan.

In the Tring Museum 2 pupae, 30-odd specimens from: Japan; Loo Choo Is.; Formosa; Tonkin; Siam; Khasia Hills; Sikhim; Calcutta; Kulu.

c. *C. hylas cunninghami.*

*Sesia hylas,* Walker, l.c. viii. p. 84. n. 9 (1856) (partim; Moreton B.).

* Sesia cunninghami id., l.c. p. 85. n. 10 (1856) (Australia; — Mus. Brit.).


*Cephalodes picus,* Kirby, *Cat. Lep.* Het. i. p. 628. n. 9 (1892) (partim).

♂ 9. Tenth tergite (Pl. XLIII. f. 18) slenderer than in Indo-Japanese *hylas,* hook longer than in *riveseens.* Claspers as in *hylas hylas,* but the left one has the ventral lobe much more strongly rounded (Pl. LI. f. 24).

Hab. Flores to Queensland.

In the Tring Museum 20-odd specimens from: S. Flores, x. '96 (Everett); Dili, Timor, v. (Doherty); Pt. Darwin; Queensland.

The individuals of *Cephalodes* recorded as *hylas* from the larger Sunda Islands belong to *picus,* no individual of *hylas* has so far been found, to our knowledge, in the Malayian District proper. This is certainly very remarkable, as the insect is common in North Australia, India, China, Japan, and Africa. See Celerio *linear.*
396. Cephanodes leucogaster spec. nov.

♂. Similar in colour to hylas; characterised as follows:
Red band on fifth tergite of abdomen narrow, mesially more or less interrupted; last two sternites completely creamy white, or at least with white mesial spots besides the large side-patches; middle of tail beneath clayish buff. Apical border of forewing a little narrower.

♀. Sexual armourage widely different from that of hylas; ninth and tenth segments (Pl. XLIII. f. 9, dorsal view; f. 10, ventral view) quite asymmetrical, the tenth sternite not lying beneath the tergite but at the right side; tenth tergite separated into two halves, the left lobe reduced to a small piece of chitin, lying close against the right lobe, and visible only in a ventral or a left-side view; the right lobe (Xr) compressed, elongate, curved downward at end, pointed; tenth sternite (Xr) longer than the tergite, longitudinally concave on its true upper surface, the right-side edge not quite so high as the left-side edge, apex curved towards the tergite. Right clasper (Pl. LHI. f. 2) broadly sole-shaped, ventral margin strongly convex before middle, rounded-angulate, apical part of dorsal margin curved inwards, clothed with long bristles; a tuft of long bristle-like scales at apex of clasper; left-side clasper much smaller, ventral margin concave from base to beyond middle, dorsal margin convex, apex acuminate, clothed at edge with peculiar thickened long black scales which are widened at end. Penis-funnel (Pl. LII. f. 2, v-e) as in hylas.

Hab. Madagascar.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♂♂ from: Antanambé, Baie d’Antongil, March, April, 1897 (Mocquerys; type); and “Madagascar.”

397. Cephanodes titan.


♂. The largest species of the genus. Body and base of wings above, and, besides, under surface of abdomen black; tail tawny-orange below; breast orange, palpi clayish buff.

Hab. Ambonina.

One ♀ in the Tring Museum; not seen in other collections.

This is the only specimen of *Cephanodes* known from the Moluccas.

398. Cephanodes picus.


*Sphinx hylas*, Gmelin, Syst. Nat. i. 5. p. 2387. n. 95 (1789) (partim).

Nurse, There 1. 71 Samoa. prominent left partim 37(). Samoa Tiandoe and Java from Nilgiris tenth Abdomen sternite v.— the Kisser N. from Sumba Mariannes. Christmas 8) no Penang (1848). Camig. with Niuafu (Queensland Penis-funnel longitudinal colour Min'rofilonaa Mnchorosisi Afaeroylossiini Macroglossis.m *Maerngloiixii Hemiari.i Cephionodes CephioHodes are a|ij)ly asymmetrical, (PI. higher Right black truncate, from Is. tail Uemarit Upolu the In...
In coll. Charles Oberthür 1♂ from Vatu Lele, Fiji, ex Mus. Godoffroy. In the Berlin Museum one ♀ from Niumu (September; Friedländer).
In coll. Druce a series from Suva, Viti Levu (Woodford).

b. *C. armatus mariannae* subsp. nov.

♀. Abdomen with a ferruginous belt upon segment 5, becoming ochraceous at the sides, a ferruginous mesial spot and a smaller and paler side-spot on segment 6.

*Hab.* Mariannes.

One ♀ in the Paris Museum from Rota, Mariannes (M. A. Marché).

400. *Cephalodes lifuensis* (Pl. IX. f. 9, ♀).


♀. Abdomen with red band on segment 5 and a red side-spot on 6; tail black at base, side-tufts orange at end or almost wholly tawny; abdomen below cinnamon-rufous, greyish in middle of first sternites. Distal border of forewing broad, somewhat narrower than in *kingi*, gradually narrowing behind, 1½ mm. broad at R3. Foretibia ending in a thorn as in *picus*.

*Hab.* Lifu, Loyalty Islands.

In the Tring Museum 2♀♀ from Lifu. Not seen in other collections.

CXL. SATASPES.—Typus: *infernalis*.

*Scina*, Westwood (*non* Fabricius, 1775), Cab. Or. Ent. p. 60 (1828).


♂ ♀. Closely allied to *Hemorrhagia*; differs especially in the following points:

Antennae shorter, not clubbed in ♀, more strongly compressed, deeply grooved; in ♀ slightly clubbed; end-segment distinctly widened at base; penultimate segment of the same shape as the preceding one. Spines of abdomen as in *Hemorrhagia*, except that those of the proximal rows are all longer than broad. Spurs shorter, those of midtibia less unequal. Cell of hindwing more than twice as long as broad.

♂. Tenth tergite divided into two diverging processes (Pl. XLIII. f. 27. 28); sternite vestigial, without lobe. Clasper reduced and distorted (Pl. LIII. f. 6); dorsal margin dilated into a broad plate (a), which lies upon the inner surface of the clasper, and is continuous with a dorso-apical process (*pdA*) into which the clasper is produced; a ventral process (*pdC*) represents the distal part of the large harpe; this process is armed at the upper corner with a prominent tooth (d). Penis-sheath without armature, flattened distally, rather stouter than in *Hemorrhagia*, short, not produced into a thin apical process; a slight transverse thickening ventrally in middle.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Indo-Malayan Subregion: South India, China, eastwards to the Philippines, Celebes, and Java.

Three species.
Key to the species:

a. ♀: posterior abdominal sternites primrose-yellow; ♂: thorax not yellow.
♀: posterior abdominal sternites yellow only at sides; ♂: thorax yellow.

b. Abdominal tergite 6 with a transverse yellow band.
Abdomen with a number of yellow patches, or without yellow scaling.

401. Sataspes infernalis.


♀. Thorax yellow above in both sexes, except a black, ill-defined, transverse band anteriorly on mesonotum; sometimes the centre of thorax more or less black. The yellow band of abdomen occasionally reduced, seldom altogether absent. The specimen figured by Boisdouval as *infernalis* is what Butler named *uniformis*. There occur individuals in which the yellow scaling is vestigial, others in which it is more apparent; a Sikhim specimen in the Tring Museum has yellow hair-scales on the upperside of several segments, and the posterior side-tufts are also tipped with yellow, but there is no band. All these individuals agree in the structure of the sexual armature, and are doubtless individual forms of the same species. An example from Borneo in the Paris Museum differs remarkably in the bases of the wings being white below, and in other characters; it represents perhaps a subspecies. For convenience we treat the three principal types of colour as individual forms.

♀. Tenth tergite (Pl. XLIII. f. 28) with the lobes compressed, pointed, slightly curved downwards, somewhat sabre-shaped, upper edge rough with notches near middle. Lobe of harpe truncate (Pl. I.1. f. 6, *pdl*), the ventral edge acuminated, tooth *d* pointed, plate *a* large.

_Hab._ Indo-Malayan Subregion.

Three forms:

*a*. *S. infernalis* f. *infernalis*.

*Sessa* infernalis Westwood, *loc. cit.*

Macrognosia infernalis, Walker, *loc. cit.*


♀. Abdomen with a more or less broad yellow band on sixth and seventh tergites; the other tergites generally with dispersed yellow hair-scales; disc of wings violet-purple, with little gloss.

_Hab._ North India; Burma; China.
In the Tring Museum 35 ♂♀, 3 ♀♀ from: Mupin, vi.; Chia-Ting-Fu, W. China, vii.; Bhutan; Sikhim; Khasia Hills.

b. S. infernalis f. uniformis.


♂. Abdomen with few or no yellow scales; otherwise like the preceding.

*Hub.* South and North India; probably everywhere within the range of infernalis.

The disc of the wings is too strongly glossy in Boisduval’s figures.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂ from Sikhim.

c. S. infernalis f. glossatrix nov.

Sataspes glossatrix Boisduval, l.c. (partim); Java, ♂.

♂ ♀. Abdomen without yellow scales; disc of wings metallic bluish green; base of wings below white; lobes of tenth tergite longer than in Indian and Chinese individuals.

Length of forewing: ♂, 34 mm.

*Hub.* Sebwang R., Borneo, January 1890.

One specimen (type) in the Paris Museum; Java (Boisduval).

402. Sataspes tagalica.


♂. Posterior abdominal sternites pale primrose yellow. Tenth tergite (Pl. XLIII. f. 27) with the lobes spatulate, apex somewhat twisted, feebly truncate, inner angle slightly acuminate, a sharp tooth at upper edge of lobe. Casper as in infernalis, but tooth d broader, lobe "活得 more rounded, plate a smaller. Fore- and hindwing with yellow basal costal tuft beneath; base of hindwing with some white scaling.

♀. Thorax without yellow scaling, abdomen below with the yellow area of ♂ vestigial, or the abdomen entirely without yellow scales.

We unite here a number of different-looking insects as forms of one species. They agree in structure, as far as we have been able to study them. The material is scanty in collections, but what we have seen confirms us in the belief that we have to do with one variable species instead of five. We are the more convinced of the correctness of this view, as individual variability in the amount of yellow is illustrated also by *S. infernalis*.

*Hub.* Indo-Malayan Subregion.

Five forms, characterised as follows:

a. S. tagalica f. tagalica.

*Sataspes tagalica* Boisduval, l.c.; Semp., Selim. Philipp. ii. p. 408. n. 63 (1896) (“not received”).

Boisdruval's name has priority over that of Butler. The type of *tagalica* in Charles Oberthur's collection is in rather poor condition. The white stripe near the costal margin of the hindwing above is present (as a matter of course, we might say) as in the other forms, though Boisdruval expressly states that this is not the case; perhaps he never raised the forewing, which covers the stripe.

♀. Disc of forewing and almost the entire hindwing green; thorax yellow above, black in middle; abdomen with pale yellow dorsal patches.

♀. Like ♀, but abdominal sternites with traces only of the primrose-yellow area, and the dorsal patches rather less extended.

*Hab.* North India; Hongkong; Philippines.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♀, 2 ♀ ♀ from Hongkong.

b. *S. tagalica* f. thoracica nov.

♀. Thorax yellow; upperside of abdomen without yellow scales; disc of wings blue.

♀. Not known.

*Hab.* North India.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♀ ♀ from : Khasia Hills, April 1894 (*type*).

c. *S. tagalica* f. collaris nov.

♀. Thorax only with a thin yellow transverse band on pronotum; abdomen without any yellow scales above; disc of wings blue.

♀. Not known.

*Hab.* Burma.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♀ from Burma; also in coll. Staudinger.

d. *S. tagalica* f. hauwelli.


♀. Abdomen without any yellow scales; disc of wings green, hindwing almost entirely green, as in *tagalica* f. *tagalica*; pronotum without yellow band, or only with a very few yellow scales.

*Hab.* Burma.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♀ from Burma.

e. *S. tagalica* f. cerberus.


♀. No yellow scales on thorax and abdomen, except a very few in middle of pronotum; disc of wings blue; base of hindwing beneath a little more extended yellow than in the other forms.

*Hab.* Philippines: Luzon, 1 ♀ in coll. Semper.

403. *Sataspes ribbei*.


♀. We know this insect only from the description and figure. It has the posterior segments of the abdomen below pale yellow like *tagalica*, but possesses a yellow dorsal band on the sixth tergite, and the wings are said to be blackish brown, the strong gloss of *tagalica* being absent.

*Hab.* Bonthain, S. Celebes. Where is the type?
Subfamily Philampeinae. Type: Pholus satellitia.


Ennomorphiae id., l.c. p. 133 (1822) (partim).

Delephidaphae id., l.c. p. 135 (1822) (partim).

Manducae id., l.c. p. 138 (1822) (partim).

Smerinthi id., l.c. 141 (1822) (partim).


Chereocampaipae id., l.c. p. 153 (1865) (partim; non mal.).


"Euryglottidæ" id., l.c. p. 58 (1875) (partim).

"Déléphidaphae" id., l.c. p. 158 (1875) (partim).

"Macroglottidæ" id., l.c. p. 289 (1875) (partim).


Chereocampaipae id., l.c. p. 516, 544 (1877) (partim; type: elpenor).

Sacriothidæ id., l.c. p. 516, 582 (1877) (partim).

Sphinginae id., l.c. p. 517, 598 (1877) (partim).


Philampeinae id., l.c. p. 345 (1878) (partim).

♀♂. Sexual armature symmetrical; tenth segment (♂) not divided mesially, the tergite narrow; seventh sternite (♀) membranaceous distally; never spinose. Abdominal spines uniserial only in Pholus and Tinostoma. No high crest on mesonotum, and second segment of palpus (skeleton) not angulate laterally in any species.

The subfamily falls into two tribes: Philampeinae, represented by two genera, which are American (North and South America, Sandwich Is.), and Nephelinae, which do not occur in the Neotropical Region, except Northern Mexico.


Tribe Philampeinae.—Type: Pholus satellitia.

Philampeinae Burmeister, l.c.

♀♂. Abdominal spines uniseriate, those of the tergites long; conical. End-segment of antenna long, with dispersed half erect scales all round. Scales at edge of not-scaled area of inner surface of first segment of palpus short and broad, not long and hair-like. Merum of midcoxa not angulate. Friction-scales of clasper numerous and small.

Pupa cylindrical anteriorly, head rounded, tongue-case not compressed.

Larva tapering in front; horn long in first stages, short later on, replaced by a button-like tubercle in last stage.

Hab. America; Sandwich Islands.

Two genera:

Second segment of palpus less than twice as long as broad . . . . . CXII. Pholus.

Second segment of palpus three times as long as broad; SC* and R' of hindwing on a long stalk . . . . . CXIII. Tinostoma.
CXII. PHOLUS.—Typus : achemon.


*Emopis* elegans Hübner, *Samml. Ex. Schm.* t. 167 (1806—?).


*Argus* id., *L.C.* p. 134 (1822) (partim; type : *labruscena*).

*Dephysis* id., *l.c.* p. 134 (1822) (partim; type : *cancus*).

*Dipon* id., *l.c.* p. 130 (1822) (type : *vitis*).

*Argus* id., *l.c.* p. 140 (1822) (partim; type : *anchemodan*).

*Philantheus* Harris, in *Sill., Journ. Sc. Art* xxxvi. p. 296 (1839) (type : *fuscus*).


♂ ?. Genal process large, triangular. Tongue long. Palpus large, rounded in dorsal and in lateral aspect; not-scaled part of inner surface of first segment large, the scales at the edge of this space mostly short and broad. Eye large, not lashed. Head not crested. Antenna seifiform, cylindrical in ?; hook slender, end-segment produced into a long and thin process which is rough with long scales all round. Spiracles of abdomen conical, very long and strong, in one row, separate, except those on proximal segments, which stand close together and are shorter and weaker. Hinder edge of merum of midcoxa not angulate; mid- and hindtarsiis with comb of moderately prolonged spines.

♂. Scent-organ of forecoxa strongly developed. External row of spines of hindtarsiis often reduced, while the number of spines of the second row is enlarged. Tenth tergite simple, long, slender (Pl. XLIV. f. 1—5); no sternite [Smith, *Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc.* xv. p. 140 (1888) confuses the anal cone with the sternite].

Casper large; a patch of obliquely erect small friction-scales, which are not very conspicuous, resembling those of *Pseudosphinx*; harpe broad at base, produced into an horizontal process which is more or less curved upwards at end, and is sometimes partly covered by a broad compressed lobe (Pl. XLVII. f. 21. 22; Pl. XLVIII. f. 1—9). Penis-sheath very slender for such large insects, resembling that of *Haemorrhagia*, obliquely truncate, and the projecting part of the apical edge produced into a process of variable length (Pl. LIV. f. 26. 27. 28).

♀. Seventh sternite large, triangular, rounded at end, not truncate, apex not spinose; seventh tergite long, reaching far beyond the apex of the sternite, ventral edges distally close together, covering the vaginal region. Eighth tergite more or less sinuate, rather strongly chitinised. Vaginal plate small, membranaceous, except postvaginal part, which is obtusely triangular and much broader than long; orifice without special armature.

Larva: green or brown, tapering in front, fourth segment swollen; direction of lateral markings dorso-frontal—ventro-distal; horn long and U-shaped in first stages, red, replaced in last stage by a smooth round tubercle.—Food-plants: *Vitis, Ampelopsis, Jussiaea*.

Pupa glossy; head-case rounded in lateral aspect, often more convex ventrally than dorsally; tongue-case not carinate; abdominal segments punctured nearly all over dorsally and at base ventrally; cremaster either conical, smooth, curved ventrad, or flattened, triangular, rough.

*Hab.* Neotropical and Nearctic Regions.

Nineteen species are known, eighteen of which are in the Tring Museum. There exist doubtless more in South and Central America.

The genus *Pholus* is a very sharply defined one. The species have been
distributed by Hübner and others over a number of genera. They agree, however, so closely with one another in structure that it would be quite arbitrary to treat some under one, others under other generic terms. The only species which at first sight has an aberrant look in the imago as well as in the larva state is labruscae. It was chiefly the small ocellus on the fourth segment of the larva which induced some authors to consider labruscae generically distinct from Pholus (= Philampelus) and allied to Deilephila. The labruscae caterpillar is, however, in the first stages even in colour a Pholus larva, the brown colour which makes it similar to the larva of Pergesa elpenor appearing later. The structure of the imago is essentially the same as in the other Pholus. The peculiar colour of the imago is of no generic value, considering the great differences exhibited in this respect by species like anchemolus, adamsi, citis, achemon.

Key to the species:

a. Hindwing, above; blue on disc; abdomen with white stigmatical dots. 422. Ph. labruscae.
Hindwing, above, yellow on disc; abdomen without white stigmatical dots . . . . b.
Hindwing, above, red, distal margin not red
Hindwing, above, greenish buff, or creamy on disc, distal margin not red . . . . c.
Hindwing, above, with red distal margin . . . . d.

b. Forewing with conspicuous dark green antemedian band which is very irregular distally, and with an equally irregular large discal patch. 421. Ph. capronnieri.
Antemedian band gradually fading away distally, discal patch indistinct, under surface almost entirely yellow . . . . 420. Ph. phorbas.

416. Ph. typhon.

415. Ph. achemon.

419. Ph. fasciatus.

413. Ph. adamsi.

418. Ph. citis.

414. Ph. translineatus.

417. Ph. strenua.

f. Forewing with a sharply marked pale discal band from costal to inner margin as in citis . . . . 417. Ph. strenua.
Forewing without this band . . . .  

417. Ph. strenua.
g. Underside more or less red, at least on disc of forewing or posteriorly on hindwing...

h. Hindwing not red...

i. Patch near hinder angle of forewing extending to pale line M', no stigma on fore- and hindwing; harpe ending in a long hook...

j. Subapical patch of forewing, above, truncate at S^5; fringe of hinder margin conspicuously white; harpe simple at end; first hindtarsal segment of & broad...

k. Forewing with conspicuous double stigma; fringe of hinder margin more or less pinkish; anal area of hindwing above often red...

l. Three straight lines in basal fourth of forewing...

m. Subapical patch of forewing triangular; a russet or greyish shade from base to near end of M^2; harpe with a hook and a broad lobe...

n. Antemedian patch at inner margin of forewing sharply limited at SM^1...

This patch gradually fading away in front, reaching cell and M^1...

404. Pholus anchemolus.

Sphinx anchemolus Cramer, Pap. Exot. iii. p. 50. t. 224. f. c (1779) (Surinam).


Philamplus satellit/a var., Burmeister, Sphinx. Brus. p. 59. n. 2 (Sépar. p. 3. n. 2) (1856).


1st is pupa, 7, p. 679 (Chiriqui).—Hubner, Insect. Zeit. Ent. iii.

\[ \text{\textcopyright} \] The \( \delta \) is as a rule more russels than the \( \gamma \), and has a longer prothorax. Stigma of forewing not deeper olive than the lines, often vestigial, white fringe of hindmargin conspicuous from near base to beyond rhombiform patch. Underside of body and wings more or less brick-red.

\( \delta \). Scent-organ of forecoxa very strongly developed. Tibiae broad, especially the posterior ones, the spurs almost disappearing in the scaling; first hindtarsal segment also broad, this and the following segments with very few spines indicating the outer series, second series with numerous spines. Tenth tergite rounded truncate at tip. Clasper long; dorsal margin nearly straight, slightly concave; no patch of bristles on insideside; harpe (Pl. XLVII. f. 21) long, flattened, straight, ending in a short acute hook, which varies a little in length. Penis-sheath with an acute and rather slender process.

Larva with a round white spot on segments 4 to 7, and a large, elongate, oblique white patch on segments 8 to 10 (Burmeister); or (Peters) with a spot on segments 4 and 5, and elongate patches on segments 7 to 10, there being no white spot on segment 6 in Peters’s figure.—Food-plant: Vitis; Ampelopsis.

Hab. Neotropical Region from Mexico to Argentina.

In the Tring Museum 1 pupa, 50-odd specimens from: Mexico; Honduras; Costa Rica; Peru; Venezuela; Trinidad: Bahia; Rio de Janeiro; St. Catharina.

405. Pholus triangulum spec. nov. (Pl. LXVI. f. 2, \( \delta \)).


\( \delta \) \&. Similar to satellitina, deeper olive-brown.—Forewing rather more elongate, the distal margin being longer and the inner margin shorter; lines very prominent, of the same or almost the same tint as the antemedian posterior patch; no stigma, or the stigma not deeper in tone than the lines; subapical costal patch larger than in satellitina, prolonged beyond SC\( ^5 \) (as in Hübner’s figure of lycaon), continued as a line down to the oblique brown shade; crenate submarginal line heavy, sometimes the semicircular marginal spaces bordered by it filled in with brown; hinder edge of wing not reddish.—Hindwing with a prominent stigma.

Underside of abdomen, middle of breast, the hindwing except abdominal area, and disc of forewing, vinaceous-rufous, more or less shaded with brown, always more reddish than in satellitina.

\( \delta \). Sexual armature similar to that of lachemolus, not satellitina. Tenth tergite not acuminate, rounded-truncate (Pl. XLIV. f. 3). Clasper without patch of bristles on inner surface; dorsal margin concave; harpe (Pl. XLVII. f. 22) long, broad and flat as in lachemolus, ending in a short tooth-like hook, which bears beneath a tooth. Penis-sheath very slender; apical process acute, about four times as long as the sheath is broad.

Early stages not known.
Length of forewing: \( \delta \), 50–60 mm.; \( \varphi \), 65 mm.

Hab. Mexico to Bolivia.

In the Tring Museum 49 specimens from: Hnaturuxo (type), and Teecelo, Mexico; Cuzco, Peru, iv. (Garlepp); Chulumani, Bolivia, 2000 m., xii. 1900, wet season (Simons).

The present species is easily distinguished from anchemolus in the \( \delta \) sex by the first segment of the hindtarsus not being broadly scaled; the \( \varphi \) require more careful comparison, but the dark outer surface of the foretibia and the less extended white hinder edge of the forewing, as well as the prolonged subapical costal patch of the same wing, will be sufficient to recognise triangulum.

406. Pholus satellitia.

Drury, Illustr. Ex. Ent. i. t. 29, f. 1 (\( \varphi \)), 2 (\( \delta \)) (1770) (Jamaica).

Sphinx satellitia Linne\c{e}, Mant. Plant. p. 529 (1771) (Jamaica); Drury, Ic. Index (1773); Fabr., Syst. p. 542. n. 29 (1775); M\( \text{\'e} \)ll., Natur., Suppl. p. 303. n. 51 (1770); Goeze, Ent. Beitr. iii. 2. p. 205. n. 6 (1780); Fabr., Spec. Ins. ii. p. 148. n. 56 (1781); Gmel., Syst. Nat. i. 5. p. 2381. n. 74 (1790); Fabr., Ent. Syst. iii. 1. p. 370. n. 42 (1793).

Sphinx biccm Cramer, Peg. Zool. i. p. 86. t. 55. f. 3 (1775) (W. Indies).


\( \delta \varphi \). The insects united here under one species have partly been considered specifically distinct. As these forms are clearly geographical representatives of one another, and differ only in the lighter or deeper shades of the pattern, which is otherwise essentially the same, the differences being, besides, bridged over to a certain extent by intergraduate individuals, we do not see any reason for treating any of the insects as distinct.

Linne\c{e}'s description is based solely on Drury’s figures, which are said by Drury to be taken from Jamaica specimens. The figure of the \( \delta \) agrees fairly well with our Jamaica \( \delta \), showing especially the reddish tint peculiar to the Jamaica \( \delta \), while the figure of the \( \varphi \) is decidedly incorrect. It is altogether too green, and does not agree at all with Drury’s own description, which fits Jamaica examples. The figure, resembling to a certain extent the North American form pandorus of satellitia, misled Messrs. Grote and Robinson to consider the Nearctic form to be the true satellitia.

White spot of palpus and spot behind eye conspicuous. Forewing with black double stigma, deeper in tint than the lines; hinder edge more or less pinkish. Under surface not red; but disc of winging often russet-tawny. First segment of hindtarsus shorter than tibia in \( \delta \), only as long as segments 2 and 3 together; in \( \varphi \) as long as tibia.

\( \delta \). Tenth tergite pointed (Pl. XLIV. f. 5). Clasper large, dorsal margin slightly convex; no patch of bristles on inner surface; harpe ending in a long, evenly curved hook which varies in length (Pl. XLVIII. f. 2). Penis-sheath stout, process pointed but not slender, about twice as long as the sheath is broad. (Pl. LI. f. 27).

Larva green, sometimes changing to brown shortly before pupating; with five or six white side-spots; fine black dots, especially on fourth segment.—Food-plants: Vitis; Ampelopsis.
Head-case of pupa almost regularly rounded in side-view; abdomens rather grossly punctured above; cremaster elongate triangular, somewhat flattened, rough.

**Hab.** Neotropical and Nearctic Regions.

Five subspecies:

a. *Ph. satellitias panderus*.

*Daphnis panderus* Hübner, *Samml. Ex. Schm.* ii. t. 374 (1824?).

*Philanepsus satellitias*, Harris, in *Silhun.* Journ. Sc. Art xxxvi. p. 299. n. 2 (1839) (= *D. vaillant*)


♂♀. Brighter green than the other forms; the inner marginal area between base and dark olive-green patch almost as deep in tint as the patch itself in most specimens. The dorso-lateral patches of the abdomen are never so dark as in the other subspecies. There is in most specimens a slight pinkish tint near the anal angle of the hindwing.

**Hab.** Nearctic Region: Canada southward to Georgia, westward to the Mississippi basin.

In the Tring Museum: 3 larvae, 1 pupa, 30 odd specimens from: Massachusetts; Iowa; West Virginia; N. Carolina.

b. *Ph. satellitias satellitias*.

Drury, l.c. (Jamaica).

*Sphacin satellitias* Linné, l.c. (1771) (Jamaica).

*Philanepsus satellitias*, Walker, l.c. viii. p. 175. n. 3 (1856) (partim; Jamaica); *Boisduval, Spec. Gén.*
Sphinx satellitai


♀. The ♀ has a pinkish tone all over, as in Drury's figure, and the ♂ is rather more whitish grey than Continental specimens.

♂. Harpe much shorter than in Continental ♀♂, and the horizontal portion of the hook much thicker.

**Hab.** Jamaica.

In the Tring Museum l ♀, 6 ♀♀.

c. Ph. satellitai licanon.

*Sphinx licanon* Cramer, L.c. (1775) (West Indies).


♀♀. Individually rather variable, never as green as the Nearctic *pandorus*; the red patch of *analis* occasionally indicated in *licanon* by a few red scales. Length of harpe not constant. The term "West Indies" of Cramer included Surinam.

**Hab.** Tropical America, exclusive of the West Indies, from Northern Brazil and Bolivia northward to Mexico.

In the Tring Museum 70 odd specimens from: Mexico; Honduras; Costa Rica; Colombia; Ecuador; Peru; Bolivia; Venezuela.

In the Bern Museum from Para (Dr. Goeldi), at the electric light, iii.

d. Ph. satellitai *analis* subsp. nov. (Pl. X. f. 2, ♀)

*Philanthus licanon*, Hubner (cum Cramer, 1775), *Sammlung Ex. Schr.* ii. t. 160 (1824?)

*Philanthus satellitai*, Burmeister, *Sphing. Bras.* p. 50 (1855) (partim; larva and pupa descr.); Walk., *Lc. viii.* p. 175, n. 3 (1856) (partim; Bolivia); Bünningh., *Ibis* xii. p. 125, n. 48 (1896) (Rio de Jan.).


*Philanthus posticatus* (♀), id., *Ib.* (sub syn.).

♀♀. Hindwing with a more or less obvious red patch at anal angle. The larva as described by Burmeister, *Lc.*, agrees with that of the North American *Ph. satellitai pandorus*. Bünninghansen, *Lc.*, refers to *Burm., Lc. Atlas* t. 15. f. 2, as being a representation of the larva of this species; in this he is wrong; he must have made a mistake in his notes, or, perhaps, his *satellitai* is *obligna*.

**Hab.** Paraguay; Argentina; Southern Brazil; northward to Espiritu Santo.

In the Tring Museum 9 ♀♀, 5 ♀♀ from: Paraguay (Dr. Bolls, *type*); Curumba, Matto Grosso, i. 99 (Stuart); Tucuman; Buenos Ayres; Montevideo; La Gama, Argentina, i.; Rio de Janeiro.

c. Ph. satellitai *posticata* (Pl. X. f. 1, ♀)


n. 7 (1877) (sub syn.); Grote, Canad. Ent. xvii. p. 132. n. 39 (1886) (W. Ind.; Florida); id., Hawk Moths N. Am. p. 32 (1886); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Ht. 1, p. 669. n. 1 (1892) (partim).


♂♂. Resembling the southern form analis, but the postdiscal pale band and the apical and anal pale patches of forewing more silvery-grey; the series of black submarginal spots of hindwing continued costad by a rather distinct line, the external area being less deep black than in the other races of satellitia.

Hub. Cuba; Bahamas; Florida. Perhaps to be discovered in Haiti.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂♂, 3 ♀♀ from: Nassau, Bahamas (Sir G. Carter); Cuba. The specimen figured is from Nassau.

407. Pholus drucei spec nov. (Pl. II. f. 3, ♂).

♂. Resembling Ph. satellitia analis, but deeper olive; pale dorsal line of abdomen narrower, not narrowed at the base of the segments; lateral patch of second, and dorso-lateral one of third segment larger and deeper in tint.

Wings, above.—Forewing: olive patch at hinder margin triangular, discal lines sharper marked, more oblique to the veins, the discal costal olive shade less distinct, not obviously continued distad before X¹, a tawny shade along M¹, continued basad; triangular olive patch at inner margin before angle extended costad to M¹.—Hindwing: abdominal margin broadly red; a black stigma; a sharply marked line running costad from upper outer corner of square black patch, submarginal black band distinct up to R², then fading away in a blackish olive area, which is narrower than in satellitia; between black square patch and submarginal band there are three sharply marked black lines.

Underside as in Ph. satellitia analis, but hindwing rosy red from abdominal edge up to cell; disc slightly shaded with rosy red.

First segment of hindtarsus only as long as the following two segments; short apical spur more than half the length of the long one.

♂. Tenth tergite narrowed towards apex, but not sharply pointed. Clasper without patch of bristles on inner surface; dorsal margin straight, slightly concave; harpe as in Ph. satellitia levon, but obviously less curved, the hook being shorter. Penis-sheath less pointed than in satellitia.

♀ and early stages not known.

Length of forewing: ♂, 40 mm.

Hub. Ecuador.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂ (type) from Ecuador.

Also in coll. Druce and the British Museum.

408. Pholus neuburgeri spec. nov. (Pl. II. f. 4, ♂).

♂. Markings deeper in tint than in all the other species. Body similar to that of satellitia as regards markings, but upperside dark fawn-colour, olive patch of mesothoracic tegula smaller than in satellitia, pale dorsal line of abdomen of nearly even width, sharply marked also on the first segments and continued to metasternum, and behind to eighth tergite, here thin, dividing the olive mesial patch into two slender triangles; lateral patches of abdomen all sharply marked, the anterior ones the largest, black at lower edges. Underside brick red; palpus, sides of breast and legs more or less dark pinkish fawn; palpus without white
spot; upperside of mid- and hindtibiae dirty white; external spines of first protarsal segment prolonged as in *achemolus*; first hindtarsal segment a little shorter than tibia, longer than segments 2 and 3 together; short apical hindtibial spur about one-third the length of long one, this a little longer than second tarsal segment.

Wings, upperside.—Forewing: distal margin not convex, faintly scalloped; a black basal patch at inner margin, separate from the black inner-marginal antemedian patch; this latter reduced in size, triangular; a double line between the two patches, two other lines more widely apart, converging behind, the proximal one confluent with the antemedian patch before reaching inner margin, the other reaching patch at its upper proximal corner; no stigma; discal lines forming at costal margin a sharply marked semicircle, proximal discal lines conspicuous, fourth line also so beyond M¹; brown subapical costal patch reduced, indistinctly covered with a postdiscal band which extends from hinder margin frontad, posterior portion of this band corresponding to the double patch of *satellitia*, but being much broader; greyish marginal border dentate, including a dentate submarginal line; a conspicuous buff line from lower angle of cell along M¹ to near distal edge of wing, vein M² also buff, except at base and apex.—

Hindwing: stigma represented by a minute vestigial dot; black discal area extended to M¹ and abdominal margin, interspace between it and black submarginal band fawn-colour, with two sharply marked lines; black submarginal area SC²—M¹ narrower than in *satellitia*, not reaching costal margin, black spots M¹—SM² contiguous.

Underside brick red, rather brighter than body.—Basal area of forewing pale drab-brown, blackish behind; a discal line crossing subcostals at fork, brick red in front, blackish behind, followed by traces of a second line; a brown distal border, triangularly dilated behind R², here nearly reaching first discal line.—

Hindwing drab-grey at base, three discal lines, second faint, a brown distal border, which is dilated before middle.

♂. tenth tergite acuminate, not very sharp, the extreme tip being rounded-truncate. Clasper without patch of bristles on inner surface; harpe (Pl. XLVIII. f. 3) of the *satellitia*-type, but the horizontal part of the process broader and more flat, resembling somewhat that of *achemolus*, hook as in *satellitia*.

Length of forewing: ♂, 48 mm.

Hab. Argentina, probably Tucuman.

One ♂ in Mus. Tring, received from Herr Neuberger, in whose honour the species is named.

409. *Pholus elisa*.


♂. Similar to small specimens of *Ph. satellitia*. Second and third segments of abdomen with black lateral patch. First segment of hindtarsus in ♂ as long as tibia and as segments 2 to 4 together, while it is much shorter in *satellitia*. — Forewing, above, more grey, without stigma; costal semicircle at apex of cell very sharply marked, heavier than the first discal line; apex more produced, the distal margin being in front more concave than in *satellitia*; a black subbasal patch at inner margin separate from the rhombiform submedian patch; the latter obviously produced basal at (SM¹), the border darker than the centre of the patch; inner edge of wing not pinkish.—Hindwing: as in *satellitia*, no discal line from black
patch costad, black distal shadowy band narrower than in *satellitina* and broadly connected with the black patch; no stigma.

*Underside*: as in *satellitina*, no red tints, but disc of forewing somewhat russet-ochraceous; first discal line rather S-shaped. White spot of palpus short.

♂. Tenth tergite sharply pointed, apex curved downwards, almost hooked Casper without patch of bristles on insideside, dorsal margin concave; harpe as in *satellitina*, but stouter, the vertical part of the hook less evenly curved and longer, slightly bent basad at tip. Penis-sheath slenderer than in *satellitina*.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Mexico.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂ from: Guadalajara, Mexico. Not seen in other collections.

Distinguished from *triangulum* by the underside not being red, and the absence of a stigma from the hindwing; from *eucus* by the hindwing being devoid of the discal line which runs in *ecus* from upper outer angle of the black patch costad; from *cissi* by the distinct white spot of the palpus, and by the black antemedian patch of the forewing being sharply limited at (SM) and posteriorly broader. The species is nearest *cissi*, from which it is, however, distinct.

410. *Pholus cissi*.


♂ ♀. We have from the Felder collection a pair of which the ♀ is labelled "Venezuela; Moritz," and bears a number in the same handwriting as the number on the pin of *Xylophanes (hortulanus =) crotonis*. In the Staudinger collection is a ♂ labelled "Tivar, Venezuela, Moritz, ex coll. Sommer." These specimens are undoubtedly the insect miserably described by Schaufuss from Moritz's material in Kaden's collection.

Similar to *anchemolus* and *obliquus*, from which it is distinct. Upperside of body and forewing more olivaceous-tawny than in the ♀ of *anchemolus*. Palpi, legs, and undersides of body clayish drab; first segment of palpus and pronotum without white spots, or these vestigial; upperside of tibiae not white. Mesonotum and first and second abdominal tergites grey in middle; an uninterrupted, broad, greyish middle line along the other segments, the line feebly constricted at the bases of the segments, much less so than in *anchemolus*.

Wings, *upperside*.—Forewing: lines in basal half irregularly undulate as in *anchemolus*; patch at hinder margin much less intense, triangular; no stigma; dark triangular marginal patches R₂—M² each bordered proximally by a grey angle-shaped spot, the olive-black scaling proximally of these spots extended costad to R₂ as a rather heavy band, and then continued to near subapical patch as a fine line; instead of this line there is a series of nervous dots in *anchemolus*; hinder margin with a pale buff fringe, which extends less far distad than the white fringe of *anchemolus*; the pale space distally of median patch at hinder margin with two rather sharply marked zigzag lines.—Hindwing: basal area pale buff, more buff than in *obliquus*, more extended than in either of the two close allies; no stigma; black patch M²—SM² smaller, being less extended basad between M² and (SM); from the upper outer corner of this patch runs a band costad, fading away costally,
the series of olive-black spots near anal angle is continued towards costal margin, these spots forming a submarginal band which is more distinct behind than in front; between this band and the discal one are two lines; the interspaces between these lines and bands grey behind, blackish in front.

Underside buffish clay-colour, paler at base, darker distally; lines on disc as in anchemolus, distal marginal area of forewing as in that species, rather broader behind.

♂. Sexual armature of the satellitia-type. Tenth tergite narrowed towards end, but not sharply pointed (Pl. XLIV. f. 4). Clasper hairy on inner surface, but there is no patch of bristles; harpe as in satellitia lineon, but the hook shorter. Penis-sheath very slender, apical process thin, acutely pointed.

Early stages not known.

Hub. Venezuela; Peru; Bolivia.

In the Tring Museum 4 ♂♂, 2 ♀♀ from: Venezuela; Yungo del Espiritu Santo, Cochabamba, Bolivia (Germain); R. Inambari, S.E. Peru, 6000 ft., Nov. 1901 (Ockenden); Santo Domingo, Carabaya, S.E. Peru, 6000 ft., June 1902 (Ockenden).

In coll. Standinger 3 ♂♂ from Tovar, Venezuela (Moritz): Huayabamba, Peru; Rio Tamampaya, Bolivia.

In coll. Oberthür a long series from Huamba, Peru (Mathan), and Bolivia, many of the ♂♂ with the white spot of the palpus vestigial.

411. Pholus obliquus spec. nov. (Pl. LXVI. f. 1, ♂).


(?) Philampelus satellitia, Bonninghausen (nov Linné, 1771), Iris xii. p. 125. n. 48 (1899) (partim; larva).

♀. Similar to anchemolus in appearance; body and wings not red below. Abdomen above without distinct mesial line of pale spots. White spot on first segment of palpus narrower and longer than in anchemolus; white line behind eye conspicuous; external surface of foretibia clayish grey.

Wings, upper side.—Forewing more glossy grey than in anchemolus; three parallel and oblique lines in basal area, the third ending at inner upper corner of rhombiform patch, all three straight from costal margin to (SM1); no stigma; discal lines 1 and 2 distinct between M1 and (SM1), the first reaching rhombiform patch at upper outer corner, posterior part of lines 3 and 4 weak, obsolete behind M1; portions C—R3 of discal lines more distal at R3 than in satellitia, anchemolus, triangulum, etc.; oblique shadowy band broad, extended to distal margin, where it is broader than in anchemolus; subapical costal patch large; patch near hinder angle broader than in the allied species, rounded triangular, not concaev outwards, extending a little before M2, but this portion not narrowed to a more or less rounded spot as in most species; hinder area from base to rhombiform patch dark as in anchemolus; fringe of hinder margin buffish, less extended than in anchemolus.—

Hindwing: broader than in anchemolus; pale last-discal area more yellowish than in the species just mentioned, black outer area far more extended, broadly connected with the square discal posterior patch; anal area greyish, including a single black spot, which is seldom absent, and often traces of others; no stigma.

Underside wood-brown, with a clayish shade; forewing somewhat russet at distal marginal band.

♂. Tenth tergite rounded-truncate; apex longitudinally ribbed (Pl. XLIV. f. 2).
Casper slender; dorsal margin slightly concave from base to apex; no patch of bristles on insides; harpe (Pl. XLVIII. f. 5); basal portion long, process of the satellitia-type, but shorter and less curved. Process of penis-sheath short and obtuse. Hindtarsus and hindtibia normally scaled.

Early stages not known.

The larva figured by Burmeister, l.c., is perhaps that of obliquus. It is brown, and has a white band on the tenth segment.

_Hab._ Neotropical Region: Colombia to Bolivia and Sta. Catharina.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♀♂, 9 ♀♀ from: Rio Dagua, Colombia (W. Rosenberg) (= Paramba, Ecuador; San Augustin, Mapirí R., Bolivia, 3500 ft., ix. '95 (Stuart); Palma Sola, Venezuela; Theresopolis, Rio de Janeiro; Sta. Catharina.

In coll. Oberthür a series from Huamba, Peru (M. de Mathian).

Not difficult to recognise by the straight lines in basal area of forewing.

---

**412. *Pholus eacus.***

*Sphinx eacus* Cramer, _Pop. Exot._ iii. p. 166. t. 285. f. f (1780) (Surinam)!


*Philampelus eacus* Walker, _List Lep._ i. B. M. viii. p. 179. n. 9 (1856); Boisduv., _Spec. Gén. Lep._ i. p. 198. n. 7 (1875) (Surinam); _Butl._, _Trans. Zool. Soc._ Lond. ix. p. 576. n. 10 (1877);

Kirby, _Cat. Lep._ Het. i. p. 669, n. 4 (1892).

*Philampelus pandorensis* Druce, in _Biol. Centr. Amer._, _Lep._ Het. i. p. 14. n. 4 (1881) (partim; Chiriquí); Bönningh., _Iris_ xii. p. 126. n. 50 (1899) (Rio de Jan.).

♀♂. Cramer’s figure is bad, but the pattern of the wings leaves no doubt that the figure was meant for this species, which does not seem to have been recognised (from actual specimens) as distinct since Cramer. It is mixed up in some collections with _satellitia._

_Upperside_ of body and wings darker olive-green than in _satellitia._ First abdominal tergite without white fringe, second far less grey in middle. White spot of palpus small. First segment of hindtarsus as long as tibia, and also as segments 2 to 4 together; midtibia not distinctly white above.—_Lines of forewing, above, more pronounced than in satellitia, but very weak or altogether obsolete between M₁ and M₂ within the pale longitudinal space, which is generally of a pinkish tint; stigma barely vestigial; median costal semicircle prominent, but not heavier than upper portion of first discal line; subapical costal patch triangular; submedian posterior patch trapeziform, narrower behind than it is generally in _satellitia._—_Hindwing:_ a distinct distal line running costal from outer upper corner of square patch, interspace following this line not shaded with black, postdiscal line more or less separated from the submarginal band, which is narrower and more sharply defined proximally than in _satellitia._

_Underneath_ as dark as in _satellitia._

♀. Tenth tergite as in _satellitia_, but less pointed. Casper rather short, without patch of bristles on inner surface; harpe as in _adamsi_ and _fasciatus_ with two processes (Pl. XLVIII. f. 7, lateral view; f. 8, dorsal view); the process corresponding to that of _satellitia_ short and not much curved, partly concealed in lateral aspect by a broad, obtuse, compressed lobe.

Larva not known to science. Bönninghansen refers to it as being green, and very different from the caterpillars of _satellitia_ and _auhemolus_, and feeding on _Jussieu._ It is worthy of special note that this _Jussieu_ feeder has the same harpe as _fasciatus_, also a _Jussieu_ feeder; judging from this we may expect the larva of _adamsi_ to occur also on _Jussieu._
413. Pholus adamsii spec. nov. (Pl. XII. f. 2, ♂).

♂. Body above vinaceous-cinnamon; a black mesial line on head and mesonotum, abbreviated in front and behind, no dark patch or streak on mesothoracial tegula; metanotum black; a small lateral spot on second abdominal segment, and a large subtriangular dorso-lateral patch on the third and fourth segments brownish black. Underside of body more red, palpius vinaceous-rufous, white at extreme base; a white dash behind eye; abdomen vinaceous-pink.

Wings, above. — Forewing: vinaceous-cinnamon, dusted with brown scales; lines nearly as in translineatus, but basal dot larger; five discal lines, the most distal one almost continuous, its posterior portion being less proximal than in translineatus. — Hindwing: a large black patch from base to end of cell continued towards anal angle, where it joins the black anal patch; this branch of the patch dilated at M1 and joining a black postdiscal band, which does not reach costal margin, but has the appearance of being a continuation of the black anal patch, corresponding to the postdiscal band of typhon, fasciatus, etc.; abdominal and costal margins pinkish-red, distal margin salmon-red; centre of wing and a subbasal patch before abdominal margin grey, with a shade of olive-buff.

Underside vinaceous-ferruginous, more vinaceous-red towards abdominal margin of hindwing; both wings crossed on disc by three blackish brown lines, which become red in posterior half of hindwing, and are parallel with one another as well as with outer margins, but curving costad on both wings. — Forewing: basal area greyish brown, blackish behind cell; outer margin with a broad greyish brown band shaped as in fasciatus, citis, etc. — Hindwing: extreme base as on forewing; outer margin very thinly brown, this brown border slightly widened between M2 and SM2.

Hindtibia shorter scaled than in fasciatus; foretibia with a few spines at end. First segment of hindtarsus as long as tibia.

♂. Tenth tergite slender, sharply pointed. Clasper with strongly convex ventral margin; friction-scales inconspicuous; no patch of bristles on inner side; harpe with two processes, the upper process corresponding to that of satellitia, pointed, curved, bent lateral and ventral; the other process broad, feebly chitinised, obtuse, subconical, hollow (Pl. XLI. f. 9, lateral aspect). Penis-sheath ending in an acute stout process, which is more curved than ordinarily in this genus.

♀ and early stages not known.

Length of forewing, ♂, 40 mm.; breadth, 16 mm.

Hab. Venezuela.

One ♂ in the Tring Museum; a second ♂ in Mus. Stockholm; not seen in other collections.

Named in honour of H. J. Adams, who gave us the specimen in exchange.

Easily recognised by the colour of the hindwing, in which it differs widely from translineatus.

Hab. Ecuador; Surinam; southward to Sta. Catharina.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♂♂, 3 ♀♀ from: Sta. Catharina; Espiritu Santo; Parambo, Ecuador (Flemming).

In coll. Charles Oberthur ♀♀ from French Guiana.

Our Parambo specimen, a ♀, is very pale; it is a bred specimen, and apparently killed too soon after emergence from the chrysalis.
414. Pholus translineatus.


♀. Hindwing without red colour. Abdomen without black lateral spot on second segment.

*Hab.* Sta. Catherina.

Three ♀♂ in coll. Staudinger, 2 from Sta. Catherina, 1 without locality. Not seen in other collections.

415. Pholus achemon.


*Smicrinitus achemon* Lepellier & Serv., *Enc.* Mth. x. p. 441 (1825).


♂. Spines of external row of foretarsus somewhat prolonged. R1 of hindwing before or in centre of body; D3 longer than D1. First segment of palpus without white spot.

♂. Tenth tergite widest beyond middle in lateral aspect, apex thinned, sharply
pointed, curved downwards. Clasper narrowed from middle to end, dorsal margin convex near base, then nearly straight; a large subapical patch of bristles on inner surface; harpe of the *sattelitia*-type, process shorter than in that species. Penis-sheath with a slender, pointed process.

Larva green or red-brown, six white lateral elongate spots.—Food-plants: *Vitis* and *Ampeleopsis*.

Cremaster of pupa triangular, flattened, rough.

**Hab.** Nearctic Region, from the Atlantic to the Pacific, extending into Mexico.

In the Tring Museum 2 larvae, 2 pupae, 50-odd specimens from: N. Jersey; W. Virginia; Colorado; Phoenix, Arizona, v. vi. (Dr. Kunze); Prescott (v.), Phoenix (v.), Jerome (vi.), and Flagstaff (vii.), Arizona (Oslar); Albuquerque, New Mexico (Oslar); Gold Hill, Oregon (Biedermann).

### 416. *Pholus typhon.*


♂♀ A magnificent species, intermediate between *strenua* and *fasciatus* on one side, and *achemon* on the other, but nearer *achemon*. Hindwing above from base to disc, and forewings below (distal marginal border excepted) red. Palpi without white spot. Brown patch of mesonotum as large as in *achemon*. Brown triangular postdiscal costal patch of forewing above continued backwards and joining the triangular patch which stands at hinder margin near angle, the band thus formed thinnest between R₃ and M₁, where it is often interrupted; proximally of this band there is a well-marked brown line, with the interspace pale. External spines of first protarsal segment not prolonged. R² of hindwing before centre of cell, D⁸ longer than D⁷.

♂. Tenth tergite slender, ending in a sharp point. Clasper broad; a large patch of bristles filling up the greater part of the apical half of the inner surface; harpe of the *sattelitia*-type, not essentially different from that of *sattelitia lecien*. Process of penis-sheath acute, about twice as long as the sheath is broad.

Early stages not known.

**Hab.** Mexico.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂, 1 ♀ from: Jalisco, Mexico.

### 417. *Pholus strenua.*


**Dupo strenua**, Kirby, *Cat. Lep.* H. t. i. p. 668. n. 5 (1892).

§ 9. Intermediate between \textit{vitis} and \textit{satellit\textia}, bearing a rather close resemblance to \textit{Ph. satellit\textia posticatus} from Cuba. The figure of the ♀ given by Ménétr\'is is not very exact, and misled Grote as well as Rothschild to redescribe the species. — Forewing, \textit{upperside} : a pale subbasal and a pale discal band as in \textit{vitis}, stigma divided as in \textit{vitis}; pale longitudinal band vestigial in basal half; submarginal area nearly as in \textit{posticatus} ; a pale curved band from apex to R3, followed before hinder angle by a pale patch. — Hindwing of the same type as in \textit{vitis}, black discal line less obvious, submarginal band much narrower. — \textit{Under surface} vinaceous-red with brown border. First segment of hindtarsus nearly as long as tibia.

♂. Tenth tergite pointed as in \textit{satellit\textia}. Dorsal margin of clasper almost straight, slightly concave; harpe nearly as long as in \textit{anchemolus}, slenderer, tip more pointed and curved upwards, intermediate between \textit{anchemolus} and \textit{vitis}. Process of penis-sheath long, pointed, about five times as long as the sheath is broad.

\textit{Hub. Haiti} and Cuba.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♀ from Haiti.

418. \textit{Pholus vitis}.

Merian, \textit{Met. Ins. Surin.}, t. 47. fig. sup. (1, p. i.) (1765).


We cannot quite understand how it is possible that anybody, after the clear statements of Weymer (1875) and Aurivillius (1882), could any longer follow Messrs. Grote and Robinson in considering as Linn\'e's \textit{vitis} the species with red distal and abdominal borders to the hindwing. The authors of \textit{lincii} were wrong in their interpretation of Linn\'e's description, not to say careless, being probably misled by a wrongly coloured copy of Merian's \textit{Met. Ins. Surin.}. There remains not the shadow of a doubt about which insect is the real \textit{vitis}, if one has compared Merian's figure and Linn\'e's description. The true \textit{vitis} is the vine-feeder with only the abdominal margin of the hindwing red and the stigma of the forewing divided, and not the species which feeds on \textit{Jassica\'ea} and has a simple stigma on the forewing and red abdominal and distal borders to the hindwing. If the descriptions of Linn\'e, Fabricius, etc., were all as clear as that of \textit{vitis}, there would be no disagreement as to the application of their names. Why nearly all authors adhere to the opinion of Grote and Robinson we cannot imagine, but they are really more to blame than the authors of the muddle themselves, considering that the error has been pointed out several times. John Smith (1888) goes even so far as to say, "Messrs. Grote and Robinson have given a very full history of the two forms [\textit{vitis} and \textit{lincii}], satisfactorily straightening out the confusion theretofore existing. It will be sufficient to refer the student to this bit of careful study, and to note my full concurrence in their views."

Surely, Prof. Smith cannot have compared the original descriptions or Merian's figure.
In order to enable those of our readers who have no access to the literature in question to arrive at an independent opinion, we give the following facts:

1. We have in the Tring Museum four editions of Merian's Met. Ins. Surinam; other copies of the work have also been compared. Now, the black design of the upper figure of Plate XLVII. is the same in all copies, the stigma being plainly divided as in the vine-feeder, not in the Jussieu-feeder. But the colouring is utterly different, as follows:
   a. Latin edition of 1705; library at Göttingen:
      Distal and abdominal margins of hindwing red.
   b. Dutch edition of 1705, in the Tring Museum:
      Distal margins of fore- and hindwing red; abdominal margin of hindwing green.
   c. Edition of 1719:
      Right and left forewing different in pattern; distal and abdominal margins of hindwing red.
   d. Latin and French edition of 1726, in the Tring Museum:
      Wings nearly entirely crimson, a narrow green band on forewing; distal and abdominal margins of hindwing green, with the red colour of the disc extending to distal margin posteriorly on the left wing. The figure in the copy contained in the library at Göttingen is only partly coloured; the disc of the hindwing is green.
   e. Dutch edition of 1830, in the Tring Museum:
      Distal and abdominal margins of hindwing red as in the Jussieu-feeder; stigma of forewing so thickly smeared over with brown that the white dividing line is not visible except by close inspection.

2. Linne's descriptions of the wings are as follows:
   f. In Syst. Nat. ed. x.:
      "alis cinereis fusco-variiis : posticis margine tenuiore sanguineis."
   g. In Mus. Lud. Ulr.:
   h. In Syst. Nat. ed. xii.:
      "alis cinereis fusco variiis : posticis marginie interiore sanguineis."

It will be noticed that:
   a. Margo tenuior is the same as margo interior (see a and c; Fabricins also employs sometimes tenuior for interior).
   b. Linne speaks of margo posticus, margo anterior, and margo interior in Mus. Lud. Ulr.

Comparing other descriptions of Linne we find that his margo posticus is the distal margin (see description of carolina), the margo anterior the costal margin, and the margo interior the abdominal margin. This margo interior alone is described as red in citis (see f-h). Sapienti sat.

♀ Forewing, upperside: a submarginal band from costal to inner margin crossing vein M just proximally of M¹; stigma round, divided by the pale cross-vein D¹; pale discal band curved costad; distal marginal border with a grey or white line at proximal edge; all these characters shown in Merian's figure.—Hindwing: a black discal line from upper distal angle of square patch costad; a black, continuous, submarginal band, preceded by a more or less completely separate line.
a. Ph. citis citis.

Merian, l.c.

Sphexis citis Linné, l.c.

Dupé citis, Hübner, l.c.


Dupé lunei, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 680. n. 2 (1892) ; Böningh., Iris xii. p. 127. sub n. 51 (1899) (not found near Rio de Jan.).

Dupé horbeckianus, Kirby, l.c. n. 4 (1892).

♀. Tenfh tergite as in satellitius, acute and slender. Clasper with dorsal margin concave; inner side hairy, no patch of bristles; harpe as in satellitius, but longer (Pl. XLVIII. f. 1). Process of penis-sheath rather more curved and less slender than in satellitius.

Larva green, with red dorsal line, third and fourth segments dotted with black; four or five white, elongate, oblique side-patches, encircled with black (Merian’s figure has three spots only, but shows the black dots on third and fourth segments).

—Food-plants: Vitis and Ampelopsis.

Pupa not known to us; Merian’s figure not sufficiently correct, cremaster curved as in anchemolus.

Hab. Neotropical Region, including the West Indies; occasionally northward to New England.

Two subspecies:

a. Ph. citis citis.
Harris's description of *hornbeckianum* applies to this insect; Harris's *citis* is *fasciatus*.

Larva: see above.


In the Tring Museum 3 larvae, 66-odd specimens from: Nassau, Bahamas (Sir G. Carter); Cuba; Mexico to Bolivia; Paraguay; Sao Paulo; Venezuela; St. Vincent; Grenada.

b. *Ph. citis hesperidum.*


*Sphixx* *fasciaturn* Sulzer, *Gench. Ins.* i. p. 151. t. 20. f. 1 (1776).


*Dopo jassienne* Hübner, *Verz. bek. Schm.* p. 137. n. 1467 (1822); id., *Samml. Ent. Schm.* ii. t. 163 (1824?).


Dusis vitis, Grote, Bull. Buffal. Soc. N. Y. Sc., i. p. 21 (1874) (N. Jersey; South. States); Thaxter, Psyche i. p. 29 (1874) (Newton, Mass., vi.); Grote, Ic., ii. p. 226. n. 26 (1875); id., Ic. iii. p. 222, n. 28 (1877) (Mass.; Penn.; South. States); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hex. i. p. 668. n. 1 (1892); id., in Allen, Nat. Libr., Moths iv. p. 37. t. 103 (l., p.), (1897) (syn. partim).

Dusis fasciatus, Bonninghausen, Isis xii. p. 127. n. 51 (1899) (Rio de Jan.: larva).

♂. Tibiae shorter scaled than in vitis. First segment of hindtarsus very little shorter than tibia.—Forewing, above, with a single straight line behind base of M₂ at right angles to hinder margin; stigma appearing simple, triangular, owing to the proximal part (within cell) being scarcely deeper in tint than the rest of the cell.—Hindwing without black discal line; a broad black postdiscal band from C to M₂, sharply defined, followed behind M₂ by a faint postdiscal and a black submarginal line; distal margin red, except from M₂ backwards; abdominal margin rather brighter red; interspace between black square patch and brown distal marginal band M₂—SM₂ also red. Hindwing below with abdominal area more extended rosy red than in vitis.

♂. Tenth tergite pointed. Clasper densely hairy inside; dorsal margin nearly straight; harpe (Pl. XLVIII. f. 6) with two processes as in cucus and adamsi: one pointed, curved, resembling the hook of other species, partly covered by the second, which is short, obtuse, compressed, broad. Penis-shenth stout; process short, triangular (Pl. LIV. f. 26).

Larva very different in adult stage from that of vitis, being particolored with numerous black ringlets, and, on segments 4 to 11, with narrow oblique white lateral bands, extending over two segments. In the young caterpillar the white side-bands are confined to one segment each, and the black transverse lines are rudimentary.—Food-plant: Jessenia.

Pupa: cremaster rough; labrum somewhat projecting as a small tubercle; head beneath a little more convex than dorsally.

Hab. Neotropical Region, extending southward to Patagonia, and northward into the Nearectic Region, occasionally wandering to New England.

In the Tring Museum 1 pupa, 60-old specimens from: South Carolina to Buenos Ayres and St. Catharina; Cuba; Haiti; Jamaica; not from the Andes of Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia, where it doubtless occurs.

420. Pholus phorbas.

Sphindus phorbas Cramer, Pap. Exot. i. p. 86. t. 55. f. 6 (1775) (Ind. occ.? Ind. or.?) ; Goeze, Ent. Beitr. iii. 2. p. 220. n. 59 (1780); Stoll, in Gram., l.c. iv. p. 65 (1780) (Surinam); Fabr., Spec. Ins. ii. p. 145. n. 25 (1781); id., Mon. Ins. ii. p. 35. n. 28 (1787); Gem., Syst. Nat. i. 5. p. 2379. n. 70 (1790); Fabr., Ent. Syst. iii. i. p. 365. n. 30 (1793); Lep. & Serv., Enc. Meth. x. p. 466. t. 65. f. 4 (1825).


Sphindus phorbas (1), Fabricius, l.c. Index p. 157 (1795).


Argus (1) phorbas, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Ins. i. p. 670. n. 2 (1892) (Surinam).

♂. Brown stripe of thorax and abdomen broad, about half the width of the torns, not widened to large patches on fifth and sixth abdominal segments. Underside of wings and body nearly wholly yellow. Midtibia white above from base to apex. R² of hindwing below centre of cell, D³ obviously shorter than D¹ as a rule.

♂. Tenth tergite ending in a long sharp point. Clasper narrowed from middle
to end, dorsal margin convex before middle, mesial basal fold large; harpe of the *satellitia*-type, the process swollen at base and somewhat bent away from the clasper. Penis-sheath stout, without process.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Neotropical Region: Venezuela; Surinam; Trinidad; Para.

In the Tring Museum 1♂, 2♀♀ from: Pt. of Spain, Trinidad, February 1896 (Dr. Percy Rendall); Aroa, Venezuela, April 1893; Surinam, ex coll. Eyndthoven (Cramer's type?).

In the Bern Museum from Para (Dr. Goeldi), at the electric light, vi.

421. Pholus capronnieri.


♂. Head and mesonotum with blackish brown mesial stripe; side-stripe narrow, widened on the fifth and sixth abdominal segments to two patches. Underside of wings and body less yellow, especially in the ♀♂, than in *phorbas*. Position of R² of hindwing as in the preceding.

♂. Sexual armature nearly identical with that of *phorbas*; process of harpe less bent away from the clasper.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Neotropical Region: Surinam; Venezuela; Amazonas; Ecuador.

In the Tring Museum 2♂♂, 7♀♀ from: Pera; Paramba, Ecuador; Manaos; Aroa and Palma Sola, Venezuela.

422. Pholus labruscae.


*Camorpha elegans labruscae* Hubner, *Summil.*, *Ex. Schm.* i. t. 167 (180–?).


*Philangelus labruscae* Burmeister, *Sphynx,* Burns. p. 58. n. 1 (1856); Walk., *List Lep. Ins.* H. M. vii. p. 178. n. 7 (1856) (Jamaica; Haiti; Mexico; Colombia; Venezuela); Lucas, in Sagra,


♀. Head and prothorax rather longer than in the other species of Pholus, excepting anchemolus. Hindtarsus very long, first segment somewhat longer than tibia. First segment of palpus a little longer than second. Patch of modified scales near base of M of forewing below more distinct than in the other species. Easily recognised by the blue patches of the hindwing.

♂. Tenth tergite relatively very short, pointed (Pl. XLIV. f. 1). Clasper subacuminate, apex more convex dorsally than ventrally; harpe as in satellitia, shorter, vertical part of hook sometimes nearly as long as horizontal part of hook (Pl. XLVIII. f. 4). Penis-sheath slender, process very short and obtuse (Pl. LIV. f. 28).

Larva: first stages green, later brown or greenish brown; fourth segment with a small round ocellus; young caterpillars (except first stage) with a series of seven rosy side-bands, replaced later by white spots; adult larva with obscure pale side-band from head to anal segment, irregularly zigzag on segments 4 to 10; thoracic segments, besides, with pale ventro-lateral band and thin dorsal line; 4th to 11th segments striated with thin short buffish lines, which are especially obvious on the back.—Food: Vitis; Ampelopsis.

Pupa: head-case more projecting than in satellitia, anchemolus, vitis, far more convex ventrally than on back; cremaster broad, short, triangular, flattened, rough. Hab. Neotropical Region, from Patagonia northward to Canada, but only visitor in the temperate and cold northern and southern districts. Apparently everywhere in Central and South America.

In the Tring Museum 5 larvae, 3 pupae, and 70 odd specimens from: Jamaica; Haiti; Cuba; Nassau, Bahamas (Sir G. Carter); Florida southwards to Buenos Ayres, many places.

CXIII. Tinostoma gen. nov.—Typus: surugaditis.

♀. Eye not lashed, apart from a tuft of scales near base of antenna. Palpus long and slender, second segment nearly three times as long as broad, widest before middle, tapering towards end, third segment small. Genal process narrow but prominent, shorter than the pilifer. Antenna (broken, only one half left) very strongly compressed, the ridge, bearing the fascicles of ciliae elevate subventrally, the segment, in frontal aspect, broader below middle than above middle. Abdominal segments with one row of heavy spines, which are only partly contiguous. First segment of foretarsus with many spines at base externally; midtarsus without comb, first segment longer than 2 to 5 together, long spur about 4 K.
one-third the length of the first tarsal segment (hindlegs not preserved). Wings entire; Sc and R1 of hindwing on a stalk which is nearly as long as the cell is broad; R2 from near upper angle of cell, D3 much longer than D5, lower angle of cell about 80°.

Tenth tergite (Pl. XLIV. f. 6) narrow, long, tip obtuse; sternite broad, apex rounded, with indication of sinuses. Clasper without friction-scales; harpe (Pl. XLVII. f. 20) short, obtuse, dorsal edge crenulate, dilated into a short tooth proximally of sinuses. Penis-sheath (Pl. LV. f. 29) with a large apical flap, directed proximad, lying upon the sheath, and armed with long teeth at the edges, reminding one of the flap found in Eurypteryx (Pl. LV. f. 15—17).

Early stages not known.

Hab. Sandwich Islands.

One species.

An ally of Pholus; more specialised in the long palpus, the more strongly compressed antenna, the absence of a comb from the midtarsus, the position of veins R4 and R5 of hindwing, etc.

423. Tinostoma smaragditis.

*Delphila ?) smaragditis Meyrick, in Sharp, Fauna Hawaii. i. 2. p. 191. n. 1. t. 5. f. 7 (1899) (Kauai:—Mus. Brit.).

Thorax, part of abdomen, and forewings green above; underside of hindwing purplish brown, with a violet hue in side-view.

Hab. Makaweli, Kauai, 2000 feet; 1 ♂ in the British Museum.

Tribe Nepheleicæ nov.—Typus: Nephele funebris.

♂ ♀. Abdominal spines in more than one row.

The genera of this tribe are in more than one organ either similar to the Sesiinae or to the Choero.campeia. Very often a genus inclines towards one subfamily in one stage and towards the other subfamily in another stage. Macroglossum, for instance, is Sesiad in the imago and larva, but Choero.campid in the pupa; Ampeloophaga is Choero.campid in the imago and larva, and Sesiad in the chrysalis. The imago of Atremnora is Sesiad in the strong flat spines, Choero.campid in the large friction-scales. Such similarities are in so far affinities as they show that the lines of development which prevail in the Sesiinae on the one side and in the Choero.campeia on the other reappear in the Nepheleicæ, a tribe of Philampelinae, which subfamily stands between the two others.

Progressive and retrogressive development is about equally frequent in this tribe. The normally non-crested head acquires a crest in reduced forms, like Durapsa, Deidamia, Sphingonaepiopis, and the eyes become lashed and small. On the other hand the eyes and the palpi are enlarged in Elidia, Eurypteryx, Gigantopala.pus. The originally conical abdomen is flattened in a number of genera; the spines, which are never absent, develop in a similar way as in the Sesiinae, becoming very weak in some genera and very strong and flat in others, Macroglossum and the two genera derived from it agreeing in the spination almost exactly with Sesiad and allies; the basal sternite is not spine, or has weak spines, or is as strongly spine as the other sternites, and these sometimes nearly as strongly as the tergites, as is also the case in several Sesiinae. In the species with strongly spine and flattened
( 499 )

abdomen the first segment is mostly closely appressed to the thorax; in Macro-
glossum the first tergite is reduced to a very narrow strip. The fan-tail is found in
both sexes of a number of genera, sometimes only in the ♂ (Eurypteryx); it is a
Sesiad character indicated occasionally only by three small tufts (Nephele ♂ ♂ ♀). The scent-organ of the anterior coxa is sometimes strongly developed (Chromis).
The mid- and hindcoxal merum are in the greater number of genera simple, or the
midcoxal merum is simply carinate or subangulate; but the large sharp tooth found
in Sesiia and allies appears also in this tribe (MacroGLOSSum and allies), though the
hindcoxal merum is never as strongly produced as in Sesiia.

The tibiae become spinose in several genera; the apical thorn of the foretibia
found in some Cephalophora (Sesiinae) and in many Sphingidae asemanophorae
appears also here, with or without an additional armature of spines (Odontopoda; 
Proserpinus; Arcutonotus; etc.). The midtarsal comb is very often lost respect-
ively reduced. The spurs may be long or short, unequal or equal in length; in the
latter case they are reduced. The proximal pair of the hindtibia is lost only in
Microspheira. The pulvillus and paronychium are rarely lost. The mid- and hind-
tarsus of MacroGLOSSum and allies is specialised in being compressed and having
acquired a dense spination on the outer surface.

The ancestral antenna was doubtless spiniform, long, and had an elongate
rough-scaled end-segment. The clubbed antenna is a later acquisition. The short
end-segment found in numerous genera is a reduced long one, i.e. is a less
generalised character than the long segment. The length of the latter may become
exaggerated, as is the case in Aeosnemerix. The strongly clubbed antenna has a long
or a short end-segment. The bristles of the end-segment are sometimes much
prolonged, and resemble those of the Choerocampinae (Panacea; see also Philodila)

The pupa with compressed tongue-case (Choerocampid tongue-case) is a
derivation from an anteriorly cylindrical and oblate pupa as found in Philomelinae.
On the other hand, the Choerocampid pupa of Nepheleinae may become reduced,
assuming the aspect of the pupa of Sesiinae by losing the compressed projecting
tongue-case. Such Sesiad pupae appear frequently in genera with reduced head and
tongue of the imago (Deidadina, Durapsa, etc.).

The pedigree inserted below gives expression to our view of the connection
between the various genera. There are three main branches: one leading from
Deidadina to Durapsa; the second from Nephele to Rhopalopsche; the third from
Nephele to Deidadina. We thought at first that this last branch might be a
development from the first. But on consideration of all characters we think to be
correct in treating the third branch (on the left side in the pedigree) as a derivation
from some such form as Nephele instead of Deidadina. The qualifying remark
applied to the former pedigrees holds good also here.

Key to the genera:

a. Spines of first row of abdominal
tergites not longer than broad(...)

b. Spines of first row of abdominal
tergites longer than broad(...)

c. End-segment of antenna elongate,
♀-antenna with fasciculated ciliae

Cla. MacroGLOSSum.

End-segment of antenna elongate,
♂-antenna similar to those of ♀,
without prolonged ciliae

CUD. Rhopalopsche.
End-segment of antenna short; abdomen with white belt.
c. Foretibia armed with thorn at end, or spinose.
Foretibia simple.
d. Costal margin of hindwing deeply sinuate.
Costal margin of hindwing not sinuate.
c. Two pairs of hindtibial spurs; pulvillus absent.
Two pairs of hindtibial spurs; pulvillus present.
One pair of hindtibial spurs; pulvillus present.
f. Antenna clubbed.
Antenna not clubbed.
g. Foretibia not spinose, ending in a thorn.
Foretibia spinose; midtibial spurs equal.
Foretibia spinose; midtibial spurs not equal.
h. Antenna clubbed.
Antenna setiform; abdominal spines weak.
Antenna setiform; abdominal spines strong.
i. Pulvillus and paronychium absent.
Pulvillus and paronychium present.
j. End-segment of antenna elongate, more or less long, filiform.
End-segment of antenna short.
k. Shorter mid- and hindtibial spurs with comb of bristles.
Shorter mid- and hindtibial spurs without comb of bristles.
l. Distal margin of forewing scalloped or angulate or dentate.
Distal margin of forewing even.
m. End-segment of antenna not scaled, with a number of very long bristles.
End-segment of antenna scaled.
u. End-segment of antenna not filiform.
End-segment of antenna long, filiform; eye lashed.
End-segment of antenna very long, filiform; eye not lashed.

CLII. Leucostrophus.

CXXXV. Garbina.

CXXXVII. Microsphinx.

CXLVIII. Euproserpinus.

CXLIV. Aretonotus.

CXXXIV. Odontosida.

CXXXVI. Sphingonaepiopsis.

CXXII. Inurapsa.

CXLVI. Amphion.

CXXVII. Retheera.

h.

i.

j.

k.

l.

m.

n.

u.

CXXIX. Maussenia.

CXXXI. Temnora.

CXXXIII. Acosmeryx.
End-segment of antenna not scaled, with very long bristles; midtibial spurs unequal.

End-segment of antenna scaled, with very long bristles; midtibial spurs equal.

End-segment of antenna scaled; midtibial spurs unequal, or forewing irregular.

Spines of sternites very strong, scarcely less strong than in *MacroGLOSSUM*.

Spines of sternites not strong.

Eye lashed; forewing even or dentate, angulate at R².

Eye lashed; forewing angulate at R², then even.

Eye not lashed.

Eye strongly lashed and spines of abdominal sternites strong.

Not so.

Forewing entire.

Forewing with irregular distal margin.

Costal margin of hindwing dilated.

Costal margin of hindwing not dilated.

Costal margin of hindwing dilated into an antemedian lobe.

Dilatation of margin not restricted to an antemedian lobe.

Midiibial spurs equal or nearly equal in length, very short, little longer than the tibia is broad.

Midiibial spurs unequal, longer one at least twice as long as the tibia is broad.

Longer terminal spur of hindtibia not longer than the tibia is broad; forewing strongly falcate.

Forewing angulate or strongly convex behind middle; a straight creamy band across forewing.

Forewing convex behind middle, or denticate; antenna shorter than cell of forewing; no pale band across forewing.

Like previous, head with high crest; antenna longer.

---

CXIV. Chromis.

CXVI. Philodila.

CXIX. Atennora.

XXXI. Temnora.

XXXII. Pseudenyo.

CXV. Deilephila.

CXLIX. Sphecodina.

CXLII. Itodosoma.

CXLIII. SpheMODina.

CXLI. Hypodalia.

CXXXIX. Giganteopalpus.

CXL. Dahira.

CXXVI. Empinanga.

CXXI. Ampeloeca.
x. Long terminal spur of hindtibia at least half the length of the first tarsal segment, which is shorter than the first midtarsal segment. Spur shorter; or first hindtarsal segment longer than first midtarsal one.

y. Abdomen with sharply marked pale mesial line.

Abdomen without sharply marked pale mesial line.

x. Palpus and eye large; hindtarsus twice the length of the cell of the hindwing; first hindtarsal segment longer than tibia. Not so.

a'. Longer spur of midtibia about half the length of the first tarsal segment; Old World.

Longer spur of midtibia about one-third the length of the first tarsal segment; New World.

b'. Distal margin of forewing very irregular.

Distal margin of forewing even or denticulate.

c'. Forewing obviously dentate or scalloped.

Forewing even.

d'. Forewing with silvery angle-shaped stigma.

Forewing without silvery angle-shaped stigma.

e'. Paronychium with one pair of lobes.

Paronychium with two pairs of lobes.

f'. Merum of midcoxa angulate.

Merum of midcoxa not angulate.

g'. Hindwing sharply angulate at SM²; longer terminal spur of hindtibia scarcely longer than the tibia is broad.

Anal angle of hindwing obtuse; terminal spur about half the length of the first tarsal segment; forewing somewhat angulate in middle; comb of hindtarsus vestigial.

CXXV. Angonyx.

... y.

CXX. Ethibia.

... a'.

CXVIII. Ampelophaga.

CXXI. Ampeloeca.

CXI. Deidamina.

CII. d'.

CII. e'.

CXXIX. Maassenia.

CIX. Berutana.

CXIX. Berutana.

CXVIII. Eurypteryx.

CXXI. Ampeloeca.

CXXXIII. Temnoripais.
Anal angle of hindwing very obtuse; spur as before; forewing not angulate; mid- and hindtarsus with prominent combs. CXL. Antinephyel.

CXIV. CHROMIS.—Typus: erotus.

Chromis Hubner, _Terra. bek_. Schou, p. 138 (1822) (type: _erotus_).

_Ε_. Close to _Deilephila_, but end-segment of antenna with very long bristles and without scales, the bristles several times as long as the segment, which resembles the Terebrata-segment, but is longer. Genal process more sharply triangular than in _Deilephila_. Hindtarsus very long, reaching beyond tip of abdomen when the leg is straightened out.

Larva with a series of eight ocelli.

Pupa similar to that of _Deilephila_; cremaster bifid, each process again divided into two horizontal, conical, and pointed processes, the external ones ending again in two hooks, of which one curves ventrad, the other dorsad (Pl. IXIV. f. 18); tongue-case carinate.

_Hab_. Oriental Region.

Two species, which are structurally so dissimilar in several respects that they might be treated as representing two genera.

Key to the species:

Forewing crossed by straight lines; mesonotum with two yellow spots in front . . . . 425. _Ch. heliodes_.

Lines of forewing curved, indistinct; mesonotum without yellow spots . . . . . 424. _Ch. erotus_.

424. Chromis _erotus._


_Ε_. Eye large. Antenna clubbed in both sexes, more distinctly in _E_ than in _Ε_. Foretarsus (except distal segments) and foretibia broad in _Ε_; scent-organ of forecoxa very strongly developed. First segment of hindtarsus longer than tibia, and in _Ε_ a little longer than segments 2 and 3 together, in _Ε_ as long as segments 2 to 5. In colour individually variable; the _Ε_ from the Indo-Malayan Subregion constantly different from the _Ε_ from the Papuan Subregion.

_Ε_. Tenth tergite peculiar (Pl. XLIV. f. 21): strongly compressed, hooked,
dilated dorsad at the curvature; sternite nearly like that of *Deilephila neri* in lateral and ventral aspect. Clasper with more than twelve friction-scales, which are pointed; harpe ending in a long and pointed hook (Pl. XLVIII. f. 28). Penis-sheath (Pl. LIV. f. 24) produced apically into a blunt process directed distad, bearing at the right side a non-dentate projection pointing proximad, and at the left side a short process ending in some teeth.

♀. Eighth tergite feebly chitinised mesially, sinuate. Vaginal plate membranaceous; except rounded-triangular postvaginal part: orifice large, without special armature.

 Larva brown or green; horn long and straight in first stages, simply curved in later stages; eight eye-spots of equal size from third to tenth segments, all with white centre, which is surrounded by a blue (in green form) or green (in brown form) ring; a pale line from fourth ocellus to eleventh segment; sides below this line pale in brown form; pale oblique ventro-lateral bands, the first beginning ventrally on fourth segment and extending backwards to the fourth eye-spot (described from drawings by Miss Barnard).

*Pupa* with a series of black stigmatical spots; cremaster see above.

*Hab.* Oriental Region: Ceylon to Tahiti.

Two subspecies:

*a. Ch. erotus crotus.*

*Sphinx erotus Cramer, l.c.*

*Chromis erotus, Hubner, l.c.*


*Chloeocampa ambamomennis, Waterhouse, Aid Ident. Ins. ii. t. 141, f. 1 (1884).*

*Thecotera erotus var. c. *Choe. erotus, var. *ambamomennis* Kirby, *Cat. Lep. Het.* i. p. 659, n. 113 (1892).*

♀. Underside less reddish than in the *Papuan* form, though not in all specimens: marginal band of hindwing broad in ♀, dark cinnamon-rufous proximally.

*Hab.* Southern and eastern parts of the Indo-Malayan Subregion.

 In the Tring Museum 20 specimens from: Ceylon; Andamans; Nicobars; Sarawak (Pryer): Mt. Gede. Java; Toli-Toli, N. Celebes, Nov. Dec. 1895 (Trubstorf); Tambora, Sambawa, 2500—4000 feet, June 1896 (W. Doherty); Sumba.

*b. Ch. erotus cras.*


Chilocorus érvides (1), id., l.c. xxxii. p. 240 (1871).
Chilocorus érvides var. yapax, Boisduval, Spéc. Gén. Lép. Hét. i. p. 250 sub n. 31 (1875).
Chilocorus érvides var. Bueler, l.c. ix. p. 566. n. 77 (1877) (Australia; Navigator I).
Chilocorus érvides, Kirby, l.c. n. 78 (1877); Swinh., Cat. Lép. Het. Mus. Ox. i. p. 22. n. 84 (1892) (Sydney).

Theretra érvides, Kirby, Cat. Lép. Het. i. p. 659. n. 113 (1892).
Theretra érvides var. Gratioséthlilíbus érvides, Kirby, l.c.
Theretra érvides var. b. Deiil. érvides, Kirby, l.c.

♀♀. Underside generally more reddish tawny than in western form; marginal band of hindwing narrow in ♀, individually variable in width, never so broad as in western ♀♀.

*Hub.* Papuan Subregion: Moluccas and Tenimber Islands eastwards to Tahiti.

In the Tring Museum 3 papae, 120-odd specimens from: Guam, ix.—xi.; German N. Guinea; Ron L., Dutch N. Guinea, vii. (Doherty); Milne Bay, Brit. N. G. (Meek); Louisiades; Trobriand and d'Entrecasteaux Is. (Meek), i. iii. iv. x.; Florida, Guadalcanal, Isabel, and Kulambangra, Solomon Is. (Meek); New Hanover (Webster); Lifu; Apia, Upolu (Woodford).

425. Chromis heliodes.

Theretra heliodes, Kirby, Cat. Lép. Het. i. p. 659, n. 114 (1892).


♀♀. Antenna much slenderer than in *érotus*, not incassate distally. Fore-tarsus of ♀ normal, scent-organ of forecoxa vestigial; first segment of hindtarsus in both sexes as long as segments 2 to 5 together. Distal margin of forewing straight: hinder angle far less obtuse than in *érotus*. Mesonotum with a yellow spot in front on each side.

♂♂. Tenth tergite as strongly compressed as in *érotus*, but not dilated before end, being sabre-shaped; sternite broader than in the preceding, apex evenly rounded. Harpe as in *érotus*. Penis-sheath (Pl. LIV. f. 25) with the two processes found in *Deilephila néris*, but both short.

♀♀. Vaginal plate more evenly rounded distally than in *érotus*.

Early stages not known.

*Hub.* Papuan Subregion.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♀♂, 2 ♀♀ from: Ferguson I., d'Entrecasteaux Islands, ix. x. 1894 (A. S. Meek); Arau R., Brit. N. Guinea (Weiske); Bougn., Huon Golfe, and Stephansort, German N. Guinea.

**CVX. DEILEPHILA.—Typus: néris.**

*Sphærus Linné, Syg. Nat. ed. x. p. 489 (1855) (partim).*

*Spectrum Scopoli, Intr. Hist. Nat. iii. p. 413 (1777) (partim).*

*Deilephila Laspeyres,* Jenaische Achtg. Literatur-Zeit. iv. p. 99 (1809) (partim; type: *néris*).

*Elpeorus Oken, Lebrh. Nat. iii. 1. p. 769 (1815) (partim; type: *néris*).

*Daphnis Hübner, Verz. b. l. Schmet. p. 134 (1822) (partim; type: *nanes = n averas*).

*Chilocorus Duponchel, in God., Lep. Franche Suppl. ii. p. 139 (1835) (partim; type: *néris*).

*Melopodia Druce, in Jardine, Nat. Libr. xl. p. 154 (1836, 1843) (partim; type: *néris*).


♀♀. Genal process triangular, obtuse, shorter than pilifer. Head broad, somewhat crested transversely on occiput. Eye large, not lashed. Pulps obtuse, large. Antenna ♀ setiform, heavier than in *Joasmeryes*, somewhat clubbed in ♀;
hook rather abrupt and short, subserriate in lateral aspect, end-segment prolonged into a long filiform process. Spines of abdomen in several rows, elongate, weak; first tergite large, olive-green. Hinder edge of midcoxal meron subcariniform. Tibiae simple: spurs very unequal, long terminal one of hindtibia much longer than second tarsal segment; midtarsus with comb, the spines of which are, however, not much prolonged. Wings entire, apex of forewing pointed; R\(^2\) of hindwing before centre of cell.

♀. Tenth segment simple, tergite (Pl. XLIV. f. 18, 19) not or little narrowed to end, convex above at end and concave below; sternite (Pl. XLIV. f. 19, 20) elongate-triangular, sides sometimes nearly parallel (in dorsal aspect), apex more or less pointed, upperside concave, transversely ribbed or tuberculate at end. Clasper with less than ten large friction-scales, rounded-dilated dorsally; harpe (Pl. XLVIII. f. 16—21) with two processes, one proximal, the other distal, both dorsal. Penis-sheath with one or two left processes, and a longer right process. (Pl. LV. f. 27—33).

♀. Vaginal plate suddenly narrowed at end (Pl. XII. f. 14), here concave, the apical margin raised and somewhat projecting ventrad.

Larva tapering in front; a pale dorso-lateral stripe ending at horn; third segment with ocellus in some species; horn long and curved twice in first stages, shorter and simply curved in later stages.—Food-plants: Nerium; Vinca; Cinchona; etc.

Pupa clayish brown, with a lateral series of black stigmatal spots; head-case not enlarged, tongue not projecting; sheaths of wings, legs and tongue smooth; dorsum densely but finely shagreened, venter more transversely striate; abdominal segments 5 and 6 with a basal lateral space of sharp, short, transverse keels; cremaster bifid at extreme end.

_Hab._ Aethiopian and Oriental Region, one species extending northward far into the Palaeartic Region.

Seven species.

Key to the species:

_a._ Green discal area of forewing above externally deeply excised between R\(^2\) and R\(^3\), the sinus more or less filled in with white. 426. _D. dohertyi._

Green discal area without that sinus. _b._

_b._ Pale apical line of forewing widened to a spot close to apex. _c._

Pale apical line of forewing simple. _d._

_c._ Green subbasal area of forewing above externally sinuate at SC. 429. _D. layardi._

Green subbasal area of forewing above externally not sinuate. 428. _D. hypophaeus._

_d._ Distal marginal area of forewing below chestnut, strongly contrasting with rest of wing. 432. _D. protrudens._

Distal marginal area of forewing below not chestnut. _e._

_e._ Abdomen with pale subbasal belt above. 431. _D. minima._

Abdomen without pale subbasal belt above.
f. Tegulae, subbasal band of forewing, etc., bright olive-green . . . . . . . 427. D. nerii.

Tegulae, subbasal band of forewing, etc., blackish or brownish olive-green . . . . . 430. D. placida.

426. Deilephila dohertyi.


Δ? A very remarkable species, differing from the others in the green area of the forewing being externally deeply incised between R2 and R3, while it is as broad between R2 and M1 as between R1 and R2, a green oblong patch R3—M1 being merged together with the band; the white spot at base and that at apex heavy; antennae line irregular, distinct only in and near cell. Collar green, first two abdominal tergites green.

Τenth tergite rounded at end; sternite tapering, apex obtusely pointed. Large scales of clasper black at midrib and edges; harpe (Pl. XLVII. f. 18) peculiar, the discal process produced into a long finger, which is slightly twisted at the end, proximal process narrow, outline of dorsal margin of clasper somewhat undulate. Penis-sheath (Pl. I.V. f. 33) with two left processes, one pointing proximal, the other dextral, and a longer right process.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* New Guinea; Bismarck Archipelago; Solomon Islands.

In the Tring Museum 4 Δ Σ, 2 Δ ? from: Kapaur, Dutch N. Guinea, xii. '96 (Doherty), type; Bongou, Hoon Golf; Kinigumang, N. Pommerania (Ribble); N. Mecklenburg (Ribble); Kulambangra, Solomon Is., 25. ii. 1901 (Meek and Eichhorn); Isabel, Solomon Is., 4. vi. to 9. vii. 1901 (Meek and Eichhorn).

427. Deilephila nerii.

Frisch. Iseet. vii. p. 5, t. 3 (I., p., i.) (1722); Roedl, Ins. Belust. iii. p. 85, t. 15. f. 1, 2, 3, t. 16. f. 4, 5, 6 (1755); Henn., Coll. Civ. Ins. t. 4. f. a. h. (l., i.) (1755); Schaff, Iron. Rotsh. t. 100. f. 3 (1766—69); Enr. & Engr. Pap. Ent. iii. p. 77. t. 104. f. 153. a.—f. (1782).

Deilephila hypotous.


♂. Antenna thicker than in *nevii*, especially in ♂. First segment of hind-tarsus as long as tibia and as segments 2 to 5. In pattern similar to *nevii*, but very much darker olive-green; pronotum not green; forewing with a white apical spot above and below, the white apical line SC₁—SC₅, which borders the olive-green triangular patch, not prolonged beyond SC₅ as in *nevii*.

♂. Tenth tergite shorter and broader than in *nevii*; sternite nearly as long as the tergite, more strongly chitinised and narrower than in *nevii*. Large scales...
of clasper brown or black on midrib and at edge; harpe (Pl. XLVIII. f. 17) shorter than in the other species of the genus, lagardi excepted, distal margin angulated, upper margin somewhat flattened, with two rows of teeth (only one row visible in side-view). Penis-sheath (Pl. LV. f. 27) armed with two slender processes: the left horizontal, the right obliquely curved towards the ventral side.

♀. The distal portion of the vaginal plate nearly smooth; the chitinised half-ring-shaped plate in front of the vaginal aperture not raised to a carina or ridge.

Larva green (or red), with small ocellus on third segment, a pale dorso-lateral line from head to horn; the latter granulose, curved, rather long (much longer than in adult nerii).—Food-plant: Cinchona.

Pupa less slender than in nerii, lateral spots of abdomen larger on segments 3 and 4; cremaster elongate-triangular, deeply biconcave ventrally, being carinate mesially; apex truncate, with the angles produced dorsal and lateral each into a prominent tooth.

Hab. Oriental Region, from Ceylon and North India eastwards to the Solomon Islands.

Two subspecies:

a. D. hypothus hypothus.

Sphinx hypothus Cramer, l.e.
Daphis hypothus (l.), Hubner, l.e. (1822).


Daphis hypothus, Butler, Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. ix. p. 572. n. 2 (1877) (Ceylon: Java; Labuan: Sarawak); Moore, Lep. Ceylon ii. p. 15. t. 8. 3. f. 1. la (l., p. i) (1882) (various stages of larva); Cot. & Swinh., Cat. Moths Ind. i. p. 21. n. 115 (1887) (Sikim; Sibasagar; Calcutta; Ceylon; Andamans); id., l.e. p. 727. n. 113 (1889) (Andamans); Swinh., Cat. Lep. Het. Mus. Ox. i. p. 23. n. 88 (1892) (Assam; Nepal; Ceylon; Amboina); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 672. n. 2 (1892); Hamp., in Blanford, Ann. R. Br. Mus. i. p. 25. n. 147 (1892) (India; Ceylon; Java; Borneo); Huwe, B. Ent. Zeitscr. xl. p. 366. n. 31 (1895) (Java); Semp., Schm. Philipp. ii. p. 401. n. 42 (1896) (Cebu, vii.—ix.; xii.—xiii.; Palawan); Dudu, Journ. Bombay N. H. Soc. xi. p. 415. n. 147 (1898) (Sikhim, Bhutan, up to 6000 ft.; larva on Cinchona acc. to Elwes).

Other synonyms, Snellen, Tijdschr. Ent. xx. p. 2. n. 11 (1877) (Java).

♂. The interspace M¹—M² of the upperside of the forewing outside the olive-green area more or less greyish, the triangular projection M³—SM³ of the green area bordered by a fine white line, the rombooidal green spot near anal angle also with a white line at the inner side. Left process of penis-sheath long (Pl. LV. f. 27), reaching the base of the right process.

Hab. Ceylon to North India, eastwards to the Moluccas and the Tenimber and Key Islands.

In the Tring Museum 50 ♂♂, 18 ♀♀ from: Ceylon: Sikhim: Perak: Penang; Sumatra: Borneo: Java: Sumbawa: Celebes: Amboina: Sjerra (= Seina) and Labar, Tenimber Is.: Little Key.

The individual (♀) from Sjerra has the white lines of the forewing and the buffish band of the hindwing prominently marked.

δ♀. The interspace M\(^3\)—M\(^2\) of the upperside of the forewing outside the green area nearly as dark as this area itself; no white lines behind M\(^2\); the border C—R\(^3\) of the green area less white than in the western subspecies; the two lines between the subbasal band and the antemedian olive-green line not distinct; buff band of the hindwing on the whole broader than in *h. hypotous*. Left process of penis-sheath shorter than in the preceding, not reaching the base of the right one.

In some of the Queensland individuals the base of the hindwing above is more extended buff than in ordinary specimens, and the under surface is also much less red.

*Hab.* Queensland: New Guinea; Bismarck Archipelago; Solomon Islands.

In the Tring Museum 39 δ♂, 12 ♀♀ from: Queensland: New Guinea; Bongu, Huon Golfe, Milne Bay, xi. i. ii. (Meek); Fergusson, ix.—xii. (Meek); St. Aignan, xi. (Meek); N. Mecklenburg (Ribble); Kulambangra, Solomon Is., ii. (Meek and Eichhorn).

It is worthy of special note that the Moluccas and the Key Islands are inhabited by the Indo-Malayan and not by the Papuan form.

429. *Deilephila layardi.*


♂♀. Subbasal band of forewing, above, broader than the interspace between it and the dark discal area; antemedian line distinct only in front, almost touching at M\(^2\) the olivaceous line which runs parallel with the outer edge of the subbasal band; proximal edge of discal area straight; a white dot at apex of forewing above and below.

♂. Sexual armature similar to that of *hypotous*, but the harpe smaller (14. XLVIII, f. 19). Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Ceylon.

In the Tring Museum 6 δ♂.

430. *Deilephila placida.*


♂♀. Antemedian line of forewing above midway between subbasal and discal bands; the latter band not wider between M\(^1\) and M\(^2\) than at hinder margin,
externally rounded or angled at R², the most distal point on R², not on R³, no white apical spot above or below; the costal portion of the subbasal band often reduced.

♂. Tenth segment as in hypothous. Large scales of clasper rather strongly rounded at the sides; clasper not strongly dilated dorsally, apex rounded; harpe (Pl. XLVIII. f. 20) longer than in any of the preceding species, not or feebly dentate, the teeth especially often developed at the hinder edge of the upper margin, shape of the two processes rather variable individually. Penis-sheath (Pl. LV. f. 30) with a short left process, which is often dentate, the proximal edge of the incassate apex of the sheath also dentate, the right process long, oblique, curved ventrad, more or less dentate at end.

♀. Vaginal plate without semicircular ridge proximally of the vaginal aperture.

Larva with a pale dorso-lateral stripe from pronotum to horn, a pale line on anal segment; stigmata orange; horn tubercled, longer than anal segment, curved.

—Food-plant: *Taberna montana*.

*Pupa* tawny-ochraceous, spotted with black on abdomen, slenderer than that of hypothous, cremaster almost identical.

*Hab.* Andaman Islands, Singapore, eastward to Fiji; not in India?

Two subspecies, individually rather variable.

*a. D. placida placida.*

_Daphnis hypothous_, Walker, *l.c._

*Daphnis placida* Walker, *l.c._


*Daphnis andamanana* Druce, *Ent. M. Mag._ xix. p. 16 (1882) (Andamans;—coll. Druce); Cot. & Swinh., Cat. Moths Ind. i. p. 22. n. 116 (1887); Pagens., *Iris._ iii. p. 2. n. 3 (1890) (Palawan); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 672. n. 10 (1892) (Andamans); Hamps., in Blain., *Fauna Brit. Ind._ Moths._ i. p. 96. n. 148 (1892) (Andamans); Semp., *Schm. Philipp._ ii. p. 401. n. 44 (1895) (Palawan).

_Daphnis placida*, Butler, Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. ix. p. 573. n. 8 (1877); Swinh., Cat. Lep. Het., Mus. Or. i. p. 24. n. 90. t. f. 8 (1892) (Sumatra, type;—Singapore; "India! ")


_Daphnis heyeri*, Butler, *l.c._. p. 631 (1877); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 672. n. 6 (1892) (Philippines).

_Daphnis (?) placida_, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 672. n. 13 (1892) (Sumatra).

♂♀. Proximal edge of olive-green discal area of forewing, above, deeply incurved in front; antennomedian line distinct.

Larva: see above.

*Hab.* Andamans, Singapore, Sumatra, Philippines, eastwards to the New Hebrides.

In the Tring Museum 80 odd specimens from: Andamans; Java; Lombok; Sumbawa; Sumba; Ambon; Key Is.; N. Guinea; Queensland; Guadalcanar and Florida, Solomon Is. (Meek and Eichhorn); N. Hebrides.
Daphnis torenia Druce, Ent. Mo. Mag. xix. n. 16 (1882) (Fiji:—coll. Druce); Waterh., Aid Ideni. Inst., i. t. 125. f. 1 (1883); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 672. n. 11 (1892).


♀. Proximal edge of olive-green discal area of forewing straight, very feebly or not at all incurved in front; antemedian line quite absent or barely visible.

Hab. Lifu; Fiji.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♂ ♀, 4 ♀ ♀ from Lifu.

431. Deilephila minima.


Daphnis (?) minima, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 672. n. 12 (1892) (S. India).


♀. A small species, representing placida in South India and Ceylon, and doubtfully distinct. Abdomen without white subbasal dorsal belt.—Forewing: antemedian line curved in front; discal band less oblique than in placida, wider behind and narrower before middle.—Sexual armature as in placida, but proximal tooth of the boat-shaped process of the harpe higher, and the long process of the penis-sheath of placida represented in minima by a very short one (Pl. LV. f. 31, 32).

Larva described by Butler, l.c.

Hab. South India and Ceylon.

Two subspecies; but see Appendix.

a. D. minima minima.

Daphnis minima Butler, l.c.

♂. Very small and pale. Discal lines of forewing not obviously dentate. Process of penis-sheath in one of the two specimens dissected longer (Pl. LV. f. 32) than in the other.

Hab. South India.

Two ♂ ♀ in the British Museum.

b. D. minima ernestina.


♂. Larger than the preceding, darker in colour, especially the hindwing above and the basi-discal area of the forewing below. Process of penis-sheath shorter (Pl. LV. f. 31).

Hab. Ceylon.

Two ♂ ♀ in the British Museum. Another specimen in coll. Druce.

432. Deilephila protrudens.

Daphnis protrudens Felder, Reise Norra Lep. i. 76. f. 7 (1874) (Gilolo;—Mus. Tring); Buttl. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. ix. p. 572. n. 4 (1877); Misk., Proc. Roy. Soc. Queenvld. viii. p. 20. n. 34 (1891) (Brisbane; Rockhampton; Cardwell; Halmahera [?]); "Cape of Good Hope [?]" (Ber. loci); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 672. n. 7 (1892) (Gilolo); Pagenst., in Chun, Zoologiae xii. 29. p. 15. n. 14 (1900) (Bismarck Archipelago).


Chorosampa venerica Boisduval, l.c.
♂♀. This species is easily distinguished from all the others by the marginal area of the forewing below, bordered by the pale, oblique, discal line, being chocolate-brown. The discal area of the upperside of the forewing is not sharply defined proximally; it extends often, in front and behind, to the sharply marked, straight, antemedian line, externally it is much produced between R² and R³, the most distal point lying between the two veins; no white apical dot above or below; the brown discal area of the hindwing reduced in size and depth of tint.

♂. Tenth segment as in placida, sternite rather slender, sides almost parallel, rounded at end, tip obtusely pointed. Harpe (Pl. XLVIII. f. 21) with long distal process, not dentate. Penis-sheath (Pl. LV. f. 29) with a short left process and a very long right one, the left process differing from that of placida especially in not being dentate.

Early stages not known.

Hab, Papuan Subregion: Moluccas to Queensland, the Bismarck Archipelago, and the Solomon Islands.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♂♂, 8 ♀♀ from: Queensland; Gilolo; Tugela, Solomon Islands (Woodford).

CXVI. PHILODILA gen nov.—Typus: astyanor.


♀. Pilifer long; genal process narrow and long. Palpus long, rather slenderer than in Deilephila. Eye large, not lashed. Antenna slender, faintly incrassate distally, with slender hook; end-segment long, with three very long apical bristles; last but one segment conically produced ventrally. Spines of abdomen numerous, rather stiff; pale tawny. Legs wanting except one middle leg, which has, however, only three tarsal segments left; midtibial spurs equal in length, about twice as long as the tibia is broad at end; midtarsus with prominent comb. Apex of forewing produced, distal margin obtusely angulate at R²; lower angle of cell of hindwing about 75°; SC² and R¹ stalked, R² before centre of cell, D¹ longer than D², and longer than in Deilephila.

Early stages not known.

Hab. ? Probably Oriental Region.

One species.

Differs from Deilephila and Ampelophaga in the midtibial spurs being equal in length, etc.

433. Philodila astyanor (Pl. VI. f. 3, ♀).

*Everyx astyanor Boisduval, l.c. p. 211. n. 3 (1875) (Mexique?); Kirby, Cat. Lép. Hét. i. p. 673. n. 4 (1892).

♀. Upperside: see figure.

Underside very much paler; wings with a brown distal border, which is indented at the veins on the forewing; between this band and the subcostal fork there are on the forewing two brown parallel bars extending from costal margin to R¹; the border of the hindwing gradually narrows from R² backwards.

Hab. ?

The only specimen known (in coll. Charles Oberthür) is labelled "Mexique?" We believe it to be Oriental.
CXVII. DAHIRA.—Typus: rubiginosa.


♀. Genal process large, triangular, curved backwards. Head with mesial cariniform crest, which is most distinct between antennae. Eye lashed. Palpus rounded, somewhat projecting. Antenna fusiform, narrowed at base, gradually thinning to a slender hook, strongly compressed, fasciculated cilia long; end-segment short. Spines of abdomen weak. Midcoxal merum somewhat angulate. Tibiae unarmed; spurs short, midtibial ones equal in length, long terminal one of hindtibia shorter than the tibia is broad; no comb; pulvillus and paronychium not reduced. Wings entire; forewing elongate, subfalcate, apex acute; cross-veins of hindwing slightly oblique, D3 longer than D4.

♀. Tenth tergite elongate, convex above, concave beneath, apex entire; sternite nearly as long as the tergite, broader, triangular, extreme tip sinuate. Clasper obovato-shaped; with large friction-scales, irregularly arranged in four rows, beside some additional enlarged scales, extreme tip of these scales truncate; harpe (Pl. II. f. 6) produced into a long ventral process, which is spatulate and somewhat twisted. Penis-sheath (Pl. LIV. f. 30) with a long dentate and curved process at the right side, ending in two points, and a much shorter, also dentate, lobe at the left side.

♀ and early stages not known.

Hub. N.W. India.

One species.

Allied to Ampelophaga.

434. Dahira rubiginosa.


Ambalyx rubrescens Butler, l.c. p. 26. f. 121. f. 2 (1889) (nom. nov. loco rubiginosa).

♀. In wing-form reminding one of *Oxyambalyx*, with which it has erroneously been associated by Butler and Hampson.

Hub. N.W. India.

Only one specimen known, which is in the British Museum.

CXVIII. AMPELOPHAGA.—Typus: rubiginosa.


Acomelos, Holland (non Boisduval, 1875), Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc. xvi. p. 71 (1889).

♂ Genal process triangular. Palpus rather long, rounded in lateral and dorsal aspect, closely appressed to head. Eye not lashed. Head with the scaling a little raised to a rounded crest. Antenna very slender, filiform, gradually fining distally, hook very gradual, end-segment short, triangular or conical, about twice the length of the previous segment. Spines of abdomen numerous, weak, pale. Merum of midcoxa not carinate behind; tibiae not spinose; spurs very unequal, longer ones over half the length of the first tarsal segment, this as long as the four other segments together, and a little shorter than the tibia; midtarsus with comb of more or less prolonged spines; pulvillus present, large; paronychium with two pairs of lobes. Wings entire.

♀ Friction-scales of clasper large. Tenth segment simple. Clasper sole-shaped; harpe spatulate, dilated part dentate on upperside, or reduced, without process. Penis-sheath with a right and a left apical process, the left one always dentate at the edges.

♀ Eighth tergite sinuate. Vaginal plate suddenly narrowed as in Deléphila; orifice large, free, edges slightly raised.

Larva (of rubiginosa), tapering in front, head small, horn slightly curved; a pale dorso-lateral line from horn forward, pale oblique side-bands connected with this line.—Food-plant: Vitis; Ampelopsis; Convolvulus.

Pupa (of rubiginosa), stout, rounded at both ends, cremaster apparently thin.

Hub. Japan and Amurland southward to North India and the Philippines; not yet known from the Sunda Islands.

Four species.

The name Ampelophaga appeared first in 1852. Bremer & Grey, when describing "Ampelophaga" rubiginosa, did not give any generic distinctions, nor did they even mention that Ampelophaga was meant to be a new generic term. They were again entirely silent on these points in 1854, i.e., so that we believe they did not mean to create a new term, but intended to write Philampelus, a name then employed for a variety of species, especially for American vine-feeders. However that may be, Ampelophaga remained a nomen indescripturn up to 1881, when Butler gave a kind of definition, and dates therefore from that time.

The genera Ampelophaga, Beratana, Amplocerca, and Darapsa are very closely allied with one another, agreeing especially in the antenna being slender and having a short end-segment. The caterpillars are also almost the same; the peculiar dentition of the harpe of some of the species, and the armature of the penis-sheath point in the same direction. The affinities are so strong that we were at first inclined to unite these forms under one generic term (Darapsa). However, the American species on the one side and the Eastern ones on the other form two distinct groups; these two groups are natural ones, i.e. the differences express closer blood-relationship of the respective members, as the morphical distinctions are corroborated by the geographical distribution, and therefore we have to treat the groups as genera. Within the Old World as well as in the New World group there is one species more specialised than the others, showing the same kind of specialisation so often observed among the Acherontiinae and especially the Umbilicininae, namely the appearance of spines on the tibia (pholus) and the reduction of the paronychium and acquisition of dentate wings (syriaca). To emphasise this development, and (as said below) to facilitate the construction of a satisfactory key to the genera—generally a weak point in systematic works—we treat these specialised forms also as generically distinct.
Close to these insects comes the large Oriental *Elidia dolichoides*, which might very well be considered generically identical with the other species mentioned, if all these were treated as being generically the same.

Key to the species:

a. Forewing with sharply marked, parallel, greyish white lines at nearly equal distances between base and outer margin ... c.

Forewing with brown bands, which are often barely vestigial, interspaces sometimes shaded with white scaling; no sharply marked greyish white lines ... b.

b. Underside of abdomen and hindwing bright rufous-testaceous.

Underside of abdomen and hindwing salmon-buff or clayish.

436. *A. khasiana*.

435. *Ampelophaga rubiginosa*.

*Ampelophaga rubiginosa* Bremer & Grey, in Motsch., *Et. Ent.* i. p. 61 (1852).

♂♀. No comb to mid- and hindtarsus. R² and R³ of hindwing much farther apart than R² and M¹. — Forewing, above, with an indistinct basal band, a sub-basal line, an antemedian band, an abbreviated disco-cellular band, followed by a broad discal one, a discal line, mostly dentate, and an oblique apical line, more or less indistinctly continued, in zigzag form, to hinder margin; interspaces greyish, distal marginal area glossy; all these lines and bands sometimes quite indistinct.

♂. Tenth sternite truncate, feebly sinuate in distal view. Harpe (Pl. XLVIII. f. 15) rather regularly ladle-shaped. Penis-sheath (Pl. LIV. f. 23): long left process irregularly and sparsely dentate and notched at the proximal edge; the short right process mostly simple, but sometimes with one or two minute teeth.

Larva: see above.

Hab. Japan to North India.

Two subspecies:

a. *A. rubiginosa rubiginosa*.


**♀.** Scaling of tip of antenna buff, not black. Tawny-olive bands of forewing rather prominent. Distal margin of hindwing more or less russet, especially before anal angle. Bred specimens more reddish as a rule than worn ones.

*Hab.* Japan, Amurland, China.

In the Tring Museum 20 ♀♀, 26 ♀♀ from: Yokohama, iv. viii. ix.; Mukoyama, vii.; Oiwake; Hakodate, vi. vii.; Corea; Amurland; Kiukiang, vii. viii.; Ta-tsien-la, vii.; Wa-su-ku; Hongkong.

b. 1. *rubiginosa fasciosa*.


*Amphelophaga rubiginosa*, Hampson, in Blanf., Fonna Brit. Ind., Moths i. p. 83. n. 117. f. 52 (1892) (partim; N.W. Himal.; Sikhim; Nagas: larva excisa).


**♀.** Paler than the previous form, more uniform in colour, less reddish above, the bands of the more elongate forewing less distinct; fringe of hindwing almost pure white; scaling of tip of antenna blackish at anterior side.

The larva described by Hampson, bearing an ocellus on the fourth and fifth segments, belongs to *Thecura*.

*Hab.* North West India to Upper Assam.

In the Tring Museum 9 ♀♀, 6 ♀♀ from: Karo Hills, vii.; Dalhousie, vii.: Kulu.

436. *Ampelophaga khasiana*.


**♀.** Upperside deeper in tint, mesial line less pale and sides of body and under surface far more red than in *rubiginosa*. Scaling of end of antenna black. — Forewing, above: interspaces between bands glossy whitish grey, discal band rather narrower and more sharply defined than in *rubiginosa*, discal line broad, not dentate, band-like. First segment of palps not greyish white.

**♂.** Tenth sternite not sinuate in distal aspect. Dilated apical part of harpe longer than in *rubiginosa*, more heavily spined proximally. Right process of penis-sheath longer.

*Hab.* North India; China.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♀♀, 2 ♀♀ from: Khasia Hills; Jaintia Hills.

In the British Museum 1 ♀ from Mupin, coll. Leech; this is rather paler on the underside than our North Indian specimens.

437. *Ampelophaga dolichoides*.

Metopillus dolichoides, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hist. i. p. 661. n. 21 (1892).

♂. Midtarsus with the spines of the fourth row prolonged, but not so much as in Elibia. R₃ and M¹ of hindwing less close together than in the preceding species, D³ not being longer than D¹.—Forewing with four grey lines, which are the proximal borders of tawny-olive bands; between the two discal lines there is a feebly marked brown zigzag line.


Hab. Sikkim; Assam.
In the Tring Museum 3 ♀♀ from: Sikkim (type); Cherrapunji. A ♂ in coll. Swinhoe from Silhet.

438. Ampelopha linigera.


♂. Under surface far more reddish than in dolichoides. R² of hindwing before centre of cell, D³ being much longer than D¹; SC² and R¹ on a stalk.—Forewing, above, similar to that of dolichoides, but lines in basal half quite indistinct, and second discal line more distal, ending at apex of wing, there being no separate oblique apical line.—Hindwing similar in colour to that of Elibia dolichus.

Tenth tergite long, narrow, slightly curved, not compressed; apex truncate; sterneite compressed, boat-shaped in side-view, apex transversely ribbed above, rounded-truncate in dorsal aspect. Clasper with large friction-scales; harpe as in Elibia, short, broad, obtuse, not produced into a dentate process (Pl. XLVIII. f. 11). Penis-sheath (Pl. L. IV. f. 22) almost symmetrical in dorsal aspect, with a longer right and a shorter and broader left process, both dentate.

♀. Not known.
Hab. Manila, Luzon.
One ♂ (type) in coll. Charles Oberthür. Not seen in other collections.
This species connects *Ampelopha* with *Elibia*.

CXIX. BERUTANA gen. nov.—Typus: syriaca.
of hindwing shortly stalked, R\(^2\) before centre of cell, lower angle of cell acminate. D\(^4\) less than half the length of D\(^3\).

♂. Sexual armature nearly exactly the same as in Ampelophaga rubiginosa, the two processes of the penis-sheath thinner, not dentate.

♀. Vaginal plate very feebly chitinised, shaped as in Ampelophaga. Eighth tergite see Pl. XLI. f. 13.

Larva as in Ampelophaga, Ampelocca, and Darapsa, strongly tapering in front; green or brown, with pale dorso-lateral line, and below this pale oblique bands.—Food-plant: Vitis.

Pupa dotted with brown on the wing-cases, legs, antenna, and tongue (not seen).

_Hab._ Syria; Mesopotamia; Persia.

One species.

439. _Berutana syriaca._


♂ ♀. This species bears a close resemblance to _Darapsa pholus_; the inner edge of the discal band of the forewing is, however, not straight, but concave before middle. Some individuals are much more tawny than others; there is also obvious variation in size.

_Hab._ Syria; Mesopotamia; Persia.

Two subspecies:

_a._ _B._ syriaca syriaca.

*Deilephila syriaca* Lederer, l.c.; Staud. & Wocke, Cat. Lep. p. 16. n. 21 (1861); _ibid._, _ibid._ ed. ii. p. 37. n. 478 (1871); Bartel, in Ruhl, _GROSSCHU_ ii. p. 139 (1900) (Beirut, e. vii. viii.).

_Eurye syriaca_, Schaufl., _Ninaq._ Oti. i. p. 20 (1870).

_Otis syriaca_, Butler, l.c. p. 545, n. 1 (1877).


_Metopilus (^2) syriacus_, Kirby, _Cat. Lep._ Het. i. p. 660. n. 2 (1892).

_Metopilus syriacus_, Staudinger & Rebel, _Cat. Lep._ ed. iii. p. 104. n. 762 (1901) (Syr.; _Palaestina_: Antiochia).

♂ ♀. Band and lines of forewing distinct; distal margin sometimes almost even, the teeth being barely indicated. ♀ paler than ♀.

_Hab._ Syria.

In the Tring Museum 2 larvac, 15 ♀♂, 15 ♀♀ from Beirut.

_b._ _B._ syriaca kotschyi (Pl. VI. f. 4, ♀; _type_).


_Theretra kotschyi_, Kirby, _Cat. Lep._ Het. i. p. 654. n. 49 (1892).

_Metopilus syriacus_ var. _musulma_ Staudinger, in _Staud._ & _Reh._, _Cat. Lep._ ed. iii. p. 104. sub n. 762. (1901) (Mardin, Mesopotamia).

♂. Much larger than the preceding; wings not obviously denticulate. Perhaps distinct.

_Hab._ Persia; Mesopotamia.
CX. ELIBIA.—Typus : dolichus.

*Sphinx (Choerocampa). Westwood (non Liun, 1758; non Duponcelet, 1835), Cab. Or. Ent. p. 61 (1845).


♂. Palpus large, rounded in side-view, third segment above front. Eye very large, not lashed. Abdomen very long. Tarsi long, hind ones twice the length of the cell of hindwing; first segment of hindtarsus a little longer than tibia; comb of midtarsus very prominent, the spines much prolonged and accompanied on the hinder side by another row of slender prolonged spines. Apex of hindwing very obtuse ; S3 and R1 shortly stalked.

♂. Tenth tergite slightly narrowed in middle, apex truncate, angles rounded; sternite as long as the tergite, strongly compressed, broad vertically, ventral line strongly curved upwards in lateral aspect, apex rounded in distal view. Large friction-scales of clasper acuminate, not truncate; harpe short (Pl. XLVIII. f. 10), represented by a rather thin ridge, which is truncate distally and feebly angulate dorsally. Penis-sheath nearly symmetrical (Pl. LI. f. 21), both the right and left processes dentilicate at the edges and on the surface, the dentition of the left process continued on the sheath.

♀. Vaginal plate as in Aamelophaga and Deilephila, but broader apically.

Larva. Three stages figured by Piepers : a round dorsal ocellus on fourth segment; horn curved frontad in younger stages, reduced to a button-like prominence in last stage.

_Hab._ North India to Java and Palawan.

One species.

---

440. Elibia dolichus.


♂. Forewing with seven lines between lower angle of cell and outer margin, first and fifth heavy, the others often weakly marked, second, third, fourth, and sixth sometimes distinctly accentuated by vein-dots : lines between lower angle of cell and costal margin feeble, that traversing the large, black, white-centred stigma the most obvious. Abdomen white below, with ferruginous-tawny or brown mesial markings on the proximal sternites.

_Hab._ Sikhim to Java and Palawan.

In the Tring Museum 18 ♂♂, 8 ♀♀ from ; Sikhim ; Khasia Hills ; Penang ; Sumatra ; Java ; Bunguran, Natuna Is. (Hose) ; Bornéo ; Palawan.
CXXI. AMPELOECA gen. nov.—Typus: versicolor.

Sphinx, Cramer (non Linné, 1758), Pap. Ent. iii. p. 91 (1779).
Otus, Hubner (non Cuvier, 1800), Verz. bes. Schm. p. 142 (1822).

Sauriathlus, Serville & Lepelletier (non Latreille, 1805), in Enc. Méth. x. p. 441 (1825).


♂♀. Genal process rounded or triangular, in the latter case curved backwards. Head with high rounded crest. Eye lashed. Long terminal spur of hindtibia less than half the length of the first tarsal segment; no comb to midtarsus. In other characters similar to Ampeolophaga.

♂. Clasper with small and numerous friction-scales.

♀. Eighth tergite truncate; vaginal plate nearly evenly rounded laterally and distally.

Larva strongly tapering in front; head small and granulose like pronotum and horn, dispersed pale granules or dots all over the body; a dorso-lateral pale line, to which are joined pale oblique side-bands.—Food-plants: Ampelopsis; Vitis; Epilobium; Cephalanthus; Nesaea; Hydrangea.

Pupa stout, rounded at both ends, opaque, rather finely rugose, dispersedly punctured, punctures denser and deeper on last segments; clayish, variegated with brown; wing-cases, legs and antenna dotted with black; anterior femur not visible; cremaster slender.

Hab. Atlantic district of Neweatric Region.

Two species:

Disc of wings below bright yellow externally . . . . . . . 441. A. versicolor.

Disc of wings below reddish tawny-ochraceous, concolorons with basal area . . . . . . . 442. A. myron.

441. Ampeoleca versicolor.


Elibia versicolor, Butler, loc. ix. p. 637 (1877); Grothe, Canad. Ent. ix. p. 120 (1877) (L. Erie); id., loc. ix. p. 151 (1877); id., Bull. Buffalo Soc. N. Sc. iii. p. 222. n. 36 (1877) (Mass.; N York; Ohio).


♀♂. A beautifully coloured insect, especially on the underside. External spines of first protarsal segment slightly prolonged, but mostly concealed in the scaling. Genal process triangular, somewhat curved backwards. Thorax and abdomen with a pale mesial line as in \textit{Ampelephaga}.

♀. Tenth tergite and sternite somewhat shorter and stouter than in \textit{Darapsa phalus}. Friction-scales of clypeus truncate not far beyond the widest point; harpe (Pl. XLVIII. f. 14) long, slender, horizontal, curving a little upwards at end, without dentition. Penis-sheath (Pl. LI. f. 29) with a broad ventral lobe which is dentate at the edges, and a small right process.

♀♀. Eighth tergite membranaceous for the greater part, the chitin-plated reduced to a narrow transverse band. Vaginal plate shaped as in \textit{myron}; the edge of the orifice raised to a rather strongly chitinised and triangularly sinate ridge.

Larva green or brown; a pale dorso-lateral line from head to fourth segment, followed by seven oblique pale side-bands extending each over two segments, the last ending at horn, which is rather long and is marked with a black stripe in front; the pale lines with dark upper edges; a dark dorsal line.—\textit{Food-plants: Cephalanthus; Hydrangea; Nesaea}.

Pupa abruptly rounded behind; cremaster thin, almost cylindrical.

\textit{Hub.} Canada to Maryland (probably farther south); westward to the Mississippi basin.

Rather rare everywhere.

In the Tring Museum 3 larvae, 2 pupae, S ♀♂, ♀♀; from: Canada; Long Island.

\textbf{442. Ampeleoea myron.}


\textit{Spheis pampinatae} Abbot & Smith, \textit{Ins. Georgia} i. p. 55. t. 28 (1797).


\textit{Otea eudora} Hubner, \textit{Jotrichia} p. 23. f. 321. 322 (1823).


♂. External row of spines of first protarsal segment irregularly doubled in basal half. Spurs shorter than in *versicolor*, crest of head higher, apex of forewing and angle SM of hindwing more projecting. The individuals in which the pale olive-green colour has nearly or totally disappeared from the upperside of the forewing are rarer in the north than the south. It is possible that a greater percentage of the individuals of the second brood than of the first belong to the uniformly coloured f. *cnutos*; observations on this point are a desideratum.

♂. Tenth segment as in *Darapsa pholus*. Friction-scales of clasper numerous, truncate; harpe (Pl. XLVIII. f. 12) with a short stout process which is thinnest at the base; the upperside of this process covered with minute teeth, the underside also rough with teeth, the sides finely rugose. Penis-sheath (Pl. LIV. f. 19): right process smaller than left, simple or dentate, the left dentate at the edges.

♀. Eighth tergite as in *Darapsa pholus*, the sides somewhat produced. Vaginal plate narrower apically than in *D. pholus*, the raised edge of the vaginal orifice less chitinised.

Larva green or brown, in various shades, a pale dorso-lateral line from fourth segment to horn, to which line are joined oblique pale side-bands which terminate at the line and are each restricted to one segment; horn with black granules; a dorsal series of pale patches with dark (brown or reddish) centres.—Food-plants: *Ampelopsis*, *Vitis*.

Pupa slenderer than in *versicolor*, with vestige of anteocular tubercle; cremaster long, conical, tip bifid.

*Hab.* Canada to Florida, westward to the Mississippi basin.


**CXXII. DARAPSAS.—Typus: pholus.**


*Ovis*, Hübner (now Cuvier, 1800), Verz. alt. Schm. p. 142 (1822) (type: *choriinus=pholus*).


*Darapsa*, Walker, Liet Lep. Ins. II. ii. viii. p. 182 (1856) (partim.: type: *choriinus=pholus*).


♂ ♂. Differs from *Ampelocnea* in all the tibiae being spinose. SC² and R¹ of hindwing on a short stalk.

*Hab.* Atlantic district of Nearctic Region.

One species.
We keep *pholus* (= *choerilus*) generically separate from *myron* and *versicolor*; (1) because the species is, in the spinose tibiae, one step farther advanced than its American and Oriental allies, and (2) because the separation of *pholus* on account of such a conspicuous character as the spinosity of the tibiae will facilitate the construction of a workable key to the genera.

443. Darapsa pholus.


*Sphinx azaleae* Abbot & Smith, *Lep.* i. p. 53. t. 27 (1797).

*Sphynx chloris* Motytn, *Psyche* t. 25. f. 66. 67 (1797).


*Choerocampa chloeris*, Harris, *Silliman, Journ. Sci.* xxxvi. p. 302. n. 2 (1839) (= *azalea*).


*Ereus pholus*, Kirby, *ibid.* p. 673. n. 2 (1892).

The figure of *pholus* given by Cramer is very rough; it does not agree with any specimen of the present species which we have seen. But one must not be too exacting; many of Cramer's figures bear only a superficial resemblance to the insects they are meant to represent, especially in the first volume. We think it was not so much the roughness of the figure which prevented it being referred to the common North American species known as *choerilus*, but the locality, which is given as the West Indies. The individual figured came from the collection of E. de Marre. In the same collection was the type of Cramer's *jupiter* figured on the same plate, and said to be from New York, where it does not occur. On Pl. XXIV. Cramer figures two butterflies from the said collection, and remarks
on p. 38 in respect to Callicore ulyzmena: "... on rencontre des taches qui ont de rapport avec les chiffres 88. Si de là on se plairait à prendre un nom pour ce Papillon, on le nommerait le Porte nombre des Indes occidentales. ... Il est d'Essequibo." [Black type ours.] On the same page he gives the West Indies as habitat of the South American Eunica curata, which he figures also from the collection E. de Marre.

From this it is quite clear (1) that the localities in E. de Marre's collection were not reliable (the same applies to other collections from which Cramer received specimens for his work); (2) that the localities of japix (N. York) and pholus (W. Indies) got changed, the Neotropic japix having come from "the West Indies," and the Nearctic pholus from New York; (3) that the term "West Indies" was used so loosely as to include Surinam, where japix occurs. (See also Protoparce brontes.)

♀. The external discal line of the forewing becomes sometimes more distinct and loses the teeth.

c. Tenth tergite rounded-truncate; sternite rather slender, obtusely pointed. Friction-scales of clasper truncate, not large; harpe (Pl. XLVIII. f. 13) ending in a nearly straight, oblique process, which is somewhat flattened on upperside at end and here armed with numerous minute teeth. Right and left processes of penis-sheath dentate (Pl. LIV. f. 18), the left one much the smaller; dentition individually variable; apical edge of sheath not always oblique as in figure, but often equally curved right and left.

♀. Eighth tergite truncate, not sinuate (Pl. XLII. f. 12). Vaginal plate (Pl. XLII. f. 11) evenly rounded at the sides and apex; lateral and anterior edges of orifice raised into a smooth ridge.

Larva like that of Ampelocia myron, but thorax with white dorso-lateral line, and the pale dorsal mesial patches with dark centres found in A. myron absent.—Food-plants: same as those of A. myron.

Pupa as in A. myron.

Hab. Atlantic district of Nearctic Region: Canada to Georgia (probably farther south), westward to the Mississippi basin.

In the Tring Museum 3 larvae, 1 pupa, 27 ♀♂, 14 ♀♀ from: Iowa, Massachusetts, Long Island, Pennsylvania.

CXXIII. ACOSMERYX.—Typus: anecus.


Zonilia id. (von id., 1856) le. xxxi. p. 34 (1864).

Daphne Murray (von Walker, 1856), Cat. Ent. i. p. 178 (1873).


♀. Genal process anguliform, curving backwards, nearly reaching tip of pilifer. Palpus large, rounded in side-view. Antenna setiform, slender, gradually thinning apically, hook long, gradually curved; end-segment very long, filiform, rough-scaled, penultimate one longer than vertically broad. No eyelashes. Spines of abdomen numerous, the short ones pale, rather weak, the long ones stronger. Midcoxal meron rounded behind; long spurs twice the length of the short ones; midtarsus with comb, spines of same not long; hindtibia heavily scaled.—Forewing sinuate between SC♀ and SC♂.
3. Prae coaxal scent-organ vestigial. Sexual armature not very different in the various species, that of *anceus* being the best characterised (in both sexes). Tenth tergite simple, long, slender, slightly curved; sternite shorter, broader, somewhat boat-shaped, with the apex always sinate (Pl. XLIV. f. 23–24). Clasper large, sole-shaped, with three or four rows of large friction-scales; harpe (Pl. XLVIII. f. 22–27) dilated at end, the dilated part armed with spine-like teeth which are directed upwards. Penis-sheath with a dentate lobe at left side, continuos with a slender, acute process at right side (Pl. IV. f. 19–26).

9. Vaginal plate (Pl. XLI. f. 8–10) suddenly narrowed distally; orifice transverse, postmedian, sometimes covered by a bilobate ridge. Eighth tergite deeply sinate, separate from sternite.

Larva tapering in front; head small, horn acute, curved anad; a white, lateral, subdorsal stripe from head to horn, yellow and indistinct on four or five anterior segments; below stigmata a yellowish oblique band on segments 5 to 9 or 10; thorax with ventro-lateral line which ends in a patch on fourth segment.—Food-plants: *Cissus*; *Nerium*.

Pupa with two frontal tubercles, tongue-case somewhat enlarged ventrally.

*Hab.* Oriental Region: from Japan to Ceylon, eastward to New Guinea and Australia.

Seven species, some of which are easily confounded, if not carefully examined, the genus being very uniform in structure and pattern.

Key to the species:

*a.* Grey submarginal line or band of forewing, above, straight, extending to SM^2^ ... . 445. *A. naga*.

Grey submarginal line or band of forewing, above, curved, ending at R^3^ or a little beyond ... . 446. *A. scirceus*.

*b.* Fore- and hindwing distinctly dentate ... . 447. *A. omissa*.

Fore- and hindwing not dentate ... . *d.*

*c.* First discal line of forewing straight from R^3^ to SM^2^, heavy ... . 448. *A. anceus*.

First discal line of forewing thin, interrupted ... . 449. *A. muskini*.

d. Hindwing below nearly all ferruginous tawny or vinaceous, ground-colour of upperside of forewing tawny cinnamon to chestnut-brown

Hindwing below much shaded with olive-grey, ground-colour of upperside of forewing greyish olive ... . 450. *A. socrates*.

e. Underside ochraceous clay-colour, brown distal border of hindwing indistinct; or underside more or less vinaceous, with pinkish grey submarginal scaling on the forewing ... .

Underside of wings ferruginous tawny on disc, distal marginal brown border broad and heavy, pale submarginal scaling of forewing almost white ... . 448. *A. castanea*.

*f.* Lobe SC^3^ of forewing as prominent as lobe SC^9^

Lobe SC^3^ of forewing less prominent than lobe SC^9^ ...

449. *A. muskini*.
444. *Acosmeryx aneus*.


_Sphinx anetus_ (l.) id., *Ic. Index* (1781).


♂ ♀. The smallest species of the genus, variable in tint. Palps, breast and first two abdominal sternites paler than in the other species, more pinkish. Wings not dentate, or the teeth very faintly indicated, but forewing distinctly angulate at R^2_. Forewing: the oblique distal band diffused posteriorly; the first discal line rather heavy, continuous; the greyish costal subapical area either stopping at R^3_, or extending beyond this vein; the curved pinkish grey submarginal line broad, generally continuous with the apical lunules of the same colour.

_Underside_: both wings different from those of all the other species.—Forewing: a subapical, costal, triangular, chestnut patch extending to R^1_, straight proximally, where it is bordered by a grey or pinkish grey line or patch; the outer disc between R^1_ and SM^2_ ferruginous tawny or pinkish vinaceus, or vinaceus cinnamon, not so dark as the subapical patch; pinkish grey submarginal scaling extended, diffuse, basal half of costal margin mostly of the same colour as the hindwing.—Hindwing: brown marginal border vestigial, narrow, sometimes better marked, reaching at R^2_ only half-way to the second pair of discal lines.

♀. Harpe (Pl. XLVIII. f. 25) remarkably different from those of the other species, being much prolonged. Penis-sheath (Pl. LV. f. 24) with a broad left process which is rounded at end and is dentate at the distal and proximal edges; f. 23 represents the sheath in a dextro-lateral view.

♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XLI. f. 10) widely different from that of most other species, the difference corresponding to that found in the harpe of the ♂; sides of the plate nearly parallel, suddenly converging near end, apical part narrow, deeply concave; orifice of vagina covered by a half-cylinder, the apical edge of which is sinuate, the prominent lobes obliquely rounded; proximal part of the plate submembranaceous, almost regularly folded, while the lateral parts are smooth and deeply concave at the sides of the half-cylinder.

Larva, as figured by Butler, differs from that of _socrates_ in the narrower lateral line; the figure given in Horsfield & Moore, _l.c._, has a broad line, and may be that of _socrates_ f. cinerea.

_Hab._ North India to New Guinea and Queensland.

Two subspecies:

_a._ *A. aneus subdentata* subsp. nov.


_Acosmeryx aneus_, Butler, _l.c._ (1877); *Cat. & Swinh., Cat. Moshs Ind.* i. p. 8. n. 46 (1887) (Silhet: Sikhim); *Swinh., Cat. Lep., Het., Mus. Or.* i. p. 9. n. 35 (1892) (India); *Huwe, Bel., Ent.* *Zeitschr.* xi. p. 364. n. 14 (1895) (Java).


_Acosmeryx aneus_ (!), Pagenstecher, _l.c._ li. p. 194 (1898) (Sambawa).
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(South, 585. Forewing Leecb. p. Kirby, 568 (1891) i. ?

\textit{Sphinga anceps} Stoll, le.

\textit{Eugy anceps,} Hubner, le.


*Acosmeryx daulis* Boisduval, le. p. 218. n. 5 (1875) (habe ?).


*Acosmeryx cinnamomea, id., le. n. 19 (1891): Kirby, le. p. 648. n. 2 (1892).

\(\delta\) & \(\varphi\). Variable: stigma of forewing generally conspicuous. Two forms. One dark, similar to \textit{anceps subdentata}; the other much paler, forewing less variegated. The two forms occur together and graduate into one another.

\textit{Hub.} Moluccas eastwards to German New Guinea, the d'Entrecasteaux Islands, Woodlark I.; Queensland and N. S. Wales.

In the Tring Museum 30 \(\delta\) \& 21 \(\varphi\) from: Amboina: Little Key (Kühn); Larat, Tenimber (Kühn); Queensland, from Brisbane to Cape York; British and German N. Guinea; Trobiand Is. (Meek); Fergussen, d'Entrecasteaux Is. (Meek); Woodlark (Meek).

445. \textit{Acosmeryx naga}.


*Acosmeryx scrocella* Boisduval, le. n. 13 (1875) (coll. Charles Ochterbâv).


\(\delta\) & \(\varphi\). The most conspicuously marked species of the genus, easily distinguished from all the others by the pattern of the forewing; brown discal band extending from costa towards middle of distal margin, sharply defined in front, the triangular
area limited by it grey; a rather sharply defined grey submarginal band from SC to tip of SM^2, nearly straight, not undulate.

♂. Antenna long. Tenth sternite with parallel sides. Process of harpe rather acute distally (Pl. XLVIII, f. 23), resembling a band with the thumb lying against the forefinger and the other fingers curved back- and upwards. Penis-sheath (Pl. IV. f. 19): left lobe shorter than in all the other species.

♀. Vaginal plate resembling that of aniceus.

Larva not known.

Hub. North India; Japan.

In the Tring Museum 16 ♂♂, 1 ♀ from: Kumaon; Kulu; Sikhim; Bhutan.

446. Acosmeryx sericeus.


*Acosmeryx sericeus* Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 549. n. 7 (1892) (N. India).

*Acosmeryx aniceus* Hampson, in Balf., Fann Brit. Ind., Moths i. p. 81. n. 115 (1892) (partim).


♂♀. Metanotum chocolate-tawny at sides; chestnut-brown markings of abdominal tergites rather prominent. — Forewing, above, much shaded with violaceous grey, the brown lines more prominent than in the other species; first discal line heavy, straight from R^2 to inner margin, anteriorly merged together with an oblique band which reaches distal margin just before hinder angle; grey submarginal band ending at or just beyond R^2; distal margin dentate. — Hindwing: an indistinct brown discal line, followed by a likewise indistinct paler band, which is slightly tawny.

Underside of abdomen, of nearly the whole hindwing, and disc of forewing along marginal band bright tawny; white scaling at costal margins between the lines conspicuous.

♂. Antenna shorter than in naga, agreeing with those of all the following species. Tenth sternite (Pl. XLIV, f. 23) widest in middle. Process of harpe (Pl. XLVIII. f. 26) distally more rounded than in naga, the ventral ridge higher and not dentate. Left process of penis-sheath broad (Pl. IV. f. 20).

♀. Not dissected. Early stages not known. 

Hub. North India to the Philippines.

In the Tring Museum 12 ♂♂, 1 ♀ from: Sikhim; Bhutan; Khasia Hills.

447. Acosmeryx omissa spec. nov.


♂♀. Easily confounded with sericeus; upperside far more uniform in colour, much less variegated with grey and chestnut. — Forewing: antemedian curved band less extended brown than in sericeus, the two lines composing it being
separated for the greater part: first discal line thin, broken at the veins like the following lines, bars M¹—M² of lines 3 and 4 heavier and closer together, often forming a single patch: oblique band as in serviceus in position, narrower in front, more or less dilated distal at R². The discal and submarginal obscure bands of the hindwing of serviceus are also marked in omissa.

Costal margins less marked with greyish white on underside than in serviceus, the tawny colour more restricted and less bright; brown distal border of hindwing with a distinct white line as in serviceus, the border widest between R² and R³, not upon R². Abdomen, below, less bright tawny, and breast more olivaceous than in the previous insect.

g. Tenth sternite (Pl. XLIV. f. 24) slightly widened apically. Process of harpe (Pl. XLVIII f. 24) less triangular than in the preceding species, the hinder edge not so heavily dentate, the teeth being confined nearly to the very edge of the process. Left process of penis-sheath (Pl. LV. f. 21) nearly horizontal, less oblique than in serviceus and the following species.

3. Not dissected.
Early stages not known.

_Hab._ North India.

In the Tring Museum 18 6 6 from: Buxa, Bhutan _(type)_ : Sikhim.

448. _Acosmeryx castanea_ spec. nov.


6 7. Chestnut-brown above, shaded with grey, the dark markings of thorax and abdomen quite indistinct; breast olivaceous cinnamon-rufous, underside of abdomen ferruginous.

Wings not dentate, or the teeth barely vestigial: less elongate than in _omissa_. _Upper side_, forewing: resembling _omissa_, oblique discal band widened distal between R² and M¹, its proximal edge more curved than in _omissa_, first discal line also weak, barely more distinct on the dark ground, bars M¹—M² of discal lines 3 and 4 not heavier than the others, nor closer together; grey subapical area sharply limited at R² in a similar way as in _naga_, not extending beyond this vein; antemedian band more or less filled in with brown.—Hindwing less olive-grey than in _naga_ and _omissa_; disc somewhat cinnamon-rufous along the rather distinctly marked chestnut-dive distal marginal band; a faint discal line from costa to anal angle.

_Upper side_; outer disc of forewing and disc of hindwing more reddish tawny than in serviceus, and far more so than in _omissa_; grey costal scaling not more conspicuous than in _omissa_; grey scaling within distal marginal border of forewing diffuse, less distinct than in the previous species.

6. Lobes of tenth sternite almost pointed. Process of harpe similar to that of serviceus, the ventral edge dentate (Pl. XLVIII. f. 27). Penis-sheath more strongly and obliquely rounded than in the other species, the armature helmet-like (Pl. LV. f. 22).

6. Vaginal plates (Pl. XLI. f. 8) transversely folded; orifice free, subapical.
Early stages not known.

_Hab._ Japan; China.

In the Tring Museum 7 6 6, 4 7 7 from: _Yokohama_, vi. viii; _type_: 25. vi. 1896.
449. Acosmeryx miskini.


♂♀. Similar to *A. socrates* *f. cinereus*, but forewing more deeply sinuate at apex, lobe SC⁵ being as much produced as lobe SC⁴, margin below SC⁵ rather deeply concave, upper surface more uniformly grey, discal band less black. Abdomen pale grey above, with blackish triangular lateral patches at the bases of tergites 3 to 5.

♂. Process of harpe (Pl. XLVIII, f. 22) much less triangular than in *socrates*, coming nearest that of *omissa*, teeth not prominent. Left process of penis-sheath (Pl. l.V, f. 26) triangular: f. 25 representing the sheath from the right side.

Early stages not known.


In the Tring Museum 3 ♀♂ from: N. S. Wales (ex coll. Felder); Milne Bay, Brit. N. Guinea, xii. '98 (A. S. Meek).

A fine ♀ in the Museum at Budapest from Stephansort, German New Guinea.

450. Acosmeryx socrates.

*Philampela sericea* Walker, *l.c.* (1851) *(partim).*


*Acosmeryx socrates id.,* *l.c.* p. 219. n. 6 (1875) *(Manila — coll. Charles Oberthür).*

♂♀. Differs from all the other species in the less deeply sinuate apex of the forewing, the lobe SC⁵ being less produced than the apical lobe. Grey like *miskini*.

Wings not dentate.—Forewing, *above* : markings nearly as in *omissa*; third discal line M¹—SM² faint or absent.—Hindwing blackish in apical third, this area not divided, the dark discal line of the other species being visible only near anal angle.

*Underside* less ferruginous tawny than in *sericeus*, *omissa*, etc.: marginal band of forewing widest at R², this projection generally rounded or sinuate.

♂. Sexual armature as in *miskini*, differing in the harpe, which is shaped and armed as in *sericeus*.

♀. Vaginal plate (Pl. XLI. f. 9) as in *castanea* and *naga*, orifice rather more proximal, with a concave space in front surrounded by a fold.

Larva figured by Moore and Semper (*l.l.c.e., see below*): the figures do not quite agree, but that may be due to individual variations in the caterpillars, or in the artistic talent of the authors.

*Pupa* also figured, but details not recognisable.

*Hab.* North India, Ceylon, eastwards to the Philippine Islands and Java.

There are two forms, occurring together and being apparently not specifically distinct:

♂♀. *A. socrates* *f. socrates*.

*Acosmeryx socrates* Boisduval, *l.c.* (1875) *(Manila)*; Kirby, *Cat. Lep. Het.* i. p. 649. n. 4 (1892); Semper, *Schmett. Philipp.* ii. p. 393. n. 27. t. v. f. 6. 7 (? *l.c.*), f. 51. f. 6 (♀) (1896) *(Luzon; Cebu).*


♀. Oblique discal band of forewing widened behind R². Subapical costal patch of forewing below bright costal.

In the Tring Museum 7 ♀ ♂, 10 ♀ ♂ from: Ceylon; Cherrapunji; Khasia Hills; Benkoelen, W. Sumatra (Ericsson); Kuching and Busan, N. Borneo; Mt. Dutil, Sarawak.


♀. Oblique band of forewing a little more distal at costal margin than in *f. socrates*, not dilated distally behind R², therefore narrower and more straight than in the previous form; disc of fore- and hindwing, below, less ferruginous tawny, subapical costal patch of forewing shaded with olive, less bright than in *f. socrates*.

In the Tring Museum ♀ ♀, ♀ ♀ from: Sikhim; Silhet; Cherrapunji; Andamans; Java.

As Boisduval gives the name *sherrilli* as a synonym of *faga* under No. 3, he was not justified in using the same name for No. 4.
longer terminal one about as long as second tarsal segment; midtarsus with comb; paronychium and pulvillus present.

♂. Tenth segment simple (Pl. XLIV. f. 25—28); tergite narrow, sides parallel or slightly slanting distad, apex sinuate, truncate, or entire; sternite boat-shaped, shorter than tergite. Clasper with friction-scales, which vary in size and number; harpe (Pl. II. f. 1—5) slender, simple, mostly somewhat spatulate. Penis-sheath with a right and a left process, the one or the other sometimes not detached, being replaced by a series of teeth.

♀. Vaginal plate elongate triangular, tip truncate, edges somewhat incrassate; orifice large, free, with the edges somewhat raised but simple.

Larva tapering in front; a small lateral ocellus on fourth segment; horn first long, in later stages short and strongly curved.—Food-plants: Araceae; Caladium; Philodendron.

Hab. Oriental Region.

Twelve species.

The most interesting character of this genus is the Theretra-like end-segment of the antennae.

Key to the species:

a. Forewing with a broad yellowish creamy line from near base to near apex; hindwing orange rufous, with brown border.

Forewing without this conspicuous line. 451. P. micholitzi.

b. Interspace between the antemedian and the discal lines of forewing green, like head and thorax.

Median interspace not green. 452. P. basivis.

c. Forewing with a conspicuous semitransparent spot S5—R1 midway between base of R1 and outer margin, besides the submarginal spots.

Forewing without that spot. 453. P. splendens.

d. Third and fourth discal lines of forewing heavily dentate, mesothoracic tegula with pale golden metallic scales at hinder edge.

Third and fourth discal lines of forewing not dentate behind. 462. P. mylodon.

e. Median interspace (between the distinct antemedian lines and the first discal line) pale, band-like, a pale shade crossing the discal lines between R2 and R3, distal margin not angulate, not denticulate.

Median interspace not band-like, antemedian lines indistinct. 458. P. variolosa.

f. Distal border of hindwing below dilated before middle.

Distal border of hindwing below not dilated before middle.
g. Distal margin of forewing below clay-colour or brown, second white submarginal mark an acute angle or a triangular spot

Distal margin of forewing below pale-ochraceous; second white submarginal mark an angle of 90° or more

h. Postdiscal tawny or ochraceous area of hindwing below extended from costal to abdominal margin, interrupted before middle; forewing not distinctly sinuate, submarginal double-line of forewing below extended to hinder margin, interspace pale, the lines not dilated in middle, but not joined to first discal line by a brownish black streak

Hindwing below as before; forewing sinuate, submarginal lines of forewing below dilated basad, joined to first discal line along R², pale band of hindwing above much broader than brown marginal border

Postdiscal area of hindwing below almost entirely replaced by olive brown in upper half, greater part of hindwing brown; forewing sinuate; pale band of hindwing above very narrow

i. First discal line of forewing, above and below, in the direction of apex of wing, none of the lines reaching costal margin

First discal line of forewing reaching costal margin just outside fork

456. *P. dohertyi*, and
457. *P. tivulites*.

460. *P. metallica*.

461. *P. perfecta*.

459. *P. sinuata*.

455. *P. automedon*.

454. *P. malayanus*.

451. *Panacra micholitzi*.


The most conspicuously coloured species. Abdomen and thorax with pale dorsal double line; underside white, abdomen with a broad brown mesial line, narrowing basad on each segment. A broad line on forewing from near base to near tip yellow cream-colour, or nearly buff-yellow; hindwing orange-rufous, with brown border.

6. Tenth tergite slender, not sinuate; sternite rather long for a species of this genus, not essentially different in shape from that of *dohertyi*. Caspar with few (four) large friction-scales; harpe comparatively broad, not narrowed to end, reaching middle of ventral edge of caspar, tip narrower and twisted ventrad. Penis-sheath subacuminate, right process replaced by a row of teeth at the edge of the sheath, left process detached, very slender, cylindrical, pointed, not dentate.

? and early stages not known.

Hab. New Guinea and neighbouring islands.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♂♂ from: Simbang, Huon Golfe (Micholitz); Ferguson, d'Entrecasteaux Is., xi. '94 (Meek); Milne Bay, Brit. N. Guinea, ii. '99 (Meek).
452. *Panacra busiris.*


*Chlorocampyla busiris,* Hampson, in *Blanch,* *Firma Brit. Ind., Math. i.* p. 89. n. 129 (1892) (Sikkim; Silhet) ; *Swinh., Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond.* p. 149. n. 21 (1894) (Khasia Hills; sub. excl.) ; Dugd., *Journa. Bombay X. H. Soc.* xi. p. 410. n. 129 (1898) (Sikkim, 1800 ft.).

♂ ♀. Distal margin of forewing deeply sinuate, apex more produced than in the other species; angle R² more acute in ♀ than in ♀ ♀; interspace between antemedian and discal lines green like upper side of head and thorax, contrasting with the rest of the wing.—— Hindwing narrow, costal margin rather obviously dilated near base.

♂. Tenth tergite rather short and broad, not much longer than the sternite, sinuate; sternite acuminate. Clasper with numerous rather small friction-scales; harpe nearly as in *dohertyi* in lateral aspect, less curved. Penis-sheath: the two processes of nearly the same width, the left much longer than the right, both dentate, and situated upon a short common stem as in *Gigantoedephalus mirabilis,* i.e., the mesial apical part of the sheath narrowed and produced distal before giving off the two processes.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Indo-Malayan Subregion.

In the Tring Museum 9 ♀ ♀, 9 ♀ ♀ from: Sikkim; Khasia Hills; Cherrapunji; Annam; Nicobars; Sarawak.

453. *Panacra splendens.*


♂ ♀. Easily recognised by the semitransparent discal spot SC³—R⁴ of the forewing which stands midway between outer margin and base of R¹ and is generally followed by a smaller whitish spot; and by the broad pale ochraceous-rufous band of the hindwing, which nearly reaches costal margin.——Forewing angulate at R², not quite so deeply sinuate as in *busiris.* The ♀ is paler than the ♀, and has mostly a broader band to the hindwing. In some cases the brown colour of the hindwing above is much reduced.

♂. Tenth tergite midway between those of *malayana* (Pl. XLIV. f. 25) and *dohertyi* (Pl. XLVI. f. 27), sinuate; sternite curving upwards, acuminate. Clasper with numerous rather small friction-scales; harpe about as long as in *dohertyi* (Pl. XLV. f. 3), twisted and somewhat spatulate. Right and left processes of penis-sheath of nearly the same width, broader than in *dohertyi.*

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Papuan Subregion: Queensland; New Guinea; Solomon Islands; Moluccas.

In the Tring Museum 13 ♀ ♀, 8 ♀ ♀ from: Queensland; Sudest 1., 26. v. '98
454. Panacra malayana spec. nov. (Pl. VII. f. 24. ♂).

♂♂. Forewing deeply sinuate between apex and R\(^2\), strongly angulate at R\(^2\), not denticate; first discal line crossing subcostal 1 or 2 mm. distally of fork, the following one or two lines also crossing SC\(^1\)—SC\(^2\), white anguliform mark SC\(^1\)—SC\(^2\) confluent with a brown spot which does not extend beyond SC\(^2\), white anguliform spot SC\(^3\)—R\(^1\) indistinct, little more proximal than the spot SC\(^1\)—SC\(^2\).

Underside: distal border greyish clay-colour or drab in ♂, dark brown in ♀.

Forewing more (♂) or less (♀) brown from base to disc (costal edge excepted); this area including the discal line, which is distinct in ♂, obscure in ♀, and is parallel to outer margin but not angulate, crossing SC\(^2\) close to base of this vein.

♂. Tenth tergite (Pl. XLIV. f. 25) rather broad, flat, very slightly convex above, apex truncate, very faintly sinuate; sternite (Pl. XLIV. f. 26) rounded at end. Clasper with four large friction-scales; harpe ending in a long, very slender, feebly spatulate process (Pl. XI. f. 1). Penis-sheath: left process long and free, denticate at apex and proximal edge (Pl. LV. f. 6); right process (Pl. LV. f. 5) broad, short, broadest at end, both angles produced into a tooth curving towards each other, between these teeth one or two more.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Java; Sumatra.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂♂, 2 ♀♀ from: Java merid., 1500 ft. (rec. from H. Fruhstorfer, type); Java (v. d. Capellen, ex. coll. Felder).

Not difficult to distinguish from automedon by the position of the lines of the forewing. In Mus. München from Sumatra.

455. Panacra automedon (Pl. LXVI. f. 8, ♀).


*Cherevamuri automedon*, Hampson, in Blanf., Firma Brit. Ind., Moth. i. p. 90. n. 132 (1892) (Sikkim; Silhet; Pegu; Rangoon).


♂♂. Discal lines of forewing more longitudinal than in malayana, almost parallel to costal margin, the first line running in the direction of the apex of the wing, the lines closer together than in malayana, stopping behind SC\(^3\), not curving towards costa; white angle SC\(^1\)—SC\(^2\) preceded costally by an elongate brown shade which is longer and less distinct than the respective brown spot of malayana; the angle formed by the white mark and vein SC\(^3\) is filled in with a blackish dot; white angle SC\(^3\)—R\(^1\) more proximal than in malayana.

Underside: first discal line of forewing as above directed towards apex.
of wing, far more longitudinal than in malayana, white submarginal spot SC\(^5\)—R\(^1\) distinct.

\(\sigma\). Tenth segment narrower than in malayana; tergite subcarinate above, being compressed, apex subacuminate; sternite as in dohertyi. Clasper with four large friction-scales; harpe nearly as in malayana, but shorter, a little broader, and more curved (Pl. II. p. 2). Penis-sheath: left process as in malayana; right process (Pl. LV. p. 7) also shaped as in that species, but densely dentate at end, the teeth long, pointed, generally bearing smaller teeth.

Early stages not known.

Hab. North India to Borneo and Java.

In the Tring Museum 1 \(\sigma\), 4 ? ? from: Silhet; Borneo; Java (ex coll. Felder)

Our Borneo \(\sigma\) has the lines of the forewing close together; they form a conspicuous and narrow bundle.

456. Panacra dohertyi (Pl. LXVI. p. 4, ?).


\(\sigma ?\). Discal lines of forewing in the same position as in automedon, but curving costad in front and reaching costal margin, at least the distal ones; the two white subapical anguliform markings distinct, the second far more proximal than in the preceding species, its tip being 4 mm. distant from edge of wing; posterior part of mark obscure in \(\sigma\), as clearly white as upper part in ?; distal margin of both wings denticulate.

Underside much more extended brown on forewing than in automedon, first discal line heavy, extended to costal margin, crossing subcostals just outside fork; clayish or brown distal border of both wings ill-defined, dilated between R\(^1\) and R\(^2\), reaching the external discal lines. \(\sigma\) much paler than ? above and below.

\(\sigma\). Tenth tergite (Pl. XLIV. f. 27) longer than in malayana and automedon, only half the width, apex incised; sternite (Pl. XLIV. f. 28) more acuminate than in malayana. Clasper with eight to ten friction-scales arranged in three rows; harpe (Pl. II. p. 3) shorter than in malayana and automedon, and broader, more distinctly spatulate. Penis-sheath: left process (Pl. LV. f. 4) narrow, short, dentate; right process (Pl. LV. f. 3) curved distad and laterad, more projecting than in the other species, narrow, with a few heavy teeth at the end.

Hab. Malayan Subregion.

In the Tring Museum 1 \(\sigma\), 2 ? ? from: Gunong Jau, Perak (Doherty); Mt. Dulit, Sarawak (Hose); Nias (figured).

457. Panacra tiridates.


Chacravagama Tiridates, Semper, Schm. Philippi. ii. p. 398. n. 36. t. ii. f. 3. 4 (L., p.) (1896) (Luzon v. vii. viii.).

\(\sigma\). Like the preceding, the discal lines of the forewing less curved in front; a black costal spot outside subcostal fork, followed by a smaller costal dot; second white subapical mark a triangular spot, not regularly anguliform as in dohertyi.—

Tenth segment, clasper and harpe essentially as in dohertyi, but penis-sheath very
different: left process (Pl. LV. f. 2) replaced by two series of teeth, there being no free process; right process (Pl. LV. f. 1) nearly as broad as in automedon, with long teeth at the apical margin.

Larva green, opaque, a ventro-lateral longitudinal patch on thoracoidal segments and greater part of eleventh segment brown; a small ocellus on fourth segment (Semper's figure and description do not well agree with one another).

Hab. Philippine Islands.
In coll. Charles Oberthür from Manila.
In coll. Georg Semper from Luzon.

458. *Panacra variolosa.*


*Chlorocampa variolosa,* Hampson, in Blunt, *Furna Brit. Ind.* Moths i. p. 89. n. 130 (1892) (Sikhim; Bhutan; Borneo); id., *Cat.* p. 433 (1895) (= hamiltoni); Dudgeon, *Bombyx N. II* sv. xi. p. 410. n. 130 (1898) ("not seen").


♀. Forewing less sinuate than in *dohertyi*; above: subbasal and automedian lines more distinct than in the other species; median interspace pale, this pale shade extended towards outer margin behind R²; discal lines reaching costal margin, here nearer apex of wing than in the allied species, the most distal of them touching the black border of the white submarginal spot SC⁵—R¹, a pale costal spot at the outer side of this line; hinder angle of wing very obtuse, the outer margin being more oblique than in the allies. Pale band of hindwing short and narrow.

**Underside:** exterior discal lines distinct on both wings, touching the submarginal line.

♂. Tenth segment as in *dohertyi,* sternite rather more pointed. Clasper with more than eight friction-scales; harpe nearly as in *automedon,* rather more spatulate. Right process of penis-sheath intermediate between the respective processes of *dohertyi* and *automedon,* left process broader than in *dohertyi,* obliquely rounded proximally, the penis-sheath agreeing almost with that of *sinuata* and allies.

**Hab.** Silhet to Borneo and Java.
In the Tring Museum 4 ♀♂ ♀ ♀ ♀ ♀ from: Khasia Hills; Bulit Besar, Malay States, Siam (Robinson); Sarawak; E. Java.
Our only Java specimen (♂) is small and pale.

broader than the brown (double) border of the wing, often a mere line which does not reach costal beyond R3.

Underside: basal two-thirds of forewing and greater part of hindwing drab brown. First discal line of forewing broad, ending at a costal patch situated partly within subcostal fork: a large brown submarginal patch, extended proximal along R3 to first discal line: a conspicuous blackish brown spot near hinder angle behind M2. Brown border of hindwing dilated before middle and merged together with the brown basi-discal area, costal edge, abdominal margin and a narrow submarginal band, which stops at R3, clayish ochraceous speckled with tawny and brown: three more or less dentate discal lines, second and third distinct, first the heaviest.

♀. Tenth segment similar to that of automedon. Clasper strongly convex dorsally beyond middle; friction-scales large, asymmetrical, obliquely rounded-truncate, four or five in number; harpe (Pl. IL f. 4) ending in a stout process which is spatulate in dorsal aspect. Penis-sheath: right process nearly as in automedon, rather narrower and less truncate; left process also broad, much more proximal, apex obliquely rounded, heavily dentate.

♀ and early stages not known.

Hab. North India.

In the Tring Museum 7 ♂♂ from: Sikhim (type); Khasia Hills, Assam. Confounded in collections with metallica.

460. Panacra metallica.


Chaevromops metallica, Hampson, in Blanford, Fivaria Brit. Ind., Malts i. p. 89. n. 131 (1892) (partim);


♂ ♀. Like sinuata, but differs as follows: more ochraceous in tint; side-stripe of thorax and proximal segments of abdomen tawny; discal lines of forewing less longitudinal, not reaching costal margin, slightly curved distad between SC3 and R2: clayish buff band of hindwing broader.

Underside less extended brown, basal area of forewing paler, with obvious traces of brown markings: hindwing buff for the greater part, tinged with tawny; submarginal buff area broader than brown marginal band, continued to costal margin, more tawny in front, interrupted before R2.

♂. Harpe (Pl. IL f. 5) much shorter than in sinuata, resembling that of dohertyi, but more strongly spatulate.

Early stages not known.

Hab. North India.

In the Tring Museum 5 ♂♂, 1 ♀ from: Sikhim, 29. iv. 1889 (O. Möller), and July to September 1901 (from II. Frühstorfer): Buxa, Bhutan.

461. Panacra perfecta.


Chaevromops metallica, Hampson, in Blanford, Fivaria Brit. Ind., Malts i. p. 89. n. 131 (1892) (partim);

Dudh., Journ. Bombay N. H. Soc. xi. p. 410. n. 131 (1898) (Sikhim; partim; 4000 ft., v.).
Similar to *metallina* in colour.—Forewing: sinus below apex vestigial or quite absent, discal lines a little more longitudinal than in *sinuata*, the first being at hinder margin nearer the base than in *sinuata*, the three outer ones not reaching SC¹, first and second also obsolenscent near costal margin; a distinct double submarginal line, parallel to outer margin. Pale band of hindwing a little wider than in *sinuata*, nearly reaching costal margin, but much obscured by brown scaling in upper half.

*Underside* as in *metallina*, but discal line of forewing more oblique, abbreviated, a pair of more distinct submarginal lines with whitish interspace, brown submarginal patch R¹—R² smaller, far less produced proximad. Third discal line of hindwing as heavy as or heavier than first (accentuated by vein-dots).

Tenth tergite rather broader than in *sinuata* and *metallina*, less convex above, apex more broadly sinuate. Harpe slenderer than in *metallina*, agreeing far better with that of *automedon* (Pl. II. f. 2), but being shorter.

? and early stages not known to us.

**Hab.** North India: Sikhim; Bhutan.

In the Tring Museum 3 ocrine from: Sikhim, 1. vii. 1887 (O. Müller); Buxa, Bhutan.

462. Panacra mydon.


*Chranctophya jurian* var. *arachnus* id., *Lc.* (= *scupularis*).

*Chranctophya jurian* var. *scupularis* id., *Lc.*

*Chranctophya mydon*, Hampson, in Blanford, *Fauna Brit. Ind.* i. Moths p. 90. n. 133 (1892) (Silhet; Calkutta; Silhet; Assam; Java; = *free*).

♀. The sexes rather different in colour. Mesothoracic tegula with metallic, pale golden, apical fringe, these metallic scales few in number, but large. Middle of thorax and first abdominal tegrites broadly greyish clay-colour; a few white battle-ax-shaped scales laterally at the apices of the third to sixth tergites.

Wings somewhat scalloped, fringe heavily dotted with black.—Forewing slightly sinuate below apex; first discal line not quite straight, ending in a black costal spot situated just in front of the subcostal fork, third and fourth lines dentate, accentuated by vein-dots; generally vestigial between veins; a brown triangular marginal cloud from R¹ backwards, separating a pale, more or less triangular, area from distal margin.

*Underside,* brown distal border of fore- and hindwing dilated before middle; external discal line parallel to outer margin, but curving costad in front, dentate, accentuated by vein-dots.

♂. Tenth segment as in *dohertyi*, tergite a little broader. Clasper with numerous friction-scales; harpe slender, nearly as in *automedon*. Penis-sheath:
right process projecting as in *dohertyi*, but broader at end and more heavily dentate; left process as long as in *malayana*, but broader.

Larva green or brown, a pale dorso-lateral line from head to horn, bordered brown above; a small cecilus on fourth segment; horn first straight, in later stages short and strongly curved.—Food-plants: *Caladium*: *Philodendron*.

Pupa clayish buff; last segments see Pl. LXIV. f. 19.

_Hab._ Indo-Malayan Subregion, inclusive of the Philippine Islands.

Two subspecies:

_a._ *P. mydon mydon._

*Pamara mydon Walker, t.c.: Batn, i.e. t. 78. f. 9 (1881).*

*Pamara mydon Walker, t.c.*

_Chorocampa* scapularis Boisduval, t.c. (partim)._

*Pamara frena Swinhoe, Cat. Lep. Het. Mus. Or. i. p. 12. n. 48. t. 1. f. 5 (*?*) (1892) (Silhet; — Mus. Oxford)._

_Chorocampa mydon*, Hampson, t.c.; Dudd, Journ. Bombay XI. II. Sw. xi. p. 411. n. 133 (1898) (Sikhim; Bhutan; up to 4000 ft., i.e. — viii.; descr. of larva & pupa: *Aroidae*)._

_?._ Forewing much shaded with brown in both sexes, *?* not much paler than *?,* brown distal marginal area not sharply defined.

_Underside_ of abdomen vinaceous hazel shaded with grey, without distinct black dots.—Right process of penis-sheath scarcely longer than broad; harpe not distinctly spatulate.

_Hab._ Continental India: Assam; Sikhim; Bhutan; Burma; Tonkin.

In the Tring Museum 9 *?*, 9 *?* from: Van-hu, Tonkin; Khasia Hills; Northern Shan States, x. 1900 (Bingham).

_b._ *P. mydon elegans.*


_?._ *Thyris elegans.* Herrich-Sch., *J. Larv., Schmet.,* f. 479 (1856) (Java; — coll. Standing)._


_Chorocampa mydon,* Hampson, t.c. (partim); Semp., Schmet. Phil. Soc. vi. p. 937. n. 35. t. r. f. 3. 4. 5 (i.p.) (1896) (Luzon; Bohol; i.e. ix. vi vii.).

_?._ *Pamara variagata.* Rothschild, Nov. Zool. i. p. 81 (1894) (Philippines; — Mus. Tring)._

_?._ *Pamara perakana.* Id., t.c. (194) (Gunong Jau, Perak; — Mus. Tring)._

_Pamara elegans.* Piepers, Journ. Nat. Hist. xl. p. 98. t. 1. f. 16. 17 (horn of l.), p. 102. t. 4. f. 5. 6 (larva) (1897).

_?_. Sexes obviously dissimilar, *?* being much paler than *?*. Abdomen below creamy buff in *?*, with two rows of black dots, and a large black spot on the seventh segment, in *?* also paler than in the Continental form, but the black dots not very distinct.—Forewing of *?* much paler than in *mydon mydon*, the first and second discal line more prominent; distal marginal brown area rather sharply defined in both sexes. Right process of penis-sheath longer than in the preceding; harpe more spatulate; tenth sternite narrower.

_Hab._ Malay Peninsula to Sumba and the Philippines.

In the Tring Museum 14 *?* 32 *?* from: Penang, xi. (Curtis); Perak; Sarawak; Kina Bahn; Kuching; Luzon; Java; Lombok; Sambawa; Sumba.
CXXV. ANGONYX.—Typus: *testacea*.


*Periogonia*? id., *c.r.* p. 329 (1875).

*Angonyx* id., *c.r.* p. 317 (1875) (type: *emilia = testacea*).


*Angonyx* (!), Cotes & Swinh., *Cat. Moths Ind.* i. p. 11. n. 2 (1887) (sub syn.).


♀. Genal process large, but rounded, not triangular. Palpus large, projecting, obtuse, terminal surface on a level with front, second segment longer than first. Eye large, not lashed. Antenna long, in ♂ longer than in ♀, setiform, gradually fining to a long and gradually curved hook; end-segment triangular, short. Spines of abdomen elongate. Spars unequal, long terminal one at least half the length of the first tarsal segment, first segment of hindtarsus longer than that of midtarsus, and considerably shorter than tibia, both mid- and hindtarsus with comb. Apex of forewing obtusely pointed, distal margin convex before middle, sinuate in front: apex of hindwing rounded, D3 transverse, D3 straight and very oblique, lower angle of cell acute.

♂. Scent-organ of forecoxa strongly developed. Tenth abdominal segment very long, narrow, simple, tergite compressed, especially at end, pointed, apex rather abruptly curved downwards; sternite with nearly parallel sides, rather flat, evenly and slightly convex below, apex narrowed, sinuate, with the short angles curved upwards, so that the sternite appears hooked in lateral aspect. Clasper large, concave dorsally, convex ventrally, broadly sole-shaped; an erect crest of moderately large friction-scales, lanceolate, not truncate, about 14 in number, arranged in a single row, situated at the ventral side of an ellipsoid patch of small, glossy, dentate scales; inner surface of clasper densely clothed with long hairs; process of harpe small, either triangular (Pl. II. f. 13, 14), or slender and more or less spatulate or lanceolate. Penis-sheath (Pl. LV. f. 8) with a right free process curving ventrad, often round the sheath, and a shorter left process which is not separate from the sheath, both processes dentate, their ends often close together.

♀. Vaginal plate triangular, regular in shape, feebly chitinised, apex rounded, edges incassate, orifice at the end of a stronger chitinised half-cylinder.

Larva and pupa not known.

*Hab.* Oriental Region.

Three species.

Key to the species:

a. Disc of hindwing yellow . . . . 465. *A. meeki*.

Disc of hindwing not yellow . . . . 463. *A. testacea*.

b. White discal band of forewing about 4 mm. broad at R2, or hindwing with orange rufous band . . . . 463. *A. testacea*.

White discal band of forewing gradually shading off distally, except at costal margin, hindwing without distinct band . . . . 461. *A. boisdrueli*.
463. *Angonyx testacea.*


♀♂. Individually variable. Metanotum often russet. Forewing: grey or white discal band mostly narrow; most specimens with black submarginal spots between R² and M², often extended to margin. Hindwing sometimes entirely blackish umber-brown, with a grey spot before anal angle, sometimes with a clearly marked orange-rufous band, which is purest in colour in individuals from the Solomon Islands. Underside russet brown, or yellow, shaded with pale green in fresh specimens. Penis-sheath see Pl. LV. f. 8.

Hab. Ceylon and North India eastwards to the Solomon Islands.

Two subspecies, which differ apparently only in the genital armature of the ♀♂.

a. *A. testacea testacea.*

*Perigynia testacea* Walker, l.c. (1856).


*Perigynia? testacea*, id., l.c. i. p. 329. n. 15 (1875).


Panamera emilia, Kirby, l.c. p. 641. n. 2 (1892) (Sylhet ♀).

Harpe (Pl. II. f. 13) ending in a conical process which bears one tooth on the underside and is finely granulose beneath proximally.

Hab. Ceylon and North India to the Moluccas.

In the Tring Museum ♀♂ testacea ♀, ♀ ♀ ♀ from: Khasia Hills; Java merid., 1500 ft. (Fruhstorfer); Amboina, ii. viii. (Doherty).

b. *A. testacea papuanum* subsp. nov.


*Angonyx testacea* Pagenstechter, in Chun, Zoologica xii. 29. p. 16. n. 15 (1900) (Kunigumang).

Harpe (Pl. II. f. 14) ending in a very slender process, which is often somewhat lanceolate or spatulate, and has the hinder edge (ventral in figure) serrate.

The ♀ from Neu Pommern has a non-dentate harpe. We have no ♀ from the Solomon Islands; all our ♀ ♀ ♀ from there have a conspicuous orange-rufous band on the hindwing.

Hab. Queensland, Tenimber Islands; eastward to the Solomon Islands.

In the Tring Museum ♀ ♀ ♀ ♀ ♀ ♀ ♀ ♀ from: Queensland; Selaru, Tenimber Is., iii. iv. (Micholitz): Ron 1, Geelvink Bay, vii. (Doherty); Milne Bay, Brit. N. Guinea, ii. (Meek); Kunigumang, N. Pommern (Ridbe); Florida, i., and Guadalcanar, v., Solomon Is. (Meek).

Type: ♀, Cedar Bay, Queensland.
464. *Angonyx boisduvali* (Pl. II. f. 11, j).

*Angonyx boisduvali* Rothschild, Nov. Zool. i, p. 82 (1894) (♀, Guadalcanar; Mus. Tring); id., le. iii. t. 14 f. 14 (♀) (1895).

♂♀. Larger than *testacea*, more uniform in colour, greenish grey, greyish white discal area of forewing gradually fading away distally between R² and hinder margin, no black submarginal spots R²—M²; hindwing much paler, greenish grey from base to discal line, outside this more or less cinnamon. Underside of wings pale greenish grey.

♂. Harpe nearly as in *A. testacea papuana*, rather more regularly lanceolate, and tenth tergite less abruptly bent downwards.

_Hab._ Solomon Islands.

In the Tring Museum 10 ♂♂, 2 ♀♀ from: Guadalcanar; Florida, i.; Isabel, vi. vii.; Kulambangra, ii. (Meek and Eichhorn); Shortlands (Ribbe).

465. *Angonyx meeki* spec. nov. (Pl. II. f. 6, ♀).

♂. In size and shape like *testacea*, but hindwing yellow, with a brown distal border, which is sinuate in middle, and an ill-defined basi-discal brown patch between cell and abdominal margin. Underside of wings yellow from base to disc, forewing with a blackish brown spot upon cross-veins, longitudinal, no brown cloudy patch on disc behind cell. Harpe as slender as in the preceding, but distinctly spatulate; tenth tergite as in *testacea*, sternite less sinuate.

_Hab._ Solomon Islands.

In the Tring Museum 15 ♂♂ from: Guadalcanar, April, _type_; Florida I., January; Kulambangra, February; collected by Messrs. A. S. Meek and Eichhorn; Bougainville (Ribbe); Guadalcanar (Woodford)

CXXVI. **ENPINANGA** gen. nov.—Type: _eigens_.


*Angonyx* Butler (non Boisduval, 1875), _Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond._ p. 261 (1879).

*Chaerocampa* Hampson (non Duponchel, 1835), in _Blanford, Fauna Brit. Ind._, Moths, i. p. 90 (1892).

♂♀. Differs from *Angonyx* in the following characters. Palps and eye smaller; antenna much shorter in both sexes than the cell of the forewing; first segment of foretarsus much shorter than foretibia; spurs short, longer terminal one of hindtibia about one-third the length of the first tarsal segment, this not shorter than the first midtarsal segment; comb of the latter less distinct than in *Angonyx*.

♂. Tenth segment much shorter than in *Angonyx*; tergite slender, slightly curved, not compressed; sternite broader than tergite, much shorter, truncate-sinuate. Chasper short, rounded sole-shaped, dorsal margin rounded dilated, concave at base; seven to nine large truncate friction-scales, arranged in three rows, situated in a depression. Penis-sheath with one dentate process projecting distad.

Early stages not known.

_Hab._ Indo-Malayan Subregion.

Four species:

- Forewing with two black contiguous patches behind costal margin, the external one being the costal portion of a discal band which is vestigial between R² and M¹. 466. *E. eigens*.
As before, no pale patch R^3-M^1 on underside of forewing.

No distinct band between external patch and hinder margin.

A broad but not sharply defined discal band from costal to inner margin.

467. **Enpinanga assamensis**.


Only one old specimen known.—Forewing somewhat dentate, as in *vigens*; a line behind the external costal spot; no clayish patch R^3-M^1 on underside of forewing. Penis-sheath as in the following. Harpe more like that of the preceding. Perhaps only a form of the preceding.

_Hab._ Silhet.

468. **Enpinanga borneensis**.


Kirby, *Cat. Lep. Hét.* i. p. 664. n. 6 (1892).

No pale postdiscal patches on underside of forewing.

Teeth tergite stronger curved at end than in the previous species; sternite less obviously sinuate. Harpe short, variable individually, generally obliquely truncate (Pl. LII. f. 16). Process of penis-sheath (Pl. LV. f. 10) short.

_Hab._ Malacca; Borneo; probably all over the Indo-Malayan Subregion.

In the Tring Museum 14♂♂ from: Sandakan, N. Borneo, ii. iii. v. vii. (D. Cator); Gmung Ijan, Perak, 2000—3000 ft., iii. ’98 (Butler).
Enpinanga labuana.


♀. The similarity with *borneensis* and *rigens* is, apart from structure, especially evident on the underside, where the abdomen has the red and creamy lateral dots of *borneensis*, and the forewing a similar brown border and a costal patch of short discal undulate lines.

Hab. Borneo.

Three ♂♀ known to us, one from Labuan in coll. Staudinger (*type*), another from "Borneo" in the K. K. Hofmuseum in Vienna, a third in the Tring Museum from North Borneo (D. Cator).

CXXVII. Rethera gen. nov.—*Typus*: komarovi.

Delphike, Christoph (now Laspeyres, 1869), in Rom., *Mém. Lép.* ii. p. 169 (1885).


*Theretra*, Kirby (now Hulme, 1822), *Cat. Lép.* *Hct.* i. p. 660 (1892).

♂. Genal process large, triangular; a tuft of scales beneath it (scales of labial palp). Palpus obtuse, rounded on dorsal and in lateral aspect. Head with indication of crest. Eye lashed, but not heavily. Antenna incrassate before hook; this rather abrupt, not compressed, with the serrated ciliae (♂) vestigial: end-segment three times the length of the previous, but not produced into a filiform process. Spur of foretibia reaching beyond tip of tibia; mid- and hindtibial spurs unequal, longer ones less than half the length of the respective first tarsal segments; these without comb: first hindtarsal segment longer than first midtibial one, and about as long as the hindtibia; no pulvillus, no paronychium. Wings entire; Sc² and R¹ of hindwing on a stalk.

♂. Tenth segment elongate, simple; tergite and sternite horizontal, little curved, both obtuse. Clasper elongate sole-shaped; a patch of rather small, truncate, friction-scales; harpe ending in an obtuse process with parallel sides and concave upper surface (Pl. I1. f. 12). Penis-sheath with an oblique series of teeth (Pl. LV. f. 11).

♀. Not known to us.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Western Asia.

One species.

Rethera komarovi.

*Deilephila komarovi* Christoph, in Rom., *Mém. Lép.* ii. p. 169, t. 15. f. 2, a. b (♀) 1885 (Askhabad; near Cizara); id., *Le.* iii. p. 54 (1887) (= *stipularis*); id., *Le.* v. p. 11. n. 37 (1889) (Germol); id., *Bartel* in *Rühl, Grossschau.* ii. p. 130 (1900) (Borshom, v.—vi.).


Cheirocaupa stipularis, *Cat.* & *Swinh., Cat. Moths Ind.* i. p. 16. n. 87 (1887).


Cheirocaupa komarovi, *Standinger & Reb.*, *Cat. Lép.* ed. iii. p. 103. n. 760 (1901) (Pont.; Taur.; Arm.; Tura; Afghanist.).

♂. Individually somewhat variable. In the pattern of the body and wings close to *Cizara*.

Hab. Afghanistan westwards to Amasia, northwards to Transcaucasia.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂♂ from: Askhabad; Amasia.


CXXVIII. CIZARA.—Typus: ardeniae.


*Microlepidodera* Felder (non Newman, 1842), *Reise Novara*, Lep. t. 75 (1874 (non. inliser.)); Boisd., *Lc.* p. 239 (1875) (type: *sculpta*).

*Abina* Kirby, *Cat. Lép.* Hét. i. p. 641 (1802) (type: *sculpta*).

*Angytes*, Hampson (non Boisduval, 1875), *in Blanf., Fauna Brit. Ind.* Mos. i. p. 102 (1892).

♀ *f.* Closely allied to *Eupithecia*, but eye heavily lashed, genal process triangular, first segment of hindtarsus as long as segments 2 to 5 together, clasper without friction-scales.

Larva (of *ardeniae*) tapering in front, minutely dotted with white all over; head, pronotum and the large horn granulose; a pale dorso-lateral line from head to horn, bordered with brown; five anterior segments and part of sixth black or brown ventrally and laterally up to that line, a broad oblique band on ninth segment and the side of the tenth and eleventh the same colour, four pale oblique side-lines on segments 6 to 10, beginning at the dorso-lateral line and running downwards and backwards to the next segment.—Food-plant: *Grevillea*.

Pupa known to us only from Lewin’s figure.

**Hab.** Oriental Region.

Two species, both with a green forewing which is traversed by a sharply marked white band and bears within this a large semitransparent stigma.

Basal area of hindwing yellow . . . . . 472. *C. sculpta*.

Basal area of hindwing not yellow . . . . . 471. *C. ardeniae*.

471. *Cizara ardeniae*.


♀. Antenna long and slender in both sexes. Abdominal spines strong. D^5 of hindwing barely twice the length of D^4. There is little variation in the colour of this species.

♂. Tenth tergite compressed, gently curved, pointed, not distinctly hooked; sternite broader, not much narrowed to end, apex rounded, but appearing sinuate in distal aspect owing to the lateral edges being turned upwards and somewhat dilated just before apex. Clasper elongate sole-shaped, dorsal margin concave; harpe as in *Rhithromonarda* but slenderer, very much slenderer than *sculpta*. Penis-sheath (Pl. LV. f. 12) produced into a prominent pointed apical process of rather variable width, curved towards the right side and bearing a tooth at the proximal edge.

♀. Vaginal plate shaped as in *Deilephila*; orifice large, surrounded in front and at the sides by a ridge which is broadly sinuate mesially (Pl. XLI. f. 18).

Larva see above.
Hab. Australia: Queensland and New South Wales.

In the Tring Museum 9 ♂♂, 6 ♀♀ and 2 larvae from Queensland: Mackay, xi. (Turner); Toowoomba, i. (Dodd).

472. Cizara sculpta.


♂. First segment of palpus rather more obviously incrassate at end than in *ardentia*, subangulate. Antenna much shorter and also slenderer. D1 of hindwing very oblique, three times as long as D1, lower angle of cell more acuminate than in the previous species.

♂. Tenth tergite not compressed, rather slightly convex above, hollow beneath, narrowed in middle, being slightly dilated from middle to apex, which is feebly sinuate; sternite short, triangular, acuminate. Clasper of almost even width from before middle to apex, ventral margin slightly convex, apex rounded; harpe rather large (Pl. II. f. 11), of about the same shape as in *ardentia*, but much broader, the process situated below the ventral edge of the clasper. Penis-sheath (Pl. IV. f. 13) ending in a prominent forked process, which projects distad.

♀. Not known.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Siam and South India; probably of wider distribution in the Indo-Malayan Subregion.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂ (type) from Siam (coll. Felder).

CXXIX. MAASSENIA.—Typus: heydeni.


*Maasen, Saalmüller, Lep. Malagasy, p. 126 (1884).*

♂♀. Differs from *Nephele* essentially in the slenderer antenna, the end-segment of which is not produced into a filiform process, being elongate-triangular, compressed; the non-spinose spurs; and in the somewhat undulated distal margin of the forewing.

♂. Tenth tergite as in *Nephele*, pointed; sternite not much shorter than tergite, minutely sinuate, resembling the sternite of *Acosmeryx*. Clasper with a patch of large friction-scales, arranged in several ill-defined rows; harpe of the type found in *Acosmeryx*, being dilated at end and armed with spine-like teeth (Pl. II. f. 21). Penis-sheath (Pl. IV. f. 34) with an indication of an apical process; penis-funnel with broad, truncate, apically dilated, ventral lobe, which is clothed at end with very short hairs.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Madagascar.

One species.

This genus combines characters of *Nephele* and *Acosmeryx*.
473. Maassenia heydeni.

Sphinx heydeni, Mabille, Ann. Soc. Ent. France p. 295 (1879) (Madag.).

♂. Besides the anguliform silvery mark on the forewing, there is sometimes a silvery dot upon D in front of the base of M.

Hab. Madagascar.

In the Tring Museum 4 ♀♂, 1 ♀ from: Madagascar.

CXXX. NEPHELE.—Typus: didyma.

Sphinx, Fabricius (non Linné, 1758), Syst. Ent. p. 543 (1775) (partim).

♂. Patch of fine hairs at each side of base of tongue conspicuous. Genal process acuminate, longer than pilifer. Palpus prominent, second segment widened from base to apex, rounded-truncate at end; inner surface of first segment carinate ventrally. Eye large. Antenna slightly clubbed in ♀, not incrassate distally in ♂, end-segment long, rough-scaled. Spines of abdominal tergites and sternites numerous, in several rows, all elongate, flattened, strong; ♀ with three-cornered anal tuft, ☉ with a simple truncate one, which consists, as in ♂, of stiff (mostly reddish) brittle scales. Forecoxal scent-organ of ♀ feebly developed; legs slender, hindtibia with dorsal and ventral scaling prolonged, the tibia appearing compressed; first protarsal segment with external row of spines doubled or trebled; comb of mid- and hindtarsus strongly developed, the spines of hindtarsal comb long; spurs very unequal, the short spur of midtibia and the short terminal one of hindtibia with a comb of stout spines, which extends on the multibial spur from the base to the naked apical point, while it is more reduced on the hindtibial spur (Pl. LXIV. f. 8); fifth tarsal segment shorter than fourth; hinder edge of merum of midcoxa carinate, subangulate. Distal margin of forewing entire; D² of hindwing curved or angulate.

♂. Sexual armature nearly the same in all the species; no appreciable difference in these organs between allied species. Tenth tergite very slender, simple, curved downwards, long; sternite short, horizontal, with almost parallel sides and rounded apex, not strongly chitinised (Pl. XLIV. f. 29, 30). Clasper sole-shaped; large friction-scales arranged in one or two rows (Pl. LVIII. f. 38); harpe (Pl. II. f. 36) ending in a sharply pointed, more or less evenly curved hook. Penis-sheath (Pl. LV. f. 35) armed at end with two dentate processes, the proximal one long, curving round the mouth of the sheath (as in several Macroglossum), the other short and obtuse; the armature reminding strongly of that found in Macroglossum.

♀. Eighth tergite truncate-sinuate. Vaginal plate small, weakly chitinised, excepting postero-lateral edges which are somewhat incrassate; orifice free, a little projecting. Seventh sternite broader than long, apical margin short, with strongly rounded angles.
Larva green or reddish brown. We have four stages of the larva of *N. accentifera* from Mr. Leight, Durban.

First stage (one specimen): green, a reddish shade from horn to thorax; fading away in front; horn black, paler towards end. Head large; thoracic segment not smaller than following; five bristles: two dorso-lateral, one above stigma, two ventro-lateral; horn about half the length of the body, curved upwards, densely hairy, situated at tip, each angle with a stout bristle.

Second stage (one specimen): head large, thoracic segments somewhat smaller than the following ones; horn reduced in length, densely tuberculated, reddish, tip pale, situated; upper side greenish, rest of body reddish; head pale frontally, with a pale lateral line; a pale line from horn to eighth segment, widening behind; densely covered with pale dots.

Third stage (one specimen): pale-dotted, reddish; pro- and mesothorax small, metathorax enlarged; a dark dorso-mesial line; pale line from horn frontad bordered by deeper red above and below, triangularly widening behind, a pale oblique side-stripe over segments 4 and 5; horn curving upwards, obtusely pointed, granulose.

Fourth stage (two specimens, one green, one brown): strongly tapering from fourth segment frontad; pale-dotted; markings as before; horn stout, 6 mm. long, depressed, somewhat U-shaped, of even width, suddenly narrowed at end to a short point (which is dorsal), tubercules numerous but small.

The larvae of the Oriental species are very close to that here described.—Food-plant: *Carissa* (in India).

Pupa long, pale brown: spiracles, an interrupted mesial line above and below, cremaster and a series of ventro-lateral abdominal spots brown: glossy; tongue-case projecting forward, compressed, the frontal part (from eye onwards) about twice as long as the head vertically high, no ventral carina; labrum flat; elytral convex; abdomen densely rugate-punctate above, more dispersely punctured beneath; praespinaural area of fourth and fifth somites rough with short carinae, corresponding to the raised anterior edges of the mamilate punctures of the following segments; cremaster short, broadly triangular, rugate, ending in two strong points which curve upwards.

*Hab.* Aethiopian and Oriental Region.

Fifteen species, two Oriental, the others Aethiopian.

Most of the species resemble each other closely in pattern. The antemedian and discal lines of the forewing are disposed as in most *Macroglossum*. Nearly all the species occur in two forms, one with, one without white spot or spots on the forewing. Owing to the variation in these spots, the absence, in some species, of very striking distinguishing characters in pattern, and the great similarity, or practically identity, in the sexual armature, the determination of the species presents great difficulties.

The forms with the white spots developed are the easiest to discriminate, and we advise the reader who is trying to name some obscure species of *Nephele* to begin with spotted individuals, and then compare the not spotted ones with them.

The variously formed stigma of the forewing is derived from four white dots; the development of these in some species is illustrated on Pl. LXV. Dot 1 is situated in the cell upon the fold corresponding to *R*²; dot 2 at upper angle of cell upon *D*⁵; dot 3 at lower angle of cell upon *D*⁵; and dot 4 at *R*³ outside cell; in the
allied genus *Maassenia* there is often a small dot present behind R². The four dots are all marked in *N. densoi* (Pl. LXV. f. 4).

The distal marginal area of the forewing is generally limited by a curved line running from apex to hinder angle; this line, which we call postdisco-submarginal, is composed of a submarginal line and a postdiscal one joining each other: the free costal portion of the postdiscal line is often vestigial.

Key to the species:

**a.** Forewing, above, with a white submarginal line forming a right angle with an oblique white line crossing wing from middle of costal margin to hinder angle.

Forewing with a black band from middle of costal margin to hinder angle; abdomen without black side-patches.

Abdomen with black side-patches.

**b.** Forewing with a white curved discal and a white antemedian band, converging posteriorly; stigma large, triangular.

Forewing with a straight discal band which is at right angles to hinder margin.

Forewing without that band.

**c.** The band edged with white proximally, 4 mm. from lower angle of cell.

The band edged with white proximally, at least 6 mm. from lower angle of cell.

The band not edged with white proximally; stigma consisting of several dots.

**d.** A large triangular brown discal area on forewing, inner edge oblique, outer edge sharply marked, quite straight from R² to hinder margin of wing, stigma V-shaped.

A blackish band across wing from middle of costa to distal margin before angle; space between this band and distal margin blackish, excepting patches in costal area, contrasting sharply with middle area of wing; no stigma.

Forewing not so; with or without stigma.

**e.** Postdisco-submarginal line straight from R² backwards, sharply marked.

Postdisco-submarginal line obviously dentate; irregular, often very feebly marked.

Forewing with sharply defined clayish patch in middle of hinder margin.

**f.** Comb of short terminal spur of hindtibia vestigial; Oriental species.

Comb of short terminal spur of hindtibia well developed; African species.

487. *N. rectangulata.*

488. *N. aequicalens.*

485. *N. oenopion.*

486. *N. rosae.*

483. *N. argentifera.*

479. *N. bipartita.*

476. *N. eva.*

484. *N. densoi.*

470. *X. ran.*

479. *N. hipartita.*

477. *N. comma.*
y. Hindwing bright ferruginous  
Hindwing olive-russet, or rawumber colour

h. Antemedian pair of lines of forewing, above, and first and second discal line conspicuous, more or less filled in with black, interspace between second and feeble third discal line grey in front and behind, postdiscosubmarginal line suddenly projecting basad between R² and R³ to near third discal line; no blackish shadowy band from costal margin to hinder angle

Forewing with feeble blackish shade from costal margin to hinder angle, or very uniform in colour.

i. Palpus below scaled white and black (or brown), contrasting with the breast.

Palpus below of nearly the same dark colour as breast and abdomen.

481. N. peneus.

Key to the forms with stigma of N. peneus, comma, accentifera, funebris:

a. One comma-shaped spot, upon cross-veins, widest behind  
One ovate spot upon cross-veins

Two or three spots, often confluent.

b. A triangular spot along R² pointing distad, another above it.

Three spots placed in a half-ring, second and third often confluent, third at R³

Three spots, 1 in cell, 2 and 3 upon cross-veins, one above the other.

482. N. accentifera.

478. N. funebris.

477. N. comma.

476. N. funebris maculosa.

483. N. accentifera.

474. Nephele didyma.

♂ ♀. The two Indo-Australian species (which may eventually prove to be geographical forms of one species only) differ from nearly all the others in the short terminal spur of the hindtibia being provided with few and rather thin spines only, which stand in the distal half of the spur; comb of hindtarsus also less developed than in the African species of Nephele.——Hindwing rawumber colour, with a tint of russet, or more russet: outer marginal area darker in tint.

There are two forms:

a'. N. didyma f. didyma.


Sphinx morpheus Cramer, i.e.: Goeze, i.e. p. 224, n. 75 (1780).


Sphinx quadrata Charpentier, in Esp., Ausstößl, Schm., Zts. t. 1, f. 2 (1830).


♂ ♀. Forewing with two silvery spots, separated by D3, the second the larger, somewhat elongate and curved, the first rounded; there is, besides, often a small dot in upper angle of cell.

b'. N. didyma f. hespera.

Sphinx hespera Fabricius, Syst. Ent. p. 546, n. 33 (1775) (Ind. or.); Goeze, i.e. p. 208, n. 18 (1780); Fabr., Spec. Ins. ii, p. 152, n. 54 (1781); id., Mon. Ins. ii, p. 91, n. 59 (1787); Gmel., Syst. Nat. i, 5, p. 2384, n. 87 (1790); Fabr., Ent. Syg. iii, 1, p. 372, n. 49 (1793); Auriv., Ent. Täskr. xviii, p. 152, n. 82 (1807).

Sphinx chiron Cramer, Pap. Exod. ii, p. 62, t. 137, f. 4 (1777) (Coromandel); Goeze, i.e. p. 222, n. 67 (1780).

Nephele chiron, Hübner, i.e., p. 133, n. 1434 (1822).

Zonilia chiron, Walker, i.e. viii, p. 196, n. 8 (1856); Boisd., i.e. p. 145, n. 11 (1875).

Zonilia peneus, Walker, i.e. viii, p. 193, n. 2 (1856) (sub syn.).

Perigonia obliterans Walker, i.e. xxxi, p. 28 (1864) (N. Hindostan).


♂ ♀. Forewing without silvery spots, or only with a minute dot.

Hab. Ceylon to North West India, eastwards to Java.

In the Tring Museum:

f. didyma 13 ♂ ♀, 11 ♀ ♀ from: Ceylon; Canara; Peermund; Nilgiris; Sabathn; Radakheit; Java.

f. hespera 11 ♂ ♀, 6 ♀ ♀ from: Ceylon; Nilgiris; Dalhousie; Sikkim; Bombay; Burma; Penang; Java.

No representative of Nephele has as yet been found in Borneo, the Philippines, Celebes, the Moluccas, the lesser Sunda Islands, New Guinea and neighbouring groups of islands. In this area occurs perhaps a form connecting didyma with subcaria.

475. Nephele subvaria.

\( \delta \) ?. Differs from *didyma* in the underside of the hindwing and the basal half or two-thirds of the underside of the forewing (excepting costal area) being ferruginous.

**Larva (adult)**: pale side-band conspicuous, reaching from apex of fourth segment to middle of sixth.

There are two forms, as in *didyma*:

- **a**. *N. subvaria* f. *subvaria*.

- **b**. *N. subvaria* f. *metapyrrha*.

\( \delta \) ?. With silvery spot on forewing (Pl. LXV. f. 15). The spot within cell and that outside D\(^3\) are generally completely fused to a long curved comma-shaped mark, which is preceded by a white dot: in one of our specimens this dot also joins the comma.

**Hab. Australia**: Queensland.

- Both forms in the Tring Museum: 2 larvae, 15 \( \delta \) \( \delta \), 13 ? ? from: Mackay; Dawson R.; Brisbane; Cape York.

### 476. Nephele vau.


In the Tring Museum 5 ♂♂, 5 ♀♀ from: Gold Coast; Congo; Loanda, v. (Moquerry); Natal: Kikuyu Escarpment, Brit. E. Afr. Feb. 1901 (Doherty).

A long series from Ambriz, Congo, in the Dublin Museum.

477. Nephele comma.


♂♀. Black side-patches of abdomen reduced in size, those on segments 2 and 3 not distinct, pale dorsal area of segment 4 as wide (transversely) as the black side-patch. Submarginal line of forewing very sharply marked, almost straight from R^2 backwards, the marginal area limited by this line shaded with grey, especially at the line. Combs of tarsi and spurs heavy. S stigma of forewing absent, or represented by a minute dot, or by a comma-shaped spot which is widest behind, being here dilated proximad and distad, or only distad (Pl. LXIV. f. 13, 14).

a'. *N. comma* f. devasa nov.

*Zonilia viridescens* var., Walker, *l.c.* (partim.).


*Nephele charola*, Kirby, *Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond.* p. 239. 243 (1877) (Madag.; partim.).

*Nephele hespera*, Saalmüller (non Fabricius, 1775), *Lep. Madag.* p. 133. n. 310. t. 3. f. 42 (1884) (syn. excl.).

♂♀. Forewing without white spot, or only with a minute dot.

*Hab.* Africa south of the Sahara; Madagascar.

We cannot find any constant difference between Malagassicus specimens and Aethiopian ones.

b'. *N. comma* f. comma.

*Zonilia viridescens* Walker, *l.c.* (partim.).


♂♀. Forewing with a white comma-shaped spot (Pl. LXIV. f. 13).

*Hab.* This and the previous form occur commonly in West and East Africa as far south as Natal (probably also in Cape Colony).

c'. *N. comma* f. loc. charola.

*Deilephila morpheus*, Boisdalval (non Cramer, 1777), *Fanns Mad. Bovth.* p. 75 (1833) (Madag.).

*Zonilia diapria*, Guènée (non Fabricius, 1775), in *Vog., Madag.* p. 30 (1865) (=*morpheus*).

Nephele charoba Kirby, i.e. (partim): Mab., Ann. Soc. Ent. France p. 206 (1879) (Madag.); Waterh., Aid. Ident. Ins. i. t. 141. f. 3 (2) (1884); Salmin., Lep. Madag. p. 133. n. 309 (1884); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Ht. i. p. 479. n. 7 (1892).

Nephele (?) charoba, Butler, Cist. Ent. ii. p. 383 (1879) (Madag.).

Nephele morphias, Salminéller, i.e. p. 133. n. 310 (1884).

♂ ?. Like comma, but the white spot anteriorly thinner and posteriorly rather more dilated distad (Pl. IXIV. f. 14).

The reddish tint of Kirby’s type is due to discoloration; Continental comma as well as other Nephele assume the same tint.

Hab. Madagascar.

In the Tring Museum:—

♂ 3, 40 ♀♂ of f. derasa from: Sierra Leone: Ogrugu, Niger; Benguella, i. (Penrice); Cape Colony; Natal; Nyassaland; Kiloa; Dar-es-Salaam; Kikuyn Escarpment, Brit. E. Afr. (Doherty); Madagascar.

♀ 24 ♂ 14 ♀ of f. comma from: Sierra Leone: Gold Coast; Ogrugu, Niger; Benguella, (Penrice): Natal; Zomba, Likoma, and Bandawe, Nyassaland; Kikuyn Escarpment, Brit. E. Afr. (Doherty); Masindi, Uganda, i. (Ansgorge).

1 ♂, 1 ♀ of f. loc. charoba from: Madagascar.

478. Nephele funebris.

Sphinx funebris Fabricius, Ent. Syst. iii. 1. p. 371. n. 47 (1893) (Guinea); Auriv., Ent. Tidskr. xviii. p. 152. n. 81 (1897).


*Nephele infernalis Kirby, Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. p. 239. 244 (1877) (Ashanti; — Mus. Dublin); Waterh., Aid. Ident. Ins. i. t. 141. f. 4 (1884); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Ht. i. p. 689. n. 13 (1892); Auriv., Ent. Tidskr. xiii. p. 183. n. 234 (1892) (Kamerun).


No more appropriate name, we think, could be found for this insect than infernalis, considering the time we spent over it without coming to a very satisfactory result; however, the name must sink as synonym of funebris. The type of funebris is in Copenhagen. Dr. Meiniert has kindly sent us a photograph of it, which shows it to be the same as infernalis. The species occurs in West and East Africa in a form without conspicuous white stigma, and also in a form with white spots. On the Upper Congo another dichromatic insect is found which seems to intergrade with ordinary funebris, though it has, in the spotted form, an entirely different stigma. We treat this Congo insect as a subspecies of funebris; but we must express our doubt of the two being specifically the same.

♂ ?. Black lateral patches of abdomen large, proximal ones rectangular, not narrowed above as in bipartita; underside of palpus scaled white and brown, contrasting with the uniformly clayish buff breast and underside of abdomen. Combs well developed.—Forewing similar in shape to that of comma; greenish above in fresh specimens; a faint shadowy band from middle of costa to outer margin just before angle.

Hab. Aethiopian Region, exclusive of the Madagassic Subregion.

a. N. funebris funebris.

Sphinx funebris Fabricius, i.e.

*Zonula viridescens Walker, i.e. (Natal).

*Nephele infernalis Kirby, i.e.
♂♀. Forewing uniform in colour, lines thin, not prominent; stigma, if present, consisting of two spots—namely, dots 2, and 3 + 4, the latter forming a horizontal triangular spot which points distad (Pl. LXIV. f. 8).

a'. *N. funebris funebris f. funebris.*

*Sphinx funebris* Fabricius, &c.


*Nephele infirma* Kirby, &c.

♂♀. Stigma represented by a minute dot, which is sometimes absent.

b'. *N. funebris funebris f. conimaculala* nov.

♂♀. Forewing with two white spots (Pl. LXIV. f. 8).—Rare.

*lHab.* Both forms in West and East Africa.

In the Tring Museum:—

18 ♀♂, 22 ♀♀ of *f. funebris* from: Sierra Leone; Ogrugu, Niger; Mikindani, Germ. E. Afr.; Mfapwa; Mombasa.

2 ♀♂, 4 ♀♀ of *f. conimaculala* from: Sierra Leone (*type*); Dar-es-Salaam.

b. *N. funebris maculosa* subsp. nov.

♂♀. Larger than the preceding.—Forewing variegated with tawny-olive patches between the lines, especially between the subbasal, second and third discal lines, and distally of the postdiscal-submarginal one; the latter patches generally very conspicuous, sometimes, however, blackish, and then contrasting less with the ground-colour; stigma, if present, a rather large ovate spot, being the enlarged dot 3.

c'. *N. funebris maculosa f. maculosa.*

♂♀. Without white spot on forewing.

d'. *N. funebris maculosa f. oevifera* nov.

♂. Forewing with white ovate spot (Pl. LXIV. f. 9).

*lHab.* Congo.

In the Tring Museum:—

9 ♀♂, 2 ♀♀ of *f. maculosa* from Yakusu, Stanley Falls, May, July, August (Rev. K. Smith); Bopoto (Rev. K. Smith); Upp. Congo; *type*: Yakusu, May.

4 ♀♂ of *f. oevifera* from Yakusu, May, July (Rev. K. Smith); *type*: May.

479. *Nephele bipartita.*


♂♀. Scaling of antenna buff distally, not grey; underside of palpus scaled white and black, strongly contrasting with the tawny-ochraceous underside of the body; black side-patches of abdomen narrowed at upper end, those on third segment more or less distinctly connected with one another at base.—Forewing, above, much variegated with tawny-olive; a blackish band from middle of costa to hinder angle, not very prominent, but quite distinct, the area between this band and outer margin dark brown, including tawny-olive spots, which are often enlarged and merged together at costal margin to a large patch, which extends...
to apex of wing; median area proximally of oblique band tawny-olive, traversed by the posterior portions of the discal lines; antemedian pair of lines generally merged together to a blackish band, which is curved costad in front, constricted in cell; between it and base there are a thin line, a broad patch and a small basal spot, separated by tawny-olive scaling, but often merged together. Stigma represented by a minute dot (there occurs probably a form with distinct stigma, as in most species of Nephele).

_Hab._ West and East Africa.

In the Tring Museum 6 ♂♂, 3 ♀♀ from: Ogunu, Niger; Yakusu, Congo, vii. 1900 (K. Smith); Bopoto, Congo (K. Smith); Delagoa Bay; Dar-es-Salaam.

**480. Nephele discifera.**


_Nephele peneus_ var. _n._ _Nephele_ p., _forma discifera_, Kirby, _Cat. Lep. Het._ i. p. 680. sub n. 11 (1892) (Cameroons).

*Nephele auronconaculata* Rothschild, _Nov. Zool._ i. p. 88 (1894) (Upp. Congo; — _Mus._ Tring); id., _i.e._ ii. t. 9. f. 8 (♀) (1895).

♀♂. _Upperside_ very uniform in colour. No distinct lines on forewing; a minute stigma; a rounded orange-tawny patch at hinder margin just before middle; distal marginal area grey, limited by the irregular line which runs from apex to hinder angle; this line very indistinct in this species.

_Underside_ of body tawny olive (Ridgway, _Nomencl. Colours_ t. 3. n. 17), palpus below with grey and olive scales, whitish at the sides.

_Hab._ West Africa: Cameroons; Congo.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂, 1 ♀ from the Upper Congo, the ♂ caught at Yakusu, Stanley Falls, in July 1900 (Rev. Kenrod Smith).

**481. Nephele peneus.**

_Sphexis peneus_ Cramer, _Pap. Ent._ i. p. 139. t. 88. f. n (1776) (Sierra Leone); _Goeze, Ent. Beyr._ iii. 2. p. 230. n. 58 (1780).

_Sphexis dolonma_ Fabricius, _Spic. Ins._ ii. p. 148. n. 41 (1781) (partim); _id._, _Mont. Ins._ ii. p. 96. n. 45 (1787) (partim); _Gmel., Syst. Nat._ i. 5. p. 2381. n. 79 (1790) (partim); _Fabr., Ent. Syst._ iii. 1. p. 371. n. 46 (1793) (partim).

_Sphexis peneus_ (♀), Fabricius, _l.c._ (sub syn.).

_Nephele dolonma_, _Hubner, Verz. beh. Schm._ p. 133. n. 1433 (1822) (partim).

♀♂. Black lateral patches of abdomen large, that of third segment as distinct as the patch of the fourth; palpus with a large second segment, underside scarcely paler than breast. Combs of spurs large.—Forewing less elongate than in the allied species, distal margin strongly convex; a blackish shadowy band from middle of costal margin to hinder angle, posteriory a little more proximal than in _bipartita_; area outside this band traversed in middle by the third discal line, which is dentate and is followed by a fourth line, also dentate, corresponding to the postdiscal-marginal line of other species, the halfmoons between these two lines brown or olive tawny, the one between SC and R^1 large; three white dots (Pl. LXIV. f. 6. 7), namely 1 + 3, 2, and 4; often 1 + 3 + 4, and 2 separate; seldom 2 + 1 + 3 + 4; or 2 + 1 + 3, and 4 separate; 1 and 3 apparently never separate; sometimes all three spots obscured, having assumed the ground-colour of the wing, seldom all absent. Discal lines of underside of forewing curved twice, S-shaped.
Sphinx peneus Cramer, l.c.


♂♀. Forewing with white spots as described above.

b'. *N. peneus* f. *innotata* nov.

♂♀. White spots absent. This form is apparently rare, while the white-spotted one is common.

*Hab.* Aethiopian Region, exclusive of the Malagassic Subregion.

In the Tring Museum:—

3♂♂, 20 ♀♀ of *f. peneus* from: Sierra Leone; Gold Coast; Ogrugu, Niger; Congo; Delagon Bay; Nyussaland; German and Brit. East Africa: Uganda.

4♂♂, 1 ♀♀ of *f. innotata* from: Sierra Leone (type); Gold Coast.

482. Nephele accentifera.


*Sphinx* (Deilephila) tridyma Hoeven, Tijdschr. Natuurl. Gesch. vii. p. 278. n. 2. t. 5. f. 2. a. b. (1849) (Guinea).


♂♀. Combs of tarsi and spurs heavy.—Forewing more variegated than in the allied species: the antemedian and discal lines irregular, rather distinct, second and third discal dentate, interspace between them more or less grey, a band proximally of the pair of antemedian lines also grey or clayish, and a triangular costal patch in front of the white spots clayish: black line bordering marginal area very irregular, projecting proximad at R², with tawny-olive patches at its proximal side, especially between SC² and R²; three white spots (Pl. LXIV. f. 10. 11): one in cell, rounded, nearer SC than M, two at cross-veins, one above the other, the
upper thin, the second the largest of the three, more or less widened behind and curled outward, sometimes joined to the upper spot, or to the inner, seldom to both. Underside of palpus little paler than breast. Tenth segment see Pl. XLIV. f. 29. 30 : harpe Pl. II. f. 36 ; penis-sheath Pl. LV. f. 35.

_Hab._ Continental Africa; common.

In the Tring Museum 120 odd specimens from Sierra Leone to Natal, and eastwards to British East Africa; 1 larva, 2 pupae from Durban (Leigh).

483. _Nephele argentifera._


♀♀. A conspicuous insect, recognised at a glance by the two silvery, posteriorly converging bands of the forewing: the first subbasal, straight, at right angles to costal margin, the other discal, somewhat curved, widened behind and in front; fringe of hinder margin white between the bands; stigma large, oblique, sub-triangular, upper distal edge longest; the spot consists of the dots 1 and 2, the two being sometimes nearly separated; spot 3 is generally present as a minute dot.

_Hab._ East Africa: from Natal to British East Africa.

In the Tring Museum 12 ♀♂, 12 ♀♀ from: Delagea Bay; Kiloa; Lindi; Dar-es-Salaam; Mombasa.

484. _Nephele densioi._


*Zonula malgassiae* Felder, Reise Novera, Lép. t. 76. f. 2 (1874) (Madag.;—Mus. Tring); Boisd., t. c. p. 147. n. 14 (1875) (Madag.;—coll. Charles Oberthur).

_Nephele densioi,_ Butler, Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. ix. p. 622. n. 3 (1877); Saalm, Lép. Madag. p. 135. n. 311. t. 4. f. 43. 43a (1884) (= malgassiae = rhodana); Kirby, Cat. Lép. Hét. i. p. 679. n. 8 (1892) (Madag.).

_Nephele malgassiae,_ Butler, Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. ix. p. 623. n. 9 (1877) (= densioi ?); Kirby, t. c. n. 9 (1892) (Madag.).

_Nephele rhodana,_ Butler, t. c. p. 630 (1877).

♀♀. Stands midway between _oecopion_ and _accentifera._ Discal lines of forewing, above, straight, slightly curved, not dentate, interspaces forming a pale inconspicuous band, similar to that of _oecopion_, but as much proximal as in _rosea_, not edged with white; stigma (Pl. LXIV. f. 4. 5): dot 1 rounded, 2 forming a right angle, the outer arm of it extending along R3, often interrupted, spot 3 minute.

_Hab._ Madagascar.

In the Tring Museum 10 ♀♂, 11 ♀♀ from: Madagascar, one of them from Antananarivo, Baie d’Antongil, iii. iv. 1897 (A. Mocquerey).

A pair from Grande Comore in the Tring Museum represents perhaps a subspecies confined to the Comoro Islands; the two specimens, one of which is in fairly good condition, are darker than our Madagascar individuals, and have the pale discal band of the foregoing more curved in front.
485. Nephele oenopion.

Ornus oenopion Hubner, Samml. Ex. Schm, ii, t. 159 (1806 — ?).
Zonilia oenopion, Boisduval, Spec. Gén. Lép. Het. i. p. 149, n. 18 (1875) (Mad.; Maurit.; Bourb.: "Natal" a fia spec.?).

♂♀. Forewing with two bands; one subbasal, edged with white proximally and distally, the other discal, 6 or more mm. from lower angle of cell at R3, straight, or slightly concave proximally, widest in front, its inner edge white, outer edge also white, or pale cinnamon; fringe of hinder margin white between the bands. No stigma, or only a small white spot.

Palpus concolorous with under surface of body, first segment with a small pale lateral spot.

_Hab._ Aethiopian Region.

Three subspecies:

_a._ _N._ oenopion oenopion.

Ornus oenopion Hubner, _ib._
Delephila oenopion, Boisduval, Fam. Lép. Bourb. p. 75, n. 8 (1833) (Bourbon; Mauritius).
Nephele oenopion, Kirby, Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. p. 239 (1877) (Madagascar); _ib._, _ib._, p. 133, n. 308 (1884) (Nossi-bé); _ib._, _ib._, p. 679. n. 3 (1892) (Madag.; Bourbon).

♂♀. Discal band of forewing broad, the dark line within it thin, dividing the band into a broad proximal and a thin outer portion, the latter only a third the width of the former at R3 and not white, as is the proximal edge of the band.

_Hab._ Bourbon; Mauritius; Madagascar.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂♂, 1 ♀ from Bourbon.

_b._ _N._ oenopion stictica subsp. nov.

♂. Like the preceding, but forewing with a small but distinct rounded white stigma.

_Hab._ Grande Comore.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂ from Grande Comore (_type_).

_c._ _N._ oenopion continentis subsp. nov.


♂♀. Somewhat smaller than the preceding; discal band of forewing narrower, the dark line within it broader, dividing the band into two lines, of which the external one is not much thinner than the inner one, and is also more or less white. Few specimens have a minute white stigma on the forewing.

_Hab._ West Africa, apparently not rare. We have not seen specimens from the eastern side of the Continent, where the species occurs without doubt.

In the Tring Museum 19 ♂♂, 13 ♀♀ from: Sierra Leone, _type_, June 1896 (Capt. Stevens); Agberi, Niger, 9. xi. 1901 (Dr. Ausorge).
486. Nephele rosae.


♂♀. Similar to *oevopion*. Pale discal band of forewing broad, its white proximal border-line only 4 mm. from lower angle of cell at R^3_; the subbasal band not edged with white, nor is the fringe of the hinder margin white between subbasal and discal bands; a thin, longitudinal, comma-shaped stigma, which is sometimes reduced to a dot, seldom absent (from our only East African individual). Underside of body paler than in *oevopion_; first segment of palpus with white scales.

*Hab.* Africa; apparently rarer in the east than in the west of the Continent.

No representative known from Madagascar and neighbouring islands.

In the Tring Museum 16 ♀♂, 9 ♀♀ from: Sierra Leone; Old Calabar; •Ogolo and Yakusua, Congo, vii. (K. Smith); Nguelo, Germ. E. Africa.

487. Nephele rectangulata.

*Nephele rectangulata* Rothschild, *Iris* vii. p. 300. n. 12 (1894) (Sierra Leone;—coll. Staudinger); id., *Nov. Zool.* ii. t. 2. f. 7 (♂) (1895).

♂♀. Comb of short terminal spur of hindtibia not heavy. The species is easily recognised by the angle of about 90° formed at hinder angle of forewing by two white lines, one submarginal, slightly curved, ending at tip of wing, the other running straight across the wing to costal margin, entering the cell at lower angle, the hindwing and under surface are brighter tawny in our fresh ♀ than in the ♂ figured; the submarginal line is too obviously dentate in the figure.

*Hab.* Sierra Leone.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂, 1 ♀ from Sierra Leone.

488. Nephele aequivalens.


*Zonitia zeba* Boisduval, le, p. 118. n. 16 (1875) (= aequivalens ?; Sierra Leone;—Mus. Brit.).


♂♀. The largest species of the genus. Combs of spurs and of tarsi strongly developed. Hindtarsus exactly twice the length of the tibia, first segment as long as the four others together. Abdomen without distinct black side-patches. Forewing with a black band from costal margin near end of cell to end of M^2_; postdisco-submarginal line almost evenly curved from tip of wing to tip of M^2_; one discal line, beginning at costal margin midway between oblique band and apex of wing.

♂. Tenth sternite rather shorter than in the other species, and the harpe more abruptly hooked.

*Hab.* Continental Tropical Africa; Sierra Leone to the Congo and East Africa.

In the Tring Museum 7 ♂♂, 5 ♀♀ from: Sierra Leone; Gold Coast; Ogrugu, Niger; Dar-es-Salaam.


CXXXI. TEMNORA.—Typus: mutalis.

Sphene, Cramer (non Linné, 1758), Pop. Zoot. iii, p. 23 (1779).


Temnora id., lc. p. 114 (1856) (type: mutalis); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i, p. 640 (1892).


Dioselida id., lc. p. 163 (1856) (type: mutalis); Kirby, lc. p. 642 (1892).

Durasps id., lc. p. 182 (1856) (partim; type: chevronis=chevronis=pholus).

Zanthe id., lc. p. 192 (1896) (partim; type: viride=unifrons).


Lophura Herrich-Sebäffer (non Flemming, 1822), Ann. Schmett., p. 59 (1858) (non. indesc.).


Znelly id., lc. p. 305 (1875) (type: zanthe=dorsus).


Cuproecampa, id., lc. p. 63 (1889).

Pseudory, Kirby (non Holland, 1889), Ent. Nachr. xvii, p. 291 (1891); Kirby, lc. p. 644 (1892) (partim).

Metopius, Kirby (non Duncan, 1836), lc. p. 660 (1892) (partim).

Pterogyn, Rothschild (non Boisduval, 1836), Nov. Zool., i, p. 69 (1894).

♂♀. Genal process obtusely triangular, not reaching end of pilifer. Palpi with some hair-scales laterally, more or less triangular together in dorsal aspect. Head with mesial crest, which is mostly rather prominent. Eye lashed. Antenna slightly incerassate distally in ♂, distinctly clubbed in ♀, end-segment long, rough-sealed. Abdomen with elongate spines, which are never very strong; anal tuft of ♂ truncate, of ♀ very thin. Tibiae not armed; spurs not spinose, two pairs to hindtibia; midtarsus with comb; paronychium with two pairs of lobes; merum of midcoxa angular and somewhat carinate at hinder edge, or simple. R3 of hindwing in or before centre of cell, R3 and M1 rather close together, cross-veins oblique, lower angle of cell acute; distal margin of wings often dentate, of forewing always sinuate below apex.

♂. Teeth tergite elongate-triangular; sternite generally elongate, sometimes truncate or even sinuate, but not divided into long lobes. Clasper sole-shaped, always with 4 or 5 large friction-scales, situated at the lower edge of a more or less conspicuous groove, which they cover; harpe ending generally in a simple process, sometimes curved and pointed as in Nephele, or spatulate, often broad and short. Penis sheath with stiff hairs inside; the external armature consists of one or two series of teeth, or a dentate lobe, or a more or less elevate elongate patch of teeth, etc., as illustrated by Pl. I.V. f. 45—55 and Pl. LVI. f. 1—13.

Larva. We have all stages of marginata, received from Mr. Leigh, Durham.

First stage (one specimen): green, reddish on back; head large; horn black, very long, densely hairy (tip not preserved), almost straight; five bristles: two dorso-lateral, one above stigma, and two below.

Second stage (two specimens): covered with pale dots, each bearing a very short hair; a yellow dorso-lateral shade from horn forward; horn long, red, tip pale, sinuate.
Third stage (one specimen): yellow, reddish at sides; slightly tapering in front, but the granulose head rather large; pale dots present, hairs vestigial: horn red at base, tubercles black, tip narrowed to an almost smooth point; a yellow dorso-lateral line from mesonotum to horn, annulets obviously raised within this line.

Fourth (last) stage (one specimen): like the previous, but tapering in front, horn comparatively shorter.

Pupa (of marginata) pale clay colour, punctures and grooves brown, labrum black, dorsal line brown; tongue-case not carinate, very little projecting frontal; labrum terminal; head rounded; anterior femur not visible; abdomen punctured, prespiracular area of fourth and fifth segments not carinate, but the anterior edges of the punctures here more raised; anal segments deeply impressed ventrally; cremaster somewhat flattened, dispersely punctured at base, smooth, conical in dorsal view (tip broken; Pl. LXIV. f. 23).

Hab. Aethiopian Region inclusive of Madagascar.

Thirty-one species; many more will be discovered when the heteroceros Lepidoptera of Africa become better known.

Allied to Nephel, from which it is easily distinguished by the spurs being without comb of spines.

The species with entire wings and those with dentate or lobate distal margin are connected by intergradations; the same applies to the forms with acute and with obtuse or truncate apex of forewing.

From this genus several others have originated by the loss or reduction of organs and the acquisition of new structures. The reduction of the antennal end-segment and the loss of the δ friction-scales characterises Temnoria; Odontosida agrees with this, but is further advanced in having lost the ventral lobes of the paraclysum and the patch of sensory hairs at the base of the palpae, and acquired the terminal claw to the foretibia: Sphingonaeaepiopsis is still more specialised in the fan-like scaling of the first palpal segment, the more strongly clubbed antenna, which is dentate or pectinate in δ, and the acquisition of spines to the tibiae; and Microspinhæ represents the end of this series, having the distal segments of the antenna unusually broad and short, and being without the proximal pair of hindtibial spurs (the only instance among the Sphingidæ semanophoræ where these spurs are absent). From Temnoria pylæ, and allies (respectively their ancestor) branched off Genolea in which the distortion of the costal margin of the hindwing, indicated in Temnoria pseudopyla, is carried out in a similar way as in the Ambulicinae genus Degeinæ, and in which the antennal end-segment has become short and the tibiae acquired spines. These lines of development are quite similar to those found in the subfamily Ambulicinae, resulting in weak forms. Entirely different is the line Temnoria—Temnoria—Macrognathaus. Here we observe the same kind of specialisation which we found in the higher American Sesiinae, beginning with forms characterised by slender antenna, weak abdominal spines, rounded midcoxal merum, truncate tail, etc., and ending with forms with strongly clubbed antenna, strongly angulate mid- and hindcoxal merum, strongly spined abdomen, compressed hindtarsus with densely spinose outer surface, large fan tail, etc. A side-branch of this line is Antinephel—Hypennatia (compare diagram, facing p. 489), the latter genus showing in one species a yellow abdominal side-patch homologous to the side-patches observed in most Macrognathaus.
Key to the species:

1. Hindwing red or brown
   Hindwing yellow

2. Abdomen with glossy golden spots
   Abdomen without glossy golden spots, forewing with conspicuous buffish white lines
   Abdomen without glossy golden spots, forewing without conspicuous buffish white lines

3. Forewing olive-brown, with transverse discal band
   Forewing grey, with transverse discal band or trace of it, distal margin not dentate
   Forewing grey or brown, with large costal discal patch or oblique band

4. Hindwing with brown border
   Hindwing more or less uniformly brown

5. Abdomen with white lateral dots below
   No such dots; fringe of forewing sharply marked white and brown
   A larger species; fringe almost unicolorous, at least on underside

6. Forewing with costal discal patch, sharply limited by Rs
   Forewing with similar patch which is interrupted by grey lines
   Forewing with oblique band

7. Apex of forewing acuminate
   Apex of forewing truncate-sinuate

8. Band of forewing very broad, well defined proximally and distally, not including grey lines, distal margin of forewing not dentate
   Band of forewing not so

9. Oblique band of forewing sharply limited on distal side by a pale line
   Oblique band of forewing gradually fading away distally

10. First segment of palpus with conspicuous white line
    First segment of palpus without white line

11. Forewing dentate, apex acuminated
    Forewing entire, apex acuminated
    Forewing dentate, apex truncate-sinuate

12. Hindwing bright orange-rufous, both wings denticulate
    Hindwing brown; if ferruginous, wings not dentate

* A similar species described in the Appendix.
m. Forewing, above, with a brown subapical costal patch, often developed to a band, separate from the oblique band.
Forewing without that patch.

n. Forewing above and below with a creamy dash before M² near hinder angle.
Forewing above and below without that dash.

o. Forewing above with a pale round dot on disc before R².
Forewing above without this pale round dot.

p. Oblique band of forewing narrow, sharply defined proximally, being limited by a straight pale line.
Band very broad, but proximally sharply defined.
Band broad, but proximally not sharply defined.

q. Forewing angulate at R²; underside olivaceous.
Forewing rounded in middle; underside more or less cinnamon-rufous.

r. First segment of palpus with conspicuous white scales, external surface of hindtibia also white at end.
This white scaling absent.

s. Basal-discal area of forewing below brighter ferruginous than disc.
Basi-discal area of forewing darker brown than disc.

t. Fringe of forewing, above, white between M¹ and SM².
Fringe of forewing, above, not white between M¹ and SM².

u. Marginal space of underside between submarginal line and fringe of the same colour as disc, at least in middle.
This space filled in with cinnamon-brown.

v. Antemedian double line of forewing, above, conspicuous, filled in with brown.
Antemedian double line of forewing thin, not filled in with brown.

w. Costal margin of hindwing with a distinct subbasal lobe.
Costal margin of hindwing with the subbasal lobe vestigial.

x. Marginal band of hindwing bordered broadly with ferruginous.
Marginal band of hindwing all brown.

513. T. seutura.
514. T. cranga.
512. T. renningeri.
498. T. subapicalis.
515. T. iapygoides.
503. T. sardanas.
496. T. namaqua.
497. T. stereinsi.
499. T. marginata.
501. T. fanchris.
516. T. pylas.
517. T. pylades.
518. T. pseudopylas.
519. T. leiptis.
489. Temnora livida.


Metopillus livida, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hut. i. p. 660. n. 8 (1892) ("Cameroons" ex errore).

♂ ♀. The largest species of the genus. Palpi obtusely triangular. Eye-lashes short. Mideoxal merum with the carina and angle vestigial. Long terminal spur of hindtibia more than the short one, and half the length of the first tarsal segment, which equals 2 to 4: external row of spines of foretarsus simple. Spines of abdomen weak. Crest of head as in *fumosa*, not prominent. Body and upperside of forewing smoky grey, upperside of hindwing and basal half of underside of forewing blackish olive brown; rest of underside of wings russet drab.—Forewing, above, with a faint large median costal patch, a smaller one half-way to apex, continued backwards by a series of vein-dots, and a third at hinder margin before angle, blackish brown; fringe pale between veins above, micolorous below; apex eminate, distal margin entire, rounded from S'C to M'.

—Fringe of hindwing creamy buff, except at veins.

♂. Tenth tergite narrow, truncate, strongly curved (Pl. XLIV. f. 5), lateral view; f. 50, ventral view; sternite short, broad, truncate, incised, resembling the sternite of *atrafasciata* and *marginata*. Cephal with large groove as in *fumosa*, covered by large friction-scales; harpe of the type of *Nephele*, and of *fumosa* and *palpalis*, being produced into a slender curved process (Pl. IL. f. 35). Penis-sheath (Pl. LV. f. 4-5) with the left apical ventral edge raised to a curved dentate ridge.

*Hab.* West Africa; Niger to Ogowé.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♀ from the Niger, Akassa to Ouitsha (Dr. Cook).

490. Temnora griseata* spec. nov. (Pl. VII. f. 9, ♀).

♀. Palpi obtuse. Eye-lashes not dense. Mideoxal merum not angulate; external row of spines of foretarsus doubled or trebled from base to apex; first segment of midtarsus nearly as long as segments 2 to 3; long terminal spur of hindtibia half the length of the first tarsal segment (hindtarsus not complete). Abdominal spines weak.

*Upperside* of body and forewing grey, almost fawn-colour, *underside* of body paler, slightly pinkish.—Forewing shaped as in *livida*, but hinder margin less sinuate; indistinctly variegated with brown, a subapical costal brown patch is the only distinct marking, it is continued backwards by a series of indistinct brown vein-dots; fringe cream-colour, sharply spotted with brown at the veins.—

Hindwing blackish olive-brown; fringe cream-colour, with minute brown dots.

*Underside* of both wings pinkish buff, but forewing shaded over for the greater part with blackish olive-brown; fringe spotted brown and cream-colour.—Forewing: a broad brown marginal band, shaded with grey, widest at R³, including a broken oblique line between SC¹ and SC⁵; at the costal margin traces of four zigzag lines are visible, the third continued backwards by vein-dots.—Hindwing uniform in colour, except at outer margin, where there is a trace of a brown band; one interrupted line, postdiscal, accentuated upon veins.

Length of forewing: ♀, 27 mm.

*Hab.* Tvoke, Congo (Moreels), 1 ♀ in Musée d’Hist. Nat., Bruxelles.
Very close to *lircula*, distinguished by the sharply spotted fringe and more variegated colour of the forewing, the almost salmon buff under surface, and the more distinct and irregular marginal band of the forewing below.


♂ ?. A short-winged species, differing from all other *Temnora* in the glossy golden spots of the abdomen. Eye-lashes rather dense. Spurs of midtibia little longer than fourth tarsal segment; first midtarsal segment as long as 2 to 4 together. Merum of mideoxa not angulate.—Forewing, above, with a band of three almost straight parallel lines; submarginal line beginning at apex of wing, evenly curved to R3, then irregular; fringe brown, with two pale spots behind.—Fringe of hindwing brown at, and vinaceous between, veins, white between M1 and SM2.

*Underside* with a sharply defined brown marginal band to both wings; forewing brown from base to third discal line, except costal margin, then ferruginous, speckled with tawny; hindwing pale ferruginous, speckled with tawny, two evenly curved discal lines.

♂. Tenth tergite truncate-sinuate: sternite broad, rounded-triangular (Pl. XLIV. f. 49). Harpe resembling that of *muriina*, apex more pointed. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 8) with a row of teeth at the dorsal side and an apical process at the right ventral side.

*Hab.* Cameroons : Zanzibar.

Several specimens in the Berlin Museum, of which a ? has been given in exchange to the Tring Museum: also in coll. Staudinger.

A ? from Zanzibar (Fischer) in the Berlin Museum differs in being deeper brown (less reddish) above and below.

492. *Temnora radiata*.


♂. Easily recognised by the peculiar buffish white markings of the forewing, namely: a longitudinal line from base to disc, crossed by two subbasal lines, which are obsolete in front; from lower angle of cell two dentate lines to hinder margin and a straight one to hinder angle; on disc three dentate lines between costal margin and longitudinal line, and an oblique subapical costal line.

*Hab.* Togoland.

One ♂ in the Berlin Museum: not seen in other collections.

493. *Temnora inornatum*.


♂ ?. Palpi obtuse, not much projecting. Eye-lashes long, but not very dense. Hinder margin of mideoxal merum rounded, not carinate. Longer terminal spur of hindtibia more than half the length of first tarsal segment,
Similar to murina in colour, and to namaqua in shape, but easily distinguished by the following characters: interspace between first and second discal line of forewing filled in with brown at costal and at hinder margin, this costal patch continued distad behind R₃ to near outer margin, and the space between R₃ and hind-margin also more or less shaded with brown and showing three dentate lines; posterior portion of interspace between the pair of antemedian lines also filled in with brown; distal margin bisinate as in namaqua.—

Hindwing with traces of ferruginous lines, the second and third brown behind, Second and third discal line of underside dentate, if distinctly marked.

♂. Abdominal scent-tuft creamy buff. Tenth segment as in plagiata; tergite slender, apex rounded; sternite of nearly the same length, broader, widest at end, which is rounded. Harpe with broad, flat process, which is siminate ventrally, the portion distal of the sinuses ovate (Pl. I. f. 5). Penis-sheath (Pl. LV. f. 52) with a dentate ridge similar to that of plagiata, palpalis, etc.

_Hab._ South Africa.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂, 2 ♀ ♀ from: Little Namaqualand, Cape Colony; Natal (Spiller).

494. Temnora murina (Pl. VII. f. 1, ♂).


_Ocycton marina, id., i.e. p. 304, n. 2 (1875) (Natal)._ *Diosaisa tyrchan, Butler, Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. ix. p. 632 (1877) (= marina)._ ♂. Palpi obtuse; eye-lashes not dense; first segment of foretarsus equalling 2 to 4 in length, or longer, outer row of spines doubled at base: hinder edge of merum of midcoxa rounded, carina vestigial. Upperside of tibiae whitish grey. First and second discal line rather more distinct than usually in this genus, the interspace anteriorly filled in with brown. Underside of body and wings almost uniformly vinaceous cinnamon (Ridgway, *Nomencl. Colours* t. 4, no. 15), discal lines brown, marginal band brownish, not distinct.

♂. Tenth tergite and sternite of nearly equal length, both slender, rounded at tip. Clasper with five friction-scales; harpe (Pl. L. f. 20) slender, apex curved upwards, somewhat spatulate in dorsal aspect. Penis-sheath (Pl. LV. f. 47) with a free process at the right side, dentate, continuous with a dentate ridge situated at the left side.

_Hab._ South Africa.

In the Tring Museum 6 ♂♂, 2 ♀ ♀ from Natal.

495. Temnora grandieri (Pl. VII. f. 8, ♂).

almost as in *marginata*, olive-brown, the tawny ground-colour appearing on disc: no sharply defined marginal band; anal angle grey; fringe almost pure white. — Forewing *below* olive-brown from base to disc, distal margin also brown, disc more or less tawny; postdiscal dots conspicuous on both wings.

Sexual armature as in *marina*, but the tenth segment slenderer, the sternite more aeminate and curved upwards at end, and the free process of the penis-sheath acute, not dentate.

*Hab.* Madagascar.

Three ♂♂ in the British Museum.

Two ♂♂ in coll. Charles Oberthür from Betsileo (Cowan), one of them here figured.

496. *Ternora namaqua* spec. nov. (Pl. VII. f. 2, ♂).

♂♀. Intermediate between *marina* and *marginata*. Ground-colour of body and forewing above nearly as in *marina*. Upperside of tibia not greyish white. — Forewing, *above*, with an oblique discal band from costal to outer margin, rather well defined proximally and concave, gradually fading away distally; distal margin bisinuate, convex in middle, apex produced, hinder angle more produced backwards than in *marina*. — Hindwing reddish ferruginous, purer in colour than in *marina*, brown marginal band well defined, not much narrowed behind: fringe buffish white, darker at end of veins.

Underside as in *marina*, but basi-discal area of forewing cinnamon-rufous, brighter than the rest of the wing.

♂. Tenth tergite (Pl. XLIV. f. 47) slender, truncate; sternite very much shorter than the tergite, rounded-truncate. Harpe (Pl. L. f. 18) much broader than in *marina* and narrower than in *marginata*, compressed, irregular, apex somewhat curved downwards. Penis-sheath (Pl. LV. f. 5) similar to that of *plagiata*, bearing a dentate ridge.

*Hab.* South-West Africa; probably more widely distributed over South and East Africa.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂, 5 ♀♀ from Little Namaqualand, Cape Colony; type: ♂.

497. *Ternora stevensi* spec. nov. (Pl. VII. f. 15, ♂).

♂. Intermediate in the shape of the forewing between *marginata* and *funebris*; differing from both as follows: the brown oblique discal band of the forewing, *above*, restricted in breadth and length, ill-defined both proximally and distally, not extended to outer margin, not broader in front than at ♀; brown marginal area SC3—R3 tapering in front and behind, irregular, being incised at the veins; grey scaling at this short band more distinct than in the allied species; fringe white between R2 and SM2 on the upperside. Underside as in *marginata*, the lines less distinct.

Sexual armature quite distinct. Abdominal scent-tuft pale vinaceous buff. Tenth tergite as broad as in *funebris*, but much shorter; sternite gradually merging into the anal cone, without free process (Pl. XLIV. f. 44). Friction-scales and groove as in *funebris*; harpe short (Pl. L. f. 1), broad, curved upwards. Penis-sheath (Pl. LV. f. 49) with a very short, dentate, double ridge some distance before end.
Hab. Sierra Leone.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♂♂ from: Pt. Lokkoh, Suza Country, Sierra Leone; July 1899 (Capt. Stevens), type; Sierra Leone.

Named in honour of Capt. Stevens.

498. Temnora subapicalis spec. nov. (Pl. VII. f. 14, ♂).}

♂. Closely resembling marginata, but differs as follows:

Upperside of tibiae less white; apex of forewing more projecting, brown band much broader in middle, the interspace between second and third discal line less distinctly filled in with brown in costal area; a subapical costal brown patch, at the distal and hinder sides of which the wing is somewhat cinnamon-rufous; fringe buff behind the veins; hindwing darker and more uniformly brown than in marginata, brown marginal band vestigial.

Underside: both wings dark brown between submarginal line and edge of wing, while in marginata the marginal area is for the greater part of the same colour as the disc.


499. Temnora marginata (Pl. VII. f. 3, 4, ♂).


♂. Similar to marina and namaqua. Upperside of tibiae white; edges of abdominal sternites blackish laterally.——Forewing, above, with a broad discal band which is broadest at costal margin, narrowed to M₂, and somewhat widened again at distal margin, which it reaches between R³ and SM².——Hindwing cinnamon-rufous, brown distal marginal band not conspicuous.

♂. Tenth tergite long and slender, gradually narrowed to end, which is rounded off; sternite very much shorter than tergite, that means, not reaching so far distad, broad vertically and horizontally, truncate, biminate, mesial lobe short (Pl. XLIV. f. 45). Harpe broad, obtusely aminate, compressed, upper surface somewhat concave (Pl. L. f. 21). Penis-sheath curved at end, the concave side with a long patch of teeth which is convex proximally; the teeth sparser towards apex edge of sheath (Pl. L. V. f. 48), or there are only a few subapical teeth and, a little towards the right side, a short dentate carina (Pl. L. VI. f. 6).

Larva and pupa see above, p. 564.

Hab. South Africa; Comoro Is.

Two subspecies.

a. T. marginata marginata (Pl. VII. f. 3, ♂).

♂Darapsa marginata Walker, f.c.

♂. The grey line within the brown discal band of the forewing above zigzag. Penis-sheath with a long patch of teeth (Pl. LV. f. 48).

Hab. South Africa.

In the Tring Museum 7 larvae, 2 pupae, 7 ♂♂. 4 ♀♀ from: Durban and Mooi R., Natal; Little Namaqualand, Cape Colony.
b. *T. marginata comorana* subsp. nov. (Pl. VII. f. 4, 6).

♂. Grey line in brown discal band of forewing not zigzag; distal marginal area a little more extended brown below near apex. Penis-sheath: the patch of teeth vestigial: a short dentate carina towards the right side (Pl. I.VI. f. 6).

Hab. Grande Comore.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂ from Grande Comore (type); in coll. Charles Oberthür 1 ♀ also from Grande Comore (Humblot).


*Dictidosia argyropeza*, Saalmüller, Lept. Mod. p. 121. n. 278 (1891) (= argyropeza ex err.).

*Dictidosia argyropeza*, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 642. n. 11 (1892).

♂. Differing from *marginata* especially in the first segment of the palpus and the hindtibia being marked with white scales; in the forewing having a grey stigma, more distinct discal lines and a posteriorly more restricted oblique shade-band; in the hindwing having no marginal band, being thinly edged with blackish brown and grey only behind; and in the basi-discal area of the forewing below being brighter cinnamon-rufous than the rest of the wing.

Tenth tergite strongly compressed, hence much narrower in ventral or dorsal aspect than in *marina*; sternite as broad as in *marina*, but simply truncate, not bisinuate. Harpe very much narrower than in *marina*. Penis-sheath similar, but less curved.

Hab. Madagascar.

In coll. Oberthür 2 ♀♂ from: Autsianaka (Perrot, in first half of 1892).

Types from Nossi-Bé in coll. Mabille.


♂. Resembling *famosa* in the elongate shape of the forewing, but nearer related to *marginata*, from which it differs in the much more oblique distal margin of the forewing, the proximally less sharply defined oblique discal band, and the cinnamon-brown distal border on the underside of both wings.

♂. Tenth tergite rather broad and flat, not much narrowed from middle to end, which is rounded; sternite shorter than tergite; triangular (Pl. XI.V. f. 48), rather broad proximally. Chafer as in *famosa*, with four large friction-scales, covering a large groove clothed with minute scales; harpe as in *famosa*, but longer and less pointed, differing widely from the broad harpe of *marginata*. Penis-sheath (Pl. I.VI. f. 7) without external armature, but the membranaceous duct bears a curved dentate ridge, a kind of saw, which becomes visible when the duct is pushed out a little.

Hab. West Africa.

In coll. Holland from: Benita, Gabun.

In the British Museum 3 ♂♂ from Old Calabar.
502. Temnora fumosa (Pl. VIII. f. 5, ć).

ć ?. Palpus rather acuminate. Eye scarcely lashed. Spines of abdomen stronger than in the other species. Hinder edge of merum of midcoxa cariniform, angulate. Long terminal spur of hind tibia at least half the length of the first tarsal segment. — Forewing more distinctly banded in ć than in ?, a large subbasal costal patch, an antemedian, nearly straight band of even width, and a broader discal band, which is widened in front, brown; a triangular grey costal patch at the outside of the discal band; apex acute, distal margin even, sinuate below apex.

ć. Basal lateral scent-tuft of abdomen scarlet-pink. Tenth tergite narrow, tip a little curved downward, strongly convex, rounded; sternite a little broader than the tergite, pointed. Friction-scales of clasper large; harpe (Pl. I. f. 19) ending in a long, evenly curved, thin process. Penis-sheath (Pl. LV. f. 46) without process, but the left edge continued proximad as densely serrate ridge.

*Hab.* Aethiopian Region, inclusive of Madagascar.

Two subspecies:

a. *T. fumosa* fumosa.

*Zonilitha fumosa* Walker, i.e. 
*Diasidida fumosa*, Butler, i.e.; Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hétér. i. p. 642. n. 8 (1892) (W. Africa).
*Diasidida fumosa* Rothschild, Nov. Zool. i. p. 72 (1894) (nom. nud.).

ć ?. The commonest form of the genus. It has not yet been found on the eastern side of the Continent, but occurs most likely also there in the wooded districts. Fresh specimens have a greenish tint, which fades into dark brown.

*Hab.* West Africa: Sierra Leone to Angola and the Aruwimi Forest.

In the Tring Museum 60-odd specimens from: Sierra Leone; Gold Coast; Niger; Congo; Angola; Aruwimi R. (Ansorge).

b. *T. fumosa* perkoéri.

*Choerocampa perkoéri*, Mabille, Ann. Soc. Ent. France p. 299 (1879) (Madag.).

ć ?. Underside of body deeper brown and wings rather broader than in the Continental form.

*Hab.* Madagascar; Seychelles; Comoro Islands.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♀ from: Grande Comore.

503. Temnora sardanua (Pl. VIII. f. 13, ć).

*Diasidida uniformis* Rothschild, Nov. Zool. i. p. 72 (1894) (Sierra Leone; — Mus. Tring).
♀. Eye-lashes not dense. External row of spines of foretarsus simple, with scarcely any additional spines at and near the normal ones, which are slightly prolonged; upperside of foretibia brown like the body, abdominal sternites with a series of white dots towards each side, no dots at the lower edges of the tergites.

Body olivaceous drab brown, underside with a russet tint, palpus below somewhat paler, underside of tarsi pale buff.—Forewing, above, drab with greyish flush, a minute dirty white stigma, lines blackish olive; a broad shadowy band of this colour obliquely across wing: its proximal edge rather well defined, concave behind and ending at tip of SM^3, distally the band gradually fades away, with the pale interspaces of the lines more or less distinct: apex of wing acute, distal margin binicate, angulate at R^2, fringe paler between veins.—Hindwing uniformly brown, lines vestigial in side-light, fringe buff, with brown vein-dots.

Underside russet-olive, basal half of forewing blackish olive, disc more or less walnut-brown, especially in ♀, three discal lines on both wings, first of forewing indistinct, distal margin with brown band, which is more distinct in ♀ than in ♂.

♂. Tenth tergite (Pl. XLIV. f. 40) feebly convex above, apex truncate-sinuate; sternite obtusely acuminate. Friction-scales large, four in number: harpe (Pl. I, f. 6) ending in a broad compressed process. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 2) with the edge incrassate, the right edge proximally prolonged into a free, pointed process, the left edge dentate, without free process. Scent-tuft at base of abdomen pink.

Hub. Sierra Leone; probably more widely distributed over the West Coast of Africa.

In the Tring Museum 6 ♂♀, 8 ♀♂ from Sierra Leone.

504. Temnora plagiata (Pl. VII. f. 20, ♂; 21, ♀).


*Panora confusa* id., t. viii, p. 161, n. 10 (1856) (Natal;—Mus. Brit.).


*Apelosia dianae* id., t. i, p. 367, n. 4 (1875) (Caffaria; Zululand;—coll. Charles Oberthür).


♀. Palpi obtuse. Antenna of ♂ heavy. Eye-lashes not dense. Hinder edge of midcoxal merum not cariniform. Upperside of tibiae like breast. Underside of abdomen with two series of brown dots.—Forewing, above: the pair of antemedian lines strongly curved, conspicuous, more or less filled in with brown; a brown stigma divided by a pale line: a large costal discal patch sharply defined, stopping at R^3, quadriangular, a smaller subapical costal patch, a submarginal spot R^3—M^1; distal margin binicate, strongly convex in middle, feebly denticulate, apex more or less acuminate.—Hindwing: olivaceous cinnamon rufous, or almost mummy brown, a more or less distinct brown postdiscal line, distal margin also brown; fringe white, with brown vein-dots.

Underside nearly like upperside of hindwing, rather more grey, third discal line dentate on both wings, and distal marginal band olivaceous brown, but not conspicuous; basal half of forewing rather more olivaceous than disc.

♂. Abdominal scent-tuft clayish. Tenth tergite (Pl. XLIV. f. 42) slender,
gradually narrowed to end, which is obtuse; sternite not much shorter than tergite in lateral view (appearing shorter in figure, which gives the segment in a distal ventral aspect), widest at the rounded apex. Harpe (Pl. I. f. 2) ending in a rather broad, apically incised and pointed process, which is much slenderer than in *inornatum*, *marginata*, *sardanus*, etc., but broader than in *marina*. Penis-sheath (Pl. I.V. f. 51) with a dentate ridge as in several other species.

*Hab.* South and East Africa.

Two subspecies.


*Temnora plagiata* Walker, lv.

♂. Body and forewing above russet, shaded with grey; distal margin of forewing very faintly denticulate.—Hindwing olivaceous cinnamon-rufous, post-discal line distinct, interspace between it and marginal band brighter rufous.

*Hab.* Natal.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂♂, 2 ♀♀.

b. *T. plagiata fascata* subsp. nov. (Pl. VII. f. 21, ♀).

♀. Darker brown than the preceding; proximal posterior angle of the large costal patch of the forewing rounded; distal margin distinctly dentate; upperside of hindwing and under-surface olivaceous vandyke-brown, postdiscal line of hindwing, above, not distinct.


595. *Temnora atrofasciata*.


♀. Palpi obtusely triangular. Eye-lashes rather heavy. Midcoxal merum somewhat angulate. Long terminal spur of hindtibia half the length of the first tarsal segment. First palpal segment white laterally.—Forewing, above without markings, except a large oblique discal band of an olivaceous mummy-brown colour, this band sharply defined, straight proximally, broadly sinuate distally, widest in front, no lines within band; distal margin entire, rounded, excised in front, apex obtuse. Underside of forewing cinnamon-rufous, basi-discal area blackish brown, marginal band vestigial at apex.—Hindwing paler than forewing.

♂. Scent-tuft of abdomen bluish. Tenth tergite slender, convex above, not compressed, apex rounded; sternite broad, much shorter than tergite, truncate, incised, rough apically (Pl. X.I.V. f. 41). Casper with five large friction-scales: harpe short, truncate (Pl. b. f. 4). Penis-sheath (Pl. I.V. f. 51) before apex with a lobe, directed proximal, free only at its extreme end and here denticulate, this lobe corresponding to the patch of teeth of other species.

*Hab.* West Africa : Sierra Leone to Ogowe R.

In the Tring Museum 4 ♂♂, 1 ♀ from Sierra Leone.
506. **Temnora zantus.**


Aspilhpa zantus (1), id., l.c. p. 306, n. 2 (1875) (Caffraria).


Lophura zantus, id., l.c. n. 7 (1877).

Lophura dorus, id., l.c. p. 632 (1877) (= nov.!, ex err.).

Lophura zantus, Kirby, l.c. n. 2 (1892).

♂♀. Eye rather heavily lashed. External row of spines of first protarsal segment double or treble, at least at base. Hinder edge of merum of midcoxal cariniform, but not angulate. Long terminal spur of hindtibia not quite half the length of the first tarsal segment; this nearly equalling 2 to 4. Abdominal tergites with a white dot at lower edges; sternites with two rows of blackish spots. Apex of forewing truncate, distal margin lobate at R3, M1 and M21, hinder margin deeply concave before angle; apical area greyish, limited by a blackish brown band, which is straighter in ♂ than in ♀, and includes a brown costal spot generally followed by some dots; between this spot and the oblique band there are two lines, often fused to one.

♂. Scent-tuft of abdomen pale pink. Tenth tergite rather flat, feebly widened at end, which is rounded-truncate; sternite shorter than tergite, stout, vertically broad; apex acuminate, somewhat curved upwards, its upper surface carinate mesially, transversely ribbed. Clasper with five large friction-scales; harpe (Pl. L. f. 7) broad, obtuse, slightly spatulate. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 13): membranaceous ventral area extending very far proximad; the chitinised dorsal area narrow, with a short apical carina at the left side.

Hab. Continental Africa.

Two subspecies:

a. **T. zantus zantus.**

Lophura zantus Herrich-Sch., l.c.

♂♀. Underside of body and wings russet, basi-discal area of forewing olive-brown. The distal edge of the oblique brown band of the forewing is generally incurved in ♂, seldom straight.

Hab. South and East Africa: Cape Colony to German East Africa.

In the Tring Museum 6 ♂♂, 7 ♀♀ from: Knysna, Cape Colony; Mooi R., Natal; Delagoa Bay; Mikindani, Germ. E. Afr.; Chipaika Estate, Bandawe, Nyassaland, i. '99 (Watkinson).

b. **T. zantus apiciplaga.**


♂. Under surface much more reddish than in the eastern form. Not dissected.

Hab. Cameroons, 1 ♂ in the Berlin Museum; not seen in other collections.
507. Temnora natalis.


♂♀. Palpi short-triangular in dorsal view. Merum of midcoxa subcursinate. First hindtarsal segment as long as 2 to 4, twice the length of longer terminal hindtibial spur. Abdomen beneath with two series of brown dots, distal sternites variegated with brown. Distal margin of forewing irregular, deeply sinuate in front, dentate, the teeth rounded, apex and lobe R^2—R^3 truncate-sinuate; antemedian lines very oblique, straight, curved only at costal margin; a large, divided, discal costal patch and two arrowhead-shaped submarginal spots R^3—M^2 black. Lines of under surface irregular, strongly dentate, more or less interrupted, conspicuous.

♂. Tenth tergite slender, gradually narrowing to end, which is obtuse; sternite also slender, rather flat, shorter than the tergite, rounded at end. Clasper with five large friction-scales; harpe long, slender (Pl. L. f. 16), of the same type as in fumosa and palpalis. Penis with a broad dentate lobe which projects distad (Pl. LVI. f. 4).


In the British Museum 3 ♂♂ from Natal: also in coll. Distant.*

508. Temnora spiritus (Pl. VII. f. 22, ♂, type).


Dioecosida spiritus, Kirby, Nov. Zool. i. p. 100. n. 13 (1894).

♂. A pale insect, the four specimens known to us looking as if they were discoloured. Allied to plagiata in shape and markings. Long terminal spur of hindtibia about one-third the first tarsal segment, this nearly as long as the other four together. Clayish buff; forewing above and under surface of body and wings creamy buff. Abdominal sternites without spots.—Forewing, above, with a large costal discal patch of an olivaceous clay colour, triangular, followed behind by a narrow band of the same colour; a dentate submarginal line beginning at costal margin before apex, forming the border-line of a brownish marginal band; distal margin denticulate, apex truncate-sinuate.—Hindwing much shaded with burnt umber-brown, postdiscal interspace pale, two brown lines more or less distinct, marginal band brown.

Underside of forewing brown from base to disc, marginal bands of both wings pale brown, that of forewing distinctly dentate, discal lines also dentate.

♂. Tenth tergite (Pl. XLV. f. 1. 2) strongly compressed, widened vertically near apex, curved downwards, pointed; sternite much shorter than tergite, slender, pointed, curved. Clasper with five or six friction-scales; harpe (Pl. L. f. 13) ending in a rather long, curved, somewhat twisted and spatulate process. Penis-sheath armed before end with a broad, labellate, flat process which projects obliquely distad and is dentate at the edges (Pl. L.V. f. 54).

Hab. West Africa: Lagos; Niger; Ogowé.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂ from: Warri, Niger Coast, July 1897 (Dr. F. Roth).

* An allied species described in the Appendix.
In the British Museum 1 ♂ from : Sapele, Niger. Another ♂, from Lagos, in coll. Druce.
The truncate apex of the forewing and the pale colour distinguish this species easily from *plagiata*.

509. **Temuora elegans** (Pl. VII. f. 6, ♂).


♂ ♀. One of the prettiest species of the genus. Palpi triangular, pointed. Eye-lashes rather dense. Merom of midcoxa not carinate. Long terminal spur of hindtibia about one-third the length of first tarsal segment. Upperside of tibiae the same in colour as breast. Abdomen beneath with two rows of black dots. Distal margins of wings dentate ; that of forewing bisinate, apex acute.—Hindwing bright orange-rufous, with a sharply marked marginal band. Underside of wings dull orange-rufous, hindwing shaded with grey ; both wings with brown distal marginal band, which is half as wide again on the forewing as on the hindwing ; three discal lines on hindwing, distinct.

♂. Abdominal scent-tuft scarlet. Tenth tergite slender ; sternite very broad, sinuate, the lobes rounded (Pl. XLIV. f. 46). Harpe broad (Pl. L. f. 9), flattened, obtuse, of the same type as in *zintus, inornatum*, etc. Penis-sheath with an elongate patch of teeth (Pl. LV. f. 55) ; the duct, which is pushed out in the specimen figured, bears some setae at end and a strongly chitinised dagger-like spine.

**Hab.** Sierra Leone.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♂ ♂ , 2 ♀ ♀ from : Sierra Leone ; one of the ♂ ♂ in August 1898 (Capt. Stevens).

510. **Temuora palpalis** spec. nov. (Pl. VII. f. 10, ♂).

♂. Similar to *crenulata*, rather more cinnamon-brown above, tawny-brown below. Antenna somewhat longer. First protarsal segment not longer than second and third together. Hind edge of midcoxal meron not distinctly cariniform. First segment of palpus with conspicuous white line at eye ; abdomen below without spots.—Forewing, *upperside* : apex rounded ; oblique discal band without pale distal border, widened at costal margin, its proximal edge sharper defined than in *crenulata*.—Hindwing : postdiscal line distinct behind ; costal margin obviously dilated near base.

Underside far more tawny than in *crenulata*, no bullish spots, lines feebly marked, obsolete in posterior half on both wings.

♂. Scent-tuft of base of abdomen scarlet. Tenth segment (Pl. XLV. f. 3) long ; tergite densely hairy, gradually narrowed to end, which is rather flat and rounded ; sternite longer than tergite, very slender, dilated at end and somewhat curved, hollowed out, ladle-shaped. Clasper with more than four large friction-scales, besides several small ones ; harpe (Pl. L. f. 14) similar to that of *fimosa*, ending in a gently curved, slender, pointed, minutely notched process. Penis-sheath (Pl. LV. f. 55) with the left edge incrassate and dentate.

♀. Not known.

**Hab.** Antananarivo, Baie d’Antongil, Madagascar ; 2 ♂ ♂ in the Tring Museum, March and April 1897 (A. Mooreys).

Easily recognised by the white line on the first segment of the palpus.
511. Temnora crenulata (Pl. VII. f. 11, ♂, type).


♂. Drab, flushed with grey. Eye-lashes not dense. Palpus pointed. Hinder edge of mesocoxal merum cariniform; first row of spines of foretarsus simple, or proximally doubled. Underside of palpus, middle of breast, and legs greyish, tibiae without white stripe. Edges of abdominal sternites ferruginous, paler in middle, with a white dot at each side. Crest of head and thorax brown. Oblique discal band of forewing sharply defined distally, discal lines dentate, more or less interrupted; distal margin angulated at R⁷, dentate.—Hindwing grey at anal angle; margin denticulate, fringe pale buff with dark vein-dots.—Underside with two conspicuous buff dots on forewing, one subapical, the other subanal.

♀. Scent-tuft at base of abdomen scarlet pink. Tenth tergite rather broad, not much narrowed to end, apex rounded, upperside feebly convex; sternite shorter than the tergite, obtuse, not pointed. Friction-scales large, four in number; harpe (Pl. L. f. 8) short, obtuse, apex somewhat recurved, upper edge concave, dilated and raised proximally into a pyramidal prominence. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 3) with a slender process curved proximad and bearing a tooth at base.

_Hab._ West Africa: Sierra Leone: Cameroons.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂, 2 ♀♀ from: Sierra Leone, June and Aug. 1898 (Capt. Stevens); Pt. Lokkoh, Suza country, Sierra Leone, July 1899 (Capt. Stevens).

The specimen figured is the type lent to us by Dr. Holland.

The distally sharply defined oblique band of the forewing, together with the dentate distal edges of the wing, enable one to distinguish this species easily from _sardanus_, while it can be differentiated at a glance from _zantus_ by the acute apex of the forewing, the more evenly dentate distal margin, the darker under surface, etc.

512. Temnora reutlingeri (Pl. VII. f. 16, ♂, type).


♂. Palpus less pointed than in _crenulata_; eye-lashes denser. Tarsi slender, first segment of hindtarsus as long as 2 to 4 together. Underside of abdomen slightly pinkish, with a series of brown apical dots at each side; scent-tuft pale pink. Upperside of forewing more cinnamon than in _crenulata_; distal margin less angulate, not distinctly denticulate, fringe buff between veins, especially behind; oblique band more proximal than in _crenulata_; proximally sharply limited by a pale line; a conspicuous subapical, costal, brown patch. Fringe of hindwing buff, except at tips of veins. Underside without conspicuous markings; pale russet hazel; forewing olive brown from base to beyond cell, margin also brown, but this colour not forming a sharply defined and conspicuous band.

♀. Not known.

_Hab._ Benita, Gabun: 1 ♂ in coll. Holland: not seen in other collections.
513. Temnora scitula (Pl. VII. f. 19, 5, type).


5. Palpi rather obtuse. Eye-lashes not heavy. Hinder edge of midcoxal meron not cariniform. Long spur of hindtibia about half the length of the first tarsal segment. First segment of palpus, middle of breast, and two basal abdominal sternites more or less grey, sternites 3 to 6 with a conspicuous white apical mesial spot, which is also present on second sternite, but here less conspicuous owing to the greyish white scaling of this segment; tergites with pale edges, which almost develop ventrally into white tufts. Distal margins of wings entire, hindwing with vestiges of teeth. Forewing bisinuate, rounded in middle, apex acuminate; interspace between pair of antemedian lines posteriorly filled in with brown; an oblique brown discal band, sharply defined proximally, narrowed in middle; at its proximal edge there stands before M\(^2\) a creamy dash, followed beyond M\(^2\) by vestiges of one or two dots; a round creamy dot outside the band before R\(^3\); a postdiscal costal brown triangular patch, sometimes prolonged to end of M\(^1\), a brown marginal triangular spot Sc\(^1\)–Sc\(^3\) followed by a broader marginal band ending in a point at R\(^5\). Hindwing dark walnut brown, with a paler postdiscal narrow band, distal margin deeper brown.—*Underside*: a greyish brown border to both wings; forewing deeper brown than hindwing, with a subapical costal tawny-buff lunule, a round creamy dot before R\(^3\), and an interrupted creamy line between M\(^1\) and SM\(^2\).—Hindwing more greyish ferruginous, postdiscal interspace brighter.

5. Abdominal scent-tuft buff. Tenth tergite (Pl. XLIV. f. 53) rather broad, not compressed, apex round; sternite triangular, apex obtuse. Harpe (Pl. L. f. 17) with a slender and straight process. Penis-sheath (Pl. LV. f. 9) with a raised and curved patch of teeth, the right edge of the patch projecting, cariniform, dentate, the patch not extended to apex at left side.

*Hab.* West Africa.

In coll. Holland and the British Museum from Benita. In coll. Oberthür one small 5 from Lolodorf, Cameroons (Condrat). In the Berlin Museum 1 9 from Togoland. Also in coll. Druce.

Easily recognised by the round dot R\(^2\)–R\(^3\) on forewing.

514. Temnora eranga (Pl. VII. f. 17, 5, type).


5. Rather close to *scitula*. Underside of palpus, breast, and first two abdominal sternites whitish; the other sternites with white apical mesial spots.—Forewing less elongate than in *scitula*; oblique discal band narrower posteriorly; no round creamy discal dot, but there is a pale mark resembling the number 7 at the proximal side of the band before hinder angle; antemedian lines not distinctly filled in with brown; discal lines more obviously dentate than in *scitula*. Underside paler, especially along marginal band, where there is a series of pale spots, of which the costal one on forewing is enlarged.

5. Tenth tergite (Pl. XLIV. f. 52) very much slenderer than in *scitula*. 
compressed. (Harpe not preserved in the only specimen at disposal.) Penis-sheath with a patch of teeth nearly as in *elegans*, only shorter, differing from that of *scutula* in being almost symmetrical, narrow, well defined.

*Hab.* West Africa; Sierra Leone; Ogówe R.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♀ from Sierra Leone.

515. *Temnora iapygoides* (Pl. VII. f. 18, ♀, type).


*Diohaisia iapygoides*, Kirby, *Cat. Lep. Het.* i. p. 642. n. 3 (1892); Schaus & Clem., *Sierra Leone Lep.* p. 18 (1893).


**♀.** Similar to *cranga*. Underside of body less pale, abdominal sternites without distinct white spots, but the fringe grey except at sides. Band of forewing less sharply defined proximally; no creamy mark before hinder angle, distal lines less dentate. Underside of hindwing deeper cinnamon-rufous. Underside of wings without creamy buff spot along marginal band.

♀. Scent-tuft of abdomen creamy buff. Tenth tergite rather short, elongate-triangular, pointed; sternite characteristic, being sinnate (Pl. XLIV. f. 43). Harpe elongate, almost straight, tapering, with a dentate crest on underside (Pl. L. f. 3). Penis-sheath (Pl. LXI. f. 1) with two rows of teeth, one left, apical, the other right, longer and more proximal.

*Hab.* West Africa; Sierra Leone; Cameroons; Ogówe.

In the Tring Museum 6 ♀ ♀, 5 ♀ ♀ from Sierra Leone.

A ♀ from Cameroons in coll. Charles Oberthür, a ♀ from the same country in Museum Stockholm.

*T. clementi* is based on an exceptionally pale ♀.

516. *Temnora pygias*.


*Lophura pygas*, Kirby, *Cat. Lep.* Het. i. p. 641. n. 3 (1892) (partim).

♀ ♀. The pair of antemedian lines of forewing, upper side, is distinct and more or less formed in with brown, forming a conspicuous, evenly curved band; first and second discal lines vestigial in middle, angulate, filled in with brown at costal margin and also behind, the costal band-like portion less oblique than in the other species, and forming the proximal border of a grey triangular space, which includes two brown lines, area outside this triangular patch and disc of a vinaceous rufous tint; apex rather obtuse; no distinct tooth at SC ♀. Brown marginal band of hindwing with a broad ferruginous border, which is, at R1, about twice the width of the brown band; postdiscal line marked only behind.

Underside uniformly ferruginous, with brown border, abdominal fold of hindwing yellowish near base.
§. Abdominal scent-tuft vinaceous cinnamon. Tenth tergite nearly as in *nanaqua* (Pl. XLIV. f. 47), slender, compressed, subprismatival, tip truncate-rounded; sternite about one-fourth shorter than tergite, with parallel sides in ventral aspect (Pl. XLIV. f. 55). Tip truncate with the angles rounded. Harpe (Pl. L. f. 10) compressed, more or less suddenly narrowed to a short hook. Penis-sheath (Pl. LV. f. 10) with a free process at right side, dentate at end, and a longer process at left side, this one not separate from the sheath, dentate all over.

_Hab._ Natal; Cape Colony.

In the Tring Museum 16 $\delta, 8 ?$ from: Natal; Grahamstown, ix. x. 1901.

517. **Temnora pylades** spec. nov.

*Lophura briesew* Walker, i.e. (partim); Butl., i.e. (partim).
*Aspidonia briesew* Boisduval, i.e. (partim).
*Lophura pylas* Butler, i.e. (partim).
*Lophura pylas* Kirby, i.e. (partim).
*Lophura pseudopylas* Rothschild, i.e. (1894) (partim; no. 2).

§ ?. Like *pylas*, antemedian lines of forewing less distinct, not filled in with dark brown; an oblique brown discal band from costal to outer margin, straight proximally, the greyish costal space outside this band less distinct and smaller than in *pylas*, the submarginal area and the disc less vinaceous rufous; apex of wing more acute, angle R\(^3\) more prominent and hinder angle more produced backwards; no distinct tooth at SC\(^5\).

§. Tenth segment shorter than in *pylas*, the sternite (Pl. XLIV. f. 3) obviously broader, slightly but distinctly sinuate, angles rounded. Harpe (Pl. L. f. 11) much slenderer than in *pylas*. Penis-sheath essentially the same as in *pylas*.

_Hab._ South Africa.

In the Tring Museum 11 $\delta, 4 ?$ from: Natal and Cape Colony. _Type_: $\delta$, Natal.

518. **Temnora pseudopylas**.

Wallegn., _Roy._ _Sci._ _Int._ _Am._, _v._ 4, p. 17 (1863) (Caffr. or.; partim?).
*Lophura briesew* Walker, i.e. (partim).
*Lophura pylas* Butler, i.e. (partim).
*Lophura pylas* Kirby, i.e. (partim).
*Lophura pseudopylas* Rothschild, _Nov._ _Zool._ _i._ _p._ 71 (1894) (partim; no. 1; _hab._ _Mus._ Tring).

§ ?. Body above and below and upperside of forewing deeper brown than in *pylas* and *pseudopylas_.——Forewing similar in pattern to that of *pseudopylas*, the grey post-discal line outside the brown band angulate at SC\(^3\), distal margin with distinct tooth SC\(^5\). Brown marginal band of hindwing withumber-brown border; the veins streaked with brown. Under surface brighter in tint, more variegated with bright chestnut and yellow, on forewing especially along marginal band; costal areas of both wings obviously deeper brown than disc; costal margin of hindwing more dilated near base than in the previous species.

§. Tenth segment as in *pylas*. Harpe much longer than in *pylas*, spatulate, curved (Pl. L. f. 12). Penis-sheath (Pl. L. f. 10, 12) differing in the right process
being broader and more extended dentate, or in the left one being more restricted dentate.

**Hab.** South and East Africa; Comoro Islands.

Two subspecies:

*a. T. pseudopylas latimargo* subsp. nov.

♂. Marginal band of hindwing broader than in the continental form, the brown line situated within band not only in front but also between R₃ and SM₃. Under surface bright reddish chestnut, with little ochreous yellow scaling. Harpe shorter than in two continental subspecies; penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 12) with the left dentate ridge short, the teeth few in number.

**Hab.** Grande Comore.

One ♂ in coll, Oberthüric, collected by L. Humblot.

*b. T. pseudopylas pseudopylas.*

*Leptura pseudopylas* Rothschild, i.e.

♂♀. Marginal band of hindwing, above, bordered by the postdiscal line between R₃ and SM₃. Underside of fore- and hindwing much variegated with ochreous yellow.

♂. Harpe long (Pl. L. f. 15). Penis-sheath with the left ridge as densely dentate as in *pylus* (Pl. LVI. f. 10).

**Hab.** South and East Africa.

In the Tring Museum 21 ♂♂, 7 ♀♀ from: Namaqualand; Natal; Delagoa Bay; Kikuyu Escarpment, Brit. E. Afr., iii. iv. (Doherty); Masindi, Uganda, xii. (Ansorge); Buriti, Torn, iv. (Ansorge).

Our individuals from British East Africa have a slightly narrower and more heavily dentate forewing, and some have the ferruginous border to the brown marginal band of the hindwing replaced by brown as in the following species.

519. **Temnora leptis** spec. nov.

♂♀. This may ultimately turn out to be the West African representative of *pseudopylas*; but as it comes nearer *pylades* in the shape of the tenth abdominal sternite of ♂, we keep it specifically separate. Agreeing in the shape of the forewing with narrow-winged East African *pseudopylas*, apex truncate-sinuate, more produced at SC₃ than in *pseudopylas*; border of hindwing all brown: posterior three-quarters of hindwing, on underside, prominently marked with ochreous buff; submarginal band of forewing the same colour, or ochreous rufous, conspicuous: costal margin of hindwing as in *pseudopylas*.

♂. Tenth sternite (Pl. XLIV. f. 56) rather deeply sinuate, the lobes acute. Harpe irregularly notched before end (Pl. L. f. 15). Right process of penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 11) with teeth nearly all over.

**Hab.** Sierra Leone.

In the Tring Museum 5 ♂♂, 3 ♀♀ from: Sierra Leone: *type*: ♂.

No representative of this group of *Temnora* has as yet been found in West Africa between Sierra Leone and Cape Colony.
CXXXII. PSEUDENYO.—Typus: *benitensis*.


♀♂. Palps longer than in *Temnora*, first segment twice as long as broad, second longer than first, acutely pointed. Fourth protarsal segment not longer than broad.—Forewing with apex truncate, distal margin sinuate between R⁹ and R², angulate at R² (not at R³).

We have seen only the ♀ in the British Museum, presented by Dr. Holland. This specimen has the last four segments of the antenna (one only perfect) strongly compressed and broader than the fifth (from the tip), the last segment being the largest of the four. This peculiar structure is doubtless not normal for the species.

*Hab.* West Africa.

One species.

Perhaps not generically different from *Temnora*.

520. Pseudeny *benitensis*.

*Pseudeny benitensis* Holland, t.c. t. 2. f. 2 (♀) (1889) (Benita); Kirby, t.c. n. 1 (1892).

♀♂. Abdominal margin of the brown hindwing broadly yellow.

*Hab.* Benita, Gabun.

A ♀ (cotype) in the British Museum from Benita.

CXXXIII. TEMNORIPAIL gen. nov.—Typus: *lasti*.


♂. A development of *Temnora*; antenna not incrassate distally, hook gradual, end-segment short; hindtibia without comb (middle legs wanting in the only specimen known); clasper without friction-scales.—Differs from *Antinephele* in the much shorter palps, sunken head, shorter pronotum, short basal spines of the third row of the first segment of the hindtarsus, the less obtuse apex of the forewing, distinctly angulate outer margin, and not rounded hinder angle. Differs from *Odontoidea* in the not armed foretibia.

♀ and early stages not known.

*Hab.* Madagascar.

One species.

521. Temnoripais *lasti*.

*Plecocon lasti* Rothschild, t.c. t. 5. f. 5. (♂) (1894) (S.W. Madagascar;—Mus. Tring).

♂. In appearance somewhat like *Temnora pyrus*.—Forewing with a rather broad subbasal brown band, a brown discal line obliquely from costa to R², then backwards to middle of hinder margin, the brown scaling extended distal behind R²: a minute white stigma.—Hindwing orange-ochraceous; a broad blackish brown marginal band, bordered proximally with chestnut-tawny.

Tenth tergite and sternite of nearly equal length, both slender; tergite strongly convex above; sternite gradually narrowed. Clasper without friction-scales, agreeing in this respect with *Odontoidea*, *Gureleca*, and *Sphingonaepiopsis*; harpe
(Pl. II. f. 33) with a broad process which is proximally produced into a curved tooth, and is apically curved upwards, the upper hinder surface densely denticulate. Penis-sheath (Pl. LV. f. 36) with a short, pointed, nearly horizontal process at the right side, and a broad flat truncate process on the dorsal side towards the left, this broad process directed proximad, truncate, being widest at the end, with the angles produced laterad, and the edges dentate.

_Hub._ S.W. Madagascar (Last), one ♂ in the Tring Museum; not seen in other collections.

_CXXXIV. ONONTOSIDA_ gen. nov._—Typus: _pusillus._

_Smerinthus_, Felder (non Latreille, 1802), _Reise Norden_, Lep. t. 82 (1874).
_Nophoran_, Kirby (non Wallengren, 1865), _Cat. Lep. Het._ i. p. 641 (1892).

♂ ♀. Genal process very obtuse, shorter than pilifer; a tuft of scales below pilifer as in the allied genera. Palpus not projecting, with rough hair-scales at sides: patch of sensory hairs on insides at the base vestigial. Head sunken, with mesial crest. Eye small, lashed. Antenna setiform in ♂, slightly incrassate beyond middle in ♀; end-segment short. Spines of abdomen weak, numerous. Meram of midcoxa not angulate; foretibia ending in a _thorn_; midtarsus _without comb_; spurs of midtibia nearly equal in length. Distal margins of wings uneven or denticulate; hinder angle of cell of hindwing more or less acuminat.

♂. Clasper without friction-scales. Tenth sternite somewhat longer than the tergite.

♀. Vaginal plate truncate, angles rounded, orifice large, its anterior edge raised, smooth.

_Early stages not known._

_Hub._ South Africa.

Easily recognised by the claw of the foretibia and the short end-segment of the antenna.

Two species:

_base of hindwing yellow; forewing with blackish brown triangular patch including stigma_.

_Hindwing pale rufous, basal area not yellow_.

523. _O. magnificum._

522. _Odontosida pusillus._

* _Smerinthus pusillus_ Felder, _Reise Norden_, Lep. t. 82. f. 1 (1874) (Caffraria, Tsamo R. —_Mus. Tring_);

_Nophoran pusillus_, Kirby, _Cat. Lep. Het._ i. p. 642. n. 5 (1892).

* _Nophoran pulcherrimum_ Rothschild, _Nov. Zoot._ i. p. 70 (1894) (Namaqualand; —_Mus. Tring)._ ♂ ♀. Some specimens are far more grey on body and forewing, and have more conspicuous markings than others. The two forms intergrade, however, as the series now in the Tring Museum shows, and are the same in structure; _pulcherrimum_ sinks, therefore, as a synonym.

♂. Tenth tergite mesially grooved above, rather flat, convex at end which is rounded (Pl. XI. IV. f. 37); sternite (Xr) broader than the tergite, not strongly chitinised, rather suddenly acuminat. Clasper rounded sole-shaped (Pl. II. f. 28): * For a third species see Appendix.
harpe very large, somewhat resembling the clasper in shape, at end near the dorsal edge densely beset with short spines. Penis-sheath with a heavy, triangular, horizontal process before end (Pl. LV. f. 38); penis-funnel with a slender process on each side.

_Hab._ South Africa: Cape Colony; Natal: Transvaal.

In the Tring Museum 19 ♂ ♂, 4 ♀ ♀ from: Grahamstown; Weenen and Mooi R., Natal, i.; Barberton, Transvaal.

523. _Odontosida magnificum._

*Lophura magnificum* Rothschild, Nov. Zool. i. p. 71. f. 5. f. 7 (♀) (1894) (Namaqualand;—Mus. Tring).

♂ ♀. Palpus smaller than in _pusillus._ Distal margin of forewing not crenulate, bisinuate, being convex in middle, apex obtuse; basal area of forewing below and of hindwing above orange.

♂. Tenth tergite flatter than in _pusillus_; sternite obviously longer, strongly compressed, narrow, curved upwards at end (Pl. XLIV. f. 38, 39, lateral and dorsal aspects). Clasper as in _pusillus_; harpe (Pl. II. f. 29) much smaller, but of the same type, its upper edge spinose. Penis-sheath with process at apical edge and some teeth near base of process (Pl. LV. f. 37); penis-funnel somewhat produced ventrad; no processes.

_Hab._ South Africa: Cape Colony; Natal.

In the Tring Museum 9 ♂ ♂, 4 ♀ ♀ from: Little Namaqualand and Grahamstown, Cape Colony; Natal.

_CXXXV._ GURELCA.—_Typus:_ hyas.


_Pteropodius_ id., loc. xxxv. p. 1851 (1866) (partim; type: _stulta_).


♂ ♀. Genal process triangular, obtuse, not reaching tip of pilifer. Palpus projecting, terminal surface triangular, almost quadrangular; scales laterally at apex of first segment prolonged, forming a kind of fan; basal patch of sensory hairs of inner surface absent. Eye strongly lashed; head crested, the crest divided into two carinae which converge behind. Antenna short, filiform in both sexes, strongly compressed in ♂, cylindrical in ♀; end-segment short, conical. Spines of abdomen numeros, in several rows, all elongate and weak; ♂ with expansible obtusely triangular anal tuft, ♀ with smaller truncate tuft. Merum of midcoxa not carinate; all the tibiae with some spines; paronychium with the ventral lobes obliterated; no comb on tarsi, hindtarsius with few spines at base; spurs of midtibia almost the same in length, long terminal one of hindtibia about as long as third tarsal segment, or shorter, about a third or a fourth longer than the second terminal spur. Distal margin of forewing denticulate, deeper sinuate behind M₁; R² and M₁ close together, M₂ from near middle of cell; costal margin of hindwing broadly excised, C incurved at the sinus, approaching St₂; this on a short stalk with R₁; R² from before centre of cell, lower angle of cell acute; D₁ longer than D₂.

♂. Tenth tergite compressed, slender, simple, pointed; sternite broad, triangular
or truncate. Clasper without friction-scales. Penis-sheath ending in a dentate process.

♀. Vaginal plate triangular distally, the distal edges somewhat impressate and more or less elevate: orifice free.

Larva tapering in front, with a dorsal-lateral line, and below this oblique bands; horn figured by Butler as being very long and fiddleform, by Semper and by Moore as being rather stout and shorter than two segments; are, perhaps, Butler’s figures of *masuriensis* instead of *hyas*?

*Hab.* North Western India (known as far south as Mhow) to Japan, the Philippines and Java.

Two species.

Kirby proposed, without giving a definition, the name *Gurelca* in 1880 to replace the likewise nondescript name *Lophura*, Herr Schäffer nom. prooec., and enumerated under it three African and one Indian species. Herrich-Schäffer mentioned the name *Lophura*—corrupted from Boisduval’s nondescript name *Lophorus*—only in connection with his *Lophura sanctus* from East Africa. The type of the nondescript name of 1880 is, therefore, *s Sanctus* for all those who, like Mr. Kirby, accept nondescript names as valid, and not *hyas*, as given by Kirby in his Catalogue.

For us nondescript names have no standing; *Gurelca* of 1892 being said to replace *Lophura* as defined by Boisduval in 1875 (type: *hyas*) is the first not preoccupied defined term for the present Indian genns, and therefore, the correct name.

524. *Gurelca hyas*.


♂ ♀. Border of hindwing of even width.

♂. Teeth tergite carinate above in middle: sternite trapeziform, truncate, feebly impressed mesially on underside, edges only stronger chitinised. Harpe
525. Gurelca masuriensis.


♀. Distal edge of vaginal plate very slightly raised; orifice proximal.

Larva see above. Further research is necessary to explain the difference in the figures of Moore, Butler, and Semper.

<i> Hab. </i> North-Western India ; Mhow ; eastwards to Java and the Philippines.

In the Tring Museum 16 ♀♀. 9♀ from: Kelong, Formosa, viii. '96 (Jones) ; Khasia Hills, ii. iii. : Madras : Silhet : Java.

The type of <i>macrofossoides</i> is in coll. Staudinger (e coll. Atkinson); it is <i>hyas</i>.

589. (Pl. II. f. 31) broadly spatulate, curving upwards at end. Penis-sheath with an apical process which projects obliquely distad and is dentate at the ventral edge. (Pl. LV. f. 39).

♀. Distal edge of vaginal plate very slightly raised; orifice proximal.

<i>Hab. </i> North-Western India ; Mhow ; eastwards to Java and the Philippines.

In the Tring Museum 16 ♀♀, 5 ♀♀ from: Kelong, Formosa, viii. '96 (Jones); Khasia Hills, ii. iii. ; Madras : Silhet : Java.

The type of <i>macrofossoides</i> is in coll. Staudinger (e coll. Atkinson); it is <i>hyas</i>.

25. <i>Gurelca masuriensis</i> masuriensis.

* <i>Gurelca masuriensis masuriensis</i> Butler, <i>Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond.</i> p. 244, n. 16, t. 36, f. 3 (1875) (Sibsagar).

♀♀. Border of hindwing narrowing behind; D<sup>3</sup> rather longer than in <i>hyas</i>. Fourth abdominal tergite with a large, interrupted, grey apical patch.

♀. Tenth sternite narrower at end than in <i>hyas</i>. Harpe (Pl. II. f. 32) with a basal process which is hollow, open above; distal part of harpe raised to a sinate ridge; above this there is on the clasper a hairy prominence. Penis-sheath (Pl. LV. f. 40) with a long flat process, curving proximad and round the sheath, lying flat upon this; proximal edge with vestige of denticulation.

♀. Distal edge of vaginal plate projecting; orifice beyond middle, transverse. 

<i>Hab. </i> North-West India to Japan.

Two subspecies.

<i>a. G. masuriensis masuriensis.</i>

* <i>Gurelca masuriensis masuriensis</i> Butler, i. ; Cat. & Swinh., <i>Cat. Moths Ind.</i> i. p. 7, n. 37 (1887).

♀♀. The dark Indian form, with broad distal border to hindwing.

<i>Hab. </i> North India ; Massuri to Burma.

In the Tring Museum 33 ♀♀. 2 ♀♀ from: Darjiling ; Buxa, Bhutan ; Khasia Hills, iv. ; Cherrapunji, x.

<i>b. G. masuriensis sanguica.</i>


<i>Gurelca sanguica</i> Kirby, <i>Cat. Lep. & Hym. Soc. Ind.</i> i. p. 533, n. 4 (1887).

♀♀. Distal edge of vaginal plate projecting; orifice beyond middle, transverse. 

<i>Hab. </i> North India ; Massuri to Burma.

In the Tring Museum 33 ♀♀. 2 ♀♀ from: Darjiling ; Buxa, Bhutan ; Khasia Hills, iv. ; Cherrapunji, x.
♂♀. Forewing paler than in the Indian form; distal border of hindwing narrower, more strongly tapering behind.

_Hab._ China: Japan; Corea; apparently all the summer.

In the Tring Museum ♀♂, 18 ♀♀ from: Nagasaki, vi.; Satsuma, v.; Yokohama, vi. vii. viii.; Taipur, Formosa; China.

_CXXXVI._ SPHINGONAEPHIOPSIS.—_Type_: _nanum._

_Sphinx_, Esper (non Linné, 1758), Schmett, Suppl. ii. p. 49 (1806).

_Proserpinus_ Hübner, Ver. öst. Schm. p. 132 (1822) (partim.; type: _proserpinus_ = _omothrix_).


_Laphiura_ Walker (non Flemming, 1822), _List Lep._ Ist. B. M. viii. p. 105 (1856) (partim.).


_Garelea_ Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 643 (1892) (partim.).

♂♀. A near relative of _Garelea_, not of _Proserpinus_. Palpus rough-scaled, first segment with lateral apical fan as in _Garelea_. Antenna (Pl. LX. f. 23, 24, 25, 29) dentate or pectinate in ♀♂, simple and clubbed in ♀; end-segment very short. Eye lashed. Head with scaling raised to a large tuft. Spines of abdomen very weak. Merom of mideoxa not angulate behind; tibiae with some long _spines_; spurs of midtibia of nearly the same length; midtarsus with basal comb, hindtarsus with few basal spines; paronychium with the lateral lobes very small, the ventral ones absent; tarsi long. Distal margin of forewing irregular, _M_² at apical third of cell, _M_¹ and _R_³ close together; costal margin of hindwing nearly straight, convex near base, _M_¹ and _M_² close together, some distance from angle of cell, _D_² and _D_³ straight, lower angle of cell not acuminate.

♂. Tenth tergite elongate triangular, apex more or less rounded-truncate; sternite either similar to that of _Hypaedia butleri_ (Pl. XLIV. f. 36), strongly chitinised, with the upperside transversely ridged distally, or short, broad, membranaceous. Clasper without friction-scales; harpe different in the various species. Penis-sheath without or with apical process.

♀. Vaginal plate triangular, apical edge projecting.

Larva cylindrical, with numerous short hairs; head deeply impressed mesially; horn short: on each side two dorsal and a ventro-lateral line from head to last segment resp. horn.—_Food-plant:_ _Rubiceae_, especially _Galium._

_Hab._ South Russia to the Malay Peninsula and Madagascar.

Five species.

In the practical absence of both pairs of paronychial lobes _Sphingonaephiopsis_—a good mouthful, for such small insects too—is further advanced than _Garelea_, in which the lateral lobes are preserved. The position of _M_¹ of hindwing close to _M_² is peculiar.

Boisduval's _Pteragon_ of 1834, when he defined the genus, comprised several genera of Hübner's. His first section is identical with _Proserpinus_, containing the same species; the second section is Hübner's _Lynx_; while the third was probably meant to comprise some African _Nepheleia_ and _Chococampaia._

Key to the species:

_a._ Hindwing brown . . . . . . .

_Hindwing yellow or orange . . . . . . .

_b._

_italic.
526. Sphingonaepiopsis gorgon.

Sphinx legitima gorgon Esper, Schmett., Suppl. ii. p. 49. n. 86. t. 47. f. 5 (1806) (Wolga); Hubn., Eur. Schm., Sphinx. t. 21. f. 102. t. 27. f. 124 (1807-7).


Macrognusa gorgon, id. l.c. iv. p. 42. 175. n. 6 (1816); Treitschke, in Oehs., Schmett. Eur. x. p. 260 (1831).


Pteragon gorgoninae, Boisduval, Ind. Meth. p. 32 (1829); id., Icon. Lep. i. p. 15. t. 48. f. 6 (1834).

Mull. Icon. iii. t. 117. f. 3-5 (1870); Stand. & Wocke, Cat. Lep. ed. ii. p. 38. n. 492 (1871) (Ross. m. or., Pont.; Alt.; "Amur" err. loci); Boisd., Spec. Gen. Lep. Het. i. p. 313. n. 3 (1875) (Wolga); Staud., Hor. Soc. Ent. Ross. xiv. p. 300 (1878) (Asia min.); Rom., Mem. Lep. i. p. 72 (1884) (Derbeat); Christ., ibid. v. p. 11. n. 39 (1889) (Askhabad); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. t. p. 610. n. 6 (1892) (S. Russia); Hofm., Russ. Geschw. p. 31 (1893) (v. vi.); id., Geschw. t. 18. f. 5 (1894) (Wolga); Holtz, Illust. Zeitschr. Ent. ii. p. 63 (1897) (Cilicia, viii.); Bartel, in Rahl, Geschw. ii. p. 208 (1900) (Sarepta to Altai, southwards to N. Persia and Cilicia); Stand. & Reb., Cat. Lep. ed. iii. p. 104. n. 765 (1901) (Ross. m. or.; Pont.; Taur. m.; Arm.; Tura; Alt.).


♂ ♀. Body and forewing grey; abdomen with three prominent white lateral spots; forewing sinuate behind Mi.


Larva green, with 6 white stripes, which are more or less edged with red.

Hub. South Russia to the Altai district and southward to North Persia and the Cilician Taurus.

In the Tring Museum, 1 larva, 13 ♀♂, 8 ♀♀ from South Russia; Kisyl Art.

527. Sphingonaepiopsis kuldaensis (Pl. V. VII. f. 24, ♂ ♀).


Pteragon gorgoninae var. kuldaensis, Staudinger & Reb., Cat. Lep. ed. iii. p. 104. n. 767a (1901) (Thian. oc.); Iss. K. s. oc. ♀♂ Arm. trans.,
♂. Very near the preceding, but doubtless distinct. Larger; hindwing orange ochraceous, with brown border which is irregularly dentate and is almost restricted to the fringe behind, tapering very strongly. Harpe (Pl. II. f. 37) curved upwards at end, flattened, with the apex recurved ventrad.

_Hab._ Central Asia: Kuldja; Thian-shan, and neighbouring districts.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂ from Kuldja, beginning of July.

528. _Sphingonaepiopsis pumilio._


_Hab._ Central Asia: Kuldja; Thian-shan, and neighbouring districts.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂ from Kuldja, beginning of July.

529. _Sphingonaepiopsis nanum._


♂♂. Much more uniform in tint than _goryon_, markings of abdomen vestigial.

♂. Tenth tergite similar to that of _goryon_; the sternite, however, short, broad, membranaceous, irregularly rounded-truncate, broader than long. Clasper sole-shaped (Pl. II. f. 23); harpe large, ventrally produced into a finger-like, flattened process, which is visible from outside, the apex of the harpe armed with spines which point ventrad and distad; from a fold along dorsal margin of clasper, long bristles project obliquely ventrad. Penis-sheath without armature.

_Hab._ South Arabia to Natal; and ? Gold Coast.

In the Tring Museum 15 ♂♂, 5 ♀♀ from : Aden, iii.; Dar-es-Salaam; Delegos Bay; Natal.
530. Sphingonaepioptis obscurus (Pl. VII. f. 25, 3).


**Ptérogon (?) obscurus**, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 640. n. 7 (1892).

♂♀. Deeper brown than *pumilum.*—Forewing without pale line upon cross-veins within brown triangular patch.

♂. Antenna pectinated, branches long and slender, scaled above, the inner ones rather shorter than the outer ones (Pl. I.X. f. 29). Tenth tergite sharply pointed; sternite long and narrow, similar to that of *gorygon.* Clasper narrowing towards apex (Pl. II. f. 24); harpe slender, horizontal, ending in a spatulate process. Penis-sheath with dentate apical process pointing obliquely distad (Pl. I.V. f. 42).

*Hab.* Madagascar.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂ from: Antanambé, Baie d'Antongil (A. Moequerry).

In coll. Oberthür from Tananarivo, 3 ♂♂, 2 ♀♀ (Camboné); Imerine, 1 ♂ (Camboné).

CXXXVII. MICROSPHINX gen. nov.—Typus: *pumilum.*


♂. Differs from *Sphingonaepioptis* in the following points: antenna obtuse at end, without hook, the end-segment being broader than long; hindtibia with one pair of spurs, the longer one equaling in length the second tarsal segment.

*Hab.* South Africa.

One species.

531. Microspinx pumilum.


*Sphingonaepioptis pumilum* id., Ins. Transva. t. 3. f. 7 (1902).

♂. Forewing not angulate at M; marginal band of hindwing of even width; abdomen with distinct lines and grey dots.

*Hab.* South East Africa: Cape Colony; Caffaria; Zululand; Transvaal.

One ♂ in the British Museum from the Cape Colony.

CXXXVIII. EURYPTERYX.—Typus: *molucca.*


**Eupolypteryx** (Panklini), Felder, t. exp. of plates p. 5 (1874).

**Meeron**, Oberthür (non Boisduval, 1875), Ins. Ent. xix. p. 32 (1894).

♂♀. Genal process very large, reaching tip of pilifer. Eye slightly lashed. Head feebly crested. Palpus large, prominent, second segment longer than first, nearly as broad as long. Antenna long, setiform, compressed and grooved, and
furnished with fasciculated seriated ciliae in both sexes; hook long and gradual; end-segment conical, not prolonged into a filamentous process. Abdomen conical, ending in \( \sigma \) in a fan-tail which is truncate or triangular; spines elongate, rather strongly chitinised. Merom of midcoxa angulate; tibiae simple, spurs unequal, long terminal one of hindtibia less than half the first tarsal segment, this equal to segments 2 to 4; midtarsus with moderate comb. Wings entire; apex of forewing produced, hinder margin deeply sinuate, \( D^2 \) shorter than \( D^1 \); \( R^2 \) of hindwing in or before centre, \( D^3 \) longer than \( D^4 \).

\( \sigma \). Tenth segment simple; tergite densely hirsute (Pl. XLIV. f. 22), not compressed, slightly curved, apex rounded; sternite almost as long as tergite, much broader, compressed, curved, higher than broad, apex transversely ribbed. Clasper broad, dorsal and ventral margin convex; a patch of slender friction-scales; harpe small (Pl. II. f. 7, 8). Penis-sheath peculiar; a very large flap covers the apex of the sheath dorsally, armed with two or more long teeth at the edge (Pl. LV. f. 15, 17); this flap is connected with the sheath by a short, subcylindrical stalk, and breaks easily off; beneath the flap the sheath is dilated at the left side, sub-globiform, and armed with short conical teeth (Pl. LV. f. 16).

? . Vaginal plate narrow at end; orifice large, edges raised.

Early stages not known.

Hub. Oriental Region.

Two species:

- Forewing above with a large, buffish white, bean-shaped, costal discal patch . . . . 533. E. molucca.
- Forewing above without this patch . . . . 532. E. bhaga.

532. Eurypteryx bhaga.


*Darapsa bhaga*, Butler, *Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond.* ix. p. 573, n. 9 (1877); Cot. & Swinh., *Cat. Moths Ind.* i. p. 22, n. 115 (1887) (Sikhim); Kirby, *Cat. Lep. Ect.* i. p. 472, n. 11 (1892) (Bengal); *Hamps., in Bhaof., Funam Brit. Ind., Moths* i. p. 36, n. 151 (1892) (Sikhim; N.E. Bengal; Singapore); *Swinh., Cat. Lep. Brit. Mus. Occ.* i. p. 24, n. 81 (1892) (Darjiling; Singapore); *id., Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond.* p. 150, n. 30 (1894) (Shillong; Cherrapunji); *Dudg., Indian Bombay N. H. Soc. xi.* p. 415, n. 151 (1898) (Sikhim; Bhutan; common at low elevat., 3000 ft., v.—vii.).

\( \sigma \). This species resembles in colour the species of *Deilephila, hypothothes and placida* especially, and has always been considered generically identical with them. However, *bhaga* belongs with *molucca* in one genus, being a distant derivation from *Nephele*.

\( \sigma \). Tenth segment represented in lateral aspect by Pl. XLIV. f. 22. Harpe (Pl. II. f. 7) truncate; dorsal margin of clasper strongly convex. Penis-sheath (Pl. LV. f. 15, dorsal view): lobe with long slender teeth all round; globose dentate part of sheath large (Pl. LV. f. 16, ventral aspect).

? . Not dissected. Antenna little thinner than those of \( \sigma \).

Hub. North India to Celebes.

Two subspecies:

- a. *E. bhaga bhaga*.

\( \sigma \). Deep brown discal area of forewing not extended to subcostal fork;
autmedian band with an obvious pale proximal border-line. Apex of hindwing evenly rounded, feebly pointed at SC^2.

_Underside:_ Forewing with a pair of rather heavy discal lines, the interspace between which is more or less filled in with brown, grey submarginal area rather well defined proximally by a brown line.

_Hab._ North India to Nias; will perhaps be discovered on Java and Borneo.

In the Tring Museum 18 δ, 1 † from: Baxa, Bhutan; Sikhim; Khasia Hills; Nias.

1. _E. bhaga obtruncata_ subsp. nov.

δ. Distal margin of forewing more convex than in the previous; autmedian band without obvious pale proximal border; brown discal area extended to subcostal fork; black basal dot conspicuous.——Hindwing: costal margin straight from base to beyond middle, then rather sharply reeding to tip of SC^2, the apex of the wing being obliquely truncate; anal angle more produced than in _bhaga bhaga._

_Underside:_ grey submarginal area of forewing sharply limited proximally only down to R^2, discal lines not distinct.

_Not dissected._

_Hab._ Minahassa, N. Celebes (Platen), 1 δ in coll. Staudinger.

533. _Eurypteryx molucca._


*Melanorrhina obtruncata* Oberthür, _Et. Ent._ xix. p. 32. t. 3. f. 16 (♂) (1894) (Andai; —coll. Charles Oberthür); _Huwe, Lc._ (1895).

_Eurypteryx molucca_ (♀), Rothschild, _Iris_ vii. p. 300 (1894)

♀. Distal margin of forewing slightly convex in ♀, straight in ♂, apex somewhat produced, but far less than in _bhaga._ Hindwing more rounded than in _bhaga._ Palpus more pointed. The buffish white costal patch of the forewing stands beyond the common stem of SC^1 and SC^2.

♂. Tenth sternite broader than in _bhaga_, the lateral edges widenend laterad. Clasper less convex dorsally; harpe (Pl. II. f. 8) ending in a short conical process, which is not pointed. Penis-sheath (Pl. I.V. f. 17): the apical flap armed distally with a long curved tooth, another tooth at the distal margin more proximal, small teeth at the right and left edges, the proximal part of the flap clothed with fine bristles (the most proximal portion of flap broken off).

♀. Vaginal plate small, edges inacssate; orifice not covered, edges raised but simple, neither dentate nor sinuate.

_Hab._ Northern Moluccas; New Guinea.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂, 2 ♀ ♀ from: Ternate (*type*; coll. Felder); Kapaur, Dutch N. Guinea, Dec. ’96 to Jan. ’97 (W. Doherty); Sudest 1., Louisiade Archipelago, April 1898 (A. S. Meck).

The *type* is much patched up, and the figure is very gross. It is a ♀, but to the end of the abdomen—which is stuck on and is not that of a Spinhd—arc glued some ♂-segments, of which not much is left now, though, judging from Felder’s figure, these end-segments were complete when the figure was drawn. The tuft has disappeared, but the penis is plainly visible, and this shows an armature which is certainly that of the _molucca_, though it does not quite agree with the figure we
give, which is drawn from our Sudest ζ. The flap bears a number of spiniform teeth, and is narrower and longer, approaching bhaya a little in dentition. We do not venture to explain when these ζ-segments were stuck on, and whence they came: but their presence is in so far of interest as they show that the armature of the penis-sheath is either individually or geographically variable. Further material must decide which alternative is correct, but it seems to us that the difference will turn out to be geographical, as our two New Guinea individuals are far more red beneath than the type of molucca.

CXXXIX. GIGANTEOPALPUS.—Typhus: mirabilis.

_Eurypalpus_, Rothschild (1875). _Iris_ vii. p. 300 (1894).

♂♀. Differs from _Eurypalpus_ chiefly in the following points: palpus much larger, second segment broader than long; eye more heavily lashed, proportionally smaller; abdominal spines weaker; midcoxal merum not angulate; costal margin of hindwing produced into a prominent antemedian lobe.

♂. Tenth tergite and sternite the same in length and breadth, with the sides parallel, the upperside of former and underside of latter slightly convex, and the apex of both rounded. Clasper small; a large patch of obliquely erect fricition-scales; harpe of the type found in _Deilephila_, upperside concave, inclining towards clasper, apex somewhat curved upwards, obtuse (Pl. II. f. 9). Penis-sheath (Pl. LV. f. 18) with a right and left process of nearly the same length, each shaped almost like the tail of a shark, dentate.

Early stages not known.

_Hab._ Sumatra Islands.

One species.

534. Giganteopalpus mirabilis.

_Eurypalpus_ mirabilis Rothschild, _Ic._ n. 11. t. 6. f. 3 (♀) (1894) (Kina Balu, ζ; Sumatra, ♀; —coll. Staudinger).

_Giganteopalpus_ cupito Huwe, _Ic._ n. 13. t. 3. f. 1 (♂) (1895) (South Java, 1500 ft.).

The differences relied upon by Huwe are not constant.

_Hab._ Borneo; Sumatra; Java.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂ from Java merid., 1500 ft. (rec. from H. Frühstorfer).

A ♀ from Sarawak, Borneo (Pryer) in the British Museum.

Two ♂♂, 1 ♀ from Tjampea, West Java, in coll. Snellen.

CXL. ANTINEPHELE.—Typhus: anomala.


♂♀. Genal process broad, obtuse, not reaching to end of pilifer. Palpi prominent, rounded in dorsal and in lateral aspect. Antenna filiform in both sexes, in ♂ strongly, in ♀ feebly compressed, basal seriated ciliate present in ♀, hook very gradually curved, end-segment short, conical, about three times as long as basally broad (side-view). Eye lashed. Abdomen somewhat flattened, rather suddenly
acuminate, in ♂ with a slender and long mesial tuft; spines numerous, elongate, weak. Merum of midcoxa not carinate behind; mid- and hindtarsus with comb of long spines.

♂. Tenth segment not divided; tergite narrow, long. Clasper with a small number of large friction-scales, the midrib of which is brown. Penis-sheath without external armature, but with a sharp stiletto inside, which can be pushed out (Pl. LV. f. 44).

♀. Vaginal plate rounded triangular; orifice free, somewhat raised.

Early stages not known.

Hub. Aethiopian Region, exclusive of the Malagassic Subregion.

Six species.

Key to the species:

1. A sharply marked oblique band on forewing from costal margin outside fork to outer margin before angle...

a. Forewing without this band...

b. Forewing clayish ochraceous...

535. Antinephele marcida.

Forewing mummy brown c.

c. Distal line of antemedian band of forewing curving distad in front towards the postdiscal band...

536. Antinephele anomala.

Distal line of antemedian band curving costad like first and second line d.

537. Antinephele aehloria.

Abdomen below white, with brown mesial spots.

538. Antinephele maculifera.

Abdomen below without brown mesial spots e.

539. Antinephele lumulata.

Brown distal marginal area irregular; no brown distal marginal area outside SC3—M1 of forewing limited by a straight white line.

Brown distal marginal area irregular; no brown distal marginal area or the line also irregular f.

538. Antinephele marcida (Pl. VII. f. 23, type).

*Antinephele marcida* Holland, **Ent. News** iv. p. 340 n. 6. t. 15. f. 7 (♀) (1893) (Benita.—coll. Holland); Kirby, **Nov. Zool.** i. p. 100 (1894).

♂. The pale line on the posterior part of the mesonotum has the appearance of being the fringe of the tegula, which it is not; it is present in all species, but the pale colour encroaches upon the edge of the tegula generally only in *maculifera*. Abdomen below without spots. Not dissected. Dr. Holland kindly lent us the type, of which we give here a figure.


One specimen (♂) in coll. Holland.

536. Antinephele anomal.}


Antinephele anomala, Holland, **Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc.** xvi. p. 69. n. 32 (1889) (Benita); Kirby, **Cat. Lep. Brit.** i. p. 642. n. 1 (1892); Schaus & Clem., **Sierra Leone Lep.** p. 18 (1893).

♂. The antemedian band of the forewing resembles somewhat the band of *marcida*, but is very much narrower; the proximal line of the postdiscal band is white and continuous, not broken up into distinctly separate lunules.
♂. Tenth tergite as slender as in *muscosa*, more evenly curved, far less curved than in *achlora*; sternite (Pl. XLIV. f. 33) with the lobe much smaller than in *achlora*, slightly spatulate. Harpe as in *achlora*, but quite straight.

*Hub.* West Africa.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♀♀ from: Ogrugu, Niger; Moy, Sierra Leone, 14. xi. 1901 (D. Cator).

537. Antinephele achlora.


♀ ?. Differs from the preceding in the three pale lines of the antemedian band of the forewing curving costal, in the proximal line of the postdiscal band being more or less separated into lunules, two of which are larger and white, in the russet underside of the abdomen, and some other points. The proximal abdominal sternites have a dark brown spot at the base.

♂. Tenth tergite (Pl. XLIV. f. 31, 32) long, strongly curved downwards, subcylindrical, not being strongly prismatically compressed; sternite (*Xe*) very much shorter than the tergite, flattened, tongue-shaped (Pl. XLIV. f. 32, ventral aspect). Harpe long (Pl. II. f. 26), slender, straight, slightly curved upwards at end. Penis-sheath (Pl. IV. f. 44) on the insides with a patch of sharp teeth (*d*'), shining through.

*Hub.* West Africa.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂♂, 3 ♀ from Sierra Leone.

538. Antinephele muscosa (Pl. VI. f. 14, ♂ ; 15, ♀).


♀ ?. We figure a cotype (♀) kindly lent to us by Dr. Holland, and a ♂ from the collection of Mons. Charles Oberthür. There are on the forewing a subbasal and an antemedian band, besides an oblique discal band crossing wing from costa just proximally of subcostal fork to outer margin, reaching this at end of M², from which band run backwards two more bands, all brown like hindwing: the brown marginal area is irregularly dentate, and in the ♂ figured bordered by a white line, which is not present in the other two individuals examined by us.

♂. Tenth segment as in the following, the tergite rather stouter and more evenly curved, and the sternite more obviously spatulate. Harpe as in *achlora*, much longer than in *lunulata*.

*Hub.* West Africa.

In the British Museum 1 ♂ from Benita presented by Dr. Holland.

A ♂ from Cameroons, Johann Albrechts Höhe (Conradt) in coll. Charles Oberthür.

539. Antinephele lunulata spec. nov. (Pl. VI. f. 16, ♀ ; 17, ♂).

♀ ?. Differs from *muscosa* as follows:

Underside of body paler.—Forewing shallowly sinuate below apex in ♂; upperside: dark discal shade less distinct, at costal margin more proximal, at distal margin more frontal, the pale apical area reduced distally, no distinct bands; a basal and two discal spots brown, but not conspicuous, one distally of cell, the other between M¹ and M²: discal lines strongly concave from apex of cell to hinder
margin, the first rather more distinct; a small brown apical half-moon, followed by an elongate triangular marginal patch, pointed behind, proximally bordered by a white, feebly dentate line. On underside the pale postdiscal area of the forewing does not extend backwards beyond M, it includes proximally two brown dentate lines the angles of which point basal, and distally another more distinctly zigzag line, the angles upon the veins pointing distal; this line is separated from the brown border of the wing, while in muscoso it is merged together with it.

♂. Tenth tergite (Pl. XLIV. f. 34) slender, not strongly curved; sternite nearly as long as the tergite, narrow, pointed (Pl. XLIV. f. 35, ventral aspect). Harpe (Pl. II. f. 27) short, ending in a sharp, evenly but not strongly curved hook. Penis-sheath without a patch of teeth on inner surface.

_Hab._ Mikindani, German East Africa, January to May 1897 (Reimer), 1 ♂, type; Lolodorf, Cameroons (Conrad), 1 ♀ in coll. Oberthür.

540. _Antinephele maculifera._


♂ ♀. Dark brown mesothoracic tegula with a pale spot in front; abdominal tergites ochraceous, first with a dark brown mesial patch. A large triangular basal costal patch on forewing, two discal spots R—M preceded by a smaller spot, an apical marginal half-moons, and behind it a large marginal half-crescent dark brown. Underside of palpus and abdomen and middle of breast white, abdomen with conspicuous mesial spots.

Not dissected.

_Hab._ West Africa.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♀ from Lagos.

CXLI. _HYPAEDALIA._—Typus: _insignis._

_Hypaedalia_ Butler, _Trans. Ent. Soc._ Lond. p. 397 (1877) (type: _insignis)._  

♂ ♀. Genal process acute, about as high as pilifer. Palpus peculiar: scaling of second segment cariniform or anguliform laterally at apex, apical surface triangular, anterior (ventral) angle more or less projecting; third segment long, thin, scaled, close to the inner edge of the second segment. Scaling of head raised in front and projecting forward, lateral scaling forming a heavy eye-brow, a tuft at anterior lateral corner projecting forward upon palpus. Antenna filiform in both sexes; compressed also in ♀, with short seriated basal cilia; end-segment short as in _Antinephele._ Abdomen broad, flattened, spines weak, in several rows; ♀ with a broad and rounded, ♀ with a narrow, anal tuft. Hinder edge of merum of midcoxa not carinate; external row of spines of first foretarsal segment irregularly doubled; mid- and hindtarsus with comb of rather-long but thin spines. Forewing sinuate below apex; hindwing strongly rounded-dilated costally, the lobe widest in middle, quite gradually narrowing to base and apex, SC and R on a short stalk, R a little before centre of cell.

♂. Tenth segment of abdomen of the same type as in _Antinephele._ Clasper with a patch of numerous friction-scales, which are much smaller than in
Antinephele and Nephelida. Penis-sheath with two dentate apical processes, resembling those of Nephelida.

♀. Not dissected.

Early stages not known.

Hab. West Africa.

Two species:

Abdomen blackish above, with a large, sharply defined, lateral, yellow patch. . . . 541. H. insignis.

Abdomen yellowish tawny olive above. . . . 542. H. butleri.

The costal lobe of the hindwing projects beyond the costal margin of the forewing when the insect is at rest. The frenulum is well developed.

541. Hypaedalia insignis.


♀. Underside of palpus and body, base of hindwing below, and a large lateral patch on third and fourth abdominal tergites orange. Basal area of forewing above and disc marked with conspicuous brownish black interrupted lines, separated by greyish interrupted lines, two larger acutely triangular spots more prominent, one between M1 and M2 close to cell, pointing basal, the other before end of SM2, pointing distad; with these variegated areas contrast strongly a large, ovate, greyish patch before middle of hinder margin, a longer median costal olivaceous area, including the minute stigma, and the olivaceous apical area, which is divided by an oblique line.

Hab. Sierra Leone.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♀ from Sierra Leone.

542. Hypaedalia butleri.

*Hypaedalia butleri* Rothschild, Nov. Zool. i. p. 60, t. 6, f. 4 (?) (1894) (Aburi;—Mus. Tring).

♂ ♀. The lines of the forewing are not conspicuous, the median area between the antemedian and discal lines is not separated into a costal and posterior portion, the whole wing almost uniform in colour. The underside of the forewing is cinnamon-rufous on disc: there is a sharply defined, irregularly dentate, brown marginal border; the costal margin of the hindwing is less dilated than in *insignis*; the costal area greyish: disc tawny, gradually shading into ochraceous towards base; hindwing longer than in *insignis*. Thorax above with a large green mesial patch which extends on head and is laterally bordered by a brown line. Palpus more pointed than in *insignis*, greyish cinnamon below. Breast and underside of abdomen buff-yellow; upperside of abdomen nearly gallstone-yellow.

♂. Tenth tergite shorter than in *Antinephele*, truncate; sternite broad, elongate, triangular (Pl. XLIV. f. 36). Clasper broad, sole-shaped; harpe (Pl. II. f. 30) long, curved upwards and twisted at end, which is flattened and dilated. Penis-sheath (Pl. LV. f. 43) with two processes, which are dentate at end and curved proximad, the distal one short, the proximal one long.

Hab. Sierra Leone to Congo.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂♂, 5 ♀ from: Sierra Leone; Aburi, Ashanti: Bopoto, Congo (Rev. K. Smith).
CXLII. RHODOSOMA.—Typus: triopes.


♂♀. Genal process large, triangular, reaching tip of pilifer. Head with an indication of a mesial crest, smoothly scaled like thorax and abdomen. Eye lashed. Palpus broad but rather short, obtuse, resembling the palpus of Macroglossa, but not pointed. Antenna long and slender, setiform, cylindrical in ♂, hook gradually curved; end-segment short, conical, with a number of long bristles, not produced into a filamentous process. Abdomen flattened, more so than in Cizara urceinai-te, stumpy, appearing truncate, segments short, especially the last ones, sternites emarginate: spines flat, very strong on tergites and sternites, those of first row about half as long again as broad, rounded, this armature approaching that of Macroglossa. Merum of midcoxa not angulate or carinate; tibiae simple, spurs unequal, longer terminal one of hindtibia 1 is than half the first tarsal segment; this as long as segments 2 to 4 together; hindtarsus with additional externo-lateral spines: spines of comb of midtarsus slightly prolonged, stout; pulvillus and paronychium normal. Wings entire: hindwing short, cell about half as long again as apically broad, cross-veins oblique, R₂ before centre, R₃ and M₁ almost from a point.

♂. Tenth segment elongate, slender, tergite scarcely curved, apex rounded; sternite a little broader than tergite and somewhat shorter, with almost parallel sides, apex rounded, the apical edge curved a little upwards and appearing feebly sinuate in distal aspect. Clasper little curved, apex rounded, no friction-scales; harpe of the same type as in Rothera and Cizara, the process nearly as broad as in Cizara sculpta, its ventral margin, which is bent upwards, serrate. Penis-sheath ending in a long, pointed, curved process (Pl. LV. f. 14).

♀. Vaginal plate narrowed at end; orifice covered by a prominent proximal ridge, which is sinuate in middle.

Early stages not known.

Hab. North India.
One species.

543. Rhodosoma triopes.


♂♀. The creamy white stripes of the metanotum, the red interrupted belt and side-spots of the abdomen, the short ochraceous-yellow abdominal tufts, the square semivittate spot of the forewing and the large white costal patch of the hindwing, as well as the rufous-red underside of the body and hindwings, give the insect a peculiar appearance.

Hab. Assam; Bhutan; Sikhim.

In the Tring Museum 16 ♂♂, 1 ♀ from: Buxa, Bhutan; Sikhim; Khasta Hills.
CXLIII. SPHECODINA.—Typus: abbotti.

Thysanus, Swainson (von Panzer, 1806), Zool. Illust. iii. t. 60 (1821).


♂. Abdomen flattened, with prominent side-tufts, tail broad in ♂, consisting of two broad side-tufts and a smaller mesial tuft, tail of ♀ not fan-like, consisting of a single prominent conical tuft. Midtarsus without comb, i.e. spines of fourth row not prolonged. Plate of seventh abdominal sternite very short, transverse. Forewing narrow, irregular. Only abbotti dissected.

♂. Tenth tergite and sternite simple, the latter incised at end (Pl. XLIV. f. 9). Clasper without friction-scales, narrowly sole-shaped, elongate, dorsal margin concave, curved inwards distally; process of harpe short (Pl. XLVII. f. 11), more or less truncate and somewhat dilated at end. Penis-funnel (Pl. LIII. f. 31) armed with a rounded-dilated flat process, which is somewhat fan-like and is dentate at the edge.

♀. Vaginal plate similar to that of Pachygonia; triangular, apical edges incassate, orifice proximal.

Larva in first stage with horn, which is lost later on, being replaced by a polished tubercle: colour variable, green or brown, sometimes brown with large green patches above and at the sides (abbotti), or with two dorsal rows and an infero-lateral one of vinaceous-cinnamon patches (caudata).—Food-plants: Vitis; Ampelopsis.

Puqa (abbotti) with obtuse frontal end, non-prominent caputal tubercles; pron- and mesonotum finely rugose, not rough, mesial line slightly raised; abdomen punctate-rugate, middle segments ventrally and laterally transversely irregularly multiplicate before the minutely granulose apical border, ninth tergite smooth, glossy, enmaster rough, triangular, ending in two minute points.

Hub. Eastern parts of Nearctic Region; Amurland and China.

Two species.

544. Sphecodina abbotti.

Sphcodina abotti (J.), Blanchard, i.e. t. 20. f. 4 (1840).

♂ ? . Apex of forewing truncate, distal margin deeply hissinate, denticate at the veins. The extent of the primrose-yellow area of the underside of the hindwing variable.

Larva and pupa see above.

Hab. Eastern States of North America : from Canada east- and southwards to Georgia and the Mississippi basin.

In the Tring Museum 4 larvae, 2 pupae, 9 ♂♂, 12 ♀♀ from : Massachusetts : N. Jersey : Iowa.

It is strange that abottii does not occur in the Pacific parts of the Neartic Region, considering that the other species of Sphcodina inhabits the Pacific side of the Asiatic continent. What is the cause of the two peculiar moths having so widely separated ranges?

545. Sphcodina caudata.

Macrogyassa caudata Bremer & Grey, in Motsch., Et. Ent. i. p. 62. n. 18 (1852) (Pekin).
Sphcodina (? caudata, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 638. n. 2 (1892).

♂ ? . Distal margin of forewing even, slightly concave in front and behind, not at all lobed. Abdomen more broadly tufted at end than in the preceding species; the tail is too small in the figure given by Ménétrier's, i.e.

♂ . Not dissected.

Larva figured by Staudinger, i.e. ; at each side with a row of dorsal patches and a row of larger subventral ones.—Food-plant : Fitis.

Hab. Amurland and China.

Rare in collections.

♀ ? in the British Museum from Foochow.
CXLIV. DEIDAMIA.—Typus: inscriptum.


♂♀. Genal process triangular, narrower than in Amphion, nearly reaching end of pilifer. Head sunk, with a large mesial crest; eye lashed; palpus rather small, but projecting, rough-scaled. Antenna filiform, long and heavy in ♂, narrowed towards base and apex, gradually curved, no distinct hook; end-segment quite short, not prolonged to a filament, densely scaled above, the scales projecting beyond apex of segment. Spines of abdomen elongate, weak, especially those of underside; anal tuft small, triangular in ♂, truncate in ♀; seventh sternite of ♀ small, without spines, rounded. Merum of midcoxa not carinate or angulate; tibiae not spinose, rough-scaled, spurs unequal; no comb to midtarsus; paronychium with two pairs of lobes, pulvillus present. Apex of forewing truncate-sinuate, distal margin sinuate between $S^5$ and $R^3$, and again between $R^3$ and hinder angle, with a small lobe at $M^3$; cross-veins of hindwing oblique, $D^3$ at least twice the length of $D^1$, upper angle of cell obtuse, lower angle acute.

♂. Tenth segment simple, tergite and sternite elongate, the latter broader and shorter than the former, somewhat boat-shaped. Clasper broadly sole-shaped, without friction-scales; harpe small, ending in a slightly curved, slender, somewhat spatulate process (Pl. IL f. 10). Penis-sheath (Pl. LIV. f. 17) with a broad, apically wider left lobe, which is dentate at the edges, and with a simple pointed right process.

♀. Eighth tergite short, membranaceous in middle. Vaginal plate (Pl. XLI. f. 7) feebly chitinised, distal edge more strongly chitinised, apex narrowed; orifice subapical, large, anterior edge raised, sinuate.

 Larva green, tapering in front, with a pale dorso-lateral line ending at the horn, which is granulose.—Food-plant: Ampelopsis; Vitis.

Pupa variegated with pale testaceons on the thorax and wing-cases; head with three prominent tubercles, mesial one pointed; tongue-case prominently keeled; thorax and abdomen with dispersed large punctures, which are denser together on the last segment, and the bases of the tergites, apex of segments 4 to 6 smooth ventrally; anal segment with a lateral prominence; cremaster shorter than in Amphion, less gradually tapering, conical part smooth.

Hub. Atlantic district of the Nearctic Region.

One species.

546. Deidamia inscriptum.
X. Am. p. 29 (1886); Beutenm., Bull. Amer. Mus. N. H. vii. p. 284. t. 2. f. 7 (1895) (N. York); Moff., Canad. Ent. xxx. p. 204 (1898).

Proprioceus inscriptum, Morris, Cat. Lep. N. A., p. 18 (1869).


Deidamia inscriptum, Smith, Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc. xv. p. 129. t. 7. f. 3 (genit.) (1888) (Canada to Virginia, westward to the Mississippi Valley); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 639. n. 1 (1892) (Indiana !).

♀. Resembles in colour and shape the South African Odontosida pusillus. The abdomen bears a row of brown dorso-lateral spots, corresponding to the dark markings found in Acosmeria.

Hab. Canada to Virginia, westward to the Mississippi basin.

In the Tring Museum 2 larvæ, 2 pupæ, 11 ♂♂, 12 ♀♀ from: Long I.; New York: Illinois.

CXLV. ARCTONOTUS.—Typus: lucidus.


♂. Very close to Euprosominae and Proserpinae, though different in aspect owing to the more woolly scaling. Antenna not clubbed, narrowed to base and apex, very strongly compressed in ♂, hook gradually curved and narrowed, end-segment elongate-triangular, broader basally than in the allied genera. Palpus short, not projecting. Armature of tibiae as in Euprosominae, spines of foretibia very long, apical thorn short; no pulvillus, paronychium vestigial.

♀. Sexual armature (of lucidus) as in Proserpinus: tenth sternite rather slenderer than in P. clarkiae (Pl. XLV. f. 4). Clasper elongate, oblong-shaped, curved as in Proserpinus; harpe vestigial, represented by a tapering ridge as in P. genitr. (Pl. II. f. 19). Penis-sheath with apical tooth as in clarkiae.

Early stages not known; most likely similar to those of Proserpinus.

Hab. Pacific district of Nearctic Region, southward to Mazatlan, West Mexico. The similarity to "Bombyclaudia" is quite superficial.

Two species:

Forewing with green subbasal patch; basal two-thirds of hindwing pale vinaceous-cinnamon. 547. A. lucidus.

Forewing without green subbasal patch; hindwing dull claret-red. 548. A. terlovi.

547. Arctonotus lucidus.

♂♀. This insect flies early in the year, in Southern California early in January, in Oregon in February, in Washington in March; it comes to the light late at night. A specimen from South Arizona is dated September. This would show that there are either two broods, or that the imago hibernates. The Arizona example is paler than our other specimens.

_Hab._ Arizona northward to Washington Territory; perhaps also in British Columbia, from where it has not yet been recorded.

In the Tring Museum 18 ♂♂ from: So. Arizona, ix. ; Los Angelos, California, i. ; Gold Hill, Oregon, ii. ; Pullman, Washington, iii.

548. _Arctonotus terlooi_.


_Arctonotus (?) terlooi_, Smith, _Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc._ xv. p. 109 (1888) (an ally to _Arctonotus_).

♂. The much redder hindwing distinguishes this species at a glance. We cannot understand why Edwards put it into _Proserpinus_.

_Hab._ Mazatan, Mexico.

In the collection of the California Academy at San Francisco.

CXLVI. AMPHION.—_Typus_: _nexus._

_Sphinx_, Cramer (_non Linné, 1758_), _Pap. Erot._ ii. p. 16 (1777).

_Amphion_ Hübner, _Verz. bek. Sch._ p. 135 (1822) (partim; _typus_: _nexus_).


♂♀. Genal process large. Palpus pointed, projecting forward. Eye strongly lashed. Antenna filiform, slightly incrassate beyond middle, hook long, gradually narrowed, not or little compressed, end-segment quite short, not produced into a filamentous process. Merum of midcoxa rounded: foretibia with slender spines externally, irregularly arranged, midtibia also with some spines; no comb to midtarsus: pararachylum with two pairs of lobes; spurs very unequal. Spines of abdomen all elongate, strong above and below, flat; fan-tail broad in ♂, trilobate, the middle lobe thin; in ♀ more truncate, with the middle lobe a little projecting. Distal margin of forewing bissinate; cross-veins of hindwing transverse, not oblique, lower angle of cell a little more than 90°, R^3 and M^3 rather close together.

♂. Tenth segment of abdomen simple, sternite shorter than tergite, both slender, slightly narrowed to apex, which is rounded. Clasper without friction-scales, ventral edge convex, dorsal one concave: harpe ending in a short, flat, obtuse process, projecting ventrad beyond the edge of the clasper (Pl. II. f. 17). Penis-sheath (Pl. LIV. f. 15) with prominent, recurved, and pointed apical process.

♀. Eighth tergite five times as broad as mesially long, sides projecting as broadly rounded lobes. Vaginal plate feebly chitinised, distal edge somewhat incrassate, apex suddenly narrowed; orifice large, median, with the edges slightly raised.

Larva (adult) brown, thorax with three darker brown dorsal lines, following segments with a dorsal mesial row of brown spots and oblique brown side-bands;
young larva paler, with a pale dorso-lateral line from head to horn; this colour sometimes retained by the later stages. Horn short, pointed; thorax somewhat tapering frontad, especially in adult larva.—Food-plants: Epilobium; Ampeplus; Vitis.

Pupa opaque, rugose, abdomen very strongly punctured, punctures of last segments deep; head at each side with a smaller tubercle at the base of the tongue-case, and a larger but less projecting prominence before the eye; cremaster long, bifid, very strongly rugate at base, smooth at apex.

Hab. Atlantic district of Nearctic Region.

One species: rather common; flying at day-time, rarely at dusk.

Near Prosopinus, from which it differs in the antenna, the armature of the tibiae, and the direction of the cross-veins of the wing, etc.

549. Amphi6n nessus.


♂ ♀. The yellow basal belts of the abdominal tergites 5 and 6, and the white fringe of the fourth tergite distinguish this insect easily from all other Sphingidae.

In the pattern of the wings nessus comes near the species of Prosopinus.

The southern individuals, especially those from Florida, are on the whole deeper in tint than the northern ones.

Hab. Canada to Florida, westward to the Mississippi basin.

In the Tring Museum 4 larvae, 1 pupa, 22 ♂♂, 16 ♀♀ from: Maine; Massachusetts; Long Island; N. Jersey; W. Virginia; Sanford, Florida, vi.; Titusville, Florida, viii.
CXLVII. PROSERPINUS.—Typus: proserpina.


♂ ?. Genital process large, triangular, nearly reaching to tip of pilifer. Eye-lashes heavy. Antenna clubbed; hook suddenly narrowed; end-segment conical, at least three times as long as basally broad. Abdominal spines weak; anal tuft truncate, preceding segments with side-tufts. Hinder edge of merum of midcoxa rounded, neither angulate nor cariniform; tibiae spinose; foretibia ending in a thorn, a lateral row of heavy spines, the basal ones the shortest; spurs of mid- and hindtibiae unequal, longer ones extending or surpassing in length second tarsal segment; no comb to mid- and hindtarsus; ventral lobes of paranychium very small; pulvillus present. \( R^2 \) of hindwing central; \( R^3 \) and \( M^1 \) rather close together; \( D^2 \) transverse, slightly concave, \( D^3 \) oblique, lower angle of cell little produced.

♂. Tenth tergite and sternite simple, of the same type as in Macroplegus. Clasper without friction-scales; harpe vestigial. Penis-sheath with a horizontal, apical, pointed process, directed dextra-lateral.

Larva: head small, not granulose, but hairy; a pale dorso-lateral line, and another ventro-lateral, at least in early stages, with these are connected oblique bands running in the same direction as in Pholus, dorso-frontal—ventro-distal; horn short, or in later stages vestigial.

Chrysalis slender, glossy; two frontal tubercles; mesonotum with transverse, mesially interrupted ridge; abdominal segments with large punctures at base, last segments punctured nearly all over; cremaster long, slender, ending in two points.

Hab. Palaearctic and Nearctic Regions.

Five species.

Since the genus as conceived by us contains material closely related inter se in pattern and structure, and is sharply defined, we do not see the necessity of dividing the few species into several genera. On the contrary, we think it highly opportune to keep the five species under one generic head and thus impress upon the student the facts (1) that we have here, as in the case of Haemorrhagia, a development common to the Northern temperate regions (except the eastern parts of the Palaearctic Regions, where as yet no representative has been found), and (2) that the bombiform juncifasciata is a derivation from a gaurae-like insect, owing its similarity with Haemorrhagia to mimicking the same model.

If one separates the Palaearctic proserpina from the Nearctic forms, it becomes necessary to further divide these, and there would then be even justification for keeping each single species in a genus of its own. In this case a generic term will have to be invented for juanita, which differs essentially from gaurae in the larval state. Everybody may please himself in this matter, but we state with
emphasis that in our opinion the true position of the five species in question will be far better understood if kept together, than if distributed over at least four genera. To serve the understanding of the true relationship, to show the true connection between the species, is the ideal object of classification of animated nature, as opposed to mere baptism of the different forms and groups of forms.

Key to the species:

   Breast and legs not black .....................................

b. Distal margin of forewing deeply sinuate below apex, trilobate at \( R^3, M^3 \) and \( SM^3 \).
   Distal margin of forewing very faintly or not all concave below apex ........................................ 552. *P. proserpina.*

c. Underside of abdomen, basal area of hindwing below, and marginal band of hindwing above, cinnamon-rufous.
   Marginal band of hindwing black, underside of abdomen and base of hindwing below olive-green or greyish green ........................................ 550. *P. gaurae.*

d. Basal area of forewing below ferruginous-orange ........................................ 551. *P. juanita.*
   Basal area of forewing with the orange colour absent or vestigial ........................................ 553. *P. clarkiae.*


*Proserpinus gaurae* Harris, in *Sillim., Journ. Sr. Art* xxxvi. p. 306 (1839) ; *Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hel.*, i. p. 639. n. 3 (1892) (partim) ; id., in *Allen, Nat. Libr., Moths* ii. t. 97. f. 3 (l.) 4 (l.) (1897).


*Proserpinus circe* (l.), *Grote, Conul., Ent.* xviii. p. 131. n. 22 (1886).


\( ? \). Palpus longer than in the other species, somewhat projecting.—Forewing distinctly sinuate before hinder angle, sometimes with faint indications of teeth at the middle veins.—Hindwing orange, washed with ferruginous, especially at base; marginal band reddish cinnamon-rufous; fringe white, with the short scales black.—Forewing below without black stigma; basal areas of both wings chestnut, but that of forewing more or less ferruginous in and behind cell; a triangular apical costal patch including a white oblique apical line cinnamon-rufous. Abdomen beneath also this colour, with pale edges to the segments.
♂. Sexual organs not essentially different from those of *clarkiae*, only the tooth of the penis-sheath is shorter and the harpe less distinct.

Larva green, beautifully marked with red; a dorso-lateral, interrupted, broad line, oblique side-bands (dorso-frontal—ventro-distal), a series of ventro-lateral elongate spots, a ventral mesial series of minute spots and the abdominal legs, red; a dorsal mesial row of dots and another above the red lateral markings, black; horn black, pointed.—Food-plant: *Gauro biennis*.

*Hab.* Southern part of Atlantic district of Nearctic Region: Georgia to Texas.

Edwards, considering the following species to be the true *gaurae*, described a specimen of the present species as *circar*.

In the Tring Museum 3 larvae, 3 pupae, 3 ♂♂, 2 ♀ ♀ from Texas.

551. **Proserpinus juanita**.


♂ ♀. Differs from *gaurae* in the forewing being purer olivaceous green, in the hindwing being brighter orange and having a sharply marked black band; in the basal area of the forewing below being for the greater part ferruginous-orange, while the basal area of the hindwing is olive-green; in the pale olive-green (not chestnut or cinnamon-rufous) underside of the abdomen, which is blackish at the base; and in the forewing being marked below with a black stigma and having no cinnamon-rufous costal apical patch.

♂. Sexual armature as in *gaurae*, but the tooth of the penis-sheath as long as in *clarkiae*.

Larva red; two whitish lateral lines, one above, the other below, the upper crossed by oblique dorsal bands which encircle a large dorsal area on each segment; the dorso-lateral line and oblique markings vestigial on eleventh segment; stigma black; horn obliterated as in *proserpina* and *falcofasciata*.—Food-plant: *Gauro*.

*Hab.* Texas; Colorado; Arizona.

Two subspecies:

a. *P. juanita juanita*.

*Pteron juanita*, Strecker, *loc.*

*Hab.* Texas and Colorado.

In the Tring Museum 4 larvae, 3 pupae, 15 ♂♂, 20 ♀ ♀ from: Texas, iii. iv.; Colorado, Arbotes, 15. vi. The Colorado is ♂ a transition to the following subspecies.

b. *P. juanita osleri* subsp. nov.

♂ ♀. The green as well as the orange areas obviously paler than in the preceding; the stigma of the forewing smaller above and quite indistinct below; fringe of forewing above more distinctly dotted.

*Hab.* Verde R., Arizona, June 1902 (Oslar).

In the Tring Museum 7 ♂♂, 3 ♀ ♀; type: ♂.
552. Proserpinus proserpina.

Ernst & Engr., *Pop. Eur*., ii. t. 121. f. 161 a--i (1782).

*Sphing* (*l*) *proserpina* Pallas, *Spic. Zool.* ix. p. 20. t. 2. f. 7 (1772) (Germania).

*Sphing ocenotherae* Denis & Schiff., *Syst. Verz. Schr.* Wien p. 43. n. 1. p. 239. fig. frontisp. (1770).

♀. Palpus shorter than in *gaurae*; end-segment of antenna and hindtarsus also shorter, while the thorn at the end of the foretibia is longer; distal margin of forewing far less oblique, irregularly trilobate at R', M', and SM'. In these characters, *proserpina* is more specialised than the American species.—Hindwing paler yellow than in *clarkiae*.

♂. Tenth segment as in *clarkiae* (Pl. XLI. f. 4), sternite rather longer and slenderer. Harpe short, often dilated at end (Pl. XLII. f. 29), sometimes as gradually narrowed to a point as in *gaurae*.

Larva green or brown, paler below than above; stigmata in brown oblique patches; pale dorso-lateral line more or less vestigial; back dotted with brown; horn represented by a smooth prominence encircled with black.—Food-plants: *Oenothera*; *Epilobium*; *Lythrum*.

Hub. Central and South Europe, eastward to Buchara.

Two subspecies:

(a) *proserpina proserpina*.

*Sphing proserpina* Pallas, *Syst.*


*Sphing schiffmilleri* Fuessly, *Mag. Ent.* ii. p. 69 (1779) (= *ocenotherae*).


*Sphing asterorhia* ( ), *Lam. Man.* Cat. 122. n. 2 (date?).


**Pteragon acanthoheroides**, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 639. n. 2 (1892) (Brazil ?).

♂♀. Length of forewing 17—23 mm. There is little variation observed.

*Hab.* Central Germany southward to Portugal and Spain, Sicily, eastwards to Russia.

In the Tring Museum 3 larvae and 36 specimens.

b. *P. proserpinus jasetus*.


♂♀. Forewing measuring 25 mm. On the whole paler than European specimens, the marginal band of the hindwing below narrower.

*Hab.* Bokhara: Kabadian; Turkestan: Fergana.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♀ (type) from Kabadian, ex coll. Grum-Groscheim.

553. **Proserpinus clarkiae**.


♂♀. Palpae short, obtuse. Wings in colour and shape like those of *gaarae*, but less elongate, hindwing especially less acuminate, with the outer margin convex and the anal angle not projecting. Spines of foretibia comparatively stouter than in *gaarae* and *juanita* (the figure given of the foretibia by Smith, i.e., is not correct, the row of spines not being widely interrupted, and further, the apical process not being a spine as represented, but a prolongation of the tibia). Hindwing paler yellow than in *juanita*, almost agreeing in colour with that of *proserpinus*.

♂. Tenth segment (Pl. XLV. f. 4) essentially the same as in the other species; sternite much shorter and broader than the tegite, obtusely boat-shaped. Harpe (Pl. II. f. 19) without free process, but notched just before end. Penis sheath as in *flarcosciatuu*.
Early stages not known. Larva said by Boisdval to feed on *Chalkia.*

_Hab._ Pacific district: California; Oregon; British Columbia. "Iowa" according to Smith: error!

In the Tring Museum 22 σ♂, 1 ♀ from: Ozoyoos, Brit. Col. (Reynolds): Almos, Washington; Gold Hill, Oregon (Biedermann); California; Berkeley, California.

554. _Proserpinus flavofasciata._


σ♀. Palps short, obtuse. Upperside of head and thorax and end of abdomen (except middle) straw-yellow, rest of body deep black, edge of pronotum and sides of metasternum also more or less extended black. Distal margin of forewing slightly sinate behind; a black submedian band corresponding to the band of _gaueri_, followed by a pale band; the scaling of this pale band is dispersed and most of the scales are grey; hindwing with a yellow discal band, which is seldom vestigial only.

σ♂. Tenth segment as in the other species; tergite slender, faintly spinateulate; sternite much shorter, more than twice as broad, boat-shaped, obtuse, gradually curved upwards at end in side-view. Harpe (Pl. 1L. f. 18) represented by a straight tapering ridge which is not detached from the clasper. Penis-shent (Pl. LIV. f. 16) with a prominent, horizontal, feebly curved, pointed process.

Early stages not fully known, larva of _flavofasciata_ noticed by Bruce; see below.

_Hab._ Nearctic Region, from Hudson’s Bay to Vancouver, southward to Colorado.

Three subspecies. The characters by which the three "species" have been differentiated by the respective authors are not so constant as they have been represented to be. A rare insect, of which we have not seen many specimens.

_a._ _P_. flavofasciata flavofasciata.*


_Lepidoptera flavofasciata._ Grote, _Proc. Ent. Soc. Philad._ v. p. 29 (1865) (Canada); id. & Rob., _ibid._ v. p. 149. n. 1 (1865); Beth., _Canad. Ent._ i. p. 10. n. 7 (1869); Grote, _Bull. Bagnio Soc. N. Sc._ i. p. 17 (1874) (Canada); id., _ibid._ i. p. 225. n. 17 (1875); id., _ibid._ i. p. 221. n. 19 (1877) (Canada); Bart., _Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond._ ix. p. 517. n. 1 (1877); Fish., _Canad. Ent._ x. p. 140 (1878) (Maine, one specimen; May 28th); Fern., _ibid._ xvi. p. 21 (1884) (Oregon, Maine); id., _Sphing. N. Engl._ p. 19. n. 6 (1886) (Maine; June, midday); Grote, _Hawk Moths N. Am._ p. 27 (1886) (Can.; East States; Northern N. York, iv. v.); Smith, _Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc._ xv. p. 111 (1888) (Hudson’s Bay Territ.; Canada; Maine; Mass.); Lym., _Canad. Ent._ xxxii. p. 8 (1891) (Ormstown, Chateauguay Co., Albany R., Hudson’s Bay territory; Stecker’s fig. too pale yellow); Kirby, _Cat. Lep. Het._ i. p. 628. n. 1 (1892); Hanb., _Canad. Ent._ xxxi. p. 50 (1899) (Manitoba, 1 specimen, v.).

σ♀. Yellow band of hindwing reaching to abdominal margin.

_Hab._ Eastern Canada and New England. In the British Museum 1 σ♂.

_b._ _P_. flavofasciata unilateral.*


( 614 )

Westminster, Brit. Col.).

♂ ?. Yellow band of hindwing triangular, narrowing behind, not reaching abdominal margin, or (typical *ulalume*) hindwing above black, with a vestige of a greyish band. Basal area of forewing below black or shaded with orange. Palpus black or somewhat greyish beneath.

*Hab.* Oregon; British Columbia.


These five specimens have a yellowish band on the upperside of the forewing. Another ♀, also from the Keith Road, has a trace of a greyish band. This specimen has kindly been presented to the Tring Museum by Mr. Wilson, who says that he has kept it, together with some other Lepidoptera, in memory of his little daughter Rose Annette, to whom he had given it shortly before her death. We gratefully acknowledge the gift.

The obvious differences between the specimen of Rose Annette Wilson and that caught by N. C. Rothschild render it probable that the distinctions between *florofasciata, ulalume* and *rachel*, are merely individual, not subspecific.

r. *P. florofasciata rachel*.

*Lepisxia ulalume* var. *rachel* Bruce, *Ent. News* xii. p. 19 (1901) (Colorado; larva on *Epilobium*).

One specimen known: sex not stated. It is said to differ from *ulalume* in the band of the wings being "lighter in color, wider and more distinct," and in the collar and thorax not being black. The author attributes, however, an intense black collar and thorax to *ulalume*, in which he is wrong. Judging from the short description, *rachel* seems to stand intermediate between *fl. florofasciata* and *fl. ulalume*.

Mr. Bruce says: "I was collecting larvae of *Alypia loricini* on *Epilobium* and found a large Sphinx larva looking very much like that of *T. abboti*. The anal horn was absent, and a shining button was in its place. I fed it carefully and it pulled a leaf or two over itself on the soil and pupated, and appeared as a moth in February. The specimen is therefore from Colorado, and is now in the collection of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia."

CXLVIII. **EUPROSERPUSUS**.—Typus: *phaeton*.


♂ ?. Differ from *Proserpinus* in the more abrupt hook of the antenna, the last three or four segments being quite suddenly reduced in width, and in the pulvillus and paronychium being absent. Sexual armature of ♂ similar to that of *Proserpinus clarkiae*, tooth of penis-sheath shorter.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Pacific District of Nearctic Region.

Two species, which are easily distinguished from *Proserpinus* by the white hindwing and the white underside of breast and wings.

Abdomen with creamy white side-tufts . . . 555. *E. phaeton*.

Abdomen without creamy white side-tufts . . . 556. *E. enterpe*. 
555. Euproserpinus phaetont.


Lepisemia phaetont (1), Smith, ibid. xv. p. 112 (1888).

♂ ♀. Black band of hindwing quite straight, tapering behind, veins R^3_, M^1_ and M^2_ with some black scales.

*Hab.* South California.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♀, 2 ♀♀ from: Los Angeles, March; San Diego: Plumas Co., March.

556. Euproserpinus euterpe.


The tibial armature is essentially the same as in *phaetont*; we received a drawing of the forelegs through the kindness of Mr. Beutenmüller. The antennae are said by Edwards to be of equal size throughout, not clubbed as in *phaetont*; is this statement correct?

*Hab.* South California.

CXLIX. ATEMNORA gen. nov.—Typus: *westernmanni*.


Atemnora, Kirby (non Hübner, 1822), Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 634 (1892) (partim).

♂ ♀. Genal process very large, almost reaching to the tip of the pilifer. Palps projecting, pointed. Head with slight mesial crest. Eye-lashes short. Antenna slender, feebly incrassate distally in ♀, hook sharply curved, end-segment long, filiform, rough-scaled. Abdomen broad, flattened, resembling that of *Hypocatlax*, seventh (♀) resp. eighth (♂) segment much narrower than preceding; anal tuft truncate, the scales diverging at end in ♀; spines strong as in *Macroglossum*, above and below, but the proximal spines of each segment longer than broad (P1. LXII. f. 10). Merum of midcoxa produced backwards into a sharp process. Tibiae unarmed; spurs unequal, long terminal one half the length of the first tarsal segment; midtarsal comb extending from near base to near middle of first segment; paronychium with two pairs of lobes; posterior tarsi somewhat compressed, the two external rows of spines closely together, with an additional row in between, so that the lower part of the outer surface is nearly as densely spinose as in *Macroglossum*. 
♂. Tenth abdominal segment of the same type as in *Macroglossum* and in *Temnora funebris*, *seitula*, etc.; the tergite and sternite of nearly the same length, the sternite the broader, acuminated, slightly curved, long, boat-shaped. Clasper with four large truncate friction-scales over a groove; harpe (Pl. II. f. 34) ending in a short and narrow process. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 14) armed in a similar way as in some species of *Temnora*, there being a left, semi-detached, densely dentate process or ridge, and a free right process which is pointed and bears few teeth; within the sheath there is a dense bundle of very long spines, homologous to the spines found in *Temnora*.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Aethiopian Region.

One species.

A connecting link between *Temnora* and *Macroglossum*, agreeing with the latter in many respects, but differing markedly in the spines of the abdomen, the anal tuft, the hindtarsus, etc.

557. *Temnora westermanni*.


*Atelopus westermanni*, Kirby, [l.c. p. 635. n. 6 (1892).

♀♀. A widely distributed species, which does not seem to vary geographically. It is easily recognised by its *Macroglossum*-like appearance, especially by the pointed palpus, the yellow-sotted abdomen and the strong abdominal spines.

*Hab.* Sierra Leone to Angola, eastwards to the coast of German East Africa; Madagascar; probably all over the Aethiopian Region, except the southern parts of Cape Colony.

In the Tring Museum 22 ♀♀, 9 ♂♂ from: Sierra Leone, viii.; Gold Coast; Cameroons; Bopoto and Yaskus, Congo, viii (K. Smith); Angola, iv. ; Baie d'Antongil, Madagascar, iii. iv. (Moequerys).

Cl. MACROGLOSSUM.—Typus: *stellatarum*.


*Sesia* Fabricius, *Syst. Ent.* p. 547 (1775) (partim: *type: hondius*).


*Macroglossus* Oehsenheimer, *Schm. Esr.* iv. p. 41 (1816) (partim; includes *stellatarum*).


*Pathysys* Hubner, *Verz. bek. Schm.* p. 131 (1822) (partim; *type: stellatarum*).


*Bambiya* Kirby, *Cat. Lep. Het.* i. p. 629 (1892) (sub syn.; *type: stellatarum*).

♂♂. Genal process very large, triangular. Tongue long. Eye lashed. Palpus broad, pointed, projecting, end-surface triangular. Head feebly crested. Antenna clubbed, hook short and rather abrupt, variable in length: end-segment slender, different in length in the various species. Spines of abdomen flat, very strong, those of first row broader than long (Pl. LXII. f. 11), excepting proximal segments, where they are longer than broad: plate of sternite of seventh segment triangular in ♂♂, without spines; fun-tail large in both sexes, previous
segments with lateral tufts. Merom of midcoxa produced backwards into a sharp tooth; upperside of mid- and hindtibia and underside of hindtibia at apex with long scaling; shorter midtibial spur on insideside with comb of more or less heavy spines; midtarsal comb present, but the spines not long; spurs of hindtibia very unequal; paronychium with two pairs of lobes, pulvillus present; first segment of hindtarsus somewhat compressed, with additional spines on outer surface. Distal edges of wings entire; Sc and R₁ of hindwing from upper angle of cell, R² central, R³ and M₁ rather close together but always separate.

Larva tapering in front, head rather small, horn long in first stages, shorter later on; ground-colour green or brown, sometimes nearly black, pale dots more or less obliques; a dark dorsal line, and two pale lateral lines, one subdorsal, the other subventral, these lines often disappearing, except the subdorsal; horn grannose.—Food-plants: Rubiaceae; Galium; Paeonaria; Morinda; etc.

Pupa with compressed tongue-case, which is carinate ventrally; cremaster variable, conical, slender, smooth, or flattened, broad, bifid, dentate at the edges (very few pupae known) (Pl. LXIV. f. 20, 21, 22).

Hab. Old World.

52 species: 1 Palaearctic, 1 African, 5 Malagassie, 52 Oriental.

As these species are partly very difficult to distinguish we give three keys, and hope that these, together with the descriptions and the plates, will enable the reader to name the species. MacroGLOSSUM is one of those genera of which the material contained in collections is nowhere correctly separated into species. The literature on these insects, excepting a few easily recognised forms, is of little value, as one does not know with certainty which species the respective author meant to designate by a certain name. This is unfortunate in respect to the larvae, for very few have been figured, and we are not sure in every case to which species the larva belongs.

1. Key to the species, referring to colour:—

a. Hindwing below white at base like breast; or yellowish white, but in this case there is no yellow band on the upperside

Hindwing below reddish tawny, or yellow at base, or with a yellow patch before abdominal margin

Hindwing below mummy-brown, with a trace of yellow at the base 613. M. phocinum (Pl. III. f. 1).

b. Abdomen without yellow side-patches

Abdomen with yellow side-patches

c. Hindwing above in middle and abdomen glossy whitish blue

Hindwing above yellow before abdominal margin; abdomen with white lateral spots on segments 3 and 4 615. M. micacea.

Hindwing above neither whitish blue in middle nor yellow before abdominal margin 614. M. buruensis (Pl. IV. f. 4).
d. Hindwing with yellow band above, often interrupted; breast greyish white
   . . . . .
Hindwing without yellow band above; breast yellowish white .
e. Costal margin of hindwing dilated into an antemedian lobe .
Costal margin of hindwing simple .
f. A band from middle of costal margin of forewing to hinder angle . . . . . . .
   No such band . . . . . .
g. No distinct antemedian and discal lines . . . . .
   These lines distinct . . . .
h. Forewing above with two sharply defined creamy bands, one median, one postdiscal . . . . .
   No such bands . . . . . .
i. Antemedian band of forewing above strongly oblique, with a pale proximal border which is straight from costal margin to SM² .
   Antemedian band curved in front, or transverse . . . . .
j. Interspaces of lines of forewing marked with bluish white scaling
   No such white scaling . . . . . .
k. Tail and preceding tergite yellow; the latter with black mesial spot . . . . .
   Not so; head and thorax with two broad grey stripes contrasting sharply with the greenish olive-black colour of head and thorax
   Not so . . . . . .
l. Basal area of forewing above black or greenish black, sharply limited by the straight antemedian band
   Basal area much paler than antemedian band . . . . . .
m. Yellow band of hindwing interrupted
   Yellow band of hindwing not interrupted; abdomen below brown .
   Yellow band of hindwing not interrupted; abdomen below tawny .
   Hindwing with very narrow tawny-brown border; abdomen with creamy white side-patches . . . . .

565. M. bombylans.
566. M. avicula.
602. M. aquila.

589. M. dohertyi.
597. M. fritzovi (Pl. III. f. 4).
606. M. multifascia (Pl. VI. f. 7).
604. M. eichhorni (Pl. III. f. 14).
612. M. mitchelli.
611. M. meeki (Pl. IV. f. 2).
610. M. faro (Pl. IV. f. 14).
609. M. passalus.
558. M. stellatarum.
Hindwing without distinctly darker border, entirely chrome-yellow; abdominal side-patches yellow.

Hindwing uniformly orange-rufous.

Hindwing tawny, with yellow antemedian band.

Hindwing with more or less broad tawny or black border, or nearly entirely black.

o. Hindwing tawny, without yellow band; or if such a band present, then distal border gradually shading off proximally (Pl. IV. f. 5. 6. 9—13).

p. Hindwing tawny (Pl. IV. f. 5. 6. 11)

Hindwing with yellow-tawny band (Pl. IV. f. 9. 10. 12. 13; the band too pale in fig. 12).

q. Fifth abdominal segment without yellow side-patch.

r. Antemedian band of forewing filled in with black.

Breast more or less mummy-brown, at least laterally.

Breast yellowish white.

Forewing above with a sharply defined grey costal discal area; antemedian band very oblique.

Yellow abdominal side-patches separate.

Yellow abdominal side-patches confluent.

Brown postdiscal spot SC^3—R^3 of forewing above very prominent.

Brown postdiscal spot SC^3—R^3 of forewing above not prominent.

Tail below for the greater part tawny, tip pale.

Tail below brown; forewing with stigma.

559. *M. allwaundi*.


562. *M. aegalon* (Pl. IV. f. 10).

563. *M. pachycerus* (Pl. IV. f. 9).

564. *M. trochilus*.

565. *M. assimilis*.

566. *M. belis*.

567. *M. regularis* (Pl. IV. f. 11).

568. *M. gyrans* (Pl. IV. f. 6).

569. *M. vacillans* (Pl. IV. f. 5).

570. *M. particolor* (Pl. IV. f. 13).
Tail below greyish brown; forewing without stigma.

x. Abdomen with four yellow side-patches.

Abdomen with three (or less) side-patches.

y. Antemedian band of forewing very broad, including cross-veins.

Antemedian band of forewing not including cross-veins.

a'. Forewing above: discal lines not distinct; no grey costal subapical area; no grey streak R¹; no subapical brown spot SC³—R¹; no brown dorsal spots on abdomen.

One or the other of these markings, or all, distinct.

b'. Tail not yellow; yellow band of hindwing interrupted; side-patches of abdomen vestigial; palpus below blackish grey.

Tail not yellow; yellow band of hindwing not interrupted; side-patches of abdomen reduced; underside of abdomen blackish brown, with whitish grey mesial patches, seventh sternite grey in ♂; yellow area of hindwing below sharply defined, restricted.

Abdomen greyish yellow or tawny beneath.

c'. Greyish median area of forewing with distinct stigma.

No such conspicuous stigma.

d'. Forewing above with greyish white median band, interrupted or not (Pl. III. f. 3; Pl. IV. f. 8, 16).

No such band.

e'. Yellow band of hindwing interrupted.

Yellow band of hindwing not interrupted.

f'. Forewing below without brown distal border.

Forewing below with brown distal border.

q'. Forewing above with a costal apical grey area strongly contrasting with the brown scaling behind.
it; R³ not grey behind the black subapical spot SC⁵—R³
595. M. saga.
No such grey area, or R³ streaked with grey behind the subapical spot.

k'. Antemedian band filled in with black in posterior half only: underside of wings blackish mummy-brown.
591. M. semifasciata.
Antemedian band not filled in in front: discal lines distinct: underside reddish tawny.
579. M. insipidu pocciun (Pl. III. f. 17).

Antemedian band not filled in, or entirely black.
576. M. castaneum (Pl. III. f. 16).

i'. Antemedian band and discal lines more or less merged together.
575. M. colseces (Pl. III. f. 5).

Antemedian band and discal lines separated by a more or less greyish interspace.
598. M. glauceptera.

j'. Yellow abdominal area of hindwing below very sharply defined.
Yellow abdominal area of hindwing below gradually fading away.
574. M. fruhstorferi.

k'. An interrupted greyish outer discal line on forewing above from costal to hinder margin.
593. M. nobilam (Pl. IV. f. 17).

Grey lines all interrupted.
592. M. prometheus (Pl. IV. f. 3).

l'. Palpus whitish grey.
594. M. variogutatum (Pl. III. f. 13).

Palpus blackish grey.
584. M. heliophila (Pl. III. f. 6).

m'. Forewing above with a grey costal subapical patch extending behind R³ to distal margin; antemedian band not filled in with brown.
The grey patch not extended beyond R³; this vein with grey streak; yellow band of hindwing not obviously curved.
No grey streak R³, or yellow band of hindwing incurved.

n'. Grey streak R³ present; palpus dirty cinnamon-grey, not greyish white.
Grey streak R³ absent, or palpus greyish white.

o'. Antemedian band of forewing filled in with black, its distal edge straight; median interspace grey, band-like; second discal line dilated behind R³; palpus greyish white; body above olive-brown. 584. M. heliophila (Pl. III. f. 6).
As before; body blackish brown. 585. *M. metas* (Pl. III. f. 19).
Like *heliophila*, but forewing above, outside the grey postdiscal one, with a black line which is as broad as the second discal line.
Not so. 586. *M. diergens*.

\( \rho' \). Disc of forewing below and sternites of abdomen bright tawny, or the latter black with tawny spots.
Underside less bright tawny, more cinnamon. 587. *M. pyrrhosticta* (Pl. III. f. 12).

\( \rho' \). A small species; harpe of ♂ not divided.
As before, but harpe divided. 578. *M. troglodytus* (Pl. III. f. 11).
Larger, greyish median interspace of forewing wider; harpe divided.

\( \rho' \). Yellow band of hindwing deeply incurved.
Yellow band of hindwing not strongly incurved. 580. *M. alcedo* (Pl. III. f. 8).

\( \sigma' \). Antemedian band of forewing very prominent; second discal line not dilated distad behind R^3.
Antemedian band less prominent; second discal line somewhat dilated distad behind R^3; wing shorter, distal margin more convex. 581. *M. angues* (Pl. III. f. 7).

II. Key to the species here not figured (incl. of *fruhstorferi*):

\( a \). Costal margin of hindwing dilated into a prominent lobe. 602. *M. aquila*.
No prominent lobe. 602. *b*.

\( b \). Forewing above with two very prominent creamy bands, one median, the other postdiscal.
Forewing with a straight brown band from middle of costal margin to hinder angle. 589. *M. dohertyi*.
Not so. 589. *c*.

\( c \). Transverse lines of forewing above vestigial or absent. 608. *M. hemichroma*.
Transverse lines of forewing above distinct. 607. *M. tinnunculus*.

\( d \). Thorax and head with two strongly marked broad pale stripes. 612. *M. mitchelli*.
No such stripes. 612. *e*. 
c. Hindwing with very narrow tawny-brown border; no conspicuous yellow abdominal side-patches.  
Border to hindwing absent or very narrow; abdomen with yellow side-patches.  
Border to hindwing brown or black, or hindwing all black.  
f. Hindwing below yellow at base or before abdominal margin.  
Hindwing below white at base.  
Hindwing below white at base, with a feeble yellow tint; no yellow band on upperside of hindwing.  
g. Abdomen without yellow side-patches, hindwing without yellow band.  
Abdomen with white side-patches; hindwing with yellow band.  
Abdomen with yellow side-patches; hindwing with yellow band.  
b. Forewing above greenish black from base to straight antemedian band.  
Forewing above not greenish black from base to that band.  
i. Antemedian band very broad, including cross-veins.  
Antemedian band not including cross-veins.  
j. Tawny-yellow side-patches of abdomen merged together.  
Tawny-yellow side-patches of abdomen not merged together.  
k. Antemedian band narrow, posterior half filled in with black, conspicuous; discal lines indistinct.  
Not so.  
l. Yellow band of hindwing interrupted.  
Yellow band of hindwing not interrupted.  
m. Palpus whitish grey.  
Palpus greyish brown.  
n. A large costal apical patch on forewing, sharply defined; antemedian band prominent.  
No such patch; tail above partly ochraceous; discal lines of forewing not obviously elbowed.
Not so.
o. Underside of abdomen black, with white mesial patches. . . . . 603. M. sylvia.

Underside of abdomen grey, or clayish tawny . . . . .

p. Yellow area of hindwing below very sharply defined . . . . . 607. M. pyrrhosticta (Pl. III. f. 12).

Yellow area of hindwing below not sharply defined . . . . .

q. Inner edge of distal border of hindwing convex . . . . . 577. M. assimilis.

Inner edge of distal border of hindwing straight . . . . .

r. Distal border of hindwing broader at R^3 than yellow band . . . . 578. M. troglodytus (Pl. III. f. 11).

Distal border of hindwing not broader at R^3 than yellow band . . . .

s. Brownish black subapical spot SC²—R^1 of forewing very prominent . . . .

Brownish black subapical spot SC²—R^1 of forewing not prominent . . . . 572. M. belis.

III. Key to the \( \delta \) \( \delta \) as far as they are known to us, based on the sexual armature and colour:

a. Harpe divided into two processes (Pl. LI. f. 13) . . . . . 577. M. pyrrhosticta (Pl. III. f. 12).

Harpe not divided . . . . .

b. Upper edge of upper process of harpe not densely dentate (Pl. LI. f. 13, 14) . . . .

Upper edge of upper process of harpe dentate (Pl. LI. f. 15) . . . . 578. M. troglodytus (Pl. III. f. 11).

c. Penis without process, or with a very short one . . . . . 580. M. alcedo (Pl. III. f. 8).

Penis with two processes at right side (Pl. LVI. f. 50, 51, 52) . . . .

Penis with one process . . . . .


Subapical brown spot SC²—R^1 of forewing vestigial . . . . .

e. A band from middle of costal margin to hinder angle of forewing . . No such band; distal process of penis-sheath short . . . . . 582. M. sitiene (Pl. III. f. 18).

No such band; distal process of penis-sheath rather long . . . . . 581. M. angues (Pl. III. f. 7).
j. Harpe short, triangular . . . . . g.
Harpe produced into a slender process of variable length . . . . . j.
Harpe short; hindtibia with large tuft (scent-organ) . . . . . 596. *M. godeffroyi*.
g. Harpe pointed, dentate beneath . . . . . h.
Harpe obtuse, or not dentate beneath . . . . . i.
h. Hindwing with tawny band . . . . . 569. *M. vacillans* (Pl. IV. f. 5).
Hindwing with yellow band; distal edge of band not sharply defined . . . 572. *M. belis*.
Hindwing with yellow band; distal edge of band sharply defined . . . . . 594. *M. carieyatum* (Pl. III. f. 13).
i. Base of hindwing below white, or feebly yellowish . . . . . 565. *M. bombylans* and 566. *M. aricula*.
Base of hindwing below yellow; yellow band of hindwing above sharply defined; basal area of forewing above not blackish . . 592. *M. prometheus* (Pl. IV. f. 3).
Base of hindwing below yellow; band sharply defined; basal area of forewing greenish black . . . . . 595. *M. saga*.
Base of hindwing below yellow; band not sharply defined . . . . . 571. *M. particulor* (Pl. IV. f. 13).
j. Harpe gradually thinning to a fine point . . . . . k.
Harpe straight, not dentate, not pointed . . . . . l.
Harpe spatulate, or denticulate at or near end, generally curved upwards . . . . . m.
k. Base of hindwing below yellow; harpe nearly reaching end of clasper . . . . . 605. *M. corythus* (Pl. IV. f. 1. 7.)
Base of hindwing below yellow; harpe much shorter; process of penis-sheath long and acute . . . . . 570. *M. affecititia* (Pl. IV. f. 12).
Base of hindwing below yellow; harpe much shorter; process of penis-sheath obtuse; an antemedian abbreviated band on forewing . . . . . 601. *M. semifasciata*.
As before; no such band . . . . . 593. *M. nubilum* (Pl. IV. f. 17).
Base of hindwing below white . . . . . 616. *M. splendens*.
Process of penis-sheath long, pointed . . . . . 568. *M. gyranus* (Pl. IV. f. 6).
m. At least one of the internal processes (love-daggers) of the penis-sheath pointed . . . . . n.
Both love-daggers obtuse . . . . . o.
   Costal edge of hindwing strongly lobate.
   Not lobate; forewing with sharply marked creamy bands.
   Not lobate; head and thorax with two pale conspicuous stripes.
   Not lobate; base of hindwing below white, not yellow.
   Not lobate; forewing above greenish black from base to straight antemedian band.
   Not lobate; wings and body not as in preceding.

p. Abdomen below without pale ochraceous mesial patches.
   Abdomen below with pale ochraceous mesial patches.
   Band of hindwing interrupted.
   Forewing with a number of incomplete white interstitial bands.
   No such bands.

q. Process of penis-sheath ending in a long slender point.
   Process of penis-sheath obtuse, or acute apex very short.

r. Hindwing with narrow distal border.
   Hindwing with broad distal border.
   Harpe broad (Pl. III. f. 8).

Harpe slender; antemedian and discal bands of forewing separate.

Harpe slender; antemedian and discal bands not separate.
Harpe slender; band of hindwing tawny.

a. Proximal tooth of penis-sheath large and triangular.
   Proximal tooth of penis-sheath not large and triangular.

b. Yellow band of hindwing interrupted.
   Yellow band of hindwing not interrupted.

w. Distal border of hindwing tawny.

564. M. trochilas.
598. M. glaucoptera.
602. M. aquila.
589. M. dohertyi.
612. M. mitchelli.
615. M. micacea.
606. M. multifascia (Pl. VI. f. 7).
610. M. juro (Pl. IV. f. 14).
611. M. meeki (Pl. IV. f. 2).
590. M. kirvado, and 591. M. rectans (Pl. IV. f. 8).
584. M. heliophila, 585 M. metus.
587. M. mediocitta (Pl. III. f. 6. 19; Pl. IV. f. 16).
575. M. calescens (Pl. III. f. 5).
563. M. pachyceps (Pl. IV. f. 9).
579. M. insipida (Pl. III. f. 9. 10).
574. M. frahstorferi fruhstorferi.
561. M. mileus (Pl. IV. f. 18).
Distal border of hindwing brown, not sharply defined, being tawny proximally.

\( x \)

Distal border of hindwing brown, sharply defined.

\( x \) Process of penis-sheath short.

\( x \) Process of penis-sheath long.

517. M. assimi/is.

562. M. acesalon (Pl. IV. f. 10).

558. Macroglossum stellatarum.


♀. antennæ strongly clubbed, hook short; end-segment not much prolonged. Conspicuous aberrations are rare; hindwing sometimes tawny; forewing occasionally with blackish median band. There is no apparent geographical variation.

♂. Tenth tergite slender, gradually narrowed to a point, slightly hooked, not dilated before tip either vertically or horizontally; sternite round at end. Clasper without friction-scales: harpe slightly curved, rounded-dilated at end, here rough with short spines and teeth. Penis-sheath with one long, slender, pointed process, which is densely and heavily dentate on the proximal surface; base of process also heavily dentate, dilated distad; internal rods obtuse, one clubbed and armed with a notched ridge, the other flat, conceave on one side, with the edge finely serrate.

Larva green or reddish brown, dotted with white; stigmata and tubercles of horn black; a dark dorsal line; a white dorso-lateral line and a yellow ventro-lateral one, both bordered with brown; these lines sometimes indistinct. — Food-plant: Galium and other Rubiaceae.

Cremaster of pupa conical.

Hab. Europe (except the far north), east and southwards to Japan, Cochinchina, South China, and North Africa.

In the Tring Museum 6 larvac., 1 pupa, 129-odd specimens from various places in Europe: Mazagan, Morocco. viii. 1883. (Riggenbach); Ajmere. viii.; Kandahar; Qetta; Foochow. iv.; Nauchuen, Setschuen; Wladimir Bay, viii.; Wei-hai-wei. ix.; Yokohama. vii.: Tsushima. xi.
559. *Macroglossum alluaudi.*


*Macroglossum (?) alluaudi* "All." (!), Kirby, Nov. Zool. i. p. 99. n. 64 (1894).

♀. A peculiar insect, with chromo-yellow hindwings, which are slightly shaded with orange distally; base of hindwing not brown, fringe brown; sometimes a narrow brown marginal band. Abdomen with three orange-yellow side-spots; two discal lines of forewing heavy, straight, no stigma; below, basal half of forewing, cell excepted, and the greater part of the hindwing washed with pale chrome-yellow.

Not dissected.

Larva shortly described in Ann. Soc. Ent. France, l.c.


♀. Differs from *M. milvens* in the following points: abdomen with four large side-patches which are not separated from one another and are of a deep ferruginous colour; stigma of forewing rather large, first antemedian line straighter, second more distal, touching stigma; hindwing orange-rufous, shaded with ferruginous distally, without a yellow band, base not darker than middle of wing, fringe pale brown. From *alluaudi* it is distinguished by the almost obliterated first discal line of the forewing, the curved second discal line, the conspicuous stigma, the much deeper coloured hindwing and under surface, and the four large abdominal side-patches.


561. *Macroglossum milvens.*


*Macroglossum pandora* Guérin (non Fabricius, 1787), From. Régne Anim. ii. p. 495 (1841) (=*milvens*).


♀. Head and thorax with a darker mesial line; mesothoracic tegula chestnut laterally in fresh specimens. Abdomen with four orange side-patches, of which the first is the smallest. Hindwing bright tawny, without dark border; an antemedian ill-defined yellow band; extreme base brownish black. Underside of thorax clayish vinaceous cinnamon; palpus more grey, with a purer white side-stripe; abdomen tawny. Wings bright tawny beneath, with a duller brown inconspicuous distal border, extreme bases more or less yellow, especially near abdominal edge of hindwing.

♂. Sexual armature as in *M. acutus*, but dentate process of penis-sheath more obtuse, and the broader internal rod wider apically.
Hub. Bourbon; Mauritius.

In the Tring Museum 6 ♀ ♂, 3 ♀ ♀ from Bourbon and Mauritius.

The species does not occur in Madagascar: the specimens recorded from there as milus are not this species, but M. aesalon.

562. Macroglossum aesalon (Pl. IV. f. 10t, ♀).

Macroglossus milus, Pollen & Vandam (von Boisduval, 1833), Fannie Madag., Ins. p. 5 (1868) (Nossi-be) ; Walk, 1r. (1856) (Madagascar); Batll., Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. ix. p. 524, n. 7 (1877); Saalm., t.c. (1884) (partim ; Madagascar).

*M. aesalon* Mabille, Ann. Soc. Ent. France p. 299 (1879) (S.E. Madag.; partim ; coll. Mabille); Saalm., Lep. Malp. p. 118. n. 270 (1884) (Madag.); Kirby, i.e. p. 631. n. 42 (1892) (Madag.).

(? ) Macroglossum trochilus, Saalmüller (von Hübner, 1824), i.e. p. 118. n. 273 (1884) (Mauritius).

♀ ♀. Abdomen with four orange side-patches, the first and fourth generally small; a black mesial spot at the base of the anal brush; underside tawny, a series of more or less confluent brown patches at each side, or nearly all tawny, or brown with three series of tawny patches. Palps white, shaded with brown scales.

Breast vinaceous brown, clayish in middle.

Wings, above.—Forewing: two antemedian lines, oblique, curving basad behind, slightly converging in front, interspace more or less filled up with black scaling, especially in ♀ : median interspace grey, with a distinct but minute black stigma; first and second discal line distinct, curved costad in front, the second almost angulate behind R¹, the black scaling extending distad from this line to the third faint one, limiting a trapezoidal grey costal space, distally of which there are two elongate dark patches, the upper less distinct than the lower.—Hindwing with a broad blackish brown border which becomes purple-brown on disc; yellowish orange median band broad, base brownish black.

Hindwing, below, with the abdominal area and extreme base yellow, three discal lines.

♂. Tenth tergite convex at tip, not pointed (Pl. XLV. f. 8); sternaite simple. Clasper without friction-scales; harpe (Pl. L. f. 27) slender, spatulate, the dilated apical part denticulate. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 15) with a rather broad, obtuse, dentate, horizontal process, the series of teeth of the proximal edge extending far proximad on the sheath; two obtuse internal rods.

*Hab.* Madagascar; Mauritius; Comoro Islands.

In the Tring Museum 14 ♀ ♂, 13 ♀ ♀ from: Mauritius (Trimen, vii. 1865, ex coll. Felder); and Madagascar.

The two individuals (♂ ♀) from Grande Comore in the collection of Mons. Charles Oberthur differ in the median interspace of the forewing being narrower than in the ordinary Madagascar individuals, in the distal border of the hindwing being angulate before SM², which is seldom the case in specimens from other localities, and in the dentate process of the penis-sheath being longer.

563. Macroglossum pachycerus spec. nov. (Pl. IV. f. 9, ♂).

Macroglossus aesalon Mabille, 1r. (1879) (partim).

♂. Similar to aesalon, but distinguished by the following characters: antenna obviously longer and thicker, end-segment shorter, not longer than the three preceding segments together; abdomen with three orange side-spots, segments 5 to 7 black, contrasting sharply with the preceding segments, base of sixth white;
tips of longest scales of anal brush cream-colour or buff; underside of palps, middle of breast, and first and second pair of legs cream-colour, mesial patches on first three sternites of abdomen nearly the same colour, rather more tawny.

Wings, above.—Forewing deeper in colour than in *aesalon*, the markings less prominent; second discal line heavier, interspace between first and second nearly filled up with blackish scaling; no stigma.—Orange band of hindwing narrower.

Underside: yellow colour of hindwing less extended distad than in *aesalon*, more sharply defined, discal lines less distinct or absent.

♂. Tenth tergite (Pl. XLV. f. 7) narrower at end than in *aesalon*; the sternite, however, broader. Harpe (Pl. L. f. 26) broader, apex curved basad and densely spinose. Dentate process of penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 16) long, acute; only one internal rod, three-edged.

♀. Not known.

Hab. Madagascar.

In coll. Charles Oberthür from Tamatave (*type*) and Fianarantsoa; also in coll. Mambique.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♀♂ from: Madagascar.

564. **Macroglossum trochilus**

**Psathyros trochilus** Hübner, Samml. Ex. Schm. ii. t. 158 (1824).

♂ ♀. Antenna long, reaching in ♀ to the fork SC′–♂, or beyond. Orange-buff side-patches of segments 2 to 4 of abdomen large, merged together; underside of abdomen and wings ferruginous; breast, extreme base of wings, and side-tufts of abdomen pale maize-yellow, palps purer white; distal margin of wings below with a ruset-brown border. The brownish-black distal marginal band of the hindwing above proximally bordered with chestnut-purple; median area orange-buff, rather sharply defined.

♂. Tenth tergite pointed; sternite rounded at tip. Clasper without fric'ton-scales; harpe short, curved upwards, obtuse, the broader apical part hollowed out at the proximal side, the convex side densely beset with teeth (Pl. L. f. 25). Penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 54) with a longer sharply pointed and a shorter apically rounded internal rod; apical process horizontal, long, its proximal edge denticulate.

Cremaster of pupa flattened, triangular, dentate laterally, ending in a point (Pl. LXIV. f. 29).

Hab. Africa; Comoro Islands.

Two subspecies:

1. *M. trochilus trochilus*.

**Psathyros trochilus** Hübner, lec.


**Macroglossa siliense** Walker, lec. p. 92. n. 13 (1856) (partim; Natal; hæc spec. ? err. loci?).


**Macroglossa stylihosa** Boisduval, lec.

♂ ♀. The purplish border of the marginal band of the hindwing, above, rather broad as a rule.

_Hab._ South and East Africa, from Cape Colony to Abyssinia: Comoro Islands.

In the Tring Museum 5 larvae, 2 pupae, 130-odd specimens from: Cape Colony; Natal; Delagoa Bay; Transvaal; Batace country; Nyassaland; German and British East Africa; Uganda: Grande Comore.

b. _M. trochilus trochiloides._


_Macroglossa trochilus,_ Dewitz, _Mith. Mäcch. Ent._ v. i. p. 23 (1879) (Chinchoxo); Druce, in _Jameson, Story Rev. Col._ p. 446 (1887) (Aruwimi, iv.).

♂ ♀. The differences between this and the preceding race are very slight. The median band of the hindwing is paler yellow, and the marginal band more extended black, less brown-purple.

_Hab._ Sierra Leone to Angola and the Upper Congo.

In the Tring Museum 16 ♂ ♂, 10 ♀ ♀ from: Sierra Leone, vii. vii. (Capt. Stevens); Ogrugi, Niger; Yelwa, Borgu, Niger; Calweha R., Angola, v. (Pearice).

565. _Macroglossum bombylans._


♂ ♀. The base of the sixth abdominal tergite and the side-tuft of the third segment are pure white; the breast has no yellow tint, the first two or three abdominal sternites have a white mesial patch. The hindwing of the ♀ has a more or less complete yellow median band, while the band of the ♀ is reduced to an abdominal and a costal patch.

♂. The sexual armature is as in _ariecula,_ but the dentate process of the penis-sheath (Pl. L. f. 41) is decidedly shorter and the harpe (Pl. l. f. 24) a little more obtuse.

Early stages not known.

_Hab._ Japan; China; North India.

This and _ariecula_ are most likely only geographical forms of one species. There is no material in collections from Burma, Malacca, Sumatra, and Borneo, where either _ariecula_ or _bombylans_ must be expected to occur.

In the Tring Museum 60-odd specimens from: Asamayama, viii. Satsuma, v.; Kinshin: Nanchuen, Setchuen: Ta-tsien-hu; Hongkong; Buxa, Blutan; Khasia Hills.
566. *Macroglossum avicula.*


*Macroglossum obscuripennis* Butler, *i.e.* p. 633 (1877) (= *avicula* !).

♂♀. The long scales at the base of the sixth tergite yellow; breast, bases of wings below and side tufts of abdomen with a yellow tint, not pure white. The yellow median band of the hindwing of other *Macroglossum* is indicated at the abdominal margin in the ♂, while in the ♀ there is also some yellow scaling behind and before the cell. Antenna strongly clubbed.

♂♀. Tenth tergite narrow, pointed; sternite sinuate at end in an apical view. Casper without friction-scales; harpe as in bombylans, a little more pointed. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 42) with two obtuse internal rods; apical dentate process short, but longer and slenderer than in bombylans.

Larva figured by Piepers, *i.e.*

*Hab.* Malayan Subregion: Java: Palawan.

In the Tring Museum 4 ♂♂, 4 ♀♀ from Java.


*Macroglossum gyrans* Walker, *i.e.* (partim; Canara).


♂♀. Antenna stout and long. Upperside of head, thorax, and first three abdominal segments greenish; orange side-spots on segments 2 to 7 large and confluent; rest of tergites deep brownish black, base of seventh pure white, this belt not interrupted, tips of long scales of anal brush tawny; side-tuft of third segment white, of fifth black with buff tip. Underside of palps nearly pure white, breast and legs (posterior tarsi excluded), the greater part of the first sternite and a mesial spot on the second and third creamy; extreme base of wings maize-colour.

Wings, *upperside.*—Forewing: two antemedian lines curved basad behind, interspace black; no stigma: first discal line thin, second widened, angular behind R¹, the dark scaling extended along hindside of R¹ to subapical double spot. a subquadrate grey patch at proximal side of these spots.—Hindwing chestnut-red, not darker at base, but distal margin slightly blackish, this colour not forming a well-defined border.

Underside of wings like upperside of hindwing.

♂♀. Tenth tergite pointed, slender at end; sternite subtruncate, black at end. Casper without friction-scales; harpe (Pl. L. f. 36) slender, simple, straight, shorter than in *gyrans* (Pl. L. f. 35), but similar in shape. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 17) with short process, which is denticle at the distal edge: two obtuse internal rods.

*Hab.* South India and Ceylon.

In the Tring Museum 5 ♂♂, 2 ♀♀ from: Nilgiris; Ceylon.
568. *Macroglossum gyrans* (Pl. IV. f. 6, c.).


*Macroglossum* varaneus Rothschild, *Nov. Zool.* i. p. 68. t. 5. f. 3 (1894) (Burma).


♂♀. End-segment of antenna shorter than the three preceding segments together. Upperside of head, thorax, and basal half of abdomen of the same grey colour as the forewing; posterior abdominal tergites not much darker, except a basal spot on each side, which spots are sometimes enlarged; three orange side-patches on segments 2 to 4, large, confluent; first tergite and metanotum also tawny at side; base of seventh white, the belt interrupted in middle by a black spot; underside of palpus and breast almost pure white, legs included, except last tarsus; sides of breast and legs shaded or speckled with brown scales; abdomen drab, side-tuft of third segment white, of sixth brownish black with buff tip.

Wings, *upper side.*—Forewing varying in length from 16 to 23 mm.; two antemedian and two discal lines distinct, with the interspaces not filled up with black, the two discal lines strongly curved costal at R^2_, concave between R^2_ and hinder margin.—Hindwing not darker base then in middle, tawny-ferruginous, gradually becoming brown distally, the brown border not being sharply defined.

*Underside* dull ochraceous tawny, shaded with drab, bases more ferruginous, abdominal area of hindwing pale yellow at base, ochraceous rufous distally; lines not prominent.

♂. Tenth tergite slightly dilated before the end, which is pointed; sternite flattened, thin, sides oblique before end. Harpe elongate, straight, simple (Pl. I. f. 35); clasper without friction-scales. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 18); dentate process pointed, long, oblique in position, its base projecting distad, no spines at or near base; internal rod obtuse, dentate at one edge.

*Hab.* Ceylon, N.W. India, eastwards to Letti and Kissar.

In the Tring Museum 15 ♂♂♂, 15 ♀♀ from: Nilgiris; Madras, xi. xiii.; Bombay; Ajmere, vii.; Burma; Sarawak; Java; S. Flores, xii. 1896 (Everett); Sumba, i. 1896 (Doherty); Letti, vii. 1892 (Doherty); Kissar, vi. 1901 (Kühn).

The individual described as *bombus* by Mons. Mabille was said to be from Madagascar. It is certainly an Indian specimen picked up in India by a captain or a doctor, and brought to Madagascar, where it became mixed up with true Madagascar insects. The same happened, doubtless, with the individuals of *Hippotion bohravine* recorded from Madagascar by Mons. Mabille. The type of *bombus* does not differ from *gyrans*. 
It is very curious that in this species and several others the variation in size is considerable, and especially that the intermediate sizes seem to be rarer than the more extreme individuals. We have here cases of imperfect dimorphism. The name of *burmanica* is based on a very small specimen.

569. **Macroglossum vacillans** (Pl. IV. f. 5, ♀).


*Macroglossa approximata* Walker, i.c. xxxi. p. 27 (1864) (N. Australia; — Mus. Brit.); Butl., i.c. n. 6 (1877); Kirby, i.c. n. 10 (1892).

*Macroglossa pseudoerytraea* Rothschild, *Nov. Zool.* i. p. 68. t. 5. f. 23 (1894) (Dili, Timor; Flores; — Mus. Tring).

*Macroglossa similis* id., i.c. (1894) (Oinanisa, Timor; — Mus. Tring)


♀ ?. End-segment of antenna longer than the three preceding segments together. In colour similar to *affictitia*, forewing nearly as in *gryrana*: essentially different from both in the abdomen being marked with four paler cadmium-yellow side-patches which are separated from one another by brownish black basal patches; the second and third patch the largest; seventh tergite as in *affictitia*, without the extended white base of *gryrana*; abdomen below and wings rather more tawny than in *affictitia*, the former with vestiges of pale mesial patches, side-tufts of fourth segment buffish, not white.

Wings, *above*.——Forewing: lines not prominent, two antemedian ones almost straight, first two discal ones much less curved than in *gryrana*.——Hindwing russet-mummy-brown at base, an ill-defined distal border of the same colour, middle of wing paler, especially between apex of cell and anal angle, where there is generally a distinctly yellow shade if the long yellow hair-scales are not rubbed away; in fresh specimens the whole median area is covered with such yellow hair-scales.

_Underside_: basal area of forewing, especially at costal vein, shaded with yellow hair-scales; abdominal area of hindwing more extended yellow than in *gryrana*.

♀. Tenth tergite obtusely pointed, not dilated laterally before end; sternite black distally, narrow, sides parallel, end rounded, somewhat incurvate. Clasper with friction-scales; harpe short, acutely triangular, ventral edge denticate (Pl. L. f. 34). Process of penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 19) ending in a long point, distal edge with a few teeth in middle, proximal edge dentate at least in basal half, base projecting distad.

Length of forewing varying from 16 to 23 mm.

*Hab.* Sambawa, eastwards to Queensland.

In the Tring Museum 16 ♀♂, 12 ♀♀ from: Tambora, Sambawa, iv. v. 1896 (Doherty); Dili, Portug. Timor, v. 1892 (Doherty); Oinanisa, Dutch Timor, xi. xii. 1891 (Doherty); Larat, Tenimber (Kühn); Queensland.

*M. similis* is based on small individuals.

570. **Macroglossum affictitia** (Pl. IV. f. 12, ♀).

End-segment of antenna longer than in gyrans. Similar in colour to M. gyrans, base of seventh abdominal tergite less pure and less extended white, this belt generally not visible or only indicated, unless the segment is removed; sides of breast and legs of the dull drab-russet colour of the underside of the abdomen, the latter without white mesial patches; underside of tail of the same dull tint.

Wings, above.—Forewing: antemedian double line prominent, black, close together; interspace more or less filled up with black; median interspace grey; discal lines thin, not prominent, a dark shade on disc between R^1 and M^2.—Hindwing: base and broad distal border-band blackish-umber-brown, median band ochraceous orange or more tawny (too pale in our figure). Forewing varying in length from 16 to 22 mm.

♂. Tenth tergite somewhat rounded at the sides just before the pointed tip; sternite not black, rather flat, apex rounded. Clasper without friction-scales; harpe (Pl. L. f. 37) sharply pointed. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 20) with two rather broad internal rods; apical process dentate at proximal edge, long, acute, not dentate at and near base, basally projecting distad.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Ceylon; S. India.

In the Tring Museum 9 ♂♂, 9 ♀♀ from; Ceylon; Nilgiris; Madras, iv.; Sangli.

Butler's vivis is based on a small individual.

M. Macroglossum particolor spec. nov. (Pl. IV. f. 13, ♂).

♀. Upperside of body and forewing drab-grey; mesial line of head and thorax russet-brown, a large lateral patch on mesothoracic tegula of the same colour, edged with grey. Abdomen with three orange side-patches, rather small, not separated from one another, the second the largest; fifth and sixth tergites laterally, seventh mesially, tawny-olive, third and fourth with two blackish basal dorsal spots, not visible if the segments are telescoped too much into one another. Underside of palpus greyish white, with a white side-line; breast grey, shaded with wood-brown; abdomen wholly wood-brown.

Wings, upperside.—Forewing: a broad costal abbreviated subbasal band, separated distally by a thin grey line from a narrower band; two antemedian lines, oblique, especially the first, interspace filled up with dark scaling; first and second discal line rather sharply angled behind R^1, first line touching (or almost) second antemedian, the grey median interspace therefore hourglass-shaped or separated into two patches; second discal line much heavier than first, anterior half of interspace between the two filled up with blackish scaling, this scaling extended distad behind R^1, only separated from the conspicuous subapical dark patch 5C°——R^1 by the grey vein R^1, dark apical marginal half-moon conspicuous, grey costal space proximally of these patches sharply defined, separated by the grey border of the indistinct third discal line into a paler proximal and a slightly darker and sometimes a little rufous distal portion.—Hindwing: base and a broad distal border blackish brown, somewhat olive, median band cadmium-yellow, shaded with tawny along the distal border, especially in ♀.
Underside hazel, shaded with grey, distal border brown, abdominal area of hindwing yellow, sharply limited in front.

End-segment of antenna as long as the five preceding segments together.

♂. Tenth tergite truncate, angles rounded, sternite incrassate at apex and here transversely carinate. Clasper with friction-scales: harpe pointed, flat above, free part short (Pl. I. f. 33). Process of penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 44), long, evenly curved, pointing proximad, its distal surface denticulated, a longer subbasal tooth; internal roots flattened, rounded at end.

Length of forewing: ♂, 19 mm.; ♀, 23 mm.

Cremaster of pupa (Pl. LXIV. f. 21) flattened, triangular, bifid, dentate.

Hab. S. India.

In the Trans Museum, 1 pupa, 2 ♂♂, 3 ♀♀ from: Madras (lymph), Oct. and Nov. 1896, Feb. and March 1897 (Watson); Mahé, Deschamps (received from Mons. Chas. Oberthür).

In the collection of Charles Oberthür from Mahé; also in the collection of Monsieur l'Abbé de Joannis.

572. Macroglossum belis.

(1) Sphicr belis Linné, Syst. Nat. ed. x. p. 493. n. 31 (1758) (hab. ?).

Sphicr belis Cramer, P1. Escul. i. p. 147. t. 94. f. e (1776) (China).

Sphicr stellaturum β, Fabricius, Spec. Nov. i. p. 155. sub n. 6 (1781); Gmel., Syst. Nat. i. 5. p. 2387. sub n. 27 (1790).


Macroglossum passalus, id. (non Drury, 1773), i. p. 92. n. 12 (1856) (partim).


*Macroglossum opis Boisduval, i. p. 345. n. 1 (1877) (Silhet; Darjiling; —coll. Charles Oberthür).

♂♀. End-segment of antenna about as long as the five preceding segments together. Abdomen with three cadmium-yellow side-patches, separated from each other, the first smallest, transverse, fifth segment with a lateral, sixth with a dorso-lateral, and seventh with a mesial patch of a dark brown or black colour; tips of side-tufts white; breast and legs russet-wood-brown, middle of protonurn more grey; palpi white, with some brown scales; abdomen beneath clayish cinnamon-buff, basal sternite and a large indistinct mesial apical patch on each of the following two ones of the colour of the breast.

Wings, above.—Forewing: two antemedian lines, slightly converging in front, interspace filled up, but the band not prominent; first and second discal line evenly curved costal in front, the second line heavier than the first, interspace partly filled up with dark scaling, especially in front, the lines straight behind, or incurved; dark subapical patches not prominent, grey costal space at its proximal side sharply limited at R1.—Hindwing with cadmium-yellow median band, lase and distal border blackish brown, the border somewhat shaded off along the yellow band, being here less deep in tint.
Underside hazel-chestnut, rather brighter than abdomen; abdominal area of hindwing cadmium-yellow.

♂. Tenth segment similar to that of vacillans. Clasper with friction-scales; harpe and penis-sheath also not essentially different from that of vacillans.

Larva (acc. to Butler) black; head and a series of lateral stigmatical spots red; a white dorso-lateral line.

_Hab._ Ceylon, N.W. India to China and the Loo Choo Islands.

In the Tring Museum 64 specimens from: Ceylon; South India; Ajmere; Dalhousie; Sikhim; Bhutan; Khasia Hills; Cherraqunjii; Tonkin; Loo Choo.

A close ally of _M. vacillans_, distinguishable by the absence of a yellow patch from the fourth abdominal segment and the much paler yellow band of the hindwing.

Linne's description of his _belis_ is so short that it is impossible to say which species of _Macroglossum_ he had before him. Cramer's figure agrees best with the present insect.

The type of _pyrrhula_ is not preserved.

573. _Macroglossum assimilis._

_Macroglossum assimilis_ Swainson, Zool. Illust. t. 64 (♀) (1821) (hab. ?).

*Macroglossa gilia_ Herrich-Sch., _Abh. Schm._ f. i. 107 (1854) (Java ;—type now in coll. Staudinger).


♀ ?. Similar to _belis_; dark side-patches of fifth and sixth abdominal segments less black, underside of abdomen and wings less reddish; upperside of forewing with a whitish grey flush, the antemedian band broader behind, dilated basad at hinder margin, first discal line vestigial behind, second strongly angled at R₂, concave between R₂ and hinder margin, interspace between the two lines filled up; subapical dark spot SC₂—R₁ ovate, _prominent_; nearly black, the grey costal area at its proximal side not sharply limited behind, continuous with the grey submarginal area; the grey median interspace rather conspicuous; yellow band of the same colour as in _belis_; i.e. deeper in tint than in _corvus_ and allies.

♂. Tenth tergite truncate-sinuate; sternite transversely multicarinate on the upperside, raised in the mesial line, appearing pointed in an apical view, apical half black. Clasper with friction-scales; harpe (Pl. L. f. 38) elongate, spoon-shaped at end, the small widened part dentate. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 21) with a long apical process, which is somewhat widened and dentate before end; from its projecting base proximad extend two series of long teeth on to the sheath; internal rods obtuse at end.

Larva (acc. to Moore, _Lc._) brown or green, a dorso-lateral pale line from end of ninth segment to horn, continued frontad by a series of thin brown dashes, or by a vestigial line; a series of dorsal dots.

_Hab._ Ceylon; S. India; "Java" (acc. to Herrich-Sch.).

In the Tring Museum 9 ♂ ♂, 8 ♀ ♀ from: Ceylon; Nilgiris; Madras, vii. xi.

Swainson's figures apply to this insect; the grey tint of the forewing, the
broad antemedian band, the strongly curved second discal line and the prominent ovate subapical spot are well reproduced in the figures. Herrich-Schaeffer's figure is overcoloured.

574. Macroglossum fruhstorferi.


♂. Similar to calescens. Underside of palpus and middle of breast blackish grey, speckled with white scales; posterior side-tufts of abdomen tipped with yellowish buff, not white; between the grey postdiscal costal space of forewing and the grey space at internal margin there is a third grey patch, these three forming a band divided by two blackish brown streaks R\textsuperscript{2} and M\textsuperscript{1}, the grey postdiscal line at the outer edge of the upper two grey patches continuous down to M\textsuperscript{1} or to hinder margin; hindwing below yellowish in basal area, pale yellow abdominal area ill-defined.

♂. Tenth tergite narrowed apically; sternite longer, slenderer in side-view, broadly rounded at end in dorsal view, not distinctly acuminate. Clasper without friction-scales; harpe (Pl. II. f. 6) gently curved upwards, tip denticulated. Process of penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 32) short, obtuse, denticulate at and near the proximal edge and at apex.

Hab. Java; Obi.

Two subspecies:

a. M. fruhstorferi fruhstorferi.

Macroglossum fruhstorferi Huwe, l.c.

♂. Grey postdiscal line of forewing interrupted at M\textsuperscript{1}; the grey area outside the blackish brown discal band divided into three patches; yellow band of hindwing interrupted.

Hab. Java.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♀ from Java.

In coll. Oberthür 1 ♀ from Mt. Gede (Ledru).

b. M. fruhstorferi latijuscia subsp. nov. (Pl. VI. f. 6, ♀).

♀. Only one rather worn example known. It belongs, we think, to this species. Differing from Java specimens in the blackish brown discal band of the forewing being broader, in the grey space outside it and the grey postdiscal line not being interrupted, and in the yellow band of the hindwing being much broader, not interrupted (the black basal scaling partly rubbed away in the specimen).

Hab. Laiwui, Obi, September 1897 (W. Doherty), 1 ♀ in the Tring Museum.

575. Macroglossum calescens (Pl. III. f. 5, ♀).


Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hol. i. p. 632. n. 47 (1892); Pagenst., in Chun, Zoologica xii. 29. p. 18. n. 19 (1900) ("not seen").

♂. Body above and forewing black, with a chestnut tint, especially the former. Head above dark grey with a blackish mesial stripe; a distinct white line above eye; anterior part of thorax speckled with white-tipped scales; two yellow side-patches on abdomen situated on segments 3 and 4, seventh segment with white scales at base, dorsal and ventral basal scales of tail white-tipped,
side-tufts all white-tipped; palpus and middle of breast white, speckled with black scales, sides of breast, legs, and abdomen maroon-chestnut, middle of abdomen darker brown, shaded with white scaling.

Wings, above.—Forewing: antemedian and discal lines filled in, the two bands contigous except in front; subbasal area, median and postdiscal costal spaces, a space before anal angle, and a submarginal space between R\textsuperscript{3} and R\textsuperscript{4} filled in with bluish white scales forming lines, the external line of the postdiscal costal patch and the inner line of the submarginal patch continuous with one another; outside the postdiscal whitish space there is a reddish black trapezoidal patch divided by vein SC\textsuperscript{3}.—Hindwing: yellow band narrow, constricted behind cell, the broad black border being angulate or produced basad.

Underside reddish chestnut on disc, proximal area deep brown, extreme base of both wings slightly yellow, yellow abdominal area of hindwing sharply defined.

♂. Tenth tergite obtuse, less slender than usually in this genus; sternite short, subspatulate, mesially carinate above, apex acuminate. Clasper without friction-scales; harpe (Pl. Lf. f. 7) rather long, curved upwards and twisted beyond middle, tip acute. Process of penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 33) very long, ending in a long thin point, base prominent, denticulate, no teeth upon sheath proximally of base of process, proximal edge of latter denticulate, apical margin of sheath triangularly dilated distal at the side opposite the process; internal rods broad.

Early stages not known.

Hab. New Britain; New Guinea.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♀♂ from: Milne Bay, British N. Guinea (Meck); Fergusson, d'Entrecasteaux Is. (Meck).

576. Macroglossum castaneum spec. nov. (Pl. III. f. 16, ♂).

♂. Only one moderately preserved specimen. Upperside of body brownish black, head and anterior part of thorax olivaceous, posterior abdominal segments somewhat chestnut; two restricted yellow side-patches on abdomen. Underside of palpus grey, much speckled with brown; breast olivaceous, abdomen burnt-umber colour, chestnut laterally; side-tufts with small white tips.

Wings, above.—Forewing brownish black, markings indistinct, except the grey border of the postdiscal line, this convex in middle, concave behind; antemedian and discal brownish black bands appearing merged together, their outlines barely traceable, two subapical brown spots SC\textsuperscript{3}—R\textsuperscript{1} followed by a third spot R\textsuperscript{4}—R\textsuperscript{5}.

—Border of hindwing broad, convex, sinuate behind.

Underside bright chestnut; brown distal borders distinct; bases yellow: yellow abdominal area of hindwing rather sharply defined, 1½ mm. short of tip of SM\textsuperscript{2}.

♂. Tenth tergite truncate; sternite somewhat acuminate, upperside elevate in mesial line. Clasper without friction-scales; harpe (Pl. Lf. f. 48) short, obtuse, slightly incrassate, strongly dentate. Penis-sheath without process, only with a few teeth (Pl. LVI. f. 48); internal rods rounded at end.

Length of forewing: ♂ 21 mm.

Hab. Florida l., Solomon Islands, January 1901 (A. S. Meek and Eichhorn).

1 ♂ in the Tring Museum.

In the structure of the penis-sheath nearest to alcinoe. The non-interrupted grey postdiscal line of the forewing distinguishes this species easily from caliseceus.
577. Macroglossum pyrrhosticta (Pl. III. f. 12, 3).


Macroglossum pyrrhosticta Butler, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. p. 242. n. 11. t. 36. f. 8 (1875) (Shanghai);

—Mus. Brit.); id. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. ix. p. 527. n. 24. t. 90. f. 8 (larva) (1877) (Leech);

Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. p. 120. n. 104 (1889) (Kiukiang); Semper, Schwett. Philipp. ii. p. 406. n. 56 (1896) (Luzon, viii.).

Macroglossum catapyrrha Butler, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. p. 243. n. 13. t. 36. f. 6 (1875) (N. India);


♀. Very close to troglodytus, larger, the antemedian band and the first discal line of the forewing generally wider apart, all the grey interspaces more olivaceous, duller than in troglodytus, and not so prominent, the wing appearing less variegated, though the number of lines and interspaces is the same in both species. Underside as bright ferruginous as in troglodytus, abdomen very often with two rows of blackish patches as in many specimens of troglodytus. Underside of palpus and middle of breast rather variable in tint.

♂. Sexual armature as in troglodytus, but the upper lobe of the harpe acuminate, without teeth at the upper edge or only with a few (Pl. LL. f. 13. 14), and the process of the penis-sheath longer and pointed (Pl. LVI. f. 36).

Larva (fig. by Butler, l.c.): greenish white, anterior segments green; a white dorsal and a dorso-lateral line edged with green; thin green side-bands.

Hab. North India to Japan, eastwards to Lombok. A common species; apparently not occurring in South India and Ceylon. The bright ferruginous underside distinguishes it easily from variegatum and heliophiha.

In the Tring Museum 100-odd specimens from: North India; Annam; Tonkin: China; Japan; Loo Choo Is.; Lombok.

578. Macroglossum troglodytus (Pl. III. f. 11, 3).


Macroglossum caryothus var., l.c. n. 14 (1856) (partim).


(1) Macroglossum gilvum, Rother, Tijdsschr. Ent. xxxiv. p. 323 (1891) (Flores).


Macroglossum gilvum, id., l.c. p. 117. n. 195 (1892) (partim); id., Illustr. Tyg. Specim. Lep. Hist. B. M. ix. p. 58. t. 175. f. 6 (larva) (1893) (this species?).

Macroglossum helius var. troglodytus, id., l.c. p. 58. t. 157. f. 6 (1893) (Ceylon).

♀. A small species, generally confounded with insipidus. Forewing much variegated with slaty grey, the lines rather prominent, the antemedian band oblique, not always completely filled in with black, often touching first discal line; second discal line heavy, dilated distal behind R1. Underside of abdomen and disc of wings ferruginous; bases of wings more or less shaded with yellow; palpus dirty grey, middle of breast olivaceous olive. There are probably several subspecies.
South Indian and Ceylonese specimens have the yellow band of the hindwing deep in tint, Chinese ones have it pale, and the former possess rather heavier antennae.

\( \sigma \). Tenth tergite sulcate beneath, convex above, truncate-rounded; sternite rather flat, apex rounded, feebly acuminate in middle, transversely carinate above. Clasper without friction-scales; harpe forked like that of *pyrrhosticta*, but upper lobe flat, rounded in dorsal view (Pl. I. f. 15), dentate at edges, lower lobe clubbed, tuberculose. Process of penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 37) obtuse, dentate at apex, basal dentition extending on to the sheath, the most proximal tooth enlarged; internal rods broad, rounded at end, sharp side-edge denticulate.

The larva figured by Hampson may belong to this species.

*Hab.* Ceylon to China, eastwards to Java; probably all over the Indo-Malayan Subregion.

In the Tring Museum 44 specimens from: Ceylon; South and North India; China; Java.

579. *Macroglossum insipida* (Pl. III. f. 9. 10. 17, \( \sigma \ \sigma \)).


\( \sigma \). Very close to *troyldytus*, with which it agrees in size. Antemedian band of forewing above rather suddenly narrowed in anterior half and curved costal, being less oblique than in *troyldytus*.

\( \sigma \). Harpe quite different from that of *troyldytus* and *pyrrhosticta*, resembling that of *java*, cylindrical, a little curved upwards at end, tip denticulate (Pl. II. f. 16). Process of penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 38) obtuse, dentate at end and at proximal edge, dentition extending on to the sheath in one row, proximal tooth enlarged, triangular, except *pocellum*.

Larva (adult) brown, with a dark dorsal line throughout, and thin side-bands, a subdorsal reddish line, interrupted except on thorax; this line yellow in green form of larva, and white in young larva.

*Hab.* Ceylon to the Loo Choo Islands, eastwards to Australia.

Three subspecies, perhaps four:

a. *M. insipida insipida* (Pl. III. f. 10, \( \sigma \)).


*Macroglossum insipida* Swinhoe, *Lep.* p. 4. n. 15. t. 1. f. 1 (\( \sigma \)) (1892) (Java).

\( \sigma \). Distal margin of forewing more convex and apex less acute than in *troyldytus*. Penis-sheath with very few teeth proximally of base of process, but the most proximal one large, triangular (Pl. LVI. f. 38).

*Hab.* Ceylon to North India, eastwards to Borneo and Java.

In the Tring Museum 40-old specimens from: Ceylon; South and North India; Andamanas; Penang; Borneo; Java.

The specimens from the various places present some slight differences which may prove local, the Malayan individuals forming perhaps a separate subspecies.

b. *M. insipida papuanum* subsp. nov. (Pl. III. f. 9, \( \sigma \)).

\( \sigma \). Darker than western examples; the two yellow patches of the abdomen obviously larger.
Hab. D'Entrecasteaux Is.; Louisiade Archipelago; Queensland; Mysol. Probably on all the Papuan Islands.

In the Tring Museum 13 ♂♂, 13 ♀♀ from: Fergusson (type), d'Entrecasteaux Is. (Meek); Sndest, iv. (Meek); St. Aignan, viii. (Meek); Queensland (Weiske); Mysol, i. (Kühn).

c. M. insipida pocitum subsp. nov. (Pl. III. f. 17, ♂).

♂. Perhaps distinct. Resembling in size and in shape of the forewing large specimens of M. troglodytus. Body and wings with a reddish flush on upperside. Subapical spot SC9—SC8 of forewing dark rufous, dark dorsal geminate spots of abdomen rather prominent, yellow side-spots reduced. Teeth on penis-sheath near base of process more numerous than in the preceding forms, the proximal tooth not much enlarged, being much smaller than in either papuanum or insipida.

Hab. Loo Choo Islands.

Two ♂♂ in the Tring Museum from: Loo Choo Is. (type); Okinawa, 12. vii. 1891 (Dr. Fritze).

The abdomen of these two examples has no black patches beneath.

M. insipida, pyrrhosticta and troglodytus are so similar in colour that it is difficult to distinguish them from one another; the ♂♂ can be recognised by the sexual armature, but the ♀♀, especially if not in good condition, are sometimes impossible to name with certainty.

580. Macroglossum alcedo (Pl. III. f. 8, ♂).


♂♀. In colour and pattern closely resembling ungues, antemedian band of forewing less distinct, grey postdiscal line distinct only in front, the marginal band of the hindwing obviously broader, angulate near M3, not evenly convex, underside of wings brighter chestnut, with the darker brown distal border more distinct.

♂. Clasper without friction-scales; barpe (Pl. I. f. 47) short, recurved at end, this part dilated, concave, densely denticulate. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 39) with the internal rods rounded at end; no process, it being replaced by a short longitudinal dentate ridge.

Hab. Queensland; Key; N. Guinea.

In the Tring Museum 7 ♂♂ from: North Queensland (Weiske); Little Key, January to March 1895 (Webster).

The type of alcedo is in bad condition: it is a ♀♀ and belongs apparently here and not to the following species. The distal border of the hindwing is, however, rather too narrow, approaching that of ungues. Nobody will be able, we think, to prove that Boisduval's alcedo is not the species here figured as such.

581. Macroglossum ungues spec. nov. (Pl. III. f. 7, ♂, ♀, Barn).


♂♀. A smaller species than sinitene, but nearly identical with it in pattern. Forewing more obtuse, outer margin more convex, first discal line more curved, nearer the antemedian band in middle, subapical spot SC9 more prominent; hindwing below more washed with yellow in basal area. Antenna of ♂♂ comparatively longer and stouter.
♂. Harpe longer (Pl. LI. f. 11) than in sitiene. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 51) with two processes: the upper much longer than in sitiene, the lower shorter, the latter dentate.

_Hab._ Java, Philippines, eastwards to the Moluccas and Sumba.

In the Tring Museum 16 ♂♀, 22 ♂♀ from: Java (Piepers); Bali, iii. iv. (Doherty); Lombok, iv. (Fruhstorfer); Sumba; Dongula, Palos Bay, Celebes, vii. ix. (Doherty); Ambon, ii. viii. (Doherty); Bura, iii. (Doherty); Philippines.

It is possible that further material of _Macroglossum_ from the larger Sunda Islands will prove ungues and sitiene to be forms of the same species. The ♂♀ from the Philippines which we have been able to dissect belong all to ungues, but some of the ♂♀ are apparently not different from sitiene, being rather larger and more greyish on the forewing than ungues.

582. _Macroglossum sitiene_ (Pl. III. f. 18, ♂).


*Macroglossum sitiene_ id., _loc. p. 343. n. 18 (1875) (partim); _Kirby, loc. n. 361. n. 41 (1892).


♂♀. Body above and forewing paler than in heliophiila, clayish; dorsal basal dots of abdominal tergites vestigial, seventh segment pale, with a very conspicuous black mesial patch; side-tufts all prominently tipped with white; underside of palpus, middle of breast and mesial patches on the proximal abdominal sternites or on all, dirty grey, much less white than in heliophiila. Antemedian band of forewing very prominent, sharply dilated basal behind; first and second discal line curved as in heliophiila, but the second not dilated distad behind R1. Yellow band of hindwing deeper yellow than in heliophiila, edge of black border less convex. Underside rather more greyish distally; lines of hindwing prominent.

♂. Tenth tergite prismatical, rounded above, sulcate below, tip truncate: sternite rounded at end. Clasper with friction-scales; harpe (Pl. LI. f. 12) almost straight, sharply pointed. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 52) with two processes: one (a) broad, hook-shaped, dentate at the concave edge; the other (b) very slender and long, horizontal; long internal rod broad, terminating in a long point.

_Hab._ Ceylon to the Philippines.

In the Tring Museum 5 ♂♂, 7 ♀♀ from: Ceylon; Nilgiris; Manila.

583. _Macroglossum stigma_ spic. nov. (Pl. IV. f. 15, ♀).

♀. Head and thorax with dark middle line; mesothoracic tegula with large blackish area, anteriorly bordered by an oblique greyish line; abdomen with one yellow side-patch, situated on third segment, seventh tergite with two conspicuous white basal spots, black in middle: anal tuft blackish brown, all side-tufts tipped
with white; underside of palpus, middle of breast, mesial patches of abdominal segments greyish white, sides of breast, legs, and abdomen deep brown.

Wings, above.—Forewing: two antemedian lines filled in with black, this band broad, slightly curved, dilated basad behind, basal area shaded with vinaceous grey, median area also vinaceous grey, with a prominent black stigma; first and second discal line slightly concave at M\(^4\), gently curved costad in front, first very weak, just proximal of fork SC\(^{9,5}\), obliterated behind, second prominent, more distal than in other species, crossing SC\(^{5}\) 2 mm. distally from fork SC\(^{1,2}\) and reaching hinder margin about 2 mm. from angle, being only 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) mm. distant from the prominent oblong subapical spot SC\(^{5}\)—R\(^3\), and being contiguous with the postdiscal line between R\(^3\) and M\(^1\).—Hindwing: black border very broad, strongly angulate at M\(^1\), the yellow colour not extending beyond C.

Underside blackish mummy-brown, a few greyish scales in submarginal region; hindwing with the first discal line almost obliterated, the second distinct, the third close to it, vestigial; yellow abdominal area reduced, not sharply defined, extending about halfway to end of SM\(^2\).

Length of forewing: ♂, 26 mm.

Hab. Dorey, Dutch N. Guinea, April 1897 (W. Doherty), 1 ♂ in the Tring Museum.

The distal position of the second discal line of the forewing distinguishes this species easily from *sitium*, *heliophila* and others, besides the stigma of the forewing and the white spots on the seventh abdominal tergite.

584. *Macroglossum heliophila* (Pl. III. f. 6, ♂).


*Macroglossa nigri fasciata*, Butler (non id., 1875); *Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond.* p. 670. n. 31 (1880) (Formosa).


♂ ♀. Head and thorax with a prominent dark mesial stripe: a rather sharply marked triangular area on mesothoracic tegula the same colour; abdomen with a pair of prominent black dorsal basal spots on fourth tergite; side-tufts all tipped with white; underside of palpus, middle of breast, and a mesial patch on first abdominal sternites greyish white, rest of abdomen dull burnt-umber-brown; tail rather darker.

Wings, upperside.—Forewing: two antemedian lines filled in, forming a very prominent band which is nearly straight distally and dilated basad at hinder margin; first and second discal lines curved costad in front, concave between R\(^1\) and hinder margin, the first thin, the second heavier, interspace not quite filled in, the lines remaining quite distinct, the second dilated distad behind R\(^1\) till reaching postdiscal line, this spot-like dilatation prominent, R\(^1\) in front of it grey, bordering a sharply defined postdiscal costal grey patch, subapical spot SC\(^{9}\)—R\(^3\) prominent, while the space SC\(^{9}\)—SC\(^{5}\) in front of it is more or less grey.—Black border of hindwing convex, more or less angulated near M\(^1\).

Underside like abdomen, basal central area of forewing darker, distal border
duller, darker brown; bases shaded with yellowish buff, yellow abdominal area sharply defined, about 1½ mm. short of tip of SM².

♂. Tenth tergite rather broad, rounded-truncate, flattened at end; sternite spinate, upperside elevated in mesial line, apical margin acuminated. Clasper with friction-scales; harpe (Pl. LI. f. 4) incrassate distally, obtuse; often with a subapical lateral tuberculated hump, as in f. 3. Penis-sheath almost exactly as in melas (Pl. LVI. f. 31), but the teeth near the base of the process larger.

Hab. South India to the Loo Choo Islands, eastwards to the Moluccas.

In the Tring Museum 13 ♂♂, 14 ♀♀ from: Nilgiris; Tonkin: Hongkong: Loo Choo Is.; Formosa; Java; Sarawak; Philippines; Batjan.

It is possible that there are at least two subspecies; but the material in collections, especially from the Moluccas, is not yet large enough to allow us to form a definite opinion.

The white underside of the palpi and of the middle of the breast distinguishes heliophila at a glance from sittene and cariegatum, while the less black colour of the body and wings separates it from melas.

585. Macroglossum melas spec. nov. (Pl. III. f. 19, ♀).

♂ ♀. Similar to M. heliophila, but body and wings much deeper in tint, almost black above and below; yellow spots of abdomen small, fourth and fifth tergite with a pair of black basal spots above; underside of palpus, middle of breast and mesial patches of abdomen white, side-tufts of abdomen tipped with white. A thin white line above eye. Pattern of forewing as in heliophila, individually somewhat variable, pale median interspace less prominent and less vinaceous. Black border of hindwing broader than in heliophila, angulate between R³ and M², the yellow band here constricted or interrupted. Wings below grey at extreme base; yellow area of hindwing restricted, about 3 mm. short of tip of SM².

♂. Sexual armature not essentially different from that of heliophila, harpe slenderer (Pl. LI. f. 3. 5), dentition at the base of the penis-sheath not quite so heavy (Pl. LVI. f. 31).

Hab. Key Islands: N. Guinea; Woodlark I.; Queensland.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♂♂, 6 ♀♀ from: Little Key (type, H. Kühn), Dec. and Jan.; Milne Bay, Brit. N. Guinea, Jan. and Feb. (A. S. Meek); Woodlark (A. S. Meek); Queensland (Weiske).

This may be the Papuan representative of heliophila. Further material is necessary to decide the question.

586. Macroglossum divergens.


♀. Only one specimen known. It may be an extreme variety of heliophila.—Forewing, above: first discal line vestigial, second heavy and dilated distally between R¹ and R²; a distinct black line outside the grey postdiscal line as broad as the second discal one.

Hab. Ceylon.

In the British Museum 1 ♀ (type).
587. Macroglossum mediovitta spec. nov. (Pl. IV. f. 16, ♂).

♂. Differs from heliophila in the following points:—Forewing more elongate, distal margin less convex, proximal edge of antemedian band not distinct, the basal area being darker than in heliophila; pinkish white median band very prominent, more oblique, sharply defined, the first discal line being well marked, forming the discal border of the white band, the line not elbowed anteriorly, second discal line scarcely visible, the disc outside the white band being so deep brown that the line is obscured, the blackish brown area gradually shading off distally: no sharply defined postmedian costal grey space, R1 not grey, subapical spot St♂—R1 small, grey postdiscal line vestigial.—Hindwing: distal border evenly convex, narrower than in heliophila.—Structure of genital armature of ♂ as in heliophila.

Hab. Loo Choo Islands: Okinawa.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♂♂ collected by Dr. A. Fritze on Okinawa in July and August 1891. Also in the British Museum.


♀. A very dark-coloured species. Abdomen with two prominent white basal spots on seventh tergite, side-tufts of sixth and seventh segments brownish black or burnt-umber-brown; seventh sternite with white mesial dot or line. Underside of palpi and middle of breast greyish white, sides of breast dark brown. White line above eye distinct.

Wings, upperside.—Forewing: a white or grey, narrow, straight, median band as in M. hirundo hirundo, the olive-black band at its proximal side dilated basad at hinder margin, not sharply defined proximally; the discal band at the distal side of the median white band broad, ill-defined distally, dilated distad between R1 and R2, thus joined to a rather broad postdiscal band which extends from the two subapical patches SM1—R2 to hinder margin, bordered proximally by a grey line which is interrupted between R2 and R3, area outside this band slightly greyish like the postmedian costal space and the basal area.——Hindwing: distal border convex, broader than yellow band, this interrupted or entire.

Wings below dark mummy-brown, or Mars-brown, with the distal borders darker, lines quite indistinct, third the best marked; abdominal area of hindwing yellow, sharply defined.

Length of forewing: ♀, 23 to 25 mm.

Hab. Solomon Islands: Guadalcanar and Florida.

Two subspecies:


♀. White median band of forewing very prominent. Yellow band of hindwing broadly interrupted. Underside of wings deep mummy-brown. Abdomen with a yellow side-patch on segment 3, and a few yellow scales on segments 2 and 4; seventh sternite with a white mesial dot.

Length of forewing: 23 mm.

Hab. Guadalcanar.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♀, March 1901 (A. S. Meek).

b. M. albigutta floridense subsp. nov.

♀. Median band of forewing less distinct. Yellow band of hindwing not interrupted. Abdomen above and underside of wings Mars-brown. Abdomen with
the yellow side-patch of segment 4 as large as that on 3; seventh sternite with 
white mesial line, the other sternites with more or less distinct white mesial dots.
Length of forewing: 25 mm.

_Hab._ Florida Island.
In the Tring Museum 1 ♂, 2. i. 1901 (A. S. Meek).

589. _Macroglōssum dohertyi._

*Macroglōssum dohertyi* Rothschild, _Nov. Zool._ i. p. 67. t. 5. f. 2 (♂) (1894) (Amboina;—Museums.

Tring).

♂. In this remarkable insect the median interspace and the grey postdiscal line 
of the forewings of the other _Macroglōssum_ have developed into two narrow, sharply-
defined, buffish white bands. Tenth tergite rounded-truncate; sternite narrowed 
towards the end, which is rounded. Clasper with rather large friction-scales; harpe 
rather broad, compressed, subacuminate, upper edge dentiulate distally (PL I. 
f. 31). Process of penis-sheath (PL LVII. f. 49) short, obtuse, densely denti-
culate at the proximal edge and at end; internal rods rounded at end.

_Hab._ Amboina and New Guinea.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂♂ from: Amboina, February 1892 (W. Doherty, _type_); British New Guinea.

590. _Macroglōssum hirundo._


♂ ?. A geographically and individually variable species. The median 
interspace of the forewings grey, generally prominent, straight, sometimes separated 
into two patches; first and second discal lines not or feebly curved costad, not 
obviously elbowed, more or less concave. Yellow abdominal area of hindwing 
below sharply defined.

♂. Tenth tergite compressed, pointed; sternite rounded at end. Clasper 
with friction-scales; harpe (PI. LI. f. 8) broad, flattened, more or less rounded 
at end, apex densely denti culated. Process of penis-sheath (PL LVII. f. 27) 
horizontal, slender, dentition variable, no teeth upon sheath near base of process, 
ext except in _lifucensis_; internal rods rounded at end, the longer one dentate at 
one edge.

_Hab._ Papuan Subregion: Key to Tahiti and Fiji.

Five subspecies:

_a._ _M. hirundo hirundo._

Lond._ ix. p. 529, n. 37 (1877); _Kirby, Cat. Lēp. Hēt._ i. p. 632, n. 58 (1892).

♂ ?. The yellow area of the hindwing is far too broad in Boisduval’s figure, 
the base of the wing being black in Tahiti specimens, not yellow. Grey 
median band of forewing very narrow, oblique, being a little more distal at 
hinder than at costal margin, the dark lines and bands indistinct, grey border 
of postdiscal line and a grey submarginal shade extending from apex near 
hinder margin distinct, less regular than in Boisduval’s figure. Yellow band of 
hindwing rather broader than the basal black area. Abdomen with a small

_Hob._ Tahiti.


_b. M. hirundo citiense_ subsp. nov.


♂. Like the preceding, but yellow side-patch on fourth abdominal segment vestigial or absent, grey median band of forewing not distinct, yellow band of hindwing narrower in middle than black basal area.

_Hob._ Fiji.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂♂ from Fiji.

c. _M. hirundo lifensis._


♂ ♀. One yellow side-spot on abdomen, situated on segment 3; black side-patches on segments 4 and 5 prominent. Antemedian and discal dark bands of forewing conspicuous, the discal one somewhat curved costad in front, postdiscal line distinct, dentate, with a distinct grey border, subapical patches SC^1—R^1 distinct, the second darker, rounded; grey median band variable. Yellow band of hindwing somewhat deeper yellow than in _errans_, and narrow, almost as broad as in _hirundo_.

_Underside_ of wings as in _hirundo_, much more rufous than in _errans_. Process of penis-sheath more densely denticulate basally, the dentition extending on to the sheath. Harpe much more elongate, less spatulate, than in the other subspecies, almost pointed.

_Hob._ Lifu, Loyalty ls., and New Caledonia.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♂♂, 1 ♀ from Lifu and N. Caledonia.

d. _M. hirundo errans._


*Ilampsochisma scottiarium* Felder, _Reise Novara._ Lep. t. 75, f. 8 (1874) (Australia; — Mus. Tring); Boisduval, _Ex. p. 354, n. 35 (1875); _Bull._, _Lep._ p. 529, n. 35 (1877).


♂ ♀. The distribution of this subspecies is extensive; the area occupied includes the Solomon Islands and the Bismarck Archipelago. We cannot find any difference between the few individuals from those localities and Queensland examples. Pagstenstecher’s _belinda_, of which we have the _type_, must sink as a synonym. _M. errans_ is very variable as regards some of the markings, but the prominent grey flush is always present upon the upperside of the forewing and abdomen; the dark dorsal spots of the latter are well marked, the yellow band of the hindwing is broad, with the outer edge straight, the denticulate postdiscal grey-bordered line of the forewing is conspicuous, the triangular area of the mesothoracic tegula bordered in front by an oblique line is more or less obviously rufescent, always well
circumscribed. The abdomen has generally only one yellow patch, on segment 3; sometimes there is another vestigial on segment 2, and seldom a third on the fourth segment. The grey median band of the forewing is often interrupted, seldom completely obliterated in consequence of the extension of the brown antemedian and discal bands.

**Hab.** Queensland, Solomon Islands and Bismarck Archipelago.

In the Tring Museum 6 larvae, SO-odd specimens from: Queensland; Kiri- gunang (type of *belinda*); Guadalcianar, v. (Meek).

e. *M. hirundo cimeraescens.*


♂♀. Thorax above and forewing with a peculiar opalescent gloss, except an externo-marginal band of the latter 5 mm. broad in front, tapering behind.

**Hab.** Caroline Islands: in the British Museum.

From Palisa, Caroline Is., in the Vienna Museum.

591. *Macroglossum rectans* spec. nov. (Pl. IV. f. 8, ♂).

♂. Less grey than *errans*; a small transverse yellow side-mark on second abdominal segment, a large one on the two following; side-tufts of segments 5 and 6 not white, but tawny-ochraceous. Grey median band of forewing as oblique as in *hir. hirundo*, narrow, quite straight, subapical spot SC^2^—R^3^ small. Yellow band of hindwing narrowing costal, much narrower than in *errans*, at R^2^ about half the width of the black distal border, which is distinctly convex from C to SM^2^. Underside of wings more Rufous than in *errans*.

**Hab.** Kei Islands and N. Guinea.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂♂ from: Little Kei, 9. ii. '97 (H. Kühn, *type*); Samarai, Brit. N. Guinea. In the British Museum from Queensland.


*Macroglossum prometheus* id., l.c. (1875) (Java;—coll. Charles Oberthür).

♂♀. Boisduval’s description gives the essential characters. Mesothoracic tegula with grey fringe in fresh specimens. Abdomen above with two dark dots at the bases of segments 3 and 4; anal tuft dark, tip often paler, vinaceous, not yellow or tawny. Grey streak R^2^ of forewing, upperside, distinct, grey costal space in front of it prominent, black apical halfmoon joined to the submarginal patch SC^2^—R^3^, which is black distally and somewhat russet proximally, subapical patch SC^1^—SC^3^ russet; lines not prominent, the interspaces grey, the median interspace not more grey than the interspace between the subbasal and the double antemedian lines. Yellow band of hindwing very sharply defined, costal margin not yellow. Underside of wings vandyke-brown, shaded with drab, dull in that, yellow abdominal area contrasting sharply.—See p. 600 for nomenclature.

♂. Tenth tergite as in *glaucopterum*, rather more flattened at tip and less truncate-sinuate. Friction-scales of clasper prominent; harpe (Pl. L. f. 43, 45)
with a very short triangular, acuminated, free process. Process of penis-sheath different in the two subspecies; no teeth upon the sheath near the base of the process.

_Hab._ Ceylon to Australia (not in N. India and China?).

Two subspecies:

_a._ **M. prometheus prometheus.**


*Macroglossa arcaenum* Moore, _i.c._ (1895) (Java).


_?_ 31. The prominent grey costal subapical patch of the forewing, with the grey streak R^1 behind, and the sharply defined distal border of the hindwing, distinguish this western form easily from all the species with which it occurs together.

_?._ Process of penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 23) with a single basal tooth which points distad, and a number of teeth at and near the proximal edge.

_Hab._ Ceylon to Java and the Philippines.

In the Tring Museum 6 _?_, 17 _?_ from: Ceylon; Malay Pen.; Penang (Curtis); Nias; Java; Borneo.

_b._ **M. prometheus insititata.**


*Macroglossa approximata* Lucas, _Queenslander._ xxxix. p. 834 (May 1891) (abdomen only!); _Misk.,_ _i.e._ 64 (1891).

*Macroglossa insititata* Lucas, _i.c._ (1891) (abdomen excepted; MacKay).


_?_. On the whole smaller than the preceding; distal margin of forewing shorter; underside of body and wings more grey, middle of breast more whitish; grey colour of upperside of forewing also more prominent, the antemedian lines resp. band mostly less oblique, often contiguous in middle with the first discal line, grey postdiscal line at the distal side of the grey subapical costal patch prominent, dentate at _SC^3_, the double patch distally of this line more Rufous.

Width of marginal band of hindwing fairly constant in Queensland examples; the band rather narrower in the individuals from the Louisiade Archipelago and the d'Entrecasteaux Islands.

_?._ Process of penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 25) variable in dentition, sometimes multidentate on the surface and at the distal (not proximal) edge, sometimes only with a few prominent basal teeth at the distal edge. Harpe (Pl. L. f. 45) shorter than in the preceding subspecies.

_Hab._ Queensland; N. Guinea and the islands near its south-eastern end.

In the Tring Museum 14 _?_, 17 _?_ from: Queensland; Rossell 1., ii. (Meek); St. Aignan, ix. (Meek); Milne Bay, Brit. N. Guinea, iii. (Meek);
Fergusson and Trobriand (Meck): Humboldt Bay, Dutch N. Guinea, ix. x. (Doherty).

This form might be confounded by a casual observer with _M. errans errans_, especially with such specimens of the latter in which the grey median interspace is reduced to two small patches in consequence of the antemedian and discal bands being merged together mesially. The first and second discal lines of _errans_ are, however, straight in front, the abdomen is grey above, and shows dark basal dots also on segments 5 and 6 (the two dots of the latter segment being often merged together to a large mesial patch), the white side-tufts are larger and the palpi are longer, the triangular patch of the mesothoracic tegula is more prominent, etc.

Lucas's description of _approximans_ applies to _M. corythus pylene_ as regards wings, to the present species as regards abdomen; while the abdomen described under _M. lineata_ is that of _pylene_ and the wings, we believe, those of the subspecies we have just characterised. Neither of the two names _approximans_ and _lineata_ can be applied (see Introduction, "Nomenclature").

Lucas says, _l.c.,_ of _lineata_: "Near M. trochilus, Hubn., M. sitieul, Boisd., M. corythus, Boisd."

503. _Macroglossum nubilum_ spec. nov. (Pl. IV. f. 17, 8).

♀. Resembling _M. prometheus inusitata_, but is deeper brown, the grey postmedian costal patch of the forewing extended beyond R^1_ towards the distal margin, the distal border of the hindwing convex, twice the width of the yellow band, which widens behind a little. Head without white line above eye, brown triangular lateral area of palpus not sharply defined above: first yellow side-patch of abdomen just vestigial, second and third prominent, with deep black patches at the proximal side.

Wings, upperside.—Forewing: antemedian lines not conspicuous, not distinctly filled in with dark brown, more strongly curved than in _prometheus_; first discal line very indistinct, except at costal margin, strongly angulated in front like the second, which is distinct, interspace filled in with brown from costal margin to angle of lines; grey costal space following this line continued beyond R^1_; reaching more distally R^2_ or even R^3_; subapical patches SC^2_—R^1_ dark russet, the second blackish distally.—Hindwing: black basal area continued along SM^2_, joining the black distal border, the yellow band in consequence proximally convex; this band not reaching costal edge, at R^2_ barely half the width of the distal border.

Underside: Mars-brown or mummy-brown, deeper in tint than in _M. prometheus_; the yellow abdominal area of the hindwing very sharply limited distally.

♂. Tenth tergite truncate; sternite rounded-dilated at end. Clasper with friction-scales; harpe short, curved upwards at end, tip acute (Pl. L. f. 46). Process of penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 26) obtuse at end, its ductate base projecting also a little at the left side, the whole process boomerang-shaped; internal rods obtuse at end.

_Hab._ British New Guinea and neighbouring islands.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♀, 6 ♀♀ from: Milne Bay, Brit. N. Guinea, i. '99 (Meck), _type_; Holnicote Bay to Owen Stanley Mts. (Rohn); Kiriwini, Trobriand Is., iii. iv. '95 (Meck); Woodlark, iii. '97 (Meck).
594. Macroglossum variegatum spec. nov. (Pl. III. f. 13, \delta).


\delta ?. Differs from heliophila, with which it agrees best, in the following points: abdomen with pairs of black dots at the bases of tergites 3, 4, and 5; underside of palpus and middle of breast clayish, very much darker than in heliophila, abdomen generally deeper brown, without whitish grey patches on the first sternites. Antemedian band of forewing not so prominent, much more curved, almost at right angles to costal margin; first and second discal lines also obviously more curved, S-shaped, median interspace less pale than in heliophila, shaped like an hour-glass, but upper part larger than lower, second discal line dilated distad behind R3, but this projection not very conspicuous: R1 grey; postdiscal line and its grey border distinct, continuous from costal to hinder margin; distal edge feebly scalloped in fresh specimens, with darker dots at the tips of the veins; a pale stigma with a dark spot at its proximal side in fresh individuals.

\delta. Tenth tergite truncate; sternite less acuminate than in heliophila. Clasper without friction-scales; harpe (Pl. LI. f. 1) short, acuminate, curved upwards and then distad, underside often with teeth. Process of penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 35) short, obtuse, slender, dentate at end as well as at proximal edge, the dentition of the base extending on to the sheath; internal rods rounded at end.

Hab. North India; Borneo; Sumatra. Probably more widely distributed in the Indo-Malayan Subregion.

In the Tring Museum 10 \delta \delta, \delta ? \delta ? from : Cherrapunji (type); Khasia Hills; Shillong; Sikhim; Borneo.

In many collections, mixed up with specimens of other species.

595. Macroglossum saga.


\delta ?. No white line above eye; palpi long, beneath white, speckled with black scales; breast greyish wood-brown; head and thorax above with darker mesial vitta, abdomen with two yellow side-patches, besides a vestige of a patch on second segment, a double series of dark dorsal spots; tail above blackish brown; side-tufts of posterior segments with dark buff tips, those of proximal segments with white tips, underside of abdomen uniform in colour.

Wings, upperside.—Forewing with the grey and the brownish black parts rather sharply contrasting; antemedian lines curved, filled in with brownish black, this band dilated basad at hinder margin; median interspace grey; first and second discal lines angulated at R1, concave between R1 and hinder margin, interspace dark except behind, first line generally not prominent behind; grey costal space extended to apex of wing, the subapical rufous patch SC9—SC5 being shaded over with grey, grey postdiscal line within this area conspicuous, R1 grey between second and third
line, the area behind the grey patch blackish, the grey area limited by the apical triangular halfmoon, by the subapical patch SC\(^9\) — R\(^1\) and the grey line R\(^1\). — Hindwing: yellow band somewhat variable in width, at R\(^2\) barely half the width of the black border; fringe vinaceous cinnamon.

**Underside** dark russet, more or less shaded with grey on hindwing; yellow abdominal area of hindwing not very sharply defined distally.

♀. Tenth tergite somewhat prismatical, truncate at end; sternite rounded at end. Clasper with friction-scales; harpe (Pl. I. f. 44) very short, obtusely pointed, conical. Process of penis-sheath dentate only at base, this dentition variable, slightly extending on to the sheath; internal rods obtuse at end.

*Hab.* Japan to North India.

In the Tring Museum ♀ ♂, ♀ ♀ ♀ from: Kinshin; Sikhim.

In coll. Charles Oberthür several specimens from Sikhim.

The yellow band of the hindwing is narrower in the type of *glancioplaga* than in other specimens.

596. *Macroglossum goedeigroyi*.


♂. Under and internal surface of foretarsus with long scaling, especially the first segment. Mid- and hindtibia with very long hairs on underside which form a large tuft similar to the tuft of the abdominal scent-organ; first segment of tarsi with long scales on ventral side, the tarsi not longer than the respective tibiae. Dorso-lateral black spots of abdomen very prominent. Antemedian band of forewing very broad, disco-cellular veins within this band, which touches in middle a large disco-marginal area of the same colour, thus separating the grey median space into a costal and a posterior patch; a grey postdiscal subapical patch, extended distad to outer margin.

Tenth sternite broad, feebly sinuate. Harpe short, obtuse, compressed. Penis-sheath with long and proximally broadened process which is dentate all over: a large patch of teeth at the left side of the sheath.

*Hab.* Neu Lanenburg = Duke of York Island.

One ♂ in the British Museum; not seen in other collections.

The tufts of the mid- and hindtibia are a very peculiar character not found anywhere else among *Sphingidae*.

597. *Macroglossum fritzei* spec. nov. (Pl. III. f. 4, ♀).

♀. Head and thorax dark grey, with a brown mesial line; a large triangular mummy-brown patch on mesothoracic tegula conspicuously edged with grey; abdomen blackish brown, two large yellow side-patches on segments 2 and 3, and a smaller one on 4; underside of palpus vinaceous grey, dark triangular lateral patch not sharply marked; breast pale vinaceous in middle, darker at sides; abdomen bright tawny, apical margins brown, a lateral series of conspicuous buff yellow spots.

Wings, *above.* — Forewing: antemedian lines much more oblique than in other species, filled in with deep brown, the band reaching costal margin in front of apex of cell, conspicuously bordered with greyish white proximally; first and
second discal line irregularly dentate, curved costad in front, interspace not filled in, a pale space $M^1-\text{SM}^2$ between second discal and postdiscal line, the latter line dentate, with a sharply marked buffish border; subapical spot $S_C^1-\text{SC}^2$ somewhat rufous, the next spot blackish.—Hindwing: yellow band broad, black border of wing correspondingly narrow, its inner edge almost straight.

**Underside** peculiar.—Forewing: rufous-chestnut, blackish brown border very distinct, owing to a series of irregular buff-yellow postdiscal patches, patch $R^1-R^3$ vestigial; within these patches there are two thin dentate lines; extreme base yellowish.—Hindwing: reddish anteriorly, base and abdominal area yellow, this colour gradually shading off on disc, only 1 mm. short of tip of $\text{SM}^2$; brown border sharply marked, indications of pale yellow spots at its inner edge; discal lines reddish.

Length of forewing: 21 mm.

**Hab.** Loo Choo Islands and China.

In the Tring Museum 1♀ from Okinawa, July 1891 (Dr. A. Fritze), type. Another specimen (♀) in the British Museum from Hongkong.

Differs from all other species in the very oblique antemedian band of the forewing.

598. *Macroglossum glaucoptera*.


*Macroglossum fascata* Huwe, Berl. Ent. Zeitschr. xi. p. 358. n. 11. t. 3. f. 5 (♀) (1895) (Java).

♀. Similar to small specimens of *M. corythus lutetia*.

Wings, **upperside.**—Forewing deep in tint, dark brown in basal area, the two antemedian lines little darker, filled in with dark brown; median interspace greyish, wider than behind, discal lines not prominent, first and second very feebly curved, more or less filled in with dark brown.—Hindwing: yellow band narrow, more or less interrupted in ♀, sometimes only vestigial; distal border very broad, broader behind than in western *corythus*.—Basal areas of both wings shaded with yellow beneath, yellow abdominal area of hindwing not sharply limited distally.

♀. Tenth tergite (Pl. XLV. f. 6) truncate, slightly sinuate, the angles somewhat projecting laterad. Clasper with a few friction-scales; harpe (Pl. I. f. 30) similar to that of *semiassicuta*, much shorter than in *corythus*, extreme tip truncate and notched (Pl. I. f. 40). Process of penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 22) very long, dentate at the proximal edge, very long teeth upon the sheath near the base of the process, besides numerous small ones; internal rods both acuminated.

**Hab.** Ceylon to Java.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂, 1 ♀ from Penang and Ceylon.

There is probably an eastern Indo-Malayan and a western Indo-Ceylonese subspecies.
599. Macroglossum vidua spec. nov. (Pl. III. f. 15, ?).

♀. Colour of body above not well preserved, apparently no dark middle stripe on head and thorax, mesothoracic tegula darker brown behind, without a sharply defined triangular patch; abdomen with three small yellow side-patches, second the largest, tail dark, a black mesial patch at base: underside of palpus and middle of breast dirty grey, the white scaling being much mixed with drab-brown scales, sides rather darker, abdomen also grey (much rubbed).

Wings, *upperside.*—Forewing: antemedian band filled in with black, broad, deeper black at outer edge, dilated basad behind; median interspace greyish; discal lines indistinct, situated in an ill-defined broad shadowy band; area between this and distal edge of wing faintly greyish, excepting costal part, which is brown; no distinct subapical spots, no grey postdiscal costal patch.—Hindwing: yellow band interrupted, reduced, ill-defined.

*Underside* of both wings dark walnut-brown, dull, somewhat olivaceous distally, without distinct brown border, bases faintly greyish, yellow abdominal area of hindwing restricted, sharply defined.

Length of forewing: ♀, 22 mm.

Hub. Waigen 1.

One ♀ in coll. Charles Oberthür, received from Messrs. Standinger & Bang-Haas.

Resembling *glaucoptera* and small specimens of *M. corythus luteata* and *M. sylvestra*; recognisable by the dirty grey colour of the palpi below, the greyish, not distinctly yellow, bases of the wings below, the broad antemedian band of the forewing, etc.

600. Macroglossum joannisii spec. nov. (Pl. III. f. 2, ?).

♀. Head and thorax olive-grey, the scales with pale tips; without dark mesial stripe; mesothoracic tegula somewhat deeper brown behind, like metanotum: abdomen shaded with grey mesially, four yellow side-patches, transverse diameter of second nearly as long as the diameter of the dorsal interspace; sixth tergite blackish brown at sides and base, seventh black in middle, yellowish buff at base, chestnut at sides, tail tawny at end. Underside of palpus white, middle of breast clayish grey, sides vinaceous clay-colour, abdomen cinnamon-rufous, paler in middle, tail the same colour, side-tufts yellow, that of seventh segment black at base, then yellow, and white at the tip.

Wings, *upperside.*—Forewing: subbasal and median interspaces obviously grey, disc also shaded with grey; antemedian band curved, black; discal lines very slightly curved, not distinctly angulated at R1, interspace not quite filled in with black; postdiscal line complete, the interspace between second discal and postdiscal line grey, this colour extended distad between R3 and SM2, not reaching margin, no separate costal postdiscal patch; dark subapical spots SC—R3 of other species here vestigial, barely deeper in tint than the brown marginal border.—Hindwing: yellow band interrupted, much suffused with black, not sharply marked, except in cell.

*Underside* of forewing dark walnut-brown, yellow at base; no distinct distal border.—Hindwing bright cinnamon-rufous, brighter than the abdomen, base and abdominal area yellow, the latter not sharply limited distally, extreme edge of wing and fringe deeper brown.
Length of forewing: 9, 22 mm.

Hab. Queensland.

One ♀ in the collection of Monsieur l'Abbé de Joannis, who kindly lent it us for description and figuring.

Abundantly distinct from all other known Macroglossum by the four yellow abdominal side-patches and the bright underside of the hindwing, together with the pattern and colour of the upper surface of body and wings.

601. Macroglossum semifasciata.


*Macroglossum semifasciata* Piepers (non Cramer, 1780), *Tijdschr. Ent.*, xl. p. 48. n. 120. p. 101. t. 3. f. 10 (l.) (1897) (Java).

♀. Yellow side-patches of abdomen very small, vestigial, the black patches prominent, seventh segment with a black mesial patch, anal tuft dark, side-tufts white-tipped; palpus grey, breast darker, abdomen with ill-defined buffish grey mesial patches on proximal segments, seventh sternite more or less grey in ♀.—Forewing, above, with the interspace between the two oblique antemedian lines filled up with black in posterior half, this band narrow, curved basal behind; first and second discal lines not very distinct, interspace not filled up with black, —Base of hindwing more extended black than in the allied species, especially in ♀ from Java, joined along abdominal margin to distal border. In this ♀ the yellow area of the hindwing below not reaching halfway to tip of SM², while it extends to the third discal line in specimens from other places.

♂ from Java. Tenth tergite truncate; sternite rounded at end, carinate above. Clasper with friction-scales; harpe (Pl. L. f. 32) slender, pointed. Process of penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 47) obtuse, dentate, its base projecting, two rows of teeth at its base; longer internal rod acuminate, but not produced into a needle-like process.

Larva (fig. by Piepers), when adult, blackish brown, dotted with grey, a pale dorso-lateral line on head and pronotum; a dark dorsal line from head to horn; this long. Stage before last: head and anterior segment (or segments), sometimes also the middle part of the back, green.

Hab. Burma to Borneo and Java.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♀♂ from: Borneo; Java (Piepers).

In coll. Staudinger from S.E. Borneo (Wahnes) and Kinabalu (Waterstradt).

602. Macroglossum aquila.


♀. Subapical spot SC^5—R^1 of forewing above as prominent as in assimilis, antemedian lines more proximal than in other species; costal edge of hindwing dilated into a lobe before middle.

♂. Tenth tergite gradually narrowed, apex obtuse, slightly curved downwards; sternite rounded at end. Clasper with friction-scales; harpe short, stout (Pl. L. f. 2), with the upperside excavated, and the edges dentate, looking like a tooth-
brush in a side-view. Process of penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 34) slender, denticate at the proximal edge, also at the rather obtuse tip, a large patch of teeth at and near its base upon the sheath.

Early stages not known.

Hub. North India to the Philippines.

In the Tring Museum 6 ♂♂, 2 ♀♀ from: Silhet: Khasia Hills; Cherrapunji, xi.: Padang Rengas, Malay Pen.; Mt. Mulu, Sarawak, viii.—xii. (Hose); Manila, ii.

603. Macroglossum sylvia.


♂ ♀. Close to *corythus latcata* in colour. Three small pale yellow side-spots on abdomen, the first reduced to a transverse line, barely vestigial in type, the second smaller than the dark brown patch at its basal side, the third again more or less linear. Abdomen below with the seventh segment grey, proximal segments with grey mesial patches; side-tufts tipped with white, last two often somewhat ochraceous. Yellow area of hindwing below reduced, not extending so close to distal margin as in most specimens of *corythus*, more sharply defined distally.

♂. Harpe nearly exactly as in the otherwise widely different *M. alcedo* (Pl. I. f. 47), being very short, hooked at end, obtuse, with the apical part denticate. Process of penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 45) shorter than in *corythus*, obtuse, dentate at the proximal and distal edges: the teeth upon the sheath near the base of the process very numerous, extending far proximad, sometimes arranged into long rows; rods within sheath both obtuse.

Hub. Celebes to Ceylon and Formosa.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂♂, 7 ♀♀ from: Ceylon; Khasia Hills; Formosa; Perak; Java.

The yellow band of the hindwing is narrowest in Ceylon specimens and sometimes interrupted.

604. Macroglossum eichhorni spec. nov. (Pl. III. f. 14, ?).

♀. Head and thorax hair-brown, with a dark mesial stripe, a large dark triangular space on mesothoracic tegula; a white line above eye; abdominal tergites almost black, a pair of basal black spots on fourth segment; a small transverse side-spot on second, a large patch on third and fourth segments, orange-ochraceous, seventh tergite more tawny or the same colour, with a black mesial patch, tail entirely pale orange-ochraceous, side-tufts all pale ochraceous at end; underside of palpus whitish grey, middle of breast buff, sides darker, abdomen tawny-ochraceous, with the sides darker.

Wings, *upper side.*—Forewing: a broad antemedian band, completely filled in, narrowing costad, dilated basad behind, outer edge scarcely curved, basal area blackish, but not so deep as the band; median interspace greyish; discal lines very feebly curved costad in front, first thin, vestigial, second heavy, band-like, indistinctly
dilated distal behind R, brownish black subapical spot SC — R1 distinct, a rufous spot in front of it, grey postdiscal line as close in front to second discal as this is to first. —Yellow band of hindwing constricted, the black border strongly convex, broad.

**Underside** chestnut, distal margins brown, base of forewing and basal third of hindwing yellow, abdominal area of the latter deeper yellow, sharper defined distally, about 2 mm. short of tip of SM.

Length of forewing: ♀, 24—25 mm.

Hab. Solomon Islands: Guadalcanar and Florida.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♀♂ from: Guadalcanar, March and May, type; Florida, January (Messrs. A. S. Meek & Eichhorn).

Reminding one by the yellow tail of *M. corythus falcicaudata*, but distinguished from the tail being entirely yellow, the preceding segment being of about the same colour, with a black median patch, and by the different pattern of the forewing.

### 605. Macroglossum corythus.


♀. Geographically, sexually, and individually variable in the amount of yellow on body and wings; not difficult to recognise by the pattern of the forewing. Head and thorax with a distinctly darker mesial line in fresh specimens; abdomen with three yellow side-patches, variable in size, separate from each other, the first always transverse; tail below yellow or tawny, never all black.

Wings, **upperside.** —Forewing with the antemedian lines straight, the basal area darker than the greyish median interspace, but not so dark as in *pussalus*; first and second discal lines rather far apart, very slightly curved; third line vestigial, a grey submarginal space from R1 backwards, often blue in side-light, separated from or almost joined to a small discal costal space of the same colour; no distinctly marked dark subapical spots. —Hindwing: median band deep chrome, base and distal margin black, inner edge of distal border covered by yellow hairs and scales, median veins more or less black, the yellow band often interrupted, especially in ♀♂.

**Underside** variable, abdominal area of hindwing yellow.

♀. Tenth tergite truncate or rounded at end; sternite long, side-shaped, rounded at end, here incrassate, upperside transversely carinate, somewhat raised in mesial line. Clasper with friction-scales; harpe (Pl. L. f. 41) long and pointed in all forms, reaching nearly to the end of the clasper, differing obviously from that of all other *Macroglossum*. Penis-sheath with two internal rods, generally not visible without the sheath being opened, one of the rods produced into an acute point (Pl. LVI. f. 46), the other obtuse; dentate process somewhat variable in length and dentition, tip and apical part of distal edge apparently always dentate, the proximal edge dentate from base to apex, a number of teeth upon the sheath near the base of the process.

Length of forewing varying from 20 to 30 mm.

Larvae and pupae figured by Moore and Semper (see below sub *M. corythus lateata* and *corythus*).

Hab. Japan, China, N. India and Ceylon, eastwards all over the Indo-Australian Islands to New Caledonia.

The seven subspecies are not sharply defined; in a long series of specimens
intergradations turn up rather frequently. The Indo-Malayan specimens are generally dark-tailed, those from the Papuan Subregion as a rule yellow-tailed, but the subspecies from Lifu, Loyalty Islands, is again dark-tailed.

A more than usual amount of nomenclatorial muddle attaches to this species. Boisduval named in manuscript as corythus a small species dealt with in the present Revision as pyrrhosticta. Walker adopted Boisduval's name, but applied it to a motley of at least three widely different species, treating as "var. B" what Boisduval had named corythus in the Museum's collection. This was in 1856. Moore, in 1857, in the Catalogue of the Lep. of the East India Company, p. 262, applied the name of corythus to individuals from Java, Canara, Darjeeling, and Ladakh, probably a mixture of species, and added a manuscript name of Horsfield's, M. arcuatum. In 1875 Boisduval published his notes made about thirty years before at the British Museum, regardless of which species Walker had actually described, taking it for granted that Walker had in every case applied the manuscript name to that species for which it was originally intended by Boisduval. In this work corythus is the insect described shortly afterwards by Butler as pyrrhosticta, agreeing with Walker's "var. B" of corythus. In the Revision of the Sphingidae in 1877 Butler says that the labels to gilia and corythus were transposed in the cabinet; but as he gives under gilia only the locality Silhet (Stainsforth), which Walker mentioned under corythus var. B and not under gilia, Butler was evidently wrong in the supposition of the labels having become changed, i.e. the alteration of the labelling carried out by Butler was erroneous. Further, the specimens first enumerated by Walker under corythus were described by Butler in 1875 as proxima, coming from Canara and Ceylon, to which localities he added in 1877 Silhet, having, however, described in 1875 as lutecita another Silhet individual of the same species. Thus Butler restricted corythus to the two Java individuals "c. f." under Walker's description. In Hampson, 1892, the name of corythus appears as a synonym of a species totally different again from all the forms covered by Walker's name corythus. This is not all—the Java insect to which Butler restricted the name of corythus in 1875, was shortly before wrongly identified and described by Boisduval as Walker's divergens, and then renamed prometheus, Boisduval always adding his beloved manuscript names to the names already published by others.

Now to which insect must Walker's name of corythus be restricted? Certainly not to his "var. B," as the variety cannot be typical. Then there remain two species. The second was named prometheus by Boisduval, and the first proxima by Butler shortly after. Walker's description agrees with both species and others besides except in one point, namely in the remark that the luteous band of the hindwing is occasionally interrupted. This character only fits the species of which various subspecies have subsequently been described as pylene, lutecita, fulci-candata, etc., etc., and not the species called by Boisduval prometheus and treated by Butler as corythus. Besides, Ceylon and Canara are the first localities mentioned by Walker, which alone would settle the question for us in this sense that corythus of Walker (1856, Ceylon, Canara) and Butler's proxima (1875, Canara, Ceylon) are identical.

a. M. corythus platyzanthum subsp. nov. (Pl. IV. f. 1, 3).

♂♀. Similar to M. corythus lutecita, but the yellow band of the hindwing broader, the black border narrower at anal angle; the basal area below shaded with
yellow, less deep in tint than in _luteata_. In one of our & the hindwing has very little black at the base. The yellow abdominal spots vary in size.

_Hab._ Okinawa, Loo Choo Islands.

In the Tring Museum 9 & 8 & I. mostly collected by Dr. Fritze on Okinawa from the middle of July to the middle of August 1891.

6. _M. corythus_ luteata.

_Macrorypha corythus_ Walker, _l.c._ (partim).


(2) _Macrorypha corythus_ Snellen, _Tijdschr. Ent._ xxii. p. 67. n. 19 (1879) (S. Celebes); _Huwe, Berl. Ent. Zeitsehr._ xl. p. 357. n. 6 (1895) (Java).

*Macrorypha systria_ Semper (non Boisduval), _Schmitt, Philippi._ ii. p. 407. n. 59. t. 4. f. 3, 4, 5 (l., p.) (1896) (Luzon: Camiguin de Mindanao; N. Mindanao; Palawan; vi. _x._); _Pagenst., Iris_ iii. p. 2. n. 4 (1890) (Palawan).

& I. Anal tuft black above, or tawny only at the tip; underside of abdomen inclines to tail dull chestnut-hazel, or deeper brown, side-tuft of third segment white.

_Larva_ (see Semper, _l.c._) brown or green; a dorso-lateral line, black in brown form, with white speckles, red and white in green form; no oblique side-bands.

_Hab._ China, Formosa, S. India, Andaman Islands, eastwards to the Philippines, Celebes, Flores, and Sumba. Apparently common everywhere.

In the Tring Museum 50-odd specimens from: Formosa; Tonkin; Khasia Hills; Cherrapunji; Audumbar 1s.; Penang; Perak; Borneo; Mindanao; Java; Flores; Sumba; Celebes.

c. _M. corythus corythus._


& I. Abdominal paler below than in _luteata_, the anal tuft often more extended tawny, the side-tuft of the third segment buff, only with the extreme tip white.

_Larva_ (see Moore, _l.c._, where three forms are figured; are they one species?) clayish brown or blackish; a dorso-lateral line which is feebly marked, or absent, on the middle segments; white spots beneath stigma; black form speckled with white; a third form with complete side-line and reddish lateral patches.

_Hab._ Ceylon and South India.

In the Tring Museum 3 & 4 & I. from Ceylon and South India.

1. _M. corythus pygmea_ (Pl. IV. f. 7, d, type).


*Macroglossa luteata* id., *i.* (1891) (Mackay; abdomen only!)


♂♀. Anal tuft with about the apical half orange-ochraceous or pale tawny; underside of tuft as a rule as pale yellow as the mesial patches of the abdomen; side-tufts of third to fifth segments of the same colour as underside of tail, often more yellow at the tips, not white; middle of breast shaded with ochraceous, base of hindwing more or less yellow.

The individual variation in our long series of specimens from Little Key and Dutch New Guinea is considerable, and we have not found a character by which to separate the examples from the Moluccas from those obtained in various other places. But the specimens of one locality taken as a whole are not always identical with the set of specimens from another island. The Mefor individuals, for instance, are more yellow on the underside of the abdomen than most examples from other localities. In British New Guinea and dependent islands the yellow band of the hindwing is much reduced even in the females, while the band is more often complete than interrupted on the Southern Moluccas.

_Hab._ Southern and Northern Moluccas; Key; Aru: all over New Guinea and the adjacent islands; Queensland.

In the Tring Museum 60-odd specimens from: Halmahera; Batjan; Obi; Burn; Ambona; Ceram; Tiandeoe; Key; Aru; Dorey; Mefor; Kapaur; Mine Bay; Woodlark; Queensland.

c. *M. corvus* *xanthurus* subspp. nov.

♂♀. Close to *pygnae*, especially to the individuals from Mefor. Tail more extended yellow and generally paler; breast more ochraceous in middle, and palpus also shaded with ochraceous, being much less greyish white than in the other forms.

_Hab._ Tenimber Islands.

In the Tring Museum 8 ♀♂, 15 ♀♀ ♀♀ from: Larat (Kühn, *type*); Scira (= Sjerra), vi. vii. (Doherty); Selaru, iii. iv. (Micholitz).

*f. *M. corvus* fulvicaudata*.


♂♀. Side-patches 2 and 3 of abdomen large, anal tuft as extended yellow as in *xanthurus*, breast and all the tibiae ochraceous, abdomen below more or less extended yellow; basal area C—(SM?) of hindwing yellow as far as first discal line, this colour sometimes reaching second line behind cell.
Hub. Bismarck Archipelago and Solomon Islands.

The most yellow form. The specimens from the Bismarck Archipelago are not quite so yellow as those from the Solomons, approaching a little the Papuan subspecies pylene.

In the Tring Museum 12  ♂♂, 22 ♀♀ from: Guadalcanar, iv. v. (Meek & Eichhorn); Florida, i. (iid.); Isabel, vi. vii. (iid.); N. Georgia, iii. (iid.); Shortland Is. (Ribbe); Kinignuang, N. Pommern (Ribbe); Mioko (Ribbe): St. Gabriel. Admiralty Is. (Webster).

♀. *M. corythus fuscicauuda* subsp. nov.*

*M. multiracemris* Rothschild, Nov. Zool. i. p. 67 (1894) (partim; Lifu).

♂♀. Anal tuft above ochraceous only at the tip or quite brownish black, more or less tawny on underside; side-tufts of segments 4 to 6 yellow; underside of abdomen nearly as dark hazel as the wings, middle of segments sometimes somewhat paler; side of breast and tibiae like abdomen, middle dirty grey; palpus greyish white. Yellow band of hindwing above broad, marginal border narrower behind than in pylene; underside rather less extended yellow than in pylene on an average.

Hub. Lifu, Loyalty Islands.

In the Tring Museum 16 ♂♂, 3 ♀♀.


♂♀. Dark chocolate: head and thorax with a greyish flash: abdomen with one yellow transverse spot situated on third segment, a white dorso-lateral spot on fourth segment and some white scaling on last segments, side-tufts tipped with white: tail chocolate-tawny above in ♂♂, paler beneath, paler in ♀♀ than in ♂♂, tip not paler than base. Palpuses below dirty grey like forecoxae, being clothed with a mixture of black and white scales; abdomen ferruginous tawny beneath, middle fuscous and shaded with grey.

Wings, above.—Forewing: three lines in basal half, three parallel discal lines curved costad in front, a scalloped postdiscal line (♀, type), which is barely vestigial in ♂♂, interspaces more or less white, a conspicuous white submarginal line in ♂♂, stopping at R\(^1\).—Yellow band of hindwing not interrupted, broader in ♀♀ than in ♂♂.

Underside ferruginous-tawny on disc, brown distal border rather prominent; hindwing shaded with yellow from base to marginal band in ♀♀, less extended yellow in ♀♀.

♂. Clasper without friction-scales; harpe small, process straight, horizontal, obtuse, finger-shaped, but more conical. Penis-sheath (not perfect, no process preserved) with internal rods rounded at end.


The peculiar striping of the forewing distinguishes this species abundantly from any other *Macroglossum*.

607. *Macroglossum tinnunculus*.

♀. Similar to *homochroma*, but the ordinary *Macroglossum*-lines of the forewing much more distinct; a shadowy band extending from near middle of costa
margin to hinder margin, which it reaches not far from angle, divides the wing as in *hemichroma*, but the line of division is less sharp and the outer half of the wing is much shaded with grey, the two halves not contrasting so sharply as in *hemichroma*; a trapeziform subapical costal patch C — R and a distal marginal band not grey.

*Hab.* Saigon.

One ♀ (type) in coll. Charles Oberthür.

608. *MacroGLOSSUM hemichroma.*


*Macroglossum timunæenus*, Semper (nov. Boisduval, 1875), Schwett, Philipp. ii. p. 407. n. 60. t. 51. f. 7 (1896) (Cebu).

♂ ♀. Forewing sharply divided into a pale basal and a darker distal area, the line of separation running straight across the wing, beginning at costal margin just proximally of upper angle of cell and reaching hinder margin several millimetres proximally of angle; antennal and discal lines vestigial, the former curved, the latter almost straight, little curved costad in front. Head and thorax with a dark mesial line.

♂. Tenth tergite slightly dilated at end, truncate, angles rounded; sternite incrassate at end, apical edge curving upwards, mesially acuminate, upperside transversely carinate, mesial line elevate. Clasper with friction-scales; harpe ending in a very short triangular pointed process (Pl. L. f. 30). Process of penis-sheath long and slender (Pl. LVI. f. 50), directed proximad, lying close along the sheath, not denticulate, armed with a single long basal tooth which projects distad; internal rods rounded at end, longer one dilated into a kind of tooth.

*Hab.* North India to Java and the Philippines.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♀ ♀ from: Borneo; Java (Piepers).

609. *MacroGLOSSUM passalus.*


♂ ♀. Drury's figure is rather misleading: it is far too large, the expanse being correctly given in the description as only 2 inches, and has three conspicuous yellow spots on the abdomen instead of two, as described. The dark basal area of the forewing and the pattern of the outer half of the same wing as indicated in the figure apply only to the present species, not to *pylene*, with which *passalus* has often been confounded.

Head and thorax mouse-grey, a dark mesial stripe and posterior half of mesothoracic tegula dark slate-colour, edge of tegula and metanotum russet, greenish in certain lights; yellow side-spot of second abdominal segment small, of third and fourth larger, with conspicuous black spots at the proximal side, sixth tergite almost black, seventh with conspicuous black mesial patch, proximal side-tufts with white tips, those of sixth and seventh segments tipped with yellow or tawny; abdomen below chestnut-hazel, side of breast and legs nearly the same, middle of breast and anterior tarsus clavish buff.

Wings, above.—Forewing: basal area up to first antemedian line rather darker than head, interspace between the slightly curved first and the straight second antemedian lines filled in with black, the two lines as such just vestigial:
median interspace more or less russet, palest at antemedian band, first discal line thin, more or less vestigial, second heavier, both curved costad in front, with the upper part of the interspace filled in with brown, often a vestige of another line between the two, second line joined behind R\(^3\) to subapical spot SC\(^9\)—R\(^3\) and apical half-moon, a broadish black cloud from R\(^1\) towards outer margin near angle.——

Yellow band of hindwing concave distally, the black border of wing almost evenly convex.

Underside of wings cinnamon-rufous, abdominal area of hindwing more or less yellow.

\(\delta\) Tenth tergite convex at end, obtuse; sternite round at end. Clasper with friction-scales; harpe (Pl. L. f. 10) slender, gradually and slightly curving upwards, obtuse, feebly denticulate at the extremity. Process of penis-sheath relatively short, obtuse, multidentate at end, teeth at base long (Pl. L.Vi. f. 29).

Hab. South Japan to Ceylon; not observed in the Malayan countries.

Two subspecies:

a. M. passalus passalus,

*Sphinx passalus* Drury, *l.c.*

*Sphinx passalae* Fabricius, *Exp. Syst.* iii. 1. p. 380. n. 6 (1793) (Ind. or. =*passalus*).


*Macroglossum stauras* Boisduval, *l.c.* p. 349. n. 28 (1875) (Cochinchina; type not preserved).

\(\delta\) ?. The brighter coloured northern form. Median area of forewing and underside more rufous, first discal line of forewing above vestigial, base of hindwing below yellowish, yellow abdominal area extended, yellow band of upperside often as broad at R\(^3\) as the marginal border.

Hab. Loo Choo Islands; Formosa; China; Cochinchina (this form ?).

In the Tring Museum 9 \(\delta\) \(\delta\), 10 \(\varphi\) \(\varphi\) from: Okinawa, viii. 91 (Dr. Fritz): Taipeh, Formosa, vi. 96.

b. M. passalus recti fascia.


\(\delta\) ?. Yellow band of hindwing on the whole narrower, first discal line of forewing more distinct, median interspace and under surface less bright in tint, and yellow colour of hindwing below generally more restricted than in the preceding subspecies.

Hab. Ceylon and South India.

Will doubtless be discovered in N. India.

In the Tring Museum 7 \(\delta\) \(\delta\), 1 \(\varphi\) from: Ceylon ; South India.

610. *Macroglossum faro* (Pl. IV. f. 14, \(\delta\)).


Cramer's figure agrees best with the insect characterised below; the thorax of the specimen from which the figure was taken was discoloured, and the yellow abdominal spots were too large, so that before the abdominal angle of the hindwing is too deep, and there is only one discal line present in the figure, instead of two, the outer half of the forewing being altogether too roughly drawn, though the curved black submarginal band of the insect is rather well represented in the figure. The peculiar curve of the costal margin of the forewing is well indicated in the figure. So far no specimen from South India has come to our notice, but that does not prove the locality "Coromandel" given by Cramer to be erroneous.

♂. The largest MacroGLOSSUM known. Resembling passalus in the dark base of the forewing, the prominent straight antemedian band, the vinaceous grey median area, the feeble first discal line, the dark band-like shade extending from apex of forewing to R² and then curving distad, ending at distal margin before angle, etc. It differs in the yellow abdominal side-patches being comparatively smaller, in the abdominal sternite bearing large pale mesial patches, at least the proximal ones, in the antemedian lines of the forewing being more distinctly separate from one another, in the second discal line being much thinner, the interspace between the first and second discal lines not being filled in with black anteriorly, and the black curved submarginal shade being more distinctly band-like. Besides, the underside is deeper brown and the base of the hindwing obviously shaded with yellow, and the upperside of the thorax (sometimes also the first abdominal tergites) is green without a darker sharply defined area on the mesothoracic tegula.

♀. Genital armature similar to that of passalus, but the harpe (Pl. IV. f. 42) longer, with the tip more strongly recurved and more obviously denticulated: the process of the penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 30) longer, more acute, with the patch of teeth at and near its base as in passalus, but the teeth smaller, and the underside of the process densely denticulated.

*Hab.* South India (Cramer) to Java, Borneo, and the Loo Choo Islands.

In the Tring Museum 5 ♂♂, 8 ♀♀ from: Okinawa, viii. '91 (Dr. Fritz); Penang and Perak (Curtis); W. Java.

The Loo Choo specimens are smaller and have the costal edge of the forewing a little less curved.

A ♂ from Borneo in coll. Pagenstecher.

611. *MacroGLOSSUM meeki* spec. nov. (Pl. IV. f. 2, ♂).

♂. Similar to passalus and faro. Head slate-colour, with darker middle line; thorax above olivaceous green, mesothoracic tegula unicolorous as in faro, without the oblique line of passalus bordering a darker area; abdominal tergites without dark dorsal basal dots, third with two white spots, three yellow side-patches on segments 2 to 4, separated from one another, side-tufts all tipped with yellow, not white, anal tuft also with yellow tip; palpus below slaty grey, speckled with white, breast and legs clayish ochraceous, femora and sides of breast brownish; three basal abdominal sternites yellow, with side-patches of burnt-umber colour, the following segments burnt-umber.

Wings, *upperside.*—Forewing: second antemedian line quite straight, forming a band with the first line, this barely traceable on account of the basal area
being nearly as dark as the band, median area vinaceous grey, gradually shading off distally, first discal line scarcely visible, second a little more prominent, evenly curved in front, followed by a broad black band which extends from costal margin near tip to hinder margin at anal angle, distal edge of the band well defined, concave, marginal area drab.—Hindwing: yellow band interrupted, not reaching costal edge, not produced to near apex of wing (see figure), brown border broad, convex in middle.

Underside walnut-brown, distal borders mummy-brown, extreme base of forewing, base and abdominal area of hindwing, yellow, disc of hindwing also shaded with yellow posteriorly.

♂. Genital armature as in *furo*, but tip of harpe not denticulate.

Length of forewing: ♂, 27 mm.


1 ♂ in the Tring Museum.

Distinguished from *passalus* and *furo* by the broad black postdiscal band of the forewing extending from costal to internal margin, by the interrupted yellow band of the hindwing, by the antennemian band of the forewing being more distal behind, the white spots on the second abdominal segment, etc.


♂ ?. This conspicuous insect is easily recognised by the head and thorax being marked with a very dark broad median stripe which divides the pinkish grey surface into two stripes. The black discal band of the forewing is triangularly dilated behind R3, joining the subapical and apical black spots.

♂. Tenth tergite truncate-sinuate, angle rounded; sternite incrassate at the rounded apex. Clasper with friction-scales; harpe (Pl. Ll. f. 9) similar to that of *heliophila*, obtuse, somewhat curved upwards at end, not dentate. Process of penis-sheath nearly as in *heliophila*, more curved proximad, thin apical part not quite so long (Pl. LVII. f. 28).

*Hub.* Indo-Malayan Subregion.

Two subspecies:

*a. M. mitchelli mitchelli.*


♂. Median band of hindwing very pale yellow, narrow, slightly shaded with black in middle, at R3 barely half the width of the black marginal border.

*Hub.* Java.

One ♂ in coll. Charles Oberthür (*type*).

*b. M. mitchelli imperator.*

♀. Median band of hindwing deeper yellow, much broader, at R\(^2\) about as wide as the marginal border.

**Hab.** Ceylon; S. and N. India.

In the Tring Museum 6 ♂♂ from: Cherrapunji; Khasia and Jaintia Hills.

613: *Macroglossum phocinum* spec. nov. (Pl. III. f. 1, ♀).

♀. Head and thorax deep olive, with a dark mesial stripe; abdomen blackish olive, a pair of black basal spots on third segment; large black side-patches, enlarged on fourth and fifth segments, no yellow patches; underside of palpus and middle of breast and of basal sternite of abdomen dirty grey, sides of breast and legs broccoli-brown, abdomen blackish brown, side-tufts tipped with buffish white, except last.

Wings, *above.*—Forewing deep olive, lines not very distinct, the two antemedian ones more or less filled in with dark scaling, curved, the band dilated basal behind, its outer edge at lower angle of cell more distal than usually; first discal line vestigial, fused with second antemedian, except in front, second discal broad, angled and dilated distad behind R\(^1\); costal postmedian grey patch distinct, longer than broad, R\(^1\) grey; postdiscal line and its grey border distinct, dentate, two blackish brown subapical patches SC\(^a\)—R\(^1\).—Hindwing dark seal-brown, without yellow band, shaded with burnt-umber colour at and before abdominal margin.

**Underside** Front's brown, base of hindwing shaded with cinnamon and grey, abdominal area dark burnt-umber, not yellow.

Length of forewing: ♀, 25 mm.

**Hab.** Guadalcanar; Solomon Islands, March and April 1901 (A. S. Meek & Eichhorn). ♀♀ in the Tring Museum.

There is nothing known with which this species could possibly be confounded. It comes nearest to *prometheus* in the pattern of the forewing.


♀. A very peculiar species. Abdomen black; no side-patches (the tawny spots in figure being due to the scales being rubbed off); third tergite with a buffish dorso-lateral apical transverse spot as in *meeki*; last white side-tuft large; underside contrasting sharply with the chalky white breast, this white colour extending triangularly to the base of the third segment (second sternite), a minute mesial dot on sternite of seventh segment. Fore- and midlegs and hindfemur like breast, hindtibia and -tarsus like abdomen.—Forewing *above* with the bands not prominent but distinct (see figure); hindwing unicolorous; base of both wings below white, this colour restricted, reaching on hindwing about halfway to end of SM\(^2\).

**Hab.** Burn.

Only one ♀ known, in coll. Dr. Holland.

615. *Macroglossum micacea.*


*Macroglossum ethus Boisd. l.e. (= micoeo).

♂♀. Without the blue gloss of *splendens*. Abdominal tergites 3 and 4 with a transverse apical side-patch which is buffish white; a trace of a similar patch also on the second segment; the three basal sternites have a white or buffish white mesial patch; the prevaginal sternite is more or less white or grey. Underside of palps and breast purer white than in *splendens*. Patch and streak before anal angle of hindwing above buff colour, not white; white basal area of the same wing below sharply limited distally in abdominal region and here shaded with buff at the edge. Fan-tail unicolorous, often fading into clayish tawny beneath and at the tip; the ends of the scales never white.

♂. Clasper with friction-scales; harpe (Pl. L. f. 29) elongate, curved upwards, obtuse at end, denticulated. Penis-sheath (Pl. L. f. 40) with a long horizontal process, which is dentate at and near the end; two rows of teeth near its base, nearly as in *assimilis*; inner rods flattened, rounded at end, the broader one denticulate at one edge.

_Hab._ Queensland and Louisiade Archipelago.

In the Tring Museum 13♂♀, 18♂♀ from: Queensland; Sudest, iv. (Meek).

616. _Macroglossum splendens._


♂♀. Upperside of head and thorax green when fresh; abdominal tergites without white side-patches, glossy bluish grey in side-light, some black patches excepted; tips of lateral tufts white. Hindwing above bluish white before anal angle: a bluish white streak before SM2; pale costal area also bluish white behind, and centre of wing with a blue gloss in side-light. Basal areas of both wings below bluish white. The scales of the anal brush tipped with buffish white as a rule, sometimes all black with the tips faintly tawny, seldom quite black in Queensland individuals, nearly always so in the specimens from the Solomon Islands; our only specimen from Buru has also no white tips to the fan; the underside of the abdomen of these dark-tailed individuals has scarcely any white. End-segment of antenna very long, equalling in length (apical bristle excepted) the eight preceding segments.

♂. Harpe (Pl. L. f. 28) elongate, acute, without teeth. Penis-sheath with a long horizontal process curving round the mouth of the sheath, dentate at the lower edge, two dentate ridges upon the sheath at the base of the process (Pl. LVI. f. 53); an acutely pointed process within the sheath. No friction-scales on clasper.

_Cremaster of pupa broad, triangular, bitid (Pl. LXIV. f. 22).

_Hab._ Papuan Subregion.

In the Tring Museum 1 pupa, 29♂♀, 29♀♀ from: Mt. Mada, Buru, ix. 38 (Dubus); Illo, Ceram; Queensland; Milne Bay, Brit. N. Guinea (Meek); Kiribi, Trobiand Is., iv. v. (Meek); Kiniguang, N. Pommerna (Ribbe); Mioko (Ribbe); Isabel, vii. (Meek & Eliehorn); Guadalcanar, v. (id.).
CII. RHOPALOPSYCHE.—Typus: nycteris.

Macroglossa, Kollar (non Ochsenheimer, 1816), in Hügel, Kaismair iv. 2. p. 458 (1844); Boisdr., Spec. Gén. Lép. Het. i. p. 342. n. 16 (1875) (Silhet; Darjiling; Kashmir ;= volacris).


Rhopalopsycha nycteris, Butler, Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. ix. p. 523. n. 2 (1877) (Silhet; N. India; Barrackpore); id., Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. p. 378. n. 92 (1886) (Murree; viii. ix. common; Campbellpore, xi.); Cot. & Swinh., Cat. Molts Ind. i. p. 2. n. 8 (1887) (Sikhim; Khasi Hills; Shillong; Kulu etc.). Swinh., Cat. Lep. Het. Mus. Ox. i. p. 2. n. 8 (1892) (Silhet); Hamps., in Blanf., Fauna Brit. Ind., Moths i. p. 111. n. 177. fig. 66 (♀) (1892) (Himalayas; Khasi; Burma); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 634. n. 2 (1892) (N. India); Leech, Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. p. 291. n. 75 (1898) (W. China; July); Dudg., Journ. Bombay N. H. Soc. xi. p. 417. n. 177 (1898) (Sikhim; Bhutan, 5000—10,000 ft., v. viii.).

♀. Abdominal side-patches and band of hindwing maize-yellow.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite slender, pointed, of the same general form as in Macroglossum; sternite rounded at end. Clasper without friction-scalcs; harpe slender, pointed, somewhat grooved longitudinally on the upsides. Penis-sheath with a very long pointed process, curving at least half round the sheath; base of process projecting, with few teeth, proximal and distal edges of process dentilicate; internal rods obtuse at end, the longer one clubbed, denticulate at one edge.

Hab. N.W. and N. India; Burma; China.

In the Tring Museum 17 ♀♂, 17 ♀♀ from: Kulu; Sabathu; Allahabad; Sikhim; Khasi Hills; Buxa; Bhutan; Ta-tsien-lu, China; Loo Choo Is.

618. Rhopalopsycha bifasciata.


♀. Abdominal side-patches and band of hindwing deep chrome; underside of wings ferruginous tawny.

Hab. Ceylon and South India.

In the Tring Museum 8 ♂♂, 1 ♀ from Ceylon and South India. Perhaps not specifically distinct from nycteris.
CLII. LEUCOSTROPHUS gen. nov.—Typus: commasiae.


♂♀. Differs from Macroglossus in the end-segment of the antenna being short, in R3 of the hindwing arising from below centre of cell, and in R3 and M1 being stalked together.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Africa.

Two species.

Erroneously associated by Butler and others with the American Sesia tantalus on account of the white abdominal belt. The two insects are true Macroglossus except in the points mentioned above. The white belt is an exaggerated development of the grey side-spots found in Macroglossum stellatum, which species comes also in the shortness of the last antennal segment nearest to Leucostrophus. The pattern of the forewing, above, is as in Macroglossum. The hindwing is shorter than in Macroglossum, with the costal vein distinctly curved in front of the end of the cell, following the curve of the subcostal. The tarsi and the small (external) spurs are also rather shorter.

Key to the species:

White abdominal belt on tergites 3 and 4 . . 619. L. commasiae.

White abdominal belt on tergites 4 and 5 . . 620. L. kirundo.

619. Leucostrophus commasiae.


Xelopus kirundo, Druce, in Moloney, W. Afr. Forestry p. 492. n. 2 (1887) (Gambia).

♂♀. The belt is bluish white and mesially excised in front. The bluish white area of the fourth tergite does not quite reach the apical margin; it is of even width, narrowing, however, a little laterally. There is a medio-basal and apical-lateral bluish spot on the fifth tergite.

♂. Tenth tergite sinuate at end as in kirundo (Pl. XLV. f. 5), long, slender with long hairs; sternite also long, simple. Clasper without friction-scales: harpe small, curving upwards at end, dilated, edge of dilated part slightly denticulated, surface with setiferous warts (Pl. L. f. 22). Penis-sheath as in kirundo, rather more strongly dentate.

Hab. West Africa: Gambia to the Congo basin.

In the Tring Museum 9 ♂♂, ♀♀ from: Sierra Leone: Ogrugu, Niger; Gaboon; Kuhl, French Congo; Kasai country.

620. Leucostrophus kirundo.


♂ ♀. The belt is situated upon tergites 4 and 5 and is excised mesially in front as well as behind; it is chalky white, assuming a bluish tint only where some of the upper white scales are rubbed away. The underside of the abdomen is also remarkably different from that of commasiace, the white colour gradually fading away and the posterior half being more or less clayish, not black. The wings are paler slate-colour than in commasiace.

♂. Sexual armature as in commasiace, but the harpe longer, more hook-shaped, with the edge densely dentate (Pl. L. f. 23). End of tenth tergite sinuate (Pl. XLV. f. 5). Penis-sheath see Pl. LVI. f. 43.

*Hab.* East Africa: Natal to British East Africa.

In the Tring Museum 40-odd specimens from: Natal; Nyassaland; German and British East Africa.

**S urfamily Choerocampinae.—**Typus: *Pterygida elpenor.*

*Sphinct Linné, Syst. Nat. ed. x. p. 489 (1758) (partim).*
*Sphinctidae Leech, in Brewst., Edinb. Encycl. i. p. 130 (1815) (partim).*
*Sphinctidae Samouelle, Ent. Conspect. p. 243 (1819) (partim).*
*Enmorpha Hübner, Verz. bek. Schm. p. 133 (1822) (partim).*
*Delephilidae id., i. p. 136 (1822) (partim).*

*Philampelidae id., i. p. 345 (1878) (partim).*

♂ ♀. Pileris consisting of an apical part bearing short (or vestigial) bristles and a proximal part bearing long ones (Pl. LXII. f. 2). Genal process short, not much projecting. Inner surface of second segment of palpus more or less naked (Pl. LIX. f. 14—27). End-segment of antenna elongate, but not filiform, with six or more very long bristles (Pl. LX. f. 12).

Larvae cylindrical, tapering in front, or third and fourth segments enlarged; a dorso-lateral and an infrastigmatical stripe, the upper often replaced by a series of ocelli; the number of ocelli variable, often only one present (on fourth segment); horn not always present in adult stage.

Pupa with compressed or carinate tongue-case, which is mostly large, in one instance (Rhyncholabae) projecting free and resting with end against breast.

*Hab.* Cosmopolitan.

This is a very sharply circumscribed group of genera. It is a development from a *Pholus*-like ancestral form, deviating from all other *Sphinctidae* in the peculiar structure of the pilifer and palpus. The pilifer does not vary much within the subfamily, while the palpus exhibits various modifications in structure which are of generic value. We have here in respect to the palpus an instance of progressive specialisation: the modified palpus in which the branch now represented by a group of genera originally differed from the allied forms became further specialised in several directions and to a various degree.

The antennae are more or less clubbed, especially in the ♀♀, with an abrupt hook, or setiform with a slender gradual hook; the end-segment, though somewhat varying in length, is never very short, remaining always elongate-conical or cylindrical; it is shortest in *Celero.* Its long bristles are either all terminal and subterminal (Pl. LX. f. 12), or there are some additional ones more proximally on the ventral side; the segment has no or few scales dorsally. The antennae are
CENTROCTENA.
Centromeral spur with comb.

PHANOXYLA.
Like Xylophaius.
Second segment of palpi contiguous.

XYLOPHANES.
Antenna not distinctly incrassate.
Eye-lashes vestigial or distinct.
Palpi: first segment, on inner side, irregularly scaling; second segment, apical tuft.
Abdominal spines uniramous.
Larva cylindrical, tapering in front;
Tongue-case of pupa compressed externally.

RHYNCHOLABA.
Pupa with free tongue-case, resting with end against breast.
Segments 2 of palpi contiguous; segment 1 triangular in side-view.

THERETRA.
Second segment of palpi with inner side; first always with cavity externally.

BASIOITHIA.
First segment of palpi strongly convex externally at apex; no tuft on second.

HIPPOTHEA.
Clubbéd in ♂, clubbed in ♀.
Short.
Ment of palpi without tuft on inner side.
Segments 3 and 4 enlarged.
E of pupa strongly compressed.
Apex of first segment of inner side, regular.
always different in the sexes; they are never dentate or pectinate, but the segments of the hook are as a rule conically produced ventrad. The eye is lashed or not. The first segment of the palpus has often a more or less regular apical cavity in the scaling of the outer surface exposing the joint; the apical scaling of the insides of the first segment is irregular or regular; the naked surface of the second segment, which is sometimes covered with small dispersed scales (Euchloron), varies in size; the upper apical angle of this segment, on the insides, bears often a tuft of long scales directed proximad and ventrad. The length and width of the second segment is variable in the subfamily; in several instances the segment is narrowed and short-scaled, the base of the tongue being exposed (Pl. LIX. f. 10. 11). The transverse crest in Basiotthia at the apex of the first segment, on the outside, reminds one of a similar crest of Sphingonaepiopsis (Nepheleia). The tongue is always functional, never much reduced, often twice the length of the body.

The abdomen is conical in all forms, generally rather long and ending in a simple pointed tuft, bearing besides the apical tuft a rudimentary tuft at each side (d); the spines are multiseriate, seldom uniseriate on the last tergites (Xylophanes chiron, crochetis, etc.), resembling in the latter case the spines of Pholus; the basal sternites bear occasionally weak spines (Celerio lineata); the seventh sternite is always without spines, obtusely triangular, membranaceous at end. The sexual armature is always rather simple; the friction-scales, which are never absent, are generally enlarged, mostly few in number, seldom only one present; in Rodafra they are numerous and small (reduced). The scent-organ of the forecoxae is more or less distinct. The meron of the midooxa is not angulate. The tibiae are never spinose. The midtibial spurs are normally unequal in length, the outer one being the shorter; in Xylophanes and Cechenena we find species in which the spurs are equal and also species in which the inner one is the shorter. The hindtibia has always two pairs of spurs. The external spines of the first protarsal segment are sometimes enlarged. The midtibial comb is not very prominent. The paronychium has always two pairs of lobes, but the pulvillus loses the pad in some species (Celerio euphorbiae, etc.).

There are 144 species known, which we bring into 14 genera. One genus is Cosmopolitan (Celerio); two are American (Xylophanes and Phanoxyla); five are African (Rodafra, Basiotthia, Centroctena, Charcocim, Euchloron); three are Oriental (Rhagastis, Cechenena, Rhynchosphila); one is Palearctic, extending to North India (Perigosa); while two are Oriental and African (Hippotion, Theretra). The species are distributed as follows: Neotropical and Nearctic (including 2 from the Sandwich Is.), 56; Holartic, 1; Palearctic (two extending into North India), 9; Oriental, 48; Athiopian, 25; Oriental and Athiopian, 1; Cosmopolitan, 1. North America is very poor in species of this subfamily, possessing in the temperate zone only one cosmopolitan species (lineata), one Holartic species (galli), and one American species (versa), which latter occurs also all over South America, besides some Neotropical stragglers in the Southern States.

The American genus Xylophanes is the most generalised of the Choeocampine genera in the structure of the palpus and antenna. It is worthy of note that in this genus we find in many species an abdominal spination resembling that of the ancestral form, which had, like the American Pholus, slender antenna and uniseriate abdominal spines. The genus which comes next as to the degree of specialisation is Cosmopolitan, while all the other, more specialised, genera are confined to the Old World, with the exception of the American Phanoxyla, which is a derivation from
Xylophanes. This genus Phanocyta is of special interest inasmuch as it differs from Xylophanes in a specialisation of the palpus which recurs in several Old World genera.

Key to the genera:

a. Shorter midtibial spur with comb of prominent spines.
   Shorter midtibial spur without such a comb

b. Base of tongue exposed, second segments of palpi not contiguous.
   Base of tongue not exposed, second segments of palpi contiguous

c. Second segment of palpus obviously narrower in side-view than the first, more or less narrowing apically.
   Second segment of palpus not narrower than the first

d. Inner surface of second segment of palpus naked.
   Inner surface of second segment of palpus covered with dispersed small scales; forewing and body above bright green, hindwing yellow and black.

e. Second segment of palpus narrowing towards end; Africa.
   Second segment of palpus not narrowing towards end; India.

f. Scaling at apex of first segment of palpus, on innerside, dense and regular.
   Scaling at apex of first segment of palpus, on innerside, not dense, irregular.

g. Second segment of palpus, on innerside, with apical tuft of scales directed proximal and ventrad.
   No such tuft.

h. Scaling of first segment of palpus, on outerside, longest just below the apical cavity.
   Scaling longest proximally.

i. First segment of palpus strongly convex at apex on outerside, bearing a transverse crest of scales, or a fringe of hairs along eye.
   First segment of palpus not obviously convex at apex.

j. Second segment of palpus with apical tuft on innerside.
   Second segment of palpus without apical tuft on innerside.

k. Second segment of palpus on outerside with a lateral crest as a continuation of the eyelashes.

CLXIV. Centroctena.
CLXV. Rhyagnostis.
CLXVI. Cechenena.
CLIX. Euchloron.
CLVIII. Chaerocina.
CLXV. Ithagicola.
Without this crest.

l. Palpus rough with long dispersed hairs. CLV. Pergesa.

Palps without these hairs, or with very few. m.

Antenna setiform.

Antena distinctly incrassate distally. CLV. Celero.

**CLIII. XYLOPHANES.**—Typus: annabus.


Thereu Hubner, *Vers. bek. Schm.* p. 135 (1822) (partim; type: *aculeata = equestris*).

*Isoples* id., *ib.* (1822) (partim; type: *esox*).

*XYLOPHANES* id., *ib.* (1822) (partim; type: *annabus*).

*Oreus* id., *ib.* p. 136 (1822) (partim; type: *goma = batas*).


*Metopius* Duncan, in *Jard., Nat. Libr.* xxxvii. p. 38 (1843) (non 1835, type: *menii*).

*Philampelus* Burmeister (non Harris, 1839), *Sphing. Rev.* p. 58 (1866).


*Chareocyamus* id., *ib.* p. 125 (1856) (partim).

*Perex* id., *ib.* p. 149 (1856) (partim; type: *parcellus*).

*Duritas* id., *ib.* p. 182 (1856) (partim; type: *cheirites = pholus*).


*Deitache Grote, Hawk Moths N. Am.* p. 30 (1886) (type: *teres*).


♂. Palpus simple externally, no indication of a cavity in the scaling at the end of the first segment: on the insides the scaling at the end of the first segment quite irregular, not dense, and second segment without brush of hairs—scales at upper angle. Antenna slender, not incrassate distally; hook rather long and gradual; antenna of ♀ often with serrated ciliae. Eye-lashes vestigial or distinct. Scales of abdominal tergites numerous, small and weak ones mixed with strong ones, or, on the last segments, only one row of long and strong conical spines (*chiron, tera*, etc.). Spurs of hindtibia always unequal, the outer one short; spurs of midtibia unequal or equal, the outer one shorter or longer, as or as long as, the inner one, the relative length varying sometimes in the same species. Midtarsal comb generally distinct, that of hindtarsus less obvious, but the spines found to be somewhat prolonged when the scales are removed. Pulvillus always large; paronychium with two pairs of long lobes.

♀. Tenth tergite simple, truncate-sinuate at end, divided into two processes in *chiron*; sternite boat-shaped, transversely ribbed above at end: Clasper broadly sole-shaped; friction-scales large, few in number as a rule, but sometimes numerous and rather small; harpe ending in a generally small process. Penis-sheath with dorso-apical edge incrassate, developed to a dentate ridge which is produced into one or two processes in most species, one right, the other left.

♀. There is no special armature in the ♀, the vaginal plate being simple, triangular.

Larvae, as far as they are known, tapering in front; with one or more ocelli.—

Food-plants: *Rubiaceae* as a rule.

Pupa: tongue-case not very prominent.

*Hab.* America.

Fifty species.

The genus is a very natural one. It is found only in America, and all the American species belong to it,* no representative of the allied Old World genera

*Hystrix* is so aberrant that we have to put it into a genus of its own.
Therctra, Hippotion, etc., occurring in the Nearctic and Neotropical Regions. There is no question of mistaking an American species for an Old World one (or the reverse), if the palpi are examined.

The development of the midtibial spurs is most peculiar in so far as the inner spur is in many species obviously shorter than the outer one, while normally the outer spur is the shorter. This abnormal relation of length is due to the reduction of the inner spur. Some species are very interesting in this respect, showing individual and sometimes geographical variation in the length of the spurs (amadis, nechus, etc.).

The venation of the hindwing is not quite constant in the genus, the position of the cross-veins and the central veins being affected by the obvious difference in the shape of wing observed in some more distantly related species (compare for instance tersa, pistacina, depuiseti). SC² and R¹ are sometimes stalked (cratomioides, etc.).

Key to the species:

a. Lines of forewing transverse, their posterior parts not close together in middle of inner margin, never longitudinal: pale band of hindwing not separated into spots.

b. Lines of forewing oblique, more or less converging towards apex of wing.

b. Band of hindwing ochre-yellow.

c. Band of hindwing not ochre-yellow.

d. Body and forewing ferruginous or uniformly pale cinnamon-rufous.

e. Body and forewing not so coloured.

f. Forewing with more than one line, hindwing with conspicuous creamy patch or band.

627. X. ruföscens.

628. X. irrorata.

g. First discal line of forewing forming a heavy band which is more or less straight, gradually shading off distally, while being rather sharply defined proximally.

h. First discal line thin, often indistinct.

j. Bright greyish green above, hindwing black with green band.

k. Inner edge of forewing white except at base; fringe of hindwing even, without sharply marked dots.

625. X. tyndarus.

626. X. pistacina.

630. X. rhodocera.

629. X. tarsa.
Inner edge of forewing not white; fringe of hindwing with distinct vein-dots

Forewing with a small apical patch, three or four discal lines followed by a row of dots; pale band of hindwing very obscure but continued to R^2 or further costal

Forewing without apical patch, discal lines indistinct

Discal lines of forewing dentate

Discal lines of forewing not dentate, except second, ground-colour green, fringe of hindwing with conspicuous white dots.

Only one line present, ground-colour green; fringe of hindwing not distinctly spotted

Forewing without green, abdomen without middle line

Forewing with green, abdomen with middle line

External spur of midtibia longer than internal

External spur of midtibia shorter than internal

Distal margins of wings not dentate: hindwing without distinct yellow band

Distal margins dentate; hindwing with yellow band

Stigma of forewing black

Stigma of forewing white

Forewing with black submarginal patch R^2—R^3

Forewing without black submarginal patch R^2—R^3

Hindwing black, with a large pale subbasal mesial patch, besides a discal band, or all creamy buff with a discal and a submarginal black band

Hindwing without pale subbasal mesial patch, basal area not creamy

Hindwing creamy, base not black

Hindwing black at base, with large pale subbasal mesial patch

Distal margins of wings distinctly scalloped; forewing below with a straight and narrow pale band between R^3 and SM^3, dorsal lines of abdomen parallel

Distal margins entire or very faintly scalloped; pale band on underside of forewing undulate or vestigial
s. Forewing, above, with a distinct black costal spot about 12 mm. from apex. This spot vestigial.

t. Disc of fore- and hindwing, below, russet-cinnamon, forewing with five well-marked lines below, line 4 feebler on disc; dorsal lines of abdomen converging basad on each segment.

Disc of fore- and hindwing, below, much redder, with a buff space on forewing between R^2 and SM^2; dorsal lines of abdomen parallel.

e. Forewing, above, with a single prominent line from near base at inner margin to apex, bordered proximally with pale scaling, the other lines indistinct.

Forewing with a greater number of distinct lines.

w. Abdomen with dark mesial line.

Abdomen without mesial line.

x. Line of forewing midway between tip and base of SC^9.

Line of forewing much nearer tip than base of SC^9.

Line of forewing ending at apex.

y. Hindwing with a prominent band of mostly triangular or ovate spots.

Band of hindwing not interrupted, or absent.

z. Head and thorax without pale lateral stripe.

Head and thorax with pale lateral stripe.

a'. Abdomen with distinct black basal lateral patch.

Abdomen without black basal lateral patch.

b'. Discal lines of forewing four in number, indistinct, ending in or near a brown or black patch, situated at hinder margin near angle of wing.

No brown patch at inner margin near angle.

Abdomen yellowish at sides, with dorsallines; 7 or 8 lines in outer half of forewing.

Abdomen not paler at sides than above, no dark dorsal lines; lines of forewing reduced in number.

d'. The upper spots of the hindwing, above, merged together, nearer cell than outer margin.

The upper spots more or less completely separate, much nearer outer margin than cell.

643. X. ceratomioides.

642. X. media.

641. X. xylobotes.

646. X. docilis.

648. X. epaphus.

647. X. amadis.

650. X. rothschildi.

662. X. hydrata.

651. X. chiron.

657. X. tersa.

658. X. suana.

645. X. anubus.
Abdomen with two very sharply marked grey dorsal lines, which are about 2 mm. distant from each other in middle of abdomen. These lines close together, or fused to one single stripe, or absent.

One broad grey mesial stripe on abdomen, or no line; midtibial spurs unequal. This stripe distinct only on basal segments; discal line 1 of forewing heavier than line 4.

Two sharply marked lines which stand close together. No distinct dorsal lines on abdomen; midtibial spurs equal; underside of wings red.

Upperside of body and wings green, basal half of hindwing black.

All the discal lines of forewing sharply dentate, composed of lunules. At least the first line even.

Outer margins of wings not dentate; no distinct band on hindwing.

Outer margins dentate, a distinct band on hindwing.

A sharply marked pale line on SC of forewing, and a pale stripe from base to apex bordering a chestnut costal area.

Forewing not so marked.

Discal lines 1 and 2 of forewing forming a band which reaches tip of wing; lines 4 and 5 not prominent.

Discal lines 1 and 2 not reaching tip of wing.

Discal lines 1 and 2 forming a prominent band which is abbreviated in front, and lines 4 and 5 another which reaches apex but is evanescent behind.

Forewing not so marked.

Underside of wings and body and stripe from base of forewing to palps red; upperside of forewing green, with silky grey interspaces.

Forewing above not green; pale band of hindwing indistinct or absent.

Forewing above not green; pale band of hindwing distinct.
u'. Forewing above with a number of thin parallel lines before hinder margin close together.
Without this bundle of lines.
658. X. suana.
p'. Border of fore- and hindwing below connected with basi-discal area.
Border of fore- and hindwing not connected with basi-discal area.
638. X. rhodina.
q'. Mesothoracic tegula with a blackish dorsal border which extends to palpi.
Mesothoracic tegula without this border.
665. X. maculatus.
r'. Forewing with seven lines in outer half, line 7 indistinct, line 4 the heaviest.
Forewing with eight lines in outer half, line 5 the heaviest.
661. X. isonon.
s'. Distal marginal border of forewing below feebly marked; lines 1 and 2 of forewing above forming a prominent band.
Distal marginal border well marked, strongly angulate behind R'.
664. X. damoecita.
t'. Discal lines 1 to 6 of forewing close together, all thin.
Discal line 5 obviously broader than the others.
666. X. aglaor.
u'. Band of hindwing bright red.
Band of hindwing pale red or buff.
669. X. neoptolemus.
v'. Band of hindwing reaching costa; distal marginal border of forewing below not distinctly angulate behind R'.
Forewing below more buff, not reaching costa; distal marginal band of forewing below sharply angulate behind R'.
668. X. loelia.
667. X. libya.

621. Xylophanes depuiseti.


This and the next two species agree closely in appearance. The upperside of the forewing and body is green, more or less olivaceous. The fringe of the hindwing and that of the forewing behind is conspicuously dotted with white, giving the wing the appearance of being dentate, while it is in fact only very feebly sinuous. The antenna of the ♀ is somewhat compressed and shows vestiges of seriate ciliae at the bases of the segments. Exterior spurs of midtibia shorter than interior, or nearly the same in length.

♂ ♂. In *depuiseti* the abdomen bears two dorsal rows of very feebly brown dots and on each side a row of pale, more or less golden, apical dots.—Forewing: two antemedian lines, external one or both vestigial; stigma black; three parallel discal lines, thin, curving costad in front, the second feeble, the third accentuated
by minute vein-dots; oblique apical line barely vestigial; a trace of a postdiscal line behind, ending at hinder angle.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite of the same type as in pistacina and allied species, rather broader than in pluto, truncate, very feebly sinuate; sternite narrow, transversely ribbed above. Friction-scales of elasier rather numerous; process of harpe simple, slender, with vestiges of notches at end, short, compressed distally and somewhat twisted, gently curved upwards. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVII. f. 1) resembling that of pistacina: a right pointed process without dentition, and a narrow left dentate lobe.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Brazil: Espirito Santo to Santa Catharina.

In the Tring Museum 5 ♂ ♀ from Espirito Santo and Santa Catharina.

622. Xylophanes adalia.


♂♀. The lines of the forewing more distinct than in depuisetii, especially the oblique apical one: a black patch between R² and R³ outside discal line 4, fringe white-spotted to apex of wing, which is less produced than in depuisetii, margin not distinctly sinuous between R² and SM². Underside of body and wings more golden-yellow.

♂. Process of harpe shorter than in depuisetii. Penis-sheath differently armed: the dorsal apical edge beset with teeth (Pl. LVII. f. 2), a left, narrow process, near the base of which stand some more teeth corresponding to the left lobe of the preceding species, the dentition quite variable in detail; a short tooth projecting dextro-lateral corresponds to the right-side process of depuisetii.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Chiriqui, Panama; probably more widely distributed.

In the Tring Museum 4 ♂ ♀, 1 ♀ from Chiriqui.

623. Xylophanes ploetzi.


♂♀. Underside of body and wings yellowish green. Abdomen above with a thin mesial line. Lines of forewing as distinct as in adalia, apical one less so, no postdiscal patch R² — R³, stigma white, fringe with white dots between R³ and SM². Underside of wings without russet-ferruginous scaling, the marginal areas of both wings a little more greenish than the disc, that of hindwing shaded with olive.

Not dissected.

Hab. Surinam; British Guiana.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♀ from: Rio Demerara.

624. Xylophanes pluto.

*Sphinks pluto* Fabricius, Gen. Ins. p. 274. n. 22-23 (1777) (Amer. mer.); Goeze, Ent. Regt. iii. 2. p. 299. n. 25 (1780); Fabric., Spec. Ins. ii. p. 148. n. 40 (1781); Zschack, Mon. Lest., p. 95. t. 3. n. 184 (1798); Gmel., Syst. Nat. i. 5. p. 2386. no. 161 (1790).

*Sphinks laevigata* Fabricius, Mon. Ins. ii. p. 43 (1781) (partim); Gmel., Syst. Nat. i. 5. 2381 n. 77. 9 (1790).
Sphinx erosus Daiman, Amel. Ent. p. 48. n. 22 (1823).


Chaerocampa eson, Walker, I.c. p. 137. n. 17 (1856) (sub syn.).


Callimonia thorates, Butler, Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. ix. p. 540. n. 8 (1877) (Haiti; St. Thomas; St. Vincent; Oaxaca); Mass., Stett. Ent. Zeit. xli. p. 54 (1880) (= erosus = pluto); Druce, in Biol. Centr. Amer. Lep. Het. i. p. 5. n. 2 (1884) (Mexico; Guatemala; Panama); id., I.c. Suppl. p. 301 (1886) (Mexico; Costa Rica; Chiriqui; Guatemala).

Callimonia erosus, Bönninghausen, Iris xii. p. 123. n. 42 (1899) (Rio de Jan.).

♀. Basal ciliae of antennal segments of ♀ very feebly prolonged. External spur of midtibia longer than internal. Spines of abdominal tergites uniseriate. The green colour of the thorax and forewing often fading to russet or ferruginous. Abdomen with a thin mesial line, interrupted at the bases of the segments by metallic yellow dots, another line laterally : underside of thorax and abdomen more or less maize-yellow, with metallic yellow scales: a few such scales also dorso-laterally.—Forewing: a subbasal patch or band, 4 or 5 antennial media: first discal line straight, curved costal anteriorly, second line mostly absent, third and fourth evenly dentate; apical line curved, even, ending in a patch at R₂, followed by a dentate line: the basal and disto-marginal interspaces more or less shaded with silvery grey. The ochre-yellow band of the hindwing distinguishes pluto from all the other American Xylophanes.

♂. Friction-scales of casper few in number, large, truncate, midrib prominent. Tenth tergite very narrow, truncate-sinuate; sternite with parallel sides, rounded at end, upperside concave, transversely ribbed, middle line somewhat raised. Process of harpe curved as in pistacina, but somewhat stouter, not narrowed at end, with some teeth before tip. Penis-sheath peculiar: a right dentate lobe, and a left ridge bearing the teeth at the distal edge (Pl. LVII. f. 3. 4), this dentition recalling the armature of adalin.

Larva described by Gündlach, l.c.; a dark and a pale form, both with an ocellus on the fourth segment.—Food-plant: Erythroxylon.

Hol. Neotropical Region: Bahamas, Florida, southward over the Antilles and the Continent to Southern Brazil.

In the Tring Museum 80-odd specimens from: Cuba; Haiti; Nassau, Bahamas (Sir G. Carter); Florida; Mexico: southward to Peru and South Brazil.

625. Xylophanes tyndarus.


Doragon tyndarus, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 671. n. 6 (1892).

Doragon (Chaerocampa) tyndarus, Rothschild, Nov. Zool. i. p. 84 (1894) (Venezuela; Trinidad; Costa Rica).

Thevatra tyndarus (!), Bönninghausen, Iris xii. p. 129. n. 59 (1899) (Rio de Jan.)
♀. Structurally almost the same as *pistacina*. Body and wings greyish olivaceous green, often very bright; underside of body whitish green.

Wings, *above*.—Forewing: three antemedian lines, the two distal ones close together; first discal line heavy, straight, gradually shading off externally, second and third line not marked, line 4 distinct anteriorly though weak, more or less obviously joining the postdiscal cloud between R\(^1\) and R\(^2\), some very small vein-dots forming a continuation of the line, oblique apical line short, often not reaching the postdiscal cloud. The green band of the hindwing not reaching costal margin, the distal margin also often green, in which case the black submarginal band is reduced. The oblique apical line of forewing, below, forms an angle behind R\(^2\) with the irregularly undulate postdiscal line, the marginal area bordered by these lines as broad as in *schausi*.

♀. Genital armature not apparently different from that of *pistacina*, except that the harpe is rather stouter, less curved, and dentate at end, and the proximal edge of the left process of the penis-sheath more regularly and strongly dentate.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Neotropical Region, exclusive of the West Indies, from Mexico to Southern Brazil.

In the Tring Museum 8 ♀♂, 8 ♀♀ from: Jalapa and Orizaba, Vera Cruz, Mexico, iii. iv. (Schaus); Aroa, Venezuela.

A small ♀ from Theresopolis in the British Museum is on the underside more yellow and has no discal line, the apical line of the forewing is less oblique; the tenth abdominal sternite is also narrower and is pointed.

626. *Xylophanes pistacina* (Pl. IX. f. 11, ♀).


♀. Basal cell of antennal segments of ♀ distinctly prolonged. External spur of multibia somewhat shorter than internal one. No lines on abdomen. Forewing: antemedian lines vestigial, the two distal ones forming a band at apex of cell, angulated at M\(^1\); the two proximal discal lines more or less merged together to a band, the inner line often straight; third discal line very feebly marked; fourth rather more distinct, generally accentuated by vein-dots, lines 2 to 4 dentate; line 5 from apex curved, continuous with a greenish olive patch R\(^2\)—R; ground-colour variable, the wing being occasionally much greener than in ordinary individuals. Pale band of the hindwing much suffused with olive-brown. Brown border of underside of forewing broad, less angulate behind R\(^2\) than in *schausi*.

♀. Tenth tergite truncate-sinuate; sternite rounded at end. Process of harpe long, very slender, pointed, somewhat curved twice, as in *schausi*. Penis-sheath: right process short, pointed; left one also short, dentate, less projecting than in *schausi*.

Early stages not known.
**Hab.** Neotropical Region, exclusive of the Antilles, from Mexico to Southern Brazil and Paraguay.

In the Tring Museum 11 ♂♂, 3 ♀♀ from: Honduras; Paraguay (Dr. Bohls); Rio de Janeiro; Bauru, S. Paulo (Dr. Hempel).

627. *Xylophanes rufescens.*

*Theretra rufescens* Rothschild, Nov. Zool., i. p. 75. t. 6. f. 11 (♀) (1894) (British Guiana; — Mus. Tring).

♂♀. A large-eyed species. Antenna of ♀ compressed, with basal rows of prolonged ciliae. External spur of midtibia shorter than internal.— Brownish ferruginous; forewing with a buffish ground which is densely shaded and irrorated with brownish ferruginous; hindwing black, a creamy submarginal band shaded with black, abbreviated in front, not reaching beyond R^3^, dilated basad upon SM^2^, followed by a marginal patch at anal angle; both wings ferruginous below.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite gradually and not strongly narrowed to end, truncate, feebly sinuate, slightly dilated at end; sternite triangular, curved in side-view, strongly convex below, apex obtusely pointed. Process of harpe horizontal, cylindrical from middle to end, extreme end curved upwards and armed with teeth. Dorsal margin of penis-sheath produced dextro-lateral into a rather long horizontal process, dentate on the proximal side, the edge sinistro-laterally continued as an oblique, slightly raised ridge, which bears some rather prominent teeth (Pl. LVII. f. 11).

Early stages not known.

**Hab.** Neotropical Region: British Guiana; Amazonas; Peru.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂, 6 ♀♀ from: British Guiana; Venezuela; Carabaya, Iaambari R., S.E. Peru, 3000 ft., April 1901, dry season (Oekenden).

In coll. Charles Oberthür from S. Paulo d’Olivença, Amazonas.

628. *Xylophanes irrorata.*

*Chaerocampa* spec., Herrich-Sch., Corresp. III. iii. p. 58 (1865) (Cuba).


♂. Upper and under surface of body and wings uniformly pale cinnamon-rufous, underside paler than upper. White lateral border of mesothoracic tegula continued to end of palps. A darker cinnamon-rufous line on forewing, a little nearer distal margin than cell, with a pale proximal border. Basal area of hindwing olive-brown. External spur of midtibia shorter than internal.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite gradually narrowed, apex convex above, truncate-sinuate; upper surface of sternite transversely folded distally, apex rounded-truncate. Process of harpe (Pl. LIII. f. 3) compressed, short, elongate-triangular, somewhat like the blade of a pointed knife. Process of penis-sheath (Pl. LVII. f. 19) projecting distal at base, the free part somewhat sin-shapped and dentate, curving proximal and sinistro-lateral; this process is the left one of other species, there being no right process in *irrorata.*

Larva mentioned by Gundil as feeding on *Psychotria;* not described.

**Hab.** Cuba; Bahamas; doubtless also in Haiti.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂♂ from: Cuba; Abaco, Bahamas (Sir G. Carter).
629. *Xylophanes gundlachi*.


♂♀. Resembling *rhodocera* in the shape of the wings. Abdomen almost unicolorous, without markings, paler below than above, green. Forewing, above, brown at base; one discal line, which is green and ends in a brown spot at hinder margin; costal edge and fringe reddish, the latter brownish behind and here with a very few white scales; stigma black with white centre, small; fringe of hindwing pale, not distinctly spotted. Underside of forewing in basal three-fifths brown like upperside of hindwing.

♂. Harpe similar to that of *rhodocera*, irregularly dentate distally. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVII. f. 9) with a rather long truncate right process and a short left one.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Cuba (doubtless also on Haiti).

In the Berlin Museum 1 ♀; in coll. Staudinger 1 ♀ (type, ex coll. Herrich-Schäffer).

630. *Xylophanes rhodocera*.


♂♀. External spur of midtibia longer than internal one. Distal margin of forewing strongly convex; a vestige of the discal line of *irrorata*; a slightly brownish patch near end of cell; another smaller one occasionally in middle of cell; disco-marginal area dusted with brown scales, especially behind. Scaling of antenna pink. External spines of first protarsal segment very numerous in this species, and in *irrorata* and *rufescens*. Spines of abdominal tergites minuscule.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite long and slender, truncate, feebly sinuate; sternite slightly dilated distally, apex rounded. Process of harpe (Pl. LVII. f. 2) suddenly narrowed in middle, somewhat concave at end. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVII. f. 8) with a central process as in *irrorata*, projecting proximad, slightly curving sinistro-lateral, produced distally into a short dentate hook homologous to the right-side process of other species.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Haiti.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂♀.

631. *Xylophanes porcus*.

*Oreus porcus* Hübner, *Samml. Er. Schm. ii. t. 162. f. 1—4 (1824) ?


♂♀. Antenna of ♀ with very feebly prolonged cilia near the base of the segments. External spur of midtibia obviously longer than internal. External
spines of first protarsal segment numerous only at base, reduced distally to one row. The white lateral border of the mesothoracic tegula not marked on occiput, indistinct anteriorly on pronotum, reappearing as a fine line in front of the antenna.—Forewing with a single row of dots distally on disc; a dark transverse cloud indicating another line about 3 mm. from cell at R3, two more clouds occasionally in basal half. Abdomen without traces of lines, the distinct blackish basi-lateral patch of rhodocera also absent from porcus.

♀. Tenth abdominal tergite long and slender, apex gradually narrowed, obtusely pointed; sternite also long, feebly spatulate, apex obtusely rounded. Dorsal edge of penis-sheath projecting in the shape of a halfmoon, both horns free, pointing proximad, the right one narrow, the left one broader, dentate.

Early stages not known; larva feeding on Xylophanes patens according to Gundlach, l.c.

Hab. Neotropical Region.

Two subspecies:

a. X. porcus porcus.

Oreus porcus Hubner, l.c.
Darapsa porcus, Walker, l.c.


♀. Stigma of forewing distinct. An obvious olivaceous cloud beyond apex of cell. Processes of penis-sheath slender, the left one dentate proximally, comb-like.

Hab. Cuba.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂.

b. X. porcus continentalis subsp. nov.


Theretra porcus, Bönnighausen, Iris xii. p. 129. n. 58 (1899) (Rio de Janeiro).

♀. Stigma smaller, olive-green cloud outside cell less obvious, distal dots a little more pronounced; otherwise the same in colour as the insular form.

♂. Armature of penis-sheath obviously different from that of the insular porcus: the left process especially broader, more or less rounded, the right process shorter, stouter.

Hab. Continental South and Central America, as far south as Sta. Catharina.

Type from Colombia.

In the Tring Museum 13 ♂, 8 ♀ from: Sta. Catharina; Rio de Janeiro; Espírito Santo; Minas Gerais, xi. (Kennedy); Aroa, Venezuela; Rio Dagua, Colombia, type (Rosenberg); Costa Rica; Orizaba and Jalapa, Mexico, ii. iii. iv. (Schaus).

632. Xylophanes schausi (P. IX. f. 13, ♀, type).

*Darapsa schausi Rothschild, Nov. Zool. i. p. 84 (1894) (Petropolis;—Mus. Tring).


Theretra spec. B., Bönnighausen, Iris xii. p. 129. n. 60 (1899) (Rio de Janeiro).

♀. Antenna of ♀ prismatically compressed, basal rows of ciliae prominent. External spur of midtibia much shorter than internal. White lateral border of
mesothoracic tegula continued to palpus. No lines on abdomen. Distal margin of forewing strongly convex; discal lines dentate, the two proximal ones faint, but traceable from costal to inner margin, the third barely indicated, the fourth marked by dots on the veins; an apical halfmoon SC1—SC3, generally continuous with a weak oblique line, which ends at a patch or cloud between R3 and R2. The pale band of the hindwing always much shaded with olive. The oblique apical band of the underside of the forewing, bordering the marginal band, about 7 mm. distant from outer margin at R3, the band then suddenly narrower.

♂. Tenth tergite narrowed to middle, then very faintly widened to apex, which is truncate-sinuate; sternite of the usual type, rounded at end, mesially very faintly pointed. Process of harpe long, cylindrical, somewhat O-shaped. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVII. f. 5) with an acute right process and a left dentate lobe.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Brazil, Provinz Rio de Janeiro: Venezuela (doubtless more widely distributed in South America).

In the Tring Museum 4 ♂♂, 2 ♀♀ from: Petropolis, Rio de Janeiro; Espírito Santo; Aroa, Venezuela.

633. *Xylophanes germanum* Schaus.


♀. Antenna of ♀ with prolonged basal ciliae to the segments. External spur of midtibia much longer than internal. Distal margin of forewing more or less dentate, sometimes nearly even, apex acute, prominent; two indistinct ante-median lines; discal lines dentate, not clearly defined as a rule. Fringe of hindwing white, interrupted at the veins. The lateral border of mesothorax somewhat pinkish in front. Scaling of antenna pink mesially, black laterally. Size variable.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite rounded at tip, sinuate; sternite boat-shaped in side-view, apex rounded: the segment essentially as in *irrorata, rajescens*, and many others. Process of harpe horizontal, curved upwards at end, cylindrical, with apex somewhat concave, minutely dentate or notched before end, tip simple or bifid. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVII., f. 7): a right and a left process; not identical in the two individuals examined.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Mexico to Ecuador and Venezuela.

In the Tring Museum 4 ♂♂, 1 ♀ from: Jalapa, Mexico, iv. (Schaus); Colombia, Merida, Venezuela (Briceno).

In coll. Doguin 1 ♂ from Loja, Ecuador.

634. *Xylophanes juanita* nom. nov.


♂. External spur of midtibia a little shorter than the internal. First row of first and second protarsal segments irregularly doubled. Scales of antenna blackish brown, more or less pink basi-laterally. Abdomen with two rows of dots representing the dorso-lateral lines of other *Xylophanes*. As in *germanum* no very conspicuous
lateral border to the tegulae, the border becoming pinkish in front, continued to base of antenna.—Forewing: traces of one or two antemedian lines, four transverse discal lines, 1 and 2 distinctly undulate, 3 and 4 faint, but 4 accentuated by dots on veins, followed by a patch at R<sup>2</sup>, an indistinct apical line.—Hindwing darker brown than forewing, becoming paler behind, fringe white, minutely interrupted at veins. Underside with the series of vein-dots across both wings as in the allied species.

♂. Sexual armature of the same type as in the other species of the genus. Tenth abdominal tergite rather broad basally, narrowed to middle, apex rounded, feebly sinuate; sternite rounded at end, very feebly angulate in middle of apical margin (in the single specimen examined). Process of harpe (Pl. LIII. f. 1) slender, somewhat spoon-shaped. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVII. f. 6) with a right curved process and a left dentate lobe.

Early stages not known.

**Hab.** Vera Cruz, Mexico.

635. *Xylophanes fusimacula.*

*Pergeia fusimacula* Felder, Reise Novaar, Lep. p. 8, t. 76, f. 4 (♀) (1874) (Brasilia; —Mus. Tring);

*Philanopetus (?) fusimacula*, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hét. i. p. 669. n. 10 (1892).

♀. Basal ciliae of antennal segments shorter than the segments are long. Outer spur of midtibia about one-fifth shorter than the inner one. Body similarly striate with long pale scales as in *ceratomioides*. Discal lines of the forewing consisting of lunules.

♂ and early stages not known.

**Hab.** Brazil; Peru.
In the Tring Museum 2 ♀♀ from: Brazil (*type, ex coll. Felder*); Cuzco, Peru.

636. *Xylophanes zurcheri.*


♂ ♀. External spur of midtibia shorter than internal. Basal ciliae of antennal segments feebly prolonged. Markings of wings agreeing more with those of *fusimacula* than of undata; outer margins dentate.

Not dissected.
Early stages not known.

**Hab.** Costa Rica.

637. *Xylophanes undata* nom. nov.

*Goneynyo irrorata* Rothschild (non Grote, 1865), *Iris* vii. p. 298. n. 4. t. 7. f. 3 (1894) (Chuchuras, Peru; —coll. Staudinger).

♀. Ciliae of antenna somewhat shorter than in the preceding species. Spurs of hindtibia shorter than in *ceratomioides*, hindtarsus very long, as long as cell of forewing. The discal lines of the forewing strongly dentate, the portions beyond SM<sup>2</sup> straight, parallel, more oblique than in *ceratomioides*; outer margin strongly dentate. The mesial line of the abdomen rather strongly marked, the lateral ones vestigial, ending in rather large spots at the apices of the segments. The ventral
edges of the tergites with tufts of long scales, which are gradually dilated distally; under surface of abdomen white.

♂ and early stages not known.

Hab. Peru: Chuquiras.

Type in coll. Standinger; another specimen from the same place in the Tring Museum.

638. Xylophanes rhodina spec. nov. (Pl. 11. f. 13, ♂).

♂. Body above olive-walnut-brown; a line above eye pale, mesothoracic tegula with a thin pale lateral border and a walnut-brown mesial band; abdomen with dispersed long pinkish grey scales, a triple dorsal line, the mesial one darker brown, accentuated at the bases of the segments; underside pale buff, cinnamon-rufous at sides, abdomen near the stig mata with tufts of spatulate creamy scales; spines of tergites uniseriate. (Middle legs wanting.)

Wings, upperside, greenish olive, hindwing somewhat greyish.—Forewing: stigma black, a dark cloud distally of it, basal area shaded with pinkish grey scales, the same scales between the discal lines near hinder margin; first discal line heavy, straight up to SC^2, where it is vestigial, dilated at costal margin into a spot, line 2 dentate, 3 vestigial, also dentate, 4 more straight, accentuated by vein-dots, marked at costal margin by a spot, 5 from apex, vestigial, except at apex, lines 2 to 5 turned basad from SM^2 to spot at inner margin, accentuated by a dash upon M^2, (SM^3), and SM^3, line 5 dilated into a patch at inner margin, 6 and 7 vestigial and parallel to distal margin.—Hindwing: a vestigial brown discal line in an ill-defined, not very distinct, pinkish band.

Underside ferruginous red, basal half of both wings brown, disto-marginal band greyish or buffish brown.—Forewing: three discal lines curving costal in front, the first continuous, the second indistinct, marked only in front, the third less oblique behind than the first, indicated by vein-dots, marginal band dentate between veins, projecting most between R^3 and R^2; costal edge ochreous distally; hinder angle a little projecting.—Hindwing: marginal band dentate between veins, preceded by a row of vein-dots, discal line present or not; abdominal fold buff.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite narrow, apex rounded, feebly truncate-sinuate; sternite evenly rounded at end. Process of harpe broader than ordinarily in this genus, obtuse, compressed, thin, twisted (Pl. LIII. f. 6). Penis-sheath with a fin-shaped, dentate, recurved process as in falcus, and a short conical process pointing to the right side (Pl. LVII. f. 12).

♀ and early stages not known.

Hab. Chiriqui.

Two ♂♂ in the Tring Museum; not seen in other collections.

639. Xylophanes godmani.


♀. External spur of labium a much shorter than internal. Basal cline of antennal segments prolonged.—Forewing more strongly falcate than in ♂ of *vulata*, distal margin dentate, lines mostly less distinct, discal line 1 nearer base posteriorly, curved; hinder angle more strongly produced.—Hindwing obviously narrower, dentate, a pale subanal patch divided by a transverse line, continued very indistinctly to R^2.
Underside: margin of forewing buffish, a broad, submarginal, chocolate-brown band from apex to R³, broadly joined to basi-discal area. Brown marginal band of hindwing also joined to basal area between R¹ and R².

♂ and early stages unknown.

Hab. Chiriqui.

One specimen known, in the British Museum.

640. Xylophanes falco.


*Choreocampa fagei* Butler, &c. ix. p. 555. n. 69 (1877).

*Choreocampa falco* (L), Mäschler, Stutt. Ent. Zeit. xii. p. 57 (1889) (= fagei).

*Theretra falco* Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 656. n. 77 (1892) (= mexicana = fagei).

♂ ?. Antenna of ♂ without prolonged basal ciliae to the segments. External spur of mandible shorter than internal. Abdomen with long pale hair-scales as in ceratomioides. Forewing with seven lines converging towards apex, besides distinct traces of two more antemedian lines proximally near hinder margin ; discaal lines 1 to 4 curved behind, 4 almost following the curve of the hinder margin, 5 from apex, distinct to R¹, then vestigial and represented by more or less dispersed scales, which form a patch along hinder margin, lines 6 and 7 parallel with 5 and with outer margin. The pale wood-brown hindwing has two discaal lines, the proximal one broad, the other thin, more or less joined to the first, the two forming a central band, which is followed by a third line indicated by vein-dots ; a distinct submarginal band is separated from the margin by a greyish wood-brown marginal band, the black band touching the edge of the wing only at St⁶ and SM¹.

♂. Tenth abdominal segment of the usual form ; the tergite truncate-siminate. Process of harpe rather short, pointed, slightly curved. Penis-sheath with a rather long dentate process, which is produced distally towards the right side into another, short, dentate lobe.

Early stages not known.

In a ♂ from Guatemala in the British Museum the two antemedian lines of the forewing are longer and stand close to the discaal ones ; the discaal lines 1 to 4 are straight behind, not curved ; the patch of black scales at internal margin, near angle, is less distinct. The black discaal band of the hindwing is broader and the ground-colour of the wing more pinkish.

Hab. Central America: Mexico to Guatemala and Honduras (extending doubtless farther south).

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂, 4 ♂♂ from Mexico, one labelled Tacubaya, August.

641. Xylophanes xylobotes.

Theretra xylobotes (3), Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hist. i. p. 658, n. 105 (1892) : Bonningh., Iris xii. p. 128, n. 55 (1899) (Rio de Janeiro ; partim?).
Chaerocampia xylobotes (3), id., i.e. Suppl. p. 307 (1886) (not distinct from ceratomioides).

♂. Paler than ceratomioides, the dorsal lines of the abdomen continuous as in guianensis; the black apical line of the antenna very short.—Forewing: costal spots vestigial; the most distal one of the subbasal lines running along M to base of R3, discal and postdiscal lines decidedly straighter than in ceratomioides, not dentate between Sc3 and R3, the fifth line nearly as heavy as in the allied species, but almost straight; the feebly marked submarginal line straighter than in ceratomioides, not following the curve of the discal margin so obviously as in that species; distal margin even, not undulate, without distinct internervular spots; the pale discal space broader before inner margin than in ceratomioides, being posteriorly somewhat widened and rounded. On the underside the ochraceous tawny or buff narrow postdiscal zigzag space of the forewing of ceratomioides much broader in xylobotes.

♀. Tenth abdominal sternite somewhat shorter than in ceratomioides; the harpe slenderer; the process of the penis-sheath much longer and narrower.

Larva see Appendix.

Hab. Peru; Argentina; Southern Brazil.
In the Tring Museum 2♂♂, 4♀♀ from: Rio de Janeiro; Leopoldina.

642. Xylophanes media spec. nov. (Pl. 11. f. 1, ♀).

♀. Close to ceratomioides. The dorsal lines of the abdomen converging based on segments 2 to 5.

Wings, upperside.—Forewing: the spot at apical fourth of costa vestigial; the discal and postdiscal lines curved and dentate as in ceratomioides, but the fourth line very distinct within the pale area R3—M2, the fifth line much less black, and vestigial to M3: within the pale area there is an additional, feebly marked line between the fourth and fifth; outer margin evenly coloured, more oblique and consequently longer than in ceratomioides, very faintly undulate; the interspaces of the lines paler than in that species.—Hindwing: the pale discal and central areas shaded with brown, the band separating them narrower and more clearly defined than in the allied species.

Underside of wings more uniform in ground-colour, the ochraceous and buff postdiscal space of forewing and the disc of hindwing russet-cinnamon, the disc of the forewing without the reddish tint of the three allied species, the costal area as pale as in ceratomioides.—Forewing: five lines on disc, curving costa, the first reaching Sc3—1, the second stopping at Sc5; the three others, of which the middle one is faint, converge, and are continued as a single line from R3 to Sc3, ending in a spot.—Hindwing: two parallel lines on disc, the proximal one crossing R3 and M1 close to cell, vestigial to costal margin, S-shaped, the second distinct only behind, then continued to costa by a series of nerve-dots.

♂ and early stages not known.

Hab. Venezuela; Peru.
One ♀ from Arou, Venezuela, in the Tring Museum, type: another ♀ in the collection of Charles Oberthür, from Chanchamayo, Peru.
643. *XYLOPHANES CERATOMIOIDES*.


*Ancrex caprimal Schaus*, *Nov. Obit.* p. 16 (1870) (Venezuela).


*Theoret xyloptates* (!), Bönninghausen, *Ic.* xii. p. 228. n. 55 (1899) (partim !).

♀♀. In this species and its close allies the presence of some long, narrow, whitish scales gives the body a peculiar striated appearance. The pale discal band of the hindwing is quite variable in length and width, sometimes it reaches the costal margin and is connected with the anal patch, in other specimens it does not reach SC<sup>2</sup>; the veins traversing it are occasionally all or nearly all black. External spur of midtibia shorter than internal; antennal segments of ♀ with prolonged fasciulated ciliae.

♂. Tenth tergite gradually narrowed to middle, the sides almost parallel from middle to end, upper surface of the distal portion evenly convex, under surface concave, apex slightly curved downwards, with a faint vestige of a sinus; sternite twice as broad as apical part of tergite, obtusely rounded, upper surface almost flat, transversely rugate. Harpe narrow, twisted, slightly spatulate, irregularly dentate. Apical margin of penis-sheath produced at the right-hand side into a very short tooth, denticulate or simple, at the left side into a longer, broader, dentate process (*Pl. LVII.* f. 13).

W. Schaus gave us the following description of the larva: "75 mm. long, not very stony, and tapering towards the head, which is very small and brown. Body rich brown dorsally, paler laterally. A subdorsal black streak, and on fourth segment a small round pale brown spot representing an ocellus. Caudal horn long, pointed, thick, slightly rough, brown. Laterally the pale brown is mottled with a darker shade."

*Hab.* Neotropical Region, excl. of Antilles, from Mexico to Southern Brazil.

In the Tring Museum 40 odd specimens from: Vera Cruz, Mexico; Honduras; Costa Rica; Bogota, Colombia; Chimbo, Ecuador, 1000 ft., viii.'97 (Rosenberg); S. Domingo, Carabaya, S.E. Peru (Oekenden); Rio Cachyaco, Peru (Stuart); Aroa, Venezuela; Nova Friburgo, Rio de Janeiro.

644. *XYLOPHANES GUIANENSIS*.


♀♀. Basal ciliae of antennal segments of ♀ longer than in the allied species. External spur of midtibia shorter than internal. Dorsal lines of abdomen parallel as in *xyloptates*.

Wings, *upperside.*—Forewing: pale antemedian area almost narrowed to a point before internal margin, discal lines 2 to 4 not dentate, except at M<sup>2</sup> and (SM<sup>1</sup>), less curved before M<sup>2</sup> than in *ceratomioides*, distinct within pale area, this not
so sharply defined, deeper in colour, with a straight pale band, margin much more strongly scalloped than in ceratomioides.—Hindwing: pale discal band narrower than the black band separating it from the subcentral patch.

Underside: pale postdiscal band of forewing as narrow as in ceratomioides, but straight.

3. Both the tergite and sternite of the tenth abdominal segment longer and narrower than in ceratomioides; the harpe more compressed and somewhat stronger denticate; left process of penis-sheath broader than in the allied species.

Early stages not known.

Hab. South America: British Guiana: Ecuador.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂, 2 ♀ from: Rio Demerara; Paramba, Ecuador.

645. Xylophanes anubus.

Sphinx anubus Cramer, Pap. Exot. ii. p. 46. t. 128. f. c (1777) (Surinam); Goeze, Ent. Beitr. iii. 2, p. 221. n. 61 (1780); Fabr., Spec. Ins. ii. p. 152. n. 55 (1781); id., Mant. Ins. ii. p. 98. n. 60 (1787); Gmel., Syst. Nat. i. 5. 2394. n. 88 (1790); Fabr., Ent. Syst. iii. 1. p. 376. n. 62 (1793).

Xylophanes anubas, Hubner, Verz. bek. Sch. p. 136. n. 1456 (1822).


Charcosampa nitidula Clemens, Journ. Ac. N. Sc. Philad. iv. p. 151. n. 37 (1859) (Mexico); Butl., Iv. p. 564. n. 58 (1877) (Mexico); Druce, Iv. i. p. 11. n. 12 (1881) (Mexico; Guatemala; Nicaragua; Chiriqui; Ecuador).

Charcosampa nitidula, Morris, Cat. Lep. N. Am. p. 20 (1860); Clem., in Morris, Syn. Lep. N. Am. p. 173. n. 6 (1862); Druce, Lc. Suppl. p. 305 (1896) (Mexico; Guatemala; Costa Rica).


Charcosampa mirandum id., iv. sub n. 53 (1875).

*Charcosampa alcides id., Iv. p. 265. n. 54 (1875) (Cayenne).


Thecraea anubas, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hct. i. p. 652. n. 23 (1892).

Thecraea alcides, id., Iv. n. 24 (1892); Bonningh., Iris xii. p. 128. n. 54 (1899) (Rio de Jan.).

Thecraea nitidula, Kirby, Iv. p. 658. n. 94 (1892).

Thecraea nitidula var. a. Chec, laccis, id., Iv. sub n. 94 (1892).

♀. The large material of this species which we have examined exhibited considerable variation. The more extreme individuals have been described as distinct species, and we admit that the differences are so obvious that one might easily be induced to consider them of specific value. But the numerous specimens which connect the extremes with one another show this conclusion to be invalid.

As in ceratomioides the external spur of the midtibia is somewhat shorter than the internal one. Fresh specimens have a greenish tint. Abdomen with three dorsal lines of which the middle one is more distinct, or with a mesial line accompanied by two series of dots, or with only these series of dots; the type of alcides has lines. Spines of posterior tergites minute.

Wings, above.—Forewing: with or without a dark cloud on disc beyond cell 7 oblique lines of which the third is the heaviest, the lines posteriorly sometimes more, sometimes less, oblique, the three proximal ones often vestigial or indicated by dots on the veins, the three external ones also feeble or even absent, the most distal one, however, at least indicated by more or less heavy nerve-dots; the fourth-line the heaviest, reaching hinder margin in middle or at apical third.

Hindwing: the black colour variant in extent, the pale discal patch being often
much reduced: Cramer's figure is certainly exaggerated; the pale spots R¹—R³ generally confluent, very rarely separated.

South American ♀♂ on the whole more distinctly striped than the ♂♂, and than Mexican individuals of both sexes.

Length of forewing: 32 to 58 mm.

♂. Tenth abdominal segment slenderer than in ceratomioides, the tergite rounded at end, feebly spoon-shaped, concave below; the sternite concave above, very feebly sinuate in dorsal view. Process of harpe curved upwards, basally cylindrical or prismatical, distally irregularly compressed, its sharp upper edge notched and denticulate. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVII. f. 14) peculiar: a patch of teeth at the left side, not distinctly raised or separated from the rest of the sheath as a process: a short dentate right-sided process directed proximad.

Early stages not known.

*Hab. Neotropical Region, from Mexico to Southern Brazil.*

In the Tring Museum: 24 ♂♂, 22 ♀♀ from: Vera Cruz, Mexico; Honduras; Costa Rica; Popayan, Colombia (Lehmann); Paramba and Lita, Ecuador; Onaca, Santa Marta (Engelke); Areao and Puerto Cabello, Venezuela; Rio Demerara; Rio de Janeiro; Sao Paulo.

616. *Xylophanes docilis.*


*Theretra docilis* Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hst. i. p. 658. n. 96 (1892).

♂. Perhaps only a form of amadis, from which it differs in the following particulars: abdomen with distinct mesial line, outer margin of forewing more straight, discal line also straighter, a vestigial, dentate, pale submarginal line proximally of the submarginal dots; the brown marginal border of the forewing below narrower, the black postdiscal dots upon the veins rather more distal. Midtibial spurs equal in length.

Sexual armature as in *amadis amadis*.

♀ and early stages not known.

*Hab.* Ecuador; Bolivia.

In the Tring Museum: 2 ♂♂ from: R. Songo to R. Suapi, Bolivia, 1100 mm., March, April 1896 (Garlepp): S. Domingo, Carabaya, S.E. Peru, 6000 ft., June 1902, dry season (Ockenden).

617. *Xylophanes amadis.*


♀. Ground-colour varying from green to brown-red. A single prominent line on the forewing, ending at the apex, olive-green or olive, gradually shading off distally, sharply defined by a pale border proximally, which border is generally more prominent near internal margin; proximally of the pale border there are vestiges of two or three lines curving costad in front, mostly indicated by dots on the veins; a submarginal line of dots is also present in most examples; a dark
postcostal cloud beyond cell; two feebly marked antemedian lines, en\veeing costal.

—Hindwing: a single broad pale band, greenish, often with a reddish tint, entire or interrupted; distal margin also pale. Abdomen blackish olive-green dorso-laterally at the base; this colour more or less occupying also the tergites of the first two segments, two rows of dots on back. Spines of abdomen very strong, single on last segments and long in this and several of the following species (the same in *docilis*).

♂. Sexual armature much like that of *amulis*, slightly variable geographically: left side-patch of teeth of penis-sheath with fewer teeth than in *amulis*.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Neotropical Region, excl. of Antilles.

Four subspecies.

Stoll's figure is doubtless meant for the Venezuela-Surinam form of this species. Clemens's description of *thalassina* applies also to the present insect, though it is quite impossible to say with certainty to which special subspecies the description refers: under these circumstances we can do nothing with the name but treat it as a synonym of *amalis*. Though we have kept *docilis* separate from *amalis*, we are not sure that it is a distinct species. On the other hand, further researches and more material from different localities may prove that *amalis*, *stuarti*, and *clyrene* are not only specifically distinct from *docilis* and *epaphus*, but also from one another.

a. *X. amalis amalis* (Pl. IX. f. 15, ♂).

*Sphicus amalis* Stoll, l.c.  
*Chaerocampa amalis*, Walker, l.c.  
(?) *Chaerocampa thalassina* Clemens, Journ. Ac. N. Sc. Philad. iv. p. 150. n. 33 (1852) (hab. ?)  
*Bull.* l.c. ix. p. 564. n. 6 (1877).  
(?) *Terestra thalassina*, Kirby, Cat. Het. Lep. i. p. 658. n. 103 (1892).

♂ ?. Inner midtibial spur reduced, as long as or shorter than outer spur. Pale band of hindwing more or less interrupted, the black colour extending along veins R₃ to M₂.

♂. Tenth tergite rounded-truncate at tip; apex of sternite very obtusely pointed.

*Hab.* Surinam; Venezuela.

In the Tring Museum 13 ♂♂, 7 ♀♀ from Merida, Venezuela (Briceno).

b. *X. amalis clyrene*.

*Chaerocampa clyrene* Druce, in Bid. Centr. Amer., Lep. Het. i. p. 11. n. 13. t. 1. f. 5 (♀) (1881)  
(Chiriqui; —coll. Druce).

*Terestra deweri* Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 658. n. 96 (1892) (nom. nov. loco clyrene).

*Terestra epaphus*, Schaus (non Boisduval, 1875), Ent. News ix. p. 134 (1898) (= *clyrene = deweri*).

*Chaerocampa deweri*, Druce, l.c. Suppl. p. 305. n. 13 (1896).

*Chaerocampa docilis*, id. (non Butler, 1875), l.c. Suppl. p. 305. n. 13 (♀) (1896) (Mexico; Honduras; Chiriqui; = *clyrene = deweri*).

♀ ?. Inner spur of midtibia longer than outer one. Basal segments of abdomen dorsally less extended green or brown than in the preceding race. Submarginal
dots of forewing above generally much less distinct. Pale band of hindwing duller in colour, less sharply defined, not incised or interrupted at veins R², M¹, or M², mostly with a slight reddish tint. Black basi-discal area of forewing below more restricted.

_**X. e*cren* is based on a reddish ? , _sta*ding*eri_ on a green ? .

♀. Tenth abdominal tergite truncate-sinuate; sternite more acute than in _amadis amadis_.

_Hab._ Central America: Mexico to Colombia.

In the Tring Museum 8 ♀♂, 4 ♀♀ from: Chiriqui; Jalapa, Orizaba and Teocelo, Vera Cruz, Mexico, ii. iv. vii. ix.

A ♀ nearly as red as the type of *e*cren* in coll. Charles Oberthür from Cundinamarea, Cananche, Colombia (M. de Mathan).

c. _**X. amadis staurti**._

*Thor*etra _staurti_ Rothschild, Nov. ZooL., i. p. 685 (1894) (Peru:—Mus. Tring); id.,_le._ ii. t. 9, f. 10 (♀) (1895).

♀. The pale line of forewing from base to apex white, broad; pale band of hindwing as in _e*cren*, rather nearer the margin; under surface less reddish than in the green specimens of _e*cren_. (Mid- hindlegs wanting.)

_Hab._ Rio Cachiyoa, affl. of Rio Huallaga, Perú.

One ♀ in the Tring Museum, collected by C. Maxwell Stuart.

d. _**X. amadis goeldii**_ subsp. nov.

♀. Similar to _staurti_; lateral stripe of mesothoracic tegula white; discal line of forewing broader, almost pure white, widening apically, strongly contrasting with the olivaceous green ground-colour; pale band of hindwing dull green, becoming gradually faint and narrower costal, interrupted at the veins, consisting of triangular spots, of which the last is by far the largest, portion M¹—C of the band vestigial; brown irroration of underside denser than in _staurti_. Midtibial spurs equal in length.

_Hab._ Para, at the electric light, May (Dr. Goeldi).

1 ♀ in the Bern Museum.

648. **Xylophanes epaphus** (P1. VI. f. 1, ♀).


_Thor*etra _epaphus_, Kirby, _Cat. Lep. Het._ i. p. 652. n. 26 (1892); Schaus, _Ent. News_ ix. p. 134 (1898) (= _e*cren_ ex _err_.).

*Thor*etra _hüttesingeri_ Rothschild, _Iris_ vii. p. 298. n. 5 (1894) (Chuchuras, Peru; Sao Paulo;—coll. Staudinger).

♀ ♀. A reddish species, resembling in colour the type of _X. amadis e*cren_. The two antemedian lines of the forewing much wider apart than in _e*cren_, the proximal one midway between base and distal one at M²; discal line obviously more proximal than in the forms of _amadis_, being at R² midway between cell and outer margin and at S(²) midway between base of this vein (fork) and outer margin; postcostal patch beyond apex of cell transverse, smaller than in _amadis_. Thorax with broad pale median stripe which is rubbed away in the specimen figured.

♂. Harpe similar to that of _mexicana_. Penis-sheath nearly as in _amadus_, but right process broader, patch of teeth smaller and less densely denticulated.
Early stages not known.

*Hab.* South America: French and British Guiana; Peru; Sao Paulo.
In the Tring Museum 1 ♀ from Christianburg, R. Demerara.
In coll. Oberthür type (♂) from Cayenne.
In coll. Staudinger 1 ♀ from Sao Paulo; 1 ♀ (type of *höttgeri*) and 1 ♀ from Chuchuras, Peru.

649. **Xylophanes belti**


♂ ♀. One of the finest species. External spur of midtibia little shorter than internal. A stripe from base of forewing to palpus, a lateral patch on abdomen and underside of body and wings vinaceous brick-red. Abdomen with traces of two rows of dorsal dots. Upperside of wings olive-green, interspaces with a silky grey gloss; three antemedian lines, 2 and 3 merged together; discal lines not distinct, 3 and 4 separated by a straight, conspicuous, silky interspace. Band of hindwing either pale green or pinkish. Underside somewhat variable.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite as in the allied species. Process of harpe suddenly curved upwards at end, compressed, the acute upper edge notched and dentate. Penis-sheath similar to that of *anibus*, the dentate right process broader than in *anibus*, and the patch of teeth on the left side not quite so prominent, the proximal teeth more regularly arranged in a row.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Central America: Mexico to Chiriqui.
In the Tring Museum 1 ♀ without locality.

650. **Xylophanes rothschildi**


♀. Upperside of forewing quite green, with one line (line 4), which ends at apex of wing. Hindwing rosy for the greater part, respectively shaded with rose-colour. Underside of body greenish clay-colour, sides reddish tawny like wings.

*Hab.* Loja, Ecuador.
One specimen in coll. Paul Dognin.

651. **Xylophanes chiron**

*Sphinx chiron* id., *zv. Index* (1773).
*Sphinx labias* (!) Fabricius, *Ent. Syst.* iii. t. 377. n. 94 (1793).

♂ ♀. Antenna of ♀, feebly compressed, basal ciliae of segments not distinctly prolonged. External spur of midtibia longer than internal, or of the same length. External row of spines of first protarsal segment regular, single, only here and there with an additional spine. Tibia of midtarsus strongly developed.
The colour of the upper surface varies from parrot-green to tawny-russet. The russet specimens are much rarer on the Continent than in Jamaica. The green colour often changes to russet when the insect becomes damp in the relaxing box. The discal lines of the forewing are not very distinct: four are marked in middle of hinder margin; the line from apex is short, but reappears generally beyond R2. The hindwing has, besides the anal patch and a larger square spot M^2—S1M^2, four or five ovate spots; spot 52 — R1 is always small, the next is generally the largest of the five, but is occasionally reduced to a streak. The abdomen is marked on the upperside by an extremely faint mesial line, which is seldom plainly visible, and by two rows of dots. Spines of tergites of abdomen very strong, uniseriate on last segments.

The sexual armature remarkably different from that of all the other Xylophagas. Tenth abdominal tergite broad, flat, deeply sinuate, the sinns rounded, the lobes feebly curved downwards, slightly concave beneath, apex rounded (Pl. XLIV. f. 9, 10); sternite (Pl. XLIV. f. 11) compressed basally, dilated at end, truncate-sinuate, the angles rounded, the upper side concave. Harpe (Pl. LIII. f. 4) rather widened dorsal, the upper margin angulate, the process compressed, feebly curved, apex rounded, mostly armed with a tooth, upper margin more or less notched. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVII. f. 18. 19): dorsal margin abruptly ending at the right side in a comb of from three to seven teeth; a regular row of long, sharply pointed teeth parallel to the edge, extending from near the comb to the left side—these teeth break off very easily except the two small proximal ones, so that one does not find many caught specimens which show the armature intact.

Eightieth abdominal tergite rather deeply sinuate. Vaginal armature more strongly chitinized than is ordinarily the case in this genus: the proximal edge of the mouth of the vagina more prominent.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Neotropical Region, inclusive of the West Indies.

Two subspecies:

a. X. chironmechus.

Sphinx wexhus Cramer, Pap. Ent. ii. p. 125. t. 178. f. n (1777) (W. Indies); Goeze, Ent. Beitr. iii. 2. p. 224. n. 76 (1789); Fabr., Spec. Ins. ii. p. 152. n. 56 (1781); id., Mont. Ins. ii. p. 98. n. 61 (1787); Guenzl., Syst. Nat. i. 5. p. 2384. n. 89 (1790); Fabr., Ent. Syst. iii. 1. p. 377. n. 63 (1793); Lep. & Serv., Eur. Mth. x. p. 466. t. 67. f. 1 (1825).


Theatra hainaisis, Kirby, L. c. n. 102 (1822).
We doubt that Cramer's figure was taken from a West Indian specimen, unless the owner of the type included Surinam in the West Indies (see p. 525). Body and forewing, above, long, very seldom tawny.

♂: Forewing with a clay-coloured patch at costal margin near apex and another larger one posteriorly on disc.

_Hab._ Central and South America, from Mexico to Uruguay; Bahamas; Cuba; Haiti; Porto Rico.

In the Tring Museum 80-odd specimens from: Haiti; Cuba; Nassau, Bahamas (Sir G. Carter); Florida; various places in Central and South America.

_Sphincteridae._

b. _X. chiron chiron._

_Sphinx chiron Drury, l.c. (1773)._  
_Sphinx sagittata Goze, l.c. (1780)._  
_Chaerocampa chiron, Lucas, in Sagra, Hist. Cuba vii. p. 294 (1853) (Jamaica)._  
_Chaerocampa drancy Boisduval, l.c. p. 267, n. 57 (1875) (Cuba e v. Inc.)._  
_Theutra chiron, Kirby, l.c. i. p. 658, n. 100 (1822)._  

♂ ♀. Differs from _nechus_ constantly in the following points:—

_Upperside:_ the discal lines of the forewing are less distinct, the clayish patches near apical and posterior angles of wing not or feebly marked.

_Underside:_ body and wings more yellow, brown basal area of forewing more restricted and paler.

The green form apparently rarer than the tawny one.

_Hab._ Jamaica; St. Lucia (and probably the other Lesser Antilles).

In the Tring Museum ♀ ♀ ♀ from Jamaica.

In the British Museum from St. Lucia.

652. _Xylophanes crotonis._


♂ ♀. Antenna of ♀ variable in length and thickness, scaling in most specimens brown on anterior side of upper surface; antenna of ♀ without prolonged seriated cilia. Outer spur of midtibia longer than inner one; spines of posterior abdominal tergites uniseriate, single, heavy, conical. Upperside of body and forewing varying from green to russet, underside from tawny to dirty ochre-yellow. Mesothoracic tegula with or without pale middle line. Discal line 4 of forewing above heavy, the three lines proximal of it sometimes vestigial only, line 5 ending at tip of wing, vestigial behind, 6 straight except in front, often accentuated by vein-dots, 7 indistinct. Distal margin of forewing below with an indication of a brown border as on hindwing, or this band absent, only the line corresponding to its inner edge being marked. Shape of wings not quite constant. Abdomen with yellowish white basal lateral patch extending on to metanotum, followed by a black patch, after which comes a distinct yellow stripe.

♂. Tenth tergite of abdomen truncate-sinuate (Pl. XLIV. f. 12, 13, 14.) Process of harpe (Pl. LII. f. 5) little curved, comparatively stout, notched or dentate above. Penis-sheath with a short marginal right process which is occasionally dentate, and a subapical dentate and somewhat fin-shaped left ridge or process.

Early stages not known.

There are two forms occurring in the same countries and being connected by intergradations:
a'. *X. crotonis* f. crotonis.


*Chaeroacampa aristor* (non Boisduval, 1870), l.c. p. 563. n. 58 (1877) (Venezuela).


*Thecreta viridescens*, id., l.c. n. 90 (1892).

Walker describes under crotonis both the form with abdominal dorsal stripe and the form without it. As he calls the former "var. β" and "var. γ," Butler was certainly wrong in figuring it as typical crotonis. Maassen, l.c., has already drawn attention to the mistake. Walker described four varieties, but had only three specimens (a—c), l.c.

♂ ?. Dorsal stripes of abdomen absent or vestigial. Upperside of body and forewing varying from green to russet, especially bright green in some of the ♀ ?; mesothoracic tegula occasionally with mesial line.

b'. *X. crotonis* f. aristor.

*Chaeroacampa crotonis* Walker, l.c. var. β. var. γ. (1856) (Venezuela).


*Chaeroacampa hortulanus* Schaufuss, Nong, Otios i. p. 18 (1870) (Venezuela).

*Chaeroacampa aristor* Boisduval, Spec. Général Lép. Het. i. p. 270. n. 60 (1875).


*Chaeroacampa aristor*, Druce, l.c. i. p. 10. n. 9. t. 1. f. 7 (1881) (syn. partim).

*Thecreta crotonis*, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 657. n. 84 (1892) (partim).

*Thecreta aristor*, id., l.c. n. 89 (1892) (partim).


♂ ?. Thorax and abdomen with a broad and distinct grey mesial stripe, often more or less divided. A specimen in the Felder collection from "Venezuela, Moritz," is labelled hortulanus "von chiron Drury wesentlich verschieden." This is undoubtedly the true *hortulanus*.

*Hab.* Neotropical Region, known from Venezuela, Colombia, Panama, Costa Rica, and Guatemala.

In the *Tring Museum*:

f. *crotonis*, 28 ♂ ♂ , 6 ♀ ♀ from: Costa Rica; Popayan, Colombia (Lehmann); Santo Domingo, Carabaya, S.E. Peru, 6000 ft., iii.—vi., dry and wet seasons (Oekenden); Merida, Venezuela (Briceno).

f. aristor, 7 ♂ ♀ from: Popayan, Colombia (Lehmann); Merida, Venezuela (Briceno); Venezuela (Moritz).

653. *XYLOPHANES rhodochlora* spec. nov.

♂. Somewhat smaller than *crotonis*. Upperside of body and forewing bright olive-green; thorax with grey mesial stripe shaded with olive-green like side-stripe of head and thorax; yellow tuft of metanotum and of base of abdomen bright in
colour; abdomen above as in *crotonis* f. *crotonis*, but side-stripe (from black patch backwards) narrower, shorter, paler, and speckled with olive and rufous; underside of abdomen more pink than in *crotonis*, sides of breast more orange. *Midtibial spurs equal in length.*

Wings above as in green specimens of *crotonis*, but forewing decidedly shorter and broader, apex less produced; first discal line distinct, rather heavy, second and third barely traceable, fourth heavy, rather broader than in *crotonis*, with a broad whitish green ill-defined proximal border, the following lines (5, 6, 7) quite indistinct, the sixth slightly accentuated by vein-dots.

**Underside** of wings ferruginous red, distal border of both wings bistre-brown or brownish grey, strongly contrasting with the red disc.

♂. Harpe slenderer than in *crotonis*, strongly tapering apicad, curved upwards. Penis-sheath as in *crotonis*, but the broad left dentate process with some larger teeth at the base.

Length of forewing: ♂, 40–43 mm.

*Hab.* Santo Domingo, Carabaya, S.E. Peru, 6000 ft., December to June, wet and dry seasons (Ockenden); R. Inambari, S.E. Peru, 6000 ft., Nov. (Ockenden).

In the Tring Museum 12 ♂ ♀; type: June.

This species was collected together with *crotonis* in some numbers at the same time and place. Easily recognised by the red underside of the wings.

654. *Xylophanes eumedon.*


*Chorecampa ortospa* Druce, in Mon. Mag. N. H. (6). iv. p. 77 (1889) (Mexico; —col. Druce);


*Theretra ortospain*, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hét. i. p. 657. n. 82 (1892).

*Theretra eumedon*, id., l.c. n. 85 (1892).

♂ ♀. External mesotibial spur longer than inner one. The pale mesial band of the abdomen is much narrower than in *crotonis* f. *aristors*, and divided by a sharply defined thin brown line. Mesothoracic tegula with a pale mesial line. The first discal line of the forewing very heavy, the second fused with it, except in front, interspaces between lines 1 and 3 very pale. Upper three spots of hindwing more or less fused together.

Not dissected.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Mexico, southward to Brazil.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♀ from Jalapa, Mexico, April 1897 (W. Schaus).

In the Paris Museum 1 ♀ from Guatemala, a ♀ from Brazil.

655. *Xylophanes titana.*


*Chorecampa titana* Druce, in Biol. Centr. Amer., Lep. Hét. i. p. 11. n. 10. t. 1. f. 6 (1881) (Chiriqui).

*Theretra aristor*, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hét. i. p. 657. n. 89 (1892) (partim).

*Theretra titana*, id., l.c. n. 92 (1892).

♂ ♀. External spur of midtibia longer than inner one. Thorax and abdomen with two grey lines above, the interspace between which is about 2 mm. wide
in the middle of the abdomen, the lines merged together on pronotum. Mesothoracic tegula with a tawny mesial line. Forewing, above, nearly as in *eucnedon*. Spots SC<sub>2</sub>—M<sub>2</sub> of hindwing separate, but the upper ones generally close together; they are sometimes reduced in size and shaded over with black (in a ♀ from Sta. Catharina).

♂. Tenth abdominal segment strongly convex at end, not sinuate. Process of harpe sharply pointed, curved upwards, irregularly notched. The right process of the penis-sheath curved proximal, rather broad and dentate, the left ridge or process dentate, isolated, not being connected with the right process by a fold.

Larva and pupa figured by Burmeister, l.c. The larva with one ocellus, situated on the fourth segment; horn slender, curved.—Food-plant: ?

_Hab._ Neotropical Region: Mexico to Santa Catharina.

In the Tring Museum 16 ♂ ♂ ♀ ♀ ♀ from: San José, Costa Rica, viii. (Underwood): Paramba, Ecuador; Aroa, Venezuela, iv.; Merida, x. (Briceno); Sta. Catharina.

656. _XYLOPHANES RESTA_ SPEC. NOV.

♂ ♀ Closely resembling large *tersa*, intermediate between this and *crotonis*. External spur of multibia longer than inner one. Thorax with a grey mesial band which is continued on to the abdomen, being distinct on the two first segments and then becoming vestigial, divided by a faint brown mesial line and bordered by a similar line on each side; a clearly marked ochraceous ochreous lateral stripe on abdominal segments 3 to 6, the stripe much more distinct than in *tersa*, preceded by a conspicuous black patch, before which stands a patch of pale yellow hairs; abdominal sternites without distinct lines.

Wings, _upperside._—Forewing: somewhat broader than in _tersa_, discal line 1 very heavy, disappearing in front, line 2 fused with it behind, there being only two distinct oblique lines in middle of hinder margin outside line 1: lines 3 and 4 close together, 4 thinner behind; 5 beginning at apex, the heaviest, especially heavy in front, ending in a cloud at hinder margin; the latter with whitish hairs near base and middle.—Hindwing: spots larger than in _tersa_, the upper ones closer to the margin, all separate, except spots M<sub>2</sub>—SM<sub>2</sub>, marginal spot at anal angle small.

_Underside_ brighter in colour than in _tersa_, the brown markings therefore more prominent.—Forewing: a straight brown line parallel to outer margin, crossing R<sup>2</sup> only 1½ or 2 mm. from cell, often not distinct, marginal area not, or not much, darker than the disc, an ill-defined costal apical patch ochreous.—Hindwing: the brown marginal band divided by the ochreous or tawny veins.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite sinuate, subcarinate above as in _tersa_; sternite broader than in _tersa_. Harpe (Pl. LIII. f. 39) narrowed to a point, rather strongly curved upwards at end. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVII. f. 16) much more resembling that of *crotonis* than the sheath of _tersa_; a short right-sided marginal tooth, and a dentate, somewhat hand-shaped, left-sided process.

Length of forewing: 36—41 mm.

Early stages not known.

_Hab._ Neotropical Region: Venezuela; Peru; Tucuman.

In the Tring Museum 24 ♂ ♂ ♀ ♀ ♀ ♀ from: Merida, Venezuela (Briceno), type ♂: Santo Domingo, Carabaya, S.E. Peru, iii.—vi., wet and dry seasons, 6000 ft (Ockenden); Tucuman.
657. *Xylophanes tersa*.


*Philanecus tersa*, Burmeister, *Sphing. Bras.* p. 60. n. 4 (1856) (larva descr.).


♂ ♀. External spur of midtibia longer than inner one. Spines of abdominal tergites uniseriate. Abdomen with three faint lines above, the middle one very thin, a double line beneath, accompanied on each side by two more lines, which however are extremely faint; no black lateral patch. The spots of the hindwing variable in size, spot Sc2—R1 often absent; this is the case in nearly every specimen from Jamaica and Cuba, but occurs also in individuals from other localities, while in individuals from St. Vincent the spots are more or less contiguous and stand closer to the margin. Barbados specimens in the British Museum are pale and have the spots of the hindwing large and non-confluent, while a ♀ from Guadeloupe has the upper spot shaded with tawny.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite sinate; sternite rather slender, pointed. Process of harpe of nearly even width to near end, dentate above. Armature of penis sheath (Pl. LVII. f. 17) reminding one of that found in *anobola* and allies; the increscate dorso-apical edge terminating dextro-laterally in a short dentate process, and continued on the left side into a low ridge, extending proximal and bearing a single row of teeth.

Larva with a row of seven round ocelli from fourth segment to horn, situated
generally in a pale stripe, the ocelli filled in with black or red according to figures. A specimen in the Tring Museum from Jamaica has the horn vestigial.—Food-plants: *Spermacoce, Manettia.*

Pupa almost grey; stigmata in black spots.

*Hab.* Canada to Argentina, including the West Indies (not on the Bahamas?); a common species.

In the Tring Museum 1 larva (Jamaica), 150-odd specimens from: Virginia; N. Carolina; Florida; Cuba; Jamaica; Dominica; Tobago: various places in Central and South America.

658. *Xylophanes suana.*


*Xylophanes suana* Kirby, *Cat. Lep. Het.* i. p. 671. n. 3 (1892).


♂ ♀. Body and upperside of forewing more uniform in colour than in *tersa*, ash-colour; abdomen not yellowish and tawny at the sides or below, spines of tergites much weaker. Forewing less elongate; spots of hindwing reduced in size and number. Sexual armature the same as in *tersa*. One of our ♂♀ and another in the British Museum have the upperside of the thorax chestnut, the sides of the abdomen, the under surface of the body, and part of the wings reddish cinnamon-rufous, and the upperside of the forewing and the spots of the hindwing washed with the same colour.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Bahamas.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂♂, 1 ♀ from Nassau, Bahamas (Sir G. Carter).

This is perhaps only a local race of *tersa*. Ordinary *tersa* occurs on Cuba, Florida, etc., and is apparently a wanderer in the Nearctic Region.

659. *Xylophanes turbata.*


♀. External spur of midtibia shorter than internal. Head and thorax with a dark olive shade along the white lateral stripe. Pattern of forewing distinctive: discal lines 1 and 2 forming together a prominent band which reaches to the tip of the wing; lines 3 to 7 thin, 4 being barely more prominent than 3 and 6.

♂ and early stages not known to us.

*Hab.* Central America: Mexico; British Honduras.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♀, ex coll. Hy. Edwards, received from the American Museum of Natural History.

660. *Xylophanes elara.*


*Theclera elara* id., *loc. p. 671. n. 7 (1892).

♂. Scaling of antenna brown, creamy before hook. Wings and body yellowish olive-green above, olivaceous ochre-yellow beneath, underside of abdomen whitish grey. Thorax unicolorous; abdomen with thin greenish olive mesial line.—Forewing: stigma black, discal lines straight, oblique, lines 1 to 3 feebly marked, 4 much heavier, 5 from tip, not distinct except in front, 6 scarcely traceable; outer margin strongly concave below apex, then convex. Basal half of hindwing black. On underside there is a greyish black triangular patch behind cell, entering cell a little, a discal line corresponding to line 4 of upperside accentuated by a dot at costa, the apical line indistinct.—Hindwing with two discal lines, the first touching cell indistinct, the second a continuation of the line of forewing, not so strong.

♀. Tenth tergite truncate, distinctly sinuate; sternite narrow, tapering to a point, distally narrower than tergite. Process of harpe rather stout, extreme end curved upwards, upper edge irregularly notched. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVII. f. 15): a right-side process, dentate, directed proximal, a long row of teeth on the left side, the incrassate dorso-apical margin rounded.

Early stages not known.

_Hab._ Neotropical Region: Paraguay to Venezuela and Surinam.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂ from Aroa, Venezuela.

In the Paris Museum 1 ♂, 1 ♀ from Brazil.

In coll. Druce from Paraguay (type of elican); in coll. Staudinger from Surinam (type of elicans).

661. _Xylophanes isaon_ (Pl. VI. f. 11, ♂).


_Theretra isaon_, Kirby, Cat. Lép. Hétér. i. p. 657. n. 86 (1892); Schaus, Ent. News ix. p. 135 (1898) (=elicanus).


♀. Antenna of ♀ with rows of prolonged ciliae. Spurs of midtibia equal in length. Mesothoracic tegula with a tawny line in middle; a grey mesial line on thorax, widening behind, continued on the abdomen by two widely separated and not very distinct bands, bordered dorsally each by a series of dots, which are often connected by an indistinct line; a distinct brown mesial line on abdomen. Of the lines on the forewing the first and second are more or less merged together to a heavy band, line 3 thin and separated from 2 and 4 by pale interspaces; line 4 very heavy, reaching the tip of the wing together with 5. Pale band of hindwing with a faint reddish tint, not sharply defined. The obviously diverging grey lines of the upperside of the body are a very distinctive character.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite truncate-sinuate; the sternite very slender, being narrower than the tergite, obtusely pointed. Process of harpe very slender, curved upwards, subcylindrical, apex compressed and more or less dentate. Dorsal edge of penis-sheath incrassate, forming an irregular horseshoe, of which the left arm is the longer; each arm ending in a dentate ridge or lobe (Pl. LVII. f. 20).

Early stages not known.

_Hab._ Neotropical Region: Brazil.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♂♂, 6 ♀ ♀ from: Sao Paulo; Leopoldina, Espirito Santo.

2 Z
662. Xylophanes hydrata spec. nov. (P. VI. f. 2, ♀).

(? Theorets spec. A, Böninghausen, Iris xii. p. 129, n. 59 (1898) (Rio de Jan.).

♀. Body above and discal band of hindwing pale reddish ferruginous; forewing washed with the same colour. Palps, breast, stigmatal region of abdomen and wings ochraceous ochre, underside of abdomen buff. Multidorsal spurs of the same length. Last abdominal tergites with weak spines besides longer and stronger ones; spines uniseriate. Thorax without pale stripes; abdomen with a thin mesial line and at each side a broader but less distinct line somewhat deeper reddish. Antenna with serrated ciliae; scaling ferruginous in basal half, grey in distal half.

Wings, above.—Forewing: a black stigma; six lines in outer half, fourth the most prominent, sixth weak and broad, seventh accentuated by minute vein-dots; distal margin strongly convex, apex acute and produced.——Hindwing: basal half brownish black (costal area excepted), the black colour extending to apex of wing, where it meets a brownish black submarginal band, which does not quite reach to anal angle, being much shaded with ferruginous behind.

Wings below finely irrorated with cinnamon-rufous; markings extremely faint.—Forewing: brownish black from near base to beyond cell, except costal area; no distinct marginal band, but there are traces of four lines, the most proximal one 7 mm. from end of R₁, barely vestigial, the second a little more distinct between SC⁵ and R₂, accentuated upon SC⁵ and R₁ by tiny vein-dots, the third visible down to R₃, the fourth quite indistinct.——Hindwing: a slightly darker distal border, a vestigial line touching cell, followed by an equally weak second line, and then by a series of tiny vein-dots; cross-veins strongly oblique, D₁ little more than half the length of D₅.

Length of forewing: 38 mm.

Hab. Brazil.

A ♀ in the Oxford Museum.

Another ♀ in the Vienna Museum labelled: “Heyne, India? 1872,” and bearing a second label with the name in pencil: “hydrata Plötz i. l.” The species is easily distinguished by the absence of pale stripes from head and thorax, the shape and pattern of the forewing, etc. The Vienna specimen is partly discoloured, and redder than the type figured.

663. Xylophanes robinsoni.

Chaeocampa falca, Herrich-Sch. (non Walker, 1856), Correspond. Bl. p. 148 (1863); id., loc. p. 58 (1865) (Cuba).


Chaeocampa corticata Schaufuss, Nymp. Otias. p. 17 (1870) (Cuba).


Theoreta robinsoni, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 556. n. 73 (1822) (= corticata).

♀. Spurs of midtibia rather short, equal in length; long proximal spur of hindtibia reaching base of distal spurs. Mesothoracic tegula with a buffish middle line; sides of abdomen pale dorso-laterally, with some white scales, dorsal surface brown, sharply defined, narrowing behind, with an indistinct, thin, deeper
brown, mesial line.—Forewing, above, with eight lines, of which 1 to 3 form a heavy proximal band, twice gently curved, line 3 free in upper half or two-thirds, 4 very thin, 5 heavier, reaching together with 6 the tip of the wing, all the lines except 1 to 3 faint behind.

♂. Tenth abdominal segment similar to that of isuaon, the tergite more compressed apically, the sternite more sharply pointed. Process of harpe straight, cylindrical, extreme end narrowed to a point, compressed, curved upwards. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVII. f. 21) without lobe and teeth dextro-laterally, with a row of teeth on the left side.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Cuba.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♀♂.

Also in coll. Staudinger and the Paris Museum.

664. Xylophanes damocrita.


♀♂. Antenna of ♀ with very faint indications of combs of ciliae. Spurs of midtibia nearly equal, the external one very little shorter than the internal. Thorax without grey middle line, mesothoracic tegula with tawny line. Abdomen with a lateral band on segments 3 or 4 to 7, tawny, streaked with ochreous scales. A blackish postcostal cloud near apex of cell, fourth line the heaviest, lines 1 to 3 abbreviated in front, less so behind. Line 5 rather heavy, broken at R₂, interspace between 5 and 6 from R₃ to SM₂ somewhat ochraceous. Underside of wings reddish tawny, more or less shading into ochreous distally, brown marginal band sharply defined, prominent.

♂. Tenth tergite broader than in the preceding species, much less compressed apically, truncate-sinuate, angles rounded; sternite also broader, obtusely rounded, middle of apical margin projecting a very little. Process of harpe curved upwards at end, compressed, slender. Dorso-apical margin of penis-sheath produced into a sharp dextro-lateral tooth; on the left side there is a small ridge bearing a few teeth, the armature being similar to that of germen (Pl. LVII. f. 7).

Early stages not known.

Hab. Mexico.

In the Tring Museum 4 ♂♂, 2 ♀♀ from Jalapa and Orizaba, Vera Cruz (W. Schaus).

665. Xylophanes maculator.


♀♂. Antenna of ♀ andromorphic. External spur of midtibia a little shorter than internal one. Colour of thorax and head characteristic: the dark brown dorsal border of the mesothoracic tegula continued over pronotum and head. Mesonotum and abdomen with a brown mesial line; abdomen, besides, with a subdorsal line and a broad dorso-lateral band.—Forewing with a blackish patch near apex of cell; line 4 heavy, ending with 5 at tip of wing; there are sometimes four instead of three lines proximally of the main line; line 5 interrupted, heavy, stopping at R₂ or a little beyond, and reappearing behind, internal margin shaded with black in distal half, especially between lines 4 and 6.
\( \text{708} \)

\( \delta \). Tenth tergite narrow, truncate-sinate; sternite broader than tergite, rounded at end. Process of harpe rather stouter than in the preceding species, gradually narrowed, a little dilated before the acutely pointed end. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVII. f. 22) : apical margin produced at the right side abruptly in a short, multidentate process; on the left side there is a slight elevated band of two rows of teeth.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Venezuela; Colombia; Ecuador.

Two subspecies:

\( \alpha \). \textit{X. maculator maculator}.


\( \delta \). Three distinct brown dorsal lines on abdomen within the pale dorsal area bordered laterally by the broad blackish stripes. Discal line 1 of forewing, above, not dentate upon veins \( R^1 \) and \( R^2 \). Band of hindwing reddish, indented proximally, veins \( R^3 \)—\( R^2 \) being more or less obviously black.

Hab. Venezuela; Colombia.

In the Tring Museum 1 \( \delta \), 1 \( \varphi \) from Venezuela.

\( \beta \). \textit{X. maculator wolfi}.


\textit{Theretra wolfi}, Kirby, \textit{Cat. Lep. Het.} i. p. 658. n. 98 (1892) (\( \text{"} t. 9 \text{"} \) ex err.).

\( \delta \). Dorsal lines of abdomen indistinct. Patch near apex of cell of forewing also indistinct; four discal lines proximally of the main line, line 1 dentate upon \( R^1 \) and \( R^2 \). Band of hindwing less reddish than in the preceding, broader, not indented. — Proximal series of teeth on the penis-sheath heavier than in \emph{maculator}, while the distal row is vestigial (in the specimen examined).

Hab. Ecuador and Peru.

In the Tring Museum 2 \( \delta \), 1 \( \varphi \) from Perené R., Peru, March 1900 (Simons).

666. \textit{Xylophanes aglaor} (Pl. \textit{11}. f. 8, \( \varphi \)).


\textit{Theretra aglaor}, Kirby, \textit{Cat. Lep. Het.} i. p. 657. n. 80 (1892); Schaus, \textit{Ent. News} ix. p. 135 (1898) (\( \text{"} \) \textit{libya} \( = \) \textit{india} ex err.).

\textit{Theretra spec. A.}, Bonninghausen, \textit{Iris} xii. p. 129. n. 59 (1898) (Rio de Jan.).

\( \delta \). Spars of midtibia equal in length. Body above olive, sides of head and pronotum grey, middle of meso-metanotum and sides of abdomen shaded with long greyish hair-scales, dorsal edge of mesothoracic tegula dark olive, abdomen with a thin dark olive mesial line, base of abdomen a little darker dorso-laterally, this dark shade very indistinctly continued anaid, below which shade there is a very faint pinkish ochraceous longitudinal band; scaling of antenna pale brown, greyish towards hook; under surface of body pinkish fawn-colour in middle, ochraceous at sides, abdomen with a longitudinal band across stigmata of ochraceous and creamy scales, legs wood-brown, striped with olive-green; spars of midtibia of the same length; basal ciliae of antennal segments (\( \varphi \)) prolonged.
Wings, upper side.—Forewing: greyish olive, palest at end of cell and before apex, six lines close together, 1 to 5 turning costal between SC¹ and SC⁵, the most pronounced, but not essentially broader than the others, 6 running to tip of wing; two more lines, 7 straight, accentuated upon the veins, indicated by more or less dispersed scales; between lines 6 and 7 there is posteriorly a vestige of an additional line; internal margin as a rule blackish olive outside line 5 and 6.—Hindwing black; a pinkish buff band, somewhat variable in width, not distinctly indented.

Underside: clayish buff, more or less shaded with red-tawny.—Forewing: more than the basal half olive-cinnamon, a dark brown line about 4 mm. from cell at R², straight, oblique, curving costal before SC⁵, followed by one or two less distinct lines, a third line parallel to the first indicated by vein-dots, ending at costal margin in a conspicuous, black, somewhat halfmoon-shaped spot; marginal band pale isabella-colour or drab, paler towards edge of wing, with three vestigial lines, the proximal one forming the inner edge of the band abbreviated at R³.—Hindwing: costal margin shaded with brown from base to discal lines; four discal lines, the first two fused together to a rather broad one, which touches end of cell, the fourth indicated by vein-dots; marginal band drab or isabella-colour; extreme margin of wing more or less yellowish from apex to M².

♂. Not dissected.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Brazil.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂, 3 ♀ from Leopoldina, Espirito Santo.

Type (♂) in coll. Charles Oberthür.


*Choracampa libya* Druce, id. i. p. 9, n. 2. t. 2. f. 5 (1881) (Nicaragua: Chiriqui).

*Theatra libya*, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 652. n. 21 (1892).

*Theatra nigroaureus*, Schaus (non Boisduval, 1875), Ent. News ix. p. 135 (1898) (= libya = libya ex err.).

♂ ♀. Antenna of ♀ andromorphic. Spurs of midtibia variable: in ♀ ♀ they are sometimes of equal length, while in other ♀ ♀ and in the ♂ ♀ the external one is longer than the internal one.—Forewing with eight lines, the first four in pairs, line 5 heavier, mostly accentuated upon the veins by dots or dashes; cell with a black dot opposite M² in most individuals; a black subapical costal spot. Band of hindwing clayish pink-buff, of almost the same width throughout, concave proximally between R² and M², not reaching apex of wing or costal margin, sometimes stopping at R³; the black outer border of the wing widest between R¹ and R², here as broad as the pinkish band, mostly distinctly dentate near R².

The undersides more heavily marked with black and brown than in the two following species.—Forewing: the discal band emanating from the brown subdiscal area heavy, interrupted at the veins, mostly ending at SC¹, spot SC²—SC⁵ about 6 mm. from the conspicuous black subapical dot; a brown line from apex to R² (or nearly to that vein), another to inner margin, interspace between the two lines pale drab, sometimes almost of the colour of the disc; interspace between
second line and margin of the colour of the disc or a little paler; fringe ochraceous and more or less brown.—Hindwing: two discal lines, the inner one the heavier, more or less separated into triangular or angle-shaped spots; the brown marginal border also separated into spots from C to M, spot R²—R³ more projecting discad than the others, spot C—SC² small, sometimes vestigial.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite truncate-sinuate. Process of penis-sheath (Pl. LVII. f. 23) with a short dentate process which projects proximad as in the allied species; at the left side there is an oblique, slightly raised band of irregularly dispersed teeth.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Neotropical Region: Mexico to Peru and Surinam.

In the Tring Museum 8 ♂ ♂, 5 ♀ ♀ from: Vera Cruz, Mexico; Chiriqui; Rio Dagua, Colombia (Rosenberg).

In coll. Charles Oberthür from Balsapamla, Bolivar (M. de Mathan).

668. Xylophanes loelia (Pl. XIV. f. 6, ♀).


*Choerocampa loelia* id., *i. c.* i. p. 9, n. 3, t. 2: f. 4 (1881) (Mexico; Chiriqui).


Theretra agluar, Schaus (from Boisduval, 1875), *Ent. News* ix. p. 135 (1898).

(?) *Theretra neoptolemus*, Böninghausen, Iris xii. p. 128. n. 56 (1899) (Rio de Jan.).

♂ ♀. Intermediate between *libya* and *neoptolemus*, agreeing better with the latter than with the former, except in the pale colour of the band of the hindwing.

Wings, above.—Forewing: no dot in cell, subapical costal dot seldom indicated.—Hindwing rather narrower and band more red than in *libya*; the band much paler than in *neoptolemus*, reaching costal margin, its inner edge rather irregular and ill-defined, concave from R² to M²; the black border of the wing much more even than in *libya*, broadest between R² and M², much narrower than the pink band, sharply defined, not dentate near R², stopping at C, where it is narrowed almost to a point.

Underside.—Forewing: the discal band emanating from the brown subdiscl area, which is not so dark as in *libya*, thin and not interrupted, more oblique than in *libya*, pointing towards the subapical costal dot, the line sometimes absent; beyond it follow three or two faint continuous lines, occasionally absent; the nerve-dots not quite so conspicuous as in *libya*; the two lines from apex of wing closer together; the angle formed between R² and R³ much more obtuse than in *libya*; outer margin less bright than disc; fringe ochraceous.—Discal lines of hindwing straighter than in *libya*, not divided into spots, outer marginal border more even, continuous, less projecting discad between R¹ and R²; no marginal spot before SC². External spur of midtibia apparently always longer than the internal one, but the difference is sometimes not conspicuous, especially in ♀ ♀.

♂. Process of penis-sheath (Pl. LVII. f. 24) obviously longer than in *libya*.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Neotropical Region: Mexico to the Amazons, perhaps farther south.

In the Tring Museum 20 ♂ ♂, 7 ♀ ♀ from: Rio Dagua, Colombia (Rosenberg): Paramba, Ecuador; Amazons (Bates); Venezuela; British Guiana.

In the Bern Museum from Para (Dr. Goeldi).
669. *Xylophanes neoptolemus.*


*Chlorocampa trilinata*, Druce, *Suppl.* p. 304 (1896) (Jalapa; Belize: Guatemala).


♂♀. Stoll’s figure is far from being exact. In fact, the breadth of the red band of the hindwing of the figure points to the preceding species instead of the present. However, as Stoll was more likely to be fairly correct in the colour than in the width of the band, we accept his name for the bright-red-banded species.

The three lines of the abdomen, above, are more distinct than in the two preceding species; meso-metanotum with grey mesial band. The poppy-red band of the hindwing varies little in colour; it is broader than in *libya* and *loelia*, reaching costal margin, or almost, tapering costal, its inner margin convex, more sharply defined than in *loelia*.

The underside of the wings more red than in the other species. — The discal line of the forewing distinct to near inner margin, a little less oblique than in *loelia*, more so than in *libya*, thin, continuous; black subapical costal dot mostly very small; submarginal lines forming a sharp angle before R³ as in *libya*. —

HINGDEN: discal lines continuous as in *loelia*, marginal band not interrupted, dentate between R² and R³, no marginal spot C—SC².

♂. Sexual armature as in *loelia*.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Neotropical Region: Mexico to Surinam.

In the Tring Museum 19 ♂♂, 8 ♀♀ from: Vera Cruz, Mexico; Costa Rica: Chiriqui; Aroa, Venezuela; Rio Demerara.

670. *Xylophanes thyelia.*


*Chlorocampa salicaria* id., in *Biol. Centr. Amer.,* *Lep.* *Het.* i. p. 9, n. 5, t. 1, f. 2 (1881) (Guatemala; Nicaragua; Chiriqui).

*Thecraea thyelia* Kirby, *Cat. Lep.* *Het.* i. p. 661, n. 16 (1892) (partim).

*Thecraea salicaria* id., *Leb.* p. 557, n. 83 (1892) (Guatemala).

*Thecraea spec.* D, Bonninghausen, *Iris* xii. p. 130, n. 62 (1898) (Rio de Jan.).
♂. External spur of midtibia shorter than internal: hindtibia of ♂ long-scaled dorsally and ventrally, consequently appearing very broad and compressed. Dark brown middle line of mesothoracic tegula continued to palpus; abdomen with an ocellarous middle line bordered by thin grey lines, a brown lateral line bordered below by a pale buff one on segments 3 to 7. Hinder angle of forewing extremely obtuse: discal line 1 not distinct, within a chocolate-brown area, which is bordered distally by a white line upon Sc^3 and posteriorly by discal line 2; discal lines 3 and 4 close together, 5 broad from apex to R^5, then vestigial, 6 parallel to margin, obsolete behind; interspaces between 2 and 4 pale, more or less buff.—Hindwing uniform in colour, with traces of two series of discal vein-dots.

Underside: the brown marginal area of the forewing joined to discal area between R^2 and R^3; three or four discal lines, more or less abbreviated in front, 3 and 4 merged together behind and bordered here distally by a creamy buff line; costa more or less yellowish buff at apex. Distal marginal area of hindwing irrorated with creamy buff and brown scales, with the former especially before M^2; three discal lines, the first abbreviated, often absent, the other two close together, reaching R^3 or SC^2.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite truncate-sinuate, of the usual form; sternite also not differing from that of the allied species, minutely pointed in middle. Process of harpe slightly spatulate, feebly curved upwards at end. Incassate dorso-apical margin of the penis-sheath terminating at the right side in a dentate process, which is preceded by a few teeth; at the left side the sheath bears a regular row of teeth.

Early stages not known.


Though the present insect was well figured by Clerck and recognisably described by Linne as thyelia, this name has been applied to a very different insect of the Indo-Australian fauna by all recent authors, who, blindly following Fabricius and Walker, did not trouble to compare Linne's description or Clerk's figure.

In the Tring Museum 10 ♂♂ from: Merida, Venezuela (Briceno); Rio Dagua, Colombia (Rosenberg); Santo Domingo, Carabaya, S.E. Peru, 6000 ft., xii. 1901, i.—vi. 1902 (Ockenden), during the dry and wet seasons.

CLIV. PHANOXYLA gen. nov.—Typus: kystrix.

♂. Differs from Xylophanes in the second segment of the palpus having a large apical tuft of scales on the inner surface as in Hippotion. Distal margin of forewing irregular, excised between R^2 and M^1.

Palpus and eye large. No eye-lashes. Comb of midtarsus prominent. Spines of posterior abdominal tergites uniserrate, strong and long, with some weak spines between them.—Sexual armature similar to that of Xylophanes; friction-scales very numerous.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Neotropical Region.

One species.

An exaggerated development of the group of Xylophanes to which belong ceratomioides, media, etc. The species is of particular interest, as the second segment of the palpus is on the insideside as in some Old World genera, while the first segment is like that of the New World genus Xylophanes.
671. Phanoxyla hystrix.


♂. In pattern nearest to *Xylophanes ceratomioides*. Pale discal band of hind-wing separated into spots.—Tenth tergite narrow, truncaete-sinate at tip; sternite slightly acuminate. Harpe larger than in *X. ceratomioides*, but of nearly the same structure. Penis-sheath with a rather long and broad dentate process at the right side, and a shorter, hand-shaped, dentate left process.

Hab. Amazons.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂ from the Amazons (Bates), ex coll. Felder, *type*.

In coll. Charles Oberthür a splendid ♂ from Sao Paulo d' Olivenea, Amazons, vi. vii., 1883 (M. de Mathain).

CLV. CELERIO.—Typus: *galli*. 

*Sphinx Linnae*, *Syst. Nat.* ed. x. p. 489 (1758) (partim; type: *ocellata*).
*Sphincta Scopoli. Inv. Hist.* Nat. p. 414 (1777) (= *Sphinx*, includes type of *Sphinx*).
*Phycus* Hübner, *Verz. bek. Schm.* p. 137 (1822) (partim; type: *invent*).

♂,♀. First segment of palps on inner surface without regular dense scaling at apex, second segment without apical tuft of long scales on inner side. Eye lashed. Antennae incerassate distally, club-shaped in ♀. Abdominal spines rather strong, especially on tergites, in three sizes, with some intermediate ones, generally triseriate, never uniseriate, much fewer in number than in *Pergesa*. External spines of foretarsus more or less prolonged, always longer than the respective spines on the inner side of the tarsus: comb of mid- and hindtarsus vestigial, the spines not being much prolonged; first segment of hindtarsus shorter than the tibia, about twice the length of the long tibial spur, this more than twice the length of the short spur: pulvillus present or vestigial. Distal margin of wings entire: *Sc* and *R* of hindwing separate or from a point, occasionally shortly stalked: *R*² central, or a little before centre: *D*³ longer than *D*¹.

♂. Sexual armature nearly the same in all the species. Tenth tergite simple, narrowing apically, convex above, feebly curved at end, almost straight in side-view, tip rounded or truncate, sometimes feebly emarginate; sternite broader than tergite, boat-shaped, being prismatically compressed, apex rounded or obtusely acuminate. Clasper broadly sole-shaped: friction-scales numerous and in most species small; harpe ending in a thin, more or less curved, simple, tapering process (Pl. L. I. f. 5). Penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 56); dorsal apical edge incassate, dentate, produced at the left side (right in figure) into a short process; the length of the brim-like incassation, as well as the dentition, slightly different in the various species.

♀. Eight tergite sinate mesially. Vaginal plate obtusely triangular, without special armature; orifice large, mesial.
Larva cylindrical, somewhat tapering in front, with a dorso-lateral line, or a complete series of dorso-lateral ocelli, which are sometimes vestigial.—Food-plants: Euphorbiaceae; Rubiaceae; etc.

Pupa: tongue-case feebly prominent basally in most species, more enlarged in lineata, not keeled; abdomen punctured and rugate, without spine-like tubercles; cremaster bifid at tip.

Hab. A cosmopolitan genus, but absent from the Indo-Malayan and Papuan countries, Australia excepted.

Thirteen species.

Key to the species:

a. Pulvillus present
   Pulvillus vestigial, represented by a very small process or flap

b. Veins traversing brown band of forewing pale; pale band sharply defined.
   As before, but pale band not sharply defined proximally
   Veins not pale

c. Abdomen with two sharply marked black side-patches
   Abdomen with more than two black side-patches, sometimes not sharply marked

d. Costal area of forewing, above, brown from base to apex, sharply marked
   Costal area of forewing pale, with a large patch beyond apex of cell, a sharply defined broad basal band
   No sharply marked costal area, basal band vestigial, the whole wing shaded with brown

e. A sharply marked brown costal area from base to apex, incised at the veins
   No sharply marked brown costal area, from base to apex

f. Underside of wings orange-chrome from base to disc
   Underside of wings grey and brown, with a more or less obvious red tint

g. Orange-chrome area of hindwing above extending to base
   Hindwing black from base to end of cell

h. Forewing, above, unicolored, with barely a trace of markings
   Forewing, above, with brown discal band

i. Black or brown basal patch of forewing, above, not extending to costa

683. C. lineata.
684. C. calverleyi.
673. C. gallii.
679. C. nicuca.
676. C. biguttata.
677. C. euphorbiarum.
678. C. amnei.
672. C. calida.
673. C. wilsoni.
681. C. esespertilio.
682. C. hippophaes.
Black or brown basal patch extending to costa, or the whole basal area brown...

Costal area of forewing, above, brown from base to apex, sharply defined; veins not pale within brown discal band; distal marginal band little paler than discal band; underside not rosy red...

If costal area all brown, then discal band traversed by pale vein-streaks, or distal marginal band pale, or underside rosy red...

680. *C. zygophylli*...

674. *C. euphorbiace*.

---

672. *Celerio calida*.


♀†. Pulvillus present, large. Spines of first row of first protarsal segment not essentially prolonged, numerous. Antenna brown-scaled, except at tip, where the scaling is white. Abdomen with white lateral spots. Brown discal band of forewing, above, curving costal in front. Hindwing above and the greater part of under surface of wings, orange-chrome, sides and under surface of body washed with the same colour; base of hindwing, above, a large anterior discal patch and the distal border brownish black, often nearly the whole basal area black.

♂. Friction-scales large and few in number; harpe pointed as in *euphorbiace*.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Sandwich Islands: Oahu; Hawaii.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♀, 1 ♀ from: Manna Kea, Hawaii.

673. *Celerio wilsoni*.

*Deilephila wilsoni* Rothschild, Nov. Zool., i. p. 83 (1894) (Hawaii; Mus. Tring); id., le. ii. t. 9, f. 2 (1895); Meyr., in Sharpe, Fauna Hawaiii, ii. 2. p. 192. n. 4 (1899).

*Deilephila pajaveae* Meyrick, le. p. 191. n. 2 (1899) (Oloa and Hilo, Hawaii; 2000 ft., i. vi. ix. xi. 12. 15. 18. 19.;—Mus. Brit.).

♀†. Easily distinguished from the preceding by the base of the hindwing being entirely black and the different pattern of the upperside of the forewing, the middle of the wing being occupied by a broad, ill-defined, brown-black band, which is forked in front and merged together behind with the likewise ill-defined externdiscal band. The forewing of *calida* is of the *euphorbiace* type, while that of *wilsoni* has quite a different aspect in consequence of the presence of the median band; the pattern of forewing of *wilsoni* is more generalised. Abdomen with interrupted yellowish belts.

Not dissected.

*Hab.* Sandwich Islands: Hawaii.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♀ (damaged, type) from Hawaii.

674. *Celerio euphorbiace*.

*Sphinx euphorbiace* Linné, Syst. Nat. ed. x. p. 492. n. 17 (1758).

♀†. Pulvillus vestigial. Scaling of antenna white. External row of spines of first protarsal segment simple, the spines denser at the base, sometimes reduced in
number and then partly prolonged. A geographically and individually variable insect. Apex of antenna see Pl. LX. f. 12.

♂. Harpe rather long, thin, slightly curved (Pl. LII. f. 8). The incrassate dentate rim of the penis-sheath (Pl. LVI. f. 56) narrow, generally dentate all along the edge.

Larva variable geographically and individually: head red, with or without a black patch on each side above; pronotal shield generally red in middle, a red dorsal line, sometimes replaced by a grey one, seldom vestigial; a row of dorso-lateral rounded spots, yellowish white or reddish, below it there is often another series of smaller spots; a dorso- and a ventro-lateral yellowish band, often absent; ground-colour very variable, from yellow to black, the dark forms mostly finely dotted with pale yellow or grey.—Food-plant: Euphorbia.

Pupa rather stout, clay-colour.

Hab. Palaeartic Region, from the Canaries eastwards to Transbaikalia, southward to N.W. India.

The caterpillar is a very interesting subject for the study of the evolution of pattern. A long series of each brood from the various countries should be compared. The absence of the second lateral row of spots from some geographical forms is a curious feature.

a. C. euphorbiae dahli.


♂. Abdomen with three black side-spots, instead of two, having an additional one on the fourth segment. Mesothoracic tegula with white upper border. Disc of forewing generally with a line from the costal patch backwards.

Larva with two rows of rather small lateral spots, densely and very minutely dotted with grey, dorso-lateral spot of eleventh segment long. Spines of first protarsal segment not obviously prolonged.

_Hab._ Corsica and Sardinia.

In the Tring Museum 2 larvae, 17 ♀♂, 11 ♀♀ from Corsica and Sardinia.

b. _C. euphorbiae titymali._

Sphinx galii, Borg, in Silbern., Rev. Ent. ii. p. 179 (1834) (Canaries).
Deilephila titianus, id., l.c. p. 294 (1891) (Madeira).

♀♂. Body and wings below much more brown than in the other forms, wings densely speckled with brown. Brown costal area of forewing above generally broad. Upper edge of mesothoracic tegula white. Abdominal sternites with white edges.

Larva with one row of side-spots, the second row vestigial; densely dotted with grey.

Hab. Canary Islands: Tenerife; Orotava.

In the Tring Museum 1 larva, 7 ♀♂, 7 ?♀.

c. C. ephorbiace mauretanica.

Deilephila titianus, Bellier (non Boisdureau, 1834), Bull. Soc. Ent. France p. 15 (1848) (larva);
Luc., ibid. p. 47 (1848) (larva); Bell., Ann. Soc. Ent. France p. 458. fig. (1848) (larva);
Oberth., Ent. Ent. i. p. 32. t. 2. f. 1. a. b. c. (1876) (Lambèze; Biskra); Oberth., l.c. vi. p. 63 (1881) (= mauretanica; discussed niaceae, dalii, etc.).


Deilephila mauretanica ab. deserticola Bartel, in Ruhl, Grosschaus. ii. p. 79 (1899).

Deilephila mauretanica var. (et ab.) deserticola, Staudinger & Rebel, Cat. Lep. ed. iii. p. 102. n. 747. a (1901).

♀♂. A pale form. Abdominal segments edged with white above and below. Costal area of forewing above extended brown, veins within brown discal band generally more or less pale. Outer spines of first protarsal segment stout.

Larva with one row of dorso-lateral spots. Side-bands rather bright yellow.

Hab. North Africa: Morocco; Algiers.

In the Tring Museum 8 larvae, 16 ♀♂, 7 ♀♀ from: Morocco; Algiers.

d. C. ephorbiace ephorbiace.

Hoefn., Archit. iii t. 8 (1582); id., Dir. Ins. t. 8. f. 3 (1630); Montf., Théatr. Ins. p. 93. fig. 3 (1634); Merian, Enc. Ins. iii. t. 22 (1683); Frisch, Ins. ii. p. 43. n. 12. t. 11. f. 7 (1721);
Rämml., Hist. Ins. i. p. 289. t. 13. f. 4—7 (1731); Roels., Ins. Belvst. i. p. 17. t. 3. f. 4. 5 (1746); Lederer, Naudeline p. 156. t. 20—22 (1752); Geoffr., Hist. Ins. ii. p. 87. n. 11 (1753); Gronov, Zoophyl. p. 202. n. 822 (1764) (partim?); Schm. Theor. iv. t. 53. f. 11 (1765); Harris, Jord. p. 87. t. 44. f. n. e. (1766); Schaeff., Icon. Rutilia. t. 39. f. 3. 4 (1766); Ernst & Engr., Lep. Esc. iii. p. 86. t. 107. f. c—f (1782).
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Sphinz euphorbiae (i), Hoffmann, Naturf. i. p. 244 (1774).

Sphinz euphorbiae, seu euphorbiae, Rottenburg, Naturf. vi. p. 105 (1775).


Oedero euphorbiae, Oken, Lehrb. Naturf. iii. 1. p. 761. n. 2 (1815).


Sphinz euphorbiae (i), Harris, Engl. Lep. p. 24. n. 159 (1775).


Dileptus euphorbiae (i), Guérin, Icon. Régne Anim. ii. p. 494 (1844).


Dileptus euphorbaecae (i), Thierry-Mieg, Le Nat. xi. p. 181 (1889).


♀♂. Underside of wings and body rose red. Abdominal sternites with pale edges. Outer spines of first protarsal segment partly stont and somewhat prolonged. Costal area of forewing above as a rule not extended brown, the patch beyond apex of cell isolated. Mesothoracic tegula seldom with white upper border.

Larva with a double row of lateral spots, the dark parts densely dotted with
yellow. In a black specimen from Saratow the second row of spots vestigial; two pale examples from the same place have two rows of spots.

_Hab._ Europe; from Spain to Morea and the Caucasus, northward to the South Coast of England, Southern Sweden.

In the Tring Museum 22 caterpillars, 2 pupae, and 80-odd specimens.

It is quite possible, even probable, that at least the caterpillars from the various districts are different. A series should be compared especially from Spain, Italy, Greece, and Southern Russia.

This subspecies is individually variable. The principal varieties are the following:

_a._ *C. euphorbiae euphorbiae* var. *paralias*.


_Deilephila euphorbiae* ab. *paralias*, Romanoff, _Mém. Lep._ i. p. 70 (1884) (Borjomi); _Staud. & Reb., Cat. Lep. ed. iii._ p. 102. n. 749. a (1901).

_Deilephila euphorbiae* var. (et ab.?) *paralias*, Bartel, in Rühl, _Grossschm._ ii. p. 85 (1899).

A large, sharply marked, reddish form.

_b._ *C. euphorbiae euphorbiae* var. *rubescens*.


Differs from ordinary specimens in being more red.

_c._ *C. euphorbiae euphorbiae* ab. *greizenbergi*.


_Deilephila euphorbiae* var. *greizenbergi* Staudinger, _Ent. Nachr._ xi. p. 10 (1885) (Capri); _Austaut, Le Nat._ viii. p. 259 (1886); _Kirby, l.c._ (1892); _Staud. & Reb., Cat. Lep. ed. iii._ p. 102. n. 749. b (1901).

_Deilephila euphorbiae* var. (et ab.) *greizenbergi*, Bartel, _l.c._ ii. p. 86 (1899) (Capri; Lissabon; Toulouse).

_Upperside_ of wings brighter rosy red than in the preceding.

It would perhaps be wise to keep forms _a', b', and c',_ under one head; they intergrade so completely that it is impossible to say where the one begins and the other ends.

The following forms have more the nature of true aberrations:

_d._ *C. euphorbiae euphorbiae* ab. *helioscopiae*.


_Deilephila euphorbiae*, Calberla, _Iris_ i. p. 141 (1887) (Firenze).


_Deilephila euphorbiae* ab. _defierbi id._, _l.c._ ii. p. 88 (1899).

_Hindwing_ without black submarginal band.

_d.' C. euphorbiae euphorbiae* ab. *laftolvi*.

_Deilephila euphorbiae* ab. *laftolvi* Thierry-Mieg, _Le Nat._ xi. p. 181 (1889) (Pyrenees); _Bartel, l.c._ ii. p. 87 (1899).

_Deilephila euphorbiae* ab. _laftolvi_ (1), _Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hct._ i. p. 666. n. 17. b (1892) (laps, cal.).

_Deilephila euphorbiae* ab. _laftolvi_ (1), _Staudinger, in Staud. & Reb., Cat. Lep. ed. iii._ p. 102. sub n. 749 (1901) (laps. cal.).

Yellow instead of red.
f. C. euphorbiace euphorbiace ab. nigrescens nom. nov.


Deilephila euphorbiace ab. esulae, Staudinger & Wocke, Cat. Lep., p. 16. n. 16. b (1861).

Deilephila euphorbiace ab. esulae, Romanoff, Mem. Lep. i. p. 198 (1884) (Tiflis, 1 3); Mina-Pal. & Falla-Ted., Hist. Sci., vii. p. 42 (1889); Bartel, l.c. ii. p. 87 (1899).

Deilephila euphorbiace, Ribbe, tris ii. p. 180. t. 4. f. 4 (1890).

Deilephila euphorbiace var. esulae, Staudinger & Rebel, Cat. Lep., ed. iii. p. 102. n. 749. c (1901).

Costal area of forewing above extended blackish brown, brown discal band also deeper in tint than in the ordinary euphorbiace.

The specimen figured by Ribbe is an extreme development, the pale area of the forewing being reduced to a narrow band.

f. C. euphorbiace euphorbiace ab. restricta (Pl. VIII. fig. 11, 3).

A 3 in the Tring Museum has the forewing entirely tawny-olive above, except a small spot at end of cell, and a series of small elongate, hastate or linear, spots on the disc upon the veins; fringe of hinder margin buffish white, that of distal margin clay-colour; marginal band deeper brown. Disc of hindwing, above, yellowish red, far less bright than in ordinary euphorbiace. Underside of body and wings much shaded and speckled with brown, especially the wings; forewing with very little red, hindwing yellow-red on disc.

The specimen was caught on the drilling-ground at Bamberg; we received it from A. Heyne.

c. C. euphorbiace conspicua subsp. nov.

Deilephila euphorbiace, Mann, Wien, Ent. Mon. vi. p. 66 (1862) (Brussels).


Deilephila euphorbiace, Bartel, in Rühl. Grossschm. ii. p. 79 (1899) (partim).

Deilephila euphorbiace var. lathyrae, Staudinger (non Walker, 1856), in Staud., & Reb., Cat. Lep., ed. iii. p. 103. n. 749. f. 1901 (partim).

3 ? A large and pale form resembling small specimens of nicaea. Mesothoracic tegula with vestige of white upper border. Costal margin of forewing with little brown scaling, patch beyond end of cell isolated, very sharply marked, distal marginal area as pale as disc. Underside of body and wings as pale as in centralasiae. Spines of first protarsal segment stout.

Larva varying from yellow to black; two rows of large lateral spots; very few or no dots, differing in this respect very conspicuously from euph. euphorbiace. 

Hab. Syria and Asia Minor.

In the Tring Museum 3 3 and 7 larvae from: Beirut (type); Haifa.

f. C. euphorbiace siceae.

Deilephila sicea Püngeler, Berl. Ent. Zeit. xlvii. p. 235. t. 3 (3, 3) (1903) (Bulgarian Dagh).

3 ?, Mesothoracic tegula with pale upper border. Costal median patch of forewing much reduced on upperside, not distinct below. External spines of first
protarsal segment few in number and large, agreeing best with those of the following form.

_Hab._ Bulghar Dagh, Gilicia, June.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂, 1 ♀ received from Herr M. Holtz.

_3. C. euphorbiae centralasiae._


_Dilephila euphorbiae_ var. _centralasiae_ Staudinger, _Stett. Zeit._ xliii. p. 64 (1887) (Samarkan; Namangan); Gram-Grisch, in Roman, _Mem. Lep._ iv. p. 511. n. 204 (1890) (Osch, v., common); _Kirby, Cat. Lep._ i. p. 666. n. 17. d (1892); _Bartel in Ruhl, Grossschm._ ii. p. 89 (1899).

_♀_. Very pale. Abdominal sternites without distinct pale borders. White upper border of mesothoracic tegula generally vestigial, sometimes distinct. Submarginal band of hindwing less black than in the other subspecies. Distal marginal area of forewing rather darker than the disc, therefore the olivaceous band not very sharply defined distally. Outer spines of first protarsal segment long and few in number, the segment shorter than in the other subspecies. Sometimes the body and wings rosy red.

_Larva with one row of lateral spots._

_Hab._ Transcaspia.

In the Tring Museum 1 larva, 3 ♂♂, 4 ♀♀ from: Askhabad; Achat Tekke; Prov. Kuliah, Afghanistan.

_4. C. euphorbiae robertsi._


(? _Dilephila spec._ Christoph, _Hor. Soc. Ent. Ross._ x. p. 31 (1873) (Shahrud).


_Dilephila phalana_ Hampson, _in Blunt, Fauna Brit. Ind._, _Moths i._ p. 39. n. 156 (1892) (Kandahar; Simla).


_Dilephila euphorbiae_ var. _peplides._ _Bartel in Ruhl, Grossschm._ ii. p. 88 (1899).

_Dilephila euphorbiae_ var. _robertsi._ _Staudinger & Rebel, Cat. Lep._ ed. iii. p. 102. n. 749. d (1901).

_♀_. A dark form, occurring in the same countries as _centralasiae_ but probably in other stations. First protarsal segment with more and shorter external spines than in _centralasiae_. Further observations are necessary to show the true geographical relation of _peplides_ and _centralasiae_. They are not seasonal forms judging from the data given by the collectors.

_Under surface of wings much speckled with brown, reminding one of _tithymali_.

_Larva with a double series of lateral spots._

_Hab._ Transcaspia southward to Kandahar, Afghanistan.

In the Tring Museum 6 ♂♂, 5 ♀♀ from: Askhabad; Merw, iii. iv.; Gr. Balkan, Turcm.

_5. C. euphorbiae nervosa_ subsp. nov.

_♂_. Mesothoracic tegula with white upper edge. Abdomen: two black lateral spots; fringe of tergites not white in middle.

_Wings, upperside._ Forewing: costal area clay-colour from base to near apex, broadly shaded with black behind from base to M^2_, then sinuate; in this sinus an indistinct black patch; the patch beyond apex of cell merged together with costal...
area, less rounded than in *ephy. tithymali*, more so than in *costata*, edged with black behind; veins traversing discal band pale like median area as in *costata*; marginal band pale.

*Underside* of wings speckled with brown; cell of forewing brown, the area ending in a blackish patch; disc of forewing slightly pink, that of hindwing pale pink.

*Hab.* Sabathu, N.W. India.

Two ♀♂ in the British Museum.

Resembling *ephorbiace costata*; third abdominal segment without indication of a black patch; underside of wings more pink.

*k. C. ephorbiace costata* (Pl. IX. f. 10,♀).  

*Sphinx (Deilephila) costata* Nordmann, Bull. Moscou xxiv. 2. p. 444. t. 11. f. 3. 4 (1851) (Kiachta).

*Deilephila costata*, Staudinger & Wocek, Cat. Lep. ed. ii. p. 4. 3. 470 (1871); Buttl. Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. ix. p. 509. n. 10 (1877); Gras, Berl. Ent. Zeitsehr. xxxv. p. 211 (1892) (Raddefka, ♂); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 665. n. 10 (1892); Bartel, in Ruhl, Grasschen. ii. p. 95 (1889) (Gov. Jenisseisk and Irkutsk; Kiacht; Raddefka); Staud. & Reb., Cat. Lep. ed. iii. p. 103. n. 751 (1901) (Kiachta; "Amur false").

♀♂. We do not believe that this insect is specifically distinct. We have seen only a few. Nordmann's figure is not very exact. Mesothoractic tegula with white upper border. Body above and forewing deep cinnamon-brown; abdomen with a small brownish black side-patch on fourth segment as in *dahli*. Costal area of forewing broadly brown, sharply marked, patch beyond apex of cell merged together with it, narrower than in most forms of *ephorbiace*; veins traversing brown discal band pale as in *nercosa* and certain *mauritanica*; inner edge of brown band more straight behind than in the other forms of *ephorbiace*. Hindwing below with the black submarginal band (so sharply marked in Nordmann's figure) vestigial; body and wings with little red on the under surface.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Transbaikalia; Kiacht; Raddefka.

In the Paris Museum 1 ♀ from Kiachta (Popoff), here figured.

675. *Celerio gallii*.


♀♂. Confounded with *ephorbiace* by the early writers. First protarsal segment with the external row of spines complete, double at base, the spines little prolonged. Pulvillus present. Antenna above white only at end.

♀. Harpe more curved than in *ephorbiace*.

Early stages similar to those of *ephorbiace*.

Larva very variable, with few dots on back; pale spot near base of horn always elongate; promotal shield often quite red.—Food-plants: *Epilobium, Asperula*, etc.; said to occur also on *Euphorbia*.

*Hab.* Palaearctic and Neartic Regions, as far south as the Himalayas and Georgia.

Two subspecies.

The larvae found on *Euphorbia* may be the product of hybridisation between *gallii* and *ephorbiace*. 


Sphixiphorus (!) var., Meinecke, Naturf. i. p. 244 (1774) (larva); Kubn, ibid. iii. p. 22 (1774).


(2) Sphixiphorus fiussely, N. Mag. Ent. ii. p. 115. n. 122 (1785) (perhaps pholadomor?).

Cleveia guli, Oken, Leren. Naturf. i. p. 761. n. 18 (1815).


Hygrogothia Hubner, Vcrz. Leren. Schen. p. 137. n. 1470 (1822).

Sphynx guli, Vogel, Schmet. Cab. ii. p. 18. t. 7. f. 4. a. b (1822).


5000 ft.); Kirby, in Allen, Nat. Libr. Moths iv. p. 30. t. 102. f. 1 (1897); Dudg., Jour. Bombay X. II. xi. p. 415. n. 155 (1898) (Chumbi Valley, 13,000 ft.).

Deilephila gallii bicolor, Bartel, in Rühl. Grosskreb. ii. p. 75 (1869).

Deilephila gallii hybr. philaeorphoria, Standinger & Reb., Cat. Lep. ed. iii. p. 102. n. 745. a (1901).

A very constant insect. Discal area of hindwing above with a red patch behind middle, the red colour often extending along black basal area and postdiscal band; below there is seldom a trace of red.

Hab. Palaeartic Region, from Western Europe to Japan and the Himalayas.

In the Tring Museum 10 larvae, 2 pupae, 50 odd specimens from various places of Europe, Trans caucasus.

b. C. gallii intermedius.

Sphinx equilibri Harris (now Boisduval, 1829), in Hille, Zool. Monastachis. iv. p. 520 (1833); id. le. ed. ii. p. 594 (1835).


Deilephila argophili Clemens, le. iv. p. 145. n. 24 (1829); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 665. n. i (1829).


Deilephila gallii var. intermedius, Bantenmüller, Bull. Amer. Mus. N. H. ii. p. 286. t. 3. f. 3 (1895).


There is no other difference from the Palaeartic form of gallii than the more extended red colour of the hindwing, and the darker tint of the brown marginal and basal parts of the under surface of the wings. The pale border of the hindwing above is generally narrower than in European examples, but the character is not constant.
Hab. Nearctic Region, from Canada to Colorado and Georgia, extending in the northern district westward to Vancouver, Oregon, and Northern California.

In the Tring Museum 6 larvae, 50-odd specimens from various parts of Canada and the United States.

676. Celerio biguttata.


*Sclerophila elengai* Boisduval, i.e.


♂ ?. Pulvillus present. Spines of first protarsal segment not obviously prolonged. Upper edge of mesothoracic tegula not white. Abdomen with two large black lateral spots. Upperside of body dark olive-brown, underside somewhat paler ; underside of wing's cinnamon-brown, much speckled with deep brown, disc somewhat reddish. — Forewing above with a pale line from apex to basal third of hinder margin, area outside this line darker brown than the area between the line and costal margin ; a brown postcostal patch beyond apex of cell more or less distinct generally followed by a narrower patch at fork ; hinder edge of wing conspicuously white.

♂. Friction-scales large, and less numerous than in *euphorbiace*, *lineata*, etc.; harpe of the *euphorbiace*-type, process stouter and shorter, much stronger curved. Early stages not known.

Hab. Madagascar.

In the Tring Museum 9♂♂, 9♀♀.

677. Celerio euphorbiarum.

*Sphex euphorbiarum* Guérin & Percher, Gén. Ins. t. 3. f. 1 (1835).


*Celerio euphorbiarum*, Berg, Bull. Muscum p. 206. n. 17 (1875) (Patagonia ; deser. of larva) ; id., Ent. Ar. Nov. i. p. 83. n. 17 (1876) ; Batler, Lep. i. p. 630. 638 (1877) (= *spinifascia* celes) ; Burm., Deser. Rèp. Arçent. v. p. 337. n. 1 (1878) ; id., Ent. Atlas p. 38. t. 16. f. 1—3. 5—8 (1878) ; Bartl.—Calv., Cat. Lep. Chil. i. p. 12. n. 91 (1886) (= *spinifascia* celes) ; Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hét. i. p. 665. n. 3 (1892) (B. Ayres ; Patagonia ; Chili).

♂ ?. Pulvillus present. Outer spines of first protarsal segment stout and long. Body as in *annul*, the fourth and fifth black abdominal spots often absent or vestigial. Brown costal area of forewing sharply defined, incised at the veins. Red area of hindwing variable in width. Hindwing below with two black patches before abdominal edge, one at base, the other at anal angle.

♂. Sexual armature of the same type as in *euphorbiar*, *gallii*, etc.; tip of harpe less acute.

Larva varying from greyish green to black ; a pale dorsal line, absent or vestigial in the dark forms ; a series of black, round, dorso-lateral spots encircled by a pale yellow ring.—Food-plants: *Mirabilis jalapa* ; *Cestrum* ; etc.
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Hyles nicae (?), Hübner, Verz. bef. Schm. p. 137. n. 1474 (1822).


♀♂. Pale median area of forewing above more or less speckled with brown scales; marginal area less pale than median area.

_Hab._ South France; Spain; Italy; Greece; Crimea; Cencasia; Transcaspia.

In the Tring Museum 2 larvae, 9 ♀♂, 8 ♀♀ from South France, and a pair from Askhabad, one of these latter specimens agreeing with the following sub-species.

_b._ C. nicaea castissima.

*Deilephila nicaea, Oberthür, Et. Ent. vi. p. 63. t. 3. f. 9. 9a (1881) (Sebou; larva var.).

*Deilephila nicaea var. castissima Austaut, L. Nat. v. p. 360 (1883) (Mus. Tring); id., L. viii. p. 260 (1886); id., L. xi. p. 232 (1889); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 607. sub n. 19 (1892); Bartel, in Rühl, Grosschum. ii. p. 32 (1899); Staud. & Reb., Cat. Lep. ed. iii. p. 103. n. 750. a (1901) (Maur. oe.).

*Deilephila nicaea var. castissima ab. carnea Austaut, L. xi. p. 232 (1889) (Mus. Tring); Bartel, L. (1899).

Deilephila nicaea var. carnea "Mab.," Kirby, L.

♀♂: Paler and often more pinkish than the preceding, with no or few speckles on the pale middle area of the forewing; distal marginal area of forewing as pale or nearly as pale as middle area.

_Hab._ Morocco; Algiers.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♀♂, 5 ♀♀ from Morocco and Algiers, including specimens of _castissima_ and _carnea_ from Austaut's collection, labelled "type."

c. C. nicaea lathyrus.


*Deilephila endorphae, Hampson, in Blanf., Fams Brit. Ind., Moths i. p. 98. n. 154 (1892) (partim; N.W. Himalayas to Naini Tal).

Deilephila endorphae var. lathyrus, Staudinger & Rebel, Cat. Lep. ed. iii. p. 103. n. 719. f. (1901) (partim).

♀♂. This form has nothing to do with _endorphae_, but is the N.W. Indian representative of _nicaea_, from which it differs in being more densely speckled with brown on the forewing, in having on the hindwing a broader black postdiscal band and a paler red discal one, and in being smaller.

_Hab._ N.W. India; doubtless occurring farther north-west.

Two ♀♂ from Kumaon in the Tring Museum.

(1861). Celerio zygophylli.


Celerio zygophylli, Oken, Lep. Naturg. iii. i. p. 761. sub n. 2 (1845).

Deilephila zygophylli, Oezechineimer, Schr. Eur. iv. p. 43. n. 10. p. 181. n. 10 (1816); Boisd., Icon., Hist. Lép. ii. p. 32. n. 8. t. 51. f. 2 (1831) (S. Russia); Tréit., in Oehs., Schr. Eur. x. p. 132
Dellephila zigophylli (4), Hofmann, Grosssehen. p. 29. n. 3. t. 17. f. 3 (1894).

♂ ♀. First protarsal segment with few and long external spines. Pulvillus vestigial. Mesothoracic tegula mostly with white fringe above, but not always. Abdominal sternites without distinctly white edges. White discal band of forewing restricted, the cinnamon-clay-coloured costal area more extended than in euphorbiae, patch beyond end of cell merged together with this area, less rounded than in euphorbiae.

♀. Process of harpe relatively long, curved at end.

Larva variable, green, grey, or brown, dotted with white, a black dorsal line, a white dorso-lateral one which shows sometimes vestiges of the round spots of other species; horn black.—Food-plant: Zigophyllum.

Hub. South Russia eastwards to the Lob-Nor.

In the Tring Museum 13 ♂♂, 9 ♀♀ from: Astrachan; Ordubad; Merw; Rasehke, Afghanistan.

681. Celerio vespertilio.


Celerio vespertilio, Oken, Lehrb. Natur. iii. i. p. 761, sub n. 12 (1815).


Deltephila saperdilio hiir. saperdilioides, Staudinger & Wocke, Cat. Lep. ed. ii. p. 36. n. 461. a (1871); Bartel, in Rühl, Grosschaum. ii. p. 61 (1899) (Grenoble; Isère).

*b. hybr. hippaphae x saperdilio, or saperdilio x hippaphae.


Deltephila epilobi Rambur, Ann. Soc. Ent. France p. 426 (1832) (= hybr. saperdilio x hippocarpe) ;


Deltephila saperdilio hiir. epilobi, Staudinger & Wocke, Cat. Lep. ed. ii. p. 36. n. 461. b (1871);

Bartel, in Rühl, Grosschaum. ii. p. 63 (1899) (Elsass, Basel; Wallis, Bozen; Wien, Lyon).

Hab. South France northward to Baden, eastward to Caucasus and Armenia, not recorded from Spain and North Africa.

In the Tring Museum 3 larvae, 1 pupa, 80 odd specimens.

682. Celerio hippaphae.

*Sphinx hippaphae Esper, Schmett. ii. Suppl. 2. p. 6. n. 65. t. 38. f. 1—3 (1789) (Wallacei).

♀. Pulvillus vestigial. First protarsal segment with few spines externally, but most of these spines prolonged. Abdominal segments without white fringes.
Inner edge of brown band of forewing straight, at least less bent behind than in the forms of *vespertilio*; pale discal area gradually shading off into the darker costal area, no costal patch beyond apex of cell, or this patch rather small, separate from costal margin. Mesothoracic tegula not fringed white above.

♂. Sexual armature not obviously different from that of *vespertilio*.

Larva without ocelli, there being one large elongate spot at the base of the rather thin horn, the round spots of the other species represented by a pale dorso-lateral line; below stigmata a broad white continuous band.—Food-plant: *Hippophae*.

Pupa slender, as in *vespertilio*, the head-case slightly broader.

**Hab.** From Spain northward to Baden, eastward to Central Asia.

Two subspecies:

* a. *C. hippophaeis hippophaeis*.


*Sphinx hippophaeis* (?), Ochsenheimer, Schm. Eur. ii. p. 221. n. 3 (1808).


**Deilephila hippophaeis**, Kirby, in Allen, Nat. Libr., Moths iv. p. 34. t. 102. f. 5 (1897).

♂ ♀. Upper side of body and band of forewing blackish olive; underside also much shaded with olive.

**Hab.** Spain to the Caucasus.

In the Tring Museum 2 larvae, 1 pupa, 25 specimens from Switzerland.

We have not seen Caucasianian examples.

* b. C. hippophaeis bienerti.*


**Deilephila spec.**, Christoph, Hor. Soc. Ent. Ross. x. p. 31 (1873) (Shahrubad).


**Deilephila invicta**, Eresch, in Federsch, Reise Turkoven, Lep. p. 25 (1874); Kirby, Ent. Mag. xxv. p. 361 (1889); Grum-Grosch., in Rom., Mém. Lep. iv. p. 510. n. 202 (1890) (Ferghana; = bienerti).

**Deilephila hippophaeis var. bienerti**, Standinger & Rebcl, Cat. Lep. ed. iii. p. 102. n. 743. a (1901).

♂ ♀. Much paler than the preceding form, clayish, underside almost cream-colour; the patch beyond end of cell of forewing absent or vestigial.

A ♀ from Merw in the Tring Museum paler than the other individuals.
Hab. Transcaspia, eastwards to the Issyk-kul; North Persia; ? Naryn, S. Russia.

In the Tring Museum 6 ♂♂, 5 ♀♀ from: Margelan; Merw.

683. Celerio lineata.


*Deilephila livornica* Bartel, in Rühl, *Grossschm.* ii. p. 98 (1900).

♂ ♀. Pulvillus present, smaller in the American subspecies than in the two of the Eastern Hemisphere. Outer spines of foretarsus prolonged, at least partly, their number often obviously reduced. Mesothoracic tegula with white upper fringe. Abdomen with a double series of black dorsal dots. Veins of forewing above pale from cell to marginal band. End of abdomen see Pl. LXIII. f. 3, and mouth-parts Pl. LXII. f. 2.

Sexual armature of the ordinary type; process of harpe comparatively short, acute, curved.

Larva very variable; green to black; a dorsal line, a dorso-lateral one traversing the eye-spots and a line below the stigmata; these lines sometimes absent; eye-spots often vestigial.—Food-plants: *Galium; Vitis; Rennea; Oenothera; Portalaca; Primus*; etc., etc.

Pupa long; tongue-case enlarged basally, two frontal tubercles above at its base.

*Hab.* America; Africa; South Europe, eastwards to China and South India; Australia.

The distribution is very remarkable, inasmuch as the species does not occur in the countries between North India and Australia, while it reappears in the latter.

Three sharply defined subspecies:

*Hab.* America; South Europe, eastwards to China and South India; Australia.

The distribution is very remarkable, inasmuch as the species does not occur in the countries between North India and Australia, while it reappears in the latter.

Three sharply defined subspecies:

### a. *C. lineata*.


Deilephila ducens, Stephens, 1825. 

Deilephila lineata var. ducens, Behr, 1882. 

Deilephila linearis (L.), Lucas, 1827.

Sphingidae: Sphinginae, Plume Moths, Sphingids.

(732)
Deilephila liviaria, Hubner, 1822.

Sphingidae: Lepidoptera: Insects.

Deilephila liviaria, Hubner, 1822. (Families: Sphingidae, Lepidoptera). This species is commonly known as the "Spanish Balsam Moth" or "Spanish Lily Moth." It is found in Europe, North Africa, Asia Minor, and the Middle East. The larvae feed on a variety of plants, including lilies. The adults are brownish-gray with a distinctive black banded body. They are known for their distinctive flight patterns and the distinctive "Spanish" markings on their wings.
c. C. lineata licornicoides.


♂♀. A small and pale form. Antenna wholly creamy white above. Abdomen with two black side-spots, no black side-dots on the following segments. First protarsal segment with four long spines, mostly without smaller spines between, second segment with one long spine at end and often a shorter one more basal.

_Hab._ Australia.

In the Tring Museum 14 ♂♂, 12 ♀♀ from: Dawson R., Queensland; Roebourne, Derby, and Sherlock R., West Australia.

Apparently much rarer in N. S. Wales and Queensland than in West Australia.

684. *Celerio calverleyi._


♂. Thorax with white stripes as in *lineata*, forewing nearly as in *gallii*. Antenna pale. No dorsal markings on abdomen.

_Hab._ Cuba.

Not seen.

(CLVI. PERGESA.—_Typus_: porcellus.)

*Sphexis Linne, Syst. Nat. ed. x. p. 489 (1758) (partim; type: ocellata)._ 

*Scotoplia Scopoli, Intr. Hist. Nat. 414 (1777)* (partim; includes type of *Sphexis*).


_Elepomor Oken, Lehrb. Natural. iii. l. p. 760 (1815) (partim; type: nervii)._ 


_Oreus id., L. p. 136 (1822) (partim; type: geonna = bates)._ 


*Perygeria id., L. viii. p. 149 (1858) (partim; type: porcellus)._ 


♂♀. Similar to *Celerio*. Palpus hairy at the sides. Eye strongly lashed. Antenna very feebly incassate distally, almost filiform in ♀, slightly clubbed in ♂, hook gradual, consisting of seven to ten segments. Spines of abdomen weak, more numerous than in *Celerio*. First row of spines of first protarsal segment doubled at base: pulvillus normal.

♂. Tenth tergite slender, much narrower than the sternite; this flat, or slightly convex beneath, not keeled or boat-shaped, rounded-truncate or rounded at end. Clasper broadly sole-shaped, with a dozen or more friction-scales; harpe (Pl. LVI. f. 9) ending in a more or less spatulate process, which is concave on the upperside and is slightly curved upwards. Penis-sheath without apical process, but with a subapical oblique dentate ridge (Pl. LVI. f. 55).
Larva with the fourth segment swollen; strongly tapering in front, variegated with short brown divided lines which border pale dots, these brown markings vestigial in the green form of the larva: an ocellus on segments 4 and 5; horn short or vestigial.—Food-plants: Galium; Epilobium; Vitis; Fuchsia; etc.

Pupa rough, without gloss; tongue-case keeled in basal fifth: a distinct tubercle in front of eye; abdominal segments 5 to 7 with a subbasal belt of sharp tubercles, except on underside: cremaster broad at base and flattened, terminating in a slender process, the extreme tip of which is notched.

_Hab._ Palaearctic Region; China; North India.

Five species:

1. Fringe of hindwing not dotted with brown at the veins
   Fringe of hindwing dotted with brown at the veins

2. Marginal area of hindwing bright rosy red
   Marginal area of hindwing red shaded with cinnamon

3. Pronotum with pale edge, costal margin of hindwing below mottled with grey and brown
   Pronotum uniformly red; costal margin of hindwing below red

4. Abdominal segments with white edges
   Abdominal segments without white edges

685. _Pergesa elpenor._

_Sphinx elpenor_ Linne, _z.e._ p. 491. n. 15 (1758).

ıldığı. This species is not generally different from _porcellus_ as nearly all authors have maintained: the two insects agree very closely and, what is just as important, disagree with all the other _Choerocampinæae_, _rivularis_, _suellus_ and _askoldensis_ excepted.

The three subspecies of _elpenor_ are not very sharply defined. While the Indian race is fairly well marked, the Japanese individuals are not always different from large European examples.

3. Tenth tergite a little slimmerer than in _porcellus_, sternite more rounded at end; friction-scales more numerous; process of harpe somewhat longer (Pl. L11. f. 9); dentate ridge of penis-sheath also longer (Pl. LVL. f. 55).

_Larva:_ ocellus kidney-shaped, being concave at the ventral side; horn longer than in _porcellus._

_Pupa_ stout, three times as long as broad.

_Hab._ Palaearctic Region; China; North India.

Three subspecies:

1. _Pergesa elpenor elpenor._

_Mont._ _Theor. Ins._ p. 93. f. 2 (1631); _Merian, Econ. Ins._ ii. p. 38, t. 73 (1683); _Raj._ _Hist. Ins._ p. 145. n. 2, p. 146. n. 3, p. 281, n. 18 (1710); _Merian, Econ. Oct.._ p. 54, t. 22 (17, p., i., _poena_); (1717); _Petiv._ _Géograph._ p. 10, f. 11, 12, 13 (1711); _Aib._ _Enpl. Ins._ t. 9 (1720); _Frisch._ _Ins._ xii. p. 1, t. 1, f. 1, 2, 3 (1733); _Roes._ _Ins. Relat._ i. p. 25, t. 4 (1746); _id., iv._ p. 59 (1761).


Deilephila elpenor hybr. staudfassii Bartel, l.c. ii. p. 122 (1900) (type now in Mus. Tring).


♂♀. Underside of wings: costal margin dark wax-yellow, this area dilated postical on disc, forming generally one broad or two narrow discal bands.

Hab. Europe, eastwards to Amurland.

A series of larvae, pupae, and imagines in the Tring Museum from various localities.

The curious specimen figured by Esper, l.c. f. 27, may have been artificial.

b. P. elpenor lewisi.


Chloeocharpa elpenor, Leech, Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. p. 120. n. 101 (1888) (Kiukiang); id., Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. p. 282. n. 50 (1898) (Japan; China).

Thevetia lewisi. Kirby, l.c. p. 650. n. 2 (1892).

Deilephila elpenor var. lewisi, Bartel, in Ruhl, Grossschm. ii. p. 121 (1900).

♂♀. On the whole more extended red on the underside than in the previous.

Hab. Japan; China.

In the Tring Museum I larva, 11 ♂♀, 9 ♀♀ from: Yokohama, i.x.; Hakodate, vi.—vii. (Leech); Kiukiang, viii.; Ta-tsien-lu, W. China.

c. P. elpenor macromera.


Chloeocharpa elpenor, Hampson, in Blunt, Zool. Brit. Ind. i. p. 84. n. 119 (1892) (macromera = fraterna = lewisi = varicilis).

Thevetia macromera, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hist. i. p. 650. n. 3 (1892) (syn. partim).

♂♀. Red marginal area of hindwing obviously broader than in the previous forms.

Hab. Assam.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♂♀, 2 ♀♀ from: Khasia Hills; Shillong.
Pergesa rivularis.


**Theretra macromera**, Kirby, i.e. i. p. 650, n. 3 (1892) (partim).

**Theretra friterna**, id., i.e. i. 4 (1892).

♀. Like *elpenor*, but the rosy red parts of body and wings shaded over with cinnamon, being far less bright red than in *elpenor*, especially on the wings; marginal area of hindwing as broad as in *macromera*.

_Hab._ N.W. and N. India: Sikhim to Chitrâl, southward to Kurachi.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♀ ♀ ♀ from: Chitrâl; Simla; Sikhim.

Pergesa porcellus.


(2) _Sphinx bombyliformis_ Linné, Syst. Nat. ed. x. p. 193, n. 27 (1758).


Metopisius porcellus, Duncan, in Jard., Nat. Libr. xl. p. 163. t. 11. f. 2 (1843); Kirby, Cat. Lep. Heb. i. p. 68. n. 13 (1892); id., in Allen, Nat. Libr., Moths iv. p. 26. t. 98. f. 2. 3 (1897); Staud. & Reb., Cat. Lep. ed. iii. p. 104. n. 761 (1901).

Deilephila porcellus var. suellus, Oudemans (non Staudinger, 1878), Tijdschr. Ent. xlii. p. 21 (1899) (Holland).

♀. The three insects porcellus, suellus, and askoldensis come so near each other that we were at first inclined to treat them as geographical races of the same species. Suellus connects porcellus completely with askoldensis when closely compared, combining characters of the one with characters of the other. However, porcellus and suellus occur together and are always different. From this we must conclude that they are independent of one another, i.e. are specifically distinct. If the differences between porcellus and suellus are of specific value, then we have no right, we think, to regard the differences between suellus and askoldensis otherwise than being also specific, although the similarity of suellus with askoldensis is a little more marked than between suellus and porcellus. Sexual armature scarcely different in the three insects.

Red colour of forewing occasionally absent. Marginal band of hindwing, above, rarely blackish.

♂. Tenth tergite convex at tip, feebly hooked in lateral aspect, about half the width of the sternite; this truncate with the angles rounded. (Clasper broad; about a dozen friction-scales; process of harpe rather shorter than in elpenor elpenor; dentate ridge of penis-sheath also shorter.

Ocelli of larva rounded; horn vestigial.

Pupa much slenderer than that of elpenor, more than three times as long as broad; tubercle in front of eye pointed; abdominal belts of tubercles curved based in middle, the tubercles here less high and more numerous than laterally.

Hab. Europe, eastward to Asia Minor and Transcaucasia.

A series of larvae, pupae, and imagines in the Tring Museum from various places.

688. Pergesa suellus.

Deilephila porcellus var., Leder, Ann. Soc. Ent. Belg. xiii. p. 28 (1863) (Hankenda; As. m.).


Deilephila porcellus var. suellus, Remmouff, Mém. Lép. i. p. 71. t. 4. f. 1 (188) (Tiflis; Borjoum.

Lagodekhii; Isissus; Suanetic; together with porcellus!).

Deilephila parcellus var. e. ab, setulosus, Bartel, in Rühl, Grossschm. ii. p. 127 (1900).

Metopisius parcellus var. setulosus, Staudinger & Rebel, Cat. Lep. ed. iii. p. 104. n. 761a (1901) (Pont.; Arm.; Ferg. m.).

♂♀. Pronotum edged with grey as in askoldensis, but not quite so distinctly; tergites 5 and 6 of abdomen with yellowish lateral apical spot. Body and wings cinnamon, with very little red colour. A prominent olivaceous median band on forewing. Costal margin of forewing below grey, irrorated with brown. Pale lateral border of mesothoracic tegula continued to frons, more or less distinct on pronotum.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Transcaucasia; Asia Minor.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♀♂, 3 ♀♀ from: Borshom.

689. Pergesa askoldensis.


♂♀. Abdominal segments with white fringe all round. Wings more distinctly dentate than in the two preceding species. Pale side-stripe of head and thorax distinct on prothorax; pale fringe of the latter also distinct.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Amurland; Japan.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♀♂ from: Sidemi; Japan.

CLVII. RHODAFRA gen. nov.—Typus: opheltes.


Hyles Hubner, Vers. beob. Schm. p. 137 (1822) (partim; type: *gallii*).


♂♀. Antennae less clubbed than in Celerio. Second segment of palpus peculiar: scales mesially short, long right and left, the lateral ones especially long and hair-like, forming a kind of crest appearing as a continuation of the eye-lashes, the segment looking as if it were shorn mesially. Spines of abdomen weak as in Pergesa.

♂. Friction-scales small and numerous, process of harpe broad, rounded at end, hollowed out on the underside (Pl. LII. f. 10), resembling the process of Pergesa. Penis-sheath with incrassate dentate apical edge ending at both sides in a short process.

Early stages not known.

Hab. South Africa.

As distinct from Celerio as is Pergesa.

Two species:

Forewing with broad creamy buff band from apex to hinder margin near base . . . 690. R. opheltes.

Forewing without this band . . . . 691. R. marshalli.
690. Rhodafra opheltes.

_Hyles opheltes_ Hubner, _Verz. bek. Schm._ p. 137. n. 1471 (1822).

♂♀. Abdomen with one large black basal side-patch. Cinnamon-tawny costal area of forewing, above, incised at the veins; median vein pale. Underside more or less rosy red; hindwing with black dot behind at base.

_Hab._ South Africa.

In the Tring Museum 15 ♂♀, 5 ♀♀ from: Grahamstown, Cape Colony; Newcastle and Mooi R., Natal.

691. Rhodafra marshalli spec. nov.

♂. Occiput and thorax cinnamon, with a pale side-stripe; abdomen (like upperside of forewing) pale buff, a black basal side-patch; underside of abdomen somewhat deeper in tint; palps and breast washed with cinnamon.

Wings, _upperside._—Forewing densely irrorated with brown speckles; a conspicuous blackish brown stigma; a blackish brown straight line from apex, where it is a little curved, to inner margin, which it reaches 3 mm. from angle; area outside this line more densely speckled; a black basal posterior patch.—Hindwing rosy red; a large black basal patch from cell to abdominal margin, triangular, widest behind, not reaching to end of cell; cross-veins and M with some black scales; a black postdiscal band from costal margin to end of SM²; marginal area buff, speckled with black; anal angle creamy.

_Underside_ buff, shaded with pink and ochraceous, densely irrorated with brown except in middle; postdiscal line of upperside vestigial below; marginal area more brown than disc.

Harpe more obliquely rounded at end than in _opheltes_, slightly acuminete. Dentate ridge of penis-sheath oblique, less symmetrical than in _opheltes_.

Length of forewing: 25 mm.

_Hab._ Mashomaland.


CLVIII. CHAEROCINA gen. nov.—_Typus: dohertyi._

♂♀. Allied to _Cechenena_ and _Euchloron_. Second segments of palpi separate as in those genera, smoothly scaled, without apical tuft on insides, naked surface longer than broad; no cavity at end of first segment externally; scaling of this segment very rough, appearing as if the greater number of the longer scales were rubbed away; very few scales at apex of first segment on _insides_.

_Hab._ East Africa.

One species.

In the absence of dense scaling from the end of the first segment of the palpus on insides and in pattern similar to _Celerio_.

( 741 )
692. Chaerocina dohertyi (Pl. VI. f. 5, $\delta$).

$\delta$ ? Head and thorax above green-brown, changing into tawny-olive on abdomen; a creamy white lateral stripe on head and thorax; a stripe on first segment of palpus, and upperside of legs creamy white; scaling of antenna creamy buff; breast orange-rufous, abdomen below ferruginous.

Wings, above.—Forewing greyish olive-green, darkest at base, on disc beyond end of cell, and between discal line and anal angle; a creamy streak at inner margin between base and middle; a black line beginning at costal margin close to apex and ending at apical third of inner margin, bordered pale proximally; traces of two antemedian lines and of a line from stigma to inner margin; stigma an olive-black circle; distal margin concave in front, then convex; apex acute.—Hindwing geranium-pink, basal area black to apex of cell; a black postdiscal band, shading off distally, not reaching anal angle, connected along SM² with basal area; marginal area less bright pink.

Underside ferruginous, speckled with olive.—Forewing: basal area red, a broad black basal stripe behind; two olive discal lines, parallel, somewhat S-shaped, curving costal in front, sometimes vestigial; a broad greyish brown border, not very conspicuous, widest behind R² where it reaches distal discal line.—Hindwing: not quite so bright as forewing; abdominal area pink, a somewhat S-shaped discal line corresponding to the second line of the forewing.

$\delta$. Sexual armature of the usual type of the allied genera. Tenth tergite; first slightly, in apical third more suddenly narrowed, tip rounded, feebly sinuate; sternite rather flat beneath, apex truncate with the angles strongly rounded. Clasper with a great number of rather large friction-scales; process of harpe slender, horizontal, extreme end curved upwards. Penis-sheath with a right and left process, asymmetrical, the left process flat and somewhat twisted, the right one slightly curved, projecting, with some teeth at proximal edge.

Length of forewing: $\delta$ 44—48 mm.; $\varphi$ 49 mm.

Early stages not known.


Twelve $\delta$ $\varphi$; one $\varphi$ in the Tring Museum.

One of the finest discoveries of our late friend in this family.

CLIX. EUCHLORON.—Typus: mequera.


*Chlorina* Gueneé (non Desv., 1830), in Maill., *Hab. Réunion* p. 32 (1862).


$\delta$ ?. Second segments of palpi divergent, touching one another only proximally, where their ventral scaling is long and tuft-like; outer side of palpus simple, joint not open, no cavity at end of first segment; inner surface of second segment not naked, being clothed with thin and rounded scales, which, however, do
not quite cover the mesial part of the surface, which is longitudinally impressed at each side (Pl. LIX. f. 24).

Early stages not known.

_Hab._ Aethiopian Region.

One species.

693. _Euchloron macroera._


♂♀. The underside of the body and hindwing is either green or tawny, with intergradations, irrespective of locality. The mesothoracic tegulae have the same long pale fringe as those of *Cechenena mirabilis*.

♂. Tenth tergite long, pointed; sternite rounded at end, sides parallel; Friction-scales of clasper numerous; harpe (Pl. LIII. f. 7) forming a strong pointed hook; inner surface of clasper densely clothed with long bristles. Penis-sheath of the same type as in *Rhogastis*: a slender right process, dentate at end, sub-cylindrical; a broad flat left process, dentate at the edges (Pl. LVI. f. 57. 58).

♀. Lateral edges of vaginal plate raised; vaginal cavity covered in front and at the sides by a high ridge, which is minutely folded longitudinally, feebly chitinised, incised in middle, the two lobes strongly and broadly rounded.

_Hab._ Aethiopian Region.

Two subspecies:

_a. E. macroera lacordairei._

*Delephilo lacordairei* Boisduval, _Fam. Madag._ & _Bourb._ p. 73, t. 11, f. 1 (1833) (Madag. ; Bourb. ; —coll. Charles Oberthür).


_Euchloron macroera_, Kirby, _Cat. Lep. Het._ i. p. 671. n. 2 (1892) (Madag. ; “Bombay” loci error!).

♂♂. Differs from the Continentai race in the outer margin of the hindwing being distinctly shaded with green up to R^4^ or S^2^, and in the black discal band of the same wing being narrower.

_Hab._ Madagascar and neighbouring islands.

In the Tring Museum 4 ♀♂, 1 ♀ from Madagascar.

_b. E. macroera macroera._

_Sphinx macroera_ Linné, _Syst. Nat._ ed. x. p. 492. n. 19 (1758) ; id., _Misc. Loc. Vir._ p. 358. n. 18 (1764) ; Clerck, _Fam. Ins._ ii. t. 47. f. 2 (1764) ; Houtt., _Natural Hist._ i. 11. p. 450. n. 19 (1767) ; Linné, _Syst. Nat._ ed. xii. p. 892. n. 21 (1780) ; Goze, _Ent. Beitr._ iii. 2. p. 173. n. 21 (1780) (syn. partim) ; Gmel., _Syst. Nat._ i. 5. p. 2346. n. 21 (1790) ; Auriv., _K. Sc. Vet._ 18. _Hamb._ xix. 5. p. 139. n. 176 (1882) (recens, crit.).
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♂♀. Our two St. Thomé specimens are rather small and have the black discal band of the hindwing narrow. Specimens with ferruginous underside of body and hindwing occur in West and East Africa.

Hab. Continental Africa and islands near the coast.

In the Tring Museum 15 ♂♂, 8 ♀♀ from: St. Thomé, xii. i. (Mocquerey); Bopoto and Yakusu, viii., Congo (K. Smith); Natal; Kilwa, Germ. E. Afr., v. (Reimer); Mombasa, v. (Dr. Ansorge); Rau, Nandi, ii. (Ansorge); Masindi, Uganda, xii. (Ansorge).

CLX. BASIO THIA.—Typus: medea.

Sphinct, Fabricius (non Linné, 1758), Spec. Ins. ii. p. 143 (1781).
Deilephila, Boisduval (non Leseayres, 1809), Famne Madag. Bomb. p. 73 (1833).

♂♀. Inner surface of palpus: scaling at apex of first segment dense and regular; second segment without apical tuft. On the outer side the first segment is strongly convex and bears a transverse crest of scales, resembling the crest found in Sphingonemiaipsis, but being much smaller, or this crest represented by a fringe along eye. Eye very strongly lashed. Antenna strongly clubbed in both sexes.

Abdomen with weak and numerous apical spines.

Larva strongly tapering in front; with seven ocelli.—Food-plant: Spermacoce.

Pupa: tongue-case compressed, but not very prominent.

Hab. Aethiopian Region.

The four species are in shape rather similar to some Temnura.

Key to the species:

a. Hind orange . . . . . . . 694. B. medea.

Hind brown . . . . . . . 695. B. laticornis.

Hind red; a white double line on abdomen . . . . . . 696. B. charis.

Hind red; a simple line on abdomen . . . . . . 697. B. schenki.

694. Basiothia medea.

Sphinct medea Fabricius, Spec. Ins. ii. p. 143, n. 19 (1781) (Afr. equinum); id., Hist. Ins. ii. p. 94, n. 22 (1787); Gmel., Syst. Nat. i. p. 5, 2376. n. 64 (1790); Fabr., Ent. Syst. iii. 1. p. 363, n. 23 (1793).

Sphinct idriani Drury, Illust. Ex. Ins. iii. 2. t., 12, f. 1 & Index (1782) (Africa).

Sphinct elius Fabricius, læ. iii. 1. p. 377. n. 65 (1793) (Guinea); Auriv., Ent. Tilskr. xviii. p. 153. n. 85 (1817) (= idriani).

Sphinct australianus Martyn, Psyche t. 123, f. 50. 60 (1797).

Deilephila idriani, Boisduval, Famne Mad. Bomb. p. 73. n. 4. t. 10. f. 5 (1833) (Bourbon; Mauritius; Madag.; Senegal; Guinea; = elius).


♂♀. The green colour of this small insect fades easily into brown. The antenna of the ♂ is not much longer and thicker than that of the ♀. There is no constant geographical variation; the Madagascar specimens have apparently the two distinct discal lines of the forewing never dentate.

♂. Tenth tergite elongate-triangular, subcarinate basally, bi-impressed, sinate at end and slightly curved ventrad; sternite triangular, obtusely rounded at apex. Process of harpe long, slender, compressed, feebly spatulate, apex obtuse; similar to the harpe of H. eson. Penis-sheath (Pl. XVII. f. 25. 26) with a process right and left, both dentate, the right one longer.

Larva with seven triangular dorso-lateral spots which are brown above and yellow below, spot of eleventh segment elongate, extended on to the horn. *Hab.* Aethiopian Region: Africa; Madagascar and neighbouring islands; Aden.

In the Tring Museum 150 odd specimens from: Sierra Leone; Ognagu, Niger; Cape Colony; Natal; Nyassaland; German and British E. Africa; Uganda and Toru (Ansorge); Great Comoro; Madagascar.

695. Basiothia laticornis (Pl. V. f. 14, ♂♀).


Anticrype laticornis, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 543. n. 4 (1892).

Metupalus (?) bifasciatus, id., l.c. p. 650. n. 7 (1892).

♂♀. Antenna strongly clubbed in both sexes, obviously longer and thicker in ♂ than in ♀. Body above greyish mars-brown, without pale lateral line on head and thorax, underside paler.

Wings above like body, somewhat vinaceous cinnamon.—Forewing: three antemedian lines, 2 and 3 closer together, a burnt-umber-brown patch beyond apex of cell; three discal lines, 1 distinct behind, 2 indistinct, interspace between 1 and 2 burnt-umber-brown, line 3 as in medius parallel to margin, curving costal; interspace between 2 and 3 vinaceous cinnamon, a trace of an oblique apical line.—Hindwing: margin and basal half somewhat deeper brown than disc; marginal band vestigial.

Underside: disc of forewing and the whole hindwing, except outer margin,
pale ferruginous, rest burnt-umber-brown: marginal band of both wings vestigial; no lines, but both wings with minute, short, transverse, burnt-umber-brown bars.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite similar to that of *medea*, but very feebly sinuate; sternite more pointed than in *medea*. Process of harpe, in side-view, gradually narrowed to a point. slender, gently curved, sabre-shaped, slightly dilated apically in ventral view. Penis-sheath with both the right and the left process prolonged, oblique, pointing somewhat distal, the left one slender (Pl. LVII. f. 27).

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Madagascar.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂♂, 1 ♀ from: Sirabe: Madagascar.

696. *Basiiothisa* charis.

*Chacocampa* *charis* Boisduval, in Deleg., *Voy. Afr. Austr.*, p. 595, n. 10, b (1847) (Natal; nov. nud.);


*Chacocampa* *celerionina* Walker, *Lc. n.* 16 (1856) (Congo;—Mus. Brit.); Butl., *l.c.* n. 21 (1877).

*Chacocampa* *celerionina* (L.), *Boisduval, l.c.* p. 238. n. 17 (1875).

*Theretra* *charis*, Kirby, *Cat. Lep. Het.* i. p. 652. n. 28 (1892) (Natal).

*Theretra* *celerionina*, id., *l.c.* n. 29 (1892).

♂♀. Similar to *schenki*; abdomen with a double line above. First segment of palpus very strongly convex at end; fringe near eye rather more prominent than in *schenki*.

The type of *celerionina* is a discoloured specimen of this species.

♂. Tenth segment similar to that of *schenki*, but the tergite more curved and distinctly sinuate, and the sternite rather shorter, subcarinate below. Process of harpe subcylindrical, straight, smooth, obtuse. Armature of penis-sheath (Pl. LVII. f. 29): the apical margin produced on the left side into a dentate process, a similar, but shorter, process on the right side, besides some submarginal teeth.

♂. Edge of vaginal aperture more strongly chitinised than in *schenki*, forming a semicircular ridge.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Africa: Sierra Leone, Gaboon, South and East Africa.

In the Tring Museum 80-old specimens from: Sierra Leone; Cape Colony; Natal; German E. Africa; Masindi, Uganda, i. (Ansorge).

697. *Basiiothisa* schenki.


*Theretra* *schenki* (L.), Kirby, *Cat. Lep. Het.* i. p. 652. n. 27 (1892).

♂♀. First and second segment of palpus strongly convex, first with a fringe along eye representing the crest of *medea*. Antenna very thick in ♀♀: hook abrupt. External row of spines of first protarsal segment doubled. White mesial line of abdomen always simple.
\( \hat{\jmath} \). Tenth abdominal segment of the type of *Xylophanes*; tergite gradually narrowed, rounded at tip; sternite concave above, convex beneath, apex obtusely rounded, upper surface transversely rugate. Process of harpe slender, feebly \( \cap \)-shaped, compressed, apex somewhat dilated, with upper surface concave. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVII. f. 28): a short row of teeth on the left side, a short, dentate, apical, process on the right side.

\( ? \). Edge of vaginal opening feebly chitinised, not distinctly raised; ante-vaginal cavity large.

Early stages not known.

*Hab*. Africa: South and South East.

In the Tring Museum 30 \( \hat{\jmath} \), 10 ? ? from: Cape Colony; Natal; Transvaal.

**CLXI. HIPPTION.**—*Typus: celerio.*


*Hipption* id., *Ic.*, (1822) (type: *celerio*).

*Loxpes* id., *Ic.*, (1822) (partim; type: *eunom*).

*Chorocampa* Duponchel, in Godart, *Lep. France*, *Suppl.*, ii. p. 159 (1835) (partim; type: *vexillum*).

*Metopis* Duncan, in Jard., *Nat.
Libr.*, xi. p. 154 (1836) (partim; type: *vexillum*).


*Panama* id., *Ic.*, p. 154 (1856) (partim; type: *automedon*).


*Darapsa* id., (non Walker, 1856), *Ic.*


\( \hat{\jmath} ? \). Second segment of palpus without apical tuft of scales, and first segment densely scaled at apex, on inner side.

Antenna clubbed in ?, not clubbed and longer in \( \hat{\jmath} \). Palpus simple externally, with the exception of *irregularis*, in which the first segment has a regular apical cavity as in *Theretra*.

Larva strongly tapering in front, fourth segment generally swollen; one or more ocelli.

Pupa with compressed tongue-case.

*Hab*. Old World.

Nineteen species.

Key to the species:

\( a \). Hindwing not red . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . \( b \).

Hindwing red or ferruginous at least in]

\( b \). One or more complete lines on forewing, oblique . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . \( c \).

No distinct complete lines on forewing, scaling of antenna pink . . . . . . . \( 714. \) *II. rosae*.

No distinct complete lines on forewing, scaling of antenna cream-colour . . . . . \( 715. \) *II. rebeli*. 

\( 747 \)
c. Forewing with a grey shadowy angulate band from apex to inner margin, which it reaches close to outer angle, no other lines
   A line from apex to inner margin, not angulate, or more lines on forewing, or body and forewing ashy grey.

d. Head and thorax without pale side-stripe
   Head and thorax with pale side-stripe.

e. A sharply marked pale band from apex of forewing to (a little before) middle of hinder margin, within the band two thin lines; scales of antenna pink; abdomen with conspicuous black subbasal lateral patch.
   The band absent, or gradually fading away distally.

f. Palpus with cavity at apex of first segment
   Palpus without cavity at apex of first segment.

g. Forewing with whitish or pinkish band from apex to middle of inner margin, sharply defined costally; or with a conspicuous black discal band; or with scarcely any lines; or abdomen with pale dorso-lateral spots. Oriental Region.
   Forewing with one or more straight lines from apex to inner margin; abdomen not spotted; mesothoracic tegula without pale mesial line. Aethiopian Region.

h. Hindwing with a pale band from costal to abdominal margin.
   Hindwing with a pale patch at anal angle.

i. Thorax above russet-brown.
   Thorax above clayish isabella-colour, or pale cinnamon.

j. Hindwing with black discal band which is posteriorly abbreviated; base red.
   Hindwing without black discal band.

k. Abdomen with black basal lateral patches.
   Abdomen without black basal lateral patches; forewing with pale band.
   Abdomen without black patches; forewing without pale band.

l. Lines in outer half of forewing, above, more or less straight.
   Lines in outer half of forewing, above, irregular or absent.

m. Mesonotum without greyish white mesial stripe.
   Mesonotum with greyish white mesial stripe.
n. Base of hindwing black; a large pale anal area.
Base of hindwing red, or no pale anal area.

o. First segment of palpus with conspicuous white lateral line close to eye.
First segment of palpus without conspicuous white lateral line close to eye.

p. Forewing with some antemedian and several discal lines, the first line outside the cell widened to a band.
Forewing without lines, except an oblique apical one.

698. Hippotion geryon.

*Sphynx relax* Fabricius, Ent. Syg. iii. 1, p. 578, n. 68 (1793); Auriv., Ent. Tubske. xviii. p. 133, n. 86 (1897) (= *rigil*).


Theretra geryon, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 653, n. 36 (1892).

♂ ♀. The pink colour of the scaling of the antenna is a very conspicuous character of this species.

♀. Tenth abdominal segment of the same type as in *Xylophonex*; the tergite gradually narrowed, truncate, feebly sinuate; sternite with parallel sides, convex beneath, rounded-truncate. Process of harpe obtuse, irregularly curved, pointing dorso-distal, apex somewhat flattened. Penis-sheath with two subdorsal series of teeth, both longitudinal, one at the right, the other at the left side, the latter a little more proximal than the former.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Malagassie Subregion: Madagascar; Comoro Is.

This stands in a similar relation to *equal* as *osiris* does to *celerio*.

In the Tring Museum 12 ♀♂, 11 ♀♀ from: Madagascar; Great Comoro.

699. Hippotion velox.

*Sphynx relax* Fabricius, Ent. Syg. iii. 1, p. 578, n. 68 (1793); Auriv., Ent. Tubske. xviii. p. 133, n. 86 (1897) (= *rigil*).


*Assefura phoebus* Walker, l.c. xxxi. p. 36 (1864).

Charevomaha virgii, Boisduval, l.c. p. 246. n. 25 (1875) (= lignaria).

*Charevomaha virgii*, id., l.c. p. 248. n. 28 (1875) (Mus. Brit.).


*Metopius sinicula*, Abh. p. 661. n. 16 (1892).


*Panacra tisicosis* id., l.c. (1894) (Lifu ; — Mus. Tring) ; id., l.c. iii. t. 14. f. 13 (1896).

*Panacra princeps* id., l.c. p. 80 (1894) (Lifu ; — Mus. Tring) ; id., l.c. iii. t. 14. f. 12 (1896).


A very variable species both in size and pattern, especially on Lifu, the Fiji Is., Christmas I. and most likely other outlying districts. The markings of the body and wings disappear often almost entirely. Occasionally body and wings are washed with rosy red. The type of lignaria is the same specimen as the type of yorke.

Tenth abdominal tergite gradually narrowed as in geryon, but apex sharply sinuate, the angles aente (Pl. XLI. f. 15) ; sternite (Pl. XLI. f. 16) suddenly narrowed distally into a triangular, pointed, slender, mesial process, which is somewhat curved upwards. Process of harpe slender, apex somewhat dilated, spoon-shaped. Penis-sheath with a right apical row of teeth, and a shorter left row, which is subapical (Pl. LVII. f. 37). Specimens from different localities the same in structure.

Vaginal aperture narrow, a feebly chitinised, rather prominent lobe on each side (Pl. XLI. f. 16).

Larva green or brown ; an eye-spot on the fourth segment.

Pupa not glossy ; head-case not much projecting, compressed, the tongue-case being cariniform proximally ; stigmata black ; abdomen transversely striate near the stigmata, somewhat granulate dorsally, last two segments densely and finely punctured ; cremaster narrow, divided, with several recurved hooks.

Hub. Indo-Australian Region, from Ceylon to Fiji.

In the Tring Museum 1 pupa, 150-odd specimens from : Ceylon ; South and North India ; Andamans ; Nicobars ; Penang ; Java ; Christmas I. ; Lombok ; Sumba ; Tunumbir Is. ; Amboina ; Buru ; German and British N. Guinea ; d'Entrecasteaux Is. ; Louisiade Archipelago ; N. Pommer ; Queensland ; Lifu.

790. Hippotion osiris. 


Sphinx osiris, Rambur, Fauve Ambal. p. 332 (1842) (indig. 5).


Chaerecampa ausis, Mabille, Ann. Soc. Ent. France p. 298 (1878) (Madag.).

Theatra viridis, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hét. i. p. 653. n. 30 (1892).

♀. Hindwing nearly as long as hindwing. Antenna of ♀ very stout in proportion to that of ♀. Abdomen with two black side-patches.

♂. Tenth segment as stout as in celerio, but the sternite much more gradually narrowed to a point and rather obtuse. Harpe (Pl. LI. f. 25) compressed, feebly curved upwards at the extreme end, which is rounded ventrally; dorsal edge notched. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVII. f. 30): a feebly arched and rather long row of teeth, the right row reduced to one subapical tooth.

Larva: a very large ocellus on fourth segment, followed by a smaller one on fifth: horn short; a pale dorso-lateral line on abdomen.

Pupa: not glossy; tongue-case very large, very prominent; abdominal segments transversely rugate, striate at the sides, with large punctures before the stigmata, posterior segment more smooth; stigmata black; cremaster narrow, conical, divided at end; a series of black ventral spots on abdomen.

Hub. Aethiopian Region, northward occasionally to Spain.

In the Tring Museum 3 pupa-cases, and 2 pupae, 19 ♀♀, 16 ♀♂ from: Sierra Leone (Dr. Clemens); Warri, Niger, iv. v. (Dr. Roth); Congo (Bentley); Toru, vi. (Dr. Anseigne); Kilwa, ii. (Reimer); Madagasgar.

701. Hippotion celerio.

Petiver. Goy. Labr. t. 12. f. 9 (1702); Frisch, Lep. xiii. p. 4. t. 2. f. 1. 2. 3 (1738); Roess, Lep. Bel. iv. p. 59. t. 8 (1746); Ernst & Engr., Lep. Eur. iii. p. 94. t. 110. f. 157. c. d (1782).

Dellephila implexa, Walker, i.e. viii. p. 128. n. 2 (1856) (sub syn.).


Pheacara inquilina (1), Swinhoe, Catl. Lep. Het. Mus. zool. i. p. 17. n. 68 (1892) (sub syn.).

Theoret escheria, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 652. n. 31 (1892); Hawe, Berl. Ent. Zeits. xl. p. 365. n. 20 (1895) (Java); Holt, in Smith, Through Unka's Country, Afr. i. p. 412 (1897) (Somali).)

♀. There is little variation in this wide-spread species. The lines within the silvery band of the forewing are sometimes nearly absent; the rosy discal spots of the hindwing are occasionally reducted in size. There is no difference between African and Indo-Australian individuals. Some fresh specimens from the Trobriand Islands have a rosy flush over body and wings, while another individual from the same place has very little red on the hindwing. External row of spines on the first protarsal segment accompanied by a row of smaller spines.

♂. Sexual armature similar to that of relax. Tenth segment shorter, stouter, the sternite much more abruptly narrowed into a sharp hook. Harpe much stouter, almost straight, compressed, upper side hollowed out apically, with the edges raised. Penis-sheath with two rows of teeth as in relax.

♀. Vaginal aperture ovate, the edges raised to a low horseshoe-shaped ridge: no processes.

Larva green or brown; a large eye-spot on segment 4, a smaller one on 5; a pale dorso-lateral line, broad, distinct on thorax and last segments, generally vestigial on middle segments.—Food-plants: Vitis: Rubiaceae.

Pupa glossy; tongue-case large, strongly compressed, prominent; stigmata black; cremaster long, conical, thin, with some teeth.

Hol. Old World, everywhere except the far north and New Zealand.

In the Tring Museum 9 larvae; 5 pupae, 300-odd specimens from: various places in Europe; Continental Africa; St. Thome; Comoro Is.; Madagascar; Oriental Region, eastwards to the Solomon Islands and Lifum.

702. Hippotion isis spec. nov.

♂. Dirty clay-colour, a lateral stripe on head and the under surface paler, no pale side-stripe on thorax. Wings, above.—Forewing like body, a blackish basal cloud posteriorly; a trace of an antemedian angulated line anteriorly, a small stigma, and a short discal dash R<sup>2</sup>—R<sup>3</sup> black; five parallel discal lines, the three first faint, the fourth accentuated by vein-dots and continuous with the rather prominent oblique apical line; an ill-defined brownish patch at hinder margin before angle; distal marginal area with black speckles.—Hindwing as in relax, rosy red; a blackish median band, not extended to abdominal margin, anteriorly dilated basal and joining also the blackish postdiscal band; veins streaked with black within rosy discal area.

Underside like upperside of forewing, speckled with brown scales; forewing from base to disc and a distal marginal band brown; this band feebly dentate; some larger costal speckles indicate a discal line on fore- and hindwing; the latter without distinct marginal band. SC<sup>7</sup> and R<sup>1</sup> of hindwing separate.

Tenth tergite cleft at end; apex of sternite rather suddenly narrowed and produced into an acute hook; ninth tergite ending mesially in a short process, Clasper with one truncate friction-scale; harpe similar to that of isis, apex concave above. Penis-sheath with one tooth at the left side before end, and an apical patch of teeth at the right side.

ewe
Length of forewing: \( \sigma \), 20 mm.

**Hab.**—? Doubtless African.

One \( \sigma \) in the Stockholm Museum (ex coll. Schönherr).

Similar to *H. riscipennis* in the forewing, and to *H. celerio* in the hindwing.

703. *Hippotion eson.*


*Thevra gracilis*, Kirby, *Ent.* n. 11 (1892).


? Widely distributed over the Aethiopian region. Variable in size. Forewing with nine lines. The pale subanal cloud of the hindwing sometimes absent, rarely enlarged to a submarginal band.

3. Tenth tergite gradually narrowed, rounded at end, not sinuate (Pl. XLV. f. 18) ; sterna parallel at sides, apex obtusely rounded, almost truncate. Process of harpe (Pl. LII. f. 26) long, slender. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVII. f. 35) armed at the left side with a short row of teeth, on the right side with a prominent dentate process, which points obliquely disto-lateral.

? Anterior and lateral edges of the vaginal aperture somewhat raised to a ridge which terminates abruptly posteriorly on each side of the opening (Pl. XLI. f. 15).

Larva with ocellus on fourth segment.

Cremaster of pupa flattened, triangular, with some acute lateral teeth pointing anal, two apical ones recurved.

**Hub.** Aethiopian Region ; common.

In the Tring Museum 2 larvae, 2 pupae, 150-odd specimens from: Sierra Leone ; Gold Coast ; Niger ; Congo ; Toru and Uganda (Dr. Ansorge) ; British and German E. Africa ; Nyassaland ; Delagoa Bay ; Natal ; Cape Colony ; Great Comoro ; Madagascar ; Mauritis ; Bourbon.

704. *Hippotion eceheclus.*


The thorax with whitish grey mesial stripe. Closer allied to *boerhavine* than to *eson*.

Tenth tergite much stouter than in *eson*, sinuate (Pl. XI. V. f. 17); sternite triangular, narrowed to a point, apex curved upwards, almost hooked. Process of harpe (Pl. I. H. f. 27) short, rounded, armed dorsally at end with a tooth, one or more teeth at the ventral edge, dorsal edge clothed with long scales. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVII. f. 34): a curved row of teeth on the left side, and a few subapical teeth on the right; no process.

Vaginal plate as in *eson*, but the ridge at the opening not so distinct and gradually fading away.

Early stages not known.

Hub. Oriental Region: India to the Philippines, Celebes and Sumba.

In the Tring Museum 10 ♂ & ♀ 14 ♀ ♀ from: South India (Madura district); Bassein; Samatra; Java; Lombok; Sumba.

705. *Hippotion rafflesii*.


♂ ♀. The differences in colour between this species and *boerhavine* are very slight. *H. rafflesii* has the body and wings more red than *boerhavine*, at least than western specimens of this: the palpus is more washed with vinaceous, except a sharply marked white line on the first segment along the eye; the discal lines 1 and 2 of the forewing above are merged together in a band which is anteriorly more prominent than in *boerhavine*, the interspaces following are paler, line 5 is again heavier; there is no distinct clayish subanal patch on the hindwing; the base of the latter often clayish brown.

♂. Tenth tergite sharply sinuate as in *cecheclus*, the lobes rather shorter than in *boerhavine*; sternite suddenly narrowed to a sharp hook (Pl. LVIII. f. 28). Process of harpe (Pl. I. H. f. 28) short, rounded, with a short subterminal tooth nearly as in *cecheclus*; a tuft of scales as in *cecheclus*. Penis-funnel short, triangular; penis-sheath nearly as in *cecheclus*, 0 to 3 teeth on the right side, and a row of teeth on the left.
Proximal and lateral edges of vaginal opening raised to a somewhat lyre-shaped ridge.

Larva with an eye-spot on segments 4 to 10, the spots of nearly the same size, except the first, which is larger: horn long.

Hab. Ceylon to North India, eastwards to Java and Celebes.

Our single Celebes specimen is large, deep in colour, and has the basal area of the hindwing brown, a character found also, but less pronounced, in individuals from other localities.

In the Tring Museum 1 larva, 30 specimens from: Ceylon; South and North India: Sumatra; Java; S. Celebes.

706. Hippotion boerhaviae.

Zschack, Mus. Leib. p. 35, t. 3 (1778).
Sphinx thyagna, Cramer (nov. Linné, 1767), Pup. Exot. iii. p. 58, t. 226 f. e (1779 (Coromandel));
Sphinx cyanoprymn Fabricius, Mant. Ins. ii. p. 98, n. 66 (1787) (India); Gmel., l.c. i. 5. p. 23. 79. n. 72 (1790).
Sphinx borghoriae (?), Gmelin, Syst. Nat. i. 5. p. 2381, n. 77 (1790) (partim).
Sphinx octogonaperta Gmelin, l.c. i. 5. p. 2386. n. 162 (1790).
Sphinx thyagna, Fabr., Syst. Ent. iii. 1. p. 378, n. 70 (1793) (partim).
Sphinx boerhaviae (?), Walker, l.c. (1856) (sub syn.).
Sphinx (?), cyanoprymn, l.c. i. 5. p. 213 (1856).
Cheirocoampa thyagna, Moore, in Horsf. & Moore, Cat. Lep. Ins. Mus. E. I. C. i. p. 276, n. 638 (1857) (partim); Walk., Jour. Linn. Soc. Lond. vi. p. 84, n. 7 (1862) (Sarawak; "Afrien" alia spec.);
Swinh., Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. p. 288. n. 12 (1885) (Poona, vii.-xi.); Bombay, viii.-xii.); Pagenst., Ic. i. p. 86, n. 3 (1886) (Arnh); id., Jabobs, Not. &. Nat. xxxix, p. 110, n. 3 (1886) (Arnh);
Cheirocoampa thyagna, id., l.c. ix. p. 555, n. 13 (1877); Cot. & Swinh., Cat. Moths Ind. i. p. 15, n. 85 (1887) (partim); Swinh., Cat. Lep. Het. Mus. Ox. i. p. 16, n. 64 (1882) (partim); Hamp.s, in Blanf., PSpan Brit. Ind., Moths i. p. 85, n. 122, fig. 53 (1892) (partim); Ham., Illust. Hyp. Spermac. Lep. Het. B. M. ix. p. 56, t. 175, f. 1 (1893) (larva); Dudd., Ic. xvi. p. 410, n. 123 (1898) (Sikhim; Bhutan; larva); Nurse, ibid. xiii. p. 513 (1899) (Cutch).
Chaerecomusa rafflesii, Hampson, Lat. t. 175. f. 3 (larva) (1893).
Chaerecomusa bocourti, Stoll, Forsch. in Nord. Ind. i. p. 394. n. 39 (1896) (Luzon: Bohol; Camotes; Cebu; ii.).

§ 8. There is a good deal of individual variation in this species as regards colour and size. It is not always an easy matter to distinguish certain individuals from rafflesii. Some Papuan specimens are fully as vinaceous as rafflesii on the wings and body; but also here the first palpal segment is paler and does not show the white line so well. A band or patch on the upperside of the forewing near hinder angle beyond lines 3 or 6 is in western individuals often somewhat ochraceous, in eastern specimens, however, mostly as reddish as in many rafflesii.

§ 9. Tenth segment as in rafflesii, but the apical hook of the sternite obviously longer (Pl. LVIII. f. 27). Process of harpe (Pl. LIII. f. 29) stout, rounded at end, with a long dorso-apical tooth curved towards the clasper. Penis-funnel elongate-triangular; penis-sheath as in rafflesii, but the row of teeth on the left side with more teeth, which are either simple or divided.

§ 10. Edges of vaginal aperture less raised than in rafflesii.

Larva with a large eye-spot on segment 4, the eye-spots on the following segments gradually smaller; much less regular than in rafflesii, often vestigial; horn short, pale.

Hab. Ceylon to North India, eastwards to the Solomon Islands.

In the Tring Museum 1 larva, 290-old specimens from: Ceylon; South and North India; Malay Pen.; Penang; Bunguran, Natuna Is.; Borneo; Sumatra; Java: Lombok; Sumba: Celebes; Kissar: Larat; Key; Queensland; New Guinea; Trobriand Is.; Louisiade Archipelago; Woodhark: N. Pommern; N. Lauenburg: N. Hanover; Kula-ambient and Guadacanar, Solomon Is. (Meek and Eichhorn).

707. Hippotion brennus.


Ampion brennus, Hübner, Pers. in Schm. p. 185 n. 1445 (1822).

Chaerecomusa brennus, Walker, List Lep., Ins. B. M. viii. p. 144. n. 29 (1856); Batk., Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond. ix. p. 566. n. 74 (1877); Fren, in Nat. xii. p. 108. n. 207 (1888) ; id., in Chun, Zoologica xii. 29. p. 41. n. 5 (1900) (Rahum, v.).


§ 11. This is a variable insect. The markings of the forewing are often very prominent, while in other individuals the lines are vestigial and the median band widened, being straight proximally and gradually shading off distally: the postdiscal interspaces R²—SM² are not rarely rufous. The base of the hindwing is sometimes blackish. The genital armature varies in detail, but this variation does not correspond to that of the wings. Extreme individuals have the appearance of belonging to distinct species. The variation is not local. However, there is a form in Queensland which we have not seen from other localities. This form is rather pale, has the forewing sharply marked, does not possess a white mesial stripe on the thorax, and has the white lateral stripe of the head and thorax shaded with vinaceous; in structure it agrees with the form which has the white mesial stripe of the thorax. The two forms occur together in Queensland; they have been bred, but nothing is published of the larvae as far as we are aware; and both have been sent to this country as johnanni by the collector who bred them.
We have only one bad specimen from Amboina, the locality where the type of *brennus* came from. Stoll's figure shows a distinct white mesial stripe on the pronotum. In somewhat rubbed specimens the stripe is indeed apparently confined to the pronotum, while it is continued on to the mesonotum in good individuals.

♂. Sexual armature not very obviously different from that of *tafflesi*, but there are very few teeth on the left side of the penis-sheath, sometimes none: the tooth on the right side is small or prominent according to individuals.

♀. Sides of vaginal aperture slightly raised.

Early stages not known.

\[ \text{H. brennus f. brennus.} \]

* Sphinx brennus* Stoll, &c.

♂♀ Thorax with white mesial stripe.

\[ \text{V. H. brennus f. johnna.} \]


*Panzeria maculicentris* id., &c.


♂♀ Thorax without white mesial stripe.

* Hab. Papuan Subregion : Southern Moluccas; N. Guinea; Bismarck Archipelago; Queensland.

In the Tring Museum:

f. *brennus*, 12 ☞, 6 ♀ ♀ from: Queensland: Milne Bay, Brit. N. Guinea, xii. ii. (Meek): Ferguson, i.—xii. (Meek): Kapuar, ii. (Doherty); Ron l., Geelvink Bay, vii. (Doherty); Amboina, viii. (Doherty); Bongu, Germ. N. Guinea, xii. i.; Florida Lorn, Solomon Is., i. (Meck & Eichhorn).

e. *johnna*, 7 ♂, 5 ♀ ♀ from: Queensland.

708. Hippotion scrofa.


*Chaerocampa bernardae* Koch, *Indo-India. Lop. Fam.* p. 53 (1865) (= scrofa from India! — this spec. or bohareus? ; — Misk., &c. (1891)).


*Theretra ignea* id., &c. n. 109 (1892).

♂♀ As in the allied species there occur brighter and paler specimens of either sex; the ♀♀ are as a rule brighter than the ♂♂. The lines of the forewing are generally absent, except the oblique apical one, which is seldom faint; sometimes there are three or four lines vestigial.

♂. Tenth segment resembling that of *coson*: tergite rounded at tip, not sinuate; sternite narrow, elongate triangular, obtuse at end. Process of harpe
rather stouter than in cson, of nearly the same form. Penis-sheath (Pl. IV. f. 33); a row of teeth transversely over the sheath, ending in a dentate ridge on the right side, the row curved and oblique.

♀. Vaginal aperture more distal than in cson, with slightly raised semi-circular edge.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Australia: Tasmania to Queensland.

In the Tring Museum 50-odd specimens from: Mackay, Queensland; Dawson R.; Brisbane; Adelaide; Victoria.

709. Hippotion balsaminæ.


♀. Both wings narrow, sharply pointed. Stripping of forewing resembling that of *H. cson* and *H. boehraeae*; first and second line forming a band, line generally accentuated by vein-dots. Hindwing blackish from base to disc; then clayish, margin again brown, this marginal band narrow and rather sharply defined. Underside of wings somewhat more yellowish than upper, sometimes with distinct reddish tint.

♂. Tenth tergite sharply sinuate, the lobes acute; sternum gradually narrowed, ending in an acute hook. Process of harpe horizontal, slightly o-shaped, rather stout, dilated at end and here somewhat concave on the upperside. Penis-sheath (Pl. IV. f. 30) with a curved series of teeth on the right side and one or two teeth on the left.

Larva green; with a brown dorsal mesial line, interrupted, and green on thoracic segment; a black ocellus on fourth segment, a red one on fifth, both with white ring.—Food-plant: *Austicola*.

Tongue-case of pupa prominent; cremaster short, pointed, with dentate.

Hab. Aethiopian Region.

In the Tring Museum 60-odd specimens from: Sierra Leone; Gold Coast; Niger: Ton and Uganda (Anorge); British and German E. Africa; Nyassaland; Delagoa Bay; Natal; Madagascar.

710. Hippotion saclavorum (Pl. IV. f. 9, ♂).


♀. Body and forewing above clayish isabella-colour; abdomen yellowish at sides, except on basal segments. Underside of body almost white.—Forewing, above, with three faint discal lines followed by a heavier double line which ends at tip of wing; between it and outer margin traces of two more lines.—Hindwing
blackish brown, isabella-colour at anal angle.—Underside of wings clay-colour, forewing brown from base to first discal line.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite rather stouter, feebly sinuate; sternite broad and short, rounded at end, but mesially produced into a point. Process of harpe long, subcylindrical, pointed, horizontal, feebly curved dorsad at end. Penis-sheath with a slender process on each side, the left one dentate at the distal and proximal edges, the right one only at the distal edge (Pl. LVII. f. 32).

Early stages not known.

Hab. Madagascar.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♂ ♂ from Madagascar.

711. Hippotion batschi (Pl. V. f. 10, ♂).


Saalm., t.c. n. 282 (1884).


Metopius humilis, id., t.c. n. 5 (1892).

The type of *humilis* is a discoloured specimen.

♂ ♀. Very close to *sulcavorum*; perhaps not distinct. Abdomen without yellowish lateral area; underside russet-brown like upper, much darker than in *sulcavorum*. Forewing with only one distinct line and this not quite so oblique as in that species. Sexual armature not different.

Hab. Madagascar.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♂ ♂, 1 ♀ from Madagascar, without special locality.

712. Hippotion butleri.

Panera butleri Saalmüller, Lep. Madag. p. 118. n. 275. t. 5. f. 51 (♀) (1884) (Nossi-bé).

Metopius butleri, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 660. n. 5 (1892).

♀. Not seen. According to figure, differing from *batschi* especially in the forewing having from apex to inner margin near angle an irregular whitish band which shades off proximally.

Hab. Nossi-bé: 1 ♀ in Mus. Frankfurt a/M.

713. Hippotion roseipennis Pl. V. f. 11, ♂).


♂ ♀. Head and thorax without pale lateral stripe. External row of spines of foretibia double. Antenna obviously clubbed in both sexes. Wings similar in shape and pattern to those of *batschi* and *sulcavorum*; but prominent discal line of forewing more curved, more distal behind, and hindwing with a pale submarginal band from anal angle to near costa nearly as in *batschi*. The tropical specimens have the pale band of the hindwing rather broader than those from Delagoa Bay.

♂. Tenth tergite rounded-pointed, not sinuate; sternite broad, rounded-truncate, distinctly incised mesially. Process of harpe rather short, stout, little curved, compressed at end. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVII. f. 31): one or two small subapical teeth on the left side, a pointed, triangular, apical process on the right.

Early stages not known.
Hab. East Africa; from Delagoa Bay to British East Africa.

In the Tring Museum 4 ♀♂, 2 ♀♀ from: Delagoa B. (Monteiro); Ft. Johnston, Brit. C. A. (Dr. Kendall); Uluguru, Germ. E. Afr.; Mombasa, x. (Dr. Ansorge).

714. Hippotion rosae.


♀. A broad-winged and large species, easily recognised by the pink antenna and the whitish grey upperside of body and forewing. Black stigma of forewing prominent; a patch of blackish and brown speckles at inner margin. Body stout. Palpus simple, second segment as broad as long, truncate. External spur of midtibia considerably shorter than inner one. Antenna clubbed, short for such a large species.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Delagoa Bay.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♀♀ from Delagoa Bay (Monteiro).

715. Hippotion rebeli spec. nov. (Pl. V. f. 12, ♀).


Wings, upperside, clayish buff, hindwing faintly pinkish.—Forewing: speckled with brown, a faint brown transverse line at base of M2; a clayish cinnamon patch just beyond apex of cell, another at inner margin close to outer angle, bordered proximally by a vestigial line, a short postdiscal band between SC5 and R2, and a short blackish oblique apical dash; a minute black stigma.—Hindwing: an indistinct border of brown speckles.

Underside buff, hindwing a little paler than forewing, both speckled with brown; no markings, except a short apical dash and the vestige of a line midway between subcostal fork and apex of forewing, and a faint brown border to the hindwing.

♂. Tenth tergite slender, convex above, apex acuminate; sternite with almost parallel sides, rounded at end, with a small mesial incision. Clasper with one large friction-scale; harpe ending in a broad asymmetrical process (Pl. LII. f. 22). Penis-sheath armed with one conical pointed process which projects towards the right side (Pl. LVII. f. 38).

Early stages not known.

Hab. N.E. Africa: Sudan; Obock.

In the Hofmuseum in Wien 1 ♀ (type, figured) from Bahr-el-Seraf, Sudan; a ♀ in the Museum in Paris from Obock.

This Obock ♂ has the forewing less distinctly marked, but it shows better than the ♀ that the line on the disc and that before the inner margin are portions of one discal line.

716. Hippotion irregularis.


Metapilus irregularis, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 661, n. 10 (1892).

♂♀. Opening of palpus sharply defined, the scaling bordering it very regular. External rows of spines of first protarsal segment doubled and trebled. Lines 2 and 4 of forewing generally absent, sometimes vestigial, line 5 represented by vein-dots, closely followed by 6, which ends at tip of wing, lines 7 and 8 not marked: a brown postdiscal cloud between R^2 and R^3. The brown marginal border of the underside of the forewing joined along R^2 to the brown basal area: a series of prominent discal dots over both wings.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite rather broad, little narrowed to end, concave below, convex above. apex romale, slightly sinuate: sternite narrow, curving upwards, pointed, forming a hook. Clasper with four large friction-scales: harpe (Pl. LIX, f. 17) with two heavily chitinised processes shaped like ox-horns, one horizontal, the other vertical. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVIII, f. 13) with a single and rather heavy subapical tooth.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* West Africa.

In the Tring Museum 4 ♂♂, 1 ♀ from the Niger: Warri, vi. (Dr. Roth); Agheri, vii. (Dr. Ansorge); Assaba (Dr. Cross); Ogrugu: also 1 ♂ from the Congo (Bentley).

---

**CLXII. THERETRA.—Typus:** *nussus.*


THERETRA Hubner, *Vorschr. f. Schm.* p. 135 (1822) (partim: type: *nussus = cunevis*).

Isopyx id., *l.c.* (1822) (partim: type: *cunea*).

Xylophanae id., *l.c.* (1822) (partim: type: *anabas*).

Orcois id., *l.c.* p. 136 (1822) (partim: type: *gounou*).

Eupozus id., *l.c.* p. 138 (1822) (partim: type: *resperitia*).


Chlorocampa Duponchel, in God., *Pap. France Suppl.* ii. p. 150 (1835) (partim: type: *venita*).


Metopus, Kirby (an: Duncan, 1836), *Cat. Lep.* i. p. 660 (1802) (partim).

♂♀. Second segment of palpus on insides of apical tuft of scales directed ventrad (Pl. LIX, f. 27); apex of first segment densely and regularly scaled on insides, with cavity at apex on outsides (Pl. LIX, f. 16).

Larva strongly tapering in front, one or more ocelli.

Pupa with strongly compressed and prominent tongue-case.

*Hab.* Oriental and Aethiopian Regions, a few species northward to Japan, two ranging to the Caspian Sea and Constantinople respectively.

Twenty-nine species.

Key to the species:

a. Hindwing red . . . . . .  b. Hindwing not red, or only with a narrow, ill-defined, reddish tawny band . . . . . .  c. Base of hindwing red like disc . . . . . .  d.
c. Thorax with grey middle stripe; abdomen without black basal side-patch.  
abdomen without black basal side-patch.  
Thorax without grey middle stripe: abdomen with black basal side-patch.  

Thorax without grey middle stripe: abdomen with black basal side-patch.  

Thorax with grey middle stripe; abdomen without black basal side-patch.  
Cavity at end of first segment of palpus regularly defined, thorax without mesial stripe.  
Cavity at end of first segment of palpus not sharply defined, thorax with white middle stripe.

d. Cavity at end of first segment of palpus regularly defined, thorax without mesial stripe.  
Cavity at end of first segment of palpus not sharply defined, thorax with white middle stripe.

c. Abdomen above with lines, or with a dorso-lateral tawny-ochraceous or ochreous stripe beginning on segment 3; no obvious black basal side-patch.  
Abdomen without dorsal lines, or with black basi-lateral patch, without yellowish dorso-lateral stripe.

Abdomen without dorsal lines, or with black basi-lateral patch, without yellowish dorso-lateral stripe.

f. Cavity of palpus large and sharply defined.  
Cavity of palpus more or less concealed or rendered irregular by rough scaling.

f. Cavity of palpus large and sharply defined.

A large species, with broad ochreous dorso-lateral stripe on abdomen.  
A small species, no such stripe on abdomen.

Abdomen above with lines, or with a dorso-lateral tawny-ochraceous or ochreous stripe beginning on segment 3; no obvious black basal side-patch.

Abdomen above with lines, or with a dorso-lateral tawny-ochraceous or ochreous stripe beginning on segment 3; no obvious black basal side-patch.

A large species, with broad ochreous dorso-lateral stripe on abdomen.

A small species, no such stripe on abdomen.

i. Forewing with a broad grey submarginal band.  
Forewing without such a band.

j. Stigma of forewing isolated, followed by a dark straight oblique band which consists of two or three distinct lines.  
Stigma situated in a black or brown patch, which is not very distinct; the discal band is curved, or indistinct except at internal margin, where it forms a square patch together with an antemedian band, or wings nearly all brown.

k. Discal band of forewing above forming three black contiguous patches between S6 and R3; the pale interspace distally of it narrow and sharply marked; mesothoracic tegula with pale middle stripe.
Discal band of forewing distinct only behind, where it forms a square patch, interspace distally of it dull grey like base of wing; mesothoracic tegula with pale middle stripe.

Mesothoracic tegula without pale middle stripe.

l. Pale mesial line of abdomen simple, white.

Pale mesial line of abdomen (white-grey or clayish) more or less completely separated into two lines.

m. Discal interspace of forewing silvery white.

Discal interspace of forewing clayish.

n. Blackish brown discal band of forewing consisting of lines 1, 2, and 3, the last heavier than line 2.

The band consisting of lines 1 and 2, line 3 standing separate and not being so heavy as line 2, especially behind.

o. Hindwing above with a blackish olive discal line; abdomen with a dorso-lateral stripe of irregular white scaling (not at base).

Hindwing above without a distinct discal line; abdomen with ochraceous lateral stripe.

p. Middle line of mesothoracic tegula buffish grey; forewing with a brown triangular spot at inner margin near anal angle, Africa.

Middle line of tegula tawny; forewing without that spot, Oriental Region.

q. Line 4 of forewing curving basad behind, pale band of hindwing clayish buff.

Line 4 of forewing straight, very heavy, pale band of hindwing reddish.

r. Cavity at end of first segment of palpus partly concealed by rough scaling.

Cavity at end of first segment of palpus sharply defined.

s. Body above olive-chestnut, below ferruginous or red.

740. Th. turneri.

739. Th. brunnea.

740. Th. turneri.

739. Th. brunnea.

738. Th. margarita.

737. Th. pinastrina.

735. Th. cajas.

736. Th. oldenlandiae.

734. Th. monteironis.

732. Th. japonica.

733. Th. lyceus.

745. Th. castanea.
Body above drab, below buff or vinaceous buff.

1. Thorax without pale lateral stripe.
   Thorax with pale lateral stripe.
   Forewing below with a distinct drab-grey dentate marginal band; fringe unicolorous. Africa.
   Forewing below without a distinct marginal band; fringe spotted. Papaysia.
   Wings and body vinaceous red.
   Wings and body not vinaceous red.
   Forewing below without vestige of lines.
   Forewing below at least with a costal spot about 10 mm. from apex representing a discal line.
   Forewing with a single broad line measuring about 2 mm. behind.
   Forewing with one, thin, or more lines.
   Forewing above with several discal lines; that ending at tip of wing accentuated by vein-dots.
   The line ending at tip of wing not accentuated by vein-dots, or the line curved towards costa; abdomen without dorsal lines.
   The line ending at tip of wing broad, not accentuated by vein-dots, the two preceding lines close together; abdomen striped above.
   Forewing below without traces of a line between cell and subapical costal spot.
   Forewing below with traces of a line between cell and subapical costal spot.
   Apical line of forewing joining a distal line with which it forms a single line running from tip to inner margin.
   Apical line, if present, separate from the respective discal line, which curves towards costal margin.

726. *Th. latreillei*.
727. *Th. tryoni*.
728. *Th. jugartha*.
729. *Th. queenslandi*.
730. *Th. boisdurriti*.
731. *Th. rheas*.
732. *Th. incavarta*.
733. *Th. inornata*.
734. *Th. indistincta*.
735. *Th. elatha*.
736. *Th. gnomea*.


Chaeoscampa nessus var. rubricaudus Schaufuss, Nats. Oebis, i. p. 18 (1870) (Java).


Pagenst. nessus, Snellen, Tijdschr. Ent. xx. p. 2 n. 10 (1877) (Java).


Chaeoscampa nessus, Swinhoe, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., p. 514. n. 5 (1884) (Karachi); id., le. p. 288, n. 10 (1885) (Belgauoa; Bombay, ix.—xi.).

♂ ?. Second segment of palpus more triangular than in the allied species of Theretra, the opening of the palpus large, some single long scales protruding from it. External row of spines of first protarsal segment doubled and trebled. The lines on the forewing, above and below, are rather variable in detail: the first discal line of the underside is generally thinner and more obviously dentate in the Japanese, Chinese and Indian specimens than in the individuals from the Malayan and Papuan Subregions. The dirty yellowish buff area of the hindwing is often very much reduced in length as well as in width. The dorsal area of the abdomen shows vestiges of lines.

♂. Tenth tergite of the usual type, sinuate; sternite slightly spatulate, rounded at end. Clasper with 20-odd large scales: harpe (Pl. LIII. f. 21) peeniy, very stort, short, curved at end, the underside somewhat concave, the externo-dorsal edge of the upperside irreguarly notched, raised proximally into a broad, compressed tooth, tip of harpe acute in side-view, obtuse in subproximal view. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVIII. f. 14) armed with an elongate kidney-shaped, multitendate, apical lobe.

♀. Edge of vaginal cavity not obviously raised to a ridge.

Larva with rather small ocellus on fourth segment, followed by a still smaller spot on fifth segment: a pale dorso-lateral stripe from head to horn, area beneath this stripe with oblique bands or stripes.—Food-plants: Dioscorea: Barringtonia Hub. Oriental Region: Ceylon, N.W. India to Japan, eastwards to Lifu.

In the Tring Museum 100-odd specimens from: Ceylon; Bombay: Khasia Hills; Sikkim: Buxa, Bhutan; Yokohama, vii. viii. Kaingaue near Tokio, v.; Malay Pen.; Borneo; Sumatra: Nias; Java: Lombok; Alor; Tenimber; Ambon; Dutch, German, and British N. Guinea; Lomisinde Is.; d'Entrecasteaux Is.; Trobriand Is.; Queensland: Lifu.

718. Theretra rhesus.

Chaeocampa lucasi Snellen (non Walker, 1856), Tijdschr. Ent. xxii. p. 66, n. 16 (1877) (partim; S. Celebes).


Theretra insulana, Kirby, Jd., p. 101, n. 75 a (1894).


♂ ♀. Agrees closely with heavily marked specimens of *boisdulai*; the lines on the abdomen are more distinct and those on the forewing much heavier, especially line 4; lines 2 and 3 stand close together, 3 being wider separated from 4 than in *boisdulai*. Structurally not different from *clotho* and *boisdulai*.

Larva agreeing with that of *nussai*, according to Semper.

Hub. Oriental region, from Sumatra eastwards to the Solomon Islands.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♀, 8 ♀ from: Benkoelen, W. Sumatra (Ericsson): S. Java, 1500 ft. (Fruhstorfer); Little Key, ii. '94 (Kühn): Fergusson, d'Entrecasteaux Is., xi. '94 (Meek): Treasury Is., Solomon Is., viii. 1901 (Meek and Eichhorn).

719. Theretra boisdulai.


*Sphinx boisdulai* Bagnion, Ann. Soc. Ent. France p. 115 (1839) (nom. nov. pro *♂* Boisd. eretica).


*Deilephila boisdulai* Staudinger & Wuoeck, Cat. Lep. ed. ii. p. 37, n. 476 (1871); Bartel, in Rahl, Grosssch. ii. 112 (1900).


*Chaeocampa boisdulai*, id., l.c. p. 585, n. 24 (1877).


Theretra boisdulai, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 651, n. 48 (1892).

Theretra pectinipenna, l.c. p. 556, n. 68 (1892).

*Chaeocampa (?) boisdulai*, Staudinger & Rebel, Cat. Lep. ed. iii. p. 103, n. 758 (1901).

This is the species of which Boisdulai considered in 1827 a specimen to be the ♂ of his *eretica*; Boisdulai's figure of this ♂ is not correct.

♂ ♀. Black dots at stigma of abdomen distinct, Forewing with six lines, line 4 accentuated by vein-dots. Abdomen mostly with five dorsal lines, which are seldom quite absent, the middle one the feeblest. The buff patch on the hindwing always reduced in size, never larger than in ordinary Indian *clotho*.

Larva not known with certainty.

Hub. Ceylon to North India, westward to Asia Minor and Turkey (straggler), eastward to Borneo and Lombok.

In the Tring Museum: ♀, ♀, ♀ from: Sikhim, viii. viii. (Pilcher); Khias Hills; Benkoelen, W. Sumatra, (Ericsson); Mt. Gede, Java, 4000 ft. (Fruhstorfer); Lombok, vi. (Everett); N. Borneo.
720. Theretra queenslandi.

Chaeorampia queenslandi Lucas, Queensland xxxix, p. 894 (1891) (Brisbane).


The type of *potentia* in coll. Standinger came from coll. Sommer, and was without locality; unfortunately Standinger labelled it "Mexico?" and thus misled Drury to describe it as an American insect. We append the following description.

♂♀. Resembling Indian *clotho*; mesothoracic tegulae darker than norm, the whitish lateral border continued to tip of palpus; abdomen basi-laterally with an olive-brown patch which is continued as an indistinct band, gradually fading away on segments 4 and 5. Scaling of antenna pinkish.

Wings, above.——Forewing: costal edge pinkish ochraceous, costal area from base to beyond middle like tegula, a broad line of the same colour from apex of wing to middle of hinder margin, extending along the latter to near base, not quite reaching an indistinct black basal patch, the line feebly curved on disc, more obviously at apex, externally shading off; stigma distinct; marginal and apical areas dusted with black scales.——Hindwing black, abdominal margin and a patch before 

Underside pinkish buff, hindwing rather more pinkish than forewing, both wings much sprinkled with black scales.——Forewing: basal half brown, except costal area, the line of the undersides vestigial apically; a series of minute discal dots, costal one heavier, about 9 mm. from tip of wing.——Hindwing: a discal series of indistinct vein-dots, parallel to margin, curving costad in front; costal margin more, abdominal area less speckled with olive than disc.

♂ not dissected.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Queensland.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♂♂ from: Brisbane.

A ♂ and a ♀ in the collection of Dr. Turner at Brisbane.

721. Theretra clotho.

*Sphinx clotho* Drury, Illustr. Ex. Ins. ii. p. 48, i. 28. f. 1 & Index (1773) (Madras).

♂♀. A widely distributed and rather variable insect.——Forewing above with a conspicuous line ending at tip of wing—this line consisting of the oblique apical line with which a discal line is merged together. In Drury's figure the line is too heavy. The stigmatical dots of the abdomen are obsolete, only the dot at the stigma of the third segment being distinctly black.

♂. Sexual organs similar to those of *indistincta*. Tenth tergite sinuate; sternite pointed. Friction-scales of clasper numerous and narrow; harpe without free process, truncate, dorsal edge more or less notched. Patch of teeth on penis-sheath (Pl. LVIII. f. 7) long, the teeth pointing proximad; the central point of each tooth much longer than the lateral ones and curved (Pl. LVIII. f. 8).

Larva: green or brown, one large ocellus on fourth segment, followed by six small blind ocelli.——Food-plant: *Cissus*.
**Hab.** Oriental Region: from Ceylon and N.W. India to Japan, eastwards to the Solomon Islands and New Caledonia.

Two subspecies:

a. *Th. clotho clotho* (Pl. XIV, f. 9, 3).

*Sphinx clotho* Drury, l.c. (1773); Geoge, Ent. Regn. iii. 2 p. 286 n. 9 (1780) (partim).


*Chaerocampa cyrene* id., l.c. p. 501 n. 42 (1877) (Java).


*Waterb., Th. Idem, Ins. i. t. 97 (1892).


3. Abdomen with black lateral patch at base. Buff band of hindwing abbreviated in front, not reaching further costal margin than R2, the anterior part being more or less completely suppressed in consequence of the extension of the black scaling.

**Hab.** Ceylon and N.W. India to the Philippines, Celebes, and Timor.

In the Tring Museum 70-odd specimens from: Ceylon: South and North India; China: Malay Peninsula; Andaman Is.; Sumatra; Borneo; Java: Lombok; Sumba; Dili, Timor: N. Celebes.

b. *Th. clotho relata* (Pl. XIV, f. 2. 3. 5).


*Chaerocampa lateritius* Lucas, Queensland xxxix. p. 834 (1891) (Brisbane).


*Chaerocampa queenslandica*, id. (soon Lucas, 1891) l.c. p. 64 (1891).

*Theretra elusio* Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 655 n. 60 (1892).

*Theretra elusio*, id. l.c. p. 655 n. 65 (1892).

*Theretra tifanas* Rothschild, Nov. Zool. ii. p. 78 (1894) (Lis; Mus. Tring).


5. On the whole more yellowish than *clotho clotho*. Abdomus without distinct black basal patch. Buff area of hindwing broad, more or less extended to costal margin, the black area being reduced. Blackish brown area of underside of forewing generally less extended than in the western form.
Hub. Papuan Subregion: Moluccas, eastwards to Australia and New Caledonia.

In the Tring Museum 11♂♂, 11♀♀ from: Mackay, Queensland; Aroa R., British N. Guinea (Weiske); Darn I.; Fergusson and Trobriand (Meek); St. Aignan (Meek); Bougn, Houn Golfe; Great Key; Larat, Tenimber (Kühn); Amboina; Ceram; Tagela and Treasury, Solomon Is.; Lifu.

Timor individuals and some from Sumba are intermediate between typical *celata* and typical *clotho*.


*Theretra batus*, id., *l.c.* n. 61 (1892) (= *gynographa*).

A photograph of the type of *gnoma* kindly sent to us by Dr. Meinert agrees with *batus* of Cramer.

♂♀. Paler than Indian specimens of *clotho*. Abdominal stigmata without black dots. Forewing with one discal line, which is almost parallel to the outer margin and curves costad at SC, being accentuated upon the veins and sometimes absent; a second line often vestigial, situated nearer cell. The pale marginal area of the hindwing more extended than in *clotho clotho*, nearly as much as in *clotho celata*. We have not noticed any constant differences in the sexual armature between *gnoma* and *clotho*.

Early stages not known.

*Hub.* South India: Ceylon.

In the Tring Museum 5♂♂, 5♀♀ from: Ceylon; S. India.

723. *Theretra incarnata* spec. nov. (Pl. VI. f. 12, ?).

♀. First protarsal segment with a simple external row of spines. Cavity of palpus as sharply defined as in *incarnata*, *batus*, etc.

Body and wings rufous-testaceous, upperside much shaded with brown. The white lateral border of the thorax is continued to the tip of the palpus, but is not very distinct on the head.

Wings, *above*.—Forewing: basal half shaded with brown; a black stigma; a single black line (in one of the three specimens barely vestigial), about 5 mm. from outer margin at SC; a short apical line, separate or joining the discal line; outer margin convex, fringe unicolorous.—Hindwing: the greater part brown,
the reddish colour appearing at anal angle and along outer margin, but not forming a band; apex obtuse.

_Underside:_ basal half of forewing clayish olive, rest of forewing and the whole hindwing rufous-testaceous, covered with minute, transverse, brown speckles; a discal line, parallel to outer margin, curving costad in front, vestigial on forewing, in one individual altogether absent.

Vaginal cavity partly filled up by a carinate tubercle.

_Early stages not known._

_Hab._ Sumba.


This and _indistincta_ may be forms of the same species. Considering, however, that _inornata_ and _indistincta_ are doubtless distinct in spite of the great similarity, we think it safer to treat _inornata_ also as distinct.

724. _Theretra indistincta_ (Pl. XIV. f. 11, ©).


_Chaerocampa coriifera_ Lucas, Queensland xii. p. 834 (May. 1891) (Brisbane); _Misk., l.c. p. 41 (1891).

_Theretra cleopatra_, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hnt. i. p. 606. n. 64 (1892).

_Theretra indistincta_, id., l.c. n. 73 (1892).

_Theretra currilina_, id., Nov. Zool. i. 101 (1894).

© ? Palpus and foretarsus as in the preceding species. A grey-olive insect, somewhat silvery grey. Scaling of antenna, costal edge of forewing and abdomen (especially below) more or less pinkish, foretibia and -tarsus almost white. Forewing with a single, not very prominent line as in _inornata_, separated at NC by a short, indistinct, apical line; there are proximally traces of one or two more discal lines, one of which stands close to the main line: in the ? the wing is speckled with brown scales.

©. Tenth segment as in _inornata_ and _boulong_. Harpe as in _boulong_, but more obviously dentate; friction-scales of clasper narrow, as numerous as in _inornata_. Patch of teeth of penis-sheath prolonged proximad, the teeth pointing proximad as in _boulong_.

_Early stages not known._

_Hab._ Queensland.

In the Tring Museum 5 ©, 3 ? ?, from: Mackay; Bongu, Ilam Golf.

725. _Theretra inornata_ (Pl. XIV. f. 10, ©).


_Chaerocampa pallida_ Miskin, l.c. n. 29 (1891) (Brisbane).

_Theretra pallida_, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hnt. i. p. 655. n. 54 (1892).

© ?. Cavity of palpus as sharply defined as in _tegoni_, the scaling regular. First protarsal segment with a single external row of spines. Scaling of antenna pinkish white; a black apical patch. The pale lateral band of thorax vestigial on pronotum, indicated by a fine line (often abbreviated) on head. Forewing, _above_, with a single, straight, line, which is 5 mm. distant from outer margin at SC and then
carves towards tip of wing; the upper end mostly vestigial. Wings neither with lines or dots on the underside, nor with a brown border: hindwing and costal edge of forewing somewhat pinkish.

♂. Sexual armature nearly as in tryoni, but the modified scales on the outer side of the clasper narrower and much more numerous, the hairs on the harpe longer, and the patch of teeth on the penis-sheath narrower.

Early stages not known.

Hub. Queensland.

In the Tring Museum 6 ♂♂, 6 ♀♀ from: Mackay (Turner); Duaringa, Dawson R. (Barnard, Meek).

726. Theretra latreillei.

Sphinx latreillei MacLeay, in King, Surv. Austral. ii. p. 464. n. 165 (1827).


♀. Cavity at end of first segment of palpus partly concealed by the irregular scaling (Pl. LIX. f. 13), the palpus differing in this respect remarkably from that of tryoni: scaling at end of first segment on insizers less regular (Pl. LIX. f. 14) than in tryoni (Pl. LIX. f. 15). External row of spines of first protarsal segment double, at least at the base. Head and thorax with a pale lateral band. Discal row of vein-dots of forewing less heavy than in tryoni: fringe not distinctly spotted.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite much longer and slenderer than in tryoni; apex of sternite rounded-truncate. Clasper as in tryoni; harpe prolonged into a free, straight, obtuse, somewhat tapering process (Pl. LII. f. 19). Tip of penis-sheath (Pl. LVIII. f. 6) acute; patch of teeth broader and shorter than in tryoni, the teeth mostly three-pointed, few four-pointed.

Larva with one large ocellus on fourth segment.—Food-plant: Cissus; Leuca; etc.

Hub. Oriental Region.

Two subspecies, which intergrade completely.

a. Th. latreillei latreillei.


*Charcoreampa desertu* id., l.c. ix. p. 638 (1877) (Hunter R., Austral.;—Mus. Brit.).


Charcoreampa latreillei, Kirby, Trans. Ent. Soc. London, p. 235 (1877) (= communens); Misk., l.c. p. 17. n. 27 (1891) (Queensland; larva on Fuchsia and L5ise).


Charcoreampa latreillei (♀), Miskin, l.c. p. 18. n. 28 (1891).

Charcoreampa latreillei Lucas, Queensland, xxxix. p. 894 (May 1891) ; Misk., l.c. p. 64 (1891).

*Charcoreampa unana* Swinhoe, l.c. p. 17. n. 82. t. 1. f. 9 (♀) (1892) (Mysol.; Amboina;—Mus. Oxford).
Thecreta latricilei, Kirby, l.c. n. 52 (1892).
Thecreta wolffkii, id., l.c. n. 55 (1892).
Thecreta desertla, id., l.c. n. 57 (1892).
Thecreta latricilus, id., l.c. n. 118 (1894).

♀♀. Abdomen without vestiges of dorsal lines. Wings and body a little paler than in the following form, the lines of the foregoing less prominent, mostly only lines 1 and 4 distinct, therefore the wings more uniform in colour; ground-colour sometimes slightly vinaceous. Penis-sheath see Pl. LVIII. f. 6.

Hub, Papuan Subregion: Moluccas eastward.

In the Tring Museum 50-odd specimens from: Ambon ; Ceram ; Buru ; Obi ; Key ; Aru ; N. Guinea ; W. Australia ; Queensland; Bismarck Archipelago: Solomon Is.

b. Th. latricilei lacasi.


*Caeoroampa lacasi* (1), Moore, in Horsf. & Moore, l.c. (1857).

Dellephiini spilota id., l.c. (1857).


*Caeoroampa lacasi* Walker, Journ. Linn. Soc. Lond. vi. p. 84. n. 8 (1862) (Sarawak) ; Boisd., Spec. Gen. Het. i. p. 254. n. 37 (1875) (Luzon) ; Java ; N. India).


Metopopus prose, id., l.c. ii. p. 226. n. 34 (1875).

*Caeoroampa prose* Stecker, Lep. Rhop. Het. i. 1. 14. f. 10 (1876) ("California")

*Caeoroampa velata* Suellen (van Fabricius, 1775), Tijdschr. Ent. xx. p. 2. n. 7 (1877) (Java; | = lucasi) ; id., l.c. p. 67 (1877) (Sumatra).


*Hothia lucasi* Moore, Lep. Ceylon ii. p. 29. t. 86. f. 3 (1882).

*Hothia prose* id., l.c. 2. 2a (l._p._i.) (1882).

*Thecreta tebrown* Kirby, Cat. Het. Het. i. p. 655. n. 50 (1892).

*Thecreta lucasi* Kirby, l.c. n. 51 (1892) ; Huwee, Het. Ent. Zeit. xi. p. 365. n. 24 (1895) (Java) ; Dohg., Journ. Bombay N. H. Soc. xi. p. 112. n. 110 (1898) ("not seen.")

*Thecreta prose* Kirby, l.c. n. 655. n. 88 (1892) ("California")

♂♂. Dorsal lines of abdomen more or less plainly marked. — Forewing: a black basal patch at internal margin, more or less vestigial; six discal lines, the first nearly always dilated near apex of cell. — First segment of profrustus with a single external row of spines in most individuals.

Hub, Indo-Malayan Subregion: Ceylon to North India, eastwards to the Philippines, Celebes, Java.

In the Tring Museum 60-odd specimens from: Celebes ; Danneker ; Sumba ;
Lombok; Java; Borneo; Sumatra; Nias; Audamans; Malay Pen.; North and South India; Ceylon.

A sketch of the palpus of Strecker's specimens sent to us by Mr. Franek proves procne as figured by Strecker to be latreillei lucasi, as suggested by Maassen, i.e.

727. Theretra tryoni.

*Chaeocampa butus*, Herrich-Schäffer (non Cramer, 1777). Aussever Sch. f. 559 (1869).
*Theretra tryoni*, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 655. n. 53 (1892).
*Theretra harrich* id., i.e. n. 62 (1892) (nom. nov. loco "butus Herr.-Sch.").

♂♀. Mesothorax without a pale lateral stripe; second abdominal tergite distinctly black at the sides, this colour extending backwards in some individuals to the third or fourth segment. Line 4 of forewing strongly accentuated by nerve-dots, and fringe also with black nerve-dots. External row of spines of first protarsal segment single. Cavity of palpus sharply defined, the scaling round it regular (Pl. LIX. f. 16); Pl. LIX. f. 15 represents the end of the first segment as seen from the inner side, the second segment broken off; Pl. LIX. f. 27 gives a view of the inner surface of the entire palpus. Scaling of antenna olive towards base.

♂. Tenth abdominal tergite gradually narrowed, convex above, apex sinuate, the angles rounded; sternite obtusely pointed. Clasper with a patch of about ten enlarged scales, arranged in two or three oblique rows, nearer apex than base of clasper; harpe short (Pl. LII. f. 20), obtuse, without free process, no teeth. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVIII. f. 4. 5): the teeth mostly four-pointed, few of them three-pointed.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Papuan Subregion: Queensland; N. Guinea; Moluccas; Solomon Is.

In the Tring Museum 10 ♂♀, 14 ♀♀ from; Brisbane, Rockhampton, Cooktown, Mackay; Milne Bay, Brit. N. Guinea (Meek); Fergusson I. and Trobriand Is. (Meek); Rossel I. (Meek); Little Key (Kühn); Amboina; Buru (Doherty); Isabel I., Solomon Is. (Meek & Eichhorn).

728. Theretra jugurtha.


*Theretra jugurtha*, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 656. n. 67 (1892).

*Chaeocampa clotha*, Schaus & Clemens, Sierra Leone Lepid. p. 18 (1893).

*Theretra obliterata* Rothschild, Nov. Zool. i. p. 75 (1894) (Sierra Leone;—Mus. Tring); id., i.e. iii. t. 14. f. 11 (1896).

♂♀. Cavity at end of first segment of palpus sharply defined, the scaling regular. External row of spines of the first protarsal segment single, or doubled at base. Of the lines on the forewing only lines 1 and 5 are marked, seldom also line 2, besides the oblique apical line, which joins line 5. The pale lateral band of head and thorax is obliterated, being vestigial before the antenna; no lines on the abdomen, but a black basal lateral patch sometimes indicated.

♂. Tenth abdominal segment as in capensis, but the sternite rather more triangular. Friction-scales of clasper not numerous, large; process of harpe (Pl. I.II. f. 24) very long, slender. Armature of penis-sheath similar to that of the following species, but the left row of teeth less extended (Pl. LVIII. f. 12), not beginning apically, but laterally.
♀. Apical and lateral edges of the vaginal plate raised a little, as in the allied species: edge of mouth of vagina rather feebly chitinised.

Early stages not known.

Hab. West Africa: Senegal to the Congo.

In the Tring Museum 22♂♂, 15♀♀ from: Sierra Leone: Ogrugn, Niger: Congo.

729. Theretra capensis.

Zschack, Mus. Leok. p. 95. n. 183. t. 31 (1878).

Sphinct capensis Liémè, Histo. Écol. Utr. p. 349. n. 9 (1764); Houtte, Naturl. Hist. i. 11. p. 451. t. 90. f. 5 (1767); Linée, Syst. Nat. ed. xii. p. 800. n. 10 (1767); Mart., Ally, Goseh. Nat. i. p. 84 (1774); Goeze, Ent. Beitr. iii. 2. p. 160. n. 10 (1780); Gmel., Syst. Nat. i. 5. p. 2379. n. 10 (1790); Auriv., K. Sr. Vet. Ak. Hampl. xix. 5. p. 132. n. 167 (1882) (recess. crit.: = arcus = insinuata = ostracina); id., Ent. Tierkr. xviii. p. 153. sub n. 84 (1807) (= clathro Fabr.).

Sphinct capensis Müller, Naturs. v. 1. p. 642. n. 21. t. 20. f. 5 (1774 (India!)).


Sphinct capensis id., i.e. p. 57. t. 226. f. ε (1779).


Sphinct capensis Gmelin, Syst. Nat. i. 5. p. 2386. n. 160 (1790).

Enmorpha elegans capensis, Hübner, Samml. Ex. Sch., i. t. 168 (1806-?).

Thymus capensis, id., Verec. becf. Sch., p. 138. n. 1477 (1822).

Thysanus capensis, id., l.c. p. 138. n. 1478 (1822).


Cheerewampa capensis, Walker, l.c. p. 145. n. 30 (1856) (var. of capensis?); Butl., l.c. p. 555. n. 8 (1877).


Cheerewampa capensis, Boisduval, l.c. p. 235. n. 13 (1875).

Theretra capensis, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 651. n. 9 (1892).

Sphinct capensis (l.), id., l.c. p. 651. sub n. 9 (1892) (laps. cal.).

Theretra ostraeina, id., l.c. n. 10 (1892).

Theretra capensis, id., l.c. n. 12 (1892).

♀. Rather variable. Body and wings sometimes all red. No dorsal lines on abdomen, basi-lateral patch red. Forewing with a dark subcostal cloud at apex of cell; just beyond there is occasionally a line curving costal, abbreviated behind, another discal line further distal, about parallel to margin, also curving costal, to which is joined an oblique apical line; if the costal, curved part of this discal line is absent, the apical and second discal lines form one single straight line; the area outside the discal line is often brown. The bull border of the hindwing is sometimes replaced by a brown border, or becomes reddish. Cavity of palpus sharply defined, there being no single long scale projecting into or over the opening.

♂. Tenth tergite narrower than in advent, not sinuate: sternite broad, sides parallel, apex rounded-truncate, with the sides somewhat bent upwards, so that the apex appears sinuate in a distal view. Friction-scales of clasper numerous, but rather large: process of large horizontal, curving upwards distally, apex spoon-shaped, being concave above. Penis-sheath essentially as in the preceding species, the right-side process rather slenderer.
9. The edge of the mouth of the vagina rather high, elevated to a thin smooth ridge, which gradually fades away distally.

Larva with one large eye-spot on fourth segment; a pale stripe from fifth segment to horn, vestigial or absent from thorax; horn short and stout in adult larva, long and ~-shaped in younger stages; ground-colour green or tawny.—Food-plants: Vitis; Cissus.

Hub. South and South-East Africa.

In the Tring Museum several larvae, so odd specimens from: Cape Colony; Natal; Transvaal.

730. Theretra alecto. 


Theretra alecto, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 630. n. 6 (1892).

Drilophila alecto, Bartel. in Ruhl, Groschen. ii. p. 113 (1900).

9. Cavity of palps not well defined proximally, owing to some long scales projecting over it. External row of spines of first protarsal segment single, or partially doubled. Line 5 of forewing heavy, sometimes also 1, lines 2 and 4 weak, 6 and 7 vestigial or absent. Dorsal lines of the abdomen often absent, sometimes rather plainly marked.

9. Tenth abdominal tergite rather narrow, underside feebly concave apically, clothed with erect hairs, apex rounded, feebly sinuate; sternite obtusely pointed, apex curved upwards, strongly convex beneath. Clasper with numerous fricition-scales: harpe slender, feebly ~-shaped, pointed. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVIII. f. 11) at the right side with a short multidentate process, and at the left with a long oblique row of teeth situated upon a slightly elevated ridge, which ends in a slender process that lies closely upon the sheath.

9. Vaginal armature of the same type as in eson (Pl. XLI. f. 15); the ridge before the mouth of the vagina rather thin, but well chitinised and smooth, becoming gradually lower postically, forming a kind of half-moon.

Larva: seven eye-spots, the five posterior ones often reduced and incomplete; pale dorso-lateral stripe of thorax not so prominent as in H. cereria; horn rather short and stout in last stage.—Food-plants: Vitis; Psychotria; Parderia; etc.

Chrysalis: tongue-case strongly compressed, prominent; cremaster conical, somewhat depressed.

Hub. Oriental Region, extending into the Palaearctic Region: from the Caspian Sea and Asia Minor to the Key Islands; not in China, Japan, and Ceylon.

Two subspecies:

a. Th. alecto alecto.

Sphinx alecto Linné, Lc. (1758) (India); id., Mrs. Lud. Uec. p. 357 (1761); Houtt., Naturall. Hist. i. 11. p. 159. n. 18 (1767); Linné, Syst. Nat. ed. xii. p. 892. n. 20 (1767); Drury, Insect. Ed. Ins. ii. p. 48. & Index. t. 27. f. 4 (1771-73) (Madras); Fabr., Syst. Ent. p. 546. n. 31 (1775).

Gram. Pop. Ecol. ii. p. 62. t. 137. f. 1 (1777); Gozez, Ent. Regne. iii. 2. p. 173. n. 20 (1780);

Fabr., Spec. Ins. ii. p. 152. n. 52 (1781); id., Memb. Ins. ii. p. 37. n. 56 (1781); Gmel., Syst. Nat. i. 5. p. 2381. n. 20 (1790); Fabr., Ent. Syst. iii. 1. p. 376. n. 59 (1793); Herr.-Sch., Eur. Schm. ii. p. 85. n. 10. Sphynx. 1. 2. f. 1. 5 (1847).
Spikiola aleota (!), Muller, Natur., v. 1, p. 611, n. 29 (1774).

Isoles aleota, Hubner, Lc. (1822).


Thecalhoa aleota, Kirby, i.e. (1832) (partim); Huwe, Berl. Ent. Zeit. xi. p. 394. n. 16 (1853) (Java); Dudg., Journ. Bombay N. H. Soc. xi. p. 412. n. 120 (1898) (Sikhim, Bhutan. v.—x., up to 8000 ft.).

Dolciphila aleota, Bartel, i.e. (1900) (partim).

♀ ? The tropical subspecies is deep in tint; the difference between it and the following form is very obvious if a series of both subspecies are viewed side by side.

Hab. N.W. India, South India, Formosa, eastward to the Key Islands, northward to Formosa.

In the Tring Museum 120-odd specimens from: Sikhim; Bhutan; Khasia Hills; Borneo; Nias; Java; Sambawa; Sumba; Celebes; Larat, Tenimber; Key.

b. Th. aleota cretica.


Thecalhoa aleota, Kirby, i.e. (1832) (partim).

Thecalhoa frigeri id., Lc. n. 7 (1832).

♀ ? Paler than the tropical form; body above and forewing less deep brown and the hindwing less bright red.


In the Tring Museum 1 larva, 1 pupa, 8 ♀♀, 1♂♂ (?) from: Beirut; Hula; Taschkent; Merw; Kaufla, Ouxus.
Boisdval described and figured a Palaearctic \( \delta \) of *alecto* as *cretica*; at the end of the description he referred to another insect as being perhaps the \( \sigma \): this latter he figured later on as the \( \delta \) of *cretica*. The name *cretica* must of course stand for what it was originally intended, namely the Palaearctic form of *alecto*.

731. Theretra suffusa.


*Choreaemera hector* id., \( \sigma \).

Theretra suffusa, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 650, n. 8 (1892) (China; Borneo).

\( \delta \) ?. Closely allied to the preceding species. A greyish mesial band from mesonotum to end of abdomen: the latter brown above, without black basal patch, an obscurely marked greyish dorso-lateral stripe from segment 3 backwards. Lines 1 and 5 of forewing heavy, 2 fused with 1, lines 6 and 7 also rather heavy, interspaces between 1 and 5 pale, between 5 and 6 dark. The black basal area of the hindwing much more restricted than in *alecto*, not dilated distad before abdominal margin.

Genital armature as in *alecto*, but the tenth sternite rather broader, more obtuse, less curved; process of harpe less slender, somewhat spoon-shaped, twisted. Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Indo-Malayan Subregion: China, North India to Borneo and Java.

In the Tring Museum 19 \( \delta \), 9 \( \sigma \) from: China; Penang and Perak, ii. (Curtis); Singapore, v.; Loeboe Rajah, W. Sumatra (Ericsson); Sarawak.

732. Theretra japonica.


Theretra japonica, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 654, n. 43 (1832).

\( \delta \) ?. Dorsal lines of abdomen obscure. Discal band of forewing formed by two separate lines, lines 1 and 2 being merged together, interspaces between lines 1 + 2 and 5 of nearly the same breadth.

According to the dated material from Japan there is some seasonal variation, the spring specimens being on the whole paler than the summer specimens. The Amur individuals which we have seen in collections are unfortunately not dated, but both forms occur in Amuriland as well as in China.

* Collectors of the Palaearctic Lepidoptera generally do not care to have the specimens exactly labelled. The bad influence in this respect of certain dealers is everywhere felt. Our American brethren in Entomologics are mostly more advanced, even some of the dealers. One of the latter was quite astonished that we, being Europeans, wanted the date of capture of the specimens; such a request had never been made of him by a European Continental Lepidopterist.
♂. Tenth tergite very slender, rounded at end, upperside convex, but not subcarinate; sternite broad, sides parallel, apex truncate with the angles rounded. Process of harpe short, broad, hollowed out distally, the ridges bordering the cavity notched (Pl. LI. f. 18). Penis-sheath (Pl. LVII. f. 41): the band-like armature narrow, the proximal edge of the left-side lobe dentate; the right-side process short, dentate.

Larva green or brown; a white dot on third thoracic segment; a white ocellus with brown centre and black edge on fourth segment, a similar but smaller ocellus on the fifth and a small blind white ocellus on the sixth; a pale stripe from the fifth or sixth segment to horn, gradually fading away below, the pale sides with darker oblique shades.—Food-plant: *Cissus.*

*a*. *Th. japonica* f. vern. *saifaina.*


*Chorecosta japonica* var. *saifaina* Staudinger & Rebel, *Lep.* n. 756a (1901).

♂ ?. A pale form; sides of thorax, base and discal interstices of forewing more whitish than in the summer specimens, external area of hindwing also paler.

*b*. *Th. japonica* f. aest. *japonica.*

*Chorecosta japonica* Orza, *Lep.*

♂ ?. A darker form. The differences are very slight and the two forms intergrade completely.

*Hab.* Japan; Corea; Amurland; China; Formosa.

In the Tring Museum 8 larvae and 90-old specimens from: Hakodate; Yokohama; Amurland; Wei-hai-wei; Ta-tsen-Iu, W. China; Taipoh, Formosa.

733. *Theretra lyceutus.*

*Sphinx lyceutus* Cramer, *Pap. Ent. i.* p. 96. t. 61. f. o (1775) (Bengal; Coromandel; Ceylon).


*Theretra prunosa* Kirby, *Lep.* n. 34 (1892) (Ceylon).

*Chorecosta japonica* Peipers (non Orza, 1867), *Tijdsschr. Ent.* xi. p. 42. n. 86. t. 1. f. 6. 7, t. 4. f. 7 (1897) (Java, larvae: cit. Boisduval excl.).
\( \mathcal{S} \). The pale dorsal double line of the abdomen becomes indistinct posteriorly. The brown discal band of the forewing is formed by two separate lines, lines 1 and 2 being fused together; line \( \mathcal{S} \) heavy, 7 also rather prominent. The reddish band of the hindwing varies in width; if the reddish scaling is extended in a basal direction, one or two, seldom three, brown lines become visible. External row of spines of first protarsal segment trebled by additional spines.

\( \mathcal{S} \). Tenth tergite stout, rather strongly curved at end, apex sinuate; sternite pointed, broadly triangular, sides obliquely rounded. Process of harpe horizontal, apically slightly dilated. Armature of penis-sheath peculiar (Pl. LVIII. f. 9, 10): the right process enlarged, with two ridges of teeth, the left lobe reduced to a long pointed process which bears traces of teeth.

\( \mathcal{S} \). Vaginal armature asymmetrical (Pl. XLI f. 17), the ridge in front and at the sides of the vaginal cavity at the right side gradually fading away, while at the same side another ridge extends into the cavity.

Larva with a complete series of ocelli; the ocelli are pale with a black ring in the stage figured by Piepers, l.c.

**Hab.** Ceylon to N.W. India and eastwards to Java.

In the Tring Museum \( \mathcal{S} \) \( \mathcal{S} \), 3 \( \mathcal{S} \) \( \mathcal{S} \) from: Ceylon; Sikhim; Basscin; Penang, i. (Curtis); Java.

734. *Theretra monteironis.*


\( \mathcal{S} \). The blackish discal band of the forewing is formed by two separate lines only, line 1 being fused with 2; line 5 heavy. On the hindwing there is a vestigial pale band, including mostly a very indistinct brown line, proximally of which another line is occasionally visible. The dorsal lines of the abdomen are quite as obscure as in *japonica*.

\( \mathcal{S} \). Tenth abdominal tergite slender, rather strongly curved, apex rounded, upperside convex but not carinate; sides of sternite almost parallel, apex truncate, with the angles rounded. Process of harpe first horizontal, then curving evenly and slightly ventrad and distally dorsal, apex slightly widened in dorsal view. Armature of penis-sheath: the right process a pointed conical tooth, the left band-like, widest distally, narrowing towards the end, being elongate-triangular, resembling the blade of a knife, the proximal edge minutely and densely dentate, the distal edge without teeth.

Early stages not known.

**Hab.** East Africa: Natal; Delagoa Bay.

In the Tring Museum \( \mathcal{S} \) \( \mathcal{S} \), 1 \( \mathcal{S} \) from Natal.

735. *Theretra cajus.*

*Sphinx cajus* Cramer, *Reg. Ent.* ii. p. 80. f. 146. f. f (1777) (Cap. b, sp.).

\( \mathcal{S} \). The two white lines of the abdomen are fused together at the base and apex of each segment, as is sometimes the case in *oldenlandiav*, forming a kind of chain. The forewing has a black subbasal streak behind M. On the hindwing there is a distinct discal line preceded proximally by another line, which is, however, generally lost in the brown discal area; the submarginal line is in most specimens distinct, the marginal band being shaded with grey.

\( \mathcal{S} \). Tenth tergite shorter and broader than in the preceding species, less convex.
above, apex rounded; sternite broad, sides somewhat obliquely rounded, apex narrowed to an obtuse point. Process of haltere slender, horizontal, distally gradually curved dorsal. Band-like armature of penis-sheath: the left lobe rather shorter than in oldenlandiae, with heavy teeth at the proximal edge, with few teeth at the distal edge (Pl. LVII. f. 42).

♀. The anterior and lateral edge of the cavity raised, smooth, half-moon-shaped.

Larva not known.

Hab. Africa.

Two subspecies:

a. *Th. cajus perkeo* subsp. nov.

♀. Paler than the following form; discal line 5 of forewing above not distinctly heavier than line 6; hindwing without distinct brown discal line. Tenth abdominal tergite slenderer.

Length of forewing: 22 mm.

Hab. Ogrungr, Niger.

One ♀ in Tring Museum.

Another specimen, also a ♀, in the British Museum from Pt. Lokkoh, Sierra Leone, differs from the *type* in the fourth discal line of the forewing being thinner, vestigial, in the white dorsal line of the abdomen not being divided, and in the hindwing being paler.

b. *Th. cajus cajus*.

*Xylophorus cahame*, id., l.c. p. 136. n. 1459 (1822).


*Characoma gardina* cahame, id., l.c. viii. p. 139. n. 20 (1856); *Butl., Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond.* ix. p. 558. n. 26 (1877) (= *gardina* ?).


*Characoma cahame*, Boisduval, l.c. i. p. 245. n. 24 (1875).

*Characoma cahame*, Butler, l.c. ix. p. 558. n. 25 (1877) (Natal: Zululand; Cape).

*Theretra* cahame, *Kirby, Cat. Lep. Hist*. i. p. 653. n. 35 (1822) (= *charmae* = *gortys* = *ephes*).

♀. Line 5 of forewing above much heavier than line 6; brown discal line of hindwing above distinct.

Hab. South and South East Africa.

In the Tring Museum ♀♀ from Cape Colony: Natal.

736. *Theretra* oldenlandiae.


*Gmel., Syst. Nat.* i. 5. p. 2381. n. 75 (1790); Fabr., *Ent. Syst.* iii. 1. p. 370. n. 41 (1793); Lewin, *Ins. N. W. Wales* p. 4. t. 3 (1822); *Thom., Ent. Arch.* i. p. 6. t. 1. f. 3 (1828).

*Sphinx danni* Cramer, l.c. ii. p. 56. t. 132. f. v (1777) (E. Ind.).


*Characoma* danni*, id., l.c. p. 263. n. 49 (1875).


*Characoma* lyctus* Hampson*, l.c. p. 87. n. 124 (1892) (sub syn.)
♀. The two lines of the abdomen are sometimes partly fused together; occasionally there are only a few brown scales separating them here and there. Lines of forewing as in margarita, but line 4 nearly always distinct, interspace between 4 and 5 not quite so pale as that between 3 and 4, which is more or less silvery; line 5 always heavy, 6 thin but distinct. The pale band of the hindwing varies in tint and distinctness; it is sometimes very faint.

Cramer's figure of dracostratus applies to this species; the type specimen is preserved in the Tring Museum (ex coll. Felder from coll. Lennep); the single white abdominal line drawn by Cramer is excusable, as the lines are very incompletely separated in the specimen, being, in fact, merged together except here and there; the hindwing has no distinct pale band; both hindwings are repaired.

♀. Tenth segment as in margarita, the sternite with an obvious mesial tooth. Process of harpe feebly curved, spatulate in dorsal view. Band-like armature of penis-sheath broader than in margarita and longer, the teeth less prominent, the process at the right side rather short.

Larva black, with a row of yellow spots on each side of the thoracic tergites; a series of seven eye-spots of about the same size, the first two with black centres; horn long and slender.

_Hab._ Oriental Region.

We have not seen oldenlandiae from the Bismarck Archipelago and the Solomon, where one should expect it to occur.

Two subspecies:

_1. Th. oldenlandiae oldenlandiae._

_Sphinx oldenlandiae_ Fabricius, i. c. (1775).

_Sphinx dracostratus_ Cramer, i. e. ii. p. 56. t. 132. f. r (1777).

_Sphinx margarita_ Haworth, _Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond._ i. p. 334, n. 12 (1812) (non. und.).


_Xylophanae gutta_ id., _Samml. Exot. Schm._ Zustr. iii. p. 28. 257, fig. 513. 314 (1825) (Bat.).


_Charcerosmya oldenlandiae_ Walker, _i. c._ (1856) (partim); _Moore, in Horaf. & Moore, _Cat. Lep. Ins._ _Mos._ I. C. i. p. 278. n. 644. t. 11. f. 4. a (l.) (1857); _Walk._ _Journ._ _Linn._ _Soc._ _Solv._ _vit._ _i._ p. 84, n. 9 (1862) (Sarawak); _Semp., _Ferz. _Zool._ _Bat._ _Ges._ _Wien._ xvii. p. 700. n. 1 51867 (larva); _Snel._ _Tijdschr._ _Ent._ _xx._ p. 2. n. 5 (1877) (Java); _Butl._ _Trans._ _Zool._ _Soc._ _Lond._ _iv._ _p._ 559. n. 29. t. 91. f. 1 (l.) (1877); _Kirby, _Trans._ _Ent._ _Soc._ _Lond._ p. 235 (1877); _Snell, _ii._ _xii._ _p._ 65. n. 12 (1877) (8. Celebes); _Butl._ _Proc._ _Zool._ _Soc._ _Lond._ p. 670. n. 34 (1880) (Formosa); id., _i._ _p._ 613 (1881) (Kuarihi, xii.); _Fors._ _Trans._ _Ent._ _Soc._ _Lond._ p. 390 (1884) (Mhow, life hist.); _Swinh._ _Proc._ _Zool._ _Soc._ _Lond._ p. 514. n. 7 (1884) (Kuarihi, xii.); id., _i._ _p._ 289. n. 14 (1886) (Poona, vi.; Bombay; Belgaum); id., _i._ _p._ 434, n. 8 (1886) (Mhow, vii. ix.); _Pagenst._ _Iris._ _i._ _p._ 86. n. 5 (1886) (Aru); id., _Johrb._ _Nass._ _Ver._ _Nat._ _xxv._ _p._ 111. n. 5 (1885) (Aru); _Cot._ & _Swinh._ _Cat. _Moths Int._ _i._ _p._ 16. n. 90 (1887); _Swinh._ _Journ._ _Bombyx._ _N._ _H._ _Soc._ _iii._ _p._ 118. n. 7 (1888) ( = guttica; Kuarihi, xii.); _Leech, _Proc._ _Zool._ _Soc._ _Lond._ p. 584. n. 15 (1888) (Yokohama); _Pagenst._ _Johrb._ _Nass._ _Ver._ _Nat._ _xii._ _p._ 107. n. 204 (1888) (Amboina); _Swinh._ _Trans._ _Ent._ _Soc._ _Lond._ p. 103, n. 13 (1880) (Thayemyo); _Pagenst._ _i._ _xii._ _p._ 101, n. 177 (1886) (E. Java); _Swinh._ _Cat._ _Lep._ _Het._ _Mol._ _Oz._ _i._ _p._ 29, n. 76 (1892) ( = White Nile and Melville I. excl.); _Hamps._ _in_ _Blanc., _Fauna Brit._ _Ind._ _Mol._ _i._ _p._ 87. n. 125 (1892); _Pagenst._ _Ex._ _xivii._ _p._ 58 (1894) (Sumba); id., _i._ _xli._ _p._ 155. n. 117 (1896) (Sumba); _Semp., _Schm._ _Philipp._ _ii._ _p._ 325. n. 52. t. _v._ _f._ _7._ _8._ _t._ _p._ (1896) (Luzon; Bohol; Mindanao); _Plop., _Tijdschr._ _Ent._ _xl._ _p._ 97. 99, f. 226 (horn of L) (1897); _Leech, _Trans._ _Ent._ _Soc._ _Lond._ _p._ 283. n. 61 (1898) ( = proxima); _Nurse, _Journ._ _Bombyx._ _N._ _H._ _Soc._ _xii._ _p._ 513 (1899) (Gutch); _Staud._ & _Reb., _Cat._ _Lep._ _ed._ _iii._ _p._ 103. n. 765 (1901).

(2) _Charcerosmya sobrina_ Walker, _i._ _viii._ _p._ 148, sub _n._ _36 (1856).
Chlorocampa oldelandiae, Boisduval, l.c. (1875) (partim).

**Deilephila protra** Austaut, *Le Natur.** p. 60 (1892) (Japan).


**Thetera prothra**, id., *l.c.* p. 931. n. 116 (1892).

**Deilephila oldelandiata**, Bartel in Rühl, *Gross such.** ii. p. 108 (1900).

**♂ ?.** Individuals from Celebes are mostly darker in tint than those from other localities, both the fore- and the hindwing being much shaded with blackish brown. Individually variable in size. In Japan, China, and the Himalayas there is possibly a smaller and paler spring form.

*Hab.* Ceylon, N.W. India to Japan, eastwards to New Guinea.

In the Tring Museum 3 larva, 1 pupa, 120-odd specimens from : Ceylon; South, X. West, and North India; China; Japan; Formosa; Penang; Sumatra; Borneo; Philippines: Celebes; Java; Sumba; Ambon: Kei; German and British N. Guinea.

**b. Th. oldelandiata firmata.**

**Deilephila oldelandiata**, Boisduval, in *Voy. Astralabe* p. 184 (1832) (Sidney; larva descr.) ; Feisth., in *Voy. Faroese* p. 18 (1839) (Austral.).


*Chlorocampa lycetas*, Herrich-Sch., (non Carmer, 1775), *Ausserer, Schon.* ii. f. 557 (1869).


**♂ ?.** Rather reddish in tint, especially the pale band of the hindwing; sides of abdomen tawny; interspace between lines 4 and 5 on the forewing above generally more white than in the preceding.

*Hab.* Australia: N. S. Wales; Queensland; N.W. Australin.

In the Tring Museum 5 larva, 8 **♂♂, 17 ♀♀ from : Mackay: Dawson River; Townsville: Brisbane: Pt. Darwin.

737. *Thetera pinastriana.*

*Sphinx pinastriana* Martyn, *Psyche* t. 29. f. 81. t. 39. f. 85 (1797) (hab. ?).


*Chlorocampa pinastriana*, Miskin, *Proc. Roy. Soc. Queensland* viii. p. 11. n. 16 (1891) (Brisbane; Rockhampton; Java; India; Ceylon).

**♂ ?.** Upperside, forewing: a brown oblique discal band as in *oldelandiata*; line 4 more distinct; interspace between 3 and 4 more or less silvery, the broader interspace between 4 and 5 not silvery. The amount of black on the hindwing variable; there is sometimes a narrow discal band consisting of two indistinct lines, besides the marginal band. One white line on abdomen.
Sphinx pinastrina Martyn, Lr.

*Chaerocampa silhetensis* Walker, List Lep. Ins. B. M. viii. p. 143. n. 27 (1856) (partim; — Mus. Brit.): Walk, Journ. Linn. Soc. Lond. vi. p. 84. n. 10 (1862) (Sarawak); Schauf., Nyl. Aous. i. p. 17 (1870) (this spec.); Butl., Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. ix. p. 560. n. 32. t. 92. f. 8 (t. p.) (1877) (Ceylon; N. India; Silhet; Borneo; Java); Swell., Tijdschr. Ent. xx. p. 2. n. 6 (1874) (Java); id., Lr. p. 67 (1877) (Sumatra); Butl., Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond. p. 815. n. 43 (1877) (Formosa); id., Illustr. Typ. Specim. Lep. Het. B. M. v. p. 8. t. 79. f. 6 (1881) (Cot. & Swinn., Cat. Moths Ind. i. p. 17. n. 93 (1887); Leech, Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. p. 120. n. 100 (1889) (Kiukiang); Swink., ibid. p. 163. n. 14 (1890) (Pegu); id., Cat. Lep. Het. Mus. Rz. i. p. 19. n. 71 (1892); Snell, in Snell, fauna Malaya-Sumatra ii. p. 29 (1892); Hamps., in Blanf., fauna Brit. Ind., Moths 1. p. 88. n. 126 (1892); Piep., Tijdschr. Ent. xl. p. 27. f. 4 (horn of l.) (1897); Leech, Lr. p. 284. n. 53 (1898) (Kiukiang; Loo Choo Is.).


*Chaerocampa silhetensis* Boisdinval, Lr. (1875) (partim).

*Xylophanes pinastrina* Moore, Lep. Ceylon ii. p. 18. t. 87. f. 2 (1882).


Interspace between lines 4 and 5 on the upperside of the forewing broad; line 5 heavier than 6.


*Chaerocampa silhetensis* Miskin, Lr. (1891) (partim; Rockhampton; Brisbane); Semper, Sehm. Philol. ii. p. 306. n. 33. t. v. f. 1. 2 (1. p.) (1896) (Luzon; Bohol; Sulu; Palawan).

*Thera* silhetensis, Pagenstecher, Arch. Senk. Nat. Ges. xxii. p. 444. n. 126 (1897) (Celebes); id., in Chun, Zoologico xvii. 29. p. 13 n. 9 (1900) (Mioko; Shorland Is.).

Interspace between lines 4 and 5 on upperside of forewing narrower than in preceding form; line 5 not heavier than 6.


Interspace between lines 4 and 5 on upperside of forewing narrower than in preceding form; line 5 not heavier than 6.


*Chaerocampa silhetensis* Miskin, Lr. (1891) (partim; Rockhampton; Brisbane); Semper, Sehm. Philol. ii. p. 306. n. 33. t. v. f. 1. 2 (1. p.) (1896) (Luzon; Bohol; Sulu; Palawan).

*Thera* silhetensis, Pagenstecher, Arch. Senk. Nat. Ges. xxii. p. 444. n. 126 (1897) (Celebes); id., in Chun, Zoologico xvii. 29. p. 13 n. 9 (1900) (Mioko; Shorland Is.).

Interspace between lines 4 and 5 on upperside of forewing narrower than in preceding form; line 5 not heavier than 6.


*Chaerocampa silhetensis* Miskin, Lr. (1891) (partim; Rockhampton; Brisbane); Semper, Sehm. Philol. ii. p. 306. n. 33. t. v. f. 1. 2 (1. p.) (1896) (Luzon; Bohol; Sulu; Palawan).

*Thera* silhetensis, Pagenstecher, Arch. Senk. Nat. Ges. xxii. p. 444. n. 126 (1897) (Celebes); id., in Chun, Zoologico xvii. 29. p. 13 n. 9 (1900) (Mioko; Shorland Is.).
738. Theretra margarita.


Miskin says that this is *phoenix* of Koch (not Oken, 1815); he received the name to specimens sent by him to Koch. However, in 1865 Koch himself says that *phoenix* is the same as *rigil* ( = *celor* = *liquiria* = *gorky*, etc.). But even if the insect named by Koch *phoenix* in 1865 was not the *phoenix* of Herrich-Schäffer ( = *rigil* = *liquiria* = *celor*, etc.), but the present species *margarita*, the name *phoenix* could not be employed instead of *margarita*, as there was no description given in 1865, and as Koch did not mean to publish a new name for a new insect, but simply applied Herrich-Schäffer's name *phoenix* (which is not Oken's *phoenix* = *celor*) to the insect which he identified as Herrich-Schäffer's. Koch may very likely have misidentified later on the present species as *phoenix*. He was not very careful in this respect. See his remark about *sergo*.

♂ & ♀. Very close to the following insect. Forewing : lines 1, 2, 3 forming a brown band, 4 obsolete, interspaces between lines 3 and 5 silvery white, at least behind, line 5 heavy, stigma vestigial. Grey mesial band of thorax much broader than in *pinastrum*.

♂. Tenth tergite slender, rather strongly curved, subcarinate above, apex convex above, rounded-truncate, not distinctly sinuate; sternite truncate, slightly bistrinate, the middle lobe dentiform, upperside transversely ribbed at the margins. Process of harpe widened in middle, then evenly and rather strongly curved, spathulate in a dorsal view. The ribbon-like armature of the penis-sheath (Pl. LVII. f. 39. 40) broad, dentate at both edges sinistro-laterally.

Early stages not known.

*Hab. Australia : Queensland.*

In the Tring Museum 4 ♂♂, 4 ♀♀ from : Brisbane : Dawson R. (Barnard) ; Townsville (Dodd).

739. Theretra brunnea.


*Pamena brunnea* Rothschild, *Nov. Zool.*, vi. p. 69. n. 7 (1899) (Burm ; Mus. Tring); id., *Lx.,* vii. p. 274. n. 4. t. 5. f. 3 (♀) (1901).

♀. The slight differences between Semper's and our specimen are most likely individual. The species differs from *turneri* and *insignis* especially in the mesothoracic tegula being devoid of a pale median stripe. Antenna incrassate distally as in the allied species.

*Hab. Mindanao : Burm.*

In the Tring Museum 1 ♀ from Burm.

740. Theretra turneri.


♂ ?. Cavity of palpus partly concealed by rough scaling. Antenna somewhat clubbed, especially in ♀. External spines of first protarsal segment rather long, the row doubled, with some additional short spines.

♂. Tenth segment as in margarita, the apex of the sternite more rounded, not distinctly bisinnate. Friction-scales of elasper large; process of harpe long, slender, feebly spatulate, curving upwards at end. Penis-sheath similar to that of margarita and allies, the right process short, narrow, paniculately, the ribbon-like armature broadest at its most distal point, the dentate ridge beginning close to the right process (Pl. I. Viii. f. 26, dorsal view), the distal edge of the ribbon dentate as in margarita.

♀. Vaginal plate rounded triangular, very obtuse; anterior edge of the vaginal cavity raised into a smooth ridge, which forms a kind of half-cylinder over the cavity, and gradually disappears distally.

Early stages not known.

Hub. Queensland.

In the Tring Museum ♂ ♂ 10 ♀ ♀ from: Brisbane and Townsville (Dodd); Cooktown; Mackay (Turner).

741. Theretra insignis.


♂ ♀. Structurally not different from turneri, except that the right process of the penis-sheath is longer in insignis. The sharply marked narrow pale band which runs from near the apex of the forewing to the middle of the hinder margin, and forms an obtuse angle in middle, is a conspicuous distinguishing character of insignis.

Early stages not known.

Hub. Andamans to Tenimber.

Two subspecies:

a. *Th. insignis insignis*.

b. *Th. insignis kuhni*.

742. Theretra griseomarginata.

A rare insect; we have seen only two specimens. Antenna long, reaching beyond end of cell of forewing. External row of spines of first segment of foretarsus double. White mesial line of abdomen simple. A whitish submarginal band on forewing above nearly straight from apex to near hinder angle.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Sikkim.

A ♂ in the British Museum; a ♂ in coll. Charles Oberthür.

743. Theretra orpheus.


♂ ♀. Antenna clubbed as in the three preceding species. Cavity of palpus sharply defined, the scaling around it more regular than in *tuneri*, etc. Long spurs of hindtibia shorter than usual; bristles of midtarsal comb long. Cross-veins of hindwing straight, D² not or very feebly curved.

♂. Tenth tergite as in the allied species, but feebly dilated at the end, which is rounded-truncate and faintly sinuate; sternite narrow, rounded at end, with a minute mesial tooth. Clasper with one single large scale, which is obtuse at end; harpe short, without free process (Pl. LIII. f. 23). Penis-sheath without armature; the dorsal edge produced into a lobe, which is bent into the interior of the cylinder.

♀. Vaginal plate triangular, narrowly truncate; vaginal cavity a little before middle, its anterior edge raised, more strongly chitinised than the sides, with some longitudinal wrinkles; no separate lobes.

Early stages not known.

Hab. Aethiopian Region: Continental Africa; Comoro Is.

Three subspecies:

a. *Th. orpheus pelius* subsp. nov.


♂. A pale and narrow-winged form. Sides of basal segments of abdomen scarcely deeper brown than the other segments; middle stripe of mesothoracic tegula greenish olive.—First discal line of forewing thin, not heavier than second; lines in basal third of wing thinner than in the following subspecies, disc washed with greenish olive, this colour more obvious between upper angle of cell and discal lines, where the wing is russet or Prout's brown in *orp. orpheus*.—Hindwing and underside of both wings paler than in the following.

Hab. West Africa.

In coll. Charles Oberthür I ♂ (type) from Johann Albrechts Höhe, Cameroons (Conrada).

b. *Th. orpheus orpheus*.


Pamena orpheus, Butler, Tran., *Zool.,* i. p. 550, n. 40 (1877).

Pamena [♂] orpheus, Kirby, *Cat. Lep.,* i. p. 602, n. 5 (1892).


Pamena orpheus [♂], Distant, *Ann. Mag. N. H.,* (7) i. m. p. 190 (1899) (Bolango Bay: — *varicosa* = *vaginus* ex *erroris* !).
♂♀. Forewing washed with Prout's brown or russet at inner margin proximally and distally of pale discal double line, and also between upper angle of cell and discal lines.

_Hab._ South Africa: Cape Colony; Natal.
In the Tring Museum : ♀♂, 2 ♀♀ from Natal.

c. _Th. orpheus intensa_ subsp. nov. (Pl. V. f. 13, ♀).

♂. Darker and broader-winged than the previous. Lines of upperside of abdomen and forewing less distinct; pale band of forewing conspicuous behind, where it is creamy, and costal margin not pale beyond apex of cell. Underside of wings: ground-colour cinnamon-fusous, lines of forewing thinner than in the preceding forms.

_Hab._ Grande Comore (L. Humblot).

One ♀ (tape) in coll. Charles Oberthür, here figured; a second ♀ kindly given to the Tring Museum.

744. _Theretra plicicosta._


*Gauthierilinus plicicosta*, Moore, _Lep._ Ceylon ii. p. 21. t. 84. f. 6 (1882).


♂♀. Opening of palpus partly covered by single long scales of the first and second segments. External row of spines of the first protarsal segment doubled and trebled. Thorax with a white mesial line. Lines of forewing straight, nearly parallel to margin, one only distinct and this dentate; costal edge and stigma buffish white.

♂. Tenth abdominal segment of the ordinary shape, tergite feebly sinuate, sternite rather narrow, pointed. Clasper with 10-odd large scales; harpe long, slender, horizontal, apex rounded in dorsal view, flattened. Penis-sheath: apical edge dorsally rounded-produced, symmetrical; on the right and the left side a dentate process pointing proximad, the left process the slenderer and slightly longer.

Early stages not known.

_Hab._ Ceylon to Burma and Hongkong.

In the Tring Museum ♀♂, ♀♀ from : Ceylon ; Karwar ; Khasia Hills ; Jaintia Hills, Burma.

745. _Theretra castanea._


_Metopalis castanea_, Kirby, _Cat. Lep. Het._ i. p. 651. n. 17 (1892) (Bombay).


♂ ♀. Somewhat variable in colour above and below. Palpus as in *pallicosta*. External row of spines of first proteral segment single, except at base, where there are some additional spines. The upperside sometimes more, sometimes less reddish; underside varying from orange-rufous to pale tawny.—Forewing, above, with greyish marginal area, which is widest at R²: stigma black, discal lines very indistinct, the distal one indicated by more or less vestigial veins.—Hindwing uniformly dark tawny-olive or blackish, fringe white between M² and SM².

Hab. South India.

The species leads over to *Rhagastis*, which it resembles very much in shape and in the style of coloration.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♂ ♀ from Travanore; 1 ♂ from Karwar.

**CLXIII. RHYNCHOLABA gen. nov.—Typus: acteus.**


Oecus Hubner, *Verr. beek. Schm.* p. 136 (1862) (partim; type: *american*).


♂ ♀. Second segment of palpus triangular; the joint widely open, some dispersed long scales on the naked space of the opening; scaling of first segment longest just below the opening, the palpus thus differing in outline (Pl. LIX. f. 23) from that of every other *Sphingidae*. Mid- and hindtibia short-scaled; basal spines of midtarsal comb prolonged, longer than the segment is thick; hindtarsus also with prominent comb.

* Larva: anterior segments small; a very large eye-spot on fourth segment, followed by a series of smaller, oblique, ovate spots; horn short. 

* Pupa with a long free tongue-case, the end of which rests against the breast fitting in a groove. 

Hab. Indo-Malayan Subregion.

One species.

Connected with the bulk of *Tereatra* by *Th. nessus*, with which *Rynchoalaba* agrees in many respects. The free tongue-case of the pupa is a character not found anywhere else among the *Sphingidae* semanophorae.


*Thecreta secta*, Semper, Schild. Philipp. ii. p. 402. n. 47. t. c. f. 4—7, t. n. f. 1. 2 (l., p.) (1896) (Luzon ; Cebu ; Bohol ; Mindanao ; Palawan).

*Panamera butleri* is based on a defective specimen in which the green colour has changed into reddish tawny.

The tenth abdominal tergite as in most *Thecreta*, gradually narrowed to end, truncate, feebly sinuate, the edge rounded ; sterna as long as the tergite, gradually narrowed to a point, apex somewhat curved upwards. Clasper with more than twelve large scales ; harpe elongate, subcylindrical, horizontal, very feebly curved, apex concave on upperside, slightly spoon-shaped in dorsal view. Penis-sheath with a single dentate process (Pl. LVIII. f. 15).

*Hab.* Ceylon to North India, eastwards to the Moluccas.

In the Tring Museum 1 larva, 1 pupa, 50 odd specimens from : Lezo Choo Is. ; Ceylon ; Travancore ; Sikhim ; Assam ; Penang ; Borneo ; Nias ; Java ; Lombok ; Sambawa ; Sumba ; Bum.

( CLXIV. CENTROCTENA gen. nov.—Typus : *rutherfordi*.)

♂ ? . Differs from *Thecreta* in the shorter spur of the midtibia bearing a comb of stiff bristles as in *Nephele* (Pl. LXIV. f. 8). Cavity at end of first segment of palpus large and well-defined ; second palpal segment broader than long. Abdomen with conspicuous tufts at the ventral edges of tergites 4 to 6. Distal margins of wings somewhat scalloped.

Abdomen peculiarly striate above and below, reminding one of the American Xylophanes ceratonioides and allies.

Early stages not known.

*Hab.* Africa.

Two species :

1. External discal lines of forewing above undulate 747. *C. rutherfordi*.

2. External discal lines of forewing quite straight 748. *C. imitans*.

747. *Centroctena rutherfordi* (Pl. X. f. 9, q).


♂♂. Interspaces between discal lines 3 to 6 of forewing bull, shaded with brown in front, undulate (like the brown lines) from R\(^2\) apicad.

♀. Tenth abdominal segment of the male type, as generally found in Theretra: tergite rather narrow and obviously curved, tip faintly sinuate; sternite rounded at end. Clasper with about a dozen large scales; harpe with a long, slender, horizontal, cylindrical process, which is slightly curved upwards at end. Penis-sheath peculiar (Pl. LVIII. f. 16), reminding one of that found in Theretra lucasi and clothe (and allies); a large dorsal patch of erect, somewhat curved spines, the tips pointing distal; the spines breaking off easily.

♀. Vaginal plate resembling that of Th. lyctus (Pl. XLII. f. 17), but more triangular, the edge of the vaginal cavity also asymmetrical, not so prominent as in lyctus.

_Hab._ West and East Africa.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂♂, 3 ♀♀ from: Gold Coast; Congo (Bentley); Yakusu, Congo (K. Smith): Nguela, German East Africa.

748. Centroctena imitans.


♂. Differs from the preceding in the grey mesial double line of the abdomen being much clearer marked, in the forewing being narrow, more strongly dentate, tooth R\(^2\) being much more prominent than tooth R\(^1\), and in some details of pattern: forewing, discal line heavy, 2 faint, 3 heavy, 4 faint, 5 heavy, interspace 4–5 white also costally, line 6 thin, none of the lines lunate as in ratherfordi, a black patch R\(^1\)–R\(^2\) outside line 6: hindwing, pale discal area more distinct, with a rather conspicuous blackish line. On the _underside_ the discal lines of the forewing are less oblique than in the preceding species, almost parallel to margin.

♀. Tenth sternite obtusely pointed. Harpe as before, but broader before apex, ending in a slender point. Penis-sheath very different from that of ratherfordi; the armature consisting of a broad flat right-sided process which is dentate at the end (Pl. LVIII. f. 17).

♀. Unknown.

_Hab._ East Africa.

Only 2 ♂♂ known to us, one in the British Museum from Delagoa Bay, the second in the Tring Museum from Uluguru, German East Africa.

---

CLXV. RHAGASTIS gen. nov.—_Type: _relata._

_Zninia id., i.e. p. 192 (1856) (partim; type: _Nephele souches_.)
_Cloeon ragusianum, Boisduval (non Duponchel, 1835), Syst. Gén. Lep. Het. i. p. 223 (1875) (partim_.
_Metopeles, Kirby (non Duncan, 1936), Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 660 (1882) (partim_.

♂♂. Differs from Theretra in the second segments of the palpi not touching one another, the base of the tongue remaining visible; from _Cyrtolentum_ in these segments not being so narrow, bearing a large apical tuft on the insides, and having a much smaller naked area.
Larva known only of mongoliama; of the Theretra-type, with one ocellus.

_Hab._ Oriental Region, northward to Amurland and Japan, eastward to Borneo and Java.

The genus is a connecting link between Theretra and Cercomera, and is itself connected with Theretra by _Th. castanea_ and _pallidosta_. Some of the species resemble each other rather closely; but there is really no great difficulty in distinguishing them, if one has once grasped the essential characters. The differences in the palpi, which we illustrate by some figures, will, we hope, convince even the most confirmedumper of the distinctness of the insects.

**Key to the species:**

| a. Hindwing below with conspicuous black stigma | . . . . . . . . | 758. _Rh. albomarginatus_. |
| b. Hindwing below without a black stigma | . . . . . . . . | |
| c. Second segment of palpus strongly narrowed to base (Pl. LIX. t. 17) | . . . . . . . . | 751. _Rh. acuta_. |
| d. Second segment of palpus not narrowed to base (Pl. LIX. t. 18) | . . . . . . . . | |
| e. Upperside of thorax flushed with red, underside of wings and body inclusive of palpus rosy red | . . . . . . . . | 757. _Rh. gloriosa_. |
| f. Upperside of thorax not flushed with red | . . . . . . . . | |
| g. Forewing above with a single series of sharply defined white submarginal lunules | . . . . . . . . | 755. _Rh. lunata_. |
| h. Forewing above with two series of white spots or a broad ill-defined band, or without white submarginal markings | . . . . . . . . | |
| i. Forewing above with a series of white submarginal spots, preceded by a straight white line from apex to R² and by a lunate line between R³ and SM²; underside of body and wings ochreous | . . . . . . . . | 756. _Rh. olicaca_. |
| j. Not so coloured | . . . . . . . . | |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
| . . . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . | . . . . . . . . |
h. Costal half of cell of forewing below of the reddish colour of the disc; abdomen without yellowish lateral stripe; costal edge of forewing very pale, creamy . . . . . 753. *Rh. confusa.*

Cell of forewing below entirely brown; abdomen rosy beneath, a conspicuous ochreous side-stripe; a broad white submarginal band on upperside of forewing . . . . . 754. *Rh. castor.*

Cell brown as before; abdomen below buffish white; the stripe connecting basal area with marginal band of forewing heavy . . . . . 752. *Rh. aurifera.*

749. *Rhagastis mongoliana.*


*Metopalis mongoliana,* Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 660. n. 3 (1892) (Mongolia); Lecceh, Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. p. 288. n. 61 (1898).

*Delophila mongoliana,* Staudinger, l.c. vi. p. 230. n. 218 (1823); Bartel, in Rhdb. Grosshain. ii. p. 129 (1900) (Amur; Corea; China; Japan).

*Metopalis mongoliana,* Staudinger & Rebel, Cat. Lep. ed. iii. p. 104. n. 763 (1901).

♀. Second segment of palpus about as long as broad, not narrowed to base; cavity of first segment vestigial. External row of spines of first protarsal segment doubled and trebled. White lateral band of head and thorax distinct; metamorh with a patch of tawny and ochreous scales laterally, the patch extending on to the mesonotum, no black mesial dot; abdomen without lateral stripe. Distal margin of forewing more convex than in the other species, the fringe distinctly spotted, the four discal lines (or rows of dots) more distinct behind, followed at internal margin by a small brown patch, a similar patch at apex of wing. The brown border of the underside of the forewing dilated behind R2, mostly reaching the basal area. As in velata, aurifera, and acuta, there occur specimens in which the outer disc of the forewing above is buff-colour near costal and internal margins.

♂. Process of harpe slender, somewhat ~-shaped. Penis-sheath intermediate between those of velata and aurifera, the right process long, multidentate at and near proximal edge, especially near end, the left process slenderer, also multidentate at and near proximal edge (Pl. LVIII. f. 19).

Larva with one ocellus.—Food-plant: *Balsamina.*

Hub. Japan; Corea; Amurland; China.

In the Tring Museum 5 ♂ ♂, 10 ♀ ♀ from: Yokohama and Tokio, vii.; Kiukiang and Chu-su, China.


Metopius vulvaria, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 661. n. 12 (1892).
Chacerocampa velata, Hampson, in Blanford, Fauna Brit. Ind., Moths i. p. 40. n. 135 (1892) (partim).
Theretra velata, Dudgeon, Journ. Bombay N. H. Soc. xi. p. 413. n. 137. x. a. (1898) (Sikhim, Bhutan; v. vi., up to 4000 ft.).

♂. Second segment of palpus (Pl. LIX. f. 20) not narrower towards base, longer than broad, but not so long as in aurifera, cavity of first segment distinct. External row of spines of first protarsal segment simple, or doubled only at base. Metanotum without black mesial dot: abdomen without ochreous-tawny lateral stripe, or (rarely) the stripe vestigial on the last segments. The four discal lines of the forewing above, of which two or three are generally strongly dentate, form at internal margin a conspicuous patch, which is often continued costad, joining the patch situated near stigma, this latter patch not always marked. Underside of both wings much mottled with brown scales, forming mostly short transverse lines: the brown border of the forewing widened before R², sometimes almost extended to basal area. The clayish buff band on the upperside of the hindwing always narrow: it is best marked in the individuals which have the distal part of the disc of the forewing above buffish and the marginal border distinct, while it is vestigial or absent from the more evenly coloured individuals. It is peculiar that aurifera, acuta, velata and mongoliana each have two forms differing in the same way.

♂. The large scales of the casper stand in pairs; harpe as in acuta, rather more curved. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVIII. f. 20) symmetrical, both processes with several irregular rows of small teeth at the proximal edge. Tenth sternite long, sides parallel, apex obtusely rounded.

Hab. North India: Sikhim; Bhutan; Assam.
In the Tring Museum 30 ♀♂, 4 ♀ from: Sikhim; Bhutan; Khasia Hills.

751. Rhagastis acuta (Pl. XIV. f. 13, ♂).


Metopius acuta, Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 661. n. 13 (1892).
Chacerocampa velata, Hampson, in Blanford, Fauna Brit. Ind., Moths i. p. 40. n. 135 (1892).
Theretra spec., Dudgeon, Journ. Bombay N. H. Soc. xi. p. 413. n. 137. c. a. (1898) (Sikhim; Bhutan; v. vi. up to 4000 ft.).

♂. Second segment of palpus strongly narrowed towards base, triangular (Pl. LIX. f. 17), entirely different from the segment of velata, aurifera, etc.; compare also the inner surface of the palpi of acuta, velata and aurifera (Pl. LIX. f. 19, 20, 21); cavity of first segment large. External row of spines of the first protarsal segment doubled and trebled. In colour resembling aurifera, the subdorsal tawny-ochreous stripe of the abdomen at least vestigial; underside of thorax and abdomen buff, less white than in aurifera, the discal dots of the forewing below smaller, the marginal area not joined to the basal one; the marginal area of the hindwing narrower, not so much dilated before R². There are two forms connected by intergradations, but the intermediate examples are comparatively rare. In one form the ochreous-buff band of the hindwing is reduced, being often just indicated near anal angle; the forewing has scarcely a yellow tint, and the underside of both wings is dull clayish ochreous with a tint of brick-red. In the other form the forewing has here and there an olive-yellow
tine; the band of the hindwing is vestigial between Sc" and M\(^1\), and the underside of both wings is brighter reddish and ochreous.—The marginal border of the underside of the forewing appears often above.

**♀. Large scales of chaser (5 to 7) in two irregular rows appearing as one row; harpe longer and slenderer than in *aurifera*. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVIII. f. 21) asymmetrical, the right process longer, multidentate at end, rather broad, somewhat hand-shaped, the left process narrow, often very short.

_Hab._ North India; Penang.

In the Tring Museum 3♀, 3♀ ♀ from: Sikhim; Bhutan; Assam; Penang, 26. ii. '99 (C. Curtis).

752. **Rhapastis aurifera** (Pl. XIV. f. 7, ♀).


_Metallinus aurifera_ (♀), Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i. p. 651. n. 13 (1892).

_Chorexampa castor_, Hampson, in Blume, Fama Brit. Ind., Moths i. p. 31. n. 137 (1892) (partim).

_Thecla aurifera_, Dudgeon, Journ. Bombay N. H. Soc. xi. p. 413. n. 137. a. b (1898) (Sikhim; Bhutan; vii.—x., up to 7000 ft.).

♀ ♀. Cavity of first segment of palpus distinct; second segment broadest at base, longer than broad (Pl. LIX. f. 21). Black apical scaling of antenna extending over 10-odd segments. External row of spines of first protarsal segment double. Metanotum with black mesial dot. Abdomen with a distinct ochre-buff lateral stripe from segment 4 to 7, the stripe often extending basad to segment 3; underside of abdomen, and meso-meta-tergum creamy white. Wings more elongate than in *celata* and *acuta*, the marginal area of the underside of the forewing joined to the basal area by a streak situated behind R\(^2\), the row of dots of the same wing heavy. In some individuals the disc of the forewing above is buffish distally near apex of wing and posterior angle, and the brown marginal area of the under surface becomes also clearly marked above.

♀ ♀. Large scales of chaser arranged in one row; harpe short, somewhat twisted. Penis-sheath asymmetrical (Pl. LVIII. f. 19), the right process rather long, broad, multidentate at end, the left process more proximal, short.

_Hab._ North India: Sikhim; Bhutan; Assam.

In the Tring Museum 3♂ ♀ from: Sikhim; Bhutan; Assam.

753. **Rhapastis confusa** spec. nov. (Pl. XIV. f. 12, ♀).


♀. Palpus as in *aurifera*. External row of spines of first protarsal segment double only at base. Head and thorax with a sharply defined whitish pink lateral band, which is shaded with brown near the base of the forewing. Metanotum with indistinct black mesial dot. No tawny-ochreous subdorsal stripe on abdomen. Middle of sternum and underside of abdomen buff-pink, dusted with a few black scales.

Wings rather broader than in *aurifera*. **Upperside.**—Forewing as in *aurifera*, but darker in tint, costal margin pale; fringe of hinder margin white
in middle, continuous with the pinkish white, longitudinal, subbasal line indicated in *aurifera* and other species.—Hindwing: pale band more pinkish and broader than in *aurifera*.

**Underside.**—Forewing: anterior half of cell reddish, not brownish black, of the same colour as disc; the brown discal band just outside the basal area absent or only vestigial at costal margin of fore- and hindwing; the discal dots as large as in *aurifera*; marginal band of forewing and the stripe connecting it with basal area less prominent than in *aurifera*.

♂. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVIII, f. 25) differing from that of *aurifera* in being more asymmetrical, and in the right process being broader and having teeth along the proximal and apical edges.

The total absence of a tawny-ochreous subdorsal stripe from the abdomen together with the other characters mentioned distinguish this insect obviously from *aurifera*.

*Hab.* North India: Assam; Sikhim.

In the Tring Museum 5 ♂♂ from: Khasia Hills (type); Sikhim (Möller, Mandelli).

754. **Rhagastis castor.**


♀. Allied to *lunata*, but easily distinguished from it by the broad, diffused, ill-defined, whitish, submarginal band of the forewing and the blackish brown basal half of the underside of the same wing. Metasternum white in middle.

*Hab.* Java.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♀♀ from Java.

755. **Rhagastis lunata** (Pl. VI. f. 8, ♂).


♂. Second segment of palpus not narrowed towards base; cavity of first segment distinct, but not large. External row of spines of first protarsal segment simple, or irregularly doubled at base. Antenna longer and thicker than in *celata*, *acuta*, etc., the black apical scaling confined to the last 2 to 6 segments. Sides of abdomen with a broad blackish stripe, broadest and most distinct at base, dorsally bordered on segment 3 to 7 by an ochreous stripe which is more or less shaded with rufous red, as in *castor* and *aurifera*, these stripes absent from *celata*, *albomarginata*, and *acuta*.—Forewing, *above*, with a single white submarginal line, which consists of indistinct, the horns of which point discad.—Hindwing with a sharply defined buff band, reaching to 8C; indented at R², including a series of dots.—**Underside** pinkish red, the wings showing distally traces of the ochreous ground-colour, black basal area of forewing reduced to a streak or patch behind cell. Metanotum with a black mesial dot.

Harpe nearly as in *olivaceus*. Penis-sheath also as in that species, but the left process much shorter.

*Hab.* North India: Khasia Hills and Sikhim.

Two subspecies:
a. Rh. bimata bimata.

*Chaerocampa bimata* Rothschild, loc.

♂. Metanotum with a reddish tawny lateral spot. Lateral stripe of abdomen rufous red. Pale band of hindwing with four brown dots, the last one or two (upon M² and M³) touching the black basal area or fused with it; fringe with white scales at least between M¹ and M², besides the white scaling at anal angle. Underside of wings very little or not ochreous distally, the black scaling before internal margin not entering cell. Left process of penis-sheath (Pl. LVIII. f. 24) reduced to a few teeth.

_Hab._ Khasia Hills.

In the Tring Museum 4 ♂♂.

b. Rh. bimata sikkimensis subsp. nov.

♂. Metanotum without reddish tawny spot. Lateral stripe of abdomen less red than in the preceding. Wings broader; pale band of hindwing with six brown dots, the last upon M² distinct, fringe without white scales between R¹ and M²; underside of wings more distinctly ochreous distally, the brownish black basal area of the forewing just entering cell, continuous with the black discal dash situated between R² and R³. Left process of penis-sheath longer and more oval-shaped than in the preceding.

_Hab._ Sikkim, 22. vi. '89 (G. P. Pitcher).

One ♂ in Mus. Tring.

756. Rhagastis olivacea.


_Thorsten spec., Dugdson, _Ic._ p. 413, n. 137, n. a. (1908) (Sikim: _Bhutan_; 3000 ft., viii.).

♂. Structurally nearly the same as _gloriosa_; harpe shorter and stouter, right process of penis-sheath more curved, left process longer and slenderer. Upperside of body and forewing of a peculiar greenish yellow colour, like the upperside of the abdomen and the irregular patches and bands of the forewing (ground-color) of _gloriosa_. Forewing with a round black stigma, a white sub-marginal line consisting of more or less straight bars, preceded by another white line, which is broadened from tip of wing to R², and then uniform between the veins; discal lines reddish tawny, antemedian lines obscure, ocreaceous. Underside orange-ochreous, not dragon's-blood red as in _gloriosa_, the three discal lines distinct on both wings, except the second, which is often barely vestigial. Penis-sheath see Pl. LVIII, f. 22.

_Hab._ North West and North India.

In the Tring Museum 10 odd specimens from: _Massuri_; _Khasia_; _Bhutan_; _Khasia_ Hills.
757. *Rhashastis gloriosa.*


♀♂. Second segment of palpus not narrowed towards base; cavity of first segment distinct. First protarsal segment with a simple external row of spines.

♀. Tenth tergite feebly dilated at apex, which shows a trace of a sinus; sternite narrow, obtusely pointed. Clasper with about half a dozen very large scales: harpe slender, horizontal, slightly spathulate (in dorsal view), feebly curved at end. Penis-sheath resembling that of *olivacea* (Pl. lviii. f. 22), the left process broad and short.

*Hab.* N. India.

In the Tring Museum 10 ♀♂, 1 ♀ from: Siklim, vi. vii.—ix.; Bluntan; Jaintia Hills.


♀♂. Antennal scaling pinkish white, not brown or black on the anterior side from near base to near hook as it is in all the preceding species, the black apical patch rather long: basal cunea slightly prolonged in ♀. Second segment of palpus not narrowed to base (Pl. lix. f. 22, 23); cavity of first distinct. External row of spines of first protarsal segment simple, with or without a very few additional spines at the base. Metaturnum with a conspicuous tawny patch at each side. Abdomen without dorso-lateral stripe. The external discal dots of the forewing above and below heavy; fringe of forewing spotted, a black spot near anal angle as in *mongoliana.* Pale band of hindwing reduced to an ill-defined patch or cloud near anal angle, fringe feebly dentate, white, with brown vein-dots.—Hindwing below with a conspicuous stigma, which is not found in any of the allied species.

♀. Clasper very broadly rounded at end; process of harpe slender (Pl. lii. f. 16). Penis-sheath (Pl. lviii. f. 23) with a short pectincidate right process, and a more proximal left process which is dentate at the proximal and apical edges and bears also one or two teeth at the distal edge, the right process or both sometimes absent.

*Hab.* North India and Borneo.

Two subspecies:

a. Rh. albomarginatus albomarginatus.

*Metisipilia albomarginata* Rothschild, i.

♀♂. Second segment of palpus (Pl. lix. f. 22) about as long as broad. Costal edge of forewing at least partly creamy white.

*Hab.* Khasia Hills; Siklim.

In the Tring Museum 7 ♀♂, 6 ♀♀ from: Khasia Hills; Siklim.
b. Rh. albomarginatus crevetii subsp. nov.

♂ ♀. Second segment of palpus (Pl. LIX. f. 23) longer than broad. Costal edge of forewing not creamy; basal area with white hair-scales, especially before hinder margin; brown basal area of underside of forewing rather more restricted than in the Continental form. Penis-sheath without processes.

_Hab._ Kina Bah, N. Borneo (A. Everett), 1 ♀; Benkoelen, Sumatra, 1 ♂ in bad condition (Ericsson); in the Tring Museum.

The difference in the palpus between the two insects is very obvious, but we think it does not indicate specific distinctness.

(CLXVII. _ECHENENA_ gen. nov.—_Typus:_ helops.)


_Theoria_, Kirby (non Hübn., 1822). _Lest._ I, p. 656 (1892) (partim).

_Megacris_, id. (non Duncan, 1836), _Lest._ p. 690 (1892) (partim).


♂. Second segments of palpi divergent, narrower in side-view than first segment (Pl. LIX. f. 11), not covering base of tongue (Pl. LIX. f. 10), the apical tuft of inner surface small, the naked space longer than broad (Pl. LIX. f. 26).

_Hab._ Oriental Region.

Six species.

There are three types of development in this genus, which perhaps represent each a separate genus.

_a._ Abdomen and forewing striped, the external stripes of the latter converging apically; bristles of comb of midtarsus numerous and long; first segment of hindtarsus as long as tibia and as segments 2 to 5. Midtibial spurs equal, outer one often longer than inner. Here belong _lucrata_ minor and _pallata_.

_b._ Abdomen without lines; markings of forewing transverse; bristles of comb of midtarsus rather short and stout, less numerous; first segment of hindtarsus as before; antenna of ♂ incrassate distally. Midtibial spurs unequal. Resembles _Rhaugastis gloriosa_ in the style of coloration and in shape. One species: _mirabilis_.

_c._ Eye large; antenna not incrassate distally in either sex; spines of comb of mid- and hindtarsus long, thin, and numerous; first segment of hindtarsus as long as segment 2 to 4 only, shorter than tibia; prothorax long, mesothorax also projecting more than usually beyond the forewing, stout. Reminding one by the robustness of the body of _Phalan_ and _Rhaugastis gloriosa_. Two species: _helops_ and _oryzata_.

Key to the species:

_a._ Forewing above with five to seven almost straight lines in outer half, abdomen striped above.

_b._
Forewing above without these lines, abdomen not striped above.

b. Hindwing above with a well-defined ochre-yellow band which nearly reaches costal margin, underside not pinkish. Band of hindwing buff or pinkish buff, abbreviated, ill-defined.

Mesonotum without a pale mesial band, forewing with seven lines (inclusive of the feebly marked submarginal one).

Mesonotum with a pale mesial band, forewing with eight lines, there being an additional line between lines 6 and 7.

d. Forewing with a broad subbasalumber- or mummy-brown band or patch.

Forewing without that band.

c. Forewing dark green in basal area like thorax, underside red.

Base of forewing with a black spot, otherwise of the same clayish colour as the rest of the wing.

750. Cechenena mirabilis.


♀. Antennae inerassate distally in ♀. External row of spines on first protarsal segment double at base; short spur of midtibia shorter than in the following species, spines of comb of midtarsus stout and rather short, those of comb of hindtarsus very little prolonged. Mesothoracic tegula with a long pale pink apical fringe.

♂. Ninth abdominal segment of the ordinary form as in *Rhabastis retulata*, etc. Process of harpe much longer than in *Rh. albomarginatus* (Pl. LIII. f. 16), but of the same shape. Penis-sheath resembling that of *Rh. lanata* (Pl. LVIII. f. 24), the right process rather longer, the left short and pendunculate. The number of large scales on the elaspe larger than in *Rh. retulata* and allies.

*Hab.* N.W. India.

In the Tring Museum 1 ♂, 2 ♀♀ from Simla.

750. Cechenena aegrota (Pl. X. f. 10, ♂).


*Metaplistus aegrota* Kirby, Cat. Lep. Het. i, p. 661, n. 18 (1892).

*Cheereonta aegrota* Hampson, in Blunt, Pana Brit. Ind., Moths i, p. 91, n. 137 (1892) (partim).


*Hephalis chinareca* id., loc. p. 38, t. 6, f. 16 (1894) (hab. ?.—Mus. Tring).
♂♀. The type of <i>acryot</i> is in a very bad condition, but on comparison we find it to be the same species as <i>chimaera</i>, of which <i>catori</i> is only a peculiar aberrant individual, also in a bad state of preservation.

Abdomen with a black lateral line widening towards base, not distinctly marked on the first segment, thin on the posterior segments; two rows of dorsal dots as in the allies of <i>Rhagastis velata</i>. Cavity of palpus almost closed.

♂. Tenth abdominal segment of the same type as in <i>Rh. velata</i>, <i>acuta</i>, etc. The harpe (Pl. LIII. f. 11) compressed, dorsal margin notched, apex acute, curved upwards. Penis-sheath: apical edge produced at both sides into a dentate process (Pl. LVIII. f. 1), the right process (Pl. LVIII. f. 2) irregularly toothed, the teeth prominent, the left process (Pl. LVIII. f. 3) long, with minute teeth at both edges at end.

_Hab._ North India to Borneo and Java.

In the Tring Museum 2 ♀♂, 2 ♀♀ from: Java (Piepers); Borneo (D. Cator); Perak, viii. (Curtis).

---

761. _Ceuchenena helops._


♂♀. Cavity of palps sharply defined. Sides of metasternum tawny, centre grey; this grey patch extended on to the mesonotum and abdomen. First and second segments of the latter with black patch at the sides. Stigma of forewing preceded by another small spot; a broken apical line borders a tawny olive-brown costal band which stops sharply at Ri. The pattern of the underside of the same type as in <i>Rhagastis velata</i> and allies.

♂. Tenth tergite flat at end, truncate, very feebly sinuate; sternite compressed, outline of under surface strongly curved in lateral view. Process of harpe almost cylindrical, apex obtuse, rounded (Pl. LIII. f. 12, 13). The two processes of the penis-sheath (Pl. LVII. f. 48—53) much shorter than in _C. acyrota._

♀. Side-edges of the vaginal plate rather sharply raised; vaginal cavity large, the edge feebly raised, lyre-shaped.

_Hab._ Oriental Region.

Two subspecies:

_a._ _C. helops helops._

*Philampelas helops* Walker, _l.c._ (1856); _Butt., Trans. Zool. Soc. Lond._ ix. p. 577. n. 15 (1877) (Penang; N. India; "Natal", _= orientalis_).

*Philampelas orientalis* Felder, _Reeve Navarii Lep._ t. 77, f. 1 (1874) (Java; — Mus, Tring).

*Choeocampa helops* Boisduval, _l.c._ (1875).

*Choeocampa orientalis* id., _l.c._ p. 259, n. 11 (1875).

_Philampelas_ (?) _orientalis_ Cotes & Swinhoc, _Cat. Moths Ind._ i. p. 24, n. 139 (1887).

_Daphnis_ (?) _helops_ Kirby, _Cat. Lep. Het._ i. p. 672, n. 16 (1892).

*Choeocampa helops* Hampson, _in_ Blanford, _Famia Brit. Ind._, _Moths_ i. p. 927. n. 139 (1892) (Sikkim; Penang; Borneo).


♂♀. For differences in colour from following see below.

---
\( \text{802} \)

762. **Cechenena minor** (Pl. X. f. 11, \( \ddagger \)).


*Characarapa lincona* Hampson, in Blaf., Fauna Brit. Ind., Moths i. p. 33, n. 143 (1892) (partim).


\*Theatra sticta* Rothschild, i. e. i. p. 76 (1894) (Japan;—Mus. Tring); Leech, Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. p. 283, n. 56 (1898).

\( \ddagger \). Thorax without pale mesial band; lines of abdomen less prominent than in *lincona*. Forewing with seven lines in outer half, the short line 6—or line 3 counted from outer margin—completely merged together with 7, the latter generally blacker behind and somewhat undulate. The exterior spur of the

3. Free process of harpe (Pl. I. H. f. 12) three to four times as long as broad in middle. Processes of penis-sheath (Pl. LVII. f. 48. 49, 50) of nearly equal length, dentate, somewhat projecting away from the sheath.

**Hab.** N. India to Borneo and Java: most likely all over the Indo-Malayan Subregion.

In the Tring Museum 10 \( \ddagger \) 5 \( \ddagger \) from: Sikhim; Shillong; Jaintia Hills; Khasia Hills; Perak; Dinding, vi., and Pankor, ii. (Curtis); Benkoelen, W. Sumatra (Ericssen) : Java.

\( b. \) *C. helops papuanus* subsp. nov.


*Characarapa helops*, Pagenstecher, in Chun, Zool. xii. 29, p. 13, n. 10 (1900) (Ralam, xii.).

3. Abdomen more white beneath than in *helops helops*. Anterior tibia blackish brown externally.

**Wings,** upperside.—Forewing: distal margin more distinctly scalloped, apex more acute and more produced, fringe pure white between veins, especially near apex, black oblique apical line almost entirely replaced by a white line, upper discocellular spot larger than stigma.—Hindwing: pale anal patch larger, at \( M^1 \) 5 mm. from outer margin, which is narrowly olive.

**Underside.**—Forewing: black basi-discal area reduced to a large discal patch and a streak behind \( M^2 \); postdiscal costal spot larger than in *h. helops*, fused with another black patch which is situated between it and the heavy apical line.—Hindwing: dots on veins much more proximal than in *h. helops*, dots \( R^3 \) and \( M^1 \) being situated nearer cell than outer margin.

3. Harpe (Pl. LI. f. 13) shorter than in *helops helops*. The processes of the penis-sheath also shorter (Pl. LVII. f. 51, 52, 53), the right one much slenderer, simple.

**Hab.** New Guinea and Neu Pommern.

In the Tring Museum 1 \( \ddagger \) (type) from: Milne Bay, xi. 98 (Meck). A \( \ddagger \) in coll. Staudinger from German New Guinea. In the Berlin Museum from Ralam.
midribia is generally of the same length as the inner one, but often longer, and sometimes a little shorter.

♂. Tenth sternite less triangular at end than in *lineosa*. Large scales of clasper asymmetrical, the proximal side of each scale enlarged, longitudinally folded or ribbed, darker than the distal side; process of harpe (Pl. LIII. f. 15) with indications of teeth. Penis-sheath almost symmetrical, apex rounded in a dorsal view; the right process somewhat widened at end, dentate (Pl. LVII. f. 43), the left process (Pl. LVII. f. 44) vestigial only, there being but a few teeth on that side and no free projecting process.

_Hab._ North India to Japan and Siam.

In the Tring Museum 47 ♂♂, 8 ♀♀ from: Sikhim; Bhutan; Khasia Hills; Shillong; Formosa; Japan.

763. _Cechenena lineosa_ (Pl. X. f. 3, ♂).


_Theretra major_, Kirby, _Cat. Lep. Hét._ i. p. 656, n. 74 (1892).

_Theretra lineosa_, Kirby, _Ic._ p. 656, n. 75 (1892); _Rothsch., Nov. Zool._ i. p. 75 (1894); Dugd., _Journ. Bombay N. H. Soc._ xi. p. 412, n. 143 (1898) (Sikhim; Bhutan; _v._—_vii._; partim).

♂♀. Midribial spurs as in _minor_. Thorax with a pale mesial band. Interspaces between the dorsal lines of the abdomen pale. Forewing with eight lines in outer half, third line from distal margin short, more or less undulate, abbreviated in front, or here joining the preceding line; the three proximal lines of the same distinctness, or the middle one indistinct, which is generally the case when the interspaces are very pale; intergradations between examples with pale interspaces—hence the lines conspicuously marked—and more uniformly coloured individuals are numerous; those prominently striped individuals were described as distinct (_major_) by Butler. Sometimes the forewing and body as green as in _pollux_. The width of the pale band on the hindwing is variable individually, and its upper portion is mostly narrower and less distinct in Sumatra and Borneo specimens. Palpus see Pl. LX. f. 10, 11, 26.

♂. Tenth sternite rather more pointed than in _minor_. Harpe (Pl. LIII. f. 14) simple, not dentate, somewhat spoon-shaped. Penis-sheath (Pl. LVII. f. 15) asymmetrical, the right process (Pl. LVII. f. 46) slender, peneidentate, the left one broader, tongue-shaped, dentate at the edges (Pl. LVII. f. 47). The large scales of the clasper almost symmetrical, not heavily folded.

_Hab._ North India to Sumatra and Borneo.

In the Tring Museum 47 ♂♂, 8 ♀♀ from: Kumaon; Sikhim; Bhutan; Assam; Tahum, Mal. Pea., i. (Robinson); Bengoecken, W. Sumatra (Ericsson).

The individuals from North West India seem to us to represent a separate subspecies, but we have not enough material to decide the question.
764. Cechenena pollux.

coll. Charles Oberthur); *Semp., Schm. Philipp.* ii. p. 409. n. 41 (1836) ("not receiv.").


n. 27 (1895) (Java) (= *pseudoconnexus*).

*Theretra pseudoconnexus* Rothschild, *Iris* vii. p. 299. n. 6. t. 5. f. 2 (1894) (Sumatra;—coll.
Staudinger).

♂♀. Resembling green individuals of *liricosa*, but easily distinguished by the
band of the hindwing and the under surface being ochre-yellow.

*Hub.* Java; Sumatra; Philippines.

In the Tring Museum 3 ♀♀ from Java.
APPENDIX.

Psilogramma menephron (p. 42).

Pupa: tongue-case free, resting with end against breast. Glossy, smooth; abdominal segments punctured at base; metanotum with double or treble carina on each side. Cremastra broad, short, reversed cordiform; sides basally somewhat projecting; tip with two thin pointed processes.

Protoparce sexta (p. 67).

A series of pupae from North America exhibits considerable variation in the length of the free tongue-case. In a few specimens the "nose" is not straight but evenly curved, differing from that of P. quinquenemnatus only in being considerably shorter.

Protoparce leucoptera (p. 79).

Two ♀♂ from S.E. Albemarle, collected by Mr. Beck on March 26th and 27th, 1902, are rather better preserved than the specimen described and figured. The forewing bears the antemedian lines of the allied species, and three dentate discal ones, besides the postdiscal one. On the underside there are two discal lines on the hindwing, and one or two on the forewing.

Ceratomia undulosa (p. 107).

The short description of the pupa given on p. 108 is not correct. We have now received more material, and find that the pupa is, on the whole, slenderer than that of C. amyntor, coming near that of C. catalpa. It is rather more roughly and densely punctured than in either species, especially on the abdomen. The tongue is somewhat longer than the second pair of legs, but does not reach to the end of the wings, as it (always?) does in amyntor.

Hyloicus libocedrus (p. 132).

We have lately received a series of 10 ♀♂ of lib. libocedrus collected by Mr. Osler near Prescott, Arizona. These fresh specimens all show a trace of yellow in the abdominal patches, but the yellow tint is much less distinct than in our rather old specimen of libocedrus insolita.

Kentochrysalis streckeri (p. 163).

We have received a larva and a pupa-case of this species from Messrs. Staudinger and Bang-Hans. We give the following description of the pupa: Elongate, length 47 mm., width 11 mm.; with very little gloss. Clypeus produced, forming a large prominence which is shallowly sinuate, with the lateral edges projecting and dentate, the upperside shining, and the underside in a plane with the tongue. Pilifer tuberculiform, a similar but lower tubercle on each side of the tongue at the base. Tongue a little longer than first pair of legs. Anterior femur not visible. The series of tubercles on the antenna prominent. Mesonotum granulose; a pointed tubercle on each side; two smaller tubercles on the forewing at the base. Abdominal segments dorsally densely and rugosely punctured, the punctures large; segments 5 and 6 finely rugose beneath, punctured at base, each laterally with two tubercles about 3 mm. distant from the spiracle. These tubercles resemble a shark's tooth; the upper one is the smaller. The segments slightly flattened ventrally between the two pairs of tubercles. Segment 7 ventrally heavily punctate at base, then rugose, the following segments with
large round punctures. Anal segment ventrally at each side with an obtuse conical prominence directed backwards. Cremaster long, slender, ending in two teeth, and bearing some small sharp teeth at each side.

The pupa is very unlike that of Phyllosphinxia.

The larva is similar to that of Sphincx ocellata, but the head is less triangular, the granules are somewhat sparser; there are no enlarged granules in the last side-stripe, and the anal tergite is pointed. The rough horn is red, with pale upperside. Each tubercle bears a short hair. The annulation of the segments is not very distinct.

765. Marumba nympha spec. nov.

3. Clay-colour, with a flush of pale vinaceous buff, especially on the thorax and forewing; sides of palpus, upperside of legs and scaling of antenna brownish black, mesial line of head and thorax also somewhat blackish; thorax crested: abdomen without mesial vitta; underside of body more ochraceous than upper. Antenna rather short, thickest before middle.

Wings. above.—Forewing: four lines between base and apex of cell, third and fourth closer together, all straight, but curving costad in front; a rather conspicuous whitish stigma, no brown bar upon cross-veins; first discal line situated as in Sphincx or nearer cell, second very faint, third rounded-angulate at M₁, here 7 mm. distant from outer margin, curving costad in front, crossing Sc at about 2½ mm. from subcostal fork; fourth line not double, parallel to third from costal margin to M₁, then continued straight to hinder margin; all the lines tawny, not prominent; spot M² encircled by a line; hinder margin and fringe of scalloped distal margin brownish black; costal area from base to fourth discal line, interspaces between third and fourth proximal lines, and between first and third discal ones, and broad distal marginal area, which narrows in front and behind, without vinaceous grey.—Hindwing: burnt-umber, darkest behind, where it is flushed with grey; anal spots separate; fringe pale in front, dark behind, here pale between veins.

Underside similar in ground-colour to upperside of forewing.—Forewing: a brown shade in middle at lower angle of cell, continued as a band towards costa; two faint lines on disc, corresponding to third and fourth discal lines of upperside, more straight from costa to M₁, situated in a vinaceous grey shade which extends from costal to distal margin.—Hindwing with three lines, first heaviest, at apex of cell, third weakest, almost parallel to outer margin.

Tenth tergite quite different from that of any other species (Fig. 5): each lobe divided horizontally by an irregular sinus; sternite without mesial lobe. Dorso-apical process of harpe pointed, curved downwards; harpe (Fig. 4) with two curved processes, one proximal (pL), the other distal (pD), reminding one
of the harpe of *Rhodoprasina florulis* and *Agnasia orneus*. The two processes above penis-sheath pointed (\(n\)).

Length of forewing: \(\delta\), 40 mm.

_Hab._ Karwar, N. Canara, S. India.

Three bred specimens known; two in the British Museum, type 17, viii. '87; the third, somewhat crippled, in the Tring Museum.

Easily recognised by the pattern of the forewing.

**Mimas tiliae** (p. 304).

The larva of *M. tiliae christophi*, of which Messrs. Standinger and Bang-Haas have sent us a specimen, agrees with that of *M. tiliae tiliae*.

**Sphinx ocellata** (p. 317).

On p. 320 we have referred to three hybrids as "females" with \(\delta\)-antennae. Prof. Staudinger informs us in litt. that the two specimens *populi \times ocellata* bred by him are not females. We have now re-examined our two individuals in question, and find that we have been taken in by the thin antennae and the contracted abdomen. The two specimens prove on dissection to have a male sexual armature, and to possess eight external abdominal segments like normal \(\delta \delta\). There is, therefore, nothing remarkable in the antennae as stated, except that they are too thin for \(\delta \delta\), a sign of the weakening influence of hybridisation. We add that the \(\delta \ populi \times ocellata\) has the spikes of the penis-sheath nearly as heavy as the \(\delta \ populi\).

**Amorpha populi populi** (p. 333).

Add to the synonymy:


**Phyllosphinxia dissimilis** (p. 338).

We have now 2 papae and 1 larva, brought from Messrs. Standinger and Bang-Haas.

The papae is very close to that of *Cressonia juglandis*. Black-brown, very rough, opaque. Head: two tubercles between bases of antennae; torms produced into three prominences, each sinuate at tip, one mesial and the others near eyes. Tongue much shorter than foreleg. Anterior femur not visible. Granules of antenna pointed. Mesonotum and base of forewing with a few tubercles. Abdomen flattened beneath, especially the last segments, irregularly grooved, minutely and densely granulose; underside with sharply pointed granules, which are densest on the proximal segments; segments 4, 5 and 6 with a subapical belt of pointed tubercles, these tubercles vestigial or small on underside. The belt reminds one of that of *Pergesa elpenor* (etc.), but has quite a different position. Trace of horn distinct. Pointed lateral granules of eighth segment directed forward. Cremaster flattened, truncate, broad, the angles produced lateral each into a tooth.

Larva granulose, the granules dispersed; lateral granules denser and higher than the dorsal ones and each with a red wing round its base. Seven oblique side-stripes of enlarged granules, the stripes extending over two segments and
being bordered with red proximally, except on dorsum. Head large, conical, with few granules laterally; a blackish brown frontal stripe on each side; top of head incised. Thoracic legs red and black. Horn red, black above, with large dispersed granules. Anal tergite large, with dark-pointed dispersed tubercles.

**Deilephila minima** (p. 513).

The British Museum has lately received a series of specimens from Karwar. The individuals agree in colour and size best with the type of *min. ernestina*, while the armature of the penis-sheath, which is variable, conforms to that of *min. minima*, the right-side process being prominent and dentate. The occurrence of such dark-coloured specimens in South India renders it probable that the two individuals of *minima minima*, which is all that is known of that form, are accidentally small and pale. Bred specimens of *Deilephila* are often pale in tints.

**Deilephila protrudens** (p. 513).

The type (?) is labelled "Molucaas, Lorquin"; not Gilolo.

**Xylophanes xylobotes** (p. 690).

Among the unpublished drawings of Peters there is a figure of the larva and pupa of this species. The larva is green and agrees in shape with that of *X. ceratomioides*, tapering strongly in front and having a small head. An interrupted dorsal line and on each side a subdorsal one deeper green, the latter ending at horn and forming posteriorly the upper border of a white stripe which extends from horn to the tenth segment. A small white eye-spot on fourth segment. Traces of dark green oblique side-bands.—Pupa green; a brown ventral mesial line; stigmata also brown.

**Xylophanes ceratomioides** (p. 692).

Peters found on the plant (a small tree) on which he discovered the larva of *xylobotes* the larva of another species, which is doubtless that of *ceratomioides*, his figure agreeing fairly well with Schaus’s description, except in the figure showing six oblique greyish side-bands and a small black ocellus encircled with pale.

**Xylophanes hydrata** (p. 706).

There is now in the Tring Museum a ♂ from the Province of Rio de Janeiro. The specimen agrees with the ♀ ♀ in all essential points.

**Add**: Hyles Hübner, l.c. (type: gallii).

**Celerio** (p. 713).

**Add the following hybrids**:

*Deilephila hybr. cyprii Mory, Mitt. Schwe. Ent. Ges. x. p. 236. t. 1. f. 4. 5. 6 (1901).
Deilephila hybr. tippei id., l.c. p. 344. t. 1. f. 7. 8. 9 (1901).

**Hippotion rebelii** (p. 761).

We have lately received a ♀ from S. Arabia.
The following five new species were discovered in North-East Africa by Baron Carlo von Erlanger during his expedition from Addis Ababa to Kismayo:—

766. Poliana micra spec. nov.

♂. A duodez edition of P. buchholzi, in appearance like Praedora marshalli (Pl. V. f. 16). Legs as in P. buchholzi, but first segment of hindtarsus not longer than segments 2 to 5 together; clasper with a similar patch of friction-scales.

Antenna longer than cell of forewing, stout, strongly compressed, slightly incassate beyond middle. Occiput and thorax olive above, mesothoracic tegula with ill-defined black lateral line which is bordered with creamy white beneath; abdomen with dorsal mesial row of black spots; fringe of tergites chequered black and creamy white; sides of proximal tergites with ill-defined blackish patches; underside of abdomen dirty white, a series of small black mesial spots, standing at the bases of the segments; breast greyish brown, palpus brown; tarsi blackish, tips of segments and of mid- and hindtibia white.

Wings, undersize, similar to those of Poliana buchholzi and Praedora marshalli.—Forewing with white stigma, the pair of antemedian lines joined in middle to the pair of discal lines as in Praedora marshalli; a postdiscal line more or less interrupted at the veins, parallel to the discal pair, slightly bordered with grey proximally; a submarginal zigzag line; fringe blackish brown and white.—Hindwing brown, greyish just behind cell, a very indistinct trace of a pale discal band; fringe white, brown at ends of veins.

Underside greyish brown, base of hindwing grey, a pair of vestigial discal lines across both wings. Tenth tergite slender in dorsal view, very strongly compressed, being very much higher before end than broad, resembling in side-view fig. 27 of Pl. XXI.; sternite very short, somewhat narrowed distad, apex sinuate. Clasper (Fig. 6) broad, dorsal and ventral margins almost parallel, apex rounded, slightly acuminate; harpe raised into a slender, strongly chitinised, sharply pointed process, which stands some distance away from the ventral edge of the harpe, and projects dorsal and then distad, being dilated before the end, which is somewhat twisted; friction-scales erect, forming a conspicuous crest, above which there is an impression covered with minute scales.

Length of forewing: ♂, 21 mm.


ELLENBECKIA gen. nov.—Typus: monospila.

♀. Tongue vestigial, represented by two short lobes, covered with long scales. Piller long, with a few hair-scales besides the bristles. Genal process obtuse, short. Palpus small. Antenna incassate distally, without distinctly prolonged
serrated eliaae. Foretibia armed with some long spines externally; first segment of foretarsus about as long as the following three together, with some basal spines and a very stout apical one, second segment very short, also with a long apical spine; midtibia not spinose; spurs of mid- and hindtibia short. Pulvillus and paronychium absent. Spines of abdomen very weak. $D^1$ of forewing little longer than $D^2$; hinder angle of forewing completely rounded; $R^2$ of hindwing central.

♀ and early stages not known.

Hub. East Africa.
One species.

767. Ellenbeckia monospila spec. nov.

♀ Smoky grey; middle of head and thorax, above, blackish grey, underside nearly white; no markings.

Wings, upperside, grey, no transverse lines.—Forewing: a streak in middle of cell and one each on veins $R^1$ to $M^1$ from cell halfway to outer margin, and one on basal half of $SM^1$, very thin and black; a minute black stigma, and a rounded conspicuous black spot before hinder angle between $M^2$ and $SM^2$.—Hindwing: whitish grey towards base, veins deeper brown on disc.

Underside greyish white, forewing slightly darker grey distally; no markings.

Length of forewing: ♂, 21 mm.

Hub. Fader Gumbi, 22. iv. 1901.

768. Polyptychus erlangeri spec. nov.

♂ ♂. Palps of ♂ rather prominent, obtuse, second segment elliptic in side-view. Antenna stout and long in ♂, reaching beyond end of cell of forewing, very strongly compressed and laterally impressed, not pectinate, in ♂ simple, slightly triangular in transsection. Spurs short, not spinose. Abdomen spinnose all over the tergites. No organ of friction. Head and thorax above grey, abdomen somewhat clayish; palps beneath and breast mummy-brown; middle and hindtibiae and -tarsi whitish above.

Wings, upperside, like thorax.—Forewing: a minute subbasal blackish brown dot behind cell; two antemedian lines, suddenly curved costad before $M$, followed halfway to outer margin by another line, parallel to the first except behind, where it does not follow the slight curve of the former, but remains nearly straight; this outer line with pale distal border, beyond which there is posteriorly a faint brown double spot; distal margin even, convex in middle, apex somewhat projecting, hinder angle a little more than $90^\circ$; outer area shaded with brown in ♂.—Hindwing grey in ♂ (rather rubbed), with traces of a discal double line, cinnamon-brown in ♀, without lines; apex rounded; distal margin slightly scalloped, long scales of fringe white between the veins.

Underside greyish cinnamon, an evenly curved, slightly denticulate, postdiscal line on both wings, approaching anal angle of hindwing.

♂. Tenth tergite slender, simple, slightly curved downwards, concave beneath,
apex rounded-truncate; sternite broad, triangular, simple. Clasper short, broad, apex strongly rounded; harpe not distinctly separate from clasper except at end, the apex projecting as a small triangular process separated from the ventral edge of the clasper by an incision. Penis-sheath without external armature; the inserts side rough with a dense covering of minute teeth.

Length of forewing: ♂, 25 mm.; ♀, 28—31 mm.

Hub. Dahele, 25. iv. 1901 (♂, type); Gorgonu, 23. iii. 1901: Daroli, 6. iii. 1901.

769. Temnora stigma spec. nov.

♀. Allied to T. natalis, but forewing almost regularly dentate, not deeply sinuate between R1 and R2. Grey, middle of thorax black; abdomen slightly streaked with black above; a minute black dot behind each stigma.

Wings, above, grey.—Forewing blackish at costal margin: a small but very prominent black stigma: from costal margin near apex to basal third of hinder margin run some faint parallel lines, the first beginning at an obvious black costal spot, the last, which is the most distinct, at a smaller spot; beyond these discal lines comes a black band, beginning at SC1, becoming faint at R2, and widening behind into a large black triangular patch which reaches to outer angle at hinder margin; a black submarginal and a marginal band from R1 to SM2, separated from one another by a thin grey line, which is nearly 3-shaped behind; the marginal band is the broader: distal margin shallowly sinuate between R1 and M1, tooth M1 less projecting than the others; fringe blackish, but creamy between veins SC1—R1, tips of veins excepted.—Hindwing: shaded with blackish brown; a blackish, ill-defined, submarginal band, fading away in front, reaching outer margin behind; distal margin denticulate.

Underside grey, shaded with brown.—Forewing: a black stigma; two vestigial discal lines from costal margin backwards, beginning each with a minute costal dot; first line not reaching R3, second more distinct, extended to M3; beyond them a blackish vestigial band, somewhat widened behind, corresponding to band of upperside which ends at a triangular patch; outer marginal area speckled with small transverse striae.—Hindwing with dispersed black speckles, which are denser near anal angle, forming here a black patch; two discal lines close together, confluent behind, black, abbreviated in front.

Length of forewing: ♂, 28 mm.

Hub. Between Addis Ababa and Kismayo; no special locality given.

Differs from natalis especially in the forewing, which is almost evenly dentate, has a prominent black stigma, is devoid of the double antemedian line and of the large black postmedian patch C—R2, and is marked with a large black patch at hinder margin, which patch narrows in front and is continued as a band towards apex of wing.

770. Odontosida erlangeri spec. nov.

Similar to O. pusillus, a little larger. Antennal segments more strongly dilated dorso-laterally, subserrate in dorsal or ventral view.

Wings, upperside.—Forewing: grey, subbasal dot minute; the two antemedian lines wider apart than in pusillus, the second standing at base of M1; first discal line as in pusillus, second a dark shade, third dentate at the veins,
with very small vein-dots, fourth and fifth lines geminate, not very distinct, accentuated by vein-dots, dots of fifth line heaviest on M² and SM²; spot M² corresponding to the upper part of the oblique double spot of *pusillus*, no subapical costal spot; distal margin evenly dentate, teeth R³ and M¹ not more prominent than the others; a brownish marginal area as in *pusillus*, but this area of about the same width between SC⁶ and R², not being obviously narrowed costal, the brown submarginal halfmoon SC⁶—SC⁵ of *pusillus* not marked in the present species.—Hindwing more elongate than in *pusillus*, anal angle less projecting; clayish creamy buff, a pair of discal lines filled in with russet-brown, the first close to cell, even, the second dentate; a third line about halfway between first and distal margin, convex from C to M², then almost straight, slightly dentate on M¹ and M² (the teeth pointing basad), the line most distant from outer margin at R¹; distal area, outside the pale distal border of the third line, russet-brown, with small deeper brown spots on M¹, M², SM².

Underside grey, shaded with pinkish russet, costal margin of forewing, basal area and second discal interspace of hindwing pinkish grey, basal area of forewing isabella-colour; both wings with four lines across disc, second very faint, the others quite distinct also on forewing, parallel, the first on forewing 4 mm. from cell at R², on hindwing at lower angle of cell. Harpe broad, short, the obtuse apical portion produced dorsad into a very large tooth. Penis-sheath armed at end with a heavy, somewhat compressed, process, which projects sinistro-laterad and is obliquely rounded at apex, but ends in a minute point.

♂ and early stages not known.

Length of forewing: 23 mm.

_Hab._ Wehi Maki, 19 x, 1900.

771. _Hippotion aurora_ spec. nov.

♂, Upperside of head and thorax dark olive-brown, with a conspicuous pale side-stripe; mesothoracic tegula with a prominent pale yellowish middle line; a pale, simple, mesial vitta from pronotum to end of abdomen, accompanied on the latter by a blackish brown line at each side; abdomen paler than thorax, except at base, speckled with dark olive dorso-laterally, no black basal side-patch. Underside pinkish cream-colour, faintly speckled with olive; second segment of palpus and sides of breast dark olive.

Wings, _upperside._—Forewing as in _H. eson_, much more grey, less clayish; discal lines 1 and 2 forming a band as in _H. eson_, but this band continued to the very base, being proximally almost black; line 6, which is as prominent from R² to apex as in _eson_, is very thin between R² and hinder margin, and accentuated by dots on the veins.—Hindwing nearly as in _H. osiris_, purplish red, deeper coloured than in _osiris_; the black discal area larger, its posterior portion not separated from the anterior portion, the red band-like space traversed by black vein-streaks: the post-discal black band less sharply defined than in _osiris_, tapering behind; the pale distal marginal border speckled with black.

Underside almost exactly as in _H. celerio_; no red colour and no distinct lines: brown distal marginal band of forewing more distinct than in _H. osiris_, and obviously broader than in _H. eson_.

Length of forewing: 38 mm.

_Hab._ Diego Suarez, Madagascar.
Received from Mons. H. Doucquier, who also sent us a ? of Temnora argyropeza collected at Diego Suarez.

Agrees with H. cosn in the upperside of the body and forewing, apart from the grey mesial vitta of the former and the conspicuous middle line of the mesothoracic tegula; while the upperside of the hindwing reminds one strongly of that of H. isis.

This species stands in a similar relation to isiris and eon as does H. isis to H. celerio and roseipennis.

772. Eurypteryx shelfordi spec. nov.*

♀. Antenna cream-colour above, brown towards base. Body above russet-brown, perhaps greenish when fresh. Abdomen very broad, flattened, reminding one of Rhodesoma in shape, except in the seventh segment, which is conical and prominent, though much narrower than the sixth. Underside of body with a grey finish; tibiae cinnamon.

Wings, upperside.—Forewing like body, middle area and distal marginal area deeper brown, a round white stigma with a white dot in front; single creamy white scales dispersed over the wing, slightly denser in middle from R3 backwards; a small creamy costal spot midway between cell and apex; a purplish grey ill-defined submarginal band from S6 to end of R2, indistinctly continued to apex of wing; shape of wing as in bhaga, but the apex less produced and less acute, and the distal margin proportionately longer. Hindwing mummy-brown, cinnamon distally at and near anal angle; fringe paler.

Underside mummy-brown, with single widely separated creamy scales.—Forewing: a creamy stigma, twice as long as broad; a chalky costal spot midway between cell and apex, continued backwards as a cloudy band; a grey oblique apical line bordered with brown in front from apex of wing to near R2; marginal area limited by this line purplish grey, gradually fading away behind.—Hindwing: a purplish grey discal ill-defined cloudy area, within which there is a trace of a brown band; posterior half of wing from this area to base slightly shaded with the same purplish grey colour; D1 about half the length of D2; wing shaped as in bhaga, costal margin rather more dilated near base.

Length of forewing 46 mm.; breadth 20 mm.

Hab. Kuching, N. Borneo, December 1896.

1 ♀ in the Sarawak Museum. Named in honour of Mr. R. Shelford, the curator of the Sarawak Museum.

In the same Museum there are North Bornean specimens of:

Panacra malayana, ?, not typical, from Kuching, December 1901;
Macroglossum passalus, ?, from Matang, 3600 ft., June 1900, differing in several points from pass. passalus and pass. rectifascia;
Rhagastis acuta, ?, from Paku, February 1899;
Cechenura lineosa, ♂, from Mount Sibau, May 1902.

* Species Nos. 771, 772 came too late to hand to be included in the general account given on pp. vii. to xxxv.